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Preface

We are honored to present Total Intravenous Anesthesia and Target Controlled Infusion. This
book is a testament to the passion and expertise of the contributing authors who are all

committed to the field of intravenous anesthesia and target controlled infusion. The author

list reads like a “Who’s who” of anesthetic pharmacology, and includes experts from diverse

disciplines and specialties, from 20 countries around the world. We are very appreciative of

and honored by their efforts and extend a sincere “thank you” to each author.

This book is a unique contribution to the field. It is the first to address these topics in a

comprehensive manner. Each chapter was written by a specialist in that particular area and is

intended to be of value to all providers of intravenous sedation and anesthesia. It may be read

cover to cover, or read ad hoc, one chapter at a time, out of succession. There is intentional,

albeit minimal, repetition of topics. The repetition is intended not only to consolidate impor-

tant information for the reader but also to convey relevant information for those who may not

be reading the book cover to cover. Even when there is “repetition,” it is presented in a

different style by each of the individual authors, which in most cases masks the repeated

elements.

We wish our readers much reading pleasure. Our primary goal is to help improve the care of

patients worldwide, and we trust that this book, which represents a true international collabo-

ration among multiple specialists, will be a timeless resource for clinicians and researchers

working in the field of intravenous delivery of sedation and anesthesia.

Keira P. Mason Anthony R. Absalom

Boston, MA, USA Groningen, The Netherlands
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Part I

Introduction/Background



When and How Did It All Begin? A Brief History
of Intravenous Anesthesia 1
John William Sear

Among the first reports of the intravenous injection of drugs

are those describing the studies of Wren and Major

[1, 2]. They injected opium dissolved in water into the

venous system of a dog, which caused it to be stupefied but

did not kill it! Despite this observation made more than

350 years ago, the history of clinical intravenous anesthesia

does not really become significant before the late nineteenth

century.

The delivery of drugs by the intravenous route requires

specific equipment; and for this, we must be grateful for the

development of the hollow needle by Francis Rynd in 1845,

and the syringe in 1853 by Charles Gabriel Pravaz. The latter

was not initially designed for intravenous drug administra-

tion but rather for the delivery of perineural and intra-arterial

injections. More recently the development of target-

controlled infusion delivery regimens aimed at achieving

given plasma or effect-site target drug concentrations has

usually required dedicated infusion apparatus linked to com-

puter systems that control the rate of drug dosing.

Among the earliest pioneers studying the delivery of

intravenous anesthesia to patients was Pierre-Cyprian Ore

(Professor of Physiology, University of Bordeaux), who, in

1872, reported 36 cases of anesthesia using chloral hydrate

as an intravenous anesthetic in the treatment of patients with

tetanus, to the Societe Chirugicale de Paris [3]. Despite his

enthusiasm, these early attempts at intravenous anesthesia

(IVA) were associated with a high incidence of mortality. As

a result, this delayed the further development of IVA until

the beginning of the twentieth century.

1909 saw the development of hedonal (a urethane deriva-

tive) which was used for the treatment of insomnia.

Krawkow and Fedoroff described its role to provide general

anesthesia [4, 5]. They described this as the “first

intravenous agent that produced fairly adequate surgical

anesthesia with a moderate degree of safety.” However, the
agent was not sufficiently water soluble, and resulting

“weak” solutions acted very slowly to produce anesthesia,

and had a long duration of effect. Hence the search for other

agents continued with Noel and Souttar examining the pos-

sible role of paraldehyde [6]; while Peck and Meltzer

described the use of intravenous magnesium sulfate [7];

and ethanol infusions were studied by Naragawa, and Cardot

and Laugier [8, 9].

The anesthetic properties of the barbiturates were first

observed with diethylbarbituric acid, which was synthesized

by Fischer and von Mering [10]. But, again, its low water

solubility and prolonged duration of action lead to a delayed

further development of the drug. Use of the first barbiturate

for intravenous anesthesia was reported in 1921, when

Bardet and Bardet studied a mixture of the diethylamines

of di-ethyl and di-allyl barbituric acid (Somnifen) [11].

The sodium salt of sec-butyl-(2-bromoallyl)-barbiturate

(Pernocton) had greater water solubility, and was introduced

into clinical practice in 1927. Further developments lead to

the synthesis by Kropp and Taub, and initial clinical studies

by Weese and Scharpff of the short-acting, rapid onset

hexobarbital (Evipan) [12], although the drug had a high

incidence of excitatory side effects. Nevertheless, use of

Evipan was recommended as the agent of choice in those

individuals with a tendency to bronchospasm.

Barbiturates

The first major development and advance from a clinical

viewpoint was the introduction of thiopental, which was

administered in separate studies by Lundy, and Waters

[13, 14]. At the same time, Tabern and Volwiler had initiated

a research program to prepare a series of thiobarbiturates

where there was substitution of the oxygen at the C(2) posi-

tion with a sulfur atom [15]. This led to agents having a
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shorter period of hypnosis. One of these molecules was

thiopental. It was devoid of the excitatory side effects seen

with hexobarbital. The barbiturate was completely

metabolized with only <0.3 % excreted unchanged in the

urine. In man, there was a comparatively high rate of metab-

olism (16–24 % per hour). Thiopental had no analgesic

properties, but had the tendency to increase the sensitivity

of an individual to pain and touch.

Although it was originally studied in the USA, it was

subsequently introduced into the United Kingdom by Jarman

and Abel [16]. At this time, maintenance of anesthesia

was normally provided by di-ethyl-ether or one of the other

volatile agents (all of which had undesirable side effects).

As a result, researchers started using infusions of thiopental

to maintain anesthesia. However, they found that if the

barbiturate was given without opioids or muscle relaxants,

large doses of barbiturates were needed to suppress

movement, and these doses caused side effects of cardio-

respiratory depression and delayed awakening (the pharma-

cokinetics and metabolism of the barbiturate were not fully

defined until much later by Price [17]).

Use of thiopental by infusion has also been cited as the

cause of many deaths among the casualties at Pearl Harbor in

1941—with the often quoted, but misconceived and incor-

rect statement from a surgical colleague “that intravenous

anesthesia was an ideal method of euthanasia!!” [18, 19].
Pentobarbital (a metabolite of thiopental) had previously

been used as an anesthetic by Lundy in 1932. It caused less

laryngospasm than was seen after thiopental, but there was a

suggestion that it was associated with an improved recovery

profile.

Since the Second World War, further developments have

taken place with other drugs being used to provide intrave-

nous anesthesia. Beside thiopental, several other intravenous

thio-barbiturates were assessed including thiamylal and

thialbarbitone; drugs having the same duration of action

and spectrum of activity as thiopental, but lower potency.

Introduction of a methyl thio-ethyl group into the side

chain of methitural was aimed at accelerating the breakdown

of the drug. Its development led to a drug that was popular in

Germany as Thiogenal, and as Neraval in the USA, although

the quality of anesthesia was inferior to that of thiopental.

Similar comments were made about buthalitone (marketed

as Transithal in the UK; as Ulbreval in the USA; and

Baytinal in Germany) which was synthesized in the USA

in 1936, but not studied until 1954 by Weese and Koss. The

potency of buthalitone was about half that of thiopental.

However, a greater advance was seen with the introduc-

tion of hexobarbital which causes rapid onset of anesthesia.

This property was attributed to the addition of a methyl

group at the C1 position. Further development of this mole-

cule led to the introduction in 1957 of methohexital, which

was of shorter duration of action and had a shorter half-life

than thiopental [20]. It was irritating to the subcutaneous

tissues if accidentally given extravascularly, but more irri-

tant and dangerous if given intra-arterially. Methohexital has

two asymmetrical carbon atoms, so existing as four separate

isomers. The proprietary drug is a mixture of two of these:

α-dl pair (a mixture of all four isomers was shown by Taylor

and Stoelting to produce excessive skeletal muscle activity

and possible convulsions [21]).

There have been a number of studies described that used

the drug by continuous infusion to maintain anesthesia with-

out prolonged recovery times [22, 23]. However, its use was

associated with the side effect of pain on injection and a high

incidence of involuntary muscle movements. Several other

methyl-thiobarbiturates have been studied, but again all had

very high incidences of excitatory side effects.

Benzodiazepines

Although a number of benzodiazepines have been studied as

sedative drugs since the synthesis of chlordiazepoxide in

1955 (e.g., diazepam, lorazepam), only diazepam has

enjoyed any use as an anesthetic induction agent. Titration

of the drug to the exact induction dose is difficult, as the

drug’s profile includes a slow onset of action and prolonged

duration. The benzodiazepine is water insoluble, which

requires the use of a lipid solvent, but early solvents caused

venous irritation. The introduction of an emulsion formula-

tion reduced the incidences of pain on injection and throm-

bophlebitis, but had no effect on the recovery profile after

large doses of diazepam.

More recent advances with the benzodiazepines as agents

for the maintenance of anesthesia have revolved around the

introduction of firstly midazolam, and more recently

remimazolam. The former has been used for the induction

and maintenance of intravenous anesthesia [24, 25]. One

advantage of these agents is the parallel development of a

specific antagonist, flumazenil, which can be given at the

termination of anesthesia to facilitate recovery. However,

this has not been totally straightforward, as the mismatch

between the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of

the agonist and antagonist has resulted in reports of cases

showing “rebound hypnotization” after initial recovery [26].

Propanidid

Propanidid (a phenoxyacetic acid derivative of eugenol, the

chief constituent of oil of cloves) was a short-acting seda-

tive-hypnotic containing an ester moiety which was broken

down by body (pseudochline-esterase) and tissue esterases.

It was the first clinically acceptable non-barbiturate intrave-

nous anesthetic when introduced in 1965 but was withdrawn
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in 1984 because of a high incidence of anaphylactic

reactions—again, believed to be due to the poly-

oxyethylated castor oil solvent, Cremophor EL (BASF,

Ludwigshafen, Germany).

When attempts were made to find an alternative solvent,

it was shown that a liposomal formulation had a similar

potency in rats to the Cremophor one; it also appeared

superior as far as tolerance with a reduced incidence

of clonic seizures [27]. A further study was therefore

conducted in swine, but this failed to confirm any potential

advantage of the liposomal formation over other existing

hypnotics [28].

More recently another metabolically active ester with a

structure similar to propanidid (AZD 3043) has been

evaluated in man—this time, formulated in the lipid emul-

sion used for propofol [29]. Although the drug had a short

context-sensitive half-time, there were some undesirable

side effects—water insolubility; low potency; a dose-related

increase in heart rate during drug infusion; sporadic episodes

of involuntary movements and increased muscle tone (espe-

cially during the recovery phase); and in three patients there

were episodes of erythema, chest discomfort, and dyspnea

after drug dosing. Overall, one or more adverse side effects

occurred in 29 % of the patients studied.

Etomidate

This imidazole derivative was discovered in 1964 at Janssen

Pharmaceutica in Belgium and introduced into clinical

practice in 1974. Unlike many other intravenous agents,

etomidate caused little hemodynamic depression, and its

use was not associated with histamine release. The agent

had the profile of rapid onset and offset, but its use was

accompanied by significant adverse side effects: pain on

injection—due primarily to the propylene glycol solvent;

myoclonic activity; and a high incidence of postoperative

nausea and vomiting.

In 1983 it was reported that when the drug was given by

continuous infusion to provide ICU sedation to multiply

traumatized patients, there was an increase in patient mor-

tality when compared with other sedation regimens [30]. In

vitro and in vivo studies have shown that infusions (and

single doses) of etomidate result in an inhibition of adrenal

steroidogenesis.

As a result, the present role of etomidate in anesthesia

practice is confined mainly to use as an induction drug for

patients at risk of hemodynamic instability; for those who

have shown previous allergic reactions to other induction

agents; and electro-convulsive therapy (since etomidate

decreases seizure thresholds).

A reformulation of etomidate in a lipid emulsion reduces

the incidence of pain on injection, but does not address the

issue of reduced cortisol synthesis. More recent attempts at

addressing the effects of the imidazole compound on cortisol

biosynthesis are further discussed in Chaps. 12 and 16.

Steroids

In 1927, Cashin and Moravek reported the ability of a

colloidal suspension of cholesterol to induce anesthesia in

cats [31]. Subsequent studies showed no apparent relation-

ship between the hypnotic (anesthetic) and hormonal

properties of the steroids, with the most potent anesthetic

steroid being pregnan-3,20-dione (pregnanedione) which is

virtually devoid of endocrine activity.

Over the next 80 or more years, the anesthetic properties

of a large number of steroids were assessed both in vitro, and

in vivo in laboratory animals and man. One of the main

problems with steroid agents has been their lack of water

solubility. Most steroids show high therapeutic indices in

animals, but a variable effect in man in terms of the onset of

hypnosis, and the rapidity and completeness of recovery.

In 1941, Selye reported that injections of progesterone

produced sleep in rodents [32]; however, it was not until the

studies by P’An et al., and Murphy and colleagues that the

first clinical report of the anesthetic effects of the water

soluble steroid hydroxydione was published [33, 34]. How-

ever, this drug did not have an ideal profile—as the onset of

hypnosis was delayed (not occurring until 3–5 min after drug

administration). Was this because the hypnotic effect of

hydroxydione was due to a metabolite? It also had a long

duration of action; and a high incidence of thrombophlebi-

tis—so requiring the drug to be administered as a high

volume, dilute solution. Other side effects included a fall

in blood pressure and respiratory depression which also did

not occur until sometime after initial drug administration.

However, compared with thiopental, hydroxydione had a far

greater therapeutic index; other features were an association

with a low incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

In the early 1970s, studies were undertaken of a new

compound that was a mixture of two steroids (alfaxalone

and alfadolone acetate) solvented in polyoxyethylated castor

oil (Cremophor EL solution). This resulted in the hypnotic

agent Althesin [35]. The main component of the combina-

tion was alfaxalone; the alfadolone acetate being added to

increase the solubility of the alfaxalone. Althesin was a rapid

onset, short-acting drug, which was used to both induce

anesthesia, and provide anesthesia when given by repeat

intravenous bolus doses or as a continuous infusion. The

features of rapid onset and high potency have been

associated with the presence of a free-OH group at the C

(3) position of the A ring of the pregnane nucleus.

In lower doses, the drug was used to provide sedation

during regional anesthetic blocks or to allow controlled
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ventilation of patients in the intensive care unit. The drug

also had advantageous effects on cerebral metabolism with a

reduction in cerebral oxygen consumption, and a decrease in

cerebral blood flow and CSF pressure leading to a reduction

in intracerebral pressure (so making the drug very useful

for neuroanesthesia); a low incidence of venous sequelae

including thrombophlebitis.

One important facet of its pharmacology was that repeat

bolus dosing of Althesin was not associated with a progres-

sive increased duration of effect, as had been seen with

barbiturate drugs. This finding led several authors to explore

the concept of maintaining anesthesia by a continuous infu-

sion of the steroids [36–40]. These pivotal studies underpin

the development of continuous intravenous anesthesia.

However, it was soon found that the use of Althesin was

associated with a high incidence of hypersensitivity reactions

[41–43]. Research studies aimed at establishing the cause

of these reactions were never completely conclusive, and

attempts at reformulation were similarly unsuccessful.

Hence the drug was withdrawn from clinical practice in

1984, although its use continued in some veterinary species.

Recent interest in the use of steroids to provide anesthesia has

led to further attempts at reformulation (see Chap. 16).

Other steroid anesthetic agents have been evaluated in

animals and man—including minaxolone citrate, eltanolone

(5β-pregnanolone), ORG 21465 and ORG 25435—but all

have failed to display improved pharmacokinetic or pharma-

codynamics profile when compared with other anesthetic

agents available at that time.

Phencyclidines

These cyclohexylamine compounds act to produce a differ-

ent type of anesthesia than that seen with other anesthetic

agents—namely, a state of unconsciousness in which the

patient appears to be in a cataleptic (or dissociative) state,

but able to undergo surgery without any recall of events.

Several drugs of this type have been studied, but the first

significant compound was phencyclidine (Sernil; or PCP).

This is still used today in some veterinary practices; but has

been superseded in man because of its high associated inci-

dence of post-anesthetic psychotomimetic side effects and

delirium.

The main drug today is ketamine, which was synthesized

in 1962 by Stevens at Parke-Davies laboratories, with the

first clinical studies undertaken in 1965. Widespread clinical

use originates in 1970, and it is still the drug of choice for

many clinical scenarios in both human and veterinary

practices (this being the case despite evidence of psychoto-

mimetic activity and cardiovascular stimulation in many

patients [44, 45]).

There are some data to suggest that the drug (which is a

racemic mixture of two optical isomers) may show an

improved profile when given as the S (+) isomer alone.

Both animal and human studies confirm this to be the more

effective isomer, with shorter emergence and faster return of

cognitive function. However, its use does not totally abolish

the occurrence of the postoperative sequelae.

Propofol

The history underlying the development of the present lead

compound (propofol—di-isopropyl phenol) has not been

straightforward. Propofol, a substituted derivative of phenol

was synthesized by Glen and colleagues at ICI, UK in the

early 1970s [46]. Because of the drug’s water insolubility,
initial studies were conducted with it formulated in three

different solvents. The main study programme was

conducted with a formulation solvented in Cremophor

EL. This resulted in a number of cases of anaphylactoid

reactions, and the temporary withdrawal of the drug.

In 1983, a lipid emulsion formulation of the drug was

available, with the first dose delivered by my erstwhile

colleague, Nigel Kay, in Oxford, UK [47]. The subsequent

clinical trials programme showed it to be a drug of great

potential, with the drug being licensed for general release in

the UK and Europe in 1986 followed by FDA approval in the

USA in 1989.

Since that time, the drug has been used worldwide; and

the full pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics profile of

the agent have been defined when used for induction and

maintenance of anesthesia; for sedation for minor

procedures (with or without regional blockade); and for

sedation in the intensive care unit.

The Concept of ‘Balanced Anesthesia’

The concept of balanced anesthesia was first introduced by

George Crile during the period 1900–1910, with the aim of

providing a light general anesthetic with obtunding of the

responses to noxious stimuli associated with surgery being

achieved by the administration of local anesthetic blocks. In

1926, Lundy used the same term to indicate the balance

between a mixture of premedication (often heavy and often

excessive), regional anesthesia and general anesthesia

[48]. The first use of an intravenous balanced anesthetic

technique was thiopental in combination with nitrous

oxide and oxygen as reported by Organe and Broad

[49]. This concept of using several different components

of a total anesthetic was further expanded by Neff et al.

with nitrous oxide-oxygen anesthesia being supplemented
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by intravenous pethidine (meperidine), a neuromuscular

relaxant (d-tubocurarine) and sodium thiopental [50].

It is from these roots that present day intravenous anes-

thesia or total intravenous anesthesia is derived.

Intravenous anesthesia for practice outside the
operating theater.

Although anesthesia is usually conducted within the confines

of the hospital, office practice, or surgery, there is increasing

need for the delivery of anesthesia at various sites of

trauma—such as at traffic accidents, other disasters or in

the theater of war. The need to develop intravenous anesthe-

sia for these scenarios originates partly from the anesthetic

techniques used during the Chaco War (1932–1935)

between Bolivia and Paraguay, and the Spanish Civil War

(1936–1939).

Apart from hexobarbital, which was introduced in

1932, the medical staff had few other options available,

and had to revert to the use of intravenous ethanol and

tri-bromomethanol (Avertin). The main advantage of hexo-

barbital compared to previous barbiturates was its induction

of anaesthesia in one arm-brain circulation time.

Again the introduction of thiopental in 1934 by Lundy

and Tovell changed practices in these cases. Despite the

adverse comments levelled at the use of thiopental at Pearl

Harbor by civilian surgical personnel, intravenous agents

must remain a key component of anesthesia in these

circumstances. The editorial comments of Halford have

often overshadowed the truth as presented in the

accompanying paper by Adams and Gray. Thankfully sug-

gestion that the use of thiopental was associated with

increased adverse outcomes including mortality has not

resulted in the abandonment of intravenous anesthesia in

the shocked patient.

However, present anesthetic practices outside of the hos-

pital environment have been influenced through the intro-

duction of two key intravenous agents—ketamine in 1970

and Althesin in 1971, together with the availability of a

number of short-acting analgesics (initially pentazocine,

and later fentanyl, alfentanil, sufentanil, and more recently

remifentanil). Examples of successful techniques used by

the British army are typified by the studies of Restall and

Jago [51, 52]; while American practice was largely based

around the use of ketamine, and remains that way to this day.

The more recent introduction of propofol into “field anesthe-

sia” represents another new development, which remains to

be fully evaluated.

The research and development of new intravenous anes-

thetic agents continues; but progress is likely to be slower than

the rate and pattern of growth seen over the last hundred or so

years. Will we see new innovative agents? Only time will tell!
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The Development and Regulation of Commercial
Devices for Target-Controlled Drug Infusion 2
John B. Glen

Introduction

The mathematical background to the concept of target-

controlled infusion (TCI) and its application to the adminis-

tration of intravenous anaesthetic and analgesic drugs will be

discussed elsewhere in this book (see Chap. 25—“Pharma-

cokinetics and Pharmacodynamics in the Pediatric Patient”
by Anderson and Chap. 6—“Basic Pharmacology: Kinetics

and Dynamics for Dummies” by Rader). As I was closely

involved in the development of propofol, and the clinical

trial programme and related studies required to support the

introduction of the ‘Diprifusor’™ TCI system, this chapter

sets out to provide a personal account of the development

and regulatory approval of commercial TCI systems.

The Development of Infusion Devices Suitable
for Use in Anaesthesia

Propofol, first marketed as an anaesthetic agent for induction

and short term maintenance of anaesthesia in 1986, was

developed by the Pharmaceuticals Division of Imperial

Chemical Industries (ICI, becoming Zeneca in 1993, and in

1999 merging with Astra to form AstraZeneca—these are

referred to as ICI or by the generic term “the Company”
hereafter). From an early stage in the pharmacological eval-

uation of the drug, it was apparent that propofol had a

pharmacokinetic profile which would allow its use by con-

tinuous infusion to maintain anaesthesia, an observation

critical to its selection as a candidate drug. Further regu-

latory approvals were obtained to extend the use of propofol

to long term maintenance of anaesthesia and as a sedative,

used in association with regional anaesthesia, or to facilitate

ventilation in patients requiring intensive care.

A limiting factor in the clinical development of infusion

techniques was the lack of suitable equipment in operating

theatres. While anaesthesiologists were familiar with the use

of volumetric infusion pumps in the intensive care environ-

ment, these devices with their high capital cost and a require-

ment for expensive disposable cartridges were not suitable

for routine theatre use. While some syringe drivers were

available, most of these had a maximum delivery rate of

99 ml h�1. In 1986 I wrote to a large number of the infusion

device manufacturers to elicit their interest in a collaborative

approach to the development of equipment more suitable for

routine operating theatre use. Among a small number of

positive responses, that from the Ohmeda Company, a sub-

sidiary of BOC Healthcare was the most encouraging. They

built a prototype which incorporated a bolus facility for the

rapid delivery of loading infusions and could be interfaced

with a controller for computer-controlled infusions. Clinical

evaluation of this prototype confirmed that it fulfilled all the

requirements of an infusion device for anaesthesia, such that

the Ohmeda 9000 became the first of a new generation of

syringe drivers [1]. This device could provide ‘bolus’ infu-
sion rates up to 1200 ml h�1 suitable for induction of anaes-

thesia and a continuous infusion rate up to 200 ml h�1.

Syringe pumps with similar features were subsequently

developed by a range of manufactures around the world.

First Steps Towards Commercial TCI Systems

In the late 1980s I recall a discussion with Walter Nimmo,

who was at that time Professor of Anaesthesia at Sheffield

University. He had recently returned from a visit to Duke

University, North Carolina, where he had been impressed by

the work Jerry Reeves and Peter Glass were doing with

pharmacokinetic model-driven infusion and suggested that

we should consider this approach for the administration of

propofol. Studies on the maintenance of anaesthesia in Europe

had been done principally with conventional syringe pumps,
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with depth of anaesthesia adjusted simply by altering the

infusion rate in ml per hour to deliver drug within the range

of 4–12 mg kg�1 h�1. This appeared to be quite satisfactory

and was consistent with my experience in laboratory animals,

where the response to a change to infusion rate was a prompt

change in depth of anaesthesia. As such, I was not convinced

at that time that a more sophisticated, ‘computer-controlled’
system would offer significant benefits to justify the likely

cost and added complexity. However, as the various interna-

tional research groups continued to work with a range of

independently developed computer-controlled infusion

systems, and began to apply them to the administration of

propofol, in early 1990 I persuaded ICI to allow me to orga-

nise a workshop on computer simulation and control of

i.v. infusions in anaesthesia, with the following objectives:

1. To allow common interest groups to exchange ideas and

discuss future developments

2. To promote a degree of standardisation in systems devel-

oped for the infusion of propofol

3. To facilitate the development of more convenient systems

for the administration of i.v. anaesthetics.

The attendees were mainly academic anaesthesiologists

with interests in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, a

number of whom had developed their own prototype

computer-controlled systems for the administration of hyp-

notic or analgesic agents. These included Chris Hull, Cedric

Prys-Roberts, Peter Hutton, Gavin Kenny, Martin White and

Bill Mapleson from the UK, Luc Barvais, Alain d’Hollander,
Frederic Camu and F Cantraine from Belgium, Pierre Maitre

and Don Stanski from Switzerland, Jürgen Schüttler and

Siggi Kloos from Germany, Xavier Viviand and Bruno

Lacarelle from France, Anders Nilsson from Sweden and

Peter Glass, Jim Jacobs and Steven Shafer from the USA.

Martyn Gray (Ohmeda, UK) and Jim Skakoon (Bard, USA)

provided input from infusion device manufacturers, and

from the Company, I was accompanied by Ian Cockshott

(pharmacokinetics), Philip Arundel (mathematics and elec-

tronics) and Katie Hopkins (medical research).

This meeting achieved its objectives in that the

participants welcomed the opportunity to share their experi-

ence and to seek a route towards wider availability of com-

puter-controlled infusion systems. It was clear that there

would need to be a degree of standardisation and discussion

of product liability issues highlighted the need for pharma-

ceutical companies to provide regulatory authorities with

more information, before guidance on computer-controlled

infusion could be included in drug prescribing information.

By the end of this meeting I was convinced that computer-

controlled systems could facilitate the administration of

propofol for maintenance of anaesthesia but commercial

support for a complex and potentially expensive

development was yet to be obtained. Together with Jos

Heykants of Janssen Pharmaceutica, I organised a second

international workshop on ‘Target Control Titration in intra-
venous anesthesia’ in the Netherlands just prior to a World

Congress of Anaesthesiology congress being held there in

June 1992. This meeting was chaired by Carl Hug from the

USA and attended by almost 40 academic anaesthesiologists

(Fig. 2.1), a number of industry participants and

representatives from a regulatory agency (FDA, USA) and

a Notified Body (TUV, Germany). I had first suggested the

term ‘Target Control Titration’ as an alternative to the vari-

ous acronyms that had been used to describe prototype

systems developed by different groups when speaking at a

Swedish Postgraduate Meeting at Leondahl Castle in

October 1991. Gavin Kenny was another speaker at this

meeting who agreed that it was desirable to avoid the impli-

cation that a computer rather than an anaesthesiologist

controls the depth of anaesthesia and thereafter began to

refer to Target Controlled Infusion in subsequent papers.

In time this terminology, and the acronym TCI, was

endorsed by other leaders in the field [2]. The interest of

anaesthesiologists and medical device manufacturers in this

approach was clearly increasing and possible approaches to

commercial development were emerging. The group at

Glasgow University had modified their original system [3]

to produce a portable system which used a Psion Organiser

(POS 200) interfaced with the Ohmeda 9000 syringe pump

[4]. Reports of local use of this system, which were later

published [5] indicated that 27 of 30 anaesthesiologists who

had used the system found that it had changed their use of

propofol for maintenance of anaesthesia, the main reasons

being greater ease of use and more confidence in the predict-

ability of effects, in comparison with manually controlled

infusion. This began to elicit commercial interest within ICI

and a project team was constituted in August 1992 to deter-

mine the feasibility of developing a TCI system linked to a

prefilled syringe presentation of propofol which was already

under development.

The ‘Diprifusor’ TCI Development

The development of the Diprifusor TCI system and

associated technology has been described elsewhere [6, 7],

but a brief summary is included here to illustrate the strategy

adopted. Despite extensive academic experience with TCI,

there was no precedent within regulatory agencies for deal-

ing with this kind of drug—device combination, and exten-

sive discussions with drug and device regulatory authorities

were held to seek a way forward. A proposal by the Com-

pany to link the development to electronically tagged pre-

filled syringes (Fig. 2.2), to confirm the drug and drug

concentration present, was welcomed by these authorities.
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This added a significant level of technical complexity to the

development but had the commercial benefit to the Company

that the new technique would be restricted to use with

‘Diprivan’™ the Company’s brand of propofol. It is unlikely
that commercial support for the development would have

been achieved without this approach. It was considered

important to separate clearly the responsibilities of the

drug company in selecting the pharmacokinetic model and

providing guidance on usage, with the addition of target

concentration settings to the drug prescribing information,

from those of the pump manufacturer. The plan to achieve

this involved the development by the Company of the

Diprifusor TCI module (Fig. 2.3) containing the TCI control

software, with a preferred pharmacokinetic model and soft-

ware to communicate with the electronic identification tag,

the pump display and the pump motor, which could be

incorporated by the device manufacturer into a conventional

syringe infusion pump. Results of clinical trials with devices

containing the preferred model, and proposed guidance on

target concentration settings for inclusion in Diprivan label-

ling, would be submitted to drug regulatory authorities.

Within Europe both the Diprifusor TCI module (as an

‘Accessory’) and integrated devices incorporating the mod-

ule would be submitted for conformity assessment by a

Notified Body (G-MED, France) as designated by EEC

Directive 93/42 which came into effect in Jan 1995. The

Company spent a considerable time developing a delivery

performance specification with a series of test input profiles.

Demonstration of conformity with this specification by a

device manufacturer, using a final integrated device,

Fig. 2.2 Plastic finger grip with electronic tag utilising Programmed

Magnetic Resonance to confirm presence of propofol and identify

concentration in glass prefilled syringe (Reproduced with kind permis-

sion from AstraZeneca)

Fig. 2.1 Delegates invited to attend a workshop on ‘Target Controlled
Titration in Intravenous Anaesthesia’, co-sponsored by ICI

Pharmaceuticals and Janssen Pharmaceutica in Holland in 1992. Aca-

demic delegates from the USA included Julie Barr, Peter Glass, Carl

Hug, Jerry Reeves, David Watkins, Steve Shafer and Don Stanski, from

the UK Michael Halsey, Cedric Prys-Roberts, Gavin Kenny and Martin

White, from Germany Jürgen Schüttler, from Belgium Elisabeth Gepts,

Alain D’Hollander and Luc Barvais, from France Frederique Servin, from

Australia David Crankshaw and Laurie Mather, from South Africa Johan

Coetzee, and a representative of the FDA in the USA, Dan Spyker.

(Reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science þ Business

Media: The Wondrous Story of Anesthesia, EI Eger, II et al. (eds) 2014,

Chapter 66, Some examples of industry contributions to the history of

anesthesia. Leazer R, Needham D, Glen J, Thomas P, Fig. 66.6, p. 919)
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provided a link between the medicines authority assessing

the clinical trials submission and the Notified Body

evaluating the device. Discussions with the FDA in 1995

concluded that the submission of both clinical and device

data should be in the form of a Pre Market Approval (PMA)

application, to the group primarily responsible for the assess-

ment of new devices in the USA.

In late 1991, the Ohmeda Company, possibly as a conse-

quence of marketing priority being given to desflurane,

decided to stop manufacture of the Ohmeda 9000 pump.

As a result, Martyn Gray, an electronics expert who had

been collaborating with the Glasgow University group,

became available to work as a consultant for the Company.

A decision was made to licence the Glasgow University TCI

technology as the Company was satisfied that the two pro-

cessor design incorporated in this system was likely to offer

the most robust approach to TCI and Martyn was already

familiar with this software. Martyn Gray (Anaesthesia Tech-

nology Ltd, Wetherby, UK) played a key role in the design

and validation of the Diprifusor TCI module, thus

transforming the Glasgow University software into a format

that could communicate with and be installed in infusion

pumps from a range of manufacturers. The development of

the drug concentration identification system also required

close collaboration between Martyn Gray and another exter-

nal consultancy (Scientific Generics Ltd, now Sagentia,

Cambridge, UK). An indication of the complexity of this

aspect of the development can be seen in the equipment

required to manufacture the electronic tag in the syringe

finger grip (Fig. 2.4).

To ensure standardisation of drug delivery at a particular

target setting, it was important to select a single pharmaco-

kinetic model. Philip Arundel at ICI had developed the

pharmacokinetic simulation program EXPLICIT [8] and I

selected models described by Dyke and Shafer [9], Tackley

et al. [10], and Marsh [11] for comparison. Detailed infor-

mation on drug infusion rates and measured blood propofol

concentrations were available from healthy control patients

in a pharmacokinetic study of propofol [12]. Simulation of

the infusion rates used in this study with EXPLICIT showed

a degree of positive bias (measured concentrations greater

than predicted) with all three models. The degree of positive

bias was small and similar with the Tackley and Marsh

models and was somewhat greater with the Dyck and Shafer

set. Similar results were later obtained in a prospective

comparative study with the same three models [13], and in

view of the greater clinical experience already obtained with

the Marsh model, this was selected for further clinical stud-

ies. Meetings continued with academics working in this field

and it was agreed that results obtained up to that time would

be pooled to obtain a set of population pharmacokinetic

parameters. Preliminary results were reviewed in 1993 but

the figures obtained at that time using NON-MEM software

showed no significant improvement in predictive perfor-

mance. The Marsh model used in Diprifusor systems

incorporates a minor reduction in central volume of distri-

bution but in other respects uses the rate constants described

by Gepts and colleagues [14]. A minor typographical error

occurred in the description of the adult model given in a

study related to the development of a model for children [11]

in that Diprifusor systems use a value for k12 of 0.114 min�1

as described by Gepts rather than the value of 0.112 min�1

given in the Marsh publication. This disparity has a very

minor effect on propofol delivery.

For the programme of Company sponsored clinical stud-

ies, the Glasgow University software was incorporated in a

customised ‘Backbar’ computer developed by Martyn Gray

at Anaesthesia Technology Ltd and linked via a serial port to

an Ohmeda 9000 or Graseby 3400 computer compatible

syringe pump. Delivery performance tests confirmed that,

Fig. 2.3 Diprifusor™ TCI

module (8 � 5 � 1 cm)

developed by ICI

Pharmaceuticals (now

AstraZeneca) and containing the

Marsh pharmacokinetic model

and two microprocessors running

independent versions of TCI

control software as developed by

the University of Glasgow

(Reproduced with kind

permission from AstraZeneca)
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at a series of target settings, the delivery of propofol with

these two systems was equivalent. Further tests examined

inter-syringe and inter-pump variability, linearity of output

over a target concentration range of 1–8 μg ml�1, delivery

performance over a 6 h period and performance at extremes

of body weight accepted by Diprifusor systems (30 and

150 kg). Cumulative volume of drug delivered was

measured with an electronic balance and compared with an

ideal volume obtained by computer simulation of the same

target input using Diprifusor software. At selected time

points, infusion error was calculated as follows:

Infusion error%¼ Balance volume� Ideal volumeð Þ
Ideal volume

�100

Initial response time was also calculated as the time required

for the predicted target to reach 90 % of the target set when

the balance output was fed into Diprifusor software. This

work led to a delivery performance specification, with a series

of five test protocols, which was supplied to the manufacturers

of commercial ‘Diprifusor’ systems. Initial response times for

these test protocols ranged from 0.4 to 1.0 min and infusion

error allowed was generally�5 %. By demonstrating confor-

mity with this specification, manufacturers were able to dem-

onstrate that the Diprifusor module had been correctly

installed in their pump and would operate in a manner consis-

tent with the systems used in clinical trials. An example of the

specification for one test profile is shown in Table 2.1

Eight prospective clinical studies with the selected TCI

control program and using the Marsh pharmacokinetic

model for induction and maintenance of anaesthesia in

adults were completed and submitted to drug regulatory

authorities in Europe and the USA in 1995. The principal

objectives of the trial programme were as follows:

1. To determine the target concentration settings required to

induce and maintain anaesthesia

2. To examine the influence of premedication [15], analge-

sic supplementation [16] and mode of ventilation [17] on

the target concentrations required.

3. Two studies assessed the predictive performance of the

Marsh model using the methods proposed by Varvel and

colleagues [18]. Both studies showed an acceptable

degree of positive bias (i.e. measured blood propofol

concentrations greater than predicted) with median values

of 16 % in one study in general surgery patients [19] and

25 % in patients undergoing cardiac surgery [20].

4. To determine the target concentrations required in elderly

patients and in patients undergoing cardiac surgery

[20]. One unpublished study in cardiac surgery patients

was conducted with a double blind study design as

requested by FDA and demonstrated no clinically rele-

vant differences between the groups in haemodynamic or

safety assessments.

5. To compare the characteristics of anaesthesia and ease of

use of the Diprifusor TCI system with manually con-

trolled infusion [21].

Efficacy and safety assessments made in these studies

were consistent with previous experience with propofol

and the following guidance on target blood propofol

concentrations when using Diprifusor TCI systems for

induction and maintenance of anaesthesia was proposed as

an amendment to ‘Diprivan’ prescribing information:

Fig. 2.4 Equipment required to

manufacture and insert the

electronic tag into the plastic

fingergrip for glass prefilled

syringes of ‘Diprivan’™
(Reproduced with kind

permission from AstraZeneca)

Table 2.1 Example of Diprifusor drug delivery specification in 50 kg

subject with an initial target blood propofol concentration of 6 mg ml�1,

reduced to 4 mg ml�1 at 10 min and increased to 6 mg ml�1 at 20 min

Time (min) 1 5 10 20 21 30

Ideal vol (ml) 8.44 15.51 23.59 30.48 34.21 46.41

Min balance vol (ml) 7.60 14.73 22.41 28.96 32.50 44.09

Max balance vol (ml) 8.86 16.29 24.77 32.00 35.92 48.73
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In adult patients under 55 years of age anaesthesia

can usually be induced with target propofol

concentrations in the region of 4 to 8 μg/ml. An initial
target of 4 μg/ml is recommended in premedicated

patients and in unpremedicated patients an initial

target of 6 μg/ml is advised. Induction time with
these targets is generally within the range of 60–120

seconds. Higher targets will allow more rapid induc-
tion of anaesthesia but may be associated with more

pronounced haemodynamic and respiratory

depression.
A lower initial target should be used in patients

over the age of about 55 years and in patients of ASA
grades 3 and 4. The target concentration can then be

increased in steps of 0.5 to 1.0 μg/ml at intervals of

1 minute to achieve a gradual induction of anaesthesia
Supplementary analgesia will generally be

required and the extent to which target concentrations
for maintenance of anaesthesia can be reduced will be

influenced by the amount of concomitant analgesia

administered. Target propofol concentrations in the
region of 3 to 6 μg/ml usually maintain satisfactory

anaesthesia.

Drug labelling also highlights the requirement for the

target concentration to be titrated to the response of the

patient, in view of interpatient variability in propofol phar-

macokinetics and pharmacodynamics, and for users to be

familiar with the instructions for use in the “‘Diprifusor’
Guide for Anaesthetists” which provided further information

on the concept of TCI and advice on the practical use of the

system.

Approvals for amendments to the drug prescribing infor-

mation and EC certificates of conformance with the

requirements of directive 93/42/EEC, allowing CE marks

of conformance to be attached to the Diprifusor TCI module

and integrated devices containing the module, began to be

achieved in the UK and most European countries from 1996

onwards. The first integrated Diprifusor TCI system to gain

approval in Europe was the Becton Dickinson Master TCI

pump (Vial, later Fresenius, Bresins, France) followed by

the Graseby 3500 (Smiths Medical, UK), Alaris IVAC TIVA

TCI pump (Alaris Medical, later Carefusion, UK) and later

in Japan, the Terumo TE-372 syringe pump.

Further submissions were made to drug authorities to

extend the use of Diprifusor TCI systems to conscious seda-

tion for surgical and diagnostic procedures and for intensive

care sedation [22], but these submissions have not been

made in every country in which approval for induction and

maintenance of anaesthesia has been granted. No submission

to allow the use of Diprifusor TCI systems in children has

been made in any country. Currently used Diprifusor

systems display predicted effect-site propofol concentration

using a blood–brain equilibration rate constant (ke0) of

0.26 min�1. This value was obtained from a preliminary

analysis of a study in which pharmacodynamic data was

obtained by monitoring EEG auditory evoked potentials

[23]. A final non-parametric analysis of the study data

provided a mean ke0 value of 0.2/min [24]. Subsequently, a

modified ke0 of 1.21 /min was proposed for use with the

Marsh model [25] but was not endorsed by AstraZeneca.

The opportunity to control effect-site concentration was not

incorporated in the original Diprifusor TCI module because

of the complexity of the regulatory process, the impossibility

of measuring effect-site concentrations and uncertainty

about the most appropriate ke0 value for use with the

Marsh model. More recently the latest version of the

Diprifusor TCI module has been modified to allow the con-

trol of effect-site concentrations with an intermediate ke0 of

0.6 min�1, a value found to be most likely to achieve a stable

effect when the target is fixed at a time when a desired effect

has been achieved [26]. In a further comparative study the

Marsh model and a ke0 of 0.6 min�1 achieved induction of

anaesthesia more rapidly than the Marsh model in blood

concentration control or the Schnider model [27, 28] with a

ke0 of 0.46 min�1 in effect-site control with no differences

between groups in the magnitude of blood pressure changes

or the frequency of apnoea [29].

The clinical trial documentation submitted in Europe was

sufficient to gain approval for amendments to Diprivan

labelling to allow administration by TCI in most countries

in which TCI devices have been approved. Notable

exceptions were Japan and the USA. In Japan the 1 %

Diprivan Prefilled Syringe with electronic tag drug identifi-

cation was evaluated and approved as a 1 % Diprivan

Injection-Kit following four studies which examined useful-

ness, benefits, microbiology and use by conventional

methods of administration. This was followed by a TCI

user study in Japanese patients in which the Graseby 3500

infusion pump with the Diprifusor TCI module was used to

assess efficacy, safety and controllability. Predictive perfor-

mance was also assessed and median bias of 18.8 % was

similar to that seen in European studies [30]. Guidance on

administration of Diprivan by TCI in Japan recommends the

use of slightly lower target settings:

Diprivan should be administered using Diprifusor TCI

function of a Diprifusor TCI pump.

(1) Induction

Usually in adults, infusion should be started intra-

venously with a target blood propofol concentration of
3 μg/ml, which should be increased in steps of 1.0

to 2.0 μg/ml at intervals of one minute if clinical
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signs do not show onset of anaesthesia in 3 minutes

after start of infusion.

In adult patients, anaesthesia can usually be

induced with target concentration in the range of 3.0
to 6.0 μg/ml within the range of 1 to 3 minutes.

In elderly patients and in patients of ASA grade

3 and 4, a lower initial target should be used.

(2) Maintenance

The required depth of anaesthesia can usually be

maintained by continuous infusion of the drug in com-

bination with oxygen or a mixture of oxygen and
nitrous oxide, while the target concentration is titrated

against the response of the patient. Target

concentrations in the region of 2.5 to 5.0 μg/ml usually
maintain satisfactory anaesthesia in adults.

Analgesics (narcotic analgesics, local anaesthetics, etc.)

should be used concomitantly.

Despite a lengthy evaluation process during which FDA

reviewers and regulatory strategy changed, approval for the

Diprifusor TCI system in the USA was not obtained and the

agency issued a non-approvable letter in 2001, stating that

lack of precision in dosing posed an unacceptable risk. The

Company responded that no pharmacokinetic model could

be expected to eliminate variability in the concentrations

achieved at a particular target setting and that such

variability had not been associated with any safety concerns,

but approval was not achieved and the Company withdrew

the US submission in 2004. A theoretical treatise has since

then proved that TCI devices can neither create nor eliminate

biological variability, the overall spread of observations

being an intrinsic property of the drug [31]. More detailed

information on the failure to obtain approval for TCI in the

USA is discussed in a recent publication on the history of

TCI [32].

‘Open’ TCI Systems

Around 2002, as ‘Diprivan’ patents began to expire, a num-

ber of medical device manufactures began their independent

development of TCI devices without a drug recognition

facility which therefore allowed their use with generic

preparations of propofol. Among the first of these were the

‘Orchestra’® Base Primea introduced by Fresenius Vial in

2003 and the ‘Asena’® PK syringe pump (Alaris Medical,

now Cardinal Health Care). By this time continuing aca-

demic research had led to the publication of an alternative

pharmacokinetic model for propofol, developed in

volunteers, with covariates for age, weight, height and lean

body mass [27]. This study also included characterisation of

the relationship between plasma concentration and the time

course of drug effect, and proposed a value for the blood–

brain equilibration rate constant (ke0) of propofol of

0.456 min�1 and a predicted time of peak effect of 1.7 or

1.6 min when assessed by visual inspection of the EEG

[28]. Algorithms to achieve and maintain stable drug

concentrations at the site of drug effect had been published

earlier [33, 34] and medical device companies came under

pressure from academic groups to provide TCI systems

which would not only allow the administration of generic

propofol with the Marsh model, but would also allow the

choice of the alternative pharmacokinetic model, the choice

to control plasma or effect-site drug concentrations and

the ability to deliver remifentanil or sufentanil by TCI.

While these devices refer to plasma rather than blood

concentrations, this chapter continues to describe blood

concentrations as in the regulatory studies with propofol

and remifentanil whole blood concentrations were measured

and guidance on target settings in drug labelling is provided

in terms of blood concentrations.

In Europe these systems were submitted to a Notified

Body to assess conformity with the standards set out in the

European Medical Device Directive 93/42 in the same way

that the Diprifusor module and integrated Diprifusor TCI

pumps were evaluated. As devices intended to deliver

anaesthetic (i.e. ‘potentially hazardous’ substances), these

come within Class IIb of the Directive classification and

require inspection by a Notified Body with regard to their

design, manufacture and quality assurance. A key feature of

the Directive is that devices bearing a CE mark, indicating

that they have demonstrated a satisfactory assessment of

conformity with the requirements of the Directive, can then

be marketed throughout Europe and CE marking has also

been recognised as a sign of approval by other countries

outside Europe. Directive 93/42 provides a series of ‘Essen-
tial Requirements’ which have to be met in relation to safety

and performance. In terms of performance, it is sufficient to

demonstrate that a device incorporating a particular model at

particular target settings will deliver an infusion profile and

predict plasma or effect-site drug concentrations in line with

mathematical predictions for the same model obtained by

computer simulation. Literature publications describing

clinical experience with particular models can be used to

justify the choice of target settings used in these studies.

There is no requirement for the Notified Body to have any

contact with the relevant Medicines Authority responsible

for the marketing authorisation of the drugs to be infused or

the manufacturer of these drugs. A similar approach to

device approval has been used by newer entrants in the

field. The Perfusor® Space and Infusomat® Space pumps

(B Braun, Germany), the Volumed® μVP 7000 and

Syramed® μSP600 devices (Arcomed AG, Switzerland)

and the Pion® TCI pump (Bionet, Korea) have incorporated

the Marsh and Schnider models for propofol, the Minto
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model for remifentanil and in some cases models for admin-

istration of sufentanil, alfentanil, fentanyl, midazolam, keta-

mine and dexmedetomidine by TCI.

In the case of propofol, the introduction of open TCI

systems giving users a choice of pharmacokinetic models

and modes of administration has led to a degree of confusion

[35] which will be discussed in the section on propofol TCI

with open systems. In the following sections the author has

used the pharmacokinetic simulation programs

TIVAtrainer# (Version 9.1 GuttaBV, Aerdenhout, The

Netherlands) and PK-SIM (Specialized Data Systems,

Jenkintown, PA, USA) to illustrate, in example subjects,

the performance of different pharmacokinetic models or

their implementation.

Remifentanil TCI

By the time open TCI systems became available there were

already a large number of literature publications on the admin-

istration of remifentanil by TCI based on the use of

non-approvedTCI software and prototypes in research studies.

A number of different pharmacokinetic models for

remifentanil had been described and I was commissioned by

GlaxoSmithKline to assist Professor Jürgen Schüttler with the
preparation of a Clinical Overview to support the administra-

tion of remifentanil by TCI and to provide guidance on appro-

priate target remifentanil concentrations for inclusion in drug

labelling. This involved a detailed review of 41 published

clinical studies involving a total of 2650 subjects, comparison

of the performance of the different pharmacokinetic models

and the selection of a preferred model, overviews of efficacy

and safety and conclusions on risks and benefits. The pharma-

cokinetic model described by Minto and colleagues [36] was

advocated for the following reasons:

1. This model was derived from a composite analysis of data

from 65 healthy adults with an age range of 20–85 years

2. A population pharmacokinetic model was developed to

account for an observed effect of age and lean body mass

on the pharmacokinetics of remifentanil

3. This study also provided a ke0 value for remifentanil

related to patient age, predicting slower equilibration in

patients older than 40 years and faster equilibration in

younger patients.

4. Widely used in prototype TCI systems with good clinical

results

5. A prospective evaluation of the predictive performance of

this model provided acceptable values for bias (�15 %)

and inaccuracy (20 %) [37].

Once approved, guidance on the administration of

remifentanil by TCI was added to the Statement of Product

Characteristics (SPC) for remifentanil (‘Ultiva’,
GlaxoSmithKline) in territories where approved TCI

devices were available. Extracts from the SPC include the

following:

‘Ultiva’ may also be given by target controlled infusion
(TCI) with an approved infusion device incorporating

the Minto pharmacokinetic model with covariates for

age and lean body mass. For TCI the recommended
dilution of Ultiva is 20–50 micrograms/ml.

Ultiva TCI should be used in association with an

intravenous or inhalational hypnotic agent during

induction and maintenance of anaesthesia in

ventilated adult patients. In association with these
agents, adequate analgesia for induction of anaesthe-

sia and surgery can generally be achieved with target

blood remifentanil concentrations ranging from
3 to 8 nanograms/ml. Ultiva should be titrated to

individual patient response. For particularly

stimulating surgical procedures target blood con-
centrations up to 15 nanograms/ml may be required.

At the end of surgery when the TCI infusion is stopped

or the target concentration reduced, spontaneous res-
piration is likely to return at calculated remifentanil

concentrations in the region of 1 to 2 nanograms/ml.

As with manually-controlled infusion, post-operative
analgesia should be established before the end of

surgery with longer acting analgesics. There are insuf-
ficient data to make recommendations on the use of

TCI for spontaneous ventilation anaesthesia and use

of TCI for the management of post-operative analgesia
is not recommended.

In association with an intravenous or inhalational

agent, adequate analgesia for cardiac surgery is gen-

erally achieved at the higher end of the range of target

blood remifentanil concentrations used for general
surgical procedures. Following titration of

remifentanil to individual patient response, blood

concentrations as high as 20 nanograms/ml have
been used in clinical studies

Because of the increased sensitivity of elderly

patients to Ultiva, when administered by TCI in this

population the initial target concentration should be

1.5 to 4 nanograms/ml with subsequent titration to
response.

In obese patients, with the calculation of lean body

mass (LBM) used in the Minto model, LBM is likely to

be underestimated in female patients with a body mass
index (BMI) greater than 35 kg/m2 and in male

patients with BMI greater than 40 kg/m2. To avoid

underdosing in these patients, remifentanil TCI should
be titrated carefully to individual response.
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In ASA III/IV patients a lower initial target of 1.5 to

4 nanograms/ml should be used and subsequently

titrated to response.

In many respects, the approach adopted for remifentanil

TCI was ideal in that a single pharmacokinetic model is

recommended and advice on suitable target concentration

settings is provided in the drug labelling. Although some

studies had used the pharmacodynamic parameters provided

by Minto and colleagues to deliver remifentanil by effect-

site TCI, GlaxoSmithKline did not wish to recommend

this approach. While some of the open TCI systems now

available do provide the option to control effect-site

concentrations of remifentanil, this mode of administration

leads to very minor differences in drug delivery in compari-

son with plasma concentration control (Fig. 2.5). With a

drug with such rapid onset and offset characteristics as

remifentanil, it is unlikely that a study comparing the

two modes of administration would detect any clinical

differences.

One defect in the Minto model is the use of the James

equation [38] which underestimates lean body mass in obese

patients. However, this was recognised at the time of the

regulatory submission and notification of this effect was

added to the drug labelling. Estimation of lean body mass

will be discussed in more detail in a later section.

Sufentanil TCI

Sufentanil is not marketed in the UK but is used in the USA

and a number of European countries and the ability to

administer sufentanil by TCI with the pharmacokinetic

model described by Gepts and colleagues [39] has been

incorporated in some of the open TCI systems now avail-

able. In France a brief addendum concerning drug

concentrations has been included in the French prescribing

information for ‘Sufenta’™. Guidance on suggested plasma

concentrations includes the following:

Efficient concentration
– Anaesthesia. After iv administration, the following plasma

concentration of 0.15 to 0.6 ng/ml is usually used to maintain
general anaesthesia when combined with hypnotics.
Concentrations of 0.4 to 2 ng/ml are requested in cardiac
surgery. Plasma and effect site (brain) concentrations equil-
ibrate after 6 min. Spontaneous ventilation is observed at a
mean concentration of 0.2 ng/ml.

– Sedation. Combined with a benzodiazepine for long term
sedation, the concentration is usually between 0.3 to 2 ng/ml.

Although a specific pharmacokinetic model is not men-

tioned, the pharmacokinetics of the drug as described

indicates values for Vc (the central volume of distribution)

and clearance which are identical to those described by

Gepts [39]. Some open TCI systems also provide the

Fig. 2.5 Cumulative dose

(μg kg�1) of remifentanil (a)
and sufentanil (b) delivered by

blood concentration (CbT)

or effect site TCI (CeT).

Remifentanil CbT filled
square, CeT open square
targets 3 ng ml�1, increased

to 6 ng ml�1 at 10 min,

and decreased to 3 ng ml�1

at 20 min. Sufentanil CbT filled
triangle, CeT open triangle, targets
0.5 ngml�1 increased to 1 ngml�1

at 10 min, and decreased to

0.5 ng ml�1 at 20 min
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opportunity to control effect-site concentrations of

sufentanil using the Gepts model combined with a blood–

brain equilibration constant (ke0) of 0.112 min�1 derived

from the mean equilibration half life of 6.2 min described

by Scott and colleagues [40]. With a drug such as sufentanil

with a relatively slow onset, control of effect-site concentra-

tion will lead to the administration of a significantly larger

initial dose (Fig. 2.5) and a more rapid onset of effect. One

concern with some implementations of the Gepts model is

that the model is not weight proportional and without age

and weight limits could deliver excessive doses if used in

small children.

Propofol TCI with Open TCI Devices

The ability to deliver generic preparations of propofol is

possible with open systems which do not require the added

security of the electronic identification of the drug and its

concentration. Isolated cases have been reported where the

wrong concentration of propofol emulsion has been selected

[41] or where propofol and remifentanil syringes were mis-

takenly reversed [42] and in one case led to accidental

awareness [43]. Anecdotal reports suggest that such

mistakes may occur more frequently than reported. Failure

to use the correct syringe brand selection can also lead to

errors in drug delivery, in some cases up to almost 20 % of

the nominal delivery [44].

Providing users with a choice of two pharmacokinetic

models for the administration of propofol by TCI has led to

a significant degree of confusion which has probably hin-

dered the wider adoption of the technique [35]. Possible

sources of confusion are discussed as follows:

Simple Versus Complex Model
With the Marsh model, as the central volume of distribution

(V1) is related to body weight, both volumes of distribution

and clearance are related to body weight and a single set of

rate constants can be used for all patients. The consequence

is that, at any given target setting, drug delivery in terms of

mg kg�1 or mg kg�1 h�1 or μg kg�1 min�1 is the same for all

patients, independent of body weight, gender or patient age.

Although age is requested as an input, this is only to ensure

that this adult model is not used in patients younger than

16 years. It is expected that target settings will be titrated to

achieve the depth of anaesthesia or sedation desired, and

lower targets are recommended in older or debilitated

patients. Guidance on recommended target settings is

provided in ‘Diprivan’ labelling and changes in target

settings provide proportional changes in the rate of drug

delivery. The introduction of this system was accompanied

by the provision by the pharmaceutical company of more

detailed information on the technique in training materials

such as the ‘Diprifusor’ Guide for Anaesthetists and an

extensive programme of training courses provided by local

marketing companies with the assistance of local and inter-

national experts, often accompanied by demonstrations of

the technique achieved with live video links to an operating

theatre. The Marsh model has been used extensively and

safely for many years since its first introduction in Diprifusor

TCI systems in 1996 and it can be estimated that about

25,000 such systems have been introduced to clinical use.

In contrast to the simplicity of the Marsh model the

Schnider model is more complex. It is difficult without

further calculation to gain much information on the likely

performance of a particular pharmacokinetic model from the

series of rate constants used as inputs in a TCI program.

However, if the volumes and clearances of the three-

compartment model are presented in the terms of ml kg�1

for volumes and ml kg�1 min�1 for clearances as in

Tables 2.2 and 2.3, some prediction of the differences

between models in delivery performance is facilitated. In

the Schnider model, V1 is constant at 4.27 l, age is a covari-

ate for the volume of the second compartment (V2) and rapid

peripheral clearance (Cl2); and weight, height and lean body

mass are all covariates for metabolic clearance (Cl1).

Although gender is not a covariate, it has an influence on

Cl1 as the James equation used to calculate lean body mass is

gender specific in such a way that metabolic clearance is

about 15–30 % greater in female subjects, the higher figure

being seen in heavier patients (Table 2.3). The best way to

compare the performance of different pharmacokinetic

Table 2.2 Influence of age and gender on volumes of distribution and clearance with the Marsh and Schnider pharmacokinetic models for

propofol

Marsh

Schnider

30 year, M

Schnider

50 year, M

Schnider

80 year, M

Schnider

30 year, F

Schnider

50 year, F

Schnider

80 year, F

V1 (ml kg�1) 228 61 61 61 61 61 61

V2 (ml kg�1) 473 398 287 119 398 287 119

V3 (ml kg�1) 2895 3400 3400 3400 3400 3400 3400

Cl1 (ml kg�1 min�1) 27.1 23.4 23.4 23.4 28.7 28.7 28.7

Cl2 (ml kg�1 min�1) 26 26.3 19.5 9.2 26.3 19.5 9.2

Cl3 (ml kg�1 min�1) 9.6 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9

All subjects 70 kg, 170 cm
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models is to examine delivery performance in terms of the

cumulative amount of drug given over the first few minutes

(i.e. the induction dose) and thereafter the infusion rate

profile delivered in the maintenance phase. The cumulative

dose delivered over an extended period can also be useful to

give an overall picture of the induction and maintenance

phases.

Figure 2.6 shows a comparison of the influence of patient

age on the cumulative amount of propofol delivered over

5 min with the Marsh and Schnider models in a 70 kg,

170 cm male subject at a target blood propofol concentration

of 4 μg ml�1. It can be seen that the Schnider model, with a

much smaller central compartment volume than the Marsh

model, delivers a much smaller initial dose by rapid infusion

than the Marsh model. By 2 min the Schnider model has

delivered only 0.7 mg/kg in the 50-year-old patient whereas

the Marsh model has provided 1.4 mg kg�1, independent of

patient age. The initial dose delivered by the Schnider model

is also independent of patient age but thereafter the slopes of

the delivery profiles reflect age related changes in rapid

peripheral clearance (Cl2) (Table 2.2). Figure 2.7 shows a

comparison of the two models with respect to patient weight

in 50 year, 170 cm male subjects. Again, the cumulative

dose delivered is much smaller with the Schnider model and

as V1 is constant in this model, the weight related reduction

in V1 in terms of ml kg�1 (Table 2.3) leads to weight related

changes in initial dose delivered in terms of mg kg�1 with a

larger initial dose in lighter patients. Weight related changes

in clearance in terms of ml kg�1 min�1 (Table 2.3) also

explain the age related divergence in the cumulative dose

lines in the figure.

Because the Schnider model delivers such a small initial

dose it has become routine practice in centres which use this

model to select an option to control effect-site propofol

concentrations. Figure 2.8 shows the cumulative dose of

propofol delivered with the Marsh model in blood concen-

tration control mode and the Schnider model in effect con-

trol mode (ke0 0.46 min�1) in 50 year, 170 cm male patients

of 50, 70 and 110 kg at targets of 4 μg ml�1. In the 70 kg

subject, the initial dose delivered with the Schnider model is

now similar to that provided by the Marsh model in blood

control mode, while that in lighter patients is greater and that

in heavier patients is smaller. Once a requested target is

reached there is very little difference between blood and

effect site modes of control in the infusion rate required to

maintain this target. Figure 2.9 shows the infusion rates

delivered by the Marsh model in blood concentration control

(CbT) and the Schnider model in blood and effect-site con-

trol (CeT) in 50 year, 170 cm male patients of 50 and 100 kg

when propofol target concentrations of 3 μg ml�1 have been

Table 2.3 Influence of body weight and gender on volumes of distribution and clearance with the Marsh and Schnider pharmacokinetic models

for propofol

Marsh

Schnider

50 kg, M

Schnider

70 kg, M

Schnider

110 kg, M

Schnider

50 kg, F

Schnider

70 kg, F

Schnider

110 kg, F

V1 (ml kg�1) 228 85 61 39 85 61 39

V2 (ml kg�1) 473 401 287 182 401 287 182

V3 (ml kg�1) 2895 4760 3400 2164 4760 3400 2164

Cl1 (ml kg�1 min�1) 27.1 30 23.4 24 34.4 28.7 31.2

Cl2 (ml kg�1 min�1) 26 27.2 19.5 12.4 27.2 19.5 12.4

Cl3 (ml kg�1 min�1) 9.6 16.7 11.9 7.6 16.7 11.9 7.6

All subjects 50 year, 170 cm

Fig. 2.6 The influence of patient

age on the cumulative dose

(mg kg�1) of propofol delivered

with the Marsh and Schnider

models at a target blood

concentration (CbT) of 4 μg ml�1

in 70 kg, 170 cm male subjects.

Filled diamond Marsh CbT all

ages, open square Schnider CbT
30 year, filled triangle Schnider
CbT 50 year, open triangle
Schnider CbT 80 year
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Fig. 2.8 The influence of patient

weight on the cumulative dose

(mg kg�1) of propofol delivered

with Marsh model in blood

concentration control (CbT
4 μg ml�1) and the Schnider

model in effect control (CeT
4 μg ml�1) in 50 year, 170 cm

male subjects. Filled square
Schnider CeT 50 kg, filled
diamond Marsh CbT all weights,

open square Schnider CeT 70 kg,

filled triangle Schnider CeT
110 kg

Fig. 2.7 The influence of patient

weight on the cumulative dose

(mg kg�1) of propofol delivered

with the Marsh and Schnider

models at a target blood

concentration (CbT) of 4 μg ml�1

in 50 year, 170 cm male subjects.

Filled diamond Marsh CbT all

weights, filled square Schnider
CbT 50 kg, open square Schnider
CbT 70 kg, filled triangle
Schnider CbT 110 kg

Fig. 2.9 Propofol infusion rates

(mg kg�1 h�1) delivered with

Marsh model in blood

concentration control (CbT
3 μg ml�1) and the Schnider

model in blood concentration

(CbT 3 μg ml�1) and effect

control (CeT 3 μg ml�1) in

50 year, 170 cm male subjects

weighing 50 or 110 kg. Filled
triangle 50 kg, Schnider CbT,

open triangle 50 kg, Schnider

CeT, filled diamond Marsh CbT
all weights, filled square 110 kg,

Schnider CbT, open square
110 kg, Schnider CeT
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set. Infusion rates with the Schnider model in the 50 kg

subject are greater than those provided with the Marsh

model and those in the 110 kg subject are lower, in both

cases reflecting weight related changes in clearance

(Table 2.3). In both Schnider simulations, the maintenance

infusion rate in effect control mode is only marginally

slower than with blood control and this difference disappears

over time, in the absence of any change in target setting.

Increases in rapid peripheral distribution and clearance (V2

and Cl2) in subjects younger than 53 years and decreases in

older subjects influence the maintenance infusion rate for the

first 30 min but thereafter, in a 70 kg subject, rate is similar

to that provided by the Marsh model. The increase in clear-

ance in female subjects seen with the Schnider model

leads to greater infusion rates in females and, in terms of

mg kg�1 h�1, the influence is greater in heavier patients

(Fig. 2.10).

The potential attraction of the Schnider model is that the

incorporation of covariates for age, body weight and height

attempts to explain and reduce inter-individual variability in

propofol pharmacokinetics and improve the precision of the

model in predicting the blood and effect-site propofol

concentrations achieved. Effect-site propofol concentrations

cannot be measured but methodology for the evaluation of

predictive performance of TCI systems has been described

[18] whereby bias is described by the median performance

error (MDPE) for an individual or group of patients and

inaccuracy as the median absolute performance error

(MDAPE) derived from comparisons of measured and

predicted blood propofol concentrations. It has been

suggested that MDPE should be no greater than 10–20 %

and MDAPE in the region of 20–30 % for a TCI system to

be deemed clinically acceptable [45]. While most studies

evaluating predictive performance with both the Marsh and

Schnider models have found group values for MDPE and

MDAPE close to these ranges, group values being medians

of medians in an individual patient probably provide an

unrealistic picture of the large degree of pharmacokinetic

variability between individuals in a group and within an

individual over time. This variability becomes evident

when one looks at the range of values contributing to the

group and individual median values (Table 2.4) [46]. This

shows that the benefits of the more complex Schnider model

over the simpler Marsh model are limited as considerable

inter-individual variability persists with both models. It has

been confirmed that the Schnider model produces less

Fig. 2.10 Influence of gender

and body weight on propofol

infusion rates (mg kg�1 h�1) in

50 year, 170 cm subjects with

the Schnider model in blood

concentration control (CbT
3 μg ml�1). Filled diamond 50 kg

female, open square 50 kg male,

filled triangle 110 kg female,

open triangle 110 kg male

Table 2.4 Predictive performance of the Marsh and Schnider models for propofol as assessed by median performance error (MDPE %) and

median absolute performance error (MDAPE %) with values given as the median and range of values encountered for individual patients in each

study group

Model Subjects n MDPE % MDAPE % Reference

Marsh Major elective surgery patients 46 16.2 (�21–84) 20.7 (6.3–84) [19]

Marsh Orthopaedic or gynaecological surgery 10 �7 (�43–43)a 18.2 (8–53)a [13]

Schnider Healthy adult volunteers 18 1.8 (�34–74) 20.7 (11–74) [46]

Marsh Healthy control patients 9 2.3 (�32–33) 24.6 (11–37) [47]

Schnider Healthy control patients 9 �0.1 (�22–34) 23.6 (13–43) [47]

Marsh Major elective surgery patients 41 16 (�27–84) 26 (11–84) [48]

Schnider Major elective surgery patients 41 15 (�23–73) 23 (7–73) [48]
a10–90 percentiles
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positive bias (measured concentrations greater than

predicted) when the target concentration is steady or increas-

ing, but the overall figure in a given patient is influenced by a

trend towards negative bias at induction and positive bias at

recovery or when a lower target is set [47, 48]. Opposite

effects are seen with the Marsh model with positive bias at

induction and negative bias during recovery. These

differences are most likely a consequence of the marked

difference in central compartment volume (V1) with the

two models (Table 2.2) as discussed earlier. More recent

pharmacokinetic studies [49, 50] have demonstrated an

influence of age on propofol clearance, an effect that was

not observed in the Schnider model (Table 2.2). While there

is merit in the development of pharmacokinetic models

which attempt to take account of age and gender related

changes in pharmacokinetics, patient characteristics such

as age [28] and ASA status lead to marked differences in

propofol pharmacodynamics, which influence the drug

concentrations required to achieve a desired effect. On top

of predictable trends, inter-individual variability in pharma-

cokinetics and pharmacodynamics account for the guidance

that propofol target concentrations should be titrated to

achieve the effect desired in any individual patient and limits

the potential benefits of more complex models.

Lean Body Mass Calculation
The Schnider model for propofol, and the Minto model for

remifentanil, both incorporate lean body mass (LBM) as a

covariate for the calculation of metabolic clearance and both

use the equations described by James [38] to determine

LBM. However, there are inconsistencies in these equations

which in some circumstances lead to erroneous values [51].

The James equations based on weight (kg) and height

(cm) for male and female subjects differ as follows:

Males : LBM kgð Þ¼ 1:1�weight�128� weight=heightð Þ2

Females : LBM kgð Þ
¼ 1:07�weight�148� weight=heightð Þ2

Body mass index (BMI)¼ weight (kg)/height (m2) increases

as body weight increases but increases more slowly if height

also increases. Figure 2.11 illustrates the influence of body

mass index on lean body mass as calculated by the James

equation in male and female subjects of 160 cm height over

the weight range of 30–180 kg. It can be seen that LBM

reaches a maximum value and begins to decline at a BMI

value around 35 kg m�2 in female subjects and about

42 kg m�2 in males.

Alternative methods to assess LBM based on measure-

ment of antipyrine space or fat free mass (FFM) have been

described by Hume [52] and Janmahasatian and colleagues

[53], respectively, as follows:

Hume : Males : LBM kgð Þ
¼ 0:33929� height cmð Þ þ 0:32810� weight kgð Þ

� 29:533

Females : LBM kgð Þ
¼ 0:41813� height cmð Þ þ 0:29569

� weight kgð Þ � 43:2933

Janmahasatian and colleagues : Males : FFM

¼ 9:27� 103 � Body wt kgð Þ
6:68� 103 þ 216� BMI

Females : FFM ¼ 9:27� 103 � Body wt kgð Þ
8:78� 103 þ 244� BMI

Both of thesemethods avoid the paradoxical decline in LBM in

patients with high values for BMI and can be used to illustrate

the differing consequences of the use of the James LBM

Fig. 2.11 Influence of body

mass index (BMI kg m�2) on lean

body mass (LBM kg) in filled
square male and open diamond
female subjects, 160 cm height

and bodyweight 30–180 kg as

calculated with the James

equation [38]
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equations in the Schnider model for propofol and the Minto

model for remifentanil. In the Schnider model for propofol,

clearance is influenced by both LBM and total body weight

(TBW): Cl1 l min�1
� � ¼ 1:89þ TBW � 77ð Þ � 0:0456ð Þþ

LBM� 59ð Þ � �0:0681ð Þþ Height� 177ð Þ � 0:0264ð Þ.
The consequence is that at BMI values greater than

35 kg m�2 in female patients, as calculated LBM begins

to decrease, metabolic clearance begins to increase again,

such that the infusion rates at a given target setting will

increase with a potential risk of overdosage.

In the Minto model for remifentanil, age and LBM are

covariates for metabolic clearance: Cl1 l min�1
� � ¼ 2:6�

0:0162� Age� 40ð Þ þ 0:0191� LBM� 55ð Þ. Thus, in

patients with high BMI, clearance in terms of l kg�1

decreases such that there is a potential risk of underdosage.

However, in terms of ml kg�1 min�1, the principal influence

on infusion rate during maintenance of anaesthesia, the

increase in propofol clearance with the Schnider model in

a 40 year, 160 cm height, female patient of 180 kg would be

70 % in comparison with values predicted by the Hume and

Janmahasatian equations while the decrease in remifentanil

clearance in the same patient would be 40 % (Figs. 2.12 and

2.13). This problem highlights a failure to validate the per-

formance of the proposed models over the whole range of

potential patient input characteristics. Once recognised, the

manufacturers of the Asena PK and Orchestra Base Primea

open TCI systems introduced a compromise solution

whereby inputs of body weight and height producing BMI

figures above the point where the James equation calculates

a declining LBM lead to clearance being calculated based on

the maximum LBM for the patient’s height. A similar pro-

cedure has been implemented in more recently introduced

open TCI systems.

Different Implementations of Effect Control
Software
At the time of their introduction in 2003 both the Asena PK

and the Orchestra Base Primea open TCI pumps provided

users with the option of controlling propofol blood or effect-

site concentrations with the Schnider pharmacokinetic

Fig. 2.12 Influence of method

of calculation of lean body mass

on propofol clearance (ml kg�1

min�1) in a 160 cm, 40 year

female subject. Filled diamond
James [38], open triangle
Janmahasatian [53] and filled
square Hume [52] equations

Fig. 2.13 Influence of method of

calculation of lean body mass on

remifentanil clearance (ml kg�1

min�1) in a 160 cm, 40 year

female subject. Filled square
Hume [52], open triangle
Janmahasatian [53] and filled
diamond James [38] equations
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model. However the implementation of the effect control

facility in the Asena PK device calculated a ke0 for each

patient based on a fixed time to peak effect of 1.6 min while

the Base Primea pump used a fixed ke0 of 0.456 min�1, both

figures coming from the original publication by Schnider

and colleagues [28]. With both methods, age has an influ-

ence on the size of the initial bolus delivered and the time of

peak effect as a consequence of age related changes in rapid

distribution. As such the greatest difference between the two

methods is seen in younger patients. In a 20-year-old, 70 kg,

170 cm female subject, at a propofol effect site target con-

centration of 4 μg ml�1, the initial dose delivered with a

fixed ke0 of 0.46 min�1 (predicted time to peak effect

1.36 min) is 1.11 mg kg�1. In the same patient with time to

peak effect fixed at 1.6 min (ke0 ¼ 0.32 min�1), the initial

dose delivered is 1.43 mg kg�1, an increase of 28 %. The

difference between the two methods becomes more marked

as body weight increases as shown in Fig. 2.14. In the 60 and

70 kg patients, the difference between the two methods

occurs principally because the illustration involves a young

patient but, as body weight increases and clearance increases

due to the complex influence of body weight and LBM, time

to peak effect with a fixed ke0 decreases. Thus with the fixed

time to peak effect method, a greater reduction in ke0 is

required to achieve a time to peak of 1.6 min and this slower

ke0 delivers a greater initial dose at the same target setting.

As the disparity between the two methods, in the initial dose

delivered over the weight range 80–100 kg increases from

37 to 60 %, while BMI remains below the point at which the

James equation provides erroneous values for LBM, it is

unlikely that this difference would be abolished by the use

of an alternative method of LBM calculation.

The same problem does not occur with the Marsh model

as an increase in body weight is not associated with any

decrease in the predicted time to peak effect and effect

control TCI at a target of 4 μg ml�1 with a fixed ke0 of

1.2 min�1 or a fixed time to peak effect of 1.6 min delivers

an initial dose of 1.4 mg kg�1, independent of patient age or

body weight.

Models for TCI in Children
Use of the Diprifusor TCI system is restricted to use in

patients of 16 years of age or older as studies with this

system have not been conducted in children and no guidance

on propofol target concentration for use in children is

provided in Diprivan (propofol) labelling. However, a num-

ber of studies of the pharmacokinetics of propofol in chil-

dren have been published and the model described by

Kataria and colleagues [54] and the ‘Paedfusor’ model

have been incorporated in some open TCI systems.

The history of the ‘Paedfusor’ model is as follows: In

1997, discussions with Jürgen Schüttler and Martin White at

the time of the ASAmeeting in San Diego that year led to the

production of a modified Diprifusor system with a pharma-

cokinetic model which required the calculation of clearance

as a power function of body weight on the basis of the

preliminary results of a population pharmacokinetic study

with propofol which was later published [55]. Central com-

partment volume (V1) at 458 ml kg�1 was much greater than

the value of 228 ml kg used by the Marsh model in adults

and to avoid a sudden step change in 16-year-old patients, V1

is gradually decreased in 13- to 15-year-old patients. This

system, which became known as a ‘Paedfusor’ was provided
by Zeneca to Neil Morton in Glasgow who confirmed the

ease of use of the system, clinical efficacy and absence of

adverse effects when used for induction and maintenance of

anaesthesia in healthy children aged 6 months to 16 years

[56]. Further studies confirmed good predictive performance

when this model was used in children of 1–15 years

undergoing cardiac surgery or catheterization [57]. Anaes-

thesia was induced with an initial propofol target blood

concentration of 5 μg ml�1 and was supplemented with a

TCI infusion of alfentanil. Median performance error

(MDPE) and median absolute performance error (MDAPE)

Fig. 2.14 Influence of method of

implementation of effect control

TCI on initial propofol dose

delivered in a 20 year, 170 cm

female subject with the Schnider

model at a target effect site

concentration (CeT) of 4 μg ml�1.

Open square fixed T peak

1.6 min, filled diamond fixed ke0
0.456 min�1
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values of 4.1 % and 9.7 %, respectively, were determined.

The full details of the Paedfusor model used in this study

were provided in a subsequent publication [58]. Both the

Kataria and Paedfusor models were found to achieve accept-

able predictive performance in a study which compared

eight paediatric pharmacokinetic models in healthy young

children [59]. At a given target blood propofol concentration

both models deliver greater initial doses and subsequent

infusion rates than the Marsh adult model with the Kataria

model delivering more than the Paedfusor model (Fig. 2.15).

Another potential problem with commercial imple-

mentations of the Kataria model is that the study publication

describes three different models and the same version of the

model may not always be selected.

Use of Different Rate Constants to Predict or
Control Effect Site Concentration
As mentioned earlier, the original submissions for

‘Diprivan’ (propofol) and ‘Ultiva’ (remifentanil) to

Medicines Authorities in Europe did not contain information

on administration of these drugs by effect control TCI and no

guidance on effect-site target concentrations was provided in

drug labelling. An early modification of Diprifusor TCI

software involved the incorporation of a blood brain equili-

bration constant (ke0) of 0.26 min�1, but only to allow the

prediction of effect site propofol concentration. Despite the

lack of regulatory approval from any Medicines Authority at

the time in 2003 when open TCI systems began to be

marketed, administration of propofol and remifentanil by

effect control TCI has become widely practised. Potential

confusion arises from the incorporation of different ke0
values for effect control with the same drug as has occurred

with propofol. The TCI devices provided by Arcomed AG

allow a choice of time to peak effect of 1.6 min or 4 min with

the Marsh model, Fresenius Kabi use a ke0s of 0.456 min�1

for the Schnider model and 1.2 min�1 for the Marsh model in

their system, while Carefusion TCI pumps use a time to peak

effect of 1.6 min for both models. AstraZeneca considered

that a time to peak effect of 4 min was probably too slow,

that a time to peak effect of 1.6 min was probably too fast,

and only recently a modified version of the Diprifusor mod-

ule incorporating an intermediate ke0 of 0.6 min�1 was

approved. This value was determined on the basis of a

detailed review of published studies in which propofol was

given safely by effect control TCI with the Marsh pharma-

cokinetic model and a range of ke0 values. To update the

Summary of Product Characteristics for ‘Diprivan’ with the

provision of information on the administration of propofol

by effect control TCI a Type II variation was submitted to

Medicines Agencies in a selection of European countries.

Despite the fact that, with the effect site target recommended

for induction with this ke0, the initial dose of propofol deliv-
ered would be less than that advised for induction with a

manual bolus, and the widespread use of open TCI systems

with a range of ke0 values, further prospective studies with

this ke0 were requested. The only exception was Germany

where the variation was approved.

The consequences of a range of ke0 values for the same

drug are as follows:

1. With blood concentration control, the rate of increase in

predicted effect site concentrations at induction and the

rate of decrease in predicted effect site concentrations

after a reduction in target or during recovery will be

influenced. A faster ke0 or shorter time to peak effect

predicting faster equilibrium between blood and effect

site concentrations and vice versa for a slower ke0 or

longer time to peak effect. However, at any given target

setting, the actual rate of onset of effect and rate of

recovery will be dependent on the rate of blood brain

equilibration in the patient and unaffected by the predic-

tion provided by any model ke0.

Fig. 2.15 Influence of

pharmacokinetic model on

propofol infusion rates delivered

in a 20 kg child at a target blood

concentration (CbT) of 4 μg ml�1

with filled triangle Kataria, open
square Paedfusor and filled
diamond Marsh adult models
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2. With effect control administration, different ke0s can have

a marked effect not only on the rate at which predicted

effect site concentrations increase and a desired effect-

site target is achieved but also on the initial dose deliv-

ered at any particular target (Fig. 2.16); and that in return

will influence the peak predicted blood concentration

(CbCALC) achieved. With the Marsh model and a propofol

effect site target of 4 μg ml�1 as used in Fig. 2.16, peak

CbCALC ranges from 5.5 μg ml�1 with a ke0 of 1.2 min�1

to 9.4 μg ml�1 with a ke0 of 0.26 min�1. With the

Schnider model and a ke0 of 0.456 min�1, despite the

administration of a smaller initial dose, peak CbCALC
reaches 13.3 μg ml�1, as a consequence of the smaller

central compartment volume in this model. Thus it is

imperative in any study which describes effect site

concentrations at induction, that information on the

model and ke0 used is provided to allow meaningful

interpretation of any observations [60]. Once equilibrium

between predicted blood and brain concentrations is

achieved, the infusion rate of drug required to maintain

a desired target is essentially similar to that which would

be provided with blood concentration control, and the

precision of the two systems at that point will be identical.

In summary, the regulatory approach adopted in the

approval of second generation, open TCI systems, by

providing different models for the same drug, inappropriate

methods for the calculation of lean body mass, two different

implementations of effect site concentration control, and a

choice of different ke0 values for effect control, has led to a

considerable degree of confusion. The skill of anaesthetists

in titrating drug dosage to effect, and dealing with situations

where potential overdosage or underdosage could occur,

appears to have avoided serious safety issues. Some

hospitals adopt a local policy to limit possible confusion

by only allowing one model to be used, but problems may

arise when trainees move from one institution to another.

Possible Ways Forward

The syringe recognition system used in the development of

the Diprifusor TCI system prevents the possibility of

the type of ‘drug swap’ error as described earlier. However,

the Diprifusor approach has not been applied to other drugs

and electronically tagged syringes are not available for

generic preparations of propofol. The use of barcode tech-

nology to reduce drug administration errors is showing

promising results [61, 62]. Universal compliance with

these systems was not achieved, but perhaps one can envis-

age a future TCI pump where mandatory scanning of the

drug to be infused, with a scanner as an integral part of the

infusion device, would be required to allow the pump to

operate.

It appears that the regulatory approach to clinical use of

the technique of TCI and the approval of TCI devices will be

dependent on the stage of development of the particular drug

involved:

Drug Is Still Being Actively Marketed
by the Originating Company

The benefit of the Diprifusor approach, also relevant to

remifentanil TCI, is that a single pharmacokinetic model

was identified, clinical studies were performed with TCI,

and with the involvement of medicines regulatory

authorities, guidance on target drug concentrations, appro-

priate for use with the selected model was included in the

drug labelling, now provided as the Summary of Product

Characteristics (SPC) in Europe. Key elements in the

Diprifusor development were the provision of a delivery

performance specification and guidance for device

manufacturers on patient age and weight limits deemed

suitable for the pharmacokinetic model used. It is suggested

Fig. 2.16 Influence of

pharmacokinetic model and

equilibration rate constant (ke0)
on cumulative dose of propofol

delivered in a 50 year, 70 kg,

170 cm male subject at a target

effect site concentration (CeT) of

4 μg ml�1. Open diamond Marsh

ke0 0.26 min�1, filled diamond
Marsh ke0 0.6 min�1, open
triangle Marsh ke0 1.2 min�1,

filled square Schnider ke0
0.456 min�1
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that this information should form part of the regulatory

submission to a Medicines Authority for any new drug to

be given by TCI. The major failing of the current route of

approval of ‘Open’ TCI systems is that the essential

requirements of Directive 93/42/EEC can be met, and con-

formance with full quality assurance procedures

demonstrated, and yet TCI devices intended for the same

purpose can deliver drug in quite different ways at the same

target setting. As such it would seem appropriate that TCI

drug delivery devices should be considered as a special case

within the Directive and should require the Notified Body

evaluating the documentation to consult with the manufac-

turer of the drug to be infused and a relevant Medical

Regulatory Authority to ensure the delivery performance of

the device conforms to that held by the Medicines Authority

and to avoid the confusion caused by different models for the

same drug. Three technical evaluation reports on commer-

cial TCI devices were prepared for the UK Medicines and

Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) by Craig

Davey at the Bath Institute of Medical Engineering. These

are available at the following web site: http://nhscep.

useconnect.co.uk/CEPProducts/Catalogue.aspx The report

on ‘Target controlled infusion (TCI) systems part two:

Alaris Asena PK’ includes the following statements: “It is

interesting to note that while a high degree of accuracy is

achieved, the different models will actually cause the pump

to deliver [propofol] markedly differently from one another

. . . It is beyond the scope of this report to judge the clinical

effectiveness for any of the models . . .” The same comment

is made in the report on the Fresenius Vial Base Primea and

neither report identified the problems associated with the

James calculation of lean body weight or the different

implementations of effect control TCI.

Drug Is No Longer Actively Marketed
by Originating Company

Propofol
The above approach, while desirable, may not be possible

when pharmaceutical companies limit further development

effort and expenditure once generic versions of their drug

become available and at the same time relevant expertise

within the company may have been lost. As such, the driving

force for the introduction of TCI for a particular drug comes

from the academic community and device manufacturers. In

an attempt to resolve the problems highlighted in this chap-

ter, the ‘Open TCI initiative’ was inaugurated at the time of

the 14th World Congress of Anaesthesiologists in Cape

Town in 2008, at a meeting hosted by Steve Shafer. This

Initiative, now hosted on the web site of the World Society

of Intravenous Anaesthesia at www.worldsiva.org has

provided a forum for discussion and a focal point for the

collection of study data which has been used in the develop-

ment of a general purpose pharmacokinetic model for

propofol [49]. This model has shown good predictive per-

formance in the subgroups of children, adults, elderly and

obese patients contributing data to the study and with further

prospective validation may prove to be the preferred model

for propofol. If this proves to be the case, there is likely to be

a third model added to the options of anaesthetists in Europe,

as those familiar with their current preferred model may be

reluctant to change their practice, at least in the short term.

On the other hand, in the USA, in the absence of any

approved TCI device to date, there may be an opportunity to

introduce the technique with a single pharmacokinetic

model, thus avoiding the confusion of multiple models for

the same drug. Extensive clinical experience has demon-

strated that propofol can be safely administered by TCI.

In the absence of any approved predicate device, it is likely

that a Pre Market Approval (PMA) application will be

required and linkage to clinical information in published

studies could be provided by device manufacturers in the

form of a delivery performance specification linking partic-

ular target settings to initial doses delivered (mg kg�1) and

subsequent infusion rate profiles (mg kg�1 h�1) recognised

as appropriate for propofol. To assist in training and

familiarisation with these systems it would be appropriate

for such delivery equivalence data to be provided in the

device operating manual. Once one device is approved, the

requirement for other manufacturers to demonstrate equiva-

lence in a 510 K application would prevent the introduction

of different models unless they complied with the approved

delivery specification. With propofol now a generic drug, it

likely that the onus on funding regulatory submissions and

training programs for the introduction of TCI in the USA

will fall on the medical device companies. One possible way

forward may be for a number of medical device companies

to co-fund the more complex PMA submission by one of

their number on condition that other subscribers have pref-

erential access to data to facilitate early 510 K submissions.

Other Drugs
For other drugs, both in the USA and elsewhere, it would be

desirable for the academic community to reach a consensus

on a preferred pharmacokinetic model and, particularly

where publications describe different modelling approaches

[39, 54], to define the parameters of the model. Again a

delivery performance specification should be produced by

the first device company developing a system for a particular

drug to demonstrate drug delivery rates consistent with

existing drug labelling and clinical experience and again

this information should be included in the device operating

instructions. It is suggested that the evaluation of the first

such device submitted to a European Notified body should

require that body to consult with the manufacturer of the
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drug and a relevant Medical Regulatory Authority to ensure

the delivery performance of the device conforms to

approved drug labelling and subsequent device submissions

for the same drug should be required to demonstrate equiva-

lent delivery performance.

Conclusion

While a tightly controlled regulatory approach was adopted

in the development of the Diprifusor TCI system, the regu-

lation of open TCI systems in Europe, by allowing duplicate

models for the same drug, has probably hindered the wider

adoption of TCI by making the technique appear more

complex and confusing. With the recent development of a

general purpose pharmacokinetic model for propofol, there

may be an opportunity for the USA to adopt a sound

approach, despite the delay.
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The Memory Labyrinth: Systems, Processes,
and Boundaries 3
Robert A. Veselis

Introduction

The business of life is the acquisition of memories. Carson

(Downton Abbey S4E3)

This topical quote was continued as “in the end that’s all

there is.” In a sense this highlights how memory makes us

uniquely human. As the human mind is the most complex

creation in the universe, it stands to reason that memory

embodies to a large extent this complexity. When memory

fails in the end for some of us, a large portion of our being

human also fails. In dementia some basic forms of memory

do still exist and function, and functioning begins to rely

more and more on stereotypical unconscious rather than

recent autobiographical memories. During our whole lives

unconscious memories allow us to function in an ever chang-

ing world by, for instance, jumping at a loud (potentially

dangerous) noise, moving a piece of food to our mouth, or

choosing a candy for unknown reasons from among dozens

available. These unconscious memories seem to be

implemented in the very core of our brains, and the question

of whether consciousness can exist in the absence of

memories is one of terminology. Certainly, conscious

memories can be absent in the presence of consciousness,

but a sine qua non of consciousness is the presence of

working memory (memory of the here and now, even if the

here and now is never remembered).

From this brief introduction, one can see memory is a

complex phenomenon, or more accurately closely inter-

related phenomena [1–3]. There are multiple memory

systems, the classical division being between conscious

and unconscious memory processes, which are supported

by different, but not necessarily exclusive neurobiologic

processes [4–6]. As will become clear throughout this chap-

ter, the boundaries between these divisions are not as simple

as many classification systems (taxonomies) imply. Largely

this is a result of trying, as it were, to put memory into a box

and it won’t fit!
What is a memory? At the most basic level it is a rear-

rangement of our brains at the synaptic level [7, 8]. Memory

is a process that produces a brain different from what it was

before, that difference being the memory. Synaptic rear-

rangement does not occur instantaneously, and the sum of

the processes needed to complete these changes is termed

“consolidation” [9]. As we can attest to from our daily lives,

memory is not a static entity and is constantly evolving over

time, although the rate of change may be different over

different temporal epochs. Old memories can be

re-remembered, and the term re-consolidation describes the

process of recalling a memory and then storing a slightly

different version. In fact, events similar to this occur every

night during sleep, where the neural records of events from

the previous day are massaged by waves of the oscillatory

activities of the sleeping brain [10–12]. In fact, we are now

in an age where it might be possible to manipulate memories

at will, the implications of such actions being quite profound

and still quite unclear [13].

How does one determine if synaptic changes have

occurred? Not being able to visualize synaptic changes in

real time (until recently, but with totally impractical

methods), a proxy is needed [14]. In the end, the only way

one can determine if a memory is present is by observing a

change in behavior which is in some way related to the

creation of that memory. In this sense memory is a behavior,

and therein lies the source of much controversy when mem-

ory is discussed. The observations of memory related

behaviors are largely undisputed. Everyone agrees, for

example, that the reaction time to a stimulus in a particular

paradigm has decreased, or that recognition with a given

degree of confidence has occurred. However, it is frequently

the case that very differing opinions are offered as to how to
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these behaviors are explained. Behind every behavioral

result, there stands a conceptualization of a memory system,

or set of memory systems which allows one to explain why a

given behavior resulted [15] (Fig. 3.1, left-most sections).

The best conceptualizations are those that allow one to

predict ahead of time what change in behavior will occur

under a given set of circumstances [16]. Careful study of

behavior under these circumstances will allow more solid

acceptance, or lead to more degradation of a given concep-

tualization. Frequently predictions of a model are tested in a

patient with a known brain lesion, e.g. one that affects

procedural (e.g., mirror drawing), but not long term memory.

Ideally a matching study is done in a patient with an opposite

type of lesion, e.g. a patient with a deficit in long term, but

not procedural memory [17, 18]. A similar dissociation can

be demonstrated between short and long term memory stores

[19, 20]. Dissociability along these lines provides strong

support of separate memory processes, but one problem is

that it may be very difficult to locate a patient with a specific

enough lesion that clearly interferes with a single memory

function. In this iterative process conceptualizations are

verified or refuted, with new and improved ones being a

result. The introduction to a conference on episodic memory

written by Baddeley is an excellent example of how this

process unfolds [21]. It should be noted that in the 2010s we

are still engaged in these iterative processes. Thus, concepts

of memory are continually evolving, and certain key ideas

are as hotly debated as cherished political beliefs. To best

understand memory, one needs to be somewhat familiar with

the unfolding of conceptualizations (a.k.a. taxonomies) of

memory over time. In this chapter as well, I will describe

what is known of anesthetic induced manipulation of mem-

ory, though knowledge is still at a somewhat primitive stage.

A History of the Taxonomy of Memory

The noteworthy idea that memory was more than one entity

was proposed only in the last half of the last century, really

not that long ago. Though in 1949 Hebb presciently

suggested a distinction between memory processes with

short term memory being defined as evanescent electrical

Fig. 3.1 The many levels of memory. Memory can be understood at

many different levels, from behavioral changes to synaptic

modifications in neurons. Conceptualizations of memory begin with

careful behavioral observations in humans or animals, where specific

parameters are changed (e.g., time between encoding and recognition),

and changes in behavior are measured. A conceptual construct can be

created to explain these observations, such as short (working) and long

term memory systems. These conceptualizations are then related to

underlying neurobiologic mechanisms in terms of anatomy, electro-

physiology, and molecular mechanisms [and in some instances physi-

cal principles (e.g., quantum mechanics)]. The great challenge is to link

changes in, for example, phase changes in oscillatory activity that

influences synapse formation with something as complex as recogni-

tion memory
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activity, with long term memory being consisting of more

permanent neurochemical changes, it was Atkinson and

Shiffrin who are most credited with fleshing out the concept

of these two major forms of memory [22]. Before then, it

was still quite controversial whether memory could be

regarded as anything by a unitary process [23]. This argu-

ment is eerily similar to the current controversy regarding

the nature of recognition in conscious memory, which will

be detailed later in this chapter. As usual in these situations,

the behaviors which lead to conceptualization of short vs

long term memory were well accepted. The now famous

7 � 2 items capacity of short term memory was established

in the 1950s. This was the amount of material that could be

recalled immediately after presentation [24, 25]. Fortunately

for many generations, telephone numbers fit this bill, espe-

cially as alphabetic prefix codes were used. One could easily

remember a telephone number after hearing it once. In fact,

songs have been written about this (PEnnsylvannia 6-5000,

Glen Miller orchestra1). Atkinson and Shiffrin (among

others) wanted to understand and detail mechanisms to

explain this observation. A major insight was to postulate a

short term memory store of limited capacity. When the ninth

item comes along, item one is pushed out. The interaction of

a short term store with recent items in long term memory

could explain more complex behaviors, such as the serial

position effect, where items from a long (greater than ten

item) list are recognized with a U shaped probability

[26]. Initial and last items are likely to be remembered

better, as items from the start of the list are likely to be

rehearsed and incidentally encoded into long term memory,

whereas recent items are still present in working memory

and easily recalled (more detailed explanations are more

complicated, the serial position effect is a whole field of

study) [27]. A few decades later, after numerous behav-

ioral/conceptual iterations, short term memory was

conceptualized as working memory, itself consisting of dif-

ferent sub-components. Each component was a conceptuali-

zation that could explain an associated behavioral or set of

behavioral observations. Predictions of previous models

broke down when more closely examined, or in patients

with specific neurologic lesions. Baddeley improved the

concept of short term memory by defining separable

components collectively termed working memory [28]

(Fig. 3.2). These conceptualizations in turn led to more

detailed neurocomputational and neurobiologic conceptua-

lizations that propose how cognitive conceptualizations

are instantiated in the brain. It is easy to see how memory

can be considered at different scales representative of

multiple layers that interact with each other (Fig. 3.1, all

sections). For example, a well-accepted neurobiologic

conceptualization of working memory is a process embodied

in the oscillatory activity of the brain, which provides a

capacity as large as the ratio of gamma to theta frequencies

(roughly), which happen to be on the order of 7–9 to

1 [29]. Thus, starting with very basic properties of neurons,

modeling small world neuronal interactions can serve to

explain an observed behavior much removed from this level

of detail [30]. Such a reductionist approach lends solid cre-

dence to the observation that working memory is fleeting. As

mentioned before, a critical requirement of consciousness is

working memory, as to be conscious is to be aware of the

“here and now,” instantiated as working memory [31, 32].

After being processed in working memory, some infor-

mation does become long term memory. LTM embodies

Carson’s comments on our being human, as working mem-

ory is so evanescent. Not surprisingly the more closely we

examine long term memory the more we appreciate that it

itself is incredibly complex. As with the dichotomy between1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PEnnsylvania_6-5000.

Fig. 3.2 Refinement of conceptualizations over time: The figure

provides a simple illustration of how a basic conceptualization, of

short (STM) and long termmemory (LTM), can become more elaborate

as more detailed behavioral observations are subject to analysis. A

number of observations, such as the inability to remember beyond

7 � 2 items when rehearsal was prevented, lead to the famous dual

store conceptualization, as described by Atkinson and Shiffrin in the

1960s. However, observations predicted by this model (that patients

with impaired STM should have broad deficits in LTM) were not

actually observed, and a more refined conceptualization of Baddeley

resulted, that of working memory with multiple components handling

different types of input (phonologic, visuospatial, semantic). It should

be remembered that such conceptual elaborations of memory systems

are still occurring
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short and long term memory, conceptualizations of LTM

began as a dichotomy between conscious and unconscious

memory [33]. This dichotomy was best illustrated in the

1950s by the world’s most famous neurologic case, H. M.

[34]. He was one of a series of seven patients reported by

Scoville and Milner describing a peculiar memory deficit

after therapeutic surgery to cure intractable epilepsy. Sur-

gery such as this may seem to be a radical approach today,

but the concept was founded on the observation from a

decade before that if a diseased portion of the brain was

removed, this would “liberate” normal functioning brain no

longer inhibited by the scarred brain tissue [35]. Interest-

ingly, to this day a similar approach with appropriate

refinements still seems to be the best option in some

situations, such as drug resistant epilepsy arising from dis-

crete scar tissue in the temporal lobe [36]. With improved

surgical methods, seizure mapping, and understanding of

neurobiologic mechanisms resection does result in some

improvement in specific memory abilities, harkening back

to the original work of Hebb and Penfield [37].

As illustrated by the Scoville case series, unexpected

consequences may be more important for the advancement

of science than dreamed of. After surgical treatment for

epilepsy, it did seem that an almost magic cure was found.

Before surgery, the patient was essentially incapacitated,

sometimes to the point of not being able to leave the house

because of relentless seizures or intoxication of too high

doses of barbiturates to treat those seizures. After surgery a

virtually normal life resulted. Detailed descriptions of the

peculiar memory impairment associated with this type of

surgery, one that is able to be reproduced in the surgical

theater when a patient is given a benzodiazepine, led to

eventual knowledge of the key role of the hippocampus in

conscious memory. Similarly, one will note that a patient

undergoing sedation with light doses of diazepam,

midazolam, ketamine, or propofol frequently keeps asking

the same question. This is a predictable behavior in patients

receiving light doses of these drugs, and results from the fact

that patients can’t remember the answer to their repetitive

questions. It should be noted that after the case reports of

Scolville and Milner, it was decades before there was

enough evidence to clearly point to the hippocampus as the

seat of conscious memory [38]. The reason it took so long to

confirm this relationship was that in the original case series

not only was the hippocampus removed (bilaterally) during

surgery, but the resection also included a complex set of

structures closely related to the hippocampus which also

resided in the medial temporal lobe [5]. It took many years

to determine how these structures were interconnected and

how they interacted. The Scolville and Milner case series

really re-invigorated the conceptualization of memory

systems as being embodied in certain structures of the

brain. Not surprisingly a huge amount of basic research on

memory focused on the neuronal architecture of the hippo-

campus, and related structures [39].

Animals are valuable to study memory, as one can control

conditions very closely, manipulate genes, record from indi-

vidual (giant) neurons, and obtain really fine grained data.

For example, a prototypical system is the Aplysia (sea snail/

slug), which is a vehicle to study reflex and simple

behaviors, such as classical (reflex) and operant (e.g., eating)

conditioning. These forms of memory are stereotypical, and

though much is known about them, how these systems

influence memory processes in humans is still murky.

Much of the classical taxonomy of memory relates to these

stereotypical, unconscious memory systems. Included in

these behaviors are priming, skills and habits, classic condi-

tioning and non-associative behaviors [33]. From the per-

spective of this chapter, priming is the most important, as it

is the type of memory most sought after when studies look

for learning during anesthesia. Priming is the preferential

response to a previously experienced stimulus, one that is

not consciously remembered. Indirect tests to detect these

memories must be used, as they are not consciously accessi-

ble. The most common task used is word stem completion,

where a portion of the stimulus word is presented, and the

rate of completion using previously presented words (during

anesthesia) is compared with a control list [40]. Habits and

skills are stereotypical behaviors that are initially conscious

memories that through repetition are incorporated into motor

circuits as unconscious memories. Being stereotypical, even

small changes in pattern requires new conscious learning

(the bane of pianists who initially learn an incorrect note in

a passage, for example). Pavlovian conditioning is best

known to humans (and maybe dogs) as what occurs when

smelling bacon. Non-associative learning embodies habitu-

ation or sensitization to a repetitive non-relevant or harmful

stimulus, respectively. More complex memories, particu-

larly in animal models, may be difficult to categorize as

being conscious or unconscious if the organism cannot pro-

vide insight into the experience. For example, in rats a more

complex memory is visual object recognition, where a rat

will explore a novel object in preference to an object previ-

ously seen before. Though some literature equates visual

object recognition memory to conscious memory in humans,

it seems that the memory systems mediating object recogni-

tion may best be related in humans as unconscious memory

[41]. The divide between animal neurobiology and human

memory becomes wider as more complex memory is con-

sidered. In the case of visual object recognition memory, the

hippocampus was thought to play a vital role. Hippocampal

involvement is considered as a proxy for conscious memory

in animal models. A number of studies showed that animals

with hippocampal lesions were impaired in object recogni-

tion memory. However, when memory paradigms were care-

fully constructed to not contain spatial cues, it turned out that
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hippocampal lesions made no difference in object recogni-

tion memory. Thus the initial lesion studies were

contaminated by subtle environmental cues, highlighting

the sensitivity of memory studies to confounding factors.

The closest parallel between animal object recognition

memory and human memory may be face recognition,

which recently has been shown to activate parahippocampal

structures [42].

The largest divide between lower animal models and

humans occurs in the case of conscious memory, which is

the memory referred to by Carson [43]. This is what most

people think of as “memory,” and is incredibly complex and

somewhat hard to pin down, especially in animal models.

The history of taxonomy starts with declarative memory,

which is a memory we can (consciously) declare we have.

Further characterization of conscious memory led to the

realization that these memories really occur in a place and

in particular a time, best described as episodic memories,

episodes that are like frames in a film strip (which in fact is a

paradigm used to study this form of memory) [44]. The

closer one considers and investigates episodic memory, the

more complex it becomes. For example, there is a distinct

sense of knowing oneself in episodes of conscious memory,

thus best characterized as “autonoetic” memories. In addi-

tion, one can envision one’s self travelling through time,

most critically, into the future (what will happen if I lie

about what I did last night . . .) [45]. It will be very hard to

convincingly demonstrate these qualities of conscious

memories in animal models. In fact, some authorities do

not think animals possess conscious memory as we do, and

that even scientists anthropomorphize their pets. Complex

paradigms used in animals are claimed to be representative

of higher forms of conscious memory, but other experts

consider these memories to be, at best, “episodic like” [46–
48]. Thus, even though animal models may provide copious

and invaluable information about memory, the ultimate dis-

covery of how human memory works will require study of

humans themselves. It will always be a conundrum of how to

relate memory from one species to another. Again the

observed behaviors in a particular animal model are undis-

puted, it is the interpretation of how these results relate to

human memory that is the source of controversy.

As regards conscious memory, the safest correlate of

“conscious memory” in animals is probably spatial memory,

which is indisputably mediated by the hippocampus [49–

51]. Common paradigms to study this form of memory are

paradigms such as the radial maze or the Morris water maze,

where the animal depends on extraneous spatial cues to

remember previously explored avenues. In fact, the discov-

ery of hippocampal place cells/fields revolutionized

concepts of the neurobiology of conscious memory

[52, 53]. The divide between animal and human hippocam-

pal neurobiology has been considerably diminished using

sophisticated signal analysis methods in epilepsy patients

with implanted electrodes, for example [54].

Most readers are probably familiar with the classic tax-

onomy of memory, which is a distillation of many decades

of research founded on centuries of behavioral

observations. This classic classification deserves a

Figure as a historical starting point (Fig. 3.3). Currently, a

Fig. 3.3 A “classic” conceptualization of human memory systems.

Long term memory is classified into various components in Squire’s

model [55], and is based on much animal work as well as observations

in patient lesion cases. These concepts arose after the report of impaired

memory in a series of neurologic cases (case HM, reported by Scoville

and Milner in 1957), following surgery in the medial temporal lobes.

Classically, long term memory was considered in large part as a static

entity, which can be classified according to features of the memory

(e.g., conscious access vs. unconscious influence). A large body of

multiple line evidence obtained over a 30-year period revealed that

the hippocampus was essential for the formation of conscious, episodic

memory explaining the observations of Scoville and Milner. A clue to

the fact that this classification is just a starting point in understanding

memory is illustrated by some “permeability” between categories. For

example, at one time the knowledge that George Washington was the

first president of the USA was a new and startling memory (an episodic

memory), but then it became a “fact,” knowledge of the world that we

do not recall where and when it was learned (semantic memory).

Similarly, patterned behaviors such as skating and playing a musical

instrument become unconscious motor memories over time
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major shift in conceptualization of memory is occurring

where taxonomy is changing in nature from a static classi-

fication of memory systems to conceptualizations that

incorporate information flow from the outside (or inside)

world through stages of processing to a conscious or uncon-

scious memory [56] (Fig. 3.4). Information transfer and

processing become important components of these conceptua-

lizations, which now include the malleability of memory itself

(false memories, eye witness memories, post-traumatic

memories, etc.) [57]. Careful readers of the mechanisms of

anesthesia literature will no doubt appreciate a close

resemblance to similar concepts of consciousness, and the

progression of information from sensory and internal sources

into a percept that one is consciously aware of [58, 59]. In

fact, this is likely no co-incidence, as neurobiology is more

than likely parsimonious in implementing solutions for simi-

lar problems, be it consciousness, working memory, or long

term memory.

A Useful Conceptualization of Memory

One needs to have a working conceptualization of memory

that incorporates bits and pieces of different models to avoid

getting hopelessly lost. The classic taxonomy is useful in

terms of nomenclature, and will be utilized as such. As

mentioned, the current direction of memory research is in

terms of information processing, and it is best to relate these

concepts to the classic nomenclature as a starting point. To

simplify, I will only consider information from the outside

world, though the same principles, but not necessarily

specifics, can be applied to the inner, dreaming world

[58, 60]. To begin with, let us consider how a picture

frame from the film of our lives becomes a memory, and

more. But before this, one should become familiar with the

basic construct of a memory study.

Fig. 3.4 More recent conceptualizations of memory. These

conceptualizations build on the concepts presented in Fig. 3.3 using a

foundation of neuroanatomical relationships. Memory systems are

widely distributed, and interact with each other in somewhat flexible

fashions. Those closest to the environment (sensory regions) are “low

level” systems which are the most easily understood on a basic physio-

logic level, and most likely embody portions of unconscious memories.

Higher level systems that embody conscious memory likely depend on

network activity and distributed processes, though all systems interact

with each other in complex fashions to not only subserve memory

function, but also consciousness. Higher level interactions are more

sensitive to anesthetic effects, and low level systems may still be

functional in certain situations during anesthesia, wherein unconscious

memories may be formed. However, these memories may simply be

perceptual (sensory) priming memories where an enhanced physiologic

response occurs to a re-experience of the stimulus. At our current state

of knowledge of neurobiology, these sensory memories formed during

anesthesia would require the interaction of sensory input regions (e.g.,

V1 for visual, A1 for auditory) with other multiple brain regions (likely

in the medial temporal lobe), with any resulting sensory memories

residing in peri-sensory brain regions (V2 or A2). Pathways for sensory

processing are shown for the visual modality for clarity, the same

principles would apply to auditory or olfactory sensory systems in

their respective brain regions
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Memory as a Behavior: The Ebbinghausen
Paradigm, or More Simply, Study-Test Paradigm

About 150 years ago a psychologist, Hermann Ebbinghaus,

was interested in quantifying memory. We all know that the

most common fate of memory is that it is forgotten [61]. This

is a very fortunate state of affairs, for if you pay attention to

all the stimuli that are processed in a single day, and then

think of what life would be like if you remembered each

stimulus for the rest of your life, you would quickly realize

you would be living a nightmare. As is common for many

“life is stranger than fiction” diseases, there is the rare

neurologic case that embodies a form of super-memory

[62]. Such people can remember, for example, all the details

of the weather on a particular date many years in the past.

Not surprisingly, it does turn out that significant psychologi-

cal distress accompanies such super-memory ability.

Thus, it is no surprise that historically, one might be first

interested in quantifying the most basic property of memory,

namely how it is lost. Ebbinghaus proceeded to do this in a

systematic fashion, where given items were studied, and

then recognition for these items was used to quantify mem-

ory decay over time. Almost all behavioral observations of

memory, both in humans and in animals, use a study-test

(encoding, recognition) paradigm, also referred to by those

in the field by Ebbinghaus’ name. To this day this paradigm

is the only way to practically detect and measure a memory,

ultimately a result of synaptic re-arrangements in the brain.

Another important variable in this paradigm is the time

between encoding and recognition [63]. Multiple recogni-

tion tasks can be performed, which is what Ebbinghaus did,

to define memory decay (or, alternatively, improvement

from repeated practice on the task) [64]. There is an almost

infinite variety of paradigms available by modifying the

three main elements of the study-test paradigm, those

being encoding, time to recognition, and recognition. During

encoding and recognition tasks, the particular instructions

given, including any modification of the environment or

context is crucial to interpret the results, as will be

exemplified throughout this chapter. Time is the factor that

is the most quantifiable, but one must be aware that it is

crucially important to know what the person/animal is doing

(or more accurately is instructed to do) during the time

between encoding and recognition.

What Ebbinghaus quantified was that memory decays

very rapidly at first, and then more slowly as time increases

(Fig. 3.5a). Eventually, an autobiographical memory

remains, those of episodic experiences long ago [65–67].

In closely related circumstances, probably with repeated

encoding activity, an episodic experience is transformed

into a fact—knowledge about the world. For instance, we

know that stoves are hot, but we don’t remember how that

information got into our memory. This form of memory is

termed semantic, a term that embodies perfectly the

relatedness to the meaning of words, which is really knowl-

edge of the world. On the other hand, memories associated

with motor skills (driving a car, playing a musical instru-

ment) becomes embodied, through repeated encoding, into a

primitive (or phylogenetically old) set of neural circuits in

our brain which allows automated behavior, and is a form of

unconscious memory [68, 69]. But, let’s turn back to epi-

sodic memory decay. Mathematical modeling of memory

decay is possible, and it seems that a power decay function,

as opposed to an exponential decay function, fits data the

best [70, 71]. Parameters from the power function fit can, for

example, quantify memory decay characteristics of common

anesthetic sedatives, discussed later in this chapter [72].

Recognition memory is tested by asking the subject to

perform matched encoding and recognition tasks. Often the

instructions for encoding are thought of as a variation of

“remember these items, for you will be asked to name them

later.” This is certainly a valid encoding paradigm, but more

frequently incidental encoding paradigms are used, where

the subject follows a relatively easy instruction that on the

surface is not related to memory, such as “you will hear a

series of words, push one button if the voice is female, and

the other if it is male” [73]. No indication is given that the

words will be incorporated into a recognition task later. The

person pays attention to the task, and normally, the words

presented are incorporated into memory automatically, thus

the term incidental encoding. Slight modifications of task

instructions, such as “push one button if the word is an object

that is larger than a bread box, otherwise push the other” will
activate different memory systems, and thus result in differ-

ent memory performance at recognition [74]. In studies of

unconscious memory, frequently the length of time of pre-

sentation or clarity of the item is varied. For example, a

picture may be shown for 33, 50, and 80 ms to determine a

perception threshold, and then changes in behavior are

measured, those usually being reaction times to stimuli

which were presented at longer and shorter time intervals

than the perception threshold [75]. Shorter intervals index

unconscious memory processes, whereas longer intervals

index conscious memory processes. Similarly, words may

be degraded by white noise to determine a perception thresh-

old for information content.

During the time interval between encoding and recogni-

tion, the environment and instructions to the subject are

crucially important. Variations include performing an “inter-

ference” task, resting comfortably, sleeping, staring at a

cross hair on a computer screen, etc. All will result in

differing memory performance, and one should be aware

that vagueness about what actually was done during this

period would confound results from that study.

There are many recognition paradigms, again with crucial

differences in instructions. One main theme is that
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recognition performance is greatly affected by the effort

required to retrieve a memory. It makes sense that if you

have to remember a previous item out of the blue, that would

be more difficult than choosing between two items after the

instruction “you have seen one of these before, which one

was it?”. This effect is well known, and difficulty of retrieval
from hardest to easiest is illustrated by examples as follows:

free recall (“what do you remember”), cued recall (“do you

Fig. 3.5 (a) The fate of memories is to be forgotten. Ebbinghaus

established basic observational principles to quantify memory behav-

ior. An event (stimulus) is experienced (encoded). After a certain time,

the presence of memory is tested for by a recognition task. This study-

test paradigm (Ebbinghausen paradigm) revealed that most memories

are forgotten over time, rapidly at first, and then more and more

slowly. A power decay function (as opposed to an exponential decay

function) best describes loss of memory over time. (b) Depending on

specific parameters and instructions for encoding, recognition, etc.

many variations of the study-test paradigm are possible. For example,

the difficulty in accessing a memory can be varied by giving clues,

providing a choice of possibilities, etc. How behavior changes with

these modifications provides important insight into how memory

operates, and which brain regions are involved with different

aspects of memory such as attention and effort needed to retrieve a

memory
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remember something that looked like a car”), yes/no recog-

nition (“have you seen this item before, yes/no”), forced
choice recognition (“choose the one you have seen before

from these three items”), forced choice recognition using

two items (Fig. 3.5b). The degree of similarity of the lure

items (items given as choices, but not previously presented)

will modulate the degree of difficulty, and such variations

can be used to determine a “signal strength” of the

memory [76].

From these brief examples, one can appreciate the almost

infinite variety of paradigms possible in the study-test for-

mat. Each small manipulation provides, hopefully, another

insight into how memory works.

From Sensation to Memory: Information Flow

This section will focus on conceptualizations of information

flow from the outside world into the brain where it can

become a memory. These conceptualizations are embodied

as distinct memory processes (encoding, storage, recogni-

tion, etc.) and are divorced from neurobiologic instantiation

[15]. The reader should be aware of this distinction, even

though some are closely linked (e.g., hippocampus and con-

scious memory). One should not get into the habit of freely

substituting a neurobiologic mechanism for a conceptualiza-

tion, or vice versa. Some neurobiologic underpinnings of

memory behaviors will be discussed in more detail in the

sections on unconscious and recognition memory.

An important differentiation in terminology common to

memory and consciousness is needed, particularly for those

interested in anesthetic effects on the brain. What is the

correct terminology for seeing a light? Some people might

say that the light is perceived, whereas others would say that

it is sensed. Some would argue that perception is a more

complex bit of information than sensation, that perception

has some greater structure to it. In fact, in the study of

consciousness, a key concept is that of a percept, a unified

experience of awareness that incorporates many different

threads of information. To avoid confusion, I will use the

word “sense” for primary activation of sensory cortices from

the outside world (e.g., primary auditory or visual cortices).

Terms containing “percept” will relate to a conscious expe-

rience of an event from the outside world [31].

The first event of a potential memory is sensation, an

activation of primary sensory cortices (Fig. 3.4). Most real

world events activate multiple senses, but for research

purposes, most stimuli stimulate a single sense. Immediate,

unconscious processing occurs of the stimulus to measure

basic qualities of the stimulus (e.g., intensity, orientation,

frequency, color, etc.). At a very early stage, comparison

with a template (a previously experienced stimulus, either at

some time in the past, or in the current train of stimuli) is

undertaken [77, 78]. If there is a mismatch, neuronal

responses tend to be larger [79–81]. A deviant stimulus

may be of interest or importance, and mechanisms come

into play to devote attentional resources to the incoming

stimulus (aptly named as a “bottom-up” attentional

modulating process). Neurophysiologic correlates of the

so-called orienting reflex can be measured, e.g. as the mis-

match negativity, and can be used to study how sifting

through a the constant stream of incoming information

directs important details to the most relevant brain systems.

As with a Christmas tree, important stimuli are collated with

more and more information to elaborate what was just expe-

rienced into a conscious percept [56]. As an example, we

may jump when we hear a loud noise. Auditory sensation is

activated, the characteristics of the sound are automatically

extracted (loud, short duration, previous match with an

explosion), the flight or fight response may be activated

(fear mediated memory), a motor reflex occurs (jump)

before further processing occurs. Additional details may

then be added, for example from the visual stream (we turn

to see a broken plate on the floor). We access previous

semantic knowledge (bits of porcelain from a plate, when

plates break they make a loud noise) in order to make sense

of what just happened. Further fear processing is stopped

(it was not a bomb), we collect more details about the plate

(pattern completion), and realize it is an anniversary gift

from last month, by extracting this information from epi-

sodic memory (wherein the fear/anxiety response may be

re-activated). Any number of these processes can be

influenced pharmacologically, and in this manner the effects

of anesthetics on memory can be sorted out [82, 83]. A

useful conceptualization (taxonomy) of information flow

processing is that proposed by Tulving, the serial-parallel-

independent model of memory [43, 57]. This is just one of a

number of conceptualizations of memory. but is helpful to

know as it incorporates a holistic conceptualization from

sensation to long term memory. Anesthetic effects on mem-

ory, particularly as regards to unconscious learning during

anesthesia, can be thought of in these terms. Some other

hierarchical conceptualizations are referenced [84–86].

Serial Parallel Independent (SPI) Model
of Memory

The acronym “SPI” is meant to indicate that the interaction

among the three major components of this model is depen-

dent on the memory process in play at the time (Fig. 3.6).

The three components are arranged in a hierarchical fashion,

with input from the outside world coming into the perceptual

representation system (PRS). During encoding, information

is processed in a Serial fashion, passing from PRS to seman-

tic memory, which collates and decodes sensory input with
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previous knowledge of the world (semantic memory, mem-

ory of “facts”) to know what just happened. If input is

similar to previous experience, it can be processed further

incorporating this information (e.g., a red round object may

be a ball). Novel qualities of the input are further processed

in the higher level of episodic memory, where the experience

can be incorporated as a novel event personally relevant in a

distinct place and time (episodic memory, such as what we

had for dinner last night). Episodic memory contains previ-

ous knowledge (I had steak at my favorite restaurant) with

novel experiences (this event happened last night at 7 p.m.

with a well-known friend). Linking of previous knowledge

with novel information is mediated by the hippocampus,

notably the spatial and temporal aspects of memory (where

I had dinner and when I had dinner) [87]. These qualities are

the hallmarks of a conscious (episodic) memory. At each

level of processing, distinct forms of memory can be stored

in Parallel, with perceptual representations (color, intensity,

orientation, etc.) stored in the PRS, factual knowledge (red

rubber ball) stored in the semantic system, and personally

relevant and novel memories (I threw the red rubber ball

against a wall this weekend) in the episodic memory system.

A different interaction of this system is defined during rec-

ognition, where memories can be retrieved independently

from each system. So red rubber ball is an independent

memory of a ball, which could as easily be a blue soft ball.

Importantly for understanding the interaction of anesthesia

with memory is the fact that memories can be stored in the

perceptual system, and then subsequently retrieved indepen-

dently of the (conscious) semantic and episodic memory

systems using techniques such as perceptual priming. The

latter is an enhanced reaction (shorter reaction time, greater

probability of choosing a previously experienced stimulus

over a novel one, etc.) to a stimulus based on its perceptual

representation [88].

The beauty of the SPI classification is its simplicity and

power to explain diverse phenomena. For example, on the

basis of being serial, input into episodic memory is depen-

dent only on input from semantic memory, the memory of

facts. However, there is no a priori requirement that these

“facts” are indeed “true.” Thus, if for whatever reason one

has learned the fact that there are Martians who live in Area

51 of NewMexico, then one could have a conscious memory

experience of meeting one at dinner last night, and that

episodic memory would be as vivid and valid as another

person’s memory of dining with his wife. Thus, this model is

useful to conceptualize how false memories arise and

behave [57].

Fig. 3.6 The SPI memory system of Tulving. SPI stands for serial

parallel independent model. Three large memory systems representing

the perceptual representation system (PRS), semantic, and episodic

memory are related in a hierarchical fashion during encoding, where

information processing is Serial. Storage of memories is Parallel in

each system, and these can be retrieved independently from other

systems. Of interest during anesthesia is the PRS, the lowest “rung”

of the memory processing, relating to sensory input and perception. If

any memory function operates during anesthesia, it would be the PRS.

It is likely that perceptual memories, if formed, would be stored in

secondary sensory association cortices. On the other hand, if high level

episodic memories are present during anesthesia, then “awareness” has
occurred, an undesirable event if not expected by either the practitioner

or patient
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Recognition Memory: Not So Simple—
Familiarity and Recollection with a Detour
into Déjà vu

Recognition memory is a much more complex process than a

binary decision of whether one has experienced a stimulus

before. The processes of how someone recognizes that an

event or stimulus has been experienced before are still very

much being worked out. All authorities agree that there are

different qualities present in recognition, and the reader can

relate to this as we have all experienced the so-called

butcher-on-a-bus phenomenon (a.k.a. “the face is familiar,

but I can’t remember the name”). We know we have seen

someone before (they, the butcher, are familiar), but we

don’t remember other details from the episode such as

what the person wore, their name, when we saw them,

where they were, etc. These qualities are differentiated in

the descriptive labels of familiarity and recollection

(Fig. 3.7). The ability to remember specific details

associated with the familiar face would be to recollect the

memory [90, 91].

A tongue twister and key fact to remember is that recol-

lection is not the same as recognition, but recollection is a

type of recognition. How best to mechanistically explain

recollection is an area of great controversy between two

main hypotheses [15]. As this level of detail is now becom-

ing relevant to actions of anesthesia on memory, it is now

topical for anesthesiologists to understand these issues.

Fig. 3.7 Recognition of a conscious memory produces two different

qualities we have all experienced, a fast “familiarity” reaction (I’ve
seen this before, the “fez” is familiar) and a more elaborate recollection

reaction of an event located in a time and space in our memories (a day

at the beach, for example). Objective measures of brain activity

recorded during these intertwined processes can be obtained using the

electroencephalogram (EEG). Electrical activity of the brain can be

averaged to cancel out “random noise” (EEG activity not related to the

recognition task) to reveal the Event-Related Potentials (ERP) of mem-

ory processes. The ERP of a memory of a stimulus (red and green wavy

lines, versus a new stimulus, blue wavy line) is larger in amplitude than

a novel stimulus. The familiarity component of recognition occurs

earlier than recollection, and is located in a somewhat different brain

region (central Cz electrode versus parietal Pz electrode) [Reproduced

from Veselis RA, et al. Propofol and midazolam inhibit conscious

memory processes very soon after encoding: an event-related potential

study of familiarity and recollection in volunteers. Anesthesiology.

2009;110(2):295–312 [89]. With permission from Wolters Kluwer

Health, Inc.]
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A recent study has shown that previous experience of gen-

eral anesthesia in young children seems to affect one type of

recognition memory, namely recollection, but not the

familiarity qualities of recognition [92, 93]. The axiom of

“as long as the study is reasonably well done, the attendant

observations are rarely disputed” applies to this study. This

is one of the few carefully done studies of memory and

anesthesia in children. In this study, children who had anes-

thesia were carefully matched with controls, and both were

tested (in the absence of any anesthetic drug) for the recol-

lection and familiarity aspects of recognition memory.

Although overall recognition was similar in both groups, a

measurable difference in recollection was observed. The

question of neurotoxicity of anesthetics, especially in chil-

dren, is a looming problem, so this concrete observation is

most noteworthy [94]. Controversy arises about how best to

explain these observations. The authors of the study

interpreted their findings using the “dual process” theory of

memory. However, one should be aware of other

explanations, and be open to different interpretations down

the road. To better understand the underpinnings of this

study, I will detail how one would study familiarity versus

recollection recognition memory.

Differences between familiarity and recollection are stud-

ied using study-test paradigms as previously described. The

added ingredient to tease out the type of recognition is a

measure of confidence (or bias) of the recognition. Thus,

during the recognition task, after an item is either recognized

as previously seen (old) or not (new), a measure of confi-

dence is obtained [95]. This measure varies among studies,

but the most common one is to use a 6 point scale, from

“absolutely sure old” (with “moderately sure old,, “some-

what sure old” in between) to “absolutely sure new”
(or “somewhat sure new,” “moderately sure new”). Similar

information can be obtained in animal models by ingenious

manipulations of reward strategies, where choice of reward

is biased by previously learned preferences [47, 48]. A

receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve is plotted of

these responses. In this type of analysis the ROC is the

cumulative recognition proportion against false alarms rate

(a false alarm is an item that is recognized as old, but is in

fact a new item) across the six levels of confidence. So, for

example, the left most point is the (old) recognition of

highest confidence. Thus, the person is virtually certain

they got the right answer, and typically about 20 % of old

items are correctly recognized as being old (the y axis), and

very few truly new items are incorrectly recognized with

high confidence as being old (false alarms, thus, close to 0 %

plotted on the x-axis) (Fig. 3.8). Then the next least confi-

dence category is added cumulatively to the previous score,

thus the next point is always greater in both axes. As a

consequence these graphs generally have 5 unique points

(as the last cumulative value is always 100 %). A curve

interpolation graphically describes recognition performance.

A set of recognitions that are largely or solely based on

familiarity will produce an ROC curve that is characteristi-

cally symmetrical along the 45� axis. On the other hand,

recognitions based on recollection produce an offset at “sure

old” category (at the lowest false alarm rate), and tend to

produce a linear response as confidence decreases. Further

information can be gained by statistically normalizing scores

across a Gaussian distribution (z-scores, which produce a

z-ROC). In the case of z-ROC’s familiarity recognitions

produce a flat line, as the distribution of signal strengths is

Gaussian in nature, whereas an inverted curve is present for

recollection, which has a non-Gaussian or skewed distribu-

tion. Measures of familiarity and recollection as embodied in

ROC curves are robustly observed. Controversy rages over

what mechanisms produce these observed behaviors.

Mechanisms to explain how these curves may be

generated falls into two main camps, the so-called dual

process theory and single process/signal strength theory

[96, 97]. There seem to be more publications that interpret

observations as dual process theories (as was done in the

paper describing memory impairments in children receiving

anesthesia), so I will present this first. Dual process theories

basically state that mechanisms supporting recollection are

different from those that support familiarity. Part of this

difference is related to the neuroanatomical underpinnings

of these processes, with the hippocampus primarily involved

in recollection (whereas single process “theorists” posit that
the hippocampus is involved in both recollection and

familiarity recognitions) [98, 99]. Dual process theorists

provide substantial evidence that familiarity based recogni-

tion seems to be centered on other medial temporal lobe

structures, in particular the parahippocampal regions [100–

105]. Familiarity is the easiest to understand conceptually,

and is characterized by Gaussian signal strength

distributions with recognition occurring when the separation

in signal peaks (between different items) is large enough.

These processes are thought to be very efficient in their

implementation, and occur almost automatically. In fact,

this can be measured using electrophysiologic methods

such as event-related potentials [89, 104, 106–108]. The

onset of familiarity processes occur some 100 ms sooner

than recollection processes (Fig. 3.7). Details of how these

mechanisms may be instantiated neurobiologically will be

presented below. If there is low signal strength or signal

peaks are close together (old and new items are very similar

to each other), then the confidence in familiarity is low, and

the behavioral correlate would be “unsure new/old” i.e., the
3rd or 4th confidence categories. However, if the signal

strength is high or signals are well separated, then one

might state “sure new” or “sure old.” It is important to

keep in mind that signal strengths are modeled by Gaussian

distribution curves. On the other hand, a recollection
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Fig. 3.8 A method to measure the contribution of familiarity versus

recollection in recognition memory. This is also an illustrative example

of the difficulty in translating observations, which are generally agreed

upon, into a conceptualization, which may have a number of

alternatives to explain the observations. A receiver operator character-

istic curve is created by assessing the confidence of the recognition

memory from a surety that the stimulus is old (previously experienced)

to surety that it was never experienced (new). See text for details. The

methodology to create the ROC curve is fairly standard and widely

used. The curve represents the combined contributions of familiarity

and recollection to recognition memory. How these contributions are

conceptualized is important in understanding memory systems, with

two alternative explanations, the dual process versus single process

theory, holding sway in different camps. Both conceptualizations use

different explanations of why the ROC curve looks the way it does, and

why it changes appearance when certain parameters are changed in

study paradigms. The dual process theory postulates that familiarity

and recollection are separable processes, where familiarity is a process

that depends on separation of signals between two Gaussian

distributions to separate new and old events, whereas a more complex

recognition process is present for recollection. In the latter case, the

hippocampus acts as a pattern detector where a certain threshold crite-

rion needs to be met before recognition can occur. The single process

theory postulates a single memory process that behaves differently

under differing circumstances based on the strength of memories



recognition involves not only the primary stimulus (e.g., the

person’s face), but also associated details (the party, the

clothes, the date). In mechanistic terms one can model this

as pattern completion, and when a certain number of details

are matched, then recollection of the full pattern occurs. The

additional processing required to test pattern matches

explains why recollection processes start later and take lon-

ger than familiarity processes. On the flip side, if insufficient

pattern completion is present then no recollection may

occur, i.e. a memory failure. A Gaussian distribution of signal

strength will always yield some degree of recognition, be it

ever so small. Thus, in the dual process theory recollection is

posited as a threshold process (note that the threshold effect

applies to the recollection, not the recognition which can also

include familiarity processes). Below this threshold no recol-

lection occurs, and any recognition that occurs would be

solely based on familiarity. If one is above this pattern com-

pletion threshold, then recognition is primarily based on rec-

ollection. Recollection would be expected to typically

produce a “sure old” response, and the threshold effect is

used to explain the offset of the ROC curve at the “sure old”
response. Thus two processes (familiarity and recollection,

dual processes) are used for recognition. In fact, everyone

agrees on the latter statement, however it is emphasized again

that the specifics of how these processes come into play in

producing a recognition response are thought to be different in

dual process versus single process models.

In the single process model theorists posit that both

familiarity and recollection processes are continuous

expressions of signal strength, but that recollection

embodies additional details about the memory. In most

experimental paradigms, these additional details are tested

by measuring source memory. Thus, instead of just

presenting “word” during the study phase, “word” is

presented in different locations on the computer screen,

with a different color from other words in different locations

in the stimulus list. When recognition of word is tested for,

the participant is also asked where on the screen or what

color the word was. Retrieval of these additional details

provides evidence of recollection rather than familiarity

(and this was the paradigm used in the study comparing

children who had or did not have general anesthesia)

[92, 93]. Dual process theories predict that an old recollec-

tion response will not occur until a certain number of these

details are present, whereas single source theories state that

source memory is integral to the memory itself, no matter

what strength that memory is.

Needless to say, arguments on either side have not been

compelling enough to abate the controversy. The important

point the reader has to appreciate is that one needs to be

extremely careful not to conflate reliable observations with

postulated mechanisms that produce these observations.

Thus the findings of Stratmann et al. robustly show some

degree of memory impairment in children who have

undergone general anesthesia, which affects recollection

out of proportion to familiarity [92]. However, one should

be very hesitant to postulate some neurotoxic effect on the

hippocampus as a result of anesthesia, be it ever so appeal-

ing, until a great deal of additional corroborating evidence is

available.

Now, let us take a little detour into the experience of déjà

vu to illustrate again the importance of maintaining a divide

between observation and explanation. This is a memory

feeling we have all likely experienced at one time or another

(at least about 80 % of people do). It is the feeling of having

experienced a current ongoing event sometime before, with

the memory being of excruciating clarity (internally one

might think “I know I have experienced these exact events

before, I can almost know what will happen next”)
[109]. There is no accepted explanation for this memory

feeling, but a most interesting one is that there is a timing

problem between different memory systems, namely work-

ing and long term memory. This produces a feeling of

experiencing the exact same events (which in fact have

only happened once) at different times. Normally informa-

tion flows in an orderly fashion through working memory

(the “here and now”) into long term memory (something that

happened at some time in the past). However, if long term

memory mechanisms somehow simultaneously have access

to the contents of working memory, one could experience

the same event as happening now and simultaneously in the

past [110]. On the other hand, others explain déjà vu as an

instantiation of familiarity, or error in pattern completion by

the hippocampus [111, 112]. These examples illustrate that

there is general agreement on the observations of déjà vu, in

no small part due to the fact many of us have personally

experienced this. However, when it comes down to explana-

tion of these events, no one knows what particular concep-

tualization explains these phenomena. It is generally agreed

that the neurobiologic mechanisms producing déjà vu are

incorporated in the medial temporal lobes, as these feelings

can be induced by electrical stimulation of these regions in

epileptic patients [112]. Whether the same would occur in

normal subjects is unknown, these people would never have

electrodes implanted. It may be that the same end result, déjà

vu, can arise via different mechanisms, everyone may be

correct!

Under the Hood: The Neurobiologic/
Neurocomputational Instantiation
of Conscious Memory Processes

The report of HM, who was the key index case in the

series of cases reported by Scoville and Milner, began the

era of understanding memory processes in terms of
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neuroanatomical, and subsequently neurobiologic and

neurocomputational systems (the terms “in vitro,”
“in vivo” now include “in computo”) [113]. In brief, the

famous report of Scoville described a severe impairment in

the ability to form new episodic memories (e.g., memorizing

a word list) after bilateral removal of a substantial amount of

material from the medial temporal lobes. The material

contained not only the hippocampi, but many other medial

temporal lobe structures, thus it was not until some decades

later that the hippocampus was clearly identified as the seat

of conscious memory. A combination of animal and patient

lesion studies, where neurologic damage was more localized

to the hippocampus proper led the way to this insight

[38, 114]. During this period, HM had become the most

studied neurologic case in history, and really solidified the

concept that conscious and unconscious memory are embod-

ied in different processes and neuroanatomy [115]. HM was

able to learn unconscious memories as easily as others,

e.g. the motor skill of mirror drawing, but had no recollec-

tion of any of these experiments immediately after testing.

However, over the last few decades it has become equally

clear that even though the hippocampus is necessary for

conscious memory, it is not sufficient. A complex web of

interactions with other brain regions is needed for conscious

memory function. As information flow progresses from sen-

sation to long term memory, more and more interactions are

needed, and wider and wider regions of brain areas function

coherently in networks to support memory function

[116, 117].

Interactions between different brain regions occur in the

language of oscillations which provide a rich grammar for

communication, ranging from frequencies to coherence, to

phase shifts [118, 119]. Of particular note is that oscillations

in the gamma and theta ranges seem to be very important in

memory processes (as well as consciousness, and anesthetic

effects thereon) [29, 120–127]. The divisions of the EEG

frequency band (i.e., alpha, beta, theta, gamma, etc.) are

arbitrary and based on historic interpretations of raw signals

in roughly the order of discovery or description [128]. Limits

between bands are also arbitrary, and change through time

and with the model (human, animal) being studied

[113, 129]. Theta ranges approximately from 4 to 7 Hz,

whereas gamma frequencies occur at approximately

40–80 Hz. As with many processes, it is not the actual

value, but changes in the value itself that are important.

Thus, small changes in theta frequency, phase shift, power,

etc. can be very significant. As is becoming increasing

evident, it is quite a feat to describe with this level of detail

how a memory process is embodied in an associated neuro-

anatomy and the encompassing electrophysiologic milieu. A

great deal of progress has been made as details of neuronal

physiology have been pinned down, and computational

power of computers has increased faithfully following

Moore’s law. Two memory processes in particular will be

considered, those being working and episodic memory as

mediated through the medial temporal lobe. The latter will

be considered in terms of the qualities of recollection and

familiarity. As oscillatory activity in the brain is critically

dependent in inter-neuronal connections, which are heavily

dependent on GABAergic mechanisms, a key target of anes-

thetic action on memory may be modulation of electrophys-

iologic interactions of neuronal networks [130–139].

Working Memory

The first differentiation of memory processes was between

short and long term memories. After this insight, short term

memory was conceptualized as a series of closely related

working memory processes [140, 141]. Working memory is

embodied largely in the pre-frontal cortex, richly connected

to the medial temporal lobe [142–145]. Details of how

information is held in working memory have been worked

out in terms of electrophysiology. One can now explain why

the capacity of working memory is 7 � 2 items in terms of

oscillatory activity [30]. Purely by using characteristics of

neuronal electrophysiology, an underlying slower wave

action of frequency theta (hippocampal theta rhythms) can

contain information in the form of superimposed faster

gamma activity. It turns out that the ratio of gamma to

theta (40:4 Hz) is about 7 [146, 147] (Fig. 3.9). As you

may note the ratio is closer to 10, but information is

contained in only a certain portion of the theta rhythm

oscillation cycle. This was one of the first neurocompu-

tational instantiation of memory processes, and others have

followed.

Episodic/Conscious Memory

The behavior of more complex systems can be embodied in

computational models based on neural networks. A compu-

tational neural network structure is created out of

interconnected elements, where the rules for response in

each element are well defined and usually simple (e.g.,

when the summation of inputs into the element exceeds a

certain threshold value, that element then produces an out-

put, the degree of which can be adjusted according to a

weight) [148] (Fig. 3.10). As can be appreciated, each ele-

ment can be considered a very simple neuron, thus the label

of neural network. Most interestingly even simple designs

(e.g., two-layer feed-forward network) can learn and repro-

duce very complex behavior. A set of data, containing input

data and output results, is used to train the network to

reproduce the behavior sought. Training in this context is a

recurrent algorithm wherein the error term between the
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Fig. 3.9 Instantiation of working memory—from electrophysiology to

behavior. The brain communicates with itself in the language of

oscillations. The electrophysiologic properties of neurons as well as

the architecture of their connections determine the frequency of

oscillatory activity. Information is contained not only in the frequency

of oscillations, but other properties such as phase relationships as well.

This is an example of how one can explain why working memory can

contain a maximum number of items based on representation of

oscillations with differing frequencies (gamma, approximately

40 cycles/s contained within theta oscillations, approximately

7 cycles/s) which are produced by the electrophysiologic properties

of neurons. The ratio of gamma to theta oscillations is roughly the

capacity of working memory. Many other characteristics of memory

can be related to theta and gamma oscillatory activity [middle panel

reproduced from Jensen O, Lisman JE. Hippocampal sequence-

encoding driven by a cortical multi-item working memory buffer.
Trends Neurosci. 2005;28(2):67–72 [147]. With permission from

Elsevier Ltd.]
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output produced by the network and the target output is

minimized but adjusting the parameters governing the

behavior of the network elements (primarily the weighting

of the outputs for each element). For example, inputs can be

the power of various EEG frequencies, and the output can be

whether the EEG is of a sedated patient or an awake patient

[149–152]. The trained network can be used on novel data

sets to predict an output with reasonable success. As compu-

tational power and algorithms have advanced exponentially

“children” of these methods are getting to the point where

“the brain,” as opposed to the EEG, for example, can be

mathematically modeled [153, 154]. In general, there is no

deterministic algorithm defined by the training process or

modeling. The neural network behaves in a complex manner

that is essentially a black box. Practically, neural networks

work quite well in many real world situations, for example

predicting tidal patterns, automated image/pattern analysis,

minimal path finding, and yes, financial applications too.

The use of this methodology to model neuroanatomical

constructs of conscious memory will now be reviewed.

The Hippocampus
The hippocampus is a set of recurrent looping neural

pathways that can very efficiently embody complex infor-

mation using a sparse encoding [155–157]. The basic

structure is presented in Fig. 3.11. The hippocampus is richly

connected to the cortex, but the vast majority of connections

are indirect. Input from the cortex is received via the ento-

rhinal cortex, and output is through the same structure, but in

a different layer (in general the cortex has six layers of

neurons). Three major structures comprise the hippocampus,

the dentate gyrus, and the cornu ammonis (CA) specifically

the CA3 and CA1 subfields (as with many things labels are

historic and somewhat poetic). A neural network model

representative of hippocampal neurobiology is presented in

Fig. 3.12 [158, 159]. As far as neural networks go, this is a

fairly complex design. However, this is a very good model

for pattern recognition. One of the first insights into the

computational abilities of the hippocampus was obtained

by measuring individual neuronal responses in behaving

rats walking through a maze [53, 160–162]. The same sets

of neurons fired when the rat was in a given location, thus the

concept of place cells was discovered. The memory of a

particular location is embodied in this pattern. One can

think of many conscious memories (e.g., words) as a pattern.

The neural network model of the hippocampus will produce

a threshold type of output when a certain number of elements

of a previously learned pattern are present. This is the

instantiation of the recollection process, and experimental

results from this computational model agree well with

Fig. 3.10 Computational algorithms based on artificial neural

networks. Artificial (computational) neural networks are loosely

based on neuronal interactions with each other, but greatly simplified,

to produce a learned, or trained, output from a series of inputs using

Hebbian type learning. Very complex behavior can be modeled with

neural networks, even when the input/output rules for each element are

simple in nature. Complexity is modeled by the interactions of neural

network elements (“w”, i¼1. . .n), and a simple two-layer feed-forward

fully interconnected network is displayed. Each element processes

(e.g., sums, “sigma”) inputs from other elements and produces an

output based on a rule (e.g., threshold activation, “activation function”
in the figure). The strength of the output (inputs into the next layer) can

be modified by a weighting factor. Neural networks are trained by

matching a set of outputs (e.g., tidal heights) with a series of inputs

(date, weather parameters, location, etc.) that are processed by a net-

work with an initial set of weighting parameters (e.g., 0.5). An error

term from the output is generated, and weights are modified iteratively

to minimize this error term. When a certain acceptable error threshold

is achieved, the network is then tested with a set of new (never used

before) inputs and the error measured between predicted and actual

outputs to assess how well the neural network models real world data.

This can be done by training a network on a portion of a data set, and

testing on the other part of the data set. Networks can be constructed

with more elaborate configurations (e.g., recurrent inputs, more layers,

pruned connections) to model even more complex behaviors
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observations [16, 76, 159]. The reader should be aware that

even though this “hangs together nicely,” it does not mean

this is actually what happens in terms of actual physiologic

processes. In a sense this is a mechanistic conceptualization.

Adding to this strong circumstantial evidence is the fact that

the computational model predicts certain behaviors, that,

when actually tested, hold true. Further refinements in math-

ematical modeling are now being incorporated where, anal-

ogous to place cells, there are “time” cells [87]. One of the

basic concepts of conscious memory is that an event occurs

not only in a particular place, but also in a particular time.

It now seems that a neurocomputational explanation can be

proposed for the hippocampus to embody time as well as

space.

The Rest of the Brain
A computational model of the non-hippocampally connected

cortex is much simpler, where a “simple” two-layer feed-

forward network can reproduce signal strength memory

behavior (a.k.a. familiarity) (Fig. 3.13). As the reader is

likely to appreciate, though this model of familiarity based

memory works well to mimic observational results, it is

Fig. 3.11 Hippocampal architecture. This Figure is the classic histo-

logic drawing of a rodent hippocampus Santiago Ramon y Cajal

published in 1911 (Drawing of the neural circuitry of the rodent

hippocampus. Histologie du Système Nerveux de l’Homme et des

Vertébrés, Vols. 1 and 2. A. Maloine. Paris. 1911). Such accurate and

detailed observations are still very relevant today. Included in this

Figure is a conceptualization of information processing through various

regions of the hippocampus. Input of information is from close-by

regions in the medial temporal lobe (entorhinal cortex, EC). Sensory

input via the EC projects to the dentate gyrus (DG), the CA3 and CA1

fields of the hippocampus and the subiculum (Sub) via the perforant

pathway. The dentate gyrus projects to the CA3 field of the hippocam-

pus via Mossy fibers. CA3 neurons project to the CA1 field of the

hippocampus, which in turn projects back to the subiculum. The

subiculum feeds back to the EC. In the EC, superficial and deep layers

are arranged to produce a recurrent loop for incoming sensory informa-

tion. After processing in the hippocampus, output influences informa-

tion in the entorhinal reverberating circuit, which in turn repetitively

activates the hippocampal formation, or is transmitted to other regions

of the cerebral cortex. Thus, the hippocampus provides a very complex

information processing architecture in a small amount of space, and is

ideally suited in terms of pattern completion/recognition

Fig. 3.12 This is a neurocomputational model of the hippocampus

(a combination of Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). Most readers are familiar with

the terms “in vitro” and “in vivo,” and now we can add “in computo” as
another way to understand details of physiologic processes. This neural

network architecture can be used to understand recognition memory in

humans, and can reproduce the observations of recognition memory as

described in Fig. 3.8
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likely not the way the brain works. Neurons are much more

complex than the elements present in a neural network

model. However, this modeling is a good starting point for

further research, and importantly, may serve well as a basis

for investigations of anesthetic effects on memory in terms

of electrophysiological mechanisms.

The “Black Box” of Unconscious Memory

To study memory requires some evidence that a memory has

been created in the brain, which, as alluded to above, boils

down to measuring a change in behavior. This is complex

enough in the case of conscious memory, where a simple

study-test paradigm can become incredibly complex by

manipulation of numerous factors. The same study-test par-

adigm design is used to study unconscious memory, but with

the added caveat that the person or animal in question has to

be completely unaware that memory is being created or

tested [163, 164]. This requirement is more easily attained

in the case of animals, and is the reason I said that many

memory behaviors in animals (e.g., object recognition) may

best be compared to unconscious memory processes in

humans [41]. The change in behavior indicative of the mem-

ory cannot be consciously accessible, thus all recognition

paradigms mentioned above (recall, forced choice, etc.) can-

not be used. To detect unconscious memory requires inge-

nious methods to measure such a memory. Methods include

measuring some improvement in performance (e.g., faster

reaction time to a previously experienced stimulus, when

compared to non-experienced stimuli), or a preference for

the previously (unconsciously) experienced stimulus. The

latter is the basis for the previously popular subliminal

advertising campaign [165]. Subliminal advertising is now

highly frowned upon by society, but it could be said that if

conscious perception of a product occurs in unrelated media

(e.g., a movie), then “product placement” has occurred.
A large question about unconscious memory is whether it

can influence future behavior. This requires two main

criteria to be met, that the person is truly unaware of previ-

ous learning, and that the change in behavior is able to be

replicated in a number of studies. Closely related questions

include publication bias, and statistical “anomalies” where

the underlying assumptions of statistical testing are not fully

appreciated when conclusions are drawn, namely rejection

of the null hypothesis [166, 167]. These topics are of increas-

ing interest as clinical care is driven more and more by major

studies published in reputable journals [168]. A typical study

of unconscious memory might be as follows. People are

asked to read stories about knowledgeable and learned

scientists versus stories of sports personalities (presumably

not in the running for Nobel Prizes). Then the people who

have read these stories are asked to complete a general

knowledge questionnaire. A study might demonstrate that

people exposed to scientist stories completed the knowledge

questionnaires with more correct answers. If the results of

the study are positive, it is more likely to be published as

being exciting new research (particularly in the psychologic

Fig. 3.13 Similar in concept to Fig. 3.12, this is a neural network

instantiation of the familiarity component of recognition memory. Such

“in computo” modeling can be used to investigate factors important in

memory as a bridge between neurobiology and observation. Ideally the

model is used to predict a certain outcome when parameters are

modified in a predictable fashion. These are then tested “in vivo” to

support the validity of such modeling
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literature) [169]. To the casual reader of the literature it may

appear that there is evidence of unconscious memory influ-

ence all around us, from walking faster after reading about

athletes, to improved outcomes following surgery in the

setting of “positive thinking.” As it turns out, replication of

these studies is more difficult than initially imagined. This

difficulty is being appreciated more and more in studies with

“hard” end points such as mortality as well. If one carefully

considers the assumptions of statistical reasoning where we

traditionally accept a p < 0.05 as being an acceptable rate of

false positives, it turns out that the chance of replicating

those results is somewhere around 50 % [168]. Thus,

reasons for un-reproducibility may include a) the effect

may not exist, and the initial positive studies were in fact

false positives (estimated to be from 14 to 36 % even in

well-respected peer-reviewed literature) b) there is an effect,

but the current study is underpowered to replicate, or c) the

study population is different in some subtle way that is

difficult to ascertain (e.g., diurnal rhythms). In the case of

unconscious learning, an additional problem is that not

uncommonly the “unconscious” learning turns out to actu-

ally be conscious learning when the appropriate probes (e.g.,

de-briefing interviews of participants regarding insight) are

used. Are the people really unaware that reading a story

about a scientist followed by a general knowledge question-

naire has nothing to do with envy for smart people? When

general interest in a particular field increases to the level that

it becomes important to answer a question definitively, it is

more likely that negative studies will be published, and more

balanced weight of evidence will ensue. The latter is most

important in the case of meta-analyses and Cochrane type

reviews. The question of learning during anesthesia seems to

have reached this point [170, 171]. All these factors make

study of unconscious memory fascinating, while at the same

time vexing. More often than not purported evidence of

unconscious memory turns out to be a more complex insight

into conscious memory. It is still very unclear if learning

during anesthesia (if present) truly represents unconscious

memory, or some degree of a weak conscious memory.

Memories are not immutable and similarly their

categorizations. For example, skills and habits are considered

by classical taxonomy to be unconscious memory. For exam-

ple, one should try singing the national anthem starting

with the third line without silently reciting the first two lines

(this is a classic situation for musicians who feel compelled to

“finish the phrase” when practicing). As we all know, one has
had to learn the national anthem somewhere at some time.

How did this conscious memory become an unconscious

memory of a habit? The same process occurs in conscious

memory, where an episodic event (capitals of countries)

becomes general knowledge, a semantic memory without

time or context (see “time and repetition” interactions

Fig. 3.3). I hope I have convinced the reader that the

boundaries between the taxonomies of memory, even con-

scious and unconscious are at best blurry [56, 88, 117]. It does

seem the trend is towards a richer, more integrated apprecia-

tion of memory, without a return to the previous unitary

concept of memory [172]. As an example, modeling of recol-

lection and familiarity as separate processes using separate

neural networks predicts observed behavior very well. How-

ever, if the neural network is designed to incorporate both

recollection and familiarity constructs into the same network

model, lo and behold, very similar results are obtained, the

combined network also models observed behavior just as

well [76]. As neural networks are “black boxes” to a large

extent, how or why this happens remains a mystery. But this

may, in fact, be the way our brains work.

Thus, currently, while we know a great deal about con-

scious memory, the same cannot be said of unconscious

memory, particularly in regards to underlying mechanisms

supporting these memory processes. Needless to say, this is

one reason it is difficult to apply neurocomputational

modeling to unconscious memory as has been done for con-

scious memory. The best conceptualization we have of uncon-

scious memory is that of information flow [43, 56].

Unconscious memories have to be formed from information

obtained from the outside world, which by necessity has to

get into the brain through sensory cortices. At some point in

information collation and processing, unconscious informa-

tion (e.g., shape, size, intensity, color, orientation, frequency,

etc. of a stimulus) becomes a conscious percept. At that point

we know we just saw a red rubber ball, maybe one that we

used to play with as children. Thus the best we can do with a

neurobiologic instantiation of unconscious memory formation

is to model information flow from the outside world before

it becomes a fully conscious percept, which then has an

opportunity to become a conscious memory.

The Neurobiology of Unconscious Memory
The neurobiology of unconscious memory may best be

related to the lowest “rung” of the SPI model of memory,

the perceptual system (note that “perceptual” is used in the

psychological sense, and refers to sensation, not the percept

of consciousness). Automatic processing of stimuli, one

aspect of which is to filter out extraneous information whilst

directing attentional resources to events of interest (orienting

reflex), allows one to learn very complex information with-

out being aware of the specifics of that information. In other

words, we can learn rules that are complex without ever

knowing the rules (subliminal learning) [173]. Compared

with conscious memory, very little investigation has been

undertaken to understand the basis of unconscious memory.

But what little is known reveals a complex underpinning for

this behavior. As with conscious memory, information trans-

fer and communication between different brain regions must

occur for learning to take place [88, 173]. The type of
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memory learned as “unconscious” memory during anesthe-

sia is likely different from that studied in humans in the

absence of drug during unconscious rule learning. Lower

processing power may be needed to form implicit, percep-

tual memories during anesthesia than unconscious rule

learning. The neurobiologic underpinning for rule versus

perceptual (sensory) learning may be quite different, though

with some overlap of mechanisms likely. Thus, while there

is some degree of likelihood of sensory (perceptual) memory

formation during anesthesia (as detailed below), there seems

to be much less likelihood of the type of learning as embod-

ied in unconscious rule learning, as the latter requires

mechanisms such as information transfer across distant

brain regions which are likely to be non-functional during

anesthesia.

Anesthetic Effects on Memory

Three large bodies of research exist in this field, those being

(1) the effects of anesthetics on conscious memory, which

include fear modulation of memory and differential effects

on recollection and familiarity processes, (2) the issue of

awareness, and (3) the ability to learn unconscious memory

during anesthesia (Fig. 3.14). Failure of the “anesthetic

system,” which includes human system processes as well

Fig. 3.14 The conceptual relationships between anesthesia and mem-

ory. The dose response curve between conscious (explicit) memory and

increasing doses of anesthesia is well established, with decreasing

probability of memory formation as anesthetic doses increases. When

a dose of anesthetic associated with 50 % probability of movement to

skin incision (one minimal alveolar concentration—MAC) is present,

no chance of conscious memory formation is present. For almost all

CNS depressants (most anesthetics), a dose of 0.4 MACwill produce an

~50 % probability of memory impairment on the basis of sedation

(inattention to the environment). It is hypothesized that a similar dose

response curve is present for unconscious memory, but is shifted to the

right (more resistance to anesthesia). However, this is much less cer-

tain, as it is very difficult to quantitate unconscious memory formation.

Well established is also the effect of amnesic drugs such as midazolam

and propofol, which result in a low probability of conscious memory

formation at low doses of drug. When one believes the patient is

experiencing 1 MAC of anesthesia, but in fact less anesthetic is present

(e.g., technical failure of delivery device), conscious memory is func-

tional when the patient is not expecting this, and awareness results
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as drugs, to ablate conscious memory when the patient

expects no memory is covered by the somewhat vague

term “awareness,” again not to be confused with the concept
of being aware in the sense of consciousness (though, these

are closely related). A brief discussion of awareness will be

undertaken only to put this huge field of investigation into

context regarding memory. The majority of literature of

anesthetic effects on unconscious memory relates to the

question of whether learning can occur during anesthesia

when conscious memory function is not present

[174, 175]. Learning during anesthesia is commonly

described as implicit memory formation during anesthesia.

A much smaller question is the impact of anesthetic drugs on

implicit (unconscious) memory during consciousness (i.e.,

during sedation). The difficulties of differentiating conscious

from unconscious memory processes in the setting of mild

sedation are formidable, and I will not review this literature,

as it is at best confusing.

Anesthetic Effects on Conscious Memory: How
DoWeMake Patients “Not Remember a Thing!”?

When we’re asleep we are disconnected from the outside

world [31, 58]. Our brains are busy re-processing memories

of the day’s events, a portion of which we may experience in

our dreams [10, 176–178]. Similarly, during anesthesia we

become disconnected from processing sensory input even

though sensory input is still being registered, and will be

discussed in the section on learning during anesthesia. Thus,

information from the outside world cannot become a con-

scious memory, as not enough processing power is present to

form that conscious memory. An unexpected conscious

memory that occurs during anesthesia falls under the cate-

gory of awareness during anesthesia, discussed briefly in the

next section. Normally, the practicing anesthetist prevents

memory formation by putting their client to sleep. This in

itself is not very interesting from a mechanistic point of

view, but the transition to this state is, on the other hand,

most interesting. If the dose of anesthetic agent can be held

to one that produces sedation (“almost sleep”), some degree

of conscious memory mechanisms are still functional, and

the possibility of memory formation is present.

For sensory information to become a conscious memory

(which hereafter in this section will be simply referred to as

“memory”), attention must be paid to that information.

There is a large body of literature examining the influence

of attention on memory formation, and in practice we do use

this trick to influence memory formation [179–184]. An

example is engaging a patient in conversation while we

start an intravenous injection. Most anesthetic agents pro-

duce memory impairment in the sedative dose range by

interfering with attention (the opposite way of stating this

is “producing sedation”). Sedation interferes with informa-

tion processing in the early stages of memory formation,

namely transfer of information from working memory to

long term memory [89, 185]. As stated previously, if infor-

mation disappears from working memory, it is gone forever

unless it has been processed into long term memory. Thus, a

person who is drunk can walk home in an impaired (sedated),

but still barely functional state (for example, stopping before

crossing a street with traffic in it), but will have nomemory of

the excursion back home. Working memory is sufficiently

functional to process and react to current events, but these are

not subsequently transferred to long term memory. The

neurobiologic underpinnings of sedative anesthetic actions,

not surprisingly, mimic those of natural sleep, and involve

structures in the hypothalamus and other deep brain areas

[186–189]. These same neural circuits also seem to be

involved in the loss of consciousness that occurs with anes-

thesia. In practice, the great advantage of preventing memory

formation by producing sedation is that we have a real time

measure of sedative effect, such as reaction time, slurred

speech, eyelid closure, responsiveness, etc. This allows criti-

cal titration of drug to desired effect (the clinical end-point of

having a patient snoring). Proceeding into a state of sedation/

unresponsiveness and coming out of it seems to occur along

two different neural/time paths, producing a hysteresis effect

[190, 191]. It may be more difficult to arouse a person from

sedation once it is established. In other words, the drug con-

centration associated with awakening may be quite a bit less

than that needed to produce unresponsiveness. Sometimes,

one can observe an interesting exception to this natural history

in that a person can be experiencing concentrations of anes-

thetic agent that normally produce deep sedation or unrespon-

siveness, but nevertheless can still respond to external stimuli

(e.g., following simple commands) [60]. However, in this

state the person may be unable to process other inputs, and

be “floating” in a state of “disconnectedness,” with various

degrees of recall afterwards. The term “dysanesthesia” has

been applied to this most interesting state of (un?)conscious-

ness. It is still very unclear if this state is unique to anesthesia,

and how best to reproduce it for further study.

As opposed to sedation, some anesthetic agents have

unique effects on memory, producing amnesia for events

that transpire in the presence of low concentrations of

these drugs [192, 193]. Benzodiazepines are the prototypical

class of drugs that produce this effect. At concentrations of

drug that produce amnesia, sedation is largely absent. Thus

the drunkard above becomes the slightly intoxicated person

that had their gin and tonic spiked with flunitrazepam

(Rohypnol), GHB (gamma hydroxybutyrate), or similar

“club” drug. Persons intoxicated in such a fashion may

function at a much better level, and seem to be quite awake

and unimpaired. Yet, recall of events is much less likely, the

amnesia is much more dense [194].
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Careful study of memory processes in the presence of low

doses of midazolam or propofol reveals the mechanism of

this action to be the rapid loss of memories [72]. Details of

how amnesic drugs affect memory are best understood in

context of information flow from the outside world into a

long lasting memory (Fig. 3.15). Terminology is a bit con-

fusing, and one can be led astray by this. As described

previously, awareness of the “here and how” occurs in

working memory, a limited store of what has just come in

from the outside world. Items in working memory can be

remembered as long as they are continuously refreshed

(rehearsal), think of memorizing a 10 digit phone number.

It is easier to remember the first and last digits of the number,

the serial position effect. The initial digits are likely already

in long term memory, and the last digits heard are in working

memory. To critically study the difference between working

memory and long term memory processes a paradigm has to

be used that prevents rehearsal of any items in working

memory, so that one can determine if recognition of an

item is truly from working or long term memory. Such a

paradigm is the continuous recognition task, where items are

presented every few seconds, with items repeated at short

(1 or 2 intervening items) or long (10, 20 or 30 intervening

items) [72, 82, 89, 195, 196]. The task of the person is to

indicate if the item is new (presented the first time) or old

(a repeat from the previous set of items). Importantly

attention has to be paid to each item as it is presented (is it

old or new?), thus preventing rehearsal of any items in

working memory. As the capacity of working memory is

about 7 items, and if items are presented every 3 s, then an

item can reside in working memory no longer than about

20 s. If an item is correctly recognized from more than

10 items previously, then it must be remembered from

“long” term memory. This is the confusing part of terminol-

ogy in that “long” term memory is any time interval longer

than working memory, i.e. about 20 s (not very long term in

most people’s minds). Using this methodology, one can

determine if a drug affects working memory (lack of recog-

nition of short interval items), or only long term memory

(lack of recognition of longer interval items). Indeed, the

sedation effect of drugs affects working memory, whereas

amnesic drugs allow long term memories to be formed

[89]. However, when these initially recognized items are

tested at longer and longer intervals, 10 min, 30 min, 4 h,

we find that items initially remembered from long term

memory disappear very quickly (in comparison with pla-

cebo) [72]. Working and long term memory processes can

be indexed by electrophysiologic measurements (event-

related potentials), and reveal additional details. This

explains the dense amnesia of amnesic drugs. Even if the

memory is formed initially, it rapidly disappears. The fact

that working memory is largely intact means that behavior in

Fig. 3.15 Amnesic drug actions on conscious memory. The low

probability of memory formation with amnesic drugs is apparent only

after an initial period of memory decay, 15–50 min. Accelerated

memory decay occurs when information is learned in the presence of

midazolam or propofol. The top blue line represents the normal rate of

forgetting of information in the placebo group. As Ebbinghaus

demonstrated, memory is forgotten over time. These curves represent

the loss of memories encoded into long term memory during an

encoding task just before time ¼ 0 at which point drug infusion was

stopped. When midazolam or propofol were present at low

concentrations during the encoding task, those items encoded into

long term memory were forgotten at an accelerated rate compared

with placebo. Most of the differences in forgetting from placebo hap-

pened in the first 45 min. After this time the decay curves are essentially

parallel, indicating that consolidation processes that are in play after

45–90 min are not differentially affected by these drugs. The decay of

memory can be modeled as a power decay function, and the parameters

of this model represent memory impairment due to sedation (lambda in

Fig. 3.5a, initial condition) or to lack of consolidation (psi in Fig. 3.5a,

accelerated memory decay)
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the “here and now” is relatively normal, the person just can’t
remember what happened at all the night before. This type of

amnesia occurs only in the presence of drug, not before, and

not after the drug concentration falls to critically low levels

on the basis of redistribution of metabolism. Something

about the amnesic drug prevents long term memories from

being consolidated into lasting memories. The specifics of

what happens are still unknown.

The decay characteristics of long term memories formed

in the presence of drug can be carefully measured and

modeled using a power decay function, and thus the degree

of amnesic versus sedative effect of a drug can be

quantitated. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the

amnesic effect of a drug must act on some aspect of the

sum of processes needed to consolidate a newly formed

memory into one that lasts substantially longer. This inhibi-

tory action must occur soon after memory formation, for if it

acted much later, then recent memories formed at an earlier

time than drug administration would also disappear. Such an

effect would be characterized as retrograde amnesia, as

depicted in the movies when a traumatic event has occurred.

To date no study in humans has documented such a retro-

grade amnesic effect of any anesthetic drug [197]. In prac-

tice, we “ensure” amnesia by administering small doses of

these agents, usually midazolam, before noxious events. One

should be aware that by giving an amnesic drug, we cannot

“erase” previously experienced memories. However, we

never know how successful amnesia is until we can debrief

the patient some time after the events. It could be that the

dose of midazolam used was too low to produce the dense

amnesia that was sought.

An interesting field of investigation is how anesthetic

effects on memory translate to the pediatric patient popula-

tion. It is known that working memory doesn’t fully develop
until quite late, about age 20 or so [198]. Another interesting

fact is that most anesthetics influence memory through

GABAergic mechanisms, and GABAergic receptor expres-

sion changes with age, with different effects in different

cortical layers [199]. There are also some animal data that

indicate long term memory effects of anesthetics (potentially

a marker of neurotoxicity) can be mediated by GABA

receptors [133]. Thus, much needs to be clarified regarding

anesthetic effects on memory in the pediatric patient popu-

lation. This will be challenging as this is a difficult age group

in which to perform behavioral studies, those being the

necessary condition to understand memory.

Awareness During Anesthesia: Interaction
with Memory Systems

Awareness during anesthesia represents the ability of con-

scious memory processes to function in a situation in which

they are expected not to be functional. This statement

highlights the two “prongs” of this issue. One is fairly straight-
forward in that episodes of awareness are invariably associated

with concentrations of anesthetic agents that are too low to

suppress conscious memory formation and retention (consoli-

dation) [200]. As discussed in the previous section conscious

memories can be formed but then quickly forgotten in the

presence of amnesic agents such as propofol or midazolam.

There are ethical dilemmas that revolve around the issue of

whether anesthetic practice that depends on lack of consolida-

tion of conscious memories is considered anesthesia [201]. In

practical terms this means the patient is “awake” in the pres-

ence of an amnesic drug, but has no recollection of events that

happened in this state later. One issue that raises ethical

concerns in some people’s minds may be the duration of this

amnesic state. This practice seems to be readily accepted, for

example during awake intubations, or the increasingly rare

“wake-up test” during neurosurgery, but is frowned upon by

some for longer periods of time in a state of “dysanesthesia”
where comfortable awareness may be present in a state of

dissociation from external stimuli [202]. As mentioned else-

where in this chapter, multiple states of being may be possible

in the presence of anesthetics, and some of these may indeed

occur only in the presence of anesthetics rather than having

analogs in other situations [31, 58].

The other “prong” of awareness is expectation. It seems

that if a complete explanation is provided to the patient of

what is likely to happen, awareness is much less distressing,

as this was what is expected. This is routinely attested to by

the practice of having the patient awake and responsive

during critical times during brain surgery ("awake

craniotomies"), where preservation of eloquent cortex is

the goal of this procedure. In fact, this procedure was stan-

dard practice in the era of H. M.s surgery, and now has been

rediscovered. as being the best monitor of which part of the

brain is important for a certain function, such as language or

counting. Analogous to detecting a memory, behavior is the

key observation of interest. The importance of patient expec-

tation is attested to by the fact that in situations where

sedation is the goal of anesthesia, the occurrence of unex-

pected awareness can be every bit as distressing as that

which occurs during anesthesia where complete unrespon-

siveness is the goal [203]. Too commonly, patients

undergoing sedation for procedures are told by someone

that they “won’t remember a thing” (which is usually true).

This may help reduce anxiety before the procedure, but may

also be a dis-service to our patients when sedation is not as

deep as the patient was expecting.

Awareness is closely linked with the emotional memory

system, mediated through the amygdala. One might consider

post-traumatic stress disorder as a “wind-up” phenomenon

of the fear mediated memory system. A significant incidence

of PTSD can occur with awareness, and it is somewhat
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unclear how to best capture these events [204–206]. It

appears that PTSD can occur at a time quite distant from

the inciting event. Routine post-op questioning reveals a

very low incidence, by an order of magnitude, of aware-

ness when comparison is made to formal studies of aware-

ness [207, 208]. Why this is the case is unclear, but has

been noted in a number of studies. The determine correctly

the incidencd of PTSD in the setting of awareness requires

longitudinal studies which are excruciatingly difficult and

expensive to do, thus data on this are quite sparse at this

time. Equally sparse are data on the effects of anesthetics

on the fear mediated memory systems [82, 209]. It not only

makes sense, but is also a fact that emotive stimuli require

higher concentrations of anesthetic agents to prevent them

from becoming memories [83]. A few studies have exam-

ined the effects of low doses of sevoflurane or propofol on

amygdalar function and memory formation, and it does

seem that the amygdala is more resistant to the effects of

anesthetics. Whether the behavioral observations are

linked to the neuroanatomical findings is still an open

question.

The goal of reducing “awareness” to zero incidence will

require changes in anesthetic practice to eliminate errors in

administration (e.g., disconnected IV during TIVA) as well

as ensuring appropriate patient expectations. The former can

be largely addressed by “being aware of awareness” (e.g.,

use of checklists, protocolized hand-offs with change in

personnel, etc.), and the latter by improving the informed

consent process [210, 211].

Learning During Anesthesia, Is It Possible? What
Is the Evidence?

The decade of the 1950s was an era of intense stresses with

the possibility of global destruction just a button push away.

We were surrounded by evidence of this reality from Bikini

atoll to Sputnik. The Cold War exploded into full swing and

there seemed to be no place to hide. Thus it is no surprise

that we looked for answers to unanswerable questions any-

where we could, and one of these places was the uncon-

scious mind. This was the era of “subliminal messages” in

advertising [165]. If we could not stop the Manchurian

candidate, then why not try to gain some monetary advan-

tage? One wonders if it was just a co-incidence that the first

interest in what our minds were doing during anesthesia was

born in this cultural context. The first investigations into this

issue were quite dramatic, exemplified by statements such as

“When questioned at a verbal level he may have no memory

at all for the material covered in this [surgical] interval . . .

The next step is to ask permission of the subconscious to

release this deeply remembered material.” [212]. Thus,

under the right circumstances, using specialized hypnotic

techniques, one could peer into the dark unconscious where

seemingly every occurrence during the anesthetic experi-

ence was faithfully recorded [213]. These concepts fit in

quite well with efforts to manipulate the subconscious mind

to good and not so good ends. It is no wonder that we

continue to this day to desperately seek the truth about

what happens in our minds during anesthesia. Despite the

multitude of studies that find no evidence of any ability to

influence our minds during anesthesia, we hang on to the

studies that seem to provide hope that we can influence our

unconscious minds which in turn can affect our behavior

(positive suggestions, etc.). Are positive results hints of the

truth, or, in fact an attempt to assuage a more fundamental

need in our human experience?

As the reader can appreciate by now, the evidence to

support or refute the formation of memories during anesthe-

sia is roughly equal on both sides of the equation

[174, 175]. Over the decades and despite manipulations of,

or control for, depth of anesthesia, analgesia, anesthetic

regimen, etc. there still is no insight into why there is such

variability in results [170, 214–220]. One possibility is a

significant “file-drawer” effect, where negative studies are

less likely to gain publication, thus it is difficult to weigh the

evidence in a Cochrane type analysis [221]. Such publica-

tion bias seems to be particularly relevant for social sciences,

and one can regard this field as an intersection between these

and the “hard” science of mechanisms of anesthesia. One

might regard hypnotic methods as a “sociologic” type of

approach whereas more recent studies focus on more con-

trolled methods [171, 213]. Just as the presence of memories

can only be detected (in practical terms) by looking for

changes in behavior after formation of a memory, the only

way behavior can be affected by a previous event is by the

formation of a memory. Thus the evidence that external

events during anesthesia can affect our post-anesthetic

behavior is sought in the presence of memories formed

during anesthesia. The best methodology to detect uncon-

scious memories is as yet unclear [171]. The behaviors

sought must be those not under conscious control (otherwise

what is detected is a conscious memory) [163, 164]. Thus,

the design of a typical study is to present stimuli (almost

always auditory in nature) during clinically adequate anes-

thesia while the depth of anesthesia is being measured (e.g.,

using BIS), and then measure a preference for presented

versus non-presented stimuli after the anesthesia has worn

off. The preference is measured by “the first word that comes

to mind” when presented with the first few letters of a word

(word stem completion), or by measuring reaction time, for

example while reading the words (or a story) [214, 222]. Evi-

dence of unconscious memory is established by a difference

in reaction to presented versus non-presented stimuli (at a

certain level of statistical likelihood), and some evidence

that the memory is not conscious. The latter is usually
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established by negative recall or recognition tests, or by

manipulation of task instructions. For example, the process

dissociation procedure incorporates an additional task to

“name a word that comes to mind that is not the first word

you think of.” This cognitive procedure requires a conscious
manipulation of memory [223]. The results of this task are

compared with those of unconsciously mediated word stem

completion. There is disagreement on how best to imple-

ment the process study procedure when studying learning

during anesthesia. Hazadiakos argues that a third category of

memory process exists beyond conscious and unconscious,

that being guessing. If one re-analyses previous studies that

utilized the process dissociation procedure where uncon-

scious memory was detected, then when the possibility of

guessing is included these positive results largely disappear

[171]. In a sense a more conservative statistical threshold is

set by including guessing, and the underlying question is still

unanswered as to what the most appropriate threshold should

be [166, 167].

Even the same groups of investigators have a hard time

replicating their results [219, 220]. This could be a true

problem with detection of unconscious memory, or alterna-

tively represent a statistical quandary. If one looks closely

at the assumptions underlying probabilistic statistics

[as opposed to predictive (e.g., Bayesian) statistics], it is

clear that the probability of replication of a result in the

original study is on the order of 40 %, when traditional

statistical thresholds are used [166, 168]. This seems to

agree very well with the historical track record of studies of

learning during anesthesia. One way out of this quandary, as

suggested by Avidan, is to ask the question of plausibility, is

learning during anesthesia a neurobiologic possibility? [224]

There has been much progress made in understanding

how anesthesia affects the brain to produce unconsciousness

[225, 226]. Needless to say, the story is much more compli-

cated than it seemed even a decade ago. These same

principles likely apply to how memory processes work,

being as dependent on networks and information transfer

as is consciousness. Another approach to the question of

learning during anesthesia is a careful consideration of a

potential and plausible neurobiologic explanation of this

phenomenon. If such a mechanism can be postulated, then

efforts can be pursued to identify these processes, and exam-

ine anesthetic effects thereon. In short, there is sufficient

evidence to support a plausible (if improbable) scenario

wherein information from the outside world can be learned

by the brain during anesthesia.

At this time, there is overwhelming evidence that infor-

mation is sensed by the brain during anesthesia. In other

words, auditory sensation (perception), though diminished,

is still present during unresponsiveness [227–230]. There is

really no investigation of visual sensation during anesthesia

in humans. Studies focus on auditory perception, as this is

the logical entry point of extraneous information of a person

whose eyes are taped closed during an anesthetic (one

wonders at the incidence of awareness if foam earplugs

were used as routinely in the operating room) [231]. The

great unknown is what happens to this sensory input after

initial sensation during anesthesia? To begin to answer that

question one can seek an end result (evidence of implicit

memories, which, as described above, has been somewhat

unfruitful), or look at processes that support further elabora-

tion of sensory input that could eventually lead to a memory.

Local connectivity seems to be intact, thus one could imag-

ine transfer of information from primary sensory cortices to

secondary association areas [232–234]. Indeed, in animals, a

form of basic memory, visual object recognition memory,

does ultimately reside in secondary sensory cortices

[235]. This type of memory allows an animal to remember

if an object has been seen before, and thus requires no further

exploration when new objects are waiting to be discovered.

The weight of recent literature supports the nature of this

memory to be independent of hippocampal involvement, and

thus would not be considered a form of conscious memory

[41]. This form of memory may be similar to that sought in

implicit memory studies in anesthesia. If these exist, then

likely they would reside in secondary sensory cortices, the

behavioral instantiation of which would be that of a sensory

(perceptual) memory in the lowest rung of the SPI model of

Tulving. A question to answer is how is information

processed from sensory cortices to become a memory in

association cortices? It seems that rather than direct transfer

of information from primary to secondary (association) cor-

tices, processing must occur through other brain structures,

most likely those of the limbic system [236, 237]. If these

nodes are eliminated, primitive or basic memory formation

does not occur.

As much as local connectivity is present during anesthe-

sia, connectivity between non-local (distant) regions of brain

during anesthesia is severely diminished, if not absent. Feed

forward information flow may be preserved, but feedback

information flow is not [225, 233, 238–246]. The question

that is unclear at this time is where feed forward stops during

anesthesia. The critical question is whether sufficient feed-

forward processing exists through other brain structures to

allow transfer of information from sensory to association

cortices, which can then become a perceptual (sensory)

memory. Initial measures of local connectivity showed that

it was preserved. Subsequently, more elegant analytic

methods indicated that information content of this connec-

tivity is low or absent [247].

Thus, one can envisage a mechanism by which memories

could be formed during anesthesia, but the probability of this

occurring seems quite unlikely. At the very least enough

functionality of network activity must be present to allow

feed-forward processing with at least some feedback to the
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peri-sensory cortices. At this time very little is known about

these processes, even in the absence of anesthesia, let alone

during anesthesia. If indeed one could find a situation where

implicit memory formation was predictable, the next issue to

address is the significance of these memories. Though there

is great hope that unconscious memories can influence

behavior after anesthesia, at this time the best that can be

hoped for is that these memories can be detected. In other

research arenas, it is quite controversial whether uncon-

scious memories have an effect on behavior. Replication

studies seem to indicate that unconscious memories in fact

have little influence on our behavior [164].

Conclusion

As I hope the reader appreciates by now, memory is a very

complex set of phenomena, which are still being fleshed out

in many directions. The field has gone from a unitary con-

cept to that of multiple memory systems which were con-

sidered to be separate. However, as each set of processes is

examined closely, they are found to interact with each other

more and more closely. The neurobiologic processes

supporting memory systems, also considered as separate in

the past, are now being revealed as largely separate, but

with many mutual interactions and similarities in basic

functioning. A given neurobiologic process can be

influenced to subserve different higher level systems.

Thus, the hippocampus (or portions thereof) function to

support some unconscious memories, and unconscious

memory systems (e.g., amygdala) modulate conscious

memories. Add to this mix the interaction of anesthetics,

and one can imagine an almost limitless combinations of

effects on memory systems ranging from subtle changes in

timing of oscillatory activities in circuits to wholesale

blockade of transmission of any information from one part

of the brain to another. These are just beginning to be

dissected out, and much cross fertilization will occur from

the studies of mechanisms of the loss of consciousness from

anesthetic drugs. Currently, most of our knowledge resides

in the epi-phenomenal realm, i.e. how anesthetics change

behavior relevant to memory. We know which drugs are

amnesic, which are sedative, and those that have both

properties. How these affect cognitive outcomes is just

beginning to be investigated (e.g., “triple low” patients,

post-operative cognitive dysfunction, delirium, neurotoxic-

ity in children) [248–255]. If there is one thing to remember

from this chapter, it is that one needs to approach the field

with an open mind, and not be tethered to a particular

conceptualization. An open mind in alliance with keen

clinical observations will lead to new and better

understandings of what we do every day.
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Consciousness and Anesthesia 4
Ram Adapa

There is as yet no generalised theory of anaesthesia. This

lack of understanding of the mechanisms underpinning gen-

eral anaesthesia is partly due to a lack of convergence of the

various methodologies employed to explore these. However,

this gap is also fundamentally due to the absence of a

universally accepted definition of consciousness. Cognitive

neuroscience has seen a relatively recent resurgence of

interest in the study of consciousness that has successfully

brought together sleep and anaesthesia research in an

attempt to address this deficiency. Investigations into the

neurophysiological mechanisms of consciousness and of

general anaesthesia mutually inform each other. Sleep shares

behavioural phenotypes with the state of anaesthesia but

critically differs in arousal by external stimuli and the rhyth-

mic cycling between different stages. Exploring the relation-

ship of general anaesthesia to sleep has provided substantial

insights into the mechanisms of anaesthesia. Basic science,

animal and lesion studies over the past several decades

provide ample evidence for the fact that anaesthesia and

sleep affect key neurochemical circuits in the brainstem,

the basal forebrain, the thalamus and the cortex. However,

as yet unanswered is the hierarchical organisation in these

systems and how disparate pharmacological and pathologi-

cal entities generate a comparable behavioural state of

unconsciousness and unresponsiveness. This chapter will

aim to bring together an overview of the current knowledge

and recent evidence surrounding the neural, chemical and

network substrates underlying consciousness and two com-

mon conditions of altered states of consciousness (sleep and

anaesthesia).

Brainstem: Basal Forebrain Circuits, Sleep
and Anaesthesia

Several brainstem structures have now been well

characterised for controlling global sleep states (Fig. 4.1).

It is thought that wakefulness is maintained by the action of a

collection of cholinergic and monoaminergic nuclei on

higher structures [2]. These are now recognised as distinct

nuclei found within Moruzzi and Magoun’s historical retic-
ular formation [3]. They include the serotonergic dorsal

raphe nucleus (DR), the histaminergic tuberomammillary

nucleus (TMN), the cholinergic laterodorsal tegmental

(LDT) nucleus and the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC).

These wakefulness promoting nuclei have reciprocal inhibi-

tory connections to the sleep-promoting nuclei, exemplified

by the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO) of the hypo-

thalamus [2]. The activity in ‘wake-promoting’ and ‘sleep-
promoting’ nuclei alters depending on level of conscious-

ness [4]. These nuclei have mutually inhibitory projections

that produce the necessary conditions for a subcortical ‘flip-
flop’ wake-sleep switch, which can cause rapid transitions

between conscious states [2]. Several anaesthetic drugs alter

activity in these nuclei at concentrations used clinically to

induce anaesthesia [5].

Natural sleep cycles through several stages of non-rapid

eye movement (NREM) sleep, switching into rapid eye

movement (REM) sleep associated with vivid dreaming.

These switches occur several times, with increasing REM

sleep periods before the transition to consciousness. A simi-

lar mutual inhibition model has been proposed to understand

the neural mechanisms underlying REM sleep, the ‘REM
flip-flop switch’. This consists of mutually inhibitory

REM-off and REM-on areas in the mesopontine tegmentum

[6]. The REM-on neurons in the pedunculopontine tegmen-

tal (PPT) nucleus and the laterodorsal tegmental (LDT)

neurons trigger cortical desynchronisation via the thalamus.

REM-off neurons (in the LC and raphe) become inactive

during REM sleep and inhibit REM-on neurons to terminate
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REM sleep. REM sleep may therefore be initiated either by

direct excitation of REM-on neurons or by inhibition of

REM-off neurons.

The importance of these regions in induction of anaesthe-

sia is evident from microinjection studies where injection of

propofol or barbiturates into the medial preoptic area results

in potentiation of a natural sleep-like state. Injection of

GABA-A agonists into the TMN in rats also causes sedation

and hypnosis, and this effect is reversed with GABA-A

antagonist injection [7]. Histaminergic neurons in the TMN

are also modulated by isoflurane [8] and by propofol through

inhibition of histamine release from the TMN [7].

The role of other neurotransmitters such as noradrenaline

and acetylcholine in the regulation of the sleep-wake cycle is

also important in understanding the effects of commonly

used sedative and anaesthetic agents (Table 4.1). For exam-

ple, dexmedetomidine-induced sedation closely resembles

NREM sleep, and this may be the result of inhibition of

noradrenaline release from the LC [9]. Reduced inhibitory

LC activity on the VLPO in turn increases the inhibitory

activity of the VLPO on the ascending arousal circuits.

Noradrenergic inhibition in the LC may contribute to

anaesthetic-induced unconsciousness; mutant mice lacking

dopamine-B-hydroxylase (which is required to synthesise

norepinephrine in the locus coeruleus) have been shown to

be more sensitive to anaesthetics [10]. Propofol has been

recently demonstrated to be dependent on GABA-A release

from the VLPO projections to the LC to cause sedation in

rats [11]. Similarly, inhibition of cholinergic activity inhibits

sleep-promoting activity in brainstem regions including the

LDT, and the sedative effect of opioids may be due to the

subsequent reduced acetylcholine release [12]. Conversely,

physostigmine administration has been demonstrated to

increase local acetylcholine concentrations and partially

reverse propofol and inhalational anaesthesia [13, 14]. As

such, anaesthesia has traditionally been thought to be

mediated by direct activation of the GABA-A receptor in

an endogenous sleep pathway [7].

The transition to unconsciousness with anaesthetic agents

is unlikely to be mediated exclusively through arousal

nuclei. For example, hypothalamic orexinergic neurons do

not appear to play a role in anaesthetic-induced unconscious-

ness; rather, they modulate emergence from general anaes-

thesia [15]. Ketamine appears to activate the locus coeruleus

in association with its hypnotic effects [16] and is dependent,

in part, on noradrenergic neurotransmission [17].

Adenosine as a Mediator of Homeostatic Control

Prolonged periods of wakefulness and sleep deprivation are

associated with a predisposition to sleep with alterations in

sleep architecture, such as a compensatory rebound increase

in REM sleep and an increase in extracellular ATP and

adenosine [18]. It is postulated that this increase in extracel-

lular adenosine accumulation during wakefulness inhibits

LC activity that results in unopposed VLPO activity. Natural

sleep can therefore reverse the behavioural and cognitive

effects of sleep deprivation (in fact, it is thought this is the

primary purpose of natural sleep [19]). In this regard, this

aspect of LC-VLPO modulation is essential for the homeo-

static regulation of sleep drive. Adenosine receptor

antagonists (caffeine) can therefore reduce the rebound of

sleep that occurs following sleep deprivation, and also the

potentiating effect of sleep deprivation on anaesthesia. Inter-

estingly, sleep drive following propofol anaesthesia is also

reduced due to alteration in extracellular adenosine concen-

tration (see below).

Arousal from Sleep and Anaesthesia

Arousal from sleep is mediated through complex

interactions of the brainstem and subcortical nuclei (see

above). Of primary importance is the role of noradrenergic

transmission and LC activity [20]. Similarly, emergence

Fig. 4.1 The ascending arousal system sends projections from the

brainstem and posterior hypothalamus throughout the forebrain.

Neurons of the laterodorsal tegmental nuclei and pedunculopontine

tegmental nuclei (LDT and PPT) (blue circles) send cholinergic fibres

(Ach) to many forebrain targets, including the thalamus, which then

regulate cortical activity. Aminergic nuclei (green circles) diffusely

project throughout much of the forebrain, regulating the activity of

cortical and hypothalamic targets directly. Neurons of the

tuberomammillary nucleus (TMN) contain histamine (HIST), neurons

of the raphe nuclei contain 5-HT and neurons of the locus coeruleus

(LC) contain noradrenaline (NA). Sleep-promoting neurons of the

ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO, red circle) contain GABA

(Reproduced from Saper et al. [1] with permission from Elsevier)
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from general anaesthesia occurs through modulation of his-

taminergic, cholinergic, dopaminergic and orexinergic/

hypocertinergic systems considered important in arousal

networks [15]. Similar to sleep, evidence is growing for the

central role of LC and noradrenergic transmission in

regulating arousal from anaesthesia. For example, Vazey

et al. demonstrated that increased noradrenergic transmis-

sion from the LC alone is sufficient to facilitate emergence

from isoflurane anaesthesia [21]. This may be of importance

during concomitant administration of alpha-adrenoceptor

antagonists. The importance of noradrenergic transmission

in arousal mechanisms is further highlighted by the finding

that methylphenidate, a potent inhibitor of dopamine and NE

transporters, induces emergence during isoflurane or

propofol anaesthesia [22].

Electrophysiological Correlates of Brainstem
Activity

Surface recordings of EEG reflect cortical neuronal activity,

and altered states of consciousness are reflected in charac-

teristic EEG changes. However, it is well recognised that the

generation and maintenance of cortical activity is modulated

by brainstem and basal forebrain structures. Although there

is no direct neurophysiological correlate of REM sleep dur-

ing anaesthesia, basal forebrain cholinergic neurons (receiv-

ing excitatory projections from the brainstem,and

innervating the cerebral cortex) have been demonstrated to

be active during REM sleep [23]. Electrical discharge from

these basal forebrain neurons correlates positively with EEG

power of gamma (30–60 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) frequency

bands. The EEG characteristics of the excitatory phase of

general anaesthesia resemble those of REM sleep and may

therefore be modulated by similar neural structures as those

involved in REM sleep [24].

Neuroimaging studies have revealed that the transition

from wakefulness to slow-wave sleep is associated with

widespread deactivation in the upper brainstem, thalamus

and basal forebrain, which is consistent with the earlier

discussion [25]. Anaesthesia studies in human volunteers

also establish a functional disconnection in the ascending

reticular system between the brain stem nuclei and the thal-

amus and the cortex [26, 27]. Our current understanding of

the neuropharmacology of brainstem sleep networks has

focused research themes for treatment strategies in disorders

of consciousness. Pharmacological modulation of neuro-

transmitter pathways described above (dopaminergic-

amantadine, L-DOPA, methylphenidate, apomorphine;

serotonergic-selective reuptake inhibitors; GABA agonists-

zolpidem) can be employed to objectively assess neurologi-

cal outcome following traumatic brain injury [28, 29].

Thalamic Networks, Sleep and Anaesthesia

The role of the thalamus in the conscious state is indisput-

able—it mediates organised behaviour and processes

(through connections with basal ganglia and other subcorti-

cal nuclei) and transmits sensorimotor information (as a

critical relay station in the ascending pathways) to the rest

of the brain. The thalamocortical system plays a central role

in information integration in the brain, and multiple animal

Table 4.1 Neuronal system activity during anaesthesia and sleep

Neuronal system activity during anaesthesia and sleep

Neurotransmitter
system

Propofol Barbiturates Ketamine NREM
sleep

REM
sleep

GABA

Acetylcholine

Serotonin

NMDA

Norepinephrine

Major
Potentiation

Major
inhibition

Minor
inhibition

Minor
Potentiation

No
change
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and human volunteer studies have enabled the anatomical

and functional delineation of the projection pathways

between the various thalamic nuclei and cortical structures.

In particular, the two major divisions of the thalamus, the

specific relay nuclei and the more diffusely projecting ‘non-
specific’ nuclei, may collaborate to accomplish this task,

with the specific system responsible for the transmission

and encoding of sensory and motor information and the

nonspecific system engaged in the control of cortical arousal

and temporal conjunction of information across distributed

cortical areas.

The location of the thalamus is also fundamentally impor-

tant to the regulation of sleep and wakefulness, permitting

top-down (corticothalamic) and bottom-up (spinothalamic)

processing and integration of neuronal signalling [30]. The

transition between sleep stages may disrupt information flow

through the thalamic nuclei, and in that sense, the thalamus

may serve as a consciousness switch [31]. The interaction

between the thalamus and the cortex during the various

stages of sleep has been studied in detail—for example,

onset of sleep and awakening from sleep are both associated

with changes in thalamic and cortical activity. However,

sleep onset is characterised by thalamic deactivation preced-

ing that of the cortex by several minutes [32]. In contrast,

emergence from sleep is associated with synchronised reac-

tivation of both structures [33]. The presence of a still active

cortex during onset of sleep probably explains both the

production of parasomnia hallucinations and over reported

sleep latency (estimation of time needed to fall asleep). As

will be discussed later, anaesthesia studies have

demonstrated that induction of anaesthesia is associated

with cortical deactivation preceding thalamic deactivation.

Analysis of the activation-deactivation pattern at cortical

and thalamic levels demonstrates that this asynchrony

persists throughout the sleep cycle. Thalamocortical activity

may alternate between periods of coupling and decoupling

during REM sleep and stage 2 NREM sleep [34].

Given its location and critical functions related to arousal,

damage to the thalamus often results in significant and

life-threatening functional deficits and a reduced arousal

state. The converse may be true—electrical stimulation of

central thalamic nuclei in a patient in minimally conscious

state (MCS) has been shown to temporarily reverse some of

the behavioural deficits and improve cognitively mediated

behaviour [35]. It is therefore unsurprising that such a vital

subcortical structure has long been recognised to be

fundamentally important to general anaesthetic mechanisms

in the brain. The two major thalamic divisions, the specific

versus nonspecific (medial and intralaminar nuclei) nuclei,

show differential sensitivity to anaesthetic drugs. In the next

section, recent evidence regarding anaesthetic drug action on

the thalamus will be summarised.

Anaesthesia and Thalamic Activity

At doses sufficient to cause unconsciousness, anaesthetic

drugs inhibit thalamic activity. Lighter stages of anaesthesia

also influence thalamic connections with the rest of the brain.

For example, complex interactions between the thalamus, the

basal ganglia and the cerebral cortex that regulate behavioural

arousal via the circuit mechanism (cortico-basal ganglia-

thalamic circuit) are targeted by anaesthetic drugs acting via

the GABA-A receptor. GABA-A activity at the basal ganglia

suppresses the tonic inhibitory input to the thalamus that can

result in paradoxical excitation. Iontophoretic injection of

stimulants (nicotine) or antibodies (blocking a voltage-gated

potassium channel) to anaesthetic agents into specific loci

within the thalamus has demonstrated arousal when

anaesthetised [36]. Early investigations characterising

regional changes in brain metabolism and blood flow under

different anaesthetics reported a decrease in thalamic activity

under anaesthesia. This led to suggestions that unconscious-

ness under anaesthesia results from functional interruption of

thalamocortical circuits at the level of the thalamus. Since

reduced excitatory input to the thalamus from other sites may

lead to the observation of reduced local blood flow and

metabolism, this is perhaps a simplistic view of the

mechanisms of thalamic underactivity under anaesthesia.

Failure of Information Transfer from Periphery
to the Cortex
As a critical relay centre in the sensory pathways, the thala-

mus is an obvious focus for research into mechanisms of

anaesthesia. In a recent human volunteer study, Liu et al.

demonstrated that the specific thalamic nuclei involved in

processing sensory information is unaltered under propofol

anaesthesia, in contrast to the nonspecific thalamic nuclei that

are significantly disrupted during anaesthesia [37]. Electro-

physiological studies have revealed that anaesthetics can

hyperpolarise thalamic neuronal resting membrane potential,

thereby reducing synaptic transmission in response to somato-

sensory stimulation [38]. Ching et al. employed computa-

tional modelling to demonstrate that at a network level,

alpha activity generated in the thalamus results in persistent

and synchronous alpha activity in the cortex. The authors

suggested that this thalamocortical synchrony may impede

responsiveness to external stimuli [39]. Evidence that this

may not be the primary mechanism of unconsciousness is

offered by Boveroux et al. in a human volunteer study,

where unconsciousness did not correlate with a reduction in

thalamocortical connectivity in the sensory cortex [40]. More-

over, ketamine sedation is associated with reduced awareness

despite preserved arousal behaviour, providing further oppo-

sition to the view that anaesthesia results primarily from the

thalamus-mediated perpetual failure.
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Suppression of Ascending Arousal Pathways:
Thalamic Readout
The nonspecific thalamic nuclei serve as the main relay of

information from one neocortical area to another and receive

GABAergic input from other subcortical and pontine nuclei.

Therefore the demonstration of impaired activity in the non-

specific thalamic nuclei under propofol and dexmedetomidine

anaesthesia lends credence to the view that unconsciousness is

mediated by suppressing the activity of the ascending arousal

system [32, 37]. This is especially pronounced during

transitions in level of consciousness—these are associated

with greater changes in connectivity of nonspecific thalamic

nuclei [37]. Electrophysiological studies afford excellent tem-

poral resolution and thereby allow investigation of the tempo-

ral sequence surrounding the alteration in thalamocortical

activity. For example, Baker et al. showed that during transi-

tion into both sleep and anaesthesia with propofol in rats,

altered central medial thalamic activity preceded changes in

the neocortex [32]. Velly et al. analysed data from cortical and

implanted deep brain electrodes in patients with Parkinson’s
disease during induction of anaesthesia with propofol and

sevoflurane. They reported that quantitative parameters

derived from EEG but not from subcortical electrodes were

able to predict consciousness and that those derived from

subcortical electrodes were able to predict movement. The

authors postulated that the cortex was the site mediating

anaesthetic-induced unconsciousness with the subsequent

thalamic depression reflecting a readout of diminished corti-

cal activity [41]. Such inconsistency in findings may in part be

related to the anatomical complexity of the thalamus. In a

recent neuroimaging study by Mhuircheartaigh et al.,

propofol-induced unresponsiveness was associated with pre-

served thalamocortical connectivity while reducing functional

disconnections from the putamen to the cortex [42]. Crucially,

these basal ganglia circuits were impaired before

thalamocortical connectivity was interrupted.

Thalamic Consciousness Switch
Loss of consciousness following administration of most

anaesthetic drugs is associated with reduction in thalamic

blood flow, activity and metabolism [43]. This occurs at

doses that cause heavy sedation or at doses that are just

beyond a loss of consciousness end point. More recent

studies suggested a model of increased and coherent alpha

frequency activity in the frontal cortex co-ordinated and

driven by the thalamus during propofol-induced uncon-

sciousness [39]. In addition, several positron emission

tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imag-

ing (fMRI) studies have identified impaired thalamocortical

connectivity during transition to loss of consciousness with

various anaesthetic agents [40, 44]. This body of evidence

from neuroimaging studies has led to the concept of a unitary

consciousness switch at the level of the thalamus [45]. This

model provides a convenient final common pathway for the

plethora of effects that anaesthetic agents have at the recep-

tor, neuronal and regional level. Early micro-infusion studies

in animals established a direct anaesthetic effect on thalamic

neurons. GABA agonist infusion in specific thalamic nuclei

caused a loss of consciousness in rats, which was reversed by

nicotine micro-infusions in the same nuclei [46]. This

suggests a localised thalamic effect mediated by acetylcho-

line receptor antagonism. Hyperpolarisation of thalamic

neurons by anaesthesia results in a switch from the tonic

firing state of wakefulness to the burst firing state of uncon-

sciousness. A loss of input from top-down (corticothalamic)

and bottom-up (ascending arousal) circuits enhances this

hyperpolarisation by inhibiting glutamatergic and choliner-

gic receptors, and increasing GABAergic transmission,

respectively. Regardless of the underlying mechanisms, gen-

eral anaesthesia ultimately follows the development of a

hyperpolarisation block in thalamocortical neurons

[45]. Experiments on mouse brain slices indicate that

propofol acts on thalamocortical neurons through

GABAergic pathways and via cyclic-nucleotide-gated

channels [47].

Thalamocortical and Corticothalamic Loops
Thalamocortical connections exist not just during active

brain states but also during periods of inactivity. These

connections are closely correlated across distant brain

regions, exhibiting strong temporal dynamics. These func-

tional dynamics might constitute a signature of conscious-

ness that is disrupted with the administration of anaesthesia.

The resultant alterations in dominant functional

configurations cause a loss of capacity to integrate informa-

tion. There is now extensive evidence for functional

disconnections in thalamocortical and corticothalamic

pathways with anaesthesia (see above). In an elegant experi-

ment involving multiple methodologies (PET and fMRI),

Akeju et al. demonstrated a disruption of thalamic functional

connectivity with unconsciousness induced by

dexmedetomidine [48]. In a recent study, Barttfeld et al.

examined the effect of propofol on functional

thalamocortical networks and identified that the strength of

connectivity within this network closely correlated with

increasing depth of sedation [49]. The authors proposed

that the thalamus acts as a key hub co-ordinating multiple

functional networks into a ‘network of networks’. With

sedation, this hierarchy is disrupted, and the thalamus

disengages from its role as a frontoparietal hub. Such

dynamic reconfiguration results in increased local

processing and decreased efficiency of information transfer,

thus affecting effective information integration across the

brain. Similar dynamic changes in thalamocortical func-

tional connectivity are witnessed during the transition to

sleep leading to a disruption in information transfer [50].
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The role of the thalamus in the generation of uncon-

sciousness remains contentious, with some suggestions that

it may be a necessary but not sufficient component in

maintaining unconsciousness. The mechanisms described

above may all contribute to the thalamic effect. Whether

the thalamus is responsible for unconsciousness by driving

anaesthetic action or by working as part of thalamocortical

and ascending arousal circuitry, it is highly unlikely that

changes in thalamic activity are simply epiphenomenal to

anaesthetic mechanisms [36].

Electrophysiological Correlates of Thalamic
Activity

General anaesthesia is associated with changes in the brain’s
electrical activity. Many of these changes seen in the EEG

are cortical in origin, but a significant proportion is

generated in the thalamus. The pivotal role of higher-order

thalamic nuclei is illustrated in the principal electrical

signatures of sleep and anaesthesia (Table 4.2). For example,

the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN, a thin sheath of

GABAergic neurons surrounding the thalamus) is key to

the initiation of sleep spindles [51]. The TRN receives cho-

linergic input from the brainstem and has strong inhibitory

input to the specific dorsal thalamic nuclei and thus is also

essential for pain and sensory processing [52]. Optical stim-

ulation of the cholinergic fibres innervating the

TRN-initiated sleep in awake mice and promoted more

NREM sleep in sleeping mice [53]. The GABAergic inner-

vation of the TRN also makes it a potential target for

anaesthetic drugs.

A key electrophysiological feature of NREM sleep and

deep anaesthesia is slow-wave activity. These slow waves

are the largest electrophysiological events of sleep [54] and

are thought to be important for memory consolidation during

natural sleep [55]. It is thought that the thalamic switch from

its tonic to its bursting mode (described above) is the source

of this pattern [56]. The bursting mode favours a

synchronised hyperpolarised slow oscillatory state in corti-

cal neurons that are seen on the EEG as slow waves. These

alterations in the firing mode of thalamic neurons are

associated with a reduction in responsiveness to external

stimuli. Evidence for its thalamic origin was recently

published by Lewis et al. where local tonic activation of

TRN rapidly induced slow-wave activity in a spatially

restricted region of cortex [57]. Isoflurane anaesthesia in

mice resulted in TRN activation and modulation of slow-

wave dynamics and prolonged the duration of periodic

suppressions. Given that cortical slow waves and arousal

are often maintained in animals with thalamic lesions

[58, 59], cortical slow waves may require co-ordinated cor-

tical and thalamocortical neuronal activity that may be

regulated at a local level by the TRN. Anaesthesia is

associated with slow waves similar to the slow waves in

NREM sleep [60, 61]. With increasing propofol anaesthesia,

slow-wave activity was demonstrated to persist beyond loss

of behavioural responsiveness with the thalamocortical sys-

tem becoming isolated from sensory stimuli. Slow-wave

saturation could therefore reflect loss of perception with

increasing anaesthetic depth [62].

The second key electrophysiological feature of deep

anaesthesia (but not sleep) is burst suppression. This pattern,

characterised by alternating periods of synchronous high-

voltage activity (bursts) and electrical silence

(suppressions), is believed to represent a low-order dynamic

mechanism that persists in the absence of higher-level brain

activity [63]. Although the exact mechanism of this EEG

pattern is uncertain, it is thought that both the cortex and the

thalamus are involved in its generation [64]. The burst phase

is associated with thalamic, brainstem and cortical sources,

while the suppression phase is characterised by a ‘cortical
deafferentation’, with coherent cortical sources and a silent

thalamus. At a cellular level, evidence from rat slice

Table 4.2 Electrophysiological changes during anaesthesia and sleep

Electrophysiological changes during sleep and anaesthesia

EEG signatures Sleep Anaesthesia

High-frequency, low-amplitude rthythms Present
(stage 1)

Present (stage 1)

Present (stage 2)

Present (stage 3)

Present (stage 4)

PresentPresent
(stage 2)

Present
(NREM)

Absent

Absent

Spindle activity

Slow waves

Burst suppression

Isoelectric EEG
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preparations indicates that anaesthetic effects at both gluta-

mate and GABA synapses contribute to this pattern

[65]. Since there is a parametric response of the proportion

of time spent in suppression (burst suppression ratio) with

depth of anaesthesia, this EEG signature is an important

component of most ‘depth of anaesthesia’ monitors using

spontaneous EEG.

Finally, Crick et al. proposed that consciousness is

associated with phase-locked synchronous cortical regions

oscillating in the 40 Hz γ-band [66]. This pattern is thought

to be co-ordinated in the intralaminar thalamic nuclei,

although thalamocortical circuits set up reverberating loops

at this frequency with other networks thought to be neces-

sary for arousal, perceptual integration and vigilance to

occur [67]. Although there are some human studies

indicating that this frequency band is suppressed under

sleep and anaesthesia [68–70], the evidence for this remains

patchy at best.

Cortical Networks, Sleep and Anaesthesia

The cerebral cortex has long been identified as a major site

of anaesthetic action, and there is now irrefutable evidence

for the role of the cortex in sleep and anaesthesia. Neverthe-

less, there is less unanimity regarding the precise location of

anaesthetic action in the cortex, or indeed whether the corti-

cal changes seen are primary or as a result of influence on

nuclei and networks further down the brain. The following

section will attempt to briefly summarise the current evi-

dence for cortical effects of sleep and anaesthesia.

Regional Changes in Response to Altered
Conscious States

Sleep studies in human volunteer studies using PET have

consistently demonstrated global and regional decreases in

cerebral blood flow (CBF) [25, 71]. Some of the regions

consistently highlighted in the studies include the posterior

cingulate cortex (PCC) and the precuneus during deep sleep

([71]; Anderson et al. 1998). Similar findings have also been

reported using functional MRI (fMRI). Higher-order cortical

association areas are also more significantly affected during

slow-wave sleep than primary sensory cortices [72]—a

finding common to anaesthesia studies (see below). There-

fore, deep sleep permits the processing of external sensory

stimuli through the primary cortex, but higher-level sensory

processing in polymodal association areas is prevented due

to the functional dissociation between primary and higher-

order cortex, thereby preventing arousal and conscious

awareness of these stimuli. REM sleep, by contrast, is

associated with significant activation in the pontine tegmen-

tum and the thalamus and parts of the limbic cortex

including the amygdala, hippocampus, orbitofrontal cortex

and anterior cingulate cortex [25, 71, 73].

PET studies under anaesthesia have also demonstrated

that whole-brain glucose metabolism is decreased by general

anaesthetic drugs (including propofol, by up to 55 %),

reflecting the reduced synaptic activity across the brain in

the anaesthetised state. The cortex exhibits differential sen-

sitivity to anaesthetic agents; in contrast to isoflurane and

halothane, propofol caused a greater suppression of glucose

metabolism in the temporal and occipital cortices and more

regional changes in reduction of CMRGlu. These changes

were more pronounced in the cortex (58 %) than in subcor-

tical regions (48 %), and primary sensory cortical changes

were less prominent than the higher sensory cortex. The

largest and most consistent reductions in CBF were

identified in the frontal cortex [74–76] and in the posterior

parietal cortex [43]. This is a large multimodal association

area consisting, in part, of the precuneus, the posterior cin-

gulate cortex and the medial parietal cortex and is repeatedly

mentioned in consciousness literature [77, 78]. These

regions are also deactivated in unconscious states secondary

to the vegetative state and in sleep [71, 79] (Fig. 4.2). They

have also come under greater scrutiny over the past decade

for their role in maintaining consciousness through func-

tional connections with the rest of the cortex. This functional

connectivity forms part of a much wider functional network

(the DMN, see below) arguably representing baseline brain

activity and global monitoring of the internal environment in

conscious humans.

These changes are not restricted to the resting brain; there

is now overwhelming evidence from functional imaging

studies that propofol and other anaesthetic agents preferen-

tially reduce activity in higher-order brain regions, but not in

primary auditory areas in response to auditory stimulation,

indicating a lack of higher-order integration in the cortex

[37, 81–83].

The general assumption with most neuroimaging studies

exploring regional changes to sleep and anaesthesia is that

loss of functional activity reflects the neural correlates of

consciousness. This is problematic on two counts—first,

neuroimaging studies rely on the surrogate measure of

altered CBF patterns to indicate altered neuronal activity,

and second, the changes witnessed during loss of conscious-

ness with anaesthetic drugs could be epiphenomenal and

unrelated to the actual onset of unconsciousness.

Regional Interactions During Altered Conscious
States

Brain regions don’t act in isolation; instead they organise

themselves into networks that display correlated and coher-

ent activity both during rest (resting state networks) and

cognitive activity. Alterations in brain networks with
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anaesthesia would indicate correlated changes in

anatomically distinct and distant brain regions that are not

related to regional effects of drugs and may in fact represent

large-scale changes in brain function. Such integrated func-

tional brain networks are indeed altered in disorders of

consciousness (see [84, 85] for some excellent reviews on

this topic with description of typical methodology

employed). Although early studies looking at functional

connectivity between cortical regions identified no differ-

ence at various stages of sleep and anaesthesia, more recent

studies utilising higher-resolution scanners and complex

data analysis strategies have identified changes within and

between cortical networks. The transition from wakefulness

to slow-wave sleep has been studied in the context of altered

functional connectivity; decreased thalamocortical connec-

tivity and increased cortico-cortical connectivity associated

with light sleep are replaced by a breakdown in cortico-

cortical connectivity with slow-wave sleep [50], and also a

decreased contribution of the PCC to the resting networks

[86]. Early neuroimaging studies of anaesthesia studied task-

related networks; connectivity in lower-order sensorimotor

networks persists under deep anaesthesia, while higher-order

association areas are more sensitive [40]. Resting state

networks form part of ‘intrinsic connectivity networks’, a
set of large-scale functionally connected brain networks

identified in either resting state or task-based neuroimaging

studies [87]. These networks include, among others, the

medial frontoparietal default mode network (DMN), the

dorsolateral frontoparietal executive control network

(ECN) and the visual and auditory networks. Modulation

of these brain networks is important, if not crucial, in

processing cognitive stimuli in the conscious state [88–90],

and it is thought that intact DMN connectivity is necessary

for conscious awareness. The strength of the correlations

within this network, and by implication, the integrity of the

DMN, is dynamically modulated by the level of conscious-

ness [40]. Human volunteer studies have revealed

preferential modulation of higher-order functional

connections with anaesthesia [91], although DMN effects

are more variable, with some studies reporting no change

[92], within network alterations [27], or across network

decrease [40]. Some of these differences could be accounted

for by the variations in the type and dosage of anaesthetic

used and the methodology and analysis employed in the

studies. Similar conflicting evidence is present for changes

in the DMN during sleep stages [93–96] (Fig. 4.3). Many of

the above studies have also demonstrated preserved connec-

tivity between these networks and the thalamus [27, 40],

indicating preservation of the corticothalamic circuits

under anaesthesia. However, as has been described earlier,

Liu et al. employed accurate delineation of the thalamic

nuclei and identified altered cortical connectivity with the

nonspecific thalamic nuclei [37].

Fragmentation of Neuronal Networks with Loss
of Consciousness

Recent advances in signal processing and analyses

techniques based on graph theoretical approaches have

allowed the exploration of human fMRI and EEG datasets

in unprecedented detail and the testing of specific

hypotheses. Boly et al. and Spoormaker et al. showed in

healthy volunteers that NREM sleep induces a

reorganisation of large-scale resting networks into smaller

independent modules [97, 98]. The authors postulate that the

reported increase in modularity could reflect the failure of

integration of information required to maintain conscious-

ness. A similar reduction in whole-brain spatiotemporal

integration associated with frontoparietal segregation and a

pronounced breakdown of within and between network

cortico-cortical connections have also been reported in

anaesthesia studies [40, 60, 99, 100]. The importance of

frontoparietal areas in the generation of conscious

Fig. 4.2 Comparison of changes in brain activity and metabolism with

NREM sleep (left panel) and dexmedetomidine-induced unconscious-

ness (right panel). Note the similarity in metabolic reduction in the

thalamus and the precuneus in both conditions (Reproduced from

Nofzinger et al. [80] with permission from Oxford University Press,

and from Akeju et al. [48], with permission from eLife Sciences

Publications, Ltd under a Creative Commons Attribution License)
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perception is illustrated in these studies, and disruption of

their integration is probably a potent mechanism of uncon-

sciousness following sleep and anaesthesia.

Cortical Information Transfer with Loss
of Consciousness

Robust conclusions about the nature of brain connectivity

changes with anaesthesia and sleep can be drawn with the

investigation of strength and directionality of the change.

Directional connectivity analyses have shown that informa-

tion flow is impaired from the posterior (sensory and associ-

ation) cortices to the anterior (executive prefrontal) areas in

sleep [101] and anaesthesia [102–107], a finding that has

also been demonstrated with simultaneous EEG/fMRI

measurements [108] with propofol, sevoflurane and keta-

mine [109]. Change in cortical feedback connectivity in the

presence of preserved feed-forward connectivity has there-

fore been proposed as a neurophysiological correlate of

anaesthetic-induced unconsciousness.

Information Integration with Loss
of Consciousness

Another approach to test the ability of the brain to integrate

information is through transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS) pulses applied to the conscious brain. This typically

triggers widespread differentiated patterns of EEG

activation and is thought to reflect the ability of the brain

to integrate information in the presence of an external stim-

ulus. TMS activation during sleep and anaesthesia produces

a more local and time-limited response [110, 111]. It is

thought that the ability of cortical circuits to interact and to

produce complex, integrated responses are diminished,

resulting in a breakdown in effective connectivity between

different cortical regions. Casali et al. further explored the

complexity and distribution of this EEG response to TMS.

They recorded TMS responses during wakefulness, sleep

and anaesthesia with midazolam, xenon or propofol [112]

and were able to identify a single measure that was

bimodally distributed and separated all conscious from all

unconscious individuals. It has therefore been proposed that

anaesthesia-induced loss of consciousness is marked by

deterioration in the quality and extent of information

exchange.

Emergence from Anaesthesia

It is a common clinical knowledge that induction of anaes-

thesia occurs at higher anaesthetic concentrations than emer-

gence from anaesthesia. Although the mechanisms behind

this are currently unclear, mathematical modelling of

transitions between consciousness states indicates the pres-

ence of a hysteresis loop, i.e. a switch from one state pro-

ceeds along a different concentration-response curve than

led to entry into that state [113]. Contrary to common per-

ception, this phenomenon cannot be fully explained by

Awake Awake

Stage 1 sleep

Stage 2 sleep

Slow wave
sleep

Light
sedation

Moderate
sedation

a bFig. 4.3 Changes in spatial

configuration of the DMN with

transitions in conscious level with

sleep and sedation. (Panel a)
Group statistical maps as

obtained from 5-min epochs of

wakefulness, stage 1 sleep, stage

2 sleep and slow-wave sleep.

(Panel b) Illustrates the effect of
mild and moderate sedation with

propofol on the DMN (modified

from Samann et al. [86], with

permission from Oxford

University Press and Stamatakis

et al. [27] with permission from

PLOS under a Creative Commons

Attribution License)
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pharmacokinetic parameters. Freidman et al. have proposed

the concept of neural inertia, an inherent tendency of the

brain to resist transition between various conscious states

[114], and one that must dissipate prior to anaesthetic emer-

gence and normalisation of cognitive function. The clinical

observation that sensitivity to induction of anaesthesia does

not reliably predict recovery from anaesthesia may also

result from similar mechanisms. Failure of resolution of

neural inertia has been proposed to be responsible for coma

and other pathological disorders of consciousness. Although

the neural substrates for this phenomenon have not been

elucidated, arousal-regulating pathways have been

implicated [15, 115].

Neuroimaging studies have provided some evidence for

anaesthetic hysteresis. As discussed extensively in the above

sections, induction of anaesthesia results in widespread

regional and global changes in cortical, subcortical and

brainstem reactivity. Emergence from anaesthesia is how-

ever not a mirror image of induction. Evidence from an EEG

study in rats indicates that during recovery from anaesthesia,

the brain passes through several specific discrete activity

states, and state transitions through an ordered sequence of

states mediate recovery of consciousness [116]. A PET study

in human volunteers showed that recovery from propofol

and dexmedetomidine anaesthesia is associated with activa-

tion of the brainstem and thalamus before restoration of

functional frontoparietal connectivity [117]. Common to

many anaesthetic neuroimaging studies is the observation

that regional brain activity and functional connectivity dur-

ing emergence are increased well above the preanaesthetic

baseline, for example [118, 119]. This may reflect the neces-

sity for brain regions to function at supranormal levels to

resolve neural inertia and restore a new behavioural state.

Sleep and Anaesthesia Interactions

The complementarity between sleep and anaesthesia permits

the possibility that one could influence the other. Sleep

deprivation potentiates the hypnotic effect of anaesthetics,

probably mediated through adenosine [120]. Propofol anaes-

thesia also allows recovery from sleep deprivation in

animals [121] with the hallmark features of recovery from

natural sleep deprivation (increases in duration of NREM

and REM). Anaesthesia alters sleep pattern in the postoper-

ative period—the proportion of time spent in early NREM

sleep is increased [122], and REM is initially suppressed

with a subsequent rebound [123]. These findings are not

replicated with opioid administration; opioids are associated

with postoperative sleep impairment [124]. Further research

into the relationship between anaesthesia and sleep homeo-

stasis may contribute to the understanding of neurobiology

of sleep disturbances in the postoperative period and ICU

and provide strategies to restore normal sleep patterns in a

vulnerable population.

Consciousness: A Summary View

The above discussion has highlighted several recent studies

of anaesthesia and sleep focusing on the mechanisms of

onset of, transitions between and recovery from uncon-

sciousness. The receptor, neuronal and network level effects

of sleep and anaesthesia provide basis for some of the

biological theories proposed for the mechanisms of con-

sciousness. The reader is referred to Boly and Seth [125]

for a concise review of the models of consciousness in the

context of impaired conscious states. These concepts will be

briefly discussed in the following section.

Biological Theories

This set of theories attempts to provide biologically plausi-

ble accounts of how brains generate conscious mental con-

tent posits that consciousness is a biological state of the brain

with empirical correlations between the conscious experi-

ence and the brain. One key criterion underlying conscious-

ness is the presence of specific patterns of activations. For

example, synchronised neuronal electrical activity bringing

together sensory modalities and thalamocortical circuits in

the gamma range (75–100 Hz) [126–128] is said to facilitate

cognitive binding by synchrony and synthesis of information

content. Evidence from sleep and anaesthesia studies

showing better correlation with loss of consciousness has

allowed focus on these faster gamma frequencies than on

Crick’s 40 Hz theory (see above) [129, 130]. These

frequencies may also be implicated in neural loops

mediating recurrent processing; such loops in the visual

system are claimed to be the source of visual experience

[131–133] and are often absent during sleep and anaesthesia

[104–107, 109, 134].

Conscious Access Hypothesis and the Global
Neuronal Workspace Framework
In contrast to the above theories that emphasise

synchronisation across neural circuits, Baars proposed that

consciousness is related to the spread and reverberation of

information across the brain [135]. According to this hypoth-

esis, the brain consists predominantly of two types of

neurons. The first type comprises functionally specialised

neurons that communicate with similarly specialised

neurons in a ‘nonconscious’ bottom-up manner and are

activated even with stimuli that do not reach consciousness.

This is exemplified in data from studies where primary

sensory systems are active even during deep sleep or
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anaesthesia. The second type of neurons is a diffusely

distributed set of neurons (the global workspace) that

exchange information through long-range excitatory axons.

These neurons include the cortical pyramidal cells (they

enjoy long-range cortical connections with other cortical

cells), with the prefrontal cortex as a major node of the

global workspace due to its functional diversity and rich

cortico-cortical connections [136]. This is supported by

anaesthesia and sleep studies on fluctuations on resting

state networks, especially the DMN. The hypothesis

proposes that stimulation inhibits processing of concurrent

stimuli and, with increasing salience, results in a sudden

non-linear transition from a local to a global activity pattern

(ignition). This is associated with several classic signatures

of conscious access to a stimulus in the form of long-range

phase synchrony and high-frequency oscillations [137].

Dynamic Core Hypothesis
In order to accommodate the concept of consciousness as a

highly dynamic process, a highly specialised and

differentiated group of thalamocortical neurons are said to

constitute a ‘dynamic core’, characterised by high

informability and allowing for the constant exchange of

signals within the network [138]. A necessary feature of

this dynamic system is that the composition of the core

transcends traditional anatomical boundaries, varying signif-

icantly across individuals according to conscious states.

Certain brain regions (such as the thalamocortical neurons)

possess anatomical connectivity that is much more effective

in generating coherent dynamic states than that of other

regions.

The hypothesis also therefore embraces the concept of

dynamic reentrant loops (above) within complex, widely

dispersed, interconnected neural networks constituting a

Global Workspace.

Integration of Information Hypothesis
This is closely related to the dynamic core hypothesis and

proposes that conscious experience depends on rapid and

effective integration of functionally diverse cognitive

systems in the thalamocortical system. The highly integrated

and indivisible nature and high information content of any

conscious experience can be mathematically expressed as

information integration, where the information generated is

greater than the sum of the individual inbound contributions

[133]. For consciousness to be present, the brain must be

capable of selecting from a number of possibilities (highly

differentiated) and presenting these selections as a unity

(highly integrated) (Fig. 4.4). Such integration typically

does not include neural circuits involving the basal ganglia

and the cerebellum (brain regions are not considered critical

for generating/maintaining consciousness; however, see [42]

for an exception to this rule). A mathematical model of the

capacity for information integration, denoted as Φ, has been
described that is increased in systems maintaining con-

sciousness and decreased in those that do not (e.g. basal

ganglia, sleep and anaesthesia). Several indices have been

calculated in studies to measure complexity of neural

Fig. 4.4 A schematic of a system that is both functionally specialised

and functionally integrated. Top panel: (Left, a) this network jointly

maximises functional specialisation and functional integration among

its elements, thereby resembling the anatomical organisation of the

thalamocortical system. Note the heterogeneous arrangement of the

incoming and outgoing connections: each element is connected to a

different subset of elements, with different weights. (Middle, c) A loss

of integration within the system to form four independent modules

results in a net reduction of information integration. (Right, b) A loss

of specialisation also results in reduction of information integration in

the system. A homogenous distribution of the same amount of connec-

tivity eliminates functional specialisation (Reproduced from Tononi

[139] with permission from BioMed Central). Bottom panel: possible
neural basis of conscious integration according to information integra-

tion theory. During conscious processing, the mechanisms integrating

information above and beyond the union of their parts define a main

complex (dark orange). This complex generates the subject’s conscious
experience (Reproduced from Mudrik et al. [140], with permission

from Elsevier)
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networks, and sleep and anaesthesia have been shown to

reduce complexity, integration and differentiation

[99, 141–143]. For example, Chennu et al. identified frontal

shifts in alpha power and network topography with decreas-

ing level of consciousness from propofol. Graph-theoretic

network analysis found these frontal alpha networks to be

characteristically compromised in terms of efficiency,

indexing the loss of neural information integration that

characterises consciousness [144].

In the following section, a brief summary of the other

theoretical frameworks and models of consciousness is

presented.

Other Theories

The basic premise of physical theories is that consciousness

results from a change in the physical properties in the brain

(global entropy [145], electromagnetic field changes [146],

quantum effects [147], neural fields [148], to name a few).

However, given the conventional methodology, such

theories remain difficult to prove and do not provide answers

to the fundamental question of why such physical changes

should result in a subjective experience. The worldly dis-

crimination theory relies on verbal report in response to

environmental interactions and states that the ability to dis-

criminate when presented with choice indicates the presence

of conscious awareness, but only tests for the existence of

first-order states or primary consciousness. In contrast,

higher-order thought theories assume that consciousness is

a mental state where one is aware of being aware and where

conscious awareness crucially depends on higher-order rep-

resentation. These theories do not explain the presence of

conscious awareness in situations where objective assess-

ment or behavioural reporting is difficult [149].

Consciousness and Anaesthesia: A Converging
Paradigm?

The foregoing discussion suggests two themes. First, infor-

mation transfer from the external environment does not

follow a simple ascending pathway to the cortex to ensure

conscious awareness, and consciousness is not mediated at

any one brain region or network. It is probably best thought

of as change in dynamic aspects in neuronal network com-

munication. Although this process depends on intact func-

tion of brainstem-thalamocortical arousal circuits, the

common denominator in the neural correlates of conscious-

ness might rather be changes in distributed cortico-cortical

processing. Second, a simple block of information transfer is

inconsistent with unconsciousness under anaesthesia. Gen-

eral anaesthesia is probably a two-stage process targeting

sleep circuits at low doses and mechanisms across the entire

brain at the higher doses required for surgery (Fig. 4.5). The

basis of anaesthetic action is related more to specific changes

in the connectivity patterns between regions, rather than

changes in activity of isolated brain structures.
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Mechanisms of Intravenous Anesthetic Action 5
Hugh C. Hemmings Jr. and Karl F. Herold

Summary

General anesthesia consists of key separable and inde-

pendent neurobiological end points. Each of these

involves distinct but possibly overlapping neuroanatomi-

cal and molecular mechanisms that converge to produce

the characteristic behavioral end points of anesthesia:

amnesia, unconsciousness, and immobility. The potency

of various structurally dissimilar general anesthetics

correlates with their solubilities in oil (lipophilicity),

consistent with critical interactions with hydrophobic

molecular targets. The pharmacologically relevant bind-

ing sites of general anesthetics are lipophilic cavities in

proteins identified by a combination of site-directed

mutagenesis and high-resolution structural analysis of

anesthetic binding. Specific point mutations render puta-

tive target proteins insensitive to certain general

anesthetics. Expression of these mutations in mice

reduces anesthetic potency for specific end points.

The actions of various general anesthetics cannot be

explained by a single molecular mechanism. Rather, multiple

targets contribute to each component in an agent-specific

manner. Major classes of general anesthetics include inhaled

and intravenous anesthetics; the latter are more potent and

possess more selective actions. Anesthetic-induced immobil-

ity involves primarily actions in the spinal cord, whereas

sedation, unconsciousness, and amnesia involve supraspinal

mechanisms, including endogenous memory, sleep, and con-

sciousness networks.

Etomidate and propofol enhance inhibitory synaptic

transmission postsynaptically and tonic inhibition

extrasynaptically by potentiating ligand-gated ion

channels activated by γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA).

Ketamine suppresses excitatory synaptic transmission

postsynaptically by inhibiting excitatory ionotropic

NMDA-subtype glutamate receptors. Benzodiazepines

and α2A adrenergic receptor agonists (dexmedetomidine,

clonidine) are not complete general anesthetics but are

potent sedative agents that act by specific receptor-

mediated mechanisms to produce sedation and

anxiolysis.

Our understanding of the molecular, cellular, and net-

work mechanisms of general anesthetics has made

remarkable progress in the last 35 years. We now know

that general anesthetics interact with membrane proteins

critical to neuronal signaling in the central nervous sys-

tem to produce the characteristic neurophysiological

features that define general anesthesia: amnesia, seda-

tion/unconsciousness, and immobility [1, 2]. Major prog-

ress in understanding the pharmacology of the

intravenous anesthetics has been made using modern

molecular genetic approaches that have identified critical

actions at the molecular and cellular levels. Despite this

progress, there are still gaps in our understanding of the

sequence of events that leads from anesthetic-target

interactions at the molecular level to the behavioral

effects that characterize the composite state of clinical

anesthesia. The focus of this chapter is on the

mechanisms involved in the various actions of general

anesthetics and sedatives most applicable to total intra-

venous anesthesia (TIVA), i.e., the intravenous

anesthetics and their adjuvants. These agents are a chem-

ically and pharmacologically diverse group (Fig. 5.1) that

includes potent anesthetic/hypnotic agents (etomidate,

propofol, ketamine) and sedatives (benzodiazepines, α2A
adrenergic receptor agonists).
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Overview of Molecular General Anesthetic
Mechanisms

Ever since the first public demonstration of ether anesthesia

in 1846, there has been intense scientific interest in the

mechanisms for general anesthesia. The work of Meyer

and Overton at the end of the nineteenth century produced

the now famous correlation between anesthetic potency and

solubility in olive oil, which indicated the hydrophobic

(lipid-like) nature of the site(s) of action of a variety of

structurally dissimilar anesthetic molecules [3, 4]. This cor-

relation was the basis for early concepts of anesthetic action

based on effects on cellular lipid bilayer membranes and led

to an early focus of research on anesthetic effects on the

physical properties of cell membranes. The appeal of this

model of a single unified mechanism to explain anesthesia

was its simplicity and ability to explain the actions of multi-

ple structurally dissimilar anesthetics, which is difficult to

accommodate using receptor-based pharmacological

mechanisms. But research efforts to define how anesthetic

interactions with lipid membranes might lead to the behav-

ioral changes observed under anesthesia failed to identify

plausible biophysical or neurophysiological mechanisms.

A shift from lipid-based to protein-based mechanisms

occurred in the 1980s owing to the pioneering work of

Franks and Lieb [5, 6]. They elegantly showed that general

anesthetic potencies correlate equally well with both inhibi-

tion of firefly luciferase, a physiologically irrelevant soluble

enzyme that serves as a lipid-free protein model for anes-

thetic binding and solubility in oil. This observation led to

the paradigm-shifting concept that protein targets are also

compatible with the Meyer-Overton correlation, which had a

profound impact on anesthesia research by directing efforts

to identify the critical protein targets that underlie the vari-

ous neurophysiological end points of anesthesia. Additional

evidence against lipid-based theories of anesthetic action

such as the stereoselectivity of several anesthetics has

strengthened the case for specific binding sites on target

proteins, in particular ion channels and neurotransmitter

receptors [7]. Identification of the ion channels and receptors

involved in the various anesthetic end points is a major

aspect of current studies to define the pharmacological

mechanisms of general anesthesia (Fig. 5.2).

The Composite Nature of the Anesthetic State

Progress in identifying the molecular mechanisms of

anesthesia has occurred in parallel with efforts to under-

stand the neurophysiology of the anesthetic state. General

anesthetics induce a drug-induced coma-like state. Gen-

eral anesthesia consists of distinct but to some extent

overlapping component states that involve separable

mechanisms (e.g., amnesia, unconsciousness, immobil-

ity). These distinct neuropharmacological end points are

mediated through effects on different anatomical regions

of the central nervous system (CNS), involve different

receptor mechanisms, and vary in relative potencies

between specific agents [1]. Immobilization, which is

mediated largely at the level of the spinal cord for inhaled

anesthetics [8, 9], is supraspinally mediated for

barbiturates and probably other intravenous anesthetics

[10]. In contrast, amnesia, sedation, and unconsciousness

involve supraspinal anesthetic effects on cerebrocortical

function. Amnesia and sedation produced by intravenous

Fig. 5.1 Structures and primary

molecular targets of

representatives of the major

classes of general anesthetics and

anesthetic adjuvants used in total

intravenous anesthesia.

Individual elements displayed in

the stick figures are represented

by the following colors:

hydrogen ¼ white;
carbon ¼ gray; nitrogen ¼ dark
blue; oxygen ¼ red;
fluorine ¼ cyan;
chlorine ¼ green
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anesthetics can be functionally separated [11]. In

patients, propofol and midazolam, for example, impair

memory to similar extent when equisedative

concentrations were maintained [12]. Yet, they affect

memory differentially from effects on sedation, as

measured by auditory event-related potentials in patients

[11]. This indicates that their effects may be mediated by

specific neuroanatomical areas that are not exclusive for

one particular drug. Unconsciousness is itself heteroge-

neous, with distinct states of responsiveness and uncon-

sciousness [13]. The composite pharmacology of general

anesthesia consists of multiple distinct components that

can be resolved both experimentally and clinically. Con-

siderable evidence supports the notion that each compo-

nent of anesthesia can be selectively induced in a dose-

and agent-specific manner through distinct cellular,

molecular, and network mechanisms in specific regions

of the brain and spinal cord.

The regional specificity has been elegantly demonstrated

for a number of intravenous anesthetics have been

demonstrated using anatomically discrete brain

microinjections of extremely small volumes of anesthetics

and receptor antagonists. Microinjection of the anesthetic

barbiturate pentobarbital into the mesopontine tegmentum

induces a comatose state in rats very similar to general anes-

thesia, an example of the anatomical specificity of anesthetic

actions that can result in generalized nervous system depres-

sion [14]. Microinjections of GABAA receptor antagonists

into the tuberomammillary nucleus, a hypothalamic nucleus

involved in the regulation of natural sleep, reverse the seda-

tion produced by systemic administration of propofol [15]. In

fact the α2A adrenergic receptor agonist dexmedetomidine

causes the two distinct states of sedation and loss of righting

reflex (LORR) via two different brain regions, the preoptic

hypothalamic area and the locus coeruleus (LC), respectively.

The effects of dexmedetomidine on loss of righting reflex

were abolished upon selective α2A adrenoreceptor knock-

down in rodents, yet sedative effects were still observed

[16]. These are examples of how intravenous anesthetics can

produce certain substates of general anesthesia through agent-

specific actions at discrete anatomic sites mediated by specific

molecular targets. The implications of this anatomic and

receptor specificity of anesthetic actions provide the scientific

basis for the development of more specific drugs targeting the

anesthetic substates.

The pharmacology of sedation is complex, with multiple

drugs with distinct neuropharmacological profiles able to

produce a state of sedation involving a number of distinct

mechanisms (Chap. 4). In addition to lower doses of general

anesthetics that produce sedation as part of their progressive

dose-dependent effects, other drugs capable of producing

sedation include α2A adrenoceptor agonists, antimuscarinics,

antihistamines, benzodiazepines, opioids, and ethanol, each

with distinct pharmacokinetic and side effect profiles includ-

ing respiratory and cardiovascular depression. Like general

anesthesia, there is a continuum of sedation from anxiolysis

to mild sedation, through deep sedation, to anesthesia, and

eventually undesired toxicities, with distinct but overlapping

agent-specific pharmacological mechanisms. In addition to

their desired effects of amnesia, sedation, and hypnosis, all

anesthetics have additional undesired side effects such as

those summarized for the major drugs used for TIVA in

Fig. 5.3. Individual drugs can even show opposing effects,

which are thought to be mediated by distinct mechanisms.

Dexmedetomidine, for example, causes hypotension at

lower doses mainly due to inhibition of the sympathetic

autonomic nervous system mediated by α2A adrenoceptors,

whereas at higher concentrations [17], activation of vascular

α2B adrenoceptors dominates resulting in a hypertensive

response [18].

Fig. 5.2 Relationship between

increasing anesthetic

concentration and the observed

pharmacological effects. With

increasing doses and target-site

anesthetic concentrations,

desirable end points such as

amnesia and loss of

consciousness (hypnosis) are

joined by various undesirable and

off-target side effects, including

cardiovascular and respiratory

depression, the major cause of

morbidity and mortality
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Integrated Effects on Central Nervous System
Function

Immobility

Electroencephalography (EEG), a widely used monitor of

brain activity, is used both in the study of anesthetic

mechanisms and as a monitor of the depth of anesthesia

(see Chap. 19). The lack of a correlation between electroen-

cephalographic (cortical) activity and immobility (lack of

movement in response to a noxious stimulus) is the basis for

the current concept that immobility is mediated by anes-

thetic action primarily on the spinal cord rather than the

cerebral cortex [19]. The finding that volatile anesthetics

act on the spinal cord to suppress movement [8, 9] was

important in the contemporary separation of anesthetic

substates, of which immobility generally requires the highest

drug concentrations (Fig. 5.2). Since the identification of the

spinal cord as the principal site of anesthetic-induced immo-

bility, attention has turned to the pharmacologic, genetic,

and complex network mechanisms involved. A pharmaco-

logic approach to investigate the receptors mediating

anesthetic-induced immobility has led to the unanticipated

finding that potentiation of GABAA receptors, an important

target for many general anesthetics, is not involved in

isoflurane-mediated immobility [20]. Propofol produces

immobility through actions on the spinal cord as well. But

unlike isoflurane, it does not depress dorsal horn activity

upon noxious stimulation. Both anesthetics depress ventral

horn neurons, though isoflurane to a larger extent than

propofol. Interestingly the GABAA receptor inhibitor picro-

toxin reverses the effects of propofol, but not isoflurane, to

depress ventral horn neurons [21]. This apparent effect of

Fig. 5.3 Prominent effects and undesirable side effects of propofol, etomidate, ketamine, and the α2A adrenoceptor agonists dexmedetomidine

and clonidine. CMRO2 cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen, EEG electroencephalography
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propofol to produce immobility via GABAergic

mechanisms in the ventral horn is in contrast to volatile

anesthetics like isoflurane. The immobilizing effects of

propofol are likely to be mediated by different regions of

the nervous system than its sedative effects, due to actions in

the tuberomammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus, for

example [15]. However, a role for voltage-gated Na+

channels was supported by the observations that intrathecal

administration of the highly selective Na+ channel inhibitor

tetrodotoxin potentiates volatile anesthetic-induced immo-

bility (reduces MAC), while the Na+ channel activator verat-

ridine does the opposite [22]. Transgenic mice engineered to

express anesthetic-resistant GABAA receptor subunits

showed that receptors containing α1- or α3-subunits do not

contribute to the immobilizing action of isoflurane

[23, 24]. While mice lacking the K+ channels TASK-1,

TASK-3, or TREK-1 K2P channels are less sensitive to

volatile anesthetics, their sensitivities to intravenous

anesthetics is unaltered [25–27]. These findings suggest

important roles for voltage-gated Na+ and K+ channels rather

than GABAA receptors in spinally mediated immobility

[28]. Anesthetic inhibition of afferent (noxious sensory)

input to the spinal cord dorsal horn appears to play a subor-

dinate role to the suppression of efferent (motor) output from

the ventral horn, which is coordinated by neuronal networks

organized in central pattern generators that control the activ-

ity of the cholinergic motoneurons [29].

Unconsciousness

Consciousness is easy to recognize but difficult to define

neuroscientifically; it is a qualitative subjective state of

sentience or awareness [30]. Loss of consciousness

(or hypnosis) is a key feature of anesthesia. In addition to

their clinical utility in ablating consciousness, anesthetic

drugs provide essential tools for elucidating the central

problem in neuroscience of scientifically defining conscious-

ness by providing a pharmacological means to reversibly

produce unconsciousness that can be used to facilitate iden-

tification of the neural correlates of consciousness [31]. The

unconsciousness produced by anesthetics can be described

as unresponsiveness to include states of awareness that lack

explicit memory traces [13]. The study of consciousness has

generated intense interest leading to a number of both test-

able and untestable hypotheses. One hypothesis of anesthe-

sia proposes that somatosensory deafferentation in the

thalamus is a mechanism for anesthetic-induced uncon-

sciousness [32], which is supported by evidence that

anesthetics can hyperpolarize and shunt thalamic neurons

[33] and thereby impair thalamic transfer of sensory

information [34]. Functional brain imaging that shows pref-

erential suppression of thalamic activity by some anesthetics

has led to a thalamic switch hypothesis [32]. However,

anesthetic-induced unconsciousness appears to involve

more than a simple block of information transfer through

the thalamus [35, 36].

Previous views of an anatomically discrete brain structure

as the center of consciousness have given rise to the current

concept that consciousness requires integration of informa-

tion between multiple brain regions across large-scale neural

networks [35, 37]. The rich connectivity of the cerebral

cortex and its hierarchical organization enable extensive

information integration in the brain. Highly connected

nodes are preferentially interconnected, which is optimal

for information integration [38, 39], and these pathways

are promising targets for the hypnotic action of anesthetics.

Recent evidence supports the view that anesthetics interfere

with network synchronicity and coherence, and disruption of

cortical functional and effective connectivity has been

observed during midazolam-induced loss of responsiveness

[40]. Thus breakdown of cortical connectivity rather than

thalamic deafferentation might underlie loss of conscious-

ness [41]. Unconsciousness would then be characterized by

the fragmentation of cortical processing [35, 42]. Cortical

electrical activity in the γ-band (40–90 Hz by EEG) has been
proposed as a network-level target of general anesthetics

[43–45].

Learning and Memory

Anterograde amnesia is a desirable anesthetic end point,

particularly in the realm of preoperative and procedural

sedation. It is produced at lower anesthetic

concentrations than those required for unconsciousness

and is a prominent action of benzodiazepines [46]. It can

be measured in rodents using models of hippocampus-

dependent spatial learning such as fear conditioning to

place context or hippocampus-independent models such

as fear conditioning to tone. Isoflurane disrupts

hippocampus-dependent learning at about one-half the

concentration necessary for disrupting hippocampus-

independent learning [41]. Similarly, lower anesthetic

concentrations inhibit explicit memory (memory that

can be explicitly recalled) at lower doses than required

to impair implicit memory (not subject to wilful recollec-

tion) [36]. These findings implicate the medial temporal

lobe, including the hippocampus, as a target for the sup-

pression of explicit memory by anesthetics, while effects

on the amygdala are relevant to anesthetic impairment of

implicit or other types of memory [47].
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Evidence indicates that θ-rhythms (4–12 Hz by EEG) are

important for hippocampus-dependent learning and memory

[48]. Benzodiazepines [49] slow and suppress hippocampal

θ-rhythms proportional to their impairment of hippocampus-

dependent learning such that alterations in neuronal syn-

chrony are a common network-level substrate for memory

impairment. Synchronization between θ-rhythms in the

amygdala and hippocampus during fear memory retrieval

indicates that this mechanism also applies to impairment of

other forms of memory by anesthetics [50]. The precise

molecular and cellular mechanisms of memory impairment

by general anesthetics and benzodiazepines, and of memory

itself, remain to be elucidated, as with other components of

anesthesia such as unconsciousness and sedation.

Sedation

Sedation is a decrease in activity, alertness, arousal, and/or

vigilance on a behavioral continuum leading to hypnosis and

can be achieved at anesthetic doses similar to those that

produce amnesia. While there is no clear mechanistic or

clinical separation between sedation and hypnosis, separate

but overlapping substrates appear to separate sedation from

amnesia [11, 51]. Genetic approaches have been particularly

useful in dissecting the targets for benzodiazepine-induced

sedation and amnesia and prove a paradigm for studying

other more promiscuous drugs. A specific amino acid muta-

tion (H101R) in the α1 GABAA receptor subunit that

eliminates sensitivity to modulation by benzodiazepines

renders mice resistant to both the sedative and amnesic

effects of benzodiazepines while maintaining other behav-

ioral effects, among them anxiolysis [52]. The α1-subunit is
highly expressed in the CNS including the cerebrocortical

areas and thalamus.

There is more than a superficial similarity between natu-

ral sleep and anesthetic-induced sedation and hypnosis, and

the mechanisms of some anesthetics overlap natural sleep

mechanisms through activation of known sleep-promoting

nuclei in the hypothalamus [15]. The electroencephalo-

graphic patterns of natural slow-wave sleep resemble those

of general anesthesia, consistent with similar effects on

global cortical electrical activity [53]. Interestingly, recov-

ery from sleep deprivation can occur during propofol anes-

thesia [54], providing further support for this concept.

Anesthetic effects on other cortical [55] and subcortical

structures [13] might also contribute to anesthetic-induced

sedation and hypnosis. It is evident that sedative effects of

intravenous anesthetics involve activation of GABAA

receptors which results not necessarily in a general depres-

sion of the whole nervous system but rather actions on

specific neuronal pathways in the hypothalamus (GABAA

receptors in the tuberomammillary nucleus, TMN) that are

associated with non-REM sleep as it has been shown for

propofol and pentobarbital [15]. The TMN is of particular

interest as animal experiments revealed that local injection

of the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol into the TMN lead

to a sedative state, but when injected into other brain regions

such as the locus coeruleus or other sites in close proximity

to the TMN, no such sedation was observed [15]. In addition,

injection of the GABAA receptor antagonist gabazine

attenuated the sedative effects of systemically administered

GABAergic anesthetics.

Anesthetic Neurotoxicity

Early Postnatal Neurotoxicity

Extensive data from animal experiments indicate that multi-

ple general anesthetics can cause persistent neurocognitive

effects in neonatal animals of multiple species in addition to

their desired effect of reversible anesthesia. This correlates

with a discreet developmental sensitivity to both GABAA

receptor potentiating and NMDA receptor-inhibiting

anesthetics resulting in widespread programmed cell death

known as apoptosis, which is probably due to a form of

excitotoxicity (Chap. 45). This has generated significant

concern among clinicians and parents, but its clinical signif-

icance remains unknown [56–63]. The landmark finding that

postnatal exposure of the developing rodent brain to a cock-

tail of commonly used anesthetic drugs, either in combina-

tion or alone, for a period of several hours induced apoptotic

cell death with long-term functional consequences identified

this potentially harmful effect of general anesthesia in

neonates [58]. Similar effects have been reproduced with

all the commonly used general anesthetic drugs including

propofol, ketamine, barbiturates, etomidate, and volatile

anesthetics in species from rodents to nonhuman primates

[64, 65]. Of interest, the α2A adrenergic receptor agonist

dexmedetomidine is not associated with neurotoxicity but

rather can mitigate the toxic effects of other neurotoxic

drugs such as propofol in animal experiments [66]. Transla-

tion of these findings, both quantitatively and qualitatively,

from short-lived altricial (e.g., rodents) to long-lived preco-

cial (e.g., Homo sapiens) species is difficult, but the con-

vincing evidence for long-term neurocognitive deficits in

nonhuman primates raises considerable concerns [67]. Envi-

ronmental and pharmacological approaches to mitigating

these effects provide strategies for minimizing the potential

clinical impact of developmental neurotoxicity and are a

current topic of active research [68].
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Postoperative Cognitive Effects

Adverse postoperative cognitive effects following general

anesthesia and surgery can result from predictable pharma-

cokinetic factors as well as unanticipated and poorly under-

stood persistent pharmacological and toxic effects. Three

recognized clinical entities occurring after anesthesia and

surgery include delirium, dementia, and postoperative cog-

nitive dysfunction (POCD). Delirium and dementia are

defined clinical diagnoses, while POCD is not a clinical

diagnosis but a phenomenon identified by comparing preop-

erative with postoperative neuropsychological test scores in

surgical patients with matched control populations that did

not undergo surgery. Based on these criteria, the incidence

of POCD increases with age and underlying disease severity

and frailty, but diagnosis is difficult and prone to artifacts. In

contrast, delirium and dementia are more readily diagnosed

by established criteria. Delirium is relatively common after

anesthesia and is associated with a number of risk factors

including age, preoperative cognitive impairment, use of

volatile anesthetics in combination with other CNS-active

drugs, as well as tracheal intubation [69, 70]. Recent clinical

trials comparing the incidence of delirium in sedated ICU

patients found a higher incidence of delirium with sedation

achieved with propofol or benzodiazepines compared with

dexmedetomidine [71].

Durable effects of inhaled anesthetics have been linked to

memory deficits persisting for days in young adult mice

through effects on the α5-subunit of the GABAA receptor

[72]. Moreover, immune and inflammation-mediated

changes triggered by surgical trauma and anesthesia are

potential mechanisms that underlie delirium and postopera-

tive cognitive dysfunction [73, 74]. Experimental evidence

from mice genetically susceptible to Alzheimer’s disease-

like neurodegeneration does not support a role of anesthetic

agents in promoting such neurodegeneration [75]. These

findings provide experimental support for clinical

observations that cognitive decline after surgery is likely

mediated by neuroinflammation rather than due to

accelerated neurodegeneration or anesthetic neurotoxicity,

although this is controversial and an active area of investi-

gation [76]. The underlying disease trajectory rather than

anesthesia or surgery is the major contributor to the long-

term cognitive course of most patients [77].

Effects on the Cardiovascular and Respiratory
Systems

Cardiovascular Effects

Cardiovascular function, like that of the CNS, depends on

the integrated function of multiple ion channels, many of

which are expressed in both of these excitable tissues. The

cardiovascular effects of the general anesthetics are often

deleterious side effects that limit the safety of these drugs,

particularly in the critically ill, but there are also beneficial

cardioprotective effects [78]. Most anesthetics produce

agent- and dose-dependent reductions in myocardial con-

tractility, systemic vascular resistance, and cardiac preload,

with consequent reduction in mean arterial pressure, with

agent-specific differences in relative potencies between car-

diac and anesthetic effects [79]. Major targets for negative

inotropic effects of anesthetics include blockade of cardiac

Ca2+ channels (L-type; Cav1), sarcoplasmic Ca2+ handling,

and the contractile protein apparatus. The resulting negative

inotropic effect of reduced Ca2+ availability is enhanced by

reduced Ca2+ sensitivity of myofibrils. Most anesthetics also

produce vasodilation at clinical concentrations mediated

both by direct endothelium-independent vasodilating effects

on vascular smooth muscle cells (e.g., inhibition of smooth

muscle Ca2+ influx via L-type Ca2+ channels, activation of

hyperpolarizing KATP and KCa channels) and by indirect

effects involving the sympathetic nervous system and the

vascular endothelium (e.g., endothelium-dependent effects

including nitric oxide production) [80].

General anesthetics also have agent-specific effects on

heart rate and induction of arrhythmias due to actions on

cardiac ion channels. Multiple ion channels are sensitive to

anesthetics, many of which are potentially proarrhythmic. It

is difficult to link anesthetic arrhythmogenicity to actions on

specific channels [81]. Cardiac L-type Ca2+ channels are

critical to the plateau phase of the cardiac action potential

and electromechanical coupling and are inhibited by many

anesthetics, leading to shortening of the refractory period.

Multiple voltage-gated K+ channels are also inhibited and

can predispose to arrhythmias by delaying repolarization

(see review by Thompson and Balser [82]).

Respiratory Effects

General anesthetics can cause significant respiratory depres-

sion at the concentrations used for surgical anesthesia, as well

as potentially clinically significant effects at lower

concentrations. These effects are significantly magnified

when used concomitantly with other respiratory depressants

such as opioids and benzodiazepines. The peripheral

chemoreflexes and upper airway patency are particularly sen-

sitive to subanesthetic concentrations of anesthetics [83–

87]. These potentially serious effects involve depression of

central respiratory networks mediated by depression of excit-

atory and facilitation of inhibitory transmission in the

brainstem. The precise molecular targets responsible for the

exquisite sensitivity of these networks to low concentrations

of anesthetics remain to be elucidated. Ketamine and

dexmedetomidine are unique in their lack of significant respi-

ratory depression at clinically used concentrations [88, 89].
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Molecular Sites of Anesthetic Action

Pharmacological Criteria for Identifying Sites
Relevant to Anesthesia

As a result of the low potency and consequent promiscuity of

most general anesthetics, specific criteria have been pro-

posed to evaluate the relevance of the many potential molec-

ular targets of anesthetics [90]. These criteria include inter

alia reversibility, sensitivity (effects at clinically relevant

concentrations), plausibility (target expression in relevant

tissue or CNS region), cognate stereoselectivity for in vivo

and in vitro effects of steroisomeric anesthetics (etomidate,

pentobarbital, and neurosteroid anesthetics), appropriate

sensitivity or insensitivity to model anesthetic and

nonanesthetic compounds, and predictable responses to

genetic manipulation of putative molecular targets. Targeted

deletion (knockout mutation) of specific molecules

implicated as anesthetic targets or genetic engineering to

introduce specific mutations that modify anesthetic sensitiv-

ity (knock-in mutation) in experimental models is a powerful

approach to test the involvement in anesthetic action. This

approach has been particularly successful in analyzing the

specific GABAA receptor subtypes involved in the effects of

the GABAergic intravenous anesthetics propofol and

etomidate and the sedative and amnesic effects of

benzodiazepines where single amino acid substitutions in

specific receptor subtypes eliminate specific drug actions

both in vitro and in vivo [91] (see below).

From Model Proteins to Receptors

A variety of biophysical data derived from X-ray crystallog-

raphy, molecular modeling, and structure function studies

supports the concept that general anesthetics produce their

cellular effects by binding in hydrophobic cavities formed in

the three-dimensional structure of proteins, in particular

membrane proteins [92, 93]. The lipophilic nature of these

binding sites underlies the Meyer-Overton correlation

between anesthetic potency and lipophilicity. The identifica-

tion of anesthetic binding sites on plausible target proteins

that meet the criteria outlined above is difficult due to the

low affinity of most anesthetic-target protein interactions,

the small number of high-resolution atomic structures of

pharmacologically relevant target proteins, and the absence

of potent and specific antagonists of anesthesia. Anesthetic

binding sites identified in well-characterized model proteins

for which three-dimensional atomic resolution structures are

available but which are not themselves relevant to anesthe-

sia, such as luciferase and albumin [92, 93], indicate that

anesthetics bind in pockets with both nonpolar and polar

noncovalent chemical interactions. Occupation of these

cavities by anesthetics provides a mechanism for alteration

of receptor and ion channel function by selective stabiliza-

tion of particular confirmations. Convincing evidence

supports the existence of anesthetic binding sites in critical

neuronal signaling proteins including glycine, GABAA, and

NMDA receptors [93]. Amino acid residues critical for

anesthetic actions and, by inference, binding have been

identified in the α-subunit of the GABAA receptor [93] and

NMDA receptor [94].

Structural studies using prokaryotic homologues of

eukaryotic ion channels provide powerful models for

identifying anesthetic binding sites in physiologically rele-

vant proteins. Both propofol and desflurane have been

co-crystalized with GLIC, a bacterial homologue of eukary-

otic inhibitory ligand-gated ion channels (glycine and

GABAA receptors). Both anesthetics bind in the upper part

of the transmembrane segments of a single subunit (Fig. 5.4)

Fig. 5.4 X-ray crystal structures

of propofol and desflurane bound

to a pentameric ligand-gated ion

channel. Membrane plane view of

the bacterial homologue of

mammalian pentameric ligand-

gated ion channels (Gloeobacter
violaceus or GLIC) with a bound

general anesthetic molecule.

From Nury H, et al., X-ray

structure of general anesthetics

bound to a pentameric ligand-

gated ion channel (Reproduced

from Nury et al. [95] with

permission from Nature

Publishing Group)
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[95]. Molecular modeling has also been used to identify

putative anesthetic binding sites in GABAA and glycine

receptors, which suggests that different drugs can bind in

different orientations within a single cavity or occupy dif-

ferent cavities within the protein to produce similar func-

tional effects. Refinement of these molecular models will

continue to provide new insights in the molecular basis for

general anesthetic action that can be experimentally tested.

Molecular Targets of General Anesthetics
Ion channels have emerged as the most promising molecular

targets for general anesthetics. The neurotransmitter-gated

ion channels GABAA, glycine, and NMDA-type glutamate

receptors are leading candidates with appropriate CNS

distributions, essential roles in inhibitory or excitatory syn-

aptic transmission, and appropriate sensitivity to clinically

relevant concentrations [1, 2]. Other ion channels that are

sensitive to inhaled anesthetics include the HCN

(hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated) family

of channels that give rise to pacemaker currents [2] and

regulate neuronal excitability, two-pore domain (K2P) K+

channels that maintain resting membrane potential in many

cells [96], and voltage-gated Na+ and Ca2+ channels [2, 97].

General anesthetics can be divided into two broad classes

based on their distinct pharmacologic properties. The first

class exhibits positive modulation of GABAA receptors and

includes both the potent inhaled (volatile) anesthetics, which

also produce significant effects on a number of other plausi-

ble receptors/channels and intravenous anesthetics such as

propofol and etomidate that represent more potent and spe-

cific positive modulators of GABAA receptors. The second

class is inactive at GABAA receptors, but inhibits NMDA

receptors, and includes the gaseous inhaled anesthetics

cyclopropane, nitrous oxide, and xenon, as well as the intra-

venous anesthetic ketamine. These anesthetics also activate

certain K2P channels.

Ligand-Gated Ion Channels

Potentiation of Inhibitory GABAA and Glycine
Receptors
Most intravenous anesthetics (including propofol,

etomidate, barbiturates), all ether anesthetics (including

isoflurane, sevoflurane, and desflurane), the alkane anes-

thetic halothane, and the neurosteroid anesthetics enhance

the function of the inhibitory GABAA (Fig. 5.5) and glycine

receptors (GlyRs). These belong to the Cys-loop ligand-

gated ion channel superfamily that also includes the cation-

permeable nicotinic acetylcholine and 5HT3 receptors.

GABAA receptors are the principal transmitter-gated Cl�

channels in the brain and GlyRs in the spinal cord, with

overlap in the diencephalon and brainstem. When activated

by ligand or drug binding, these ligand-gated ion channels

conduct chloride which drives the membrane potential

toward the Cl� equilibrium potential, resulting in inhibition

since the Cl� equilibrium potential is usually more negative

than the normal resting potential. Channel opening also

reduces membrane resistance and “shunts” excitatory

responses. Most GABAA and GlyRs are heteropentamers;

the specific subunit composition of GABAA receptors

determines their physiologic and pharmacologic properties

and can vary between brain and neuronal compartments

[98], for example, preferential expression of the α5-subunit
in the hippocampal CA1 area (a region important for mem-

ory formation) and extrasynaptic sites. The presence of a

γ-subunit is required for benzodiazepine modulation of

GABAA receptors. These receptors have been key to our

understanding of anesthetic-receptor interactions. Using chi-

meric receptor constructs between anesthetic-sensitive

GABAA and insensitive GlyR subunits, specific amino acid

residues in transmembrane domains 2 and 3 critical to the

action of inhaled anesthetics have been identified [99]. This

laid the groundwork for the construction of anesthetic-

resistant GABAA receptors and the generation of transgenic

mice with altered anesthetic sensitivity (see below).

Inhibition of Excitatory Acetylcholine
and Glutamate Receptors
Neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are cation selec-

tive heteropentameric ligand-gated ion channels that are also

members of the Cys-loop family. Although usually

heteropentamers composed of α- and β-subunits, functional
homomeric receptors are formed by certain α-subunits. In
the CNS, these receptors are localized primarily presynapti-

cally [100], and homomeric α7-receptors are highly perme-

able to Ca2+ [100]. Receptors consisting of α4β2 subunits are
very sensitive to inhibition by propofol and isoflurane

[101, 102] which might contribute to amnesia.

The NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) subtype of

ionotropic glutamate receptors is a major postsynaptic

receptor for glutamate, the principal excitatory neuro-

transmitter in the mammalian CNS [103]. NMDA

receptors are defined pharmacologically by their selec-

tive activation by the agonist NMDA and exist as

heteromers consisting of GluN1 and GluN2 subunits.

Channel gating requires the agonist glutamate (or a syn-

thetic agonist like NMDA) along with the endogenous

co-agonist glycine; concomitant membrane depolariza-

tion is required to relieve voltage-dependent block by Mg
2+, which is typically provided by glutamate activation of

non-NMDA glutamate receptors, which are subdivided

into AMPA and kainate receptors based again on their

sensitivities to selective exogenous agonists [103]. This

requirement for both presynaptic glutamate release and

postsynaptic depolarization allows NMDA receptors to
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function as coincidence detectors, which is thought to be

critical to cellular mechanisms of synaptic plasticity in

learning and memory. Given this role in synaptic

plasticity, NMDA receptors are also involved in chronic

pain mechanisms. Ketamine, along with the inhaled

anesthetics xenon, nitrous oxide, and cyclopropane,

have minimal effects on GABAA receptors but depress

excitatory glutamatergic synaptic transmission

Fig. 5.5 Effects of intravenous anesthetics on inhibitory transmission.

(a) A synapse in which an incoming action potential leads to Ca2+

influx and subsequent exocytosis of neurotransmitters (GABA, glycine,

blue dots) into the synaptic cleft. Upon binding, pentameric postsynap-

tic GABAA—or glycine receptors—are activated, and influx of Cl�

through the channel pore leads to hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic

neuron. Right: Intravenous anesthetics increase ionic current flowing

through the pore enhancing postsynaptic inhibition. (b) A

heteropentameric GABAA receptor complex with channel pore through

which Cl� ions flow into the cell, with putative anesthetic binding sites

in the transmembrane region. Right: Schematic of a single β-subunit

with four (1–4) transmembrane segments connected by extracellular

and intracellular linkers. The critical anesthetic binding sites are

thought to be located in transmembrane segment 2 (TM2). (c)
Extrasynaptic GABAA receptors, in contrast to synaptic GABAA

receptors, usually contain a δ-subunit and are highly sensitive to

GABA, thus contributing to tonic inhibition from the low levels of

ambient extrasynaptic GABA. They are highly sensitive to general

anesthetics are candidate targets for intravenous anesthetics. Tonic

inhibition is decreased (¼depolarisation) by specific GABAA receptor

inhibitors (bicuculline, picrotoxin) and increased (hyperpolarization)

by intravenous anesthetics and benzodiazepines
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postsynaptically via NMDA glutamate receptor blockade,

which is central to their neurodepressive effects (Fig. 5.3)

[104, 105].

Voltage-Gated and Other Ion Channels

Voltage-gated Na+ channels are critical to axonal conduc-

tion, synaptic integration, and neuronal excitability.

Isoflurane and other volatile anesthetics, but not xenon or

most intravenous anesthetics, inhibit the major mammalian

Na+ channel isoforms, including neuronal (Nav1.2), skeletal

muscle (Nav1.4), cardiac (Nav1.5), and peripheral (Nav1.8)

isoforms [106–110].

Multiple cellular functions depend on the tightly con-

trolled concentration of intracellular-free Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i).

This is determined largely by the activities of voltage-

gated Ca2+ channels, plasma membrane and endoplasmic

reticulum Ca2+-ATPases (pumps), Na+/Ca2+ exchangers,

and mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake. Alteration of any of these

mechanisms by anesthetics can affect the multiple processes

regulated by Ca2+, including synaptic transmission, gene

expression, excitotoxicity, and muscle excitation-

contraction coupling. Distinct Ca2+ channel subtypes are

differentially expressed and are classified both pharmaco-

logically and functionally as low voltage-activated (LVA;

T-type) and high voltage-activated (HVA; L-, N-, R-, and P/

Q-type) channels. The molecular identity of their pore-

forming α-subunits is now widely used for classification

[111]. Volatile anesthetics as well as higher concentrations

of certain intravenous anesthetics inhibit certain Ca2+ chan-

nel isoforms but not others [112].

Ca2+ channel inhibition is an important contributor to the

negative inotropic effects of volatile anesthetics and certain

intravenous anesthetics prominent at higher doses. Negative

inotropic effects of volatile anesthetics are mediated by

reductions in Ca2+ availability, Ca2+ sensitivity of myofibril

proteins, and cytosolic Ca2+ clearance. Volatile anesthetics

reduce the Ca2+ transient and shorten action potential duration

in cardiomyocytes by inhibiting L-type (Cav1.2) Ca2+

currents, resulting in a negative inotropic effect and

arrhythmogenicity [81, 113, 114], in contrast to xenon which

does not depress myocardial function or inhibit L-type Ca2+,

Na+, or K+ currents [115, 116]. Inhibition of Ca2+ currents in

caninemyocardial cells was greater with the intravenous anes-

thetic propofol as compared to etomidate, suggesting agent-

specific effects of intravenous anesthetics on cardiac

function [117].

Potassium (K+) channels belong to a diverse ion channel

family and regulate electrical excitability, muscle contractil-

ity, and neurotransmitter release. Given the large diversity in

K+ channel structure, function, and anesthetic sensitivity,

there is considerable diversity in their sensitivity and

response to anesthetics [118]: from relatively insensitive

(voltage-gated K+) [119] to sensitive (some members of

the two-pore domain K+ channels [K2P] family), resulting

in either inhibition, activation, or no effect on K+ currents.

Volatile anesthetic activation of certain “leak” K+ channels

was first observed in the snail Lymnaea [120], although the

molecular identity of the affected ion channels was

unknown. Activation of K2P channels by volatile and gas-

eous anesthetics, including xenon, nitrous oxide, and cyclo-

propane, was subsequently observed in mammals

[121]. Increased K+ conductance can hyperpolarize neurons,

reducing responsiveness to excitatory synaptic input and

possibly altering network synchrony. Targeted deletion of

the TASK-1, TASK-3, and TREK-1 K2P channels in mice

reduces sensitivity to immobilization by volatile anesthetics

in an agent-specific manner, implicating these channels as

contributory anesthetic targets in vivo [25–27]. Other

members of this large family of K+ channels are also sensi-

tive volatile anesthetics [122].

Volatile anesthetics also inhibit HCN “pacemaker”
channels, reducing the rate of rise of pacemaker potentials

and the bursting frequency of certain neurons showing

autorhythmicity. They decrease the Ih conductance in

neurons [123] and modulate recombinant HCN1 and

HCN2 channel isoforms at clinically relevant concentrations

[124]. Because HCN channels contribute to resting mem-

brane potential, control action potential firing, dendritic

integration, neuronal automaticity, and temporal summation,

and determine periodicity and synchronization of

oscillations in many neuronal networks [125], the anesthetic

modulation of these channels could play an important role in

anesthetic effects on neuronal integrative functions.

Cellular Mechanisms

Neuronal Excitability

Neuronal excitability depends on a number of interrelated

factors such as resting membrane potential, threshold for

action potential initiation, and input resistance. These are

determined by the regional, cellular, and subcellular expres-

sion and activity of various ion channels and receptors and

thus can vary between compartments within a neuron.

Neurons are very diverse, and thus anesthetic effects can

vary not only between neuronal populations but also with the

neurophysiological state of the neuron, such as its resting

membrane potential and the activity of its synaptic inputs.

GABAA receptors located at extrasynaptic sites are par-

ticularly sensitive to the effects of both intravenous and

volatile anesthetics (Fig. 5.5). Extrasynaptic GABAA

receptors mediate tonic inhibition as opposed to phasic

inhibition resulting from synaptic GABA release and
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activation of synaptic GABAA receptors. Extrasynaptic

GABAA receptors have a high affinity for GABA and are

tonically exposed to low ambient GABA concentrations

in the extrasynaptic space [126]. Hippocampal neurons,

which are critically involved in learning and memory,

exhibit a large tonic current with activation of extrasynaptic

α5-subunit—containing GABAA receptors [127–130] that is

highly sensitive to etomidate, propofol, midazolam, and

isoflurane. These GABAA receptors are highly sensitive to

low concentrations of propofol and isoflurane that produce

amnesia but not unconsciousness. Receptors containing α5-
subunits also contribute to slow phasic (synaptic) currents

that have been discovered in many brain regions

[131]. These receptors provide a potential substrate for the

amnesic properties of anesthetics.

Circuits and Networks

Rhythms and Simulations

The brain generates complex electrical rhythms through

oscillations in field potentials with frequencies that range

in from 10�1 to 102 Hz (cycles per second), as recorded at

the scalp by electroencephalography as the electroencepha-

logram (EEG). These oscillations are state dependent, with

characteristic multiple coexisting oscillations existing

throughout the sleep-wake cycle. Lower frequency rhythms

involve integration over longer time periods and engage

larger areas of the brain, while higher frequency rhythms

allow higher temporal resolution on local scales. Their phys-

iologic roles are unclear, but rhythms of the brain reflect

fundamental higher-order processing, and their modulation

by anesthetics is a useful index of anesthetic action that is

used in various EEG-based monitors of depth of anesthesia.

EEG frequencies from 1.5 to 4 Hz are referred to as

δ-rhythms [132]. Slow rhythms are prominent during

non-REM sleep (slow-wave sleep—SWS). δ-rhythms are

commonly observed under general anesthesia and appear at

loss of consciousness induced by propofol [133]. During

natural SWS, δ-rhythms and sleep spindles are phase-related

to a slower oscillation suggesting functional interaction

[134]. Paroxysmal spindle-like waxing and waning

oscillations overriding slower rhythms are also present in

the cortical EEG under anesthesia, but the underlying physi-

ology and functional significance are unknown.

θ-rhythms are most prominent in the hippocampus and

are associated with sensorimotor and mnemonic functions

during awake behavior [135]. A component of the θ-rhythm
(type I) is affected by amnesic concentrations of isoflurane

[136] and represents a potential network-level signature for

anesthetic-induced amnesia. Type II θ-rhythm is slowed and

potentiated under anesthesia [137].

γ-rhythms include an extremely broad and functionally

heterogeneous spectrum of rhythms that can be subdivided

into slow γ (30–50 Hz), γ (50–90 Hz), fast-γ, ultra-γ, or
ε-rhythms (>90 Hz) [133]. GABAergic synaptic inhibition

plays important roles in γ-physiology, which is reflected in

their modulation by anesthetics. For example, isoflurane

slows the frequency of evoked γ-oscillations (30–90 Hz,

also known as 40 Hz rhythms) [138, 139].

A refinement of this strategy involves the anatomically

discrete application of drugs to nuclei with known function.

For example, the tuberomammillary nucleus (part of the

endogenous sleep pathway) mediates the sedative compo-

nent of anesthesia for some intravenous anesthetics (e.g.,

propofol) [15]. A discrete site of general anesthetic action

for GABAergic drugs in the mesopontine tegmentum has

also been proposed based on this strategy [14, 140].

Genetic Approaches

Genetic strategies to identifying drug targets usually focus

on a particular gene, for example, one identified as poten-

tially important to anesthesia. Targeted mutations that alter

the sensitivity of specific neurotransmitter receptors or ion

channels to anesthetics have been used to identify potential

anesthetic binding sites [99]. The same mutations can be

introduced into model organisms, usually mice, to create

transgenic animals that are tested for their sensitivity to

specific anesthetic end points to test the behavioral relevance

of the altered gene product for the production of anesthesia.

GABAA Receptors
Results from transgenic animals illustrate both the utility

and the difficulties of the genetic approach with respect to

inhaled agents. The conditional forebrain-restricted

GABAA receptor α1-subunit knockout mouse was found

to be less sensitive to isoflurane-induced amnesia than

wild-type mice, and this led to the conclusion that action

at these receptors contributes to its amnesic effects

[141]. By contrast, a mouse harboring a mutation of the

GABAA receptor α1-subunit that renders the receptor

insensitive to isoflurane in vitro did not show reduced

sensitivity to either the amnesic or the immobilizing

effects of isoflurane, leading to the conclusion that this

subunit does not mediate the impairment of learning and

memory by isoflurane [24]. Similar experiments indicate

that action at the GABAA receptor β3-subunit does not

mediate immobility or amnesia by isoflurane [23]. This

“bottom-up” genetic approach is a work intensive but

powerful tool that has yielded clear results with the

receptor-specific intravenous anesthetics [1], but it has

proved more challenging to apply it to the more promis-

cuous inhaled agents (Fig. 5.6).
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Glycine α1-Containing Receptors Pharmacologic studies

supported the notion that glycinergic neurotransmission

might be the effector for the immobilizing action of inhaled

anesthetics in the spinal cord, where glycine replaces GABA

as the principal inhibitory transmitter. However, mice har-

boring mutations that render α1-subunit-containing glycine

receptors largely insensitive to alcohol and inhaled ether

anesthetics do not demonstrate a concordant change in

MAC values. As α1 is the most widely expressed subunit

in adult animals, it is unlikely that action at glycine receptors

plays an important part in the immobilizing action of inhaled

agents [143].

Two-Pore Domain K+ Channels
The use of mice harboring knockout mutations of several

two-pore domain K+ channel (K2P) family members

(TASK-1, TASK-3, TREK-1) has demonstrated a role

for these channels in volatile anesthesia [25–

27]. TASK-1 and TASK-3 also show sensitivity toward

etomidate (but not propofol), though the mechanisms by

which etomidate impairs channel function seem to be

distinct from volatile anesthetics [144]. Drugs with ago-

nistic effects on GABAA receptors as well as propofol

and benzodiazepines have a stronger effect on TASK-1

knockout mice as compared to wild type as they require a

longer recovery time from anesthesia [26]. This effect

was not observed in TREK-1 knockout mice, which

showed no difference in recovery time after anesthesia

with pentobarbital [25]. One hypothesis for this increase

in sensitivity is the upregulation of GABAA receptors in

the knockout group [145].

For example, TREK-1 knockout mice are partially resis-

tant to all volatile anesthetics tested with respect to both loss

of righting reflex (a measure of consciousness) and immobil-

ity, but anesthesia can still be induced, albeit at higher anes-

thetic concentrations. Interestingly, responses to pentobarbital

are unaffected, indicating that the mutation does not cause a

generalized resistance to anesthesia.

Summary

Our understanding of the mechanisms of action of general

anesthetics has advanced significantly over the last 30 years.

The core component states of anesthesia (amnesia, sedation/

unconsciousness, immobility) are separable behavioral

states in vivo, the resolution of which at the molecular and

cellular levels represents a major challenge for contempo-

rary neuroscience. The paradigm has shifted from membrane

lipids to hydrophobic cavities in proteins as the most likely

targets for anesthetics [146]. Despite remarkable progress, a

comprehensive understanding of general anesthetic action

has not been achieved. Compared to inhaled anesthetics, the

intravenous anesthetics exhibit more conventional receptor

pharmacology. Accumulating evidence indicates that no

universal target exists to explain all of the actions of every

Fig. 5.6 Genetically engineered mice with mutations in the GABAA

receptor serve as a model for identifying the molecular targets of

general anesthetics. In a normal wild-type mouse, administration of

propofol or etomidate leads to increased influx of chloride ions (Cl�,
green) through the channel pore after activation with the ligand GABA
(orange). This produces the characteristic behavioral end point hypno-

sis and immobility. Mice carrying a knock-in mutation at amino acid

residue 265 in the β3 subunit of the GABAA receptor (N265M), which

eliminates anesthetic potentiation of the receptor in vitro, markedly

attenuate the effects of propofol and etomidate in vivo by reducing

hypnosis and eliminating immobilization. This provides strong support

for this receptor as the principal anesthetic target for immobilization

and an important contributor to unconsciousness induced by propofol

or etomidate. (Reprinted from Jurd R, Arras M, Lambert S, et al.

General anesthetic actions in vivo strongly attenuated by a point muta-

tion in the GABA(A) receptor beta3 subunit. FASEB J. 2003;17:250–2.

[142]. With permission from Federation of American Societies for

Experimental Biology)
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general anesthetic, or even of a single anesthetic agent, but

an important role for GABAA receptors has been established

for propofol, etomidate, and benzodiazepines.
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As anaesthesiologists, our drugs and their pharmacology are

among our most important tools. Compared with most other

physicians, we use high doses of very efficient and potent

drugs with strong and actually intoxicating effects, for a very

defined period of time. General anaesthesia may be said to

be a “state of controlled drug intoxication”, and for that

reason the proper and thorough knowledge of pharmacology

of the relatively few drugs we use is crucial.

In this chapter I will limit the discussion to general

anaesthetic drugs (analgesics and hypnotics) given

intravenously.

General Aspects

Basically the relation between a given dose and the observed

effect may be split into two (Fig. 6.1):

1. Relation between dose and plasma level

(pharmacokinetics)

2. Relation between plasma level and effect(s)

(pharmacodynamics)

While we as clinical anaesthesiologists primarily are

interested in the dose–effect relationship, it is still very useful

to know the laws who dictate the plasma concentration.

Better understanding of plasma concentration will help us

in hitting the desired effect level more precisely.

As the mechanisms and target cells of strong hypnotic,

analgesic and anti-nociceptive drugs are inside the central

nervous system, the anaesthetic drugs have to be lipid solu-

ble in order to penetrate the blood–brain barrier and be

effective in the central nervous system. Lipid solubility

creates two problems; the drugs are also distributed very

extensively into all other cells and tissues, and they will

not readily be excreted through the kidneys.

Fortunately, the brain and spinal cord is very well per-

fused so they will have access to a large number of drug

molecules initially after a bolus dose or start of high-dose

infusion, before other tissues “steal” a large number of drug

molecules (Fig. 6.2). Then, the infusion has to be adjusted on

an appropriate level to compensate for the ongoing loss of

drug into tissues which are abundant in volume and not

relevant for any anaesthetic effect, but some side effects.

The speed and amount of drug diffusion into different organs

is dependent upon blood flow to the organ, plasma concen-

tration, concentration gradient between blood and tissue and

drug solubility in the tissues.

The infusion has to compensate for both these

mechanisms. The lipid-soluble IV drugs need to be

transformed into water-soluble inactive metabolites, which

subsequently are excreted renally (Fig. 6.3).

Whereas a lot of molecules have been tested and work for

general anaesthesia, the present selection of common drugs

have been through an almost evolutionary process with

selection of the best drugs with some beneficial features in

common: they have low toxicity, low potential of anaphy-

lactic reactions, high speed of metabolism, inactive

metabolites and metabolism by 1.order mechanism which

ensure a constant fraction being metabolized all the time (see

later). In contrast to zero-order metabolisms (a constant

amount per time), the first-order mechanism will protect

somewhat against unlimited accumulation with overdose.

This is because with 1.order metabolism, potential accumu-

lation of drug in plasma will also result in more drug

molecules getting metabolized. By constant continuous dos-

ing, the elimination will eventually (after three to five times

the elimination half-life) increase until being equal to the

supply of drugs per time, and the plasma will reach a stable

ceiling level.
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For most drugs, metabolism takes place in the liver. With

a liver flow of 1.5 l per min in an adult, this will also be the

maximum potential clearance of a liver-metabolized drug.

Clearance is defined as the amount of blood which is fully

cleaned of drug per time unit.

For some drugs, such as propofol, there is an extrahe-

patic metabolism (enzymes in lung, gut, etc.); thus, the

clearance may be somewhat higher than liver blood flow.

The even more efficient way of ensuring a rapid drug

elimination is to construct drugs which are eliminated by

enzymes being widespread in the body, and thus a more

extensive and liver-independent degradation. This is the

case with remifentanil, being degraded by tissue esterases

very rapidly and extensively. There is also work in

progress of having propofol-like or benzodiazepine drugs

constructed this way in order to ensure an ultra-rapid

metabolism.

With the neuromuscular blocking agents and reversal

agents, there is no need to have lipid soluble drugs, because

the effect site is on surface of the muscular membrane and

accessible to water-soluble drugs. Although some of these

also have a partly degradation in the liver, they do not diffuse

so readily through membranes and into cells, thus their

distribution volumes are lower.

A Good Model

A good model shall help us with describing what has hap-

pened and predict what is going to happen with a planned

dose for a specific patient. Sometimes a model may also give

some understanding as to what is happening and why, but

this is not necessary for a model to be helpful. For instance,

the commonly used three-compartment models may talk

about distribution volumes of 2–300 l in a 70 kg adult,

which has nothing to do with anatomy or physiology, but

still the model may be very helpful in describing and

predicting what is going on.

For intravenous drugs the plasma concentration will be

determined by the dose given (in weight units of drug), the

distribution to different tissues in the body and the elimina-

tion from the body. This is illustrated in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3,

both being very rough anatomical models.

Such models may be developed further by listing every

relevant organ in the body (including circulating blood) with

Fig. 6.1 A mg/kg dose will result in a spread of plasma concentrations

of about �30–50 % around an average, due to kinetic reasons. Even if

we hit a specific plasma target, there will be a further and larger spread

of effect, due to dynamic reasons

Fig. 6.2 Any injected drug will

rapidly be distributed in artery

blood to the central nervous

system (brain in figure).

However, on the way, much will

be lost by uptake into the rest of

the body (tissue) and by ongoing

elimination (metabolism

clearance)
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their volumes and weight and blood flow received). Then for

each specific drug, we may add the solubility of the drug in

the different organs and the diffusion speed of drug into or

out of the organ and then construct a very accurate picture on

how and where all drug molecules given IV will distribute at

any given time in the total body.

Such an attempt of modelling is done. However, in order

to construct such a model, we will need a vast amount of

measurements in all relevant tissues, and we do not actually

need all this information in order to tell us the two major

issues of interest: what is the concentration of drug in

plasma? What is the anticipated effect in the target organs

of brain and spinal cord?

Thus, we will do well by simplifying this model of ten

organs into a construct of three compartments as we do in

Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.3 Anatomical model of

anaesthesia pharmacology: an

anaesthetic drug is delivered to

plasma from vaporizer (via lungs)

or IV as bolus injections or

infusions. From plasma the drug

will diffuse into the CNS where

the effects of sleep and anti-

nociception (analgesia) are

initiated. Simultaneously there

will be a large amount of drug

diffusing into the rest of the body.

Also, a process of metabolism in

the liver is starting by water

soluble, inactive metabolite

which is excreted in the urine

Fig. 6.4 This is a simplified

model where all body are

“pooled” into three compartments
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This model is more practical for dosing and calculation,

both in terms of measuring what we need for constructing the

model and using mathematical methods in calculating rele-

vant information for our patients. The mathematical con-

struct of V1 may be (although very roughly!) regarded as

analogue to plasma þ the extracellular fluid and some tissue

very close to blood vessels, whereas V2 may be the medium-

perfused parts of the body (such as muscular tissue) and V3

the poorly perfused tissue, including fat and bone tissue.

But in order to use such a model, we need some basic

terms and definitions.

Some pharmacokinetic terms, as defined by an everyday
project:

The everyday project:

• The author will fill the sink with herbal salt in water for an

adequate footbath, then empty the sink, then have some

lunch and then (see the TCI model discussion) change to

jeans! (Fig. 6.5).

Building the model for the steady-state situation:

1. How much water do we need to fill in order to have an

adequate effect, that is, a water level of 10 cm with herbal

salt at 1 g/l to cover the feet and ankle?

2. Obviously, if we have the feet in a small sink, we will

need much less water and herbal salt than if we have the

feet in a bathtub, nor to say in a swimming pool (Fig. 6.6).

If we put 10 g of salt into the 10 cm water level bath and

measure the concentration of salt to be 1 g/l, we may

calculate the volume of the container we put the feet into

by the formula: volume ¼ dose given (10 g)/concentra-

tion of salt 1 g/l ¼ 10 l. If we measure a concentration of

0.1 g salt per litre, we know that the volume of the

container is 100 l. This is in parallel with IV drugs: if

we measure a level of X in plasma and know the dose

given (Y ), we can calculate the distribution volume of the

drug by the formula: Distribution volume ¼ Dose given/

Plasma concentration. This is in direct parallel with IV

drugs: if we measure a level of X in plasma and know the

dose given (Y ), we can calculate the distribution volume

of the drug by the formula: Distribution volume ¼ Dose

given/Plasma concentration.

However, in order to do more easy calculations, we

want to have same concentrations in all three

Fig. 6.5 The footbath analogy: an adequate amount of water to soak

the feet with an appropriate concentration of salt (see text)

Fig. 6.6 The footbath analogy:

how much water (¼volume for

distribution) do you need to fill in

to have an adequate level of water
to get your feet wet: not much in

the sink—a huge amount in the

pool. An adequate amount of

water to soak the feet with an

appropriate concentration of salt

(see text)
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compartments; thus, we “stretch” the V2 to twice the size,

i.e. to 32 l, andV3 to six times the size (Fig. 6.7c), i.e. 202 l,

in order to have concentration of X everywhere (Fig. 6.7a).

Thus, we conclude that the total distribution volume

of propofol at steady state in this model is 250 l in a

70 kg man, or 3.6 l per kg. If we extrapolate to a 60 kg

woman, this will be 3.6 � 60 ¼ 216 l.

3. Then we need to know how to empty the footbath when

we are finished.

The rate of emptying will have to do with how much

water we need to empty (i.e. the distribution volume, the

higher the volume—the more to empty) and the size of

the outlet (Fig. 6.8). The bigger the outlet, the higher rate

of emptying. The speed of emptying through the outlet is

called the clearance and should be measured in some

amount (e.g. litres) per unit of time (e.g. min).

4. But we also need to know if the speed of water (ml/min)

through the outlet is a constant amount irrespectively of

Fig. 6.7 (a–c) This is how a semi-anatomical model of compartments

of total 70 l (a) in a 70 kg person may look like in terms of propofol

concentrations (X-2X and 6X at steady state after a 12–24 h period of

infusion). The higher concentration in V2 and V3 are due to the fact

that much more drug binds in the tissue than V1 (which is mostly

water), although the free fraction for diffusion equlibrium is the same

in all compartments. In part (b) the two compartments, V2 and V3, are

“stretched” in order to “dilute” the propofol to the same concentrations

(part (c)) as V1 has in part (a)
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how much water there is in the sink or if there is some

association of higher speed with higher amount. For that,

we may look at the lunch table example:

Let’s say there are two ways of eating from a lunch table

(Fig. 6.9):

a. You take the same amount of food or calories,

whether the table is huge with lots of dishes or

small with just two to three dishes to choose from.

This is 0-order way of eating and is the way the liver

eats alcohol, about 0.15 units per hour, whether you

have 4 units or 0.5 units per litre in your blood. It

takes much more time to half empty the blood when

you have 4 units at start.

b. You feel you like to taste a bite of everything on the

table, that is, ten bites for ten dishes and three bites

for three dishes. You will eat the same fraction of the

table always, but the amount will be very different.

This is the way the liver eats propofol; the liver will eat

the same fraction whether the blood concentration is

high or low (Fig. 6.10). This is the 1.order way of

eating, which means it will take the same time to

half empty the blood, irrespectively of the starting

concentration.

Actually, the drugs we use in modern anaesthesia have a

1.order elimination, because 0.order elimination drugs

are hard to dose, as they may accumulate to very high

Fig. 6.8 This illustrates different

clearances when you want to

empty something, in the patient, a

drug—in the figure a volume of

water. The low clearance is from

the sink, and the high clearance

will be from the leaking

swimming pool, whereas the lures

in the bathroom floor have an

intermediate clearance

How to empty a lunch table?

* Two ways of “eating” (lunch):

- same amount always ‡ 0.order

- same fraction always ‡ 1.order

???

Fig. 6.9 The clearance of food

by eating from a lunch table may

have two approaches: either you

want to taste a little of everything

(the more food, the more you

eat ¼ 1.order process) or you just

want to eat a preset amount,

irrespective of how much you are

offered (0-order process)
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concentrations with dosing errors. With an infusion of a

1.order drug, the elimination (i.e. amount) will increase

as the plasma concentration increase, until the amount

eliminated is as high as the dose given per time unit, thus

reaching an upper plateau or safe upper limit for plasma

concentration after about three to five times the half-life

of elimination.

5. But even though we have established our drug as a 1.

order elimination drug, we need to know how big is the

fraction eliminated every time or time unit. For the lunch

example: do we take 1 bite of every dish or 2 bites? For

the liver, which receives an “offer” of 1.5 l of blood every
minute in the adult: how much does the liver eat from this

offer? For propofol it is very simple and fortunate: the

liver eats everything, that is, with a propofol concentra-

tion of 4 mg/l blood, the liver eats 6 mg propofol every

minute (4 mg/l � 1.5 l per min). We may say that the

liver clearance is 100 % of the flow, that is, 1.5 l is fully

cleared every minute. If the liver instead is offered fenta-

nyl, it only eats about 50 %, that is, for 1.5 l liver flow

during a minute, there is only a 50 % clearance. Instead

of saying “50 % clearance of 1.5 l”, we instead divide the
liver flow into volume of blood fully cleared and volume

not cleared at all. For fentanyl: 1.5 l 50 % cleared will be

the same as 0.75 l not cleared þ0.75 l fully cleared. We

will for simplicity always do this in our model, talk about

amount of blood fully cleared, that is, for fentanyl 0.75 l

per minute.

Now, we have built a model for steady-state situation

with distribution volume at steady state and clearance

(Fig. 6.11). In this model the time to half the concentration

when the dosing (or infusion) stops is given by the relation:

T½ ¼ k � VD/clearance. Also in this situation the dosing is

very simple if we want to keep a steady plasma concentra-

tion; we simply replace the amount cleared every time unit;

in our example of propofol of 4 mg/l blood concentration,

we need to give 6 mg every minute. In this situation we do

not actually need the three-compartment model; it is enough

to know the clearance.

But very few anaesthetics last for 12–24 h, which is what

we need to create a steady state. Thus we need to know more

on two important situations:

a. How much drug do we need in the start?

b. How much drug do we need in the phase after start and

until steady state is reached?

How Much Drug Do We Need in the Start?

In the very start, we do not need to pay much attention to

elimination or distribution to slowly perfused tissues in V2

Fig. 6.10 Liver clearance

(i.e. metabolism) of lipid soluble

drugs. The liver receives 1.5 L

blood per min in an average adult.

If every molecule in that delivery

is metabolised to inactive

substances, the clearance is 1.5 L

per min. If only half of molecules

is cleared (50 %), half of the 1.5 L

are fully cleared (i.e. clearance is

0.75 l/min), whereas half is

non-cleared. In the figure (from

top) we see an illustration of

50, 75 and 100 % clearance
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and V3, but the focus is the size of V1. Basically, we can do a

blood sample just after a rapid bolus dose and calculate the

immediate distribution volume, which is the same as V1, by the

formula:

Drug concentration ¼ Dose=volume of V1:

Here we may run into discussion about where to take our

blood sample, and what will be the relevant concentration for

the brain. If we, for instance, take a venous sample, as was

done for the Marsh pharmacokinetic model, we may find that

a 2 mg/kg dose in a 70 kg adult gave a venous plasma

concentration of 4.4 mg/l, thus a volume of V1 of 32 l.

However, if we do like the Schnider model and take an

arterial sample, we may find a concentration of 25 mg/ml and

calculate a V1 of 5.5 l.

This discrepancy is some of the explanations for different

models dosing quite differently in the start, but in a clinical

situation, we also have to include the aspects of speed of

infusion of drug into the CNS and the delay from plasma to

onset of effect (see later).

How Much Drug Do We Need in the Phase After
Start and Until Steady State Is Reached?

In this situation we have to compensate both for

elimination of drug (clearance) and the distribution of

drug into all tissues in the body. If we use the Marsh

model and already have filled the V1 with 4.4 mg/l of

propofol, we know that during 12 h we shall fill another

234 l of body tissue (take 1030 mg/propofol), and we

have to compensate for 6.6 mg eaten by the liver every

minute, that is, 4752 mg propofol during 12 h to compen-

sate for clearance and keep a steady concentration of

4.4 mg/l blood.

The question is how we adjust our infusion rate for such a

project; we need to know the speed of diffusion into V2 and

V3, or the time constants for such diffusion.

These data may be derived from plasma concentration

measurements in volunteers or patients after defined dosing

of drugs. The distribution and elimination of IV drugs after

dosing, thanks to first-order elimination, follows logarithmic

laws (Fig. 6.12) and may be well described in a three-

compartment model, as we have used already.

A bolus dose will result in a very high initial plasma concen-

tration (in V1) which subsequently diffuses into V2 and V3

(Fig. 6.13). Because both V2 and V3 receives drug by a

high concentration gradient initially, the decline in

plasma concentration and decline in V1 concentration is

rapid, but then slower as V2 comes in equilibrium with V1.

The third compartment (V3) fills very slowly due to lower

blood perfusion. Also, a constant (in terms of fraction of

plasma drug metabolized per time) metabolism will go

on, responsible for only a small fraction of total decline in

plasma concentration initially.

Then all compartments (V1–3) in the body are in diffusion

equilibrium, and the drug amount metabolized is equal to the

amount given per time unit if the concentration is steady.

With a model such as in Fig. 6.3 and data about V1, V2, V3

and clearance and speed of equilibration between the

compartments, computerized modelling may be used in

order to predict the relevant plasma concentration in any

patient at any time after a given setup for dosing (bolus

(es) and/or infusion(s)). Examples of such modelling are

presented in the Stanpump® (http://anesthesia.stanford.edu/

pkpd), RUGLOOP® (http://users.skynet.be/fa491447/index.

html) and Tivatrainer® (www.eurosiva.org) simulation

programmes, which are very helpful for understanding intra-

venous dosing and predicting plasma levels.

The modelling of a fixed intravenous drug dose will

surely depend on the patient weight; thus, the weight is

always included in such models; basically quite simple: double

weight means double dose in order to have same plasma

concentration.

Taking other patient features into account may increase

the precision of prediction, but they are often not included

because they are difficult to calculate and interpret into

mathematical models of drug pharmacokinetics. Examples

Fig. 6.11 Steady-state picture of propofol in a three-compartment

model, 70 kg adult patient. Note that the V2 and V3 are upgraded in

order to contain propofol at the same concentration as in plasma. In a

pure anatomical model (total volume ¼ 70 l), the V2 would be 16 l and

propofol concentration 2X, whereas the V3 would be 38 l and propofol

concentration about 6X
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are age, fat or lean (relation between weight and height),

gender, changes in the liver or kidney function, etc.

What About Stopping Dosing Before Steady
State Is Reached?

One very important concept for the practical anaesthetist is

to know what happens with the pharmacokinetics when we

stop dosing before reaching steady state.

This concept is

The context-sensitive elimination time.

This is the time taken to achieve a predefined reduction of

plasma concentration from the stop of dosing. The reduction

is a net result of elimination (clearance) þ distribution from

plasma to nonequilibrated tissue. The term is usually used in

conjunction with constant dosing (fixed dose per time unit)

and looking for a reduction of 50 %, i.e. the context-sensitive

half-time.

In Fig. 6.13, we have simulated the situation after 1 h of

stable propofol infusion, compared with 6 h infusion. If we

stop the infusion after 1 h, there is a large gradient of diffusion

Fig. 6.12 Propofol plasma

concentration (red) after a 2 mg/

kg bolus dose in a 70 kg adult.

The green curve is a qualitative
estimation of strength of hypnotic

effect. The peak effect is about

3–4 min after the start of bolus,

and a result of the delay from

plasma to CNS and the decay of

the plasma curve

Fig. 6.13 Propofol is given for

1 h (left panel) or 6 h (right
panel). Note that in both cases the
V2 is in equilibrium with the V1,

but the V3 is “filled” less after 1 h

than after 6 h. When the infusion

stops the time to 50 %, drop in

plasma concentration (¼V1) will

be shorter after 1 h because the

diffusion gradient to V3 is larger
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into V3, “helping” us to half the concentration fairly quick,

compared with the situation after 6 h, where the gradient is

lower. In both situations the diffusion into V3 adds to the

contribution from the clearance, which is running all the time.

A 50 % reduction is usually the easiest to estimate and

also fairly relevant for intermediate dosing of IV hypnotics

for sleep and analgesics for stress response attenuation. With

50 % reduction in such doses, you may expect the patient to

wake up (50 % reduction in hypnotic agent) and breathe

spontaneously (50 % reduction in opioid).

Still, the context-sensitive concept may be used for any

kind of dosing schedule and endpoints of 20, 80 % or any

other degree of reduction may be applied.

With a carefully titrated and down-adjusted general

anaesthetic combination for closing the wound at end of

surgery, it may sometimes be relevant to check for only

further 20 % reduction of analgesic or hypnotic drugs in

order to have the patient breathing or awake, respectively.

With high dosing for, e.g. coronary surgery, it may be

appropriate to look for 80 % reduction for the concentrations

before breathing and verbal contact are achieved.

Figure 6.14 shows the context elimination half-life for

propofol and some relevant opioids (see later for individual

drug description).

Pharmacodynamics of intravenous drugs:

Pharmacodynamics has to do with both

a. Timing of effect onset/offset

b. Strength of effect

c. Type of effect

Timing

Basically a drug has to pass some steps from being in plasma

into exerting effect (Fig. 6.15):
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Fig. 6.14 This is a drawing of

context-sensitive half-life of five

relevant drugs as defined by

duration of an infusion for

constant plasma level

Fig. 6.15 The drug has a way to

go from being in plasma until the

relevant site for effect is reached

(see text)
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• Diffusion out of blood vessel (through blood–brain

barrier)

• Diffusion in extracellular fluid

• Surface of effect or cell

• Binding to a receptor or cell surface or structure inside

cell

• Biologic effect

The biologic effect may be fast, such as opening an ion

channel, more slowly such as activating protein synthesis

(e.g. NSAIDS) or even more slowly such as activating DNA

and protein synthesis (e.g. corticosteroids). As the drugs

differ both in their biological effect mechanism and how

fast they get from plasma to the effect site, there is a differ-

ence in time to onset. This difference may be expressed by a

constant, keO, a high constant means a rapid onset, or short

T½ keO which is the time taken for 50 % equilibration

from plasma to effect site. Both these terms are theoretical

constructs based on assumption on stable plasma

concentrations. In the three-compartment model, we may

add an effect compartment, embedded in V1 (since the

CNS is very well perfused), as shown in Fig. 6.16.

The time to peak effect after a bolus dose is the result

of both the effect delay per se and the effects on

plasma-to-brain gradient in dynamic change due to distribu-

tion of drug out of plasma. With infusion only, the time to

peak effect will be prolonged, but this is due to the slow

increase in plasma concentration more than delay from

plasma to effect site (Fig. 6.17).

KeOs and time to peak effect are given for some drugs in

Table 6.1.

Knowing the time to peak effect after bolus is useful in

three important contexts:

1. Go for the maximum effect when the trauma is maximal,

such as during intubation or start of surgery.

2. Titrate a drug until proper level. Titration is to give a dose

and wait for full effect. If the full effect is insufficient, a

new dose is given and then wait for effect and so on. With

a short time to peak effect, the process of titration goes

faster.

3. Anticipate risk of side effects. For instance, with a slow-

acting drug such as morphine, the event of respiratory

depression will evolve slowly, patients being gradually

drowsy and then reduce the respiratory frequency before

eventual apnoea by the time of the peak effect after

15–20 min. With alfentanil the maximal effect comes

much more rapidly may be with a sudden apnoea 2 min

after a bolus. Thus, with a slow-acting drug you have to

watch longer in order to feel safe, and titration is slower.

A positive aspect will be that you have more time to

observe problems emerging and have some more time to

call for help and find appropriate drugs and equipment

needed. The negative effect of slow action is that

you have to wait and observe the patient for longer in

order to be sure to not miss the time of maximum side

effect.

Strength of Effect

The computer programmes will usually simulate the time

course and relative strength of effect changes, but not the

actual level of clinical effect. For instance, with remifentanil

the young and the elderly will have a fairly similar effect-site

curve, but in the elderly the actual clinical effect may be

twice as strong [1]. This is probably due to increased CNS

sensitivity for opioids in the elderly and should be taken into

account when choosing a dosing level or target of plasma or

effect site in the elderly. It also seems that females need a

little more hypnotic agent in order to be asleep than males;

again the plasma or effect-site levels of drug may be similar,

but the brain sensitivity may differ [2].

Fig. 6.16 Mathematically based three-compartment model with effect

compartment embedded in V1. In the middle is V1, which receives drug

and may be analogue to plasma and surrounding fluids. The level of red
corresponds to drug concentration. From V1 there is a good diffusion

(large opening) of drug into V2 which will get into equilibrium with V1

within 10–30 min. A much slower diffusion takes place into V3 (narrow
opening) which is the larger part of the body, fairly poorly circulated.

We may also note a constant “leakage” of drug from V1, which

represents the clearance, inactivation and/or excretion of drug. The

small green compartment inside V1 is the CNS or effect compartment.

The level of drug (red; green in the brain) is an example of simulation

10 min after a bolus dose of propofol (from Tivatrainer®)
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The strength of effect may be expressed in an intravenous

analogue of MAC, the ED50 or EC50. Effective dose,

ED50, is the dose needed in order to have the effect

(e.g. sleep, no movement on incision) in 50 % of patients;

the effective concentration, EC50, is the plasma concentra-

tion needed.

The variability in ED will always be larger than

variability in EC, because a dose may result in a variety of

plasma concentrations. With EC we anticipate a given

plasma concentration and only compensate for variability

in sensitivity.

In order to go from EC50 to EC95 (effective concentra-

tion for effect in 95 % of patients), the dose needs to be

increased by 40–50 %; from ED50 to ED95 increase by

60–80 %. The interindividual variability in EC (and thus

ED) is generally larger for opioids than for hypnotic agents,

and we must be prepared for quite some variability in clini-

cal need of opioids compared to other drugs, even in an

otherwise normal patient. The range may be up to fivefold,

i.e. the patient with minimal opioid need will require

one-fifth of the dose in a patient with maximal need for the

same standardized stimulus.

Type of Effect: Side Effect

The intravenous anaesthetic drugs also have side effects; the

most important and frequent are circulatory and respiratory

effects. These different effects come from different organs

and effector cells, and each effect has a specific time-effect

profile and delay (keO), which is different to the basic

effects of general anaesthesia: hypnosis and anti-

nociception.

Respiratory Effects

The opioids cause a dose-dependent reduction in respiration

frequency, ending in apnoea. When the patients get drowsy

and the respiratory rate is below 8–10 per minute, it may be a
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repeated, with same interval,

small, identical bolus doses over

time. Time to peak effect is

determined more by the slow rise

in plasma, than delay in plasma-

effect-site equilibration

Table 6.1 Delay (min) from drug being in plasma until effect

T½ for

equilibration

Time to maximal

effect between plasma

and effect site (T½keO)
after a bolus dose

Barbiturates (thiopenthone) 1.2 1.0–2.0

Propofol 2.6 1.5–3.5

Midazolam 5.6 5–7

Diazepam 2 1–3

Opioids

Remifentanil 1.2 1–2

Alfentanil 1.1 1.5–3

Fentanyl 5.8 4–5

Morphine ? 10–20

NSAID ? 15–30

Corticosteroid ? 60–120

The table shows in the middle column the half-life of equilibration from

plasma to effect site for some relevant drugs (means that good data are

not available), whereas the right column shows the time to maximal

effect after a single bolus dose. The figures in both columns are average

estimates from different sources and may vary considerably, whereas

the ranking of speed between different drugs are better established
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warning of apnoea potentially emerging. Inability to main-

tain free airway may be absent or present.

The ventilatory depression, being CNS driven, usually

follows the analgesic and sedative effect fairly closely.

Respiratory depression may be counteracted by stimulation,

verbal or (more efficient) tactile and even painful. In a worst

case, these effects may always be reversed by naloxone,

which will also reverse the analgesia abruptly if not titrated

very carefully.

The respiratory depression with hypnotics is usually

regarded as less than with opioids, but it is difficult to sort

out equipotency of these two drug classes, as the anaesthetic

effects are quite different. Respiratory depression with

hypnotics is clinically evident as inability to maintain free

airway and shallow tidal volumes, whereas the ventilator

frequency may be normal or low. Propofol will always result

in apnoea with high doses, whereas the benzodiazepines are

safer in terms of very high dose needed for respiratory arrest.

Also, with the benzodiazepines, full reversal is possible with

flumazenil.

Circulatory Effects

The circulatory effects will be a mixture of drug effects in

the CNS and peripheral effects directly in the heart and

vessel walls (vasodilatation), as well as the physiological

effect of going to sleep with subsequent reduction in sym-

pathetic nerve tone. A drop in blood pressure and heart rate

during general anaesthetic induction is almost always seen

(except with ketamine), unless the surgery or other stimu-

lation starts concomitantly. Although elective patients also

are slightly hypovolaemic (from fasting), they usually tol-

erate well a short-lasting drop in syst BP down to the 70–90

range, as organ flow is well maintained, and oxygen con-

sumption low when being asleep. Kazama and co-workers

have shown that the maximal drop in blood pressure is

delayed for 2–3 min when compared to maximal hypnotic

effect of propofol in the average adult. In the elderly, the

delay after sleep is 5–6 min, and the drop is larger, probably

due to stiffer myocardium and vessel walls in the

elderly [2].

Intravenous Drug Interactions: Opioids
and Hypnotics

Basically, general anaesthesia may be achieved with a very

high dose of hypnotic drug alone. As a parallel, a patient

with a severe benzodiazepine intoxication is unconscious

and may not react to pain stimuli; thus surgery is possible.

Propofol at a dose fivefold of being asleep will provide the

same feature, but this is not very practical in terms of drug

economy, cardiovascular depression and speed of recovery.

Opioids, on the other hand, may provide excellent abolish-

ment of pain reaction when the dose is high enough but is not

reliable as hypnotics. Although most patients will be asleep

most of the time on a high-dose opioid, some may be fully

awake in an unpredictable manner for periods. Thus, general

anaesthesia with intravenous drugs only, total intravenous

anaesthesia (TIVA), is usually achieved with a combination

of opioid and hypnotic, most often propofol.

Opioids will reduce the dose need of propofol for sleep by

20–50 % at fairly low doses, such as alfentanil 1–2 mg in an

adult, or remifentanil plasma level of 2.5–5.0 ng/ml. Increas-

ing the opioid dose does not add much to further dose

reduction of propofol for being asleep.

Thus a minimum dose of propofol at 3–4 mg/kg/h for

maintenance or target of 1.5–1.8 μg/ml (Marsh model, see

below) should be used for sleep, irrespectively if the opioid

dose is high or low.

Propofol will reduce the need of opioids for anti-

nociception in a dose-related manner, anything from 10 to

20 % reduction with a low sleeping dose (6 mg/kg/h or

target 3 μg/ml) to almost 90–100 % if the dose is five to

six times higher (target of 15–20 μg/ml).

The practical approach will depend on the type of opioid

in use as demonstrated by Vuyk and colleagues in

their important work on EC50 and EC95 values for propofol

þ opioid combination in open abdominal surgery

(Table 6.2 [3]).

The major point with opioid þ propofol combination is

to use a high dose of the drug with shorter context-sensitive

elimination half-life. With alfentanil or remifentanil that

means to have a low and stable concentration of propofol

to ensure sleep and then “play” with opioid adjustments in

medium to high dose according to strength of nociceptive

stimulation. This is also logical, because the variable stimu-

lus during surgery is pain and nociception, whereas the need

of being asleep is stable.

With short-lasting use of fentanyl (or low doses;

i.e. 0.1–0.2 mg for a less than 30 min procedure, or less

than 0.1 mg/h) the same strategy, i.e. low-dose propofol for

sleep, may be used. However, if the use of fentanyl is more

extensive, then a more rapid recovery will result by increas-

ing the propofol dose with up to 100 % and subsequently

reducing the dose of fentanyl.

As to respiratory depression, opioids are more potent than

propofol, but the combination is synergistic.

Target Control Infusion (TCI) (See Chap. 8)

Target control infusion is no magic, but merely a device to

help in dosing intravenous drugs more precisely and with

less effort. As to the central nervous system and the clinical

effector cells, they do not care for whether the drug is
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given by syringe, infusion or computer; the cells react upon

the number of drug molecules present at the effect sites.

Still, with a TCI system, you may ensure a rapid onset, a

stable effect when needed, a rapid offset or reduction in

effect and less work with dosing and calculations.

The Logic of TCI

With a manual scheme for giving propofol, you may get to a

good result in ensuring rapid and stable sleep in an adult by

the following recipe: start with bolus 1.5 mg/kg together

with an infusion of 10 mg/kg/h for 10 min, then adjust

infusion to 8 mg/kg/h for another 10 min; then adjust to

6 mg/kg/h which is maintained for the rest of the case. If

this seems to be too much, then adjust the infusion down by

2 mg/kg/min or if this seems to be too low dose, give another

bolus of 0.5 mg/kg and adjust the infusion up with 2 mg/kg/

h. Stop infusion by the end of the case (Fig. 6.18a).

This recipe is based on the weight of the patient and then

simple calculations on bolus dose and pump rates. If we call

this recipe for “Recipe X”, we may programme a

computerized pump to do this automatically. We programme

the computer with patient weight and push the start button:

the computer will give the bolus dose and the infusion and

automatically adjust rate after 10 and 20 min without any

more actions from the anaesthetists. If the anaesthetist tells

the computer to go “up”, the computer will deliver the small

bolus and adjust the infusion rate. If the anaesthetist tells the

computer to go “down”, the computer pump will stop for

some minutes and then start the infusion at the lower level.

By programming this “Recipe X” into the computerized

pump, we have made a simple TCI plasma system. If we run

this programme in a series of patients and do measurements

on stable propofol plasma concentrations 15 min after start

of the programme, we may find that the average plasma

concentration is about 3 μg/ml (Fig. 6.18b). Thus, we have

programmed our pump to deliver a plasma target concen-

tration of 3 μg/ml. If we test the plasma levels 15 min after

doing the “up” and “down” adjustments, we may find a

concentration of 4 and 2 μg/ml, respectively. Thus, we

have made a programme for how the pump should work

when we want to increase the target to four or reduce the

target to two. By testing different ways of dosing, measuring

plasma concentrations (in patients or volunteers) and fit into

mathematical algorithms, we can make a programme for

how to dose for any given target in any patient; the only

thing we need to tell the computer in the OR is the weight of

Table 6.2 Recommended combinations of propofol þ opioid

Alfentanil EC50–EC95

(90–130 ng/ml)

Fentanyl EC50–EC95

(1.1–1.6 ng/ml)

Sufentanil EC50–EC95

(0.14–0.20 ng/ml)

Remifentanil EC50–EC95

(4.7–8.0 ng/ml)

Opioid

Bolus 25–35 μg/kg in 30 s 3 μg/kg in 30 s 0.15–0.25 μg/kg in 30 s 1.5–2 μg/kg in 30 s

Infusion 1 50–75 μg kg�1 h�1 for 30 min 1.5–2.5 μg kg�1 h�1 for

30 min

0.15–0.22 μg kg�1 h�1 13–22 μg kg�1 h�1 for 20 min

Infusion 2 30–42.5 μg kg�1 h�1

thereafter

1.3–2 μg kg�1 h�1 up to

150 min

11.5–19 μg kg�1 h�1 thereafter

Infusion 3 0.7–1.4 μg kg�1 h�1

thereafter

Propofol EC50–EC95

(3.2–4.4 μg/ml)

Propofol EC50–EC95

(3.4–5.4 μg/ml)

Propofol EC50–EC95

(3.3–4.5 μg/ml)

Propofol EC50–EC95

(2.5–2.8 μg/ml)

Propofol

Bolus 2.0–2.8 mg/kg in 30 s 2.0–3.0 mg/kg in 30 s 2.0–2.8 mg/kg in 30 s 1.5 mg/kg in 30 s

Infusion 1 9–12 mg kg�1 h�1 for 40 min 9–15 mg kg�1 h�1 for

40 min

9–12 mg kg�1 h�1 for 40 min 7–8 mg kg�1 h�1 for 40 min

Infusion 2 7–10 mg kg�1 h�1 for

150 min

7–12 mg kg�1 h�1 for

150 min

7–10 mg kg�1 h�1 for 150 min 6–6.5 mg kg�1 h�1 for 150 min

Infusion 3 6.5–8 mg kg�1 h�1 thereafter 6.5–11 mg kg�1 h�1

thereafter

6.5–8 mg kg�1 h�1 thereafter 5–6 mg kg�1 h�1 thereafter

From Vuyk, Jaap; Mertens, Martijn J. Propofol Anesthesia and Rational Opioid Selection Determination of Optimal EC50EC95 Propofol Opioid

Concentrations that Assure Adequate Anesthesia and a Rapid Return of Consciousness. Anesthesiology. Dec 1, 1997. Vo. 87. No 6. Reprinted with

permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.

In the brackets are shown the appropriate target concentrations required, whereas the bolus þ infusion figure show the relevant manual dosing for

that target

The figures are based on measurements of plasma concentrations of different combinations of alfentanil and propofol during open abdominal

surgery, and the optimal combination for most rapid emergence after 3 h anaesthesia. EC50 and EC95 are the dose combination needed to keep

50 % and 95 % of the patients nonmoving all the time, respectively. The figures for the other opioids are extrapolated from the alfentanil

clinical tests

Generally in ambulatory patients, we will go even lower in propofol (1.8–2.2 μg/ml) unless the patient is paralyzed, then target of 2.5–2.8 may be

appropriate during phases of deep relaxation (i.e. unable to move)
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the patient and the target we will like to have. This is the

concept of the original Marsh plasma target control infusion
algorithm, which was widely used with propofol-prefilled

syringes for pumps programmed with the Diprifusor® soft-

ware (www.eurosiva.org). When testing with blood samples,

the Marsh algorithm gave quite different plasma levels in

different patients (þ/�30–50 % around target) and also

tended to give somewhat higher plasma levels than the

preset target [4]. Still it was still very useful and gained

high popularity in clinical everyday practice. It provided a

stable level, and the clinicians soon learnt what a relevant

proper starting target in their patients should be and how to

easily adjust up or down according to clinical needs.

A limitation with the Marsh algorithm was that only

weight was adjusted; there was no adjustment for the age

of the patient and no adjustment for obese or slim body

composition, only total weight. These limitations have

been addressed in some of the other models, such as

Schnider, Schuttler, Paedfusor, etc., where some of these

covariates has been added to the weight for adjustment of

dosing.

A major limitation with all models of plasma target and

the plasma target concept is that they do not take into

account the delay in drug equilibration between plasma

and CNS. As the anaesthetic drug effect is not in plasma,

but in the brain, we should rather like to have a computer
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Fig. 6.18 (a) Plasma concentration (red) and relative strength of

hypnotic effect (green) for a manual propofol regime of start bolus,

then infusion adjusted at 10 and 20 min. Also shown is an increase in

dosing at 30 min and decrease at 75 min (Marsh kinetic/dynamic

model, Tivatrainer®). (b) Plasma target control infusion, TCI (pump

rate are black columns) for target 3, then 5, then back to 3 again. Note

that the pump gives a short-lasting bolus infusion at start and increasing

the dose and stops temporarily by decreasing. Also note that the pump

adjust far more frequently (¼more accurately) than a manual regimen

(as in Fig. 6.9). Also note the delay in effect, patient probably not being

asleep until 5–7 min. (c) Same as in Fig. 4.11b, except for “cheating”

with a plasma target of 5.5 μg/min during induction, in order to get a

more rapid effect (green curve); now patient will probably be asleep at

2–3 min. (d) Effect-site TCI for propofol. The pump is programmed to

deliver an effect level corresponding to 3, then 5, then 3 again. Note the

differences from Fig. 4.11 and plasma TCI: by start and increasing

dose, there will be a plasma “overshoot” created by a more vigorous

bolus infusion, then stopping for proper equilibration with the effect

site. By decreasing effect level, the pump will stop and allow the

plasma concentration to go below the new target, then giving a small

bolus to “catch up” with the effect curve and keep stable at new level
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pump who could deliver a preset concentration into effect

sites in the CNS. We then have to expand our plasma TCI

system into an effect-site TCI system.
The logic by such an expansion may be:

We observe that with a plasma target of three, most of our

patients will go to sleep, but due to delay in propofol diffu-

sion from plasma to CNS, this will take about 5–10 min,

even though the plasma concentration is stable at 3 after 30 s.

In order to speed up, we may “cheat” with the plasma target

and tell the pump to start at target of 6 (Fig. 6.18b). It will

still take 5–10 min to reach this target in the brain, but after

30 s the plasma concentration is 6 and we have a much

higher speed (gradient) of diffusion of drug into CNS than

with a target of 3. By 2–3 min with a plasma target of 6, we

have a CNS concentration of about 3 and then the patient

goes to sleep. At this point we do not need to “cheat”
anymore; actually we will overdose the CNS continuously;

thus, we reduce the plasma target (pump stopping, then

starting lower) to 3. By doing this up-down “cheating”
with the plasma target, we have actually created an effective

algorithm of giving an effect-site (CNS) concentration of

3. Next time we can programme the computer to do this

automatically by one button push, asking for an effect-site

target of 3 to be delivered. The algorithms for effect-site TCI

are basically doing plasma overshoot at start or by increasing

targets and prolonged stop and plasma underscore when we

want to reduce the target (Fig. 6.18c).

A problem with the effect-site modelling is that the delay

of effect is quite variable between individuals, and also

somewhat dependent upon rate of bolus/dosing, high versus

low dose, state of circulation, etc. Also, the delay is hard to

measure exactly and the relation may be both to arterial and

venous drug concentration, which will differ during change

in dosing. Still, the effect-site modelling gets closer to the

clinical needs and is proven to be very useful in clinical work.

Exactly the same ways of making plasma TCI and effect-

site TCI have been used with remifentanil, and also for other

opioids, such as alfentanil, fentanil and sufentanil.

Different TCI Models

The TCI models are made from measurements of doses,

plasma concentrations (venous or arterial) and effects in

real patients or in volunteers. Even in a very standardized

situation, volunteers or patients will differ in the values

obtained; thus, ideally everyone should have their own

Taylor-made model. However, as we use the models to

make estimates on the average future patient, we need to

use some average of the results from our test group and

eventually adjust our dosing when starting our case and

observe whether the patient seems to behave like average or

whether we need to adjust the dosing. This is in parallel with

buying jeans; they are made from testing in a group of test

people in order to fit. Thus, even though we know our mea-

sure of waist and length, the jeans may still not fit perfectly.

Also, it may be that in two persons with the same waist and

length, one jean model may be best in one whereas another

modelmaywork best in the other. Thus, it may not be realistic

to hope for one model to fit all, either with jeans or TCI, as

they are models made from an average of test persons. Still,

some models may work better in most situations than others,

and this do not have to do with the number of persons tested,

but rather if they are representative. For instance, most of the

common TCI modes have not been tested for the extreme

obese or the extreme elderly or young; thus, we cannot expect

them to work well in these situations.

Plasma Models Versus Effect-Site Models

The first question is whether to use a plasma TCI or an effect

-siteTCI. The general logical rule will be to use the effect-

site mode, as this is more close to drug physiology including

the clinical effect. Still, one may do quite well with plasma

TCI, and it should be kept in mind that the difference in

dosing between plasma TCI and effect-site TCI is only

present during 10–15 min after each change (or start) in

dosing; during stable conditions they deliver the same.

Using plasma TCI one should remember to do some

target overshoot by the start and eventually when a rapid

increase in effect is wanted. Using effect-site TCI one should

remember that a higher bolus dose is given every time the

dose is increased, and this may exert a stronger effect on

respiration and haemodynamics. This stronger effect could

be compensated by titrating the effect target in increments

when needed for the fragile patient.

Remifentanil

For remifentanil there is only one model in major clinical

use, the Minto model for both plasma and effect-site modus

[1]. The Minto model hits on average well at the target, but a

þ/�30–50 % deviation may be observed in the individual

patient [4]. The model takes into consideration patient

weight versus height ratio and also age for the plasma

modelling. When used in the effect-site modus, it will only

deliver a drug “concentration” in the CNS and not adjust as

to how sensitive the patient will be for that concentration

(dynamics). For instance, with no stimulation and effect-site

infusion of 2 ng/ml, a 20-year-old patient may be breathing

and awake, whereas an 80-year-old patient probably will be

asleep and have apnoea. This is because the opioid
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sensitivity in the elderly is about twice that seen in the

younger. The drug sensitivity is not built into the models,

only the drug concentrations.

Propofol

With propofol there have been a number of groups who have

made TCI models based on their measurements of plasma

and effect delay in their series of patients or volunteers. Such

measurements are not exact, and the results will also differ

between individuals. For this reason, it is no surprise that

different authors have come to different models. The basic

differences between models are in their estimation of the size

of V1 and the delay of effect. Basically, if a model conclude

that V1 is large, then the initial dosing (in mg/kg) should be

large, and if the delay is long (low keO, long T½ keO), the

initial dose (overshoot) in effect-site modus should be large.

Still, these differences are basically evident in the first 15min

of a case, after that the models will behave fairly similarly.

Also, it should be noted that some models compensate for

weight/height ratio and/or age, whereas others only compen-

sate for total weight. The common models do not compen-

sate for differences in propofol sensitivity as may be

decreased in children and slightly in females. For more

detailed discussion on models, one is referred to

Chap. XX, but some rough statements could be made.

• Marsh plasma TCI [5]: Generally delivers somewhat

more than predicted, especially in the start (high V1).

• Marsh effect—old: This model has a long delay in effect

and will tend to overdose initially, compared with

measurements in patients.

• Marsh effect—new [6]: This model has a short delay in

effect, which will compensate somewhat for the

overdosing done for the plasma part of the algorithm.

Still it is a clinical impression that the delay is too short

in this model, and a 25-50% overshoot in target for

1–2 min during the start of a case will work better in

terms of getting asleep within 2–3 min.

• Schnider plasma: The Schnider model [7] is actually not

developed for plasma modus and will (low V1) underdose

the patients initially. If used, the start target should be

50–100 % higher than with the Marsh model in order to

have the same dose (mg/kg) delivered.

• Schnider effect: This has an intermediate delay in effect,

which will compensate somewhat for the underdosing in

plasma. It also compensate somewhat for thin/fat patients

and elderly. Still, the target levels need to be a little higher

than those for Marsh models. In the very obese, the for-

mula for weight correction will be very wrong, and the

model should not be used above 100–120 kg total weight.

• Kataria/Paedfusor: All models above do not compensate if

the patient being is a child. Children have a higher V1 and a

higher clearance in relation to weight than adults. Both

these children models will compensate for these features,

resulting in a higher and more appropriate dose for a given

target, both for start and maintenance in children.

Paedfusor has an age dynamic change in clearance which

is more precise for all children, whereas the kataria has a

fixed rate for clearance which may result in overdose in

children above 5-10 years of age.

Addendum

Interactions with inhalational agents

Dynamic interactions with intravenous agents:
Whereas the clinical effect and dose level in a population

of intravenous drugs often is measured in plasma

concentrations, e.g. EC50 which is the concentration

needed to get 50 % of patients asleep, the corresponding

effect of inhalational agents are usually measured with

stable end-tidal concentrations. The minimum alveolar

concentration (MAC) is defined as the concentration

(i.e. dose level) needed to get 50 % of unconscious

patients not moving when subjected to strong nociceptive

or painful stimuli. Typically this will be 6 % for

desflurane and 2 % for sevoflurane in an average adult.

However, the inhalational agents are also potent sleeping

agents, and the hypnotic effect is evident at doses about

one-third of those needed to lay still upon pain. Thus, a

term called MACsleep is defined as the stable end-tidal

concentration needed to get 50 % of non-stimulated

patients to sleep. Typically MACsleep is 2 % and 0.7 %

for desflurane and sevoflurane, respectively.

The intravenous opioids and hypnotics will interact

with inhalational agents, but somewhat differently

according to class of IV drug and type of effect. The

clinical interactions are logical; if you combine inhala-

tional agent with a hypnotic, the combination is additive

or supra-additive in terms of hypnotic effect. Still, the

adding of an IV hypnotic does not add much to the anti-

nociceptive or analgesic effect of the gas. On the other

hand, if you add an opioid analgesic on top of the inhala-

tional agent, the combination is additive or supra-additive

in anti-nociceptive effect, whereas the opioid do not add

much to the pure hypnotic effect [8–10]. However, for

induction general anesthesia and deep unconsciousness

for intubation or surgery, we need a combined anti-

nociceptive and hypnotic effect for which the opioid-

hypnotic combination is supra-additive.

The hypnotic potency measure, MACsleep, may be linearly

and additively reduced by adding the hypnotic propofol or

midazolam. With midazolam 0.1 mg/kg IV, MACsleep for a

potent inhalational agent will be reduced by about 50 %,

similarly with a propofol plasma level of 1.5 μg/ml.
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1. The hypnotic potency measure, MACsleep, is reduced only

by 10–20 % after a dose of fentanyl of 0.2 mg in the adult

corresponding to a target of 7–8 ng/ml remifentanil or

infusion of 0.3 μg/kg/min. Whereas some patients may be

fully asleep on a high opioid dose alone, the individual

variation is huge; thus, an average reduction in MACsleep

of 50 % by adding opioid demands a very high dose of

opioid (fentanyl 0.6 mg or other opioid in equipotent

dose), and the effect is unpredictable.

2. The anaesthetic potency parameter, MAC, will be

reduced by 60 % from a dose of fentanyl 0.2 mg and by

75 % by doubling this dose.

3. The anaesthetic potency parameter, MAC, will be

reduced by hypnotics, by 30–40 % of adding midazolam

0.1 mg/kg bolus or propofol plasma level of 1.5 ng/ml.

Still, the effect of further increased hypnotics IV is infra-

additive. Still, very high (intoxicating) doses of hypnotics

are actually also anti-nociceptive in clinical action.
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Pharmacokinetic–Pharmacodynamic Modelling
of Anesthetic Drugs 7
Johannes Hans Proost

Introduction

In a nutshell, the aim of pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic

(PKPD) modelling is to be able to predict the time course of

clinical effect resulting from different drug administration

regimens and to predict the influence of various factors such

as body weight, age, gender, underlying pathology and

co-medication, on the clinical effect.

To enable this, the relationship between the administra-

tion of one or more drugs and the resulting time course of

drug action is described quantitatively by mathematical

models. Such PKPD models range from simple, purely

empirical models to complex, mechanism-based, physiolog-

ical models, which may include various related processes,

such as drug interactions, disease progression, placebo

effect, compliance and drop-out.

PKPD models are composite models consisting of a

pharmacokinetic (PK) model and a pharmacodynamic

(PD) model (Fig. 7.1). The PK model describes the relation-

ship between drug administration and the resulting time

course of drug concentration(s) in the body, usually the

plasma concentration. The PD model describes the relation-

ship between the drug concentration at the site of action (also

denoted effect compartment, effect site or biophase) and the

drug effect. Often a PKPD link model is required to describe

the relationship between the plasma concentration and the

concentration at the site of action, i.e. to account for time

delays between both concentrations as a result of drug trans-

port from plasma to the site of action.

The combination of a PK, PKPD link and PD model

allows relating the drug dosing regimen to the time course

of drug action. This relationship may be used to predict the

time course of drug effect after a particular dose or dosing

regimen or to predict the dose or dosing regimen required to

obtain a desired level of drug effect.

PKPD modelling can be performed using data from one

individual subject (individual analysis) or from a group of

individuals. Individual analysis is a valuable tool in therapeu-

tic drug monitoring, allowing accurate individual dosing of,

for example, immunosuppressive drug and antibiotics. How-

ever, population analysis has become the dominant approach

over the last three decades, since it provides information

about the PKPD behaviour of the ‘typical subject’ as well as
about interindividual variability and the influence of

covariates such as body weight, age, gender, underlying

pathology and co-medication. The contribution of PKPD

modelling to anaesthetic practice has been nicely illustrated

in two review papers [1, 2] and two book chapters on interac-

tion modelling in anaesthesia [3, 4]. A recommended general

textbook on pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics is that

by Rowland and Tozer [5], and for PKPD modelling and

simulation, the book of Bonate [6] is recommended.

The aim of this chapter on PKPD modelling of

anaesthetic drugs is to describe the general principles of

PKPD modelling; to explain the principles of PKPD analy-

sis; to provide an overview of PKPD modelling of drugs

used in anaesthesia, including interactions of anaesthetic

drugs; and to give some examples of the application of

PKPD modelling in clinical anaesthetic practice. The focus

of this chapter is on describing principles and methods,

rather than a full review of literature on PKPD modelling

of anaesthetic drugs.

Principles of Modelling

Pharmacokinetic Models

The pharmacokinetics of drugs are usually described by

compartmental models (Fig. 7.2). Compartmental models

are still considered as the basic PK models, despite their
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major limitations: they cannot describe the full complexity

of pharmacokinetic process throughout the body, and they

cannot be used for prediction of the pharmacokinetic

behaviour of a drug based on in vitro data. The latter can

be used in physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)

models, which are mainly used in drug development for the

prediction of PK based on physiological data (size and blood

flow of various organs), physico-chemical data (partition

coefficient, plasma protein binding) and data on enzymatic

biotransformation. In anaesthesiology, PBPK models have

been published for volatile anaesthetics (see below) and for

propofol [7, 8]. More information on PBPK models can be

found in the literature [9–11].

The usual approach in compartmental modelling is to

start with the most simple, one-compartment model, with

two model parameters: volume of distribution, which relates

the amount of drug in the body to the plasma concentration,

and clearance, which is defined as the rate of drug elimina-

tion divided by the plasma concentration. For many drugs

used chronically in ambulant patients, the one-compartment

model provides an adequate and robust description of the

pharmacokinetic behaviour and can be used to guide dosing,

e.g. in therapeutic drug monitoring.

In anaesthetic practice, the time frame of drug adminis-

tration and drug action is often so short that the

one-compartment model is insufficient to describe the phar-

macokinetics adequately: drug mixing within the vascular

space and drug distribution into tissues play a major role,

and more complex models should be used. For the majority

of drugs used in anaesthesia, a two-compartment or three-

compartment model is able to describe the pharmacokinetics

adequately (Fig. 7.2).

The principle of compartmental modelling is simple. The

amount of drug in each compartment is assumed to be evenly

distributed throughout the volume of the compartment, and

the rates of drug elimination and drug transport to other

compartments are assumed to be proportional to the drug

concentration in the compartment (first-order kinetics,

e.g. for enzymatic biotransformation, renal excretion and

transport by blood flow and diffusion), where the apparent

volume of the compartment is the amount in the compart-

ment divided by the concentration in the compartment.

Based on these principles, the model can be described in

differential equations. As an example, consider a model with

two compartments as depicted in Fig. 7.2. The change of the

amount of drug in a compartment is the net result of the rate

of entry of drug, that is, the sum of the amount drug

administered to the compartment (e.g. an intravenous infu-

sion or absorption rate after extravascular dosing) and the

rate of transport from other compartments, diminished by

Fig. 7.1 Pharmacokinetics–pharmacodynamics concept. (i) The dos-

age regimen and the PK model determine the plasma concentration–

time profile; (ii) the plasma concentration–time profile and the PKPD

link model determine the effect-site concentration–time profile; and

(iii) the effect-site concentration–time profile and the PD model deter-

mine the drug effect–time profile

Fig. 7.2 Pharmacokinetic

two-compartment model. Vx is the

apparent volume of compartment

x, CLxy is the intercompartmental

clearance from compartment x to
y, CLx0 is the elimination

clearance from compartment

x and R is the rate of drug entry in

the system
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the rate of exit, that is, the sum of the rates of removal from

the compartment by elimination or by transport to other

compartments. This leads to the following set of differential

equations:

dA1

dt
¼ Rþ CL21 � C2 � CL12 � C1 � CL10 � C1 ð7:1Þ

dA2

dt
¼ CL12 � C1 � CL21 � C2 ð7:2Þ

where Ax and Cx are the amount and concentration of drug

in compartment x, respectively, CLxy is the intercom-

partmental clearance from compartment x to y, CLx0 is

the elimination clearance from compartment x and R is

the rate of drug entry in the system (if appropriate, as

in the case of cisatracurium, elimination from the

peripheral compartment can be added). Ax and Cx are

related by

Vx ¼ Ax

Cx
ð7:3Þ

where Vx is the apparent volume of compartment x.

For practical (as well as historical) reasons, Eq. (7.1) are

often used in the following equivalent format:

dA1

dt
¼ Rþ k21 � A2 � k12 � A1 � k10 � A1 ð7:4Þ

dA2

dt
¼ k12 � A1 � k21 � A2 ð7:5Þ

where

kxy ¼ CLxy
Vx

ð7:6Þ

Since only concentrations in the central compartment can be

measured, it is not possible to estimate all five parameters

(V1, V2, CL10, CL12, CL21); only four parameters can be

obtained from the bi-exponential plasma concentration

decay profile (two slopes and two intercepts), implying that

the model is over-parameterized. Usually this is solved by

assuming that there is no net transport between two

compartments if the concentrations in both compartments

are equal; in this specific case CL21 ¼ CL12.

The same principles can be applied to any compartmental

model, irrespective of its complexity. The differential

equations can be solved mathematically in the case of a

one-, two- or three-compartment model; in more complex

cases, the differential equations can be solved numerically,

irrespective of the complexity of the model.

However, it should be realized that the plasma

concentration–time profile over the first few minutes after

bolus injection cannot be described adequately using com-

partmental models and more advanced models for ‘front-end
kinetics’ are required for a more accurate description of the

plasma concentration [8, 12–14]. A shortcoming of compart-

mental models is the inherent assumption that the concen-

tration within a compartment is homogeneous; mixing of a

bolus administration over the entire vascular space takes a

few minutes, and therefore the concentration in the various

parts of the vascular bed is different and does not follow the

time profile as described by a compartmental model, requir-

ing a non-compartmental approach in PKPD modelling

[15, 16].

Even after mixing within the vascular space is

completed, there is still a concentration difference between

the arterial and venous blood, which may persist for a

prolonged period of time, due to a net transport to the

perfused tissues. Theoretically, the concentration in venous

blood is higher during the elimination phase. Several studies

have shown that the choice between arterial and venous

samples influences the results of PKPD modelling [17–

21]. For PKPD modelling, the use of arterial concentrations

is generally preferred, since this is the concentration enter-

ing the tissue where the effect site is located. On the other

hand, it is likely that the concentration in venous blood is in

equilibrium with the tissue concentration. More research on

this topic seems necessary.

Pharmacokinetics is generally described in terms of

plasma concentration, or serum concentration, which is

equivalent for most drugs. However, for some drugs, blood

concentrations may be measured, e.g. for propofol, both

plasma concentration and blood concentrations are used in

PKPD analysis. The blood-to-plasma concentration ratio of

propofol was reported to be 1.1–1.3 [7, 22], and therefore

blood concentrations and plasma concentration should not

be assumed the same, but this topic does not get much

attention in literature; in some papers the matrix blood or

plasma is not even mentioned. As a result, propofol concen-

tration data and PKPD models should be interpreted

with care.

Finally, it should be realized that most drugs are partly

bound to plasma proteins (albumin, alpha-1-acid glycopro-

tein, lipoproteins) and that the unbound concentration is the

driving force for drug transport, including transport to the

effect site, drug elimination and drug effect. However, since

usually only the total drug concentration is measured, the

term ‘concentration’ always refers to the total concentration,
and as a result, PK analysis and parameters refer to the total

concentration. However, the degree of plasma protein bind-

ing may change, either by displacement by other drugs or by
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changing protein concentrations. Fortunately, in most

situations, such changes in free fraction do not have a clini-

cal relevance, since the unbound drug concentration does not

change significantly [23–25]. However, the exceptions to

this rule are systemically administered drugs with high

hepatic extraction and drugs with high active renal excre-

tion. Propofol falls in the first category, and Hiraoka and

co-workers [26] demonstrated that during cardiopulmonary

bypass the unbound propofol concentration increased two-

fold, in accordance with the expected change [5]. In addi-

tion, the protein binding of propofol is still a matter of

debate, e.g. with respect to the binding sites as well as

methodological issues in the assay [27, 28]. More research

on the binding of propofol and the clinical relevance of a

change of the protein binding of propofol is still needed.

PKPD Link Models

Often a PKPD link model is required to describe the rela-

tionship between the plasma concentration and the concen-

tration at the site of action, i.e. to account for time delays

between both concentrations as a result of drug transport

from plasma to the site of action. The concept of an effect

compartment or effect site was introduced by Sheiner and

colleagues to allow for the time delay between the plasma

concentration of D-tubocurarine and the resulting muscle

relaxation [29]. In a later paper, Holford and Sheiner [30]

presented the PKPD link model in a more efficient

description:

dCe

dt
¼ ke0 � Cis � Ceð Þ ð7:7Þ

where C and Ce are the drug concentrations in the central and

effect compartments, respectively, and ke0 is a first-order

equilibration rate constant, which may also be expressed as

an equilibration half-life (ln(2)/ke0).

It should be noted that it is not possible to determine

the effect-site concentration, since only plasma concen-

tration is available for measurement. At equilibrium, the

effect-site concentration may be different from the

plasma concentration, due to various processes, including

plasma protein binding, drug transporters (e.g.

P-glycoprotein at the blood–brain barrier), convection

and binding at the effect site. Therefore, the ‘effect-site
concentration’ is actually a hypothetical concentration,

defined as the concentration in plasma that is in equilib-

rium with the concentration at the effect site. Although

this definition may sound complicated and hypothetical,

it perfectly fits the need for a concentration at the effect

site in terms of the plasma concentration.

Equation (7.7) should be considered as an approximation

of the drug transport between plasma and effect site, which

may be affected by the processes mentioned above. In some

publications alternative models for linking plasma and effect

compartment have been shown to be better suited, e.g., for

mivacurium [31], where an interstitial compartment between

plasma and effect compartment improved the fit signifi-

cantly. However, the concept of effect-site concentration

defined by Eq. (7.7) has been successfully applied for more

than three decades, and still no generally applicable

alternatives are available.

Pharmacodynamic Models

Continuous Responses
Many drug effects can be adequately described by the sig-

moid Emax model or Hill equation:

E ¼ Emax � Cγ

C50γ þ Cγ

� �
ð7:8Þ

where E is the drug effect; Emax is the maximal drug

effect, i.e. the drug effect at very high concentration; C is

the drug concentration at the site of action; C50 is the drug

concentration at the site of action if E is 50 % of Emax; and

γ is an exponent representing the steepness of the

concentration–effect relationship. An example is shown in

Fig. 7.3.

Equation (7.8) is also denoted as a logistic function, since

it may be rewritten to the logistic function:

E ¼ Emax� et

1þ et

� �
ð7:9Þ

where

t ¼ �γ � ln C50ð Þ þ γ � ln Cð Þ ð7:10Þ
Note that Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) are identical to Eq. (7.8).

However, the traditional logistic function uses Eq. (7.11)

instead of Eq. (7.10):

t ¼ β0 þ β1 � C ð7:11Þ

This logistic approach is flexible and can be extended to

drug interactions [32]. However, this approach is not

recommended, amongst others, because it does not describe

the drug effect in the absence of the drug.

If the drug effect has a baseline value in the absence of

drug, Eq. (7.8) may be expanded to
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E ¼ E0 þ ðEmax� E0Þ � Cγ

C50γ þ Cγ

� �
ð7:12Þ

where E0 is the baseline value of the effect variable.

Equation (7.12) can be rewritten to

E ¼ E0 þ ðEmax� E0Þ � Uγ

1þ Uγ

� �
ð7:13Þ

where U represents the normalized drug concentration,

i.e. the drug concentration divided by C50

U ¼ C

C50
ð7:14Þ

U is a dimensionless measure of potency, expressed in

multiples of C50. The use of U instead of C is particularly

useful in modelling of drug interactions (see below).

In spite of their widespread use in pharmacology and

PKPD modelling, Eqs. (7.8) and (7.12) have a limited phys-

iological and mechanistic basis. They reflect the relationship

between drug concentration and effect in the case that the

drug effect is proportional to the receptor occupancy, i.e. the

fraction of receptors that is occupied by the drug. In this

special case, C50 equals the equilibrium dissociation con-

stant Kd and the slope of the concentration–effect relation-

ship γ equals 1. In other cases, the sigmoid Emax model

should be considered an empirical equation that often

describes the concentration–effect relationship sufficiently

accurately, as has been shown in numerous papers [33].

It should be noted that pharmacodynamic models such as

those described by Eqs. (7.8) and (7.12) are expressed in

terms of effect-site concentration (see above) or, in the case

of a rapid equilibrium with plasma, in terms of plasma

concentration. Including the dose in these equations, as has

been done frequently in the past, is not logical in the concept

of PKPD, where the dose determines the (effect-site) con-

centration via the PK model, and the concentration

determines the drug effect via the PD model (Fig. 7.1).

Quantal Responses
Equations (7.8) and (7.12) describe the relationship between

the drug concentration and the drug effect in the case that the

drug effect is a continuous variable or graded response,

e.g. mean arterial blood pressure. In the case of a binary

response, also called all-or-none or quantal response or

dichotomous variable, there are only two values for the

response, 0 or 1, no or yes, responsive or nonresponsive

(tolerant), etc. Modelling of this type of data is usually

performed by logistic regression analysis. In the case of a

single regressor, i.e. a single drug, logistic regression analy-

sis is identical to Eq. (7.8), after rearrangement to

P ¼ Cγ

C50γ þ Cγ ð7:15Þ

where P is the probability of tolerance or

non-responsiveness (within the range of 0–1).

C50 is the drug concentration associated with a probabil-

ity of non-responsiveness of 0.5 (50 %).

Fig. 7.3 Relationship between

drug concentration and drug

effect following the sigmoid Emax

model (Eq. 7.8), for three

hypothetical drugs (i) C50 ¼ 1,

γ ¼ 5; (ii) C50 ¼ 0.5, γ ¼ 5,

resulting in a shift to the left; (iii)
C50 ¼ 1, γ ¼ 10, resulting in a

steeper profile
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Equation (7.15) can be rewritten, analogous to Eq. (7.13):

P ¼ Uγ

1þ Uγ ð7:16Þ

The concentration needed to reach a probability P can be

obtained upon rearrangement of Eq. (7.15):

C ¼ C50 � exp ln P
1�P

� �
γ

� �
ð7:17Þ

Interaction Modelling
In the case of two or more drugs, several approaches can be

used to describe the combined effect of the drug. Three types

of drug interaction can be distinguished: (1) additivity,

(2) supra-additivity (or synergism) and (3) infra-additivity

(or antagonism).

For additive interaction of two drugs with equal potency,

the sum of the effects evoked by concentrations (a) and (b)

for drug A and drug B, respectively, is equal to the effect

obtained with the administration of either drug A or B alone

given in a concentration (a) þ (b). If the potency of drug A

and B is different (as is usually the case), the concentrations

can be replaced by the values U, by dividing the

concentrations by the corresponding C50.

For supra-additive interactions, the combination of drugs

A and B will result in a more pronounced effect compared to

additivity. For infra-additive interactions, the combination

of drugs will result in a less pronounced effect compared to

additivity conditions.

In general, additive interactions will occur in cases where

the effect is elicited via a single pathway (e.g. an identical

receptor), or a similar mechanism of action, as for inhalation

anaesthetics and propofol, whereas supra-additive interac-

tion may occur in the case of multiple pathways (e.g. N-
methyl-D-aspartic acid and gamma-aminobutyric acid

receptors), or a different action, as for general anaesthetics

and opioids.

From a clinical point of view, supra-additive drug

interactions have a clear advantage, because lower

concentrations of the drugs are required, resulting in a

lower drug exposure. On the other hand, additive drug

interactions are easier to predict for the clinician in the

absence of sophisticated tools (see below). In general, the

occurrence of an infra-additive interaction is a disadvantage

and should be avoided.

Interaction Models

In the case of two or more drugs, Eqs. (7.13) and (7.16) can

be used if U represents the combined potency of the drugs.

There are several options to relate U to the drug

concentrations. For the easy of survey, only the case of two

drugs A and B is shown, but the equations may be extended

to three or more drugs [34]. More information about

models, equations and mechanisms can be found in literature

[35–39].

Additive Interaction Model

Additive interaction assumes that the effect of two drugs is

equal to the sum of the effect of the two drugs taken sepa-

rately. This is usually due to drugs acting via the same or

similar mechanism. This is described by

U ¼ UA þ UB ð7:18Þ

where UA andUB are the normalized concentrations of drugs

A and B, normalized to C50A and C50B, respectively.

This model, as well as the other models described in this

chapter, implies that both drugs A and B are assumed to be

able to evoke the maximal clinical effect.

Greco Model

The Greco model is a simplification of the original Greco

model [36]:

U ¼ UA þ UB þ α � UA � UB ð7:19Þ

where α is a dimensionless interaction parameter (α ¼ 0,

additive; α < 0, infra-additive; α > 0, supra-additive).

The Greco model is the most simple and logical model

that can be used for additive, supra-additive and infra-

additive interactions. Although originally derived for contin-

uous responses [36], it has also been applied successfully for

binary responses [3, 40].

The single interaction parameter α is considered to be

applicable for the total response surface and does not allow

for adapting the shape of the interaction curve at different

levels of drug effect. A limitation of the Greco model is the

assumption that the steepness of the concentration–effect

relationship is the same for both drugs. However, the

Greco model has proven its suitability in many research

papers.

Reduced Greco Model

In the case of the interaction, where drug B does not have a

drug effect when given alone, or the effect is too small to

accurately assess the C50 of that drug, the Greco model can

be modified by leaving out the first term UB from Eq. (7.19)

and fixing α to 1, resulting in

U ¼ UA � 1þ UBð Þ ð7:20Þ

C50B may now be interpreted as the concentration of drug

B that decreases C50A by 50 %. Since UB ¼ CB/C50B,

when CB ¼ C50B, UB ¼ 1 and U ¼ 2 � UA, i.e. the
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concentration of the hypnotic required to achieve a certain

potency U, and thus a certain drug effect, is reduced by a

factor 2, compared to the concentration in the absence of

drug B.

The reduced Greco model may be considered as a partic-

ular form of supra-additive interaction, i.e. where drug B

does not elicit any effect when given alone.

Hierarchical Model

The original hierarchical model [41, 42], also denoted sequen-

tial model, was developed for the interaction of propofol

(hypnotic, H) and remifentanil (opioid, O) and was based on

observations that remifentanil potentiates the effect of

propofol but does not affect the response when given alone.

The model is defined by the following equations:

P ¼ CH
γ

ðC50H � postopioid intensityÞγ þ CH
γ ð7:21Þ

postopioid intensity ¼ preopioid intensity�
1� CO

γO

ðC50O � prepioid intensityÞγO þ CO
γO

 !

ð7:22Þ

where postopioid_intensity is the stimulus intensity after

attenuation by the opioid, and preopioid_intensity is the

intensity of the stimulus in the absence of opioid.

It has been shown [37] that Eqs. (7.21) and (7.22) can be

simplified to

U ¼ UA � ð1þ UB
γBÞ ð7:23Þ

Comparing Eqs. (7.20) and (7.23), it follows that the hierar-

chical model is an extension of the reduced Greco model,

i.e. by adding an exponent γB to UB in Eq. (7.20), yielding

Eq. (7.23), allowing more flexibility.

In the case of simultaneous analysis of two or more

quantal responses, several constraints with respect to C50B
can be applied, as described elsewhere in detail [37].

As for the reduced Greco model, the hierarchical model

may be considered as a particular form of supra-additive

interaction, i.e. where drug B does not elicit any effect

when given alone.

Minto Model

The Minto model [34] may be described by the following

equations:

θ ¼ UA

UA þ UB

ð7:24Þ

where θ is the relative contribution of drug A to the total

potency of both drugs, and its value is between 0 and 1

U50 ¼ 1� βU50 � θ � 1� θð Þ ð7:25Þ

where U50 is the potency of two drugs in the combination θ
yielding half-maximal effect and βU50 is a dimensionless

interaction coefficient relating θ (fraction of drug A) and

1 � θ (fraction of drug B) to U50 (higher-order functions of

θ may be used to accommodate more complex shapes of

interaction)

U ¼ UA þ UB

U50

ð7:26Þ

where U is the potency of the two drugs normalized

to U50.

The steepness parameter γ is a model parameter (similar

as in other interaction models) or a function of the ratio of

the drug concentrations (θ) and model parameters (γA, γB,
βγ). It may be written as a linear interpolation between γA
and γB and an interaction term analogous to Eq. (7.25)

(higher-order functions of θ may be used to accommodate

more complex shapes of interaction):

γ ¼ γA � θ þ γB � ð1� θÞ � βγ � θ � ð1� θÞ ð7:27Þ

Note that Eqs. (7.25) and (7.27) have been rearranged from

the corresponding equations in the original paper of the

Minto model [34] to clarify the interaction.

A particular property of the Minto model is its

flexibility: any model parameter can be modelled as a

function of its values for both compounds separately

(e.g. C50A and C50 B) and one or more interaction

parameters (e.g. βU50). This flexibility may be an

advantage, but it increases the risk of overparametrization

(see below).

Two more approaches to response surface modelling with

more than one interaction term have been presented in the

literature. Fidler and Kern [43] called their approach the

flexible interaction model, claiming a similar or slightly

better fit for clinical interaction data. Kong and Lee [44]

published a generalized interaction model for triple

anaesthetic interactions [43]. These two approaches, as

well as the Minto model, were reviewed [45] but were hardly

used in anaesthetic literature. The logistic approach

(Eq. 7.11) can be extended to drug interactions [32]. As

was stated above, this approach is not recommended.

An extensive evaluation of the advantages and

disadvantages of all available interaction models has not

yet been performed.

Isoboles

Isoboles are used for a graphical representation of the inter-

action of two drugs. An isobole is a line in a graph of the

concentration of drug A (X-axis) and drug B (Y-axis)
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connecting all points where the effect is equal to a predefined

value, e.g. 50 %.

An example of a 50 % isobole is shown in Fig. 7.4. For

additive interaction, the isobole is a straight line, connecting

the concentration of drug A producing 50 % effect and the

concentration of drug B producing 50 % effect.

For a supra-additive interaction, the isobole is concave,

i.e. the concentrations of drug A and/or drug B are lower

than in the case of additive interaction. Similarly, in the case

of an infra-additive interaction, the isobole is convex, i.e. the

concentrations of drug A and/or drug B are higher than in the

case of additive interaction.

So, an isobole provides a complete picture of the interac-

tion of the two drugs, but only at the predefined drug

effect level. For clinical practice, a wider range of

response level should be available, for example, the 95 %

isobole, representing the drug levels with a high probability

of effect.

To obtain such an isobole requires a clinical study in

many patients, in particular for binary responses, with at

least three drug levels (drug A alone, drug B alone and a

combination of A and B, e.g. in a ratio that UA ¼ UB),

aiming at the desired level of drug effect. If sufficient data

are obtained at the desired level of drug effect, the isobole

can be constructed. Data deviating from the desired level of

drug effect cannot be used in this analysis.

Response Surface Modelling

A more rational approach is to perform a population

pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic analysis (see below),

using all available data. Each of the above-mentioned

equations for drug interactions describes the combined

drug response, either a continuous or a binary response, as

a function of two (or more) drug concentrations and one or

more interaction parameters. These equations can be

presented in the form of a three-dimensional graph, with

typically the drug concentrations on the horizontal X- and

Y-axes and the drug effect plotted on the vertical Z-axis.

Therefore, this approach is denoted ‘response surface

modelling’ and was introduced in anaesthesia by Minto

and colleagues [34].

An example is shown in Fig. 7.5. Each horizontal cross-

section of the response surface at a certain drug level

represents an isobole, with two axes representing the drug

concentrations.

Such pharmacodynamic response surface models have

several distinct advantages over the ‘classical’ isobole

approach:

– It integrates the information at any level of drug effect.

– It uses all data from (one or more) clinical studies.

– It can be applied to interactions of more than two drugs

[34], although this has been applied rarely in literature

until now.

– It allows predictions at any level of drug effect for any

combination of drug concentrations.

Data Analysis

Nonlinear Regression Analysis
Once a clinical study has been performed and measurements

of plasma concentration (PK) and/or drug effect (PD) are

available, the question arises how these data can be analysed

to obtain an appropriate model with reliable model parame-

ter values. It is not the aim of this chapter to deal with data

analysis extensively. For further reference, excellent papers

and books are available [6].

Fig. 7.4 Isoboles of 50 % effect

for the interaction of

two hypothetical drugs A

and B. (i) Additive interaction

(α ¼ 0); (ii) Supra-additive

interaction (α ¼ 3); (iii) Infra-

additive interaction (α ¼ �0.75)
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In short, this process is performed in the following

steps:

1. Choose a model, in general, starting with the simplest

model that may be appropriate to describe the available

data. Often, this choice is based on the existing knowl-

edge, e.g. a compartmental model for PK data or a sig-

moid Emax model for PD data.

2. Assume ‘reasonable’ values for each of the model

parameters. In general, the choice of these values is not

critical, since all parameter values are estimated during

the next steps.

3. Based on this model and parameter values, calculate the

plasma concentration and drug effect at each time point

where an observation is available. These calculated PK

and/or PD values are usually denoted as ‘predicted’
values.

4. Define a measure for the difference between the observed

and predicted PK and/or PD values. Usually, this mea-

sure is based on the likelihood principle, i.e. the likeli-

hood that the actual observations have been obtained,

given the model and its model parameter values. For

practical reasons, �2 times the logarithm (base e) of

the likelihood is calculated (minus 2 log likelihood or

�2LL). This measure is often called ‘objective function

value’ (OFV).
5. In the next step, all model parameters are adjusted until

the ‘best fit’ is obtained, i.e. until the likelihood is maxi-

mal, corresponding to the minimum of �2LL. Now, we

have obtained the parameter set describing the data ‘best’.
6. The goodness-of-fit is tested by various diagnostic plots

(see below).

7. Finally, various alternative models are analysed using the

same procedure, and the results are statistically compared

for selection of the most appropriate model.

To illustrate this process, we present here a simple, well-

known example of a linear model:

Y ¼ aþ b � X ð7:28Þ

where a and b are model parameters, X is the independent

variable (e.g. time or drug concentration) and Y is the

dependent variable (e.g. plasma concentration or drug

effect).

Suppose we have a set of observations Yi (i ¼ 1,2,. . .,n)

for the independent variable value Xi. These observations are

expected to follow the trend of the linear model Eq. (7.28),

with a certain deviation εi:

Yi ¼ aþ b � Xi þ εi ð7:29Þ

The predicted values, also called expected values, are calcu-

lated from the linear function:

Ŷ i ¼ aþ b � Xi ð7:30Þ

The maximum likelihood, or the minimum of �2LL,

corresponds to the following objective function value (omit-

ting constant values):

OFV ¼
Xn
i¼1

Yi � Ŷ i

� �2
σ2i

þ
Xn
i¼1

ln σ2i
� � ð7:31Þ

where σi
2 is the variance of εi. For linear models, the

parameters a and b can be calculated exactly, if the variance

of the deviations εi is the same for each i and independent of

the value of X or Y (σi
2 ¼ σ2). This method is known as

linear regression analysis; details can be found in any text-

book of statistics, and these are available in pocket

calculators and spreadsheets.

Fig. 7.5 Response surface of the

tolerance to laryngoscopy for the

interaction between sevoflurane

and remifentanil. The contour
lines show the response surface

calculated from the hierarchical

interaction model (Eq. 7.23), the

open circles represent the
observations in patients

responding to laryngoscopy and

the filled circles represent the
observations in patients tolerant

to laryngoscopy
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However, in PKPD the relationship between Y and X is

rarely linear, and often the variance of the deviations εi is
dependent on the value of X or Y. In such cases, these

equations are not valid, and the parameters cannot be calcu-

lated exactly (generally, even approximate solutions are not

available). This implies that step 5 becomes much more

complicated, and iterative procedures are required to adjust

all parameters in such a way that the parameters

corresponding to the minimum of the objective function

value (OFV) are found in an efficient way. To this purpose

of nonlinear regression analysis, several algorithms have

been developed, e.g. the simplex, Gauss–Newton and

Levenberg–Marquardt methods. These algorithms may be

different in their most relevant properties:

1. Efficiency: how efficient the algorithm can find the best

fitting parameter values is mainly relevant for the speed

of execution. Although becoming less important with

increasing computing power, the speed of execution

may remain a relevant issue in the analysis of very large

data sets with complex model structures.

2. Robustness: in some cases, the algorithm does not find

the real, global minimum of the objective function

values but converges to a local minimum, i.e. the lowest

value around the parameter values, but not the lowest

possible value (compare with the bottom of a lake in

the mountains: it is the lowest point in the surrounding

area of the lake, but not the lowest point of the country).

Both the speed of execution and risk of convergence to a

local minimum are dependent on the set of starting values in

the analysis (see item 1 above). To lower the risk of conver-

gence to a local minimum, the analysis may be performed

several times with different sets of starting values.

In general, commercially available software contains ade-

quate implementations of suitable algorithms, and the user

of these programmes does not need to know the details of

such procedures.

Goodness-of-Fit
After fitting the parameters of a model to a set of

observations, one needs criteria for the goodness-of-fit. The

observations do not follow the model function exactly, for

several reasons:

1. Measurement errors. For example, inevitable analytical

errors implicit in plasma concentration or effect

measurements. In general, such measurement errors are

random errors, and their order of magnitude may be

known from the precision of the assay, as assessed during

the validation of the assay. If the magnitude of the resid-

ual errors is comparable to the precision of the assay,

the goodness-of-fit is acceptable. In the case of

measurements close to the lower limit of quantification,

the relative errors in the analysis may be significantly

larger than over the usual range.

2. Stochastic errors. Even if observations could be made

without measurement error, and observations are made

in the same subject, the plasma concentration or drug

effect profiles will not be exactly reproducible, e.g. due

to changes in heart rate and blood pressure, administra-

tion of other drugs, etc. These errors may be random or

non-random.

3. Model misspecification. If an inappropriate model is

chosen (e.g. a model with too few compartments or

an incorrect model structure), the model will not be

able to describe the observations adequately, resulting

in systematic deviations between the observations

and the model predicted values. Such systematic

deviations can be detected by the visual methods

described below.

4. Other errors in the procedure, such as dosing errors,

deviations in the time of measurement, incorrect sam-

pling procedure, etc. This type of error is most problem-

atic, and no general solution can be given.

There are several methods for the assessment of the

goodness-of-fit. However, exact and objective criteria for

the evaluation of the goodness-of-fit do not exist. This is

due to the following: (1) goodness-of-fit is not a single

property and cannot be expressed in a single value, and

(2) numerical measures of goodness-of-fit do not have an

absolute meaning. Therefore, one must rely on somewhat

subjective criteria. To ensure maximal objectivity, the

criteria for accepting a set of model parameters obtained

by the fitting procedure as a valid result should be defined

explicitly before the analysis is started.

The following criteria could be used to ensure an accept-

able goodness-of-fit:

– Visual inspection of the observed and calculated data

should not reveal any significant lack of fit.

– Residuals (difference between observed and calculated

data) or normalized residuals (residuals divided by the

corresponding standard deviation) should be scattered

randomly around zero, by visual inspection.

– Normalized residuals should be neither diverging nor

converging when plotted against time or plotted against

(logarithm of) observed values, by visual inspection.

– Residuals should not be serially correlated, as identified

by visual inspection or by an appropriate statistical test

(e.g. a Runs Test).

– Standard error of each relevant parameter should be

lower than a predefined value (e.g. 50 % of the parameter

value). High standard errors may reflect problems in the

identifiability (see below).
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– If any of the estimated parameter values is physiologi-

cally unfeasible or otherwise unlikely.

– Outlying data points should be dealt with explicitly and

should not be discarded unless felt to be physiologically

impossible. The impact of eliminating the outlier on the

parameter estimates should be investigated.

Non-compliance with one or more of these criteria may

indicate that an inappropriate structural model or an inap-

propriate residual error model (also called weighting

scheme) was chosen.

Identifiability of Model Parameters
The procedure to obtain the best fitting set of model

parameters can be performed only if each model parameter

is uniquely identifiable from the observations [46, 47]. This

implies that the same set of model parameters is obtained,

irrespective of the initial set. In some cases one or more

model parameters cannot be identified uniquely, because the

measurement data do not contain enough ‘information’ on
that particular parameter.

The problem of identifiability grows rapidly with increas-

ing complexity of the model. In some cases the problem of

identifiability can be solved by a proper experimental

design. In most cases, problems of identifiability can be

detected by inspection of the standard errors of the model

parameters (the standard error of a model parameter is a

measure of the credibility of the parameter value, which is

provided by most fitting programmes). A high standard error

(e.g. more than 50 % of the parameter value) indicates that

the parameter value cannot be assessed from the data, most

likely due to an identifiability problem. To solve this, the

model should be simplified or modified.

Model Selection
Often the data may be described by more than one plausible

model structure. In that case, each plausible model is

analysed in a similar way. If the goodness-of-fit of more

than one model is acceptable, we need a procedure for

selecting the ‘best’ model.

It is a common practice to compare the results of different

models, each yielding an acceptable goodness-of-fit,

according to the following procedure. First, the models are

classified hierarchically in a tree structure. The more com-

plex models are considered as extensions of the simpler

models, by adding extra parameters, for example, an extra

compartment. One also may say that the simpler model is a

special case of the more complex model, for example,

because one or more parameters have a fixed value

(in general a zero value). Then, starting with the simplest

model, the models are compared in pairs according to their

hierarchical relationship. Such a comparison can be based on

statistical criteria, such as the Akaike information criterion

(AIC) [48]. For each model the AIC is calculated according

to the following equation:

AIC ¼ �2 � loglikelihoodþ 2 � P ¼ OFVþ 2 � P ð7:32Þ

where P is the number of estimated parameters and OFV is

the objective function value which equals �2 times the

logarithm of the likelihood (Eq. 7.31).

The model with the lowest AIC value is accepted as the

‘best’ model. The addition of the term 2 ∙ P imposes a

penalty on the addition of parameters, implying that adding

a parameter must increase the likelihood sufficiently to be

statistically justified.

A good model fits the data in a well-balanced manner.

This can be difficult to achieve with unbalanced, real-world

data sets when one relies solely on AIC for model develop-

ment. Therefore, it seems logical to support decisions in

model selection and evaluation on prediction performance

metrics.

An interesting approach was used by Eleveld et al. in the

development of a general purpose PK model for propofol

[49]. Since the goal was good performance for all subgroups,

they derived a predictive performance metric that is bal-

anced between subgroups to guide model development.

The predictive performance metric was defined as the per-

centage of observations with ‘good’ performance (absolute

prediction error (APE) corresponding to APE � 20 %)

minus the percentage of observations with ‘poor’ perfor-

mance (corresponding to APE > 60 %). The predictions

used for this metric were obtained from twofold cross-

validation as a guard against overfitting. With this method,

the data set is split into two parts, D1 and D2. To evaluate a

given model structure, its parameters are estimated using

D1; the parameters are fixed and then used to predict D2.

The process is repeated, exchanging D1 and D2. Predictions

for D1 and D2 are combined to obtain a complete set of

independent predictions. The predictive performance metric

was calculated separately for five subgroups: young children

(age <3 years), children (3 � age < 18 years), adults

(18 � age < 70 years, BMI < 30), elderly (age � 70 years)

and high BMI individuals (BMI � 30). For model develop-

ment, the overall predictive performance metric was aver-

aged over these five subgroups.

For quantal data, several metrics for prediction perfor-

mance were proposed by Vereecke and colleagues

[50]. From the prediction errors, i.e. the difference between

the predicted probability of tolerance to a stimulus and the

observed response (0 for responsive, 1 for tolerant), the

mean prediction error (MPE) was calculated as a measure

of bias, and mean absolute prediction error (MAPE) and root

mean squared error (RMSE) were calculated as measures for
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precision. In addition, the prediction error score was calcu-

lated as the percentage of mispredicted responses, i.e. if

tolerant, the probability of tolerance was less than 0.5, or if

responsive, the probability of tolerance was more than 0.5.

An attractive feature of the above-mentioned metrics is

that their value can be evaluated using ‘common sense’,
e.g. by indicating the percentage of ‘good predictions’ or
the typical percentage error in the predicted value. These

values can then be evaluated with respect to the clinical

acceptability.

Mechanistic vs. Empirical Models
In essence, all PK and PD models are empirical models,

since they result mainly from experimental data, and are

based on mechanistic information only to a very limited

extend. For example, although the concept of clearance

and volume of distribution has a mechanistic basis, e.g. the

relationship between renal clearance and glomerular filtra-

tion rate, this only partly applies to the concept of peripheral

compartments, since these are used without any mechanistic

information about the anatomical and physiological

structures associated with them. Also, as described above,

the often used sigmoid Emax model (Eqs. 7.8 and 7.12) has

some mechanistic basis for the case γ ¼ 1, but not for other

cases.

In practice, these (mainly) empirical models have been

shown to be useful for the purpose of description and pre-

diction. However, it may be expected that the use of more

mechanistically based models (also denoted as semi-

mechanistic models) may improve the predictive power of

the model, and for that reason, the development of (more)

mechanistic models should be encouraged.

Although anaesthesia is a complex situation, it should be

realized that the PKPD of drugs used in anaesthesiology is

not more complex than that in other areas of medicine, and

perhaps even more simple, as a result of several factors that

are usually more complex in other areas, as illustrated by the

following examples, using the treatment of osteoporosis as

an example of contrast [51, 52]:

1. In anaesthesiology the drug is given as a single dose or

during a short period of time; in other areas drug dosing

and drug effects are measured usually for a much longer

period, with extreme cases over years, as in the case of

osteoporosis.

2. As a result of the relative short time period, the influence

of interindividual variability in hepatic and renal clear-

ance is only moderate, where it may be a major cause of

variability in treatment effects, in particular for genetic

variability in the phenotypes of several cytochrome P450

enzymes (e.g. CYP2D6).

3. Drug effect is usually easily and often frequently or

continuously measured.

4. Drug effect is usually a direct effect, whereas treatment

effects are often indirect effects, with complicated

relationships between effects on biomarkers and long-

term effects, such as bone mineral density (BMD) and

incidence of hip fractures in osteoporosis.

5. There is no underlying disease that may change during

long-term treatment. For several diseases, disease pro-

gression models have been developed to separate the

treatment effect from the disease progression [51, 52].

6. Placebo effect is unlikely to be interfering with the quan-

tification of drug effect. For many drugs, in particular

drugs used in psychiatry, placebo effect is large and

quantification of drug effect requires special models [53].

7. Patient compliance is not an issue, in contrast to studies

evaluating the effect of long-term treatment.

The change of the focus of PKPD models from purely

descriptive to (more) mechanism-based models has attracted

much interest over the past 10 years [54–58] and has resulted

in the development of systems pharmacology, as an analogy

to systems biology [59].

Population vs. Individual Approach
In ‘classical’ PK and PKPD analysis, the data from each

individual subject is analysed separately. If a sufficient num-

ber of plasma concentration data and/or drug effect data are

available for one individual (also called ‘rich data’), model

parameters for that individual can be estimated. This process

can be applied to all subjects participating in a study. In a

next step, the mean values and standard deviations of each

parameter are calculated and presented and may be used in

simulations for predictions. This approach is known as the

standard two-stage (STS) approach.

Although the STS approach has been used in numerous

papers on PK and PKPD modelling, it has some obvious

limitations and disadvantages:

1. If the number of observations in each individual is small

compared to the number of parameters to be estimated

(‘sparse data’), the parameters of that individual cannot

be estimated with reasonable precision or cannot be

estimated at all, e.g. if the number of observations is

less than the number of parameters.

2. In some cases, the parameters of each individual cannot

be estimated reliably, for example, in a PK analysis

without data during the elimination phase or with increas-

ing concentrations during the elimination phase, or in the

case of binary data, if all observations are identical,

i.e. either responsive or tolerant. This does not allow an
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estimation of C50 for that individual. As a result, STS

cannot be applied in these cases.

3. STS overestimates the interindividual variability of

model parameters.

4. STS is sensitive to outlier data. Outlier data may result in

estimated parameters that are far from the mean value or

expected value. As a result, mean and standard deviation

may be biased.

For these reasons, the STS approach has been largely

abandoned in favour of various methods for population

analysis, where all data are analysed simultaneously. The

population approach has become the dominant approach

over the last decades, since it has distinct advantages over

the individual approach:

1. Population analysis is more efficient and more accurate

than individual analysis with respect to the PKPD

behaviour of the ‘typical subject’.
2. Population analysis is more accurate and more precise

with respect to the estimation of interindividual

variability. It has been shown that interindividual

variability is overestimated in individual analysis [60].

3. Population analysis is more flexible in model

assumptions with respect to interindividual and residual

variability. For example, in PD analysis, it is likely that

there is interindividual variability in C50, but not (neces-

sarily) in the steepness of the concentration–effect rela-

tionship (γ). Interindividual variability in clearance and

C50 is usually assumed to be log-normally distributed,

whereas other parameters may be assumed to be normally

distributed. Also, residual variability is usually assumed

to be the same in all subjects. Such choices can be made

in population modelling.

4. Population analysis is more efficient in the estimation

of the influence of covariates like body weight, age,

gender, underlying pathology and co-medication.

Covariates can be included in the structural PK or

PKPD model and are essential in population analysis

since they allow a more precise prediction of PK or

PKPD in individuals.

The number of methods for population analysis has

grown over the last decades. Each method has its own

advantages, disadvantages and limitations, both with respect

to the underlying statistical basis and to the flexibility of the

available software.

The oldest and still by far the most used software package

for population analysis is NONMEM (Icon Development

Solutions, Hanover, MD), an acronym for nonlinear mixed

effects modelling. NONMEM was developed in the late

1970s of the previous century by Lewis B. Sheiner and

Stuart L. Beal of the NONMEM Project Group, University

of California at San Francisco.

For NONMEM, several ‘front-end’ packages are avail-

able to create an environment to create the control file (a list

of instructions for the NONMEM programme), to display

the results in tables and graphics and to perform additional

analysis, such as bootstrap analysis and log-likelihood

profiling for the assessment of confidence intervals, for

visual predictive checks (VPC) and for archiving. Such

packages include PsN (http://psn.sourceforge.net), PLT

Tools (www.pltsoft.com) and Pirana (www.pirana-soft

ware.com).

Since the introduction of NONMEM in 1979, other

methods and software for population analysis have been

developed, e.g. nonparametric methods, parametric

expectation-maximum methods and iterative two-stage

Bayesian methods, WinBugs and Monolix. A description

of software for PK and PKPD falls outside the scope of

this chapter. A regularly updated list of PKPD software

can be found at www.boomer.org/pkin/soft.html.

Basic Aspects of NONMEM
In short, the procedure in NONMEM is as follows. The

assumed model structure is described in a so-called control

file, including information of PK models (most common

models are provided in a built-in library) and specific

commands.

The observed values are collected in a data file, together

with the time of observation, dosing information and covari-

ate information (e.g. weight, age, gender, study group).

After running the results are provided in an output file and

user-defined tables. The original NONMEM output is rather

user-unfriendly: limited information is provided, presented

in an inconveniently arranged text file, without any graphics.

Therefore, the above-mentioned front-end packages are very

useful for a clear and well-organized presentation of the

results.

In general, the following parameter values are estimated:

1. Structural model parameters, also called ‘typical values’,
denoted θ (THETA, numbered 1, 2, etc.). These θ’s are
the same for each subject.

2. Interindividual variability in the structural model

parameters denoted ω (OMEGA). Each individual

deviates from the typical value θ with a deviation η
(ETA, one value for each subject). The mean values of

all η’s are assumed to be zero, and their variance is ω.
3. Residual variability, also called residual error or intra-

individual variability. Each individual observation

deviated from the model-predicted value with a deviation

ε (EPS). The mean values of all ε’s are assumed to be

zero, and their variance is σ (SIGMA).
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The user must provide initial values for each of the values

θ, ω and σ. As for individual analysis, the choice of these

initial values is, generally speaking, not critical, although

values far from the ‘optimal’ value may increase the risk of

convergence to a local minimum (see above) and thus not the

optimal solution and may increase the computation time.

During the NONMEM run, all values θ, ω and σ are

estimated; alternatively, these values can be kept constant

by adding the word FIX to the initial value. From a statistical

point of view, θ is a fixed effect (with a fixed, albeit yet

unknown value), and ω and σ are random effects (each

subject is assumed to be randomly assigned to the study,

and each observation is assumed to be statistically indepen-

dent); this type of analysis is called mixed effects modelling.

For nonlinear functions, the process can be described by

nonlinear mixed effects modelling.

Simultaneous vs. Sequential PKPD Analysis
In a PKPD analysis, there are usually two sets of observed

data, i.e. plasma concentrations (also called PK data) and

drug effect observations (PD data), and two models, the PK

and the PD model (which may include the PKPD link

model). All the data can be analysed by different procedures,

which will be described here shortly. A more detailed

description of these procedures and comparison of them

can be found in the literature [61, 62]. For convenience, we

adopted the acronym from those papers:

1. SIM: simultaneous analysis of PK and PD models in a

single run. From a statistical point, this is the best and

most logical way to perform the analysis, provided that

the data are ‘ideal’, i.e. that the data are equally informa-

tive with respect to the PK and PD model. If this is not the

case, the simultaneous analysis may result in biased

estimates of the PK and/or PD parameters, as has been

demonstrated in literature [62–64]. Other limitations of

this approach are the increased risk of convergence to

local minima and long execution times.

For these reasons, one of the following sequential

procedures may be used. First, the PK analysis is

performed, estimating only the PK parameters (θ, ω, σ),
using only the PK model and PK data. In the next step, the

PD analysis is performed, estimating the PD parameters

(θ, ω, σ).
2. IPP (individual PK parameters): After the PK step,

Bayesian (also called ‘post hoc’) parameter estimates

are provided by NONMEM, and these parameters are

used as fixed values in the PD analysis, estimating only

the PD parameters (θ, ω, σ), using only the PD data.

Although two different runs have to be performed, the

total execution time is usually much shorter than for the

simultaneous analysis [61–64]. However, this method

suffers from a statistical ‘sin’: the PK parameters are

considered as exactly known values without any error,

since only the point estimates are used. Actually, the PK

parameters are not exactly known; only point estimates

and their standard error (and/or confidence interval) are

known. Therefore, the results are ‘too optimistic’, and the
standard errors and confidence intervals of the PD

parameters are underestimated significantly and popula-

tion values may be biased [61–64].

3. IPPSE (individual PK parameters with standard errors):

To avoid the above-mentioned problem of the sequential

analysis, the standard error of the individual PK

parameters may be included in the analysis to account

for the uncertainty of the individual PK parameters, as

was proposed by Lacroix et al. [61]. This method

combines good accuracy and precision with reasonable

execution times.

4. PPP&D (population PK parameters and dynamics):

Alternatively, the individual PK parameters may be

estimated in the PD run, but with fixed values of the

typical PK parameter values and their variances as

obtained from the PK analysis; this procedure is similar

to the simultaneous approach, except for the fixed values

of the typical PK parameter values and their variances,

thus avoiding the limitations of the simultaneous analy-

sis. In general, this approach may be considered the

‘ideal’ solution for the earlier mentioned problems with

the other methods, at the cost of a limited increase of the

execution time.

5. Nonparametric PK model: Unadkat and colleagues

described an alternative to the IPP method, by replacing

the compartmental PK model by a nonparametric PK

model, i.e. assuming that the plasma concentration can

be described by connecting the observed concentrations

with straight line, either on a linear scale or a logarith-

mic scale [65]. This method requires some adaptations

of the usual software. The advantage of this approach is

that the PD analysis is completely independent of the PK

analysis and that bias in the PK model is not transferred

to the PD model; for this reason this approach was

applied in several studies [31, 63, 66, 67]. In addition,

this approach can be applied also in cases where a

compartmental PK model does not seem to be appropri-

ate, e.g. in the case of secondary plasma concentration

peaks as a result of enterohepatic circulation. However,

the method has the same disadvantages as approach IPP

and requires sufficiently frequent sampling in each indi-

vidual for an accurate description of the plasma concen-

tration profile. Proost and colleagues compared the

nonparametric PK, SIM and IPP methods and concluded

that the nonparametric PK approach performed similarly

to IPP [63].
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Optimal Study Design
The study design is a key factor to obtain accurate and precise

parameter estimates. Although this is quite obvious, it may be

questioned whether the design of the study is evaluated

thoroughly in the typical clinical study. Data to support this

are lacking, but it seems likely that more accurate and precise

results can be obtained in well-designed studies.

A problem inherent to ‘optimal study design’ is that such
a design can be assessed only if the results of the study are

known. For example, the well-known power analysis to

determine the number of subjects in a study requires infor-

mation on the expected variability, which must be estimated

based on earlier information or pilot studies.

In general, the following factors determine the optimal

design of PKPD studies:

– The primary and secondary objectives of the study

– The required accuracy and precision of the PKPD

parameters and/or the required prediction performance

– The underlying PKPD model, its parameters and their

interindividual and residual variability

The procedure for the assessment of the optimal study

design should provide optimal values for, amongst others,

the number of subjects, the number of observations per

subject and the time points of observations.

The importance of time points of observations in PK

studies was demonstrated by D’Argenio in 1981 [68],

introducing various methods to assess the optimal time

points of sampling for individual pharmacokinetic analysis,

known as D-optimality and several more. More recently, this

work was extended by several authors [69–71].

The optimal design of ‘classical’ clinical studies is nowa-
days performed by clinical trial simulation (CTS), allowing

selection of the optimal design parameters for a study. The

principle of CTS is to generate a large number of study

results, based on the assumed clinical parameters, using a

process called Monte Carlo simulations, where study

parameters are simulated from the assumed mean, standard

deviation and statistical distribution. Similar procedures can

be used in PKPD studies. A major limitation of these Monte

Carlo-based methods is the enormous computational burden;

even in the present time with very fast computers, this still is

an issue.

A critical point in optimal study design of PKPD studies

is the fact that the optimal conditions are often in conflict

with the ‘classical’ design of clinical studies. Two examples

to clarify this point will be given here.

The first example refers to the optimal time point of the

observations. In particular in cases where the number of

observations per subject is small (‘sparse data’), it is

important that the time points are well spread over the

relevant time period of the study, implying that the times

of observations, for PK and/or PD, are not the same for

each subject; the optimal sampling strategy may even have

different time points for each subject. Such a study design

will not be acceptable from a ‘classical’ clinical study point
of view, since one cannot summarize the data in a table,

such as ‘drug effect was an increase of 5.0 (SD 0.7) units

after 1 hour and 2.5 (SD 0.5) units after 4 hours’, and a

statistical analysis of these data is not possible. Actually, a

population PKPD analysis is the only way to analyse this

type of data.

The second example is the dose (or concentration, in

the case of inhaled anaesthetics or TCI infusion) in rela-

tion to the (expected) drug effect. If the observed effects

are well spread over the entire range, parameter estimation

is likely to be precise and accurate, as shown in Fig. 7.6a.

However, in a ‘classical’ clinical study, all patients would
receive the same dose or a few different doses. In general,

these doses are chosen to be effective, in order to avoid

insufficient drug effect. As a result, at most time points,

the observed drug effect is large, and small drug effects

are lacking. So, the data are not well spread over the range

from zero to full drug effect (Fig. 7.6b). As a result, the

estimates of C50, γ and E0 will be imprecise, even in cases

where the total number of observations is large. For other

drugs, where doses are relatively low to avoid adverse

effects at higher concentrations, the drug concentrations

are too low to estimate C50, γ and Emax precisely

(Fig. 7.6c).

These examples show that the optimal design of PKPD

studies may be hampered by the requirements posed by the

‘classical’ clinical study design or by ethical reasons that do

not allow choice of the optimal doses.

The optimal design for interaction studies may be much

more complex than that for a single drug, and, in spite of its

importance, this topic seems to be largely neglected in

literature. Short and colleagues [72] compared several

designs for interaction studies based on response surface

methodology in a simulation study, to select the most

satisfactory study design and to estimate the number of

patients needed to adequately describe the entire response

surface. They concluded that the ‘crisscross’ design was

most appropriate: in half of the patients, drug A is kept

constant at one of a series of predefined levels and drug B is

tested at various levels, and in the other half of the patients,

drug B is kept constant at one of a series of predefined level

and drug A is tested at various levels. For details we refer to

the original publication [72].
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Reporting PKPD Studies
A clear and consistent presentation of the results of PKPD

studies is essential for a good understanding and in

subsequent use of these results in patient care, drug develop-

ment or research. Unfortunately, a survey of publications of

PKPD studies shows that much can be improved, since many

publications lack relevant information (e.g. with respect to

calculations, units, residual error, model assumptions, model

selection, diagnostic plots) or use uncommon or confusing

symbols; it is recommended to use the generally accepted

symbols as published [73, 74], and the use of software- or

model-specific symbols should be avoided (e.g. denoting the

volume of the central compartment as V2 instead of Vc

(or V1), since it is used in the NONMEM code reflecting

the volume of compartment 2, in cases where compartment

1 is used for the absorption compartment).

The statistical and technical aspects of PKPD modelling

may be difficult to explain to readers not or less familiar with

PKPD and pharmacometric concepts. However, this should

be a challenge to clarify the aims, methods, results and

discussion of PKPD studies for a wide audience, rather

than hiding the message by unnecessarily technical writing,

and still provide all essential details in the report or article.

The possibility to provide part of such information as sup-

plementary data on a website linked to the journal allows

keeping the main article clear and succinct without lack of

essential information.

Both the FDA and EMA published guidelines for popula-

tion pharmacokinetic studies [75, 76].

Recently, a paper entitled ‘Reporting a population

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic study: a journal’s per-

spective’ was published [77], followed by ‘Reporting

Fig. 7.6 Fitting drug effect data to the sigmoid Emax model. The

dashed line shows the relationship according to the sigmoid Emax

model with the true values of the parameters, the open squares show
20 simulated data points with added random error in the drug effect

(‘observed’) and the solid line shows the best fitting sigmoid Emax

model with baseline E0 (Eq. 7.12). (a) Observations are well spread

over the relevant range, resulting in accurate parameter estimates. (b)
Observations are located in the upper range of effect, resulting in poor

parameter estimates for C50, γ and E0. (c) Observations are located in

the lower range of effect, resulting in poor parameter estimates for C50,
γ and Emax
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Guidelines for Clinical Pharmacokinetic Studies: The

ClinPK Statement’ [78].
Earlier, Viby-Mogensen and colleagues published a

paper on good clinical research practice (GCRP) of pharma-

cokinetic studies of neuromuscular blocking agents, includ-

ing design, analysis and reporting of such studies [79], as a

companion to papers on GCRP of pharmacodynamic studies

of neuromuscular blocking agents [80]. Both papers were the

result of consensus conferences of a large group of experts in

the field.

PKPD Modelling of Drugs Used in Anaesthesia

Neuromuscular Blocking Agents

In 1979, Sheiner and colleagues published their classical

paper on PKPD modelling of neuromuscular blocking agents

(NMBA), introducing the concept of the ‘effect compartment’
to describe the relationship between the plasma concentration

and the concentration at the site of action, i.e. to account for

time delays between both concentrations as a result of drug

transport from plasma to the site of action [29]. This idea,

described above, solved the problem of the observed time

delay between the plasma concentration of the NMBA and

the resulting muscle relaxation, without the need of an extra

pharmacokinetic compartment describing the plasma concen-

tration profile, as was used in the model of Hull et al. [81].

The concept of the effect compartment has given an

enormous impetus to PKPD modelling of almost all classes

of drugs, within and outside anaesthesiology, and even

today, Sheiner’s PKPD link model is still by far the most

commonly used approach in describing time delays of effect

due to pharmacokinetics. It is obvious that the proof of

principle of the effect compartment concept could be

demonstrated only with a data set with sufficient PK and

PD data and well-defined PK and PD models. To this pur-

pose, NMBAs are most appropriate: the effect, i.e. the

degree of muscle relaxation, can be quantified accurately

by measuring muscle contraction force upon electrical stim-

ulation, and the PD model can be used in its most simple

form, since in Eq. (7.12) E0 (pre-dose muscle contraction

force, usually expressed as 100 % of control) and Emax are

zero (complete relaxation or complete neuromuscular block-

ade), thus leaving only three parameters to be estimated (ke0,
C50 and γ).

This simple model has been described successfully for

almost all NMBAs used in clinical practice. As described

above, Viby-Mogensen and colleagues published a paper on

good clinical research practice (GCRP) of pharmacokinetic

studies of neuromuscular blocking agents, including design,

analysis and reporting of such studies [79].

In most published studies, and for most compounds, the

value of γ was in the range of 3–8, and the question arises

whether this range reflects real differences between

compounds or is due to methodological issues or inter-

study variability. From a pharmacological point of view, it

seems likely that the relationship between receptor occu-

pancy of a nondepolarizing NMBA and the degree of neuro-

muscular block is independent of the chemical structure of

the NMBA, and thus γ is a property of the neuromuscular

system, and the same for all nondepolarizing NMBAs [82],

but different for different muscles. Unfortunately, this

hypothesis has never been tested thoroughly.

Donati and Meistelman [83] proposed a PKPD model for

NMBAs, taking into account the binding of the NMBA to the

acetylcholine receptors in the synaptic cleft, instead of the

‘inert’ effect compartment of the Sheiner model. This binding

to receptors, also called the ‘buffering hypothesis’ as observed
in in vitro experiments [84], has profound effects on the

potency and time course of NMBAs, since binding to receptor

lowers the unbound concentration in the effect compartment,

thus increasing the onset time and increasing the dose needed

to reach a certain degree of block [83, 85]. This model may

explain the observed relationship between onset time and

potency [86–88], but it is still unclear whether this ‘buffering
hypothesis’ plays a dominant role in the observed relationship

between onset time and potency, since conflicting

observations have been reported [89, 90].

Beaufort and co-workers [91] showed that inhibition of

the enzymatic degradation of suxamethonium and

mivacurium increases the onset time of submaximal neuro-

muscular block, as predicted by PKPD modelling [85, 92].

The models described above have a common feature that

they assume that the drug effect (neuromuscular block) is

dependent on the (unbound) NMBA concentration in the

effect compartment. From a mechanistic point of view, this

is cumbersome, since the drug effect is the result of interac-

tion of the drug molecules with the acetylcholine receptors,

and thus it seems logical to relate the drug effect to the

receptor occupancy. This concept has been used by

D’Hollander and Delcroix [93], but this approach has not

been explored further. Actually, as a result of the very fast

binding and release of the NMBA and acetylcholine recep-

tor, there is a fixed relationship between unbound drug

concentration and receptor occupancy, and therefore both

approaches are essentially identical.

A modification of this approach was applied to explain

the increased sensitivity to NMBAs and the prolonged time

course in myasthenic patients [67]. Using the classical

approach (Sheiner model, using Eqs. (7.7) and (7.12)), C50

and γ were significantly decreased in myasthenic patients

compared to controls. Using the unbound receptor model

(URM), which relates the drug effect to the number of
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unbound acetylcholine receptors (i.e. the number of

receptors available for neurotransmission by acetylcho-

line), explained the increased sensitivity to NMBAs and

the prolonged time course in myasthenic patients as a

result of a decreased number of acetylcholine receptors,

in accordance with the known mechanism of myasthenia

gravis, illustrating the advantage of a (more) mechanistic

model over a merely empirical model. The results of this

clinical PKPD study were confirmed in a study with pigs

[66] and in an experimental setting with an antegrade

perfused rat peroneal nerve anterior tibialis muscle model

[94], in which experimental autoimmune myasthenia

gravis was evoked by injection of alpha-bungarotoxin or

by injecting monoclonal antibodies against rat acetylcho-

line receptors.

Several studies have been performed describing the

different effects of NMBAs on different muscles

[95, 96]. Vecuronium and rocuronium showed an earlier,

but less deep, neuromuscular block at the adductor laryngeal

muscle compared to the adductor pollicis, resulting in a larger

value of ke0 (shorter equilibrium time) and a largerC50 (lower
potency) as shown by PKPD modelling [96].

In the case of (cis)atracurium, the PK model should take

into account both central and peripheral Hofmann elimina-

tion, a chemical degradation process independent of enzyme

activity [97]. For mivacurium the classical PKPD link model

did not result in acceptable model fitting, and an additional

interstitial compartment was postulated to describe the PKPD

of mivacurium adequately [31].

As described earlier, the plasma concentration–time profile

cannot be accurately described by a compartmental model

during the first minutes after administration due to the pro-

cesses of mixing over the vascular space, and consequently, a

PKPD model cannot describe the drug effect accurately over

this time period. Beaufort and colleagues [15] and Ducharme

and colleagues [16] investigated the influence of the compart-

mental approach in experiments with frequent arterial blood

sampling, with intervals of 10 s and 1.2 s, respectively, and

using a non-compartmental PK model. Their results showed

that model parameters with frequent sampling were signifi-

cantly different from that obtained from conventional com-

partmental modelling.

Only a few PKPD studies on the depolarizing NMBA

suxamethonium (succinylcholine) have been published,

partly as a result of the methodological issue of the rapid

breakdown by plasma cholinesterase [98–100].

An alternative approach was introduced by Verotta and

Sheiner [101–103] by performing PKPD modelling without

plasma concentration measurements. In this approach, a one-

or two-compartment PK model is assumed, and the

parameters of this PK model together with the PD

parameters are estimated from the PD measurements. Since

no concentrations are measured, C50 cannot be estimated,

but instead of C50 the drug potency is modelled as an

infusion rate associated with 50 % effect. For compounds

following one-compartment kinetics, and for comparisons

between compounds or between muscles, this approach may

be attractive, but in other cases the value of this approach

seems limited.

Nigrovic and colleagues published some extended PKPD

models, e.g. to explain the competition of NMBAs and

acetylcholine [104] and the phenomenon of twitch fade

[105]. Such models may be helpful in a quantitative under-

standing of the processes involved, but their clinical rele-

vance seems limited.

Interaction of Neuromuscular Blocking Agents

Several studies on the interaction of different NMBAs have

been published in literature [106–108]. These studies were

analysed using isobolographic analysis. Nigrovic and

Amann [109] published a theoretical model describing the

additive or supra-additive interaction of NMBAs. However,

no PKPD models supported by full PKPD analysis describ-

ing the interaction of different NMBAs could be found in

literature.

The overall pattern of these studies is that interactions of

NMBAs of the same chemical group (aminosteroids such as

rocuronium, vecuronium, pipecuronium and pancuronium or

benzylisoquinolinium compounds such as cisatracurium,

atracurium, mivacurium, metocurine and D-tubocurarine)

are additive or mildly synergistic and that interactions of

NMBAs of a different chemical group are synergistic. The

clinical relevance of these findings remains to be

demonstrated.

Reversal of Neuromuscular Block

The reversal of neuromuscular block by acetylcholinesterase

inhibitors such as neostigmine and edrophonium has been

modelled as an extension of the PKPD model of NMBAs

[110–113].

The development of sugammadex introduced a novel

concept to reverse neuromuscular block by forming a stable

complex with rocuronium [114–118]. Due to the very high

affinity of sugammadex for rocuronium, and to a lesser

extend for vecuronium, unbound plasma concentrations of

these NMBAs are rapidly reduced after injection of

sugammadex.

The pharmacokinetics of sugammadex was investigated

by non-compartmental analysis [116]. The PKPD of

rocuronium and vecuronium, sugammadex and their
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interaction was successfully modelled, allowing investiga-

tion of the characteristics of the reversal of neuromuscular

block of rocuronium and vecuronium by sugammadex in a

quantitative manner [57].

In a case report in which a temporary decrease in train-of-

four response was observed after reversal of muscle relaxa-

tion with a small dose (0.5 mg/kg) of sugammadex

administered 42 min after 0.9 mg/kg of rocuronium, it was

hypothesized that this muscle relaxation rebound occurs

when the dose of sugammadex is sufficient for complex

formation with rocuronium in the central compartment,

but insufficient for redistribution of rocuronium from

peripheral to central compartments, rather than dissociation

of the sugammadex–rocuronium complex [119]. This

hypothesis was supported by a PKPD modelling approach,

and simulations indicated that muscle relaxation rebound

can occur for doses of sugammadex in a limited critical

range.

Volatile Anaesthetics

The classical measure of potency of volatile anaesthetics is

the minimum alveolar concentration (MAC), defined as

the concentration in the alveoli at which 50 % of the

patients do not react to a standardized skin incision. Com-

paring this definition with Eq. (7.15), it follows that the

MAC equals C50 for the stimulus skin incision. In this

approach, the steepness γ is not explicitly determined;

instead, anaesthesiologists use practical rules, e.g. that a

concentration of 1.3 times the MAC results in adequate

suppression of response after skin incision. Assuming that

this coincides with a level of P ¼ 0.9, it follows from

Eq. (7.15) that γ of volatile anaesthetics is about 8. In

addition, in the case of two or more anaesthetics, their

MAC values may be added, implying that the assumed

interaction is additive.

The concept of MAC as well as full PKPD models

assumes equilibrium conditions of the concentrations in the

alveoli, blood and brain. The time course of the

concentrations in these areas can be described by pharmaco-

kinetic models [120].

Several pharmacokinetic models for volatile

anaesthetics were published [121–129]. Such models may

be helpful for a better understanding of the time course of

action of volatile anaesthetics as well as the influence

of physico-chemical properties of the anaesthetic drug

(e.g. blood–gas partition coefficient) and patient

characteristics (e.g. cardiac output); their practical benefit

remains to be demonstrated.

An overview of the clinical pharmacokinetics of

sevoflurane can be found in the literature [130].

Intravenous Anaesthetics

Numerous PK models for intravenous anaesthetics have

been published, in particular for propofol. The models for

propofol derived by Marsh [131] and by Schnider [132, 133]

are widely used and have been evaluated in TCI settings

[8, 134–137]. In addition, PK and PKPD models have been

developed for special patient groups, in particular in obesity

[138, 139], children [140–142], infants [143] and obese

children [144].

Eleveld and colleagues [49] developed a ‘general purpose
pharmacokinetic model’ for propofol, using data from 21 pre-

viously published propofol data sets containing data from

young children, children, adults, elderly and obese

individuals, including data sets available from the Open TCI

Initiative website (www.opentci.org). In total, 10,927 drug

concentration observations from 660 individuals (age range

0.25–88 years, weight range 5.2–160 kg) were analysed. The

goal was to determine a PK model with robust predictive

performance for a wide range of patient groups and clinical

conditions. A three-compartment allometric model was

estimated with NONMEM using weight, age, sex and patient

status as covariates. A predictive performancemetric focused

on intraoperative conditions was devised and used along with

the AIC to guide model development. The predictive perfor-

mance of the final model was better than or similar to that of

specialized models, even for the subpopulations on which

those models were derived. This general purpose model

seems promising for the application of TCI in a wide range

of patient groups and clinical conditions, although further

prospective evaluation of the model is needed.

For several other intravenous anaesthetics, population PK

models have been published, e.g. for midazolam in adults

[145], infants [146] and obesity [147] and for

dexmedetomidine in children [148] and adults [149].

Interaction of Anaesthetics

Harris and co-workers [150] found an additive interaction of

sevoflurane and propofol for loss of consciousness and

response to skin incision, using the Dixon up-and-down

method and isobolographic techniques.

This interaction was also investigated by Schumacher

et al. [151]. Using the response surface modelling approach,

they showed that the interaction was additive for all

investigated end points: BIS suppression, state and response

entropy, tolerance of shake and shout, tetanic stimulation,

laryngeal mask airway insertion and laryngoscopy. This

implies that, for these end points, sevoflurane and propofol

can be interchanged, with 1 mg/l propofol corresponding to

0.42 vol.% sevoflurane.
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A similar study by Diz et al., using midazolam

premedication and low doses of opioids, confirmed the addi-

tive interaction between propofol and sevoflurane on BIS

[152]. The findings of these three studies are in line with the

above-mentioned assumption of additivity of volatile

anaesthetics.

The interaction of sevoflurane and nitrous oxide was

modelled by Vereecke and colleagues [50]. Since this

study also included the interaction with opioids, it is

described below.

The interaction between midazolam and propofol has

been studied by several researchers, with varying results.

It has been shown that midazolam and propofol influence

each others’ kinetics [153–155], complicating the analysis

of the interaction, although the observed PD interaction

appeared not to be attributed to PK changes of the unbound

concentrations of the drugs [156]. Some publications

reported a synergistic interaction for sedation and loss of

responsiveness [157–159], but others reported an additive

interaction [43, 160]. A synergistic interaction was also

found in a triple interaction study on midazolam, propofol

and alfentanil by Minto and co-workers, as described

below.

Opioids

The PK of the opioids used in anaesthesia has been

investigated in several studies, which were reviewed about

20 years ago [161, 162]. More recent pharmacokinetic stud-

ies with opioids commonly used in anaesthesia seem to be

absent in literature, except for remifentanil.

The PK of remifentanil was investigated by Egan and

co-workers [163–165], by Minto and co-workers

[166, 167] and by Drover and Lemmens [168]. The PK

model of Minto et al. has been and is still widely used for

TCI application. The performance of this model was

validated in obese patients [169]. However, Mertens and

colleagues [170] compared the predictive performance of

remifentanil TCI using the above-mentioned five models

and concluded that the three models by Egan and

co-workers performed better than the Minto and Drover

models.

The PD of opioids has been studied in many publications,

using different end points of opioid effect. The oldest papers

studied the MAC reduction of isoflurane by fentanyl

[171, 172], alfentanil [172], sufentanil [173] and

remifentanil [174]. Katoh and co-workers investigated the

MAC reduction of sevoflurane by fentanyl [175]. It should

be noted that MAC reduction studies are actually interaction

studies (see below); they are mentioned here because these

studies were aiming at measurement of the potency of the

opioids.

Bouillon performed two studies comparing the respira-

tory depressant potency of remifentanil, alfentanil and

piritramide [176, 177].

Gambus and co-workers [178] investigated the

EEG-derived canonical univariate parameter (CUP) and

the spectral edge (SE95%) as effect parameters of fentanyl,

alfentanil, sufentanil, trefentanil and remifentanil. The

potency of these compounds was expressed in their C50

(denoted IC50 in that paper). These C50 values are 5- to

20-fold the C50 values obtained in the MAC reduction

studies, questioning whether these values can be used to

compare the potency of opioids to provide the anti-

nociceptive component of a balanced anaesthesia technique.

An overview of C50 values of alfentanil, fentanyl,

sufentanil and remifentanil for the above-mentioned end

points, as well as for the minimum effective plasma concen-

tration providing postoperative analgesia (MEAC), can be

found in Miller’s Anesthesia [179].

Interaction of Opioids

The opioids most commonly used in anaesthesia (fentanyl,

alfentanil, sufentanil and remifentanil) are pure μ-receptor
opioid agonists [180]. Therefore, it may be assumed that

their interaction is additive, implying that they can be

interchanged, provided that (1) their different pharmacokinet-

ics are considered; these differences may be exploited by

changing the opioids towards the end of the surgical procedure

to maintain the optimal analgesic treatment, and (2) the

equipotent doses, or in TCI, equipotent concentrations are

known. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the equipotent

doses and concentrations are dependent on the observed end

point of opioid effect. Therefore, there is still a need for

comparative studies determining the equipotent

concentrations of the opioids used in anaesthesia on the clini-

cally relevant end points such as reduction of C50 of propofol

and analgesic effect. The latter would be measured as experi-

mental pain, either attenuation of a standard stimulus or

increasing pain tolerance.

Interaction of Volatile Anaesthetics and Opioids

The interaction studies on the MAC reduction of volatile

anaesthetics by opioids have been described above, because

these studies were aiming at measurement of the potency of

the opioids.

The interaction between sevoflurane and remifentanil was

studied by Manyam et al. [32], measuring sedation and

responsiveness using the Observer’s Assessment of Alert-

ness and Sedation Scale (OAAS) and several painful stimuli:

electrical titanic stimulus, pressure algometry (reproducible
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pressure on the anterior tibia) and 50 �C hot temperature

sensation in volunteers. In this study, end-tidal vapour pres-

sure was used as input for the PD model, although there was

no equilibrium with effect-site concentrations. Therefore,

the results of this study are of limited validity. The same

group published a reanalysis of these data [181].

The interaction between sevoflurane and remifentanil was

also investigated by Heyse and colleagues [37], measuring

responsiveness using the OAAS scale and several

painful stimuli: electrical tetanic stimulus, laryngeal mask

airway insertion and laryngoscopy. They applied several

available mathematical approaches in modelling the

concentration–effect data to identify which approach works

best. The hierarchical model was found to fit best to the

data, the same model that was developed by Bouillon et al.

[41] to describe the interaction between propofol and

remifentanil.

In the study of Heyse and colleagues, also several contin-

uous measures of hypnotic and analgesic effect were

obtained before and after the above-mentioned series of

noxious and non-noxious stimulations [182]. Using a

response surface methodology, an additive interaction

between sevoflurane and remifentanil was found for the

EEG-derived measures bispectral index (BIS), state entropy

(SE) and response entropy (RE).

For the composite variability index (CVI), a moderate

synergism was found. The comparison of pre- and poststim-

ulation data revealed a shift of C50 of sevoflurane for BIS,

SE and RE, with a consistent increase of 0.3 vol.%

sevoflurane. The surgical pleth index (SPI) data did not

result in plausible parameter estimates, neither before nor

after stimulation.

These modelling results confirm the reduction of the

MAC of volatile anaesthetics as a result of a synergistic

interaction, as has been shown in several MAC reduction

studies Once the interaction between sevoflurane and

remifentanil is established using response surface

modelling, it is tempting to predict the interactions of

other volatile anaesthetics using MAC equivalencies

and/or other opioids, using remifentanil equivalents,

i.e. remifentanil concentrations equipotent to the other opi-

oid. Although it is likely that such predictions are valid,

their clinical validity and safety need to be established in

prospective studies.

Vereecke and colleagues [50] expanded the hierarchical

model for sevoflurane and opioids for the combined admin-

istration of sevoflurane, opioids and nitrous oxide (N2O),

using historical data on the somatic (motor) and autonomic

(hemodynamic) responsiveness to incision, the MAC and

MAC-BAR, respectively [175]. Four potential actions of

N2O were postulated: (1) N2O is equivalent to A ng/ml of

fentanyl (additive); (2) N2O reduces C50 of fentanyl by a

factor B; (3) N2O is equivalent to X vol.% of sevoflurane

(additive); and (4) N2O reduces C50 of sevoflurane by a

factor Y. They found that 66 vol.% N2O combines an addi-

tive effect corresponding to 0.27 ng/ml fentanyl (A) with an

additive effect corresponding to 0.54 vol.% sevoflurane (X).

This allows incorporation of the effect of N2O into the

hierarchical interaction model.

Interaction of Intravenous Anaesthetics
and Opioids

The interaction of propofol with opioids has been

investigated in many papers, for a variety of PD end points

and for various opioids, e.g. for fentanyl [183, 184],

alfentanil [154, 185, 186] and remifentanil. The latter have

been extensively studied for a variety of effects, including

EEG-derived indices [41, 187–189], cardiorespiratory end

points [190–193] and sedation and responsiveness using

OAAS [41].

Response surface modelling of the propofol—

remifentanil interaction was performed in several studies

using the Greco interaction model [194–196]. This resulted

in very high C50 values for remifentanil as a result of the low

sensitivity of the end points (amongst others, OAAS and

laryngoscopy). Bouillon and co-workers [41] performed a

study in volunteers using the same end points. They

introduced the hierarchical model and found that the hierar-

chical model performed better than the Minto model. For the

EEG-derived measures BIS and approximate entropy (AE),

the interaction between propofol and remifentanil was addi-

tive. The results of Bouillon et al. for propofol are in excel-

lent agreement with that for sevoflurane of Heyse et al.

[37, 182] for all reported end points, confirming the similar-

ity of the PKPD properties of sevoflurane and propofol.

Vereecke and co-workers [197] reanalysed the pooled

data of three studies on the interaction of propofol–

remifentanil [41], sevoflurane–propofol [151] and

sevoflurane–remifentanil [37] to develop a triple interaction

model for the probability to tolerate laryngoscopy (PTOL),

combining Eqs. (7.18) and (7.23) to

U ¼ CSEVO

C50SEVO
þ CPROP

C50PROP

� �
� 1þ CREMI

C50REMI
Þγo

� ��
ð7:33Þ

The pooled analysis resulted in unique C50 values for each

compound and a common value for γ, whereas γO was not

significantly different from 1. Based on PTOL, a given com-

bination of propofol and remifentanil can be converted to an

equipotent combination of sevoflurane and remifentanil and

vice versa.

This model was used to extend the noxious stimulation

response index (NSRI), an anaesthetic depth indicator
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related to PTOL, presented for propofol and remifentanil

[42]. The NSRI was extended for sevoflurane by modifica-

tion of the original definition of NSRI [197]. NSRI is scaled

between 100 (when no anaesthetic drugs are administered)

and 0 (indicating very profound anaesthesia), in addition, for

PTOL ¼ 0.5, NSRI is 50, and for PTOL ¼ 0.9, NSRI is

20, leading to the following equation:

NSRI ¼ 100

1þ PTOL

1�PTOL

� �s ð7:34Þ

where S ¼ slope factor ¼ 0.63093. PTOL was estimated

from the end-tidal concentration of sevoflurane and effect-

site concentrations of propofol and remifentanil [197].

NSRI was found to be a better predictor of PTOL com-

pared to bispectral index (BIS), state and response entropy

(SE, RE), composite variability index (CVI) and surgical

pleth index (SPI), as well as end-tidal concentration of

sevoflurane and effect-site concentrations of propofol and

remifentanil [197]. These data suggest that NSRI may be of

interest as a universal pharmacology-based anaesthesia indi-

cator reflecting the total potency of any combination of

sevoflurane, propofol and remifentanil.

Zanderigo and colleagues [198] modelled the relationship

between desired and undesired effects simultaneously by

defining a new parameter called ‘well-being’, defined as a

superposition of desired and undesired effects. The synergis-

tic response for both desired and adverse effects was used to

identify a preferred range of propofol and remifentanil

concentrations that provide adequate anaesthesia, associated

with the lowest risk of side effects. This approach has not

resulted in more publications, in spite of its attractive

characteristics.

In a triple interaction study on midazolam, propofol

and alfentanil, Vinik and co-workers [160] used

isobolographic techniques to determine whether

combinations of midazolam–propofol, propofol–alfentanil,

midazolam–alfentanil and midazolam–propofol–alfentanil

interacted in a synergistic or additive way. Only the

midazolam–propofol interaction was not significantly differ-

ent from additivity.

Using data from an earlier study [159] with midazolam,

propofol and alfentanil, Minto and co-workers found signifi-

cant synergistic interactions of each pair of these compounds,

but no additional triple interaction when three drugs were

combined [34]. A weak point of this study is that observations

were made at fixed time points after administration of known

doses, but the actual concentrations were not known. This

implies that this study does not provide a full surface response

model allowing estimating the effect of any combination of

midazolam, propofol and alfentanil. Therefore, a well-

designed study of the midazolam–propofol–opioid interaction

assessed at near steady state, using standardized end points of

hypnotic drug effect, is still missing.

Applications of PKPD Models

PKPD models offer a wide range of applications in anaes-

thesiology, for example:

1. Drug administration by TCI, as is nowadays routinely

applied for propofol and opioids such as remifentanil,

throughout Europe and Asia. The clinical value of TCI

has been demonstrated in validation studies [8, 134, 135,

137]. Due to regulatory differences, TCI pumps are not

yet allowed in the United States [136].

2. Drug advisory displays, such as SmartPilot View (Dräger,

Lübeck, Germany) and Navigator Suite (GE Healthcare,

Madison, WI), have a large potential to help the anaes-

thesiologist. Such displays provide real-time

individualized predictions of anaesthetic drug effects,

accounting for administered doses, drug interactions and

patient characteristics, allowing rational, timely and

reproducible drug titration. These predictions are

presented either as isoboles (SmartPilot View) or

coloured zones of desired effect on the effect-site concen-

tration graphs (Navigator Suite). In order to guarantee

optimal performance, adequate PKPD models must be

available and prospectively validated.

The application of drug advisory displays in clinical

practice has several potential advantages. They allow a

titration of the drug dose to, for example, the 95 %

isobole, i.e. a near-maximal effect while minimizing

overdose, a process called ‘surfing the waves’ [136].

Also in cases where the individual patient behaves differ-

ently from the expected typical patient, the isoboles can

still be used to guide dosing, taking into account the

clinical observations in that patient.

The anaesthesiologist should be aware of the

limitations to these drug displays. The predictions of

drug concentration and effects are based on population

models. This means that the concentrations and effects

individual patients may deviate from the predictions

shown on the display. From a clinical point of view, it

may diminish the user’s confidence in the system, but

from a statistical point of view, the prediction is

not ‘wrong’. In addition, even for the typical patient,

PKPD predictions are not perfect and are based on

models obtained from studies in a limited number

of patients with possibly a suboptimal study

design, e.g. with respect to co-medication affecting
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drug effect or insufficient time to reach steady-state

conditions.
3. Prediction of the time course of drug action, e.g. to con-

firm the anaesthesiologist’s knowledge and expertise, in

particular in complex or unusual circumstances, but also

in daily practice, e.g. to determine the optimal dosing of

anaesthetics and opioids during anaesthesia. Quantitative

PKPD knowledge of their combined effects (either ‘at
hand’ or in a drug advisory displays) allows exploitation

of the synergistic interaction, aiming at drug

concentrations close to the 95 % isobole (‘surfing the

waves’), i.e. sufficient to elicit the desired level of anaes-

thesia in a large majority of patients, but avoid prolonged

drug effect and increased risk of adverse effects, while

keeping the optimal balance between depth of anaesthesia

and cardiovascular stability and, at the same time, ensur-

ing a rapid recovery.

Conclusions

The development of PKPD modelling techniques and

models over the last decades has undoubtedly increased

our knowledge and understanding of the relationship

between dose administration profile and clinical effect,

enabling prediction of time course of the clinical effects of

drugs routinely used in clinical anaesthetic practice. Great

progress has been made in understanding pharmacodynamic

interactions. This knowledge has recently been implemented

in drug advisory displays, allowing the anaesthesiologists to

better understand interactions between different drugs and to

better predict the future time courses of clinical effects of

combinations of drugs, thus contributing to more adequate

and safer anaesthesia.
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Principles of Target-Controlled Infusions 8
Steven L. Shafer

Pharmacokinetics

Volume and clearance are the basic physiological concepts

underlying target-controlled infusions (TCI) of intravenous

anesthetic drugs. Following intravenous injection, drug is

distributed within the body’s volume of distribution, as

shown in Fig. 8.1. The volume of distribution is the volume

of the blood or plasma, along with whatever other tissues

contribute to the initial dilution of the drug (e.g., the lungs).

Volume usually has units of liters. Clearance describes the

physiological process by which drug is removed from the

blood, plasma, or tissue. The arrows in Fig. 8.2 show the

flow of blood in and out of the clearing organ, typically the

liver for most anesthetic drugs. The clearance is the rate of

flow times the fraction removed by the liver. If the liver

removes all of the drug, as is the case for propofol, then

clearance equals liver blood flow. The liver removes about

half of the fentanyl that flows in. The clearance of fentanyl is

thus about half of liver blood flow. Clearance has units of

flow, typically liters per hour or milliliters per minute.

Figure 8.3 combines the basic principles of Figs. 8.1 and

8.2. This is the simple “one-compartment model.” Drug is

administered into the “central” (and only) compartment.

This is the volume of distribution and is typically designated

in equations as V. Drug is removed from the central com-

partment by the process of clearance. Clearance is typically

designated in equations as Cl. When a bolus of drug is

injected into a system represented by a one-compartment

model, as shown in Fig. 8.3, the drug concentration

decreases over time in a log-linear manner.

Most intravenous drugs used in anesthesia practice are

very soluble in fat. This is particularly the case with

propofol. As a result, the simple one-compartment model

shown in Fig. 8.3 can’t describe the drug concentrations

observed after bolus drug delivery. To accommodate the

movement of drug into body fat requires the addition of a

second compartment, as shown in Fig. 8.4. In the two-com-

partment model, the peripheral compartment is substantially

larger than the central compartment, because most anesthetic

drugs preferentially partition into body tissues (e.g., fat,

muscle) rather than remain in the central compartment

(i.e., the blood or plasma).

The two-compartment model shown in Fig. 8.4 is not

satisfactory to describe the behavior of intravenous anes-

thetic drugs [1]. Figure 8.5 shows the time course of drug

concentration following intravenous injection of a typical

intravenous anesthetic drug. The simulation is based on

fentanyl pharmacokinetics, but the choice of drug and drug

dose doesn’t matter. The general behavior which is shown in

Fig. 8.5 is shared among the intravenous opioids, hypnotics,

and muscle relaxants used in anesthesia. In Fig. 8.5 the Y

axis has the units “percent of initial concentration.” That is
why it starts at 100 (%).

The first observation about Fig. 8.5 is that the curve is not

straight, even though it is plotted on a log Y axis. That means

that the drug cannot be described by a one-compartment

model. The second observation is that there are three distinct

curve segments. In the first segment, shown in dark red, the

drug concentration decreases almost an order of magnitude

over a few minutes. In the second segment, shown in blue,

the rate of decrease in concentration is initially rapid. How-

ever, over an hour or two the rate of decline gradually slows.

The third segment, in green, is log-linear.

Figure 8.6 shows the usual interpretation of the three

curve segments shown in Fig. 8.5. We can envision the

body as being composed of three tanks. There is a central

tank, which is where we inject the bolus. There are two

peripheral tanks, representing peripheral volumes of distri-

bution. The bigger peripheral tank might represent body fat,

while the smaller peripheral tank might represent muscle and
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rapidly equilibrating tissues. The central tank is connected to

two peripheral tanks by pipes at the base. There is also a pipe

that drains the central tank. Initially, all of the drug appears

in the central tank. The height of fluid in the tank

corresponds to drug concentration in each tank.

Initially, during the red segment phase, there are three

places for the drug to go. Drug can flow to the tanks on either

side of the central tank or can flow out of the system through

the pipe draining the central tank. Because there are three

pipes that initially drain the tank, the drug concentration falls

quickly.

With the transition from the red segment to the blue

segment, the drug concentration in the central tank falls

below the drug concentration in the tank to the right.

Because drug flows down its concentration gradient, when

the concentration in the central tank is less than that in the

small peripheral tank, drug flow reverses. Drug now returns

to the central tank from the peripheral tank. This acts as a

brake on how quickly drug concentration can fall in the

central tank. It is this reversal of flow that accounts for the

gradual slowing of the rate of descent in the blue segment.

By the end of the blue segment, the drug concentration in the

central tank has fallen below the drug concentration in both

peripheral tanks. Drug then returns to the central tank from

both peripheral tanks, which greatly slows the rate of drug

decrease.

The final, log-linear green segment is characterized as the

“terminal slope” of the concentration curve. During this

phase, there is only one way for drug to leave the central

tank: the drainage pipe. However, as soon as drug leaves the

central tank, it is almost (but not quite) replaced by drug that

flows in from the peripheral tanks. The result is that the little

VOLUME

Fig. 8.1 The volume of distribution accounts for the dilution of drug

when it is first injected into the body

LIVER

PLASMA

Fig. 8.2 Clearance is the flow of blood or plasma from which the drug

is completely removed. If the drug is cleared by the liver, then clear-

ance is liver blood flow times the fraction extracted by the liver

Drug Administration

Central
Compartment

V

CL

Fig. 8.3 The one-compartment model integrates the concepts of vol-

ume and clearance shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2

Drug Administration

CL1

CL2
V2

Peripheral
Compartment

V1

Central
Compartment

Fig. 8.4 The two-compartment model adds a second compartment to

account for preferential uptake by peripheral tissues
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drain pipe on the central tank is draining all three tanks, not

just the central tank. Because it is draining all three tanks,

they drain slowly. The log-linear behavior appears because

the relative fraction of drug in each tank remains constant

once this final equilibration has been reached. It is not a one-

compartment model, but because the fraction in each tank

remains constant, it behaves like a one-compartment model.

Figure 8.7 shows the three-compartment model

corresponding to the three-tank model in Fig. 8.6. Drug is

administered into V1, the central compartment. As men-

tioned previously, the central compartment is thought of as

consisting of the blood (or plasma) and tissues (e.g., the

lungs) that equilibrate almost instantly with the blood.

Drug equilibrates with two peripheral compartments. V3,

the larger peripheral compartment, is thought to be the fat

compartment. V2, the smaller peripheral compartment, is

thought to represent muscle and rapidly equilibrating tissues.

CL1 is the clearance from the central compartment, which

often represents hepatic clearance (although remifentanil is

cleared by nonspecific plasma and tissue esterases). CL2 is

the clearance between the central compartment and compart-

ment 2. CL3 is the clearance between the central compart-

ment and compartment 3.

For the purposes of explaining the principles of TCI, I will

represent the three-compartment model as being “true.”How-
ever, the model is “true” only to the extent that the three-

compartment model accurately predicts drug concentration

following any arbitrary dose. Compartment models are merely

mathematical relationships expressed as volumes and

clearances. The only component of these models that matches

real physiology is central clearance, CLL. All three volumes,

and both peripheral clearances, are just empirically derived

terms that describe the pharmacokinetics. They only vaguely

relate to true anatomic structures and physiological processes.

Figure 8.8 shows the mathematics that is embodied in the

three-compartment model. The blood (or plasma) concentra-

tion over time following bolus injection (black dots) is

described by the sum of three exponential terms, C tð Þ ¼
Ae�αt þ Be�βt þ Ce�γt. The three individual exponential

components appear as color-matched lines. The terms A, B,

C, α, β, and γ in the triexponential equation can be mathemat-

ically converted into V1, V2, V3, CL1, CL2, and CL3 in the

compartmental representation through a complex calculation.

Pharmacodynamics

Anesthetic drugs work in tissues, not in the blood or plasma.

Understanding the behavior of anesthetic drugs in the blood

(or plasma) is necessary to understanding target-controlled

drug delivery, but it is not enough. We also need to under-

stand the process by which the blood (or plasma) concentra-

tion equilibrates with the concentration of drug at the site of

drug effect. Equilibration models were originally proposed

by Sheiner [2], and independently by Hull [3], to describe

the onset of neuromuscular relaxation following administra-

tion of D-tubocurarine and pancuronium, respectively. Equil-

ibration models have been created for nearly all intravenous

anesthetic drugs, including opioids and propofol. Because

nearly all of these have measured plasma concentration,
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Fig. 8.5 For most intravenous anesthetic drugs, there are three distinct

phases following bolus injection. As shown by the dark red segment,
initially the concentrations fall by an order of magnitude over a few

minutes. In the second phase, shown in blue, the rate at which the

concentrations fall diminishes over an hour or so. In the final phase,

shown in green, the concentrations decrease in a log-linear manner
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Fig. 8.6 The behavior shown in Fig. 8.5 is explained by a hydraulic

model. In this model, there are three tanks, connected by pipes at the

base. The drug concentration in each tank is represented by the height

of the liquid in the tank. Initially all of the drug is placed in the central

tank. Over time, drug flows into the peripheral tanks through the pipes

at the base and then returns to the central tank once the concentration is

low enough to reverse net drug flow. Drug leaves the system through

the small pipe draining the center tank
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rather than blood concentration, I will refer to the process as

plasma-effect site equilibration.

Figure 8.9 shows the rise and fall in arterial drug concen-

tration during a brief infusion of fentanyl [4]. The blue bar

shows the duration of the fentanyl infusion. During the

infusion, the arterial fentanyl concentrations (red dots) rise

rapidly, reaching a peak by the end of the infusion. Once

the infusion is turned off, the plasma fentanyl concentrations

fall very quickly, consistent with the red segment of Figs. 8.5

and 8.6. The black line is the fit of a three-compartment

pharmacokinetic model to the arterial fentanyl

concentrations. The green line is fentanyl drug effect on

the brain, as determined using 95 % EEG spectral edge

frequency (shown on the Y axis to the right of the data).

The spectral edge is about 18 Hz at baseline. During the

fentanyl infusion there is initially no change in spectral edge,

reflecting the delay caused by plasma-effect site equilibra-

tion. About 2–3 min after starting the fentanyl infusion, the

spectral edge starts to respond. It then rises quickly, as drug

continues to cross from the plasma into the brain. Because of

this equilibration delay, the spectral edge continues to rise

for 1–2 min after turning off the infusion, simply because it

takes a few minutes for the fentanyl concentration in the

plasma to drop below the fentanyl concentration in the brain.

The brain recovers much more slowly than the plasma, again

reflecting the delay in plasma-brain equilibration.

Figure 8.10 shows the same experiment repeated for

alfentanil [4]. The rise and fall in arterial alfentanil

concentrations in Fig. 8.6 is not very different from the rise
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C(t) = Ae−a t

C(t) = Be−b t
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C(t) = Ae−a t+ Be−b t + Ce−g t

Fig. 8.8 The three-compartment model shown in Fig. 8.7 captures the

same mathematical relationship as the sum of exponentials shown here

following bolus injection. The overall shape of the curve is the sum of

three separate mono-exponential equations, which are color-matched

here. The models in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 can be interconverted

mathematically
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Fig. 8.7 This is the three-compartment model that is both necessary and sufficient, to describe the pharmacokinetics of most intravenous

anesthetic drugs. It is a compartmental representation of the hydraulic model in Fig. 8.6
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Fig. 8.9 Stanski and colleagues used infusions of fentanyl and

alfentanil to characterize the equilibration delay between the plasma

and the brain. This figure, adapted from Scott et al. [4], shows the

arterial fentanyl concentration (red dots), the pharmacokinetic fit to

the concentration (black line), and the 95 % EEG spectral edge (green
line). There is a delay of several minutes between changes in arterial

fentanyl concentration and the brain response
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and fall in fentanyl concentrations in Fig. 8.5. However, the

brain response is very different. The EEG starts to respond

within a minute to the rising alfentanil concentration. After

the alfentanil infusion is turned off, the EEG begins to fall

almost immediately, again reflecting the rapid plasma-brain

equilibration of alfentanil. The plasma-brain equilibration

delay for remifentanil is very similar to that of alfentanil,

shown in Fig. 8.6.

The plasma-brain brain equilibration delay shown in

Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 can be incorporated into a pharmacoki-

netic model by adding an “effect site” to the model, as shown

in Fig. 8.11. The effect site is connected to the plasma by a

pipe, shown as the red arrow from the plasma to the effect

site. In the model, the effect site is assumed to have trivial

(nearly 0) volume, and so very little drug actually flows to

the effect site. Drug is removed from the effect site by a

clearance process that is defined by a single rate constant:

ke0. Because the effect site is arbitrarily small, the rate of

plasma-effect site equilibration is completely determined by

the value of ke0. As will be demonstrated below, it is impor-

tant to know the value of ke0 for drugs given by TCI, because

this information allows you to titrate the drug concentration

in the brain, where the drugs actually work, rather than the

concentration in the plasma.

How TCI Pumps Work

TCI devices consist of three components, a computer, an

infusion pump, and the interface between them. The com-

puter is responsible for interacting with the user. Based on

this interaction, the computer selects the pharmacokinetic

model and calculates the infusion rate required to rapidly

achieve and maintain desired drug concentration. The infu-

sion pump gives drugs at a constant rate, based on

instructions from the computer. While this may seem like a

simple task, the pump has many sensors to measure how

much drug was given every moment and detect any

problems (e.g., air-in-line, occluded tubing). These must be

communicated quickly to the computer. The interface

provides a two-way link between the computer and the

pump. At regular intervals (e.g., every 10 s), the communi-

cation link transmits a status update from the pump to the

computer. The computer determines the infusion rate neces-

sary to rapidly achieve and maintain the desired concentra-

tion and transmits the necessary instructions to the pump.

The computer also updates the pharmacokinetic model (e.g.,
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Fig. 8.11) and the real-time display of the patient status to

the clinician. These three components are integrated into a

single device in commercial TCI systems.

When the pharmacokinetics of drugs are described by a

one-compartment model, as shown in Fig. 8.3, then it is easy

to rapidly achieve and maintain a steady drug concentration.

Let’s say you want a drug concentration of 2 units/ml. You

first give a bolus of drug that is 2 � V, the volume of

distribution. That will immediately achieve the desired con-

centration of 2 units/ml. You then start an infusion, set to

2 � clearance. That will maintain a concentration of 2 units/

ml. If anesthetic drugs were described by one-compartment

models, there would be very little for a TCI computer to

calculate. Unfortunately, an initial bolus followed by a

constant-rate infusion is unable to rapidly achieve and main-

tain a stable drug concentration for any of the intravenous

anesthetics, because none of them are described by

one-compartment models.

In 1968 Kruger-Thiemer [5] published the equations

needed to rapidly achieve and maintain a steady-state con-

centration for drugs described by a two-compartment model.

This was extended to an arbitrary number of compartments

in 1981 by Schwilden [6]. As noted by both authors, the

infusion rates must decrease exponentially to maintain a

steady concentration, reflecting the accumulation of drug in

peripheral compartments.

To understand TCI it is not necessary to understand

exponentially decreasing infusion rates. While these are

required to maintain steady concentrations, that is not the

goal during anesthesia. The goal is to rapidly achieve, main-

tain, and titrate the anesthetic drug effect. If everything is

stable, then a steady concentration is fine. However, in

anesthesia very little is “stable.” Surgical stimulation varies

throughout the case. The patient’s tolerance for hemody-

namic depression may change over the course of anesthesia.

Coadministration of other drugs may alter anesthetic

requirements. The goal is not to maintain a single steady

concentration. The goal is to titrate the intravenous

anesthetic in a highly controlled manner [7, 8].

To understand how the TCI devices manage titration,

let’s say that we want to start our case at a target concentra-

tion of 2 units/ml. The pump will need to give an infusion

that raises the concentration in the central compartment to

2 units/ml. If the pump could give a bolus, then this would be

very simple: the pump would give (as a bolus) 2 units/ml �
V1. Since infusion pumps cannot give boluses, the computer

has to compute the infusion rate that would quickly (e.g.,

within 10 s) produce the desired drug concentration. This

will be a bit more than 2 units/ml � V1, because some drug

will “leak” into the peripheral compartments during the

infusion. It’s simple to calculate how much leaks into other

compartments, or is removed by systemic (e.g., hepatic)

clearance, over the 10 s. The pump gives this extra amount,

so that 10 s into the case the concentration in the central

compartment is exactly 2 units/ml.

Over the next 10 s, the pump computes how much drug

will leave the central compartment. This is a simple calcula-

tion, requiring nothing more than multiplication [9, 10]. The

pump gives this amount of drug. As before, it has to give a

little extra to precisely account for the additional “leak” from
the central to peripheral compartments over 10 s and for

systemic clearance from the central compartment.

If higher concentrations are necessary, the user increases

the target concentration. The computer repeats the above

steps, raising the concentration in the central compartment

to the desired target as quickly as possible—typically about

10 s. However, it is basically the same calculation: howmuch

drug must be infused into the central compartment in 10 s to

achieve the new concentration? If lower concentrations are

necessary, the computer turns off the pump entirely,

allowing the concentrations to fall, until the computer

determines that the pump must again start infusing drug to

keep the concentrations from falling too far.

Figure 8.12 shows what is pharmacologically possible for

fentanyl. A concentration of 6 ng/ml of fentanyl, with an

adequate dose of propofol, is appropriate to blunt the

response to laryngoscopy and intubation. The anesthesiolo-

gist would set this target, and the TCI device would achieve

it almost instantly. Following intubation, it would be appro-

priate for the anesthesiologist to decrease the fentanyl con-

centration while the patient is being prepared for surgery, as

shown in Fig. 8.12. In this hypothetical example, after the

preparation there is an additional delay waiting for the sur-

geon. The anesthesiologist chooses an additional decrease in

fentanyl concentration, since the patient is unstimulated. In a

few minutes the surgeon arrives, and the anesthesiologist

raises the target fentanyl concentration in anticipation of

incision. The concentration is then gradually lowered, until

a concentration is found at which the patient has exactly the

right fentanyl concentration for stable maintenance.

The concentrations are again raised for skin closure. A few

minutes later, the infusion is turned off, and the fentanyl

concentrations decrease, permitting awakening from anes-

thesia. This appears very precise and elegant. However, it

doesn’t work as well as suggested in Fig. 8.12. In fact, it

doesn’t work well at all.

Turning back to Fig. 8.9, it takes about 3 min for the brain

concentration to equilibrate with the plasma concentration.

Figure 8.12 shows us what is possible in the plasma, but it

ignores plasma-effect site equilibration. Since intubation is

performed in the first few minutes, and it takes 3 min for the

brain to respond to the increase in fentanyl concentration,

perhaps the equilibration delay between the blood and

plasma is an issue.

It is. We can calculate the concentration of fentanyl in the

effect site, as shown by the dashed red line in Fig. 8.13.
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Because of the plasma-brain equilibration delay, at the time

of intubation the fentanyl concentration at the site of drug

effect is inadequate to blunt the noxious stimulation. The

precise titration described for Fig. 8.12 is possible for the

plasma, but that is irrelevant. What matters is the brain

concentration. As shown in Fig. 8.12, the concentrations of

fentanyl in the effect site are very poorly titrated. Effect site

fentanyl concentrations rise gradually, and fall gradually,

with little evidence of titration.

Shafer and Gregg developed an algorithm to control the

drug concentration in the effect site (e.g., the brain) rather

than the plasma [11]. There is no way around the equilibra-

tion delay, but understanding that delay permits control of

effect site concentration and provides the anesthesiologist
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Fig. 8.13 The dashed red line shows the effect site fentanyl

concentration expected with the titration described in Fig. 8.12.

Although it is possible to very precisely titrate the plasma concentra-

tion, this is of little value because the plasma is not the site of fentanyl

drug effect. Indeed, the slurred onset and offset of fentanyl implied by

the red dashed line suggest that titrating the plasma, rather than the site

of drug effect, could result in inadequate fentanyl concentrations in the

effect site at critical moments of the case
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with information on the equilibration delay during the onset

and offset of drug effect. The dashed red line in Fig. 8.14

shows the fentanyl concentration in the effect site, when the

pump targets effect site concentration rather than plasma

concentration. As shown in Fig. 8.14, intubation must be

delayed for a few minutes to account for plasma-brain equil-

ibration delay (matching what you already know). Addition-

ally, the precise decreases in plasma fentanyl concentration

possible in the plasma aren’t possible in the effect site.

Figure 8.14 illustrates how the fentanyl concentration can

be titrated in the effect site as precise as possible, given the

biology of plasma-effect site equilibration.

Figure 8.15 shows the same anesthetic as described above

for fentanyl, but using remifentanil rather than fentanyl. The

remifentanil concentrations must be about 50 % higher than

the fentanyl concentrations, because remifentanil is less

potent than fentanyl. The black line shows precise titration

of plasma remifentanil concentration. When the anesthesiol-

ogist lowers the concentrations of remifentanil, they decrease

a little faster than they did for fentanyl (Fig. 8.12), reflecting

the rapid esterase metabolism of remifentanil. As mentioned

above, remifentanil rapidly equilibrates with the brain. This

rapid plasma-effect site equilibration results in the effect site

levels coming reasonably close to the plasma levels during

titration (dashed red line).

Figure 8.16 shows the effect site remifentanil concentra-

tion when the anesthesiologist chooses to titrate the concen-

tration of remifentanil in the effect site (dashed red line).

The target concentrations are quickly achieved in the effect

site and can be titrated precisely, because the

pharmacokinetic model includes plasma-effect site equili-

bration (Fig. 8.11).

Propofol also equilibrates quickly with the brain.

Figure 8.17 shows the plasma concentration for the same

hypothetical anesthetic. The anesthesiologist selects a target

concentration of 5 mcg/ml for intubation and 2 mcg/ml for

maintenance of anesthesia. Although a TCI device can

accomplish this, the delay required for equilibration with

the brain results in the effect site propofol concentrations
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Fig. 8.15 This figure shows the titration of remifentanil, rescaled from
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tion of remifentanil is much faster than for fentanyl, the effect site
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well below the target concentration at critical points during

the case (dashed red line).

Figure 8.18 shows the effect site concentration (dashed

red line) when the effect site is specifically targeted by the

TCI device. Because the TCI device understands plasma-

effect site equilibration, the effect site propofol

concentrations should be adequate at intubation, incision,

and skin closure.

The first generation of TCI devices were only able to

target the plasma drug concentration, limiting utility. All

currently available TCI devices permit targeting the concen-

tration at the site of drug effect. This should always be

selected, because the effect site accounts for the physiologi-

cally imposed delay in concentration between the plasma

and the site of drug effect.

Variability

The discussion so far has ignored pharmacokinetic

variability. Pharmacokinetic variability represents biology,

just as the plasma-brain equilibration delay represents biol-

ogy. While we cannot eliminate pharmacokinetic variability,

we can characterize it and incorporate this knowledge into

our models, just as we do for the plasma-brain equilibration

delay.

Based on concerns expressed by the US Food and Drug

Administration on the effects of TCI on biological

variability [12], Hu et al. developed a theoretical frame-

work comparing the variability of TCI drug delivery with

the variability of drugs administered by bolus injection

[13]. They noted that “the accuracy of TCI delivery for

many intravenous anesthetic drugs, including fentanyl [14–

17], alfentanil [18–21], sufentanil [22, 23], remifentanil

[24, 25], propofol [26–35], etomidate [36], thiopental [37]

and midazolam [38, 39], dexmedetomidine [40], and lido-

caine [41] resembles the accuracy observed after simple

infusions or bolus drug delivery.” Based on the pharmaco-

kinetics of propofol [42], the authors documented using

simulation that the expected variability from TCI is similar

to conventional infusions and less than expected following

bolus injection (Fig. 8.19). The authors also proved mathe-

matically that the coefficient of variation in concentration

following any drug input (e.g., TCI) cannot exceed the

coefficient of variation in concentration following bolus
injection. Most anesthetic drugs that might be given

using TCI are approved by the FDA for administration by

bolus injection, including fentanyl, alfentanil, sufentanil,

remifentanil, morphine, hydromorphone, propofol,

etomidate, thiopental, ketamine, vecuronium,

atracurium, cisatracurium, dexmedetomidine, midazolam,
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Fig. 8.18 This figure shows the expected improvement in titration

when the TCI device targets the propofol concentration in the effect

site (dashed red line)
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and lorazepam. Variability with bolus injection of these

drugs necessarily exceeds the variability following TCI

delivery.

Conclusion

Volume and clearance are the fundamental processes that

govern pharmacokinetics. Because intravenous anesthetics

require multicompartmental models, rapidly achieving,

maintaining, and precisely titrating the concentration of

intravenous anesthetics are only possible using TCI. Addi-

tionally, TCI systems are able to rapidly achieve, maintain,

and titrate the drug concentration at the site of drug effect,

which is the clinically relevant target (e.g., the brain).

Although biological variability exists, the variability with

TCI is similar to the variability seen with conventional

infusions and less than expected following bolus injection.

These concepts are covered in greater detail in a recent set

of review papers on the history [43], safety [44], and

current status [45] of target controlled anesthetic drug

delivery.
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Performance of Target-Controlled Infusion
Systems 9
Matthew T.V. Chan

The purpose of a target-controlled infusion (TCI) system is to

calculate and administer the drug infusion profile required to

achieve and maintain a user-defined target plasma or effect-

site concentration of the drug. Such a system involves hard-

ware that includes a syringe driver, user interface, power

supply, and a microprocessor. The microprocessor is loaded

with one or more pharmacokinetic models (or even combined

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamicmodels) and software

to control the interface. It asks the user to select the desired

drug and model, who thereafter enters the values of any model

covariates (patient characteristics such as age, height, weight

and gender), and select the initial target concentration. The

microprocessor is therefore programmed with an infusion

algorithm that can use the pharmacokinetic parameters of the

user-selected model, scaled according to the values of the

covariates, to calculate the infusion rate profiles necessary to

achieve the user-selected target concentrations.

For the same target concentration, different pharmacoki-

netic models will produce important differences in the amount

of drug required to be infused and may influence the accuracy

of the TCI device [1]. It is therefore important to understand

the predictive performance of different models in order to

choose the appropriate one for any individual patient. This

chapter outlines the methodology for assessing the perfor-

mance of TCI systems, evaluates the common sources of

error, and reports on the accuracy of various TCI protocols.

Measurements of Performance

The performance of TCI systems is evaluated by comparing

the predicted and measured values of the blood or plasma

concentration [2]. It should be noted that plasma drug

concentration, in many circumstances, cannot be measured

in real time. Therefore, the ability of TCI systems to target

plasma concentrations is generally reported after post hoc

measurements and analyses. Although online measurement

of end-tidal propofol concentration has been reported [3–5],

routine clinical use is still limited by current technological

development. In contrast, drug effect assessed by, for exam-

ple, changes in the processed electroencephalogram for

hypnotics and train-of-four ratio for neuromuscular

blockers, may be monitored online. In these scenarios, per-

formance measures can be computed in real time. This has

been shown to facilitate fine-tuning of TCI systems, such as

closed-loop infusion systems designed to target drug effect

during anesthesia (Fig. 9.1) [6–10].

Varvel and others have recommended five indices to

quantify TCI performance [11].

1. Percentage performance error (PE)

This is the weighted residual of the target value at any

given time point. It indicates the deviation of observed

value from its predicted value [11]. Mathematically, for

the i-th subject, the PE at j-th time point is given by

PEij ¼ Observed valueij - Predicted valueij

Predicted valueij
� 100%:

2. Median performance error (MDPE)

This is a measure of bias and indicates whether drug

delivery with the TCI system is systematically above or

below the target value.

MDPEi ¼ Median PEij, j ¼ 1, . . . ,Ni

� �

where Ni is the number of observations obtained in the i-th

patient.

Alternatively, bias can be expressed as the ratio between

observed and predicted values. Logarithmic transforma-

tion of the ratio is commonly presented.
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3. Median absolute performance error (MDAPE)

This measure indicates the inaccuracy of the TCI system

and is a quantitative measure of how far the observed

value deviates from the target:

MDAPEi ¼ Median PEij

�� ��, j ¼ 1, . . . ,Ni

� �

4. Wobble

This index indicates the within-subject variability of the

TCI system and is calculated as the median absolute

deviation of PE from the bias of the system (MDPE):

Wobblei ¼ Median PEij �MDPEij

�� ��, j ¼ 1, . . . ,Ni

� �

5. Divergence

This is the slope of linear regression between the

MDAPEi and time. Divergence shows whether inaccu-

racy of the TCI system changes over time.

An ideal TCI system would produce an observation that

matches perfectly with the predicted value. Therefore, the

performance error (MDAPE) and bias (MDPE) should

approach zero, and the ratio between the observed and

predicted value would be of unity. The TCI system should

also be stable over time, so that wobble and divergence

should be as low as possible.

A useful way to display the performance of a TCI system

is to plot the observed and predicted target values over time.

Figure 9.2a shows the typical deviations of observed

propofol concentration from its predicted value in a patient

who was enrolled in a randomized trial evaluating the effect

of hyperventilation in patients having craniotomy for

removal of brain tumor [12]. Anesthesia was induced and

maintained with effect-site-targeted propofol infusion using

an open TCI system—computer control infusion pump [13]

(CCIP), based on the Schnider pharmacokinetic and phar-

macodynamic datasets [14, 15]. Since effect-site concentra-

tion cannot be measured, comparisons were made between

observed and predicted propofol concentrations in the

plasma. Figures 9.2b, c illustrates the bias of the TCI system

over time in the same patient. The TCI system produced a

lower plasma concentration than predicted during the initial

2 h of infusion. This negative performance error was how-

ever offset by the overshoots in the remaining period of

anesthesia when the observed plasma concentrations were

14–29 % higher than that of predicted. Consequently, the

overall mean ratio of observed-to-predicted concentration

(0.99) and MDPE (1.2 %) were small. Inaccuracy

(MDAPE) of the TCI system in the patient was 13.8 (95 %

confidence intervals (CI): 1.2–27.2 %), Fig. 9.2d.

Analyses can also be performed with population data.

Figure 9.3 shows the changes of performance error, absolute

performance error, and ratio of observed-to-predicted

concentrations over time in 30 patients enrolled in our cra-

niotomy hyperventilation trial [12]. By pooling data from all

patients, the MDPE was �2.6 % (95% CI: �25.7 to

24.8 %), Fig. 9.3a, and the mean ratio of observed-to-

predicted concentration was 0.97 (95% CI: 0.74–1.25),

Fig. 9.3b. It should be noted that confidence intervals were

wide, suggesting that a large proportion of performance

errors were higher or lower than the average values. The

MDAPE indicates the overall inaccuracy of the TCI system

and was 16.4 % (95% CI: 1.9–27.0 %) in our dataset,

Fig. 9.3c. Interestingly, the absolute performance errors

tended to become smaller with time, and this indicated

convergence of performance with the TCI system

Fig. 9.1 Closed-loop control of

propofol infusion aiming to

maintain a bispectral value of

80 in a patient receiving sedation

for gastrointestinal endoscopy.

The infusion was controlled by an

automated proportional-integral-

differential control algorithm.

The initial period showed a big

variation in BIS producing a large

performance error. The control

algorithm was changed with a

20 % increase in the control of

“proportional” value (arrow), and
this resulted in a lower

performance error
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(Fig. 9.3d). Finally, in our sample dataset, the median wob-

ble was 15.0 % (95% CI: 3.8–21.0 %), indicating the

variability of performance error in each of the subjects.

These analyses illustrate how the performance indices

may be used to quantify the accuracy of TCI system. How-

ever, clinical interpretation is more complex. Currently,

there is no consensus on the maximum performance error

that could be considered acceptable in routine clinical prac-

tice. Empirically, Eleveld and colleagues suggested that an

absolute performance error <20 % represents good perfor-

mance, whereas an error >60 % is considered to indicate a

poorly performing TCI system [16]. Others have

recommended that an absolute performance error <20 to

40 % and a MDPE <10 to 20 % would be clinically accept-

able [17, 18]. Although a 20–40 % error seems excessive,

this has not been shown to increase the rate of adverse events

during TCI [19]. Interestingly, in a systematic study

evaluating the discrepancy between end-tidal (predicted)

and arterial (observed) isoflurane concentrations, Zbinden

and co-workers showed that an ordinary vaporizer produced

a negative bias with an arterial isoflurane concentration that

was 17.0 % (95% CI: 5.9–27 %) lower than that predicted

by end-tidal gas monitoring [20, 21].

Sources of Errors

Table 9.1 summarizes the potential factors that may influ-

ence the performance of TCI systems. This includes hard-

ware problems, where inaccuracy of infusion devices may

result in a failure to deliver the exact amount of drug

intended. In practice, though, hardware problems are rare,

and regulatory approval requires that pumps actually admin-

ister the intended concentration with high precision. If

inaccuracies arise from mechanical problems, then they are

more likely to be caused by mechanical failure of one or

more components, including problems with the syringe

and/or plunger [22–27]. There are also potential software

errors, such as incorrect implementation of models or infu-

sion algorithms that might produce large errors in the pre-

diction of drug infusion rates required, or programming

errors that might shut down the system unexpectedly.

Again, with stringent testing, software errors are rare.

Finally, and probably most importantly, there are human

errors in drug delivery. This could be due to incorrect

pump programming, syringe swap [28], disconnection of

venous cannula, or incorrect drug dilution.
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Fig. 9.2 (a) Target-controlled propofol infusion delivered to a

62-year-old man undergoing excision of frontal tumor. The blue and
red lines indicate predicted plasma and effect-site concentrations,

respectively. The gray bar shows the pump infusion rate. Measured

(observed) propofol concentrations are shown by black circles.
(b) Time course of observed-to-predicted propofol concentrations, (c)
performance errors, and (d) absolute performance errors. Median

(or mean as indicated), 5th, and 95th centile values are also shown
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Fig. 9.3 Time course of (a)
performance errors, (b) observed-
to-predicted propofol

concentrations, (c) absolute
performance errors, and (d)
regression of absolute

performance errors with time in

30 patients having craniotomy for

brain tumor excision. Solid line
indicates the median (or mean)

value. The 5th and 95th centile

values are shown as dotted line
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Hardware

Before the mid-1990s, limitations in processing power lim-

ited technological developments. However, with the

advances of computing technology, smaller and faster

microprocessors have been developed and incorporated

into ordinary syringe pumps to enable implementation of

the infusion algorithms required for TCI [29, 30]. Some

groups have even developed software programs that are

capable of driving syringe pumps from mobile devices

through wireless networks without observable delay [31].

Downstream drug delivery could however affect TCI

performance. It should be noted that modern syringe

pumps are infusion control devices that are capable of deliv-

ering a wide range of flow rates from 0.1 to >1000 ml/h. In

general, these devices produce an inaccuracy of <�5 % of

expected volume infused [32, 33]. Nevertheless, several

factors may delay infusion start-up and affect flow stability

(Table 9.2). In this respect, a misplaced or loose plunger of a

large syringe can delay the onset of infusion [34–39]. This is

particularly important when a compliant syringe plunger

stopper is used or when compliant infusion delivery

lines [40, 41] and antisiphon or anti-reflux devices are used

[42–44]. This may contribute to a lower amount of drug

being delivered than programmed, resulting in a negative

performance error, particularly during the early phase of an

infusion. Other factors such as concurrent infusions using

multi-access devices [45, 46] and small air bubbles in the

infusion line will also contribute to flow irregularity and

affect infusion accuracy [47, 48]. There are also extreme

conditions, such as strong magnetic fields [49], radio fre-

quency, and hyperbaric conditions [50, 51], that may affect

pump performance to different extents. Nevertheless, when

hardware problems are carefully prevented by priming of the

infusion system (with the flush or purge function) before

starting the infusion, the performance error for remifentanil

TCI was reduced by 1.6–7.9 % during induction of anesthe-

sia and 0–0.3 % in the maintenance phase [36]. The current

data suggest that hardware factors do not contribute substan-

tially to the inaccuracy of TCI systems.

Software

In contrast to hardware performance, the accuracy of TCI is

heavily influenced by software factors. In this respect, the

prediction performance of TCI systems is heavily dependent

on the validity and relevance of the pharmacokinetic model

chosen by the user to the patient receiving the infusion.

Table 9.3 shows seven sets of pharmacokinetic models for

propofol that have been implemented in commercially avail-

able and open TCI systems (open systems provide the user

with a choice of drugs and models, as opposed to the first

generation of pumps, which only enabled TCI of propofol

using the Marsh model) [14, 52–60]. It should be noted that

the rate constants differ significantly among the different

models. Consequently, there is a large variation in the

predicted plasma propofol concentration with any given

amount of drug infused according to the specific models

applied, or conversely that for a given target concentration,

the infusion rates necessary, as estimated by the models, will

differ significantly. Using computer simulations, Absalom

and co-workers found that the Marsh model required at least

20 % more propofol to maintain the same target plasma

concentration compared with the Schnider model in

middle-aged adults of normal proportions [1]. This finding

highlights the importance for specification of appropriate

pharmacokinetic model.

Table 9.1 Sources of errors in drug delivery during target-controlled

infusion

Hardware

• Delayed communication or disconnection between the infusion pump

and computer

• Inaccuracy of the infusion pump

• Syringe, venous infusion line disconnection

Software

• Inappropriate pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic models

• Incorrect infusion rate control algorithms

Human errors

• Syringe swap

• Incorrect drug dilution

• Venous cannula disconnection

Table 9.2 Factors contributing to drug delivery error in target-controlled infusion

Factors Potential mechanisms Counter measures

Start-up delay • Loose fitting of syringe plunger

• Large dead space volume in the infusion delivery line

• Large compliant syringe

• Use of antisiphon or anti-reflux devices

• Priming of infusion devices

• Use syringe with smaller diameter

• Tight fit between thumb rest and syringe drive

Flow stability • Concurrent use of multi-access infusion devices

• Use of antisiphon or anti-reflux devices

• Air bubbles in the infusion delivery line

• Use of dedicated venous line

• Eliminate bubbles in the infusion delivery line

9 Performance of Target-Controlled Infusion Systems 163
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Performance of Target-Controlled Infusions

In order to select the best pharmacokinetic model, one needs

to understand the underlying processes in deriving these

datasets. Table 9.4 summarizes the patient characteristics of

studies producing the various pharmacokinetic models for

opioids [61–72], etomidate [73], ketamine [74], midazolam

[75], thiopental [76, 77], propofol [14, 16, 52–60, 78, 79], and

muscle relaxants [80]. Earlier studies recruited a small num-

ber of volunteers or healthy patients having trivial elective

surgery, and their pharmacokinetic parameters may not

represent those patients at extreme age with multiple

Table 9.4 Patient characteristics of commonly used pharmacokinetic dataset in target-controlled infusion

AuthorReference Patient characteristics No. of patients Male sex, no. (%) Covariates

Alfentanil

Lemmens [61] Adults (24–79 years), ASA 1–2 36 15 (41.7) Weight (�50 vs. >50 years),

gender

Maitre [62] Adults with various risks (24–91 years), ASA 1–3 45 – Weight, age, gender

Scott [63] Adults (20–89 years), ASA 1–2 17 17 (100) Weight

Fentanyl

Hudson [64] Adults (67.2 � 8.7 years)b, ASA 2–3 10 9 (90) Weight

McClain [65] Healthy volunteers (22–29 years) 7 7 (100) Weight

Scott [63] Adults (20–89 years), ASA 1–2 17 17 (100) Weight

Shafer [66] Adults (58 � 11 years)b, ASA 1–4 21 7 (33.3) Weight

Varvel [67] Adults (33–57 years), ASA 1–2 8 3 (37.5) Weight

Remifentanil

Egan [68] Healthy volunteers (22–38 years) 10 10 (100) Weight

Minto [69, 70] Healthy volunteers (60–65 years) 65 38 (58.5) Age, gender, lean body

mass (weight and height)

Sufentanil

Bovill [71] Adults (22–64 years), ASA 1–2 10 7 (70) Weight

Gepts [72] Adults (14–68 years), ASA 1–2 25 14 (56) Weight

Etomidate

Arden [73] Adults (22–82 years), ASA 1–2 21 20 (95.2) Weight

Ketamine

Domino [74] Healthy volunteers (26–41 years) 8 8 (100) Weight

Midazolam

Greenblatt [75] Healthy volunteers (24–37 years) 20 10 (50) Weight

Elderly volunteers (60–79 years) 20 9 (45) Weight

Propofol

Dyck [52] Adults (20 � 65 years) 60 60 (100) Weight, age

Eleveld [16] Patients/volunteers from 21 datasets (0–88 years) 660 433 (72.2) Weight, age, gender,

healthy (vs. patient)

Gepts [53] Adults, ASA 1 18 13 (72.2) Weight

Kataria [54] Children (3–11 years), ASA 1 53 28 (52.8) Weight, age

Kirkpatrick [78] Adults (65–80 years), ASA 1–2 12 – Weight

Adults (18–35 years), ASA 1 12 – Weight

Marsha [55] Children (1–10 years), ASA 1 30 – Weight

Paedfusor [56–59] – – – Weight

Shafer [79] Adults (43 � 14 years), ASA 1–3 50 22 (44) Weight

Schnider [14] Adults (26–81 years) 24 13 (54.2) Age, gender, lean body

mass (weight and height)

Tackley [60] Adults (24–65 years), ASA 1–2 16 – Weight

Thiopental

Stanski [76] Healthy volunteers (20–40 years) 6 – Weight, age

Adult patients (20–61), ASA 1–3 58 –

Sorbo [77] Children (5 months–13 years), ASA 1–2 16 9 (56.3) Weight

Rocuronium

van den Broek [80] Adult patients (18–65), ASA 1–3 36 – Weight

ASA American Society of Anesthesiologists
aModified and incorporated in Diprifusor [29]
bValues are mean � standard deviation
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comorbidities. There are also important differences in the

study methodology, such as the use of venous sampling in

the Marsh model [55] which might have underestimated the

plasma propofol concentration, because venous sampling

produced lower concentrations than arterial measurements.

There is a major impact on TCI performance when patient

characteristics are different from those of the subjects

involved in the study from which the pharmacokinetic

parameters were derived. Table 9.5 lists the studies that

evaluated the bias (MDPE) and accuracy (MDAPE) of TCI

Table 9.5 Performance of target-controlled infusion for propofol using different pharmacokinetic models

StudyReference Year Patient characteristics

No. of

patients

MDAPE

(%)

MDPE

(%)

Dyck model

Coetzee [81] 1995 Adult (21–50 year), nonobese, ASA 1–2, having orthopedic or gynecologic

surgery

10 47.1 43.1

Eleveld model

Cortı́nez [94] 2014 Adult (2–60 years), BMI > 35 kg/m2, elective laparoscopic bariatric surgery 20 27.5 18.2

Gepts model

Short [82] 1996 Adult (20–60 years) patients, ASA 1–2, Asian, elective surgery >2 h 40 19.2–33.8 19.5–25.3

Oei-Lim [83] 1998 Adult (18–60 years) patients, ASA 1–2, sedation for dental procedure 53 16–25 �0.02 to

�5

Marsh model

Coetzee [81] 1995 Adult (21–50 year), nonobese, ASA 1–2, having orthopedic or gynecologic

surgery

10 28.6 �0.9

Barvais [84] 1996 Adult (40–75 years) patients, ASA 2–4, having elective coronary artery bypass

graft surgery

21 9.6–212 23–185

Swinhoe [17] 1998 Adult (29–68 years), ASA 1–3, elective surgery >2 h 46 22.6–25.0 13.8–17.7

Pandin [85] 2000 Adult (36–69 years), ASA 1–2, nonobese elective surgery >12 h 10 22.1 �12.1

Sabate Tenas

[86]

2003 Adult (18–54 years), ASA 2–3, end-stage renal failure having kidney transplant 40 16.3–21.2 –1.1 to

3.45

Cavaliere [87] 2005 Adult (37–70 years) critically ill patients with and without hypoalbuminemia

(<24 g/L) receiving propofol sedation

20 22–27 –5 to �6

Li [88] 2005 Adult (17–68 years), ASA 1–2, elective abdominal surgery >2–5 h 27 23.3 14.9

Wu [89] 2005 Adult (29–53 years), ASA 2–4, liver transplantation 10 339–588 339–588

Wietasch [90] 2006 Adult (58 � 13 years)a, ASA 1–3, elective surgery >1 h with concurrent

remifentanil infusion

54 60.7 58.6

Albertin [91] 2007 Adult (32–64 years), ASA 2–3, morbid obesity with BMI > 45 kg/m2, elective

intestinal bypass

20 33.1 �32.9

La Colla [92] 2009 Adult (25–62 years), ASA 2–3, morbid obesity with BMI > 45 kg/m2, elective

intestinal bypass

24 20.6–31.7 �16.3 to

�31.7

Cowley [93] 2013 Adult (53 � 15 years)a, ASA 1–3, elective craniotomy 50 29.4 27.6

Cortı́nez [94] 2014 Adult (20–60 years), BMI > 35 kg/m2, elective laparoscopic bariatric surgery 20 39.9 36.6

Tachibana [95] 2014 Adult (47.8 � 10 years)a, Japanese, ASA 1–2, elective surgery 75 20–40 20–40

Sitsen [96] 2015 Adult (44.9 � 15.1 years)a, ASA 1–2, elective surgery requiring 20-segment

epidural block

28 37 32

Mathew [97] 2016 Adult (18–65 years), Indian, ASA 2–3, elective open heart surgery 23 8 �6.4

Paedfusor

Absalom [101] 2007 Children (1–15 years), ASA 2–3, elective cardiac surgery or catheterization 29 9.7 4.1

Panchatsharam

[102]

2014 Children (9–17 years), ASA 1–2, scoliosis surgery with blood loss of 6.6 ml/kg 13 46.3 46.3

Schnider model

Doufas [10] 2003 Adult (18–50 years) healthy volunteers 20 17–22 �13 to

�18

Cortı́nez [94] 2014 Adult (20–60 years), BMI > 35 kg/m2, elective laparoscopic bariatric surgery 20 79.7 79.7

Shafer model

Lim [98] 1997 Adult (41 � 8 years)a patients, ASA 1–2, elective craniotomy 15 20.6 �5.3

Tackley Model

Coetzee [81] 1995 Adult (21–50 year), nonobese, ASA 1–2, having orthopedic or gynecologic

surgery

10 24.4 �2.8

ASAAmerican Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI body mass index,MDPEmedian performance error,MDAPEmedian absolute performance error
aValues are mean � standard deviation
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systems for propofol based on the Dyck [81], Gepts [82, 83],

Marsh [17, 81, 84–97], Schnider [11, 94], Shafer [98], and

Tackley models [81]. Among adult patients undergoing elec-

tive noncardiac surgery, the average bias for the majority of

TCI systems was about 15 % with an absolute performance

error in the range of 20–30 %. Similar data are observed with

remifentanil (Table 9.6) [99, 100]. The Paedfusor uses pedi-

atric pharmacokinetic model for propofol that was developed

specifically for children, and when used to control TCI

propofol administration for children undergoing cardiac sur-

gery or cardiac catheterization, it performed very well [101].

In contrast, pharmacokinetic models based on nonobese

patients performed poorly when used in morbidly obese

patients undergoing bariatric surgery [94].

Eleveld and colleagues have produced a general pharma-

cokinetic model that can be used for TCI propofol adminis-

tration to a wide range of patients, by analyzing 21 published

datasets that included data from 660 volunteers or patients,

including obese patients, patients from different age groups,

and those with liver diseases [16]. When this “universal”
model was internally validated on subsets (data from pediat-

ric, elderly, and obese patients) of the combined dataset, it

performed either as well as or even better than the

predictions of specialist models for those subsets. The

model incorporates four covariates (age, gender, weight,

and patient vs. volunteer). Cortinez et al. recently used

their own model designed for use in obese patients, to

control TCI propofol administration to 20 obese patients,

and took blood for propofol assays. They then tested the

predicted performance of their model, as well as the ability

of several other models, to predict the measured propofol

concentrations. The Eleveld allometric pharmacokinetic

model showed the best overall predictive performance [94].

Apart from preoperative patient characteristics,

intraoperative events may also affect the pharmacokinetic

profile of a drug. With regard to propofol, pharmacokinetic

parameters vary with changes in liver perfusion and function.

In patients undergoing liver transplantation, the Marsh model

underestimated the plasma propofol concentration by fourfold,

primarily due to a reduction in drug clearance [89]. Interest-

ingly, extensive epidural block and significant intraoperative

blood loss have also been shown to impair the predictive

performance of pharmacokinetic models for propofol

[96, 102]. Similar changes are reported for remifentanil

[103]. Theoretically, the use of physiological models may

account for acute changes in perfusion and be able to adjust

for the alterations in volumes and clearances among different

organs [104]. However, this type of model is complex to

implement and has not been widely adopted in TCI systems,

and its performance has not been prospectively evaluated.

Moreover, the additional complexity of making real-time

adaptations to the model parameters will be challenging.

In circumstances where intraoperative events appear to be

causing a significant change in the pharmacokinetics of

one or more drugs, likely leading to underestimation of

plasma concentrations, it is wise to decrease the target

concentrations to avoid drug overdose.

Conclusions

In summary, current TCI systems generally tend to underes-

timate plasma concentrations with a performance error of

about 20–40 %. In extreme conditions, such as morbid obe-

sity, predictive performance of pharmacokinetic models can

be severely impaired, resulting in a potentially dangerous

infusion profile, with risks of either drug overdose or inad-

vertent under dosage [1]. This is mainly due to misspeci-

fication of pharmacokinetic models or the use of

pharmacokinetic models not designed for use in that popula-

tion of patients. Safe and efficient use of TCI will therefore

require sound knowledge of pharmacokinetics and of the

methodology used during development of the available

models, to inform the choice of an appropriate model with

appropriate scaling of model parameters according to the

model covariates.
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PK Model and Predicted Plasma Concentration

To control the drug effect, not the infusion rate but the drug

concentration should be titrated. For volatile anesthetics,

inhaled and exhaled concentration can be measured in real

time using a commercial device. For propofol, exhaled con-

centration can also be measured in real time under experi-

mental settings [1], and blood concentration can be

measured intermittently [2]. However, the measurement of

the real concentration of intravenous drugs is not general in

daily anesthesia practice.

When the drug is administered by a bolus and/or infusion,

estimation of the achieved drug concentrations is not easy

without the use of a computer. Figure 10.1 shows three time

courses of propofol plasma concentration at 8 mg/kg/h for

60 min without or with an initial bolus (1 or 2 mg/kg), given

to a 70 kg adult patient, calculated using the pharmacoki-

netic model developed by Marsh et al. [3].

During a constant rate infusion, the propofol plasma

concentration may increase or decrease. A simulation of

the time course of propofol plasma concentration after a

2 mg/kg bolus followed by an infusion at 8 mg/kg/h (bold

line in Fig. 10.1) shows that the propofol plasma concentra-

tion decreases monotonically after it has reached a peak

(after the end of bolus infusion) and then increases mono-

tonically 15 min after the start of propofol administration.

Dose regimen also influences the plasma concentration

during a constant rate infusion. In Fig. 10.1, the propofol

plasma concentrations are different among three dose

regimens, especially during the first 10 min. For example,

at 8 min after the start of propofol administration, the plasma

concentrations are 2.0 μg/ml if no bolus was given (thin solid

line in Fig. 10.1), 2.7 μg/ml with a 1 mg/kg bolus (bold

dashed line in Fig. 10.1), and 3.4 μg/ml with a 2 mg/kg

bolus (bold solid line in Fig. 10.1). These examples illustrate

that the context of the dosing influences the relationship

between the infusion rate and plasma drug concentration.

Pharmacokinetic parameters are used to estimate plasma

concentration of a drug. The following simple calculation

estimates the drug concentration at steady state (Css):

Css ¼ infusion rate = CLtot ð10:1Þ

where infusion rate is the infusion rate of the drug and CLtot is

the total body clearance of the drug. In anesthetic practice,

this equation can be used to give a rough estimation of drug

concentration. However, it is difficult to know when steady

state is established.

Pharmacokinetic model parameters can be used to esti-

mate the time course of drug concentration as shown in the

above examples (Fig. 10.1). The following differential

equations describe a three-compartment pharmacokinetic

model (Fig. 10.2):

dA1

dt
¼ Dose� k10 þ k12 þ k13ð Þ � A1 þ k21 � A2 þ k31 � A3

dA2

dt
¼ k12 � A1 � k21 � A2

dA3

dt
¼ k13 � A1 � k31 � A3

k10 ¼ CL1
V1

, k12 ¼ CL2
V1

, k13 ¼ CL3
V1

, k21 ¼ CL2
V2

, k31 ¼ CL3
V3

ð10:2Þ

where Ai is the drug amount in the ith compartment, t is the
time, dose is the infusion rate of the drug at time t, k10 is the

elimination rate constant, kij is the equilibration rate constant

between the ith and jth compartments, CLi is the clearance

for the ith compartment, and Vi is the distribution volume of

the ith compartment. Predicted concentration of a drug can

be easily obtained using simulation software incorporating
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these equations with pharmacokinetic parameter values

(pharmacokinetic model).

Predicted concentration is a good alternative to measured

concentration of intravenous drug to see the drug concentra-

tion. The prediction of drug concentrations using pharmaco-

kinetic models offers not only an estimation of the present

concentration but also the time course of the concentration

throughout the past, present, and future. Accordingly,

predicted concentration helps to assess and control the drug

effect in clinical practice. After assessing the concentration–

clinical effect relationship of the drug using the past and

present drug concentrations, the anesthesiologist can make a

dosing plan using the predicted future drug concentrations.

However, there are two problems with the use of predicted

plasma concentrations to control the drug effect. One is that

the plasma is not the effect site for the main indications for the

anesthetics or opioids (see section “PD Model and Effect-Site

Concentration”). The other is that the pharmacokinetic model

may not appropriately estimate the plasma concentration of

the drug over time (see section “Consideration of Model

Applicability”).

PD Model and Effect-Site Concentration

The effect site for the main effects of the anesthetics and

opioids is the brain or spinal cord. Therefore, a time delay is

observed in the relationship between the plasma concentra-

tion and clinical effect. Figure 10.3a clearly shows the time

Fig. 10.1 Time course of plasma propofol concentrations arising from

three different dosing schemes. All three time courses show the predicted

plasma concentration of propofol administered at 8 mg/kg/h for 60 min

without (thin solid line) or with an initial bolus of 1 mg/kg (bold dashed
line) or 2 mg/kg (bold solid line). Predicted concentrations were calcu-

lated using the pharmacokinetic model developed by Marsh et al. [3]

Fig. 10.2 Three-compartment model. A simple mathematical three-

compartment pharmacokinetic model. When a drug is infused intrave-

nously, the drug is infused into the central (the first) compartment

(dose). In this compartment model, Ai is the drug amount in the ith
compartment, and Vi is the distribution volume of the ith compartment.

Ci is the drug concentration in the ith compartment, calculated as Ai/Vi.

K10 is the elimination rate constant, and kij is the equilibration rate

constant between the ith and jth compartments. Generally, C1 is the

plasma or blood concentration of the drug. The differential equations of

a three-compartment model are shown in Eq. 10.2

Fig. 10.3 The relationship between propofol concentration and

propofol effect against time. (a) Time courses of measured plasma

concentration of propofol and estimated propofol effect using a BIS

monitor from a patient in our previous study [30]. Propofol was infused

at 40 mg/kg/h for 108 s. A time delay is observed between the measured

plasma concentration of propofol and estimated BIS value. (b) Time

courses of effect-site concentration of propofol and estimated propofol

effect using a BIS monitor in the same patient as in Fig. 10.3a. There is

no time delay between the effect-site concentration and BIS value. The

effect-site concentration was estimated with the raw data of measured

plasma propofol concentrations and BIS values from the same patients

using an effect-site pharmacodynamic model (Fig. 10.4 and Eq. 10.3)

and sigmoid Emax model (Eq. 10.4) [30]. In this case, an appropriate ke0
value is applied to calculate the effect-site concentration because the ke0
value was estimated for the specific individual. When a population ke0
value is used to estimate effect-site concentration, there may be a dis-

crepancy between effect-site concentration and clinical effect because

the population ke0 value may be different from individual ke0 value
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delay between the measured plasma concentrations of

propofol and estimated BIS values [4, 5].

To take this time delay into account, an effect-site phar-

macodynamic model [6] (Fig. 10.4) can be applied using the

following equation:

dCe

dt
¼ ke0 C1 � Ceð Þ ð10:3Þ

where Ce is the effect-site concentration, t is the time, ke0 is
the equilibration rate constant between the plasma and effect

site, and C1 is the drug concentration in the central compart-

ment of the compartment model. If the pharmacokinetic

parameters for the compartment model (all k values in

Eq. 10.2) and for the effect-site model (ke0 in Eq. 10.3) are

obtained, effect-site concentration can be calculated. These

parameters may be found in published literature.

To determine the ke0 value using Eq. 10.3, the observed

plasma concentrations (C1) and effect-site concentration

(Ce) are necessary. However, effect-site concentration can-

not be measured. Instead, the effect of the drug is observed,

and an additional pharmacodynamic model such as a sig-

moid Emax model is applied to determine the ke0. The

sigmoid Emax model is described using the following equa-

tion:

E ¼ E0 þ Emax � E0ð Þ � C γ
e

C γ
e þ EC50

γ ð10:4Þ

where E is the observed drug effect, E0 is the baseline

measurement of the observed effect when no drug is pres-

ent, Emax is the maximum possible drug effect, Ce is the

estimated effect-site concentration, EC50 is the effect-site

concentration associated with 50 % maximum drug effect,

and γ is the steepness of the effect-site concentration versus
effect relationship. When applying Eqs. 10.3 and 10.4

simultaneously with the observed effect of the drug and

the data of plasma concentrations, all the pharmacody-

namic parameters including E0, Emax, EC50, γ, and ke0
will be estimated.

The estimated ke0 value enables calculation of the time

course of the effect-site concentration. There is no time

delay between the effect-site concentration and the drug

effect when using the appropriate ke0 value (Fig. 10.3b). In

experimental settings, estimation of the ke0 value is useful

for pharmacodynamic analysis. In clinical practice, an esti-

mate of the effect-site concentration is also useful because

the effect-site concentration is expected to reflect the clinical

effect. However, there are limitations of the use of ke0 values
for predicting effect-site concentration. One important limi-

tation is the significant interindividual variability of the ke0
value (see section “Consideration of Effect-Site Model

Application”).

Consideration of Model Applicability

The applicability of a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

model should be considered carefully when using the

model for prediction. The use of an inappropriate model

may cause incorrect estimations of the relationship between

the drug concentration and its effect, which may increase the

risk of complications such as anesthetic awareness caused by

inadequate doses and concentration-related drugs side effect

arising from excessive doses.

In pharmacokinetic studies, a pharmacokinetic model is

developed for either prediction or description. With pre-

diction, the model is developed to predict the drug concen-

tration for subjects other than the subjects from whom the

model was developed. With description, the model is

developed to describe the measured concentrations of col-

lected samples in a group of subjects, for a pharmacoki-

netic analysis, which is not intended to be used for the

prediction. A model developed for description may not be

suitable for prediction of drug concentrations in other

subjects.

To develop an appropriate population pharmacokinetic

model, model validation is generally performed to evaluate

the predictability of the developed final model using a vali-

dation data set not used for building the model and parameter

estimation [7]. Two types of statistically robust validations

are external and internal validation. To quantify the predict-

ability of the developed model, some metrics are applied.

Visual inspection of graphical displays is also applied to

evaluate the predictability.

A validated pharmacokinetic model is one with evidence

for prediction of the drug concentration. However, this may

still be applicable to conditions that are applied during drug

administration in the subjects of the validation data set.

Fig. 10.4 Effect-compartment model. This is a simple scheme of the

effect-compartment model. ke0 is the equilibration rate constant

between the central compartment and the effect compartment, i.e.,

between the plasma concentration and the effect-site concentration

of the drug. The predicted plasma concentration of the central com-

partment concentration is estimated by a compartment model

(Fig. 10.2). Equilibration half-time may be a more intuitive concept

than ke0 value, in describing the relationship between the plasma and

effect-site concentrations. Equilibration half-time (t1/2ke0) is calculated
as ln 2/ke0
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External Validation

External validation is the most stringent type of validation

[7]. For this type of validation, two data sets are needed. One

is used for the model development, and the other is for

testing the external validation of the model. It is possible to

apply a data set from another experiment. For the validation,

metrics and/or visual inspection is applied.

There are two types of external validation. For the first

type, an example might be validation of a pharmacokinetic

model that has been developed from data from subjects aged

30–60 years. For this model, the predictability (external

validity) may be tested using a new data set from other

subjects aged 30–60 years, or subjects aged 25–65 years,

or something similar to the original age range. This is a

standard external validation.

The other external validation procedure is extrapola-

tion. The validation data set should include data from

subjects with focused demographics (such as age and

weight) involved in a study with specific methodology

condition (sampling interval or duration) which is different

from the demographics or methodology involved in the

model development study. This external validation of the

pharmacokinetic model may expand the applicability of

the model to a different population. Short et al. developed a

population pharmacokinetic model of propofol using the

data set obtained from 3- to 10-year-old children

[8]. Sepúlveda et al. evaluated the performance of the

Short pharmacokinetic model using a data set obtained

from children aged 3–26 months and found that the Short

model had acceptable performance [9]. This external vali-

dation study has shown that the applicability of the Short

model can be expanded from the age group of the original

subjects (3–10 years) to a wide age group (3 months–10

years).

Internal Validation

External validation is the most robust but needs two data

sets, i.e., more subjects and samples, requiring more

resources, such as man power, time, and cost, during the

model development procedure. Internal validation is a

method of using all the data collected data for the model

development itself. Internal validation is always considered

when external validation is not applied. Resampling

techniques such as bootstrapping [10] and cross validation

[10] and prediction-corrected visual predictive check [11]

are used.

An internally validated pharmacokinetic model may be

used to predict drug concentrations in patients whose age is

within the range of the study population used for the model

development. However, it is possible that this method of

validation also involves extrapolation, because age is not

the only factor that might have influenced the results of the

pharmacokinetic model. Before an internally validated

model is used to predict drug concentrations in a patient,

it should be considered whether the patient characteristics

and other dosing conditions and methods are similar to

(strictly, within the range of) those used in the subjects

from whom the original model was developed. The types of

the factors that must be considered are explained below

(see section “Subject Characteristics and Methods Used for

Development of a PK Model to be Applied for

Prediction”).

“Validation” or “Evaluation”

“Validation” is a strong term. A “validated” pharmacoki-

netic model should be suitable for prediction of drug

concentrations in samples taken from subjects with different

characteristics and using different dosing and study

methods.

To confirm the model’s validity for various conditions,

the data set for the external validation should include those

conditions. However, it is common for the external valida-

tion data set to only include a limited number of the subjects

under limited conditions. In other words, an external valida-

tion procedure generally only confirms a limited range of

external validity.

Yano, Beal, and Sheiner proposed the use of the term of

“evaluation”: “We use the weaker term ‘evaluation’ rather
than the stronger one ‘validation’, as we believe one cannot
truly validate a model, except perhaps in the very special

case that one can both specify the complete set of alternative

models that must be excluded and one has sufficient data to

attain a preset degree of certainty with which these

alternatives would be excluded. We believe that such cases

are rare at best” [12].

Performance Error Derivatives: Metrics

Quantitative indices (metrics) are used to evaluate the

population model. In the study of anesthetic pharmacol-

ogy, performance error derivatives proposed by Varvel

et al. [13] are frequently used. The original aim to

develop the derivatives is measuring the predictive per-

formance of computer-control infusion pumps [14–16],

which is a predecessor of target-controlled infusion

pumps [17].
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Performance Error (PE)

The performance error (PE, generally calculated as percent-

age performance error) of a model with regard to one blood

sample is calculated using the following equation:

PEij ¼
Cmij � Cpij

Cpij
� 100 ð10:5Þ

where PEij is the performance error of jth sample in ith
individual, Cmij is the measured (observed) drug concentra-

tion of jth sample in ith individual, and Cpij is the predicted

drug concentration (using pharmacokinetic model) of jth
sample in ith individual. This equation is standardized by

predicted concentration. A PE value of zero means that the

pharmacokinetic model predicted the concentration

perfectly.

This standardization has several merits. When the differ-

ence between a Cmij and a Cpij is 1, the difference can be

evaluated as small at a Cmij of 10, whereas the difference can

be evaluated as large at a Cmij of 2. In this case, PEij is

calculated to be 11 % (Cmij ¼ 10 and Cpij ¼ 9) or 100 %

(Cmij ¼ 2 and Cpij ¼ 1). The standardization quantifies the

difference in a similar manner to the idea of coefficient of

variation, which shows the relative variability calculated as

standard deviation divided by the mean. This standardization

of PEij would be similar to the point of view of an anesthesi-

ologist considering the drug concentration. Additionally,

constant coefficient of variation models or lognormal models

(similar to coefficient of variation models) as random effects

is used to describe interindividual and intraindividual

variability in population models [18]. This is one advantage

of using PEij.

Another further strength is that predicted

concentrations, and not measured concentrations, are used

as standard. In clinical and research work, clinicians and

researchers are almost always dealing with predicted

concentrations instead of measured concentration. There-

fore, the use of predicted concentration as standard is

reasonable.

During model evaluation, the term “prediction error”
may be used instead of “performance error.” With respect

to this term, the equations of PE and PE derivatives are

the same.

In standard pharmacometrics, the performance error is

calculated as ODV minus PDV, where ODV is the value of

the observed dependent variable, e.g., observed drug con-

centration, and PDV is the value of the predicted dependent

variable. This is the same concept as used in an additive error

model for interindividual and intraindividual variability in

population models [18].

Performance Error Derivatives and Visual
Inspection of the Model

There are four original performance error derivatives,

namely, median absolute performance error (MDAPE),

median performance error (MDPE), divergence, and

wobble.

MDAPE indicates the inaccuracy of the prediction. In the

ith subject,

MDAPEi ¼ median
��PEij

��, j ¼ 1, 2, � � �,Ni

� � ð10:6Þ

where MDAPEi is MDAPE of the ith subject, PEij is the

performance error of the jth sample in the ith subject

(Eq. 10.5), and Ni is the number of |PE| values obtained

from the ith subject. The closer to zero the MDAPEi, the

more accurate the model for prediction of concentrations in

the ith individual.

MDPE reflects the bias of the prediction. In the ith sub-

ject:

MDPEi ¼ median PEij, j ¼ 1, 2, � � �,Ni

� � ð10:7Þ

where MDPEi is MDPE of the ith subject, PEij is the perfor-

mance error of the jth sample in the ith subject (Eq. 10.5),

and Ni is the number of PE values obtained from the ith

subject. An MDPEi of zero means that the model has no bias

in its prediction of concentrations in the ith subject. An

MDPE larger or smaller than zero indicates underprediction

(i.e., measured concentration > predicted concentration) or

overprediction (i.e., predicted concentration > measured

concentration), respectively.

Divergence shows the rate of change of absolute perfor-

mance error against time. Divergencei (generally expressed

in %/h) is calculated as the slope of the linear regression of

absolute performance error versus time. A negative value of

divergence indicates that the predicted concentration comes

closer to measured concentration over time.

Wobble quantifies the intraindividual variability of the

prediction error. In the ith subject:

Wobblei ¼ median
��PEij-MDPEi

��, j ¼ 1, 2, � � �,Ni

� �
ð10:8Þ

where Wobblei is wobble of the ith subject, PEij is the

performance error of the jth sample in the ith subject

(Eq. 10.5), MDPEi is the median performance error in the

ith subject (Eq. 10.7), and Ni is the number of PE values

obtained from the ith subject. The smaller value of the

wobble, the more stable the predictions of the pharmacoki-

netic model.
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The population estimate for each of these performance

error derivatives is generally calculated as the mean of the

individual estimates. For example, population MDPE is cal-

culated using the following equation:

MDPE ¼ mean MDPEi, i ¼ 1, 2, � � �,Nf g ð10:9Þ

where MDPEi is MDPE of the ith subject and N is the

number of the subjects in the population.

Two Types of Divergence

As mentioned above, the original divergence parameter pro-

posed by Varvel was the measure of divergence of APE,

calculated as the slope of the linear regression of absolute

performance error over time. Since then another divergence

parameter has been proposed, which is divergence in PE,

calculated as the slope of the linear regression of perfor-

mance error over time [19]. Glen et al. proposed the use of

both divergence parameters to evaluate the predictive per-

formance of pharmacokinetic models [19]. Divergence APE

and divergence PE reveal different information and may

result in seemingly contradictory evaluations of a model as

shown and explained in Fig. 10.5.

Acceptable Ranges of PE Derivatives

An MDPE between �20 and 20 % and an MDAPE <30 %

during target-controlled infusion are regarded as accept-

able [20, 21]. These can be used as criteria for external

evaluation of a model. In many studies evaluating the

accuracy of model prediction [9, 22, 23], expected perfor-

mance of drug delivery devices such as target-controlled

infusion pumps tends to be an MDPE of around

20–30 % [24].

There are no published criteria for acceptable values of

divergence and wobble. A divergence APE <3–5 %/h and

divergence PE between �5 and �3 %/h and between 3 and

5 %/hmaybeacceptable.AdivergenceAPEof 3–5 %/hmeans

absolute performance error increases 30–50 % over 10 h. A

larger than 50 % increase of APE seems to be unacceptable.

For target-controlled infusions of propofol, positive diver-

gence PE ismore preferable than negative one. As a negative

divergence PEmeans that PE decreases against time, imply-

ing that the measured concentration is decreasing relative to

the predicted concentration, there is a risk of awareness in

this case.

It is difficult to define an acceptable value of wobble

because not only will the accuracy and relevance of the

prediction model parameters influence performance, but

wobble may also be influenced by physiological factors

such as cardiac output or uncompensated bleeding [25–27]

that may increase the intraindividual variability of the pre-

diction. By definition the wobble value will be less than

MDAPE (Eq. 10.8).

Limitation of Performance Error Standardized
by Predicted Concentration

As explained above, there are both advantages and

disadvantages of using performance error standardized by

predicted concentration (Eq. 10.5).

Fig. 10.5 Two types of divergence. Six absolute performance errors

(APE) and performance errors (PE) obtained from six pairs of

measured and predicted drug concentrations during 2 h are depicted

in a and b, respectively. For this data set, original divergence (diver-

gence APE) is �1.7 %/h, which indicates that the APE decreases to

zero versus time, i.e., predicted concentration is getting closer to

measured concentration as time progresses. On the other hand, diver-

gence PE is �13.7 %/h, which indicates PE decreases 13.7 %/h over

time. The decrement of PE means that measured concentration

decreases against predicted concentration over time. When the drug is

administered using target-controlled infusion, measured concentration

gradually decreases. Therefore, a pharmacokinetic model with large

negative divergence PE is associated with an increased risk of insuffi-

cient drug effect. The two types of divergence, original divergence

(divergence APE) and divergence PE, provide different information
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Performance error has a minimum value of �100 %

when the measured concentration is zero but can theoreti-

cally be infinitely large (e.g., when a measured value is

high, while the predicted value is close to zero). This means

that the evaluation using this PE is asymmetric with respect

to overprediction and underprediction. For example, con-

sider the two combinations of measured and predicted

concentrations, respectively, “2 μg/ml and 3 μg/ml” (over-
prediction) versus “3 μg/ml and 2 μg/ml”
(underprediction). For the overprediction combination,

the prediction error is �33.3 %, whereas for the

underprediction combination the prediction error is 50 %.

When using performance error standardized by predicted

concentration (Eq. 10.5), a model overestimating the con-

centration tends to be assessed as better than a model

underestimating the concentration. This estimation ten-

dency is preferable to avoid higher (but not lower)

measured concentrations.

Possible Alternatives of Performance Error

To obtain symmetry in the performance error, a modification

of performance error, or another index, is necessary.

We previously developed another index as an alterna-

tive to performance error defined using the Eq. 10.5.

During the evaluation of a pharmacokinetic model, plots

are often made of Cm/Cp (the ratio of measured to

predicted concentrations) displayed against a variable

such as time or predicted concentration. These plots are

often described as goodness of fit plots (explained in the

next section) [22, 28, 29]. For these plots, a logarithmic

y-axis is used for Cm/Cp. On any logarithmic axis, by

definition Y and 1/Y are symmetrical because y ¼ Y and

y ¼ 1/Y are equidistant from y ¼ 1. Accordingly, we

proposed the log-transformed value of Cm/Cp as a new

index [22]. To calculate this index, the following equa-

tion is applied:

PEij ¼ log
Cmij

Cpij

 !
ð10:10Þ

where PEij is the performance error of jth sample in ith
individual, Cmij is the measured (observed) drug concentra-

tion of jth sample in ith individual, and Cpij is the predicted

drug concentration of jth sample in ith individual. When a

pharmacokinetic model predicts a single sample perfectly

(i.e., Cmij ¼ Cpij), prediction error is 0, which is the same

value for perfect prediction using Eq. 10.5. For all imperfect

predictions, the performance errors calculated by Eqs. 10.5

and 10.10 are different.

Equation 10.10 can be rearranged to:

Cmij ¼ 10PEij � Cpij ð10:11Þ

A value of 1 for PEij means that Cmij is ten times Cpij, and a
value of �1 means that Cmij is one-tenth of Cpij. The PE

values calculated using Eq. 10.10 are distributed symmetri-

cally on a linearly scaled axis (not logarithmic axis). Using

this logarithmic transformation, we can calculate PE

derivatives of MDAPE (Eq. 10.6), MDPE (Eq. 10.7),

divergences (divergence APE and divergence PE), and wob-

ble (Eq. 10.8).

The meaning of the ratio Cm/Cp is intuitive. However,

the values of PE calculated using either Eqs. 10.5 or 10.10

are quite different, e.g., when Cm is 4.5 and Cp is 3, PE is

calculated to be 50 % by Eq. 10.5 or to be 0.18 by Eq. 10.10

(Fig. 10.6). Therefore, it is difficult to compare PE

derivatives from Eq. 10.10 with ones calculated from

Eq. 10.5 [22].

Another PE definition can be considered:

PEij ¼
Cmij � Cpij

Cpij
� 100 ifCmij � Cpij

� �
Cmij � Cpij

Cmij
� 100 ifCmij < Cpij

� �
8>><
>>: ð10:12Þ

where PEij is the performance error of jth sample in ith

individual, Cmij is the measured (observed) drug concentra-

tion of jth sample in ith individual, and Cpij is the predicted
drug concentration of jth sample in ith individual. The first

equation is the same as Eq. 10.5. The second equation is

added for the symmetry. For example, with this approach,

the two combinations of measured and predicted

concentrations, “2 and 3” (over prediction) and “3 and 2”
(underprediction), are symmetric. For these concentration

combinations, the prediction errors are �33.3 % and

33.3 %, respectively, using Eq. 10.12 (the latter prediction

error is calculated to be 50 % using Eq. 10.5).

Figure 10.6 shows the performance error distribution of

different concentration combinations. With the PE defined

by Eq. 10.5 (Fig. 10.6, Type A), the distribution of the PE is

asymmetric with respect to the zero value of PE. On the

other hand, the distribution of PEs is symmetric, when PE is

defined according to Eq. 10.12 (Fig. 10.6, Type B) or

Eq. 10.10 (Fig. 10.6, Type C). Only the PE values defined

by Eq. 10.5 have a lower boundary (as mentioned the mini-

mum value is �100 %).

For PEs calculated using Eq. 10.5 (Fig. 10.6, Type A) and

Eq. 10.12 (Fig. 10.6, Type B), the PE values are completely

the same for any combination of Cm and Cp resulting in

PE � 0. For example in Fig. 10.6, the circle or square for the
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combination of “Cm ¼ 2” and “Cp ¼ 1” resulting in PE of

100 % has the same distance from the gray line for PE of

zero (meaning perfect prediction). On the other hand, the PE

value is different for any combination of Cm and Cp

resulting in PE < 0. For example in Fig. 10.6, the PE values

for the combination of “Cm ¼ 1” and “Cp ¼ 2” are �50 %

with Eq. 10.5 (Fig. 10.6, Type A) and �100 % with

Eq. 10.12 (Fig. 10.6, Type B) resulting in different distances

from the gray line for PE of zero.

As mentioned above, the distribution of PE values is

different when PE is calculated by Eq. 10.12 (Fig. 10.6,

Type B) and Eq. 10.10 (Fig. 10.6, Type C). For example in

Fig. 10.6, the concentration combination of “Cm ¼ 2” and

“Cp ¼ 1” results in PE values of 200 % by Eq. 10.12

(Fig. 10.6, Type B) and 0.48 by Eq. 10.10 (Fig. 10.6, Type C).

All three PE definitions, by Eqs. 10.5, 10.10, and 10.12,

have similar limitations. Firstly, when predicted concentra-

tion is zero, a PE value cannot be determined. If one use a

simple compartment model such as two- or three-

compartment model, predicted concentration is never zero

except at the time before drug administration and at a long

enough time (depending on total body clearance and accu-

mulation of the drug) after the end of drug administration.

However, it is possible that predicted concentrations reach

zero a short period of time after the end of an infusion of an

ultra-short-acting (rapidly cleared) drug. A predicted con-

centration of zero is also possible when using a complicated

pharmacokinetic model, such as a simple compartment

model, with a lag time, a transit delay function [30], or an

absorption model. In these cases, extra assumptions or dif-

ferent mathematical approaches are necessary to be able to

calculate PE values for samples taken when the predicted

concentration of zero [22].

Goodness of Fit Plots

To evaluate a pharmacokinetic model, different types of

goodness of fit plots can be used to facilitate visual inspec-

tion of the data.

Observed Versus Predicted Variables
This goodness of fit plot shows the relationship between

observed and predicted concentration in every sample on a

two-dimensional graph (Fig. 10.7a). The predicted variable

is displayed on a horizontal axis, logarithmically scaled. A

vertical logarithmic axis indicates the observed variable. The

axes should not be switched each other because the plot

should describe the predictive ability of the model.

Each of the samples is commonly shown as independent

point. In some cases, all the sample points from each individ-

ual are connected sequentially using lines. A line for identity

(the line of y ¼ x) is usually shown. A point on this line

indicates that the prediction is perfect for that concentration.

A regression line or curve is usually fitted to the data

using Friedman’s supersmoother, a highly automated vari-

able span smoother [31], and superimposed on the goodness

of fit plot. The line or curve helps assessors evaluate the

model prediction. When the model prediction is acceptable,

the regression line or the Friedman’s supersmoother curve

lies near the line of identity.

Observed/Predicted Variables Versus Time
This variation of a goodness of fit plot shows the time course

of Cm (measured or observed concentrations) divided by Cp

(predicted concentrations) (Fig. 10.7b). The vertical (loga-

rithmic) axis indicates the Cm/Cp ratio and the horizontal

axis indicates time. A Friedman’s supersmoother curve

shown on this plot shows the prediction stability versus

time. When a model has an excellent predictability, the

smoother is depicted near the line of y ¼ 1 over time.

When the regression line on this plot is estimated, the

slope of this line is numerically the same as divergence PE

calculated using Eq. 10.10. Thus, divergence PE is a quanti-

tative (or summarized) index of this goodness of fit plot.

Observed/Predicted Variables Versus Predicted
Variable
This goodness of fit plot shows the relation between Cm/Cp
versus Cp (Fig. 10.7c). The vertical logarithmic axis

Fig. 10.6 Three types of performance error. The following are three

different equations for calculation of the performance error (PE):

A (Eq. 10.5) PE ¼ Cm�Cp
Cp � 100, B (Eq. 10.12)

PE ¼
Cm� Cp

Cp
� 100 ifCm � Cp½ �

Cm� Cp

Cm
� 100 ifCm < Cp½ �

8><
>: , C (Eq. 10.10) PE ¼ log Cm

Cp

� �
,

where Cm is the measured (observed) concentration and Cp is the

predicted concentration estimated using a pharmacokinetic model.

Each circle, square, and triangle indicates each PE value
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indicates the Cm/Cp ratio, and on the horizontal axis, the

predicted variable is indicated on either a normal or a loga-

rithmic scale. A Friedman’s supersmoother added to this plot

shows the prediction stability versus predicted variable.

When a model has excellent predictability, the smoother

will remain near the line of y ¼ 1 over time.

Although this plot provides similar information to a plot

of Cm versus Cp (in both plots horizontal axes indicate Cp,
the predicted variable), this plot helps to focus attention on

the predictive performance with respect to the magnitude of

the predicted variable.

Other Goodness of Fit Plots
Some investigators display goodness of fit plots using per-

formance error instead of Cm/Cp ratio, e.g., performance

error versus time or performance error versus Cp.

A plot with PE � MDPEi on the vertical normal axis,

with time on the horizontal access, was used in a previous

article to show two other types of goodness of fit plot

[28]. One type shows one point per sample, and the other

shows all individual regression lines whose slopes depict the

individual divergence PE.

Interpreting Goodness of Fit Plots
When considering the interpretation of the plots, at least two

steps are necessary.

At the first step, visual inspection of the plots should

be performed without taking into account other factors,

e.g., characteristics of the subjects or drug dosing meth-

odology. When inspecting the plot of Cm/Cp versus time,

the influence of time on the predictability should be

assessed.

For the second step, the plots should be carefully

inspected, this time taking into account other factors. An

illustration involving another important factor follows (see

also Fig. 10.8). Assume that drug A was infused for 3 hours.

A 2 h infusion of drug B was started 1 h after the start of

administration of the drug A. Figure 10.8 shows a hypothet-

ical time course of Cm/Cp for drug A, showing overestima-

tion of the concentration during the last 2 h. Is the cause of

the underestimation just time? Without taking into account

the administration of drug B, time seems to influence the

predictions of the concentration of the drug A. However, it

may be that the infusion of drug B inhibits the metabolism of

drug A.

Fig. 10.7 Goodness of fit plots. These two-dimensional graphs show

predictive performance of the pharmacokinetic model. Each filled
circle indicates a sample in all figures. The solid line in (a) is the line
of identity between measured concentration (Cm) and predicted con-

centration (Cp). Dashed lines connect all samples from each individual

in (b). Gray bold lines indicate the Friedman’s supersmoother curve

Fig. 10.8 Example of model performance during administration of

two drugs. Each filled circle indicates the Cm/Cp ratio for a single blood
sample for drug A in an individual. Drug A is infused for 3 h. Drug B is

infused for 2 h, starting at 1 h after the start of drug A. A pharmacoki-

netic model for drug A predicts plasma concentrations well during the

first hour but overestimates during the next 2 h. This overestimation

may be caused by time effects and/or by the coadministration of drug B
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Observed or Predicted Variable Versus Time
These are not goodness of fit plots but the basic data for the

model evaluation. It is important to know the raw data

(observed variables) and direct output of the final model

(predicted variables). All processed data for the goodness of

fit plots are derived from observed and predicted variables.

Simultaneous presentation of predicted and observed

variables versus time (instead of only the predicted variable

versus time) may be preferable in some cases, as visual

inspection of the plots may yield further insights into

the data.

Subject Characteristics and Methods Used
for Development of a PK Model to Be Applied
for Prediction

In the previous section, the performance error derivatives

such as MDPE and MDAPE, used for model evaluation,

were explained. These metrics give an objective value of

the overall model performance.

When the model is applied to a patient in clinical practice,

the patient will a set of patient characteristics such as age and

weight, and these may or may not be outside of the range of

these characteristics of the subjects from whom the model

was developed. However, the methodology used during drug

administration and blood sampling in the development study

is also very relevant and may influence the predictive per-

formance of the model. Particularly relevant and important

issues include method of dosing, sampling interval, and

modeling approach.

Patient Characteristics

Age influences drug disposition [32–34]. For example,

hepatic and renal clearances are lower in elderly subjects

than in young adults. The ratios of body water, extracellular

water, and fat in neonates are different from adults. Sex [35–

37] and obesity [38–40] also influence drug disposition. The

influence of these covariates depends on the drug

characteristics. A population pharmacokinetic model often

includes covariates in the calculation of pharmacokinetic

parameters.

The parameter set of the Short model [8] only includes

total body weight as a covariate. Therefore, predicted plasma

propofol concentration can easily be calculated mathemati-

cally using the Short model in any patient. However, this

model was developed using a blood concentration data set

obtained from children from 3 to 10 years old and later

evaluated using a data set from patients younger than

3 years. As there was no evaluation in adolescents and

adults, the applicability of the Short model to adolescents

and adults is unknown, and thus this model should not be

applied to these populations.

Before applying a model for prediction, it should be

confirmed that the characteristics of the patients are similar

and appropriate to those of the subjects in whom the model

was developed or in whom the predictability of the model

was confirmed. Commercially available devices such as

target-controlled infusion pumps and drug information

displays [41] automatically check that the patient

characteristics are appropriate, but this relies on correct

input of the patient data by the user at the start of the device.

Sampling Time

A previous study has shown that early blood samples (taken

every 10 s during the first 2 min of drug administration)

influenced the result of the subsequent pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic analysis [42]. This study clarified that a

simple compartment model does not provide an accurate

description of concentration changes shortly following

injection. In particular, a simple compartment model

overestimates the drug concentration immediately after a

bolus and then underestimates the drug concentration around

the time of the peak measured drug concentrations [22, 42].

In many studies the first sample is generally taken at least

1 min after bolus administration of a drug [43–45] to reduce

the total volume of blood samples in human. This limits the

ability of general pharmacokinetic models to predict con-

centration in the first few minutes after the start of drug

infusion. Although it is possible to have dense samples in

the early phase, it is extremely difficult to improve predic-

tive ability in the early phase to predict drug concentration in

the first minutes because there is large interindividual

variability of the time course of drug concentration in the

first minute [30].

Unless samples are taken long after the end of a drug

infusion, predictive ability will tend to be weak for the

period after an infusion has stopped. To develop a pharma-

cokinetic model capable of long-duration predictions, later

samples are needed to adequately characterize the elimina-

tion phase. If a model is developed using blood samples

collected during a continuous infusion and for only 30 min

after the end of the infusion, it may not have predictability at

30 min or later after the end of infusion.

Sampling Site

Both arterial and venous samples are used for pharmacoki-

netic modeling. Theoretically, arterial and venous drug

concentrations are the same at steady state. When the transit

rate of the drug from the intravascular to the extravascular
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space is faster than that from the extravascular to the intra-

vascular space, then arterial concentration will be higher

than venous concentrations.

A previous study investigated the time course arterial and

venous plasma concentrations of midazolam [46] during a

15 min infusion and up to 200 min afterward. Arterial

concentrations of midazolam were higher during the infu-

sion and lower after the infusion than venous concentrations

of midazolam.

For pharmacodynamic modeling, whose aim is to

describe continuous changes of clinical drug effect, arterial

blood sampling has some distinct advantages [47]. When the

effect-site concentration is calculated, a pharmacokinetic

model developed using arterial samples may be better as

input function to the pharmacodynamic model.

Method of Dosing

Infusion rate may influence the predictive performance of a

pharmacokinetic model.

Our previous study clarified higher infusion rates were

associated with more overprediction, when using the Marsh

pharmacokinetic model, but not the Schnider, Schüttler, and
Upton models for prediction of propofol concentrations

[22]. Another study showed that the Gepts model [48] (the

prototype model of the Marsh model) predicted propofol

concentration appropriately during infusion and

underestimated concentrations from 90 s and onward after

the end of the infusion. A pharmacokinetic model developed

from samples obtained after a bolus but without any contin-

uous infusion may underestimate propofol plasma

concentrations from subjects in subsequent study who

receive an infusion [49].

Another factor that may influence predictability is the

first-pass arterial concentration of the drug. The concept of

a two-compartment recirculatory pharmacokinetic model is

useful to understand the first-pass concentration [50]. In this

concept, the total arterial drug concentration at any time is

calculated as the sum of the first-pass concentration and the

recirculated concentration. After the end of a drug infusion

(except immediately after stopping the infusion), the first-

pass concentration is zero. If a data set used for pharmacoki-

netic model development has a little or no information on

drug concentrations during a continuous infusion, the model

may underestimate the drug concentration, i.e., the model

predictions of drug concentration may be lower than the

measured concentrations. Commonly pharmacokinetic

model analyses are performed with blood samples obtained

after a bolus infusion. Most samples obtained with this

procedure are thus taken during a period when no infusion

of the drug was occurring.

Again, dosing regimen may influence the predictive per-

formance of the pharmacokinetic model. Before the pharma-

cokinetic model is applied for prediction, it is better to

confirm the details of the dosing regimen at the stages of

model development and external evaluation.

Modeling Approach

Pharmacokinetic modeling approach is also thought to influ-

ence the predictive performance [44, 51, 52]. In a standard

two-stage analysis [53], each of the population parameters is

calculated as the mean of the individual parameters. If the

sample size is small, or if the data set is unbalanced, this will

result in several biased individual parameter estimates.

Thus, the averaged parameters of the two-stage analysis

may be inappropriate.

Dense sampling data is necessary for the standard

two-stage approach. Modeling approaches such as nonlinear

mixed effect modeling techniques are generally preferable

for the more typical population modeling studies these days

that only have available sparse sampling data.

Consideration of Effect-Site Model Application

To estimate the effect-site concentration of a drug, a phar-

macodynamic parameter, ke0, is necessary along with a

pharmacokinetic parameter set.

For some drugs, many pharmacokinetic parameter sets

have been published. An example is propofol for which

more than 20 models have been published [9, 29, 54]. In

some pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic studies, the ke0
value was simultaneously estimated with the pharmacoki-

netic parameters. In this case, one can apply the combination

of the pharmacokinetic parameter sets and corresponding ke0
value to calculate the effect-site concentration if the model

has acceptable predictive performance.

However, in standard pharmacokinetic studies, ke0 is not
estimated because of a lack of pharmacodynamic data. As

the ke0 value also depends on the associated pharmacokinetic

model, it is necessary to integrate a pharmacokinetic param-

eter set from one study with a ke0 value from another study.

For a ke0 value calculation, an alternative approach is to use

“time-to-peak effect” with a pharmacokinetic parameter set

[55]. With this method, numerical calculation of ke0 is

performed based on time-to-peak effect data, using one

equation along with pharmacokinetic parameter values.

Another approach to determine ke0 of propofol has been

reported [56]. In this study, patients were randomized to an

effect-site target-controlled infusion with 1 of 6 ke0 values.
Once a desired level of sedation was reached, the target
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plasma concentration was locked at the effect-site concen-

tration estimated at that time. The stability of objective

measures of sedation/anesthesia was then recorded and

examined. If there was a change over time in the measure

of clinical effect, then the ke0 value was assumed to have

been inaccurate. For sedative drugs, this approach enables

calculation of a ke0 value for a population pharmacokinetic

model without blood sampling. This approach relies heavily

on the (unlikely) assumption that the pharmacodynamics of

propofol do not change over time (i.e., that the relationship

between effect-site concentration and depth of sedation or

anesthesia is constant).

In some cases, several ke0 values have been linked with

one pharmacokinetic model. For example, the Marsh phar-

macokinetic model for adults [3] has two different ke0 values
of 0.26 and 1.21 [57] incorporated into commercial target-

controlled infusion devices. This difference is large (see

section “Tips to Apply PK/PD Simulation”). The perfor-

mance characteristics of the pharmacokinetic model with a

ke0 may help to select one of the different ke0 values.

At pseudo-steady state, the change of the effect-site con-

centration over time is small and almost the same as the

change in plasma concentration of the drug. In this situation,

the existence and use of different ke0 values are not really

relevant. The choice of ke0 is much more relevant when

blood concentrations are changing, and the ke0 is used to

estimate an effect-site concentration for clinical advisory

purposes and for effect-site targeting, when the ke0
determines the level of plasma overshoot/undershoot with

target concentration increases or decreases, respectively.

Fundamentally, the ke0 value is derived from population

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic estimates. Although

a population ke0 is applied to an individual in anesthetic

practice, discrepancy may exist between the true ke0 value

in the individual and the population ke0 value.

Calculation of effect-site concentration is challenging.

When using any ke0 value, one should be always aware

that the applied ke0 may be inappropriate. When using the

effect-site concentration target-controlled infusions, espe-

cially during and after target concentration changes, it is

better to also use a monitor of pharmacodynamic effect,

such as electroencephalogram-based monitoring.

Compartment Model Versus Physiological
Model

A simple compartment model performs poorly in estimating

drug concentrations in early phase after a bolus dose

[42]. Physiological models seem to predict drug

concentrations better than simple compartment models

because they take into account hemodynamic factors such

as cardiac output and blood flow to organs such as the liver

and kidney.

Previously, we compared the predictive performance of

three compartment models for propofol [22], developed by

Marsh et al. [3], Schnider et al. [43], and Schüttler et al. [58],
and one physiological model for propofol developed by

Upton et al. [59]. The data sets for the evaluation were

taken under four different conditions. Briefly, the “bolus”
data set was taken after a 2.5 mg/kg bolus administered

within 10 s with samples at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 min after

the start of administration. The “short infusion” data set was
from subjects receiving an infusion of 1.2 mg/kg over

27–432 s at an infusion rate of 10–160 mg/kg/h, with

samples taken every 5 s during the first 1 min, every 10 s

during the second minute, and then at regular intervals of

between 10 and 60 s until up to 530 s after the start of

infusion. The “TCI” data set was taken during target-

controlled infusion using the Marsh [3], Dyck [28], or

Tackley [60] models over 33–206 min, with samples at

10–20 min after the start of propofol administration, at

2, 5, and 10 min after each adjustment of the targeted

concentration, and every 15–20 min subsequently or just

before adjusting the targeted concentration. The “long infu-

sion” data set was taken during target-controlled drug deliv-

ery by the Schnider model over 110–245 min, with samples

collected 1–7 times over the first 10 min after each 0.5 or 1.0

increment of effect-site concentration. The total number of

the blood samples was 2155.

The former two data sets required the four evaluated

pharmacokinetic models to predict propofol concentration

in challenging circumstances. By definition subjects in the

“bolus” data set had a sudden increase of the plasma con-

centration at around 30 sec and sudden decrease afterward.

The “short infusion” data set includes dense samples espe-

cially in the first 2 min. The latter two data sets included

samples at relatively stable conditions compared with those

in opposite the other sets.

Contrary to expectation, the physiological model did not

improve the predictive performance compared with the com-

partment models. For the overall prediction of

concentrations achieved with the “bolus” and “short infu-

sion” types of infusions, it is difficult for simple compart-

ment models to predict the higher concentrations in the first

minutes after the start of drug administration, whereas phys-

iological model theoretically should perform better with

these higher concentrations. However, there were

discrepancies between the peak times of measured and

predicted concentrations in most cases. For the prediction

of the “TCI” and “long infusion” data sets, overall predictive
ability was similar between the Schnider and Upton models

with the exception of predictions of the higher

concentrations.
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An advantage of physiological models is that the model

has a parameter for cardiac output. If the real-time change of

cardiac output is used for the model prediction, the predic-

tive ability may be improved. However, it is not common to

estimate the cardiac output in clinical practice. If completely

noninvasive cardiac output monitors are available in the

future, the situation for predicting the drug concentration

may evolve.

Compartment models are not perfect but can predict drug

concentrations in clinical practice with reasonable accuracy.

At the moment, no physiological models are available on

drug delivery devices or drug information displays. Natu-

rally, this does not mean that physiologically based model

has value. Physiologically based model remains useful for

detailed analysis of drug disposition [61, 62].

Selection of PK/PD Model

For Commercial Target-Controlled Infusion
Pump

Current commercial TCI pumps contain two propofol phar-

macokinetic models, the Marsh and Schnider model for

adults [3, 43]. Unless one model is deactivated, users are

then forced to make a choice of model. Some pumps also

offer two pediatric pharmacokinetic models, the Kataria and

the Paedfusor models [51, 63]. Additionally, different com-

mercial pumps may have two different ke0 values for the

Marsh model (0.26 or 1.21) [64].

Marsh or Schnider Model for Propofol in Adults
TCI systems implementing these models can administer very

different bolus sizes after an increase in target concentration,

despite the user inputting the same target concentration.

With target-controlled infusions in plasma concentration

targeting mode, the initial bolus dose of propofol only

depends on the distribution volume of the central compart-

ment of the pharmacokinetic model. The Schnider model has

a smaller central compartment volume (4.27 L) than the

Marsh model (0.228 L/kg) in the standard size adult. The

smaller the central compartment, the smaller the bolus dose

size after an increment of the targeted concentration. During

effect-site target-controlled infusion, not only the distribu-

tion volume of the central compartment but also ke0 value

influences the bolus dose. The smaller ke0 value, the larger

the bolus dose, since the system will estimate that a larger

plasma concentration overshoot is required to drive or drag

down the concentration gradient into the effect site. To avoid

hemodynamic instability during effect-site concentration

targeting, the Schnider model or alternatively the Marsh

model with a larger (faster) ke0 value should be used,

because in this way a smaller bolus volume will be

administered on starting the infusion or increasing the target.

Models for Obese Adult Patients: Propofol
and Remifentanil
Specific pharmacokinetic models of propofol for obese

patients have been published, such as the Cortinez and van

Kralingen models [65, 66]. However, these models have not

been incorporated into the commercial pumps. Cortinez

et al. reported that the Marsh or Schnider model with

adjusted body weight instead of total body weight achieved

the acceptable performance error (MDPE of �3.5 % and

MDAPE of 21.7 % for the Marsh model with adjusted

body weight and MDPE of 8.6 % and MDAPE of 20.1 %

for the Schnider model with adjusted body weight) among

the examined pharmacokinetic models including the

Cortinez and van Kralingen models [40]. The evaluation

data set included 3 males and 17 females, age between

21 and 53, and body mass index between 35 and 52. The

adjusted body weight (ABW) is calculated as

ABW ¼ IBWþ 0:4� TBW� IBWð Þ
IBW ¼ 45:4þ 0:89� HT� 152:4ð Þ þ 4:5�Male

(

ð10:13Þ

where IBW is the ideal body weight calculated using the

second equation, TBW (kg) is the total body weight, HT is

the height (cm), and male is the dichotomous variable (1 for

male and 0 for female) [38]. These results have indicated

that both Marsh and Schnider models can be applied to obese

patients with adjusted body weight.

For remifentanil, the Minto model [37] is only the choice

in commercial target-controlled infusion pumps. However,

this model (and also the Schnider model) includes a

problematic lean body mass calculated using the James

equations [67]:

LBM ¼ 1:1� TBW � 128� TBW
HT

	 
2
formale½ �

1:07� TBW � 148� TBW
HT

	 
2
for female½ �

8<
:

ð10:14Þ

where TBW is total body weight (kg) and HT is height (cm).

This calculation yields a maximum value of lean body mass,

for any height, at a body mass index (calculated as

TBW/(HT/100)2) of 43.0 for male and 36.1 for female

subjects, i.e., a patient with a BMI value >43 has a lower

calculated LBM than a patient with a BMI ¼ 43. Therefore,

when used to control a target-controlled infusion, the Minto

model will result in lower infusion rates for a given target

concentration in a subject with BMI > 43 than a patient

with BMI ¼ 43. To fix this problem, commercial pumps
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have programmed in upper limits of BMI or body weight

depending on height and sex and cannot operate in target-

controlled infusion mode above these limits.

La Colla et al. [68] confirmed that fat-free mass, calcu-

lated using the Janmahasatian equations [69] instead of the

James equations, greatly improved the predictive perfor-

mance of the Minto model in 15 female subjects. The

Janmahasatian equations for the fat-free mass (FFM) are:

FFM ¼
9:27� 103 � TBW

6:68� 103 þ 216� BMI
formale½ �

9:27� 103 � TBW

8:78� 103 þ 244� BMI
for female½ �

8>>><
>>>:

ð10:15Þ

where TBW is total body weight (kg) and BMI is body mass

index. Since the equations for LBM cannot be changed in

current commercial pumps, La Colla et al. proposed to use a

“fictitious height” for obese patients receiving target-

controlled infusions of propofol with commercial pumps

[70]. The calculation result of the LBM equation with the

fictitious height and total body weight is the same as the

calculation result of the FFM equation with the real height

and total body weight. The Minto model can also be used

with FFM equations in the commercial pumps when the

“fictitious height” is entered on start-up. Fictitious height

(FH) is calculated as:

FH¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
128�TBW� 6:68�103þ216�BMI

	 

�1922þ1:1�216�BMI

s
formale½ �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

148�TBW� 8:78�103þ244�BMI
	 


124:6þ1:07�244�BMI

s
forfemale½ �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð10:16Þ
where TBW is total body weight and BMI is body mass

index.

The user can select to use either total body weight or

adjusted body weight with a propofol pharmacokinetic

model or either lean body mass or fat-free mass with the

remifentanil models on the commercial target-controlled

infusion pumps. This is also, so to speak, a form of model

selection.

For Simulation Software

When using the commercial target-controlled infusion

devices, one selects a model from a limited list of choices

as mentioned above. On the other hand, when using simula-

tion software (see also the next section), one can select a

model freely from the list of prepared models in the simula-

tion software or all published models.

There are several methods for model selection available

to the user:

(a) Select a model that is used in the commercial devices.

(b) Select a model recommended in a published study.

(c) Select a model recommended by experts.

(d) Select a model according to the discretion of the

software user.

The first one, (a), is a sure choice to have an appropriate

model but may be conservative. There may be another better

model for your patient. The second one, (b), may be a good

choice but the derivation or evaluation study may have been

biased or limited by specific methodological techniques. For

example, La Colla et al. [68] confirmed that the fat-free mass

instead of the lean body mass improved predictive perfor-

mance of the Minto model in only female subjects. There-

fore, the applicability in male subjects is unknown. The third

one, (c), would be a nice choice. Experts are aware of

various information about the models such as the back-

ground, methodology used, results of external evaluations,

merits, and limitations. Note that different experts may rec-

ommend different models for the same drug because each

model has different merits. The fourth one, (4), is an excel-

lent but tough choice. Appropriate model selection needs

specialized knowledge of pharmacometrics. For this choice,

it is necessary to know the details of background of

published models and the results of the model evaluations

and to confirm whether the model development and evalua-

tion are appropriate.

Environment for PK/PD Simulation

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic simulation is feasible

using either commercial environment or specialized simula-

tion software.

Target-controlled infusion pumps and drug information

displays [41] are available in clinical practice. These are safe

to use but often include a model developed in patients with a

limited range of patient characteristics, and the pumps offer

a restricted choice of models.

Simulation software products designed to calculate

drug concentration profiles associated with drug adminis-

tration regimens have far fewer limitations because the

software allows the use of any pharmacokinetic/pharma-

codynamic model for which the parameter sets are avail-

able. STANPUMP [71], RUGLOOP II [72], and TIVA

Trainer [73] are very well-known programs and have

been used in many published studies. Many other software

products have also been developed on Windows OS, Mac

OS, iOS, or Android OS platforms, including our

software [74].
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Tips to Apply PK/PD Simulation

Predicted Concentration Depends on Applied
PK/PD Model

The predicted plasma concentrations associated with a given

drug administration regimen are different between two differ-

ent models [22]. The effect-site concentrations are also differ-

ent between different combinations of pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic models, e.g., between “the Marsh pharma-

cokinetic model with ke0 of 0.26” and “the Schnider pharma-

cokinetic model with ke0 of 0.456” or between “the Marsh

pharmacokinetic model with ke0 of 0.26” and “the Marsh

pharmacokinetic model with ke0 of 1.21.”
Figure 10.9 shows the difference in the time course of

propofol plasma and effect-site concentration during the

same dosing (1.5 mg/kg bolus followed by 8 mg/kg/h until

20 min) simulated by the Marsh model with ke0 of 0.26 or

1.21 and the Schnider model with ke0 of 0.456. The predic-

tive performances are similar among the different models

during pseudo-steady-state conditions, whereas the time

courses of predicted concentration are different during the

periods when concentrations are changing, including the

early phase after the start of drug administration.

A Model Name Means Sole Model Parameter
Sets?

Different anesthesiologists may use the same model name to

refer to different model parameter sets.

As mentioned above, the Marsh model is integrated with

two different ke0 values—0.26 or 1.21 min�1 in commercial

devices. The former may be called “original Marsh model”
and the latter “modified Marsh model.” However, some may

simply refer to both of these as the “Marsh model.” The

Marsh model with another ke0 value could also be called a

“Marsh model” [57, 75].
The Schnider model is also integrated with different ke0s

in different commercial devices—a fixed value of 0.456 or a

ke0 value derived from a time-to-peak effect of 1.6 min

[76]. In this case, both models are generally referred to as a

“Schnider model.”
Other examples are the Kataria and Murat models for

propofol in children [44, 51]. In these articles describing

the model development, multiple model parameter sets are

shown. It is thus also possible that a model referred to as a

“Kataria model” is different between two different studies.

Only Using One Model May Be Better
for One Drug

In clinical practice, the availability of different models for

one drug may pose dangers for patients. Unwary

anesthesiologists may be unaware of the differences between

the models, and the differences may confound attempts to

understand interindividual variability in relationships

between target concentration and drug effect. It may be

better for departments to only activate or allow one combi-

nation of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic models

for one drug. If more than one model is available to use in

one hospital, the name of the model should be written in the

anesthetic record. In addition, the anesthesiologists should

recognize that a predicted concentration value has different

meanings with different models.
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Introduction

Propofol is an intravenous anesthetic in very wide use in

modern medical practice. In the literature, propofol is

referred to by a number of names: Diprivan, Disoprivan,

ICI-35868, 2,6-bis(1-methylethyl)phenol, Rapinovet,

2,6-diisopropylphenol, and disoprofol. Propofol is flexible

in application and has a good profile of side effects. Rapid

injection allows for a rapid onset and a short duration of

action while continuous infusion allows for longer periods of

stable anesthesia or sedation. The continuous infusion rate

can be varied to meet patient needs and achieve varying

levels of anesthetic depth.

Propofol originally appeared on the market in 1977;

however, it was later removed due to undesirable side effects

related to the formulation using Cremophor EL, a

polyethoxylated castor oil. The drug was reformulated

using emulsion of soya oil and propofol in water and again

brought to the market in 1986 as Diprivan. Diprivan has been

extremely successful and is even considered by the World

Health Organization as one of the most important injectable

anesthetics in medicine [1].

Propofol Pharmacokinetics
and Pharmacodynamics

Propofol is administered intravenously. With regard to phar-

macokinetics (PK), its primary route of elimination is

hepatic, and the inactive metabolites are excreted by the

kidney (http://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00818). Like

many intravenous drugs, propofol is highly protein bound

with a free fraction of about 1.2–1.7 %. The bound fraction

is evenly distributed between erythrocytes and human serum

albumin [2]. The rate at which propofol blood concentration

decreases after administration depends on the preceding

time course of administration. This is known as the

context-sensitive decrement time, and it increases for longer

duration infusions. The typical context-sensitive 80 % dec-

rement times are predicted to be less than 50 min for

infusions up to about 2 h, but it increases to 120–480 min

for very long infusions of more than 12 h [3]. Individuals

will not necessarily exhibit these values exactly; the degree

of interindividual variability is not negligible.

Propofol pharmacodynamic (PD) effects are achieved by

interacting with the GABA neurotransmitter system by

increasing membrane accumulation of GABAARβ3
subunits [2]. This results in enhanced evoked and miniature

synaptic GABA receptor currents. The complex mechanism

of action of propofol is not well known and seems to involve

many different physiological systems. Hypnosis and general

anesthesia are consequences of propofol causing the disrup-

tion of processes needed to integrate information in the

gamma frequency band [4]. Loss of consciousness occurs

when the synchronization needed between different areas in

the brain to support information processing is altered.

Propofol appears to disrupt these processes in a dose-

dependent manner.

The Role of PK and PD Models

Propofol PK and PD models are useful mathematical

descriptions of the distribution, metabolism, excretion, and

drug effect of propofol in the body. They are designed to

characterize the interaction of the drug with the body and

enable the prediction of propofol distribution, metabolism,

excretion, and degree of drug effect in different

circumstances than those in which the data was obtained.

Extrapolation to different drug-dosing regimens and to
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different populations is one of the most fundamental and

important applications of PK and PD models. They also

enable insight into underlying physiological processes by

allowing examination of the characteristics of various

structures in the model and thus enabling comparisons of

information about the underlying physiological processes

obtained by other means.

For propofol, the majority of PK models in the literature

are three-compartment mammillary models. These models

consist of three virtual or simulated volumes intended to

represent tissues in the body which have differing physico-

chemical properties. Mammillary models consist of a central

compartment connected to peripheral compartments, with-

out connections between the peripheral compartments.

These three structures each represent tissues with similar

physicochemical properties. They are lumped together to

represent the characteristics and behavior of the collected

tissue types. In this sense, they are greatly simplified

versions of the understood physiological processes underly-

ing drug absorption, distribution, and elimination.

Figure 11.1 shows a schematic diagram of a compartmental

model for propofol. The particular values for volumes and

clearances given are those from a population typical refer-

ence individual from the Eleveld PK model for propofol [5]

representing a 70-kg, 35-year-old male patient (as opposed

to healthy volunteer).

The three compartments in the above PK model represent

the volumes for the initial or central drug distribution vol-

ume (V1), the intermediate or fast-peripheral drug distribu-

tion (V2), and the slow-peripheral drug distribution (V3).
When an intravenous dose of propofol is administered, it is

assumed to be immediately and completely distributed

throughout the central compartment volume. This is of

course not true; however, for the vast majority of

applications of the PK model, this captures the behavior of

drug administration to a satisfactory degree. When drug

appears in the central compartment, it immediately begins

transporting to the fast-peripheral and slow-peripheral

compartments, as well as being eliminated from the body

(or otherwise rendered inactive). The rates of drug transport

are represented by Q2, Q3, and CL, respectively. The dis-

tinction between V2 and V3 as fast or slow is essentially

arbitrary; V2 is taken to represent the compartment with the

faster equilibration time compared to V3. Sometimes a total

volume of distribution parameter is described, Vss, which is

the sum of V1, V2, and V3. The behavior of the three-

compartment model can be fully described by a set of linear

differential equations. For the standard three-compartment

PK model, these are:

∂A1=∂t¼A2 � k21þA3 �k31þA1 � k10þ k12þ k13ð Þþdosing

∂A2=∂t¼A1 � k12þA2 �k21
∂A3=∂t¼A1 � k13þA3 �k31

where ∂A1/∂t represents the derivative of A1, the amount of

drug in the central compartment, with respect to time, i.e.,

the rate of change in A1. Likewise∂A2/∂ t and ∂A3/∂
t represent the derivatives of drug amounts in the fast- and

slow-peripheral compartments, respectively. The values for

A1, A2, and A3 represent the amount of drug accumulated in

the central, fast-peripheral, and slow-peripheral

compartments, respectively. The predicted concentration of

drug in a compartment is the amount of the drug divided by

the corresponding volume; thus, the predicted concentration

in the central compartment is A1/V1. Usually for propofol,

before initial dosing, these variables are assumed zero. In

contrast, for endogenous compounds, the amounts in the

compartments may have some steady-state values. Intrave-

nous drug dosing is applied to the central compartment, and

thus following a bolus dose, the amount of drug in the central

compartment, A1, is stepwise increased at the moment of

dosing. For a continuous infusion, the derivative of the

amount of drug in the central compartment is increased by

the rate of continuous infusion per unit time. The rate con-

stant k10 represents the rate of drug transport out of the body

(or otherwise rendered inactive), and k21, k12, k31, and k13
represent the rate of drug transport between the peripheral

compartments and the central compartment. Calculation of

these rate constants from more meaningful compartmental

volumes and clearances is:

k10 ¼ CL=V1

k12 ¼ Q2=V1

k21 ¼ Q2=V2

k13 ¼ Q3=V1

k31 ¼ Q3=V3

The differential equations can be used to obtain a predicted

time course of drug distribution and elimination by finding

an approximate solution using an ordinary-differential-

Fig. 11.1 Compartmental model for propofol using the Eleveld PK

model for a 70-kg, 35-year-old male patient
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equation (ODE) solver algorithm. If the infusion profile

consists of simple bolus administrations or as continuous

infusions of fixed rate and duration, then analytical solutions

are available for three-compartment models which can pre-

dict drug distribution profiles directly from the model com-

partmental characteristics using the model parameters and

the timing and amounts of the bolus doses and continuous

infusions. The analytical solutions have the benefit of being

exact and not requiring approximation. These analytical

solutions can also be used to find approximate solutions for

more complex infusion profiles. The arbitrary infusion pro-

file can be approximated by a summation of bolus doses and

continuous infusions, and then the superposition principle of

linear systems is applied using the results of the separate

individual components of the infusion profile. When these

are summed, they predict the time course of drug distribution

from the more complex infusion profile. While this can be

computationally complex for complex dosing profiles, in

many realistic cases, it is considerably more efficient than

using an ODE solver.

Sigmoidal Emax Pharmacodynamic Models

While the PK of propofol receives considerable attention in

modern anesthetic medicine and research, it is in reality a

secondary issue. Drugs are primarily administered to

achieve some desired drug effect. It is the desired drug PD

effect which determines rational drug therapy, not the time

course of drug concentrations in the body needed to achieve

the desired effect. While the PK of anesthetic is indeed

important to understand and consider, it is not the raison

d’être of anesthetic drug dosing. For propofol, in nearly all

cases, this is some degree of anesthesia or sedation.

Propofol central compartment concentrations show con-

siderable hysteresis with the majority of PD effects, and thus

a theoretical effect compartment is often used to introduce a

delay between propofol central compartment concentrations

and the PD effects. This “collapses” the hysteresis loop and

establishes a fixed relationship between a hypothetical

effect-site concentration and the concordant EEG effects.

In addition, there are often upper and lower limits for PD

effects, and there may only be a limited range of propofol

concentrations between which the drug effect varies between

these limits. Thus, for the majority of PD effects of propofol,

a sigmoidal Emax model is used where the effect-site

concentrations follow the central compartment concentra-

tion by a first-order time constant, typically referred to as

ke0. The differential equations for the effect compartment

are:

∂Ce=∂t ¼ ke0 � A 1ð Þ=V1� Ceð Þ
where A(1) and V1 maintain the same meaning as in the PK

differential equations as the amount of propofol in the cen-

tral compartment and the volume of the central compart-

ment. The equation ∂Ce/∂t represents the rate of change in
concentration of propofol in a hypothetical effect compart-

ment over time. Note that the differential equations do not

consider the amount or mass of drug transfer between the

central and effect compartments. The amount is assumed

small enough to be negligible. This approach allows the

PK model estimation to be performed separately from the

PD model estimation.

The equation for transforming the predicted propofol

effect-site concentration to a scaled drug effect is:

Effect ¼ E0 � E0 � Emaxð Þ � Ceγ

Ce50γ þ Ceγ

where Ce represents the predicted effect-site concentration

at some time point, E0 is the drug effect in the absence of

propofol, Emax is the theoretical maximal drug effect in the

presence of arbitrarily high concentrations of propofol, Ce50
represents the predicted effect-site concentration when drug

effect is halfway between E0 and Emax, and γ describes the

steepness of the relationship between effect-site concentra-

tion and drug effect.

Interindividual Variability

While Fig. 11.1 shows the compartmental volumes and

clearances for a particular population typical individual, all

of the PK parameters show considerable interindividual

variability. This is expressed as variability in model

parameters across individuals but manifests itself as a

variability in time course of drug concentrations for a

given drug administration regimen. To provide an impres-

sion of the degree of variability of propofol distribution and

elimination, Fig. 11.2 shows the time course for 100 hypo-

thetical individuals, all of which are 70-kg, 35-year-old male

patients, but who have randomly generated PK parameters,

based on the variability of the different PK parameters in real

datasets. The left panel shows the time course of propofol

central compartment concentration following a bolus dose of

2 mg/kg. The right panel shows the propofol central

compartment concentration for an infusion of 0.2 mg/kg/

min for a duration of 30 min. This figure gives the reader

an impression of the degree of variability across the

population.
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A Short History of Compartmental PK-PD
Models for Propofol

A considerable number of PK models for propofol can be

found in the literature. For the most part, these have been

focused on some specific subpopulation such as children,

adults, or the obese. More recently, PK models have been

published which attempt to provide unified models for mul-

tiple subpopulations. An exhaustive historical review would

be too lengthy for this chapter, so we will focus on a selec-

tion of the models which are particularly relevant to the

scientific progress of propofol PK models and TCI

applications.

One of the first investigations of the PK of Diprivan

appeared in the literature in 1985 and was performed

by Kay [6] who obtained propofol concentration data

from 12 patients and estimated a three-compartment PK

model to capture the distribution and elimination

characteristics. The estimated CL was about 1.8 l/min, and

the volume of distribution was quite large, about 755 l. This

verified the idea that the very high lipid solubility of

propofol would lead to large a volume of distribution.

The first important development toward the possibility of

administration of propofol using target-controlled infusion

(TCI) was the development of the Diprifusor TCI system.

This system was based on PK parameters proposed by Gepts

[7] and later modified by Marsh in 1991 (the Marsh

parameters were published in passing in an article on the

performance of an adapted model in children) [8]. The TCI

system allows drug infusion profiles to be calculated which

would achieve some desired concentration profile in a

population typical individual. When applied to an individual

selected from a population, the exact desired concentration

profile would not be exactly replicated. However, the

approach does enable TCI system users to modulate anes-

thetic depth with greater ease and accuracy compared to the

more straightforward direct determination and manual

implementation of infusion rates. Although the equations

of the Diprifusor PK model are typically presented as rate

constants, here they are presented as volumes and clearances

referenced to 70 kg:

V1 lð Þ ¼ 15:96 � WGT=70ð Þ
V2 lð Þ ¼ 33:08 � WGT=70ð Þ
V3 lð Þ ¼ 202:6 � WGT=70ð Þ
CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:90 � WGT=70ð Þ
Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 1:82 � WGT=70ð Þ
Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:67 � WGT=70ð Þ

In 1994, the Kataria PK model [8] was published. It focused

not only on the development of a PK model for propofol for

children but also on some appropriate numerical methods for

PK model estimation and evaluating PK model predictive

performance. The focus was on comparing the performance

of PK models developed from a population approach and

those developed using a naive-pooled approach. The conclu-

sion was that, although the naive-pooled approach may

provide good model fits to data, the resulting model is not

optimal for predictions under conditions differing from the

experiment itself. Thus, predictions from a population PK

model are expected to be superior than those developed

Fig. 11.2 The time course of

propofol central compartment

concentration for 100 simulated

individuals who are 70-kg,

35-year-old male patients. Model

parameters calculated using the

Eleveld PK model
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using a naive-pooled approach. The equations for the

Kataria PK model are:

V1 lð Þ ¼ 0:41 �WGT

V2 lð Þ ¼ 0:78 �WGTþ 3:1 � AGE� 16

V3 lð Þ ¼ 6:9 �WGT

CL l=minð Þ ¼ 0:035 �WGT

Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:077 �WGT

Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:026 �WGT

where WGT is the individual’s weight in kg and AGE is the

individual’s age in years. Note that the Kataria model

parameters do not have good extrapolation properties. A

12-kg, 2-year-old child is predicted to have a V2 less than

zero. As such the slope of the age relationship is likely

overestimated.

In 1998 Schnider published a PK model [9] intended to

investigate the influence of methods of administration—

bolus versus continuous infusions—on the estimated PK

parameters. Patient covariates such as lean body mass and

weight were found to play a role in parameter scaling for

some, but not all parameters. A year later Schnider followed

up the PK model with the corresponding PD analysis [10]

which found an influence of age on both the ke0 (plasma-

effect-site equilibration rate constant) and the steady-state

sensitivity EC50 of individuals to propofol. The PD measure

was the CUP (canonical univariate parameter) which is an

encephalographic (EEG) measure intended to describe drug

effect (hypnosis). For the same dose, older individuals were

found to be more sensitive than younger individuals but

achieved these drug effects more slowly than younger

individuals. The Schnider model has found considerable

success as a PK-PD model for TCI applications and is

programmed into a number of commercially available infu-

sion pumps. The equations for the Schnider PK and models

are:

V1 lð Þ ¼ 4:27

V2 lð Þ ¼ 18:9� 0:391 � AGE� 53ð Þ
V3 lð Þ ¼ 238

CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:89þ 0:0456 � WGT� 77ð Þ � 0:0681 � LBM� 59ð Þ þ 0:0246 � HGT� 177ð Þ
Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 1:29� 0:024 � AGE� 53ð Þ
Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:836

where HGT is the individual’s height in cm, AGE is the

individual’s age in years, and LBM is the individual’s
estimated lean body mass. Schnider used the James equation

[11] to estimate LBM as follows:

LBM ¼ 1:1 �WGT� 128 � WGT=HGTð Þ2, male

1:07 �WGT� 148 � WGT=HGTð Þ2, female

� �

When applied to large, obese individuals, the Schnider

model exhibits paradoxical behavior, predicting very small

values for lean body mass (LBM) for very large individuals

[12]. This is a result of the quadratic form of the James

equation, having a convex parabolic shape. Some commer-

cial applications of the Schnider PK-PD model avoid the

paradoxical behavior by refusing to accept some ranges of

patient weights as inputs.

In 2000, Schuttler published a large multicenter PK

analysis [13] by using data from seven different datasets

from five different research groups. This was the first

attempt to produce a unified PK model for both children

and adult populations. It was the largest PK analysis to

date by a considerable margin involving 4112 propofol

concentrations from 270 individuals over a wide age

range of 3–88 years. The final model used total body

weight, age, method of administration (bolus

vs. infusion), and sampling site (arterial vs. venous sam-

pling) as covariates. The final model showed that PK

model compartmental volumes and clearances (with the

exception of V3) could be scaled to normalized total body

weight to power exponents between 0.55 and 0.75. The

equations of the Schuttler model are:
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V1 lð Þ ¼ 9:3 � WGT=70ð Þ0:71 � AGE=30ð Þ�0:39 � 1, infusion

2:61, bolus

( )

V2 lð Þ ¼ 44:2 � WGT=70ð Þ0:61 � 1, infusion

1:73, bolus

( )

V3 lð Þ ¼ 266

CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:44 � WGT=70ð Þ0:75 � 0, AGE � 60

0:045 � AGE � 60ð Þ, AGE > 60

( )

Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 2:25 � WGT=70ð Þ0:62 � 1, arterial

0:6, venous

( )
� 1, infusion

3:02, bolus

( )

Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:92 � WGT=70ð Þ0:55 � 1, infusion

0:52, bolus

( )

Despite being the most well-supported PK model at the

time, it did not find widespread clinical application. A pos-

sible reason for the lack of acceptance is that the Schuttler

PK model proposes different values for V1, V2, Q2, and Q3

depending on the method of administration, bolus, or con-

tinuous infusions. In clinical applications, drug doses are

often in the form of both boluses and continuous infusions.

Those considering the applying of the Schuttler model for

clinical application may be uncertain which of the predicted

parameter values should be used for a proposed drug infu-

sion regimen containing both boluses and continuous

infusions. In reality, this is not an insurmountable technical

problem if separate compartmental state variables can be

maintained, one for each method of administration. The

principle of superposition, a property of all linear systems,

allows the predicted concentrations for the separate state

variables to be additively combined. This is possible because

the PK for an individual is linear with respect to dose and

drug concentrations. Unfortunately, the superposition prin-

ciple does not help solve the problem of whether the rate of

infusion is an important criterion for discerning whether

some drug administration should be considered a bolus or

an infusion. Overall, perhaps the additional numerical com-

plexity of this approach and the uncertainty of the precise

distinction between a bolus dose and a continuous infusion

were a barrier to more widespread application of the

Schuttler PK model compared to other PK models.

In 2001 and 2003, the Paedfusor PK model was

investigated in two studies [14, 15] although the specific

PK parameter set used was only published in 2005 in

a separate publication [16]. The notable aspect of

this model was nonlinear scaling of k10, which

was scaled to weight to a power exponent of �0.3. This

corresponds to a scaling of CL to a power exponent of 0.7

to total body weight. This is interestingly close to the

power exponent of 0.75 found by Schuttler. This same

power exponent of 0.75 is predicted by allometric scaling

theory which has been supported by subsequently devel-

oped PK models. The Paedfusor PK model has been

programmed into in commercially available TCI infusion

pumps. The equations of the Paedfusor model were

published as rate constants and unwieldy to express as

volumes and clearances. The equations of the Paedfusor

model are:

V1 lð Þ ¼

0:4584 �WGT, 1 < AGE � 12

0:4000*WGT, AGE ¼ 13

0:3420*WGT, AGE ¼ 14

0:2480*WGT, AGE ¼ 15

0:22857*WGT, AGE ¼ 16

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

k10 min�1
� � ¼

0:1527 �WGT�3, 1 < AGE � 12

0:0678, AGE ¼ 13

0:0792, AGE ¼ 14

0:0954, AGE ¼ 15

0:1190, AGE ¼ 16

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

k12 min�1
� � ¼ 0:114

k21 min�1
� � ¼ 0:055

k13 min�1
� � ¼ 0:0419

k31 min�1
� � ¼ 0:0033

ke0 min�1
� � ¼ 0:26

In 2005, Knibbe et al. published an interspecies

two-compartment PK model [17] using data from rats,

children, and adults. This impressive feat was made pos-

sible with the use of allometric scaling, a mathematical

technique to scale models for body size. While allometric

scaling has been a topic of interest in the biological

sciences, it only came to the forefront in PK modeling

in propofol in 1999 in a publication in the pediatric

anesthesia sciences [18]. Allometric scaling has since
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found widespread application in PK models, especially

those concerning patient groups with a wide range of

sizes. The equations for the Knibbe PK model are:

V1 lð Þ ¼ 20:6 � WGT=70ð Þ0:98
V2 lð Þ ¼ 71:9 � WGT=70ð Þ1:1
CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:63 � WGT=70ð Þ0:78
Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 1:45 � WGT=70ð Þ0:73

Also in 2005, Upton published a physiologically based PK

model [19] which utilized considerable physiological infor-

mation as model structural elements. The model structure

was rather complex and required a considerable number of

assumptions to make the model estimable from PK

observations while avoiding issues of numerical stability

and identifiability. Because of the complexity of the model

equations, we do not repeat them here.

In 2010 Cortı́nez published a PK model [20] targeted to

obese and lean individuals, applying concepts from allometric

scaling to data collected from three different studies. They

investigated whether other methods of parameter scaling such

as linear scaling and the application of fat-free-mass (FFM)

concepts could lead to an improved model but found that

scaling the PK model parameters to total body weight using

the theoretical allometric scaling power exponents provided

the best model. The equations of the Cortı́nez PK model are:

V1 lð Þ ¼ 4:48 � WGT=70ð Þ
V2 lð Þ ¼ 18:9 � WGT=70ð Þ � e�0:0164� AGE�50ð Þ

V3 lð Þ ¼ 237 � WGT=70ð Þ
CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:92 � WGT=70ð Þ0:75

Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 1:45 � WGT=70ð Þ0:75 � e�0:0153� AGE�50ð Þ

Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 0:86 � WGT=70ð Þ0:75

Currently, the most well-supported PK model for propofol is

the general purpose PK model published by Eleveld [5] in

2014. This model was based on propofol data from several

studies publicly available via the Open TCI website (http://

www.opentci.org/) as well as other studies. The analyzed data

contains 10,927 drug concentration observations from

660 individuals over an age range of 0.25–88 years and a

weight range of 5.2–160 kg. The patient covariates used were

weight, age, gender, and patient status (healthy volunteer vs.

patient). The final model uses concepts from allometric scaling

where volumes are assumed to scale linearly with normalized

weight and clearances to the ¾ power exponent. Predictive

performance of the model has been evaluated in the obese [21]

and in cancer patients [22] and was found to be clinically

acceptable. Further prospective evaluation of this model is

needed to establish whether it can replace specialized PK

models for children and adults and the obese. The equations

of the Eleveld general purpose PK model for propofol are:

f sigmoid x,E50, λð Þ ¼ xλ= xλ þ E50λ
� �

ADLT ¼ f sigmoid WGT; 16:6; 2:75ð Þ
f aging xð Þ ¼ e�0:001� AGE-35ð Þ�x

CLAG ¼ 1-f sigmoid PMA, 69:2, 8ð Þ

PMAL ¼ f sigmoid PMA, 22:2, 8ð Þ, male

0, female

� �

KGEN ¼ e0:225� CLAG� 1�PMALð Þþ 1�CLAGð Þ�PMALð Þ�ADLT

V1 lð Þ ¼ 5:74, healthy

9:77, patient

� �
� ADLT

ADLTref

� 1, male

0:830, female

� �
� f aging 3:55ð Þ � e

η1, healthy

η2, patient

�

V2 lð Þ ¼ 11:8, healthy

29:0, patient

� �
� WGT

70

� �
� f aging 8:91ð Þ � eη3

V3 lð Þ ¼ 222, healthy

134, patient

� �
� WGT

70

� �0:35 � ADLT

ADLTref

� eη4

CL l=minð Þ ¼ 1:83, healthy

1:53, patient

� �
� WGT

70

� �0:75 � KGEN

KGENref

� f aging 3:55ð Þ � eη5

Q2 l=minð Þ ¼ 3:10, healthy

1:42, patient

� �
� V2

29:0

� �0:75 � f aging 1-ADLTð Þ � 27:6 þ ADLT � 6:34ð Þ � eη6

Q3 l=minð Þ ¼ 1:08, healthy

0:608, patient

� �
� V3

134

� �0:75 � f aging 6:34ð Þ � e
η7, healthy

0, patient

�
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Perspective

If one considers the development of propofol PK models in

the literature over the years, it is interesting to note that the

individual models have not changed significantly since the

1985 when Kay showed that the individual time course of

propofol concentration could be characterized by a mammil-

lary three-compartment PK model. More than 25 years later,

the same basic model is still in use. It is an interesting

coincidence to note the predicted rate of clearance

established by Kay in 1985 was 1.8 l/min while the rate

predicted in 2014 by Eleveld was 1.53 l/min for patients

and 1.83 l/min for healthy volunteers. Over the course of

almost 30 years, the estimate of propofol clearance for adults

has hardly changed.

There has been a lack of widespread applications of

individual models more complex than the three-

compartment mammillary model. This suggests that the

quality and quantity of the individual PK data gathered in

these investigations are not sufficiently informative to con-

struct more detailed models on an individual level. This

should put some perspective on efforts to develop PK

models with a better connection to physiology, i.e., models

with more detailed representation of physiological process

as structures. If this approach is to become viable, PK

modeling studies would likely need significantly more

detailed and diverse kinds of observations than the 5–25

PK samples combined with on the order of ten covariate

observations per individual.

What has changed significantly over the years is the

breadth of demographic groups on which the PK models

focus. The earliest models were targeted to healthy adult

volunteers or adults undergoing some specific surgical inter-

vention. Since 2005, these demographic groups have broad-

ened significantly, and this has created more challenging

conditions under which models can be developed and

evaluated. The end result is improved models and more

confidence in users that a chosen model is appropriate for

some desired application. This broadening of demographic

groups applied to propofol PK models has been the result of

the application of allometric scaling.

Another aspect that has changed over the years is the

choice a priori model structure. Earlier developed PK

models tended to utilize (estimated) constants for parameter

values in their a priori models. No covariates at all were

assumed, not even weight. If the data was not very informa-

tive for those parameters, then hierarchical model building

would not result in the addition of any covariates at all. For

those parameters, the final model would simply be a constant

value. While this approach can be numerically justified from

the point of view of maintaining simplicity in the final

structural model, the final models are less useful than they

could be. Constant parameters are in general poor when

good extrapolation properties are desired. One example of

this is V1 in the Schnider model, which is a constant with no

covariates at all. Extrapolation of the Schnider model to

children is probably not sensible because it is very unlikely

that children would have the same value for V1 as adults. If

that were indeed true, then children and adults would require

the same total dose amount (e.g., in mg) to achieve the same

initial concentration. Anesthesiologists with clinical experi-

ence are likely to understand that children require smaller

doses to achieve the same drug levels as an adult. If, on the

other hand, Schnider had chosen a different a priori function

for V1, then it is possible that the final model would have

shown more reasonable extrapolation behavior and a smaller

V1 for children than for adults. This model would then

propose more reasonable initial doses and concentrations

and thus likely be more useful for extrapolation. Most of

the recently developed PK models incorporate allometric

scaling in the a priori model. This approach has the positive

property of ensuring more reasonable, but of course not

necessarily perfect, extrapolation properties and making

the final models more useful in general.

A Very Short Introduction to Allometric Scaling
Theory

The term allometry was first coined by Huxley and

Tessier [23] in 1936. Allometry is the study of the rela-

tionship of the size of an organism to diverse

characteristics of that organism. The motivation for this

study is the realization that many natural phenomena

appear to have a predictable relationship with the size or

scale of the organism in which the phenomena is

observed. For example, in the biological sciences, con-

siderable research over the years has been devoted to the

study of metabolic rate. This was assumed to scale to the

⅔ power exponent since this is the scaling ratio for sur-

face area in relation to volume for many geometrical

shapes. The reasoning was based on the idea that meta-

bolic rate was related to energy generation which is

related to heat generation. Energy loss must have a clear

relationship with surface area since the surface is the only

pathway for energy transfer out of the organism and into

the environment. The balance between energy generation

and loss in an organism determines the rate of change of

temperature in the organism. If energy generation is

greater than loss, then temperature must go up. Con-

versely, temperature can decrease if surface area is

increased and energy generation held constant provided

the starting temperature of the organism is higher than its

immediate environment.
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The work of Kleiber [24] suggested that experimental

data of metabolic rate do not support the claim that it scaled

to the ⅔ power as does surface area, but to the ¾ power (see

Fig. 11.3). Kleiber did not provide a sound theoretical basis

for this observation, and for many years, this issue was not

resolved. It was not clear whether the reasoning supporting

scaling with surface area was wrong or that the data selection

or interpretation of Kleiber was incorrect. Considerable

debate occurred in the following years.

Many of these issues of allometric scaling exponents

were resolved with the seminal work by West [25] which

modeled organisms as space-filling hierarchical branching

networks. Their assumptions were reasonable and generic:

(1) area-preserving branching for the transmission of energy

containing substance utilized by the organism, (2) invariance

of the terminal branching networks, and (3) the system as a

whole would be energy efficient to minimize transmission

losses. The conclusion was that power functions are reason-

able scaling functions and that the appropriate exponent

depends on the units of the characteristic of interest.

Characteristics with units related to size, such as mass or

volume, are associated with scaling exponents of 1; these

would be expected to scale linearly with the size of the

organism. Characteristics with units related to time intervals

are associated with scaling exponents of ¼, and when the

characteristic is inverted to have the units per unit time, then

the exponent is also inverted to �¼. As a consequence of

these rules, characteristics with combined units, for exam-

ple, mass or volume per unit time, would be expected to

scale to the ¾ power exponent.

Thus, the value of characteristic A would be expected to

equal to some constant multiplied by body size to some

exponent b. Thus, when body size is equated to total body

weight (WGT), then:

A ¼ k � WGT=WGTrefð Þb

where A is the characteristic of interest and WGTref is a

reference weight which determines the interpretation of the

constant scaling factor k.

An Example: Allometric Scaling of Heart Rate

An introductory example is the relationship between heart

rate and body size. It is well known that heart rates of large

animals are slower than that of humans which are corre-

spondingly slower to those of smaller animals. Allometric

scaling theory suggests that rates expressed on a per minute

basis scale to the power exponent of �¼. We can thus fill in

this scaling equation for adult humans assuming a total body

weight of 70 kg and an assumed resting heart rate of

60 beats/min as:

beats=min ¼ 60 � 70kg=70kgð Þ�1=4 ¼ 60

Using this equation to predict the heart rate of an Asian

elephant weighing 3000 kg would be:

beats=min ¼ 60 � 3000kg=70kgð Þ�1=4 ¼ 23:5
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[  ]Fig. 11.3 In 1947 Kleiber

showed data supporting the 3/4

power scaling exponent for

metabolic rate. The 2/3 power

scaling exponent was at the time

widely believed to be correct.

Source: https://commons.

wikimedia.org/wiki/File:

Kleiber1947.jpg
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which is reasonably close to the observed value which is

about 28 beats/min (http://library.sandiegozoo.org/

factsheets/asian_elephant/asian_elephant.htm). Similarly,

we can use the same formula to predict the expected heart

rate of a child weighing 10 kg:

beats=min ¼ 60 � 10kg=70kgð Þ�1=4 ¼ 97:6

which is reasonably close to the normal resting heart rate of

80–130 for children 1–2 years old. Boys reach 10 kg at about

11 months (http://library.sandiegozoo.org/factsheets/asian_

elephant/asian_elephant.htm) and girls at 14 months (http://

www.cdc.gov/growthcharts/data/set1clinical/cj41l017.pdf).

Of course, the prediction is not perfect, and it would be naive

to expect otherwise. The essential realization here is that

when predicting some characteristic over wide size ranges,

using allometric scaling often produces clearly better

predictions than other “competing” scaling methods. It

should be obvious that in the above example, the

assumptions “heart rate is constant with respect to size” or

“heart rate scales inversely with size” or perhaps “heart rate
is completely unpredictable with size” produce clearly

poorer predictions compared to allometric scaling. When

one considers some characteristic over a wide demographic

range, then the difference in predictive performance is often

so large that it becomes hard to consider these truly “com-

peting” hypotheses. These alternative scaling methods could

be better described as simply mathematically convenient

assumptions rather than well-founded methods for size

scaling.

Applying Allometric Scaling Simple PK Models

The usual way to apply allometric scaling to PK studies is to

scale volumes to the power exponent of 1 and clearances to

the power exponent of 0.75; thus:

Volume ¼ Vref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ
Clearance ¼ CLref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ0:75

where Vref and CLref are the volume and clearance associated

with the reference individual of total body weight 70 kg.

Here we use WGT as the size descriptor.

In the above example, the scaling occurs relative to WGT

of 70 kg. Technically a different reference value could be

used without changing the functional relationship between

volume and clearance and WGT. The only difference is the

interpretation of the reference values Vref and CLref.

Some researchers prefer to construct PK models using rate

constant k10 to describe the rate of eliminations of drug from

the body instead of clearances. Note that in this case rate

constants should be assumed to scale to the power exponent

of�¼. This is because rate constants are the ratio of clearance

to volume and thus:

k ¼ CL

V
¼ CLref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ0:75

Vref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ
¼ kref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ�0:25

Applying Allometric Scaling to Multi-
compartmental PK Models

Most studies apply allometric scaling to multi-compartmental

models in a straightforward extension to simple PK models.

For a three-compartment PKmodel with volumes V1, V2, and

V3 and clearances CL, Q2, and Q3, the allometric scaling

equation would be:

V1 ¼ V1ref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ
V2 ¼ V2ref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ
V3 ¼ V3ref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ
CL ¼ CLref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ0:75

Q2 ¼ Q2ref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ0:75

Q3 ¼ Q3ref � WGT=WGTrefð Þ0:75

The underlying assumption with this approach is that the

volumes and clearances scale linearly to WGT.

Compartmental Allometry in Multi-
compartmental PK Models

The study by Eleveld developing a general-purpose PK

model for propofol suggested that there is some advantage

in scaling the inter-compartmental clearance Q2 and Q3

relative to the estimated size of the corresponding compart-

ment instead of total body weight. Thus:

Q2 ¼ Q2ref � V2=V2refð Þ0:75

Q3 ¼ Q3ref � V3=V3refð Þ0:75

Note that in the absence of interindividual variability in V2

and V3, this is exactly the same as the usual approach to

scaling Q2 and Q3 to WGT. However, when interindividual

variability does occur and is factored into the calculations of

Q2 and Q3, then the ratios are not equal, and V2 and V3 may

be higher or lower depending on the individual. Essentially,

compartmental allometry assumes that Q2 will be correlated
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with V2 and Q3 correlated with V3. The precise degree of

correlation is not fixed; it depends on the relative unknown

variabilities of the volumes and clearances.

The reasoning behind compartmental allometry is that the

volume of a compartment scales linearly with its size, and

thus the reverse is also true that the size of the compartment

scales linearly with its volume. In multi-compartmental

models where there is interindividual variability, we explic-

itly estimate the compartmental volumes in each particular

individual. These volume estimates can be used as estimates

of the size of the compartment in the particular individual.

The Initial Distribution of Propofol

The initial distribution of intravenously injected propofol,

sometimes referred to as the front-end kinetics, occurs in the

following manner: Once injected in a vein, propofol is

transported via blood flow toward the heart. If administered

at the wrist, it arrives in the right atrium via the superior vena

cava, and the action of the heart pumps the propofol and

blood to the pulmonary artery via the right ventricle. After

circulation through the lungs, the propofol and blood return

to the left atrium, and subsequently the left ventricle pumps

the blood through the aortic valve to the aorta. Once the

blood is in the systemic circulation, it is transported through-

out the body tissues including the brain. Here propofol exerts

its primary influence on various structures in the brain to

produce the well-known hypnotic and amnestic effects so

essential to its application in anesthesia.

Intravenous injection of propofol does not immediately

result in an evenly and homogenous distribution of propofol

throughout the blood. There is a peak of high concentration

that passes through the circulation and which gradually

dissipates as well-mixed steady state is approached. As the

venous blood flow transports the dose of propofol toward

the heart, there is likely a degree of mixing and greater,

more even distribution of propofol. In the right ventricle, the

blood-borne propofol is likely further mixed due to the

turbulence of flow through the tricuspid and pulmonary

valves. In the capillaries of the lung, it seems likely that

little additional mixing occurs due to the tendency for lami-

nar flow in fluid transmission when cross-sectional area is

small as in the small capillaries of the lung. Upon returning

from the heart, again further mixing likely occurs due to

turbulence from the mitral and aortic valves and blood flow

to the aorta for distribution throughout the body. Overall,

the result of the first pass of propofol through the heart and

lungs is considerable mixing and even distribution of an

intravenous dose throughout the blood. Each time the

propofol is circulated, its distribution throughout the

circulating blood becomes more and more well mixed and

homogenous.

There is scientific debate whether the lungs play a signifi-

cant role in the distribution or elimination of propofol. Some

studies support this claim (http://www.cdc.gov/

growthcharts/data/set1clinical/cj41l018.pdf) while others

refute it [27]. Thus, propofol injection rate and amount,

cardiac output, and myocardial blood flow play a role in

the immediate mixing and distribution of a bolus dose of

propofol.

It is fairly well established that the speed of administra-

tion of the initial dose influences the PK of propofol and not

the PD [28, 29].

For current compartmental PK models for propofol, the

initial distribution volume is assumed to be represented by

the central compartment volume, V1. Many PK models

differ considerably in how V1 is handled. The Marsh and

Diprifusor models predict that V1 increases linearly with

total body weight. In contrast, the Schnider PK model uses

a constant value for V1, i.e., V1 is independent of weight.

Obviously, the use of a constant value V1 does not extrapo-

late well to small body sizes, and the Schnider PK model

should not be used in children. Allometric scaling theory

suggests that volumes scale linearly with body size, and

Cortinez used this property in a propofol PK model for

obese individuals. In the investigation by Eleveld, the

many PK datasets were combined, and a single PK model

was estimated. In this investigation, Eleveld found that V1

increases approximately linearly for small body sizes but

reaches a plateau for total body weights greater than about

40 kg. The reason for this deviation of V1 scaling from

allometric scaling theory may be that V1 represents an

apparent distribution volume and other variables such as

incomplete mixing and limited cardiac output may dominate

the apparent V1 for large body sizes but have less obvious

influence for smaller individuals.

In their investigation, Eleveld et al. found a difference

between initial distribution volumes for patients compared

to volunteers, even though that investigation considered both

arterial and venous samples. They found that initial distribu-

tion volume was primarily determined by the patient

vs. healthy volunteer covariate and that no further difference

could be detected between arterial and venous samples.

Indeed, other studies have found that only in samples taken

soon after propofol administration—earlier than 60 s from

drug administration—do arterial and venous propofol blood

concentrations differ [30].

The Elimination of Propofol

Elimination of propofol occurs predominantly in the liver

via cytochrome P450 (CYP) isoforms which are involved in

the oxidation of propofol by human liver microsomes. Of the

isoforms, only CYP2B6 is strongly related to propofol
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clearance suggesting that it is part of the essential pathway

for propofol elimination in the liver [31]. It is oxidized to

1,4-di-isopropylquinol which is subsequently subjected to

glucuronidation. The total clearance of propofol is greater

than hepatic blood flow, supporting the existence of addi-

tional pathways of propofol elimination. It is well supported

that the kidneys play an important role in propofol

clearance [32].

There is scientific debate of the role of the lungs, whether

it is a pathway for elimination or rather that propofol is only

temporarily distributed to the lungs and subsequently

released back into the blood. Propofol can be measured in

exhaled breath and thus technically is a pathway for elimi-

nation. However, the measured propofol concentrations in

breath are extremely small, on the order of parts per billion

[33], and thus the total amount of propofol eliminated in this

manner is likely negligible compared to other pathways.

Examination of some PK models from the literature of

propofol suggests that propofol clearance is not proportional

to total body weight but scales more rapidly than linearly for

smaller individuals and more slowly than linear for larger

individuals. TheMarsh andDiprifusormodels scale clearance

linearly with total body weight, and there have been concerns

that the model is biased for large, obese individuals [34]. This

would be consistent with an overprediction of clearance in

this group due to themodel performing linear extrapolation of

clearance from nonobese to large obese individuals. The

Schnider model showed a more complex covariate relation-

ship where clearance increased with total body weight,

decreased with lean body mass as predicted by the James

equation, and increased with height. More recently, PK

models based on allometric theory such as those by Cortinez

and Eleveld found that propofol clearance scales to the ¾
power of total body weight. Eleveld additionally found that

clearance decreases slightly with age and that there appear to

be gender differences with females showing slightly

increased clearance for adolescents and young adults.

For very young individuals, the physiological and bio-

chemical mechanisms involved in elimination of propofol

are not fully developed, and consequently propofol clearance

is much lower in this group. Post-menstrual age, an indicator

of the time since conception, seems to be the strongest

indicator of propofol clearance toward adult values; however,

events near birth likely also play a role since clearance

increases markedly about 10 days after birth [35].

Intermediate Distribution

Essentially all of the propofol PK models from the literature

show an intermediate-rate distribution, faster than the initial

rate but slower than the terminal rate. For three-

compartment PK models, this property is characterized by

the so-called fast-peripheral compartment often denoted as

V2 with an associated inter-compartmental clearance of Q2.

Most propofol PK models show increased V2 andQ2with
increasing weight, and this agreement with allometric scal-

ing theory suggests that volumes scale linearly and

clearances scale to the ¾ power of body size. This property

is found for the Cortinez and Eleveld PK models. The

exception to this is the Schnider model in which V2 and

Q2 both decrease with age.

Slow Distribution

Propofol is highly soluble in lipids. Even in nonobese

individuals, this results in very large volumes of distribution,

and this is evident by the quite large volumes of distribution

for all of the published PK models for propofol. Typically,

V3 has the largest volume often on the order of at least 200 l

for a 70 kg individual; this is considerably larger than the

blood volume.

The large volume of distribution for propofol probably

contributes to its favorable clinical profile for short

procedures. Recovery from a single sedative dose of

propofol can be rather rapid due to immediate redistribution

of drug from the blood into deep compartments. After the

initial drug effects have worn off, drug returning to the blood

from deep compartments arrives sufficiently slowly that the

mechanisms of elimination clearance are able to maintain

low enough blood concentration that substantial drug effect

does not reoccur.

Obesity

Obesity is the accumulation of excess body fat to an extent

that it has a negative impact on health, well-being, and life

expectancy. The prevalence of obesity across the world has

increased considerably in the last decades, and this trend

appears to continue or possibly even accelerate. The causes

of obesity from a medical point of view can be relatively

simple; it can be as simple as excessive food intake. How-

ever, determining effective treatments can be very complex

because of the interwoven aspects of the role of food and

exercise in modern societies. Regardless of the causes and

treatments of obesity, all medical practitioners are likely to

be increasingly often presented with an obese patient. Thus,

they should have procedures to treat patients with this

condition.

A confounding factor in the discussion of the relationship

between obesity and the PK and PD of propofol (or any other

drug) is that, although obesity is well defined as a concept,

the precise quantification of obesity in routine clinical prac-

tice is not currently possible. Even though technology exists
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to estimate the body composition of patients reasonably

accurately and inexpensively, anesthesiologists are nearly

never provided with this information in clinical practice.

Obtaining accurate information about an individual’s body
composition is even beyond the realm of current PK and PD

studies; there are no published propofol PK or PD studies

which consider accurate individualized body composition

measures as covariates to PK or PD model parameters.

Many studies do consider BMI and predicted LBM and

FFM formulas. The formulas for LBM and FFM are simple

predictors based on weight and height, and no further indi-

vidualization is performed. It is also known that BMI has a

tenuous relationship with the percentage of body fat [36];

this can be seen in Fig. 11.4. Despite this well-known prob-

lem, there is still the tendency of some to define obesity as

being present if a patient has a BMI greater than 30. This can

greatly impede scientific discussion when different parties

use different definitions of obesity.

As a result of the high lipid solubility, propofol might be

expected to exhibit an increasingly large volume of distribu-

tion in obese individuals. If we consider the propofol PK

models from the literature, we do not see a clear indication

of this, and the values for V3 are not strongly different when

obese individuals are considered. For example, for a

nonobese 35-year-old, 70-kg male patient, the predicted V3
for the Diprifusor, Schnider, and Schuttler PK models are

202, 238, 266 l, respectively. Interestingly, the PK models

which specifically included data obtained from obese

individuals were the Cortinez and Eleveld PK models

which predict values for V3 of 237 l and 134 l, respectively.

So it does not appear to be the case that V3 is increased in

obese individuals. Thus, there is no clear relationship

between V3 and body fat.

Although obese individuals are routinely treated in

clinical practice, none of the PK-PD models specifically

targeted toward obese individuals are preprogrammed in

Fig. 11.4 The correlation between body mass index (BMI) and per-

centage body fat (%) for 8550 men in the NCHS NHANES 199 data.

Clearly BMI does not have a strong relationship with body fat. Source:

Mark Warren. 11-30-2010 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:

Correlation_between_BMI_and_Percent_Body_Fat_for_Men_in_

NCHS%27_NHANES_1994_Data.PNG. Reproduced under Creative

Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. Accessed

5/16/2016
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commercially available infusion pumps. So in clinical prac-

tice, it is necessary to use the preprogrammed PK-PD

models with obese patients. The Diprifusor scales all PK

volume and clearance parameters linearly with total body

weight and thus predicts large volumes for large, obese

individuals. As a result, it administers large doses to obese

individuals, and clinically these have been shown to be too

large. At the same time, the Schnider model exhibits para-

doxical behavior for very large obese individuals due to poor

extrapolation properties of the James equation used to esti-

mate lean body mass, a covariate in the Schnider model. One

technique to use these PK-PD models is to determine

adjusted body sizes for obese individuals and use these

adjusted sizes as inputs to the Diprifusor and Schnider

PK-PD models currently commercially available. The most

well-known adjustment formula is known as the Servin

formula [37]:

Adjusted weight ¼ IBWþ 0:4 � WGT� IBWð Þ
where ideal body weight (IBW) is typically calculated using

Lemmens formula [38]:

IBW ¼ 22 � HGT2

where HGT is height in meters. This technique of using

adjusted body weights has been found to perform well in

obese individuals [21, 34], but this is most logically done

with the Marsh model. The use of an adjusted weight with

the Schnider model is less logical as the model equations

will generate an inappropriately low estimations of lean

body mass, and thus of metabolic clearance, potentially

resulting in administration of inadequate doses.

The (Non-)connection Between Obesity and
Allometric Scaling

Obese individuals are often physically large individuals with

high body weights. It is the clinical experience of many

anesthesiologists that obese individuals typically require

lower amounts of propofol administration (on a per kg

basis) to achieve the same drug effect as a nonobese individ-

ual. At the same time, allometric scaling suggests that, for

example, elimination clearance scales (in theory) to the ¾
power exponent of size, which in most cases is assumed to

be total body weight. Thus, allometric scaling also suggests

that propofol clearance in large individuals is lower than less

large individuals (on a per kg basis); and thus when allome-

tric scaling is used to calculate model parameters to be used

for TCI, maintenance infusion rates will be lower (on a per

kg basis) than those administered to smaller nonobese

individuals, for the same target concentration. It is thus

reasonable to ask the question whether these two phenomena

are related.

In fact, obesity and allometric scaling are unrelated

concepts. Obesity concerns the accumulation of excess

body fat; it is solely an issue of body composition. Small

children can be obese and this is becoming increasingly

prevalent in society. In contrast, allometric scaling concerns

the relationship of various characteristics with size. One

could view allometric scaling as the correction for different

sized individuals of “normal” body composition and mature

development. In the context of this discussion, this would

relate to nonobese adults and children where the relevant

physiological processes have developed sufficiently to reach

(allometry scaled) adult levels. Allometric scaling is

intended to characterize a law of nature, to describe how

things scale with size given some assumptions about their

structure. The fact that in modern society obese individuals

are often large individuals has complex causes related to

cultural and sociological issues. In this sense, obesity and

allometric scaling are unrelated phenomena.

Physiologically Based Models

Given the complexity of the initial distribution of propofol

and other intravenous drugs, it should be obvious that two-

and three-compartment models are too simplistic to very

accurately characterize early-phase drug distribution. More

physiologically based models have been described by

Upton; however, these kinds of models have found consid-

erably less clinical application compared to simple two- and

three-compartment models. The reason for this is likely the

increased numerical complexity of the physiologically based

models. The number of components rises rapidly as physio-

logical systems are added to the model and the amount of

relevant data available is typically not sufficient to charac-

terize these systems in their full, complex descriptions. Ulti-

mately, a considerable number of assumptions and/or

simplifications to the model must be made to make the

models numerically tractable. For example, the fraction of

blood flow through organs involved in elimination, such as

the liver and the kidneys, must be differentiated from blood

flow through other organs. However, this fraction is not well

known, and it likely varies in a complex manner with anes-

thetic state and other factors influencing cardiac output and

vascular resistance.

Some attempts have been made at a hybrid approach,

combining physiologically based concepts with compart-

mental modeling concepts; however, these models have

had considerably less development for clinical applications

compared to three-compartment models. In clinical practice,

one simply accepts that the simple compartmental models
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are not necessarily accurate over short time scales but may

be expected to be reasonably well optimized over longer

time scales.

Electroencephalographic (EEG) Effects

The favorable hypnotic effects of propofol are its primary

reason for use in very large numbers of general anesthetics

across the world. This PD effect is reflected in the

individual’s EEG patterns which are generated by electrical

activity in the brain. Monitoring EEG during general anes-

thesia has been technically possible for more that half a

century. The rapid advance in technology and in particular

semiconductor technology and computing over the last cen-

tury has driven parallel advancements in EEG monitoring

technology as well.

Propofol profoundly influences EEG responses during

general anesthesia. Overall, the influence of propofol on

the power of various EEG frequency bands is complex,

showing a biphasic response, comprising an initial increase

from baseline in power at low propofol concentrations and a

subsequent decrease from baseline for higher concentrations

and deeper planes of anesthesia [40]. Under general anesthe-

sia, propofol causes a reduction in the ability of the brain to

process information in the gamma wave band frequencies

[4]. Low-frequency signals increase in amplitude at loss of

consciousness along with a shift of spatially coherent alpha

oscillations from the occipital to the frontal regions

[41]. Deeper levels of anesthesia are indicated by burst

suppression. This complexity, coupled with the considerable

interindividual variation in the PK and PD across

individuals, has made the unambiguous classification of

EEG signals according to anesthetic state more difficult

compared to other fields of research. This has likely hindered

technological advancements in EEG monitoring.

Despite, or perhaps because of, these difficulties, a num-

ber of very different algorithmic and methodological

approaches have been developed, and a number of devices

have become commercially available which monitor a

patient’s EEG during general anesthesia. Many of these

devices can often also store and analyze EEG information

and interface with hospital data management systems.

The effect-site equilibration time constant for EEG

effects is typically estimated to be around 1.6 and 3 min

[42, 43]. Some studies suggest that a fixed time constant is

not appropriate and that the effect-site time constant may

vary with different propofol concentrations since propofol

shows dose-dependent decreases in cerebral blood flow

velocity to about 40 % of its baseline value [44]. The time

to equilibration of the effect site is likely inversely related to

cerebral blood flow velocity since slower blood flow would

increase equilibration times in a mixed system.

Bispectral Index (BIS)

The bispectral index (BIS) is an EEG monitor introduced in

1994 by Aspect Medical Systems Inc (now part of

Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) as a monitor of hypnosis or

anesthetic depth during general anesthesia [45]. It has

found considerable clinical application, and BIS monitors

are used to titrate anesthetic dosing and to reduce the likeli-

hood of awareness with recall. Propofol has a predictable

influence on the BIS, and studies have shown that 50 % of

maximal BIS depression is achieved with propofol

concentrations of slightly higher than 3 μg/ml and the steep-

ness of the concentration-effect relationship is not extreme

[46]. When described using a sigmoidal Emax PDmodel, the

gamma parameter is in general close to 1.5.

Hemodynamics

Like most general anesthetics, propofol has hemodynamic

side effects. With maintained blood pressure, it causes

matched reductions in cerebral blood flow and cerebral

metabolic oxygen consumption [47]. An induction dose

can lead to hypotension and thereby also cerebral ischemia.

In data from over 25,000 patients receiving propofol [47],

the overall incidence of hypotension (systolic blood pressure

<90 mmHg) was 15.7 % with most of these occurring

within 10 min of induction with propofol. Bradycardia

(heart rate <50 beats/min) occurred in 4.8 % of patients

with nearly half occurring in the first 10 min. Hypotension

occurred more frequently in the elderly, females,

Caucasians, and patients undergoing abdominal and integu-

mentary procedures. The risk of hypotension is increased in

the presence of opioids and long-term administration of

beta-adrenergic receptor-blocking drugs. Simultaneous bra-

dycardia and hypotension had a low rate of incidence.

Although clearly recognizable, the hemodynamic effects

were frequently of sufficiently low intensity and short dura-

tion so as not to require additional supportive pharmacolog-

ical intervention.

The mechanism for decreased blood pressure is thought

to be mostly due to decreased peripheral resistance as a

result of a decreased sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerve

activity as there seems to be no significant direct vascular

responses at therapeutic concentrations of propofol [48].

Propofol appears to also cause mild reductions in myocardial

contractility. The degree of hypotension is related to dose

and rate of propofol administration, with larger and more

rapid dosing showing greater effects.

During induction of anesthesia, a rapid onset of anesthe-

sia is often desirable, and thus a larger dose is administered,

at a faster rate than during maintenance of anesthesia. The

result is higher peak concentrations of propofol during
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induction which dissipate with propofol distribution and

stabilize toward constant levels during maintenance

provided continuous infusion is administered for mainte-

nance. These transient higher concentrations probably con-

tribute to the observed higher rates of undesirable

hemodynamic side effects. Thus, it seems reasonable that

this hemodynamic depression can be related to drug

concentrations at some hypothetical effect site related to

the vascular system. However, related time constants and

EC50 values and sigmoidicity values are not known.

Respiration

Propofol is a respiratory depressant and can cause apnea

especially at the high concentrations associated with induc-

tion due to the relatively large doses and rapid administra-

tion intended to achieve a fast onset of effect. It is known to

cause bronchodilation [49] and is thought to decrease airway

resistance by causing central airway dilation [50]. It is

thought to have an effect on the smooth musculature of the

airway [51]. It reduces central respiratory drive and is

associated with significant decreases in respiratory rate,

minute volume, tidal volume, mean inspiratory flow rate,

and functional residual capacity [52].

Propofol is sometimes used for conscious sedation and

has been shown to increase blood carbon dioxide tension and

decrease the ventilatory response to hypoxia [53]. When

patients are given propofol TCI using the Schnider PK-PD

model, then respiratory depression begins to occur (5 %

threshold) at 3.09 μg/ml, and the EC50 is 3.99 μg/ml.

Since this is close to the EC50 values thought to cause

depression in the BIS, the onset of respiratory depression is

likely to occur for doses intended to cause sedation or low

levels of anesthesia. This underlines the risks associated with

propofol for conscious sedation without adequate care for

respiratory support if needed.

Injection Pain

An undesirable pharmacodynamic effect of intravenous

propofol injection is a cold sensation or a feeling of intense

burning in the arm directly after injection. The experience

can be so severe that at the induction of anesthesia patients

can have the strong desire to physically remove the infusions

and leave the operating theater. Importantly, the painful

experience from injection of propofol appears to occur

before the amnesic effects have started. Thus, the very

negative experience can often be clearly remembered, and

some patients view pain on injection from propofol as the

most painful part of the entire perioperative process. Given

the very wide application of induction of general anesthesia

using propofol, it should be clear that a large numbers of

people undergo this, stated mildly, very unpleasant

experience.

The underlying physiological mechanism of the propofol

injection pain is not fully understood. The pain appears to be

most severe when propofol is injected in smaller veins and

rapidly. The original propofol formulation using

polyethoxylated castor oil also showed pain on injection,

but the change in formation to soya oil emulsion did not

appear to strongly reduce this effect [54]. The conclusion

that the solvent is not the primary cause seems reasonable,

although a subsequent study has shown that a newer

propofol formulation, in a different lipid emulsion, is

associated with less pain, suggesting that the vehicle may

well play a role [55]. The site of effect is thought to be local

where propofol interacts with specific types of nociceptive

receptors and the pain is transmitted by thinly myelinated A

delta fibers [56].

Since the painful effect is localized to the arm of injec-

tion, a logical approach would be to change the localized

conditions to reduce or eliminate the effect. However,

because the underlying mechanism is not well understood,

a considerable variety of different approaches have been

tried such as warming and cooling of the propofol before

injection, the use of different injection sites, and injection of

additional analgesics such as lidocaine and opioids such as

fentanyl, alfentanil, meperidine, and metoclopramide. The

analgesics have been given before propofol injection or as a

mixture with the propofol, and sometimes a tourniquet tech-

nique is used at injection. A systematic review of clinical

trials investigating measures to prevent pain on propofol

injection was performed by Picard [57]. It was found that

changing the temperature of the injected propofol did not

significantly reduce pain on propofol injection. The most

effective technique was found to be intravenous lidocaine

administered as a Bier’s block 30–120 s before injection of

propofol. This allows the lidocaine to most effectively influ-

ence the local conditions before the propofol is injected and

thus block the mechanisms by which the propofol causes the

burning sensation.

While the effectiveness of lidocaine pretreatment super-

ficially suggests that it is the local anesthetic effects of

lidocaine which reduce pain on injection, other mechanisms

may be relevant. For instance, binding of lidocaine to the

vascular smooth muscle [58] may be responsible for the

blocking of interaction with propofol with the vascular

smooth muscle thereby reducing pain on injection of

propofol. This mechanism is supported by the observation

that metoclopramide also reduces pain on propofol injection

[59] despite its very low levels of direct local anesthetic

effect [60].
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Propofol Infusion Syndrome

Propofol infusion syndrome is a rare but often fatal syn-

drome that can occur in patients who receive long-term

administration of propofol (more than 24 h) at doses greater

than 4 mg/kg/h. It is thus most relevant to intensive care

situation over several days. The underlying mechanism is

related to impaired fatty acid oxidation and dysfunction of

mitochondrial respiration that cause raised levels of

intermediaries in the metabolism of long-chain, medium-

chain, and short-chain fatty acids [61]. Early recognition

and stopping of the propofol infusion are essential. Some

research suggests that hemofiltration is also a helpful

treatment [62].

Current approaches to PK and PD modeling of propofol

are not likely to be useful for elucidating the mechanism of

propofol infusion syndrome. Current PK models reach

steady state within a few hours and, after steady state has

been reached, do not predict any changes in propofol

concentrations. The relevant systems regarding fatty acid

oxidation are not considered in any propofol PK or PD

models in current literature, even in physiological-based

models. Current PK and PK models would need to become

considerably improved before they are likely to be found

useful to understanding propofol infusion syndrome.

Summary

The widespread use of propofol in routine clinical practice

makes it essential that clinicians appreciate its unique PK

and PD characteristics. It is, after all, these characteristics

which make it so suitable for widespread clinical use. An

open, scientific process allows all patients and clinicians to

benefit from the recent advancements in research in propofol

in particular and in PK and PD in general.
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Etomidate

Clinical Development and Therapeutic Actions
of Etomidate

Etomidate is a highly potent and efficacious sedative-

hypnotic agent that is commonly used to induce anesthesia

(Fig. 12.1). It was one of several dozen imidazole-based

compounds synthesized by Janssen Pharmaceuticals in the

early 1960s as part of a program to develop new antifungal

drugs [1]; imidazole-based drugs have antifungal properties

because they suppress the biosynthesis of the steroid ergos-

terol, which is a critical component of the fungal cytoplas-

mic membrane [2, 3].Upon testing these compounds for

safety in rats, ten were unexpectedly found to possess hyp-

notic activity. Studies using a wide range of doses revealed

that etomidate’s therapeutic index in rats (12) was higher

than those of the other hypnotic imidazole compounds

(range, 5.0–9.1) or existing intravenous hypnotic agents

such as pentobarbital (5.0) and phenobarbital (2.0),

suggesting that it might have unique value as an anesthetic

agent.

The initial characterization of etomidate by Janssen

Pharmaceuticals utilized a racemic mixture of the drug.

Upon synthesis and study of its two enantiomers, it became

evident that essentially all of etomidate’s hypnotic activity is
mediated by the R enantiomer and that the therapeutic index

of that enantiomer is approximately twice as high as that of

the racemic mixture [4]. Consequently, it was etomidate’s R
enantiomer that was ultimately developed for clinical use.

Etomidate’s comparatively high therapeutic index

(defined in unventilated animals) is almost certainly

attributable to its relatively modest effects on respiratory

function. Studies of etomidate in humans show that it

produces little or no change in respiratory parameters when

given alone at clinically relevant doses [5, 6]. When given

along with remifentanil, etomidate produces less respiratory

depression than propofol [7]. Studies utilizing steady-state

end-tidal carbon dioxide concentrations revealed that

although an induction dose of etomidate (0.3 mg/kg)

decreases the ventilatory drive in response to changing

levels of carbon dioxide (i.e., reduces the slope of the carbon

dioxide concentration—ventilatory response curve), it

doubles minute ventilation when end-tidal carbon dioxide

is held constant at 46 mmHg [8]. For these reasons,

etomidate may be preferable to other hypnotic agents when

spontaneous ventilation is desired [9–11].

Cardiovascular function is similarly preserved after

etomidate administration. Etomidate does not release hista-

mine and maintains hemodynamic stability even in patients

with valvular and coronary artery disease [12–14]. As a

consequence, its greatest value may be as an anesthetic

induction agent for patients with significant cardiac disease.

Etomidate also maintains cerebral perfusion pressure while

reducing cerebral metabolic requirements and blood flow,

features that are desirable in patients with space-occupying

intracranial lesions [15]. In dogs, hepatic arterial and portal

blood flow is reduced by etomidate [16]. Nevertheless in

humans, etomidate minimally affects the metabolism of

coadministered drugs [17].

It has been reported that etomidate can enhance focal

epileptogenic activity in patients with epilepsy and produce

generalized epileptiform electroencephalographic activity in

patients without a history of seizure disorders [18]. As a

sedative-hypnotic agent for electroconvulsive therapy,

etomidate induces seizures that are longer in duration and

with fewer side effects than methohexital [19]. For this

reason, etomidate has often been advocated for patients

undergoing electroconvulsive therapy and, in particular,

those who are seizure resistant [20–22]. Bispectral (BIS)
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index values of patients who have received etomidate corre-

late with predicted blood concentrations. However, with

etomidate, loss of consciousness tends to occur at BIS values

that are lower than those seen with other anesthetic agents

including propofol and sevoflurane [23].

Etomidate Pharmacokinetics
and Pharmacodynamics

Anesthetic induction upon administering a typical bolus

dose of etomidate (0.3 mg/kg) occurs within seconds and

lasts 3–5 min [24]. With such bolus dosing, plasma

etomidate concentrations reach a peak value of approxi-

mately 300 ng/ml before falling in a triexponential manner.

Analysis using a three-compartment open pharmacokinetic

model yields an initial half-life after bolus administration of

2.6 � 1.3 min, an intermediate half-life of 28.7 � 14 min,

and an apparent elimination half-life of 4.6 � 2.6 h. The two

early exponential phases are consistent with etomidate’s
rapid distribution into the brain with resultant anesthetic

induction followed by its extensive redistribution into other

tissues leading to anesthetic emergence. The late exponential

phase, which defines etomidate’s elimination half-life,

reflects the slow, rate-limiting return of the drug from the

deep peripheral compartment and hepatic elimination.

Although compartmental models do not define each com-

partment in terms of an actual biological organ or tissue, it

seems likely that fat contributes significantly to that deep

compartment [4]. Etomidate is metabolized in the liver by

hepatic esterases to a carboxylic acid metabolite that has no

known pharmacological activity and is excreted primarily in

the urine [25].

With prolonged continuous etomidate infusion, hypnotic

recovery is significantly slower than after single bolus

administration. When infused for 30 � 26 min as the hyp-

notic component of a total intravenous anesthetic regimen

for gynecological surgery, emergence occurred (on average)

20 � 9 min after terminating the etomidate infusion, and

patients remained drowsy for 4–6 h after leaving the recov-

ery room [26]. Hebron et al. reported that awakening from

even moderate levels of sedation and steady-state plasma

concentrations averaging only 158 � 36 ng/ml occurred

approximately 40 min after discontinuing etomidate

infusions lasting 2 days [27, 28]. As expected from its

several hour terminal elimination half-life, etomidate

concentrations in the plasma remained measurable (as high

as 150 ng/ml in one patient) for 24 h after terminating such

prolonged infusions.

Studies in humans and animals have sought to define how

pathological states modify etomidate pharmacokinetics.

Human studies have shown that etomidate’s clearance rate

is unaffected by hepatic cirrhosis. However, etomidate’s
terminal elimination half-life is prolonged (to 9 h) because

its volume of distribution is increased [29]. Elderly patients

or those with hepatic or renal failure may require lower

dosing because plasma protein binding is reduced

[30, 31]. Studies in pigs have shown that hemorrhagic

shock only minimally affects etomidate pharmacokinetics.

The only notable change was a reduction in the volume of

the two peripheral compartments, which likely reflected

redistribution of blood flow away from these compartments

as cardiac output was reduced.

Suppression of Adrenocortical by Etomidate

The most notable and potentially serious side effect of

etomidate administration is the suppression of adrenocorti-

cal steroid synthesis. The ability of etomidate to suppress

stress-induced steroid synthesis was first reported in 1982 by

Preziosi and Vacca, but its clinical significance at the time

was unclear [32]. However in their seminal letter to Lancet

the following year, Ledingham and Watt reported that criti-

cally ill multiple trauma patients in their intensive care unit

who received prolonged etomidate infusions for sedation

had a mortality that was almost threefold higher than those

who received benzodiazepines (69 % versus 25 %,

p < 0.0005) [33]. They postulated that this increased death

rate was attributable to etomidate’s suppression of adreno-

cortical function. In vitro studies using adrenocortical cells

and in vivo studies in both surgical and nonsurgical patients

showed that etomidate inhibited the adrenocortical cyto-

chrome P450 enzyme 11α-hydroxylase and blocked the

conversion of 11-deoxycortisol to cortisol [34–37]. After a

single bolus dose of etomidate, this adrenocortical suppres-

sion lasts approximately 6 h in healthy individuals

[38, 39]. However in the critically ill, such suppression can

last for days [40–42].

Prior to the publication of the Ledingham and Watt letter

and the subsequent full report of the study, etomidate was

enthusiastically recommended as a continuously infusible

sedative because it maintained respiratory drive and

Fig. 12.1 The molecular structure of etomidate. Etomidate has a single

chiral carbon. The R enantiomer (shown) is the more potent form and

the one used clinically
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hemodynamic stability [33, 43–46]. Since that time, the use

of prolonged etomidate infusions has been almost

completely abandoned out of concerns that it increases mor-

bidity and mortality. An interesting exception is in patients

with Cushing’s syndrome where low-dose etomidate

infusions continue to be used to reduce cortisol synthesis

and ameliorate the symptoms of hypercortisolemia [47–51]

Etomidate continues to be used as a single bolus to induce

anesthesia at the start of surgery, particularly in the elderly

and critically ill. However, even this limited use is contro-

versial as it is known to suppress adrenocortical function for

many hours or even days [52–56]. Clinical studies and meta-

analyses aiming to evaluate the impact of a single dose of

etomidate on morbidity and mortality in the critically ill

have yielded apparently conflicting results with some

suggesting significant deleterious effects [57–62] and others

suggesting no affect at all [63–66]. Thus, we are in a state of

clinical equipoise with respect to the use of single-dose

etomidate in the critically ill.

Other Adverse Effects of Etomidate
Involuntary movements (myoclonus) are commonly

observed after etomidate administration, with some studies

reporting an incidence as high as 80 % in unpremedicated

patients [67–70]. Such movements may resemble myoclonic

seizures, but are physiologically distinct. Although the

mechanism of etomidate-induced myoclonus is not clear, it

has been suggested that it occurs because etomidate

depresses inhibitory neural circuits in the central nervous

system sooner and at lower concentrations than excitatory

circuits [70]. Regardless of the mechanism, myoclonus can

be significantly reduced or completely prevented by

administering a variety of drugs with central nervous system

depressant effects including opiates [71, 72],

benzodiazepines [73], dexmedetomidine [74], thiopental

[74], lidocaine [75], and magnesium [76].

Pain at the injection site is another common side effect of

etomidate administration, although its incidence is highly

dependent upon the size of the vein into which it is injected

[77] and the formulation that is used. When etomidate is

formulated in either cyclodextrin [78] or a lipid emulsion of

medium- and long-chain triglycerides [79, 80], the incidence

of injection pain is significantly less than when dissolved in a

35 % propylene glycol/water mixture. The underlying mech-

anism for such pain may be etomidate’s ability to activate

transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels present in

sensory neurons [81]. By lowering the free-aqueous etomidate

concentration and/or reducing solution osmolality, lipid emul-

sion and cyclodextrin formulations may reduce TRP channel

activation, leading to less pain on injection.

Finally, postoperative nausea and vomiting have long

been associated with etomidate administration with reported

incidences as high as 40 % [77, 82, 83]. However, a

prospective study using etomidate formulated in a lipid

emulsion found an incidence of nausea that was no greater

than that produced by propofol perhaps suggesting that the

emetogenic trigger in etomidate is the propylene glycol

solvent and not the anesthetic itself. [84]

Molecular Mechanisms of Etomidate Action

Etomidate produces sedation and hypnosis by binding to and

enhancing the function of GABAA receptors. This conclu-

sion is strongly supported by numerous studies including

those demonstrating high correlations between the in vivo

hypnotic potencies of etomidate and etomidate analogues

and their in vitro GABAA receptor enhancing activities

[85–87]. They are further supported by studies showing

that an amino acid mutation that reduces etomidate’s ability
to enhance GABAA receptor function also reduces the

sensitivity of transgenic mice containing that mutation to

etomidate’s hypnotic and immobilizing actions [88]. In

electrophysiological experiments, GABAA receptor

enhancement may be detected at low etomidate

concentrations as an increase in the receptor’s sensitivity to

GABA (i.e., a leftward shift in the GABA concentration-

response curve), a phenomenon commonly termed agonist

potentiation. At high concentrations, etomidate can also

directly activate GABAA receptors even in the absence of

GABA. Site-directed mutagenesis and modeling studies by

Forman et al. suggest that both agonist potentiation and

direct activation result from etomidate binding to the same

class of sites on the GABAA receptor’s open channel state

[89, 90].

The etomidate-binding sites on GABAA receptors

responsible for enhancement are thought to be located within

the receptor’s transmembrane domain at the interfaces

between the α- and β-subunits. GABAA receptors containing

α2- or α3-subunits are more sensitive to etomidate’s enhanc-
ing actions than those containing the α1-subunit
[86, 91]. This subunit selectivity may be contrasted with

that exhibited by propofol, which modulates GABAA

receptors containing α1-, α2-, or α3-subunits with equal

potency [86]. It is, therefore, tempting to speculate that at

least some of the pharmacodynamic differences between

etomidate and propofol (e.g., incidence of myoclonus) are

due to their differing selectivities for the various GABAA

receptor subtypes present in the central nervous system. In

addition to the enhancing sites, there is also a distinct site(s)

that causes channel inhibition. This inhibitory site lacks the

enantiomeric selectivity exhibited by the enhancing site and

almost certainly binds etomidate with much lower affinity

[86]. Therefore, it is unlikely that this site contributes to

etomidate’s pharmacology when the drug is given at clini-

cally relevant doses.
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Rapidly Metabolized Etomidate Analogues

The prolonged adrenocortical suppression produced by

etomidate results from two important aspects of etomidate’s
pharmacology. First, etomidate is approximately 100-fold

more potent a suppressor of adrenocortical function than it

is a sedative-hypnotic [24, 92, 93]. Consequently, an anes-

thetic induction dose of etomidate represents a massive

overdose with respect to its ability to suppress adrenocortical

function. Second, etomidate’s terminal elimination half-life

is rather long: 3–5 h [24, 29]. Thus, after just a single

anesthetic induction dose of etomidate, many hours must

pass before etomidate’s concentration in the blood falls

below that which suppresses adrenocortical steroid synthe-

sis. It is within this mechanistic context that the strategy

emerged to design rapidly metabolized analogues of

etomidate [94]. The premise was that because these “soft”
analogues would be metabolized much more rapidly than the

“hard” drug (i.e., etomidate) upon which they are based,

recovery from adrenocortical suppression would occur sig-

nificantly more quickly (Fig. 12.2). In addition, it was

hypothesized that hypnotic recovery would similarly occur

more quickly—particularly after prolonged infusion—

because of this more rapid elimination.

Methoxycarbonyl Etomidate (MOC-Etomidate):
The Prototypical Soft Etomidate Analogue

MOC-etomidate was the first soft etomidate analogue to be

synthesized and studied (Fig. 12.3a) [94]. Similar to

remifentanil and esmolol, it contains a metabolically labile

ester moiety that is attached to the pharmacophore via a

two-carbon spacer. Thus, it was anticipated that

MOC-etomidate would be rapidly hydrolyzed by nonspecific

esterases to a carboxylic acid metabolite that possessed

significantly less pharmacological activity than the parent

compound, MOC-etomidate.

Initial studies of MOC-etomidate in both tadpoles and

rats demonstrated that similar to etomidate, MOC-etomidate

rapidly induces hypnosis (albeit with potency that is 1/5 to

1/10 that of etomidate), has a high therapeutic index, and

enhances GABAA receptor function. However, compared to

etomidate, it is much more rapidly metabolized. For exam-

ple, in pooled human liver s9 fraction, MOC-etomidate was

hydrolyzed with a half-life of 4.4 min, whereas etomidate

was not measurably hydrolyzed even after 40 min. There-

fore, after single bolus administration, MOC-etomidate is

ultrashort acting as a hypnotic and does not produce

prolonged adrenocortical suppression.

In the soft analogue strategy of drug design, the pharma-

cological activity of the metabolite is a critical determinant

of drug pharmacology. Ideally, the metabolite would have

no activity at all, but in practice this is rarely the case. In the

case of MOC-etomidate, the carboxylic acid metabolite that

forms upon hydrolysis has potencies for activating GABAA

receptors, producing hypnosis, and inhibiting cortisol syn-

thesis that are ~300-fold less than those of MOC-etomidate

[95]. Although this potency difference between metabolite

and parent drug is sufficiently large to achieve the goal of

rapid recovery after bolus administration and similar to that

of esmolol (also 300-fold), it is less than those reported for

both remifentanil (4600-fold) and remimazolam (1600-fold)

[96–98].

Subsequent studies focused on assessing the potential

value of MOC-etomidate as a hypnotic maintenance agent

[99]. MOC-etomidate was infused into rats for periods of

time ranging from 5 to 30 min. After the infusion ended, the

time required for rats to recover was measured using electro-

encephalographic (burst suppression ratio) and behavioral

(loss of righting reflexes) endpoints. After 5-minute

infusions, the electroencephalogram recovered to near

Fig. 12.2 Time-dependent change in hypnotic drug concentrations

after single intravenous bolus administration. After administering a

hypnotic dose of etomidate, the concentration of etomidate in the

blood must fall by two orders of magnitude before adrenocortical

function recovers. Because etomidate is relatively slowly metabolized,

such recovery requires many hours (12 h in this figure). Soft etomidate

analogues are designed to be rapidly metabolized to accelerate both

hypnotic and adrenocortical recoveries
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Fig. 12.3 The molecular structures of (a) methoxycarbonyl etomidate

(MOC-etomidate) and (b) cyclopropyl-methoxycarbonyl metomidate

(CPMM). The metabolically labile ester moiety in each etomidate

analogue is highlighted by the blue box
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baseline values and righting reflexes returned in 1–2 min.

However, with longer MOC-etomidate infusion times,

recovery times were dramatically longer. Such marked con-

text sensitivity was unexpected because it had not been

observed with other commonly used soft drugs. Chemical

analysis of the blood and cerebrospinal fluid revealed that

during MOC-etomidate infusions, MOC-etomidate metabo-

lite concentrations reached levels sufficient to cause hypno-

sis. After MOC-etomidate infusions ended, metabolite

concentrations decreased on the timescale of hours,

paralleling the time required for electroencephalographic

and behavioral recoveries. This strongly suggested that the

delayed recovery after prolonged MOC-etomidate infusions

was caused by a large accumulation of the weakly active

metabolite in the central nervous system. Thus,

MOC-etomidate provided a proof of principle that soft

etomidate analogues could be produced. However, its rela-

tively low potency and very rapid metabolism required the

administration of extremely large doses to maintain hypnosis

and resulted in sufficient metabolite accumulation to mark-

edly delay recovery. This made the drug unsuitable for

clinical development as a continuously infused hypnotic

maintenance agent.

Cyclopropyl-Methoxycarbonyl Metomidate
(CPMM): A Second-Generation Soft Etomidate
Analogue

To ameliorate the problem of metabolite accumulation dur-

ing prolonged infusion, work was begun to develop second-

generation soft etomidate analogues with optimized pharma-

cokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties [100]. These

efforts focused on modifying the structure of the spacer

that links the metabolically labile ester moiety to the

etomidate pharmacophore. It was hypothesized that the

hydrolysis rate could be beneficially slowed (thus reducing

infusion requirements and metabolite accumulation) by

adding substituent groups onto that spacer to modestly

increase steric hindrance. At the same time, it was hoped

that such structural modifications would increase hypnotic

potency. Thirteen new soft etomidate analogues were pro-

duced whose spacers were either one or two carbons in

length and contained various aliphatic-protecting groups to

slow hydrolysis. In vitro and in vivo studies revealed that the

metabolic half-lives in rat blood and hypnotic potencies in

rats ranged by more than an order of magnitude. The most

promising of these compounds was cyclopropyl-

methoxycarbonyl metomidate (CPMM). It differs from

MOC-etomidate in that its spacer is only one carbon in

length and contains a cyclopropyl substituent group

(Fig. 12.3b). Compared to MOC-etomidate, its hypnotic

potency in rats is eightfold higher, and it is metabolized by

esterases slightly more slowly. Because of these pharmaco-

dynamic and pharmacokinetic differences, infusion dosing

of CPMM is one to two orders of magnitude lower than that

of MOC-etomidate.

Studies in both rats and dogs showed that hypnotic recov-

ery after terminating a continuous infusion of CPMM occurs

within several minutes regardless of the infusion duration

[101, 102]. Such context-insensitive recovery is distinct

from that exhibited by either etomidate or propofol. Adreno-

cortical function similarly recovers rapidly after infusion

termination. In rats, adrenocorticotropic hormone-

stimulated plasma corticosterone concentrations returned to

baseline values within 30 min after terminating a 2-h CPMM

infusion. In dogs, adrenocortical responsiveness 90 min after

terminating a 2-h CPMM infusion was equivalent to that

observed after terminating a 2-h propofol infusion,

suggesting that with CPMM infusions lasting only a few

hours, any adrenocortical suppression was likely to be clini-

cally unimportant.

Pharmacokinetic studies in dogs confirmed that CPMM is

rapidly hydrolyzed to the expected carboxylic acid metabo-

lite in vivo [102]. After a single CPMM bolus dose, venous

plasma concentrations rapidly increased and then fell by

nearly three orders of magnitude over the subsequent hour.

CPMM’s terminal elimination half-life was

16.1 � 2.99 min, which was significantly faster than that

of etomidate (60.1 � 10.4 min). The clearance of CPMM

was not only significantly faster than that of etomidate

(211 � 26 versus 14.7 � 2.78 ml � kg�1 min�1, respec-

tively); it was also more than an order of magnitude greater

than the total hepatic blood flow. This implied that the

primary site of CPMM metabolism in these dogs was extra-

hepatic. After 2-h infusions, CPMM’s terminal elimination

half-life was sixfold longer (96.8 � 38.5 min) than that

observed after single bolus administration and essentially

identical to that of etomidate (88.1 � 14.1 min). The similar

terminal elimination half-lives of CPMM and etomidate

after 2-h infusions suggest a common rate-controlling step.

Previous pharmacokinetic modeling studies of etomidate

indicate that this step is the slow return of drug into the

central compartment from a poorly perfused deep compart-

ment (e.g., fat) into which the drug had accumulated during

the infusion period [24].

So how does CPMM compare with propofol? Both

anesthetics enhance the function of GABAA receptors

[103]. However, CPMM retains etomidate’s ß-subunit selec-
tivity. This suggests that CPMM and etomidate act on the

same GABAA receptor subtypes. In tadpoles, an animal

common model system for quantifying the hypnotic

potencies of anesthetic agents, CPMM was found to be

approximately half as potent as propofol with median hyp-

notic concentrations of 2.6 � 0.19 μM and 1.3 � 0.04 μM,

respectively [103]. However, CPMM’s median hypnotic
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dose in rats is approximately 1/6 that of propofol. This

apparent discrepancy likely relates to the different extents

to which CPMM and propofol bind to plasma proteins;

protein binding is expected to be ~75 % for CPMM (i.e.,

similar to etomidate) compared to 98 % for propofol.

Encephalographic recovery times in rats following propofol

infusion are highly dependent upon the infusion duration

(Fig. 12.4). For example, the time required for the burst

suppression ratio to recover to within 10 % of baseline was

9.7 � 2.3 min after a 5-min propofol infusion but

45 � 11 min after a 120-min infusion. In contrast and as

noted above, recovery after CPMM infusion is short and

independent of infusion duration (Fig. 12.5). Such infusion

duration-independent recovery is similar to that seen with

remifentanil, which is also rapidly metabolized by nonspe-

cific esterases to an essentially inactive carboxylicmetabolite.

Studies in rats suggest that CPMM may offer important

advantages over etomidate in the setting of sepsis. In a

lipopolysaccharide inflammatory model of sepsis, plasma

corticosterone concentrations in rats were up to ninefold

higher during 1-h infusions of CPMM as compared to

etomidate suggesting that CPMM’s intrinsic ability to inhibit
11β-hydroxylase is significantly lower than that of etomidate

[104]. In addition, plasma cytokine concentrations were

lower, metabolic derangement was less, and survival was

higher in rats that received CPMM as compared to those that

received etomidate.

Under the name ABP-700, CPMM has recently

completed phase 1 clinical studies in healthy human

volunteers. Although the results have not been formally

reported, public comments made by The Medicines Com-

pany indicate that ABP-700’s pharmacology in humans

mirrors that seen in animals with an onset and offset of

hypnotic action that are fast and effects on adrenocortical

steroid synthesis that are similar to that seen with propofol.

Pyrrole Etomidate Analogues

X-ray crystallographic studies of binding of imidazole-

containing molecules to cytochrome P450 enzymes indicate

that high-affinity binding requires a coordination bond

between the basic nitrogen in the imidazole ring and the

heme iron located at the enzyme’s active site [105–107].

Because 11β-hydroxylase is a cytochrome P450 enzyme, it

was hypothesized that etomidate’s high binding affinity to
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Fig. 12.4 Change in the electroencephalographic burst suppression

ratio in individual rats upon infusion of (a) propofol or (b) cyclopropyl-
methoxycarbonyl metomidate (CPMM). Each hypnotic agent was

administered using a closed-loop system to maintain the burst

suppression ratio at 80 % for either 5 or 120 min (in the presence of

1 % isoflurane). The red curves are fits of each data set to a biphasic

sigmoidal equation

Fig. 12.5 90 % electroencephalographic burst suppression ratio

recovery time in the rat as a function of propofol or CPMM infusion

duration. This recovery time is defined as the time when the infusion

ended until the time that the burst suppression returned to within 10 %

of the post-infusion baseline value. The data shows that recovery times

increased with infusion duration with propofol but not with CPMM. For

infusion times of 30 min and longer, recovery times were significantly

shorter after infusion of CPMM versus propofol. Each bar is the mean

(�SD) obtained using five rats. Studies were performed in a back-

ground of 1 % isoflurane. ****p < 0.0001; **p < 0.001
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this enzyme similarly resulted from analogous coordination

bonding (Fig. 12.6a). Thus, it was predicted that binding

affinity could be substantially reduced (and adrenocortical

suppression eliminated) by replacing this nitrogen with

other atoms that are incapable of forming coordination

bonds. At the same time, it was hoped that such a molecular

change would not greatly impact GABAA receptor potency

(and thus hypnotic activity) and preserve etomidate’s ben-
eficial properties such as its minimal affects on cardiovas-

cular and respiratory function and its high therapeutic

index.

Carboetomidate

Carboetomidate is a pyrrole analogue of etomidate in which

the basic nitrogen has been replaced with a �CH group

(Fig. 12.6b) [108]. Studies in GABAA receptors

demonstrated that carboetomidate retains etomidate’s ability
to enhance GABAA receptor function. It produces loss of

righting reflexes (an animal surrogate for hypnosis) in both

tadpoles and rats. However, its potency is nearly an order of

magnitude lower than that of etomidate. This was a

surprising observation because carboetomidate is signifi-

cantly more hydrophobic than etomidate and, therefore,

predicted by the Meyer-Overton correlation to be a more

potent hypnotic. This suggests that etomidate’s imidazole

nitrogen also contributes to etomidate binding to the

GABAA receptor, a conclusion supported by quantitative

structure-activity analyses (unpublished data). At equi-

hypnotic doses, carboetomidate produces even less hypoten-

sion than etomidate in rats and does not suppress adrenocor-

tical steroid synthesis. Studies in human adrenocortical

carcinoma cells demonstrated that the reason that

carboetomidate does not suppress adrenocortical function

is that it is three orders of magnitude less potent an inhibitor

of cortisol synthesis than is etomidate.

Carboetomidate’s relatively low affinity for 11-

β-hydroxylase has also been demonstrated directly using

binding and spectroscopic techniques. [109] In contrast to

etomidate, carboetomidate is unable to reduce the irrevers-

ible photoincorporation of an etomidate photoaffinity label

or produce a type 2 difference spectrum. Such a spectrum is

indicative of a complexation with the enzyme’s heme iron.

Computer docking studies utilizing homology models of

11β-hydroxylase provided further support for a critical inter-
action between the basic nitrogen in etomidate’s imidazole

ring. In addition, these studies indicate that etomidate’s
carbonyl carbon and its phenyl ring interact with discrete

regions within the enzyme’s active site. This suggests that

alterations to these parts of etomidate’s molecular scaffold

might similarly reduce binding to 11β-hydroxylase.
Carboetomidate’s lack of significant adrenocortical

inhibitory activity suggests that it might be a safer alterna-

tive to etomidate in patients with sepsis. To test this hypoth-

esis, etomidate and carboetomidate were administered to

endotoxemic rats as either a single bolus induction dose or

as multiple doses to maintain hypnosis over 3.5 h [110].

A control group of rats were also studied that received

endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide) and given dimethyl

sulfoxide vehicle only. Measurements of plasma adrenocor-

ticotropic hormone, corticosterone, and cytokine

concentrations demonstrated that carboetomidate had no

effect on the inflammatory response to endotoxin adminis-

tration as carboetomidate group rats and vehicle group rats

had plasma adrenocorticotropic hormone, corticosterone,

and cytokine concentrations that were not significantly dif-

ferent at any time point of the study. In contrast, corticoste-

rone concentrations were significantly and persistently

lower, and pro-inflammatory cytokine levels were higher in

rats that received etomidate.

Carboetomidate’s pharmacology was further explored by

assessing its ability to modulate the function of neuronal

nicotinic acetylcholine, serotonin, and N-methyl-D-aspartate
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Fig. 12.6 Carboetomidate is a pyrrole etomidate analogue in which

the basic nitrogen in etomidate’s imidazole ring has been replaced with

a �CH moiety. (a) Computer docking studies using homology a model

of 11α-hydroxylase indicate that etomidate binds with high affinity to

the enzyme (and potently inhibits its function) because the basic

nitrogen in etomidate’s imidazole ring forms a coordination bond

with the enzyme’s heme iron. (b) Molecular structure of

carboetomidate. The basic nitrogen in etomidate’s imidazole ring has

been replaced by a �CH moiety
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receptors. These three ligand-gated ion channels are thought

to play important roles in the actions of many general

anesthetics but are not affected by etomidate [111, 112].

Carboetomidate inhibited peak current amplitudes mediated

by both the acetylcholine and serotonin receptors with half-

inhibitory concentrations of 13 μM and 1.93 μM, respec-

tively. In addition, carboetomidate increased the rate with

which it induced serotonin receptors to isomerize to an

inactivatable desensitized state. Given the important role

that serotonin receptors play in mediating nausea and

vomiting, these results showing that carboetomidate inhibits

the function of serotonin receptors suggest that

carboetomidate might be less emetogenic than etomidate.

However, similar to etomidate, carboetomidate does not

affect the function of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors.

Methoxycarbonyl Carboetomidate (MOC-
Carboetomidate)

The molecular modifications made to etomidate to shorten

its duration of action (to produce MOC-etomidate or

CPMM) or reduce its adrenocortical inhibitory potency

(to produce carboetomidate) involve distinct regions of the

etomidate molecular scaffold. This suggested that it might

be possible to incorporate both modifications into a single

molecular entity to produce an etomidate analogue that is

both ultrashort acting and completely devoid of adrenocorti-

cal side effects. MOC-carboetomidate is the prototype of

such an analogue. Similar to MOC-etomidate, it contains a

metabolically labile ester moiety attached to the etomidate

scaffold via a two-carbon spacer. In common with

carboetomidate, the basic nitrogen in the imidazole ring

has been replaced with a �CH moiety.

As predicted by its structure, MOC-carboetomidate’s
pharmacodynamic profile closely parallels that of

carboetomidate, whereas its pharmacodynamic behavior is

similar to MOC-etomidate [113]. It enhances the function of

GABAA receptors and produces loss of righting reflexes in

tadpoles and rats. However, MOC-carboetomidate’s potency
was only half those of either MOC-etomidate or

carboetomidate. This has important negative implications

for a rapidly metabolized hypnotic agent because it means

that extremely large doses would need to be administered to

maintain anesthesia for any significant length of time.

Summary and Conclusion

It has been more than 50 years since etomidate was first

synthesized and found to be a potent hypnotic agent. Among

currently available clinical general anesthetics, it remains a

popular choice because it offers unparalleled preservation of

respiratory and cardiovascular function and possesses an

unusually high therapeutic index. Unfortunately, etomidate

causes significant side effects—including adrenocortical

suppression, myoclonus, and pain on injection—that limit

its utility. Using rational drug design strategies, etomidate

analogues have been produced that reduce the magnitude or

duration of these side effects. All of these analogues enhance

GABAA receptor function and produce hypnosis in labora-

tory animals. Some of these analogues may be best consid-

ered to be lead compounds that establish a proof of principle

and provide pharmacological insights. Other analogues (e.g.,

CPMM) are obvious clinical candidates that have reached or

will soon reach clinical trials.
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Introduction

Choosing the appropriate sedative/anesthetic agent is an

integral part of providing patient comfort and safety. The

adverse respiratory profile of the traditional sedative agents,

along with the stress response to the procedure, creates the

need for a novel sedative agent that can be used safely in

both healthy and high-risk patients. Ideally this agent should

provide adequate level of anesthesia/sedation required for

successful and timely completion of the procedure and atten-

uate the stress response to procedure, while minimizing the

risk of adverse events.

Dexmedetomidine (DEX) (Precedex®, Hospira, Lake

Forest, IL, USA, and Dexdor, Orion Corporation, Espoo,

Finland) possesses many desirable properties of an ideal

sedative/anesthetic agent. The enthusiasm for this novel

agent stems from several factors including the unique mech-

anism of action, lack of an ideal agent for procedural seda-

tion, and adverse effects associated with the traditional

sedative/anesthetic agents. The Mechanism of action and

physiological effects of DEX are distinct from those of

traditional drugs used in procedural sedation, such as

benzodiazepines, opioids, and propofol. It provides sedative

properties paralleling natural sleep (patients appear to be

asleep, but are readily roused) and attenuates the stress

response to the procedure, anxiolysis, and analgesic-sparing

effect with minimal respiratory depression through action on

alpha-2 adrenoceptor in the locus ceruleus sleep [1–7]. In

addition, DEXmay also provide some neuroprotective activ-

ity against ischemic and hypoxic injury [8–11].

The use of DEX is associated with predictable hemody-

namic variations related to cardiovascular system depression

including bradycardia; hypotension, resulting from its sym-

patholytic activity; as well as hypertension. The extent of

these hemodynamic variations is related to the age of the

patient, to the dose and the rate of titration of the drug, as

well as to concomitant sources of hemodynamic instability

such as volume depletion, severe myocardial dysfunction,

heart block, and high vagal tone.

This chapter provides an evidence-based review of the

literature regarding the current clinical uses of DEX in adults

and children. We will provide a descriptive account of the

end-organ effects, the mechanism of action, pharmacology,

pharmacokinetics, the side effects, and precautions before its

administration.

History and Approval

The use of alpha-2 adrenoceptor agonists as sedative/

anesthetics is not new. The veterinary experience has proved

for years that alpha-2 adrenoceptor agonists are safe agents

for analgesia and sedation [12], and much of current knowl-

edge was gained from this application. Alpha-2 adrenoceptor

agonists have been used since 1970 to treat patients with

hypertension and patients withdrawing from long-term

abuse of drugs or alcohol.

Despite the lack of respiratory depression, DEX was

initially approved in the United States by the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) in 1999 for sedation in adults

whose airways were intubated in the intensive care unit

(ICU). In October 2008, DEX received FDA approval for

monitored anesthesia care in adults. Currently FDA

approved for the provision sedation of adult patients via

bolus and continuous infusion for up to 24 h on intubated

adults as well as for adult procedural sedation in areas

outside the ICU and operating room setting. It was approved

in Europe in 2011 for light to moderate ICU sedation for

adults (intubated or non-intubated) in the ICU via continu-

ous infusion, at higher doses than approved for in the United
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States, and without a restriction on duration of

administration.

To date, there are no FDA-approved indications for its

use in pediatric population [13, 14]. Although not yet

approved by the FDA for use in the pediatric population,

given its beneficial physiological effects and favorable

adverse effect profile, there is an ever-growing experience

with its use for pediatric procedural sedation and critical care

medicine particularly as concerns of neurotoxicity from

other anesthetic agents have arisen recently [13, 14].

Pharmacology and Pharmacokinetics

DEX incorporates an imidazoline structure. It is the

pharmacologically active dextro-isomer of medetomidine

[15]. The physiological effects of alpha-2 agonists are

mediated by the different alpha-2 adrenoceptors subtypes

[16, 17] (Fig. 13.1). It is a proximately eight times more

specific for α2 adrenoceptors with α2:α1 selectivity ratio of

1620:1, compared with 200:1 for clonidine making it a

complete agonist at the alpha-2 adrenoceptor [18]. It is

available in a water-soluble solution without the addition

of lipid or propylene glycol and is not associated with pain

following intravenous administration. The pharmacological

actions of DEX result from interactions with all three

subtypes (alpha-2A, alpha-2B, and alpha-2C). The effects

of DEX are dose dependent and can be reversed by adminis-

tration of a selective α2 antagonist, such as atipamezole [19].

The physiological effects of DEX are mediated via post-

synaptic alpha-2 adrenoceptor and activation of a pertussis

toxin-sensitive guanine nucleotide regulatory protein

(G protein) resulting in decreased adenyl cyclase activity

[20]. A reduction of intracellular cyclic adenosine

monophosphate (cAMP) and cAMP-dependent protein

kinase activity results in the dephosphorylation of ion

channels [21]. Alterations in ion channel function, ion trans-

location, and membrane conductance lead to decreased neu-

ronal activation and the clinical effects of sedation and

anxiolysis. The hypnotic effect of DEX is mediated by the

change in membrane ion conductance which leads to a

hyperpolarization of the membrane, which suppresses neu-

ronal firing in the locus ceruleus as well as activity in the

ascending noradrenergic pathway. Decreased noradrenergic

output from the locus coeruleus allows for increased firing of

inhibitory neurons including gamma aminobutyric acid

(GABA) which further inhibited the locus ceruleus and

tuberomamillary nucleus. This inhibitory response also

causes a decrease in the release of histamine which results

in a hypnotic response. There is some evidence that sedation

induced with DEX resembles normal sleep [4, 22]; in rats,

the pattern of c-Fos expression (a marker of activation of

Fig. 13.1 Physiological

functions of a2 adrenoceptor

subtypes derived from gene-

targeted mouse models.

Endogenous catecholamines

stimulate a2 adrenoceptors to

mediate essential physiological

functions (upper panels): The
a-2B adrenoceptor subtype is

required for vascular

development of the placenta in

mice, and a-2A and a-2C

adrenoceptor subtypes regulate

catecholamine release from

sympathetic nerves and the

adrenal gland, respectively.

Pharmacological stimulation of

a2 adrenoceptors results in a

variety of biological effects

(lower panels). From Brede M,

Philipp M, Knaus A, et al.

Alpha-2 adrenoceptor subtypes—

novel functions uncovered in

gene-targeted mouse models.

Biol Cell. 2004; 96:343–48. Used

with permission from John Wiley

and Sons
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neurons) is qualitatively similar to that seen during normal

NREM sleep, suggesting that endogenous sleep pathways

are causally involved in DEX-induced sedation [4].

Centrally acting alpha-2 adrenergic agonists also activate

receptors in the medullary vasomotor center reducing nor-

epinephrine with a resultant central sympatholytic effect

leading to decreased heart rate (HR) and blood pressure

(BP). The sedative and anxiolytic effects of DEX result

primarily from stimulation of parasympathetic outflow and

inhibition of sympathetic outflow from the locus coeruleus

in the brainstem.

The precise mechanisms and pathways by which DEX

induces analgesia have not been fully elucidated. The brain,

spinal cord, and peripheral mechanisms all seem operant.

The most important of these sites may be the spinal cord,

where the analgesic effects are believed to be related with

the activation of both α2-C and α2-A, situated in the neurons
of the superficial dorsal horn especially in the lamina II [23–

25], which directly decreases pain transmission by reducing

the release of pro-nociceptive transmitter, substance P, and

glutamate from primary afferent terminals and by

hyperpolarizing spinal interneurons via G-protein-mediated

activation of potassium channels. Suppression of activity in

the descending noradrenergic pathway may also modulate

nociceptive neurotransmission and terminate propagation of

pain signals leading to analgesia [26]. One should be aware

that the analgesic potential of DEX, however, does not

approximate the potency of opioids.

The pharmacokinetic profile of DEX includes a rapid

distribution phase (6 min), a terminal elimination half-life

of approximately 2 h [3, 27, 28], and a steady-state volume

of distribution of 118 l. DEX exhibits linear kinetics over the

recommended dosage range of 0.2–0.7 mcg/kg/h delivered

via continuous intravenous infusion for up to 24 h. DEX is

93 % protein bound [3] and is extensively metabolized

through both the cytochrome P450 enzyme system, primar-

ily by CYP2A6, and direct glucuronidation in the liver to

inactive metabolites [29]. A very small fraction of DEX is

excreted unchanged in urine and feces. DEX administration

has been described by intravenous, intramuscular, intranasal

(IN) [30], and buccal route [31]. Via the nasal and buccal

route, DEX bioavailability approximates 65 % (35–93 %)

and 81.8 % (72.6–92.1 %), respectively [32, 33]. The bio-

availability of DEX by the oral route is very poor (16 %) and

administration by such a route is unwarranted [32].

Information on the pharmacokinetics of DEX in the pedi-

atric population is limited, especially in children younger

than 2 year of age. Infants appear to require larger doses of

DEX compared with older children [34]. A recent study that

examined pharmacokinetics of intravenous DEX in children

under 11 years of age showed that total plasma clearance is

similar in younger and older children, but the volume of

distribution and the terminal elimination half-life were

greater in children younger than 2 years of age compared

with older children [28]. A recent study that examined the

pharmacokinetics of DEX in 23 neonates (age, 1 day–1

month) and 36 infants (age, 1 month–24 months) after

open heart surgery showed that continuous infusions of up

to 0.3 mcg/kg/h in neonates and 0.75 mcg/kg/h in infants

were well tolerated. The study concluded that DEX clear-

ance is significantly diminished in full-term newborns and

increases rapidly in the first few weeks of life. The depen-

dence of clearance on age during the first few weeks of life

most likely reflects the relative immaturity of metabolic

processes during the newborn period [35].

A recent study examined the pharmacokinetics of

prolonged infusion (maximum duration of 14 days) of high

dose of DEX in critically ill patients [36]. The authors

quantified for the first time in humans the concentrations of

the previously poorly characterized H3 metabolite of DEX.

The result of their study suggests that DEX obeys linear

pharmacokinetics up to the dose of 2.5 mcg/kg/h. They

could not establish any new safety findings despite the high

dosing regimen and prolonged infusions. Abrupt cessation of

DEX may produce withdrawal symptoms similar to those

seen with clonidine withdrawal (i.e., agitation, irritability,

headache, and rebound hypertension). In clinical practice

DEX has been used for more than 24 h. However, the

manufacturer recommends that DEX not be used for more

than 24 h [29].

End-Organ Effects of Dexmedetomidine

Effect of Dexmedetomidine on Respiration

The recent enthusiasm for DEX use for variety of pediatric

and adult procedures stems from the ability to maintain

ventilation and airway patency in the presence of increasing

level of sedation especially in patients with obstructive sleep

apnea (OSA). The administration of anesthetic/sedative

agents increases airway collapsibility due to increase closing

pressure [37], loss of pharyngeal muscular tone [38], and

failure of coordination of phasic activation of upper airway

muscles with diaphragmatic activity [39]. These agents

depress upper airway dilator muscle activity and diaphragm

muscles to varying degrees. One possible explanation for the

difference between the anesthetic/sedative agents on airway

collapsibility can be attributed to the impact of pharmaco-

logic mechanisms of the sedative or sleep-inducing actions

on processes that control motor efferents to pharyngeal

musculature as well as afferents from airway mechanor-

eceptors. In contrast to traditional sedative agents, DEX

produces a state closely resembling physiological sleep

[4, 5], which gives further support to earlier experimental

evidence for activation of normal NREM pathways. A recent
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study compared the respiratory effect of DEX to that of

remifentanil in six healthy male volunteers and reported

similarity between the hypercapnic arousal phenomenon

during DEX infusions and natural sleep [22].

The ability to maintain spontaneous ventilation and upper

airway tone makes DEX an attractive choice for sleep endos-

copy and dynamic airway imaging [40–42] [43]. Providing

anesthesia that mimics physiological sleep and the need to

avoid the use of airway interventions in these procedures is a

challenge but is critical for accurate interpretation of the

airway evaluation [44, 45]. A recent retrospective study

reviewed the records of 52 children receiving DEX and

30 children receiving propofol for anesthesia during MRI

sleep studies and showed that the total number of airway

interventions was significantly less in the DEX group than in

the propofol group [40]. The same authors examined the

effects of increasing depth of DEX anesthesia on upper

airway morphology in 23 children with normal airway.

Images of the upper airway were obtained during low

(1 mcg/kg/h) and high (3 mcg/kg/h) dose of DEX anesthesia.

The authors concluded that increasing doses of DEX in

children with normal airway are associated with statistically

significant reductions in airway dimensions at the level of

the posterior nasopharynx and retroglossal airway; these

changes were small in magnitude and do not appear to be

associated with clinical signs of airway obstruction in [41].

Recently a prospective, single-blinded controlled com-

parative study examined the dose–response effects of DEX

and propofol on airway morphology in children and

adolescents with OSA. MRI images of the upper airway

measurements were obtained during low (1 mcg/kg/h) and

high (3 mcg/kg/h) doses of DEX or low (100 mcg/kg/min)

and high (200 mcg/kg/min) doses of propofol. Most airway

measurements demonstrated statistically nonsignificant

associations with increasing doses of propofol and DEX.

As dosage increased, average airway dimensions were typi-

cally unchanged or slightly increased with DEX compared to

unchanged or slightly decreased with propofol. An airway

intervention was required for oxygen desaturation in three

children (11 %) in the DEX group versus seven children

(23 %) in the propofol group. The authors concluded that

both agents provided an acceptable level of anesthesia for

sleep cine MRI studies in patients with OSA with statisti-

cally nonsignificant changes in airway dimensions [42].

Cardiovascular and Hemodynamic Effects

The hemodynamic effects of DEX result from peripheral and

central mechanisms. DEX displays a biphasic, dose-

dependent BP response. The initial response to rapid DEX

infusion may be a transient hypertension related to stimula-

tion of peripheral postsynaptic alpha-2B adrenergic

receptors which results in vasoconstriction, whereas the

eventual decrease in BP and HR results from central presyn-

aptic alpha-2A adrenergic receptor stimulated

sympatholysis. Hypotension and bradycardia associated

with DEX administration have been reported in adults and

children, especially in the presence of comorbid cardiac

disease, when administered with other medications that pos-

sess negative chronotropic effects or following large [3] or

rapid bolus doses. DEX can mediate a significant increase in

BP when the plasma concentration of DEX increases from

0.5 to 3.2 ng/ml. The pressor effect of DEX has been shown

to correlate with the rate of IV infusion and plasma concen-

tration of the drug [46]. In general, at serum concentrations

greater than 1 mcg/l, the BP changes from a mild decrease

from baseline to an elevation (Fig. 13.2) [47]. Although

decreases in HR and a biphasic effect on BP are observed

with increasing doses of DEX, the literature supports that

concurrent hemodynamic collapse or need for pharmaco-

logic resuscitation does not occur. Rather, a recent publica-

tion suggests that the bradycardia associated with alpha-

2 adrenergic agonists in children may not require treatment

nor for adverse hemodynamic consequence [48]. Although

bradycardia and hypotension have been described in patients

receiving DEX, to date, there are only rare reports of clini-

cally significant bradycardia with the use of DEX in infants

and children. This exaggerated physiological effect seems to

be related to the use of a loading dose and/or preexisting

hypovolemia, and the occurrence of hypotension can be

attenuated by pretreatment with balanced salt solution

boluses [49].

A recent study that utilized a continuous noninvasive

cardiac output to measure the hemodynamic effects of

DEX sedation in healthy children undergoing radiological

imaging studies found a significant decrease in HR within

5–10 min of initiating a DEX bolus (2 mcg/kg bolus over

10 min). HR and cardiac index (CI) decreased after a single

bolus and recovered to baseline within 60 min after a brief

exposure (completed the procedure within 10 min). No

changes in stroke index (SI) or systemic vascular resistance

index were observed after a brief exposure, but prolonged

exposure (procedures lasting longer than 10 min) leads to

decreases in HR, CI, and SI that did not recover back to

baseline.

A common concern with this novel sedative agent is

bradycardia. Bradycardia or a decrease in resting HR

(up to a 30 % decrease from baseline) is expected and should

be considered as a predictable physiologic response

anticipated with DEX. The HR responses are rarely of clini-

cal significance, as they do not usually require intervention

[3, 48, 50] [51]. An accidental overdose with the administra-

tion of DEX up to 0.5 mcg/kg/min and an infusion up to

10 mcg/kg/h did not result in hypotension or severe brady-

cardia [52, 53]. Extreme bradycardia can occur if
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administered to a patient receiving digoxin and syncope,

likely from a vasovagal response, and has been cited in the

literature as well as in the package insert [29, 54, 55]. A

recent study examined the effect of DEX on sinus node,

atrioventricular node, and conduction pathways and found

a decrease in HR with significant depression of sinus and

atrioventricular nodal function in a clinical study in pediatric

patients undergoing electrophysiological study [56]. How-

ever, a prospective observational controlled study in pediat-

ric patients with congenital heart disease showed DEX does

not have direct effect on cardiac conduction [57]. In healthy

women undergoing elective hysterectomy, a 6.2 % preva-

lence of intraoperative and 14.1 % prevalence of postopera-

tive bradycardia (HR less than 40 beats/min) were noted in

patients premedicated with intramuscular DEX (2.5 mg/kg)

when administered with or without fentanyl [58]. Severe

bradycardia (HR, 27 beats/min) and transient sinus arrest

(20–30 s) have been reported in two healthy subjects who

had received intramuscular DEX [59].

Although there are no absolute contraindications to DEX

in the literature or package insert, it is recommended that

DEX be avoided in patients with depressed left ventricular

function, recent high-degree AV block, and volume deple-

tion and in children receiving digoxin, beta adrenergic

blockers, calcium channel blockers, or other agents which

predispose to bradycardia or hypotension.

Caution should be exercised when administering

anticholinergics to treat isolated DEX-associated bradycar-

dia in children, as intravenous glycopyrrolate has been

shown to elicit immediate, significant hypertension [60].

In dogs, administration of intramuscular atropine with intra-

muscular DEX reversed HR changes and hypotension, but

arrhythmias (atrioventricular block, premature ventricular

contractions, and bigeminy) were observed [61]. A recent

retrospective study showed that the administration of pro-

phylactic anticholinergic (atropine or glycopyrrolate)

administration prior to DEX in pediatric imaging studies

did not show any advantage other than a transient clinically

insignificant increase in HR and systolic blood pressure

(SBP) (Fig. 13.3a, b). In fact transient exaggerated SBP

was noted in a greater number of patients who received

anticholinergics as compared to not using prophylactic

anticholinergic [62].

ECG abnormalities as noted by RR prolongation and

junctional escape rhythms at 2 mcg/kg, administered as a

single dose, have been reported with DEX use [6].

The concomitant administration of DEX with medications

that have negative chronotropic effects (propofol,

pyridostigmine, succinylcholine, and remifentanil) may

potentiate vagotonic or negative chronotropic effects [63].

Asystole following 0.5 mg atropine to treat a HR in the

1930s was reported in a 52-year-old woman receiving a

DEX infusion during general anesthesia (fentanyl, propofol,

sevoflurane) [64].

The DEX package insert recommends administering the

drug (1 mcg/kg) over a 10-min infusion to attenuate dose-

dependent, biphasic, hemodynamic response caused by

peripheral α2 adrenoreceptor stimulation and subsequent

central α2 adrenoreceptor-mediated sympatholysis. How-

ever, rapid infusion of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 mcg/kg DEX

over 2 min was well tolerated in healthy volunteers with a

biphasic hemodynamic effect observed initially and eventual

decrease from baseline of the mean arterial pressure (MAP)

at 60 min of 14, 16, 23, and 27 % [6]. Rapid boluses in small
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Fig. 13.2 Hyper- and hypotensive effect of dexmedetomidine

on mean arterial blood pressure. (a) Composite Emax model,

showing hyper- and hypotensive effect of dexmedetomidine on

mean arterial blood pressure (MAP). (b) Combined hyper- and

hypotensive effect of dexmedetomidine on MAP. The solid arrow
indicates the concentration at which the hypertensive effect

begins; the dashed arrow indicates the concentration producing

a 20 % increase in MAP from baseline. From Potts AL, Anderson

BJ, Holford NH, Vu TC, Warman GR. Dexmedetomidine

hemodynamics in children after cardiac surgery. Pediatric anesthe-

sia. 2010;20(5):425–33. Used with permission from John Wiley and

Sons
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Fig. 13.3 (a) Changes in heart rate after DEX sedation attributed to

receiving or not receiving an anticholinergic pretreatment. In this

retrospective descriptive study, we reviewed the records of 163 children

receiving dexmedetomidine anesthesia during MRI studies. The heart

rate between the patients receiving an anticholinergic and not receiving

an anticholinergic at baseline, during the scan period, and in the post-

anesthesia care unit (PACU) is shown and compared. The x-axis
represents the heart rate at baseline (before the start of the scan), during

the scan at 5-min intervals (5 min through 35 min), and in the PACU.

The y-axis indicates the least squares estimates of time and treatment

interaction mean effect. There was a significant reduction in the heart

rates during scan period when an anticholinergic was not used com-

pared with using a prophylactic anticholinergic in all patients

(P < 0.0001) and in patients with Down syndrome

(DS) (P ¼ 0.0052). The solid line and the broken line with the round
dot indicate the heart rate for all patients. The solid line and the broken
line with the diamond dot indicate the heart rate for patients with

DS. (b) Changes in systolic blood pressure after DEX sedation

attributed to receiving or not receiving an anticholinergic pretreatment.

In this retrospective descriptive study, we reviewed the records of

163 children receiving dexmedetomidine anesthesia during MRI stud-

ies. The systolic blood pressure between the patients receiving an

anticholinergic and not receiving an anticholinergic at baseline, during

the scan period, and in the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) is shown

and compared. The x-axis represents the systolic blood pressure at

baseline (before the start of the scan), during the scan at 5-min intervals

(5 min through 35 min), and in the PACU. The y-axis indicates the least
squares estimates of time and treatment interaction mean effect. There

was a significant reduction in systolic blood pressure during scan period

when an anticholinergic was not used compared with when a

prophylactic anticholinergic was used in all patients (P ¼ 0.0153)

and in patients with Down syndrome (DS) (P < 0.0001). The solid
line and the broken line with the round dot indicate the systolic

blood pressure for all patients. The solid line and the broken line with
the diamond dot indicate the systolic blood pressure for patients with

DS
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doses (0.25 and 0.5 mcg/kg) have been shown to be well

tolerated in 12 pediatric heart transplant patients undergoing

cardiac catheterization. The denervation of the sinoatrial

node, however, should be considered as a potential factor

for the minimal observed response [46]. A recent study

examined the dose–response DEX bolus over 5 s

administered to healthy children. The maximum elevation

in MAP was a 33 % increase from baseline and the maxi-

mum decrease in HR was 36 % from baseline (Fig. 13.3). An

ED50 (no hemodynamic response in half of the subjects) of

0.49 mcg/kg was extrapolated to avoid hemodynamic

responses in half of the subjects [65].

In addition to its potential to cause hypotension, hyper-

tension, and bradycardia, a significant area of concern is

DEX’s effect on pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR). The

results of studies on the effect of DEX on pulmonary hemo-

dynamics vary along with the doses and study conditions

that were used. At present, there is limited information

regarding the effect of DEX on the pulmonary vasculature

and PVR in adults and children with varying degrees of

pulmonary hypertension (PH). The perioperative infusion

of DEX without a loading dose is not associated with any

increase in the mean pulmonary artery pressure (MPAP)

[66, 67]. In the animal model, DEX (2 mcg/kg over 1 min)

transiently increased MPAP and PVR [68]. Similar transient

pulmonary hemodynamic changes have been shown in

healthy adult volunteers subjected to increasing DEX

infusions to a plasma concentration of 1.9 ng/ml [6]. Post

cardiac surgery, DEX doses as permitted by labeling had

minimal effect on the pulmonary artery pressure, leaving

ventricular function unchanged [69].

The effect of DEX on infants and children with pulmo-

nary hypertension can be variable. Children with pulmonary

hypertension as compared to those without both

demonstrated no significant change in pulmonary vascular

resistance, pulmonary artery pressure, and cardiac index in

response to up to 1 mcg/kg DEX bolus followed by a con-

tinuous infusion of 0.7 mcg/kg/h [70]. In contrast, a recent

FDA-monitored study evaluating the effect of DEX on PVR

in children with pulmonary hypertension was terminated due

to increased PVR in addition to premature ventricular

complexes, bradycardia (<60 bpm), and hypotension in

one of the subjects [71]. Another prospective observational

pilot study demonstrated that DEX after congenital cardiac

surgery did not have a demonstrable effect on pulmonary

artery pressure of children who did not have pulmonary

hypertension [69]. Given the potential impact of these

findings on infants and children with preexisting pulmonary

hypertension, future studies are needed before advocating

routine DEX in this patient population.

Endocrine, Renal, and Hepatic Effects
of Dexmedetomidine

Because DEX contains an imidazole ring, there are theoreti-

cal concerns regarding its effects on steroidogenesis. In the

concentrations that are used clinically, there is no evidence

to suggest that can depress adrenocortical function to the

extent that occurs with etomidate [72]. DEX administration

for up to 7 days in dogs failed to suggest any adrenal shock

or severe impairment of the hypothalamic–pituitary

axis [73].

There seems to be no evidence of significant accumula-

tion of any metabolic products that would limit the

prolonged use of DEX. DEX has been used more than

2 months on a 9-month-old infant with liver cirrhosis, who

underwent liver transplantation. The respiratory conditions

improved when DEX was added to midazolam and fentanyl.

The infant was then successfully extubated 10 weeks later.

No serious adverse effects or disturbance of liver function

was found when DEX was used as a prolonged infusion up to

1.4 mcg/kg/h [74]. DEX was also used in six patients with

severe renal impairment. The authors showed that there was

no difference between renal disease and control groups.

However, DEX resulted in a more prolonged sedation in

subjects with renal disease [75]. A recent study showed

that a metabolite called H3 was quantified, but seemed to

have no relevant pharmacologic activity [36].

The α2 adrenoreceptors are widely distributed in the renal
proximal and distal tubules, peritubular vasculature, as well

as in systemic tissues. DEX seems to induce diuresis by

inhibiting the antidiuretic action of vasopressin (AVP),

enhance renal blood flow and glomerular filtration, and

increase urine output [76, 77]. Recent animal studies showed

that it can also protect against radiocontrast nephropathy by

preserving outer medullary renal blood flow [78]. Anesthe-

sia/sedation providers should also be aware of the potential

development of polyuric syndrome when DEX is used. A

recent case report in adult patient who underwent posterior

spinal fusion under general anesthesia with isoflurane,

sufentanil, DEX, and lidocaine infusions showed that urine

output increased from 150 to 950 ml/h. An increasing serum

sodium, low urine specific gravity, and increased serum

osmolarity occurred simultaneously with the polyuria.

Within 2 h of discontinuing the DEX infusion, urine output

greatly decreased and all signs of the polyuric syndrome

resolved spontaneously in 24 h [79]. Despite the diuretic

effect of DEX, in adults, the 74 % increase in urinary output

that has been seen for up to 4 h post cardiac surgery does not

affect renal function when compared to placebo in a double-

blind design [80]. There is some data to support a
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renoprotective effect of DEX. A retrospective review of

cardiac and thoracic surgeries in adults who received a

DEX infusion of up to 0.6 mcg/kg/h for up to 24 h postoper-

atively revealed a decrease in a 30-day mortality and

decrease in serum markers for acute kidney injury [81]. Sim-

ilar results were found in children who received intravenous

iodine contrast for cardiac angiography. Compared to the

control group, children 6 months–6 years of age had

decreased elevation in plasma endothelin, renin, and

markers of acute renal injury [82]. Future studies are

warranted to delineate the patient population, surgical

procedures, and resultant effect of DEX on renal function.

Effect of Dexmedetomidine on the Central
Nervous System

Because of the complexity associated with normal brain

development, the developing nervous system has been

hypothesized to be more susceptible than the mature brain

to certain neurotoxic insults. The issue of anesthetic-induced

neurotoxicity is a topic of ongoing interest and has continued

to gain attention and research support over the past decade,

as some studies have suggested that inhalational and intra-

venous anesthetics may both cause neurotoxicity [83–86]

and may contribute to neuronal apoptosis in neonates. One

of the most interesting directions of DEX research involves

its potential for neuroprotection particularly in children. To

date, only DEX and possibly xenon have been proposed to

be neuroprotective in animal studies [87].

The precise mechanism of the neuroprotective effect of

alpha-2 adrenergic agonists is not clear. DEX’s
neuroprotective effects may be mediated by a reduction in

caspase-3 expression (a proapoptotic factor); increased

expression of active (autophosphorylated) focal adhesion

kinase (FAK), a nonreceptor tyrosine kinase which plays a

role in cellular plasticity and survival; and upregulation of

antiapoptotic proteins [88, 89].

Catecholaminergic neurotransmission is also considered

to possibly be related to the neuroprotective effect of DEX.

Cerebral ischemia is associated with an increase in

circulating and extracellular brain catecholamine

concentrations. The treatment with agents that are capable

of reducing the release of norepinephrine in the brain (e.g.,

alpha-2 agonists) may provide protection against the damag-

ing effect of cerebral ischemia. Various animal models with

complete and incomplete as well as transient and permanent

ischemic injury have attempted to define DEX’s protective
effects during central nervous system injury [90–92] and

attenuated hypoxic-ischemic brain injury in developing

brains, highly susceptible to neuronal damage [93, 94].More-

over, improvement in functional neurological outcomes was

shown after brain injury [95]. As mentioned before, the exact

mechanisms of neuroprotection are not clear, but catechol-

amine pathways play an important role, and a positive cor-

relation between circulating norepinephrine and

neurological outcome was revealed after cerebral ischemia

[96]. Several studies demonstrate that DEX reduces excit-

atory neurotransmitter (e.g., glutamate) and may protect

against excitotoxic injury to the developing brain [93, 97].

It is possible that an opioid-based technique with DEX

may be a better alternative than current volatile anesthetic

techniques in neonates. Large, multicenter studies designed

to assess the effect of DEX on neurocognitive development

are required to confirm the neuroprotective beneficial effect

in humans.

The effects on memory formation of α2 adrenoceptor

agonists in both animals and man remain controversial in

the literature. These contradictory findings can be ascribed

to the dose used, the type of memory involved, and the

timing of drug administration [98]. Several animal studies

report disruption of memory formation induced by

α2 adrenoceptor agonists. In ten healthy adult male

volunteers, sequential 40-min infusions of DEX were

administered to achieve plasma concentrations of 0.5, 0.8,

1.2, 2.0, 3.2, 5.0, and 8.0 ng/ml [45]. The two volunteers who

received the highest incremental dose (calculated to achieve

a plasma concentration of 8.0 ng/ml) were not arousable

even with vigorous shaking. Picture recall and recognition

were preserved during the lowest incremental infusion

(0.5 ng/ml) but were 0 % (0 of 10) and 20 % (2 of 10),

respectively, with the second and third infusion levels (0.8

and 1.2 ng/ml). Another study examined recall with DEX

confirmed that with increasing serum concentrations of

DEX, there is a decrease in the Observer Assessment of

Alertness/Sedation (OASS) scale and visual analog scale

[99]. With increasing plasma concentrations of DEX

administered to healthy adult volunteers, the correct recall

or recognition of a picture decreased [99]. There is no

literature to date which describes the effect of DEX on

memory acquisition, recall, and amnesia in children.

In adults, it has been suggested that on continuous recog-

nition tasks using photograph recognition to differentiate

working from long-term memory, DEX impairs familiarity

more than recognition [100]. Whether a similar response is

seen in children is yet to be determined. Thus, until the effect

of DEX on amnesia has been clarified, the authors suggest

that synergistic administration of amnestic medications be

administered if recall is unwanted.

The available information indicates that DEX causes a

reduction of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in humans

[101, 102]. A recent study showed that CBF was not

associated with reduction without a parallel reduction in

cerebral metabolic rate [103].
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Periprocedural Applications
of Dexmedetomidine

A summary of the current adult and pediatric periprocedural

applications of DEX is provided in Table 13.1.

Pre-procedural Applications: Anxiolysis

Premedication with DEX not only offers anxiolysis, seda-

tion, and analgesia but also helps in attenuating the stress

responses to tracheal intubation/extubation and emergence

from anesthesia. DEX administration has been described as a

premedication by intramuscular, IN [30], and buccal route

[31]. The buccal route ensures more compliance and better

absorption, while the intranasal technique causes no

discomfort during administration and is relatively quick

and simple. The nasal route is effective and well tolerated

for sedation and postoperative analgesia in adults in the dose

of 1 mcg/kg given 45 min before surgery [104].

When used as a premedication in pediatric patients, IN

DEX has been shown to produce more satisfactory effect of

sedation than buccal DEX (1 mcg/kg) or oral midazolam

(0.5 mg/kg) [31, 105, 106]. Compared to IN dose of DEX

(1 mcg/kg), higher IN doses of DEX (2 mcg/kg over 1 mcg/

kg) are more efficacious at producing sedation, anxiolysis,

better acceptance to a mask inhalation induction, and less

cardiovascular variability [30].

A recent study that examined the onset time of IN DEX

premedication (1 mcg/kg) in 100 healthy children aged 1–12

years undergoing elective surgery showed that the median

onset time of sedation was 25 min and the median duration

Table 13.1 Current common periprocedural applications of dexmedetomidine in adults and children

Pre-procedural applications Advantage

Anxiolysis Easy and quick arousal from sedation

Minimal respiratory depression

Attenuates sympathetic hemodynamic response

Periprocedural applications

Airway procedures
Rigid bronchoscopy

Drug-induced sleep endoscopy

MRI sleep studies

Open thyroplasty

Anterior mediastinal mass biopsy

Obtunds airway reflexes while maintaining stable hemodynamic and respiratory profiles in spontaneously

ventilating children and provides sedative properties paralleling natural sleep

Neurosurgical procedures

Posterior spine fusions Lowers propofol and inhalational agent requirements and facilitates intraoperative wake-up tests

Brain tumor and epileptic seizure

foci resection

Preserves epileptiform activity and allows comfortable and cooperative sedation

Cardiac surgery Blunts sympathetic response, provides analgesia and sedation postoperatively, and expedites extubation

Invasive procedures

Extracorporeal shock wave

lithotripsy

Burn dressing change

Lumbar puncture

Bone marrow biopsy

Central venous line placement

Chest tube insertion

Combining ketamine and dexmedetomidine in these procedures provides sedation, analgesia, amnesia, and

hemodynamic stability

Vascular surgery
Carotid endarterectomy

Carotid angioplasty and stenting

Provides excellent hemodynamics due to its sympatholytic effects

Bariatric surgery Potentiates opioid analgesia with minimal additional respiratory depression

Post-procedural applications

Adenotonsillectomy

Postoperative shivering

Postoperative emergence agitation

May reduce the incidence of severe emergence agitation, opioid requirements, and episodes of oxygen

desaturation in children with obstructive sleep apnea

Sedation in the pediatric intensive
care

Produces a state of cooperative sedation associated with minimal respiratory depression and facilitates

withdrawal from benzodiazepines or opioids

Miscellaneous applications

Palliative care

Treatment of cyclic vomiting

syndrome

May provide a bridge to wean the patients’ dependency on opioids
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was 85 min [107]. At a higher dose, 2 mcg/kg IN DEX

(compared to 0.5 mg oral midazolam) produced shorter

onset of sedation without a demonstrable difference in

conditions at induction, emergence, and recovery [108]. In

a prospective, randomized, open-label clinical trial, children

were enrolled into one of the three groups of premedication:

midazolam 0.5 mg/kg PO, clonidine 4 mcg/kg PO, or

transmucosal DEX 1 mcg/kg. All groups produced similar

anxiolysis, ease of separation from parents, recovery, and

discharge time. DEX had advantages (compared to

midazolam) with respect to analgesia and attenuation of

sympathetic hemodynamic response [109].

A recent meta-analysis of 13 randomized controlled trials

(RCTs) on non-intravenous (IN, sublingual, or oral) DEX

versus midazolam was performed to examine the efficacy in

improving perioperative sedation and analgesia and in

reducing postoperative agitation when used as a preanes-

thetic medication in 1033 children. The authors concluded

that DEX as a premedication is superior to midazolam in

ensuring satisfactory levels of sedation in children

undergoing surgery, both at separation from parents and at

emergence [110].

DEX that is characterized by an easy and quick arousal

from sedation resembling natural sleep makes it theoreti-

cally a promising premedication. On the other hand its slow

onset of anxiolysis makes it an unsuitable substitute for oral

midazolam [111]. The current major limitations of studies

examining efficacy of DEX in improving perioperative seda-

tion are the significant heterogeneity between studies in the

scales and measures used for sedation and children’s anxiety
evaluation, differences in the anesthesia protocols, and

differences in the doses. More studies are needed to evaluate

the effect of premedication routes on various outcome

measures like preoperative anxiety levels, induction time,

emergence excitation, postoperative analgesic requirements,

and postoperative behavior disturbances. Randomized clini-

cal trials are also required to identify optimal doses and

appropriate monitoring of DEX use for premedication.

Intra-procedural Applications

Airway Procedures

Tracheal intubation without the use of muscle relaxants is

commonly used in pediatric anesthesia. A single dose of

DEX (1 mcg/kg) has been shown to improve intubation

conditions in children after induction with propofol (3 mg/

kg) and remifentanil (2 mcg/kg) without muscle relaxants in

60 ASA physical status I children aged 5–10 years [112].

DEX did not affect the hemodynamic response to intubation.

IV administration of DEX (1 mcg/kg) has also been found to

decrease the target effect-site concentration of propofol and

remifentanil that is required for suspension laryngoscopy by

1.29 μg/ml and 0.64 ng/ml, respectively. Single-dose bolus

injection of DEX (0.5 mcg/kg) before tracheal extubation

has been shown to attenuate airway-circulatory reflexes dur-

ing extubation [113].

Airway procedures such as rigid bronchoscopy are chal-

lenging and require meticulous anesthesia management

including airway access for the surgeons, adequate

oxygenation and gas exchange to avoid hypoxemia, and

stabilized hemodynamics. Total intravenous propofol anes-

thesia, with or without remifentanil, is a common technique

used in these procedures. Challenges with this technique

include the ability to maintain spontaneous respiration,

protect the airway, and prevent laryngospasm. Compara-

tively, DEX offers some advantages: In contrast to other

agents, DEX converges on sleep pathways at the locus

ceruleus and is associated with changes in neuronal activity

similar to those seen in deeper stages of NREM sleep,

without significant respiratory depression [114, 115]. The

ability to maintain spontaneous ventilation and upper air-

way tone makes DEX an attractive choice for this scenario,

particularly for children with severe preoperative airway

impairment [40, 45]. Previous reports have demonstrated

that for rigid bronchoscopy, DEX offers advantages of

obtunding airway reflexes while maintaining stable hemo-

dynamic and respiratory profiles in spontaneously

ventilating children [116–118].

Open thyroplasty with vocal cord medialization is

another challenging airway surgery performed to treat dys-

phonia. To optimize surgical repair, the patients need to be

awake or lightly sedated during the procedure. The anesthe-

sia challenges require that the non-intubated patient has

adequate anxiolysis, sedation, and analgesia while

maintaining the ability to phonate on command. In combi-

nation with local anesthetic, DEX has been described for this

case scenario to maintain spontaneous ventilation and

patient cooperation during laryngoplasty [119]. The favor-

able physiological effects of DEX on airway in addition to

the antisialagogic [120] effect make it a useful anesthetic

choice in adults and children who have a potential for airway

catastrophe such as those with history of known difficult

airway. Incorporating and expanding the applications of

DEX into appropriate airway surgeries will be invaluable,

as it has already been successfully implemented for patients

at risk of airway collapse or a difficult airway [121–123]. By

maintaining spontaneous ventilation and avoiding respira-

tory depression, DEX has been useful for those at risk of

suffering fatal cardiopulmonary, respiratory, and cardiovas-

cular complications [124].
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Dexmedetomidine Use During Neurosurgical
Procedures

The addition of DEX to anesthetic regimen is desirable in

neurosurgical procedures and may contribute significantly to

patient comfort and safety. A recent randomized trial

evaluated the opioid-sparing effect of an intraoperative

DEX infusion (0.2–0.5 mcg/kg/h) after craniotomy and

demonstrated the opioid-sparing effect of DEX as evidenced

by (1) a reduced verbal numerical pain rating scale, (2) a

prolonged time before an analgesic request, (3) a reduced

opioid requirement to control postoperative pain, and

(4) fewer opioid-related side effects [125]. DEX has been

used a as an adjunct to total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA)

in the perioperative regimen used in the care of patients

undergoing posterior spine fusion due to the anesthetic-

sparing effects by lowering the propofol and inhalational

agent requirements and facilitating emergence from anesthe-

sia for the intraoperative wake-up test (when requested) and

at the completion of surgery [63, 126]. It is also often

continued into the postoperative period because of its ability

to provide sedation and potentiate opioid analgesia with

minimal additional respiratory depression. One should

know that the potential risks of adding high doses of DEX

to the anesthesia regimen in neurosurgical procedures

require motor evoked potentials (MEP) monitoring

(Fig. 13.4). A target plasma concentration of 0.4 ng/ml

DEX and 2.5 mcg/ml propofol seems to have minimal effect

on MEP. Higher plasma serum DEX concentrations, how-

ever, may attenuate the amplitude of MEP [127]. DEX

(0.2–0.7 mcg/kg/h) can also be used as an adjunct to estab-

lish and maintain controlled hypotension (mean arterial BP

of 55–65 mmHg) during anterior spinal fusion [128]. Its

concomitant effect, when used for controlled hypotension,

on cardiac function, cerebral blood flow, and cerebral perfu-

sion pressure has not been carefully evaluated.

Brain mapping and neurophysiologic testing have

recently become an integral part of many neurosurgical

techniques, brain tumor and epileptic seizure foci resection

in particular. The anesthetic regimen for these tests should

aim for a deep plane of anesthesia during the highly

stimulating craniotomy and then a fully awake, comfortable,

and cooperative patient during lesion resection in order to

provide instant neurological feedback [129, 130]. Clinicians

should also carefully balance the anesthetic depth in order to

avoid untoward incidents such as airway obstruction, respi-

ratory depression, hypercarbia, coughing, and hypotension.

A key advantage of using DEX in these procedures is

maintaining ventilation and airway patency in the presence

of increasing level of sedation. Another critical advantage is

ability to easily awaken patients by verbal stimulation. DEX

0.1–0.3 mcg/kg/h has been shown to maintain respiratory

Fig. 13.4 Significant attenuation of transcranial electrical motor

evoked potential amplitude after infusion of dexmedetomidine.

Samples of transcranial electrical motor evoked potentials (TceMEP)

recorded in a 13-year-old, 90-kg female patient with

kyphoscoliosis presented for posterior spinal fusion with

instrumentation of T2 to L3. Total intravenous anesthesia

(TIVA) was initiated immediately after intubation with propofol

200 mcg/kg/min, remifentanil 0.5 mcg/kg/min, and dexmedetomidine

0.5 mcg/kg/h. Samples from left first dorsal interosseous (FDI), tibialis

anterior (TA), and abductor hallucis (AH) muscles 1 h after starting

TIVA (baselines), 1.5 h after acquisition of baselines (TceMEP

attenuation), and during a 2-h period after the infusion of

dexmedetomidine (DEX) were stopped (recovery of TceMEPs). Corti-

cal somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP) to stimulation of the left

ulnar nerve recorded during the same time period as the TceMEPs are

shown
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drive and airway patency while still enabling the patient to

be awakened and responsive to verbal stimulation for func-

tional brain mapping [131].

Common anesthetic agents (both inhalational and intra-

venous) that are used for general anesthesia are known to

suppress brain electrical activity by stimulating the GABA-

A receptors in the cerebral cortex. DEX acts on subcortical

areas of the brain and does not bind to the GABA receptors.

It preserves epileptiform activity in children with seizure

disorders, facilitating localization and identification of sei-

zure foci [115, 132]. In a recent prospective study, electro-

cardiogram was monitored during DEX infusion in 34 adult

patients undergoing anterior temporal lobe resection with

amygdalohippocampectomy for drug-resistant mesial tem-

poral lobe epilepsy. The authors concluded the DEX is

useful during intraoperative electrocorticogram recording

in epilepsy surgery as it enhances or does not alter spike

rate in most of the cases, without any major adverse

effects [133].

Cardiac Procedures

Adult and pediatric cardiac surgery is associated with a high

risk of cardiovascular and other complications that may lead

to increased morbidity and mortality and prolonged hospital

stays. Alpha-2 agonists have many desirable effects, includ-

ing analgesia, anxiolysis, inhibition of central sympathetic

outflow, and blunting of the sympathetic response, that

improve hemodynamic stability, positively affect

myocardial oxygen supply and demand, may provide

myocardial protection, and maximize neurocognitive func-

tion and expedite extubation [134–136]. Administration of

DEX prior to global ischemia/reperfusion resulted in a

reduction in infarct size, which was abrogated by

pretreatment with yohimbine. This indicates that DEX exerts

a cardioprotective effect against ischemia/reperfusion injury

[137]. Several studies also suggested that DEX has a protec-

tive effect against myocardial ischemia injury in animals.

These effects are not centrally mediated; it may result from

preventing an increase in myocardial norepinephrine level in

the ischemic region through cardiac presynaptic alpha-2-

adrenoreceptor stimulation [138, 139]. In contrast to the

previous studies, a recent randomized controlled trial found

DEX did not provide cardioprotection in coronary artery

bypass grafting with cardiopulmonary bypass [140].

The cardioprotective effects of DEX are based on

blunting hemodynamic responses to perioperative stress,

i.e., controlling HR through centrally mediated

sympatholysis [141]. Under conditions of regional ischemia,

DEX has been shown to exhibit cardioprotective effects: it

optimized the blood flow of coronary arteries [142] and

decreased lactate release during emergence from general

anesthesia [143]. As an adjunct to anesthetic induction,

DEX blunts the hemodynamic response to endotracheal

intubation in patients undergoing cardiac surgery

[144, 145]. A retrospective study in adults showed that

perioperative DEX use was associated with a decrease in

postoperative mortality up to 1 year and reduced the risk of

overall complications and delirium in patients undergoing

cardiac surgery [146]. In children (1–6 years) undergoing

cardiac surgery, DEX 0.5 mcg/kg IV followed by an infusion

of 0.5 mcg/kg/h attenuates the hemodynamic and neuroen-

docrine (epinephrine, norepinephrine, blood glucose, plasma

cortisol) responses at time of incision, time of sternotomy,

and after bypass [147]. Whether there is a long-term benefit

on reducing delirium and mortality in the pediatric popula-

tion is yet to be determined.

Although the negative chronotropic effect of DEX is

considered as an adverse event, it has been used as a thera-

peutic maneuver in various clinical scenarios. In a retrospec-

tive study, 13 (93 %) of 14 children who received DEX for

atrial and junctional tachyarrhythmias were converted to

normal sinus rhythm [148]. Another prospective cohort

study of pediatric patients undergoing cardiothoracic sur-

gery [149] found that perioperative use of DEX may reduce

the incidence of both ventricular (0 % vs. 25 %) and supra-

ventricular (6 % vs. 25 %) tachyarrhythmias without signif-

icant adverse effects. The same authors examined the

potential efficacy of DEX in the acute treatment of AV

nodal-dependent reentrant tachyarrhythmias in pediatric

patients compared with adenosine. The authors showed

that the administration of DEX (0.7 � 0.3 mcg/kg) success-

fully terminated 26 episodes of supraventricular tachycardia

(96 %) at a median time of 30 s (20–35 s) [31].

Bariatric Surgery

Worldwide, obesity in both children and adults continues to

increase in most countries and to a greater extent in modern

societies. As a result bariatric surgery continues to grow

throughout the world. Perioperative management of these

patients is more challenging than in nonobese patients

because airway anatomy is often abnormal with excess pha-

ryngeal tissue and tongue size making it difficult to ventilate

and to intubate [150]. Respiratory comorbidities in these

patients may profoundly impact the anesthetic management.

These patients are at an increased risk of developing opioid-

induced ventilatory depression. Because of the increased

risks with the conventional opioid-based anesthesia, DEX

was recently added as an adjunct to anesthetic regimen to

potentiate opioid analgesia with minimal additional respira-

tory depression. A recent study showed that using DEX

infusion (0.2–0.8 mcg/kg/h) during laparoscopic bariatric

surgery decreased fentanyl use, antiemetic therapy, and the
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length of stay in the recovery room. However, it failed to

facilitate late recovery (e.g., bowel function) or improve the

patients’ overall quality of recovery [151]. Although the

study did not facilitate late recovery, rapid turnover of

these procedure and early recovery of these patients can be

extremely important in busy practices.

Dexmedetomidine Applications During
Vascular Surgeries

Perioperative management of hypertension is very important

in patients who undergo carotid endarterectomy (CEA). If

not managed appropriately, the patients can have intracere-

bral bleed, left ventricular failure, myocardial infarction, or

fatal arrhythmias. The sympatholytic effect and the hemo-

dynamic stability provided by DEX make it an attractive

choice in these procedures [152]. A recent study recruited

54 patients for CEA under regional anesthesia and enrolled

25 patients in the DEX group and 29 patients in the standard

group (midazolam and fentanyl). Patients in the DEX group

received 0.5 mcg/kg bolus over 10 min followed by infusion

of 0.2 mcg/kg/h. DEX provided less intraoperative and post-

operative hypertension and tachycardia. But the incidence of

bradycardia and hypotension was also more in the DEX

group [153]. In conjunction with local anesthesia, DEX

provided adequate sedation for a patient for axillofemoral

bypass graft in a patient with history of difficult

airway [154].

Dexmedetomidine for Dental Procedures

DEX appears to provide the desirable properties for success-

ful dental sedation than traditional sedatives because of its

analgesic property, antisalivatory properties, anxiolytic and

sympatholytic effects, and less cognitive impairment and

respiratory depression. It has been trialed for adult and

pediatric dental sedation via different routes [155–161].

Along with its beneficial effects, DEX was reported to

exert potential anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects.

Previous studies revealed that DEX significantly decreased

the levels of inflammatory cytokines [162]. Compared to

midazolam, DEX appears to provide better sedation and

postoperative analgesia via anti-inflammatory and

antioxidation pathway during office-based artificial tooth

implantation [163]. A recent study that compared the effi-

cacy (sedation, anxiolysis, analgesia, operating conditions,

and patients’ satisfaction) and safety of DEX and midazolam

as sedatives for dental outpatient procedures showed that

DEX works, as well as midazolam, for outpatient dental

procedures and can be used as an alternative to midazolam

[164]. Conversely, a Japanese study compared intravenous

sedation with DEX and propofol for minor oral surgery and

reported hypotension and bradycardia with DEX but no

difference in respiratory depression with propofol [165].

Although the bioavailability of DEX is poor via the oral

route, a prospective, triple-blind, randomized study com-

pared the efficacy and safety of one of the three doses of

oral DEX (3, 4, and 5 mcg/kg) combined with ketamine

(8 mg/kg) for pediatric dental sedation. The study showed

that ketamine and DEX at 5 mcg/kg provided faster onset of

sedation, higher intra- and postoperative analgesia and anter-

ograde amnesia, and delayed recovery from sedation when

compared with lower dose of DEX groups [166].

Regional Anesthesia

Clonidine has been employed clinically to achieve the

desired effects in regional anesthesia (epidural, intrathecal,

peripheral nerve block) for decades [167]. The successful

use of epidural clonidine in adults led to its evaluation in

pediatric caudal block, and so far there is reasonable exten-

sive clinical experience and published literature to dispel

any concern regarding its neurotoxicity. DEX has been

described with regional blocks in both adults and children.

In adults, a meta-analysis of 16 RCTs included 1092 adults

and compared outcomes between DEX (intrathecal, epidu-

ral, or caudal) and bupivacaine or ropivicaine. DEX was

found to decrease the pain and prolong the analgesia.

Although there was an increased incidence of bradycardia

in the DEX group, it was not associated with hypotension

and did not warrant treatment [168]. Similarly, the combina-

tion of caudal DEX and bupivacaine (1 mcg/kg and 2.5 mg/

kg, respectively) in children has been shown to decrease the

sevoflurane requirements, incidence of emergence agitation,

adjuvant postoperative analgesics, and duration of postoper-

ative pain relief, to a greater degree as compared to

bupivacaine alone. The addition of caudal DEX to

bupivacaine did not affect the hemodynamic response

[169]. Epidural DEX and clonidine produced similar anal-

gesia, duration of action, and hemodynamic profile when

used with bupivacaine (2.5 mg/kg) for lower abdominal

surgery in children [170]. A recent meta-analysis concluded

that the addition of DEX to a caudal anesthetic provided

extended duration of postoperative pain relief in 328 pediat-

ric patients. There was no statistically significant effect on

hemodynamics and adverse events with the addition of DEX

to the local anesthetic. Subgroup analysis showed no advan-

tage of the 2 mcg/kg of caudal DEX over the 1 mcg/kg in

terms of analgesia [171]. Currently there are still some

concerns regarding neuraxial DEX safety. DEX via the

neuraxial route is off label and the safety has not been

established in humans. In animal models, perineural admin-

istration of DEX attenuated inflammation in the sciatic nerve
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via reducing inflammatory cytokine levels [172]. However,

in rabbits, epidural DEX elicited what appeared to be a

demyelination of oligodendrocytes in the white matter of

the spinal cord [173]. Future studies are warranted in order to

support or dispel the concerns of neurotoxicity from DEX.

Caution should be exercised when DEX sedation is used

in infants and neonates receiving epidural analgesia, without

support from external warming devices. Infants depend

more on non-shivering thermogenesis than on shivering

and vasoconstriction. In mice, DEX causes hypothermia

[174]. The effect is attenuated in animals that are genetically

deficient in alpha-2 adrenoceptor. The hypothermic response

is postulated to interference with non-shivering thermogen-

esis and reduction of metabolic heat production

[175]. Recently a 2-day-old neonate receiving epidural anal-

gesia, without using external warming devices, developed

hypothermia (33 �C axillary) and bradycardia (HR 75 beats/

min). There was no change in the HR following the admin-

istration of atropine and naloxone that was unresponsive to

atropine [176]. The epidural infusion was discontinued and

the infant was placed under a radiant warmer. Over the next

2–3 h, the temperature was improved.

Dexmedetomidine Applications
for Ambulatory Procedures

Clear understanding of the pharmacokinetic effects of the

chosen anesthetic agent is critical for brief procedures in the

operating room. An important factor influencing the anes-

thetic regimen in ambulatory practice is rapid home dis-

charge. There are few studies that examined the use of

DEX for ambulatory procedures, perhaps because its half-

life and analgesic properties do not lend themselves to the

fast pace (induction, emergence, and recovery) of most short

procedures. The undesirable prolongation of recovery length

of stay associated with administering high dose of DEX for

brief procedure makes it a poor choice that does not appear

to offer advantages over current standard of practices.

Pressure equalizing tubes procedure is a very common

brief (10–15 min) surgical procedure in the pediatric popu-

lation. Some form of analgesia is required in most children

despite the brief nature of the procedure with limited tissue

trauma. Management of pain can be a challenge because this

procedure is often performed without intravenous access; the

options for providing analgesia may be limited. Choosing

nasal DEX administration for this procedure is theoretically

reasonable because it has been shown to have analgesic

effects without significant respiratory depression. DEX

administration has been described for this procedure, but

without an advantage over intranasal fentanyl or acetamino-

phen [177]. Early experience with this agent demonstrated it

to be ineffective during upper gastrointestinal endoscopy in

children; it was not found to offer any advantages either

alone or in combination with propofol [178].

A recent study examined the use of DEX as a sole seda-

tive agent (1 mcg/kg infused over 10 min followed by a

maintenance dose of 0.2–0.8 mcg/kg/h) in office-based oral

and maxillofacial surgery procedures [179]. The authors

showed that the prolonged recovery time makes DEX unde-

sirable for busy office-based practices. They recommended

using DEX for patients with a high risk of respiratory

complications (e.g., obese patients or those with a history

of sleep apnea). Findings in other adult studies also clearly

demonstrate that DEX significantly prolongs length of stay

in the PACU for brief procedure such as colonoscopy [180].

Several studies found that the perioperative use of DEX

can help to reduce opioid requirements and to potentiate

analgesia in various surgical procedures. This opioid-sparing

analgesic effect of DEX may be advantageous for short

procedures. In a double-blind controlled trial, children who

received high doses of IV DEX (2 and 4 mcg/kg) immedi-

ately following endotracheal intubation had a lower opiate

requirement and longer opiate-free interval in recovery than

the group that received a single IV dose of fentanyl (1 or

2 mcg/kg) [181]. DEX may be an option to minimize

intraoperative narcotic use, particularly for tonsillectomies.

1 mcg/kg and morphine IV 100 mcg/kg have exhibited

comparable morphine-sparing effects and time to discharge

readiness post-tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy [182]. This

opioid-sparing analgesic and recovery profile of DEX in

children following tonsillectomy and adenoidectomies may

be particularly advantageous in those at risk of postoperative

apnea or respiratory compromise.

Dexmedetomidine Use for Procedural Sedation

DEX has been successfully used as a sole sedative agent for

diagnostic radiologic procedures, like MRI, CT scans, and

nuclear medicine studies [183, 184]. A bolus of 2 mcg/kg

followed by an infusion of 1 mcg/kg has been shown to

provide successful sedation for CT imaging [50, 185]. At

these doses, a decrease in HR and mean arterial BP was

observed, still within normal range for age, along with a

16 % incidence of sinus arrhythmia. When used as a sole

agent within the dosing guidelines of the FDA, DEX does

not provide consistent success for sedation in MRI

[186]. The literature reveals that higher doses of DEX

(bolus of 3 mcg/kg�1 and infusion of 2 mcg/kg/h) were

successful for 97.6 % of 747 children undergoing MRI

[51]. In 16 %, the HR decreased below 20 % of

age-adjusted clinical normal values, with mean arterial BPs

remaining within 20 % of age-adjusted norms.

Although DEX has been shown to provide effective seda-

tion for noninvasive procedures, it has been largely
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unsuccessful in providing adequate analgesia when used

alone for painful procedures [13, 51, 180, 187, 188]. Using

high doses of DEX to overcome this problem in order to

provide adequate depth of sedation in these procedures may

lead to significant hemodynamic instability specifically bra-

dycardia which eventually can limit DEX use in infants and

children. IV DEX in combination with IV ketamine may be a

successful combination, with relatively fast onset and amne-

sia, sedation, analgesia, and hemodynamic stability

[189, 190]. Combining the two agents has been described

in adults and children for extracorporeal shock wave litho-

tripsy [191], lumbar puncture [192], bone marrow biopsy,

burn dressing changes [193, 194], chest tube insertion, and

femoral cutdown for tunneled central venous catheter place-

ment [195]. This combination can also be useful for patients

with history of mitochondrial disorders and malignant

hyperthermia (MH). Although this combination in one

patient is rare, it poses a unique challenging situation for

anesthesia providers. In the animal model, DEX has been

shown to have beneficial effects on the mitochondrial mem-

brane in ischemic rats [196]. If this quality extends to

humans, DEX could offer advantages for use within this

challenging scenario. The most effective regimen for

combing DEX and ketamine appears to be the use of a

bolus dose of both agents, DEX (1 mcg/kg) and ketamine

(1–2 mg/kg), to initiate sedation. This can then be followed

by a DEX infusion (1–2 mcg/kg/h) with supplemental bolus

doses of ketamine (0.5–1 mg/kg) as needed.

Post-procedural Applications

The saying “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure” should encapsulate the mindset of dealing with emer-

gence agitation (EA). Prevention is definitely better than

treatment. A restless recovery from anesthesia may not

only cause injury to the child or to the surgical site, but it

may also lead to the accidental removal of surgical

dressings, IV catheters, and drains. Emergence delirium

and agitation (ED and EA), described as early as 1961, are

relatively common, particularly after volatile anesthetics in

the pediatric population [197, 198]. It is associated with

prolonged recovery time and the potential for maladaptive

behavior for up to 2 weeks [198–200]. It is relatively com-

mon for pediatric ambulatory procedures and can be

associated with morbidity in the recovery period

[201, 202]. A recent meta-analysis showed that alpha-2-

agonists (clonidine or DEX), given by oral, intravenous,

or caudal route, had a prophylactic effect in preventing EA

in children anesthetized with sevoflurane or desflurane

[88]. DEX 0.25–1 mcg/kg has been shown to prevent and

treat postoperative agitation in pediatric population

[116, 203–205]. The perioperative infusion of 0.2 mcg/kg/

h decreases the incidence and frequency of postoperative

agitation in children after sevoflurane without prolonging

the time to extubate or discharge [206]. Compared to pla-

cebo, DEX (0.5 and 1 mcg/kg) decreases the incidence of

EA from 47.6 to 4.8 %, albeit a slightly prolonged emer-

gence and time to extubation [204, 205]. In comparison with

fentanyl (1 mcg/kg), intraoperative DEX (2 mcg/kg bolus

followed by 0.7 mcg/kg/h) reduced the incidence of severe

EA, the postoperative opioid requirements, and the episodes

of desaturation in children with OSA following tonsillec-

tomy and adenoidectomy [207].

The use of the DEX as an infusion over 10 min to treat

agitation in a delirious child is impractical, although some

practitioners administer DEX as a rapid (less than 5 s) IV

bolus to treat EA. Rapid IV administration (<5 s) of

0.25–0.5 mcg/kg DEX has been described in children

undergoing cardiac catheterization without hemodynamic

consequence [46]. A recent prospective, double-blind,

randomized study examined the effect of rapid (2–3-second)

IV bolus injection of DEX on emergence agitation and the

hemodynamic response in 400 patients, aged 4–10 years,

undergoing tonsillectomy with or without adenoidectomy,

with or without myringotomy, and/or tympanostomy tube

insertion. The study concluded that rapid IV bolus adminis-

tration of DEX in children improved the recovery profile by

reducing the incidence of EA. A statistically significant

change in hemodynamics was noticed, but none of these

patients required any intervention for hemodynamic

changes. One concern with using small doses of DEX for

prophylaxis or treatment of agitation is cost. Collaboration

with the pharmacy to reduce the cost of DEX per patient is

advised for this scenario. Preparing a sterilely 10-ml syrin-

ges of DEX in 4 mcg ml�1 solutions can significantly reduce

the cost and waste of DEX.

Many adult studies demonstrated the efficacy of DEX in

the setting of postoperative shivering [208–211]. DEX

decreases vasoconstriction and may have a role in altering

thermoregulatory shivering. In a prospective,

nonrandomized open-label study in 24 children ranging in

age from 7 to 16 years who shivered after general anesthesia,

0.5 mcg/kg IV DEX over 3–5 min stopped the shivering in

all of the children within 5 min, without recurrence. No

adverse effects were observed with the rapid bolus [212].

Although intraoperative DEX has been reported to reduce

opioid consumption in children, the opioid-sparing effects of

DEX are still not completely understood in children. DEX

has been shown in adults to alter the pain perception, specif-

ically to decrease the perception of pain inducted by cold

and ischemia [213]. In adults, intraoperative DEX has been

shown in a recent meta-analysis to decrease postoperative

pain scores and morphine consumption [214]. A recent

meta-analysis of 11 RCTs examined intraoperative DEX

versus placebo or opioids on postoperative pain, analgesic
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consumption, and adverse events in 434 children undergoing

surgery. The study demonstrated that intraoperative use of

DEX provided similar postoperative analgesia compared to

intraoperative opioid use and better postoperative analgesia

compared to placebo use [215].

Sedation in Critical Care Unit

Choosing the appropriate sedative agent is an integral part of

optimizing outcomes and preventing complications in ICU.

The ideal sedative agent should aim for improve tolerance

with mechanical ventilation , preventing accidental device

removal, reducing myocardial oxygen demands, increasing

patient comfort and safety and finally does not have signifi-

cant accumulation of any metabolic products that would

limit the prolonged use. Shortening the time to extubation

and the duration of mechanical ventilation are also among

key factors in reducing ICU costs and resource utilization.

γ-Aminobutyric acid receptor agonist medications are the

most commonly used sedatives for ICU patients, yet recent

evidence indicates that DEXmay have distinct advantages in

these critically ill patients. This novel sedative agent is an

attractive choice in the ICU environment because it

maintains respiratory drive and airway patency while still

enabling the patient to be awakened and responsive to verbal

stimulation upon demand. Another advantage is ongoing

sedation can be maintained with the use of DEX during

and following extubation. DEX seems to gain a place in

the ICU as a safer sedative agent, deftly replacing traditional

sedatives like propofol and benzodiazepines.

The use of DEX has been associated with lower risk of

delirium and coma compared with propofol, lorazepam, and

midazolam [216, 217]. A recent meta-analysis which

included a total of 24 trials involving 2419 critically ill

patients from over 11 countries concluded that DEX reduced

the length of ICU stay. The risk of bradycardia was, how-

ever, higher when both a loading dose and high maintenance

doses of DEX were used [218]. DEX has been shown to

reduce the time to extubation compared with traditional

sedative agents [216, 219, 220].

A recent study of two-phase three multicenter,

randomized, double-blind trials carried out from 2007 to

2010 examined the efficacy of DEX vs. midazolam or

propofol in maintaining sedation, reducing duration of

mechanical ventilation, and improving patients’ interaction
with nursing care. The authors of this trial showed that

among ICU patients receiving prolonged mechanical venti-

lation, DEX was not inferior to midazolam and propofol in

maintaining light to moderate sedation. DEX reduced dura-

tion of mechanical ventilation compared with midazolam

and improved patients’ ability to communicate pain com-

pared with midazolam and propofol (Fig. 13.5). Patients who

received DEX did experience higher incidences of hypoten-

sion and bradycardia compared to the midazolam group, but

there was no difference in these adverse effects between the

propofol and DEX groups. The authors concluded that DEX

is a feasible agent for long-term sedation [219].

A recent meta-analysis study examined all randomized

controlled trials exploring the clinical benefits of DEX ver-

sus propofol for sedating adult in 1202 ICU patients. The

primary outcomes of this study were length of ICU stay,

duration of mechanical ventilation, and risk of ICU mortal-

ity. Secondary outcomes included risk of delirium, hypoten-

sion, bradycardia, and hypertension. The authors concluded

that DEX may offer advantages over propofol in terms of

decrease in the length of ICU stay and the risk of delirium.

However, transient hypertension may occur when DEX is

administered with a loading dose or at high infusion

rates [221].

From the cost-minimization prospective, DEX appears to

be a preferable option compared with standard sedative

agents (propofol or midazolam) used to provide light to

moderate ICU sedation exceeding 24 h. The saving potential

results primarily from shorter time to extubation [222].

The use of DEX for a period greater than 24 h has been

studied [223, 224]. In a Phase IV study, DEX was safe in

dosages up to 1.4 mcg/kg/h for greater than 24 h and did not

produce rebound tachycardia or hypertension when abruptly

discontinued [223, 225]. In an observational study of

136 patients at ten institutions, a third of these patients

received DEX for a period greater than 24 h. The average

length of treatment was 54 h, with a range of 24.5–123.5 h

[226]. There were no reports of rebound symptoms.

Limited data are available regarding prolonged adminis-

tration to children. Several studies have evaluated the use-

fulness of DEX in the pediatric ICU and showed that it is

effective in sedating infants and children up to 3 days

[27, 227, 228]. In these studies, DEX spared the doses of

benzodiazepines and opioids, although bradycardia and

hypotension were notable in 27 % of children. The success-

ful use of DEX for 4 days in a child after tracheal recon-

struction for subglottic stenosis has been recently reported

[229]. A recent retrospective study of 38 spontaneously

breathing and mechanically ventilated children undergoing

cardiothoracic surgery showed that DEX provided adequate

sedation 93 % of the time and adequate analgesia 83 % of

the time. Side effects included hypotension (15 %) and

transient bradycardia in one patient [34].

In conclusion, evidence continues to accumulate through

several studies targeting the use of DEX in ICU and shows

that it is a valuable agent for providing sedation and

anxiolysis in this setting. Data are promising, but are still

limited, and further prospective studies of both short-term

and long-term DEX infusions in infants and children are

needed to support its use as a safe and effective agent for
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maintaining sedation in critically ill patients requiring

mechanical ventilation.

Conclusion

Are there more unanswered questions about the use of DEX

in the management of anesthesia/sedation in children and

adults? Evidence continues to accumulate through many

studies targeting the use of this novel sedative agent for a

variety of procedures in pediatric and adult population. The

enthusiasm for the growing interest in the use of DEX over

the past few years stems from its unique mechanism of

action and the favorable sedative and anxiolytic properties

together with its limited effects on hemodynamic and respi-

ratory function. We still have many unanswered questions,

and further studies are required to examine organoprotective

effects in humans, long-term evaluation, impact of age on

side effects, the effect of prolonged administration, and

interactions with other anesthetic/sedative agents to support

its use as a safe and effective agent for maintaining sedation

in healthy and critically ill patients. These issues are likely to

be sorted out as experience with DEX use grows.

DEX has organoprotective effects, reducing cerebral,

cardiac, intestinal, and renal injury. There is substantial

in vivo and in vitro evidence that DEX has neuroprotective
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Fig. 13.5 Duration of mechanical ventilation and intensive care

unit stay. In the MIDEX trial (midazolam vs. dexmedetomidine),

the median duration of mechanical ventilation was, for

dexmedetomidine, 123 h (interquartile range [IQR], 67–337 h) and, for

midazolam, 164 h (IQR, 92–380 h) (Gehan-Wilcoxon P ¼ 0.03). The

median length of stay in the intensive care unit (ICU) from

randomization until the patient was medically fit for discharge was,

for dexmedetomidine, 211 h (IQR, 115–831 h) and, for midazolam,

243 h (IQR, 140–630 h; Gehan-Wilcoxon P ¼ 0.27). In the

PRODEX trial (propofol vs. dexmedetomidine), the median duration

of mechanical ventilation was, for dexmedetomidine, 97 h

(IQR, 45–257 h) and, for propofol, 118 h (IQR, 48–327 h) (Gehan-

Wilcoxon P ¼ 0.24). The median length of stay in the ICU

from randomization until the patient was medically fit for

discharge was, for dexmedetomidine, 164 h (IQR, 90–480 h) and,

for propofol, 185 h (93–520 h; Cox’s proportional hazards test

P ¼ 0.54). Study drugs were given for a maximum of 336 h in both

trials
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properties. It is time to investigate its value as a

neuroprotectant in clinical practice. There is an urgent

need to confirm the neuroprotective beneficial effects in

more experimental and clinical studies to examine existence

of associations between early anesthetic exposure of DEX

and long-term neurocognitive function.

In conclusion, data regarding the use of DEX in adults

and children are promising, but are still limited. The benign

effect of DEX on ventilatory drive is one of the major

advantages of DEX over other traditional sedative agents.

For patients with respiratory compromise for whom the

preservation of spontaneous ventilation and airway tone is

preferable or those for whom the preservation of

neuromonitoring with or without patient responsiveness is

the goal, DEX should be strongly considered. As is the case

with any novel agent, there is a significant learning curve

associated with the use of DEX. The few predicted side

effects of DEX should always be kept in mind before

choosing the patients for its administration. An in-depth

understanding of the pharmacologic, pharmacokinetic, and

pharmacodynamic effects of DEX is critical to maximize its

safe use in adults and children.
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Mark G. Roback

Introduction

Ketamine was originally developed as a potent but safe

intravenous anesthetic drug which has subsequently been

used for premedication, sedation, induction, and mainte-

nance of general anesthesia [1]. It is currently widely

administered to children for dissociative sedation for painful

procedures performed outside the operating room [2, 3]. Due

to its unique and diverse properties, a large number of

additional indications for ketamine have developed since it

was derived from phencyclidine in 1963. There are two

optical isomers of ketamine: S(þ) ketamine and R(�) keta-

mine [1, 4, 5]. The S-ketamine isomer is two to four times

more potent than the more commonly available, racemic

ketamine [1, 6]. Doses listed in this chapter are for racemic

ketamine. If S-ketamine is used, doses must be decreased by

at least 50 % [4]. The chemical structures of phencyclidine

and (S)-ketamine, the more potent of the two ketamine

enantiomers, may be found in Fig. 14.1.

Ketamine is increasingly administered as a pure analgesic

[7, 8], for induction of rapid sequence intubation performed

outside the operating room [9], for bronchodilation in

patients with asthma [10], as a pharmacologic restraint for

agitated and combative patients in the emergency depart-

ment as well as in the field [11], and more recently, for

treatment of selected mental health disorders [12]. This

chapter will review the history, pharmacology, clinical

effects, and applications of ketamine. With each clinical

effect of ketamine described, we will progress to the logical

clinical applications and cautions for ketamine use that have

resulted. We will examine the evidence for and against

traditional and expanding indications for ketamine adminis-

tration. Due to ketamine’s significant potential as a drug of

abuse, we will explore the nonmedical use of ketamine as

well [4, 13].

History

Over 50 years ago, ketamine was initially administered to

humans under the original investigation number, CI-581 [4].

It was developed as a short-acting intravenous anesthetic due

to the shortcomings of phencyclidine and cyclohexamine

which resulted in long-lasting psychotomimetic activity

(i.e., emergence delirium or recovery agitation) during the

postanesthetic period [1, 4, 5]. Initial human studies of

ketamine noted its ability to induce a trance-like, cataleptic

state which inspired these investigators to coin the term

“dissociative anesthetic” [4, 14, 15]. When compared to

phencyclidine, ketamine was found to provide similar anes-

thetic effect but with a shorter half-life and with less prob-

lematic emergence delirium [6]. In addition, ketamine was

found to preserve protective airway reflexes with minimal

clinical respiratory or circulatory depression [16, 17].

Ketamine was approved by the Food and Drug Administra-

tion as an anesthetic and introduced into clinical practice in

1970 [5, 14] and due to its effectiveness and large margin of

safety, was administered to injured American soldiers

requiring anesthesia during the Vietnam War [1, 4].

In addition to its dissociative effects, ketamine also

produces potent analgesia, at sub-anesthetic concentrations,

and short-term amnesia [6]. The combination of these three

properties (i.e., dissociative sedation/anesthesia, analgesia,

and amnesia) makes ketamine a unique drug in clinical

practice and, when coupled with its favorable safety profile,

explains why ketamine use and indications have expanded

so dramatically [1]. Ketamine is currently the single most

commonly administered drug to children to facilitate the

performance of painful procedures in the emergency
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department [17, 18]. In addition to prominent clinical use,

due to its unique dissociative and psychedelic properties, the

potential for abuse of ketamine, like its parent drug phency-

clidine, must also be considered [13, 19]. Ketamine was

made a Schedule III controlled substance in the USA in

1999 [4, 6], and reports of ketamine abuse in the USA,

Europe, and Southeast and East Asia are growing [6, 13].

Pharmacology

The dissociative state produced by ketamine is the result of a

functional and electrophysiological dissociation between the

thalamo-neocortical and limbic centers of the brain,

preventing higher centers from perceiving visual, auditory,

or painful stimuli [6, 16, 19]. Limbic system functions such

as processing sensory information, regulating emotions, and

facilitating the development of long- and short-term memory

are affected by ketamine administration resulting in the

dissociative state, analgesia, suppression of anxiety and

fear, and amnesia [20]. The varied clinical effects of keta-

mine are believed to be mediated through its binding to

multiple sites, primarily N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) but

also non-NMDA glutamate, nicotinic and muscarinic cho-

linergic, and opioid receptors in the central nervous system

(CNS) [1, 5, 16, 20, 21]. Blockage of the excitatory neuro-

transmitter, glutamate, from binding NMDA receptors is the

most likely etiology of ketamine dissociation [21]. The

unique and diverse mechanisms of action of ketamine in

the CNS result in a range of clinical effects and applications

that we will discuss in this chapter.

Intravenous (IV) ketamine, 1.5–2 mg/kg, produces peak

serum and CNS concentrations within 1 min of administra-

tion which reliably induces clinical dissociation [16, 17].

Due to the subsequent rapid, high CNS levels,

recommendations for IV ketamine support administration

over a 30–60 s time interval to prevent associated respiratory

depression or apnea [17]. The duration of action of

traditionally administered IV dissociative-dose ketamine is

about 10 min with full recovery observed between 1 and 2 h

[22]. However, in a recent study of lower dose (0.7–0.8 mg/

kg), rapid administration (less than 5 s) of IV ketamine, a

shorter period of sedation was produced, and no respiratory

depression was noted in this small sample of children who

received ketamine for forearm fracture reduction [23]. Using

this rapid administration, lower-dose method, the total time

of sedation was reduced to about 25 min. While this method

of ketamine administration is promising, especially in busy

clinical settings where more rapid patient recovery from

sedation will allow for quicker patient turn-around times,

further study comparing rapid administration, lower-dose

ketamine to traditional administration, dissociative-dose

ketamine is required to fully elucidate the risks and benefits.

Intramuscular (IM) ketamine is dosed 4–5 mg/kg to

induce dissociative sedation [17] and has an onset of action

of 3–5 min [24]. The duration of action of IM ketamine is

significantly longer than ketamine administered IV with

time to full recovery exceeding 2 h [25]. Despite the

increased length of sedation, one comparison of IM vs. IV

ketamine found similar overall length of stay in the emer-

gency department which suggests that the ease of IM admin-

istration, as compared to the time required for IV placement,

proves to be a significant time saver [24]. IM ketamine has

the distinct advantage of not requiring IV placement which

results in more rapid administration of the drug and is

important for patients in whom IV access is particularly

problematic. A randomized, controlled trial of IV vs. IM

ketamine in 225 children found those who received IM

ketamine vomited significantly more frequently (26.3 %

vs. 11.9 %) and had a longer length of sedation (129 vs.

80 min) than those who received IV ketamine. This study

was terminated early because of nursing resistance to

IM-administered ketamine based on increased vomiting

and the longer recovery times observed in these patients,

which resulted in a strong nursing preference for IV keta-

mine. Importantly, respiratory adverse events experienced

by these patients were similar between the two routes of

administration (4.0 % IM vs. 8.3 % IV), and IV access was

not required to manage any adverse event [25]. In a recent

review of the IV vs. IM ketamine literature, the authors

conclude that IV ketamine “appears to have a better adverse

events profile than IM ketamine. . .(and) has a shorter recov-

ery.” The authors recommend IV ketamine when intrave-

nous access is readily available, but note that IM ketamine is

acceptable for sedation and may be preferable when “it may

be difficult to reliably establish IV access with minimal

distress to the child.” [26].
Although the bioavailability of intranasal (IN) ketamine

has been reported to be poor, about 45 %, the onset of action

is rapid and duration of action of 2–3 h makes IN ketamine

administration popular among recreational users [6]. Studies
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Fig. 14.1 Chemical structures of phencyclidine and (S)-ketamine
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describing the use of IN ketamine for pain and sedation have

been published in a number of settings including prehospital,

emergency department, postoperatively, and in dental prac-

tice [27]. IN ketamine has been successfully administered to

adults and children for analgesia [28, 29]. Ketamine, 1 mg/

kg IN, provided similar pain relief to children with moderate

to severe pain from limb injuries as IN fentanyl, 1.5 mcg/kg,

in a recent randomized controlled trial. Children in the IN

ketamine group were more likely to experience drowsiness

and dizziness and more frequently reported a bad taste in

the mouth than those who received IN fentanyl [28]. While

IN ketamine has been shown to be effective as a

premedication or anxiolytic drug, [30, 31] IN ketamine

for procedural sedation has not been found to be particu-

larly effective [32]. In a randomized, controlled trial com-

paring three doses of IN ketamine (3 mg/kg vs. 6 mg/kg

vs. 9 mg/kg) for sedation of children receiving laceration

repair, only the 9 mg/kg group produced adequate sedation,

and the study was suspended due to ineffectiveness of

sedation, as per predetermined criteria. It is not clear

whether such a high dose of IN ketamine will allow for

reliable sedation given the high volume of drug required

and degree of subsequent unabsorbed nasopharyngeal run-

off which may be expected even with more concentrated

ketamine formulations [32].

Orally ingested ketamine is poorly absorbed with bio-

availability reported to be as low as 16 % [6]. The onset of

action of oral ketamine is much slower than IV, IM, or IN

routes with plasma concentrations detected about 30 min

after administration. Peak plasma concentrations of oral

ketamine are about 20 % of that obtained when a similar

dose of ketamine is administered IM [6]. Oral ketamine,

5–10 mg/kg, has been used to augment laceration repair

analgesia and sedation with positive results; however, this

route is not commonly used for procedural sedation outside

the operating room [33, 34]. Table 14.1 provides a summary

of ketamine dosing by indication and route of

administration.

Clinical Effects and Applications

Protective Airway Reflexes and Laryngospasm

As mentioned previously, ketamine has become the most

common agent used in the emergency department for chil-

dren in need of painful procedures due to its desirable effects

of sedation, analgesia, and amnesia but also because of its

favorable safety profile [16–18]. Foremost, ketamine does

not suppress normal upper airway protective reflexes such as

coughing, sneezing, and swallowing, reducing the risk for

pulmonary aspiration [16, 20]. For unfasted children who

require emergent procedural sedation, ketamine may be the

safest drug choice available due to the retention of airway

protective reflexes [21]. Additionally, respiratory depression

with ketamine is rare. In an individual patient data meta-

analysis of 8282 children, apnea occurred in 63 (0.8 %) and

laryngospasm in 22 (0.3 %), and the overall incidence of

airway and respiratory adverse events defined as upper air-

way obstruction, oxygen desaturation less than or equal to

90 %, apnea, or laryngospasm was 3.9 % [2]. In this study,

risk factors for ketamine-associated airway and respiratory

adverse events were determined to be high intravenous doses

(initial dose �2.5 mg/kg or total dose �5.0 mg/kg), admin-

istration to children younger than 2 years or aged 13 years or

older, and the use of coadministered anticholinergics or

benzodiazepines [2] (Table 14.2).

Ketamine is a sialagogue; it stimulates salivary and tra-

cheobronchial mucous gland secretions and acts to exagger-

ate laryngeal reflexes [5, 17]. Anticholinergics such as

atropine or glycopyrrolate have been coadministered with

ketamine to reduce excessive salivation associated with

ketamine which, it has been postulated, may precipitate

laryngospasm [16, 21]. Recent study of the effects of

anticholinergics on ketamine administered in the emergency

department to children has shown that while hypersalivation

decreases, anticholinergics have not been proven to provide

a clinical benefit, that is, no difference in airway adverse

events [35–37]. Coadministration of anticholinergics with

ketamine is no longer routinely recommended and has

been identified as a risk factor for ketamine-associated air-

way and respiratory adverse events, in one study, although

the causative mechanism of this finding is not known [2, 17].

In one case-controlled study, the risk of laryngospasm in

children undergoing general anesthesia was increased with

active upper respiratory tract infection and in patients with

an airway anomaly [38]. The incidence of ketamine-

associated laryngospasm is unknown, although as mentioned

previously, laryngospasm occurred in only 0.3 % of children

in a meta-analysis of 8282 children [2]. A case-controlled

analysis of this large ketamine data set found no evidence of

association with laryngospasm based on age, dose,

Table 14.1 Ketamine dosing by indication and route of administration

Indication Route Dose

Dissociative sedation IV 1.5–2 mg/kg

IM 4–5 mg/kg

Brief sedation—rapid administration <5 s IV 0.5–0.8 mg/kg

Analgesia IV 0.2–0.75 mg/kg

IM 1–3 mg/kg

IN 0.5–1 mg/kg

Induction of rapid sequence intubation IV 2 mg/kg

Moderate to severe asthma IV 2 mg/kg

Pharmacologic restraint IM 4–5 mg/kg
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procedure performed (including minor intraoral procedures),

the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) risk clas-

sification status, route of administration (IV or IM), or the

administration of anticholinergics [39]. The impact of an

upper respiratory infection on ketamine-associated airway

and respiratory adverse events was not studied. The authors

conclude that laryngospasm occurrence is idiosyncratic and

recommend that clinicians be prepared for laryngospasm

anytime they administer ketamine.

Ketamine-associated laryngospasm may occur at any

time from induction to emergence from sedation, and it

may be brief or recurrent [39]. Cases of laryngospasm have

been reported to have occurred with IV and IM ketamine.

Laryngospasm in these cases was successfully managed with

positive pressure ventilation delivered with simple bag-mask

equipment and did not recur [39–42]. However, one report of

two cases of recurrent, severe laryngospasm which were

resistant to management with bag-mask ventilation has

been reported [43]. In this case report, one patient required

muscle relaxation with succinylcholine and endotracheal

intubation. Although generally very safe, with low rates of

airway and respiratory complications, clinicians

administering ketamine must be prepared to provide

advanced airway management on rare occasions.

Cardiovascular Effects

Unlike most sedative, anesthetic, and analgesic agents, keta-

mine is effectively a cardiovascular stimulant, producing

increases in heart rate, cardiac output, and blood pressure

in healthy patients [19, 20, 44, 45]. Although ketamine has a

direct myocardial depressive effect, it indirectly stimulates

the circulatory system by increasing circulating catechol-

amine levels [46]. The sympathomimetic effects of ketamine

are believed to be primarily due to direct stimulation of CNS

structures [5]. Ketamine blocks the reuptake of the catechol-

aminergic hormones norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopa-

mine, and serotonin resulting in a 10–30 % increase in

blood pressure and heart rate [21]. However, in critically ill

patients, with severely depleted catecholamine stores, keta-

mine does not provide sympathomimetic effects [1]. In

patients with limited myocardial reserve and increased

demand as seen in shock, sepsis, and significant

hypovolemia, ketamine may decrease cardiac output and

may exacerbate or induce hypotension and bradycardia

[21, 45]. In a recent, multicenter, prospective, randomized,

controlled trial of critically ill adults, ketamine was com-

pared to etomidate for induction of rapid sequence intuba-

tion. Both drugs performed similarly in facilitating rapid

sequence intubation which resulted in patients having similar

sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) scores. The

authors concluded that ketamine is a safe and valuable alter-

native to etomidate for endotracheal intubation in critically

ill patients and should be considered in those with sepsis [47].

Based on these seemingly conflicting conclusions, it is not

absolutely clear how the cardiovascular effects of ketamine

will affect critically ill patients, and outcomes may be related

to the degree of illness and severity of depletion of catechol-

amine stores. While ketamine appears to be a good option for

induction of rapid sequence intubation for most critically ill

patients, these conflicting findings must be taken into consid-

eration when administering ketamine to critically ill patients

with depleted catecholamine stores.

Table 14.2 Risk factors for ketamine-associated adverse events

Adverse event Risk factors Comments

Airway and

respiratory adverse

eventsa

Independent predictors

• Age less than 2 years

• High IV dosing (initial dose �2.5 mg/kg or total dose �5 mg/kg)

• Coadministered benzodiazepine

• Coadministered anticholinergic

NOT independent predictors

• Minor oropharyngeal procedures

• Underlying physical illness (ASA class

�III)

• Route of administration IV vs. IM

Laryngospasm • No association of age, dose, oropharyngeal procedure, underlying

physical illness, route, or coadministered anticholinergics

• Laryngospasm appears to be

idiosyncratic

• Clinicians must be prepared for its rapid

identification and management

Vomiting • More common in children 5 years and older

• Peak age is early adolescence

• Increased when administered IM

• Increased with high doses IV

• Incidence may be decreased with

coadministered ondansetron

Unpleasant recovery

reactions

• Not age related to a clinically important degree in children

• Presence of significant presedation agitation may contribute

• Not decreased with coadministered

midazolam in children

• Decreased with coadministered

midazolam in adults
aAirway and respiratory adverse events: upper airway obstruction (stridor, hypoventilation, or oxygen desaturation that resolved with repositioning

of the airway), apnea (cessation of spontaneous respirations considered to be significant by observers and recorded as such), abnormal oxygen

saturation (decrease in oxygen saturation to �90 % at any point), or laryngospasm (stridor or other evidence of airway obstruction that did not

improve with airway alignment maneuvers) [2]
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Due to its sympathomimetic effects, ketamine use has

historically been discouraged for children or adults with

known or possible coronary artery disease, congestive

heart failure, or hypertension [5, 17, 19]. A recent clinical

practice guideline for ketamine use in the emergency setting

points out that the evidence suggesting that ketamine sym-

pathomimetic effects may be problematic to patients with

these conditions is inconclusive and that ketamine adminis-

tration is not contraindicated in these patients [17]. However,

the cardiovascular effects of ketamine are best tolerated in

healthy individuals, and the risks and benefits to patients

with coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, or

hypertension must be considered prior to ketamine

administration.

Despite concerns for ketamine effects in critically ill

patients with depleted catecholamine stores and underlying

cardiac conditions, ketamine may prove to be the best option

for these patients by providing less cardiovascular suppres-

sive effects as compared to other commonly administered

agents such as propofol, benzodiazepines, etomidate, and

barbiturates.

Pulmonary Effects

In a study of ketamine, 2 mg/kg IV, administered to healthy

(ASA I) children as a bolus, ketamine did not affect resting

respiratory rate, tidal volume, end-tidal carbon dioxide

(CO2) tension, or minute ventilation [48]. At doses typically

administered to patients for brief procedural sedation, keta-

mine does not produce significant respiratory depression and

is a bronchodilator which has been shown to decrease bron-

chospasm [5, 17, 19]. Themechanism of diminished broncho-

spasm with ketamine administration is thought to be due to

subsequent increase in circulating catecholamines, direct

smooth muscle dilatation, and inhibition of vagal outflow

[17]. Respiratory adverse events including oxygen

desaturation <90 %, apnea, or laryngospasm, associated with

ketamine sedation in children, have been shown to occur

infrequently in one observational study (121 adverse events

with 1791 ketamine administrations, 6.8 %) and a large, indi-

vidual patient data meta-analysis (319 adverse events with

8282 ketamine administrations, 3.9 %) [2, 41]. In two studies

of children, the addition of midazolam to emergency depart-

ment ketamine sedationwas associatedwith greater respiratory

depression and increased respiratory adverse events as com-

pared to ketamine alone [40, 41]. Respiratory adverse events in

these two studies were predominantly managed with

non-invasive maneuvers such as airway repositioning, verbal

cues, tactile stimulation or oxygen administration. Positive

pressure ventilation was applied using brief bag-mask ventila-

tion in a few patients (less than 1 %), and no patients received

endotracheal intubation [40, 41].

Although ketamine only rarely causes respiratory sup-

pression or compromise, patients who receive dissociative

doses of ketamine must be closely monitored and clinicians

must be prepared to provide patients with airway

repositioning, verbal cues, tactile stimulation, oxygen, and

at least brief positive pressure ventilation with bag mask on

infrequent occasions (slightly less than 1 % of the time).

Early work by Corssen et al. reported ketamine to be

specifically beneficial in anesthesia for the asthmatic patient

by diminishing existing bronchospasm and wheezing at time

of induction [49]. In a case series of five adults with status

asthmaticus in the emergency setting, four patients displayed

immediate improvement of respiratory acidosis after receiv-

ing ketamine 1–2 mg/kg IV for intubation with succinylcho-

line. A fifth patient, intubated with diazepam and

succinylcholine, experienced a dramatic rise in pCO2 with

intubation which was successfully treated with IV ketamine

[46]. In a case report of two children with status asthmaticus,

ketamine at dissociative doses, 2 mg/kg IV, followed by

continuous infusion of 2 mg/kg/h was associated with

improvement in bronchospasm which the authors report

prevented intubation and mechanical ventilation [50]. Simi-

lar results were reported in an adult who received a

dissociating dose of ketamine as a temporizing measure to

avoid mechanical ventilation due to a severe asthma exacer-

bation [51]. While dissociative doses of ketamine provide

bronchodilatory effects in patients with status asthmaticus

and may be effective in assisting with intubation and even

prevent mechanical ventilation, sub-dissociative doses of

ketamine administered to adults and children have not been

shown to be effective in significantly diminishing broncho-

spasm in asthma exacerbations [52, 53]. Although its

bronchodilatory properties appear to make ketamine a

promising addition to the treatment of patients with moder-

ate to severe asthma, further study of the effects of dissocia-

tive and sub-dissociative doses of ketamine is needed to

clarify the role of ketamine in the treatment of patients

with asthma.

Effects on Intracranial and Intraocular Pressure

Ketamine increases cerebral blood flow and intracranial

pressure in spontaneously breathing patients [1]. However,

for ventilated patients, even those with head trauma, keta-

mine has not been shown to increase, and may actually

decrease, intracranial pressure [21]. A large review of the

effect of ketamine on intracranial and cerebral perfusion

pressure and health outcomes concluded that the use of

ketamine in critically ill patients did not appear to adversely

affect patient outcomes [54]. Patients with head trauma may

receive ketamine for induction of rapid sequence intubation

which has the added benefit of providing blood pressure
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support to patients who may experience cardiovascular

instability due to blood loss from associated injuries

[17, 55, 56]. Given the recent evidence, patients with intra-

cranial hypertension due to structural barriers to normal

cerebrospinal fluid flow (i.e., hydrocephalus) would appear

to be the only patients for whom ketamine administration is

contraindicated due to concerns arising from intracranial

pressure [17, 57].

A range of levels of increased intraocular pressure have

been reported in association with ketamine [16]. However,

two recent case series of healthy children, without eye

injuries, found no significant change in intraocular pressure

with ketamine administered for procedural sedation

[58, 59]. While ketamine appears to have no effect on

intraocular pressure in healthy children, further study of

the effects of ketamine on intraocular pressure in patients

with eye injuries or glaucoma is warranted before current

guidelines which identify increased intraocular pressure as a

relative contraindication to ketamine administration for

emergency department procedural sedation may be

revised [17].

Dissociative Effects

As mentioned previously, the dissociative sedation or anes-

thesia provided by ketamine is primarily the result of the

excitatory effects which result with ketamine inhibition of

glutamate binding to NMDA receptors in the CNS [1, 5, 16,

20, 21]. In the resulting state, patients do not respond pur-

posely to external stimuli. Commonly, the patient’s eyes

remain open and nystagmus occurs [5]. Patients may make

involuntary movements and sounds. It is important to inform

patients and their families or care providers of these effects,

which are generally harmless, but may be quite alarming to

the uninitiated. The dissociative state lends itself very well

to facilitating the completion of a wide range of procedures.

However, due to ketamine-associated involuntary,

non-purposeful movements, sedation for procedures which

require the patient to be motionless for any meaningful

length of time, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

is better accomplished using other agents.

To reliably achieve the dissociative state, a range of

dosing for ketamine has been proposed [5, 16, 17]. A recent

emergency department clinical practice guideline

recommends 1.5–2.0 mg/kg IV and 4–5 mg/kg IM for chil-

dren and 1.0 mg/kg IV for adults for dissociative sedation

[17]. To achieve analgesia, sub-dissociative, low-dose keta-

mine is recommended, 0.2–0.75 mg/kg IV, [5, 16, 60–62],

1–3 mg/kg IM [5, 62], and 0.5–1 mg/kg IN [28, 29] in

children and adults.

The combination of dissociative sedation and analgesia

with a favorable safety profile made ketamine ideal to

provide care required for children and adults who experi-

enced severe pain due to treatment of burns. Burn units used

ketamine extensively for dressing changes, wound debride-

ment, and skin grafting procedures [5, 63]. In 1971, Corssen

et al. reported that ketamine was their drug of choice for the

care of burn patients as ketamine “. . .does not depress respi-
ratory function, while it stimulates the cardiovascular

system. . .the protective laryngeal and pharyngeal reflexes

(are maintained). . .thereby ensuring an unobstructed airway

without the need for endotracheal intubation, regardless of

the patient’s position.” [63].
The use of ketamine rapidly progressed from these

beginnings. Starting in the 1970s, ketamine administered

IM was used by “surgeon-anesthetists” for a variety of

minor to major surgical procedures in developing countries

[64, 65]. Phillips and Walker each describe their experience

in the South Pacific of administering IM ketamine and

performing surgery without the need for endotracheal intu-

bation and without significant complication in most cases.

Due to the ease of administration and its favorable cardiore-

spiratory effects, ketamine administration for painful

procedures and surgeries spread to the battlefield and in

disaster situations where supportive resources were severely

limited [19, 66]. Ketamine use continued to expand from

painful procedures in burn patients to obstetric procedures

and “outpatient anesthesia” administered as an IV bolus or as

a continuous IV infusion [5, 19, 67].

Ketamine has now been used successfully outside of the

operating room for the sedation of children receiving a wide

range of emergent and elective procedures including, but not

restricted to, orthopedic reduction and arthrocentesis, inci-

sion and drainage of skin abscesses, laceration repair and

wound care, lumbar puncture, bone marrow biopsy/aspira-

tion, oropharyngeal procedures, foreign body removal, den-

tal procedures, and diagnostic imaging [2, 3, 41, 68]. The

sedative, analgesic, and amnestic properties of ketamine

coupled with minimal respiratory depression and mainte-

nance of intact airway protective reflexes make it an ideal

agent for facilitating the performance of painful procedures

in the emergency department [2, 3, 17].

A number of clinical trials which compare ketamine with

other agents and combinations provide further insights into

the strengths and weaknesses of sedation with ketamine. In a

randomized, controlled trial of ketamine and midazolam

vs. fentanyl and midazolam for emergent orthopedic reduc-

tion in children aged 5–15 years, Kennedy et al. found

ketamine/midazolam to be more effective for pain and anxi-

ety relief and to result in fewer respiratory complications

than fentanyl/midazolam [69]. The authors further report

that both regimens facilitated orthopedic reduction, pro-

duced amnesia, and rarely caused emergence delirium. The

ketamine/midazolam group experienced more vomiting

(3 % vs. 0 %) but less hypoxia (6 % vs. 25 %), less need
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for breathing cues (1 % vs. 12 %), and less need for supple-

mental oxygen (10 % vs. 20 %) than the fentanyl/

midazolam group. Two patients (1.5 %) in the ketamine/

midazolam group required brief positive pressure ventilation

provided by bag mask. Orthopedic surgeons favored the

ketamine/midazolam regimen despite the fact that recovery

was 14 min shorter in the fentanyl/midazolam group [69].

Adverse events associated with IV ketamine alone, keta-

mine/midazolam, midazolam/fentanyl, and midazolam

alone were compared in an observational case series of

2500 children who received sedation for emergency

procedures [41]. Respiratory adverse events occurred less

frequently in ketamine alone (6.1 %) and in the ketamine/

midazolam (10 %) groups than in the midazolam/fentanyl

group (19.3 %). As a single agent, midazolam use is limited

as it provides no analgesia; however, patients who received

midazolam alone experienced respiratory adverse events

only slightly less commonly (5.8 %) than patients who

received ketamine alone. As opposed to respiratory adverse

events, vomiting was more common in children who

received ketamine alone (10.1 %) than those who received

ketamine/midazolam (5.4 %), midazolam/fentanyl (1.8 %),

or midazolam alone (0.8 %). From the results of this study, it

would appear that the addition of midazolam to ketamine

increases respiratory adverse events and decreases the inci-

dence of vomiting. These findings are consistent with the

known respiratory suppressive and antiemetic properties of

midazolam. Based on the results of this study and

Kennedy’s, we can conclude that ketamine, with or without

midazolam, will provide more consistent sedation and anal-

gesia and result in fewer respiratory adverse events but more

vomiting than the commonly administered combination of

midazolam/fentanyl when used for procedural sedation of

children in the emergency department [41, 69].

Comparison of the longer-term effects of ketamine with

or without midazolam vs. fentanyl/midazolam was

performed through a prospective observational study of

554 children whose families were contacted to investigate

the occurrence of adverse events after discharge [70]. The

authors found post-discharge vomiting to be common

(18 %) across all groups, and there was a low prevalence

of adverse behavioral events in children once they returned

to their homes. The fentanyl/midazolam group was

associated with higher adverse behavioral scores than chil-

dren who received ketamine alone or ketamine/

midazolam [70].

The ultrashort-acting sedative agent propofol is com-

monly administered to children and adults for elective and

emergent procedural sedation outside the operating room

[71–74]. Godambe et al. compared propofol/fentanyl to

ketamine/midazolam for sedation of children 3–18 years of

age for emergent orthopedic procedures [75]. To assess

efficacy of sedation, observers blinded to the agents

administered scored patient distress during the procedure

using a standardized scale. Distress scores were low in

both groups, although recovery time was significantly

shorter in the propofol/fentanyl group. Oxygen desaturations

were more common in the propofol/fentanyl group as com-

pared to the ketamine/midazolam group (30.5 % vs. 7.4 %).

One patient in the propofol/fentanyl group experienced

laryngospasm, and no patients had apnea in either group.

Emesis occurred in 3.7 % of the ketamine/midazolam group

and 0 % in the propofol/fentanyl group. The authors

concluded that despite a greater potential of respiratory

depression and airway obstruction as compared with keta-

mine, propofol offers unique advantages of quicker offset

and smoother recovery [75].

In a randomized controlled trial of adults who received

either propofol or midazolam/ketamine for painful orthope-

dic manipulation, the effectiveness of sedation outcomes

was similar between groups [76]. Patients who received

propofol experience a more rapid recovery (7.8 vs. 30.7 min)

and shorter duration of sedation (16.2 min vs. 41.6 min) than

the midazolam/ketamine group. The overall rate of respira-

tory and hemodynamic adverse events was 20 % for the

propofol group and 10 % for the midazolam/ketamine

group [76].

In a prospective, non-randomized study of sedation for

oncology procedures (e.g. bone marrow biopsy or aspiration,

lumbar puncture) in children, the first 25 patients received

midazolam/ketamine and the second 25 propofol with or

without morphine [77]. Both regimens were found to be

efficacious for procedural sedation, and propofol, with or

without morphine, was reported to have a quicker onset of

action and a smoother recovery. Despite these advantages,

propofol/fentanyl was also found to have significantly more

side effects including oxygen desaturations in 36 %

vs. 12 % in the midazolam/ketamine group.

From the comparison studies of ketamine, with or without

midazolam, vs. propofol with or without an opioid in adults

and children for elective and emergent procedures, we can

conclude that both regimens have been shown to provide

efficacious sedation and analgesia. In addition, patients who

receive ketamine, with or without midazolam, may be

expected to experience less respiratory adverse events, lon-

ger duration of sedation, and more vomiting than those who

receive propofol without or without an opioid.

Based on a large body of literature investigating the

administration of ketamine and propofol for procedural

sedation outside the operating room, both have been shown

to be efficacious and safe, with expected, associated adverse

events which are readily managed by appropriately trained

and experienced providers of sedation [2, 3, 17, 68, 71–

74]. Since both have desirable and undesirable clinical

effects, it has been proposed that the combination of keta-

mine and propofol will serve to decrease the total dose
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required for each drug, potentiate both drugs’ desirable

properties, and ameliorate their shortcomings and undesir-

able qualities [78]. Propofol is an excellent sedative but

lacks analgesic properties, while ketamine is a powerful

analgesic. The sympathomimetic effects of ketamine will

potentially counteract the respiratory depression and hypo-

tension that may occur with propofol. The antiemetic effects

of propofol may reduce vomiting commonly seen with keta-

mine, and emergence phenomena seen with ketamine may

be diminished by the hypnotic properties of propofol which

has been shown to produce quicker and smoother recovery

from sedation. It is also been postulated that the addition of

propofol to ketamine will decrease the dose of ketamine

required which will result in shorter sedation time and ulti-

mately, shorter lengths of stay [78] (Table 14.3).

Four observational case series of adults and children who

received the propofol/ketamine combination referred to as

“ketofol” support its efficacy and low rate of manageable

adverse events when administered in the emergency depart-

ment for painful procedures [79–82]. Three of these studies

used a propofol to ketamine ratio of 1:1, while one

administered propofol/ketamine at a 2:1 concentration.

The question remains whether ketofol provides clinical

benefits over ketamine (with or without midazolam) or

propofol (with or without an opioid). David and Shipp

performed a randomized controlled trial of ketamine/

propofol vs. propofol alone for emergency department pro-

cedural sedation of healthy children and adults

[83]. Propofol/ketamine ratio in this study was 2:1, and the

combination of ketamine and propofol did not reduce the

incidence of respiratory depression but resulted in greater

provider satisfaction, less propofol administered, and sub-

jectively better sedation quality. Shah et al. performed a

blinded, randomized controlled trial of ketamine/propofol

vs. ketamine alone for procedural sedation in children

[84]. Ketamine/propofol patients received an initial IV

bolus dose of ketamine 0.5 mg/kg and propofol 0.5 mg/kg,

followed by propofol 0.5 mg/kg and saline solution placebo

every 2 min, titrated to deep sedation. Ketamine patients

received an initial IV bolus dose of ketamine 1.0 mg/kg

and intralipid placebo (to ensure blinding), followed by

ketamine 0.25 mg/kg and intralipid placebo every 2 min,

as required. Sedation efficacy and airway complications

were similar between groups, while the ketamine/propofol

combination produced slightly faster recoveries with less

vomiting (2 % vs. 12 %) and higher provider satisfaction

scores than those in the ketamine alone group [84]

(Table 14.3).

Two additional randomized, controlled trials comparing

ketofol to propofol for procedural sedation are worth noting.

Andolfatto et al. enrolled patients 14 years of age and older

comparing a 1:1 mixture of ketofol to propofol alone for

emergency department procedural sedation and analgesia

[85]. In this study, ketofol was not found to reduce the

incidence of adverse respiratory events as compared to

propofol alone, and induction time, efficacy, and sedation

time were similar in each group. Subjectively, sedation

depth appeared to be more consistent with ketofol

[85]. Miner et al. administered ketofol at 1:1 and 4:1

propofol/ketamine concentration ratios which were com-

pared to propofol alone for emergency department deep

procedural sedation in adults [86]. The authors found a

similar frequency of airway and respiratory adverse events

leading to intervention between propofol alone and either

1:1 or 4:1 ketofol. The authors conclude that ketofol, at

either concentration, and propofol appear to be similarly

safe and effective [86].

When compared to ketamine, patients who receive

ketofol experience less vomiting and slightly shorter time

of sedation with subjectively better sedation. As compared

to propofol, ketofol performed very similarly at 1:1, 2:1, and

4:1 propofol to ketamine concentrations with regard to effi-

cacy and complications of sedation. Importantly, ketofol was

not found to improve the efficacy of sedation or decrease the

Table 14.3 Coadministered adjuncts to ketamine administration

Adjunct drug Rationale Evidence of effects

Anticholinergics

• Atropine

• Glycopyrrolate

Believed to decrease hypersalivation associated with ketamine and

therefore prevent laryngospasm

• Secretions are decreased with anticholinergics but no

clinical benefits have been identified

• Increases airway and respiratory adverse events

Midazolam Postulated to decrease incidence of ketamine-associated unpleasant

recovery reactions

• Decreases unpleasant recovery reactions in adults

but not in children

• Increases airway and respiratory adverse events

• Decreases vomiting

Ondansetron Vomiting is common with ketamine and administering an antiemetic

will decrease the incidence of vomiting

• Ondansetron decreases vomiting

• Most effective in children 5 years of age and older

• Also decreases the incidence of post-discharge

vomiting

Propofol “Synergistic” relationship with ketamine will potentially make

sedation more effective and decrease adverse effects

• No difference in objective measures of effectiveness

or length of sedation

• No difference in airway or respiratory adverse events

• Decreases vomiting
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incidence or severity of respiratory adverse events when

compared to either propofol or ketamine. It is not clear

whether ketofol provides any objective benefit over

propofol. The objective benefits of ketofol over ketamine

alone would appear to be limited to decreased vomiting and

length of sedation which must be balanced with the

increased risk of respiratory suppression. Additional studies

are needed to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of

ketofol procedural sedation as compared to ketamine or

propofol [87].

As demonstrated in extensive investigations, the disso-

ciative properties of ketamine make it an excellent choice for

sedation outside the operating room for a wide variety of

painful, elective, and emergent procedures. Patients who

receive ketamine at recommended doses and routes of

administration will have a predictable length of dissociation

with typically manageable associated adverse effects. The

serious airway and respiratory adverse events apnea and

laryngospasm will occur in less than 1 % of children who

receive IV ketamine and are usually managed effectively

with brief bag-mask positive pressure ventilation [2].

Psychotomimetic Effects

Domino and Corssen reported the first pharmacologic and

clinical experience with the phencyclidine derivative CI-581

(ketamine) in humans [14, 15]. In the pharmacologic study,

they report the effects of CI-581 on 20 male volunteers from

a prison population. The results of this study were consistent

with the ketamine-associated sympathomimetic effects and

transient respiratory depression with minimal clinical signif-

icance discussed previously. Most of the subjects showed

changes in mood, body image and affect, and some reported

vivid dreams and/or hallucinations. However, these effects

were found to be short lasting and that some of the subjects

experienced no undesirable psychotomimetic effects at all

[14]. In their clinical study, 130 patients, ranging in age from

6 weeks to 86 years, received CI-581 for a variety of surgical

procedures. Again, adverse cardiorespiratory events were

minimal, and some of the adult patients had vivid dreams

or frank hallucinations during recovery. The dreams lasted

5–15 min and were described by patients as ranging from

amusing and pleasant to frightening. Their dreams fre-

quently involved outer space and some patients experience

frank hallucinations. Two middle-aged patients were

reported to have displayed signs of schizoid behavior, and

both experienced “traveling in outer space and thought that

they had died and were flying to hell.” In one of these

patients, the experience lasted only a few minutes, but the

other was affected for 40 min [15].

Adults emerging from the ketamine-induced dissociative

state may experience psychotomimetic effects which have

been described as schizophrenia-like symptoms and

behaviors [5, 21]. Patients describe out-of-body experiences,

floating sensations, vivid dreams, hallucinations, delusions,

illogical thinking, agitation, disturbances of emotion and

affect, decreases in memory, and occasionally, frank delir-

ium [1, 4–6, 14–16, 19–21]. As ketamine acts to inhibit

NMDA receptor binding of glutamate and functionally dis-

sociate or disconnect the thalamo-neocortical and limbic

centers of the brain, higher centers are prevented from nor-

mally perceiving visual, auditory, or painful stimuli [6, 16,

19]. This leads to a misperception or misinterpretation of

auditory and visual stimuli which serves to explain many of

the dreaming, floating, and out-of-body or flying sensations

described by patients [5]. In preverbal and young or devel-

opmentally delayed children, who are unable to articulate

the feelings they experience due to the psychotomimetic

effects of ketamine, agitation may be the primary behavior

seen [40].

The transient schizophrenia-like psychotic state that

results from NMDA antagonist drugs like phencyclidine

and ketamine has inspired Olney and others to investigate

the potential role of the NMDA glutamate receptor system in

schizophrenia [88]. They postulate that NMDA receptor

blockade and subsequent hypofunction result in excessive

release of excitatory transmitters (glutamate) and, conse-

quentially, overstimulation of postsynaptic neurons. The

result of this work is that pharmacologic models of schizo-

phrenia now rely on glutamatergic rather than dopaminergic

dysfunction to explain the symptoms of schizophrenia

[89]. The glutamatergic dysfunction mechanism provides

an explanation for the associated cognitive and behavioral

disturbances seen with NMDA antagonists and in schizo-

phrenia. Due to the similarity of the mechanism of action of

ketamine and the pathologic process of schizophrenia, it is

recommended to avoid using ketamine in patients with

schizophrenia, and caution is advised in patients with other

forms of psychosis [17, 21]. Ketamine may be administered

to children with attention deficit and hyperactivity disorders

(ADHD) as these conditions do not appear to increase the

incidence or susceptibility to psychotomimetic effects [21].

Ketamine-induced psychotomimetic effects have been

referred to by many names including emergence phenomena

[16, 20, 21, 40, 90], emergence reactions [5, 91], emergence

delirium [92], and recovery agitation [3, 93–95]. Lack of

consistency in terms and definitions has led to a wide range

in reporting the incidence of ketamine-induced psychotomi-

metic effects as some terms and definitions include pleasant

dreams and euphoria, while others report only unpleasant

reactions. To address the problem of inconsistent definitions

and reporting of adverse events associated with procedural

sedation, Bhatt led a panel of sedation researchers and

experts in developing consensus-based recommendations

for standardizing terminology and reporting of adverse
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events associated with procedural sedation and analgesia for

children in the emergency department [96]. Since clinicians

and families are most concerned about dysphoria, agitation,

and adverse psychotomimetic effects of drugs, the consensus

panel proposed the term “unpleasant recovery reactions”
which they defined as “abnormal patient affect or behaviors

during the recovery phase that requires additional treatment

and a change or delay in patient discharge.” The behaviors

include one or more of the following:

(a) Crying—Inconsolable

(b) Agitation—Restless, continuous activity

(c) Delirium—State of severe confusion

(d) Dysphoria—Inappropriate mood of sadness

(e) Nightmares—Unpleasant dreams

(f) Hallucinations—Responds to sensory phenomena (i.e.,

seeing, hearing, or feeling) that are not physically

present [96]

Although these guidelines were written to pertain to pedi-

atric sedation research in the emergency department, as one

editorial noted, “. . .despite the pediatric intent, each element

applies readily to adults. The approach and the principles put

forth also extrapolate to any setting. . .” [97].
The incidence of psychotomimetic effects associated

with ketamine sedation in adults has been reported to have

a wide range (partially due to inconsistent definitions and

reporting) from less than 5 % to greater than 50 % [5, 16,

91]. In children, the incidence is believed to be significantly

lower. One large, individual patient data meta-analysis of

8282 children found the incidence of recovery agitation to be

7.6 % with only 1.4 % of children experiencing a reaction

that was felt to be clinically important (i.e., occurrences of

abnormal behavioral responses that either led to specific

treatment or were specially described by investigators as

demonstrating substantial severity) [3].

Original reports found emergence reactions to be more

common in patients over 16 year of age, in females than

males, in subjects who normally dream, in those who

received large doses of ketamine (>2 mg/kg IV) and rapid

IV administration (>40 mg/min), and in patients with a

history of personality problems [5, 19]. More recent studies

have found unpleasant recovery reactions to not be related to

age in children [3, 98] and to be infrequent and mild in

patients aged 16–21 years [94]. Preprocedural agitation has

been shown to increase the incidence of concerning recovery

behaviors in children who receive procedural sedation in the

emergency department as well as those who receive general

anesthesia [93, 99] (Table 14.2). When ketamine was com-

pared to fentanyl/midazolam for emergent procedural seda-

tion, no difference in the incidence of associated unpleasant

recovery reactions and post-discharge behavior problems

was detected [21, 70, 90].

Many studies have reported decreased incidence of

unpleasant recovery reactions in adults when

benzodiazepines are coadministered with ketamine [5, 16,

19, 20]. A randomized controlled trial of ketamine with and

without midazolam for emergency department sedation in

adults found coadministered midazolam significantly

reduced the incidence of recovery agitation (25 % in keta-

mine alone vs. 8 % in ketamine with midazolam) [95]. How-

ever, in children, midazolam has not been found to

significantly affect the incidence of unpleasant recovery

reactions. Two randomized controlled trials found no

decrease in psychotomimetic effects of ketamine with

administration of midazolam in children [40, 93]

(Table 14.3). In both of these studies, midazolam and keta-

mine were administered simultaneously. It has been

postulated that administering midazolam prior to ketamine,

with the goal of decreasing preprocedural agitation, may

prove beneficial in decreasing the incidence of unpleasant

recovery reactions in children. However logical and

promising the proposal to administer anxiolytic drugs prior

to sedation to decrease agitation may be, further study is

needed to explore this theory [100, 101]. For children who

experience prolonged or particularly distressing unpleasant

recovery reactions, midazolam, administered during recov-

ery, has been shown to successfully diminish these

symptoms [93].

Ketamine was developed as a short-acting intravenous

anesthetic due to the shortcomings of phencyclidine and

cyclohexamine which resulted in long-lasting psychotomi-

metic activity (i.e., emergence delirium, recovery agitation,

or unpleasant recovery reactions) during the postanesthetic

period [1, 4, 5]. Unpleasant recovery reactions associated

with ketamine are more common in adults (10–25 %) than

children (~7 %) and also appear to be uncommon in young

adults (16–21 years of age) [3, 94, 102]. The incidence of

clinically important (particularly distressing to the patient

and resulting in additional treatment or length of stay)

unpleasant recovery reactions in children is less than 2 %

[3]. Unpleasant recovery reactions may be decreased in

occurrence and severity in adults with the coadministration

of midazolam [3, 95, 102]. In children, the incidence of

unpleasant recovery reactions was not affected by the

coadministration of midazolam in two randomized, con-

trolled trials [40, 93]. Decreasing preprocedural agitation,

educating patients of the expected psychotomimetic effects

of ketamine such as a dream-like state of floating or flying,

encouraging patients to prepare for their sedation by think-

ing pleasant thoughts, and inviting them to “dream well”
appear to decrease the incidence of unpleasant recovery

reactions [101]. For young children, providing them with a

nonthreatening environment by allowing them to remain in a

position of comfort, usually with their parents, will diminish

presedation agitation and improve the sedation experience
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and outcomes. For all patients, informing them and their

families of the effects and potential adverse effects of keta-

mine prior to administration will allow them to be informed,

less surprised, and more prepared to handle ketamine-

associated adverse events including unpleasant recovery

reactions, if they occur.

Adverse Clinical Effects: Vomiting

The incidence of vomiting associated with ketamine in

adults has been reported to be between 5 and 15 % [102],

whereas the reported range of emesis in children is much

wider, between 3 % and greater than 28 % [3, 25, 40, 41, 69,

103–108]. Ketamine-associated vomiting typically occurs

during the late phase of recovery from sedation at which

time patients are most able to respond in a manner which

allows them to protect their airways and prevent pulmonary

aspiration [17, 42, 69, 109]. As mentioned previously, keta-

mine does not suppress normal upper airway protective

reflexes, further reducing the risk for pulmonary aspiration

[16, 20]. In a case series of children who received ketamine

for emergency department procedural sedation, prolonged

preprocedural fasting time did not reduce the incidence of

vomiting [107]. These findings are consistent with two larger

case series of 2085 and 1014 children who received emer-

gency department sedation, predominantly with ketamine

(72 % and 47 %, respectively), and no association between

preprocedural fasting and adverse events including vomiting

was found in either study [110, 111]. The combination of

intact airway protective reflexes and emesis occurring

predominantly during the final stages of recovery makes

aspiration unlikely with ketamine sedation regardless of

preprocedural fasting status as is supported by these

three studies as well as the large individual patient data

meta-analysis which found no cases of pulmonary

aspiration in 8282 ketamine administrations in children

[3, 107, 110, 111].

The incidence of emesis with ketamine increases with age

until early adolescence and then decreases [3, 17, 107]. In an

individual patient data meta-analysis of 8282 children who

received predominantly IV ketamine for emergency depart-

ment procedural sedation, the incidence of vomiting was

found to be 8.4 %. The most important independent

predictors of vomiting in this study were unusually high IV

dose (initial dose of �2.5 mg/kg or a total dose of �5.0 mg/

kg), IM route, and increasing age (peak at 12 years) [3]

(Table 14.2). In a separate meta-analysis of children who

received IV ketamine, Thorp et al. found that vomiting was

not related to either the initial loading dose or the total dose

until the total dose exceeded 7 mg/kg [106]. In a

randomized, controlled trial of IV vs. IM ketamine, vomiting

occurred in 11.9 % of children who received ketamine

1 mg/kg IV and in 26.3 % of those who received ketamine

4 mg/kg IM [25]. It has been argued that the incidence of

vomiting associated with parenteral ketamine is more depen-

dent on the total dose of ketamine administered than actual

route of administration. Kinder et al. found that children

with high body mass indices (25 kg/m2 or higher) who

received larger total doses of ketamine were at greater risk

of nausea and vomiting [105].

Coadministration of parenteral opioids has been reported

to increase the incidence of emesis with ketamine; however,

oral analgesics of any type were not associated with

increased incidence of vomiting in one retrospective case

series [21, 108]. Several studies have documented vomiting

in children who received ketamine sedation after time of

discharge [25, 40, 69, 103]. Vomiting after discharge was

observed in between 3 and 12 % of these children, some of

whom had not vomited during their stay in the emergency

department.

Ketamine-associated vomiting at the time of sedation

recovery and after discharge home may be decreased by

the coadministration of ondansetron [103]. In a randomized,

controlled trial of ketamine/ondansetron vs. ketamine/pla-

cebo, the addition of ondansetron decreased vomiting at the

time of sedation recovery from 12.6 to 4.7 % in children

who received IV ketamine for emergent procedures. Despite

this decrease in emesis, 13 patients would need to be treated

to prevent one episode of vomiting (number needed to treat

equaled 13). Additionally, this study found increased rates of

vomiting in children aged 5 years or older. When vomiting at

home, as well as vomiting in the emergency department, was

considered in children 5 years of age or older, the

ondansetron group experienced a decrease in vomiting

from 23.5 to 9.5 %. The number needed to treat to prevent

one episode of vomiting in this highest-risk group was then

decreased to seven [103] (Table 14.3).

Ketamine-associated vomiting occurs most commonly

during the late phase of sedation recovery and after time of

discharge. Vomiting is more common in older children, in

those who received significantly higher doses IV and in

those for whom ketamine was administered IM.

Ondansetron coadministration will most effectively decrease

the incidence of emesis with ketamine in children 5 years of

age or older, especially when rates of vomiting during seda-

tion recovery, as well as at home, are considered.

Adverse Clinical Effects: Hypertonicity
and Random Movements

Ketamine has been shown to induce involuntary, rhythmic

muscle contractions involving the arms and legs which have,

in some instances, incorrectly been identified as seizures.

These non-purposeful movements are extrapyramidal in
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nature and are not associated with EEG changes found in

myoclonic seizures [112]. Ketamine is reported to have

anticonvulsant properties [5, 16, 17] and has been used in

adults to terminate malignant status epilepticus resistant to

treatment with benzodiazepines, phenytoin, thiopental, and

propofol [113]. Ketamine is not contraindicated in patients

with seizure disorders. In a study of adults, Corssen et al.

found no evidence that ketamine is likely to precipitate

generalized convulsions, even in patients with both a history

of epilepsy and an abnormal EEG [112]. Random,

non-purposeful movements and increased muscle tone

associated with ketamine administration are not related to

painful stimuli and, although responsive to treatment with

benzodiazepines, do not represent seizures.

Adverse Clinical Effects: Minor

Patients receiving ketamine have been reported to experi-

ence an erythematous rash on the face, neck, and chest.

The rash does not appear to be allergic in nature, is transient,

and resolves spontaneously requiring no specific treatment

[16, 17]. Although hiccupping associated with ketamine has

been reported, several studies support the successful use of

ketamine to treat refractory hiccupping during anesthesia

and in the postoperative period [114, 115]. As mentioned

previously, hypersalivation occurs with ketamine, and

although treatment with anticholinergic agents atropine or

glycopyrrolate will decrease salivation, addition of these

drugs has not been shown to decrease the incidence of

laryngospasm or provide other significant clinical

benefit [35–37].

Analgesic Effects

Early studies reported the acute analgesic effects of keta-

mine in adult human volunteers [14, 15]. The mechanism of

ketamine’s analgesic properties is believed to be through

ketamine binding to the NMDA glutamate receptor complex

on the neuronal membrane which effectively blocks the

electrical propagation of pain. By blocking the binding of

the neurotransmitter glutamate, ketamine induces inhibition

of transmembrane calcium channels which interfere with

calcium influx and prevents or decreases neurotransmission

of pain [21].

NMDA receptor activation has been shown to be

associated with pain perception due to peripheral tissue or

nerve injury [116]. Central NMDA receptors such as those

located in the spinal cord, but also NMDA receptors in

peripheral somatic tissues and visceral pain pathways, play

an important role in nociception, or the ability to perceive

pain. It has been postulated that NMDA receptor

antagonists, such as ketamine, will alleviate pain through

inhibition of these mechanisms [4, 21, 116].

After trauma, changes at the site of the injury lead to

peripheral sensitization and primary hyperalgesia. This

hyperalgesia also has a central component. Central sensiti-

zation is propagated through the dorsal horn of the spinal

cord with the result being that low-intensity stimuli produce

a pain response that is augmented in amplitude and duration.

In other words, after an injury, the state of central sensitiza-

tion leaves the site of the injury susceptible to significant

painful sensations (hyperalgesia) with only minimal

stimulation [21].

The windup phenomenon is the progressive increase of

the responses induced by repetitive nociceptive stimuli. It is

believed that windup, this temporal summation of nocicep-

tive inputs, may play a significant role in the development of

central sensitization [117]. By binding to NMDA receptors

and blocking windup and central sensitization, ketamine is

believed to provide acute and prolonged analgesic effects

[4, 21, 116, 117]. In addition, ketamine may provide effec-

tive analgesia in chronic pain syndromes that involve a

windup mechanism such as postherpetic neuralgia,

migraine, burns, neuropathies, and fibromyalgia [4].

There are several reasons clinicians may wish to use

non-opioid analgesics such as ketamine, to treat pain in

their patients. Opioid use for pain has been associated with

side effects (particularly respiratory suppression), physical

dependence, and addiction. Somewhat paradoxically, opioid

therapy aimed at alleviating pain may render patients more

sensitive to pain and potentially may aggravate their

preexisting pain. Opioid-induced hyperalgesia has been

described with opioid use for pain, especially with the

administration of high or escalating doses [118]. Opioid-

induced hyperalgesia is mediated by excitatory neurotrans-

mission, making sustained NMDA receptor blocking, as

occurs with ketamine, a potentially effective method of

reducing this type of pain [21, 119].

In adult orthopedic surgical patients, intraoperative keta-

mine has been shown to result in less postoperative pain and

to decrease opioid requirements [120, 121]. In another study,

adults undergoing abdominal surgery received preemptive

ketamine which decreased postoperative opioid

requirements. This decreased opioid need was observed

long after the normal expected duration of action of keta-

mine (day 2 post-op), demonstrating a prolonged analgesic

effect [122]. However, in a study of children who received

major urological surgery, intraoperative ketamine had no

effect on morphine consumption during the first 72 h after

surgery [123]. A qualitative review of randomized, con-

trolled trials of adding ketamine to morphine for IV

patient-controlled analgesia for acute postoperative pain

found no clear benefit for patients after orthopedic or

abdominal surgery [124].
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The use of ketamine for acute pain has increased over the

past decade in the emergency and prehospital settings. Three

retrospective case series of sub-dissociative-dose ketamine

(0.1–0.6 mg/kg IV) for adults with acute pain found keta-

mine to provide effective analgesia in the emergency setting

with minimal adverse effects [62, 125, 126]. A recent

randomized, controlled trial of sub-dissociative-dose keta-

mine vs. morphine for analgesia of acute abdominal, flank,

or musculoskeletal pain in adults found ketamine 0.3 mg/kg

IV provided analgesic effectiveness comparable to that of IV

morphine [60]. In another randomized, controlled trial of

ketamine 0.2 mg/kg added to morphine 0.1 mg/kg IV vs. a

similar dose of morphine and placebo for acute pain in adult

trauma patients, the addition of ketamine was found to

decrease total morphine consumption [127]. Low-dose keta-

mine by subcutaneous infusion (0.1 mg/kg/h) was compara-

ble to intermittent morphine (0.1 mg/kg IV) for adults with

acute pain due to musculoskeletal trauma in a randomized,

controlled trial [128]. In another randomized, controlled trial

of sub-dissociative-dose ketamine vs. fentanyl in patients

aged 14–65 years who received propofol for orthopedic

reduction or abscess drainage, ketamine was found to induce

less cardiorespiratory events and interventions than fentanyl

[129]. Despite these studies which support the use of

low-dose ketamine for pain, a systematic review of

randomized controlled trials on the use of sub-dissociative-

dose ketamine for acute pain in the emergency department

determined that the four studies meeting their review criteria

[69, 127–129] failed to provide convincing evidence to

either support or refute the use of sub-dissociative-dose

ketamine for acute pain control.

In a prospective observational study of mostly adult

(three children) emergency patients with pain (75 % muscu-

loskeletal, 10 % abdominal, 5 % dental, 10 % other), IN

ketamine, 0.5–0.75 mg/kg, decreased pain in 88 % of

patients [29]. In a randomized, controlled trial of children

with moderate to severe isolated limb injury and pain, IN

ketamine was shown to be as effective as IN fentanyl for

pain reduction [28] (Table 14.1).

Ketamine has also been used for analgesia in the

prehospital setting particularly for patients with hypotension

and in those whose pain is unresponsive to opioid

medications [130]. Prehospital case reports and case series

provide preliminary data that supports the efficacy and

safety of ketamine administered IV, IM, and IN for pain

[130, 131]. Three prospective, randomized, controlled trials

of IV ketamine for analgesia of adult trauma patients in the

prehospital setting provide conflicting results [8, 132,

133]. Jennings et al. found IV ketamine, 10 or 20 mg

bolus, added to morphine superior to morphine alone for

pain [133]. However, Wiel et al. found that for patients

who received bolus IV ketamine, 0.2 mg/kg, plus morphine,

0.1 mg/kg, and were randomized to either ketamine 0.2 mg/

kg/h or placebo, followed by morphine boluses as needed, no

difference in total morphine administration was detected

[8]. The third prehospital randomized controlled trial of

adult trauma patients compared ketamine to morphine for

pain and found ketamine to have an analgesic effect similar

to morphine and carried a low risk of airway problems

[132]. Two recent prospective, prehospital observational

combat studies of pain medication use by US forces in

Afghanistan found ketamine to be the most commonly

administered analgesic drug for patients with blast,

penetrating, and blunt trauma [134] and that ketamine was

as safe as fentanyl or morphine in the prehospital

setting [135].

There would appear to be great potential for the use of

ketamine to ameliorate acute and long-term pain for patients

postoperatively, in the hospital or the emergency department

and in prehospital settings including combat. While many

clinical studies support the effectiveness of ketamine as an

effective analgesic, others have found less dramatic results.

When administered at dissociative doses, ketamine is a

powerful analgesic. The role of sub-dissociative-dose keta-

mine for the treatment of acute and prolonged pain in adults

and children is promising and deserves further study.

Pharmacologic Restraint in Excited Delirium

According to the American College of Emergency

Physicians Task Force, excited delirium syndrome is

characterized by delirium, agitation, acidosis, and

hyperadrenergic autonomic dysfunction, typically in the

setting of acute-on-chronic drug abuse or serious mental

illness or a combination of both [136, 137]. These patients

present particularly challenging problems in the hospital,

emergency department, or prehospital setting as they are

commonly combative, violent, and dangerous to themselves

as well as others. Additionally, patients with excited delir-

ium or agitation are hypermetabolic and acidotic which may

lead to metabolic derangements and potentially, lethal car-

diac arrhythmias [138, 139]. Aggressive physical restraint is

discouraged as increased muscle activity can lead to wors-

ening acidosis and rhabdomyolysis. Pharmacologic restraint

is commonly required to protect the patient and care

providers. Historically administered benzodiazepines and

antipsychotic drugs, such as haloperidol, have important

limitations including an unpredictably long time to onset,

especially when given IM, and important associated

complications such as respiratory depression, hypotension,

arrhythmias, and lowering of the seizure threshold

[138, 139].

The literature contains several case reports and case

series, mostly of adults, who received ketamine in the emer-

gency department or prehospital setting emergently for out-
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of-control behavior associated with excited or agitated delir-

ium of various etiologies [11, 140–145]. Ketamine was

chosen in these patients due to its rapid, predictable onset

of action IM (2–3 min) sympathomimetic effects and airway

protective reflex sparing properties. Ketamine proved effec-

tive in calming patients; however, complications did occur.

In a case series of 35 adults who received prehospital keta-

mine for control of severe agitation, eight (23 %) received

endotracheal intubation, and six (17 %) required additional

sedation post-ketamine administration [11]. After careful

review of these cases, the authors concluded that secondary

etiologies such as hemorrhagic cerebrovascular accident,

ethanol intoxication, and aspiration pneumonia rather than

side effects of ketamine were primarily responsible for

endotracheal intubation in these patients [11]. A second

case series of prehospital ketamine, dosed at 4 mg/kg IM,

administered to violent and agitated adults found ketamine

to effectively sedate 50 of 52 (96 %) patients [144]. Two of

these patients subsequently received endotracheal intuba-

tion, and one required brief bag-mask ventilation. Ketamine

use for adults and children with out-of-control behavior in

the emergency department is also increasing. Isbister et al.

report a case series of 1296 agitated adults in the emergency

department, 49 of whom received ketamine as third-line

therapy in treatment failure cases [145]. Ketamine 4–6 mg/

kg IM was administered only after patients had already

received two or three doses of droperidol 10 mg IM, as

well as benzodiazepines in three cases. Adequate sedation

was achieved in 44 (90 %) of these agitated adults, and

inadequate dosing (200 mg or less) was believed to be the

cause of sedation failure in four out of the five patients who

required additional dosing. Two patients vomited and one

experienced brief oxygen desaturation, but nightmares or

recovery agitation was not observed in these 49 adult

patients. In another recent case series of five children, keta-

mine was administered for management of agitation and

delirium successfully in the emergency department without

significant adverse events [139].

Adults and children with out-of-control behavior and

excited or agitated delirium may benefit from acute treat-

ment with parenteral (usually IM) ketamine with the goal of

achieving the dissociative state to ensure the safety of

patients and health care providers and so that patients may

receive the medical and mental health care they require. The

unique properties of ketamine support its use for this indica-

tion. However, these patients have significant comorbidities

including polypharmacy substance abuse and mental illness

which increase the risk of significant adverse events after

ketamine administration. When ketamine is administered to

treat excited delirium and out-of-control behavior, clinicians

must be prepared to manage complications as well as the

need for additional pharmaceutical restraint beyond an ini-

tial dose of ketamine. To reliably receive the desired effect,

administration of a full 4 mg/kg of IM ketamine is

recommended (Table 14.1).

Psychiatric Effects

In the 1990s, studies of sub-dissociative-dose ketamine in

adults found that ketamine provided significant improve-

ment in depressive symptoms in patients suffering from

depression [146, 147]. Subsequently, a case report of two

adults with major depressive disorder who benefitted from

sub-anesthetic-dose ketamine infusions was reported

[148]. A randomized, placebo-controlled trial of ketamine

in treatment-resistant major depression in adults found rapid

and robust antidepressant effects resulting within 2 h of a

single IV infusion of 0.5 mg/kg which remained significant

for 1 week [149].

Since this early work, several studies and reviews have

supported a positive effect of ketamine for treatment-

resistant major depression in adults [150–155] as well as

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [12] and bipolar disor-

der [156]. Treatment with serial doses of IV and IN ketamine

have been reported in adults with some success; however,

the long-term effects of ketamine treatment are not well

studied [151, 152] In children, only two case reports of

ketamine for mental health indications exist; one reporting

the use of IN ketamine for pediatric bipolar disorder and

another in a child with behavioral dysregulation and PTSD

[156, 157].

The neurobiological mechanisms of the antidepressant

effects of ketamine are felt to be more complex than simple

inhibition of glutamate binding to NMDA receptors. Further

study is required to more definitively determine the mecha-

nism of action of ketamine and to clarify indications and

optimal treatment strategies for ketamine in the treatment of

mental health disorders in adults and children [153, 154].

Additionally, chronic use of ketamine has been associated

with short- and long-term memory impairment in recrea-

tional ketamine users, who self-administer significantly

higher doses, more frequently, than has been used for mental

health patients in the past [155]. The effects of ketamine

administration over a longer period of time, under con-

trolled, clinical situations, require further investigation.

Neurotoxicity

Clinical extremes as experienced by patients with hypoxic-

ischemic head injuries, hypoglycemia, seizure activity, and

surgery-related pain all induce excitatory neurotoxicity due

to excessive NMDA receptor stimulation and ultimately,

neuronal damage. Based on animal studies and preclinical

trials, it has been proposed that under these noxious stimuli,
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ketamine, through blocking glutamate binding to NMDA

receptors, has neuroprotective effects [1, 158–161]. The

neuroprotective properties of NMDA receptor inhibition

have led to speculation that drugs like ketamine may be

used for therapeutic or prophylactic purposes in various

neurodegenerative conditions [158].

Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, of neurons in the

developing and aging adult brains of animals has been

associated with inhaled anesthetics (isoflurane, halothane),

nitrous oxide, ethanol, propofol, benzodiazepines,

barbiturates, anticonvulsants, and ketamine [162–167]. To

address growing concerns about the effects of anesthetic

drugs on the developing brain, Strategies for Mitigating

Anesthesia-Related Neurotoxicity in Tots (SmartTots) was

established by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

in partnership with the International Anesthesia Research

Society (IARS) in 2009 [168]. SmartTots, FDA, and the

American Academy of Pediatrics developed a consensus

statement which summarized current knowledge and

recognized the limitations in data that preclude definitive

statements on general anesthesia in young children; how-

ever, this group recommended that elective surgical

procedures performed under anesthesia be avoided in chil-

dren less than 3 years of age. Updates in 2014 and 2015

strengthened their previous statement; essentially, surgical

procedures performed under general anesthesia should be

avoided in children under 3 years of age unless urgently

required or potentially harmful if not performed

[164, 168]. The 2015 consensus statement emphasized that

many questions regarding the effects of anesthetic drugs on

developing brains, including which specific drugs and

combinations of drugs, timing and duration of exposure

represent the greatest risk, and how best to test for these

effects, remain to be answered [168].

The neurotoxic and neuroprotective effects of ketamine

in rats were first reported by Olney in 1989 [158]. Inadequate

stimulation of NMDA receptors, as seen with ketamine

blockade, is believed to accelerate neuroapoptosis in

young, developing brains. Subsequent rodent and primate

studies have implicated ketamine as a causative agent of

neuronal degeneration and nerve cell death [159–162, 165,

167, 169–172]. These studies administered ketamine to

animals at much higher doses (25–50 mg/kg), sequentially,

and over lengthy periods of time as opposed to the one or

two doses of ketamine, 1–2 mg/kg, which is typically admin-

istration to children outside the operating room for brief

procedural sedation. Implications of the results of animal

studies and the extrapolation of these results to humans are

essentially unknown and have been rigorously

debated [162].

The potential neurotoxic effects of ketamine on the devel-

oping brain have been demonstrated in a series of animal

studies [158, 159, 167, 172]. In other animal studies,

ketamine has been shown to have a CNS-protective effect

by inhibiting inflammation [158, 160]. A recent review by

Yan et al. concluded that the effects of ketamine on the brain

varies not only on the basis of the dose and frequency of

exposure but also the intensity of the noxious stimuli occur-

ring at time of administration [160]. Repeated ketamine

doses may be neurotoxic to immature brains in the absence

of noxious stimuli, whereas it may be neuroprotective in the

same brains in the presence of strong painful

stimulation [160].

While it is clear that the effects of ketamine and other

general anesthetic, sedative, and anticonvulsant drugs on the

developing human brain represent a complex process, to

determine the greatest risks and definitive answers to the

many questions raised about neurotoxicity, prospective

investigation of children with long-term neuropsychological

follow-up will be required [17, 162]. In the meantime,

recommendations by SmartTots and others [163, 164, 168]

that general anesthesia and sedation be limited whenever

possible seem appropriate. However, despite the potential

risk of neurotoxicity, ketamine remains one of the best

options available to facilitate the performance of relatively

brief, painful procedures. The absence or restriction of keta-

mine availability for procedural sedation of emergent

conditions would have major implications on care currently

provided to children in the emergency department as well as

the operating room [162]. Alternative agents, which may be

less efficacious and safe than ketamine, would have to be

found to facilitate the performance of painful procedures,

and many children, who currently receive sedation in the

emergency department for painful procedures, would subse-

quently require general anesthesia in the operating room

were ketamine to become unavailable or its use restricted.

Nonmedical Use

As early as the first half of the 1970s, ketamine was being

used recreationally in California, initially by Vietnam

veterans who had experienced ketamine on the battlefield

[6, 173]. Like other “club drugs” or “rave party” drugs such
as MDMA (ecstasy), gamma-hydroxybutyric acid (GHB),

and flunitrazepam, recreational ketamine abuse has been

associated with dependence and adverse effects. Important

adverse effects associated with recreational ketamine use

include impairments of memory, hepatobiliary, and urinary

pathology (K-cramps and cystitis), as well as sudden death

[173–177]. Although death has been attributed to ketamine

overdose alone, ketamine fatalities are generally related to

polypharmacy ingestion or traumatic injuries from falls or

traffic collisions associated with ketamine effects of

disorientation and impairment of coordination and function

[6, 173, 177].
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The number of street names associated with ketamine

provides insights into its growing popularity: K, Ket,

Vitamin K, Super K, Special K, Lady K, KitKat, Kizzo,

Keller, Cat Valium, Jet, Super Acid, Bump, Monkey Mix,

Monkey Business, Special LA Coke, Barry Keddle, HOSS,

The Hoos, Hossalar, kurdamin, and tranq have all been

attributed to ketamine abuse [1, 4, 13]. Ketamine is available

as a powder which is administered by snorting or inhaling

lines [175]. Tablets may be ingested orally and ampoules of

liquid ketamine injected intramuscularly or, less commonly,

intravenously [6, 175, 178]. Recreational ketamine users

report the most appealing aspects of ketamine to be a sense

of dreaming or floating, a euphoric rush, tactile and visual

distortion or hallucinations, sudden insights into the mean-

ing of one’s existence, and with larger doses, out-of-body

experiences (dissociation) which are referred to as journey-

ing into the “K-hole” [6, 13, 175, 179]. Unappealing effects

of ketamine are memory loss, inability to speak, blurred

vision (likely due to nystagmus), lack of coordination, and

increased body temperature [175, 179]. The “K-hole” sensa-
tion can be frightening to some recreational users of keta-

mine who described it as a “near-death” experience [6].

Repeated doses of ketamine have been shown to produce

chronic impairments to episodic memory after as few as

three administrations [176].

Ketamine is commonly self-administered with other

substances of abuse, primarily alcohol but also marijuana,

benzodiazepines, ecstasy, GHB, cocaine, amyl nitrate, and

LSD [6, 179]. Although ketamine is most commonly used

for nonmedical purposes in recreationally settings, it has

also been implicated as a “date rape” drug and may be

used in combination with the other drugs listed above in

this capacity [4, 6].

Summary

Ketamine is considered a core medicine (a minimum medi-

cal need for a basic health care system) both for adults and

children according to the World Health Organization [180].

This statement is supported by ketamine’s effectiveness in
consistently achieving the dissociated state with powerful

analgesia for patients in need of painful procedures coupled

with a highly favorable safety profile that includes cardiore-

spiratory stability and maintenance of intact airway protec-

tive reflexes. Initially introduced as an IV anesthetic,

ketamine may be administered IV, IM, IN, or orally to

achieve dissociation, analgesia, and amnesia of painful

procedures. Coadministration of anticholinergics and

benzodiazepines does not appear to provide significant clin-

ical benefit as opposed to ondansetron which does decrease

ketamine-associated vomiting, especially in older children.

Ketamine use has expanded to effectively and safely pro-

vide analgesia at sub-dissociative doses for short- and long-

term pain. Pharmacologic restraint with ketamine for patients

with excited delirium and out-of-control behavior has proven

effective; however, these patients’ underlying conditions and
ingestions/intoxications place them at significant risk for

complications of this therapy. The sympathomimetic effects

of ketamine make it an ideal induction agent for rapid

sequence intubation in patients with septic shock and

hypovolemic shock especially when due to trauma. Caution

must be taken in patients who have completely depleted their

catecholamine stores as ketamine administration may result

in cardiovascular compromise in these patients.

The increased intracranial pressure effect of ketamine

appears to only be significant in patients with obstructive

lesions and hydrocephalus making ketamine an acceptable

option for patients with head injuries. The

bronchopulmonary dilatation effects of ketamine show

promise in treating bronchospasm and perhaps preventing

the need for intubation in patients with severe asthma. Early

successes and enthusiasm for ketamine in treating patients

with treatment-resistant depression, PTSD, and bipolar dis-

ease require further long-term study to clarify the role of

ketamine, as well as potential for adverse effects, in the

treatment of these mental health conditions.

Like a number of anesthetic, sedative, and anticonvulsant

drugs, ketamine causes neurotoxicity in animals when

administered in large doses with repeated exposures. The

effects of ketamine on the developing and aging human

brain when administered in the manner described in this

chapter remain to be determined. Until future studies are

able to more clearly define and describe the risks of ketamine

and other anesthetic/sedative drugs, limiting their use when-

ever possible in the extremes of age has been recommended.

Ketamine has become a drug of abuse with appealing and

unappealing qualities as well as important side effects

associated with its chronic, unmonitored use. As clinical

use of ketamine increases, we can expect a similar increase

in its nonmedical use.

The unique and diverse properties of ketamine make it an

ideal agent for a wide variety of indications. Despite over

50 years of extensive clinical use and rigorous investigation,

many questions remain regarding this commonly

administered, indispensable, yet enigmatic drug.
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Neuromuscular Blocking Drugs: Physiology,
Pharmacology and Clinical Aspects 15
Claude Meistelman

Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs) were introduced

into clinical anaesthetic practice in 1942, by Griffith and

Johnson. They changed the practice of anaesthesia and

made possible the development of balanced anaesthesia

[1]. The first relaxant was Intoconstrin which was obtained

from the plant Chondrodendron tomentosum. In the 50 years

that have elapsed, numerous compounds have been

synthetised and introduced in clinical practice. As earlier

stated by Cecil Gray in 1946: “The road lies open before

us, we venture to say we have passed yet another milestone,

and the distance to our goal is considerably shortened”
[2]. NMBAs are a key component for general anaesthesia.

The clinical use of muscle relaxants in routine improves

intubating conditions and facilitates perioperative surgical

conditions and controlled ventilation. It must be

remembered that they should be administered to provide

muscular relaxation and that they lack analgesic or

anaesthetic effects. Recent publications have highlighted

that proper use can improve clinical outcome after surgery.

The development of new neuromuscular blocking agents

(NMBAs), reversal agents and monitoring techniques leads

to improved patient safety and outcome. This chapter

reviews the physiology, pharmacology and clinical use of

NMBA and reversal agents in clinical practice.

Physiology of Neuromuscular Transmission

Each muscle fibre is served by one or at the most three

neuromuscular junctions. The nerve cell together with the

muscle fibre it innervates is called the “motor unit”. The
axons make intimate contact with a single muscle fibre, lose

their myelin sheath and then branch again to form neuro-

muscular junction. In mammals, the synapse is 40–60 μm in

length and 32 μm in width. It is in close opposition to the

muscle fibre, being separated from it by a narrow gap, the

synaptic cleft which is 0.02–0.05 μm in width. There are two

types of muscle fibres, slow-twitch fibres which tend to have

slow contraction times and resistance to fatigue and fast-

twitch fibres, which have fast contraction times and are less

resistant to fatigue. The nerve terminal contains vesicles of

the transmitter acetylcholine, mitochondria and cisternae

which are involved in the recycling of the vesicles. Acetyl-

cholinesterase is present in the synaptic cleft and is

concentrated in the folds. Neuromuscular transmission starts

with the arrival of a nerve action potential at the nerve

terminal and concludes with depolarisation of the

postjunctional membrane; the whole process takes only a

few milliseconds. Nerve cells and muscle fibres are excit-

able. They can carry electrical impulses in response to an

electrical or chemical stimulus. At rest, the internal electrical

potential is negative (�90 mV). When a depolarisation

above a certain threshold or a less potential occurs, sodium

channels open. The density of sodium channels in the

perijunctional area is richer than in more distal parts of the

muscle membrane. This opening allows sodium to enter the

cell. This influx of positive ions opposes the resting mem-

brane potential causing a further depolarisation and hence

the opening of more sodium channels in a positive manner.

Duration of the action potential is short, less than 1 ms.

Termination of the action potential is hastened by activation

of voltage-sensitive gated potassium channels; the potas-

sium efflux rapidly terminates the action potential and tem-

porarily hyperpolarises the membrane. After the action

potential, there is an increase in the activity of the sodium–

potassium pumps to restore the ionic distributions. A periph-

eral nerve is made up of a large number of axons. Each axon

responds in an all-or-none fashion to a stimulus, but axons

differ in size or threshold. At low stimulating currents,

depolarisation is insufficient in all axons. When the current
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reaches a certain level, all axons will be depolarised and will

propagate an action potential.

Release of Acetylcholine

Acetylcholine is the neurotransmitter present at the neuro-

muscular junction. It is synthetised from choline and acetyl

coenzyme A under the influence of the enzyme choline

acetyltransferase. About half of the acetylcholine present in

each nerve terminal is contained in vesicles which are

concentrated near the cell membrane opposite the crests of

the junctional folds of the end plate. The rest is dissolved in

the axoplasm. Each vesicle contains about 12,000 molecules

of acetylcholine when full. The vesicles containing transmit-

ter are arranged in repeating clusters alongside small, thick-

ened, electron-dense patches of membrane, referred to as

active zones or release sites.

In the absence of nerve impulses, acetylcholine is contin-

ually released spontaneously by packets or quanta from the

nerve endings. Each quantum contains about 5000–10,000

molecules. This release causes a small depolarisation

(0.5–1.0 mV) of the postjunctional motor end-plate mem-

brane which is called miniature end-plate potential (MEPP).

The MEPP is too small to produce a muscular contraction.

Except for amplitude, these potentials resemble the

end-plate potential in the time course. When acetylcholine

is released by a nerve action potential, more than 100 quanta

are released simultaneously and produce the full-sized EPP.

When the EPP is above threshold (�50 mV), it triggers a

muscle action potential. Release of acetylcholine is strongly

dependent on extracellular calcium which enters through

voltage-gated calcium channels [3]. The soluble N-
ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment receptor

(SNARE) plays a role in the release of acetylcholine

[4]. Then synaptotagmin, a protein of the vesicular mem-

brane, acts as a calcium sensor and localises the synaptic

vesicles to synaptic zones rich in calcium channels. If cal-

cium is not present, depolarisation of the nerve, even by

electrical stimulation, will not produce release of transmit-

ter. Synaptotagmin fuses with a docking protein (syntaxin),

in vesicles in the immediately available store. Binding

produces opening of a pore which rapidly expands and

release of acetylcholine ensues [5]. Acetylcholine action is

very short-lived and is destroyed in less than 1 ms after being

released.

Postjunctional Events

Following release and diffusion across the synaptic cleft,

acetylcholine interacts with the end plate at the cholinergic

receptor. The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) is a

complex protein made up of five glycoprotein subunits

arranged in a form of rosette. It belongs to the superfamily

of Cys-loop ligand-gated ion channels. They are synthetised

in muscle cells and anchored to the end-plate membrane by a

special 43-kDa protein called rapsyn [6]. Two noncontigu-

ous subunits are identical and called α. The initial receptor

called foetal or immature consists of 2 α1 and one each of β1,
δ and γ subunits (α1β1δγ). Development of innervation in

the first weeks of life will lead to the replacement of the γ
subunit by ε which creates the adult or mature receptor

(α1β1δε). Each subunit is built upon four transmembrane

domains with the second transmembrane segment lining the

pore (Fig. 15.1) [7]. Each subunit is composed of approxi-

mately 400–500 amino acids.

The receptor channel complex is roughly cylindrical in

shape with a length of 11 nm and a diameter of 8.5–9.0 nm.

The receptors are clustered on the crests of the junctional

folds, the receptor; density in this area is 10,000–30,000/μm2.

There are about 5 million of them in each junction. Two

molecules of acetylcholine must bind to the α subunits to

induce the conformational changes, which will allow ionic

flows. The ion channels of the end-plate region are chemi-

cally sensitive and when open cannot discriminate between

sodium and potassium which will flow inward and outward.

At resting potential the inward movement of sodium will be

favoured because sodium will move along its electrical gra-

dient. Accumulation of intracellular sodiummakes the inside

of the cell less negative. If a large number of receptors open

simultaneously, the inside of the cell is depolarised suffi-

ciently to trigger the action potential. The propagation of

the action potential to the whole muscle is then independent

of acetylcholine receptors. It produces opening of voltage-

sensitive calcium channels. Intracellular calcium increases

rapidly and binds with troponin which usually inhibits actin

and myosin. The immature receptor has a smaller single-

channel conductance and a much longer channel open time

than the mature receptor.

Prejunctional Events

During high-frequency stimulation, under physiologic

conditions, the release of acetylcholine decreases, but it is

more than enough to depolarise the end plate above thresh-

old. Small concentrations of acetylcholine increase the

evoked release of acetylcholine, whereas D-tubocurarine

and other nicotinic antagonists reduced the release,

suggesting that acetylcholine may facilitate its own further

release. The decrease in acetylcholine release during high-

frequency stimulation (train-of-four (TOF), tetanus) in the

presence of non-depolarising muscle relaxant (NDMR)

drugs explains the progressive decrease in muscle response,

i.e. fade. It is likely that this effect is mediated through
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presynaptic receptors. These prejunctional receptors could

mediate mobilisation of the reserve store into the readily

releasable store in case of high-frequency stimulation [8].

Difference in potencies of nicotinic antagonists at pre- and

postjunctional receptors suggests a difference between the

two types [9].

Effects of Muscle Relaxants at
the Neuromuscular Junction

Depolarising Muscle Relaxants: Succinylcholine

Succinylcholine produces a depolarisation of the end-plate

region which is similar to, but more persistent than, that

achieved by acetylcholine. This depolarisation induces

desensitisation of the nAChR, inactivation of voltage-gated

Na+ channels at the neuromuscular junction and increase of

the K+ permeability in the surrounding membrane. Onset of

neuromuscular blockade is characterised by an excitatory

state with fasciculations of muscle fibres thought to repre-

sent random repetitive neuronal firing. It could be due to the

depolarisation of prejunctional receptors; the abolition of

fasciculations by D-tubocurarine may represent an action at

the presynaptic receptor. The neuromuscular block is

characterised by a twitch response to indirect stimulation

which is diminished but sustained with repetitive stimula-

tion. It is associated with end-plate depolarisation and devel-

opment of a surrounding zone of inexcitability through

which a muscle action potential evoked by direct stimulation

cannot propagate. During prolonged depolarisation, the

muscle may gain sodium and chloride and lose significant

amounts of potassium, sufficient to raise serum levels of this

ion. Following continuous administration, a “phase II block”
characterised by fade and post-tetanic facilitation occurs.

One of the mechanisms could be an excessive activation of

presynaptic nicotinic receptors, which could lead to reduced

transmitter output. “Phase II block” could also be associated
with a desensitisation of the end plate, which then becomes

refractory to chemical stimulation. Succinylcholine

depolarises immature receptors more easily, inducing a sig-

nificant cation flux. Moreover, once depolarised, the imma-

ture receptor will stay open for a longer time.

Non-depolarising Muscle Relaxants (NDMRs)

NDMRs competitively bind at the same site as acetylcholine

on the α subunit of the nicotinic postjunctional receptor. The

binding of one nicotinic antagonist molecule to one of the

Fig. 15.1 Diagram of the

postsynaptic nicotinic

acetylcholine receptor at the

neuromuscular junction with the

five subunits. Each subunit

contains four transmembrane

domains labelled M1 to M4.

Reproduced from Naguib et al.

[7] with permission from Wolters

Kluwer Health, Inc.
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two α subunits of the receptor prevents opening of the

channel because both α subunits need to be bound by acetyl-

choline for activation of the channel. In a given situation, the

proportion of receptors bound to the agonist depends on the

affinity of the binding site for the agonist, on its affinity for the

antagonist and on the concentration of agonist and antagonist.

Some authors have suggested that NDMRcould also block the

open receptor because they can have access to the mouth of

the open channel but cannot pass through, thus preventing

further ionic movement. This type of block is non-competitive

but its role is probably marginal. Only a small fraction of

receptors need to bind to acetylcholine to produce

depolarisation. This has been referred to as the “margin of

safety” of the neuromuscular transmission. Non-depolarising

neuromuscular block is not apparent until a large number of

receptors are occupied by the muscle relaxant. Animal studies

suggest that 75 % of receptors must be occupied by a NDMR

before twitch height decreases. Blockade is usually complete

in peripheral muscles when 92 % of receptors are occupied.

Peripheral muscles have been found to have a smaller margin

of safety than the diaphragm.

Factors Which Govern the Duration of Action

Onset

There is ample evidence that potent NDMRs have slower

onset times than less potent drugs with similar physicochem-

ical properties. These facts can be explained by the concept

of the margin of safety. A critical number of receptors at the

neuromuscular junction must be occupied before appearance

of neuromuscular block, and at least 90 % of the receptors

must be occupied before block is complete at the adductor

pollicis. When the drug reaches the synaptic cleft, most

molecules will bind to receptors which are present with a

high density. As the concentration of free drug decreases,

more molecules are driven in, and the process will continue

until the concentrations of free drug within and outside the

synaptic cleft are equal. This process is known as buffered

diffusion [10]. When a potent drug is administered, fewer

molecules are given than in a case of a less potent drug, and

the onset will be slower compared to onset of weak potency

NDMR [11]. This phenomenon is probably what contributes

to the slower onset time for cisatracurium than atracurium.

Based on theoretical calculations and experimental data, the

ED95 to produce a short onset of action might be

>0.3–0.5 mg/kg (Fig. 15.2) [9]. However, for very short-

acting drugs, the ideal ED95 might be greater (0.5–1.0 mg/

kg) because rapid metabolism destroys some of the muscle

relaxant given before it reaches the neuromuscular junction

[12]. This phenomenon can explain the relatively slow onset

time for mivacurium.

Plasma concentrations have only modest influence on

onset time. Arterial plasma concentrations peak 25–35 s

after administration thus before onset of neuromuscular

block. This paradox can be explained by assuming that the

site of action, the neuromuscular junction, is represented by

the effect compartment in which the concentration of the

NMBA is directly related to the magnitude of neuromuscu-

lar blockade [13]. As usual the model will include a rate

constant for transfer into the effect compartment and

another rate constant for transfer out of this compartment.

The obtained ke0 or more appropriately the T1/2ke0 is related

to the time required to fill or empty the effect compartment

for a constant plasma concentration. The ke0 is similar for

most intermediate-duration action NMBAs and corresponds

approximately to neuromuscular junction blood flow

divided by neuromuscular junction/plasma partition coeffi-

cient. Whatever muscle relaxant, the limiting factor appears

to be the time required for the drug to reach the
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neuromuscular junction which in turn depends on cardiac

output, the distance of the muscle from the central circula-

tion, and muscle blood flow. Therefore in most cases, the

onset time will be dependent on blood flow to muscle. It has

been demonstrated that in dogs time to maximum blockade

was decreased when blood flow increased, whereas recovery

was not affected by blood flow [14]. Under normal

circumstances, muscle blood flow increases when cardiac

output increases, with a direct relationship between speed of

onset and cardiac output. This might explain why infants

and children have a faster onset of action of NMB and

elderly patients have a slower onset than younger

individuals. It has been demonstrated that vecuronium-

induced onset of NMB was shorter with etomidate than

with either thiopental or propofol and onset time was longer

if hypotension was present [15].

It is obvious that the intensity of maximum blockade is

affected directly by the administered dose. However when

the dose increases in the sub-paralysing range, that is,

when maximum blockade is between 0 and 100 %, time

to reach maximum effect is dose independent. This is

because the time to peak concentration at the effect com-

partment is independent of the dose. When the

administered dose is sufficient to obtain complete disap-

pearance of the neuromuscular response, time to maximum

blockade becomes dose dependent. For many years, it was

believed that shorter-acting NMBA would have a faster

onset time than long-acting NMBA. Many studies have

shown that atracurium or vecuronium onset times were

comparable to that of pancuronium. The lack of effect of

elimination of these drugs on onset time is explained by the

fact that these NMBAs are eliminated too slowly to see any

difference.

Duration of Action

Although it is commonly believed that the rate of decline

of NMBA plasma concentrations during recovery from

neuromuscular blockade determines the duration of action

and the rate of recovery, further explanations are needed. It

has been suggested that muscle blood flow is, to a certain

extent, a limiting factor for the termination of action. For

long-acting NMBA, the dominant effect for the recovery

from neuromuscular blockade is the rate of decrease of

plasma concentration because there is a pseudoequilibrium

between concentrations at the neuromuscular junction and

the plasma. Therefore changing blood flow will not affect

the duration of action. For intermediate-duration action

NMBA, after a single bolus dose, plasma concentrations

decrease at a rate that differs slightly from the equilibrium

half-life with muscle. It can induce a significant

concentration gradient between neuromuscular junction

and plasma during recovery, but provided that recovery

rate is constant, the ratio of concentrations between the

neuromuscular junction and plasma will remain relatively

constant.

The most important issue is that the rate of decline of

plasma concentration during recovery is not always

related to the NMBA terminal half-life because after ini-

tial administration, plasma concentrations will decrease

because of redistribution. It is only when redistribution

will be complete that the decrease in plasma

concentrations will be dependent of the terminal half-life

and will decrease more slowly. For long-acting NMBA

such as pancuronium, the recovery time will take place

during the terminal half-life. In this situation, the duration

of action will be dependent on the rate of decrease of

plasma concentrations. It is different for intermediate-

duration action NMBA. The terminal half-life of

atracurium is around 20 min, whereas the elimination

half-lives of both vecuronium and atracurium are between

60 and 120 min. Although such differences can be

observed, the duration of action and recovery from neuro-

muscular block of these three drugs is very similar. These

apparent discrepancies can be explained by the fact that

the distribution phase is the most important factor and

extends for a much longer period than for long-acting

NMBA (Fig. 15.3) [16]. If their duration of action and

recovery rates are almost identical, it is because plasma

concentrations decrease to levels compatible with recov-

ery during the redistribution phase.

Fig. 15.3 Plasma concentrations after equipotent doses of

pancuronium, vecuronium, atracurium and succinylcholine as a func-

tion of time. Reproduced from Donati F [16] with permission from

Elsevier
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Individual Drugs

Succinylcholine (Fig. 15.4)

Pharmacology
Succinylcholine is the only available NMBA with a rapid

onset of effect and ultrashort duration of action. Succinyl-

choline is rapidly hydrolysed by plasma cholinesterase

(Table 15.1) to choline and succinylmonocholine. Its

estimated plasma half-life is about 2 min and a return of

neuromuscular activity occurs quickly. The mean doses pro-

ducing 50 % blockade (ED50) and 95 % blockade (ED95) at

the adductor pollicis are close to 0.3 and 0.5–0.6 mg/kg,

respectively, during oxygen–opioid anaesthesia. Following

0.5 mg/kg succinylcholine, onset time is within 60–90 s at

the adductor pollicis and within 60 s at more central muscles

such as the laryngeal adductor muscles [17] and the dia-

phragm. A dose of 1.0 mg/kg succinylcholine produces

complete neuromuscular block in about 60 s. Time to 90 %

recovery at the adductor pollicis, following 1 mg/kg succi-

nylcholine, is within 6–12 min. When a small dose of

NDMR is given before succinylcholine, the onset time is

increased by about 30 %, and with the exception of

pancuronium, which inhibits cholinesterase, the duration of

action is decreased by 30–50 %. The dose of succinylcholine

must be increased by 50–100 % to achieve comparable

paralysis. Because little or no butyrylcholinesterase is

present at the neuromuscular junction, the neuromuscular

blockade is terminated by its diffusion away from the neu-

romuscular junction.

Butyrylcholinesterase is produced by the liver and is

present in the plasma. Butyrylcholinesterase activity may

be decreased during pregnancy, hepatic disease, burns, sep-

sis, malnutrition and treatment by cyclophosphamide, cyto-

toxic drugs or ecothiopate eye drops. The duration of action

of succinylcholine may be increased by no more than

25–30 %. In clinical practice, esmolol can induce a slight

and transient prolongation of succinylcholine-induced neu-

romuscular block.

A small proportion of patients have a genetically deter-

mined inability to metabolise succinylcholine. In white

populations, 95–97 % of the population will have the normal

cholinesterase genotype. The duration of action is slightly

increased (10–20 min) in heterozygous patients. Neuromus-

cular block may be very prolonged (45–360 min) in patients

homozygous for either the atypical or the silent gene

[18]. Dibucaine is more active in inhibiting normal

butyrylcholinesterase (80 %) than the abnormal variant

(20 %). In clinical practice, the dibucaine number is

recommended to confirm the deficit and the genetic

profile [19].

Prolonged administration of succinylcholine leads to a

change in the nature of the block from that of a depolarising

drug to one resembling that of NDMR and called “phase II

block”. Appearance of fade after continuous administration

of succinylcholine could be dependent on the affinity for the

presynaptic α3β2 neuronal subtype nAChR when the

concentrations exceed the normal clinical concentration

observed after a single bolus dose [20]. Its occurrence is

dependent of the dose, the duration of administration and the

patient; the specific contribution of each factor remains

discussed.

Neostigmine and pyridostigmine inhibit acetylcholines-

terase but may also inhibit butyrylcholinesterase. When

succinylcholine is given, after neostigmine administration,

the neuromuscular block will be more profound and

prolonged.Fig. 15.4 Chemical structures of acetylcholine and succinylcholine

Table 15.1 Metabolism and elimination of neuromuscular blocking agents

Muscle relaxant Metabolism

Excretion

Kidney (%) Liver (%)

Succinylcholine Plasma cholinesterases (90 %) 1–2 –

Atracurium Hofmann elimination + Ester hydrolysis (60–90 %) 10–40

Cisatracurium Hofmann elimination (80 %) 10–15 –

Pancuronium Liver (10–20 %) 70 30

Pipecuronium Liver (10 %) 70 20

Rocuronium Liver (10 %) 30 70

Vecuronium Liver (40 %) 20–30 70–80
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Side Effects
Succinylcholine can produce a number of side effects,

although these are usually of minor clinical importance.

The life-threatening complications, malignant hyperthermia

(MH), anaphylaxis and extreme hyperkalaemia, are rare but

may arise without warning.

The frequency of fasciculations is high, especially in

adults. It can be prevented by giving a small dose of

NDMR before succinylcholine but care must be taken to

avoid partial paralysis in awake patients. The reported inci-

dence of muscle pain varies from 1.5 to 89 %. The impor-

tance of early postoperative mobility has been reported to be

a factor in determining the severity of muscle pain. A rela-

tionship between fasciculations and muscle pain has not

been established although it is considered that the

unsynchronised contractions of muscle fibres before onset

of neuromuscular block could play a significant role. It could

also explain the rise of serum creatine kinase following

succinylcholine administration [21].

The administration of succinylcholine is followed by a

transient increase in serum potassium concentration which is

usually less than 0.5 mmol/L. The increase in K+ results

from the depolarising action of the drug. It seems to be

dependent of the anaesthetic technique used at induction.

In children, halothane induction followed by succinylcholine

produces an increase of serum potassium of 0.2–0.5 mmol/l,

while the thiopental–succinylcholine sequence is associated

with a small decrease of about 0.1–0.35 mmol/l. The rise

usually occurs within 3–5 min after injection. Severe

hyperkalaemia, producing arrhythmias or cardiac arrest,

may occur in patients with burns, traumas, sepsis, severe

metabolic acidosis and neurological and muscular disorders.

The mechanism could be due to the extrajunctional spread of

acetylcholine receptors. In burn patients, it has been

suggested to avoid succinylcholine at least until several

weeks to months after complete healing when the patient

reverts to a normal metabolic state. In trauma patients the

risk of hyperkalaemia occurs 2–7 days after the injury and

can last at least 2 months after trauma. Therefore, the use of

succinylcholine is contraindicated until complete healing of

the muscular lesions and recovery of the patient [21].

Because of its structure similarity to acetylcholine, suc-

cinylcholine can stimulate cholinergic autonomic receptors

on both sympathetic and parasympathetic ganglia and mus-

carinic receptors in the sinus node of the heat (Table 15.2).

Therefore, succinylcholine can produce sinus bradycardia

with nodal or ventricular escape beats, especially in chil-

dren and infants when vagal tone is predominant. These

changes in cardiac rhythm can be prevented by prior

administration of atropine or glycopyrrolate. In adults bra-

dycardia is more common after a second dose of succinyl-

choline. The mechanism of the bradycardia, in adults,

following a second dose, is poorly understood. Succinyl-

choline increases catecholamine release, giving rise to

tachycardia in adults. Ventricular escape beats may occur

as a consequence of severe sinus bradycardia and atrioven-

tricular nodal slowing. However a single bolus is not usu-

ally associated with any pronounced tachycardia in adults.

Ventricular dysrhythmias can also be the consequence of

hyperkalaemia.

Following succinylcholine, there is a mean increase in

intraocular pressure of about 8 mmHg which peaks 2–4 min

after administration and lasts for up to 10 min. This effect

may be due to a sustained contraction of the extraocular

muscles and is not reliably prevented by pretreatment with

NDMR. Succinylcholine traditionally has been avoided in

patients with a penetrating eye injury and the opening of the

eye anterior chamber. However, there is a greater increase

in intraocular pressure during laryngoscopy and intubation

in lightly anaesthetised, poorly paralysed patients. When

succinylcholine is contraindicated and in case of a patient

with a full stomach and a penetrating eye injury,

rocuronium can be used to perform a rapid sequence induc-

tion of anaesthesia.

Succinylcholine causes an increase in intragastric pres-

sure which may be as high as 30-cm H2O and is apparently

related to the severity of the fasciculations of the abdominal

wall muscles. It has been observed that the pressure in the

lower oesophageal sphincter increases during

fasciculations by more than the intragastric pressure, and

this increase in pressure may lessen the risk of regurgitation

and aspiration. However in case of pregnancy, hiatus hernia

Table 15.2 Clinical autonomic effects of neuromuscular blocking agents

Muscle relaxant Autonomic ganglion Cardiac muscarinic receptors Histamine release

Succinylcholine Stimulation Modest stimulation Slight

Atracurium 0 0 Moderate

Cisatracurium 0 0 None to slight

Mivacurium 0 0 Moderate

Pancuronium 0 Weak block 0

Pipecuronium 0 0 0

Rocuronium 0 Weak block 0

Vecuronium 0 0 0
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or bowel obstruction incompetence of the gastro-

oesophageal junction can occur during an increase in

intragastric pressure of less than 15-cm H2O. The smaller

increase in intragastric pressure in infants and children

could be related to the less intense fasciculations in the

first years of life [22].

The increase in intracranial pressure is poorly under-

stood although it may be due to an increase in PaCO2

during fasciculations. It can be prevented by pretreatment

with NDMR. Masseter muscle rigidity (MMR) is a contrac-

ture of the masseter to a degree which interferes with

tracheal intubation and despite the presence of adequate

concentrations of succinylcholine. Several studies have

demonstrated that an increase in masseter muscle tone of

up to 500 g lasting 1–2 min is a normal finding [23]. Most

cases of the so-called MMR may represent simply the

extreme of a spectrum of tension changes in response to

succinylcholine. The incidence of MMR is within 0.5–1 %,

whereas the incidence of malignant hyperthermia is about

1:12,000 in children and 1:30,000 in adults. Traditionally,

MMR has been taken to herald the development of malig-

nant hyperthermia. Occasionally, MMR may precede

malignant hyperthermia. Increasingly, an expected

approach to the management of MMR is being advocated

with monitoring for signs of hypermetabolism (hypercap-

nia, metabolic acidosis, hyperthermia, tachycardia,

increased oxygen consumption, hyperthermia). Some

authors have concluded that anaesthesia can be continued

safely in isolated cases of MMR when careful monitoring is

employed. Anaesthetic vapours will be avoided if the case

is continued.

There is some controversy concerning the incidence of

anaphylaxis following succinylcholine. Almost all the cases

of anaphylaxis have been reported in Europe or Australia.

The incidence of anaphylactic reactions may be close to

0.06 %. It has been shown that, of all muscle relaxants,

succinylcholine was associated with the greatest number of

serious reactions. The anaphylactic mechanism is the most

frequent. When the muscle relaxant cross-links with IgE,

degranulation and release of histamine, neutrophil chemo-

tactic factor and platelet-activating factor occur. The release

of these mediators can induce cardiovascular collapse, bron-

chospasm and skin reaction. Patients with a history of ana-

phylactic reaction to succinylcholine may exhibit a cross-

reaction, at least in vitro, with other NMBAs in approxi-

mately 60–70 %. The cross-reactivity is related to the com-

mon structural features of these drugs, all of which contain

quaternary ammonium ions [24]. In case of anaphylactic

reaction to succinylcholine, it is mandatory to complete

investigation for cross-reactivity with the other commer-

cially available NMBAs to identify safe alternative

regimens.

Steroidal Compounds (Fig. 15.5)

Vecuronium
Vecuronium is a synthetic steroid-based molecule which

came from the demethylation of pancuronium. It is a

monoquaternary compound. Vecuronium undergoes sponta-

neous deacetylation to 3- and 17-hydroxy metabolites. This

process takes place principally in the liver, 40–80 % of the

dose being taken up and excreted by the bile (Table 15.1).

The most potent metabolite is the 3-OH derivative which is

50 % as potent as vecuronium. Vecuronium and the 3-OH

derivative are eliminated through the kidneys [25]. The

17-OH and 3–17-dihydroxy metabolites retain almost no

neuromuscular blocking activity.

In contrast to pancuronium, vecuronium has a relatively

short duration of action which can be explained by a plasma

clearance (3–5 ml/kg/min) double that of pancuronium

(Table 15.3). Although the elimination half-life of

vecuronium (50–80 min) [26] is larger than atracurium, the

Fig. 15.5 Chemical structures of steroidal NMBAs
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duration of action and the rate of recovery are similar. This

discrepancy is explained by the fact that vecuronium has a

more rapid initial distribution than atracurium. Plasma

concentrations decrease rapidly, so that duration of action

and recovery for vecuronium depend more on distribution

than elimination. This also explains why larger doses are

associated with a longer recovery index. In case of repeated

dosing, accumulation may occur, especially in the presence

of renal failure. The elimination half-life of vecuronium is

increased from 55 to 73 min in cirrhotic patients as the result

of a decrease in clearance, the volume of distribution being

unchanged [27]. Similar findings were observed in patients

with cholestasis [26].

The ED50 of vecuronium is 0.025–0.030 mg/kg and the

ED95 about 0.04–0.05 mg/kg. The onset of action at one

ED95 dose is within 5 and 6 min. It can be reduced consider-

ably by increasing the intubating dose or by priming. A dose

of 0.08–0.10 mg/kg will produce maximum block within

2–3 min (Table 15.4). As for other NDMRs, the onset of

action is more rapid at the diaphragm and the laryngeal

adductor muscles than at the adductor pollicis [28, 29]. Fol-

lowing twice the ED95, the clinical duration of action is

about 25–40 min at the adductor pollicis and minutes at the

laryngeal muscles. The spontaneous recovery index is close

to 12 min. Little accumulation is observed with vecuronium.

Recovery from neuromuscular block can be accelerated by

neostigmine or edrophonium once the fourth response at

the TOF is present. The dose–response of vecuronium is

similar in elderly and young adults. Following a bolus of

0.07 mg/kg, the clinical duration of action is shorter in

children than in adults and infants.

Even at high doses (8 times the ED95), vecuronium

does not have significant cardiovascular effects. It does

not exhibit action at the autonomic ganglia or sympa-

thetic nervous system exists and does not induce hista-

mine release (Table 15.2). The intermediate duration of

action following vecuronium administration makes it

useful for most surgical procedures including day-care

surgery. An initial dose of 0.07–0.10 mg/kg provides

good intubating conditions within 2–3 min. During con-

tinuous infusion a dose of 1–2 μg/kg/min is necessary to

maintain a 90 % block at the adductor pollicis. Large

doses (0.2–0.4 mg/kg) have been used to provide rapid

intubating conditions in place of succinylcholine. How-

ever the duration of action will be 90–120 min.

Rocuronium
Rocuronium’s main characteristic is a short onset of

action when compared with vecuronium, atracurium or

cisatracurium.

In humans 33 % of the dose is eliminated unchanged by

the kidneys. Metabolites are below the detection limit. There

Table 15.3 Pharmacokinetic parameters of muscle relaxants

Drug Vdss (ml/kg) Clearance (ml/min/kg) Elimination half-life (min) Protein bound (%)

Succinylcholine 6–16 200–500 2–8 30

Pancuronium 260–280 1.9 110–135 30

Pipecuronium 340–425 1.6–3.4 100 –

Vecuronium 180–250 3.6–5.3 50–53 30–57

Rocuronium 170–210 3.4 70–80 25

Atracurium 180–280 5.5–10.8 17–20 51

Cisatracurium 110–200 4–7 18–27 –

Mivacurium

cis–trans
trans–trans
cis–cis

146–588

123–338

191–346

26–147

18–79

2–5

1–5

2–8

41–200

–

–

–

Table 15.4 ED95 and clinical effects of NDMR at clinical doses (2 � ED95 at the adductor pollicis)

ED95 (mg/kg) Intubating dose (mg/kg) Onset time (min) Total duration of action (min) Recovery index (min)

Atracurium 0.230 0.5 3–4 50–60 11–12

Cisatracurium 0.048 0.150 4–5 70–80 12–15

Mivacurium 0.080 0.200 3 30 6–7

Pancuronium 0.050 0.070–0.100 3.5–4 120 30–40

Pipecuronium 0.045 0.080 3.5–4 120 30–40

Rocuronium 0.300 0.600 1.5 60–70 14

Vecuronium 0.040 0.08–0.1 3 50–60 12

Onset time: Time from injection until maximum block at the adductor pollicis

Total duration of action: Time from injection to 90 % recovery of twitch height at the adductor pollicis

Recovery index: Time from 25 to 75 % spontaneous recovery of twitch height at the adductor pollicis
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are no human data on biliary excretion; however in cats

50 % of the administered dose of rocuronium is recovered

from the bile and only 9 % from the urine within 6 h after

administration, indicating that elimination is mainly deter-

mined by hepatobiliary excretion [30] (Table 15.1). The

pharmacokinetic parameters of rocuronium and vecuronium

are of the same order of magnitude; the volume of the central

compartment and the volume of distribution at steady state

(Vdss) appear to be smaller than those for vecuronium in

normal patients (Table 15.3). Pharmacokinetics of

rocuronium have been reported in patients with or without

renal failure after a single dose of 0.6 mg/kg. There were no

significant differences between the two groups with respect

to the neuromuscular parameters. The main difference in

kinetic parameters was a decreased plasma clearance and

an increased mean residence time in patients with renal

failure. The duration of action is increased in patients with

hepatic dysfunction (114 vs 47 min); this could be due to the

larger volume of distribution when compared with healthy

patients [31].

The potency of rocuronium is about one-seventh the

potency of vecuronium. The ED95 is 0.300 mg/kg at the

adductor pollicis. The low potency may explain its rapid

onset of action when compared with other NDMRs

[19, 20]. After a dose of 0.6 mg/kg, the onset of action is

close to 90 s at the adductor pollicis [21] (Table 15.4). A

relationship between potency and onset of action has been

demonstrated by Bowman. When a less potent NDMR is

administered, more molecules are administered than in the

case of a more potent NDMR, and the receptors at the neuro-

muscular junction will be occupied more rapidly. Following

equipotent doses, the duration of action of rocuronium is

similar to that of atracurium and vecuronium. Minimal

cumulative effects have been observed with up to three

repeated doses under halogenated anaesthesia. Rocuronium

has minimal vagolytic properties; its administration is

associated with only small changes in haemodynamic

variables (7 % increase in heart rate and 11 % increase in

the cardiac index). Like other steroidal NDMRs, it does not

cause histamine release (Table 15.2). The main advantage of

rocuronium is its short onset of action which provides good

intubating conditions 60–90 s after a bolus of 0.6 mg/kg

[32]. Rocuronium can be used when rapid tracheal intubation

is indicated and succinylcholine is contraindicated . How-

ever, it must be remembered that it is an intermediate-

duration action NDMR with an onset of action less than

90 s at the laryngeal adductor muscles [33].

Long-Acting Steroidal Compounds
Long-acting NDMRs commercially available include,

depending on the country, pancuronium and pipecuronium.

Because of their clinical duration of action (time from injec-

tion until 25 % recovery of twitch height), the incidence of

residual block at the end of the procedure can be important

(30–40 %). These compounds are specially designed for

long surgical procedures or when mechanical ventilation is

necessary in the postoperative period.

Pancuronium

Pancuronium is a synthetic bisquaternary aminosteroid com-

pound. Pancuronium is metabolised mainly by acetylation in

the liver to 3- and 17-OH derivatives which are excreted in

the urine. The 3-OH metabolite which is 40–50 % as potent

as pancuronium is the only one detected in humans. The

17-OH metabolite has about one-fiftieth the potency of

pancuronium. Pancuronium is mainly eliminated through

the kidney (40–70 % of the initial dose) (Table 15.1).

In normal patients volume of distribution is about

0.3 L/kg, corresponding to the extracellular fluid volume.

Total plasma clearance is close to 2.0 ml/kg/min [34]

(Table 15.3). In renal failure a decrease in clearance is

observed leading to a prolonged duration of action, because

biliary excretion cannot compensate for the decrease in

glomerular filtration. Plasma clearance is reduced in patients

with hepatic disease. However resistance to the initial dose is

frequently observed in patients with liver cirrhosis. The

resistance is explained by a larger distribution volume. No

differences in pharmacokinetics have been observed

between adults and children. In the elderly, the plasma

clearance is lower than in young adults because glomerular

filtration decreases with age.

The ED50 and ED95 at the adductor pollicis are

0.03 mg/kg and 0.05 mg/kg, respectively. The ED50 at

the diaphragm is twice the ED50 at the adductor pollicis.

Thus complete paralysis of the diaphragm is not expected

with a dose that barely blocks the adductor pollicis [35].

Onset time of maximum neuromuscular block is about

3.5 min after administration of 0.10 mg/kg (Table 15.4).

The use of a priming dose shortens the onset time. How-

ever, priming must be avoided, because of the risk of

pulmonary aspiration and paralysis of upper airway

muscles, which are more sensitive than the adductor

pollicis to small doses of NDMR [36]. Following admin-

istration of twice the ED95, the clinical duration of action

and total duration of action are close to 70–80 and

120 min, respectively. Recovery at the diaphragm is

faster than at the adductor pollicis because it is more

resistant to NDMR than the adductor pollicis. Accumula-

tion has been demonstrated with pancuronium inducing a

progressive increase in the duration of action after

repeated doses. Recovery is accelerated by neostigmine

or edrophonium. In clinical practice, when the fourth

response at the TOF is detected, neostigmine can be

injected safely. Although edrophonium has a shorter

duration of action than neostigmine, its use to antagonise

residual neuromuscular block induced by pancuronium
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must be cautious because of its shorter duration of action.

The halogenated agents induce a shift to the right of the

dose–action curve. This interaction is concentration and

duration of administration dependent. The potentiating

effects of sevoflurane and desflurane are greater than

that induced by other halogenated agents.

Pancuronium increases heart rate, arterial pressure and

cardiac output. These cardiovascular effects are related to

vagolytic and sympathomimetic effects (Table 15.2). The

use of pancuronium in cardiovascular high-risk patients is

discussed. Some authors recommend its use to counteract the

bradycardia induced by high doses of opioids. Clinical use of

pancuronium is now limited since the introduction of new

compounds of intermediate duration of action. Due to its

long duration of action, residual curarisation in the recovery

room is more frequent with pancuronium when compared

with vecuronium or atracurium. Its use is limited to long

surgical procedures or when mechanical ventilation is

needed in the postoperative period.

Pipecuronium

Pipecuronium bromide is a long-acting steroidal NDMR

which resembles pancuronium in potency and duration of

action. Pipecuronium is metabolised in the liver (Table 15.1)

to a 3-OH derivative which has 40–50 % the potency of the

parent drug. Renal elimination of this compound affects

37–41 % of the administered dose; biliary excretion is neg-

ligible (2 %). Pharmacokinetics of pipecuronium differs

from pancuronium by a greater plasma clearance and a

larger volume of distribution [37] (Table 15.3). Plasma

clearance is decreased from 2.4 to 1.6 mL/min/kg in patients

with renal failure, leading to a prolongation of the elimina-

tion half-life from 137 to 263 min. In humans, in the pres-

ence of cholestasis, neither the pharmacokinetics nor the

time course of action was significantly different from those

of normal patients.

The ED95 is approximately 0.045 mg/kg. Administration

of a 0.070–0.08 mg/kg dose results in a complete block in

3.0–3.5 min, with a clinical duration of action of 70–110 min

at the adductor pollicis (Table 15.3). Like other NDMRs, a

bolus of pipecuronium exerts a greater effect in adults and

infants than in children. In elderly patients (>70 years of

age), the onset of action is longer than in younger patients,

but the duration of action is not significantly prolonged if

renal function is normal. Pipecuronium is comparable to

other long-acting relaxants in terms of potentiation of neu-

romuscular block by halogenated agents and reversal by

anticholinesterase drugs. Edrophonium is relatively ineffec-

tive against pipecuronium-induced neuromuscular block

even when recovery has taken place.

Pipecuronium is devoid of cardiovascular side effects. It

lacks the autonomic effects of pancuronium and does not

cause histamine release (Table 15.2). Doses up to three times

the ED95 do not induce significant changes in heart rate or

blood pressure in patients undergoing coronary artery

bypass. Because of its long duration of action and interindi-

vidual variability in response, the use of pipecuronium is

limited to long surgical procedures.

Benzylisoquinoline Compounds (Fig. 15.6)

Atracurium
Atracurium is a bulky diester with two positively charged

nitrogen atoms. Atracurium presents four asymmetrical

centres so that there are 16 possible isomers. It is

metabolised by ester hydrolysis and Hofmann elimination

(Table 15.1) which involves the conversion of an amide to

an amine under alkaline conditions. Hofmann elimination

for atracurium takes place at a pH of 7.4 and a temperature of

37 �C. Breakdown products of atracurium include

laudanosine, acrylates and quaternary organic acids [38]

(Fig. 15.7). High laudanosine plasma concentrations

(17 mg/L) can be associated with convulsions in dogs but

have never been implicated in humans. The acrylates are

highly reactive substances which may be hepatotoxic

although once again no problems have been reported in

humans [39]. The ratio of ester hydrolysis to Hofmann

elimination differs from species to species, but in humans

up to about 60 % probably undergoes ester hydrolysis in the

liver, although there is not a uniform agreement. The break-

down of atracurium is independent of plasma cholinesterase.

The volume of distribution in normal patients is approxi-

mately 0.18 L/kg and clearance 5.5 ml/kg/min. The elimina-

tion half-life is 20 min and remains remarkably constant

throughout studies (Table 15.3). In patients with renal fail-

ure, several pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies

have shown no significant changes [40]. However recovery

has been found to be prolonged following repeated doses in

patients with renal failure. Laudanosine may accumulate in

patients with renal failure, but the concentration attained

after a continuous administration is ten times less than the

toxic plasma level. In patients with fulminant hepatic failure,

the volume of distribution is significantly increased but the

elimination half-life (23 min) remains unchanged.

The ED50 of atracurium is 0.13 mg/kg, and the ED95 is

0.23 mg/kg (Table 15.3). The onset of action at the adductor

pollicis of one ED95 is about 3–5 min. It can be reduced by

increasing the dose, but doses above 3 times the ED95 can

induce histamine release. The duration of action depends

upon the dose administered; an intubating dose (0.50 mg/

kg) provides muscular relaxation for 25–40 min in adults.

Neuromuscular block is easily antagonised by neostigmine

or edrophonium. Atracurium pharmacodynamics are very

little affected in the elderly, probably because atracurium

elimination is organ independent. The onset time is more
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Fig. 15.6 Chemical structures of

benzylisoquinoline NMBAs

Fig. 15.7 Metabolic pathways

for atracurium degradation in

humans. Reproduced from

Hughes and Chapple [38] with

permission from Oxford

University Press
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rapid and the duration of action slightly shorter in children

than in adults. The breakdown of atracurium is decreased by

hypothermia, causing a reduction in dose requirements dur-

ing hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass. Atracurium can

induce histamine release (Table 15.2) and a drop in blood

pressure at a dose of 3 times the ED95. Histamine release can

be reduced by slow IV injection.

Atracurium is indicated for intermediate to long

duration of action procedures and for day case

procedures. Due to its lack of accumulation, maintenance

can be obtained by a continuous infusion at a rate of

5–10 μg/kg/min.

Cisatracurium
Cisatracurium is one of ten isomers of atracurium. Hofmann

elimination is the predominant elimination pathway. Ester

hydrolysis plays a limited role in humans (Table 15.1). The

two metabolites are laudanosine and a monoquaternary alco-

hol. Urinary excretion is a minor elimination pathway but a

major pathway for the elimination of laudanosine. Because

of a greater potency than atracurium, the dose administered

is lower, and the production of laudanosine is lower [41].

The mean clearance ranges from 4.5 to 5.7 mL/min/kg and

the elimination half-life is 22–30 min [42] (Table 15.4).

The ED95 is 0.048 mg/kg. At twice the ED95, the phar-

macodynamic profile of cisatracurium is similar to that of

an equipotent dose of atracurium apart from a slower onset

of action (Table 15.4). A more rapid onset is produced

when increasing the dose (2.7 min at 0.2 mg/kg). The

clinical duration of action ranges from 45 min after twice

the ED95 to approximately 90 min at eight times the ED95.

The recovery index is constant after repeated bolus doses or

continuous infusions suggesting a lack of cumulation [43].

When neostigmine is given at 10 % of T1, a complete

recovery from neuromuscular block is obtained in 7 min.

The intensity of block and the clinical duration of action are

not modified by renal failure. The same results are observed

in patients with hepatic failure except for the onset of

action which is significantly shorter in case of hepatic

dysfunction. Contrary to atracurium, cisatracurium does

not produce histamine release (Table 15.2) at doses up to

8 times the ED95.

Mivacurium
Mivacurium is a benzylquinolinium diester with three

isomers. It is hydrolysed by plasma cholinesterase. Clear-

ance of the cis–trans and trans–trans isomers correlates with

plasma pseudocholinesterase activity. The cis–cis isomer is

more slowly hydrolysed (Table 15.3), but its potency is only

one-tenth that of the two other isomers. Mivacurium is

hydrolysed at 70–88 % of the rate of succinylcholine. The

ED95 is 0.07–0.08 mg/kg at the adductor pollicis. Onset

time is 3 min and the clinical duration of action is 20 min

following 0.2 mg/kg (Table 15.4). Mivacurium shows few

cumulative effects; the recovery index is 6–7 min and does

not change over a wide dose range nor after prolonged

infusion up to 5 h. Administration of neostigmine or

edrophonium, after the start of spontaneous recovery,

reduces the recovery index by approximately 50 %.

Prolonged block has been reported following its use in

patients with low or abnormal plasma cholinesterase [44].

In patients heterozygous for the atypical and usual gene, the

duration of action is about 50 % prolonged [45]. Mivacurium

is four to five times more potent in homozygous abnormal

patients than in patients with normal phenotype. In these

patients the duration of action following 0.2 mg/kg may be

very prolonged (6–8 h). Anticholinesterases should not be

administered. Patients must be ventilated and sedated until

spontaneous recovery occurs. Renal failure may reduce cho-

linesterase activity by 30–50 %; the duration of action may

be prolonged in these patients. There is an inverse correla-

tion between plasma cholinesterase activity and the duration

of action of mivacurium in cirrhotic patients. Mivacurium

may induce histamine release which is dose and rate of

administration dependent (Table 15.2). A dose of 0.2 mg/

kg can induce a drop in blood pressure which can be

attenuated by slower injection (30 s).

The main advantage of mivacurium is a short duration of

action which makes it suitable for short surgical procedures

requiring tracheal intubation. A dose of 0.2 mg/kg is neces-

sary to obtain good intubating conditions. Maintenance of

neuromuscular block can be obtained by a continuous infu-

sion at a rate of 5–10 μg/kg/min. Monitoring is mandatory

during continuous administration to detect recovery or

prolonged duration of action in patients with abnormal

pseudocholinesterases.

Fumarate Compounds (Fig. 15.8)

These compounds share some structural properties with

mivacurium. Gantacurium underwent clinical testing in

humans a few years ago. It was shown that following 2–3

times the ED95 at the adductor pollicis, onset time at both

the laryngeal muscles and the adductor pollicis was compa-

rable to onset of block following succinylcholine adminis-

tration. Gantacurium does not exhibit ganglionic blockade or

vagolytic properties. However histamine release at 4 times

the ED95 and a 17 % reduction in blood pressure in humans

has hampered its clinical development [46]. Interestingly,

gantacurium is metabolised by a slow pH-sensitive hydroly-

sis and also by adduction of the naturally occurring amino

acid cysteine transforming gantacurium into an inactive

compound. Administration of L-cysteine (10 mg/kg), 1 min

after administration of gantacurium, results in return of

complete neuromuscular function within 1–2 min [47].
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CW002 is a gantacurium derivative of intermediate

duration of action. Initial dose-finding studies in volunteers

did not show any evidence of histamine release or

bronchoconstriction. The resulting adduction of cysteine

product retains some very low affinity for neuromuscular

nAChR with potency for neuromuscular blockade

decreased 70–100-fold [47]. CW002 is currently under

clinical investigation.

Action of Relaxants on Different Muscle Groups

In man, several studies have reported some discrepancies

between the level of peripheral paralysis and respiratory

depression or intubating conditions. Paton and Zaimis

demonstrated in 1951 that some of the muscles of respira-

tion, such as the diaphragm, were more resistant to curare

than others. The dose of NDMR needed to block the dia-

phragm is 1.5–2 times that of the adductor pollicis. Thus,

complete paralysis of the diaphragm is not expected with

doses of neuromuscular blocking agents used to block neu-

romuscular transmission at the adductor pollicis [28]. Simi-

larly, the laryngeal adductor muscles are more resistant to

NDMR than the more peripheral muscles such as the adduc-

tor pollicis, for which all dosing recommendations for neu-

romuscular blocking agents and their antagonists have been

made [29]. The sparing effect on the laryngeal adductor

muscles has been documented with vecuronium, rocuronium

(Fig. 15.9) [33], cisatracurium and mivacurium. Plaud et al.

studied the pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic relationship

of blocking agents at the adductor pollicis and the laryngeal

adductors. They found that the concentration in the effect

compartment producing 50 % of the maximum block was

significantly greater at the laryngeal adductor muscles

(1.5 μg/mL) than that at the adductor pollicis (0.8 μg/ml)

(Fig. 15.10) [48]. There is convincing evidence that the EC50

for almost all drugs is 50–100 % higher at the diaphragm or

larynx than it is at the adductor pollicis. These differences

may be due to any of several factors. Waud and Waud found

that following curare administration, neuromuscular trans-

mission occurs when approximately 18 % of the receptors

are free at the diaphragm, while it does not occur at the

peripheral muscles unless 29 % of receptors are free

[49]. This may be due to higher receptor density, greater

release of acetylcholine or less acetylcholinesterase activity

[50]. The lower density of acetylcholine receptors in slow

muscle fibres, such as found in the peripheral muscles,
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explains, at least in part, the lower margin of safety for

neuromuscular transmission when compared to that in the

faster muscle fibres in the laryngeal adductors. Interestingly,

muscle sensitivity to succinylcholine is different than with

other neuromuscular blocking agents [17]. It is the only

muscle relaxant that, at equipotent doses, causes greater

neuromuscular block at the vocal cords than at the adductor

pollicis. Some data suggest that in contrast to NDMR, succi-

nylcholine is more effective in blocking the muscles com-

posed of primarily fast-contracting fibres [51].

In spite of their relative resistance to neuromuscular

blockers, the onset of neuromuscular block is significantly

faster at the diaphragm and the laryngeal adductors than at

the adductor pollicis. Fisher et al. [52] postulated that a more

rapid equilibration (shorter t½ke0) of the neuromuscular

blocking agent between plasma and the effect compartment

at these more centrally located muscles was the explanation

for this observation. The accelerated rate of equilibrium

probably represents little more than differences in regional

blood flow. Therefore, muscle blood flow rather than a

drug’s intrinsic potency may be more important in determin-

ing the onset and offset time of NDMR. Greater blood flow

per gram of muscle at the diaphragm or larynx results in

them receiving a higher peak plasma concentration of drug

in the brief period of time before rapid redistribution occurs.

Plaud et al. have confirmed this hypothesis by demonstrating

a faster transfer rate constant (t½ke0) at the laryngeal

adductors (2.7 min) than at the adductor pollicis (4.4 min).

Greater resistance to neuromuscular blockade accounts for

the more rapid recovery of the respiratory muscles and the

muscles of the abdominal wall than at the adductor pollicis.

Recovery occurs more rapidly because blood concentration

of NMBA has to decrease more in the muscles of respiration

than in the adductor pollicis for recovery of neuromuscular

function to begin.

In contrast, the muscles of the upper airway are particu-

larly sensitive to the effects of muscle relaxants. The masse-

ter is 15 % more sensitive to NDMR agents than the

adductor pollicis. Significant weakness of the muscles of

the upper airway may exist even when strength at the adduc-

tor pollicis has recovered almost to baseline values. A train-

of-four (TOF) ratio less than 0.9 at the adductor pollicis is

associated with impaired pharyngeal function, reduced rest-

ing tone in the upper oesophageal sphincter muscle and

decreased coordination of the muscles involved in

swallowing which cause an increased incidence of

misdirected swallows, or aspiration [53]. Because of the

resistance of the muscles of respiration to neuromuscular

block, patients may be weak but able to breathe as long as

an endotracheal tube is in place. Once extubated, however,

they may not be able to maintain a patent airway or protect

their airway [54]. This is likely the reason that patients with a

TOF <0.9 in the PACU are more likely to develop respira-

tory events than those whose TOF ratio is �0.9 [55].

The increase in ventilation during hypoxia is mainly

governed by afferent neuronal input from peripheral

chemoreceptors of the carotid body. Acetylcholine is

involved in the transmission of afferent neuronal activity

from the carotid bodies to the central nervous system.

Eriksson et al. have shown that partial neuromuscular

block (TOF ratio of 0.7) reduces specifically the ventilatory

responses to isocapnic hypoxia without altering the response

to hypercapnia. The ventilatory response to hypoxia returns

to control values after recovery to a TOF ratio above

Fig. 15.10 Rocuronium plasma

concentration and calculated

concentration in the effect

compartment at the laryngeal

adductor muscles and the

adductor pollicis versus time.

Reproduced from Plaud et al. [48]

with permission from John Wiley

and Sons
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0.9 [56]. The mechanism behind this interaction seems to be

a spontaneous reversible depression of carotid body chemo-

receptor activity during hypoxia [57].

Drug Interactions

Simultaneous administration of two NDMR has either addi-

tive or synergistic effects [58]. The mechanism for synergy

remains discussed, but it could include multiple binding sites

at the neuromuscular junction or differences in binding

activities of the α subunits. Some authors have suggested

using simultaneously a combination of mivacurium and

rocuronium to get both a rapid onset and a short duration

of action. However this kind of interaction has almost no

clinical interest and is used very rarely in clinical practice.

The interaction between succinylcholine and NDMR can be

antagonistic depending on the order of administration. When

a small dose of NDMR, usually one-tenth of the

recommended dose, is given before succinylcholine to pre-

vent fasciculations and muscle pain, the duration of action

and the effect of succinylcholine are decreased. On the other

hand, the duration of action and the effects of NDMR are

increased by prior administration of succinylcholine [59].

Sevoflurane, desflurane and isoflurane potentiate the neu-

romuscular effects of NDMR. It reflects a pharmacodynamic

interaction. They induce a prolongation of the duration of

action of neuromuscular block and of the recovery index.

The effect is more important with the most recent

halogenated agents (desflurane and sevoflurane) because

they are less soluble [60]. Because equilibrium between the

end-tidal concentration and the muscles is low (30–90 min),

this potentiation is concentration but also time dependent.

Many other drugs may potentiate the effects of NMBA

but most of these interactions have no significant

clinical effects. Potentiation of neuromuscular block by

aminoglycoside antibiotics is mainly observed in case of

overdosage such as in patients with renal failure.

Antiepileptic drugs, such as phenytoin, can induce a

decrease in the release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular

junction and an upregulation of the cholinergic receptors

inducing resistance to most of the NDMR [61].

Specific Populations

Paediatric Patients

In humans, maturation of neuromuscular transmission

occurs after the first 2 months of age although immature

junctions have been found up to 2 years of age. The main

change during the first months of life is that the foetal

receptors located outside the neuromuscular junction will

disappear and will be replaced by mature receptors. These

changes suggest that the neonate’s neuromuscular junc-

tion may exhibit evidence of its immaturity by changes in

response to neuromuscular blockers although neuromus-

cular blockers can be used safely in term and preterm

infants.

The routine administration of succinylcholine to healthy

children should be discontinued because there is a risk of

intractable cardiac arrest with hyperkalaemia, rhabdomyoly-

sis and acidosis after succinylcholine administration, partic-

ularly in patients with unsuspected muscular dystrophy of

the Duchenne type.

There are significant age-related differences in the

potency of NDMR in infants and children when compared

with adults. Children require greater doses of NDMR than

any other age group of patients. In infants less than 1 year,

the ED95 at the adductor pollicis is approximately 30 % less

than in children. These apparent discrepancies can be

explained by studies of pharmacokinetics and pharmacody-

namics of NMBA. Neonates and infants are more sensitive

than adults to the neuromuscular blocking effects of NMBA.

Plasma concentrations, required to achieve a desired level of

neuromuscular blockade, are lower in neonates and infants

when compared with children [62]. However, the dosage

should not be decreased as much because neonates and

infants have a larger volume of distribution at steady state

[63]. This increased volume of distribution is due to the

increase in extracellular fluid volume during the first months

of life. This increase, in association with a lower elimination

clearance, contributes to the longer elimination half-life, in

the first months of life. The much greater range of response

in neonates in association with a longer elimination half-life

suggests that in neonates NDMR should be given in small

additive doses until the required level of neuromuscular

block is attained.

Atracurium, vecuronium, cisatracurium and rocuronium

are commonly administered to children because many surgi-

cal procedures are of short duration in children and are

compatible with the duration of action of a single intubating

dose [64]. It must be highlighted that onset time of neuro-

muscular block is faster in infants (30 %) and children

(40 %) when compared with adults [65]. This age-related

effect is probably caused by circulatory factors such as the

relative decrease of cardiac output and increase of circula-

tion time with age. An age-dependent prolongation of action

during vecuronium-induced neuromuscular block has been

demonstrated in infants. A dose of 0.1 mg/kg produces a

neuromuscular block >90 % of control value of almost

60-min duration in infants [66] but of only 20 min in chil-

dren and adults. Vecuronium therefore acts as a long-acting

muscle neuromuscular blocker in the neonate. In contrast,

the duration of action of atracurium is not significantly

different in the paediatric patient from that in the adult.
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Therefore, the same dose (0.5–0.6 mg/kg) can be used in

infants, children and adults for tracheal intubation without

any major difference between the three groups in its duration

of action. Recovery form atracurium-induced neuromuscu-

lar block is little affected by age in paediatric patients >1-

month old. In children, a dose of 0.1 mg/kg of cisatracurium

has an onset of just over 2 min and a clinical duration of

approximately 30 min during balanced or halothane anaes-

thesia [67]. The calculated ED95 doses of cisatracurium in

infants and children are 43 mg/kg and 47 mg/kg, respec-

tively. It has been demonstrated that cisatracurium (0.1 mg/

kg) when compared with atracurium (0.5 mg/kg) provides

less good intubating conditions in children (69 %) than

atracurium (98 %). The mean infusion rate necessary to

maintain 90–99 % neuromuscular block is also similar in

infants and children.

Rocuronium in adults is an intermediate-acting neuro-

muscular blocker with a faster onset of action than other

NDMRs, and this is also true in infants and children. In

children, 0.6 mg/kg of rocuronium produces better

conditions for rapid tracheal intubation (60 s) [68] than

does 0.1 mg/kg of vecuronium (100 s) or 0.5 mg/kg of

atracurium (180 s). As with adults, for rapid sequence intu-

bation (60 s) in the presence of a full stomach, a 1.2 mg/kg

dose of rocuronium is suggested to provide excellent

intubating condition in all the patients.

It has been frequently stated that dose requirements of

neostigmine for reversal were greater in paediatric patients

than in adults until it was demonstrated that neostigmine

dose requirements were lower in infants and children than

in adults [69]. Children can be reversed faster and by much

smaller doses than adults. A dose of 30 μg/kg in children is

quite comparable to the usual dose of 40 μg/kg in adults and

provides satisfactory reversal of neuromuscular block. Neo-

stigmine-assisted recovery of neuromuscular transmission is

dependent of age and is slightly more rapid in children than

either infants or adults [70]. Recovery is faster when neo-

stigmine is administered after the beginning of spontaneous

recovery. When neostigmine is administered at deeper levels

of block in children, the total time from neostigmine admin-

istration to a 0.7 TOF recovery is longer than when neostig-

mine is given at 2–4 responses at the TOF. In all cases, tests

of clinical recovery, such as head lift, leg lift and cry, can be

misleading as in adults. Several studies have demonstrated

that when children were extubated using clinical criteria of

recovery, the TOF ratio did not exceed 0.5–0.6, whereas a

0.9 TOF ratio is required to guarantee full recovery from

neuromuscular block. These results highlight the need for

objective assessment of neuromuscular block, even in

infants and children, at least at the time of extubation

because of their increased sensitivity and variability in

their responsiveness to NDMR.

Geriatric Patients

The pharmacodynamics of neuromuscular blockers may be

altered in elderly patients. A number of physiological

changes that accompany the ageing process will occur

including decreases in total body water and lean body mass

and increases in total body fat. Moreover, hepatic blood flow

and hepatic enzyme activity decrease. Similarly, as a conse-

quence of reduced renal blood flow, glomerular filtration

rate decreases by about 20 % per year in adults. These

changes may account for the altered responses of the elderly

to neuromuscular blockers. Decreased muscular activity

may lead to downregulation of nicotinic receptors at the

neuromuscular junction.

Several studies found no differences in the initial dose

requirement for NDMR in the elderly. The dose–response

curves of atracurium, pancuronium and vecuronium were

slightly to the right of the curves for the adult subjects;

however, there were no significant differences. Several stud-

ies have confirmed that NDMRs are as potent in elderly as in

young adult patients. The onset of neuromuscular block can

be delayed and can be correlated with age. This age-related

effect is probably caused by circulatory factors such as

decrease in cardiac output and increase in circulation time

in the elderly [65]. The onset of rocuronium neuromuscular

block was prolonged to 3.7 from 3.1 min in the elderly.

Similarly, the onset of cisatracurium is approximately

1 min longer in the elderly.

A prolongation of the duration of action of NDMR and a

decrease in dose requirements for the maintenance of neuro-

muscular block have been observed with several currently

available muscle relaxants in the elderly. These results are

explained by pharmacokinetic changes in the elderly. The

distribution and elimination may be altered by any of the

multitude of physiological changes that accompany the age-

ing process. The effect of ageing alone, versus disease states

often associated with the ageing process, may be difficult to

distinguish in identifying mechanisms of altered neuromus-

cular blocker action in the elderly.

The steroidal NDMRs depend on the kidney and/or the

liver for their metabolism and elimination. Therefore, they

can show altered pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics

in elderly patients [71, 72]. Vecuronium dose requirements

to maintain a constant neuromuscular block are decreased by

36 % approximately in patients over 60 years and spontane-

ous recovery is significantly longer in the older patients.

Lien et al. have shown that plasma clearance was reduced

by more than 50 % and elimination half-life prolonged by

60 % in the elderly [72]. The prolongation of vecuronium

action appears to be secondary to decreased drug elimination

consistent with age-associated decrease in hepatic and renal

blood flows. The duration of action of rocuronium and the
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recovery index are also increased in the elderly. The

prolongation of action can be explained by a 27 % decrease

in plasma clearance.

In the case of drugs whose elimination is independent of

hepatic or renal blood flow, pharmacokinetics and pharma-

codynamics should not be significantly altered by age.

Atracurium has multiple routes of elimination. Degradation

by Hofmann elimination and ester hydrolysis is independent

of the liver and the kidney and is not affected with age. The

only pharmacokinetic change is a slight increase of the

volume of distribution at steady state leading to a modestly

increased elimination half-life. Consequently, the duration

of action, the recovery index and the dose requirement

during a continuous infusion are independent of age [40].

Cisatracurium is mainly eliminated by Hofmann elimina-

tion. Unlike atracurium, cisatracurium does not undergo

hydrolysis by nonspecific esterases. It exhibits a slightly

delayed onset of effect in elderly patients because of slower

biophase equilibration. The slight prolongation of the

elimination half-life of the drug in the elderly is due to an

increased volume of distribution at steady state (+10 %)

[73]. These minor pharmacokinetic changes are not

associated with changes in recovery profile in the elderly.

It has been demonstrated that the duration of action of

neostigmine was prolonged in the elderly. The duration

of maximal response to neostigmine increased from 11 to

32 min in the elderly. A shift to the right of the dose–

response relationship has been shown for neostigmine

antagonism of vecuronium-induced neuromuscular

block in the elderly, the reason for the difference being

uncertain.

Monitoring of neuromuscular block is of importance in

the elderly because recovery of neuromuscular function can

be delayed. It has been demonstrated that inadequate or

incomplete recovery of muscle strength can be associated

with an increased incidence of perioperative pulmonary

complications in this patient population. The clear relation

between incomplete recovery from neuromuscular block

and occurrence of critical respiratory events in the PACU

highlights the need for objective recovery of neuromuscular

block in the elderly [74].

Patients with Severe Renal Disease

Muscle relaxants contain quaternary ammonium groups

which make them very hydrophilic. They are therefore usu-

ally completely ionised at a 7.4 pH and poorly bound to

plasma proteins. The predominant pathway of elimination of

steroidal muscle relaxants is ultrafiltration by the glomeruli

before urinary excretion. Only atracurium, cisatracurium

and to some extent vecuronium are independent of renal

function.

Succinylcholine is metabolised by pseudocholi-

nesterases, the concentration of which may be slightly

decreased in patients with severe renal failure. The decrease

in plasma cholinesterase activity is always moderate (30 %)

and does not result in prolongation of succinylcholine-

induced neuromuscular block. Succinylcholine induces a

transient increase in plasma potassium concentration

(<0.5 mmol/L). Therefore, succinylcholine is not

contraindicated in severe renal failure when K+ levels are

within the normal range.

Sensitivity to the effects of NDMR remains unchanged in

patients with renal failure [75, 76]. A longer onset of action

in patients can be observed in patients with end-stage renal

failure, because of the increase of the volume of distribution

of any NDMR and a reduced cardiac output. Because of the

potential for prolonged blockade and the availability of

intermediate- and short-acting neuromuscular blockers,

there is no longer any reason to recommend the use of the

long-acting neuromuscular blockers in patients with renal

failure.

The pharmacokinetics and duration of action of

atracurium are unaffected by renal failure because Hofmann

elimination and ester hydrolysis account for 50 % of its total

clearance [77]. Laudanosine, the principal metabolite of

atracurium, is eliminated unchanged by the kidney. How-

ever, during continuous administration of atracurium,

laudanosine plasma concentrations are 10 times less than

concentrations associated with convulsions in the dog. The

same findings are observed when using cisatracurium, the

duration of action remaining unchanged because Hofmann

elimination accounts for 77 % of the total clearance and

renal excretion accounts for 16 % of its elimination. The

peak plasma laudanosine concentrations are 10 times lower

than after equipotent doses of atracurium.

Vecuronium relies principally on hepatic, not renal,

mechanisms for its elimination. However, its clearance is

reduced, and its elimination half-life can be slightly

increased in patients with renal failure [78]. However, in

clinical use, in patients with renal failure, the duration of

action and rate of recovery from vecuronium- or atracurium-

induced neuromuscular blockade during surgery are similar.

There is only one study where the duration of action of

0.1 mg/kg of vecuronium was both longer and more variable

in patients with renal failure than in those with normal renal

function. A small dose undergoes hepatic metabolism to,

3-desacetylvecuronium, which has 80 % of the neuromus-

cular blocking activity of vecuronium; it may cause

prolonged paralysis in patients with renal failure in the

intensive care unit.

Rocuronium is taken up by the liver and metabolised and

excreted in bile and faeces in high concentrations although

up to 33 % is eliminated through urinary excretion. After

0.6 mg/kg rocuronium, up to a fifth of the dose is recovered
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unchanged from the urine, and no active metabolites can be

found in humans. The more recent pharmacokinetic studies

have shown that the clearance of rocuronium is reduced by

33–39 % in patients with renal failure. Its distribution vol-

ume remains unchanged or slightly increased [79]. The elim-

ination half-life was 70 vs 57 min in patients with and

without renal failure, respectively. The duration of action

of single and repeated doses is not significantly affected but

the duration of action is less predictable.

In renal failure, there are no significant changes of the

volume of distribution of neostigmine. The clearance of

neostigmine is decreased by two-thirds and the elimination

half-life is prolonged from 80 to 183 min in patients with

renal failure. The clearance of edrophonium is also

decreased and significantly reduced, and its elimination

half-life is significantly prolonged in patients with

end-stage renal failure.

Patients with Hepatobiliary Disease

Liver function is in most clinical situations a modest

determinant of the pharmacology of NDMR. Therefore,

prolonged neuromuscular block for drugs dependent on

hepatic elimination will become apparent only with repeated

doses or the use of continuous infusion. Cirrhosis is

associated with an increased extracellular water compart-

ment, oedema and often kidney dysfunction. Cholestasis

decreases biliary excretion but is not associated with signifi-

cant liver failure contrary to acute hepatic failure.

There is a delayed onset of action and an apparent resis-

tance to NDMR in patients with cirrhosis although studies

have demonstrated that the sensitivity of the neuromuscular

junction was unaltered. This is the consequence of the

increased volume of distribution inducing an increased dilu-

tion of muscle relaxants in cirrhotic patients. The increase of

terminal half-life can be either due to the increased volume

of distribution or to a decreased biliary excretion for muscle

relaxants dependent on hepatic function for elimination [27].

Following a single dose of NDMR, in most cases, there is no

prolongation of the duration of action because it is depen-

dent on distribution.

Vecuronium elimination is mainly via the bile. The

elimination half-life is increased in mildly decompensated

cirrhotic patients as the result of a decreased clearance,

while the volume of distribution at steady state can be

increased [27]. In cirrhotic patients the duration of action

of vecuronium is related to the dose. Cholestasis can

increase plasma concentration of bile salts which will reduce

the hepatic uptake of vecuronium [26]. This may be an

explanation for the decreased clearance observed by some

investigators. The duration of action of vecuronium is

increased by 50 % in patients with biliary obstruction.

Rocuronium is mainly excreted into the bile. The volume

of both the central compartments (33 %) and the volume of

distribution at steady state (Vdss) (43 %) are increased in

cirrhotic patients, whereas the clearance may be decreased.

The duration of action is prolonged in patients with hepatic

disease, and there is a correlation between the increased

volume of distribution and the slower onset of action when

compared to controls [80].

Due to their mode of elimination, the pharmacokinetics of

atracurium and cisatracurium are little affected by hepatic

disease. In fact, and in contrast to all other neuromuscular

blockers, the plasma clearances of atracurium and

cisatracurium are slightly increased in patients with liver

disease [81]. Because elimination of atracurium and

cisatracurium occurs outside of, as well as from within, the

central compartment, it has been suggested that a larger

distribution volume is associated with greater clearance.

The increased clearance of the relaxant in patients with

liver disease is not reflected in a decrease in the drugs’
durations of action.

One concern raised about administering atracurium to

patients with hepatic disease was the possible accumulation

of laudanosine. Although laudanosine relies principally on

hepatic mechanisms for its elimination, the concentrations

encountered during liver transplantation are unlikely to be

associated with clinical sequelae.

Because of the wide interindividual variations seen in

response to NDMR in patients with hepatic disease, moni-

toring of neuromuscular block is required with titration of

doses.

In patients with severe liver disease, butyrylcholi-

nesterase activity is decreased because of decreased synthe-

sis of the hepatic enzymes. Consequently, the plasma

clearance of the isomers of mivacurium is decreased by

approximately 50 %, and its duration of action is prolonged

and may be almost tripled [82].

Obese Patients

The level of plasma pseudocholinesterase activity and

the volume of extracellular fluid which are the main

determinants of the duration of action of succinylcholine

are increased in the obese patient. Therefore a 1 mg/kg

dose based on total body weight (TBW) was recommended

to get complete paralysis and predictable intubating

condition [83].

Vecuronium doses based on TBW induce a prolonged

duration of action in obese patients although vecuronium

pharmacokinetics are unaltered by obesity. The prolonged

recovery in the obese can be explained by the larger total

dose administered in these patients. With larger doses, when

administration is based on TBW, recovery will occur during
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the elimination phase when plasma concentrations decrease

more slowly than during the distribution phase [84]. The

pharmacokinetics of rocuronium are not altered by obesity.

In the same way, the duration of action of rocuronium is

significantly prolonged when the dose is calculated

according to TBW. In contrast, when rocuronium is dosed

according to ideal body weight (IBW), the clinical duration

is less than half [85].

There is a correlation between the duration of action of

atracurium and TBW when the dose is given as mg/kg of

TBW. The clinical duration of action is doubled when the

drug is given based on TBW vs IBW. Varin et al. reported

the lack of difference between obese and normal patients in

atracurium elimination half-life (19.8 vs 19.7 min), volume

of distribution at steady state (8.6 vs 8.5 L) and total clear-

ance (444 vs 404 ml/min) [86]. The finding that IBW avoids

prolonged recovery of atracurium-induced block can be

explained by an unchanged muscle mass and an unchanged

volume of distribution in morbidly obese patients compared

with normal weight patients. The duration of cisatracurium

is also prolonged in obese patients when given on the basis

of TBW vs IBW.

Reports on the effects of NDMR neuromuscular

blockers in the obese recommend that they should be

given on the basis of IBW rather than on actual body weight

to ensure that these patients are not receiving relative

overdoses with associated avoid prolonged recovery.

Some authors did not find any influence of TBW or IBW,

whereas some observed a delayed recovery after neostig-

mine when vecuronium was dosed on TBW. When using

maintenance doses, objective monitoring is strongly

recommended to avoid accumulation.

Clinical Use of NMBA

NMBAs are used routinely during induction of anaesthesia

to provide optimal intubating conditions and paralysis of the

diaphragm to facilitate controlled ventilation. During main-

tenance of anaesthesia, they must provide optimal surgical

working conditions. It must be remembered that the intensity

of maximum blockade is dependent of the dose. The

recommended dose for any NDMR is twice the ED95 at

the adductor pollicis because the laryngeal adductor muscles

for which relaxation is needed to provide optimal intubating

conditions, and the diaphragm, are the most resistant muscle

of the body to NDMR. Such a dose will provide good

intubating conditions in almost all patients and decrease

the rate of vocal cord lesions following intubation [87].

Combes et al. have highlighted that the use of a muscle

relaxant for tracheal intubation diminished the incidence of

adverse postoperative upper airway symptoms and produces

better tracheal intubation conditions and reduction of the

rate of adverse haemodynamic events [88]. Similar findings

were even observed in paediatric patients where intubation

conditions are usually favourable [68].

During surgery some authors have suggested that

NDMRs do not need to be used routinely, for example,

during retroperitoneal or retropubic surgery. A prospective

controlled study has clearly demonstrated that NDMRs

(vecuronium) very significantly decrease the rate of unac-

ceptable conditions in patients undergoing retropubic sur-

gery even if halogenated agents are used for maintenance of

anaesthesia. Moreover, the surgeons found that abdominal

muscle relaxation as estimated by clinical judgement

increases with increasing doses of vecuronium [89]. In

most cases, good perioperative conditions are obtained

with shallow levels of neuromuscular block, i.e. one or two

responses at the TOF at the adductor pollicis. In some cases,

because the diaphragm and the abdominal wall muscles are

the most resistant muscles of the body to NMBA, the sur-

geon may complain about the intensity of the block because

the diaphragm has already started its recovery or the patient

is coughing, whereas the peripheral muscles such as the

adductor pollicis are still fully paralysed with no response

to the TOF at the adductor pollicis [90]. During laparoscopic

surgery it was demonstrated that deep neuromuscular block

could reduce intra-abdominal pressure by almost 25 %

[91]. In these situations a deep level (no more than three

responses at the PTC) of neuromuscular block with abolition

of the four responses at the TOF at the adductor pollicis can

be indicated. In this case monitoring of the depth of block

can be accomplished using the PTC (post-tetanic count) at

the adductor pollicis or the TOF at the corrugator supercilii

[92]. Up to now, anaesthesiologists have been rather reluc-

tant to use these deep levels of neuromuscular block up to

the very end of the surgical procedure because until now it

was impossible to reverse deep neuromuscular block [93].

This kind of situation should not be a problem anymore

because it is now possible to fully paralyse the diaphragm

and the abdominal wall muscles with greater doses of

steroidal NDMR [94, 95] and to maintain this deep block

until the closure or the removal of the last device during

laparoscopic surgery before reversal with new agents such as

sugammadex [96].

Most anaesthesiologists prefer to maintain neuromuscu-

lar blockade by giving repeated doses and if possible by

taking into account the information provided by monitoring

such as the TOF at the adductor pollicis [97]. However, it

can be tempting to maintain neuromuscular block by contin-

uous infusion of intermediate-duration action NDMR. Dur-

ing continuous administration, there are risks of under- or

overdosing when monitoring is not used. In most cases, it is

recommended to avoid this risk by maintaining one or two

responses at the TOF at the adductor pollicis. Due to the

improvement and now simplicity of the new neuromuscular
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blockade monitors using acceleromyography, it is tempting

to use closed-loop systems to maintain stable neuromuscular

block and decrease the clinical workload. Another benefit

would be to take into account a wide range of patient

sensitivities. Different techniques using either PID

controllers [98] or the fuzzy logic approach have been used

[99]. Most of them are efficient, but these techniques have

some drawbacks such as instability of the neuromuscular

block in the first hour of administration or during a syringe

change. Losses of the signal or interference with diathermy

have also been described.

Monitoring Neuromuscular Blockade

Monitoring of neuromuscular blockade during anaesthesia is

of great interest because subjective evaluation is often

misleading leading to under- or overdosing. The large inter-

individual variability in response to neuromuscular relaxants

[100], whatever the drug used, makes the degree and the

duration of action of a predetermined dose unpredictable.

Moreover, the margin of safety is narrow and neuromuscular

blockade will occur within a narrow range of receptor occu-

pancy. The presence of residual neuromuscular block is a

well-identified factor of postoperative respiratory depression

and increases morbidity during general anaesthesia.

Stimulus Pattern

Train-of-Four (TOF)
TOF consists of four stimulations at a frequency of 2 Hz; it

can be repeated at 10–12-s intervals. No control value is

needed for TOF measurement, and there is a close relation-

ship between single-twitch depression and the number of

responses following TOF stimulation [101]. Sufficient neu-

romuscular blockade for common surgical procedures can be

assumed until the reappearance of one or two responses at

the TOF. When a deeper level of block is required, for

example, during major laparoscopic surgery, a dose suffi-

cient to cause disappearance of the TOF at the adductor

pollicis is required. The TOF ratio is the ratio of the height

of the first and the fourth response. However, visual or tactile

evaluation of the TOF ratio can be misleading, because it is

not always possible to detect fade until the TOF ratio is as

low as 0.4–0.5, even for experienced observers. A TOF ratio

of at least 0.9 is necessary to guarantee in all patients an

adequate recovery of pharyngeal muscle function and respi-

ratory function after neuromuscular blockade.

Tetanus, Post-tetanic Count (PTC)
For many years, tetanus has been used to detect fade during

recovery, but it has recently been demonstrated that a 50-Hz

tetanic stimulation for 5 s did not improve the detection of

fade when compared with the TOF. The only remaining

indication for tetanic stimulation is in performing a PTC

when a deep neuromuscular blockade exists and no

responses to TOF are detectable [102, 103]. It consists of a

50-Hz tetanic stimulation applied for 5 s, followed by single-

twitch stimulations at 1 Hz after a 3-s pause. The reappear-

ance of a twitch response when no TOF is observed accords

with the principle of post-tetanic facilitation. For a given

drug, the number of detectable responses correlates

inversely with the time for spontaneous recovery of TOF

[104, 105]. When five to seven responses are detectable,

spontaneous return of the TOF response is imminent. It is

usually recommended that PTC should not be performed

more than once every 5 min.

Double-Burst Stimulation (DBS)
DBS has been introduced into clinical practice to improve

the detection of fade during visual or tactile evaluation. DBS

consists of two short bursts of 50-Hz tetanic stimulation

separated by 750 ms. The duration of each burst is 0.2 ms.

DBS3,3 consists of two bursts of three impulses. The two

contractions induced by a DBS are of greater amplitude than

the contractions after a TOF, and visual or tactile assessment

of fade is easier than after a TOF [106]. A fading of the

second impulse compared to the first correlates with an

incomplete neuromuscular recovery with a comparable

TOF ratio <60 % [107].

Assessment of the Muscular Response

Visual or tactile evaluation of muscular responses following

nerve stimulation is the easiest way to assess neuromuscular

blockade during anaesthesia. However, fade can be

difficult to detect manually or visually and can lead to

underestimation of neuromuscular block. Measurement of

muscular strength using a force transducer is a more accurate

method. Unfortunately, the force transducers available limit

this technique to monitoring of the adductor pollicis. Teta-

nus or DBS is no longer helpful since a precise value of the

TOF ratio is obtained. The use of electromyography has

been proposed because it does not require bulky equipment

and can be used in children. Monitoring is dependent of the

muscle monitored. Monitoring the EMG of the hypothenar

muscles overestimates the degree of recovery from neuro-

muscular blockade. Acceleromyography assumes that accel-

eration recorded by a piezoelectric transducer is proportional

to force if mass remains unchanged [108]. The advantages of

acceleromyography are an easy set-up of the transducer and

the opportunity to monitor other muscles than the adductor

pollicis. The acceleromyographic T4/T1 ratio can be greater

than 1.0 in the absence of neuromuscular blockade although
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the new transducers are more accurate. Acceleromyography

correlates well with techniques such as mechanomyography

[109]. It is recommended to ensure correct fixation of the

forearm and the fingers to avoid artefacts due to patient

movements. The new generation of transducers usually

provides improved set-up and the reduced variability of

measurements.

Clinical Applications

Monitoring Onset
The adductor pollicis has been widely used to determine the

onset of paralysis. However discrepancies have been

described between tracheal intubating conditions and the

intensity of peripheral paralysis. Although intubating

conditions are affected by the depth of anaesthesia, the use

of the adductor pollicis for monitoring, during onset to

determine the time for good intubating conditions, could be

misleading because paralysis of the adductor pollicis lags

behind onset at the laryngeal adductor muscles and the

diaphragm. Furthermore, the adductor pollicis may be

blocked with a dose insufficient to block the laryngeal

adductor muscles because the latter are more resistant to

NDMR [29, 48, 110]. Since the sensitivity of the corrugator

supercilii oculi is close to that of the respiratory and laryn-

geal muscles, monitoring the corrugator supercilii oculi may

reliably detect when respiratory and vocal cords are

paralysed [92].

Surgical Relaxation
When profound neuromuscular blockade is required,

absence of the TOF response at the adductor pollicis does

not eliminate the possibility that hiccups, cough or extrusion

of the abdominal contents can occur because of the

discrepancies between resistant muscles such as the dia-

phragm [90] or the abdominal wall muscles [111] and

more sensitive muscles such as the adductor pollicis. Two

techniques may allow the evaluation of intense neuromuscu-

lar blockade during the phase of the “period of no response”
at the adductor pollicis and predict the time to the reappear-

ance of the TOF at the adductor pollicis. The PTC at the

adductor pollicis was the first technique described. For a

given muscle relaxant, time until the return of the first

response at the TOF is related to the PTC at a given time.

The major drawback of this technique is that it cannot be

repeated more often than every 5 min. Monitoring of the

TOF at the corrugator supercilii also has a role because the

response of the orbicularis oculi is a good reflector of dia-

phragmatic paralysis [92]. When profound blockade is not

essential, monitoring of the adductor pollicis, with TOF, is

sufficient.

Monitoring Recovery
The adductor pollicis is preferable for the management of

recovery because it is a sensitive muscle. When the adduc-

tor pollicis has almost completely recovered, it can be

assumed that there is no residual paralysis of the more

resistant muscles of the body such as the diaphragm, the

abdominal wall muscles and the laryngeal muscles. How-

ever, recent studies have demonstrated that symptoms of

residual paralysis may persist until the TOF ratio has

returned to a value of 0.9 [53, 54, 112]. Therefore a TOF

ratio above 0.9 is needed in the recovery room to avoid any

respiratory problem secondary to residual neuromuscular

blockade because the muscles of the upper airway are

particularly sensitive to the effects of muscle relaxants

(Fig. 15.11) [113]. Using DBS at the adductor pollicis,

fade can only be detected at degrees of neuromuscular

blockade corresponding to a TOF ratio of no more than

0.6 [114]. Recent studies have determined that TOF ratios

<0.9 were observed in 30–60 % of postoperative patients

who do not receive neuromuscular monitoring [115, 116].

These facts suggest that detection of residual paralysis can

be improved by the use of objective monitoring such as

acceleromyography [117] which can also decrease the rate

of critical respiratory events due to residual paralysis in the

PACU [74].

Anticholinesterase Drugs

In 1954, Beecher and Todd suggested that the use of

NMBA could significantly increase the mortality rate

during general anaesthesia [118]. These findings were

due to the nonroutine use of controlled ventilation in

Fig. 15.11 Approximate behaviour of respiratory function, airway

integrity and various tests as a function of train-of-four ratio.

Reproduced from Donati [113] with permission from Springer
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these patients but also to residual paralysis and likely

critical respiratory events (CRE) after surgery. There-

fore, in the early 1950s, Cecil Gray suggested the routine

administration of 5-mg neostigmine at the end of surgery

to prevent residual paralysis, when long-acting NMBAs

were used [2]. For over 40 years, anticholinesterases have

been widely used to reverse neuromuscular block at the

end of the case, the most commonly employed being

neostigmine.

Anticholinesterase Drugs

The action of NMDR is reversed by anticholinesterase

drugs, which temporarily inactivate acetylcholinesterase

and increase the amount of acetylcholine at the postsynaptic

membrane [119]. This causes an increase in the size and the

duration of the end-plate potential. Anticholinesterases also

have presynaptic effects, and in the absence of NMBA, they

may potentiate the normal twitch response. Because anticho-

linesterase acts not only at the motor end plate but at all

muscarinic receptors, they cause excessive salivation,

increased bowel activity and bradycardia due to profound

vagal stimulation. They are therefore combined with an

anticholinergic agent such as atropine or glycopyrrolate

which blocks the muscarinic but not the nicotinic effects of

acetylcholine [120]. The concomitant use of atropine

induces its own side effects such as tachycardia, dry mouth

and blurred vision. Therefore neostigmine may be

contraindicated in patients with cardiovascular disease or

severe asthma. There are conflicting reports on the risk of

bowel anastomotic leakage after reversal of neuromuscular

blockade.

Neostigmine and pyridostigmine, but not edrophonium,

bind to the anionic and esteratic sites and are hydrolysed by

acetylcholinesterase. Edrophonium binds with the esterase

site on acetylcholinesterase, forming a loose electrostatic

bond, and there is a competition between it and acetylcho-

line for the site. The action of edrophonium is terminated as

it simply diffuses away from the synaptic cleft. Neostigmine

binds more strongly to both the anionic and esteratic sites on

acetylcholinesterase. Neostigmine is approximately 12 times

as potent as edrophonium. The durations of action of neo-

stigmine, pyridostigmine and edrophonium are similar, but

the onset times differ considerably: the peak effect of

edrophonium occurs at 1–2 min [121], neostigmine at

7–11 min and pyridostigmine at greater than 16 min. The

onset of pyridostigmine is too slow for clinical purposes.

These differences in onset of action could be due to the

different rates of binding to acetylcholinesterase. The anti-

cholinesterase agents all have a ceiling effect, and there is

little benefit in administering more than 0.07 mg/kg neostig-

mine because of the limited amount of acetylcholine at the

neuromuscular junction. Large doses, greater than those

used in clinical practice, may produce neuromuscular block-

ade [122, 123].

The time to recovery from neuromuscular block depends

on the rate of spontaneous recovery but essentially from the

intensity of the block when the reversal agent is given [113].

It is recommended that at least two or even four visible

twitches of a TOF be visible before reversing. When neo-

stigmine is given without the use of neuromuscular

monitoring, there is an increased incidence of postopera-

tive respiratory complications [124]. Reversal with

edrophonium is superior to neostigmine only if significant

spontaneous recovery has occurred. Increasing neostig-

mine doses to shorten its onset is not a valuable option

because neostigmine exhibits a ceiling effect. Moreover,

recovery of shallow levels of neuromuscular block (at least

two responses of the TOF at the adductor pollicis) follow-

ing neostigmine is not as fast as usually thought. Kopman

had demonstrated that when neostigmine was given during

shallow rocuronium- or cisatracurium-induced neuromus-

cular block at two responses at the TOF, the TOF ratio was

0.76 and 0.72, respectively, 10 min after administration

[125]. Blobner et al. have demonstrated that the median

time to reach a 0.9 TOF ratio following neostigmine

administered after reappearance of two twitches was

18.5 min. One major issue was the large interindividual

variability; even 60 min after neostigmine administration,

less than 90 % of the patients had reached a 0.9 TOF ratio

[126]. When neostigmine or edrophonium has been

administered at deep level of block, there is a chance of

return of neuromuscular block particularly with the long-

lasting NMBA such as pancuronium or pipecuronium.

Elimination of anticholinesterases is delayed in patients

with end-stage renal failure because they are eliminated

by the kidney [127, 128]. Therefore they can be used safely

in patients with renal failure and recurarisation cannot

occur.

Reversal of Neuromuscular Blockade

Some authors have questioned the routine use of anticholi-

nesterases drugs because it is considered that following the

recommended intubating dose, i.e. twice the ED95 at the

adductor pollicis, complete spontaneous recovery from

intermediate-duration action NMBAs, will occur in less

than 60–90 min after drug administration. Recent studies

on a large number of young and healthy ASA I and II

patients have clearly demonstrated that even 2 h after drug
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administration, around 30 % of patients receiving

intermediate-duration action NMBAs still have a TOF ratio

less than 0.9 [116]. Many studies have confirmed the effi-

ciency of anticholinesterase agents. Baillard et al. have

clearly demonstrated that the rate of residual paralysis in

the recovery room has been decreased very significantly

over 10 years by routine use of monitoring of neuromuscular

block in association with administration of neostigmine

when residual paralysis was detected [115]. The rate of

residual blockade as defined as a TOF ratio <0.9 decreased

from 62 to 3 %, confirming the benefit of reversal in routine

anaesthetic practice.

Although some clinicians consider that muscle weakness

is a rare event with few consequences, several studies have

clearly demonstrated that a TOF ratio <0.9 is associated

with critical respiratory events in the PACU such as airway

obstruction, hypoxemia or even postoperative pulmonary

complications [55]. Berg demonstrated that during

pancuronium-induced neuromuscular blockade, patients

with a TOF ratio less than 0.7 had mild or even severe

episodes of desaturation in the PACU and were more likely

to develop postoperative pulmonary complications [129].

More recent studies have clearly demonstrated that even

after the use of intermediate-acting NMBA, the risk of

postoperative pulmonary complications in the PACU

when the TOF ratio was less than 0.9 was increased.

Murphy studied 7459 patients arriving in the PACU. The

patients who developed critical respiratory events such as

severe hypoxemia and/or upper airway obstruction had a

mean TOF ratio of 0.62. In contrast to the control group,

the mean TOF ratio was 0.98, and no control patients had a

TOF ratio less than 0.7 [55, 112]. When objective moni-

toring using acceleromyography is used instead of a con-

ventional peripheral nerve stimulator, there is a significant

reduction in the incidence of residual blockade [117] and

associated unpleasant symptoms of muscle weakness in the

PACU such as blurred vision or facial weakness or subjec-

tive difficulty speaking. In the same time, Arbous et al., by

studying the morbidity and mortality rate in more than

850,000 patients in Holland, were able to demonstrate

that the use of reversal agents at the end of the case could

induce a very significant decrease in morbidity and mor-

tality (odds ratio, 0.10; 95 % confidence interval,

0.032–0.314) [130].

After giving neostigmine, anaesthetists may be overcon-

fident and extubate the patient, whereas a 0.9 TOF ration has

not been yet reached. Therefore routine monitoring is

strongly recommended to assess complete recovery from

neuromuscular blockade. On the other hand, it has been

demonstrated that 20 mcg/kg is as effective as 40 mcg/kg

when TOF fade is no longer detectable, justifying the

practice of giving a half dose if complete recovery cannot

be ascertained [131, 132].

Sugammadex

Until recently, the action of NDMR could only be reversed

by anticholinesterase drugs. However, as previously

discussed, their use has several pitfalls due to their musca-

rinic effects, their relatively slow onset and their inability to

reverse deep levels of neuromuscular block [113]. The

release of sugammadex since 2009 provides a new approach

in the management of neuromuscular blockade during sur-

gery and the prevention of residual paralysis at the end of

the case.

Pharmacology (Fig. 15.12)

Sugammadex is a modified γ cyclodextrin specifically

designed to encapsulate rocuronium [133] and chemically

similar aminosteroid muscle relaxants such as vecuronium.

The underlying mechanism of action is new and differs

Fig. 15.12 Interaction of sugammadex (Org 25969) with rocuronium

with rocuronium hydrophobic part with the cyclodextrin cavity.

Reproduced from Bom et al. [133] with permission from John Wiley

and Sons
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completely from that of acetylcholine esterase inhibitors.

When sugammadex is injected intravenously, the free

molecules of rocuronium in plasma which are in equilibrium

with the tissues are almost immediately captured by the

sugammadex molecules, and the plasma-free rocuronium

concentration decreases very rapidly [134–136]. This creates

a gradient of rocuronium between tissue and plasma, with

rocuronium molecules moving out of the tissue and into

plasma where they are encapsulated by free sugammadex

molecules. Following administration of sugammadex, the

concentration of free rocuronium decreases rapidly in the

plasma, but the total rocuronium plasma concentration (free

and bound to sugammadex) increases rapidly [136]. The

complex is then rapidly filtered by the glomerulus and

eliminated through the kidney. Sugammadex has no direct

effect on cholinergic transmission. It is considered as a

selective relaxant binding agent (SRBA), and it does not

exhibit intrinsic biological activity.

It does not have any affinity for more than 40 drugs that

may be used during anaesthesia (hypnotics, analgesics,

antibiotics, cardiovascular drugs). Affinity for cortisone,

hydrocortisone and aldosterone has been extensively stud-

ied because sugammadex binds strongly to steroidal

NMBA; affinity is 120-fold less than for rocuronium.

Affinity for atropine, verapamil and ketamine is

400–700-fold lower than for rocuronium. Among many

molecules studied, toremifene and flucloxacillin are the

only molecules known to displace rocuronium or

vecuronium from sugammadex. Sugammadex is ineffec-

tive when blockade is produced by mivacurium,

atracurium or cisatracurium.

When compared with neostigmine for reversal of neuro-

muscular block at reappearance of four TOF responses, it

has been shown that a 0.90 TOF ratio was obtained in

approximately 2 min with sugammadex compared to a

time of 17 min using neostigmine [137]. It was also

shown that there are no differences in time taken to reach

a 0.9 TOF ratio after anaesthesia maintained with

halogenated agents when compared with propofol [138].

Although sugammadex was developed to antagonise

rocuronium-induced block, it is also effective in reversing

0.1 mg/kg vecuronium-induced block [139] and even the

long-acting steroidal NDMRs such as pipecuronium [140].

Jones et al. compared the efficacy of sugammadex versus

neostigmine for reversal of deep level of rocuronium-

induced paralysis. Sugammadex or neostigmine was given

at reappearance of 1–2 responses at the PTC when no

responses at the TOF at the adductor pollicis could be

detected. A 0.9 TOF ratio was attained in 2.9 min

with sugammadex versus 50.4 min in patients receiving

neostigmine—glycopyrrolate. The most important finding

was the reproducibility and the small range when

sugammadex is given; 97 % of patients receiving

sugammadex had a TOF ratio above 0.9 within 5 min

of administration, whereas a large number of patients

receiving neostigmine did not recover until 30–60 min

and 23 % did not recover to a 0.9 TOF ratio until more

than 60 min (Fig. 15.13) [141].

It would be tempting to use lower doses of sugammadex

to decrease costs, particularly when there are already four

responses at the TOF with a measurable TOF ratio; how-

ever, due to the mechanism of action of sugammadex, using

low doses could lead to reappearance of neuromuscular

block after an initial and successful recovery. Such a risk

was confirmed by Eleveld et al. who described reappear-

ance of neuromuscular block following initial recovery,

when using inadequate doses [142]. It is likely that when

sugammadex is not administered at a sufficient dose, it can

initially form complexes with rocuronium in blood and

initiate initial recovery. However the dose will be insuffi-

cient to sustain redistribution of rocuronium from the neu-

romuscular junction to blood causing a reappearance of

residual paralysis.

There are situations in which deep block must be reversed

very rapidly, for example, when tracheal intubation has

failed. When given, 3 min after 1.2 mg/kg rocuronium,

16 mg/kg sugammadex can completely reverse the block in

less than 3 min. In this setting, recovery with sugammadex is

significantly faster than spontaneous recovery from

succinylcholine [143].

In elderly patients, the time needed to a 0.9 TOF ratio

does not differ very much (2.9 min) when compared with

younger patients [144]. As for any NMBA, this very mild

slower onset of action in the elderly could be due to

circulatory factors such as altered muscle perfusion or

Fig. 15.13 Time to recovery of the TOF ratio to 0.9 from deep

rocuronium-induced neuromuscular blockade after administration of

sugammadex (4 mg/kg) or neostigmine (0.07 mg/kg). Reproduced from

Jones et al. [141] with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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decreased cardiac output. There are few data in paediatric

patients. Plaud et al. have demonstrated that sugammadex

could be used safely at a dose of 2 mg/kg and that

recovery times were similar in children and adolescents

when compared with adults. Although there were a small

number of infants studied, recovery time to obtain a 0.9

TOF ratio, after sugammadex, was rapid ranging from 0.6

to 3.7 min.

Because sugammadex does not act in the same way as

neostigmine or edrophonium, by inhibition of acetylcholin-

esterase and an indirect action on receptors, but by encapsu-

lation in the plasma, it is not expected to have the side effects

associated with anticholinesterase agents. Dahl et al. have

confirmed the lack of cardiovascular effects of both 2 and

4 mg/kg sugammadex in patients with cardiovascular dis-

ease undergoing noncardiac surgery [145].

The imprint of sugammadex has been recently

supplemented with the notification of a longer clotting

time in the first minutes following its administration with-

out any documented clinical consequences. In an observa-

tional study, Raft et al. investigated before, 1 h after

sugammadex administration and on the next day, clinical

bleeding, haemoglobin concentration, haematocrit,

activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) and pro-

thrombin time (PT) in 142 patients scheduled for major

abdominal cancer surgery and at risk of surgical bleeding.

They did not find any significant differences between the

control group (no sugammadex) and the groups receiving

either 2 or 4 mg/kg sugammadex in terms of clinical

bleeding [146]. Its administration was not associated with

a longer clotting time nor decreased haemoglobin concen-

tration. Rahe-Meyer confirmed that sugammadex produced

limited transient (<1 h) increases in activated partial

thromboplastin time and prothrombin time but was not

associated with increased risk of bleeding versus usual

care [147].

Any NMBA can cause anaphylactic reactions because

quaternary ammonium ions are suggested to be the aller-

genic determinants in NMBAs. In most cases cross-

reactivity can be observed even between steroidal and

benzylisoquinoline NMBA. The use of sugammadex to

capture rocuronium and to be an adjunct in the manage-

ment of rocuronium-induced anaphylactic complications

has been suggested. There are a few clinical cases where

sustained haemodynamic improvement (increase in blood

pressure and normalisation of heart rate) was observed

during a rocuronium anaphylactic event, after administra-

tion of sugammadex. Baldo has suggested that

sugammadex could eventually interact with mast cells

[148]. However there is not yet enough scientific evidence

to recommend sugammadex as the treatment of choice

during anaphylactic reaction due to steroidal

NMBAs [149].

Clinical Use
There has always been an unsatisfied need for a reversal

agent that can rapidly reverse neuromuscular block regard-

less of its depth. This ability to reverse intense neuromuscu-

lar block very rapidly and reliably provides the opportunity

to maintain it until the complete end of the procedure. There

are clinical situations where the surgeon needs complete

muscle relaxation until the end of the case (major abdominal

or thoracic surgery, laparoscopic surgery) and where the

anaesthetist is reluctant to provide full paralysis because it

will delay significantly recovery and turnover of the patients

in the operating room. Now it is possible to maintain paraly-

sis of the diaphragm and the abdominal wall muscles until

the very end of the procedure. The need for monitoring

remains important since it is the only objective manner to

follow the evolution of deep neuromuscular block and

decide of the dose of sugammadex that need to be

administered (2 or 4 mg/kg) at the end of the case

(Fig. 15.14). There is a risk of a TOF ratio <0.9 in the

PACU that can be as high as 10 % when sugammadex

administration is not guided by neuromuscular

monitoring [150].

Now that anaesthesiologists have available many drugs

with a short offset (desflurane, sevoflurane, propofol,

remifentanil), it will also be possible to have a very precise

control of neuromuscular block when steroidal NMBAs are

used to maintain relaxation and to obtain, for the first time,

a rapid and reliable recovery from deep neuromuscular

block.

Compared with neostigmine/atropine or edrophonium/

glycopyrrolate, the costs for sugammadex are signifi-

cantly higher. On the other hand, muscle weakness, sig-

nificant delays in meeting PACU discharge criteria and

achieving PACU discharge can be observed in patients

with TOF ratios less than 0.9 after surgery. Taking into

account the NHS Economic Evaluation Database assum-

ing that time saved in the OR has a value of £4.44 per

minute, Paton et al. were able to demonstrate that 2 or

4 mg/kg sugammadex was cost-effective for routine

reversal of shallow and even deep neuromuscular block-

ade if reductions in recovery times were obtained in the

operating room and associated with improvement in pro-

ductivity and more efficient use of staff members

[151]. In a teaching Australian hospital, following its

introduction, the use of neostigmine nearly halved com-

pared to that of the previous year. The cost of reversal

increased significantly but a reduction in the median

duration of stay was observed. From the author’s point

of view, the reduction in hospital stay could fully offset

the observed increased costs [152]. However, it must be

pointed out that neostigmine should not be withdrawn

from clinical use, because it is the only reversal agent

acting against residual paralysis induced by
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benzylisoquinoline NDMRs. Moreover, it use can still be

discussed for the low levels of residual paralysis such as

with a TOF >0.4 [131].
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New and Upcoming Drugs: Intravenous
Anesthetic Agents 16
John William Sear

The first of the modern generation of intravenous agents for

the induction (and maintenance) of anesthesia dates back to

the introduction and evaluation of thiopental in 1934 (Lundy

and others). Since then, there have been a large number of

intravenous agents introduced and in parallel a number

which have undergone clinical usage and then withdrawn

when found wanting.

The concept of the ideal properties of an intravenous

hypnotic agent for induction of anesthesia has been defined

by many different researchers, but the first list of desirable

characteristics was probably that defined by the late John

Dundee in 1979 [1] (Table 16.1).

The present use of modern intravenous agents to provide

an alternate to the volatile agents for the maintenance of

anesthesia has stemmed from the development of four intra-

venous agents which fulfilled most of these properties (keta-

mine, Althesin (alfaxalone-alfadolone acetate), etomidate,

and propofol), as well as showing the important

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic features needed. The lat-

ter features ideally include being water soluble and hence no

likelihood of solvent toxicity; rapid blood-brain equilibration,

high potency, and a steep dose-response curve to enhance

titratability; rapid plasma clearance and small volume of

distribution to minimize the potential for tissue accumulation;

and the absence of active metabolites. Other desirable features

are minimal cardiovascular and respiratory depression and

low potential for histamine release.

Of those drugs listed above, propofol is considered by

many present-day observers to be near to the ideal. However,

time and experience have shown its use to be associated with

a number of important issues and side effects. Because of its

water insolubility, the drug must be formulated in a lipid

solution, with the added issue of the risk of bacterial

contamination if vials are left open to the air. Early on in the

evaluation of the agent, there was noted to be significant pain

on intravenous injection, especially when administered into

small veins on the back of the hand. Although all intravenous

agents have cardiovascular effects, the dose-related cardio-

vascular and respiratory depression seen with propofol, espe-

cially when the drug is given in conjunction with opioid

drugs, was greater than with the other agents. Propofol also

has a liability to development of the propofol infusion syn-

drome (PRIS), with hyperlipidemia and metabolic acidosis,

when given for prolonged sedation especially in the intensive

care unit [2]. Other issues that have been researched include

the stability of the solvent and the need for antimicrobials to

prevent bacterial contamination.

Because of the drawbacks associated with the use of the

original 10 % soy bean oil emulsion for the formulation of

propofol, there have been a number of different solutions

investigated—these include solutions with a lower quantity

of soy bean oil, the use of solutions containing both short-

chain and long-chain fatty acids, the use of albumen

emulsions, the use of cyclodextrins, and the development

of aqueous formulations by presentation of the drug as a

phosphate or other salt.

The observation of these side and untoward effects

associated with the use of propofol has led to considerable

effort over the last decade or so by both the pharmaceutical

industry and other researchers to develop either new

formulations of existing agents or new chemical entities

able to provide both induction and maintenance of

anesthesia.

These researches have been addressed in this chapter

by considering the researches to improve the profile of

the archetypal IV agent propofol and then to consider

other new chemical entities for the induction and mainte-

nance of anesthesia. Discussion of these has been divided

into those that have undergone or are undergoing

clinical evaluation and other drugs presently at the preclini-

cal phase.
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New Propofol Formulations

The aim for any new propofol formulation must be to show

an improved pharmacologic profile compared with the orig-

inal “Diprivan” formulation. To do this, there must be a

reduced incidence of pain on injection and an improved

profile of the other minor untoward side effects. But refor-

mulation must not cause any significant change in the drug’s
PK-PD profile. If the incidence of PRIS is to be reduced, a

non-lipid formulation should ideally be developed. It will

also be desirable that any new formulation achieved a faster

onset of effect. The one other key adverse effect is the risk of

bacterial contamination; however, support of bacterial

growth can be obtunded by addition of benzyl alcohol,

sulfite, or EDTA.

The problem of pain on injection is more debatable as the

lipid solvent is not associated with pain when given alone or

when used to solubilize other agents [3], suggesting that the

pain may be due to the propofol itself. New formulations

have focused either on the choice of lipid or other solvent

used to solubilize propofol or on the formulation of water-

soluble preparations of the drug. The Lipuro formulation of

propofol is solubilized in medium-chain triglycerides

rather than long-chain triglycerides. It has an identical

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic profile to the

“Diprivan” formulation but is associated with less pain on

injection. However, this formulation is not available in the

USA because of the lack of EDTA in the solvent. Propofol

emulsions contain oil droplet average sizes of 0.15–0.5 μm
(fine macroemulsions) [4]. If the droplet size is less than 0.1

um, the emulsion is known as a microemulsion; these are

more highly stable in solution because of a larger droplet

size, but they require the addition of surfactants to retain the

drug in solution [5]. Examples of these microemulsions

include Aquafol (Daewon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, Seoul,

Korea) which contains 1 % propofol, 8 % polyethylene gly-

col 600 hydroxystearate (solutol HS 15; BASP Co. Ltd.,

Seoul, Korea) as a nonionic surfactant, and 5 % Glycofurol

(Roche, Basel, Switzerland) as a cosurfactant. Its use has

been compared with Diprivan 1 % in volunteers with similar

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties and

safety profiles [5]. However the doses of surfactant and

cosurfactant used in this formulation limited its administra-

tion to a maximum of 100 ml Aquafol per day.

This has led to the microemulsion being reformulated

with another, better tolerated cosurfactant (Purified

poloxamer 188; PP188). When investigated in the rat, the

kinetics of this formulation were found to be nonlinear

[6]. There are no studies to date in man which report on

the incidence or not of pain on injection to this formulation.

It has been suggested that this might increase with

microemulsion formulations due to a greater amount of

free propofol in the aqueous phase [7].

Three aqueous formulations of propofol solubilized using

cyclodextrins have been studied in various animal species

[8]. These use hydroxypropyl-gamma-cyclodextrin,

hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HP-βCD), or

sulfobutyl-β-cyclodextrin as the solvent. The hydroxypro-

pyl-β-cyclodextrin formulation showed favorable physico-

chemical and biological properties as a water-based

formulation. Early porcine studies show an equivalent

PK-PD profile to “Diprivan.” Again, there are no reported

studies in patients. However, when formulations were used

containing large amounts of a cyclodextrin complexing

agent (20 % w/v), IV dosing of propofol-hydroxypro-

pyl-β-cyclodextrin in rats caused immediate bradycardia of

variable duration, while the solvent alone had no effect [9].

Hence, safety issues were highlighted which might be

improved by minimizing the amount of the cyclodextrin.

The sulfobutyl-β-cyclodextrin is more soluble and safer

than hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin, and, while many of

these formulations showed improved pharmacodynamic

profiles, there was often an increased duration of effect and

stability problems.

Other propofol formulations use cosolvent mixtures with

propofol solubilized in propylene glycol-water (1:1 v/v) or

the prolinate ester of propofol and its water-soluble deriva-

tive dissolved in water at equimolar concentrations. How-

ever, studies with the prolinate ester in rats showed the

formulation to have a longer induction time and longer

duration of action [10].

A more recent water-based formulation of propofol is in a

poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) block polymer (Labopharm

Table 16.1 Ideal properties of an intravenous hypnotic agent

Water soluble

Stable in solution

Long shelf life

No pain on intravenous injection

Nonirritant if given subcutaneously

Painful on arterial injection

No sequelae after intra-arterial injection

Low incidence of venous sequelae (thrombophlebitis)

Small injection volume

Lack of hypersensitivity reactions

Lack of intravascular hemolysis

Does not necessarily need to have analgesic properties

No induction complications such as excitatory effects, tremor,

spontaneous movements, or hypertonus

No muscular reaction as maintenance of jaw tone may facilitate airway

maintenance

No effect on uterine tone

Does not induce episode of malignant hyperpyrexia nor induce acute

porphyria

Ideally free of fetal teratogenicity
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Inc., Quebec, Canada) in which propofol is dissolved inside

micelles which are 30–60 nm in diameter [11, 12]. This

solution is then lyophilized to form Propofol-PM (propofol

polymeric micelle) that instantaneously reconstitutes to a

clear solution upon addition of an aqueous medium. This

formulation does not support the growth of microorganisms

[11]. Micellar propofol has been examined in rats and shown

to produce anesthesia. There were no differences in propofol

kinetics compared with the “Diprivan” formulation

[12]. There are no reported data on its use in higher species.

Propofol Analogs and Prodrugs

Other approaches have also been used to overcome some of

the major disadvantages of propofol, specifically its

hydrophobicity, cardiovascular and respiratory depression

especially when given in association with opioids, and pain

on injection. The physicochemical features of several

propofol prodrugs have been described by Banaszczyk and

colleagues [13]. The first attempt was a propofol sodium

hemisuccinate prodrug, but this was unsuitable for commer-

cialization as a stable aqueous solution. A phosphate ester

formulation has been studied in mice, rats, rabbits, and pigs

[13]. Metabolism by phosphatases yielded inorganic phos-

phate and propofol with a similar kinetic profile to the parent

compound. Propofol concentrations greater than 1 ug.ml�1

were associated with sedation in rats and pigs. The median

hypnotic dose of the propofol phosphate in mice was about

ten times than seen when using propofol alone; and there

was a similar increase in median lethal dose. Other highly

water-soluble derivatives of propofol, formulated as cyclic

amino acid esters, have been described [10]. The anesthetic

properties of the most promising of these, the prolinate, have

been described following intraperitoneal injection in rats and

showed a faster loss of righting reflex than after “Diprivan.”

Fospropofol

Fospropofol (previously known as GPI-15715, Aquavan,

Lusedra®) is the only clinically approved propofol analogue.

It is a water-soluble phosphate ester of propofol (phosphono-

O-methyl-2,6-diisopropylphenol). It is moderately rapidly

and completely broken down in vivo to propofol, inorganic

phosphate, and formaldehyde by alkaline phosphatases

which are widely distributed in the body (Fig. 16.1). Based

on the molecular weights of propofol and fospropofol, 1 mg
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Fig. 16.1 Structures of

fospropofol and HX0969w;

together with their metabolic

breakdown pathways. Also

shown are the structures of

HX0969-Gly-F3 and HX0969-

Ala-HCl
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of the latter should liberate 0.54 mg propofol. The formalde-

hyde is further broken down to formate which has not been

shown to date to be associated with systemic toxicity.

Administration of fospropofol is associated with a slow

onset of effect (over 4–13 min depending on the dose used

and much slower than the parent compound propofol—about

40 s). In man, the in vitro hydrolysis of fospropofol has a

half-life of about 8 min. One of the issues to date is the

absence of reliable pharmacokinetics (due to assay method-

ological problems). However preliminary data have

suggested a short half-life (as might be expected from a

drug undergoing plasma hydrolysis) and small apparent

volume of distribution. The ED50 effective dose is about

6.5 mg kg�1, while the maximum recommended dose

(12.5 mg kg�1) produces loss of consciousness in about

4 min.

The side effect profile of the drug is interesting—it has a

lower incidence of hypotension, respiratory depression and

apnea, and loss of airway patency than is seen with propofol

at similar levels of sedation or anesthesia. This probably

relates to the slower onset of effect of the drug. Although

there have been no reports of pain on injection, a major side

adverse effect is the onset of transient paresthesia and pruri-

tus in the perineal region at the start of the infusion! Not

surprisingly, these burning sensations were accompanied by

a transient increase in heart rate [14]. A multicenter phase

3 trial has used lower doses of fospropofol (6.5 mg kg�1

instead of 5–14 mg kg�1) preceded by fentanyl 50 μg to

produce moderate procedural sedation, followed by

subsequent titrated doses of fospropofol [15]. Recovery was

rapid and without any noticeable hangover effect. The drug

has also been associated with a low incidence of postopera-

tive nausea and vomiting. Comparison with propofol shows

the new drug to have a lower incidence of adverse effects,

with only minor respiratory depression. It has a slower onset

of action than propofol, and the metabolic products cause no

clinically significant drug-related sedative effects.

Paresthesia occurred in about 50 % of subjects, together

with pruritus and perineal itching (although there was no

apparent recall of the pain or discomfort). With this dose

strategy, there was rapid recovery (with a median time to full

alertness of 5 min and an Aldrete score >9 by 10 min) and

improved patient outcome. In all studies reported to date,

fospropofol has been associated with a low incidence of

postoperative nausea and vomiting.

At the doses described above, 95 % of subjects have a

blood propofol concentration <2 μg/ml. A single dose of

fospropofol has a longer duration of effect compared with

the same dose of propofol. It is not known to date whether

prolonged use of fospropofol for sedation might lead to the

propofol infusion syndrome.

Fospropofol has some apparent advantages over propofol

and is associated with a lower risk of bacterial contamination

as well as the absence of the infused lipid load that has been

associated with organ toxicity during long-term infusions of

Diprivan. Fospropofol was approved by the US FDA in

December 2008 for use in monitored anesthesia care seda-

tion in adult patients undergoing diagnostic or therapeutic

procedures. But fospropofol can only be given by persons

trained in the administration of general anesthesia and not

involved in the conduct of procedure. Because of the slow-

onset kinetics, the main utility of fospropofol will probably

be for sedation in the intensive care unit, for procedural

sedation outside of the operating room, and for sedation

during monitored anesthesia care or regional anesthesia per

se where its slow onset is less critical [16–18]. Present

comparative studies have evaluated fospropofol against

propofol and midazolam; further studies are needed for the

drug’s true profile needs to be better established.

Other New Chemical Entities Studied
(To Date—2016) in Man

PF0713
PF0713 is a water-insoluble 2060dialkylphenol formulated as

a 1 % lipid emulsion. It is a potent GABAA receptor agonist

which, in the animal species so far tested, shows a hypnotic

potency comparable to that of propofol, but with a slower

onset of action and duration of effect. Structurally, it is a

sterically hindered phenol (R,R 2060 di-sec-butylphenol) and
is therefore similar in structure to propofol (Fig. 16.2).

Indeed in its racemic form, it was one of the original

compounds evaluated during the development of propofol.

The actions of PF0713 have been examined at the molec-

ular level using rat cerebral cortex binding assays, with the

greatest effect found on the chloride channel (as has been

shown for propofol) and a lack of interaction with alpha2,

NMDA, PCP, benzodiazepine, or opioid receptors [19]. In a

comparison with the effects of propofol on the CA1

populations of pyramidal neurons, both drugs potentiated

the effects of muscimol at the GABAA receptor, suggesting

that the agent acts via the picrotoxin-binding site on the

chloride binding channel.

When given to rats by the intravenous route, there is rapid

onset of loss of the righting response, with a duration that

was dose related over the range of 1.9–15.2 mg/kg. The drug

appeared to be more potent than propofol in the rat, with the

maximum tolerated dose being greater than that for

propofol. However, after high doses (>7.0 mg/kg), PF0713

may be accompanied by prolonged recovery times [20].

Only one study has described the profile of PF0713 when

administered to human subjects. At doses between 0.0156

and 2.0 mg/kg, there were no notable adverse events. At the

higher doses of 1.0 mg/kg and 2.0 mg/kg, PF0713 produced

rapid induction of general anesthesia without injection pain
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or agitation. When the depth and duration of anesthetic

effect were assessed by the bispectral index and the

Richmond Agitation and Sedation Score, the drug showed

dose-related effects, with maintenance of blood pressure and

heart rate. Preliminary kinetic data suggest that the drug has

a high plasma clearance [21]. When given as a bolus dose,

recovery was predictable. There are no data describing the

drug’s profile when given by infusion; and further

assessments of the agent have not been forthcoming.

JM-1232(�)
JM-1232(�) is one of a series of water-soluble sedative-

hypnotics being evaluated by the Maruishi Pharmaceutical

Company (Osaka, Japan) [22]. The lead compound

[JM-1232(�)] is an isoindolin-1-one derivative which was

shown to be active in mice (Fig. 16.2). It has a wide margin

of safety—with a hypnotic ED50 of 3.1 mg/kg and LD50 of

>120 mg/kg (giving a therapeutic index >35). In vitro

binding data suggest the compound has a high affinity for

the benzodiazepine receptor, but at a different binding site to

midazolam. In vitro studies examining the effects of

JM-1232(�) in a brain stem-spinal cord preparation of neo-

natal rats showed no effect on the C4 burst rate and ampli-

tude at concentrations between 10 and 500 μM. However, at

higher concentrations, there was depression of central respi-

ratory activity which could be reversed by the addition of

100 μM flumazenil [23].

Recent studies have also examined the drug when given

intrathecally to the rat, where it produces antinociception by

an action thought to be on synaptic transmission at spinal

nerves in the substantia gelatinosa. In vitro experiments

suggest that JM-1232 enhances inhibitory transmission by

prolonging the decay phase of the GABAergic sIPSCs. This

effect might either be through benzodiazepine receptor acti-

vation or by increasing the spontaneous release of GABA

and glycine from nerve terminals. This enhancement of the

GABAergic effect could contribute to the antinociception

seen in these animals [24].

JM-1232 has undergone limited clinical evaluation.

When given as a 10 min infusion to male volunteers, it had

a rapid onset and short duration of action [25]. Doses

between 0.05 and 0.8 mg/kg caused sedation, with the higher

doses producing a deeper and longer reduction in the

bispectral index. There was no significant excitation

associated with the onset of hypnosis (which is a common

feature seen with neurosteroids and some other sedative-

hypnotic agents). When given as a 1 or 10 min infusion at

doses between 0.025 and 0.8 mg/kg, there were minimal

effects on heart rate and blood pressure.

The drug produces dose-dependent sedation with rapid

onset and recovery, although some volunteers showed upper

airway obstruction at deeper levels of sedation. The popula-

tion PK model indicates plasma clearance (for a 70 kg male)

of 654 ml/min and apparent volume of distribution at
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Fig. 16.2 Chemical structures of

hypnotic drugs that have

undergone evaluation in man. Top
row—alfaxalone (Phaxan-CD),

AZD 3043, and JM-1232 (also

known as MR04A3). Second
row—PF0713 (and structure of

propofol for comparison) and

remimazolam (CNS-7056X)
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steady state of 91.6 l per 70 kg. The plasma drug concentra-

tion associated with sedation was about 200 ng/mL�1 and

the t1/2ke0 5.1 min [25]. Simulated context-sensitive half-

times suggest a profile similar to propofol. Preliminary

PK-PD data indicate an estimated EC50 effect-site concen-

tration for anesthesia of 162 ng/mL and a t1/2ke0 of 4.2 min.

The value for t1/2ke0 compares with 0.9 to 5.6 min for

midazolam and 1.2–3.3 min for propofol. One unanswered

question is whether the main metabolite of JM-1232

(so-called metabolite 3) has any hypnotic properties—espe-

cially at higher doses or during prolonged infusion.

Remimazolam (CNS 7056)
In animal studies, remimazolam is a benzodiazepine

(Fig. 16.2) with a very predictable onset and offset of effect

with a low risk of oversedation. The effects of the agonist are

readily reversed by the benzodiazepine antagonist

flumazenil. In vitro, remimazolam binds to benzodiazepine

sites in the brain with a high affinity. Its carboxylic acid

metabolite has a 300 times lower binding affinity. Neither

the parent drug nor the main metabolite shows any binding

affinity for other receptors, nor any selectivity for specific

GABAA subtypes. In this respect, the pharmacological

effects of remimazolam are similar to those of midazolam.

Remimazolam causes dose-dependent inhibition of neuronal

firing of the substantia nigra pars reticulata.

Remimazolam undergoes biotransformation by hydroly-

sis in human, rat, mouse, and minipig liver tissue, yielding

CNS 7054 as the major metabolite. Metabolism also occurs

in organs other than the liver (kidney, lung, brain), but there

is no evidence of metabolism by plasma in human, minipig,

or dog. The metabolite profile is therefore in keeping with

remimazolam being a substrate for carboxylesterases rather

than butyrylcholinesterase [26].

When given IV, 25 mg/kg midazolam and remimazolam

both produced immediate loss of righting reflex in rats, but

recovery of the righting reflex was faster with remimazolam

[25 vs. 10 min, respectively]. The effect of remimazolam is

inhibited by pretreatment with flumazenil [27]. In a kinetic

and dynamic comparison with midazolam in the pigs [28],

both drugs rapidly induced sedation, but recovery was faster

after remimazolam. This slower recovery after midazolam

can be related to the drug being eliminated more slowly

(33 vs. 18 min half-life) and was more widely distributed

with a larger apparent volume of distribution at steady state

(1038 vs. 440 ml/kg), although the clearance rates of the two

sedatives were similar (35.4 and 32.2 ml/kg/min,

respectively).

Early human studies with remimazolam showed it to be

well tolerated in doses between 0.05 and 0.35 mg/kg; at

higher doses, episodes of hypoxia may be observed. How-

ever unlike other benzodiazepines, sedative doses are not

accompanied by significant hypo- or hypertension. Plasma

drug clearance is about 3� that of midazolam, and in studies

to date, the kinetics are linear over a wide dose range. There

was rapid onset of sedation (after 1 min with a peak at 4 min)

and also rapid recovery (10 min compared with about 40 min

for equipotent doses of midazolam). At higher doses

(>0.20 mg/kg), studies have reported episodes of blood

oxygen desaturation [29]. A recent PK-PD assessment of

remimazolam in doses from 0.01 to 0.3 mg/kg given by

infusion over 1 min shows a population kinetic model with

clearance of 66.7 l/h and apparent volume of distribution at

steady state of 37.3 l, terminal half-life of 0.92 h, and mean

residence time of 0.57 h [30]. The t1/2ke0 was 0.25 min�1 for

remimazolam (compared with 0.05 min�1 for midazolam).

The IC50 for BIS was 0.26 μg/mL. Over the wide dose range

studied to date, there is a linearity between dose and AUC to

infinity.

On the basis of present knowledge, the CSHT for

remimazolam appears to be short (15–16 min) for infusions

lasting up to 3 h; this compares with values of 45–50 min for

midazolam. However there are no presently published kinet-

ics or dynamics of the agent in patients with liver and renal

disease.

While this benzodiazepine was initially developed for use

as a drug for procedural sedation, more recent studies have

focused on use of the drug for both induction and mainte-

nance of general anesthesia—especially within the fields of

cardiovascular and cardiac anesthesia. When used in con-

junction with analgesic agents (usually remifentanil), the

drug has been compared with propofol. Remimazolam was

infused at a dose of 1 mg/kg/h for maintenance after induc-

tion of anesthesia with an infusion rate of either 6 or 12 mg/

kg/h. At these doses, all patients achieved satisfactory anes-

thesia for operative surgery. There were no major adverse

effects, but the decrease in blood pressure following induc-

tion of anesthesia was about 50 % of that seen with the

comparator propofol group. Recovery data are not presently

available.

AZD3043
AZD3043 (previously known as THRX-918661 and TD4756)

is a water-insoluble drug which is a congener of the hypnotic

agent propanidid, but with about twice the potency of the

latter. Its structure is that of an acetic acid propyl ester

which is broken down through the action of plasma and tissue

(mainly hepatic) esterases (Fig. 16.2). In vitro AZD 3043

undergoes rapid hydrolysis in whole blood of rat and guinea

pig with half-lives of 0.4 and 0.1 min, respectively. There are

no reported data on the activity of the main metabolites.

When given intravenously to rats, doses of 5–30 mg/kg

caused dose-dependent loss of righting reflex and short-lived

EEG suppression. After infusions ranging from 20 min to

5 h, the time to recovery of the righting reflex was about

3 min. In contrast, the recovery from propofol anesthesia
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ranged between 30 and 60 min. Faster recovery was also

seen when AZD 3043 was compared with propofol in a pig

model [31]. In the rat, an infusion of 2.5 mg/kg/min

(in conjunction with remifentanil) was needed to maintain

a surgical plane of anesthesia. After a 3 h continuous infu-

sion in rats, kinetic studies showed a rapid loss of the parent

compound within about 5 min. Comparable studies in the pig

revealed that after a 3 h continuous infusion, clearance was

about 3.4 l/kg/h and the elimination half-life was 0.4 h.

Again, recovery was faster than after propofol when given

at equipotent doses [31]. However one major concern about

this agent is the low potency with doses for maintenance of

anesthesia in the pig of the order of 1.5 mg/kg/min.

Clinical studies of the PK-PD relationships of

remimazolam in man have been conducted in a single

center series during which the pharmacology of the drug

has been assessed based on bolus dosing (1–6 mg/kg) and

30 min infusions of the drug at doses ranging from 1 to

81 mg/kg/h [32–34]. The depth of sedation-hypnosis was

measured using the BIS monitor. The aim of the studies was

also to examine the sedation profile and safety of bolus

doses and the combination of bolus and infusion to provide

sedation (and anesthesia). The 30 min infusions of

1–81 mg/kg/h were associated with rapid onset of sedation

or anesthesia at doses >12 mg/kg/h. All doses were

accompanied by rapid and complete recovery although

after the higher doses, recovery was associated with some

involuntary movements and limb hypertonus.

Based on the blood concentration data from all

125 subjects, a kinetic model has been developed. This

shows that in man AZD 3043 has a high clearance rate

(with a mean value of 2.2 L/min) and a low apparent volume

of drug distribution (which appears from the studies to date

to be dose dependent ranging from about 15 L at low doses

to 37 L at the highest doses). The main metabolites of AZD

are the carboxylic acid metabolite (THRXZ-108893) and

1-propanol. Only a small fraction of the parent drug

(0.02 %) is excreted unchanged. Breakdown occurs due to

the action of both plasma and tissue (mainly hepatic)

esterases with the metabolites being either inactive or

showing only weak hypnotic properties. There is no evi-

dence to date of any analgesic properties of the drug.

During the infusions of AZD 3043, drug effects on the

processed EEG (BIS) were studied and the 50 % effective

plasma concentration for hypnosis determined to be about

15 μg/mL (again, supporting the concept of the drug being of

low potency). The blood-brain equilibration time was rapid

(t1/2keO about 1.1 min) but the slope of the concentration-

effect relationship (gamma) was steep (1.7).

However from these series of studies, the drug appears to

have a number of properties that may render it less than the

ideal. It has a low potency and is formulated as a lipid

emulsion similar to that used for propofol, so there is the

risk of contamination by bacteria. In the three studies

described, one or more adverse effects of the drug were

observed in 29 % of the volunteers. Of greatest concern is

that there were the signs or symptoms suggesting an adverse

allergic-type reaction in three subjects (erythema, chest dis-

comfort, and dyspnea after drug dosing). But, there were no

accompanying ECG changes and no pulmonary rhonchi on

auscultation. Furthermore, serial blood samples for plasma

tryptase activity were negative in the one subject where

samples were taken. Of advantage to its profile was the

finding that even at the highest doses administered, the

majority of subjects recovered orientation within 5 min of

the end of the bolus-infusion regimens, with all subjects

oriented to a MOAA/S score of 4 or greater within 25 min

and able to walk unaided by 30 min. At time of writing, there

appear to be no plans for the further evaluation of this drug.

Pregnane Steroid Anesthetics
The hypnotic properties of steroid molecules have been long

known being first recognized by Cashin and Moravek [35]

following the infusion of colloidal suspensions of choles-

terol into cats. It was clear that there exists no relationship

between the anesthetic and hormonal properties of the

steroids; indeed the most potent anesthetic steroid being

pregnan-3,20-dione [pregnanedione] is virtually devoid of

endocrine activity. Although a number of steroid agents

have been assessed in vitro and in man, one of the main

problems of these agents has been their lack of water solu-

bility [36]. Most steroids have high therapeutic indices in

animals but a variable effect in man on the speed or onset of

hypnosis and the rapidity and completeness of recovery.

Althesin (introduced to clinical practice in 1972 as a

mixture of alfaxalone and alfadolone acetate formulated in

a 20 % solution of polyoxyethylated castor oil surfactant

(Cremophor EL); the alfadolone acetate being present to

increase alfaxalone solubility) has been the only steroid

anesthetic to have achieved clinical use outside of trials

programs and then only in some countries of the world.

Althesin had a number of positive features (minimal cardio-

vascular and respiratory depression and a low incidence of

postoperative nausea and vomiting). Its use was associated

with few venous sequelae; but induction of anesthesia with

Althesin was often accompanied by a dose-related incidence

of hiccoughs, coughing, involuntary muscle movements, and

some laryngospasm.

Following the finding that repeat doses of the drug in

laboratory animals were not associated with prolongation

of recovery (in contrast to the main comparator at the

time—thiopental), there were early reports of the drug’s
use when administered by continuous infusion [37, 38]. For-

mal studies showing the marked hemodynamic sparing

effects of infusions of Althesin in combination with nitrous

oxide and fentanyl as analgesia were then reported in both
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spontaneously breathing and ventilated patients by Sear and

Prys-Roberts [39, 40]. Only minimal cardiovascular depres-

sion was found when the drug was given at infusion rates of

up to four times the ED50 infusion rate (MIR: minimum

infusion rate) in the spontaneously breathing patients and to

8� the MIR in the ventilated subjects. Furthermore, there

was little effect of the drug on baroreflex activity [41]—in

contrast to the later findings with propofol infusions

[42]. Respiratory depression in the spontaneously breathing

subjects was only minimal with the paCO2 in patients

receiving an infusion rate of 4� MIR rising to 52.5 mmHg.

The pharmacokinetics of both steroid components of the

drug have been reported for man [43–45]. Following bolus

dosing, alfaxalone has an elimination half-life of about

30 min, systemic clearance of approximately 20 ml/kg/

min, and an apparent volume of distribution at steady state

of 0.79 l/kg. The kinetics of alfadolone acetate were also

studied and showed no significant difference to those of

alfaxalone [45]. Alfaxalone and alfadolone are mainly

bound to albumin although alfaxalone also binds to

β-lipoproteins, with total protein binding in animals and

man being 96–97 % [46]. When given as Althesin by con-

tinuous infusion, the kinetics of alfaxalone showed

differences to data from bolus dose studies, with evidence

of a dose-related effect on drug kinetics (with plasma clear-

ance of 10.9 ml/kg/min (757 mL/min), apparent volume of

distribution at steady state of 92.1 L, and elimination half-

life of 90.5 min) [44]—longer when compared with data for

bolus dosing [43, 45].

As observed in patients receiving Althesin for induction

of anesthesia, continuous infusions were accompanied by

some minor side effects—including excitatory movements

and limb hypertonus. However a major adverse effect of

Althesin was the development of perioperative allergic

reactions, with an incidence of between 1/1000 and

1/18000. These were of three main types of reaction—

histaminoid, bronchospasm, and cardiovascular collapse.

Evidence suggests that the solvent Cremophor EL may

have been at least partly responsible for these adverse

effects. Because of these side effects, Althesin was with-

drawn from clinical practice in 1984; other solvents have

been assessed for the continued use of the drug in various

animal species.

More recently, the efficacy of alfaxalone alone in other

solvents has been assessed in some animal species and in

man (Fig. 16.2) Using 2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin as

the solubilizing agent (Alfaxan), studies in the dog show the

alfaxalone-cyclodextrin formulation to have a high plasma

clearance (48–64 ml/kg/min) and an apparent volume of

distribution at steady state of 2.5–3.0 l/kg. No adverse

effects have been associated with injection of the steroid,

although some excitation was seen at the time of awakening

[47]. Repeat dosing shows no apparent accumulation in the

dog. Studies in the cat by Whittem et al. and Goodwin et al.

in the horse confirm similar kinetics for alfaxalone but a

slower recovery profile for the cat [48–50]. Evidence of

dose-related kinetics for this formulation of alfaxalone has

been seen with Alfaxan in the cat [48].

Because 2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin has been

shown to be toxic in humans [51], a different formulation,

currently being assessed in man, has been solvented in the

7-sulfo-butyl-ether-beta-cyclodextrin (Phaxan-CD; Draw-

bridge Pharmaceuticals, Melbourne, Australia). This solvent

has a low toxicity and hypersensitivity profile in man and has

been used to solubilize a number of other drugs being used in

clinical practice (including propofol) [52]. Neither of these

new formulations of alfaxalone appear to be associated with

causing histamine release and anaphylaxis or anaphylactoid

reactions.

In a comparative study using Phaxan-CD, propofol, and

the Cremophor EL formulation of Althesin in the rat, there

was rapid onset of effect and rapid recovery with all agents.

Limited hemodynamic studies showed similar changes in

heart rate and blood pressure to those seen after equipotent

doses of propofol, although there was some evidence to

suggest that Phaxan-CD was associated with less cardiovas-

cular depression. Another important difference was the

higher therapeutic index of Phaxan when compared with

both propofol and Althesin [53].

In a first-in-man randomized double-blind study (again

comparing Phaxan-CD with propofol), the primary aim was

to determine the dose equivalence of the two hypnotic agents

for their effects on the bispectral index (BIS) [54]. In groups

of 12 male volunteers, anesthesia was induced with

alfaxalone (Phaxan) or propofol. The aim was achievement

of BIS value of <50. Physiological parameters (blood

pressure, heart rate) were assessed for 80 min after drug

injection and in addition evidence of pain on injection,

involuntary movement, and need for airway support. Recov-

ery from sedation was evaluated using the Richmond

Agitation and Sedation Scale and the Digit Symbol

Substitution Test.

No subject complained of pain on injection with Phaxan-

CD, whereas 8 of the 12 subjects given propofol did. Nine of

the Phaxan and eight of the propofol subjects achieved a

target BIS value of �50, with the median doses being

0.5 mg/kg for Phaxan-CD and 2.9 mg/kg for propofol.

There was no difference between treatment groups in the

lowest median BIS and also no significant differences on the

timing of the onset and recovery of the BIS. The

accompanying median changes in systolic and diastolic

blood pressures were �11 % vs. �19 % for systolic and

�25 % vs. �37 % for diastolic in Phaxan-CD- and

propofol-treated subjects, respectively. Nine of the

12 propofol-treated subjects, but none of Phaxan-CD-treated

subjects, required airway support.
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In subjects where a BIS value of �50 was attained, the

Richmond Agitation and Sedation Scale score of 0 was

reached at a median of 5 and 15 min after Phaxan-CD and

propofol, respectively. The BIS value returned to >90 at a

mean of 21 min in the two treatment arms, while the Digit

Symbol Substitution Test scores returned to predrug injec-

tion values at median times of 50 and 42.5 min after Phaxan

and propofol. There were no changes in biochemical or

hematological indices with either treatment and no evidence

of complement activation after either drug.

From these data, the authors conclude that Phaxan-CD

causes fast-onset, short-duration anesthesia with rapid cog-

nitive recovery similar to propofol. However, there was less

cardiovascular depression following induction of anesthesia

with Phaxan-CD, with no episodes of airway obstruction and

no pain on injection. Further studies in man are awaited.

Etomidate Congeners
Etomidate is a useful intravenous anesthetic agent but has

the adverse effects of adrenocortical suppression, myoclo-

nus, and postoperative nausea and vomiting. In an attempt to

overcome these problems, a series of novel etomidate

derivatives were developed and studied in the laboratory

by researchers at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

These compounds which combine etomidate with a covalent

group are subject to rapid ester hydrolysis (and are thus

termed “soft”) so limiting their duration of effect. The initial

“first-generation” compounds were MOC-etomidate

[MOC ¼ methoxycarbonyl], carboetomidate, and

MOC-carboetomidate (Fig. 16.3) [55, 56]. Studies showed

that the occurrence of adrenocortical suppression could be

minimized by two different approaches: either by the syn-

thesis of analogs that are rapidly breakdown by ester hydro-

lysis or by structural change within the etomidate molecule.

The aim of the researches was to avoid the prolonged

adrenocortical depression following bolus doses and

infusions of etomidate. MOC-etomidate (MOC-E) was the

first analog to be evaluated [55]. It was designed to maintain

the critical properties of the parent compound, but with the

advantage of being rapidly metabolized by esterases in dif-

ferent tissues. The ester moiety attached to etomidate was

both sterically unhindered and electronically isolated from

the pi electron systems in the imidazole ring. In Xenopus

oocytes, MOC-E enhanced submaximal GABA-evoked

currents in α1, β2, gamma2L GABAA receptors but was

less potent than etomidate. MOC-E had an in vitro metabolic

half-life of 4.2 min in rat liver homogenate. This compared

with little breakdown of etomidate even after 40 min of

incubation. In tadpoles, the EC50 for loss of the righting

reflex (LORR) for MOC-E was 8 μM (compared with 2 μM
for etomidate), while in the rat, the ED50s for LORR were

5.2 mg/kg for MOC-E, 1.00 mg/kg for etomidate, and

4.1 mg/kg for propofol. The hemodynamic effects of

MOC-E were similar for etomidate and MOC-E at 2� the

ED50 dose; however the duration of effect was less (about

30 s) with MOC-E.

In the rat, MOC-E caused no suppression of ACTH-

stimulated corticosterone production at 30 min after dosing,

when compared with a 58 % suppression following an

equipotent dose of etomidate. After dosing either as an

intravenous bolus or a continuous infusion, adrenocortical

function after MOC-E recovered more rapidly than after

etomidate. For comparison, studies showed that those

doses of etomidate in man needed to produce hypnosis

could lead to adrenocortical suppression persisting for

more than 4 days after discontinuing a prolonged infusion

and for 24 h or more after a single induction dose [57–60].

However, recovery in the rat was delayed after prolonged

MOC-E infusions. The exact mechanism involved here is

not clearly understood but may be due to an increased flux of

a metabolite into the central nervous system [61]. No further

development of this congener has been undertaken.

A second analog, carboetomidate, where removal of one

nitrogen atom from the imidazole ring reduced drug binding

and hence adrenocortical suppression by about three orders

of magnitude compared with etomidate has also been

evaluated [56]. Although Carbo-E did not bind to the

enzyme and hence inhibit 11β-hydroxylase activity (and so

did not depress cortisol formation), it was shown in Xenopus

oocytes to inhibit neural AcH receptors at concentrations

close to the EC50 for LORR in animals. In addition, it was

far more hydrophobic than the parent compound (with the

olive oil-buffer partition coefficients being 7700 for Carbo-E
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Fig. 16.3 Etomidate and its congeners: MOC-etomidate;

carboetomidate
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compared with 2100 for etomidate). Hence, this formulation

did not provide the water-soluble compound that was the

aim of the researches and it too has not undergone further

evaluation. In comparison with MOC-E, which is a kinetic

solution to the adrenocortical suppressive effects of

etomidate, carboetomidate was seen as a dynamic solution.

In order to increase water solubility and low potency of

other congeners (especially of MOC-E), a series of “second-

generation” etomidate congeners were developed: dimethyl-

methoxycarbonyl metomidate (DMMM) and cyclopropyl-

methoxycarbonyl metomidate (CPMM) (Fig. 16.4) [62]. In

the rat, both compounds were associated with faster EEG

and hypnotic recovery following a 2 h infusion when com-

pared with both MOC-E and etomidate itself. In the case of

CPMM, the recovery time was about 4 min and appeared to

be context insensitive [63]. Although CPMM when infused

in the rat caused a depression of adrenocortical function, the

agent was associated with rapid recovery [64]. In the dog,

again after a 120 min infusion of 0.5 mg/kg/min, there was a

parallel recovery of the adrenal depression and hypnosis,

with a normal response to IV ACTH seen at 180 min post-

infusion compared with an obtunded response to ACTH at

more than 300 min after etomidate. The half-times for

recovery were 215 min for CPMM compared with

1623 min for etomidate. Another feature of CPMM was

myoclonus—seen in 8/8 dogs receiving CPMM compared

with 2/8 following infusions of etomidate [65]. There was an

obtunding of this adverse effect by midazolam (but without

the benzodiazepine having any apparent significant influ-

ence on the recovery profile from CPMM).

Pharmacokinetic studies in the dog have been conducted

following both bolus dosing and a 120 min infusion [65].

After the single dose, the elimination half-life of CPMMwas

16.1 min (compared with 60.1 min for etomidate), with a

significantly greater clearance 211 vs. 14.7 ml/kg/min. This

rate of clearance is greater than liver blood flow, indicating

that hydrolysis to the carboxylic acid metabolite must be

primarily extrahepatic. After a 2 h infusion, there was a

longer half-life for CPMM of 96.8 min.

More recently, the drug (known as ABP-700) has been

evaluated in human subjects. In 60 patients receiving either

ABP-700 or the solventing vehicle, there was no evidence of

adrenal suppression. Clinical studies have shown that with

doses of 0.03–1.00 mg/kg, the drug is well tolerated with

minimal cardiovascular and respiratory effects and no

adverse effect on adrenal function. Sedation was seen with

drug doses �0.175 mg/kg. The safety of the drug has also

been assessed in two more cohorts of patients receiving

ABP-700 0.25 or 0.35 mg/kg preceded by 1 μg/kg fentanyl.

At doses of 1 mg/kg, ABP-700 caused an increase in

blood pressure following induction of anesthesia. There

was also an increased heart rate at lower doses but not in

those patients receiving anesthetic doses (0.75 or 1.0 mg/kg).

Preliminary kinetics show linearity over the dose range

studied, with an elimination half-life of 10.5–18.7 min and

dose-related proportionality for AUC. Further studies are

being undertaken to examine more fully the PK-PD

characteristics of this drug.

Preclinical Studies of Other Potential New
Intravenous Anesthetics

These compounds are mainly water-soluble versions of

propofol.

HX0969w

Because of the significant side effects associated with the

use of fospropofol for sedation (paresthesia and perineal

tingling), researchers have used a number of other

approaches to improve the water solubility of propofol.

Researchers at the University of Sichuan have produced an

important lead compound HX0969 (Fig. 16.1). The pharma-

cological features of HX0969 have been compared with

those of propofol in the rat [64]. In vitro studies showed

that rapid breakdown occurs to release propofol when the

compound was formulated in a water-oil emulsion. To ren-

der the compound ester soluble, two further compounds

HX0969 disodium phosphate monoester (HX0969W) and

glycine ester trifluoroacetic acid salt (HX101230) were

synthesized, and their pharmacological features were com-

pared with those of fospropofol.

Results show that HX0969 can produce an anesthetic

effect within a few seconds (mean: 3.6 s) in the rat, and its
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Fig. 16.4 Etomidate and the
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therapeutic index was 4.66. The pharmacodynamic

characteristics of HX0969W were similar to those of

fospropofol. A second compound, HX101230, also produced

anesthesia within 60s in the rat, but the therapeutic index

was not so high (TI ¼ 2.96). Unlike fospropofol, HX0969w

is a prodrug designed to release propofol and gamma-

hydroxybutyrate (GHB), without the formation of

formaldehyde.

When in vitro hydrolysis studies were carried out in the

plasma from mice and rats, there was a prompt release of

propofol (Fig. 16.5). In vivo studies determined the half-

maximal effective doses (ED50) and half-maximal lethal

doses (LD50) of fospropofol and HX0969w [65]. For

HX0969w, the ED50 values in mice and rats were 133.03

and 53.79 mg kg�1, respectively, with LD50 values of

607.11 and 283.79 mg kg�1, respectively. The therapeutic

indices were calculated as 4.56 and 5.28 for mice and rats. A

pharmacodynamic comparison showed that HX0969w had a

longer onset time and shorter duration than fospropofol [66].

The prodrugs of fospropofol and HX0969w both contain

phosphate ester groups. It has been suggested that accumu-

lation of a phosphate ester component might be the cause of

the paresthesia and pruritus. To exclude this potential risk,

the same group of researchers has designed 2 amino acid

propofol prodrugs (HX0969-Gly-F3, HX0969-Ala-HCl)

(Fig. 16.1). Again the bioconversion of the esters to give

propofol was examined in vitro, and then the drugs were

tested in vivo to determine the 50 % effective dose (ED50)

of the four propofol prodrugs. Their action onset time and

duration time were also measured after their equipotent

doses were given.

The water solubilities of fospropofol, HX0969W,

HX0969-Gly-F3, and HX0969-Ala-HCl are 461.2 mg/mL,

189.5 mg/mL, 49.9 mg/mL, and 246 mg/mL, respectively.

Hydrolysis experiments using the plasma of both rat and

rhesus monkey showed that the two amino acid prodrugs

released propofol to a greater extent and at a more rapid rate

than the two phosphate prodrugs during the testing period of

5 h (Fig. 16.5). Overall all 4 prodrugs released propofol

rapidly in the presence of rat hepatic enzymes. However,

when the two amino acid ester compounds were compared

with fospropofol, and HX0969W, the two novel compounds

(HX0969-Gly-F3, HX0969-Ala-HCl) had a much shorter

onset time and were more potent.

Further studies have shown that HX0969w, fospropofol

disodium, and propofol emulsion can also produce sedative-

hypnotic effects and are safe when administered by oral route.

The ED50 of oral HX0969w, fospropofol disodium, and

propofol emulsion was 96.5 mg/kg, 130.0 mg/kg, and

113.8 mg/kg, respectively. The two propofol prodrugs

HX0969w and fospropofol disodium have a shorter time to

loss of the righting reflex thanwas seenwith propofol emulsion

(10.0 min, 7.5 min, and 16.0 min, respectively). HX0969w,

fospropofol disodium, and propofol emulsion caused the loss

of righting reflex for mean times of 66.9 min, 131.9 min, and

198.9 min, respectively [66], with HX0969w having a shorter

time to restoration of the righting reflex than either fospropofol

disodium or propofol emulsion. This suggests that HX0969w

may have a role as an oral sedative drug.

Propofol Glycoside

Another approach to the recent formulation of propofol is to

make the agent water soluble in the form of a propofol

glycoside (Fig. 16.6). Following intravenous dosing in rats,

the pharmacokinetics of the two propofol glycosides

exhibited the same pharmacokinetic behavior. However,

the clearance and area under curve values of propofol for
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the two propofol glycoside injections were evidently

increased as compared with those for propofol emulsion

injection. Analysis showed that their apparent distribution

volumes were also increased when compared with that for

propofol when given as an emulsion. Following breakdown

of the glycosides in the plasma, the elimination half-life of

the derived propofol (t1/2) was the same as that of commer-

cial propofol emulsion injection (approximately 1.5 h) [67].

This formulation will hopefully be examined in higher

species.

Ketamine Esters

Researchers at the University of Auckland have been

evaluating the structure-activity relationships of ketamine

esters in a rat model to determine their potency and efficacy

as short-acting anesthetics. Two indices have been

measured—the time after cessation of an infusion for the

animals to recover from both loss of the righting reflex

(a measure of anesthesia) and the duration of response to a

noxious stimulus (pedal withdrawal—the analgesic effect).

The esters were formed by conjugation of ketamine with a

methyl, ethyl, or propyl group. The potency of the esters as

sedatives was not significantly related to chain length, but

methyl, ethyl, and iso-propyl esters were the more potent

(although up to twofold less than ketamine), whereas

n-propyl esters were less potent (from two- to sixfold less

than ketamine). All five ester compounds produced a rapid

loss of the righting reflex and diminished pedal withdrawal

with an ultrarapid offset (the mean offset for the lead com-

pound being 87 s compared with 996 s for the parent

drug ketamine). The LD50s for the esters were similar to that

found for ketamine. All the esters underwent rapid in vivo

biodegradation by hydrolysis to carboxylic acid derivatives.

For recovery from anesthesia, the methyl, ethyl, and

iso-propyl esters were considerably faster than the recovery

seen from ketamine itself. The n-propyl esters were 20–25-

fold faster than from ketamine. Another new dimethylamino

ketamine derivative (homoketamine) had ketamine-like sed-

ative effects but was slightly less potent. The ester analogues

of homoketamine had very weak sedative effects [68].

Limited kinetic studies in the rabbit show that the lead

compound (N-alkylated norketamine methyl ester) has a

large clearance (0.72 l/kg/min) and a small volume of distri-

bution (0.65 l/kg). There are no studies to date in larger

mammals.

Concluding Remarks

The development of intravenous anesthesia and the associated

target controlled infusion devices has arisen largely on the

back of the introduction of propofol into clinical practice in

1986 in Europe and soon after in many other countries. As we

have understood more about the pharmacological

requirements of a drug for maintenance of anesthesia by the

intravenous route, we have found areas where present drugs

exhibit side effects or undesirable features.

Since 1986, several other drugs have been evaluated

clinically as possible contenders to the “throne” occupied

by propofol. To date, none has stood the test of time or

surpassed it. Despite the increasing costs of drug develop-

ment, several new chemical entities are being evaluated.

Whether any will join propofol as the hypnotic component

of intravenous anesthesia remains to be evaluated.

Speaking from the position of a researcher who has been

privileged to study the potential of five such compounds over

the last 40 years, I look on with expectation—but not with-

out trepidation—at the road ahead.
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Introduction

Context-sensitive halftime, time to peak effect, and effect

site equilibration half-life are parameters that were

introduced over the past three decades to improve the under-

standing of the clinical pharmacology of anesthetic agents

when given as single agents. In addition, anesthesiologists

have become increasingly aware of the pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic drug interactions that play an important

role in the clinical dose–effect relationship of drugs used in

anesthesia.

Drug interactions may be beneficial or detrimental to the

patient involved. A drug interaction may be used to the

benefit of a patient when the interaction is used to reduce

the dose or drug concentration of the individual agents to

diminish the magnitude of side effects of the combination. In

contrast, patients may take drugs that interact in a harmful

way, leading to a change in the efficacy and/or toxicity of

one of the agents. Epidemiological data suggest that the

incidence of possible drug interactions is increasing in the

population with estimates of the order of 5–63 % [1, 2]. Espe-

cially, with regard to the use of opioids for chronic and

oncological pain, concern is mounting with respect to the

growing use of opioids itself and with respect to the thus

increasing possibility of interactions between opioids and

concurrent medication such as antidepressants, sedatives,

or other opioids that may lead to detrimental effects on the

patient. Over the past two decades, the prescription of

opioids for noncancer pain has doubled with a prevalence

in some populations of up to 10 % [3].

With regard to intraoperative anesthesia, drug

interactions may be viewed differently. Anesthesia today is

seldom accomplished through the action of a single agent.

This is because mono-agent anesthesia is often associated

with significant side effects such as hemodynamic and respi-

ratory depression. Total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA),

therefore, is provided using combinations of hypnotic and

analgesic agents, often combined with muscle relaxants,

sometimes in the presence of central neuraxial blockade or

locoregional anesthesia. The combination of agents is often

chosen such that the desired effects are optimal in the pres-

ence of minimal side effects.

This chapter aims to shed light on the magnitude and the

mechanisms of action of the pharmacokinetic and pharma-

codynamic interactions between intravenous hypnotic and

analgesic agents and between perioperative-administered

agents and the anesthetics given intraoperatively. With this

knowledge, the anesthesiologist may be better equipped to

choose the optimal combination of agents to assure the most

stable anesthetic, optimal operating conditions with the

shortest possible induction and recovery, and the lowest

incidence of adverse effects [4]. In 2004 Lichtenbelt and

colleagues [5] described three tools that may help the anes-

thesiologist to do so. These tools include optimal pharmaco-

logical knowledge of the agents used, state-of-the-art

administration techniques like target-controlled infusion

(TCI), and lastly the most recent pharmacodynamic moni-

toring techniques such as bispectral index monitoring (BIS).

The use of these three tools will play a role in this chapter

as well.

Pharmaceutical Interactions

A pharmaceutical interaction is defined as a direct chemical

reaction between two drugs. An example of such an interac-

tion is the interaction between thiopental, being highly alka-

line, and an acidic solution such as succinylcholine.

Similarly, combining thiopental and vecuronium in a single

infusion line results in the precipitation of a white thiopental

dust that may obstruct the intravenous tubing and result in a
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less than expected dose and effect of thiopental [6]. Pulmo-

nary emboli have even been described as a result of this

interaction, in animal studies [7].

Pharmacokinetic Interactions Between
Anesthetics

Whereas pharmaceutical drug interactions occur rarely and

may be prevented easily, pharmacokinetic drug interactions

occur during almost every anesthetic, often cannot be

prevented, and may cause significant changes in the effect

of the anesthetics used. A pharmacokinetic interaction may

be defined as the process in which a drug alters the distribu-

tion, redistribution, clearance, or excretion of another agent

[8, 9]. Pharmacokinetic interactions between anesthetic

agents may occur as a result of hemodynamic changes,

changes in protein binding, or shifts in metabolism resulting

from enzyme induction or inhibition [10]. Pharmacokinetic

interactions between anesthetics often are the result of

changes in clearance and distribution. Pharmacokinetic

interactions between anesthetic agents and concomitant

home medication often are the result of changes in anesthetic

drug metabolism resulting from cytochrome P450 enzyme

induction or inhibition. Interactions between anesthetics

result in relatively small changes in the drug concentration

(of the order of 25 %), whereas enzyme inhibition or induc-

tion caused by drugs such as some antibiotics or

anticonvulsants may cause much larger anesthetic agent

concentration shifts.

The analysis of pharmacokinetic drug interactions may be

performed by a paired analysis of the dose–concentration

relationship of the pharmacokinetic parameter set of the

agent when given in the absence and in the presence of the

second agent. A more refined method, offering greater

insight in the actual mechanism of the interaction, is through

a population pharmacokinetic analysis in which the influ-

ence of the second agent is modeled as covariate on the

various parameters of the pharmacokinetic model. Computer

simulation may then reveal the interaction throughout the

full concentration range of both agents.

Opioid–Hypnotic Pharmacokinetic Interaction

During TIVA for general surgery, propofol or midazolam is

almost always combined with an opioid to assure adequate

analgesia as well as surgical hypnosis. The interaction

between the opioids and intravenous hypnotic agents is

therefore of great clinical importance and the subject of

many studies.

Propofol reduces peripheral vascular resistance and is

associated with a decrease in blood pressure and blood

flow during induction and maintenance of anesthesia. Simi-

larly, most opioids, albeit to a smaller degree, also affect

hemodynamics via their vagotonic effects, resulting in small

changes in cardiac output and blood pressure. The hemody-

namic changes inflicted by propofol and the opioids make

these agents susceptible to pharmacokinetic interactions

because changes in cardiac output and peripheral vascular

resistance may result in changes in distribution and

clearance [11].

Due to its hemodynamic effects, propofol, at clinical rele-

vant concentrations, increases the plasma remifentanil con-

centration. Propofol does so through a reduction in the central

volume of distribution and distributional clearance of

remifentanil of over 40 % and a reduction of the elimination

clearance by 15 %, in a non-concentration dependent manner

[12]. As a consequence, the combined administration of

propofol and remifentanil reduces the required remifentanil

induction dose but does not affect the remifentanil mainte-

nance infusion rate required to achieve and maintain a given

analgesic level. In a similar manner, propofol affects the

pharmacokinetics of alfentanil [13]. Alfentanil is extensively

metabolized through CYP3A4 and CYP3A5 via 2 pathways,

forming noralfentanil and N-phenylpropionamide. Propofol

coadministration, by causing a decrease in mean arterial

blood pressure, systemic vascular resistance, and stroke vol-

ume, significantly reduces the fast and slow distribution

clearances and metabolic clearances of alfentanil in

volunteers. In the end, at blood concentrations sufficient for

general anesthesia, this propofol hemodynamic-induced phar-

macokinetic interaction leads to an elevation of the plasma

alfentanil concentration by about 25 %. Propofol probably

influences the metabolic clearance of alfentanil through a

reduction of liver blood flow. The hepatic extraction ratio of

alfentanil is 0.3–0.5, making its clearance only moderately

sensitive to changes in hepatic blood flow. Secondly, propofol

is known as an inhibitor of the cytochrome P450 3A4

subenzyme and may thus affect the clearance of alfentanil as

well in this manner [14]. Clinically this means that in the

presence of propofol at concentrations assuring surgical hyp-

nosis, alfentanil requirements are diminished by 25 % due to

elevation of the plasma alfentanil concentration. This is in line

with earlier observations of Gepts and Pavlin who also report

on the elevated plasma alfentanil concentrations in the pres-

ence of propofol [15, 16]. Propofol not only affects Cyp

450 3A4 but also inhibits other cytochrome subenzymes like

CYP 1A2, 2C9, and 2D6, thus allowing for other pharmacoki-

netic interactions as well, such as that with sufentanil [17, 18].

In addition to the fact that propofol affects the pharmaco-

kinetics of opioids, various studies comment on the influence

of the opioids on the pharmacokinetics of propofol.

Remifentanil is often combined with propofol and is

known to have a negative influence on heart rate, arterial

blood pressure, and cardiac output. Changes in cardiac
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output and the concomitant change in liver blood flow have

been shown to affect the distribution and clearance of

propofol [19]. This is because the hepatic extraction ration

exceeds 0.7, making propofol’s metabolic clearance highly

sensitive to hepatic flow changes. Consequently,

remifentanil may well have an effect on the pharmacokinet-

ics of propofol. Yufune et al. recently studied the influence

of remifentanil on propofol TCI pharmacology during gyne-

cological surgery. These authors describe how remifentanil

reduces cardiac index and is associated with a decrease in

indocyanine green clearance and an elevation of the blood

propofol concentration [20]. This was despite the fact that

remifentanil appeared to have no effect on the BIS.

Remifentanil infusion at a constant rate of 1 μg kg�1 min
�1 reduced the clearance of propofol by about 25 % and

elevated plasma propofol concentrations accordingly. The

changes in indocyanine clearance strongly suggest that

remifentanil affects hepatic blood flow and thus the hepatic

clearance of propofol. Interestingly, Boullion and colleagues

found no effect of remifentanil on the pharmacokinetics of

propofol in a non-steady-state situation [12].

Mertens et al. studied the influence of alfentanil on

propofol pharmacokinetics in volunteers. In line with previ-

ous studies, the authors describe how alfentanil

coadministration results in a 20–25 % increase in the blood

propofol concentration [21]. This elevation in the blood

propofol concentration resulted from an alfentanil-induced

decrease in cardiac output and heart rate. Both cardiac out-

put and heart rate proved to be significant parameters in the

propofol pharmacokinetic parameter set affecting metabolic

clearance and the slow distribution volume.

Hypnotic–Hypnotic Pharmacokinetic
Interactions

In addition to the opioids, other sedative agents may affect

the pharmacokinetics of propofol. Because midazolam is

used in many hospitals as a sedative premedication before

TIVA, the interaction between propofol and midazolam is

highly clinically relevant. Already many studies have

described the fact that midazolam as a preoperative sedative

reduces propofol requirements. However, the nature of this

interaction—pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, or both—

remained unclear for a long time [22, 23].

In a study by Lichtenbelt et al., propofol significantly

increased plasma midazolam concentrations [24]. This was

effectuated predominantly through a decrease in the central

compartment volume and the metabolic and rapid distribu-

tion clearances of midazolam. With an increase in the

propofol concentration, this effect became more prominent.

The clinical consequence of this interaction is that the

midazolam induction dose and maintenance requirements

may be reduced by 25 % when combined with propofol,

for purely pharmacokinetic reasons. The influence of

propofol on midazolam pharmacokinetics possibly is the

result from both cytochrome P450 inhibition by propofol

and hemodynamic alterations that may cause a reduction in

midazolam metabolic clearance, in line with the intermedi-

ate hepatic extraction ratio of midazolam. The inhibitory

effects of propofol on the cytochrome P450 enzyme system

was explored in closer detail by Hamaoka et al. [25]. These

authors showed in vitro and in vivo evidence that propofol

inhibits CYP 3A4 which leads, after combined propofol–

midazolam administration, to 50 % higher plasma

midazolam concentrations with an increase of the elimina-

tion half-life of midazolam from 132 to 212 min.

Propofol’s own metabolic oxidation involves predomi-

nantly CYP 2B6, whereas part of the propofol hydroxylase

activity is mediated by CYP2C9 in the human liver, espe-

cially at low substrate concentration [5]. Propofol is

metabolized by additional isoforms such as CYP2A6, 2C8,

2C18, 2C19, and 1A2, especially when substrate

concentrations are high. This low specificity among cyto-

chrome P450 isoforms may contribute to the low pharmaco-

kinetic interindividual variability (70 %). Propofol produces

inhibition of CYP1A2 (phenacetin O-deethylation),

CYP2C9 (tolbutamide 40-hydroxylation), CYP2D6 (dextro-

methorphan O-demethylation), and CYP3A4 (testosterone

6beta-hydroxylation) activities at an IC50 of 40, 49,

213, and 32 μM, respectively [17, 26].

In addition to the influence of propofol on the pharmaco-

kinetics of midazolam, midazolam affects the pharmacoki-

netics of propofol [27]. In the presence of midazolam at

sedative concentrations, the blood propofol concentration

becomes elevated by about 25 %. This probably is not the

result of an interaction at the cytochrome P450 enzyme

family but purely the result of the moderate hemodynamic

effects of midazolam. One may conclude that midazolam as

a preoperative sedative not only supports the anesthetic

through the sedative effect itself but also by elevating the

intraoperative propofol concentration.

Lastly, pharmacokinetic interactions with ketamine also

occur. Ketamine is known as an inducer of various CYP450

subenzymes such as CYP450 1A, 2B, 2E, and 3A. Cyto-

chrome P450 2B is particularly important in the metabolism

of propofol. It is therefore not surprising that in rats the

repetitive administration of ketamine is associated with an

increase in the metabolic clearance of propofol, and a reduc-

tion in blood propofol concentrations and a reduction in

sleeping time [28].

In the clinical setting, combinations of propofol and

midazolam may favor hemodynamic stability compared to

propofol alone [29]. Also Carrasco et al. describe a greater

hemodynamic stability in ICU patients with propofol–

midazolam compared to propofol alone [30]. Midazolam
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may, however, increase ventilation weaning time, when com-

pared to pure propofol sedation [31, 32]. From themidazolam

point of view, adding propofol to reduce the required

midazolam dose improves the induction and recovery profile

for sedation for ERCP. The overall clinical conclusion thus

may be that adding propofol to midazolam improves the

clinical profile of the combined drug effect, especially regard-

ing induction and recovery times, whereas when adding

midazolam to propofol, the combination may be favorable

from a hemodynamic point of view, but recovery times may

be delayed compared to when propofol is used alone.

Central Neuraxial Blockade Affects
the Pharmacokinetics of Anesthetic Agents

Central neuraxial blockade is often administered to patients

receiving general anesthesia or undergoing sedation [33].

Local anesthetics have been shown to enhance sedation and

reduce the hypnotic dose requirements for these purposes in

animal studies [34, 35]. Doherty et al. found that intravenous

lidocaine decreased the MAC of halothane in a dose-

dependent fashion in animals. In man, intravenous lidocaine

is increasingly advocated for its perioperative opioid sparing

effect. A recent Cochrane review [36], though, concludes that

only limited evidence exists that lidocaine has any effect on

postoperative pain, postoperative opioid consumption, and

postoperative nausea. Poor evidence exists as well that lido-

caine may affect gastrointestinal recovery, length of hospital

stay, or opioid requirements. Possible mechanisms for the

lidocaine effects are unrelated to the direct sodium channel

blocking effects of lidocaine. Possible mechanisms of action

may be inhibition of the NMDA receptor, inhibition of

NF-kB, or protein kinase C [37].

In addition to intravenously administered local

anesthetics, epidurally administered local anesthetics do

reduce the hypnotic dose requirements [33]. Studies by

Hodgson et al. support the hypothesis that epidural anesthe-

sia reduces volatile anesthetic requirements [38, 39]. In addi-

tion, the level of sensory blockade in spinal anesthesia is

associated with an increase in the degree of sedation

[40, 41]. In the presence of epidural blockade, the dose of

midazolam and propofol to induce loss of consciousness was

found to be reduced by up to 25 % [39–41].

Until recently, the mechanism and the magnitude of the

sedative sparing effect of central neuraxial blockade

remained poorly understood. Central neuraxial blockade

may affect both the pharmacokinetics and the pharmacody-

namics of sedative agents. The proposed mechanisms of the

sedative sparing effect of central neuraxial blockade include

systemic effects of local anesthetic agents, rostral spread of

the spinal local anesthetic concentration, reduced afferent

input deactivating the central nervous system, and lastly, the

hemodynamic side effects of central neuraxial blockade that

may change the pharmacokinetics of intravenous hypnotics

such that elevated hypnotic concentrations clarify the

interaction [33].

The pharmacokinetics of intravenous sedatives may be

affected by a change in distribution or clearance induced by

epidural anesthesia, whereas the pharmacodynamics of

intravenous agents may be affected through the

deafferentation that occurs when central neuraxial blockade

is installed. Most studies published so far show a consider-

able reduction in sedative requirements but, due to the study

set up, cannot differentiate whether the described effect is a

result of pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic interactions.

Despite this, most authors suggest that the interaction may

be predominantly of pharmacodynamic origin.

Recently, though, a study could differentiate between the

effect of epidural ropivacaine on the pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics of propofol. Sitsen et al. [42] studied the

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of propofol in

28 patients scheduled for general surgery in the presence of

an epidural blockade with 0, 50, 100, or 150 mg of

ropivacaine. These authors found that with increasing

ropivacaine dose and with a corresponding increasing num-

ber of blocked epidural segments, the blood propofol con-

centration increased by up to 32 %, compared to when no

epidural blockade was present. Population pharmacokinetic

modeling showed that epidural blockade with 150 mg of

ropivacaine significantly reduced the metabolic clearance

of propofol (Fig. 17.1) by up to 30 % with an epidural

blockade of 20 segments up to the fourth thoracic derma-

tome. The authors hypothesize that the hemodynamic

changes induced by the epidural blockade are responsible

for this pharmacokinetic interaction. High epidural blockade

is associated with venous pooling, a reduction in cardiac

output, and a reduction in hepatic blood flow [43]. A reduc-

tion in hepatic blood flow is associated with a reduction in

clearance for an agent like propofol which has a high hepatic

extraction ratio (>0.7). The authors conclude that in the

presence of high epidural blockade, propofol requirements

for surgical hypnosis may be reduced by 30 %, compared to

when no epidural blockade is present, purely due to this

pharmacokinetic interaction. Now that epidural blockade

has been clearly shown to affect the pharmacokinetics of

propofol, it remains yet unclear if a pharmacodynamic inter-

action also remains present between central neuraxial block-

ade and intravenous sedatives. Further studies are needed to

unravel this question.

Pharmacokinetic Interactions Between
Anesthetics and Concomitant Home Medication

Apart from the pharmacokinetic interactions between the

agents given perioperatively, anesthetic agent pharmacology

may be influenced by agents that patients use preoperatively
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at home. Phase I drug elimination includes oxidation, hydro-

lysis, and reduction of the parent drug. Oxidation is gener-

ally catalyzed by one or more of the nearly 60 cytochrome

P450 members of this isoenzyme family. For the metabolic

clearance of drugs, cytochrome P450 3A4 is probably the

most important cytochrome isoenzyme. This subenzyme is,

for example, important for the oxidation of midazolam and

alfentanil. Other important subenzymes for anesthetic agent

breakdown are CYP 2B6, 3A3, 3A5, and 2E1. The

60 isoenzymes are subject to induction and inhibition, caus-

ing a possible increase or decrease of their catalyzing capac-

ity, thus affecting the clearance of agents and thereby drug

effect. Many agents are known to be potent cytochrome

P450 inducers and cytochrome P450 inhibitors and may

greatly alter the dose–concentration time relationship of

sedatives and opioid analgesics. The clinical impact of

enzyme induction and inhibition may be huge. Whereas

anesthetic–anesthetic drug interactions generally cause

plasma concentration changes in the order of 25 %, certain

antibiotics, antifungal agents, or anticonvulsants may

increase or decrease anesthetic opioid or sedative

concentrations by two- to tenfold through enzyme induction

or inhibition.

The clinical consequences of cytochrome P450 inhibition

and induction thus may be significant. Numerous case

reports describe the unpleasant effects of enzyme inhibitors

and/or inducers on opioid effect. Discontinuation of carba-

mazepine and thus termination of the cytochrome enzyme-

inducing effect caused a woman taking methadone, 210 mg

PO daily for lung cancer pain relief, to lose consciousness

and experience severe respiratory depression 11 days later

[44]. Similarly, a male and female patient taking methadone

per os on a daily basis went into coma and respiratory

depression several days after the start of the intravenous

administration of fluconazole and cimetidine, respectively,

both being cytochrome P450 3A4 inhibitors [45, 46].

Cytochrome P450 Enzyme Inhibition
Inhibition of cytochrome P450 by one agent may lead to a

reduced clearance and thereby to an increase in desired

effects and adverse effects of a second agent. The increase

in adverse effects may lead to potentially hazardous

consequences. Enzyme inhibition occurs when a cytochrome

enzyme is unable to metabolize its substrate due to the

interference of another substrate [47]. Often this is the case

when the cytochrome simply reaches its maximal

metabolizing potential, is competitively blocked, or results

from a negative feedback induced by a substrate [47].

Enzyme inhibition develops fast, sometimes within 24 h,

and may last for weeks after the discontinuation, for exam-

ple, as in the case of cimetidine [48, 49]. Well-known cyto-

chrome P450 enzyme inhibitors include macrolide

antibiotics like erythromycin and troleandomycin, antifun-

gal agents like ketoconazole, Ca-channel blockers like

verapamil and diltiazem, anticancer agents like tamoxifen,

and omeprazole, cimetidine, grapefruit juice, and propofol

[50]. Except for remifentanil, the clearance of opioids is,

besides redistribution, predominantly dependent on hepatic

metabolism. Drug interactions with opioids involving cyto-

chrome inhibition may cause significant drug concentration

changes and may therefore be of great clinical relevance.

Erythromycin and troleandomycin cause significant inhi-

bition of CYP 3A4 through the formation of an inactive

complex. The result is that with increasing erythromycin

intake over days, the clearance of alfentanil gradually

decreases, causing the plasma alfentanil concentration,

after a similar dose, to increase. The clearance of alfentanil

may decrease by 25 % with an increase in the elimination

half-life of over 50 % [51]. Alfentanil thus shows prolonged

activity in the presence of erythromycin, causing prolonged

analgesia but also prolonged respiratory depression [51, 52].

Similarly, the available drug concentration of midazolam
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Fig. 17.1 The influence of epidural ropivacaine dose (a) and the

number of blocked epidural segments (b) on the elimination clearance

(CL) of propofol. An epidural dose of 150 mg ropivacaine decreases the

propofol clearance from 2.58 to 2.0 L/min; 20 blocked epidural

segments reduce the clearance of propofol from 2.64 to 1.87 L/min.

The discontinuous line shows the 95 % confidence intervals. The dots

are the empirical Bayesian estimates of clearance for each patient

(Adapted from Sitsen et al. [42] With permission from Wolters Kluwer

Health, Inc.)
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over time after oral midazolam intake increases by a factor of

3.8 after pretreatment with oral erythromycin, 500 mg for

5 days [53, 54]. Olkkola and colleagues reported the potential

harmful interaction between erythromycin and midazolam,

observing prolonged sedation and amnesia after the intake of

erythromycin 3 times daily 500 mg for a week [55].

Similarly, an 8-year-old boy lost consciousness during an

erythromycin infusion after premedication with midazolam

as a result of unexpectedly high plasma midazolam

concentrations due to cytochrome P450 inhibition [56].

Antifungal agents are frequently used in the intensive

care for the treatment and prevention of fungal infections.

Antimycotics like fluconazole, ketoconazole, and

itraconazole all strongly inhibit cytochrome P450 3A [57].

Ketoconazole is the most potent inhibitor, predominantly on

CYP 3A. CYP 3A is the most important cytochrome for

catalyzation of drug metabolism and accounts for 40–50 %

of cytochrome activity in the liver but is also present in the

small intestine. Antifungal agent use in ICU patients may

strongly prolong the effect of midazolam with plasma peak

midazolam concentrations increasing by three- to fourfold

[58]. Sedation with midazolam in the presence of azole

agents in ICU patients thus may cause hazardous

consequences. Also ketamine that is metabolized through

CYP 2B6, 3A4, and 2C9 may be subject to a clearance

reduction by the concomitant use of antifungal agents. The

same is true for alfentanil, fentanyl, and oxycodone. No data

suggest that propofol, which is subject to metabolism

through CYP 2B6 and 2C, interacts with antifungal agents.

The calcium-channel blockers verapamil and diltiazem show

similar interaction to the antifungal agents and also affect the

pharmacokinetics of benzodiazepines [59].

Lastly, grapefruit juice is also known as a potent cyto-

chrome P450 inhibitor. Several studies report on the inhibi-

tion of benzodiazepine clearance through grapefruit juice

[60–62]. Grapefruit juice has been reported to increase the

plasma concentration of oral midazolam by over 50 %.

Apart from grape fruit juice, many other fruits inhibit cyto-

chrome activity. The inhibitory potential of human cyto-

chrome P450 3A is in the order: grapefruit > black

mulberry > wild grape > pomegranate > black raspberry

[63]. All the abovementioned fruit juices are thus capable

of inhibiting midazolam 1-hydroxylation. These fruit juices

may thus potentiate the effect of oral benzodiazepines when

used for sleep medication in the home situation or as

premedication for surgery. Grapefruit juice also increases

the area under the curve of S-ketamine by threefold [64].

Other inhibitors of cytochrome enzymes include the pro-

ton pump inhibitors like omeprazole and pantoprazole. Diaz-

epam and midazolam are substrates for CYP 2C19, which is

inhibited by omeprazole [65]. In a similar manner, the

H2-receptor antagonist cimetidine affects the plasma

midazolam concentrations. Cimetidine co-medication results

in a significant increase in the plasma midazolam concentra-

tion by about 30 % [66]. The most potent now known inhibi-

tor is ritonavir, a protease inhibitor used as an antiretroviral

agent for the treatment of HIV infection. Ritonavir leads to an

enormous increase inmidazolam and alfentanil effect with an

increase in the area under the curve of both agents in the order

of 25- to 30-fold [67]. Anesthesiologists should be aware of

this interaction when opioids or benzodiazepines are used in

the presence of ritonavir.

Cytochrome P450 Enzyme Induction
Enzyme induction is defined as the process of an increase in

metabolizing enzyme quantity or activity as the result of the

administration of another agent. Induction of a cytochrome

P450 subenzyme by one agent may lead to an increased

clearance and thereby to a reduced effect of a second agent

(Fig. 17.2), or it may lead to an unexpected inactivation or

Fig. 17.2 Mean plasma midazolam (a) and triazolam concentration

(b) after a 15 mg oral midazolam dose or an 0.5 mg oral triazolam dose,

after treatment with placebo or rifampicin 600 mg daily, for 5 days

(Adapted from Niemi et al. [69] with permission from Springer;

Backman et al. [91] with permission from John Wiley and Sons; and

Villikka et al. [92] with permission from John Wiley and Sons)
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detoxification. The sometimes unexpected decrease in effect

may lead to potentially hazardous consequences when the

agent is not titrated to effect. Enzyme induction is dose and

agent dependent, often occurring at the higher ranges of

clinical drug administration. Enzyme induction involves

receptor binding, gene encoding, mRNA transcription, and

synthesis of the new protein and may be effective within

hours after administration [47, 68]. Well-known cytochrome

P450 enzyme inducers include (Table 17.1) barbiturates,

tobacco smoke, antiepileptics like phenytoin and carbamaz-

epine, rifampicin, and ethanol [50]. Enzyme induction may

also be caused by ingestion of char-grilled meat, dexameth-

asone, St John’s wort, alcohol, or by obesity and fasting [47].
The influence of enzyme induction may be significant. The

enhanced clearance may lead to a tenfold reduction in the

plasma concentration of a drug leading to close to no effect

at a normal drug dose and an area under the curve of only

0.3–0.4 of the control. In Fig. 17.2 illustrates the influence

of the cytochrome P450 inducer rifampicin on the

concentration–time relationships of midazolam and

triazolam after oral intake of clinically significant doses of

15 mg and 0.5 mg, respectively. In the absence of rifampicin,

these benzodiazepine dosages assure hypnosis or deep

sedation, while with rifampicin, the plasma concentration

of these agents drop dramatically, leaving the patients

awake [69].

Hepatic enzyme induction is furthermore important for

the metabolism of inhalational agents. Cytochrome P450

2E1 catalyzes the oxidation of halothane to trifluoroacetyl.

This compound is excreted through the urine, but some binds

to hapten and may result in halothane-induced hepatitis.

Hepatic enzyme inducers may induce P450 2E1 and enhance

the formation of this hepatotoxic compound during

halothane anesthesia, whereas cimetidine, through enzyme

inhibition, may protect against halothane-associated

hepatotoxicity [70].

Pharmacodynamic Interactions Between
Anesthetics

Because of the small therapeutic window, a detailed charac-

terization of the concentration–effect relationships of anes-

thetic agents and their interactions is required to allow a

proper selection of the various intravenous agents and their

combinations, to obtain an optimal therapeutic pharmaco-

logical effect while avoiding significant side effects [5].

Bovill reviewed the methodology of the analysis of drug

interaction and described four ways of interaction analysis:

fractional analysis, isobolographic analysis, method of

Plummer and Short, and the parallel line assay [71]. From

these, isobolographic analysis and, in parallel, response sur-

face modeling have become the most important methods of

Table 17.1 Enzymes, substrates, inhibitors, and inducers of cyto-

chrome P450 enzymes relevant to anesthetic practice

CYP

subenzyme Substrate Inhibitors Inducers

CYP 1A2 Caffeine Cimetidine Smoking

Haloperidol Erythromycin Phenytoin

Theophylline Grapefruit juice Phenobarbitone

Paracetamol Amiodarone Omeprazole

Lignocaine Insulin

Ondansetron Char-grilled

meat

Ropivacaine Ketamine

Naproxen

Amitriptyline

CYP 2C9 Phenytoin Ketoconazole Rifampicin

Irbesartan Fluconazole Phenobarbitone

Losartan Metronidazole

Amitriptyline Amiodarone

Ibuprofen Lovastatin

Diclofenac

CYP 2C19 Diazepam Cimetidine Rifampicin

Phenytoin Omeprazole Phenobarbitone

Omeprazole Indomethacin

Pantoprazole Ketoconazole

Propranolol

Indomethacin

Progesterone

CYP 2D6 Haloperidol Cimetidine Dexamethasone

Amitriptyline Ranitidine Rifampicin

Flecainide Chlorpromazine Tramadol

Codeine Amiodarone

Lignocaine Celecoxib

Metoclopramide Methadone

Ondansetron

Tramadol

CYP 2E1 Alcohol Disulfiram Acetone

Enflurane Alcohol

Halothane Isoniazid

Isoflurane Obesity

Sevoflurane Fasting

Paracetamol Ketamine

Ropivacaine

Theophylline

CYP 3A4 Nifedipine Grapefruit juice Rifampicin

Diltiazem Erythromycin Carbamazepine

Amiodarone Clarithromycin Phenytoin

Fentanyl Ciprofloxacin Phenobarbitone

Alfentanil Fluconazole St John’s wort

Sufentanil Ketoconazole Ketamine

Codeine Cimetidine

Lignocaine Propofol

Bupivacaine Verapamil

Ropivacaine

Midazolam

Triazolam

Diazepam

Adapted from Sweeney et al. [47] with permission from John Wiley

and Sons
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analysis of pharmacodynamics interactions. More recently,

Shafer and colleagues wrote two landmark papers [72, 73]

on the analysis of pharmacodynamic drug interactions in

anesthesia. These authors explored the analysis of the inter-

action of drugs that compete for a single receptor and

postulated that agents that act at a similar receptor must

be additive in their combined effects. This is why inhala-

tional anesthetic agents interact in an additive manner. In

contrast, the authors state that synergy implies multiple

sites of action by definition and that additivity among

drugs acting on different receptors is only likely if the

concentrations responsible for the drug effect of interest

are well below the concentration associated with 50 %

receptor occupancy.

Four types of pharmacodynamic interaction may be dis-

tinguished. Zero interaction, or additivity, is said to occur

when a combination exerts an effect that is exactly the sum

of the action of the individual agents. Combinations of

inhalational anesthetics generally exert an additive interac-

tion. The combination of 0.5 MAC halothane and 0.5 MAC

sevoflurane exerts an effect of 1 MAC. Supra-additivity,

synergism, or potentiation is said to occur when a combina-

tion of drugs exerts an effect that is stronger than the sum of

the action of the individual agents. One then needs relatively

less of the combination compared to the use of the individual

agents. The interaction between inhalational agents and

opioids, and between intravenous hypnotic agents and

opioids, is generally synergistic in nature. Infra-additivity

is said to occur when a combination exerts less effect than

the sum of the action of the individual agents. Lastly, antag-

onism takes place when the effect of the combination is less

than that of the action of one of its constituents [74].

Pharmacodynamic Interaction Between
Intravenous Hypnotics and Opioids

Pharmacodynamic interactions between agents given

intraoperatively may affect the pharmacodynamic profile

of the combination considerably. Opioids exhibit strong

analgesic effects, but also cause sedation at high drug con-

centration. Intravenous hypnotic agents, like propofol,

induce and maintain surgical hypnosis but at a high concen-

tration also suppress nociception. It is therefore no surprise

that intravenous hypnotics and opioids support each other’s
action in safeguarding general anesthesia. Propofol

diminishes the opioid requirements needed for suppression

of nociception, whereas opioids diminish the propofol con-

centration that is needed for induction and maintenance of

surgical hypnosis. The interaction between intravenous

hypnotics and intravenous opioids generally is found to be

synergistic [5]. Alfentanil and fentanyl affect the blood

propofol concentration needed to induce loss of

consciousness in a synergistic manner [75, 76]. The EC50

for loss of consciousness with propofol is reduced by 50 %

from 3.6 μg/ml to 1.8 μg/ml in the presence of a plasma

alfentanil concentration of 300 ng/ml. The hemodynamic

depression of the combination of propofol and alfentanil is

more or less similar compared to when propofol is

administered alone to induce loss of consciousness. The

blood propofol concentration needed for loss of conscious-

ness could not be reduced below 1.2 μg/ml, no matter how

high the alfentanil concentration, exhibiting a ceiling in the

hypnotic sparing effect by alfentanil.

This is different for the maintenance of anesthesia. With a

fivefold increase in the blood propofol concentration from

2 to 10 μg/ml, the alfentanil requirements are reduced by

over tenfold. Alfentanil at high concentrations postpones

recovery. In the presence of a significant plasma alfentanil

concentration of 150 ng/ml, the blood propofol concentra-

tion has to decrease to as low as 0.5–1 μg/ml before patients

regain consciousness [4, 5, 8, 9, 77–81]. In contrast, in

the presence of a plasma alfentanil concentration below

50 ng/ml, patients are already awake postoperatively at

blood propofol concentrations of 2–3 μg/ml. For

remifentanil [82] and propofol, the interaction for

intraoperative end points and awakening run parallel

to those between alfentanil and propofol (Fig. 17.3)

[83–85]. Fentanyl and propofol also interact in this syner-

gistic manner [76, 86, 87]. One may conclude that propofol

concentrations at which patients regain consciousness are

affected by the degree of painful stimulation at awakening

postoperatively and by concurrent opioid concentration. The

propofol EC50 reduction for intraoperative anesthetic stabil-

ity by alfentanil and remifentanil is similar with a potency

ratio of alfentanil/remifentanil of 35:1 [5].

By means of computer simulations, based both on phar-

macokinetic and pharmacodynamic interaction data, the

optimal propofol–opioid concentration combination has

been defined that assures both adequate anesthesia and the

most rapid possible recovery in 50 % of patients [4]. This

optimal propofol–alfentanil concentration combination has

been determined to be a blood propofol concentration of

3.5 μg/ml in the presence of 85 ng/ml of alfentanil. The

optimal propofol concentration is much lower when com-

bined with remifentanil compared to when combined with

fentanyl, sufentanil, or alfentanil [4]. Whereas the optimal

propofol concentration (EC95) when combined with fentanyl

is of the order of 5 μg/ml, the optimal propofol concentration

is 2.5 μg/ml in the presence of remifentanil (Fig. 17.4). From

the optimal propofol–opioid concentrations, optimal

propofol and opioid infusion schemes have been derived

that assure adequate anesthesia and the most rapid return

of consciousness after termination of the infusion when

propofol is combined with one of the opioids fentanyl,

alfentanil, sufentanil, or remifentanil (Table 17.2). These
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infusion schemes should be used as guidelines, and

adjustments should be made to the individual needs of the

patient in anticipation of factors such as age, gender, and

stimulus intensity related to the type of surgery. The overall

message, though, remains clear; the propofol–opioid inter-

action is synergistic and the optimal propofol infusion regi-

men is different for the various opioids.

Lastly, in spontaneously breathing patients, propofol and

remifentanil also exhibit a synergistic interaction on resting

ventilation (Fig. 17.5), resting end-tidal PCO2, ventilation at

a fixed PCO2 of 55 Torr, and the ventilation�PCO2 response

slope [88]. Nieuwenhuijs et al. concluded that while

remifentanil shifts the ventilation–CO2 response curve in a

parallel fashion to higher PETCO2 levels, propofol reduces

the slope of the response rather than shifting its position.

When propofol and remifentanil are combined, the depres-

sant effect involves a shift to the right and includes a flatting

of the ventilation–CO2 response curve.

The depressant effect of remifentanil and propofol on

blood pressure and heart rate is modest, when given sepa-

rately; when combined, their depressant effect is additive

[89]. Clinically, respiratory depression already occurs at

rather low concentrations when propofol and remifentanil

are combined, especially in the absence of nociception.

Propofol at a sedative concentration of 1–2 μg/ml only

reduces resting minute ventilation from 9 to 8 L/min, a

respiratory depressant effect similarly induced by a plasma

remifentanil concentration of 1 ng/ml. When propofol and

remifentanil are combined at these low concentrations, rest-

ing ventilation drops by 80 % to 1–2 L/min (Fig. 17.5).

This, while the respiratory drive remains rather strong

with propofol alone up until deep levels of sedation

[90]. When combining propofol and remifentanil in sponta-

neously breathing patients, the doses should thus be care-

fully titrated to the individual needs of the patients and in

close relation to the level of nociception under proper respi-

ratory monitoring.

Conclusion

The extensive variability in the dose–response relationship

of intravenous anesthetics and opioids remains a challenge

for the clinical anesthesiologist. Some patients need ten

times the dose of others to experience the same hypnotic or

analgesic effect. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic

interactions explain part of this wide pharmacokinetic–

dynamic variability.

Two groups of interactions deserve special attention from

the anesthesiologist. The first are the pharmacokinetic

interactions caused by cytochrome P450 inhibition and

induction and the second the pharmacodynamic interactions

between intravenous hypnotic agents and opioids. The anes-

thesiologist should be aware of the inhibitory and inductive

influence of some agents on cytochrome P450 activity as

displayed in Table 17.1. The impact of a modification in

cytochrome P450 activity on the clinical action of

benzodiazepines and opioids may be huge, causing either

no effect or a vastly exaggerated effect of a normal

clinical dose.

In addition, the anesthesiologist should be aware of the

optimal propofol–opioid concentration combinations and
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Fig. 17.3 Concentration–effect relation of the combination of

propofol and remifentanil for suppression of responses to intubation.

The iso-effect curve (¼isobole) in the upper graph was obtained by

response surface modeling of the response (open squares)–no response
(closed squares) data on intubation versus the corresponding measured

blood propofol concentrations and blood remifentanil concentrations.

The displayed iso-effect curve represents remifentanil and propofol

concentrations associated with a 50 % probability of no response to

intubation, describing the synergistic interaction model. In the

concentration–response surface (bottom) for the combination of

propofol and remifentanil, the isoboles for 25, 50, and 75 % probability

of no response are shown (Adapted from Mertens et al. [83] with

permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.)
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optimal propofol–opioid infusion regimen as displayed in

Table 17.2. The propofol infusion regimen during general

anesthesia or sedation should be adjusted to the opioid used.

Patients will benefit from this alertness, for it allows them to

receive an anesthetic with optimal intraoperative nocicep-

tive control as well as experience the most rapid possible

return to consciousness thereafter.

Fig. 17.4 The decrease in the propofol–remifentanil and propofol–

fentanyl concentrations (from bottom to top) after termination of a

300 min simulated infusion of these agents at concentrations needed to

assure adequate anesthesia in 50 % of patients (EC50). The bold line
within the response surface exhibits the simulated propofol–

remifentanil and propofol–fentanyl plasma concentrations at which

50 % of patients regain consciousness after termination of these

300 min infusions. The optimal propofol concentration that assures

adequate anesthesia and the most rapid return to consciousness is

2 μg/ml when combined with remifentanil and 4 μg/ml in combination

with fentanyl (Adapted from Vuyk [4] with permission from Wolters

Kluwer Health, Inc. and Lichtenbelt [5] with permission from

Springer)

Table 17.2 Infusion schemes of propofol and the opioids required to maintain effect site concentrations of these agents, when given in

combination, within þ/� 15 % of the effect site concentrations that are associated with a 50 and 95 % probability of no response to surgical

stimuli and the most rapid possible return of consciousness after termination of the infusions [4, 5]

Opioid Alfentanil EC50–EC95 Fentanyl EC50–EC95 Sufentanil EC50–EC95 Remifentanil EC50–EC95

Bolus 25–35 μg/kg in 30 s 3 μg/kg in 30 s 0.15–0.25 μg/kg in 30 s 1.5–2 μg/kg in 30 s

50–75 μg/kg/h for 30 min 1.5–2.5 μg/kg/h for 30 min 0.15–0.22 μg/kg thereafter 13–22 μg/kg/h for 20 min

Infusion 2 30–42.5 μg/kg/h thereafter 1.3–2 μg/kg/h up to 150 min 11.5–19 μg/kg/h thereafter

Infusion 3 0.7–1.4 μg/kg/h thereafter

Propofol Propofol EC50–EC95 Propofol EC50–EC95 Propofol EC50–EC95 Propofol EC50–EC95

Bolus 2.0–2.8 mg/kg in 30 s 2.0–3.0 mg/kg in 30 s 2.0–2.8 mg/kg in 30 s 1.5 mg/kg in 30 s

Infusion 1 9–12 mg/kg/h for 40 min 9–15 mg/kg/h for 40 min 9–12 mg/kg/h for 40 min 7–8 mg/kg/h for 40 min

Infusion 2 7–10 mg/kg/h for 150 min 7–12 mg/kg/h for 150 min 7–10 mg/kg/h for 150 min 6–6.5 mg/kg/h for 150 min

Infusion 3 6.5–8 mg/kg/h thereafter 6.5–11 mg/kg/h thereafter 6.5–8 mg/kg/h thereafter 5–6 mg/kg/h thereafter

Adapted from Vuyk et al. [4] With permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc

These optimal infusion schemes have been derived from data in female patients undergoing lower abdominal surgery

These should be used as guidelines and be adjusted to the individual needs of the patient
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Introduction

Planning to give the right drug with the right dose to the right

patient is mandatory for a successful application of intrave-

nous anaesthesia. Making sure that this dose will be deliv-

ered to the patient at all times in the course of an anaesthetic

procedure is of equal importance. This requires knowledge

of the infusion device and how to control it. It requires

thoughtful setup of infusion systems including the lines to

avoid disturbances in the flow of the drug to the patient. As

no system can be guaranteed to be fail-safe, back up plans

need to be available to cope with situations not expected

when starting the anaesthesia. In addition, inexperienced

clinicians with to use intravenous techniques need to be

properly trained and educated. In this chapter, syringe

driving infusion pumps will be discussed in general but

particularly in relation to target (TCI) and effect target-

controlled infusion (ETCI). Issues to be discussed include

the effect of occlusions and alarm settings and how to

connect the syringe to the patient. Possible pitfalls caused

by, for example, dead space in the infusion line and how to

deal with situations like a failing TCI system or an inadver-

tently reset or not reset TCI device will be addressed.

The Infusion Device

There are a variety of different mechanical principles used for

devices that aim to deliver a fluid in a controllable way, but in

the end, they all come down to the same principle: creating a

pressure in the outflow of the device that is high enough to

establish a user selectable flow rate out of that device [1]. For

intravenous anaesthesia, the system most frequently used is a

syringe driving pump. Another available infusion device in

the operating theatre and specially the intensive care is the

volumetric infusion pump. In contrast to a syringe pump

where a definite amount of drug solution is loaded inside the

pump, the volumetric infusion device is connected to a reser-

voir that is not part of the driving mechanism of the pump.

The obvious advantage of the volumetric pump is that the size

of the reservoir and so the available amount of drug or fluid

can be adjusted to requirements. The driving mechanism in a

volumetric pump usually involves controlled compression of

the infusion tubing with an external chamber where drops are

counted. Even if this tubing is specially developed for the

device, the accuracy and reliability at low flow rates is less

than syringe infusion pumps in particular when rapid

adjustments to the flow rate are required as is the case with

TCI. Volumetric pumps can oscillate around the set value

even more than syringe driving pumps. If used as a carrier

infusion in a multi-infusion setup, they may influence the

delivery of highly concentrated drugs delivered by syringe

driving pump [Fig. 18.1]. The example given here

demonstrates that the complexity of multidrug infusions

should not be underestimated.

For the delivery of intravenous anaesthetic drugs, pre-

dominantly syringe pumps are used as over a large range of

infusion rates the accuracy is considered to be adequate. But

syringe-driven infusion pumps also have their

disadvantages. Several conditions can cause an infusion

device not to deliver the expected infusion rate and volume.

The source of these deviations can be the pump, the

syringe and infusion setup or the user and his interaction

with the infusion device.

The Syringe Pump

Basic components of an infusion pumps are the electrical

motor, one or more displacement sensors and a pressure

sensor. A sensor will measure the movement of the plunger
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of the installed syringe. Speed of the motor is controlled by

electronic circuitry that uses this sensor output for feedback.

In the past, analogue circuits were used. Today most

controlling circuits will contain microprocessors which

highly increase the accuracy. Feedback mechanisms need

time to optimise the control and hence will create

fluctuations around the set point. The lower the infusion

rate and the shorter the time of measurement or observation,

the higher the deviation of set infusion rate will be. In order

to assess the final error in the infusion rate, trumpet curves

are constructed [Fig. 18.2] that show the percentage error

related to the time of observation of measurement. When the

observation window enlarges, the effect of the fluctuation is

damped out and the bias relative to the set rate of the pump

becomes apparent. The trumpet curve is in essence a statisti-

cal analysis of the error of the pump over time and belongs to

one particular flow rate. To get a good impression of the

infusion pump, trumpet curves at different flow rates should

be judged, dependent on the clinical use of the infusion

pump. Modern infusion pumps with microprocessor control

can be so accurate that the trumpet curves almost become

irrelevant. Trumpet curves do not reflect the startup

behaviour of the device and possible under or overshoot.

For intravenous anaesthesia, flow rates from 1 to

1000 ml/h are necessary, but requirements on a neonatology

department will differ from an adult department and may

require accurate flow rates less than 1 ml/h. Not only

mechanical parts like gear boxes but also electronic

components like capacitors will wear out over time. This

may influence the accuracy of the infusion pump, and it is a

good practice to check infusion pumps on a scheduled

time base.

Pumps used in Europe must comply with CE

(Conformitée Européene) marking. For CE-marked pumps,

the measurements of flow rate accuracy conform to

standards developed by the International Electrotechnical

Commission and are described in standard IEC 60601-2-

24. There are more standards issued by the IEC that concern

the electrical safety and reliability of infusion pumps that are

both adopted by the CE marking and the federal agency for

Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

For target-controlled infusion, no specific standards exist

yet. The aforementioned trumpet curves are not sufficient to

determine the accuracy of the target-controlled infusion

pumps as the impact of rate deviations on the calculated

concentrations is difficult to predict and are dependent on

the characteristics of the applied pharmacokinetic model.

Furthermore, adequate startup performance is important for

target-controlled infusion and effect-controlled infusion as

this influences the loading of the central volume of the

pharmacokinetic model. Trumpet curves do not describe

the startup performance.

During the first commercialisation of target-controlled

infusion pumps, Astra Zeneca sold a separate microproces-

sor module (Diprifusor®) that could be implemented in

existing infusion pumps for the target-controlled infusion

Fig. 18.1 Oscillating blood pressure in a real patient with a frequency

of about 1 cycle every 6 min. Highly concentrated norepinephrine and

epinephrine solutions (200 μg/ml) were being infused by syringe

driving pumps, while a volumetric pump provided a carrier infusion.

Oscillations in the carrier fluid flow rate caused oscillations in vaso-

pressor administration
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of propofol [2]. Accuracy and precision of the combination

of module and pump was guarded by standards and testing

requirements, issued internally by the manufacturer of the

module (personal communication). The performance of the

module-pump combination was confirmed in laboratory

settings [3].

The coming of the so-called open TCI devices has opened

the possibility of implementing more drugs and models but

also opened the door for other errors.

The pharmacokinetic calculations may be erroneous or

based on inappropriate parameters, but also the interplay

between the computational software layer that handles the

pharmacokinetic calculations and the layer that handles the

flow rate control can influence the performance of the TCI

system [4, 5].

There are a multitude of pharmacokinetic models in use

these days. For some drugs, the users of target-controlled

infusion pumps even have more than one model to choose

from. Even pharmacokinetic data coming from the same

publication can have a different implementation of the phar-

macokinetic model due to different interpretation of the data

by the pump manufacturer (see target-controlled infusion).

Compartmental models have an inherent problem of being

unable to correctly predict the early phase in fast changing

concentrations because the model assumes immediate mixing

of the drug in the compartments [6]. The discussion of the

most appropriate model for propofol still continues. It is

however important to emphasise that from a clinical point of

view, only the predictability of the drug effect, which is the

result of the correctly chosen dose and not the drug’s theoret-
ical blood concentration, is important [7].

The electronic circuitry in modern infusion pumps mostly

consist of an embedded microprocessor. Together with the

improved sensor technology, this allows for a much better

accuracy of the mechanical performance of the syringe-

based infusion pump. Unless not appropriately programmed,

the biggest deviation from the set infusion rate, when con-

trolled manually, is not to be expected from the mechanical

and electronic controlling part of the device but from exter-

nal equipment like the syringe and infusion lines.

The Syringe

The syringe can be an important source of deviation from the

intended amount of fluid or drug delivery.

First of all, syringes are not standardised in sizes, even if

the volume indication of different brands is the same.

Fig. 18.2 Typical results from

testing conventional rate-

controllable syringe driver

pumps. Fluctuations around the

mean infusion rate are caused by

positive and negative feedback of

the control mechanism, giving the

typical funnel shape curve after

several repeated tests. Usually the

observation window starts when

the output is stable and therefore

does not give information on the

startup performance
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Syringe infusion pumps, unlike volumetric pumps, do not

really measure the flow of the fluid but rely on the measure-

ment of the plunger displacement to calculate the flow rate.

Usually, but not always, all syringes in a hospital are of the

same brand, and the settings in the infusion pumps have to be

adjusted to this specific brand. The automatic recognition of

different syringe sizes by the infusion pump is not always

reliable especially when differences in diameter are small

like in the case of 20 and 30 ml syringes. When the procure-

ment department of a hospital changes syringe supplier, all

pumps have to be reprogrammed. It is not unlikely that in

such a case not all pumps are updated because infusion

pumps may travel a lot between departments.

An even more frequent source of error is when a patient is

transferred from one hospital to another where another brand

of syringes is used. Not only the syringe may be taken over,

occasionally also the infusion device itself with wrong

syringe settings is ‘assimilated’ in the bulk of available

infusion devices if the make and type is similar. Usually

the medication is checked when a patient enters a hospital.

Making a note of the (infusion) devices connected to the

patient and the syringes in use should also be a part of the

standard check procedure when a patient is transferred,

thereby increasing the awareness for problems that may

arise from exchanging syringes and equipment.

Differences in syringe brands may not be limited to size.

Compliance of syringe and plunger will depend on the

manufacturer and also on issues like lubrification of the

inside of the syringe plunger to prevent ‘sticky’ syringe,

which will play a role in the performance of syringe-pump

combination [8].

Fitting of the Syringe

Because infusion pumps will have to accommodate different

syringes with different sizes, the fitting of the flange of the

syringe and the plunger is often somewhat loose. This is

especially true for pumps that have no automatic syringe

loading. An easy way of assessing the amount of fluid

involved in the play in the syringe flange fitting is to put

the infusion pump in pressure display mode and press some

fluid retrogradely into the syringe via a stopcock at the end

of the syringe. The amount measured is also dependent on

the compliance of the syringe. Deformation of the rubber

plunger is for a large part responsible for the initial low

stiffness of the syringe, allowing for about 1–2 ml of extra

fluid to enter a syringe of 50 ml without substantial increase

in pressure. With higher pressures, the syringe may move a

little bit if the part where the flange of the syringe is fitted is

flexible. Using this simple test, the consequence of air in the

syringe can also be demonstrated.

Air in the Syringe

Air in the syringe can have great consequences for the

reliability of the infusion and alarm functioning [9]. Air is

compressible, as opposed to fluids. This will have an impact

when the pressure in the syringe changes due to obstruction

or change of height of pump position. Usually occlusion

alarms are set around 100 kPa (1 Bar). This is about twice

the atmospheric pressure, so according to Boyle’s law the

volume of the air bubble will be halved at the time the

pressure inside the syringe will be at the level that triggers

the alarm. For an air bubble of 1 ml, and an infusion rate of

1 ml/h, it will take 30 min before an occlusion is noticed. At

10 ml/h, the delay is still 3 min [Fig. 18.3]. To be added to

this is the volume extension that occurs because of the

compliance of the whole infusion system and pump which

can be in the range of 1–2 ml. It is important always deair a

syringe. This has to be done just before connecting the

syringe and infusion line to the patient. If there are multiple

small air bubbles, the initial visual inspection may not reveal

much air but after light tapping these bubbles will merge into

one large space of air. Not only for intravenous anaesthetic

drugs but for all highly concentrated drugs in syringe-driven

infusion pumps, uninterrupted flow is essential.

With some exceptions where the pressure inside the

syringe is directly measured in the infusion line, most

syringe-driven pumps derive the pressure from the force on

the piston or the plunger of the syringe. The relation between

this force and the actual pressure inside the syringe is depen-

dent on the size of the surface of the plunger. A 50 ml

syringe has a radius of about 30 mm, whereas a 20 ml

syringe has a radius of about 20 mm. The surfaces of these

plungers are 28.3 cm2 and 12.5 cm2 (πr2), respectively. To
obtain the same pressure in the syringes, the force has to be

reduced for the 20 ml syringe to 0.44 of the force of the

50 ml syringe. Or in other words, if not adjusted, the level of

the pressure alarm would be more than doubled in the 20 ml

syringe.

Syringe pumps reduce the force that will activate the high

pressure alarm, usually according to this relationship of the

plunger areas. The problem is that the force is not only used

for building the pressure inside the syringe but also to over-

come the resistance of the friction of the plunger inside the

syringe. This friction is related the circumference of the

plunger which is 9.4 cm and 6.3 cm, respectively (2πr),
and hence the part of the force responsible for overcoming

the friction should be only reduced to 0.67 of the value for a

50 ml syringe. As the friction is unknown and cannot be

taken into the adjustment, smaller syringes tend to alarm on

overpressure much earlier than bigger syringes when the

pressure alarm limits are set sensitive and may even tend

to give false alarms on line occlusion. This should however
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not influence the decision to select the appropriate syringe

for clinical circumstances such as paediatric intravenous

anaesthesia, as compliance of the smaller syringes is better

and amount of undissolved air in the syringe is less.

Positioning of the Pump

It is clear that pressure changes inside the syringe will cause

fluctuations in the flow of fluid towards the patient. As

explained above, the easy compressibility of the rubber

part of the plunger together with residual air is mainly

responsible. Pressure changes can result from obstruction

of the flow but also may be caused by a change in the height

of the infusion pump in respect to the level of the patient

[10]. Accurate measurements show that lowering and lifting

of the pump even over relative small distances will influence

the constant flow rate of the infusion. When the position of

the syringe pump is 80 cm below the patient, a pressure of

80 cm H2O will exist inside the syringe. When the position is

changed to 80 cm above the patient, the pressure will change

to negative: �80 cm water. It is inevitable that some fluid

will spontaneously flow into the patient with an amount that

is dependent on all the above-mentioned factors: play in the

mechanics of the pump, fitting of the syringe, compliance of

syringe and plunger and the existence of air. If the plunger is

not retained by the pump, the negative pressure will force the

syringe to empty itself. If that happens, then once the initial

resistance of the plunger has been overcome, a 50 ml syringe

will empty itself in a view minutes. This process is called

syphoning or free flow and can be prevented by putting an

anti-syphoning valve in the infusion line [11]. This valve

will only open at a certain overpressure, thereby preventing

this free flow. Syphoning is a dangerous situation that can

easily occur in the hectic environment of a surgical proce-

dure or in the emergency room. This can happen if, for

example, someone takes the syringe out of an infusion

pump and puts it on top of a monitor or if the syringe is

not properly placed in the pump because the contents of the

syringe are temporarily not required and pump and syringe

are put in an elevated position relative to the patient.

When there is a possibility of air entering the syringe, for

example, by cracks or a not appropriately closed stopcock,

the level of the pump only needs to be a few centimetres

above the venous pressure to allow drug to free flow into the

patient as no friction of the plunger will play a role in such a

situation. Although these possible deleterious situations

must have occurred numerous times in emergency rooms,

intensive care units, operation theatres and other places in

the hospital where patients are transported while being

connected to a syringe infusion pumps, very little is known

on the real incidence, and reports are incidental [12]. Closing

the stopcock when an infusion is temporarily not required

should be a habit of all care providers.

The opposite of syphoning is back flow into the syringe.

This can happen when the pump is positioned lower than the

patient or when more pumps are connected to a manifold.

When an infusion line is occluded downstream from

connected infusion pumps, then contents from the infusion

system with the lowest compliance will flow into the infu-

sion system with the highest compliance until the pressure

rise is large enough to trigger the occlusion alarm in one of

the connected devices. This can be prevented by one-way

valves in the infusion line [13]. One-way valves should

definitively be used when a gravity infusion is part of a

multi-infusion setup. Not doing so will effectively remove

the occlusion alarm from the infusion pumps. If no one-way

valves are used in the individual infusion lines, then one
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must realise that in case of a distal occlusion, the delay in the

occurrence of the pressure alarm will be related to the sum of

all the volumes of the high compliance parts and air in the

individual syringes.

Dead Space

Dead space in infusion systems is by far the most unpredict-

able cause of flow change when infusion pumps and infusion

lines are connected to one single entry point into the patient

[14]. Dependent on the bore and length of an infusion line,

dead spaces of 5 ml or more can easily be created if extension

lines are placed between the point where infusion lines come

together and the venous cannula. In particular, when a gravity

infusion is used as a carrier, such a dead space of 5 ml may

create dangerous fluctuations in drug concentrations and will

disturb the objective of a targeted-controlled infusion system

when used. Especially in the early phase of an anaesthetic

procedure, for most drugs unintentional interruption of drug

administration will cause a much faster decrement in blood

concentration than when the drug has been administered for

hours (context-sensitive decrement time).

Another complicating factor at the start of an anaesthetic

procedure is the fact that individual pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic properties of the patient are initially

unknown while there is a great change required in the

patients’ conscious and anaesthetic state to cope with

another unknown factor: the surgical stimulation of the

patient. Based on monitored patient data, the anaesthesiolo-

gist will try to get an idea of the sensitivity of the patient for

the administered drugs in relation to the applied stimulus.

Unnoticed changes in the drug flow caused by dead space

and the other above-mentioned phenomena will disturb this

feedback process and may lead to over or under drug dosing

not only immediately but also later on.

Drug infusion is not only about the physics of flow,

compliance and dead space [15]. Pharmacodynamic

interactions may exaggerate the influence of the above-

mentioned phenomena especially when high drug

concentrations are used. Therefore, even intentional changes

in drug administration like the change of a target in TCI may

lead to unintended changes in the anaesthetic state when

these high drug concentrations are used in the presence of

dead space [Fig. 18.4].

Practical Advice

For intravenous anaesthesia, use dedicated infusion
systems with low dead space and one-way valves in

each individual line to avoid possible problems with

dead space and occlusion alarm delays.
Use the lowest concentrations of IV drugs that are

clinically acceptable.

Contamination

The success and increasing use over time of intravenous

anaesthesia and TCI is for a large part attributable to

propofol. Propofol has an advantageous pharmacokinetic

and pharmacodynamic profile, but it also has its

disadvantages. With respect to the equipment and handling,

probably the biggest disadvantage is the ease of contamina-

tion. For this reason, some manufacturers offer propofol in

pre-filled syringes, and/or preservatives have been added.

Originally, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) was

used, but other manufacturers used sulphite for marketing

reasons. The latter has been withdrawn because of predict-

able bronchospasm problems that sulphite caused in patients

that had a history of heavy smoking [16].

There are a couple of reports on sepsis in patients that

could be traced back to handling open vials and reusing

syringes of propofol [17]. Even the presence of preservatives

will not prevent contamination of the propofol and the

growth of bacteria after 6 h. Despite these risks, in many

hospitals, the use of pre-filled syringes has been abandoned

because of the higher costs involved. Selection of the infu-

sion systems and composition of the connections may seem

trivial but can have a major impact on the safety and the

post-operative morbidity of the patient. Especially for

propofol, unnecessary access points like stopcocks should

be avoided as accumulations of propofol in the dead spaces

of the infusion line are dangerous sources of contamination

and infection [18]. With modern infusion pumps and target-

controlled infusion, there is no need to prepare separate

syringes for bolus administration when a continuous infu-

sion of propofol for anaesthesia or sedation is planned.

When the infusion of propofol is stopped and is not neces-

sary anymore, it is advisable to remove the infusion line

completely as small amounts of propofol may stay behind,

even in the threads of the Luer-Lock connections between

the lines. Another reason to remove the infusion line that is

used for propofol is the fact that propofol may cause or

aggravate cracks in some plastics used in Luer-Lock

connections [19].

Practical Advice

Prepare syringes with drugs for intravenous anaesthe-

sia close to the time of administration.
Prepare the syringes under sterile circumstances.

Consider the use of pre-filled syringes when

available.

Target-Controlled Infusion

As explained above, target-controlled infusion and effect

target-controlled infusion are dependent on a computational

layer on top of the rate-controlling software of the infusion
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pump. Unintended disturbances in the drug flow to the

patient for reasons described above are not incorporated in

the pharmacokinetic model as the controlling computer has

no knowledge of these disturbances. This will affect the

accuracy of the predicted concentrations in blood or at the

effect site in a way that is dependent on the pharmacokinetic

and pharmacodynamic properties of the drug involved. For

example, a delayed occlusion alarm because of air in the

syringe may affect the difference between predicted and real

drug concentration and clinical effect of a drug like

remifentanil more than sufentanil because remifentanil has

a larger clearance and a shorter blood-brain equilibration

half-life.

There is as yet no standard that specifies clinically accept-

able deviations from the ideal infusion profile for the differ-

ent drugs. To make the issue even more complicated,

interactions, often non-linear, between anaesthetic drugs

are common. This makes it very difficult to predict what

the final effect of these flow influencing factors will be. The

worked out example in Fig. 18.4 is context sensitive: the

influence of the target change is dependent on the concen-

tration in the different pharmacokinetic compartments and

hence the history of the selected targets.

It is usually the responsibility of the drug manufacturer to

give dosing guidance in the prescription advice. For some

drug-model-device combinations, specific targets have been

Fig. 18.4 Effect of dead space

and high drug concentration

[33]. Propofol (P) TCI 10 mg/ml

target 4 μg/ml after 3 h changed to

2 μg/ml. Remifentanil (R) 100 μg/
ml fixed rate at 0.25 μg/kg/min.

Dead space (DP) volume: 1 ml.

No mixing inside DP assumed

[14]. A. Mixture of propofol

remifentanil runs into the

patient—at 180 min P target is

changed from 4 μg/ ml to 2 μg/ml:

TCI pump stops. B. Flow in DP

equals flow R. Existing mixture is

pushed out slowly; R and P

concentrations drop. Probability

of wakening up rises. A small

amount of propofol is still

delivered. C. Mixture does not

contain P anymore.

Concentration R rises. D. P

reaches new target of 2 μg/ml.

TCI pump starts again. No

propofol delivered because of

DP. R is flushed by P, causing

concentration to overshoot. E. DP

filled by mixture again. R

concentration stabilises to initial

concentration
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specified in the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC)

or Product Information. In other submissions of TCI systems

to the regulatory authorities, the statement that selectable

targets produced infusion rates that stayed in between the

dose range limits specified by the drug manufacturer was

sufficient. This may be the reason that for propofol six

different pharmacokinetic models are implemented in com-

mercially available target-controlled infusion systems: four

for adults and two for children. Very few of these pharma-

cokinetic datasets were developed and tested for use in a

target-controlled infusion system. Most published pharma-

cokinetic data are optimally parameterised to describe the

behaviour of the drug in the study population. This does not

mean that they are suited for a broader population with

properties outside of those of the population studied. An

example is the formula for calculation of the metabolic

clearance in the Schnider [20] set:

Clearance ¼ 0:0456� weightþ 0:0264� height� 0:0681
� LBM� 2:2761

Note the positive correlation with weight and height and the

negative correlation with lean body mass (LBM). LBM was

calculated with the James equation which will paradoxically

become negative for extremely obese patients. This leads to

irrationally high estimated clearances in obese patients.

After recognition of this error, the TCI pumps were

reprogrammed to limit the use of the Schnider model to

patients that have the maximum LBM when calculated

with the James formula [21]. Although the Schnider model

accurately predicted the blood concentrations in the deriva-

tion study patients and in other studies with similar patients,

the rationale for its selection in commercial TCI systems can

be questioned [22].

A further problem is the fact that the interpretation of the

publication containing the pharmacodynamic parameters

has lead to two different methods of implementing blood-

brain equilibration rate constants, Keo, for the Schnider

model. One interpretation is based on a fixed time to peak

effect (TTPE) method. As the clearance is highly dependent

on the patient’s height and weight, it follows that in order to

keep the TTPE fixed, the Keo differs between patients. In the

other interpretation, the Keo is constant and patient indepen-

dent. Because of the relatively small central volume and the

corresponding small induction dose when used in blood

control mode, it has been advised to only use the Schnider

model in effect site mode. In effect site mode, the blood-

brain equilibration constant becomes a determinant of the

induction dose. Therefore, the induction dose will differ

between the different brands of pumps even when selecting

a pharmacokinetic model with a similar name.

Practical Advice

When first implementing TCI, agree with your

colleagues which drug and model to use in your

department and ask the pump manufacturer to limit
the selection in the TCI system to that specific drug

and model.

These examples illustrate the fact that when a drug and a

specific model are available in a commercial TCI pump, this

does not implicitly mean that the model is suitable for every

patient.

Use of computers for controlling infusions offers the

potential of automatic selection of the optimal model for

the patient. With the development of new models derived

from a larger population and appropriately evaluated in

practice, this undesirable necessity of selecting the correct

model for drug and patient will hopefully disappear in the

future.

Target-controlled infusion has its own pitfalls in clinical

practice. Failure to reset the pump at the end of an

anaesthetic procedure sometimes happens if the principle

of target-controlled infusion is not understood and the fol-

lowing patient has the same proportions and the displayed

concentration in the blood is close to zero.

Quite often in departments where TCI is frequently used,

the TCI systems are prepared by anaesthetic nurses. Assum-

ing that someone else reset the TCI system without verifying

that this indeed happened is a mistake easily made in the

frantic situation of a patient change. Because of this

non-resetting, drug is assumed to be still in the peripheral

compartments. Infusion rates calculated to obtain set targets

will therefore be lower than required leading to underdosing

in the new patient.

Practical Advice

Make sure that a TCI system has been switched off in

between patients by making this part of the standard

device check.

The opposite will be the case when a TCI system shuts

down or when anaesthesia has to be restarted after the TCI

system has been switched off during a case. Generally the

best advice is to continue the anaesthetic with a manually

controlled infusion (in ml/h or mg/kg/h) at roughly the same

rate as that present when the pump shut down. If you do want

to continue to use TCI a couple of minutes after it has been

switched of, and all the previous infusion administration

history has been erased, then one solution is to restart the
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pump and infusion at the same target, but with an empty

syringe, not connected to the patient. Once the pump display

estimates that the set target has been reached, replace that

syringe with a drug containing one and connect it to the

patient. This will avoid the administration of an extra load-

ing bolus dose. It should be remembered that dependent on

the drug pharmacokinetics and infusion history, the infusion

rates will be somewhat higher than necessary; therefore, the

attained blood concentrations will initially be higher than

calculated too but will slowly converge to the concentration

present before shutdown of the pump.

TCI and the Heart Lung Machine

When initiating the cardiopulmonary bypass, there is a dilu-

tion of the circulating volume with the priming volume of

the heart lung machine. Techniques like pre-donation may

alter this volume. One would expect that this dilution would

lower the concentration of anaesthetic drugs and hence

influence the level of anaesthesia and analgesia. Although

this is indeed the case when measuring total blood concen-

tration, in practice, an adaptation of the target concentration

is seldom required when the decision to change targets is

based on depth of anaesthesia monitoring and other clinical

parameters. For propofol the explanation for this discrep-

ancy between theory and practice is found in the fact that

although the total concentration may be reduced, the

unbound free fraction of the drug is unaffected [23]. It is

the free fraction that is capable of acting on the receptors.

After the initial loss of drug by the dilution, drug will be

redistributed from peripheral compartments back to the cen-

tral compartment. Remember that the compartments in the

pharmacokinetic model are purely mathematical and not

physiological compartments, but a lipophilic drug will

have a large third compartment, and in the case of propofol,

this is more than 200 l. It is clinical experience that, once the

appropriate individual target has been determined and

maintained, very few changes are required even in extreme

haemodynamically challenging procedures like left-left per-

fusion as used in thoraco-abdominal aneurysm surgery.

Practical Advice

Expected hemodynamic and circulatory disturbances

are not a contraindication for the use of intravenous
anaesthesia and target-controlled infusion.

While the above-mentioned circulatory disturbances usu-

ally do not require large changes in the targets in TCI or

infusion rates in TIVA applications, the temperature of the

patient may be of greater influence. The temperature usually

affects pharmacokinetics of the drug by lowering the

clearance which in time will cause an increase in the con-

centration. The protein binding will also be affected, causing

an increase of the free fraction. The influence on pharmaco-

dynamic properties of the drug is even more complex: the

receptor affinity may be lowered, but temperature also has its

own physiologic effect on pain perception and conscious-

ness. The net effect in a real clinical situation is therefore

difficult to predict, and titration of drug dosing should be

based on the usual clinical observations and guided by

publications that have studied this effect in a clinical

setting [24].

Paediatric IV Anaesthesia

Traditionally paediatric anaesthesia was performed using

inhalational agents. There are no calculations required to

operate a vaporiser, and this made this type of anaesthesia

the easiest to perform for the anaesthesiologist. Properties

and advantages of intravenous agents and the possibility to

deliver sedation and anaesthesia anywhere in the hospital

have caused a shift towards intravenous anaesthesia. The

availability of new pharmacokinetic models and increasing

knowledge on how to ‘size’ paediatric patients [25] has

supported this shift. What is true for adult intravenous anaes-

thesia in terms of flow accuracy influencing factors is a

fortiori applicable to paediatric anaesthesia. Smaller syrin-

ges have a larger plunger displacement at equal flow rates

and therefore have shorter startup delays than larger syrin-

ges, especially at low infusion rates. Also the time before an

alarm may indicate an occlusion is much shorter [26]. For

patients weighing less than 10 kg, it is therefore advisable to

use smaller syringes (e.g. 20 ml) with Luer Locks to allow

the highest precision in pump performance. Even a normal

stopcock can cause unacceptable delays in required drug

effect. Diluting the drug to increase the flow rate is often

not possible for the very young patients because of the

possibility of fluid overload. Special multi-lumen infusion

sets with small bores and low dead space are highly

recommended for use in paediatric anaesthesia.

For intravenous anaesthesia with propofol for paediatric

patients, two models are available in commercial TCI

pumps—the Peadfusor [27] model and the Kataria [28]

model. As with the Schnider model, the Kataria model will

produce erroneous values when used outside the properties

of the original patient population: the volume of the second

(redistribution) compartment becomes negative for a child

of 2 years below 12.75 kg. The Paedfusor model is the only

model that has been prospectively tested with TCI in a

paediatric patient population.

The possibility of entering the patient demographic data

on pump start up does not guarantee that the model is

suitable for the patient. For example, using adult
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pharmacokinetic models, the smallest and youngest patient

that can be entered in the Arcomed pump is 50 cm tall,

12 years old and weighs 10 kg. Selecting these parameters

for remifentanil with the Minto model will produce a phar-

macokinetic model with a clearance that is in absolute values

similar to the clearance from an adult patient with a weight

of 60 kg, height 160 cm and an age of 60 years. Because of

the large clearance and the limited influence of the distribu-

tion in the pharmacokinetic model for remifentanil, after a

short while, about 15 min, both patients will get the same

amount of drug for a specific target concentration. For

example, for a target of 4 ng/ml, the adult patient will receive

0.145 μg/kg/min. For the same target, the patient for which

the above-mentioned limits of the pump settings are used

will receive 0.86 μg/kg/min which is about six times more

when dose is scaled to weight and about four times more

than when allometric scaling [29] is used.

The availability of dedicated paediatric models for

propofol and lack of knowledge on the parameters of the

remifentanil pharmacokinetic model may beguile the anaes-

thesiologist to accept the above irrational values when he is

trying to use the TCI system for a child. Limits on patient

data are different between the different brands of pumps.

Different limits on the patient population between pumps

may confuse the user. Some pumps limit the patient

demographics universally for all models with the exception

of the models where the lean body mass calculation with the

James equation becomes erroneous. Others adjust limits to

specific models, but without scientific support for some

populations. For example, with the Alaris PK, it is possible

to use the Gepts sufentanil model that does not incorporate

patient parameters, not even the weight, down to a patient

weight of 1 kg. Although the lower age limit is 12 years, the

anaesthesiologist may know that just like in some other

models, the age is not a parameter in the model, and if he

assumes that the model is scaled to weight, he may be

tempted to use the TCI system with sufentanil for a neonate.

By doing so, he will overdose his patient massively because

this neonate of 1 kg will get a dose that is suited for an adult!

Even when the Gepts model is scaled to weight so that the

neonate of 1 kg would continuously receive 1/70th of the

dose of a patient of 70 kg, there would be overdosing

because of the much lower clearance of sufentanil in a

neonate [30]. This is the result of immaturity of the

metabolisation capacity of the liver which will be the case

up to 3 or 4 months of age.

But even if the anaesthesiologists limit the use of TCI

sufentanil to patients above 12 years, then it is still unlikely

that a patient of 12 years with a normal weight of 40 kg will

have similar blood concentrations as a patient of 40 years

with a weight of 100 kg when given the same non-weight-

adjusted dose. None of the current target-controlled infusion

pumps have algorithms that prevent obvious erroneous data

entries like a height of 200 cm with a weight of 10 kg.

Practical Advice

Do not assume that when the pump accepts the patient

data, the selected model is appropriate for your

patient. Knowledge on the parameters that are
incorporated in the model is indispensable.

Time to Awakening

All commercial TCI systems display a ‘decrement time’,
which is the time it will take for the blood concentration to

a prespecified lower concentration, if the infusion is

switched off. Often this time is called the ‘time to awaken-

ing’. This feature of the TCI systems should be looked at

with caution. Obviously the moment a patient will wake up

is not only dependent on the concentration of the hypnotic

but also on the stimulus and the presence of stimulus-

suppressing agents like opioids and other analgesics.

Displaying a time to awakening in case of an opioid, like

some TCI systems do, makes no sense.

One of the problems with calculating the time to reach a

lower concentration is that the error in this estimation is

highly non-linear. When there is a small difference between

the estimated pharmacokinetic model and the ‘real’ patient
model, then the error will be small in the fast decay phase of

the drug. When the decay curve starts deflecting and

approaches the x-axis, asymptotically the prediction error

of the wakening time will increase dramatically [Fig. 18.5].

Although the wakening concentration may vary widely in

a patient population, there is some evidence that there is a

correlation between the concentration at loss of conscious-

ness and regaining consciousness even in the individual

patient. But this is highly dependent on the technique of

induction: with or without analgesics and premedication

and depending on which model was used. The best correla-

tion has been found in the Marsh model when used in blood

control mode [31].

Practical Advice

The clinical value of ‘time to awakening’ or ‘time to

concentration’ is dependent on many factors and
should be judged in the context of these factors.

Training and Education

Emphasis on patient safety has increasingly caused hospitals

and departments to focus attention on training in handling

complex devices such as ventilators, ultrasound machines,

etc. In some hospitals, the confirmation of the existence of

this knowledge is part of the check procedure before each

case in theatre. Infusion devices and the operation of infu-

sion systems however are not often considered as ‘new’ and
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therefore are quite often not well explained and trained.

Consequences of irregularities in the administration of

highly potent and fast-acting drugs caused by flushes and

dead space can be seen every day in high- and low-tech

departments in the hospital but often stay unnoticed. It is,

for example, quite common to disconnect the gravity infu-

sion for transport or delay replacement of an empty infusion

bag, while this infusion may function as a carrier for a

patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) system.

Several parts in the training of intravenous anaesthesia can

be identified and separated. The handling and training of the

control of the infusion devices and information on the device

can, for example, be done by instructors of the company that

produces the device. Training on local implementation of

protocols for handling drugs and infusion systems could be

done by trainers from the department or from the pharmacol-

ogy department. Finally training on the use of intravenous

anaesthesia, which involves target-controlled infusion, should

be performed by specialist trainers. This should involve a

course on basic pharmacology and how the concepts are

implemented in the smart infusion pumps. Unfortunately a

survey in the UK revealed that even in departments where

target-controlled infusion was used on a regular base, the

knowledge of the users of these systems was limited [32].

This is not only caused by a lack in education: the understand-

ing and use of target-controlled infusion systems have been

made unnecessarily complex by implementing different

models and different implementations of these models. In

the ideal system, only drug and patient parameters should be

the required entries so that for employing TCI, mainly knowl-

edge on the appropriate target is needed.
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Michael R.J. Sury

Learning Points

• During anaesthesia the spinal cord is more important than

the cortex in the control of movement.

• Depth monitoring is not necessary or practical in patients

who are sedated and able to move.

• EEG depth monitoring is not useful for rapid changes in

consciousness: propofol sedation is likely to be in this

category.

• In the sedated patient observation alone is likely to be

better than relying on an EEG.

• If anaesthesia depth changes slowly, perhaps the EEG

could be useful.

• Neuromuscular blocking drugs make the patient vulnera-

ble to accidental awareness during general anaesthesia

(AAGA).

• Depth monitoring is indicated for patients given NMBs.

• EEG effects of anaesthesia are broadly similar and are not

difficult to understand.

• Changes in processed EEG are related to depth and dose.

• Raw EEG has utility because of its speed of response.

• EEG depth monitoring, alone, is unreliable, but may have

utility in the prevention of AAGA if conventional

propofol doses are used and analgesia is used to counter

autonomic signs of pain.

Overview This chapter explores the potential of how EEG

monitoring can assess depth of anaesthesia (DoA) in patients

receiving TIVA. It has four sections:

• Theoretical constructs

– Discussing the problem of uncertainty about the rela-

tionship between dose and depth of anaesthesia

– Examining concepts that help to explain when

monitors are, and are not, of value

• Essential EEG knowledge

– Summarising the theory and in practice of EEG moni-

toring describes the problems of research

• Evidence for and against using EEG DoA monitoring

– A selective review of the evidence for and against

EEG monitoring during propofol sedation and

anaesthesia

• Potential for clinical utility

– Discussing how EEG monitoring could be useful to

prevent AAGA and excessive depth

Introduction

The anaesthetist has two priorities: controlling conscious-

ness and ensuring survival. The first demonstration of ether

anaesthesia1 made history in 1846, because ether kept the

patient both insensible and alive. Likewise, modern anaes-

thesia is accepted because patients are highly likely to both

remain unconscious and survive. These favourable outcomes

are related to anaesthetic dose, and there is confidence about

the effective and safe dose range largely through the experi-

ence from large numbers of patients. We are also reassured

by the knowledge that the effective dose can be exceeded, up

to a point, without harming the patient. Obviously, vital

physiological functions may need to be supported, and for

the sake of simplicity in this discussion, it is assumed that

anaesthesia does not have delayed or long-lasting toxic

effects. In essence therefore we can, within wide yet reason-

able limits, expose patients to excessive doses and expect the

vast majority to be unharmed.
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If we accept that this is the common situation, the precise

dose is much less important than supporting vital functions,

and therefore the anaesthetist will give most of their atten-

tion to monitoring and managing the airway, breathing and

circulation. Capnography and pulse oximetry are the most

useful and reliable monitors, and blood pressure, ECG and

gas analysis monitors are also crucial. If the patient is stable,

there may be time to consider other monitors, but there is a

limit to the number of monitors that can be assessed simul-

taneously. If there is blood loss for example, the anaesthetist

may not be able to take account of more than three or four

monitors at a time. The anaesthetist has to prioritise his or

her tasks, and this includes the observation and interpreta-

tion of the information presented by the monitoring. How

should, therefore, depth of anaesthesia (DoA) monitors rely-

ing on electroencephalography (EEG) be prioritised. How

useful are they?

The Problem

Current Opinion and Practice

Accidental awareness during general anaesthesia (AAGA)

can be a very distressing experience. A large survey of

spontaneous reporting of AAGA was undertaken in the UK

by the NAP5 project [1, 2], and its main findings are

summarised in Table 19.1. It showed that the incidence of

AAGA depends on the procedure and that overall the inci-

dence of spontaneous reports of AAGA was 1:19,000 [2].

Such a low incidence is surprising but was related to the

method of enquiry. If patients are asked direct questions

after they have recovered, the incidence is much higher,

and if the dose of anaesthetic has to be restricted, the inci-

dence may be as high as 1 in 100 cases [4].

A survey of anaesthesia activity in the UK in 2013

estimated that there were approximately 2.8 million GAs

that year and that only 2.8 % had depth of anaesthesia

(depth) monitoring [5]. There are several likely reasons to

explain this low percentage. First, there are practical

difficulties. During surgery, the scalp is often inaccessible

and the sensors readily detect electrical interference espe-

cially from diathermy. The EEG itself is a random waveform

which changes rapidly. Its interpretation is complicated and

depends on the circumstances of the patient. In an attempt to

simplify the situation, monitors have been developed that

process the EEG (pEEG) and present to the anaesthetist a

score related to central nervous system (CNS) suppression

(usually a score from 100 to 0). The score however is derived

from a complex algorithm, and the ordinary anaesthetist will

not understand the process within the monitor and may treat

the score with suspicion. The process calculating the score

Table 19.1 Summary of findings of NAP5

Reports

Reports of AAGA had to be of

procedures in which the patient

expected to be unconscious

First reports (irrespective of when the

AAGA occurred) collected over

12 months

Reports gathered by local coordinators

across the whole of the UK (NHS only)

and Republic of Ireland (all hospitals)

Type of report 300 reports • 141 certain/probable

• 17 awake paralysis due to drug error

• 7 ICU

• 32 after sedation

The 141 certain/probable and possible
reports were the basis of in-depth analysis
(the following summary applies to these)

Incidence Estimated incidence of reports of

AAGA was ~1:19,000

Incidence varied considerably in different

settings

• 1:8000 with NMB

• 1:136,000 without

Psychological

experiences

Wide range, most reports lasting

<5 min

Distress particularly likely when patients

experienced paralysis

Longer-term psychological effects

identified in approximately 50 %

Risk factors:

four

categories

were

identified

1/ Drug factors: neuromuscular

blockade, thiopental, TIVA

2/ Patient factors: female gender, age

(younger adults but not children); obesity,

previous AAGA and possibly difficult

airway management

3/ Subspecialties: obstetric, cardiac,

thoracic, neurosurgical

4/ Organisational factors: emergencies, out

of hours operating, junior anaesthetists

TIVA AAGA approximately twice as likely

during TIVA as during volatile

anaesthesia

However, many AAGA cases during

TIVA involved use of non-TCI

techniques: inadequate dosing using

non-TCI regimens was common

High-risk situations were conversion of a

volatile anaesthetic to TIVA and transfer

of paralysed patients outside theatres

NMB 93 % of reports to NAP5 concerned patients who had received an NMB

Depth of

anaesthesia

monitoring

Specific monitors are rarely used

during general anaesthesia in UK

practice—processed EEG in 2.8 % of

general anaesthetics

The overall findings are supportive of the
use of depth monitors during TIVA with
NMB

End-tidal anaesthetic gas monitoring is an

alternative to depth monitoring, but in

~75 % of reports to NAP5, it would likely

have been impractical or ineffective at

preventing AAGA

Summary of main findings of the Fifth National Audit Project of The Royal College of Anaesthetists and the Association of Anaesthetists of Great

Britain and Ireland: Accidental Awareness during General Anaesthesia (AAGA) in the UK and Ireland [2, 3]
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requires a length of EEG and therefore takes time. A delay,

perhaps of 15 or 30 s, may be considered to be unacceptable

in some circumstances. Finally there is an easier alternative

to pEEG monitoring. In contrast to pEEG, the inspired

anaesthetic vapour concentration monitoring is reliable and

practical in all patients having an inhalational anaesthetic via

a tracheal tube or supraglottic airway device.

Immobility

There has also been a misunderstanding of what the EEG

monitor can achieve. It was a common assumption that a

patient who moved was awake, and therefore a monitor was

wanted that would warn of movement. We now appreciate

that all pEEGmonitors will fail to reliably predict movement

because movement during anaesthesia is controlled primar-

ily through the spinal cord. In rodents the dose required to

immobilise decorticate animals is same as that for intact

animals [6]. In goats, the cerebral and spinal cord

circulations can be isolated, and by adjusting anaesthesia

levels separately in the brain and spinal cord, it has been

demonstrated that almost always immobility is related to

spinal cord effect [7]. In humans halothane suppresses

movement at lower BIS values than sevoflurane which

could mean that the EEG effects of the agents are different

or that halothane suppresses the spinal cord more than

sevoflurane [8]. These studies support the idea that in respect

of the relationship of dose of anaesthetic to movement, the

spinal cord is more important than the cortex (which is

where consciousness is assumed to lie). EEG monitors,

therefore, cannot measure the effect of anaesthesia in respect

of the likelihood of movement. The anaesthetist, on the other

hand, may wish to deliver anaesthesia to the endpoint of

immobility, and for this task, EEG monitors are not useful.

The dose that causes immobility however may be so high

that it is close to the dose that could cause cardiovascular

depression in vulnerable patients. Consequently, neuromus-

cular blocking drugs (NMBs) may be indicated but such a

step makes the patient vulnerable to AAGA. Inhalational

anaesthesia can be monitored by gas analysis, but total

intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) cannot as yet be monitored

continuously. It is the scenario of TIVA therefore, in the

presence of NMBs, that a depth monitor may be most useful.

In the UK in 2013, 23 % of patients managed with TIVA and

NMBs had depth monitoring [5].

AAGA: Unmet Need

EEG depth monitors have been available widely for two

decades. Electrode placement and cabling have been

simplified and are less impractical than before. In a survey

of opinions Myles et al. [9] found that anaesthetists were

prepared to use depth monitoring if there was evidence that it

prevented AAGA. To date the evidence is not clear enough

to be certain, but as the technology improves, the potential

for utility may increase.

In the UK NAP5 study [2], the likely causes of AAGA

were examined in a large group of patients reporting AAGA

in 2013 (see Table 19.1). Of the 300 patients with reliable

reports, 28 were managed with TIVA (and NMB). This was

a surprisingly large group, but the main problem with TIVA

was that the propofol doses were clearly too low. Four

groups could be identified:

• Sick patients in whom the dose has been reduced to

prevent cardiovascular depression

• Transfer of patients to from resuscitation or surgery to

intensive care

• Poor dosing—failure of technique

• Infusion errors (disconnection, extravasation, syringe

driver failure)

In 7 % of reports (all techniques including TIVA and

inhalational techniques), the reason for AAGA was not

determined inferring that the doses used were within

accepted practice and yet were inadequate.

The clinician needs a monitor to warn of both inadequate

and excessive depths of anaesthesia. The following discusses

the uncertainty of propofol anaesthesia and prepares the way

for understanding the need for more routine use of depth

monitoring.

Uncertainty About Propofol Dose and Effect

Pharmacodynamics

It is generally accepted that anaesthetic effect is related, at

least in part, to the concentration of drug at ligand-gated

receptors at the target site. The main target receptors are

GABA-A which are rapidly acting membrane ion channels

that inhibit action potentials. However, other receptor

types may also be involved, and there are intracellular

mechanisms that regulate and modify the number and effect

of the activated receptors. The true relationship between

receptor site drug concentration and drug effect therefore is

variable both between and within individuals.

The target receptors are in the CNS not the blood. The

relationship between blood and target propofol concentra-

tion is unknown but is inferred by the EEG. The assumption

is that the EEG effect is related to blood level because it is

assumed that target concentration will match the blood level,

albeit after a short delay. This is the principle of effect-site

concentration.
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Pharmacokinetics

Blood levels of propofol cannot be measured continuously.

Rapid near patient blood testing is possible but not widely

available yet [10, 11]. Expired gas monitoring can detect

propofol but is not yet accurate enough for clinical use

[12, 13]. Tracking blood levels frequently over time, there-

fore, has been achieved only from a limited number of

patients. The majority of pharmacokinetic data have been

derived from much larger samples of patients in whom only

a few blood levels have been obtained [14], and in these

studies the relationship of dose to blood level, even with

target controlled infusions, varies widely [15].

Cardiovascular Depression

Propofol reduces both cardiac contractility and peripheral

vascular resistance [16]. Consequently, the dose has to be

reduced in patients with cardiovascular disease or instability,

but by how much it should be reduced is uncertain. Neuro-

muscular blocker drugs (NMBs) and potent opioids remove

the possibility of movement and modify the autonomic reac-

tion to pain so that patients who cannot move may not

change their heart rate and blood pressure appreciably to

alert the anaesthetist of AAGA [2].

Mortality

Sick and elderly patients are vulnerable to cause cardiovas-

cular depression. One hopes that serious problems are rare.

In the common situation however, the certainty of propofol

dose and effect can also be challenged. A worrying associa-

tion has been found between mortality and three coincident

features of anaesthesia: EEG suppression, low blood pres-

sure and low doses of anaesthesia (so-called triple low)

[17, 18]. In sedated patients in intensive care, burst suppres-

sion is associated with high mortality. Such concepts are

concerning and make EEG monitoring desirable.

In summary, the dose of propofol that achieves anaesthe-

sia in sick patients managed with NMBs is uncertain. Mea-

suring blood levels would help but there would still be a

degree of uncertainty. Depth monitors may help these

patients, and their use is increasing.

The remainder of this chapter explores the potential of

how EEG monitoring can assess depth in TIVA patients. It

has four sections:

• Concepts

• Essential EEG knowledge for the clinician

• Evidence for and against EEG DoA monitoring

• Future directions and the potential for clinical utility

Concepts

What Is Depth of Anaesthesia?

The concept of depth has not always been accepted. It can be

said that a patient is either anaesthetised or not and that depth

is therefore a false construct [19]. Whereas this statement is

reasonable from the patient’s perspective in terms of their

consciousness, there are additional neurological effects that

take place beyond the point of loss of consciousness, and these

effects constitute a progressive suppression of the CNS. The

stages of ether anaesthesia originally described by Guedel in

1937 show that increasing the dose of anaesthesia progres-

sively suppresses important neurological reflexes and

functions [20]. For example, the dose causing suppression of

the response to pain is less than that which causes apnoea. A

more recent example is the demonstration that after conscious-

ness has been lost, increasing the blood propofol concentra-

tion, tracked by processed electroencephalography (pEEG),

can prevent a response to defined painful stimuli of increasing

severity [21] (Table 19.2). In a recent editorial Pandit [23]

described anaesthesia as being “a spectrum of brain states”
because not all parts of the brain, and its associated functions,

are suppressed similarly and this will lead to variation in the

characteristics of CNS suppression at various doses.

Table 19.2 Clinical markers of depth of anaesthesia

Score Description Level of sedation or anaesthesia

5 Responds readily to name spoken Minimal

4 Lethargic response to name spoken Moderate

3 Responds after name called loudly/repeatedly Moderate

2 Purposeful response to mild-to-moderate shaking Moderate

1 Responds to trapezius squeeze Deep

0T No response to trapezius squeezea Light general anaesthesia

0E No response to electrical stimulationb Deeper general anaesthesia

The Extended Observer’s Assessment of Alertness and Sedation (EOAA/S) score, which is a modification of the OAAS (originally described by

Chernik et al. [22]) and modified by Kim et al. [21]
a10 pounds per square inch (�0.7 kg cm�2) for 5 s
b50 mA tetanus for 5 s
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In principle, increasing the dose of an anaesthetic

beyond that needed to cause unconsciousness has two

related effects.

1. It increases brain suppression. There are, however, a few

minor exceptions: ether anaesthetics have an excitement

phase (notorious with diethyl ether, but only at induction

and at low doses), benzodiazepines can cause clinical

paradoxical excitement during sedation, and nitrous

oxide and ketamine cause paradoxical EEG excitement.

2. It reduces the likelihood of AAGA. There are no known

analeptic effects of anaesthesia, and it may be assumed

that increasing the dose will reduce the chance of any

reaction to an arousing stimulus.

If these two statements are accepted, anaesthesia depth is

related to dose. Yet how certain is this principle?

Is Depth Related to Anaesthesia Blood Level?

Before an operation begins, the patient is given an effective

blood level and appears adequately anaesthetised. When the

operation begins, the patient often reacts by moving or

having a tachycardia (or other autonomic responses). The

blood level of anaesthetic has to be increased to stop the

patient reacting. The certainty of effect is therefore only

temporary, and anaesthesia depth varies even when the

blood level of anaesthetic remains constant. Blood levels

will need to be increased, or decreased, appropriately to

match the stimuli. Whereas it is true that increasing the

blood level increases the depth, we cannot be certain about

the depth at a specified blood level. It is helpful to know the

blood level, but information about the effect on the target

organ may be useful.

How Can Consciousness and Depth Be
Described?

Consciousness and anaesthesia, two commonly used terms,

are both difficult to describe, and their measurement is

elusive. However descriptions or definitions of various

levels of consciousness are generally accepted [24]. The

levels of sedation (minimal, moderate and deep) leading to

anaesthesia have been defined within a so-called continuum

of level of consciousness [24]. The continuum infers that the

boundaries between the levels are blurred. In principle the

levels are useful but in practice the patient can move from

one level to the next quickly and subtle changes are difficult

to chart accurately. The levels of sedation have been used to

create a widely used scale of sedation known as the

Observer’s Assessment of Alertness and Sedation (OAA/S)

scale: a scale ranging from 5 (full consciousness) down

to 0 (unconscious, or anaesthesia, as defined by no response

to painful stimulus) [22].

There are few descriptors of depth of unconsciousness.

The Extended Observer’s Assessment of Alertness and

Sedation (EOAA/S) score has recently been proposed (see

Table 19.2) by Kim et al. [21]. It uses two painful stimuli,

one more intense than the other and depth of unconscious-

ness is described by the lack of response to these.

Diagrammatic Representation of Consciousness
and Depth

Increasing CNS suppression can be represented on a line

(Fig. 19.1). The line represents the consciousness-anaesthe-

sia depth continuum: the state of full wakefulness is on the

extreme left and total cortical suppression on the extreme

right. In this model a drug such as propofol is given to

Fig. 19.1 Consciousness and depth. A horizontal line representing the
continuum of cortical depression related to the blood level of propofol.

The midpoint (X) marks the point of loss of consciousness and

separates consciousness from of anaesthesia. The terms “level of con-

sciousness” and “depth of anaesthesia” are therefore distinct. The line

length is proportional to the dose of an anaesthetic drug such as

propofol. The blue horizontal diamond illustrates that X has variability:

X may represent the median dose of propofol causing unconsciousness

in a population, or it could represent the variability within an individual

over time.
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achieve increasing blood levels. The distance between the

far left point and any other point on the line is proportional to

the blood level of propofol. The points on the line represent

the blood level of propofol but these are arbitrary and have

no units or scale. The patient begins at the extreme left, and

the brain will be progressively suppressed so that conscious-

ness is lost at some point X on the line. X separates con-

sciousness from anaesthesia. Further travel along the line to

the right beyond X represents increasing depth.

On the consciousness part of the line lie the levels of

sedation. The line (see Fig. 19.2) shows the distance between

moderate sedation (known as or conscious sedation in the

UK) and loss of consciousness, and this represents the dif-

ference between the blood levels required to cause sedation

and loss of consciousness; it represents the width of the

margin of safety of sedation.

What happens to the right of X is less clear. As CNS

suppression progresses, I propose that there are three zones

(Fig. 19.3). In the zone centred on X, the patient appears

anaesthetised, yet they can, in theory, react to stimuli and

move back into sedation and consciousness. In this zone

therefore the patient is only probably anaesthetised; their

unconsciousness is uncertain. Y marks the point of definite

anaesthesia in which the patient can be stimulated but does

not react and therefore is safe from a return to unwanted

consciousness. In the zone centred on Y is a state that could

be termed definitely anaesthesia. The final zone has danger.

Z is the point at which the patient is unnecessarily deep and

they are in danger of cardiovascular depression or other

unspecified damaging effects. The distances between these

points or zones are unknown and could be investigated. The

distance between Y and Z could represent the margin of

Fig. 19.2 Sedation and margin of safety. A horizontal line
representing the continuum of cortical depression related to the blood

level of propofol. The line length is proportional to the dose of an

anaesthetic drug such as propofol. The midpoint (X) marks the point of

loss of consciousness and separates consciousness from of anaesthesia.

The distance between the points marked by sedation and X is propor-

tional to the difference between the doses required to cause sedation

and unconsciousness. This describes margin of safety of a moderate

sedation technique. The blue horizontal diamonds illustrate potential

variation of the points marked by “sedation” and X.

Fig. 19.3 Depth of anaesthesia and margin of safety. A horizontal line
representing the continuum of cortical depression related to the blood

level of propofol. The line length is proportional to the dose of an

anaesthetic drug such as propofol. X (loss of consciousness) could be

considered to be “probably anaesthesia”. Higher doses are needed to

ensure the patient is definitely anaesthetised (Y). Excess doses beyond

this point could expose the patient to harm (Z). The distance between X

and Y could be termed a margin of uncertainty (within anaesthesia).

The distance between Y and Z could represent the margin of safety of

anaesthesia. The blue horizontal diamonds indicate potential variation
of X, Y and Z.
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safety for depth of anaesthesia. The distances between X and

Y could be termed a margin of uncertainty of anaesthesia.

Is EEG Related to Consciousness?

The EEG changes according to the position on this line. The

rapidity of change of consciousness is a major problem

because usually an EEG monitor reacts too slowly to be of

use. Often the EEG can do no more than confirm the obser-

vation that a patient has changed their conscious level. For

example, if target controlled infusion (TCI) of propofol is set

at a low target blood level (e.g. 1 mcg/ml), a patient may

become deeply sedated before the EEG can detect

it. Likewise, if a procedure is undertaken on deeply sedated

patient, they could awaken before the EEG changes. The

EEG is not useful in either situation. In practical terms,

therefore, the EEG is not useful for rapid changes in con-

sciousness: propofol sedation is likely to be in this category.

Some studies have shown a relationship between EEG and

conscious level [25], but there is considerable variation and

the association is loose and unreliable.

In the sedated patient observation alone is likely to be

better than relying on an EEG. If an EEG could warn

of impending loss of consciousness or unanticipated

awakening, then it would have utility. The evidence

(below) shows that the EEG is poor at this task for sedation.

Other monitors, such as capnography, have a higher priority

in this situation, and the observer would need to intervene to

maintain a patent airway rather than wait for the EEG to

change.

Is EEG Related to Depth?

The anaesthesia zone concept is theoretical and, as yet, has

no accepted descriptors or markers. Can the EEG help? The

EEG is a measure of cortical suppression, and this is a strong

reason to consider the EEG as a useful surrogate marker of

both consciousness and depth. The validity of this statement

is difficult to prove beyond doubt but it has a degree of truth.

Conscious level too often changes too quickly during

propofol sedation, but if depth changes less quickly, perhaps

the EEG could be useful.

Is EEG Related to Dose?

This depends on several factors, the most important being

the type of EEG, the drug or combination of drugs and the

presence of painful stimulation. Testing the relationship of

EEG to dose would require steady-state conditions and these

are often impractical. Possibly, there is a strict relationship

between propofol blood level and EEG effect, but this might

only apply to unstimulated patients. Once the patient is

stimulated, there could be a rapid change in EEG. Possibly,

the relationship between propofol blood level and EEG

effect is non-linear (see Fig. 19.4) so that within a certain

range of blood level, the EEG remains relatively unchanged

with stimulation, but if the blood level is lower than this

range, stimulation could cause awakening. Nevertheless, the

effective blood level range would depend upon pain, analge-

sia and other sedative drugs.

Essential EEG Knowledge for the Clinician

General EEG Knowledge

The EEG detects electrical activity of the outer layer of

cerebral cortex from scalp electrodes. The signals are con-

sidered to be postsynaptic potentials originating from groups

of axons. The waveform is random, complex and of variable

and low amplitude (usually less than 100 μV). Signals from
muscle are much larger (up to 500 μV) and easily hide the

EEG in a moving patient. Visual inspection of an EEG

shows oscillations between 1 and 20 Hz. The EEG is unequal

over the scalp: parietal, central and frontal positions are most

accessible and give highest amplitude signals. An EEG

specialist can describe these and interpret them. There are

three features: a continuous waveform, transients and

periods of electrical silence. Transients are seen in natural

sleep. The continuous waveform changes with conscious-

ness and depth [26]. Electrical silence occurs with deep

anaesthesia (and coma).

Unprocessed EEG in Natural Sleep

The EEG in awake and natural sleep is irregular. Conven-

tional classification of EEG frequency bands are gamma
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Fig. 19.4 Common relationship of EEG band power to concentration

of anaesthetic
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(>30 Hz), beta (14–30 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), theta (4–7)

and delta (<4 Hz). In the relaxed awake state, intermittent

alpha oscillations are common, but these disappear in the

alert state—the EEG becomes low amplitude with

frequencies between 30 and 50 Hz. Sleepiness usually

begins with large slow waves, and as sleep progresses five

EEG stages can be seen. In stage 1 alpha oscillations become

less regular and eventually disappear; background amplitude

decreases. Sleep spindles characterise stage 2 (these are

prominent transients of 12–14 Hz lasting more than 0.5 s,

beta and theta activity become obvious and other transients

appear (vertex sharp waves and K-complexes)). Stages 3 and

4 are marked by increasing prominent theta waves. Stages

1–4 are termed slow wave sleep (SWS). Stage 4 SWS

progresses to a fifth stage known as rapid eye movement

(REM) sleep in which eye movements cause large voltage

shifts in frontal channels. REM has background low ampli-

tude gamma activity and looks similar to that seen in the

alert state.

Unprocessed EEG in Anaesthesia

The EEG under anaesthesia is relatively regular. There are

methodological problems when comparing different drugs

(and doses) because efficacy is usually assessed by suppres-

sion of movement to a painful stimulus, which is known to

be mainly influenced by the spinal cord. High doses of

propofol are needed to suppress movement unless an opioid

is used, and the different inhalational agents have different

spinal cord suppression effects. Therefore it is difficult to be

sure that the EEG effects of various drugs have been com-

pared under equal depth doses. Nevertheless the differences

between the vapour anaesthetics and propofol are probably

not important. EEG changes during progressively increasing

doses of propofol [27], sevoflurane [28] and isoflurane [29]

anaesthesia are broadly similar.

At induction the waveform becomes low amplitude and

prominent oscillations disappear. Oscillations of 8–20 Hz

appear and these become slower and more regular and

increase in amplitude as doses increase. At deeper levels

there are periods of EEG suppression alternating with bursts

of high amplitude slow waves: this is burst suppression [30].

Further increasing the dose causes electrical silence. All

these changes are reversed as anaesthesia dose reduces,

and pain also causes some reversal [31].

The dose of propofol that causes EEG suppression will

vary between patients and also within individuals according

to the state of stimulation and the combination of other

drugs: it is context dependent. The dose causing onset of

burst suppression has recently been described. Pilge et al.

[32] studied anaesthetised healthy patients immediately

before surgery and found that the median effective blood

level to cause the onset of burst suppression was 4.9 μg ml

(�1) (compared with 2.9 vol.% for sevoflurane and 1.5 vol.

% for isoflurane). The use of median infers that there was a

non-parametric distribution of blood level.

Processed EEG: Power Spectrum

The EEG can be considered to be composed of many sinu-

soidal waves varying in frequency, amplitude and phase.

The early EEG monitors (1970–1985) excluded unwanted

low and high frequencies by filters, and then the amplitude

of the remaining signal was calculated. The cerebral func-

tion monitor (CFM) [33] measured the minimum and maxi-

mum amplitude of a wide frequency band and the cerebral

functioning analysing monitor (CFAM) [34] added the

power of conventional frequency bands. As soon as personal

computers became available, the EEG could be analysed

using digital signal processing to calculate band power.

Band power was found to change in proportion to anaesthe-

sia blood level, but the relationship deteriorated with burst

suppression. Usually, therefore, any specified band power

had a biphasic change with deepening anaesthesia [27]. For

example, low-frequency band power increases and then

decreases as anaesthesia deepens (Fig. 19.5). Power in the

highest frequencies (gamma) tend to discriminate awaken-

ing from anaesthesia best, but these are the hardest signals to

measure because of their small amplitude [36, 37].

Other potentially useful descriptors of the power spec-

trum were total power and the spectral edge frequency

(SEF). SEF90 is the frequency below which 90 % of the

total power lies; the median frequency is equivalent to

SEF50, i.e. the frequency below which 50 % of the power

lies. Single variables were not considered reliable indicators

of depth, and gradually, it became clear that combining more

than one EEG descriptor could improve reliability.

Another method of EEG analysis uses short signals in

“wavelet” analysis which has the potential for fast response

[38]. Recent advances in characterising the EEG changes

that could distinguish consciousness and anaesthesia have

been made by Nı́ Mhuircheartaigh and colleagues [39] and

Purdon and colleagues [40].

Processed EEG: Spontaneous Cortical Activity

Since the 1990s processed EEG (pEEG) monitors have been

developed such as “BIS”, “Entropy” and the “Narcotrend”. In
these, several EEG variables have been combined, for exam-

ple, the band power, burst suppression, muscle activity and

frequency synchronisation. All use forehead electrodes and

process the signals to achieve a score. In respect of BIS the

score is from 100 (fully alert) down to 0 (electrical silence—
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deepest coma possible). Notwithstanding the complexity of

the algorithms of these monitors, the scores decrease with

both decreasing conscious level (as defined by a validated

scale of behaviour) [25]; and also with increasing blood levels

of propofol [41, 42]. Modification of the algorithms may

improve the performance of monitors, and a recent example

of such a study is by Shoushtarian and colleagues [43].

Processed EEG: Auditory Evoked Potential

An EEG signal provoked by a “click” noise is known as an

auditory evoked potential (AEP). Background EEG is

removed by averaging the EEG after many clicks. A typical

diagnostic AEP waveform takes 2–3 min to achieve and has

characteristic peaks and troughs that are related to transmis-

sion of the auditory signal through the brainstem and the

cortex [44]. The brainstem is resistant to anaesthesia. The

cortex has early and late components. The late cortical

component is very sensitive and disappears at low blood

levels of anaesthetic. The early cortical waveform however

is suppressed by anaesthesia in a dose-dependent manner

[45] and may be useful. Commercial monitors use

headphones and frontal EEG electrodes and can obtain a

waveform, suitable for anaesthesia depth assessment, within

2–6 s; from this a score is calculated (ranging from 100 to

0 as for pEEG). Unfortunately, this promising technique is

spoiled by muscle activity in the posterior auricular muscle,

which is itself triggered by noise. AEP therefore is of value

only in patients having NMBs [44].

In a study comparing AEP with BIS, Kreuer and

colleagues [46] found that both behaved similarly during

propofol TIVA (with NMB and remifentanil) but that

the variation in scores was wide particularly during con-

sciousness which reduced the ability of the monitors to

differentiate between consciousness and unconsciousness.

The Evidence

Methodological Issues

There are two important considerations in testing utility:

1/ what the monitor is trying to detect and 2/ how it is

assessed.

Assessment of Detection

The statistics of detection should be appreciated before a

study is designed. The following methods have been used in

the investing EEG detection of depth.

Positive and Negative Prediction
A diagnostic test can be described in terms of sensitivity and

specificity. These are the proportion of positive and negative

Fig. 19.5 Non-linear relationship between propofol blood level and

EEG score. A probable relationship between increasing blood level of

propofol and an arbitrary EEG score. For this construction it is pro-

posed that the anaesthesia range of EEG score is between 60 and

40, and a score less than 25 may be dangerous. If these are accepted,

the range of propofol blood level (B) capable of keeping an EEG score

in the anaesthesia range is unknown: it may be narrow or very wide.

The slopes at A and C represent the changes in EEG score leading into

and out of the anaesthesia range, and these are also unknown. Similar

ideas about variability of the dose response have been discussed by

Escallier et al. [35]
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situations that are correctly predicted by the monitor. These

terms can be confusing. To be clear, sensitivity considers the

number of true positive predictions first and compares these

to the total number of positives (specificity considers the

negatives). Positive and negative predictions, in contrast, are

the proportion of predictions by the monitor that are correct,

and these are more relevant to the practical question of

whether a depth monitor has utility—i.e. this means that

we look at the monitor first, assess the prediction and then

find out from the patient whether the prediction is correct or

not. The problem is that the prediction value is affected by

prevalence. For example, the low prevalence of AAGA will

mean that the positive prediction test proportions are

unlikely to be high and that negative predictions are more

likely to be true.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve
A ROC curve is a graphical representation of how sensitivity

(number of positive findings correctly predicted) and

1-specificity (number of positive findings incorrectly

predicted) change as the value of the “cut-off” varies

(Fig. 19.6). The ROC was developed as a useful method to

illustrate the viability of radar to detect aircraft in the 1950s.

Radar operators were tasked with trying to tell the difference

between incoming aircraft and, for example, a flock of geese.

Sensitivity is plotted against 1-specificity and if the ROC

gradient is close to 45 % the “test” is not useful. The prob-
lem with this method is that the number of “aircraft” and

“flocks of geese” should be similar. Finding similar numbers

of awake and anaesthetised patients in similar situations is a

practical problem.

Prediction Probability
Prediction probability (Pk), described by Smith and

colleagues [47], has become a standard tool to estimate the

ability of an anaesthetic depth indicator to detect or predict

the depth. The test outcome is the probability that the pre-

dictor variable correctly predicts the rank order of any pair of

observed depths. Commonly, in the literature, the model to

be tested has both the predictor variable and the depth ideally

monotonically (¼always) increasing during emergence

(e.g. BIS increases as the patient awakens). Under this

assumption, if, in any data pair, both the predictor variable

and the observed depth change in the same direction, the pairs

are considered concordant. The Pk is a statistic that is based

on the ratio of the probability of concordance to the combined

probabilities of concordance, dis-concordance and tied pre-

dictor variables. Pk varies between one (all pairs concordant)

and zero (all pairs dis-concordant). The problem with this

method is that it always tests a depthmonitor around the point

of return of consciousness and cannot test utility at deeper

levels of anaesthesia. Also, the test is applied in patients who

awaken (or the converse—become unconscious) and does

not include a similar number who do not.

What Is the Monitor Trying to Detect?

The question “Is the patient awake, or not?” is not as simple

as it might seem. The following scenarios are different:

• Wakefulness during anaesthesia

• Timing of awakening during emergence

• Anaesthesia during sedation

• Prediction of the above

All are related, but a monitor may be useful for only one

of these tasks rather than all of them. They all, to some

extent, suffer from the problem that consciousness can

occur (or be lost) too quickly for the monitor to detect it,

let alone predict it. If depth, also, changes quickly monitors

may be too slow and have limited utility. Nevertheless if

they can detect consciousness (or anaesthesia), then the

distress (or harm) may at least be minimised.

All of the above involve taking the patient to a state of

near wakefulness (or near anaesthesia) termed the “X” zone
(a dose of propofol that probably, but not certainly, causes

anaesthesia). The anaesthetist might wish the patient to be in

the “Y” zone. That is that they are certainly anaesthetised,

unlikely to react to stimuli and not at risk of wakefulness.

Such an idea has been explored by Pilge and colleagues [32]

who have measured the propofol blood level required to

reach EEG suppression at the onset of burst suppression

(the blood level causing onset of BS in 50 % of subjects

before surgery was 4.9 μg/ml).Fig. 19.6 Receiver operating characteristic curve
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I propose that the monitor should be able to:

• Detect reacting during anaesthesia

• Prediction of (and therefore prevention of) reacting dur-

ing anaesthesia

Obstacles

An ideal test of a monitor would involve testing its ability to

follow a change in consciousness in patients who are made

conscious and unconscious, repeatedly. Such a test may only

be reasonably applied, ethically, in volunteers.

A clinical trial designed would need to involve enough

patients who were at risk of the specified problem. The

number of patients in the trial would depend on the desired

reduction in risk. We know, already, that risk of AAGA is

very small, and therefore the size of the trial would need to

be very large.

If the specified problem was of wakefulness, then the

patients would need to be tested in the “X” zone, and there

may be ethical implications of this kind of research. Cer-

tainly, patients would have to receive conventional doses of

anaesthetic to make the test useful. If the monitor detected

wakefulness, it may be unethical to deprive the patient of

higher doses of anaesthesia, but, if the patient is not awake,

this may cause unwanted cardiovascular effects.

A target score of the monitor would have to be agreed. A

target score thought to represent the anaesthesia has been

suggested by the manufacturers, and some investigators

have reported patients who were awake at these scores.

This target score may therefore be only suitable for the

detection of the “X” zone. A lower target score may be

suitable for detection of the “Y” zone; for example, the

presence of short periods of burst suppression may have

utility [32]. Finally, it would also be useful for a monitor to

warn that the patient was in the dangerous and potentially

harmful “Z” zone.

Protocol Objectives

A protocol would have to be developed that could determine

if the monitor could assist the anaesthetist in decisions about

whether to increase or decrease the dose of anaesthetic. I

propose that research needs to be directed to answer two

main questions:

1. Can the monitor determine if (or when) a patient will

awaken or remain anaesthetised?

NB: These patients are close to the point of loss con-

sciousness on the consciousness-anaesthesia continuum

(i.e. uncertain anaesthesia ~ the “X” zone)

2. Can it be used to help decision making to prevent AAGA

and, if so, how?

NB: These patients should be to the right of the point of

loss consciousness on the consciousness-anaesthesia con-

tinuum (i.e. safe and certain anaesthesia ~ the “Y” zone)

Evidence Against Utility

Sedation Studies

Earlier in this chapter, the utility of pEEG for monitoring

consciousness has been discounted on a theoretical basis.

The following three papers were in children, who may be a

difficult group to study, but they show that BIS has either

poor utility or is no better than clinical observation alone.

Mason et al. [48] showed that there was a very wide

range of BIS scores in children (over 1 year old) sedated

for painless imaging with barbiturate alone (BIS ranged

from 31 to 90) and that there was no statistical difference

between scores for moderate versus deep sedation. Powers

et al. [49] showed that in children who underwent painful

procedures, propofol was administered to achieve a BIS

score of 50 but produced only 90 % success for adequate

sedation (defined as being unrousable); there were no

failures if the score was 45 or less (but there were only ten

children with these low BIS scores). The important problem

was that the patients were anaesthetised rather than sedated,

and several children had oxygen desaturations. Gill et al.

[50] used BIS in the emergency department to monitor

sedation for painful procedures and found that even though

children were only moderately sedated, the BIS score varied

between 40 and 98.

Isolated Forearm Technique Studies

If muscle relaxants are not used, movement should warn the

anaesthetists of the possibility of awareness. If muscle

relaxants are used, communication is possible by using the

isolated forearm technique (IFT) [51]. In this technique a

tourniquet isolates the forearm so that its muscles are not

affected by the relaxant drug. The patient therefore has the

capacity of non-verbal communication by handmovement. At

least 31 published trials have shown that anaesthetised

patients can respond to verbal commands (IFT responders)

but that very few remember anything afterwards [52, 53]. A

surprising observation is that patients who do respond to

commands do not respond to surgical stimuli. This had led

to a suggestion that there is an unconscious state, within

anaesthesia, called dysaesthesia [54]. Since IFT responses

are abolished by increasing anaesthesia, dose dysaesthesia is
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considered a feature of light depth of anaesthesia (a feature of

the “X” zone).
Russell has used the IFT to test the ability of BIS to

identify IFT responders [55]. He studied 22 women

undergoing major surgery and guaranteed full analgesia by

a remifentanil infusion and extradural local anaesthesia. He

then adjusted the blood level of propofol to achieve a BIS of

55–60. Under these conditions 16 patients responded, and in

these, if the BIS was >60 for at least 60 s within the time

period extending from 2 min before to 2 min after the patient

responded, this was considered a potential marker of wake-

fulness: it matched an IFT response with a sensitivity of

59 % and specificity of 85 %. Therefore, a BIS of 55–60

was too often found in IFT responders and was not a reliable

method of preventing IFT responses. Interestingly, even

though the median effect-site propofol concentration during

IFT responses and emergence was similar (2 mcg/ml com-

pared with 2.1 mcg/ml), the median BIS value at emergence

was significantly higher than that associated with IFT

responses (75 vs. 61 ( p < 0.001). Russell concluded that

“The manual control of propofol intravenous anaesthesia to

target a BIS index range of 55–60 may result in an unaccept-

able number of patients who are conscious during surgery

(albeit without recall)” [55]. These important findings show

that BIS alone is not reliable enough and is not wholly

dependent on the blood level of propofol. BIS was depen-

dent on both the propofol blood level and the situation:

i.e. BIS is context dependent. There were similar findings

in an earlier study of the Narcotrend [56].

The company who sells BIS monitoring advises that at a

score of 60–80, the patient may respond to mild prodding or

shaking, whereas at values of 45–60, the patient has a “low

probability” of explicit recall (see www.covidien.com). These

are helpful albeit imperfect markers of the boundaries of

zones “X” and “Y”.

Muscle Relaxants Affect pEGG

Messner and colleagues [57] have given muscle relaxants

to three awake volunteers monitored with BIS. BIS

reduced to less than 60 in two, but only briefly. Almost

certainly this finding relates to the EMG component in

the BIS algorithm and is another example of how the BIS

is context dependent. More recently, Schuller and

colleagues [58] tested suxamethonium and rocuronium

in ten awake volunteers and showed that the BIS score

reduced to the anaesthesia range. These studies demon-

strate that the EMG can have a misleading effect in the

presence of neuromuscular blockade. It is possible how-

ever that the volunteers were made to be comfortable

during the experiments and that if they had been dis-

tressed the BIS score may have been higher.

Additional Anaesthetic Agents

In the presence of steady-state propofol anaesthesia, other

drugs may affect BIS either directly or indirectly. Indirect

suppression of EEG is likely to follow analgesia because

the stimulation of surgery will be reduced. In these

circumstances ketamine creates effective analgesia without

reducing the BIS [59]. Nitrous oxide seems to have little

effect or a paradoxical effect on BIS. In a study of a closed-

loop propofol-remifentanil BIS system designed to keep the

BIS steady, nitrous oxide had no effect on remifentanil

infusion rate and a minor effect on propofol doses [60].

Rarity of AAG

Given that AAGA is variable and its severest form is usually

related to the use of NMB, how many patients would need to

be monitored to save one from being distressed? This num-

ber would also be related to the scenario—for example, the

highest incidence of AAGA is in obstetric patients at induc-

tion where the priority would be airway management rather

than EEG monitoring. Sandin and others determined the

incidence of AAGA (by Brice interview) in almost 12,000

patients and calculated that 861 would need to be monitored

to prevent one case of AAGA [61]. In this series only 3 % of

patients were managed with TIVA.

Evidence for Utility of DoA

Target BIS Studies

Rigouzzo and colleagues [62] used propofol TCI (with fixed

rate remifentanil infusion) to show that the target concentra-

tion of propofol was strongly correlated with the BIS score.

When propofol was given to achieve a target BIS score of

50, the measured blood propofol concentration varied widely

between 1.5 and 5.5mcg/ml.West et al. [63] also showed that

an EEG-based system can drive a propofol infusion to

achieve a steady EEG target and provide safe and effective

anaesthesia in 85 % of children (n ¼ 102) having endoscopy

procedures. There was wide variation in the propofol effect-

site concentration showing that EEG-driven systemmay help

to adjust the propofol administration to take account of phar-

macodynamics and pharmacokinetic variability.

Both of these studies show that propofol blood levels

(in the presence of adequate remifentanil to prevent reacting

to stimuli) are correlated to pEEG effect but both show that it

is difficult to predict an EEG effect from a certain dose.

Targeting an EEG effect also needs a variable dose, and

this confirms that constant alterations to the propofol dose

are needed to maintain a steady pEEG during the stimulation
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of surgery. pEEG therefore may have utility, but is a success

rate of 85 % useful in the clinical area? Certainly a monitor

that controls propofol dosing better than the judgement of an

anaesthetist has the potential for utility and could be applied

to patients receiving NMBs. There is danger however that a

monitor may reduce the blood propofol level to an unneces-

sarily low level.

Large Clinical Trials

BIS-directed anaesthesia can reduce the incidence of explicit

recall. In a study of adults who were at risk of awareness,

Myles and colleagues randomised patients to receive either

anaesthesia directed by BIS or by clinical judgement alone.

BIS reduced explicit recall from 11 in 1238 patients to 2 in

1225 [4]. In both groups approximately 40 % of patients

received TIVA. In a study by Avidan and colleagues,

patients were randomised to receive either BIS-directed

anaesthesia or anaesthesia in which end-tidal anaesthesia

vapour concentration was maintained greater than 0.7

MAC [64]. In each group of almost 1000 patients, 2 had

explicit recall, and it is likely therefore that either

BIS-directed or MAC-directed anaesthesia is equally effec-

tive [65]. A larger study by Avidan and colleagues [66]

confirmed that BIS-directed inhalational anaesthesia was

no better than end-tidal vapour monitoring.

Cases Reports

The NAP5 project identified 28 cases of AAGA during

intravenous anaesthesia and at least 75 % of these were

preventable [3]. A common feature was low dose. Blood

levels compatible with anaesthesia are known to vary widely

and are believed to lie between 1.5 and 6.0 μg/ml [67]. Some

of the NAP5 reports had doses that were unlikely to have

achieved adequate blood propofol levels.

NAP5 Recommendation 18.3 states that “Depth of anaes-

thesia monitoring should be considered in circumstances

where patients undergoing TIVA may be at higher risk of

AAGA. These include use of neuromuscular blockade, at

conversion of volatile anaesthesia to TIVA and during use of

TIVA for transfer of patients” [3]. There were two cases

caused by extravasation or “failure” of the IV cannula, and

in at least one of these the cannula was not visible during

surgery, and it is very likely that a BIS device could have

provided warning of the accident to minimise the time spent

being aware.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The NAP5 study [3] and other case series [68, 69] have

shown how AAGA can occur with TIVA. To date, no reli-

able continuous non-invasive method exists for measuring

blood levels of propofol. To measure the effect of propofol is

therefore logical and potentially useful. Even if blood level

monitoring was available, the variability in dose required to

cause anaesthesia is so great that an EEG monitor should

have utility.

The NAP5 study made four recommendations about

depth monitors (see Table 19.3) and helped to define which

patients (having TIVA) should benefit most from monitoring

depth. The first two recommendations were that depth mon-

itoring should be considered in patients:

• Having tracheal intubation and NMBs

• With uncertain propofol pharmacokinetics (obese, sick

patients at risk of cardiovascular depression)

Table 19.3 NAP5 recommendations

20.1 Familiarity and training Anaesthetists should be familiar with the principles, use and interpretation of:

• Specific depth of anaesthesia monitoring techniques:

– The available EEG-based monitors

– The isolated forearm technique

Relevant anaesthetic organisations should include this monitoring in their core training programmes

20.2 Pragmatic protocols The relevant anaesthetic organisations should:

• Develop pragmatic protocols or algorithms for the use of all available information about depth of

anaesthesia (including information from DOA to guide anaesthetic dosing)

20.3 Use depth monitors with

NMB

Anaesthetists should recognise that:

• Neuromuscular blockade constitutes a particular risk for AAGA

• Use of a specific form of depth of anaesthesia monitor (e.g. pEEG or IFT) is logical to reduce risk of

AAGA in patients who are judged to have high risk of AAGA for other reasons

• In whom neuromuscular blockade is then used

20.4 Apply depth monitors before

induction

If specific depth of anaesthesia monitoring is to be used (e.g. pEEG or IFT), then it should logically

commence, if feasible:

• Before/at induction of anaesthesia

• Continue until it is known that the effect of the neuromuscular blocking drug has been reversed

sufficiently

Summary of NAP5 recommendations on depth of anaesthesia monitoring [2, 3]
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The last two recommendations are related to:

• Training: the anaesthetist should know when and how to

use the monitor.

• Pragmatic guidance on how to use the monitors to guide

better decision making on drugs doses.

Pragmatic “How best to use the monitor to guide better

decisions” will take time to achieve. We do not have suffi-

cient information yet about safe ranges of depth monitor

scores that are compatible with secure and safe anaesthesia.

Until we do, anaesthetists should use depth monitors to

confirm that patients are receiving standard doses of

anaesthetics in the presence of controlled or minimal painful

stimulation. I propose that the priorities of tasks to ensure

effective delivery of TIVA are:

1. Ensure that propofol is being administered in a dose to

achieve a blood level compatible with anaesthesia. The

lower limit of effective dose range may vary between

patient groups: awakening may be unlikely over 3 mcg/

ml. Check that the infusion pump is working and that the

infusion is being delivered via a cannula in a vein.

2. That sufficient analgesia is given to minimise signs of

autonomic stimulation (such as high heart rate and blood

pressure).

3. That a depth monitor is applied and used to check that the

scores are compatible with deep sedation or anaesthesia.

Depth monitoring is most likely to protect against AAGA

if the patient has received a NMB.

4. If the EEG depth monitor indicates excessive cortical

suppression, this suggests that propofol blood level is

too high; however, if the patient’s cardiovascular system
is not depressed, a reduction of propofol blood may not be

necessary and may reduce the protection against AAGA.

Research should continue until we have accepted reliable

markers of anaesthesia depth.
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Monitoring the Analgesic Component
of Anesthesia 20
Isabelle Constant

Anesthesia Results from Anesthetic Effects
on Cortical and Subcortical Brain Areas

Despite different mechanisms and sites of action, most of the

anesthetics act on the central nervous system as a whole,

including the cortical and subcortical brain areas and the

spinal cord. Basically the conscious processes are integrated

at the level of the cortical network, while the nonconscious

processes such as nociception or implicit memory, which are

of particular interest under anesthesia, are integrated in the

subcortical areas. Among the subcortical structures, we can

mention the limbic system involved in emotional modula-

tion; the thalamus which receives sensory information and

relays them to the cortex; the medulla where the controls of

blood pressure, heart rate, and respiration are located; and

the midbrain where ocular reflexes are controlled. The spinal

cord is also a major target for the anesthetic agents, mainly

responsible for the motor response to nociception [1]

(Fig. 20.1).

Schematically, anesthetic agents induce in a dose-

dependent manner a loss of consciousness (cortical inhibi-

tion), followed by a loss of motor response to nociceptive

stimulation (spinal inhibition), and lastly a loss of autonomic

response to nociception (subcortical inhibition) [2]

(Fig. 20.2).

Nociceptive information is transmitted through the spinal

cord to the thalamus and then to the cortex. In an awake

subject, a number of responses are triggered: firstly, the

motor response; then, the cardiovascular autonomic

response with a possible emotional component; and, finally,

a cognitive response. Anesthetics induce inhibition of these

different processes, and this inhibition depends on both the

agent and the dose. If the stimulus is greater than expected or

the analgesia insufficient, a partial activation of the brain

networks may occur with firstly the reappearance of auto-

nomic responses (pupillary or cardiovascular reactivity),

then a motor response is possible, and finally a cortical

activation may be observed. The assessment of nociception

is based on monitoring of these possible responses, espe-

cially the autonomic responses which are, up to now, the

most investigated.

The EEG Gives Mainly Information About
Cortical Inhibition and Loss of Consciousness

Up to now the concept of monitoring the depth of anesthesia

is mainly based on EEG analysis, using devices providing

automatically calculated indices which are supposed to vary

with the hypnotic concentrations [3].

High doses of analgesic agents may cause a slowing of

EEG with large amplitude waveforms and without burst

suppression. These effects are only seen with high

concentrations, well above those used for routine balanced

anesthesia. In routinely used doses, these agents do not

influence the EEG to a noticeable degree. The weakness of

this effect is also dependent on the intensity of the painful

stimulus (and on the balance between pain-related activation

and analgesic related inhibition).

The value of the EEG or an EEG-derived parameter in

predicting movement attributed to a painful stimulus under

hypnotic anesthesia depends on the profile of the relation-

ship between the anesthetic agent and the EEG parameter;

thus, if the concentration being examined lies in the horizon-

tal portion of the dose–response curve, the relationship will

be weak, but if it lies in the steep part, the predictive value

will be better. This explains why the BIS is more predictive

during propofol infusion than under sevoflurane anesthesia.

The motor response to each hypnotic agent, which is

mediated by cortical and spinal mechanisms, is in proportion

to the agent’s specific cortical, subcortical, and spinal
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actions (spinal effects of sevoflurane are more marked than

for propofol) [4].

In a schematic sense, pain causes EEG activation in the

deeply asleep patient, similar to a startle reaction, with a

decrease in slow delta and augmentation of fast alpha and

beta activity. This depends on the type of stimulus and on the

degree of pain (articular > muscular > cutaneous) [5]. In

the anesthetized patient, the same response is observed, simi-

lar to a startle reaction, and is diminished by increasing the

depth of anesthesia or by increasing the dose of analgesic

agent. This activation of rapid frequencies in response to pain

(cortical awakening) is the basis of the decision algorithms

that generate a higher BIS score and indicate a lack of

analgesia.

In the same way, increase of EEG and EMG variability

seems to be associated with the occurrence of intraoperative

somatic events in anesthetized adults [6]. Some authors have

proposed a composite variability index (CVI) derived from

the standard deviations of the bispectral index and the elec-

tromyogram, to assess the level of analgesia/nociception

during general anesthesia [7]. However, if the CVI appears

to correlate with somatic responses to noxious stimuli, the

Fig. 20.1 A schematic representation of the brain. The cortical area or

cortex (shown in deep blue) is where conscious processes are

integrated, and the subcortical areas (shown in red) are where a number

of nonconscious processes such as implicit memory or nociception are

integrated. The subcortical structures include the limbic system

involved in emotional modulation, the thalamus which receives sensory

information and relays them to the cortex, and also the medulla where

the controls of blood pressure, heart rate, and respiration are located

Nociceptive information is transmitted through the spinal cord to the

thalamus and then to the cortex. In awake subject, a number of

responses are triggered: firstly the motor response, then the

cardiovascular autonomic response with a possible emotional compo-

nent, and finally a cognitive response. Anesthetics induce inhibition of

these different processes, and this inhibition depends on both the agent

and the dose

If the stimulus is greater than expected or the analgesia insufficient, a

partial activation of the brain networks, may occur with firstly the

reappearance of autonomic responses (pupils or cardiovascular reactiv-

ity), then a motor response is possible and finally a cortical awakening

may be observed. The assessment of nociception is based on monitor-

ing of these possible responses, especially the autonomic responses

which are, up to now, the most investigated

Fig. 20.2 Anesthetic agents induce in a dose-dependent manner a loss

of consciousness (cortical inhibition), followed by a loss of motor

response to nociceptive stimulation (spinal inhibition), and lastly a

loss of autonomic response to nociception (subcortical inhibition)
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unstimulated CVI depends more on the hypnotic drug effect

than on opioid concentration [8].

The noxious stimulation response index (NSRI) is a

newer index under development. It is a novel index, ranging

between 100 and 0, computed from estimated hypnotic and

opioid effect-site concentrations using a hierarchical inter-

action model [9]. The NSRI provides a prediction of the

probability of a response to a standardized noxious stimulus

(laryngoscopy). However given the unreliability of currently

available PKPD modeling data in children, this index will

require specific validation in pediatric populations.

Based on cortical and subcortical recordings of EEG in

patients undergoing neurosurgery, the study by Velly went

further and deeper, providing important findings regarding

the monitoring of depth of anesthesia. The authors have

demonstrated that quantitative parameters derived from the

cortical EEG but not from the subcortical EEG were able to

predict consciousness versus unconsciousness. Conversely,

quantitative parameters derived from the subcortical EEG

but not from the cortical EEG were able to predict move-

ment in response to laryngoscopy [10]. They conclude that

in humans, unconsciousness mainly involves the cortical

brain, but that suppression of movement in response to

noxious stimuli is mediated through the effect of anesthetic

agents on subcortical structures. These data support Kissin’s
view that “the search for a reliable index of anesthetic depth”
should be transformed into a search for separate indices of

different components of anesthesia [11]. These conclusions

suggest that besides monitoring of the hypnotic component

of general anesthesia, the analgesic component should also

be assessed, for instance, by using investigating and

analyzing the subcortical effects of anesthesia.

Monitoring Nociception Requires Assessment
of Subcortical Activity

The EEG-derived parameters can improve our ability to

detect consciousness or unconsciousness. However the prob-

ability of movement in response to a noxious stimulus seems

to be much more difficult to assess because it is under the

control of brain structures not monitored by the EEG. Thus

we need an index allowing the assessment of subcortical

activity, and this activity may be approached at multiple

levels, for instance, diencephalic, mesencephalic, and brain

stem (Fig. 20.1). The best way might be to use subcortical

electrodes, as in Velly’s study; however this invasive

method obviously cannot be considered in routine clinical

practice. Conversely, a simple (and old) way to assess the

nociceptive response is to look at the motor response to a

painful stimulus; however we know that the motor response

may have disappeared while the autonomic response, includ-

ing cardiovascular response, persists (Fig. 20.2). This

persistence of autonomous responsiveness suggests that sub-

cortical brain regions may not be completely inhibited, and

this lack of inhibition might be responsible for a deleterious

stress response or a nonconscious mnesic trace. On the other

hand, the possibility of opioid-induced postoperative

hyperalgesia should lead us to refine opioid administration

by targeting a relevant clinical end point [12, 13].

Consequently monitoring of the nociception–

antinociception balance in routine practice appears to be an

important challenge for anesthesiologists [14].

During the last decade, a variety of monitoring systems

were developed in order to assess the nociceptive balance.

Up to now, all these devices are based on the assessment of

the autonomic response to nociceptive stimulation. The

emerging clinical devices include those which assess periph-

eral sympathetic response (skin conductance), cardiac and

vascular sympathetic response (surgical pleth index), para-

sympathetic cardiac response (analgesia/nociception index),

and finally pupillometry which is based on the assessment of

the pupillary reflex dilatation (PRD) induced by nociceptive

stimuli.

Assessment of Peripheral Sympathetic
Responses to Nociceptive Stimuli

Skin Conductance Measurement
The sudoral glands in the palms of the hands and the soles of

the feet are exclusively innervated by sympathetic nervous

fibers. Sympathetic stimulation generates an efflux of sweat

at the surface of the skin. Sweat is mainly composed of salt

and water; thus after a sympathetic stimulation, an electric

current can be transmitted faster from one point to another at

the surface of the skin, that reflects an increase of skin

conductance. The interval between a sympathetic stimula-

tion and an elevation of skin conductance is very short

(approximately 2 s).

A noninvasive device based on these changes of skin

conductance has been developed by the team of Hanne

Storm, in Norway [15, 16]. Skin conductance fluctuations

are recorded by three cutaneous electrodes attached to the

palm or sole of the patient, and connected to a monitor.

This device intends to evaluate the intensity of

nociception by measuring the intensity of the peripheral

sympathetic activation through the changes of skin

conductance.

This noninvasive device has been initially designed and

tested in infants including neonates. The evolution of the

values of skin conductance parameters during the first year

of life was assessed by Hernes [17]: in full-term healthy

children, skin conductance parameters increase during the

first 10 weeks, then reach values close to those observed in

adults. In neonatology units, the skin conductance monitor
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showed very interesting results: the value of skin conduc-

tance parameters increased during heel stick procedures in

awake premature infants [15], but on the contrary, it did not

increase during non-painful stimuli (such as changing and

feeding) [18]. In infants, skin conductance is probably not

influenced by hemodynamic variations, muscle relaxants,

ventilation, or temperature (except in extreme conditions)

[19]. Inter- and intraindividual variability was described as

low in infants [20].

Used in 1–16-year-old children to assess postoperative

pain, skin conductance fluctuations were correlated to stan-

dard clinical pain assessment tools with a good sensitivity

and a moderate specificity [21]. Another study, performed in

school-aged children after surgery, found that the number of

fluctuations of skin conductance per second (NFSC)

correlated weakly with numeric rating scale pain scores;

the authors concluded that NFSC measurement was feasible

in a perioperative setting but was not specific for postopera-

tive pain intensity and was unable to identify analgesia

requirements when compared with self-report measures

[22]. In a prospective observational study, skin conductance

was not found to be more sensitive or faster than a clinical

scale for the assessment of pain or stress in critically ill

children undergoing painful procedures [23].

Fewer data are available about skin conductance

variations in anesthetized children. In sedated children

under mechanical ventilation in intensive care units, skin

conductance was the parameter that correlated best to COM-

FORT scale scores, compared to heart rate or blood pressure

during endotracheal suctioning [24]. During the mainte-

nance of inhaled desflurane anesthesia in children, at BIS

50, tetanic stimulations of 60 milliamps performed at differ-

ent levels of remifentanil analgesia induced low-amplitude

variations of skin conductance [25]. These mild variations

were only observed at the lower infusion rates of

remifentanil. Indeed, at this deep and constant level of hyp-

nosis, with halogenated agents, the sympathetic nervous

system activity is likely to be virtually abolished. And as

sympathetic activity is the source of skin conductance

variations, deep halogenated anesthesia might prevent the

occurrence of significant skin conductance fluctuations for

moderate nociceptive stimulations.

In adult patients, changes in skin conductance partially

reflected changes in plasma noradrenaline levels and were

not affected by a bolus of opioids [26]. Several studies from

the team of Ledowski investigated the usefulness of the

NFSC to assess post-operative pain. The authors found that

NFSC were weakly correlated with postoperative VAS

ratings [27–29]. Taken together, these results led to some

questioning about the sensitivity and above all the specificity

of this device used in the particular context of awake

cooperating adults for whom self-evaluation of pain by

means of a VAS remains the gold standard.

Regarding assessment of skin conductance in

anesthetized adults, skin conductance parameters were

correlated to the variations of catecholamine serum

concentrations during intubation [19] and to a clinical

score of stress [30]. At emergence [31] or during

peroperative stimulations inducing a rise in the bispectral

index above 50 [32], skin conductance parameters increased.

The ability of skin conductance to predict clinical reactions

or response to extubation, however, is still debated

[31, 33, 34]. In critically ill adults, NFSC might be more

useful at evaluating emotional distress than pain assessment

alone [35].

Taken together, these findings suggest that skin conduc-

tance may provide a noninvasive and quick assessment of

sympathetic activation induced by emotional stress or

nociception, in children, and even in neonates, as well as in

adults. Skin conductance measured in healthy subjects may

provide a useful parametric prediction of pain for many

experimental settings [36]. One of the major interests of

this monitor is to propose an evaluation of nociception

which does not imply an involvement of the patient: it

might improve pain assessment in patients whose communi-

cation abilities are poor. However the relevance of this

monitor might be weaker when the sympathetic activity is

strongly inhibited, for instance, under general anesthesia.

Pulse Wave Amplitude Measurement Using
Photoplethysmography
The activation of the peripheral sympathetic nervous system

induces a distal vasoconstriction. The degree of vasocon-

striction is determined by the intensity of the sympathetic

stimulation. By measuring the absorption of light at the tip of

the finger, the photoplethysmographic monitor intends to

quantify this distal vasoconstriction and thus to evaluate

the peripheral sympathetic nervous activity. Basically, the

photoplethysmographic pulse wave amplitude (PPGA) is

inversely correlated to the intensity of sympathetic

activation [37].

This noninvasive monitor is routinely used in anesthesia,

because the digital absorption of light also provides vital

information about the patient’s arterial blood oxygenation

(SpO2). In the operating room, the variability of the beat-to-

beat amplitude of the plethysmographic signal is often

masked by the auto-scaling processes of the monitor.

In the context of monitoring of analgesia, to increase the

specificity of the index, photoplethysmography was

associated to the measure of RR interval. Indeed, the

changes in pulse wave amplitude provide information

about the peripheral sympathetic vasomotor tone, while

heart rate changes result from autonomic influences on the

sinus node. These two parameters are normalized and

processed in a unique algorithm that creates an index, scaled

between 0 and 100: the surgical stress index (SSI), later
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renamed surgical pleth index (SPI), presented in 2007 by

Huiku [38].

Although the performance of the SPI to evaluate postop-

erative pain in awake adults seems to be poor [39], many

studies are in favor of its usefulness in the assessment of the

peroperative balance between nociception and analgesia. In

anesthetized adults, it has been demonstrated that the SSI

increases after nociceptive stimulation [40, 41] and that it

decreases in a dose-dependent manner after the administra-

tion of opioids [38, 42, 43]. During balanced anesthesia, the

SSI correlated with the target concentration of remifentanil,

but not with the concentration of hypnotics [42, 44]. Regard-

ing regional anesthesia, the SSI does not increase if a noci-

ceptive stimulation is applied in a site covered by a

peripheral nerve block [45].

The SSI is the first monitor to have been tested as a

pharmacodynamic assessment of the analgesia/nociception

balance and used to guide the administration of remifentanil

infusions: in adults under BIS-guided propofol TCI, com-

pared to a “standard practice” group, SSI guidance for

remifentanil (with SSI target 20–50) was associated with

significantly decreased total remifentanil consumption of

30 % [46]. SSI also decreased the incidence of movement,

and of peroperative major hemodynamic variations. This

unexpected association between “less analgesic” and “less

hypertension, less tachycardia, less movement” could be

explained by a greater overall stability of the analgesia/

nociception balance during the surgical procedure, thus

providing a more stable level of hypnosis. Recovery and

postoperative pain were similar in both groups. These impor-

tant findings were later confirmed by a second study com-

paring SPI-guided remifentanil infusion to standard practice

in adults anesthetized with entropy-guided propofol infusion

for day-case surgery [47]. Again, SPI monitoring resulted in

a reduced total consumption of remifentanil, but also of

propofol. Postoperative pain and complications were similar

in both groups. Finally, this last study showed a faster

recovery and hence a better cost-effectiveness associated to

the SPI guidance of remifentanil administration.

Interestingly, SSI has been shown to increase after nox-

ious stimulations even in patients receiving β-blocking
agents, when compared with those receiving an appropriate

dose of fentanyl [48]. However, other factors known to

influence autonomic reactions independently of a noxious

stimulus might interfere with the accuracy of the SSI in

evaluating the nociception–antinociception balance. Factors

that may be relevant include intravascular volume status,

diabetes, or chronic high arterial pressure and antihyperten-

sive medications. Local vasoconstriction (hypothermia,

severe hypovolemia) or vasodilation (regional anesthesia)

might also influence the value of the SSI. Lastly, in fully

awake patients under spinal anesthesia, the SSI does not

reflect the nociception–antinociception balance [49].

In children, however, very few studies have focused on

the interest of the SSI in the assessment of peroperative

nociception. As in adults, the SSI increased significantly

during nociceptive stimulation in 22 patients aged 4–17

undergoing strabismus surgery under sevoflurane

[50]. Recently the potential interest of the SPI was

investigated in children from 3 to 10 years, scheduled for

adenotonsillectomy. The authors found that SPI-guided

analgesia reduced opioid consumption during surgery com-

pared with conventional analgesia practices, whereas it also

led to more frequent postoperative hypertension and higher

emergence agitation and pain scores in the recovery room;

they concluded that SPI was inadequate to guide preopera-

tive analgesia in children [51].

Up to now, no study on the SSI included a patient younger

than 3 years. In neonates or infants, because of the very high

physiological levels of heart rate at rest, the reliability of the

SSI still requires investigations.

Assessment of Cardiac Parasympathetic
Responses to Nociceptive Stimuli

The autonomic response to noxious stimulation can be

investigated at the cardiac level, by studying heart rate

variability. Basically heart rate variability results from sym-

pathetic and parasympathetic modulation of the sinus node.

When the sympathetic influence increases, the parasympa-

thetic influence decreases and vice versa. This autonomic

equilibrium is classically called the sympathovagal balance.

Noxious stimulations induce changes in this balance with a

shift toward the sympathetic activity associated with a

decrease of the parasympathetic influence.

When HR is continuously recorded beat-to-beat, regular

oscillations are found. Among these constitutive rhythms, it

can be interesting to focus on the respiratory oscillations of

HR. Indeed the latter result from changes in the parasympa-

thetic drive exerted on the sinus node in response to respira-

tory movements (Fig. 20.3). Consequently quantification of

these respiratory oscillations of HR allows an indirect

assessment of cardiac parasympathetic modulation [52].

Using continuous recordings of HR in anesthetized

adults, it has been observed that the respiratory sinus

arrhythmia pattern changed when a surgical stimulation

was associated with clinical signs of insufficient analgesia,

even though the patient was not conscious [53, 54]. A

nociception/analgesia algorithm based on the magnitude of

the respiratory fluctuations in the RR series was developed

and tested in adults anesthetized with propofol [55]. The

parameters computed from this algorithm were recorded,

and the calculated index was found to be related to pain/

analgesia and relatively independent from other anesthesia-

related events like hypnosis and hemodynamic conditions.
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Therefore the analgesia/nociception index (ANI) was

designed to give an online index calculated from the ECG

signal, providing a quantification of the respiratory

variability of heart rate. This index is supposed to reflect

the cardiac parasympathetic activity and thus to decrease in

response to a nociceptive stimulation under general anesthe-

sia [56]. Its accuracy for predicting analgesia/nociception

balance is still under investigation. Previous studies, carried

out to validate the device, have suggested that in anesthetized

adults, the ANI seems more sensitive than HR and SBP to

moderate nociceptive stimuli in propofol anesthetized

patients [57, 58]. The ANI could be also used to assess the

parasympathetic tone in various clinical conditions, for

instance, it might be a useful indicator of parasympathetic

tone changes in emotional situations [59, 60].

In a recent study, the ability of the ANI was compared

with that of the SPI to detect standardized noxious stimula-

tion during propofol–remifentanil anesthesia. The authors

demonstrated that ANI and SPI may improve detection but

not prediction of a possible inadequate nociception–

antinociception balance [61]. The same conclusions were

found in adults anesthetized with sevoflurane [41, 62].

Regarding prediction of movement during laryngoscopy,

the performance of the ANI might be interesting [63]. Inter-

estingly, low doses of ketamine administered during

standardized sevoflurane anesthesia did not influence the

ANI reactivity to nociceptive stimulation [64]. Regarding

postoperative pain assessment, the value of the ANI is still

being debated: Boselli et al. demonstrated in adults that a

measurement of ANI during the immediate postoperative

period after general anesthesia was significantly correlated

with pain intensity on arrival in the postanesthesia care unit

[65, 66]. However on the other hand, Ledowski concluded

that ANI did not reflect different states of acute postopera-

tive pain measured on a NRS scale after adult sevoflurane-

based general anesthesia [67]. Therefore further studies are

required to conclude on the value of the ANI in awake

subjects.

Recently, a prospective randomized study performed in

adults failed to show any advantages of ANI-guided mor-

phine administration in elective laparoscopic cholecystec-

tomy, compared to the current standard of care [68]. This

nevertheless highlights the difficulties in designing such

studies; indeed the results depend on both the targeted

threshold of the ANI number and the administrated opioid.

This noninvasive monitor might be useful in anesthetized

children. For example, it could be used under general anes-

thesia to assess the sensory blockade induced by regional

anesthesia [69]. In anesthetized children receiving different

remifentanil infusion rates, the ANI provided a more sensi-

tive assessment of nociception than hemodynamic

parameters or skin conductance [25]. The current ANI was

not designed for analyzing high respiratory frequencies and

high heart rate level and so was not adapted to pain assess-

ment in infants. However a further approach was developed

to assess high-frequency variability of heart rate. The algo-

rithm was adapted to the typical physiological parameters of

the neonate. Indeed in full-term newborn infants, postopera-

tive pain seems to be associated with a decrease in high-

frequency heart rate variability. These findings suggest that

assessment of HRV could provide a useful indicator to

assess prolonged pain in newborn infants [70, 71]. Another

new version of the ANI monitor dedicated specifically to

assess well-being in neonates is in progress [70, 72].

Fig. 20.3 Beat-to-beat continuous recording of heart rate (in red) and
respiratory movements (in black). Respiratory oscillations of HR are

generated by the reflex modulation of cardiac parasympathetic activity,

due to the distension of pulmonary stretch receptors. Indeed, at the end

of inspiration, there is an increase of HR due to PS inhibition, followed

by a slowing down during expiration due to the comeback of the vagal

control on the sinus node. This phenomenon is called respiratory sinus

arrhythmia (RSA). The quantification of RSA allows parasympathetic

assessment
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The main advantage of this monitor is its usability. If the

concept is physiologically attractive, its reliability under dif-

ferent anesthetic agents and conditions interacting with the

autonomic nervous system activity should be investigated.

Indeed parasympathetic activity could be decreased by stress

(including nociceptive stress), anxiety, and all the factors or

drugs which are known to increase the sympathetic activity.

Consequently ANI may not be considered as a specific and

robust measure for assessment of pain intensity [73].

Assessment of Pupillary Response
to Nociceptive Stimulation

Besides the cardiovascular response, the autonomic response

to nociception may be investigated at the level of the pupil.

The pupil is an orifice limited by the iris, which is a motor

anatomic entity composed of two antagonistic muscles (con-

strictor/dilator). Pupillary size therefore results from a bal-

ance between the sympathetic dilator tone and the

constrictor parasympathetic tone.

Among the pupillary reflexes, the pupillary reflex dilata-

tion (PRD) in response to nociceptive stimulation (the

ciliospinal reflex) is of a particular interest for

anesthesiologists. In awake healthy subjects, standardized

nociceptive stimulation induces an increase in pupillary

diameter correlated with both the intensity of the stimulus

and the pain rating by the investigated subjects [74]. In many

experimental and clinical settings, the pupil diameter

response is considered as an objective indicator of pain in

human subjects [36].

Regarding the physiological mechanisms, stimulus-

induced dilatation is primarily sympathetically mediated in

the awake subject. However, because this reflex is not pres-

ent in organ donors, the neural pathway requires a

supraspinal component for completion [75]. This reflex

persists in subjects anesthetized with isoflurane, desflurane,

sevoflurane, or propofol. However, Larson and colleagues

have shown that pupillary dilatation in response to noxious

electrical stimulation results from a different neurological

pathway during anesthesia when compared to the awake

state [76]. Indeed this PRD persists after local alpha1 adren-

ergic blockade during desflurane anesthesia, suggesting that

the sympathetic contribution to pupil size is negligible dur-

ing the anesthetized state. Thus the mechanism of the PRD

in response to nociception under anesthesia remains unclear,

as some experimental animal findings suggest that an inhibi-

tion of the constrictor parasympathetic nucleus might be

involved.

In awake subjects, opioid administration induces a

decrease in pupillary diameter. These pupillary diameter

changes can be used for investigating the pharmacodynam-

ics of opioids [77, 78].

The interesting point is that under hypnotic anesthesia,

the pupillary diameter decreases, but the PRD in response to

noxious stimuli persists. In subjects anesthetized by TCI of

propofol, the amplitude of pupillary dilation in response to a

tetanic stimulus was attenuated by intravenous opioids in a

dose-dependent manner [79]. Therefore, the amplitude of

pupillary dilatation has been proposed as a tool to guide

opioid administration during general anesthesia. Used in

subjects having a peripheral nerve block under propofol–

remifentanil anesthesia, the measurement of pupillary dila-

tion allows assessment of the sensory blockade caused by

locoregional anesthesia [80]. When continuously monitored

during maintenance of anesthesia for cardiac surgery, the

pupillary diameter may reveal acute tolerance to

remifentanil [81].

Recently some authors have investigated the possible

ability of the PRD measurement to predict postoperative

analgesia in adults. They found that pupillary dilatation

correlates with the verbal pain rating scale and concluded

that pupillometry could be a relevant tool to guide mor-

phine administration in the immediate postoperative period

[82]. In pregnant women in labor, pupillary diameter

changes have been demonstrated to correlate with the

intensity of pain due to uterine contraction [83]. In contrast

to assessment of PRD, the simple measurement of pupil-

lary diameter failed to predict acute postoperative

pain [84].

The monitoring of pupillary diameter might also be rele-

vant in the intensive care unit. Indeed in deeply sedated

mechanically ventilated patients, a pupil diameter variation

�5 % during a 20 mA tetanic stimulation was highly pre-

dictable of insufficient analgesia during endotracheal

suction [85].

Some studies have investigated the influence of some

currently used anesthetic drugs. The muscle relaxants do

not modify the PRD, as they have no effect on smooth

muscles [86]. The antiemetics with dopaminergic antagonist

properties, such as metoclopramide and droperidol, inhibit

the PRD. At the contrary ondansetron, a selective antagonist

of 5HT3 receptors does not influence the PRD [87].

Dexmedetomidine, an alpha2-adrenoceptor agonist, signifi-

cantly reduces the amplitude of PRD to noxious stimulus, in

healthy subjects anesthetized with propofol and

remifentanil [88].

In children, it has been demonstrated that the assessment

of the PRD, enabled testing of the sensory blockade induced

by epidural anesthesia and regional anesthesia [69, 89].

In children anesthetized with 1.5 MAC sevoflurane, a

standardized skin incision was associated with a rapid and

large increase of pupillary diameter, without any other clini-

cal changes [90]. The IV administration of alfentanil rapidly

inhibited the pupillary dilatation. The amplitude of pupillary

dilatation was not influenced by the age of children
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(from 2 to 18 years) (Fig. 20.4). The authors concluded that

pupillary dilatation is a more sensitive measure of noxious

stimulation than the commonly used variables of heart rate,

arterial blood pressure, and BIS in children anesthetized

with sevoflurane [90].

Recently it has been demonstrated in children, that the

minimal alveolar concentration of sevoflurane inhibiting the

PRD in 50 % of subjects in response to skin incision

(MACpup) was higher than the surgical MAC and close to

the MACBAR. Inhibition of PRD in prepubertal children

required higher sevoflurane concentrations compared to

young adults. In prepubertal children receiving high

concentrations of sevoflurane, significant PRD in response

to noxious stimulation was frequently associated with lack

of HR response and subtotal cortical inhibition. These

findings might suggest that for a given level of cortical

inhibition, young children require higher anesthetic doses

to inhibit the subcortical structures compared to teenagers

[91] (Fig. 20.5).

Using incremental intensity tetanic stimulations, it has

been demonstrated that the pupillary dilatation increased

with the intensity of stimulation in anesthetized children.

An increase of 20–30 % of the pupillary diameter may be

considered as clinically relevant in children as well as in

adults [82, 92].

Recently a strong association between baseline pupillary

diameter and daily dose of morphine was shown in children

after surgical correction of pectus excavatum [93].

Measurement of the pupillary diameter changes in

response to noxious stimulus seems to be a reliable parame-

ter to assess specifically the analgesia/nociception balance in

children as well as in adults. This measurement can be

performed in routine practice by using a pupillometer

which allows intermittent monitoring of the pupil size. Com-

pared to the previously described devices, the pupillometer

probably provides more accurate and specific information;

however its ergonomics may be considered as less simple,

especially in infants.

Fig. 20.4 Changes in pupillary diameter (PD) and heart rate

(HR) measured after skin incision and alfentanil injection at 1 min

(group 1, black circles) and 2 min (group 2, gray circles), expressed in

percentage of pre-stimulation values [mean (SD)]. The pupillary size

corresponding to each studied point in the two groups is illustrated on

the top portion of the figure
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Conclusions

Anesthesia results from several inhibitory processes,

which interact to lead to loss of consciousness, amnesia,

immobility, and analgesia. The anesthetic agents act on

the whole brain and the cortical and subcortical areas

according to their receptor targets. The conscious pro-

cesses are rather integrated at the level of the cortical

neuronal network, while the nonconscious processes

such as nociception or implicit memory require subcorti-

cal processing. A reliable and meaningful monitor of

depth of anesthesia should provide assessment of these

different processes. Besides EEG monitoring which gives

mainly information on cortical anesthetic effects, it

would be relevant to also have feedback on subcortical

activity allowing an assessment of nociception. Several

devices have been proposed in this last decade, to give us

an idea of the analgesia/nociception balance. Up to now,

most of these devices are based on the assessment of the

autonomic response to noxious stimulation.

Basically skin conductance seems to best be able to assess

stress in the awake or sedated neonate, while the perfor-

mance of this method appears disappointing under anesthe-

sia. The surgical pleth index is still poorly investigated

especially in young children. The analgesia/nociception

index showed promising results in adults to assess emotional

or nociceptive stress, but these findings have to be con-

firmed, especially in children and in infants. And lastly

pupillometry can be considered to be as reliable and reactive

to noxious stimuli in children as well as in adults but is still

sometimes slightly complicated to use.

Further studies are required to improve, if possible, the

performances of these devices to predict the analgesia/

nociception balance instead of measuring the nociceptive

response.
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Definition of Sedation

Sedation has become a very popular technique to help

patients tolerate unpleasant medical procedures. Sedation

has been termed as the act or process of calming. The desired

components of this are anxiolysis, amnesia and/or altered

conscious level [1]. Analgesia may also be required if the

procedure is painful. Whereas some sedatives have intrinsic

analgesia properties, such as ketamine or nitrous oxide;

often sedatives are given with opioid analgesics to avoid or

mitigate the pain of the procedure itself. This may be termed

“analgo-sedation”.
There are many definitions of sedation; however it is

really a spectrum of consciousness from fully awake to

general anaesthesia [1]. In the United Kingdom (UK), con-

scious sedation is defined as “a technique in which the use of

a drug or drugs produces a state of depression of the central

nervous system enabling treatment to be carried out, but

during which verbal contact with the patient is maintained

throughout the period of sedation. The drugs and techniques

used should carry a margin of safety wide enough to render

loss of consciousness unlikely” [1, 2]. The end point is

clearly defined and wide margins of safety stipulated. The

airway is normally unaffected and spontaneous ventilation

adequate. The desired target for non-anaesthetists is always

conscious sedation, which relies on the maintenance of ver-

bal contact. This is intended to ensure patients are kept

awake enough to avoid cardiorespiratory depression, partic-

ularly airway obstruction. The Safe Sedation Practice

document produced in the UK is quite typical in mandating

that loss of verbal contact means general anaesthesia and this

should only be provided by individuals with training in

anaesthesia and access to anaesthetic equipment [1, 2]. The

American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) uses different

terms (Table 21.1) [3]. Moderate sedation is roughly akin to

conscious sedation: it describes a state where there is a

purposeful response to verbal commands, either alone, or

accompanied by light tactile stimulation. No airway inter-

vention is required, spontaneous ventilation is adequate, and

cardiovascular function is usually maintained. The ASA

makes great emphasis that this is a continuum from minimal

to deep sedation and eventually to general anaesthesia. As a

patient passes along this continuum, depression of physio-

logical systems occurs which require intervention to avoid

adverse outcomes. The competency required increases, as

does the depth of sedation. The unpredictability of individ-

ual patient response means a sedationist may inadvertently

take a patient to a level of sedation greater than that

intended. Therefore, if practicing moderate sedation, one

should be able to support the patient in deep sedation and

return them to the intended level of sedation safely. Simi-

larly, if delivering deep sedation, one should be able to deal

with an anaesthetised patient.

The Academy of Medical Royal Colleges (UK) is more

simplistic: “If verbal responsiveness is lost the patient

requires a level of care identical to that needed for general

anaesthesia”. Hence, if propofol is ever to be self-

administered by patients without an anaesthetist present,

the methods of delivery must have some way of limiting

drug administration to avoid loss of verbal contact.

Indications and Demand for Sedation

Patients request sedation for many types of invasive

procedures, e.g. gastrointestinal endoscopy, bronchoscopy,

dental surgery, interventional radiology, emergency
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department procedures and oocyte retrieval for assisted fer-

tility. Patients request sedation for a variety of reasons:

anxiolysis, amnesia and reduced consciousness. Regardless

of the reason, provision of sedation generally improves

patient satisfaction [4, 5]. For example, the scale of sedation

occurring in the UK is vast (Table 21.2).

Given the large numbers of patients receiving sedation, it

is not practical that anaesthetists provide all sedation.

Indeed, it seems that anaesthetists already do not provide

the majority of sedation. For instance, the National Confi-

dential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Deaths

(NCEPOD) 2004 studied deaths associated with invasive

gastrointestinal endoscopy surgical procedures in the UK

[6]. An estimated 128,000 procedures were performed in

2003, with a 3 % 30-day mortality. In approximately 85 %

of cases, the operator or nurse administered sedation.

Dentistry

Historically general anaesthesia was used to treat the

severely anxious patient in general dental practice; however,

there were serious concerns about the safety of this and was

highlighted in the Poswillo report [7]. The subsequent

reduction in general anaesthetic numbers was not sustained

[8]. Eventually in 1998 the General Dental Council banned

general anaesthesia by all non-anaesthetists [9]. This led to a

large increase in the sedation required in primary care [10].

A survey of primary care dentists revealed around 75 %

felt a need for sedation in their practice, with around half

providing sedation for their patients [11]. Only about 10 %

of these had any training in sedation. The sedation

techniques being used were mainly i.v. sedation with

midazolam, oral sedation with temazepam and nitrous

oxide. One dentist was using propofol routinely. Most

patients were monitored using pulse oximetry, with few

using blood pressure and electrocardiography (ECG)

[11]. There has been development of general dental

practitioners with special interests in anxiety and sedation,

this is likely to develop further, and training is likely to

become standard for undergraduates and encouraged for

those already in practice [12]. There is also a parallel sec-

ondary care service [13], which provides both primary and

secondary restorative dental care for patients under sedation

[14]. There are also patients who are medically

compromised who may require sedation but are not consid-

ered suitable for treatment in primary care. The majority of

those using sedation in secondary care used i.v. midazolam,

with a minority using propofol and diazepam. An over-

whelming majority of 80 % of these had a separate operator

and sedationist. Secondary care sedation in dentistry is more

developed than in many other specialties with systems of

training and accreditation [15]. Realising the likely increase

in demand for sedation the British Dental Association was

proactive in instituting guidelines for sedation practice and

coordinated training for this via the Dental Sedation

Teachers Group.

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

Sedation is widely used in endoscopy. Older reports

suggested that benzodiazepines were predominantly used,

often in conjunction with opioids [16, 17].

Practice appears to have changed recently, and propofol

has been used increasingly. Although primarily an

anaesthetic drug, it has been given with a surprisingly good

safety profile by non-anaesthetists, such as general

Table 21.1 The ASA continuum of depth of sedation

Minimal sedation Moderate sedation Deep sedation General anaesthesia

Responsiveness Normal response to

verbal stimulation

Purposeful response to verbal

or tactile stimulation

Purposeful response following

repeated or painful stimulation

Unrousable even with

painful stimulus

Airway Unaffected No intervention required Intervention may be required Intervention often

required

Spontaneous

ventilation

Unaffected Adequate May be inadequate Usually inadequate

Cardiovascular

function

Unaffected Usually maintained Usually maintained May be impaired

Reproduced from Reference [3] with permission from the American Society of Anesthesiologists

Table 21.2 Hospital episode statistics Department of Health 2000–2001

Procedure Three-digit OPCS4 code Completed episodes % As day case

Upper GI endoscopy G01-25 561,572 72

ERCP J38-45 33,504 21

Colonoscopy H04-30 331,646 75

Bronchoscopy E01-63 205,984 61
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practitioners [18]. It is popular with non-anaesthetists

because of its many desirable qualities [19, 20]. There are

numerous studies examining its efficacy in colonoscopy

[21], and emerging data that in this environment morbidity

is relatively rare [22]. Its use by non-anaesthetists is however

controversial to say the least. For example, the European

Society of Anaesthesiologists after trying to control its use

has come out quite strongly against its use by

non-anaesthetists [23]. The Academy of Medical Royal

Colleges in the UK has been more pragmatic and tried to

improve standards of care and training.

Emergency Medicine

Historically sedation in the emergency department was

mainly based using a benzodiazepine, with limited monitor-

ing, training and knowledge [24]. More recently it has been

proposed strongly that propofol use in emergency medicine

is safe, a better sedative than benzodiazepines, and that

serious complications are acceptably rare [25]. The use for

sedation in the UK by emergency departments has become

popular; it seems mainly administered by physicians (most

of whom) have at least some anaesthetic experience. Early

reports were, however, worryingly naive in their

proclamations of safety [26] and came in for strong criticism

by our group [27].

In fact some patients were almost certainly receiving

general anaesthesia, and with a far worse safety record

than other published experience. In defence, the criticism

has been taken on board and larger case series are being

reported. In addition, there has been a serious attempt at

clinical governance with regard to index incidents using

the World Society for Intravenous Anaesthesia Sedation

Index Events framework [28, 29]. The Academy of Medical

Royal Colleges Sedation publications are almost certainly

helping, but it has been pointed out again that even with a

more conservative dose regimen, many patients are still

receiving anaesthesia [30].

The Main Options for Sedative Agents

Benzodiazepines

Theoretically any benzodiazepine can be used to provide

sedation. However midazolam is the most popularly used

agent owing to its relatively rapid onset and offset compared

to the alternatives diazepam and lorazepam [31]. It seems

most logical to give midazolam intravenously. However, it is

also possible to give it sublingually or intranasally. Though

popular in children, the volume required in adults limits its

usefulness.

Midazolam gives good amnesia and anxiolysis [32, 33]

though it is also associated with delayed return of cognitive

function and discharge. The most common regimens

involve relatively frequent titration of small doses until

the patient reaches the desired sedation level either by a

physician [34] or even using patient-controlled sedation

(PCS) [32] or target-controlled infusion (TCI) [35]. It is

recognised that the elderly are more sensitive [36], and

most titrate such patients much more cautiously. It seems

that recovery from midazolam is the fastest of the

benzodiazepines, but longer than propofol [32, 37]. The

main unrecognised problem with midazolam is that its

pharmacodynamics have a relatively slow onset and longer

than appreciated offset [38]. The t1/2ke0 (the half-life for

midazolam in the plasma equilibrating with the brain) is

relatively slow, one estimate being around 9 min [39]. This

means that when the patient has reached the desired seda-

tion level, and drug administration stops, the clinical effect

of the drug (effect-site concentration (Ce)) is still rising for

10–20 min (Fig. 21.1) [38].

This perhaps explains the reports of prolonged hypoxia

after the use of midazolam in conjunction with opioids in the

elderly for upper GI endoscopy (Fig. 21.2) [40]. Common

problems are respiratory depression, reduction in blood pres-

sure and paradoxical excitement [41].

A major advantage of midazolam is the availability of the

reversal agent flumazenil, which can reverse the sedative

and respiratory depressant effects. However, sedationists

should be wary that the half-life of flumazenil is relatively

short, and its effects may wear off before the midazolam has

been eliminated [42].

Many of the adverse events in previous studies of mor-

bidity and mortality were attributed to inappropriate use of

benzodiazepines and poor monitoring and recovery

[16, 17]. The NCEPOD report in 2004 still identified about

14 % of deaths for endoscopy where sedation was a factor,

predominantly excessive doses and combinations of drugs,

particularly in the elderly. Although recently its safety pro-

file has improved [43], there are still warnings of adverse

events with midazolam from the National Patient Safety

Agency [44].

Propofol

Propofol has been used in sub-anaesthetic doses for over

25 years [45]. Propofol is an excellent sedative due to its

pharmacokinetics and dynamics [45]. Its onset is rapid

[46] and recovery faster than midazolam [32, 34, 37,

47]. It has long been known to have anxiolytic and seda-

tive properties with minimal amnesia at plasma

concentrations less than 1.0 μg�ml�1 [48]. It seems to

offer excellent anxiolysis and has even been used as a
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premedication using target-controlled infusions (TCI)

before surgery, significantly reducing state anxiety visual

analogue scores [49]. A subset of these patients rated

propofol superior to previous benzodiazepine

premedication. Interestingly subsequent analysis of these

data revealed that those with the highest visual analogue

anxiety score before sedation had the largest drop in anxi-

ety after propofol (Fig. 21.3).

The benefits of propofol delivered by patient-maintained

sedation compared to standard sedation with midazolam

were compared in a large randomised controlled trial by

our group [50]. This study was powered to detect a differ-

ence in arterial oxygen saturation, and indeed there was a

statistically higher SpO2 in the propofol compared to

midazolam patients, with the only patient reaching an

unsafe level in the midazolam group. Perhaps the most

striking result was that propofol was shown to be a superior

anxiolytic to midazolam. The VAS recordings of anxiety

taken after sedation immediately prior to surgery were com-

pared with baseline anxiety measurements. The propofol

patients had almost double the mean reduction in anxiety

compared to the midazolam patients (Fig. 21.4). Despite

this superior anxiolysis in the propofol group, there was

significantly less depression of psychomotor function

(as measured by digit-symbol substitution scores) when the

patients felt adequately sedated and faster return to baseline

after cessation of sedation. Furthermore, despite taking lon-

ger to reach readiness for the start of surgery, the faster

recovery to meet discharge criteria more than offset this

reducing overall sedation time.

Propofol has potential problems with respiratory depres-

sion, reduction in blood pressure and paradoxical excite-

ment [51]. However, experience in over 4000 patients

receiving true conscious sedation with TCI propofol and

alfentanil analgesia for oocyte retrieval suggests that

Fig. 21.1 Typical titration of midazolam i.v. with 2 mg followed by 1

mg, 1 mg at minute intervals. Note the effect-site concentration signifi-

cantly lags behind plasma concentration. Hence if clinical sedation is

judged to be adequate after the last dose, the effect-site concentration

continues to rise for the next 17 min. This is calculated with a pharmaco-

kinetic simulator using the Zomorodi model and a recent estimate of ke0

Fig. 21.2 Example of prolonged arterial oxygen desaturation after

sedation with midazolam and pethidine (meperidine) [40]
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respiratory and airway events are extremely rare (0.5/1000),

as is paradoxical excitement (1.4/1000) [52]. There is no

reversal agent for propofol, so with oversedation the drug

administration must be stopped, and supportive care

provided until the plasma drug level reduces. This reinforces

the need for reliable prevention of oversedation and loss of

verbal contact.

Its main limitation is that it generally needs a quite

sophisticated mechanism of delivery. Intermittent bolus

provides fleeting sedation with possible over and

undersedation. It has been delivered by patient-controlled

sedation [46, 53, 54], by manual infusions [37, 45] and more

recently with target-controlled infusions [55, 56]. The

measured plasma concentration required to reach a standard

sedation level (approximating the loss of verbal contact)

varies hugely between individuals, 0.2–2.7 μg�ml�1 range

[55]. Even after temazepam premedication, this wide range

did not change much, but the elderly were more

sensitive [56].

Pharmacokinetics: The Difficulty with Propofol
Administration for Sedation [57]

Although propofol has many desirable properties, the main

problem with its use for sedation is deciding the best mode

of delivery. Its three-compartment pharmacokinetics make it

obvious that for anything except a simple induction of

anaesthesia (bolus dose), quite complicated dose regimens

are required to achieve and then maintain a steady plasma

concentration [58].

It is known that intermittent boluses provide oscillating

plasma concentrations (Cp) and predicted brain

concentrations or effect-site concentrations (Ce), and thus

alternating overdose and underdose is quite possible

(Fig. 21.5). A combination of bolus and continuous infusions

is more useful as they provide steadier Cp, Ce and clinical

effects. It is relatively easy to calculate a loading dose if we

know the desired plasma concentration (Cdesired) and the

volume of distribution (Vd). Maintenance infusions require

knowledge of clearance and the rate constant values between

the compartments of the appropriate pharmacokinetic

model. The concept of context-sensitive half-time (the prin-

ciple that observed half-life is dependent on the duration of

the infusion) and its relationship to published redistribution

half-life (t1/2α) and elimination half-life (t1/2β) are not

straightforward and make matters more complex

[59, 60]. In short, the pharmacokinetics involved are com-

plicated and difficult in practice for the clinician [60].

Target-Controlled Infusions [61]

These use a pharmacokinetic model and a microprocessor to

control delivery of the sedative or anaesthetic drug via a

syringe pump. The anaesthetist enters some patient factors

Fig. 21.3 Individual patients

ranked by baseline state anxiety

measured by visual analogue

scale (dark grey column), with

subsequent anxiety measurement

after propofol premedication. Of

note is that the patients with the

highest baseline state anxiety had

the greatest reduction in anxiety

with propofol [49]

Fig. 21.4 Reduction in baseline anxiety score measured by VAS after

receiving sedation with midazolam and propofol delivered by patient-

maintained sedation (PMS) [50]
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such as weight, age, sex and height, some drug factors such

as drug concentration and the desired plasma (Cp) or effect-

site (Ce) concentration—the “target concentration”. The

microprocessor calculates the amount of drug required to

achieve that concentration, automatically administering a

loading dose, and varying the infusion rate to keep the

Cptarget steady. The anaesthetist observes the patient and

alters the target up or down if required depending on the

clinical response of that patient. The development of TCI

techniques using microprocessors and pharmacokinetic

models such as the Diprifusor™ revolutionised the delivery

of propofol infusions in anaesthesia. This made simple deliv-

ery of propofol infusions possible for the average

anaesthetist.

The actual plasma concentration may not be the same as

the calculated concentration; however, it is generally more

stable and predictable compared with a manual infusion

regimen. Although, there is little evidence for anaesthesia

that outcomes are better with TCI [62], anaesthetists have

to make fewer adjustments and seem to prefer it

[63, 64]. TCI pumps can also calculate predicted brain

concentration or “effect-site concentration” [65]. For this

it uses a rate constant ke0 that describes equilibration of

plasma concentration and clinical effect (usually measured

by a depth of anaesthesia monitor). It can also calculate

time to reach a predetermined concentration, which can be

set by the user.

It seems clear that delivery is simpler using TCI technol-

ogy and practitioners prefer this to manual infusions. Indeed

it did not take long for anaesthetists to apply this technology

to the provision of sedation [56], and anaesthetist-controlled

sedation using TCI propofol remains a popular technique.

Similarly to data from studies providing general anaesthesia

with TCI propofol, when it is used for conscious sedation

during monitored anaesthetic care, anaesthetists have to

make fewer pump adjustments than with manual infusions

[66]. The main problem is that non-anaesthetists deliver the

majority of sedation in our healthcare system, and they

generally do not have access to TCI pumps or training in

their use.

Patient-Activated Drug Delivery Systems: PCA,
PCS and PMS

Patient-Controlled Analgesia

At a similar time to the development of TCI techniques,

patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) was becoming popular

in the control of postoperative pain with opioids. The prem-

ise being that the patient could self-administer small doses of

an opioid when experiencing pain, giving them control over

their own pain relief. The main safety feature is the “lock-

out” which is the period of time when they can’t self-

Fig. 21.5 Intermittent boluses of propofol for sedation showing

oscillating predicted plasma concentrations and the effect-site con-

centration (y-axis) lagging behind. Note when the last bolus is

given, there is a shorter lag in effect-site concentration than with

midazolam. However, after the last dose, both plasma and effect-

site concentration fall rapidly. These are calculated using a phar-

macokinetic simulator using the Marsh model
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administer any further drug, until the first dose had begun to

achieve its effect. PCA opioid was a revolution. Despite

patients using similar amounts of drugs to when

administered by a nurse and consequently having very simi-

lar pain scores and adverse event rates [67], patient satisfac-

tion with these techniques was much better [67, 68].

Patient-Controlled Sedation

The first application of the PCA principle to sedation, and

the first report of patient self-administered sedation with

propofol “patient-controlled sedation” (PCS), was in 1991

[53]. When compared with midazolam, propofol seemed a

better choice of agent as patients had a feeling of well-being

[32, 54], higher satisfaction [34, 54] and faster recovery

[32, 34, 54], despite less amnesia and less suppression of

psychometric testing [32, 54]. There have been some

concerns about restlessness or disinhibition with the use of

propofol by PCS [33]; however, others have rated patient

cooperation higher [34].

Patient satisfaction seems higher with PCS than when

propofol is administered by a physician or nurse either by

infusion or bolus [55, 69–71]. Generally anaesthetists give

more drug and titrate to deeper levels of sedation [69, 70, 72,

73] and higher plasma concentrations [55]. Accordingly there

is less oversedation [55, 69, 70, 72] and less amnesia [70] with

PCS. Patients generally prefer self-administration when they

try both as a crossover trial [55, 69] or have higher levels of

satisfaction when group comparisons are done [70]. This

higher satisfaction occurs, even when exactly the same PCS

pump with the same dose and lockout is self-administered,

compared with when given by a nurse for them [71].

Various approaches have been made to vary the “bolus”
dose administered with each button press and the “lockout”
period between boluses to achieve optimum sedation, patient

satisfaction without oversedation. The first report described

a 0.7 mg�kg�1 bolus and a 1 min lockout [54]. There are two

broad approaches: a small bolus dose generally less than

10 mg and short or no lockout [46, 74, 75], a larger dose

20–40 mg with a longer lockout of 3–5 min [4, 33, 76–78].

There is also an in-between approach of moderate dose

18–20 mg with a short 1 min lockout [32, 69, 79]. Even

within the same group, settings have changed study to study,

presumably searching for the perfect balance of access to

drug and safety [32, 53, 54, 69]. In the end there are lots of

opinions on what is best, but no direct comparisons.

The zero lockout patient-controlled sedation (ZLPCS) is

interesting [80]. With this instead of using the lockout to

limit the dose of sedative, the maximum infusion rate of the

pump is used. The dose rate depends on the physical maxi-

mum rate of travel of the plunger on the pump, and to add

complexity also depends on the cross-sectional area of the

syringe used [81]. Surprisingly it seems that even with

unlimited access to propofol, patients deliver less than if an

anaesthetist was controlling a TCI pump [55]. Some have

made the concept of PCS even more complicated by

advocating the principle of fuzzy logic demonstrated in

PCA [82] applied to PCS [81].

Many PCS settings use a fixed dose making no attempt to

individualise drug administration to the patient. Even using

rudimentary pharmacokinetic principles, one would expect

patient factors, e.g. weight, to affect the relationship between

dose and plasma concentration hence effect.

Patient-Maintained Sedation

Patient-maintained sedation (PMS) combines the steady

plasma concentrations of TCI with the patient-controlled

function of PCS [83]. Initially, the system is set to administer

propofol to a predetermined target Cp (or more recently Ce).

The first reported initial target 1.0 μg�ml�1 was based on

experience of range of Cp that patients obtain adequate

anxiolysis and sedation. It then allows the patient to increase

the TCI target by pressing the button. The size of the step-

wise increase is determined by the “increment” and was

originally described as 0.2 mg�ml�1 up to a preset maximum

3.0 μg�ml�1. There is a lockout period (originally 2 min) that

prevents the patient increasing the target concentration until

the clinical effect has had a chance to equilibrate after an

increase in Cp. There is usually some programmed condi-

tion, e.g. a period of no button presses (6–12 min), that

prompts the pump to reduce the target. There is an implied

safety feature, similar to the premise used in PCS, that an

oversedated patient would not be able to press the button and

demand more drug. This was modified to make it more

difficult for an uncoordinated sedated patient to increase

the Cp. The original versions of PMS required a double

click of the button within 1 s to activate an increased

Cp. Despite this sedation scores in volunteers encouraged

to take as much propofol as possible reflected some

oversedation. Subsequent experience in a younger cohort

of real patients having dental surgery revealed no loss of

verbal contact, high patient satisfaction and cooperation with

the surgeon [84]. However, there was one patient

desaturated to less than 90 % and an epileptic patient who

had three grand mal seizures. Attempts were then made to

alter the settings to prevent possible oversedation as reported

in the initial study. Despite these technical problems in the

early studies, a crossover comparison was performed with

PCS; patients seem to prefer PMS [85]. PMS patients

reached adequate sedation faster, but this was at the cost of

some oversedation. It seems that the theoretical benefits of

steadier plasma concentration improved patient satisfaction

with the quality of sedation.
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Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics
Relevant to Propofol Sedation

The main pharmacological issues when using any

microprocessor-delivered drug system (such as TCI or

PMS) are the choice of pharmacokinetic model, choice of

ke0, and deciding whether to deliver drug to target plasma or

effect-site concentration. All versions of the PMS system

used the same PK and PD models as the Diprifusor™. It is

important to know the suitability of this model in contrast to

alternatives.

Pharmacokinetic Models

Most anaesthetists globally became familiar with the use of

TCI to deliver propofol with the Diprifusor™ system. The

first description of the prototype Diprifusor™ [86] used the

Marsh propofol PK model [87] as its basis for drug delivery.

The Diprifusor’s PK model was first explicitly described in a

study looking at the performance of the adult model used in

children [88].

This study reported that this adult PK model was unsuit-

able for use in children and detailed an alternative data set

for use in children. This became known as the Marsh model.

Subsequently other models have been suggested, the

main rival model being the Schnider model [89]. This was

proposed considerably after the clinical introduction of the

Diprifusor™ and about the same time that the first estimates

of Cp50 were being reported [90]. Confusingly some of the

first open TCI systems available in the UK allowed the

Schnider model to be chosen to deliver TIVA even though

the predictive performance was not clear at the time, and

there were major errors in the implementation in that with a

heavy patient, the calculated lean body mass could decrease

to zero or less. The importance of knowing the features of

the models available and the relative merits of each has been

stressed [91]. The major difference between the Marsh/

Diprifusor™ model and the Schnider model is the small

fixed volume of distribution of the Schnider model, which

therefore gives a considerably smaller bolus at induction

than the Marsh. Because of the small central volume, the

Schnider must be used in so-called “effect” mode, but in

reality this model still delivers less drug than the Marsh

model in plasma mode. The result is that the calculated

effect-site concentration for the Schnider model is incorrect

for the first 15 min after changing a target concentration

[115]. So an anaesthetist inadvertently using the Schnider

model when used to using the Marsh will deliver signifi-

cantly less drug than they intended. A further major factor is

that the Marsh PK model is the only one which has been

approved for clinical use by regulatory authorities through-

out the world. All of our studies used the Marsh model.

Predictive Performance of Pharmacokinetic
Models

It was acknowledged from an early stage that the target

concentration (Cptarget) was an estimate of the individual

patient’s actual plasma concentration and that measured

plasma concentration (Cpmeasured) would be different

[92]. The predictive performance of TCI systems should be

described in terms of the magnitude and direction of this

inaccuracy [93]. The terms used to describe performance

error are defined in Table 21.3. The initial study to establish

the magnitude of these errors with the Diprifusor™ was

published in 1998 [92]. Measured and predicted

concentrations from the Diprifusor™ were compared in

46 patients of both sexes between 18 and 80 years old, at

different phases of propofol infusion (induction, mainte-

nance and recovery). The performance of the Diprifusor™
system was established by comparing the predicted concen-

tration Cptarget with a laboratory measured value Cpmeasured,

for each patient at each time point. The inaccuracy

(MDAPE) was 24 %, bias (MDPE) +15 %, divergence

Table 21.3 Glossary of terms used in describing the performance of a TCI system [93]

Performance error Plain language description

Bias
Median performance error

(MDPE)

(Cpmeasured � Cptarget) � 100/Cptarget
The median value as a % and direction

Systematic over or under prediction of a

device

Precision
Median absolute performance

error (MDAPE)

Median (Cpmeasured � Cptarget) Size of error/inaccuracy

Divergence 1. Slope of the linear regression of absolute performance

error (APE) versus time

2. Regression of signed PE against time

Change in performance error over time

Wobble The median absolute deviation of PE from MDPE Failure to keep a steady plasma

concentration over time

Accuracy Size of the average difference between

Cpmeasured + Cptarget
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�8 % h�1 and wobble at steady state 22 %. These were felt

to be clinically acceptable and of similar magnitude to the

difference between end-tidal and arterial anaesthetic gas

monitoring [94]. The most interesting observation was pat-

tern of errors: measured concentration was higher than

predicted during induction and lower than predicted during

emergence.

More recently other models have been proposed: the

Schüttler model [95] which was defined after studying the

largest number of recruited subjects, 270, and an adapted

Diprifusor™model proposed byWhite [96] which addresses

the difference in clearance between men and women, espe-

cially related to aging. Comparisons have been made of these

four main pharmacokinetic candidates: Diprifusor™
(Marsh), Schnider, Schüttler andWhite [97]. Overall median

bias (MDPE) was lowest for Schnider at �0.1 % and then

Diprifusor™ +2.3 % and worst for White at �12.6 %

although the range of bias in patients was remarkably similar.

The devil is as always in the detail, as the bias is negligible for

the Schnider model because measured concentration is less

than predicted in the early phase and greater than predicted at

termination of infusion phase cancelling each other out. The

Diprifusor™ is the opposite, measured concentration is

greater than predicted in the early phase (by around half of

the level of Schnider prediction error) and less than predicted

at termination of infusion. The overall median inaccuracy

(MDAPE)was very similar between all groups at 20–24 % as

was the wobble at 14–19 %; however divergence was worst

for the Schnider model at +13 %.h�1 compared to 1–2 % for

the other models. More recently a similar comparison was

performed between Diprifusor™, White and Schnider using

the original data from the Swinhoe study [98]. Essentially,

overall Diprifusor™ and Schnider have very similar levels of

bias (MDPE) 16 and 15 %, respectively, and of inaccuracy

(MDAPE) of 26 and 23 %, respectively. The pattern of over

and under-reads was the same. The newer White model

appears better with a bias of 5 % and inaccuracy of 19 %

[98]. None of the models accounted fully for the extent of

interindividual variation in propofol clearance, but the

improved performance with the White model suggests it

may have some advantages over the others. Eleveldt and

colleagues have taken an innovative approach to defining

the “best” PK model [99]. The models discussed generally

describe the best PK parameters for the (often small) group of

patients studied in the situation studied. They rightly point

out that there is uncertainty of the accuracy of the models

with different patients and clinical conditions, and caution

should be applied when extrapolating amodel to a population

different to that from which it was developed. To this end

they have created a large data set from 21 previously

published studies using opentci.org data and collaborative

data sharing between groups. This gave them over 10,000

data points from 660 individuals of with widely varying

patient features such as age, BMI and clinical situations. A

new PKmodel was generated using allometric scaling, which

when retrospectively tested performed better than all other

models for the complete data set. This may be a model that

has wider applicability in clinical practice. This needs to be

tested prospectively, but initial indicators are that it could be

very useful in clinical practice [100].

Applying Population Pharmacokinetics
to Individuals

The transformation of a drug dose profile to a plasma or

effect-site concentration is done by each individual patient’s
body, and drug concentration achieved is a result of their

variation from the summary values of the PK model used to

guide drug administration. This is present whether using

standard dose regimens or TCI technology. Shafer’s group

has published simulation studies of a population bearing the

same variation as reference pharmacokinetic data and

described the coefficient of variation (CV) after bolus dose,

fixed rate infusion and TCI. They show that CV is highest for

bolus dosing and identical for both types of infusion

[101]. These simulation data are backed up with limited

retrospective animal data. He addresses the criticism of the

performance of TCI systems by pointing out that this is what

we would expect by biological variation and less variation

than we accept every day with intravenous induction of

anaesthesia by bolus dose. Measuring the predictive perfor-

mance of TCI devices shows the magnitude of biologic

variability. However they do not cause the biological

variability. It is completely understandable that investigators

strive to compare and refinemodels and produce systemswith

minimal bias, inaccuracy, wobble and divergence. It is likely

that TCI will in fact reduce the impact of biologic variability

by accounting for patient factors that influence the concentra-

tion achieved from the same dose with increasingly complex

models. For instance, a vast array of patient factors have been

shown to influence the accuracy of PK and PD models for

propofol: from the common known and accepted weight

[88, 102]and age [89, 95, 96, 103] to the less known but

interesting smoking status [104], alcoholism [105], cirrhosis

[106], use of anticonvulsants [107], ethnicity [108] and even

phase of the menstrual cycle [109], to the controversial obe-

sity [110–113] and to the speculative cardiac output [114] and

eventually perhaps even pharmacogenetics.

Pharmacodynamics: Using Measures
of Drug Effects

No matter how sophisticated PK and PD models become, it

is probable, however, that these will always be limited by
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biologic variability. It has been shown that using some form

of assessment of the clinical effect of the drug to control

administration reduces unwanted side effects [115]. It is

likely that this adjusts for pharmacodynamic variability, by

defining whether that individual patient requires less than

average drug dose (nearer Ce05), average drug dose (nearer

Ce50) or above average drug dose (nearer Ce95) by allowing

the patient to be titrated to defined clinical effect within the

range of effect-site concentrations described by an

investigated population. Sophisticated simulation studies

confirm that using some defined clinical end point entered

by the operator reduces the impact of biological variability

[116]. This equally applies to measuring patient clinical

effect directly.

A novel way to decide on choice of PK model is, rather

than looking at how the predicted concentration compares to

measured concentration, to look at the how different model

estimation of Ce compares to a measured clinical effect of

the drug. Sutcliffe’s group compared the performance of the

Marsh and Schnider models with patients who were

administered with propofol to a Cetarget using the Schnider

model (and simulated Ce with Marsh) and administered to a

Cptarget using the Marsh model (and simulated Ce with

Schnider) [117]. Correlation of Ce was made with measured

sedation score (observer’s assessment of alertness/sedation

scale, OAAS) and Bispectral Index (BIS). Correlation was

considerably better between the predicted Ce and the surro-

gate markers of effect for both groups with the Marsh model.

Indeed, the Schnider model in so-called “effect” mode pro-

duced a Ce profile that matched those achieved by the Marsh

model used in “plasma” mode. This could reflect a more

suitable PK model, ke0 (rate constant describing

equilibration between plasma and brain or effect site), or

both with the Marsh model (Fig. 21.6).

Defining ke0

The use of effect-site-driven drug delivery is more than just

choosing the “correct” or best estimate (for the population) of

ke0. It also changes the pattern of drug delivery, increasing Cp

over the desired Ce to speed up drug movement to the site of

action and achieving the effect-site target. It increases the

complexity of the system, increasing choices for the end user

and increasing the likelihood of significantly altering the

amount of drug delivered, for good or bad [91]. Traditionally

ke0 was determined by measuring time to peak effect with a

surrogate of drug effect (BIS or auditory evoked potentials

(AEP)) and assuming plasma and effect site had equilibrated at

this point [118]. Mathematical modelling may be done with

these data to determine the ke0 that causes the flattest

concentration-effect hysteresis curve. It is still an average of

a biological parameter that varies by a factor of up to four in

the population [65] and is subject to variability with patient

factors such as age [103]. There are a wide variety of values

quoted; Schnider calculated 0.45 min�1 [103]. Whereas the

original work used for the Diprifusor™ ke0 was 0.20 min�1

[65] and later found as 0.26 min�1 in the commercially avail-

able TCI pumps, an adjustment which gave the same Ce at

induction and recovery [119, 120]. These different values

could reflect the best fit for each particular PKmodel; however

even using the Marsh model, it has been suggested the faster

ke0 of 1.2 min�1 is a better fit for the time to peak effect

observed with BIS, perhaps reflecting the use of a different

Fig. 21.6 Propofol effect-site concentration versus sedation score in

Schnider-driven TCI group (20 patients). The triangles represent the

propofol effect-site concentration predicted by the Schnider model. The

squares represent the propofol effect-site concentration as predicted by
the Marsh model as calculated by the Tivatrainer when the same bolus

and infusion rates are used. Predicted propofol concentration (Cep) is

plotted on the primary y-axis. The diamonds represent the median

sedation score on an inverted scale as calculated by 5-OAAS plotted

on a secondary y-axis. It can be seen that observed sedation score

correlates better with the Marsh estimate of Ce propofol. The Schnider

model predicts sedation should be maximal at 1–2 min (reproduced

from Reference [117] with permission from John Wiley and Sons)
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EEG monitor [121]. There is debate over how best to deter-

mine ke0, acknowledging that the delay in data acquisition

with depth of anaesthesia monitors could have a significant

effect on themeasured ke0. The use of a direct clinical measure

seems more logical than a surrogate. Loss of eyelash reflex

[122] and more recently by defining which value delivers

stable sedation level have been used [123]. When using stable

sedation assessed by OAAS and choice reaction time, a faster

ke0 than that we used on our model of 0.6 min�1 seemed the

best fit. The observed clinical effect is probably a combination

of PK and PD factors [124]. All in all, when using effect-site-

driven sedation, it is perhaps difficult to see how variation in

clinical effect would not be greater by adding another factor

with biological variability to a system. Certainly our data from

the safety study described below using Ce-driven propofol

delivery suggested clinical effect was more unpredictable,

with more oversedation than our earlier plasma-driven

systems [125–127]. This may reflect the way in which

propofol is delivered: increasing Cp over Cetarget and then

turning the pump rate to zero so that Cp and Ce meet

(Cp falling, Ce rising) while no drug is actually being deliv-

ered. This is in contrast to others who have shown no excess

haemodynamic effects in an effect-site-driven mode of

propofol delivery for general anaesthesia [121]. The fact that

haemodynamic effects take longer to equilibrate than hypnosis

may confound this observation [128].

Safety Studies for Patient-Maintained Sedation

Asking volunteers to deliberately attempt to oversedate

themselves was used as a “stress test” to assess the safety

of the PMS system [126]. The premise being if volunteers

could not accidentally oversedate themselves when deliber-

ately trying to “defeat” the system, then patients could not do

this when the systems were in clinical use. However, a small

proportion of volunteers with this original system could

oversedate, calling into question the safety of the button

press as the main method of limiting increase in Cp in

oversedated patients.

Changes were made to the settings to slow the increase in

sedation level. Despite reducing the initial concentration,

increment dose and increasing the lockout, one volunteer

from 20 still achieved an unsafe SpO2 [127].

Methods to Attempt to Prevent Oversedation

Using Effect-Site-Driven PMS

Our initial studies confirmed the benefits of propofol sedation

by PMS over midazolam [50] and showed the utility and high

patient satisfaction in dental surgery [50, 84]. Our main focus

was to achieve a method of preventing oversedation as we

had reported in our safety studies where volunteers deliber-

ately attempted to oversedate using plasma concentration-

delivered PMS [126]. Our analysis of the reason for the

oversedated volunteers was that they likely demanded more

propofol when the clinical effect was lagging behind the

plasma concentration. Hence when they stopped pressing

the button, the effect site/clinical effect of propofol continued

to rise after they could not manage to press the button leading

to loss of verbal contact. Initial attempts to prevent this

scenario were tried by reducing the initial Cp target

(0.5 μg�ml�1), increasing the lockout time (4 min) and reduc-

ing the increments with each button press (0.1 μg�ml�1)

[127]. Surprisingly a volunteer still reached an unsafe end

point (desaturation) without losing verbal contact. Hence we

hypothesised that if we delivered to predicted effect-site

concentration, this would make the system safer. We tested

this with a very similar study design except using an effect-

site-controlled PMS system [125]. This system delivered

propofol to an initial Ce target of 1.0 μg�ml�1 by increasing

Cp up to 100 % higher than the target Ce (Fig. 21.7). This

was to speed up drug delivery to the brain and then reducing

the Cp as the predicted Ce approached the target.
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Fig. 21.7 Demonstration of how

an effect-site-driven PMS system

increased Cp (solid line) to a level
100 % higher than Ce target to

speed up drug movement in to the

brain (Ce). It reduces this Cp/Ce

gradient as Ce (dotted line)
approaches target and allows

further drug demand when Ce and

Cp are within 10 % at points A

and B
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However, we found that this made unsafe sedation more
likely not less; 20 % of the volunteers desaturated and 20 %

lost verbal contact. Although others have suggested that

effect-site control delivery of propofol anaesthesia does not

cause extra morbidity, our study design is somewhat artifi-

cial in that volunteers are deliberately trying to oversedate.

Furthermore, it was clear that some volunteers could press

the demand button even when sedated enough to forget to

press the button. While we were initially surprised by these

results, in retrospect, it was perhaps understandable.

With effect-site control, the system uses higher Cp values

than plasma control. This probably exacerbates any

variations of clinical effect in individuals who differ from

the population mean PK and PD values. Oversedation is

likely to occur if a patient’s actual measured Cp is greater

than target (positive bias), and their ke0 is faster (fast

equilibrators). Hence they have a higher concentration gra-

dient for blood-brain equilibration and a faster equilibration

constant. The main danger here is early during sedation.

With plasma control, the Cp is titrated to the target the

anaesthetist considers necessary to achieve the required

clinical effect, and the effect-site concentration “catches

up” based on that patients ke0. The main danger here is in

those with a slow ke0 such as the elderly. The anaesthetist

(or patient controlling the system) may think they require

more drug for the desired clinical effect and titrates the

target upwards when in reality it is simply the slow ke0
which has not allowed the drug to achieve its full effect on

the patient. When this happens there may be delayed

oversedation when the effect site catches up with the plasma

control. This is obviously a complex area and highlights why

PK and PD models and using average sedation requirements

are always likely to cause a few unexpected clinical effects.

It is clear that either careful titration is required by an

anaesthesiologist in attendance or a method of individual

feedback that detects that the clinical effect is close to

oversedation and reduces propofol dose is required to pre-

vent oversedation and adverse outcomes.

Using Reaction Time as Patient Feedback

It became obvious to us that individual variability means that

application of population pharmacokinetics and simply lim-

iting increments in drug dose and/or the lockout time

between these increments are unlikely to provide a system

with which accidental oversedation can be prevented. Our

group had previously studied the effects of alcohol and

propofol on complex measures of reaction time [129, 130].

The involvement of a psychologist expert in psychometric

measurement encouraged us to pursue reaction time as a

means of providing individual patient feedback to the PMS

system. And whereas our study of the effects of propofol on

reaction time (RT) is perhaps not novel, our study of the

reaction time right up to the point of onset of anaesthesia,

and the way we interpreted these data, is unique. In summary

there is a huge range of predicted Ce that causes each

individual to become sedated to the point of losing verbal

contact (Fig. 21.8) [131].

However, the pattern of slow deterioration of RT initially

with an exponential slowing just before loss of verbal contact

was the key in our understanding of how best to prevent

oversedation. The observation that there is a threefold varia-

tion in Ce at this point (Fig. 21.9), whereas there was very

little variation in the pattern of RT slowing (Fig. 21.10)

suggested that this could be an effective warning of

impending loss of verbal contact. Comparison of the EC50

from the dose–response curves of Ce increment immediately

Fig. 21.8 Dose–response curves constructed by probit analysis showing the probability of not responding to vibrating handset and verbal

response with increasing Ce propofol [131]
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before the rapid increase in RT with the Ce at loss of

verbal contact suggests there is a reasonable separation of

0.7 μg�ml�1 or 3 PMS increments. This shows that RT

could be a suitable patient feedback mechanism. We tested

this hypothesis by performing our standard “stress test” safety
study using RT-controlled PMS. This study demonstrated that

for the first time, volunteers could not use the PMS system to

oversedate despite trying and confirmed the utility of this

approach [132].

We are not the first to report the effect of sedative drugs in

general and propofol in particular on reaction time. Members

of our own group studied the effect of alcohol [129] and

propofol [130] on psychomotor measures relevant to driving.

This used a sophisticated computer system and monitor to

measure changes in dual-task tracking, secondary reaction

time and choice reaction time. Increasing Cp propofol from

0.2 to 0.8 μg�ml�1 caused a significant deterioration in all

measures, with quite high individual variation (wide 95 %

confidence intervals). Another group used complicated gog-

gles with light-emitting diode lights and headphone system to

measure visual and auditory reaction time [133]. They

showed that both deteriorated with increasing Ce propofol

with a rapid slowing RT before loss of responsiveness

(no response for 10 s). The mean propofol level at which

patients stopped responding to visual stimulus was a mean of

Ce 1.2 μg�ml�1 and for auditory stimulus a mean of Ce

1.4 μg�ml�1. Again, there was considerable interpatient

variability. More recently another group measured the choice

RT using a mobile phone during propofol sedation

[134]. This required the volunteer to use both hands. Again

they found that RT slowed gradually initially then rapidly

before loss of response between Ce 1.1 and 2.5 μg�ml�1. The

same pattern of large inter-volunteer variation in Ce propofol

at loss of response was again noted. All of these methods of

using RT as a measure of sedation are novel, interesting

research approaches, but more cumbersome than our system

which measures RT via the patient demand button which is

integrated with the infusion pump.

Response to Verbal Stimulus as Patient
Feedback

It has previously suggested that using a clinical measure in

addition to PK/TCI improves the delivery of sedation

[116]. Using response to a verbal stimulus has been proposed

Fig. 21.9 The change in reaction

time from baseline (100 %) with

increasing Ce propofol. Note the

interpatient variation in the dose

required to stop the patient

responding to the vibrating

handset [131]
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as a method of patient feedback as the automated

responsiveness test (ART) [135]. This system automatically

prompts the patient to press a button up to five times with

increasingly louder voice and stronger handset vibration;

lack of response (in 10 s) is used to indicate too deep

sedation. This was compared to a score out of 20 using the

Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation Scale (OAAS)

[136] scoring all subcategories (Table 21.4), a score of 10/20

was defined as a loss of consciousness. Twenty volunteers

were studied during TCI propofol sedation (controlled by

Stanpump software) while breathing 30 % oxygen or

Entonox. A linear inverse relationship between propofol

Ce and OAAS was noted. It was shown that ART was lost

at a mean Ce of 1.6 μg�ml�1 while breathing oxygen; this

was at a lower Ce level than the loss of consciousness at a Ce

of 1.9 μg�ml�1. It was concluded that the ART provides a

reliable warning that unconsciousness will develop at only

slightly greater propofol concentrations, but this is in the

area of sedation where “red alert events” (physiological

derangement, mostly apnoea) occur.

This occurred in 4/20 breathing oxygen and 5/20 breath-

ing nitrous oxide. The most obvious criticism is that by

definition, when a patient was failed to respond to ART,

they have lost verbal contact and by the UK definition are

unconscious or anaesthetised. The fact that physiological

adverse events were occurring in 20 % of volunteers at this

point strengthens the UK advice to maintain verbal contact.

Also their definition of unconsciousness of 10/20 OAAS is

significantly more sedated than our definition. They must

score 3/5 eyes, glazed eyes with marked ptosis; 3/5 facial

expression, marked relaxation and slack jaw; 2–3/5 speech,

marked slurring or few recognisable words; and 1–2/5

responsiveness, responds after mild prodding or shaking or

does not respond at all. Subsequently the same group

changed their definition of unconsciousness to be more sim-

ply calculated using just the responsiveness score and has

taken a score of 2/5 only responding to mild prodding or

shaking as being unconscious [137]. Furthermore they added

“ART delay” defining the number of prompts required to

respond. They then tested this new system during propofol

sedation again with patients breathing Entonox and after

washout, oxygen alone. They correlated the new ART

delay with sedation scale (OAAS) and BIS monitoring.

ART and ART delay had a worse prediction probability

than BIS for distinguishing OAAS 3 (acceptable/moderate

sedation) from 2 (excessive/deep sedation). Although more

sensitive than BIS of 70 at detecting oversedation, this was

at the expense of poor specificity. A more recent study, again

altering the ART delay (to 4 prompts in 10 s), confirmed the

relationship of ART and OAASS [138]. The Ce50 for loss of

response to ART was at Ce 1.7 μg�ml�1, OAASS 12–13 and

BIS 75. Furthermore ART was lost and returned at essen-

tially the same Ce, within acceptable limits of bias and

inaccuracy.

EEG Monitors as Patient Feedback

Various groups have sought to define the relationship

between sedation level and measures of EEG: BIS [137–

143], spectral edge frequency [139, 144], auditory evoked

potential [142, 143] and spectral entropy [144, 145]. Milne

showed nicely the relationship between clinically important

end points [143]: loss of verbal contact “unconsciousness”
and anaesthesia “no response to pain”, with propofol dose

(predicted Cp and Ce) and the changes in BIS and AEP

associated with these. Of note the Ce50 for loss of verbal

contact was 2.8 (95 % CI 2.7–2.9) μg�ml�1. The Ce propofol

at this clinical end point varied significantly between

individuals from low end of the dose–response curve Ce05
1.5 μg�ml�1 (95 % CI 1.3–1.7) and high end of the dose–

response curve Ce95 4.1 μg�ml�1 (95% CI 3.9–4.3), almost a

threefold difference. The BIS and AEPindex (AEPex) at loss

of verbal contact show similar dose–response patterns with

similarly impressive p values for linear regression goodness

of fit test. The values at Cp50 are quite different BIS of

71 (95% CI 69–72) and AEPex 54 (95% CI 53–56). Simi-

larly there is a large population variation at loss of verbal

contact in BIS between Ce05 89 (95% CI 86–92) and Ce95

53 (95% CI 47–57), effectively 47–92, i.e. twofold, and also

for AEPex between Ce05 69 (95% CI 67–71) and Ce95

40 (95 % CI 35–43) effectively 35–71, i.e. twofold. Given

that this study used the same PK and PD settings as we used

in our studies, the results are particularly relevant. However,

Table 21.4 Observer’s assessment of alertness/sedation scale

Subscore Responsiveness Speech Facial expression Eyes

5 Responds readily to name spoken in normal tone Normal Normal Clear, no ptosis

4 Lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone Mild slowing or

thickening

Mild relaxation Glazed or mild

ptosis

3 Responds only after name is spoken loudly and

repeatedly or both

Slurring or prominent

slowing

Marked relaxation

(slack jaw)

Glazed and marked

ptosis

2 Responds only after mild prodding or shaking Few recognised words

1 Does not respond to mild prodding or shaking

Reproduced from Reference [136] with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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one interpretation of their data is of course that it suggests

that these EEG monitors correlate with drug dose rather than

a clinical end point. A premise re-enforced by the

observations that the BIS value at which consciousness is

lost is higher in the elderly than the young [146], and the

dose required for loss of consciousness is lower in the

elderly [103].

In addition to the inherent problem with large variation in

the EEG monitor levels that the population lose verbal

contact at, others have pointed to 7 % BIS probe failure

rate [115] and slow acquisition time [116] as making them

inherently unsuitable for controlling sedation. However, the

more practical consideration of the cost of disposables and

poor availability of machines will always make it a difficult

technique to convince non-anaesthetists to use.

Commercially Available Sedation System
(SEDASYS)

Recently the ART monitor has been incorporated into the

commercially available sedation system SEDASYS

[147]. This system is a computer-assisted propofol infusion

and bolus delivery system controlled by an endoscopist,

with integrated patient monitoring (Fig. 21.8). This was

approved by the FDA in 2013 but with several restrictions:

the use in ASA grade 1 and 2 patients older than 18 years

only, use for minimal and moderate sedation only, use for

colonoscopy and esophagogastroduodenoscopy procedures

only and use only by physicians who have received training

(propofol pharmacology, identifying high-risk patients,

identification of levels of sedation, use of capnometry and

assessment of adequacy of ventilation and management of

airways obstruction and hypoventilation). Finally it is only

approved in institutions where there is an anaesthesiologist

immediately available to assist or consult. Sales have been

disappointing, and the owners Johnson and Johnson

indicated their intention to stop selling SEDASYS in

March 2016 [148].

SEDASYS Sedation Protocol

After a loading dose of up to 0.5 mg�kg�1 given over 3 min,

the propofol infusion rate can be commenced between

25 and 75 μg�kg min�1 as determined by the endoscopist.

Extra bolus doses of 0.25 mg�kg�1 can be given by the

physician to treat transient unpleasant procedures. The

propofol infusion is allowed to increase and is reduced, or

suspended in response to ART. All patients receive a mini-

mum 2 l�min�1 of nasal oxygen, which is increased auto-

matically in response to arterial oxygen saturation: 8 l�min�1

under 96 % and 12 l�min�1 under 88 %.

Depth of Sedation and Adverse Events
with SEDASYS

The initial version of SEDASYS published pilot data with

the same propofol dosage in 24 patients [149]. Patients

were more sedated than would be considered acceptable

in the UK, with around 10 % of all sedation

measurements at OAAS 3 or less. Adverse event rates

were high, with 38 % suffering transient apnoea (less

than 30 s) and 6 % oxygen desaturation below 90 %, but

no airway interventions. The later version of SEDASYS

used the automated responsiveness test [138] to limit

increases in infusion rate, and automatically turn the

infusion off, then on at a lower rate if ART was lost

[147]. This was a randomised controlled unblinded trial

in 469 patients comparing sedation for gastrointestinal

endoscopy administered with SEDASYS-delivered

propofol (average infusion rate around 50 μg�kg.min�1)

and current standard of care sedation (CSC) using

midazolam (average dose around 5 mg) with opioid

used in both groups. There was a large reduction in area

under the curve for oxygen desaturation (AUCDesat) for

SEDASYS compared with the CSC group, with 8 % of

SEDASYS group desaturating (to SpO2 less than 90 %)

compared to 17 % for CSC. The average desaturation to

less than SpO2 of 90 % was 23.6 s (95 % CI 11–36).

Secondary outcomes were faster recovery, higher patient

and clinician satisfaction and less adverse events despite

deeper sedation in the SEDASYS group. These were

similar benefits of propofol over midazolam to our com-

parison (though we had less desaturation and didn’t use
supplementary oxygen) [50]. Although the majority of

patients were sedated appropriately to an OAASS levels

of 4 or 5. Closer inspection of sedation levels reveals

2.5 % with SEDASYS had response only to painful stim-

ulus for an average of 5 min (OAASS 1–2), thus the ASA

definition of deep sedation or anaesthesia in the

UK. There were less adverse events in this group than

one might expect; the predominant effect was apnoea

without desaturation of 2–25 s (95% CI). It seems likely

desaturation rates would have been significantly higher

without supplementary oxygen. It is notable that the

definitions of adverse events were somewhat unclear or

lax: it is unclear what made an oxygen desaturation an

adverse event, and apnoea was only considered signifi-

cant if it lasted 30 s.

Is SEDASYS Patient Feedback Appropriate?

It is likely using failure of response to auditory stimulus or

the vibrating handset as the trigger a reduction of dose is too

deep a plane of sedation to avoid adverse physiological
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events. If we consider that 15 % reached OAASS 3 or less, a

significant amount is in the transition zone between moder-

ate sedation and deep sedation/anaesthesia. The fundamental

problem is when aiming for a certain sedation level,

biological variability means that the sedationist must be

trained and prepared to deal with a deeper than intended

level [3].

SEDASYS Post-market Approval Studies

The FDA required more safety data before lifting the current

restrictions on the SEDASYS [150]. Accordingly, they have

requested that Ethicon prospectively study the response of

users to yellow and red alarms (SpO2 less than 92 and 85 %,

respectively) in 866 patients. Furthermore, a large post-

market study of anaesthesiology intervention rates

(bag-mask ventilation, artificial airway), and all adverse

and serious adverse events in 7240 patients, is also required.

Given they are aiming for a similar level of sedation

(OAASS level 4 and 5), but using a deeper level of sedation

to trigger reduction in dose than in our study of sedation

delivery by non-anaesthetists using TCI propofol augmented

by alfentanil, it seems likely that they will have a higher rate

of patients requiring airway intervention than we reported of

0.25/1000 patients [52]. This would be unlikely to encourage

the lifting of the restriction of the use in an environment with

immediate access to anaesthesiology. A significant propor-

tion of patients would fail the UK definition of conscious

sedation, making the SEDASYS unsuitable for providing

true conscious sedation.

Comparison of SEDASYS Safety Data

If one compares the safety data with SEDASYS with

published large series of non-anaesthetist-delivered seda-

tion, we had airway/respiratory events at a rate of 0.5/1000

patients [52], Australian general practitioners 4.1/1000 and

2.6/1000 for Australian anaesthetists [18]. The SEDASYS

causes oxygen desaturation at a rate of 78/1000 even with

significant amounts of supplementary oxygen and apnoea

(less than 30 s) in 24/1000. In this context the safety data

seems somewhat less than impressive and at similar levels to

which we have been critical of studies by emergency medi-

cine physicians [27]. We currently only have limited safety

data for the reaction time monitored PMS where under

extreme stressing of the system with deliberate attempts at

oversedation none lost verbal contact [132]. These data

while limited are encouraging enough to warrant a large-

scale safety study.

Use of Patient-Maintained Sedation in Clinical
Practice

Despite the difficulties in preventing oversedation in the

very artificial situation of volunteers actively trying to defeat

the system, all of our experience of its use clinically has been

very positive. When patients use it for its intended use to

deal with procedural anxiety, it has proved effective and

safe, with high patient and operator satisfaction [49, 50, 79,

83, 151, 152]. Despite the alterations that have been made to

attempt to prevent the highly undesirable situation of acci-

dental oversedation, there has never been a problem with the

quality of sedation propofol provides when the patient has

limited control over a PMS system. Indeed these studies

have allowed us to characterise what the mean and range

of plasma concentrations and effect-site concentrations that

the patient decides they need for procedural sedation. These

data are extremely useful regardless of the mode of delivery

and are summarised in Table 21.5.

Opioid Sedation

Remifentanil TCI

Remifentanil is an ultra-short-acting opioid analgesic with a

context-sensitive half-time of around 3 min [153]. It offers

good analgesia but less anxiolysis and amnesia than alterna-

tive sedatives such as propofol [154, 155]. Despite this

remifentanil has become popular for sedation in specific

scenarios in recent years. Many of the publications describe

standard infusions at a specific μg�kg�1�min�1 rate. The

newer generation of TCI syringe pumps offers TCI with

various drugs other than propofol, including remifentanil.

TCI remifentanil seems particularly suited to awake

fibreoptic intubation after local anaesthesia is applied to

Table 21.5 Published values Cp and Ce of self-administered propofol

by patients to obtain adequate sedation

Situation

Propofol concentration (μg�ml�1)

ReferenceMean Range

Plasma pre-med

(General surgery)

1.3 0.6–1.6 [49]

Plasma pre-op

(Dental surgery)

1.4 0.8–2.3 [50]

Plasma intra-op

(Dental surgery)

1.9 1.0–3.0 [50]

Effect-site pre-op

(Dental surgery)

1.5 1.0–2.5 [151]

Effect-site intra-op

(Dental surgery)

1.6 1.0–2.6 [152]
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the airway; this may be because suppression of cough is

more important than anxiolysis [156].

Remifentanil causes measurable effects on respiratory rate,

end-tidal carbon dioxide and ventilatory variability at rela-

tively low Ce levels 1.5 ng�ml�1 [157]. It causes more fre-

quent respiratory events than propofol. However, it may be

well suited for supplementing an incomplete regional block

[155] or in a situation where complete regional anaesthesia is

difficult and rapid recovery from sedation is necessary. A

good example is the dissection phase of awake carotid endar-

terectomy under cervical plexus block. This is followed by

carotid cross clamping which necessitates neurological and

cognitive assessment unclouded by residual sedatives [158].

There is little argument about the best pharmacokinetic

model to use for remifentanil, which is the Minto model

[159]. The main covariates that are used in programming a

TCI system are height, weight (calculating lean body mass),

age and sex. There are recent comparisons of TCI versus

manual infusion remifentanil published [160, 161]. It

appears there is less variation in plasma concentration, easier

titration and fewer respiratory events with TCI.

Reasonable Dose Regimens for Remifentanil

It seems that hypoventilation and apnoea are unlikely under

a TCI remifentanil target of 2.0 ng�ml�1 and more likely

above 3.0 ng�ml�1 [162]. Many awake fibreoptic intubation

(AFOI) studies use it in the dose range 3–6 ng�ml�1. High

doses are required if it is used in isolation and lower doses if

used in conjunction with a hypnotic such as midazolam or

propofol, where it may be prudent to start at a lower level,

e.g. 1 ng�ml�1, then titrate up. Patient-maintained analgesia

with remifentanil has also been described postoperatively

when a patient can control the TCI target by pressing a

patient demand button [163]. Generally they achieve ade-

quate analgesia at around 2.0 ng�ml�1 but with the expected

wide variability of several hundred percent for the optimum

target concentration required by individual patients.

If using manual infusions, you must be aware the variation

in Cp/Ce is greater [161], and titration should be cautious.

However, a bolus dose of 0.25μg�kg�1 followedby an infusion

of 0.05 μg�kg�1�min�1 will yield a final Cp and Ce of approx-

imately 1–1.2 ng�ml�1 at steady state. Whereas higher rates

such as 0.5 μg�kg�1 bolus followed by 0.1 μg�kg�1�min�1 will

yield Cp/Ce in the 2–2.5 ng�ml�1 range.

Many still consider that because its offset is so predictable

regardless of the infusion rate, there is little to be gained from

TCI remifentanil. This might well be true for its use in general

anaesthesia, but inadvertent overdose during sedation without

a secured airway is more of an issue. However, if one is to use

a manual infusion regimen, there are a few tips to do this

successfully.

1. Ideal body weight: we should really use the patient’s ideal
body weight not actual body weight. This can be done

with a rough calculation (height in cm �100 for men or

�105 in women), e.g. a 40-year-old 165 cm, 80 kg female

at steady state after 0.1 μg�ml�1�min�1 remifentanil will

have a Cp of 3.2 ng�kg�1 if we use her actual body

weight. But would only have a Cp of 2.5 ng�ml�1 if we

used her ideal body weight (165 cm, 105 ¼ 60 kg).

2. Age: be aware that elderly will have a much higher

plasma concentration than a young person for the same

infusion rate, e.g. if we compare a 20-year-old 178 cm

80 kg male and an 80-year-old 178 cm 80 kg male. At

steady state after 0.1 μg�kg�1�min�1 remifentanil, the

21 year old will have a Cp of 2.8 ng�ml�1 and the

80 year old a Cp of 4.0 ng�ml�1. In addition, older

patients are more sensitive to any given plasma
concentration.

3. Also be aware that when changing infusion rates, it will

take 5–6 half-lives, i.e. 15–30 min, to reach steady state.

The use of boluses (0.25–0.5 μg�kg�1) can speed this up

but make inadvertent apnoea more likely.

Other TCI Opioids for Sedation

Alfentanil TCI has also been reported for postoperative

analgesia showing large interindividual variation

in the plasma concentration required for analgesia

(<1–175 ng�ml�1) [164] but mostly in the 26–52 range

[165]. Minor improvements have been shown in pain

scores [166] and time to adequate analgesia compared to

PCA morphine. TCI alfentanil has also been used to facil-

itate burn dressings [167]. Other methods of alfentanil

analgesia have been explored: a simple patient-controlled

analgesia with a background infusion [168] and a hybrid

PCA and TCI combination, essentially patient-maintained

analgesia with alfentanil where the patient can increase

the TCI target by pressing a patient demand button

[169, 170].

Hypnotic Opioid or Both?

Propofol is an excellent choice for anxiolysis, but remifentanil

may be a better choice for an imperfect regional block or in

specific situations like AFOI. It seems reasonable to make

individual choices based on the patient and procedure factors

[171]. All the while bear in mind that when given together,

remifentanil and propofol behave synergistically, not in an

additive manner [172]. Careful incremental titration of one

agent at a time, allowing some time to allow effect-site/

clinical effect and plasma concentration to equilibrate,
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would be prudent. TCI may make this easier for the average

clinician with no specific expertise in the pharmacodynamics

or pharmacokinetics of these extremely useful agents.
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Pediatric TIVA/TCI: Case Presentations
and Discussion 22
Vivian Man-ying Yuen

Case Presentation and Discussion on Children
with Total Intravenous Anesthesia

Despite the advantages of total intravenous anesthesia

(TIVA) in children, TIVA is not yet a popular anesthetic

technique in children [1]. This may be related to the avail-

ability of target control infusion (TCI) systems and unfamil-

iarity with this technique. Practical tips of using TIVA in

children are provided with the following case presentation.

TIVA by Manual Infusion

TIVA in children is most commonly administered by manual

infusion. Previous studies have revealed that the loading

dose and maintenance infusion rate are higher in children

than in adults secondary to the larger volume of distribution

in children [2]. By using a pharmacokinetic simulation pro-

gram to predict propofol concentrations during infusion to

achieve plasma concentration of propofol of 3 μg/ml in

young children, the initial loading dose required is 2.5 mg/

kg with subsequent infusion rate at 15-13-11-10-9 mg/kg/

h in children aged between 3 and 11 years [3]. The loading

dose and dose rate may still be higher in children younger

than 3 years of age [4]. Moreover, there is evidence that

children may have different pharmacodynamics responses to

propofol comparing to adult; therefore, plasma concentra-

tion of propofol required to achieve adequate anesthesia may

tend to be higher in children [5]. Since the interindividual

variability of propofol requirement is high in adults as well

as in children [5, 6], one may find the above regimen is

inadequate in some patients. The following cases illustrate

how propofol-maintained anesthesia by manual infusion

may be used in minor surgeries in children.

Case 1

A 4-year-old 16 kg boy with acute leukemia was scheduled

for lumbar puncture and intrathecal drug injection. He was

anxious and his mother held him in her lap sitting next to the

operating table. The child had a permanent central catheter

(Boviac), which could be used for anesthesia induction.

Intravenous propofol bolus of 2 mg/kg and fentanyl

0.5 μg/kg was administered before the child was separated

from her mother and transferred to operating table. Standard

monitor and end-tidal CO2 (ETCO2) were applied

(Figs. 22.1 and 22.2). Repeated bolus of propofol 1 mg/kg

was administered before the child was put to left lateral

position. Oxygen supplementation was given via a face

mask placed in front of the patient. Infusion of propofol

was commenced at 18 mg/kg/h, while surgeon cleaned and

draped her surgical site. After another bolus of fentanyl 1 μg/
kg, local anesthetic was infiltrated. The child moved when

the pediatrician injected local anesthetic; hence, injection

was stopped until another bolus of 1 mg/kg propofol was

given. Propofol infusion was stopped when the successful

placement of needle into intrathecal space was confirmed.

Patient was recovered in lateral position with ETCO2 until

awake.

Case 2

A 6-year-old 25 kg healthy boy was scheduled for circumci-

sion. Gas induction with sevoflurane 4–6 % in oxygen was

administered followed by intravenous cannulation on his

right dorsum. IV propofol 2.5 mg/kg and IV fentanyl 1 μg/
kg were given. Sevoflurane was stopped and propofol infu-

sion commenced at 15 mg/kg/h. Another IV bolus of
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propofol at 2 mg/kg was given before the attempt for dorsal

penile nerve block. The nerve block is performed with 4 ml

of 0.5 % ropivacaine. Another 25 μg IV fentanyl was given

before surgical procedure. During the procedure, the patient

breathed spontaneously. ETCO2 was monitored, and oxygen

supplementation was given via face mask placed loosely

over his face (Fig. 22.3). The procedure took 10 min and

propofol infusion was stopped before the last few stitches

were done.

Discussion

Traditionally, it is common that anesthesia for simple

procedures be maintained with inhalation agents via face

mask or supraglottic airway devices. When face mask is

used, airway support is often required, and face mask should

be tightly fitted over patient’s face to avoid leakage of

inhalation agent; otherwise, supraglottic airway device

would be used to achieve tight seal around the airway and

to ensure effective delivery of inhalation agent.

It is shown in the above examples that TIVA techniques

may be used in children undergoing minor diagnostic and

surgical procedures. The child may maintain spontaneous

breathing with minimal need of airway support. This

obviates the need of a tight-fitting face mask and supraglottic

airway device. Not only would this be more cost-effective,

the risk associated with insertion and removal of supraglottic

airway device can be avoided. Moreover, this would

improve the turnaround time, and anesthetist is freed to

manage anesthetic record or to prepare drug for the

subsequent patients.

Although tight face mask or laryngeal mask airway is not

used, ETCO2 monitoring is still applied and highly

recommended as it is the best monitor for ventilation.

ETCO2 gives information on ventilation and respiratory

rate. Slow respiratory rate indicates hypoventilation, and

propofol infusion rate may be decreased and vice versa.

ETCO2 can be easily monitored by placing a small extension

tube connected to the sampling line of a sidestream anesthetic

gas monitor at the nostril (Fig. 22.1). Good signal may be

obtained with the sampling line placed just at the outside of

Fig. 22.1 A child in right lateral position for lumbar puncture. The

airway was ensured patent and the child was breathing spontaneously.

A face mask and breathing circuit were prepared and ready in case he

needed support for his ventilation. A small extension was connected to

the gas sampling line, and it was placed at the nostril to serve as

capnography monitoring

Fig. 22.2 ETCO2 and

capnograph were continuously

monitored during the procedure,

and it serves as a sensitive

monitor of patient’s ventilation
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the nostril without entering into the nasal cavity, as this would

prevent the interference of capnograph signal from the exten-

sion tube touching against the nasal mucosa (Fig. 22.4).

Although oxygen supplementation is not necessary in

most children, it is good practice to have it readily available

as it is not possible for children to become bradypneic or

apneic with propofol or opioid boluses. It is recommended

that face mask and breathing circuit are easily accessible so

that you are ready to support ventilation whenever it is

necessary. Airway support may be necessary in children

with large tonsils, in children with obstruction sleep apnea,

or in obese children.

When anesthesiologists start to use TIVA propofol tech-

nique tomaintain anesthesia, movement secondary to surgical

stimulation may be commonly encountered and problematic.

This can be overcome by adequate dosing of propofol and

good analgesia and regional block. When movement occurs,

stimulation should be withheld, and propofol bolus is

administered before surgery should be proceeded again.

Since there is great interindividual variability in propofol

requirement, one has to titrate to individual need. Vital signs

including respiratory frequency and pulse rate are good

indicators of adequate depth of anesthesia.

TIVA by TCI for Minor Surgeries

Since the initial dose rate of propofol is usually higher in

young children, it is important to remember to titrate down the

dose rate with time when manual infusion is used for TIVA in

children. Manual titration may be avoided by TCI propofol.

Currently two models of TCI of propofol are available and

used commonly. The Kataria model is a model derived from a

study of 53 healthy patients aged between 3 and 11 years, with

body weight of 15–61 kg. It has been validated for used in

children aged between 3 and 16 years with body weight of

15–61 kg [7]. The other commonly used model is the

Paedfusor model which developed from the Marsh model

for adults [8]. This model was subsequently validated in

children undergoing cardiac surgery [9], and it is a model

for children aged 1–16 years with lowest body weight of 5 kg.

Both of these models are validated for plasma TCI and to date

there is no effect-site TCI for children. Although there is a

published pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics model by

Choi et al. [10] for children aged 2–12 years which may allow

effect-site TCI in children, this model is not yet made avail-

able in commercial TCI pumps. As discussed previously, due

to the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics differences in

children, the target plasma concentration (Cp) required to

induce and maintain anesthesia is usually higher in children.

Fig. 22.3 A child undergoing

circumcision under propofol-

maintained anesthesia. A face

mask and breathing circuit were

ready in case the child required

ventilatory support. Gas sampling

line is placed at his nostril for

capnography monitoring during

the procedure

Fig. 22.4 Sampling line of capnography is placed just outside of the

child’s nostril for good signal. Signal can be lost easily if the sampling

line is inserted into the nostril as the line would be blocked by touching

the nasal mucosal wall
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In an open pilot study of 30 healthy children, a target Cp of

8 μg/ml was used to induce anesthesia, and the mean calcu-

lated effect-site concentration was 4.29 μg/ml for insertion of

laryngeal mask airway [11]. A recent study has shown that the

ED50 and ED95 of Cp propofol are 4–6 and 6–7 μg/ml,

respectively, in young children and they are inversely related

to age of child [12]. The following cases illustrate how TCI

may be used in children undergoing minor surgical

procedures.

Case 3

A 1-year-old 8 kg boy with unremarkable past medical

history was scheduled for drainage of cystic lesions at the

posterior neck under ultrasound guidance by intervention

radiologist at radiology suite. Inhalational induction with

4–6 % sevoflurane in oxygen was conducted. Intravenous

access was placed after anesthesia. TCI with Paedfusor

model was commenced at Cp of 6 μg/ml when sevoflurane

was stopped. Patient was turned to lateral position. IV fenta-

nyl 1 μg/kg was given. ETCO2 monitor was placed. Local

anesthetic was infiltrated before the start of the procedure.

The procedure took 15 min and Cp propofol was maintained

at 5.5 μg/ml during the procedure.

Case 4

A 3-year-old 12 kg boy was planned for change of portacath

at radiology suite (Fig. 22.5). Intravenous cannula was

placed uneventfully while the child was held in his mother’s

lap. TCI propofol with Paedfusor model was administered

with Cp of 6 μg/ml. IV fentanyl at 1 μg/kg was given before

supraglottic airway device was placed. Patient maintained

spontaneous breathing throughout the procedure. Local

anesthetic was infiltrated by radiologist before painful inter-

vention. The old portacath was removed and a new one was

replaced under ultrasound and fluoroscopic guidance.

Propofol Cp was kept at 4–5 μg/ml 10 min after the proce-

dure has started. Another bolus of IV fentanyl at 1 μg/kg
was given before the procedure commenced. IV

dexmedetomidine was given as small intermittent 2 μg
boluses, and a total of 8 μg was given before the procedure

ended 40 min after start of the procedure. 5 min before the

procedure was completed, TCI was stopped. Supraglottic

airway device was removed when the dressing was applied.

Patient was put on lateral position. He woke up in 30 min

and was discharged to the ward.

Discussion

The above cases illustrate how TCI propofol may be used in

children for minor procedures. Supraglottic airway device

maybe placed if procedure is relatively prolonged. The more

common choice of anesthesia maintenance would be inhala-

tional anesthetic. Patients may act as their own control

for the depth of anesthesia with inhalational agents when

spontaneous respiration is preserved. Nevertheless,

laryngospasm and respiratory adverse event is more com-

mon with inhalation anesthesia when compared to propofol

[13–15]. Propofol is a safe and feasible alternative to inhala-

tion anesthesia in spontaneous ventilation [11, 16].

Fig. 22.5 A child undergoing

portacath replacement in

radiological suite. The airway

was secured with supraglottic

airway device, and spontaneous

ventilation was maintained

throughout the procedure
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Timing of removal of supraglottic airway devices in

children with inhalation anesthesia is controversial, and

both deep and awake removal have been advocated. While

awake removal ensures return of protective airway reflexes,

problems of patient movement, retching, coughing, and bit-

ing on the devices are commonly encountered. It is generally

agreed that supraglottic airway devices should not be

removed in light planes of inhalation anesthesia as this is

associated with high risk of coughing and laryngospasm

[17, 18]. Deep removal avoids the problems of coughing

and biting, but adequate depth of anesthesia level for safe

removal could be difficult to judge [19, 20]. Since propofol-

maintained anesthesia is associated with lower risk of

laryngospasm and respiratory adverse events, the timing of

removal of airway device is less critical. Propofol infusion

may be stopped when it is close to the end of surgical

procedure or when stimulation is low or minimal, and

supraglottic airway device may be removed at the comple-

tion of the procedure before the patient is awake. Similar

technique may be used in extubation of endotracheal tube

except in patient at risk of gastric aspiration.

TIVA in Controlled Ventilation

The previous cases illustrate that spontaneous ventilation

may be maintained in children undergoing minor procedures

with TIVA using propofol and intermittent bolus fentanyl.

Propofol is also commonly used with remifentanil in TIVA.

Remifentanil is a potent opioid and it can cause significant

respiratory depression. Although it is not impossible,

maintaining spontaneous respiration with propofol and

remifentanil is technically more challenging. In situation of

controlled ventilation when respiratory depression is not a

concern, combining remifentanil with propofol is less

demanding TIVA technique. Since remifentanil is ultrashort

acting with context-sensitive half-time remaining stable and

predictable despite dose and duration of infusion, its use in

TIVA would reduce the dose requirement of propofol

[21, 22] and hasten recovery time [21–24] secondary to the

synergistic effect of propofol and remifentanil.

Case 5

A 23-month-old 14 kg boy with suprasellar arachnoid cyst

and obstructive hydrocephalus was scheduled for endo-

scopic truncation of suprasellar arachnoid cyst and

ventriculostomy. The child was anxious as he has had

many procedures before this. Inhalational induction was

achieved with 4–5 % sevoflurane in oxygen followed by

intravenous cannulation. The Cp of TCI propofol with

Paedfusor model was set at 5 μg/ml, with IV remifentanil

administer at 0.2 μg/kg/min. Sevoflurane was stopped. The

child was intubated at 2 min after IV cisatracurium and

fentanyl; minimal hemodynamic changes were observed

during intubation. The patient was then positioned and put

on headrest. During patient positioning, the Cp of propofol

was kept at 4 μg/ml. After positioning, surgeons spent time

on checking the endoscopic equipment, so Cp of propofol

was decreased to 3 μg/ml and remifentanil decreased to

0.1 μg/kg/min until surgery began. Local infiltration of

scalp was performed by surgeon with 1.5 ml of 1 %

lignocaine in 1:400,000 adrenaline. Cp of propofol and

remifentanil was increased to 5 μg/ml and 0.25 μg/kg/min

at 5 min before skin incision. Another IV bolus of fentanyl

was given to prepare for surgical stimulation. Thirty minutes

into surgery Cp of propofol was decreased to 4 μg/ml. When

it was decreased to 3.5 μg/ml at 40 min, patient was noted to

have increase heart rate from 90 to 110/min, so it was kept at

4 μg/ml until 10 min before the end of surgery. During the

procedure, intermittent boluses of IV dexmedetomidine at

2 μg were given, and 10 μg of dexmedetomidine in total was

administered before the end of surgery. IV nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatory drug (NSAID) and rectal paracetamol were

used before the patient was awake. The child was extubated

5 min after cessation of TCI propofol and remifentanil. He

was initially restless after extubation; therefore, IV fentanyl

1 μg/kg was given. He could clearly communicate and

expressed that he wanted his mother’s company after he

was calm.

Case 6

A 3-year-old 14 kg girl was scheduled for laparoscopic

hernia repair. With topical anesthetic cream and distraction

with video game, intravenous cannula was inserted with no

distress. IV fentanyl 1 μg/kg was given. TCI propofol with

Paedfusor model was started at Cp of 6 μg/ml; remifentanil

was also infused at 0.15 μg/kg/min. IV atracurium 5 mg was

given. IV bolus of remifentanil 15 μg was administered prior

to intubation. Repeated dose of IV fentanyl 15 μg was given

at skin incision. IV NSAID and rectal paracetamol were also

used for pain relief. IV dexmedetomidine 0.7 μg/kg was

administered as intermittent 2 μg boluses. The procedure

lasted for 30 min. During the procedure, propofol was

titrated down to 4.5 μg/ml. Propofol was stopped 5 min

before completion of surgery. Local anesthetic was

infiltrated by surgeon during skin closure. Remifentanil

was stopped when surgery was completed. Secretion of the

oropharynx was cleared, and the child was extubated at

5 min after cessation of remifentanil infusion, when sponta-

neous and adequate ventilation resumed. The child was still

drowsy after extubation; therefore, he was turned to lateral

position and transferred to PACU. He was discharged from
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the ward at 30 min in PACU. No additional analgesia was

required. Postanesthesia emergency delirium (PAED) score

was less than 2, and Aldrete score was 9 upon discharge.

Case 7

A 9-year-old 24 kg boy with chronic diarrhea and

hepatosplenomegaly was planned for liver biopsy and diag-

nostic gastroscopy and colonoscopy. He was underweight

and malnourished. Endotracheal intubation was elected for

this patient as he has distended abdomen and the surgeon

anticipated difficult colonoscopy. Anesthesia was induced

with sevoflurane 4 % in oxygen as he has difficult intrave-

nous access. 22G intravenous cannula was inserted after gas

induction. TCI propofol with Paedfusor model at Cp of 4 μg/
ml and remifentanil at 0.15 μg/kg/min was commenced

when sevoflurane was ceased. Bispectral index (BIS) moni-

tor was applied and the first BIS value was 45. TCI propofol

was decreased to 3.5 μg/ml for the rest of the examination,

and BIS was kept at 55–60 throughout the procedure.

Propofol and remifentanil were stopped 5 min before the

end of the procedure. Patient woke up 5 min after procedure

was stopped. He was awake and cooperative during recov-

ery, and Aldrete score was 10 at 5 min after extubation.

Case 8

A 36-day-old 4.4 kg boy with right lung mass for video-

assisted thoracoscopic lung biopsy. Since the infant has a

24G intravenous cannula, anesthesia was induced with IV

fentanyl 1 μg/kg and propofol 3.5 mg/kg, in three divided

doses. After patient was anesthetized, IV atracurium 1 mg

was given. Propofol and remifentanil infusion was

commenced at 18 mg/kg/h and 0.2 μg/kg/min, respectively.

After endotracheal tube was secured, another 22G intrave-

nous cannula was inserted. Propofol infusion was decreased

to 10 mg/kg/h since systolic blood pressure decreased from

75 to 55 mmHg after induction. Patient was turned to left

lateral position. Before procedure was commenced, IV fen-

tanyl 1 μg/kg and atracurium 0.5 mg were given. Propofol

infusion increased to 18 mg/kg/h transiently before skin

incision. It was titrated down to 15 mg/kg/h and then

13 mg/kg/h at 10 and 20 min into surgical procedure.

Propofol was stopped during wound closure. Local anes-

thetic was infiltrated by the surgeon before the patient woke

up. Remifentanil was stopped when surgery was completed.

Spontaneous ventilation was resumed at 5 min after the

procedure was completed. When he was judged to have

adequate ventilation and awake, he was extubated at 15 min

after completion of surgery. He was transferred to PACU

before he was escorted to pediatric intensive care unit.

Discussion

During the surgical procedures, Cp may be reduced and

titrated according to patient’s clinical sign and surgical

stimulation. Generally the use of remifentanil as part of the

TIVA regimen in controlled ventilation would allow lower

dose of propofol [21]. Keidan et al. have shown that the

propofol dose may be reduced by up to 25 % when 0.025 μg/
kg/min of remifentanil is used in children undergoing

esophagogastroduodenoscopy [22]. The use of BIS in chil-

dren older than 2 years of age may allow more accurate

titration and shorten recovery time. Its use may be especially

beneficial in children with comorbidities as the propofol

requirement in these patients may be unpredictable and

excessive anesthesia can potentially lead to hemodynamic

instability and delay recovery.

TIVA with Propofol and Remifentanil
for Spontaneous Respiration

In endoscopic airway procedures in small children,

maintaining spontaneous breathing without airway device

is essential for surgeon to assess for the cause of respiratory

symptoms, be able to evaluate dynamic airway function and

the degree of airway obstruction, so as to decide on, and to

carry out, the appropriate interventions. Since administra-

tion of anesthesia is independent of airway device, sharing

airway with surgeons and pollution is not a concern when

TIVA is used in this type of procedures. Surgical access is

unobstructed, and titration of depth of anesthesia would not

be affected by patient’s ventilation. Deepening of anesthe-

sia is easily achieved by increasing the infusion rate or

giving a bolus dose of propofol. Propofol has shown to be

associated with less laryngospasm and apneic episodes

when compared with sevoflurane, and this would

translate to less interruption of surgical procedures [13–

15]. Although propofol was shown to be associated with

more body movement and breath holding in one study on

rigid bronchoscopy for foreign body retrieval in young

children [25], this could be mitigated by adequate dosing

of propofol.

Remifentanil has been shown to be an excellent adjunct to

propofol anesthesia in young children undergoing endo-

scopic airway procedures requiring preservation of sponta-

neous respiration [26]. Although it is a potent opioid with

significant respiratory depressant effect, its antitussive

properties would provide an excellent condition for airway

examination and intervention as it would obtund airway

reflexes during surgical manipulation. With careful titration,

remifentanil infusion may be used and spontaneous ventila-

tion is maintained [16]. Usually the author starts at 0.05 μg/
kg/min and may titrate up to 0.1 μg/kg/min during painful
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and stimulating intervention. It was shown in a prospective

study that the median tolerated dose of remifentanil without

causing apnea was 0.127 μg/kg/min [27] and it was shown to

be inversely related to age [28].

Both respiratory rate and heart rate can be used as

endpoints to titration of depth anesthesia. Patient may be

induced with either intravenous propofol or sevoflurane,

depending on the availability of intravenous access. Spon-

taneous respiration should be preserved as far as possible,

and this may be achieved by slow induction. After intrave-

nous access is achieved, anesthesia may be maintained

with intravenous agent. While the infusion rate of

remifentanil is kept relatively constant to avoid severe

hypoventilation and apnea, there is great interindividual

variability of propofol requirement [5]. Propofol may be

titrated until there is 30–50 % reduction of respiratory rate

in neonates and infants or in the range of 10–15 breaths/

min in older children. Topical lidocaine should be applied

to the pharynx and larynx by direct laryngoscopy, and it

would be a good opportunity to assess the depth of anes-

thesia. If the child is adequately anesthetized, there should

be minimal to no movement in response to direct laryngos-

copy; moreover, the heart rate and respiratory rate should

remain stable throughout the procedure. Propofol bolus

may be given, and infusion rate should be raised if move-

ment, coughing, or gagging is encountered during direct

laryngoscopy.

Case 9

A 2-month-old 4 kg girl with stridor was scheduled for

laryngotracheal bronchoscopic assessment and possibly

supraglottoplasty. Her stridor was mild at rest and more

severe when she was crying or feeding. She has no intrave-

nous access, and inhalational induction with sevoflurane

4 % in oxygen was commenced after standard monitor was

placed. Intravenous cannula was placed after induction.

Sevoflurane was stopped when propofol and remifentanil

infusion was started. Propofol was administered at 18 mg/

kg/h and remifentanil at 0.05 μg/kg/min. Spontaneous

breathing was maintained throughout the procedure.

Xylometazoline nasal drops were administered to both

nostrils. Since the maximum dose of lignocaine for this

infant was 12 mg, 1.2 ml of 1 % lignocaine was prepared

in a 2-ml syringe. Direct laryngoscopy by anesthesiologists

was performed, and 1 % lignocaine was sprayed to the

pharynx and vocal cords with mucosal atomization device.

If mucosal atomization device was not available, an

18-gauge cannula could be used for topical application of

the local anesthetic. During the first attempt of direct laryn-

goscopy the infant reacted, so the procedure was withheld

and anesthesia was deepen with 1 mg/kg propofol. Direct

laryngoscopy was reattempted, and 0.5 ml of 1 % lignocaine

was applied to the pharynx and vocal cords. The rest of the

lignocaine was saved for later when the surgeon needed to

topicalize the lower part of the airway. A 3.0 uncuffed

endotracheal tube was inserted via one nostril to the pharynx

and used as nasal airway for oxygen insufflation before the

surgeon started endoscopic assessment. The infant’s airway
was examined with flexible and rigid laryngobronchoscopes.

It was decided that supraglottoplasty by laser should be

carried out under rigid suspension laryngoscope. During

the suspension laryngoscopy, laryngospasm was encoun-

tered, and IV propofol at 1 mg/kg was given. Remifentanil

was kept at 0.05 μg/kg/min throughout the procedure,

whereas propofol infusion was decreased to 15, 13, and

10 mg/kg/h gradually. The fraction of inspired oxygen

decreased to 25 %, and the flow rate decreased to 2 L/min

during the laser procedure. The whole procedure lasted for

40 min. The patient was put onto a lateral position during

recovery, and the nasal airway was removed when she was

awake.

Troubleshooting with TIVA in Children

TIVA is a relatively new and uncommon technique to be

used in young children. Apart from understanding the phar-

macokinetic and pharmacodynamics differences of

propofol in children, provision of flawless TIVA in young

children could be demanding and tedious. In order to ensure

proper delivery of intravenous anesthesia, there would be a

number of tasks anesthesiologists need to go through. Anes-

thesiologist should ensure the equipment and pumps are

functioning and prepared at the correct setting, the drugs

are prepared with appropriate dilution, the syringes are

connected to the patient’s intravenous cannula with

nonreturn valve, all the connections are secure and tight

with no leakage, and the intravenous cannula is functioning.

Moreover, the anesthesiologist should ensure the appropri-

ate model for drug delivery is chosen and the correct patient

parameters are used. Repeated checking of syringe pump

and intravenous site during the procedure should be

performed to ensure safe drug delivery during the surgical

procedures. For this reason, it is recommended to keep the

intravenous infusion sites visible so that they may be moni-

tored regularly for leakage, disconnection, or extravasation.

To guarantee the above task is accomplished, the use of

TIVA checklist should be considered, and this may be

especially useful for novice TIVA anesthesiologists. A tem-

plate of TIVA checklist is provided in Table 22.1. The

following cases illustrate how one may get into trouble

with TIVA in young children.
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Case 10

A very anxious 5-year-old boy who weighed 16 kg was

scheduled for circumcision for which anesthesia was induced

with sevoflurane 4 % in oxygen. After an intravenous can-

nula was placed, TCI propofol with Paedfusor model was

commenced at 5 μg/ml and fentanyl 1 μg/kg was given.

Sevoflurane was stopped subsequently. The patient breathes

spontaneously without the need of airway support. After

ETCO2 was monitored, resident anesthesiologist attempted

to do dorsal penile nerve block. Patient moved in response to

painful stimulation; hence, TCI propofol Cp target was

increased to 6 μg/ml. However, patient did not respond to

increase propofol infusion, his movement increased, and he

raised his arm. It was noted that the noninvasive blood

pressure cuff was on the same side as the intravenous access

site and the inflation of blood pressure cuff caused venous

stasis. Blood pressure cuff was deflated immediately and

patient movement ceased. Dorsal penile nerve block was

performed when patient was adequately anesthetized again.

TCI Cp target was adjusted to 5 μg/ml until the end of the

procedure. Another bolus dose of fentanyl 0.5 μg/kg, IV
NSAID, and rectal paracetamol was administered for analge-

sia. Dexmedetomidine 12 μg was administered as intermit-

tent boluses before the end of the procedure. Patient was put

in lateral position and was escorted to PACU.

Case 11

A 3-year-old 15 kg boy was planned for bone marrow

biopsy. This child has an intravenous cannula placed in

the ward. While he was still in his mother’s lap, IV propofol

2.5 mg/kg and fentanyl 0.5 μg/kg were given. The patient

was separated from his mother; standard monitor was

applied while oxygen was administered with face mask by

anesthetic resident. The child resisted face mask applica-

tion and moved his limbs. IV was dislodged with

movement; hence, sevoflurane via face mask was

commenced. IV was reinserted once the child was ade-

quately anesthetized. Propofol bolus at 1 mg/kg and infu-

sion commenced at 20 mg/kg/h while sevoflurane was

stopped. After ETCO2 monitor was placed, the patient

was turned to lateral position for the procedure. The patient

maintained spontaneous breathing throughout the proce-

dure. Oxygen supplementation was given via a face mask

put in front of the patient’s face. Local anesthetic was

infiltrated before painful stimulation. Propofol was

decreased to 15 mg/kg/h 15 min after commencement of

surgical procedure. The procedure was completed at 20 min

and the patient recovered uneventfully.

Discussion

These cases illustrated that ensuring a well-secured and

functioning vascular access is extremely important in

TIVA. Moreover, anesthetists need to be especially careful

when managing small children whose vascular accesses are

covered by surgical drapes. Dislodgement, disconnection,

kinking, extravasation, or syringe pump problems can lead

to inadequate depth of anesthesia. When patient is light in

anesthesia, apart from increasing the infusion rate of

propofol or giving extra analgesic, it is also important to

rule out problems arising from delivery of intravenous drugs.

It is important to ensure that intravenous cannula is well

secured before and during induction (Fig. 22.5). Movement

during induction, especially if dose of propofol is inade-

quate, is common. Ask an anesthetic assistant or nurse to

help to gently stabilize the limb of intravenous site, and

ensure IV drugs are administered (Fig. 22.6). Anesthesiolo-

gist should also be familiar with the syringe pumps in use

and be ready to troubleshoot in case problems arise. Nowa-

days good pumps with sensitive malfunction alarms are

available. Nevertheless, good pumps cannot replace the vig-

ilance of anesthesiologists.

TIVA for Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy in young children requires moderate to deep

level of sedation [29, 30]. It is crucial to keep the child

motionless during the 5–20 min procedure to allow precise

delivery of radiation, as any movement would decrease

treatment efficacy and cause damage to normal tissues

[31]. For this reason, the children needed to be kept under

an immobilization device which could be uncomfortable and

Table 22.1 TIVA checklist template

Infusion pumps

□ Pump functioning with battery or power cable

□ Familiar with the pump

□ Setting checked and correct

Syringes

□ Syringes recognized by the pump

Drugs

□ Propofol 1%

□ Remifentanil (~BW in μg/ml)

Three-way stopcock and extension

□ Three-way extension

□ Extension of adequate length

□ Three-way stopcock and extension connected and functioning

with no leak

□ Nonreturn valve if this is not dedicated IV line

IV access

□ Well secured

□ Visible during surgery otherwise use another extension so that

patency can be checked intraoperatively
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frightening. In addition, radiotherapy in prone position for

craniospinal irradiation may demand an even deeper level of

sedation. Propofol could be an ideal agent as it is possible to

titrate to the depth of sedation required while the child

maintains spontaneous respiration [32]. However, there is

concern of adverse respiratory events such as airway

obstruction, apnea, and desaturation with propofol sedation

[33]. During the radiotherapy treatment, anesthesiologist can

only observe the patient in the control room; therefore,

prompt reaction to adverse respiratory events may be

delayed. After patient is in position and immobilization

device is placed, the actual radiotherapy is non-painful and

noninvasive. Since dexmedetomidine has minimal effect on

respiration and ventilation [34, 35], it may be a good alter-

native to propofol in this setting. The following case

illustrates how intravenous dexmedetomidine is used in

sedation for children undergoing radiotherapy.

Case 12

A 5-year-old 15 kg child who had surgical excision of

medulloblastoma required craniospinal irradiation in prone

and supine position. A total of 30 sessions of irradiation was

planned. She has a Boviac indwelling catheter which was

used for induction and maintenance of sedation and anesthe-

sia. For each session similar regimen was used. Intravenous

dexmedetomidine at 12 μg/kg/min was commenced until the

child appeared drowsy. Usually this took 5 min and about

1 μg/kg of dexmedetomidine was administered. Subse-

quently, intravenous dexmedetomidine would be reduced

to 1 μg/kg/min; pulse oximetry and blood pressure cuff

were applied, and child was transferred to the operating

table. Subsequently, intravenous propofol was given in

small aliquots at 0.5–1 mg/kg, titrated to allow patient posi-

tioning and placement of immobilization devices (Fig. 22.7).

Usually the child needed 0.5–1.5 mg/kg of propofol in total

to allow successful positioning. Supplemental oxygen was

given via nasal cannula. After ensuring sufficient sedation

and stable cardiorespiratory conditions in the child,

dexmedetomidine infusion was decreased to 0.7 μg/kg/h,
and all staff would leave the treatment room. The child

would be continuously monitored through video system

which enabled staff to visualize the child and the physiologi-

cal monitor from control room. Blood pressure and heart rate

often decreased by 10–15 % from the baseline after sedation.

SpO2 was always maintained above 96 % with oxygen.

ETCO2 and capnography was used in supine position, but it

was not feasible in prone position (Figs. 22.7 and 22.8). The

child usually woke up 30 min after the radiotherapy.

Fig. 22.6 Ensure intravenous access is well secured and functioning.

Gentle restraint on patient’s hand with intravenous access would pre-

vent the IV from kinking or dislodgement during induction

Fig. 22.7 Radiotherapy in supine position. Capnography monitoring is

feasible during the procedure

Fig. 22.8 Craniospinal irradiation in prone position
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Discussion

In this case, propofol is used as an adjunct to

dexmedetomidine sedation. Dexmedetomidine has been

used and investigated extensively as sedative agent for

radiological imaging studies in children [36]. When intrave-

nous dexmedetomidine is used as sole agent for sedation in

computer tomography imaging studies or magnetic reso-

nance imaging studies, the loading dose required is about

2 μg/kg and 3 μg/kg, respectively [37, 38]. The maintenance

infusion rate ranged from 1 to 2 μg/kg/h. Although the dose

of dexmedetomidine required is high when it is used as sole

agent for moderate to deep sedation, it is associated with

excellent safety record because of its wide margin of safety.

When intravenous dexmedetomidine was used in the above

case, since small bolus dose of propofol was used in the

most simulative part of the procedure, the dose of

dexmedetomidine required is relatively lower. During irra-

diation therapy, only dexmedetomidine infusion was used as

maintenance of sedation when the peak effect of propofol

has already worn off; therefore, the chance of adverse respi-

ratory events would be quite low.

Summary

TIVA is a feasible and good alternative technique to inhala-

tion anesthesia. Secondary to the pharmacokinetic and phar-

macodynamics difference of young children from adults, the

dose required with manual infusion or the target Cp for TCI is

higher. Although recovery from anesthesia tends to be

prolonged, it is associated with a number of beneficial effects

including decreased incidence of laryngospasm, emergence

of delirium, postoperative nausea and vomiting, and possibly

pain. Since TIVA is a relatively new technique of anesthesia

in children, when anesthesiologists begin to practice TIVA in

children, they are encouraged to prepare a checklist for TIVA

to serve as an aid and reminder of important steps and issues

in carrying out safe TIVA in children.
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TCI/TIVA Adult Case Studies 23
Nicholas Sutcliffe

Introduction

Total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) has many potential

benefits. Indeed some situations mandate the use of an intra-

venous technique. However, rates of TIVA use in many

countries remain low, compared with the use of volatile

anesthesia. The recent NAP5 study from the UK and Ireland

suggested that some anaesthesiologists lack appropriate

knowledge of dosing and that training needs to be improved

[1]. Recommendation four from the NAP5 report states: “All

anesthetists should be trained in the maintenance of anesthesia

with intravenous infusions”. The current situation in the UK

and Ireland likely falls far short of this simple goal.

Madhivathanan and colleagues published the results of a

survey of UK anaesthesiologists in training. The responses

revealed the following results: 78 % of trainees had no formal

teaching or training in TIVA; 60 % of trainees occasionally,

rarely or never use TIVA; and 48 % of trainees were not

competent using TIVA unsupervised [2].

The benefits of TIVA are dealt with elsewhere in this

publication, as are the detailed pharmacokinetics (PK) and

pharmacodynamics (PD) of intravenous agents and their

delivery. As many of the case studies involve TCI, this

chapter will briefly consider the potential merits of

target-controlled infusion (TCI) versus manual-controlled

infusion (MCI). It will also deal briefly with the concept of

the effect site and measure of potency of intravenous agents

equivalent to the MAC for volatile agents. We will then

move on to detailed case studies to highlight appropriate

doses in real-life clinical scenarios and emphasise key

learning points.

TCI vs. MCI for TIVA

There have been a number of studies comparing TCI

with MCI. In general no major advantage has been

demonstrated with regard to patient outcomes [3]. However,

more recently the NAP5 study suggested a lower incidence

of awareness when using TCI, compared to manual drug

delivery [1]. Studies looking at ease of use and operator

preference show that anaesthesiologists tend to subjectively

score TCI highly, in this respect [4]. To look for differences

between the two techniques in terms of patient benefits

is to misunderstand the utility of TCI. The benefits to

patients from the use of TIVA derive mainly from the

drugs themselves rather than the delivery methodology.

It is possible to deliver “bad” or “good” anesthesia with

both TCI and MCI. What is important for the quality of

anesthesia delivered by TIVA is the knowledge and experi-

ence of the anesthetist concerned. Appropriate dosing and

ability to titrate the dose to individual patients and differing

levels of surgical stimulus will determine the quality

of surgical anesthesia and recovery in an individual patient.

It is in the training of the anaesthesiologist that TCI has its

major utility.

Let us consider an induction and initial maintenance

strategy with the two methodologies. Figure 23.1 shows a

TCI with a plasma target set at 3 μg/ml and a MCI designed

to achieve a similar plasma concentration, in a patient

weighing 70 kg. Now examine the anesthetist’s task in

each of these examples. The anaesthesiologist delivering

the TCI infusion inputs the patient data into the TCI system,

selects a target of 3 and presses start. The anesthetist deliv-

ering the MCI takes the patients weight, calculates the bolus

and calculates the initial, second and third infusion rates.
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He then delivers the bolus, starts the initial infusion and sets

a timer or relies on remembering to change the infusion after

10 min and again after 20 min. During this induction phase,

he also has to preoxygenate, look after the airway and

intubate the patient, as well as be vigilant for any cardiovas-

cular compromise which may need prompt treatment.

Now, consider a further thought experiment in which we

communicate these two methodologies to a first year

resident and, even more challenging, a senior colleague not

familiar with intravenous anesthesia practice.

For TCI the simple instructions are easy to follow: enter

the patient details and propofol concentration into the pump,

select a target of 3 and press start.

In comparison the instructions for the MCI involve the

following steps:

1. Calculate the bolus dose as follows:

70 kg� 1 mg=kg :¼ 70 mg ¼ 7 ml of 1% propofol or 3:5 ml 2% of propofol:

2. Calculate initial infusion rate as follows:

70 kg� 10 mg=kg=h ¼ 700 mg=h ¼ 70 ml=h for 1% propofol or 35 ml=h for 2% propofol:

3. Enter these details and press start.

4. Calculate the second infusion rate as follows:

70 kg� 8 mg=kg=h ¼ 560 mg=h ¼ 56 ml=h for 1% propofol or 28 ml=h for 2% propofol:

5. Calculate the third infusion rate as follows:

70 kg� 6 mg=kg=h ¼ 420 mg=h ¼ 42 ml=h for 1% propofol or 21 ml=h for 2% propofol:

At this point our senior colleague is likely to decide that

TIVA does not suit his clinical practice. Our resident, who is

keen to learn a new technique, is likely to point out that the

bolus and initial infusion rate, using 1 % propofol, are

numerically the same as the patient’s weight in kg. He

notes that after 10 min the infusion rate is reduced by one

Fig. 23.1 a Propofol TCI set at 3 μg/ml, b MCI propofol infusion

regimen, designed to give a plasma concentration of 3 μg/ml: 1 mg/kg

bolus, 10mg/kg/h, reduced to 8mg/kg/h at 10min, reduced to 6mg/kg/h at

20 min. Large arrow bolus dose, solid line plasma concentration μg/ml,

white boxes infusion rate ml/h
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fifth and then by one quarter after 20 min and is likely to

conclude this as relatively straightforward.

Nowwe need to consider titration of our hypnotic infusion

and infusion of an opiate. With TCI the anaesthesiologist

simply selects a lower or higher target depending on the

response of the patient and can likewise start a TCI of opiate.

With MCI, if the infusion rate is doubled at 10 min, it will

take approximately 10 min before the plasma concentration

has doubled. Halving the infusion rate at this point will not

result in a halving of the plasma concentration, nomatter how

long we wait. This is because of the drug that is already in the

body and the fact that a fixed infusion rate of propofol will

result in plasma concentrations that rise until steady state is

reached. This will take more than 24 h in the case of propofol.

In contrast doubling the set target concentration with a TCI at

10 min results in a doubling of the plasma concentration in

less than 1 min. Halving the TCI target at 20 min results in a

halving of the plasma concentration in less than 5min. This is

because the TCI system switches off the infusion, allowing

the plasma concentration of propofol to fall as rapidly as

possible, as dictated by the kinetics of the drug (see

Fig. 23.2) and then restarts the infusion at an appropriate

lower concentration. In order to achieve a similar rapidity

of titration with MCI, for an increase in the desired plasma

concentration, the anaesthesiologist would have to calculate

a small supplementary bolus size and a new infusion rate. For

a decrease in the desired plasma concentration, he will have

to calculate an interval of zero infusion and a new infusion

rate thereafter. All these calculations are complex for

propofol (and all other anesthetic drugs) as they depend on

the interplay between three exponential processes, howmuch

drug has been delivered and the duration of infusion

(see Chaps. 6—Raeder and 25—Anderson on PK/PD).

At this point our keen resident should logically concede

that the TCI methodology will be easier to learn and imple-

ment than MCI. With the MCI methodology the anaesthe-

siologist’s focus is on drug calculations, infusion rates and

timings, at a time when the he should be focusing on his

patient. The TCI methodology allows rapid stepwise

changes in the plasma propofol concentration, in a manner

analogous to the use of a calibrated vaporiser. The anaesthe-

siologist needs to only decide if more, less or the same target

is required, and titration is simply achieved by changing one

number, the target concentration.

There is also brevity in the description of dosing with

TCI. What response do I give if a colleague asks “what

sedative dose of propofol do I need for conscious sedation”?
When describing TCI dosing, I can say “around 1–2 μg/ml

titrated to effect”. This description includes the automati-

cally calculated loading dose and rate adjustment over time,

which will be identical for all patients with the same

characteristics and for the same target concentrations. With

MCI I would have to specify a loading dose range in mg/kg

and a maintenance infusion regimen with a wide range in

mg/kg/h, to account not only for interindividual differences

in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics but also for the

changing relationship between infusion rate and plasma

concentration (as the propofol concentration gradient

between the central and other compartments gradually

decreases). As we will see in the case studies that follow,

TCI dosing facilitates easy communication and understand-

ing of dosing strategies for TIVA, in a wide range of cases.

Fig. 23.2 Comparison of titration with TCI and MCI: a propofol TCI

3 μg/ml initial target increased to 6 μg/ml at 10 min, decreased back to

3 μg/ml at 20 min; b MCI propofol infusion regimen 1 mg/kg bolus,

10 mg/kg/h increased to 20 mg/kg/h at 10 min, reduced back to 10 mg/

kg/h at 20 min. Large arrow bolus dose, solid line plasma concentration

μg/ml, white boxes infusion rate ml/h
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The illustrations we have looked at so far have only

considered the blood (or plasma) concentration of propofol,

whereas the blood compartment is not the site of action of

propofol. While we know that the site of action of the

hypnotics is somewhere in the brain, it is by no means

certain where and how in the brain this action occurs. There-

fore the site of action is commonly referred to rather vaguely

as the effect site (see Fig. 23.2, Chap. 25 [Anderson]).

Before continuing to the case studies, we will therefore

briefly consider the modelling and relevance of the effect-

site concentration.

Effect-Site Concentration

I can clearly remember an incident during my first few

weeks as an anesthesia senior house officer in the UK. A

senior colleague was teaching me about induction of anes-

thesia, at the time using thiopentone (as propofol was a new

drug that was then considered to be expensive and not

regularly used). He informed me that if I injected an appro-

priate dose, anesthesia would be induced within one “arm-

brain circulation time”. The underlying assumption made

was that equilibration across the blood-brain barrier is

instantaneous. Now that we have a better understanding of

drug PK/PD, we know this to be untrue. In fact thiopentone

does equilibrate more rapidly with the brain than propofol

(this is one of the reasons why some still recommend

thiopentone for rapid sequence induction of anesthesia),

but this equilibration is by no means instant.

Each drug appears to have a unique equilibration profile

presumably related to its physiochemical properties and

mechanism of receptor interaction. Hypnotic agents have

to diffuse across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and then to

their site of action. At the site of action, a hypnotic/receptor

interaction occurs which then induces changes within the

brain, resulting in a change in conscious level. The time

taken for this process can be modelled by objectively mea-

suring the clinical effect—usually by means of a form of

processed EEG. One of the parameters derived from this PD

modelling is a rate constant (Ke0), which can be used to

calculate a theoretical effect-site concentration. This

assumes that the drug has maximal effect when blood and

brain concentrations equilibrate. This assumption cannot be

tested in practice, as we don’t currently have the means to

measure the hypnotic concentration at the site of its action

(the brain). We rely instead on a derived surrogate measure

of drug effect. As there is no standardised effect measure, or

agreed methodology in the literature, and significant varia-

tion is seen between subjects within individual studies, vari-

ous values for the Ke0 of propofol have been published in the

literature.

As mentioned, using PD modelling we can derive a Ke0

and estimate an effect-site concentration of the hypnotic,

which should better relate to conscious level and depth of

anesthesia. Figure 23.3 shows a simulation of the time

course of plasma and effect-site concentrations following a

bolus dose of propofol and thiopentone. Both drugs rapidly

achieve a peak plasma concentration. Thiopentone has a

more rapid initial decay due to its rapid redistribution, but

it also has a more rapid effect-site equilibration rate due to a

“faster Ke0”. The result of both these factors is a more rapid

time to peak effect (TPEAK). The TPEAK for thiopentone is

about 1.5 min compared to about 3.5 min for propofol using

Fig. 23.3 Bolus dose of a thiopentone and b propofol. Effect-site concentration (Ce): plasma concentration (Cp), time to peak effect (TPEAK)
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the Marsh PK/PD model1 [5]. The clinical consequence is

that in experienced hands thiopentone can achieve rapid and

safe induction of anesthesia. The longer delay to peak effect

seen with propofol means that an anaesthesiologist is more

likely to overdose during bolus induction, particularly if he

is thinking in terms of “one arm-brain” circulation time and

is overhasty in administering subsequent doses. The rapid

initial decrement in blood concentration seen with

thiopentone, and this, coupled for the fast Ke0 is the reason

for the short duration of effect of a single bolus. While this

has some benefits, it has been implicated in awareness dur-

ing rapid sequence induction, when difficulties with the

airway may result in delays in attaining adequate inhala-

tional agent levels [1]. Anesthesiologists considering

administering additional boluses of thiopentone should of

course remember that it is slowly metabolised. This results

in a long elimination half-life, so that significant accumula-

tion occurs with multiple boluses or infusions and may result

in delayed awakening.

Clearly, among other pharmacokinetic and pharmacody-

namic issues, the anaesthesiologist also needs to consider the

speed of equilibration between plasma and effect site during

TIVA administration and in particular at induction, during

titration and during emergence.

MAC Equivalence EC50

No new volatile agents have been developed in recent

decades. Nonetheless, if an anesthetist is faced with an

unfamiliar or new volatile agent, he will soon want to

know the MAC50 or MAC of the agent. The MAC50 is the

minimum alveolar concentration associated with a 50 %

probability of movement in response to skin incision. This

will immediately allow an assessment of potency of the new

agent and give a guide to dosing. An analogous measure for

intravenous agents is the effective concentration resulting in

a 50 % probability of movement in response to skin incision

(EC50). This can be determined for an intravenous agent for

a single drug or a combination of agents, and we will discuss

this in more detail later in this chapter. For now we will

concentrate on a single agent used for induction of anesthe-

sia. The EC50 for loss of consciousness (EC50 LOC) can be

determined for both plasma and effect-site concentrations.

These values may differ substantially depending on the

method of induction. The faster the induction dose is

given, the more the effect-site concentration (Ce) and plasma

concentration (Cp) will differ at various clinical end points.

Figure 23.4 illustrates induction of anesthesia with 3 differ-

ent infusion rates 1200, 600 and 300 ml/h. The data are also

presented in Table 23.1 [6]. The lowest infusion rate results

in the longest induction time and the lowest induction dose.

As can be seen from the data, the Cp at LOC varies from

4.3 μg/ml at the 300 ml/h induction rate up to 9.2 μg/ml at

the 1200 ml/h induction rate. However, the calculated Ce for

Fig. 23.4 Induction of anesthesia with different rates of infusion:

a 300 ml/h, b 600 ml/h, c 1200 ml/h. Effect-site concentration (Ce),

plasma concentration (Cp), plasma concentration at loss of concentra-

tion (Cp LOC), effect-site concentration at loss of consciousness

(Ce LOC). White boxes infusion rate ml/h. Data re-simulated from the

infusion rate and induction times from Peacock and co-workers [6]

using Tivatrainer with Marsh PK/PD

1 *The Ke0 used in the Diprifusor and implemented in Tivatrainer is

0.26 published in a poster at the WCA Australia 1996.
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LOC is similar for all three infusion rates at around 1 μg/ml

and essentially rate independent. Thus it is more appropriate

to consider the Ce LOC when comparing induction strategies

in our case studies to follow.

Case Studies

All the cases detailed below are taken from real patients to

whom I or my colleagues have administered TIVA. All

propofol TCI infusions were delivered using the standard

Marsh model in plasma control mode with 1 % propofol.

Remifentanil TCI infusions were delivered using the Minto

model in plasma control mode with a syringe concentration

of 20 μg/ml (1 mg in 50 ml 0.9 % NaCl). The timeline

displayed in the text is in the format hh:mm:ss, and time

00:00:00 is the start time of anesthesia. The Cp and Ce

time course presented in the figures are simulated using

Tivatrainer#2. For a video of the TIVAtrainer output, and

a sound recorded during the case, see the online material.

Induction of Anesthesia

Case Study 1
First let us consider a simple single agent induction of

anesthesia with propofol, in a 68-year-old male who weighs

82 kg and is 170 cm tall, attending for inguinal hernia repair

surgery. He has a history of stable angina on beta-blocker

therapy and as required nitroglycerine spray. He is otherwise

fit and healthy. In this case we started a TCI of propofol

at 4 μg/ml, using the Marsh model in plasma control.

Figure 23.5 and Video 23.1 show the time course of the Cp

and Ce. Below is the clinical course from induction (time

zero).

00:00:00

Haemodynamics: blood pressure (BP) 122/77 mmHg, heart

rate (HR) 69/min, pulse oximeter oxygen saturation (SpO2)

98 %. Initial propofol TCI target set at 4 μg/ml.

00:00:28
The Cp is now calculated to have reached the target of 4 μg/
ml, achieved with a loading dose of 8 ml (80 mg). I speak to

the patient and he responds with no discernible change in

conscious level; the temptation is to increase the target, but if

we look at the calculated Ce, it is still only 0.2 μg/ml, so we

wait without changing the target.

00:00:50
The patient yawns and is not as attentive to his surroundings.

The Cp has not changed, but the Ce has risen to 0.6 μg/ml.

Table 23.1 Blood and effect-site concentration at loss of conscious-

ness for 3 different infusion rates

Cp LOC Ce LOC (μ/ml)

1200 ml/h 9.2 1.1

600 ml/h 6.0 0.9

300 ml/h 4.3 1.0

Fig. 23.5 Case study 1: propofol TCI induction of anesthesia 4 μg/ml. Target concentration (TC), effect-site concentration (Ce), plasma

concentration (Cp), loss of consciousness (LOC), loss of eyelash reflex (LER), laryngeal mask airway insertion (LMA)

2 Tivatrainer# F. Engbers: http://www.eurosiva.org/Tivatrainer/

tivatrainer_main.htm.
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The total dose given to the patient at this stage is 87 mg; BP

is now 112/71, HR 62 and SpO2 99 %.

00:01:01

The patient looses response to verbal contact, but eyelash

reflex remains, the Ce is now 0.8 μg/ml and 90 mg of drug

has been delivered.

00:01:36

The eyelash reflex is lost and the patient’s airway is

supported by face mask with 100 % 02; BP 97/58, HR

55 and SpO2 97 %, the Ce has now risen to 1.2 μg/ml and

102 mg of propofol has been delivered. At this point the

anaesthesiologist checks the slackness of the jaw but feels

the patient is not yet ready for insertion of the laryngeal

mask airway (LMA).

00:02:26

The Cp is still 4 μg/ml as we have not changed the target; the

Ce is now 1.7 μg/ml and 118 mg of propofol has been

delivered. The jaw is now slack and a LMA is inserted

successfully at first attempt; repeat haemodynamics reveal

a BP of 105/65 and HR 72, following the mild stimulation of

the LMA insertion.

In this example we have achieved a smooth induction of

anesthesia and LMA insertion with minimal effect on

haemodynamics in an elderly patient with a history of car-

diovascular disease. The system delivered a total induction

dose of almost 120 mg (1.46 mg/kg) of propofol over

2.5 min, in keeping with dosing recommendations in the

elderly (1.5–1.75 mg/kg) [7]. Delivering this dose over a

longer time frame is likely to result in less cardiovascular

depression. The high peak blood concentration seen with

bolus dosing has been avoided, at the expense of prolonging

the induction time. The same dose given as a bolus would

result in a peak blood concentration of 6.4 μg/ml. If we

assume that the patient would lose consciousness at the

same effect-site concentration of 0.8 μg/ml, then this

would be achieved at 38 s. However, we would likely see a

bigger decline in BP, as propofol has a direct vasodilatory

effect on the vasculature, as well as a centrally mediated

cardiovascular depressant action.

It is important to realise that there is variability between

patients with respect to both PK and PD. Typically PK

variability results in 30–35 % variation in blood

concentrations given the same dosing regimen. However,

PD differences mean that the effect a given blood concen-

tration can vary as much as 100 % between individuals.

Some of this variability is predictable from patient factors

such as age and previous exposure to drugs. In practice it is

always important to titrate to drug effect in an individual

patient, rather than giving the same dose to all patients.

Table 23.2 illustrates the difference in two patients of similar

age with respect to their response to a TCI of propofol set at

4 μ/ml. Patient 1 is the patient we discussed in the example

above. Patient 2 is a 69-year-old male of similar body

habitus. The second patient loses consciousness at a higher

effect-site concentration 1.5 μ/ml compared with the first

patient 0.8 μ/ml, showing almost a 100 % difference. Some

of this difference may be due to PK differences, but it is

more likely to be related to PD variability.

Case Study 2
Now we will consider a younger male patient aged 28, with

weight 75 Kg, height 179 cm and no comorbidity. In this

case we would expect the patient to be less sensitive to

propofol and to have more cardiovascular reserve. In order

to have a shorter induction phase in this patient, we select a

higher initial target of 8 μg/ml to drive the drug into the

effect site. Once loss of consciousness is achieved, the target

concentration of propofol is reduced to 4 μg/ml. Figure 23.6

and Video 23.2 show the time course of the blood and effect-

site concentrations of propofol during this case, and the

induction doses and times are presented in Table 23.2.

00:00:00

The initial propofol target concentration is set at 8 μg/ml. BP

is 122/77, HR 69 and SpO2 97 %.

00:00:47
A loading dose of 152 mg has been delivered. The infusion

rate is now 238 ml/h, the Cp is 8 μg/ml but the Ce is still only

0.8 μg/ml. The patient’s eyes are open, he is looking around,
the BP has dropped to 112/71 and HR is 62 and SpO2 99 %.

00:01:10
The patient’s eyes are closed, but he responds to the question
“are you feeling sleepy” in the affirmative. The Cp is

Table 23.2 Comparison of propofol induction dose requirements and induction time, for two patients of similar age and weight, together with a

younger patient

Ce LOC

(μ/ml)

Ce LER

(μ/ml)

T LOC

(mm:ss)

T LER

(mm:ss)

Propofol

LOC (mg)

Propofol

LER (mg)

Case study 1 age 68, weight 82 kg, height 176 0.8 1.2 01:01 01:36 90 102

Similar patient age 69, weight 82 kg, height 174 1.5 1.9 02:01 02:35 110 122

Young patient age 28, weight 75, height 179 1.8 2.2 01:02 01:36 172 182
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maintained at 8 μg/ml (this calculated value will not change

until a new target is set), the Ce has risen to 1.6 μg/ml and the

infusion rate is now 219 ml/h.

00:01:20

The patient looses response to verbal communication at a Ce

of 1.8 μg/ml, a total of 172 mg of propofol have been

delivered and BP is 97/58, HR 56 and SpO2 98 %.

00:01:36
The eyelash reflex is lost, the Ce is 2.2 μg/ml and bag mask

ventilation is commenced; infusion rate is 217 ml/h and

182 mg of propofol has been delivered.

00:01:50

The target concentration is reduced to 4 μg/ml, the Ce is

currently 2.6 μg/ml and a total of 190 mg of propofol

has been infused. The infusion rate is now 0 ml/h, as the

system has switched off the infusion to allow the Cp to fall as

quickly as possible to the new target. BP is 85/54, HR 48 and

SpO2 98 %.

00:02:20

The infusion rate is still zero as the calculated Cp of 7 μg/ml

is above the set target of 4 μg/ml. The Ce is now 3.3 μg/ml

and continues to rise despite the infusion rate being zero, as

there is still a concentration gradient between plasma and

effect-site concentrations. The jaw is now relaxed and an

LMA is inserted. Following this mild stimulus the BP is

107/67, HR 55 and SpO2 97 %.

00:04:50
The Cp and Ce have now equilibrated at 4 μg/ml, the system

has restarted and the infusion is at 95.7 ml/h. A total of

194 mg of propofol has been delivered. Before surgery starts

an opiate TCI will be started to blunt the response to surgical

stimulation. The plan would be to have the Ce of hypnotic/

opiate combination at around the EC95 as a starting point for

maintenance. However, the clinician always needs to adjust

these values according to the patient’s response, to the

induction phase and proposed surgery and to its associated

degree of stimulation. We will consider the concept of hyp-

notic/opiate EC95 in more detail in the case studies to follow.

In this case we have started with a high initial target

concentration, which results in a larger loading dose, achiev-

ing a high Cp to drive the drug into the brain. In this healthy

young individual who has a reasonable cardiovascular

reserve, this is well tolerated. However, this is not a technique

to use in the elderly or cardiovascularly compromised

patients, as such patients are likely to have a steep decline in

their blood pressure. In these patients a more cautious

approach is merited. We have seen such an approach in case

one. In more fragile patients, it is often better to select an even

lower target and titrate up slowly, allowing time for effect-site

equilibration. This technique will result in a more stable

haemodynamic response, but will also result in a slow induc-

tion phase. The patient will pass through progressively deeper

levels of sedation before losing consciousness. An alternative

approach for such patients is to use a lower dose of hypnotic

combined with an opiate. We will consider these

combinations for both induction and maintenance in the

Fig. 23.6 Case study 2: induction with TCI propofol 8 μg/ml reduced

to 4 μg/ml following induction of anesthesia. Target concentration (TC),
effect-site concentration (Ce), plasma concentration (Cp), white boxes

infusion rate ml/h, loss of consciousness (LOC), loss of eyelash

reflex (LER), laryngeal mask airway insertion (LMA)
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cases that follow. However, many colleagues prefer to use

TCI propofol as a sole induction agent, in order to gauge the

individual patient’s response, as a guide to dosing and an

indication of the wakening concentration of hypnotic. The

Ce at loss of consciousness (Ce LOC) can indicate if the

patient is sensitive or relatively resistant to propofol and

guide initial maintenance dosing. There is also some evidence

to support the fact that the Ce LOC but not the Cp LOC is a

guide to the Ce at recovery of consciousness (Ce ROC). Milne

and colleagues determined the values for calculated plasma

and effect-site concentrations of propofol at LOC and ROC in

three remifentanil groups, low, medium and high [8]. The data

is presented in Fig. 23.7. The mean value for Ce LOC was

2.08 (1.85–2.32) μg ml�1 and that for Ce ROC 1.85

(1.68–2.00) μg/ml. These are calculated values using the

Marsh model for propofol; however, this relationship does

not hold up using the Schnider model for propofol, which

predicts a much higher Ce LOC than Ce ROC. Of course there

are many potentially compounding factors; the level of stim-

ulus from the wound during recovery will have a profound

effect on the Ce ROC. If a good-quality regional block is in

place, the patient is likely to wake up at a lower Ce, than if

there is significant pain from the wound. Also the nature of

surgery, body surface vs. body cavity procedures. Finally the

concomitant concentration of opiate in the patient will also

affect the recovery concentration. Interestingly this study

showed little difference in propofol Ce ROC, between the

three remifentanil groups; testament to the unique and rapid

metabolism of this drug even after prolonged infusion.

Drug Interactions and Induction of Anesthesia

Milne and co-workers also studied the interaction between

remifentanil and propofol during induction of anesthesia.

They found a calculated Ce propofol of around 2 μg/ml at

LOC, in the presence of a calculated Ce remifentanil of 2 ng/

ml, and this was reduced to around 1.5 μg/ml with an

associated Ce remifentanil of 8 ng/ml. However, there was

a large range with almost 300 % interindividual variation,

again emphasising the need to titrate the dose to the

individual.

Similarly a concurrent dose of a second hypnotic such as

midazolam reduces the propofol requirements for loss of

consciousness. Tzabar and colleagues showed an increasing

success rate of induction of anesthesia in response to a TCI

of propofol set at 4 μg/ml, with increasing doses of

midazolam, as represented in Fig. 23.8 [9].
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Fig. 23.7 a Propofol plasma concentration at loss of and recovery of consciousness, b propofol effect-site concentration at loss of and recovery of

consciousness [8]
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Case Study 3
We will consider a co-induction with TCI propofol and TCI

remifentanil in a 42-year-old male patient scheduled for

septorhinoplasty. Figure 23.9 and Video 23.3 show the

time course of the propofol and remifentanil concentrations

in this patient. Also displayed are the EC50 and EC95 for

adequate anesthesia for propofol in the presence of the

current remifentanil Ce, represented by the lower and upper

border of the grey band, and the EC50 awakening as deter-

mined by Vuyk and colleagues [10]. This will be discussed

further during the maintenance case studies.

00:00:00
A 42-year-old male with weight 65 kg, height 175 cm, BP

123/67, HR 90 and SpO2 99. Propofol TCI initial target

concentration is 4 μg/ml and remifentanil initial TCI target

concentration 4 ng/ml.

00:00:22
The patient is awake and chatting to the staff, and

the calculated Cp of both propofol and remifentanil has

reached the respective target concentrations. This has

been achieved with a loading dose 62 mg (6.2 ml) of

propofol and 26 μg (1.3 ml) remifentanil. Initial mainte-

nance infusion rates for propofol and remifentanil are

161 ml/h and 54 ml/h, respectively; Ce propofol is 0.2 μg/
ml and remifentanil 0.7 ng/ml.

00:00:45

The patient’s eyes are now closed, but he opens them and

nods in response to being asked “are you getting sleepy”?
Propofol Ce is now 0.6 μg/ml, 68 mg (6.8 ml) has been

delivered and the maintenance infusion rate has fallen to

95 ml/h. Remifentanil Ce is now 1.3 ng/ml, 32 μg (1.6 ml)

has been delivered and the maintenance infusion rate has

fallen to 52 ml/h. Vital signs are stable with BP 110/56, HR

76 and SpO2 99.

00:01:00

The patient has now lost response to verbal stimulation at

an Ce propofol of 0.8 μg/ml and remifentanil Ce 1.7 ng/ml.
Fig. 23.8 Co-induction midazolam and TCI propofol: percentage

success rate for induction of anesthesia with a TCI propofol set at

3 μg/ml, with different concomitant doses of midazolam

Fig. 23.9 Case study 3: co-induction with TCI propofol and remifentanil of 4 μg/ml. Target concentration (TC), effect-site concentration (Ce),

plasma concentration (Cp), loss of consciousness (LOC), loss of eyelash reflex (LER), laryngeal mask airway insertion (LMA)
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0001:26
The patient has now lost his eyelash reflex at Ce of 1.2 μg/ml

and 2.2 ng/ml for propofol and remifentanil, respectively.

This has been achieved with a dose of 8 ml (80 mg) propofol

and 2.2 ml (44 μg) remifentanil; infusion rates are 94 and

50 ml/h, respectively. The patient is apneic and gentle bag

mask ventilation is commenced. The anaesthesiologist is

waiting for jaw relaxation prior to LMA insertion.

00:02:20
LMA insertion is performed at a propofol Ce of 1.8 μg/ml

and remifentanil Ce of 2.9 ng/ml, which has been achieved

with a total dose 92 mg of propofol and 60 μg of

remifentanil; BP has fallen to 90/48, HR is 62 and SpO2

97 %.

00:02:48

Local anesthetic agent is injected by the surgeon to the site

of operation; no response is seen in the patient despite the

drug concentrations being below the EC50 interaction pre-

diction depicted in Fig. 23.9. This illustrates the difference

between body surface and body cavity surgery. In general,

body surface surgery involves a less severe surgical stimu-

lus, and thus the interaction model of Vuyk and co-workers

derived from lower abdominal surgery is not directly appli-

cable to body surface surgery. Following this stimulation

repeat vital signs are BP 110/60, HR 70 and SpO2 99 %.

In this relative young and fit patient, we have achieved

LOC at a Ce propofol of 0.8 μg/ml similar to our first case

study, which involved an elderly patient. This concentration

is half that of our second case, but with a simultaneous

remifentanil Ce of 1.7 ng/ml. LOC has been achieved with

relatively small doses 74 mg propofol and 38 μg
remifentanil. Also apparent is the low volume of

remifentanil delivered even at a concentration of 20 μg/ml,

which is less than half the standard recommended concen-

tration for adults in the data sheet for this drug. So, had we

used the recommended remifentanil (syringe) concentration,

then LOC would have occurred after a dose 0.76 ml and

LMA insertion with a dose of 1.2 ml. There are practical

considerations relating to this. With such a co-induction

method and indeed during maintenance, the depth of anes-

thesia of the patient is dependent upon delivery of both

agents. The low volume of drug delivered during induction

means that any compliance in the delivery system will com-

promise the accuracy of delivery. Air in the delivery syringe

or the use of pumps with a slow “response motor”may result

in only a proportion of the dose reaching the patient, partic-

ularly in the initial stages of the infusion. Fortunately all

current TCI pumps have a rapid response motor, but some

older devices used for MCI may cause problems. Also any

redundant dead space in the delivery lines may lead to a

delay in drug arriving to the patient. TIVA sets are now

available with low dead space volume and anti-reflux and

anti-siphon valves to reduce this problem. Even so, TIVA

should be delivered into a free flowing IV line with a contin-

uous infusion of a “carrier fluid” or into a separate dedicated
line. Anaesthesiologists sometimes administer TIVA with

“home-made” administration setups with multiple three-

way taps and a large dead space volume. This is unwise.

At best this will result in delayed induction, but it may

increase the risk of light anesthesia and awareness particu-

larly if combined with the use of muscle relaxants

before LOC.

Maintenance of Anesthesia

Drug Interactions and Maintenance
The EC50 for propofol was determined by Davidson and

colleagues [11]. They found the EC50 for propofol alone to

be 6 μg/ml, with a 25 % reduction to 4.5 μg/ml for patients

breathing 67 % nitrous oxide. These values were predicted

blood concentrations using the Marsh model, and in com-

mon with MAC determination, there is significant interindi-

vidual variation.

Vuyk and co-workers took a more sophisticated approach

to defining the EC50 for the combination of propofol with

opiate, in a series of publications in female patients

undergoing lower abdominal surgery [10, 12, 13]. These

studies determined the EC50 of opiate in the presence of

varying concentrations of propofol, using measured plasma

concentrations. A supra-additive relationship was found

between opiate and hypnotic in these studies. Figure 23.10

shows the EC50 for propofol/alfentanil and propofol/

remifentanil; as one would expect the higher the blood

propofol concentration, the lower the corresponding opiate

requirement to achieve EC50. Clearly administration of other

analgesics and regional anesthesia and the degree of surgical

stimulus will have an effect on this relationship. However,

these studies provide a good starting point for

dosing strategies using TIVA. The authors also determined

the EC50 at return of consciousness (EC50 ROC) and the

optimum anesthetic concentration for rapid awakening

(by calculating the EC50 and EC95 concentrations for both

associated drugs with the most rapid transition to EC50 ROC,

following termination of infusion). This data is presented in

Table 23.3. Naturally practicing anaesthesiologists do not

want 50 % of their patients to move in response to surgery,

and so the EC95 concentrations are a better guide to initial

dosing during the maintenance of anesthesia. However, if we

are to achieve a rapid transition from anesthesia to wakeful-

ness, then the targets should be reduced towards the EC50

values towards the end of surgery, perhaps even lower,

particularly if there is little stimulation at this time. The

reader needs to appreciate that these numbers are only a
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guide and that the PK/PD variability seen between patients

means that dosing always needs to be titrated to the individ-

ual patient’s response. However looking at Table 23.3 and

rounding the numbers suggests that initial maintenance

targets for the propofol/alfentanil combination would be

4.5 μg/ml and 120 ng/ml, respectively, reducing towards

the end of surgery to 3.5 μg/ml and 90 ng/ml. For the

propofol/remifentanil combination, the corresponding opti-

mum concentrations are 3 μg/ml and 8 ng/ml, respectively,

reducing to 2.5 μg/ml and 5 ng/ml towards the end of

surgery. These numbers and recipes will be discussed further

in the following case studies.

Milne and co-workers showed a similar synergistic rela-

tionship between calculated propofol and remifentanil

concentrations, using a closed-loop system, in patients

undergoing day-case surgery [8]. Three levels of

remifentanil were used to represent low, medium and high

doses given by TCI at 2, 4 and 8 ng/ml, respectively. An

auditory evoked potential index (APEX) was used as an

input signal for the closed-loop system, which then con-

trolled a TCI of propofol to maintain an APEX value of 35.

Figure 23.11 shows the relationship between propofol and

remifentanil for EC50 and EC95 for loss of response to

intraoperative stimulus (IOP) and EC50, ROC described in

this study. Interestingly looking at the data in this and the

Vuyk studies, although the data are produced by totally

different methods, the data are remarkably similar. We

can estimate the Cp propofol concentrations associated

with the optimal remifentanil concentrations taken from

Vuyk’s paper [10]. This gives an EC50 of 5 ng/ml and

2.6 μg/ml and EC95 of 8 ng/ml and 3 μg/ml for remifentanil

and propofol, respectively (data also presented in

Table 23.3).

Case Study 4
We will now consider a patient presenting for coronary

artery bypass surgery; he is a 61-year-old male from Algeria

with weight 65 Kg and height 172 cm. He is on a beta-

blocker and an ACE inhibitor. The latter was stopped the

day before surgery. A thoracic epidural catheter was placed

at T3/T4 prior to induction through which 10 ml of 0.5 %

bupivacaine was administered in divided doses to establish a

block between T2 and T8. Standard monitoring for cardiac

surgery including an arterial line, 5 lead ECG and pulse

oximetry was established prior to activation of the epidural.

TCI propofol and remifentanil were used for induction and

maintenance of anesthesia. An initial TCI of propofol was

commenced at 1 μg/ml to relax the patient while IV fluids

were attached, and the patient received preoxygenation.

Figure 23.12 details the time course of the TCI infusions

and the patient’s clinical response.

00:00:00

TCI propofol 1 μg/ml commenced with preoxygenation.

Baseline BP is 110/65, HR 65 and SpO2 97 %. Patient is

alert with his eyes open.

00:00:20
Cp propofol is now at 1 μg/ml; 1.6 ml propofol has been

delivered, the Ce is only 0.1 μg/ml and there is no discernible

clinical effect.

Fig. 23.10 Propofol/opioid

interaction: a propofol/alfentanil;

b propofol/remifentanil. Effective

concentration for 50 % response

to surgical stimulus (EC50),

effective concentration for 50 %

recovery of consciousness (EC50

ROC) [10, 12]

Table 23.3 Propofol and remifentanil concentrations required for

adequate anesthesia from [8, 10]

EC50 propofol/

remifentanil

(μ/ml/ng/ml)

EC95 propofol/

remifentanil

(μ/ml/ng/ml)

EC50 ROC

propofol/

remifentanil

(μ/ml/ng/ml)

Vuyk et al. [10] 2.51/4.78 2.7/7.7 1.59/2.39

Milne et al. [8] 2.6/5 3/8 1.7/2
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00:01:40

TCI remifentanil commenced target 3 ng/ml propofol, Ce is

0.3 μg/ml and the patient still has his eyes open. BP is

105/60, HR 60 and SpO2 100 %.

00:02:00
Ce remifentanil is 0.5 ng/ml and propofol 0.4 μg/ml; 2.3 ml

(23 mg) propofol and 1 ml (20 μg) remifentanil have been

delivered, again emphasising the importance of using a low

dead space and low compliance delivery system designed

for TIVA. TCI propofol is increased to 1.5 μg/ml and

remifentanil increased to 6 ng/ml.

00:03:00

Ce propofol is now 0.7 μg/ml and Ce remifentanil 2.5 ng/ml.

The patient’s eyes are closed but he opens them in

response to verbal stimulation; BP is 90/60, HR 55 and

SpO2 100 %.

Fig. 23.11 Drug interaction

between propofol and

remifentanil: curves describe the
effective concentration for 50 %

(EC50 IOP) and 95 % (EC95 IOP)

for lack of response to

intraoperative stimulation and

effective concentration for 50 %

recovery of consciousness (EC50

ROC) [8]

Fig. 23.12 Case study 4: anesthesia for cardiac surgery TCI propofol,

TCI remifentanil and thoracic epidural. Plasma (Cp), effect-site con-

centration (Ce), effective concentration for 50 % (EC50) and 95 %

(EC95) for lack of response to surgery, loss of consciousness (LOC),

endotracheal intubation (ETI), surgical incision (SI), end of surgery

(EOS), recovery of consciousness (ROC), extubation (E)
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00:03:30
Remifentanil is increased to 8 ng/ml as the patient is still

conscious.

00:04:00

The patient has lost consciousness. Ce propofol is now

0.8 μg/ml and Ce remifentanil is 4 ng/ml: 4.1 ml propofol

and 4.2 ml remifentanil have been delivered, 8 mg of

vecuronium is given and bag mask ventilation is

commenced.

00:05:00

TCI remifentanil is reduced to 5 ng/ml, BP 85/60, HR

55 and SpO2 100 %. Again although the infusion rate of

remifentanil is now zero, the Ce of remifentanil will continue

to rise, while the Cp remains higher than the Ce. The adjust-

ment is made now, as following intubation there will be a

period with little stimulation, and so if we leave the TCI

remifentanil at 8 ng/ml, the patient may suffer

haemodynamic compromise as the Ce equilibrates towards

8 ng/ml.

00:07:00

The patient is intubated, Ce propofol is now 1.2 μg/ml and Ce

remifentanil is 5.1 ng/ml; 5.8 ml propofol and 6.2 ml

remifentanil have been delivered. Following the stimulation

of intubation, the BP has risen to 110/70, HR 65 and SpO2

99 %; a central line is inserted and the infusions moved to

the central line. The remifentanil is titrated down to 4 ng/ml

as there is very little stimulus during this phase while waiting

for surgery to start.

00:36:00

Target concentration of TCI propofol is increased to 2 μg/ml

and that of TCI remifentanil to 8 ng/ml in anticipation of the

start of surgery. We do have an epidural in place, but we

cannot be 100 % sure there will be zero stimulus from chest

incision.

00:39:00
Skin incision. Ce propofol is now 1.2 μg/ml, with Ce

remifentanil 5.1 ng/ml; there is no response to the surgical

stimulus so the TCI targets for propofol and remifentanil are

reduced to 1.5 μg/ml and 6 ng/ml, respectively.

1:19:10

Cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is established, the patient is

cooled and the TCI propofol target concentration is reduced

to 1 μg/ml; TCI target concentration remifentanil is reduced

to 4 ng/ml until rewarming is commenced at which stage it is

titrated back up to 6 ng/ml. An epidural infusion of 0.125 %

bupivacaine with 0.6 μg/ml clonidine added is commenced

at a rate of 8 ml/h.

2:25:00
Surgery has now finished and a single arterial graft has been

placed on the left main stem. The TCI propofol target is 1 μg/
ml and remifentanil target 6 ng/ml, but it is now reduced to

3 ng/ml.

02:40:00
Dressings have now been applied and the patient moved to a

trolley awaiting transfer to the intensive care unit (ICU).

The patient opens his eyes to verbal command but is com-

fortable and tolerant of the endotracheal tube and ventila-

tion. The Ce remifentanil is 3.5 ng/ml and propofol 1 μg/ml.

BP is 95/65, HR 70 and SpO2 100 %. The patient is trans-

ferred to ICU.

03:05:00
The patient is now on ICU. He is sat up awake and comfort-

able and takes the occasional breath while on synchronised

ventilation. The TCI remifentanil target is reduced to 2 ng/ml.

03:15:00

The patient is now self-ventilating on pressure support ven-

tilation; gas exchange is good and the patient is

cardiovascularly stable. The decision to extubate is made

and the TCI remifentanil is reduced to 1 ng/ml, while the

TCI propofol is turned off.

03:24:00
The patient is extubated at an EC propofol of 0.7 μg/ml and

remifentanil 1.1 ng/ml. He is comfortable and stable and has

an epidural block demonstrable from T3 to T8 when tested

with ethyl chloride spray. The remifentanil TCI is turned off.

This case illustrates a number of issues; firstly a stable

induction was achieved with a low dose of propofol titrated

up slowly together with a larger dose of opioid, again titrated

upwards in a stepwise fashion. This approach is rewarded

with cardiovascular stability at the expense of a prolonged

induction period of 4–5 min. However this is a price worth

paying in the context of a 3–4 h operation in a patient with

compromised myocardial perfusion.

The doses used for maintenance are titrated over the

course of surgery to match the changes in surgical stimulus,

although in this case with a functioning thoracic epidural the

doses are lower than would be required without regional

blockade. For the majority of the surgery, the Ce propofol

is between 1 and 1.5 μg/ml and remifentanil between 4 and

6 ng/ml. Without a functioning epidural, one would expect

to be in the range of 2–4 μg/ml propofol and 6–12 ng/ml

remifentanil and perhaps briefly even higher during peak

stimulation such as during sternotomy.

Figure 23.12 details the time course of the Cp and Ce of

the two drugs; also illustrated is the EC50 and EC95 for the

hypnotic/opioid combination as described by Vuyk and
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colleagues [10]. This is represented by the grey band; the

upper border is EC95 and lower border EC50. It is clear that at

all times during the surgery, the drug combination was actu-

ally below the EC50 described in this study. However in the

Vuyk interaction model, no regional anesthesia was given

nor additional analgesic supplements. Even so it is true to say

that these doses are “sailing close to the wind”. I would not

consider such low doses, even with the regional technique in

a paralysed patient. This subject had had one dose of

vecuronium for endotracheal intubation and no further doses.

With regard to CPB, during initiation of bypass, the

patient is hemodiluted by the acute administration of around

1.5 L of fluid containing no anesthetic drug. Thus we are

hemodiluting by about one third of the blood volume. The

natural response to this would be to think that we need to

calculate a supplementary bolus dose of the anesthetic

agents to return the plasma concentrations back to pre-CPB

levels. However, if we consider that the Marsh model

predicts that the central compartment volume is about 15 L

for a 70 kg patient, then we realise that the hemodilution is

much less severe than expected. Also the drug would move

from the peripheral compartments to restore the concentra-

tion in the central compartment. With remifentanil the cen-

tral compartment is smaller, around 5 L predicted by the

Minto model, so the hemodilution will have more of an

effect on the remifentanil concentration. However, both

propofol and remifentanil are subject to a high degree of

protein binding, and it is the free drug concentration that is

more important than total. The addition of non-protein-

containing fluid to the patient’s blood volume has the effect

of reducing this binding, thereby increasing the active free

drug concentration. Hiraoka and colleagues [14] found that

the fraction of unbound propofol in blood increased by

twofold during cardiopulmonary bypass. The same group

also reported that the total concentration of propofol in

blood using doses of either 4 or 6 mg kg�1 h�1 remained

unchanged after the initiation of CPB, when compared to

pre-CPB plasma concentration values, in both groups. How-

ever, the fraction of unbound propofol in blood doubled

during CPB [15]. This coupled with the fact that drug

metabolism will fall during the hypothermic phase of bypass

means that in practice the dose of both propofol and

remifentanil should be reduced after the initiation of CPB

particularly if the hypothermia is used.

Case Study 5
If we now return to the patient whose induction I detailed in

case study 3, we can follow the rest of the case through

surgery to emergence from anesthesia. The case was a

co-induction with TCI propofol and TCI remifentanil in a

42-year-old male patient, scheduled for septorhinoplasty,

whose weight was 65 kg and height 175 cm. We left the

case at 2 min 48 s when our surgeon was injecting local

anesthetic agent to the site of surgery with vital signs of BP

110/60, HR 70 and SpO2 99 %. Figure 23.13 details the drug

concentration time course and clinical course for this case.

Fig. 23.13 Case study 5: anesthesia for septorhinoplasty co-induction

with TCI propofol and TCI remifentanil. Target concentration (TC),
plasma concentration (Cp), effect-site concentration (Ce), surgical

incision (SI), end of surgery (EOS), recovery of consciousness

(ROC); in this case ROC 7 min after EOS and 3.5 min after dressings

has been applied
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00:15:00
The surgeon, having finished his local infiltration, is about

to complete his aseptic preparations for surgery. The TCI

remifentanil is increased to 6 ng/ml in anticipation of the

start of surgery. It is important to realise that although

remifentanil has a rapid effect-site equilibration rate con-

stant, it will still take about 3–4 min after changing the TCI

target for the effect-site concentration to reach this value.

For propofol the delay will be even longer, at around

10 min for an equivalent increase. Thus when using plasma

control TCI, titration upwards in anticipation of a change in

surgical stimulus needs to take place before the anticipated

stimulus, 3–4 min with remifentanil and 5–10 min for

propofol.

00:19:00
Surgery commences, and there is no response to incision in

terms of movement or haemodynamic changes. Ce of

remifentanil is 6 ng/ml and of propofol 4 μg/ml, which is

above the predicted EC95 for this drug combination. In fact

the blood pressure drifts down to 90/55, with HR 70 and

SpO2 99 over the next few min. In this case we are using

relatively high opiate doses, which will allow a relatively

low dose of hypnotic particularly towards the end of surgery.

This will facilitate a rapid awakening taking advantage of

the rapid offset of action seen with this drug. However, at

these concentrations the patient is unlikely to breath and will

require mechanical ventilation in this case via a LMA.

00:24:00

TCI propofol is reduced to 3.5 μg/ml, and over the course of

the next 20 min, the TCI propofol is titrated down in 2 steps,

allowing at least 10 min for effect-site equilibration, before

making the next change. The Ce remifentanil is 6 ng/ml and

propofol now 2.5 μg/ml, 45 min after the start of anesthesia.

This is at the predicted EC50 for lower abdominal

surgery and appears perfectly adequate in this case of

body surface surgery with local anesthetic infiltration.

There is no movement in response to surgery which is a

useful sign in this patient, who has not been given any

muscle relaxant.

00:52:00

The surgery is approaching completion. In anticipation

the remifentanil is reduced to 5 ng/ml and the propofol to

2 μg/ml while keeping a close eye on the patient for any

movement or signs of light anesthesia, such as tachycardia or

hypertension.

00:70:00

Surgery is finished. The nose only has to be packed and

dressings applied and both infusions are targeted to zero.

The remifentanil concentration decreases rapidly, the

propofol less so, but also reasonably quickly. The com-

bined effect of the reduction in Ce of both these drugs

produces a predicted awakening time of around 5 min

from cessation of infusions. This is the point at which the

EC50 ROC from the Vuyk study crosses the declining

propofol Ce as shown in Fig. 23.13. There are obviously

several caveats to this prediction. The PK variation

between individuals means that the predicted Cp may not

be exact, as typically there is about a 30 % variability

between patients. The PD variability is even larger and

factors such as the site of surgery and the associated resid-

ual pain also influence the wakening concentration. As in

this case the use of local anesthetic will have an effect by

reducing pain. In our case study the patient woke up about

7 min after cessation of drug delivery and 3.5 min after the

procedure was complete including placing surgical

dressings.

The propofol/opioid interaction built into Tivatrainer is

based on the study from Vuyk and colleagues. This interac-

tion is defined for middle-aged female patients having lower

abdominal surgery and no other analgesic drugs, so we must

be careful in applying the data to other groups of patients

having different surgeries. An interesting observation from

Fig. 23.13 is that the EC50 ROC line rises sharply as the Ce

of remifentanil falls. In fact if we follow this line as the Ce

remifentanil approaches zero, the predicted propofol EC50

ROC approaches 6 μg/ml. Based on our propofol induction

case studies, such a high awakening propofol Ce seems

unreasonably high. However, we need to remember that

this interaction is based on patients waking up with the

surgical stimulus from a lower abdominal incision with no

regional technique or additional opioid effect. This is a

situation which we would hope would never occur in clini-

cal practice. Also the data are being extrapolated to an

extreme situation outside the clinical scenario from which

they were derived, which is always problematic. In the cases

studied by Vuyk and co-workers, the patients received sup-

plementary bolus opiates as soon as they regained

consciousness.

Table 23.4 gives a guide to the approximate required

Ce combinations of propofol and remifentanil, for a vari-

ety of surgical procedures. However, as stated repeatedly,

the intra-individual variability seen between patients

means that any such “recipes” can only be a guide and

dose always needs to be titrated to each individual sub-

ject. Some of these factors can be anticipated, for

instance, elderly patients who tend to require less drug

than younger individuals. The use of alcohol or other

drugs tends to reduce subjects’ susceptibility to anes-

thetic agents. An extreme example of this is opiate

addicts, who require much larger opiate doses to achieve
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an adequate effect. Despite these general guidelines, indi-

vidual patients still produce surprises, and not everyone is

entirely honest about their personal drug use.

Our case studies and a number of publications show that

there is a variation between individuals in their response to a

given dose of anesthetic agent. This variability is related to

both PK and PD differences. So we must always titrate our

dose, but how do we assess the effect of the drug? If the

patient is not paralysed, we can use movement in response to

stimulation or if self-ventilating high respiratory rate as a

signs of light anesthesia. However, if the patient has

received muscle relaxants, we normally rely on

haemodynamic responses and other autonomic signs as a

guide to the depth of anesthesia. Over the last few decades,

a number of “depth of anesthesia monitors” have been

developed and marketed. Can we use these devices to

guide dosing of anesthetic drugs? A full assessment of

these devices is beyond the scope of this chapter. In general,

these monitors use a moving average of processed EEG to

calculate a single number or index, said to reflect hypnotic

drug effect. Figure 23.14 shows the intraoperative time

course of the bispectral index (BIS) during a short general

anesthetic. We see a fall in the value at induction of anesthe-

sia and then a sharp rise associated with recovery of con-

sciousness. Typically the number is developed from a

database of cases on a probabilistic basis. Controversy exists

as to the utility of such monitors in detecting light anesthesia

and thus the potential for awareness. The influence of EMG

activity on these indices is unclear, casting doubt on their

validity in the very group of patients in which this informa-

tion would be most beneficial [16]. Thus it is unwise to rely

too heavily on such aids and rather to incorporate the infor-

mation provided in the broad range of clinical information to

the anaesthesiologist, particularly in unparalysed patients.

Case Study 6
The patient is a 53-year-old male with weight 110 kg and

height 177 cm, scheduled for open large bowel resection for

suspected tumour. The patient had a history of hypertension

treated with candesartan and psoriasis with arthropathy

Fig. 23.14 Intraoperative BIS

recording showing a sharp fall

during induction and a rapid rise

during recovery

Table 23.4 A guide to maintenance concentrations for remifentanil and propofol combined TIVA

Type of surgery

Without regional blockade With regional blockade

Remifentanil (ng/ml) Propofol (μg/ml) Remifentanil (ng/ml) Propofol (μg/ml)

Cardiac 6–12 2–4 5–8 1.5–3

Body surface 5–6 2–4 4–5 2–3

Minor general 5–6 2–4 4–5 2–3

Major general 6–12 3–5 5–7 3–4
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treated with methotrexate and infliximab. Candesartan was

omitted on the day of surgery by the surgical team. Admission

Hb was 7.2 g/dl and the patient was transfused with 2 units of

packed cells 2 days prior to surgery. Hb on the day of surgery

was 10.1 g/dl and there was no evidence of coagulopathy on

routine screening. A low thoracic epidural was placed prior to

surgery at the T8–T9 level. There was good loss of resistance

and the catheter passed easily with no blood or CSF seen on

aspiration; 8 cm of catheter was left in the epidural space. A

test dose of 5 ml levobupivacaine was given followed by an

additional 5 ml when no response was seen 5 min after the

initial dose. Ten minutes following the 2nd dose, loss of

sensation to ice was detected at T8–L2, which was taken as

evidence of an evolving block. The patient was taken to OR,

and routine monitoring was established together with an arte-

rial line and BIS monitoring, for which the electrode imped-

ance was found to be acceptable.

00:00:00

BP was 150/90, HR 85, Sa02 100 % and BIS 90–95.

Preoxygenation was given over the previous 2 min.

Propofol TCI commenced at 4 μg/ml (weight entered into

the propofol pump 100 kg) and remifentanil TCI 5 ng/ml.

Dexamethasone 8 mg, ketorolac 30 mg and ketamine 30 mg

are given as part of a multimodal approach to analgesia.

00:00:54
Loss of response to verbal command is seen, at a Ce

remifentanil of 1.6 ng/ml and propofol 0.6 μg/ml. 107 mg

of propofol and 48 μg of remifentanil have been infused. BP

is 120/75, HR 80, Sa02 99 % and BIS 55–60. Rocuronium

50 mg IV is given which is at the lower end of the

recommended calculated weight-based dosing range, given

the patients’ high BMI.

00:02:26
Ce remifentanil is now 3.4 ng/ml and propofol 1.7 μg/ml.

This was achieved with 143 mg propofol and 80 μg
remifentanil. BP is 100/70, HR 80, Sa02 99 % and BIS

40–45. The patient’s jaw is relaxed and tracheal intubation

is achieved. With this stimulus the BIS increases transiently

to 55 before falling back to a value of 40–45. TCI propofol is

reduced to 2.5 ng/ml and TCI remifentanil to 4 ng/ml, as

there will now be a period without stimulation and despite

both infusions running at 0 ml/h, the effect-site

concentrations of both drugs will continue to rise, as the Cp

is still higher than the current Ce.

00:20:00

The surgical team is now ready. BP is 95/60, HR 77, Sa02
99 % and BIS 30–40. Propofol and remifentanil Cp and Ce

have equilibrated at 2.5 μg/ml and 4 ng/ml, respectively;

33.2 ml (332) mg of propofol and 14.6 ml (292 μg) of

remifentanil have been infused. The interaction data suggest

that the combined drug effect is below the EC50. In this case

we have an epidural block in place, so without significant

surgical stimulation, the patient should still have adequate

anesthesia. However we can’t be 100 % sure that we have a

full effective epidural block for surgical incision, so to be

safe we increase remifentanil to 6 ng/ml 5 min before the

anticipated incision.

00:26:10

Remifentanil Ce has now reached 6 ng/ml. The drug combi-

nation is at EC50, and there is no response to incision with

reference to the BIS or haemodynamic status. BP is 98/60,

HR 75, Sa02 99 % and BIS 45–50. Remifentanil is reduced

to 5 ng/ml.

01:15:00

Propofol and remifentanil Cp and Ce have equilibrated at

2.5 μg/ml and 5 ng/ml, respectively. At this point in sur-

gery, the BP has increased progressively to 155/85 over the

previous 15 min, HR is 90 and the BIS is 50. It appears

plausible that the epidural block has started to recede and

that the surgical stimulus is responsible for the hyperten-

sive episode. The remifentanil TCI is increased to 6 ng/ml

to achieve a rapid effect, and a supplementary dose of

levobupivacaine is given. This increase in opiate dose and

the epidural top-up have no effect of the hypertension. The

BIS drops to 40, 15 min following these changes. The BIS

electrode impedance is checked and found to be acceptable

and the signal quality index is high. The patient has

received no further muscle relaxant and so is not paralysed,

but has shown no movement in response to surgical stimu-

lus. It is now concluded that this hypertensive episode is

not related to light anesthesia, but instead to the patients

underlying hypertensive disease in combination with the

omission of the candesartan. The hypertension was con-

trolled over the course of surgery by a number of 5 mg

aliquots of labetolol. The remifentanil TCI was reduced to

5 ng/ml.

The surgical procedure lasts almost 5 h; over the course

of the surgery, the propofol is titrated (between 2 and

3.5 μg/ml) to keep the BIS in the range 40–55. No further

muscle relaxant is given and the TCI remifentanil is left at

5 ng/ml until close to the end of the surgery. The epidural

catheter is topped up with a total of 15 ml 0.5 %

levobupivacaine in 3 further 5 ml aliquots at approximately

70 min intervals.

04:40:00

The abdomen is now closed and skin sutures are being

applied; the Cp and Ce of propofol and remifentanil are

2 μg/ml and 4 ng/ml, respectively. The propofol and

remifentanil TCI are reduced to 1.5 μg/ml and 3 ng/ml.
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04:52:00

Surgery is now complete, the dressings are being applied and

target concentrations of the infusions are set to zero. A total

of 248 ml (2480 mg) of propofol and 195 ml (3.9 mg) have

been infused.

04:58:10

.The patient takes a breath and opens his eyes in response to

verbal stimulus. TheCe propofol is 1.2 μg/ml and remifentanil

is 1.3 ng/ml. He is extubated and reports no abdominal pain

but says his joints are stiff and a little sore, which responds to

IV ketorolac 30 mg and paracetamol 1 g after 30 min.

In this case we have used a combined TIVA and regional

analgesia regimen. The combination of the epidural block

and the remifentanil infusion allowed us to keep the propofol

dose to a minimum, to achieve a rapid awakening and a pain-

free patient following a prolonged procedure. What this case

also illustrates is the desirability of not routinely continuing

neuromuscular blockade, when not required. This together

with BIS monitoring allowed recognition of the fact that the

hypertension seen in this case was not related to light anes-

thesia and resulted in the appropriate treatment rather than

inappropriate deepening of anesthesia. In a paralysed patient

without EEG monitoring, most anaesthesiologists would

probably have deepened anesthesia, which would have

resulted in a relative overdose and delayed recovery.

Sedation

Many surgical procedures can be performed under

regional anesthesia. However, many patients are too

anxious to tolerate surgeries under such circumstances

and require anxiolysis or conscious sedation. Similarly

some patients need sedation to tolerate diagnostic

procedures such as MRI. Sedation with TCI propofol

can be used to deliver highly titratable sedation in such

cases.

Case Study 7 Anaesthesiologist-Controlled
Sedation
The next scenario is of a 62-year-old male of weight 81 kg

and height 178 cm. The patient has a history of angina

pectoris and is on beta-blockers and an ACE inhibitor

which was suspended the day before surgery. He has a spinal

anesthetic injection (of 2.5 ml 0.5 % hyperbaric

bupivacaine) and placement of an epidural catheter place

in preparation for his total knee replacement, but has

requested sedation as he does not want to hear the noise of

the surgery. The timeline of the case is presented in

Fig. 23.15 and Video 23.4.

00:00:00

The patient has a good regional block with loss of

sensation to ethyl chloride spray from L1 to S1. BP is

95/60, HR 77 and Sa02 99 %. TCI propofol is started at a

target concentration of 1 μg/ml. The patient is relaxed and

alert.

00:00:22

Propofol Cp has reached the target of 1 μg/ml, but the Ce is

only 0.1 μg/ml, 2 ml (20 mg) of propofol have been deliv-

ered and the infusion rate is 30 ml/h, but there is no discern-

ible effect on the patient.

Fig. 23.15 Case study 7: anesthetist-controlled sedation with propofol TCI titrated to response. Effect-site concentration (Ce), plasma concen-

tration (Cp), white boxes infusion rate ml/h
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00:01:22
Propofol Ce is now 0.3, 24 ml (24 mg) of propofol has been

delivered, the infusion rate is 30 ml/h and there is no change

in conscious level. The TCI propofol is increased to 1.5 μg/
ml.

00:03:23
Propofol Cp is now 1.5 μg/ml and Ce 0.8 μg/ml; 4.8 ml

(48 mg) of propofol has been delivered and the infusion

rate is 42.5 ml/h. Nasal 02 administration is started. The

patient is sleepy but responsive to questions. When asked

how he feels he replies “I am feeling a bit groggy”.

00:05:00

The propofol Ce is now 1 μg/ml, and 6 ml (60 mg) of

propofol has been delivered. The patient does not respond

to normal verbal stimulus but does respond to louder

vocalisation by raising his eyebrows and furrowing his

brow. He is maintaining his own airway. BP is 95/60, HR

77 and Sa02 99 %. This is just about the optimal state for this

patient—maintaining his own airway, rousable, but unlikely

to be concerned by the noise of surgery or indeed have any

recall of events in the OR. Normally I would reduce the

target to or just above the value in the effect site at this point

to prevent over-sedation. However, in this case we have left

the target at 1.5 to observe the effect in this patient.

00:10:00
The propofol Ce has risen to 1.4 μg/ml; a total of 9.2 ml

(92 mg) of propofol has been delivered. Vital signs are BP

80/55, HR 77 and Sa02 99 %. The patient, although self-

ventilating and maintaining his airway, is now not

responding to loud verbal or tactile stimulation and so is

a little over-sedated. The propofol TCI is reduced to

1.2 μg/ml.

00:12:08
Propofol Cp is now 1.2 μg/ml and the Ce is 1.3 μg/ml. The

patient responds to tactile and loud verbal stimuli by raising

his eyebrows in an attempt to open his eyes. Vital signs are

as follows: BP 80/55, HR 77 and Sa02 99 %.

00:30:00

Cp and Ce have now equilibrated at 1.2 μg/ml, the surgeon is

scrubbed, the patient has been positioned and surgery

commences. There is no response to skin incision confirming

the presence of an adequate spinal block.

01:00:02

Surgery is progressing well, there have been no further

changes to the propofol TCI target, the patient is still

responding to loud verbal stimulation and vital signs are

stable.

01:38:00
The surgeon is now starting to close the wound so the

propofol TCI is targeted to zero.

01:45:00 Surgery is complete, dressings have been applied;

propofol Cp is 0.6 μg/ml and Ce 0.8 μg/ml, and the patient is

awake and asks “how was my film test”?
In this case we have seen how a propofol TCI infusion

allows easy and accurate titration of dose to effect. By

making small changes in the plasma target and taking into

account the delay in effect-site equilibration, we can hold a

patient at the appropriate level of sedation and can easily

adjust the target to avoid over-sedation. In this case we have

used the Marsh model in plasma control, in which the effect-

site calculation seems to accurately reflect the changes in

conscious level seen in this and the majority of other

patients.

However, if we consider another model for propofol, the

Schnider model, which is also available for clinical practice,

we see a different picture [17, 18]. Figure 23.16 shows the

initial phase of the same patient with the Marsh calculated

plasma and effect-site concentrations. Also displayed is the

Schnider predicted concentrations given the same infusion

regimen that was delivered to our patient. The smaller cen-

tral compartment in the Schnider model (4.27 L fixed for all

patients) results in a higher predicted plasma concentration

associated with the two loading doses given by the TCI

system at the start and when the TCI target is increased to

1.5 μg/ml. In fact this model calculates the peak plasma

concentration to be over 4 μg/ml. Also the Schnider model

has a “faster” Ke0 and predicts a peak effect-site concentra-

tion of 2.4 μg/ml at 3 min 20 s. If we look at the clinical

course in this patient at this point, he is sleepy but

responding to questions. The Schnider model calculates

that the effect-site concentration falls over the course of

the next 6 min, so we should see a reduction in the sedative

effect of propofol over this time. In fact we see just the

opposite as the patient’s conscious level drifts down, and

he becomes unresponsive to stimulus. Of course this is only

one patient and the inter-patient variability that we know

exists may be responsible in this case. However, we have

studied sedative doses of propofol in a group of 40 -

un-premedicated patients. The time course of the effect-site

prediction from both models was compared to the BIS and

the OAAS score. In all cases both the BIS and the

OAAS were more closely related to the time course of the

Marsh, rather than the Schnider effect-site prediction [19].

Figure 23.17 summarises the data.

When physicians sedate patients, they rely on a subjective

idea of how deeply sedated a patient needs to be. However, if

control is given to the patient, they often self-administer less

sedation than physicians do. This has the advantages of

faster recovery, lower cost and better satisfaction. Patient-
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controlled sedation is dealt with elsewhere in this publica-

tion but I will briefly describe a case below. There have been

a number of studies describing patient-controlled sedation,

many using PCA pumps charged with propofol [20]. A more

sophisticated approach is to use a TCI device modified to

interface with a handset, so that the patient can push a button

to obtain an incremental increase in the target concentration,

which is then maintained at the new level [21]. The system

Fig. 23.16 Case study 7: re-simulated data propofol effect-site concentration (Ce) and plasma concentration (Cp) calculated for both aMarsh and

b Schnider models, given the infusion regimen actually delivered; patient’s clinical response also indicated. White boxes infusion rate ml/h

Fig. 23.17 Propofol effect-site concentration (Ce) calculated by the Marsh and Schnider models given the same infusion regimen and associated

a BIS and b OAAS [19]
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can also cut back if there are no demands within a set period

(please see Chap. 21 [Anderson/Kenny]). Since the system

maintains a level of sedation, the term patient-maintained

sedation has been used to describe this technique.

Case Study 8: Patient-Maintained TCI Sedation
Figure 23.18 shows the time course of propofol

concentrations in a 69-year-old lady of 69 kg weight and

168 cm height. She is scheduled for hip replacement surgery

under spinal anesthesia. The algorithm used here is designed

for elderly patients. An initial target of 0.5 μg/ml is selected

by the operator. The handset is given to the patient after

2 min. A button push results in an increase in the target

concentration of 0.1 μg/ml followed by a 2 min lockout

period during which no further increases are allowed.

00:00

Propofol TCI started at a target of 0.5 μg/ml. BP is 95/65,

HR 75 and Sa02 97 %.

02:00

The handset is given to the patient; she is instructed to press

the button whenever she feels the need for more sedation.

25:00
The procedure is now underway. The patient has pressed the

button on a number of occasions, and the system has

increased the target as allowed by the lock out on eight

occasions, with the Cp and Ce increased up to 1.2 μg/ml.

Five min after reaching this value, the system has cut back

the target to 1.1 μg/ml as there were no patient demands in

the 5 min period. BP is 86/45, HR 62 and Sa02 99 %. The

patient has her eyes closed and appears to be sleeping, but

she opens her eyes in response to voice.

30:00
The patient has her eyes closed, but then the power tools are

used, which are very loud, and she presses her handset and

then drifts back to sleep over the next few minutes.

01:55:15

Surgery has finished. TCI propofol targeted was set to zero

5 min previously. The patient opens her eyes and looks

around when spoke to. The propofol Cp is 0.6 μg/ml and

Ce 0.7 μg/ml; a total dose of 31.3 ml (313 mg) propofol has

been delivered over the course of the procedure.

02:10:00
The patient is now in the recovery area. She is awake and

alert, with a BP of 100/75, HR 70 and Sa02 99 %. She is

pain-free and starting to move her feet. She has had 30 mg

ketorolac and 1 g of paracetamol IV and is discharged to the

ward, with regular oral analgesic medications prescribed.

The technique used here gives control of sedation to

the individual who can best assess sedation requirements,

that is the patient! There is a lot of interest in this area,

Fig. 23.18 Case study 8: patient-maintained sedation (PMS) with

patient-controlled TCI propofol. In this algorithm designed for the

elderly, an initial propofol TCI of 0.5 μg/ml is set by the operator,

control is then given to the patient and a button push increases the set

target by 0.1 μg/ml. A period of 5 min with no button demands results

in a reduction of the TCI target by 0.2 μg/ml
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and such automated drug delivery with both positive and

negative feedback control has the potential to allow the use of

propofol without supervision of an anaesthesiologist. How-

ever, it must be appreciated that propofol at sedative doses

has no analgesic properties and is not suitable for procedures

with significant pain and discomfort. Such devises will also

require rigorous regulatory testing to prove efficacy and

safety before being released for general use.

Conclusions

There are a number of potential advantages of intravenous

anesthesia, and some procedures can only be completed with

TIVA. Despite this, training in TIVA is suboptimal in many

countries. TCI has some advantages over MCI. Some recent

evidence suggests some potential benefits for patients, in

terms of recovery profile and a reduced incidence of aware-

ness. However, most of the advantages of TCI are in favour

of the anaesthesiologist. The ease of dosing and titration

afforded by TCI facilitates swift training of physicians who

have previously had minimal experience with TIVA. Even

novices can rapidly become competent in the use of TCI

TIVA, once given the appropriate theoretical knowledge and

practical hands-on training in OR, from an anaesthesiologist

experienced in TCI.

A number of case studies have been presented which have

illustrated different induction strategies and intraoperative

dosing for maintenance of anesthesia with hypnotic/opiate

combinations. Guidelines for approximate dosing for differ-

ent types of surgeries have been given, but the interindivid-

ual variation between patients has been stressed, together

with the need for titration. We have also described a case in

which BIS monitoring proved to be useful. It may be that

such “depth of anesthesia monitors” can aid our dosing in

individual patients, helping to prevent over- and

underdosing. However, such monitors are far from perfect;

care must be taken to ensure the signal is clean and free from

artefact. It may be that the influence of EMG on the derived

index reduces the reliability of such monitors in paralysed

patients. Finally, we have considered propofol dosing for

sedation, including regimens for anaesthesiologist-

controlled TCI sedation which affords a level of control

not available with any other technique and patient-

maintained sedation, which has the potential to deliver

individualised dosing, dictated by the patient themselves.
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Introduction

Obesity has greatly increased in incidence in recent years,

reaching epidemic proportions worldwide. Its growing prev-

alence means a larger number of obese patients will require

sedation or anesthesia for different procedures, both inside

and out of the operating room.

Administering anesthesia to an obese patient is usually a

challenge for the anesthesiologist. Excess fat is commonly

associated with technical difficulties such as with placing an

intravenous line, surgical positioning and ventilation. In

addition, different dosing strategies are required compared

to normal weight subjects due to several physiological and

pharmacological changes associated with obesity [1]. Under-

standing of these changes, and their impact on the adminis-

tration of intravenous anesthetics, is crucial for successful

intravenous anesthesia.

The scarcity of pharmacokinetic studies in the obese popu-

lation, alongwith the huge variability within this group,means

that current pharmacokinetic models, even those currently

designed for the obese, might contain important errors in

predictability which hinder the titration of anesthetics. In this

chapter, we will revise the physiological changes associated

with obesity, which impact the dosing of intravenous

anesthetics and, based on current research, discuss different

strategies for dose adjustment in this population.

Classification and Epidemiology of Obesity

According to the World Health Organization obesity is

defined as the presence of excessive body fat, which increases

the risk of various health problems. It is considered a chronic,

complex, and multifactorial disease, in which there is an

imbalance between energy intake and expenditure. The extent

and severity of obesity is generally defined based on a Body

Mass Index (BMI), calculated as total body weight in

kilograms (kg) divided by height in meters squared. Patients

can be classified as overweight or mildly obese if their BMI is

between 25 and 29.9 kg/m2, moderately to severely obese with

a BMI of 30 to 39.9 kg/m2 and morbidly obese if BMI is

�40 kg/m2. There are, however, more precise techniques of

diagnosing and quantifying body fat such as impedance

techniques and body densitometry [2].

According to official data from the World Health Organi-

zation, obesity has more than doubled worldwide since 1980.

In 2014, 39 % of adults over 18 years old were overweight,

and 13 %were obese. This problem has also affected children.

It was reported in 2013 that over 42million children under five

were overweight. It is well known that obesity is associated

with an increased incidence of chronic diseases such as: hyper-

tension, diabetes mellitus, cholelithiasis, dyslipidemia, coro-

nary heart disease, cancer, respiratory disease, psychiatric

conditions, and osteoarticular problems [3]. All of which

make this disease an important public health issue.

Physiological Changes and Their Importance
in TIVA

Body Composition and Energy Expenditure
Changes

The main body composition change in obese patients is an

increase in body fat. Conversely, obesity can also be

associated with a greater lean body mass, since stronger
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and larger muscles are necessary to support the load of

additional adipose tissue. These changes must be considered

in the dosage of anesthetics, as they are important in the

distribution of drugs within the organism [1, 4]. Moreover,

the basal metabolic demand increases with weight gain. This

rise in metabolic demand is, nonetheless, lower than the

increase in total body weight, because the metabolic rate of

adipose tissue is very low compared to that of lean tissue

[5, 6]. In other words, the resting metabolic rate per kg of

total body weight is less in an obese patient, compared to a

normal subject, yet similar if scaled to lean body weight [7].

Changes in body composition, as well as the physico-

chemical properties of drugs, must be considered when

administering intravenous anesthetics. Fat-soluble drugs

present a greater volume of distribution and hence can accu-

mulate, prolonging the time to recovery, especially after

long continuous infusion schemes. In contrast, more water-

soluble drugs have an increased distribution volume, mainly

due to a greater lean mass (rather than because of additional

fatty tissue). There is not a “one size fits all” dosing scheme

for the obese, as it is thus necessary to determine specific

body composition parameters, combined with an under-

standing of individual drug properties. An example of this

is remifentanil, because, despite being a fat-soluble drug, it

does not accumulate in adipose tissue due to its high plasma

and tissue metabolism.

Respiratory System Changes

The airway and respiratory system present important anatomic

changes which impact the anesthetic management of the

obese. Their fundamental importance is that obese patients

are more susceptible to hypoxemia during the administration

of anesthesia.

Obese patients have a greater neck circumference and an

increased fatty infiltration of soft tissues (in the pharynx and

peri-glottal area). These anatomic changes pose an increased

risk of airway obstruction during natural sleep (obstructive

sleep apnea) and this risk is increased during and after the

administration of central nervous system depressants. Mor-

bid obesity is therefore considered an independent risk factor

for difficult ventilation [8]. Obesity is also associated with

reduced thoracic compliance and lung volumes, mainly due

to the effects of fatty deposits in the chest wall and increased

intra-abdominal fat. The main changes in lung volumes are a

reduced total lung capacity (TLC), expiratory reserve vol-

ume (ERV), and functional residual capacity (FRC). These

changes increase progressively with increasing BMI [9]. The

diminished FRC and pulmonary compliance affect the ven-

tilation perfusion ratio (V/Q), increasing the risk of hypox-

emia in these patients. The supine position and surgery,

especially thoracic or abdominal procedures, exacerbate

these changes, and consequently the risk of perioperative

hypoxemia [10]. As a result, fine-tuning of dosage is critical

in obese patients, to avoid the problems commonly

associated with an overdose of central nervous system

depressants such as opioids or hypnotics.

Cardiovascular Changes

Metabolic syndrome in obese patients is associated with a

progressive deterioration of the cardiovascular system due to

multiple contributing factors, such as excessive abdominal

visceral fat, dyslipidemia, hypertension, insulin resistance,

hyperglycemia, and a pro-thrombotic and pro-inflammatory

state [11].

Increased secretion of pro-inflammatory peptides

generated by excessive visceral fat, along with increased

energy consumption (because of a greater lean mass), is

associated with significant changes in the cardiovascular

system, which include: increased blood volume, greater

systolic volume, and a higher cardiac output [12]. While

during initial stages of the disease cardiac ejection fraction

is preserved, progressively left ventricular diastolic and sys-

tolic dysfunction can occur. Furthermore, respiratory

disorders in the obese can cause hypoxemia and hypercapnia

which lead to pulmonary hypertension and consequently

right ventricular failure [13]. Finally, concomitant diseases

such as coronary atherosclerosis, type II diabetes, and hyper-

tension can accelerate cardiovascular decline.

Overall, changes in the cardiovascular system have the

greatest impact on the pharmacokinetics of drugs, both dur-

ing their initial loading dose and distribution (increased

blood volume and cardiac output) and during maintenance

(increased blood flow to the liver and kidneys). It is impor-

tant to emphasize that if scaled by kg of body weight,

metabolic demand, blood volume, and cardiac output are

actually lower in obese subjects. This is important in TIVA

because if linear dosing formulas designed for non-obese

patients are used, the result will be an overestimation of

volumes and clearances, therefore leading to an overdose

and side effects [1, 14].

Drug Metabolism and Excretion Changes

Obesity can significantly affect the excretion and metabo-

lism of drugs, either increasing or diminishing these pro-

cesses according to how the disease affects different systems

and organs, such as the liver and kidneys [1, 4, 15].

The increase in cardiac output of the obese produces a

greater perfusion of the liver and kidneys. This increased

flow to the main excretory organs raises the absolute hepatic

and renal clearance, especially during the early stages of the

disease when no major structural damage of these organs has

yet occurred [15]. However, as we previously mentioned,
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this increase is not proportional to body weight. If total body

weight of the morbidly obese is used in the Cockcroft–Gault

formula to estimate glomerular filtration rate (GFR), the

result is an overestimation of GFR, and so it is advised to

use lean body mass instead [16]. Similarly, the clearance of

drugs which are highly dependent on hepatic blood flow,

such as propofol, is similarly overestimated, if linearly

scaled on a per kg base from normal weight subjects, and

thus a better approach is the use of nonlinear allometric

weight scales for this purpose [17, 18].

In chronic obesity, the initial rise in GFR entails an

increase in blood pressure, hyperinsulinemia, and activation

of the renin–angiotensin system, which can lead to a deteri-

oration of renal function on account of irreversible glomeru-

lar structural damage [19]. In turn, diabetes mellitus and

hypertension, two highly prevalent diseases in the obese,

are themselves risk factors for renal disease [20].

In the liver, obesity is often associated with fatty liver

disease [21] and hepatic fibrosis [22], which could impair its

excretory and metabolic capacity. It has been reported that

87 % of patients undergoing bariatric surgery have abnormal

liver histology, mainly fatty liver disease (83 %), nonalco-

holic steatohepatitis (2.6 %), and cirrhosis (1.3 %). Further-

more, there is a correlation between the severity of liver

damage and BMI [23]. Recent studies have shown an inverse

correlation between the severity of fatty liver disease and

intra-hepatic blood flow [24, 25]. As for liver enzyme activity,

it has been reported that obesity can increase or decrease

enzyme activity, depending on the enzymatic pathway

involved, thus affecting drug metabolism in different

ways [15].

Body Size and Dosage

Which Size Descriptor?

Total body weight (TBW) is the descriptor of body size most

commonly used for drug dosing, however there are potentially

more exact descriptors to adjust the dosage in the obese

patient. Nonetheless, few studies have formally described

volume changes and clearances of intravenous anesthetics in

this population. Ideally pharmacokinetic models and dosing

plans should be based on descriptors that reflect with greater

precision the body composition changes of the obese that are

relevant for each particular drug, according to their physical

properties.

Body size descriptors used to adjust intravenous anes-

thetic doses in the obese patient:

1. Ideal body weight (IBW) [26]: Considers only height

(HT) and gender in its estimation of weight. From a

biological standpoint it seems unreasonable to adjust

doses without considering the impact of additional body

weight (to which drugs may also re-distribute), and so its

use is questionable in pharmacology [27].

IBW kgð Þ ¼ 45:4þ 0:89 HT CMð Þ � 152:4
� �

þ 4:5 if maleð Þ

2. Adjusted body weight (kg) [28]: Was derived to scale

doses in the obese. It uses the ideal weight (IBW) and to

a varying degree the amount of weight excess

(TBW-IBW), which must be adjusted by a correcting

factor (CF) based on the physical properties of the drug.

In anesthesia it has been used to scale doses of propofol

using a CF of 0.4 with good results [29, 30]. Its calculation

is simple, and requires the weight, height, and gender of

the patient.

ABW ¼ IBWþ CF TBW� IBWð Þ

3. Lean body weight (LBW): Is the difference between total

body weight (TBW) and fat mass. Normally lean mass is

between 70 % and 90 % of TBW. This ratio is altered in

obesity due to excess fat. This descriptor has been

recommended to adjust different doses of drugs in obese

patients and non-obese [27]. Lean mass has a better

correlation with metabolic processes than TBW, due to

the lower contribution of fat to metabolic activity [27].

There are various formulas for calculating the lean mass,

the most commonly used being those of James [31], and

Hume [32]. Their calculation requires the weight, height,

and gender of the patient.

James equation:

LBW maleð Þ ¼ 1:10 � TBW � 0:0128 � BMI � TBW

LBW femaleð Þ ¼ 1:07 � TBW � 0:0148 � BMI � TBW

where the body mass index (BMI) is calculated as:

BMI ¼ TBWðkgÞ=
Height mð Þ2

Hume equation:

LBW maleð Þ ¼ 0:3281 �TBWþ0:33929 �H cmð Þ�29:5336

LBW femaleð Þ ¼ 0:29569 � TBW þ 0:41813 � H cmð Þ
� 43:2933

Using the James equation progressive weight gain entails

an increase in lean mass until a BMI limit of 35 women

and 42 men is reached. From then on the estimate of LBM

starts to decrease until eventually reaching negative

values, and so is inadequate in the morbidly obese

(Fig. 24.1). Pharmacokinetic models such as the Schnider
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for propofol [33] and the Minto for Remifentanil [34] use

this equation to calculate LBM as a covariate in some of

its parameters, creating problems in the morbidly obese

as discussed below.

4. Fat-free mass (FFM)

Fat-free mass (FFM) [2] considers muscles, bones, vital

organs, and extracellular fluid. Unlike lean mass, it

excludes lipid cell membranes, bone, and the central

nervous system. Therefore FFM is very similar to lean

mass and its main advantage is that it was derived from

unbiased body mass measurements in people of a wide

range of body weight (40–216 kg). The formula can be

applied to the morbidly obese without the problems seen

with the James equation (Fig. 24.2). FFM is determined

using the weight (kg), height (m), and gender of the

patient.

FFM ¼ WHSmax � H2 � TBW=
WHS50 �H2þTBWð Þ

h i

For men, WHSmax is 42.92 kg/m2 and WHS50 is

30.93 kg/m2 and for women WHSmax is 37.99 kg/m2

and WHS50 is 35.98 kg/m2.

5. Normal fat mass (NFM)

NFM is an extension of the concept of ABW and

predicted normal weight [34]. It incorporates an estimate

of FFM plus a variable percentage (FFAT) of the

estimated fat mass (TBW-FFM).

NFM kgð Þ ¼ FFMþ Ffat � TBW� FFMð Þ
The idea of NFM is to determine the value of Ffat that

is most appropriate for the parameter being predicted.

This will depend on the physical properties of the drug. If

Ffat is estimated to be zero, then FFM alone is required

to predict size while if Ffat is 1 then size is predicted

by TBW.

Linear Body Weight Dosage Models

The larger body size of obese patients commonly causes a

greater drug distribution volume and clearance. The magni-

tude of this rise is, however, variable depending on the

characteristics of each drug [35]. Linear per kg dosing

models assume that volumes and clearances increase propor-

tionally to body weight. Commonly, pharmacokinetic

models derived from normal weight patients use linear

relationships between weight and model parameters

[36–38]. Using these models in obese patients puts them at

risk of overdose, mainly because the clearance of a drug

does not increase linearly with weight [39]. The use of other

size descriptors to scale down clearances, such as lean mass

or normal fat mass (NFM), allows a better description of this

nonlinear relationship [27]. In turn, allometric scaling

models have been successfully used to describe changes in

volumes and clearances of patients within a wide range of

weight, as described below [17, 18, 40–42].

Allometry

Different organisms’ characteristics and bodily functions

can be scaled to body size by an exponential relationship

to the power of a multiple of 1/4 [43]. Allometry

describes this exponential relationship between size and

function.

Y ¼ aMPWR

where Y is the predicted biological characteristic, M is the

mass of the body, a is an empirically derived constant, and

PWR is the allometric exponent.

Fig. 24.1 Relationship between total body weight and lean body mass

(LBM) of women according to James’ equation for patients of different
height
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women estimated by James and Hume equations and FFM
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The growth of living beings, from single cell organisms to

obese humans and elephants, can be described using allome-

tric relationships. It is known, for example, that as living

beings grow they do not remain isometric (same shape)

because they would not be able to support their own

weight—thus resulting in disproportional changes in body

structure and composition. Allometry applies to many phys-

iological, structural, and time related variables which follow

the ¼ power law [43].

Allometry has been successfully used in pharmacology to

adjust doses between different body sizes within species or

between different species [44–46]. An allometric model

based on theoretical principles scales volumes using a

power of 1, clearances using a power of ¾, and half-times

with a power of ¼, with respect to body size—no matter

which body size descriptor is used, since that will depend on

the physical properties of the drug [41, 47]. The basis of

using a power of ¾ for clearances comes from its metabolic

nature [43, 48]. There is strong evidence throughout a vari-

ety of species, including humans, that the basal metabolic

rate can be adjusted according to body size using an allome-

tric power of ¾ [43, 49]. Similarly, it is known that the

metabolic rate of an organism is proportional to the energy

produced by muscles, and can be scaled to body size using a

power of ¾. In intravenous anesthesia there are many

examples of the appropriateness of allometric relationships

to describe the pharmacokinetic changes associated with

growth in children [44–46] and obesity related size changes

[17, 18, 41, 42, 47].

TIVA and TCI in the Obese Patient

Traditionally the administration of intravenous anesthesia

using TCI in the obese has been done using dosing models

derived from non-obese patients. The use of such models has

proven inadequate in this population [41, 50]. Recently,

however, there has been great interest in developing new

PK and PDmodels that include obese patients. In this section

we shall attempt to describe the pharmacokinetic changes

associated with obesity, applied to frequently used intrave-

nous anesthetics.

Opioids

Opioids are often used in general anesthesia to provide

analgesia. Precise dosing in obese patients is crucial due

to their greater susceptibility of developing respiratory

complications. Nevertheless, the dose of opioids is often

guided more by intuition than by scientific evidence. Fur-

thermore, unlike the hypnotics, where there have been great

advances in the monitoring of effect using EEG readings, to

date there are no means to adequately monitor the effects of

intra-operative opioid administration (see Chap. X on moni-

toring of the analgesic component of anesthesia).

Fentanyl

There are no pharmacokinetic models for fentanyl in the

obese. Its pharmacokinetics are usually described using

3-compartment models, emphasizing its high lipid solubility

(partition coefficient octanol-H2O ¼ 813), high volume

of distribution (262 L), and relatively low clearance

(CL ¼ 0.5 L/min) [51]. These features cause long infusions,

or repeated boluses of fentanyl to result in accumulation in

peripheral tissues, especially fat tissue, potentially

prolonging its duration of action [52]. Accumulation of this

drug can be expected to increase in the obese due to the

excess of fat mass. In turn, the increased cardiac output in

these patients should result in increased clearances relative

to normal weight patients. Shibutani et al. [53] evaluated the

predictive ability of two pharmacokinetic models of fentanyl

in obese and normal weight patients. In both models results

showed a tendency to overestimate the concentrations of

fentanyl in the obese. This is because the pharmacokinetic

parameters of the models used were not scaled to weight and

therefore were only representative of thin patients. In other

words, the models did not consider the expected increase in

volumes and clearances in these patients. In the same study,

the authors were able to characterize the metabolic clearance

and its relationship with weight, finding a nonlinear relation-

ship. Based on their findings they suggest a standardized

dose based on an empirical descriptor of body size called

“pharmacokinetic mass.”

Pharmacokinetic mass

¼ 52= 1þ 196:4e�0:025 � TBW� 53:66=100
� �� �

Figure 24.3 shows the relationship between weight and

different size descriptors including pharmacokinetic mass.

This figure suggests that, of the traditional size descriptors,

the ABW with a correction factor of 0.4 (similar to that

suggested for propofol) is the closest to the derived descrip-

tor for this drug and could be a simple way of adjusting its

dose.

Alfentanil

The pharmacokinetics of alfentanil are commonly described

using a 3-compartment model [37]. Its pharmacokinetic

characteristics include its relatively low lipid solubility (parti-

tion coefficient octanol-H2O ¼ 145), a volume of distribution

of only 23 L and a slow clearance (CL ¼ 0.2 L/min) [51].
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Its lower lipid solubility compared to other opioids should lead

to less accumulation in obese patients. There is only one PK

model for this drug in obese patients, published by Pérus et al.

[38], and this model was based on the study of only ten obese

and six non-obese patients. In that study the authors found that

the model of Maitre [37], derived from non-obese patients,

underestimated alfentanil concentrations in obese patients—

which could lead to an overdose. This error in estimation is

attributed to the use of a lineal model based on weight to

estimate volumes and clearances. Furthermore, based on the

modeling analysis the authors describe an increase in alfentanil

clearance in the obese, without any apparent effect on other

parameters.With the scarce data available on this drug, definite

recommendations cannot be made. It seems, however, reason-

able to advise dosing of alfentanil using a descriptor of size

such as lean mass (FFM) and not body weight.

Sufentanil

The pharmacokinetics of sufentanil are described using 2-

and 3-compartment models. Its pharmacokinetic profile

emphasizes its high lipid solubility (partition coefficient

octanol-H2O ¼ 1778), high volume of distribution (541 L),

and a relatively high clearance (CL ¼ 1.2 L/min) [51, 54].

There are two models of sufentanil derived from an obese

population [55, 56]. Unfortunately, due to limitations in their

designs none of these studies is able to characterize the effect

of body size as a continuous variable in volumes and

clearances of the drug. Schwartz et al. [55] described the

pharmacokinetics of sufentanil in eight obese and eight

non-obese patients. The authors used a 2-compartment

model to describe sufentanil PK and found a larger volume

of distribution in obese (547 L) compared to non-obese

(346 L) patients. With regard to clearance, they report

slightly higher value of 1.99 (L/min) in obese compared

with 1.78 (L/min) in the non-obese, however this difference

was not statistically significant. Slepchenko et al. [56]

administered sufentanil by TCI in obese subjects using the

non-obese model created by Gepts et al. [57]. The authors

found an overall good performance, with a slight tendency to

overestimate the drug concentration (“Median performance

error” ¼ �13 %). Although this result could be interpreted

as a validation of this model in the obese, there remains a

clear correlation between the degree of obesity and the

amount of overestimation. That is, the error becomes more

negative (more overestimation) with increasing weight,

which could be explained because the model does not scale

its parameters according to body size. Therefore, in heavier

patients, there is a greater the risk of underdosing, because

the model does not consider the expected increase in

volumes and clearances of sufentanil as weight increase.

Using the pharmacokinetic parameters reported by Schwartz

et al. [55] in obese and non-obese patients, it is possible to

simulate dosing using different size descriptors (Fig. 24.4).

The figure shows that weight-based schemes result in higher

concentrations in obese patients, and that dose normalization

based on FFM or ABW would be preferable.

Remifentanil

The pharmacokinetics of remifentanil are characterized

using 2- or 3-compartment models [14, 34, 58]. Its pharma-

cokinetic profile includes a moderate lipid solubility (parti-

tion coefficient octanol-H2O ¼ 17.9), low volume of

distribution (20 L), and a rapid clearance (CL ¼ 2.6 L/min).

Egan et al. [14] described the pharmacokinetics of

remifentanil after a large single bolus of approximately

10 mcg/kg (TBW) in 12 obese and 12 non-obese patients.

In their results, the authors report higher concentrations and a

longer duration of associated hemodynamic compromise in

obese patients. Using a two-compartment model to describe

Fig. 24.3 Relationship between weight and different size descriptors

including pharmacokinetic mass

Fig. 24.4 Simulation of plasma concentration of sufentanil in a 70 kg

(lean) and a 94 kg (obese) patient, both 170 cm tall. The dose of

sufentanil administered is a 4 mcg/kg bolus, followed by a continuous

infusion of 0.1 mcg/kg/min for 2 h. Obese patient schemes are based on

actual weight (TBW), lean mass (FFM), or adjusted body weight, with a

correcting factor of 0.4 (ABW)
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the pharmacokinetics of the drug, the authors found no

differences in volumes (L) and clearances (L/min) in both

groups. It should be noted, however, that there was a tendency

to a slight increase in volumes and clearances in obese patients,

whichwas better correlatedwith the increase in lean mass than

total body weight. This correlation explains overdose reported

in obese patients when using a bolus scaled to weight. The

model they designed suggests scaling of doses using leanmass.

This is shown in Fig. 24.5 using the parameters reported by

Egan et al. and different size descriptors.

Remifentanil TCI with the Minto PK Model
in the Obese
The administration of remifentanil by TCI using the

Minto model [34] is not recommended for the morbidly

obese as this model was not derived from obese patients.

As mentioned above, the James equation [31], used in

this model to calculate lean mass, produces an

underestimation of V1, V2, and CL in the morbidly

obese (Table 24.1). If this model is used for TCI in

patients with a BMI above a critical value (~35 in

women and ~42 in men), the amount of drug administered

will be progressively less than required. La Colla et al.

[59] demonstrated that underestimation with the Minto

model in the morbidly obese can be corrected by using the

Janmahasatian equation [2], instead of the James equa-

tion, for estimating FFM. This correction, nevertheless,

has not been incorporated into commercially available

TCI pumps. Alternatively, the use of a larger “fake

height” to reduce error with the James equation has also

been proposed by the same authors [59]. We believe that

until there are adequate remifentanil TCI models

implemented for use in obese patients, continuous

infusions schemes based on FFM and adjusted according

to clinical response should be preferred.

Propofol

Propofol is the hypnotic of choice for TIVA. Its pharmacoki-

netics are best described by three-compartment models

[33, 36, 60–64]. Its pharmacokinetic profile features a high

lipid solubility (partition coefficient octanol-H2O ¼ 6800), a

high volume of distribution (�250 L), and rapid clearance

(�1.8 L/min). Several studies have examined the pharmaco-

kinetics of propofol in obese patients. Servin et al. [30]

designed the first formal pharmacokinetic study of propofol

in eight morbidly obese patients. The authors reported that the

initial volume of distribution was not modified in obese

patients, compared with the non-obese adults using data

from another study. Furthermore, clearance and distribution

volume at steady state were correlated to TBW. The authors

suggested thatmaintenance schemes based onTBWshould be

the same as those for non-obese patients without an apparent

risk for accumulation. The lack of a clear increase in the initial

distribution volume might suggest adjusting the initial induc-

tion bolus to avoid overdosing and consequent hemodynamic

repercussions. In line with this result Ingrande et al. [65] found

that scaling the induction bolus of propofol to lean mass was

more appropriate than TBW. In a study by our group [17] we

studied 19morbidly obese patients who received propofol and

remifentanil based anesthesia. Plasma concentrations in these

patients were analyzed, alongwith data from two other studies

inmorbidly obese patients [30] and healthy volunteers [33]. In

total 51 subjects with a wide range of BMI (16–52 kg/m2)

were included. In this study we found that a 3-compartment

model, using TBW to allometrically scale volumes and

clearances was superior to other size descriptors (FFM,

LBM, NFM). Later studies [18, 66, 67] support the allometric

relationship to TBW as a valid alternative for propofol dose

adjustment in the obese. According to these new models the

infusion rates of propofol during anesthetic maintenance

(mg/kg/h) should be reduced nonlinearly with increasing

body weight. Of the various models available, that developed

by Eleveld et al. [18] deserves special mention, as it is derived

from a large population of 660 individuals and 21 studies, to

help estimate volumes and clearances, and the impact of other

covariates besides body weight (such as age, sex, and gender).

Fig. 24.5 Simulation of plasma concentration of remifentanil using

the Egan model, in two patients—one 70 kg (lean) and the other 94 kg

(obese), both 170 cm tall. The dose administered of remifentanil is 0.25

mcg/kg/min. Obese patient schemes are based on actual weight (TBW),

lean mass (FFM), adjusted body weight, with a correcting factor of

0.4 (ABW) or ideal body weight (IBW)

Table 24.1 Pharmacokinetic parameters adjusted to LBM (James

equation) in the Minto model for remifentanil

Parameter Non-obese Obese

V1 (L) 4.4 3.3

V1 (L) 8.8 7.2

CL (L/h) 144 128

Estimated parameters are shown for 40-year-old, 160 cm, male

non-obese (65 kg) and obese (150 kg) subjects
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Propofol TCI with the Marsh and Schnider
Models in the Obese

Commercially available TCI pumps use the Marsh [36] and

Schnider [33] propofol models which were derived from

non-obese patients. When prospectively tested in obese

patients both models have shown poor performance

[68, 69]. Extrapolation of model predictions from a model

derived from one population to another of different qualities

(i.e., age, weight or disease) is not advisable since it carries

the risk of important misspecifications and dosing errors.

The Marsh Model
The Marsh model scales all of its volumes and clearances to

total body weight. Consequently, it delivers twice the dose in

mg or mg/h, to a patient who weighs double that of another,

without adjustment by other covariates. As mentioned

above, it is evident that the clearance of a drug does not

increase in proportion to body weight and thus this model

will most likely administer an excess of drug with increasing

magnitude according to degree of obesity. In turn, the central

volume, a key parameter in the calculation of the initial

bolus, will be overestimated in the obese patient generating

a comparatively large bolus [69]. The use of the Marsh

model for TCI in obese patients remains controversial [70].

Some studies suggest that, if used, anesthetic maintenance

dose should be determined without weight correction

[68, 71], whilst others recommend using ABW instead

[29]. This last approach allows for a reduction in bolus size

and maintenance dose, without the need to adjust the target

concentration. We believe that using Marsh with ABW is a

better alternative, nevertheless, due to model misspeci-

fications from linear per kg assumptions, propofol adminis-

tration should always be titrated using an EEG monitor to

assure adequate anesthetic depth.

The Schnider Model
With the Schnider model errors are greater in the obese than

the Marsh model [29]. One of the problems is caused by an

underestimation of central volume, owing to the fact that it is

fixed (not influenced by body size), which potentially leads

to inadequate induction bolus doses. The biggest problem,

however, is the overestimation of metabolic clearance. The

latter is calculated by an equation including lean body mass

(estimated by the James equation). As described above, lean

mass is underestimated by the James equation in the severely

obese, leading to an overestimation of clearance in this

model. To avoid the risk of overdose, commercial TCI

pumps block the use of this model upon reaching critical

values of BMI. One way to address this problem is to use

ABW, thereby artificially decreasing BMI and better esti-

mate lean mass. Replacing the James equation with the

Janmahasatian equation for estimating lean mass is not

possible without altering the original model and proved

ineffective in our study [29] (Fig. 24.6).

Marsh and Schnider Models at Induction
Echevarrı́a et al. [72] studied the initial target concentration

during induction of 66 obese patients using an effect site

targeted TCI, with both the Marsh and Schnider models. All

patients received fentanyl (3 mcg/kg), and the authors

defined adequate hypnosis as BIS <60 up to 5 min after

intubation. It was found that the effective target for 50 % of

the patients was 4.5 mcg/ml using the Schnider model and

3.4 mcg/ml using the Marsh model (Fig. 24.7). These results

Fig. 24.6 Metabolic clearance of propofol estimated with the

Schnider model using different approaches to calculate LBM. The

blue line represents the original approach using James equation which

results in the larger predictive errors

Fig. 24.7 Propofol predicted effect-site targets to induce general

anesthesia in obese patients according to the model selected. Adequate

hypnosis is BIS <60 up to 5 min after intubation
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are mainly explained by differences in the central volume, as

previously discussed and therefore the magnitude of their

difference will increase in heavier patients. It is our opinion

that although these values can be used as a reference, the

bottom line is that these models will behave very differently

at induction and therefore initial target selection should be

based on a good understanding of the model selected and

patient characteristics.

Which Propofol Model for the Obese?

A recent study by Cortinez et al. [29] reviewed the perfor-

mance of five propofol models in the morbidly obese,

including those designed for use in obese [17, 18, 66] and

non-obese patients t [33, 36]. Overall the Eleveld model

performed the best, with an average absolute error of 27 %

and a moderate tendency to underestimate the concentration

of propofol of 18 % (both errors can be considered clinically

acceptable [69, 70]). It is noteworthy that all models showed

a tendency to overdose. This systematic error may be

attributed to a pharmacokinetic interaction with

remifentanil, which was administered in relatively high

doses (0.36 � 0.09 mg/kg TBW/min). In addition, in this

study the effect time profile was characterized using a phar-

macokinetic-pharmacodynamic model, by the means of a

bispectral index (BIS) monitor of hypnosis. No obvious

differences in the time profile of the BIS, nor in the

concentration-BIS ratio when compared with other studies

in non-obese patients was found, suggesting little influence

of obesity on the hypnotic effect of propofol.

It is surprising that, having models specifically

designed for obese patients, these have yet to be

incorporated in commercial pumps. In Latin America

Arcomed® (Arcomed_AG, Switzerland) pumps have

incorporated the Cortı́nez model to administer propofol

in obese patients. In contrast, other available pumps do

not incorporate these new models. With the currently

available TCI models we recommend the use of either

the Marsh or the Schnider models with ABW. No matter

what model is selected, it is recommended to titrate the

concentration target aided by an anesthesia depth

monitor.

Dexmedetomidine

Dexmedetomidine is a highly selective α-2 adrenergic

agonist with sedative [73–75], and analgesic effects

[74–76], and minimal respiratory changes [74–77]. In

bariatric surgery dexmedetomidine is often administered

as an anesthetic adjuvant, decreasing the consumption of

opioids intra- and postoperatively [76, 77]. Dosage in this

population is commonly done on the basis of schemes

scaled by kg of weight, with recommendations to

decrease the dose in obese patients [78]. Its pharmacoki-

netic profile includes a low lipid solubility (partition

coefficient octanol-H2O ¼ 2.89) [79], volume of distri-

bution of 120–150 L and clearance of 0.5–0.8 L/min

[79–82]. Cortinez et al. [40] studied the pharmacokinetics

of dexmedetomidine in obese and normal weight

patients given two infusion schemes based on weight

(0.25 mcg/kg/h; 0.5 mcg/kg/h). The study showed that

dexmedetomidine dosing schemes using linear weight per

kg produced higher concentrations of the drug in obese

patients than in non-obese patients (Fig. 24.8).
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Fig. 24.8 Dexmedetomidine serum concentration time profiles according to the maintenance dose regime administered. Left panel (0.25 mcg/kg/

h); right panel (0.5 mcg/kg/h). Green lines represent obese patients. Blue lines represent lean patients
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Additionally, the pharmacokinetic profile of the drug was

adequately described with a 2-compartment model, as in

other previous studies [80–82]. The higher concentrations

of dexmedetomidine attained in obese patients were

explained by the lack of effect of fat mass on the

estimated increases in volumes and clearances. Changes

in these parameters were described using an allometric

model, with FFM as a body size descriptor. Finally,

excess fat was found to have a negative effect on

clearance, potentially due to a concomitant hepatic

impairment—a possibility that requires further research.

The authors describe dose adjustments per kg of weight to

illustrate the results of their model on the dosage of this

population (Table 24.2).
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Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics
in the Pediatric Patient 25
Brian J. Anderson

The pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD) and

side effect profile of most medications used in children differ

from those in adults; these differences are most pronounced

in neonates. PK are affected by maturation of organ function

and body composition, altered protein binding, distinct dis-

ease spectrum, diverse behaviour and dissimilar receptor

patterns [1]. The capacity of the end organ, such as the

brain, heart or skeletal muscle, to respond to medications

may also differ in children compared with adults

(PD effects). Dose modification to achieve the desired clini-

cal response and avoid toxicity is required for children. Dose

calculations are based on knowledge of PK and PD [2].

Principles of PK and PD Modelling

The goal of pharmacologic treatment is a desired response,

known as the target effect. An understanding of the

concentration–response relationship (i.e. pharmacodynamics,

PD) can be used to predict the target concentration required to

achieve this target effect in a typical child [3]. Pharmacoki-

netic (PK) knowledge (e.g. clearance, volume) then

determines the dose that will achieve the target concentration.

Each child, however, is somewhat different, and there is

variability associated with all parameters used in PK and PD

equations (known as models). Covariate information (e.g.

weight, age, pathology, drug interactions, pharmaco-

genomics) can be used to help predict the typical dose in a

specific patient [2]. The Holy Grail of clinical pharmacology

is the prediction of drug PK and PD in the individual patient

[4], and this requires knowledge of the covariates that con-

tribute to variability.

Anaesthesiologists are practising pharmacologists, and the

use of total intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) using propofol is

a good example of ‘pharmacology in action’. There is a

defined target effect (e.g. bispectral index (BIS) 50–55),

there is a target concentration of propofol known to achieve

this (e.g. 3 mg/L), and the PK of propofol in children have

been described. Advanced concepts in pharmacokinetic

modelling and computer technology have led to sophisticated

delivery systems that facilitate anaesthesia given by the intra-

venous route. Further advances involving feedback from

receptor organs have been developed for children [5, 6]. -

Target-controlled infusion (TCI) devices or ‘smart pumps’
may be directed at either plasma or effect site. These

computerised pumps are a considerable advance over earlier

manual techniques for children [7, 8] that targeted plasma

alone. However, they require input of both pharmacokinetic

and pharmacodynamic parameters, and a lack of robust PK–

PD estimates and variability associated with parameter

estimates limits the current accuracy of TCI in children

under 5 years of age [9].

Compartment Modelling

If drug concentrations are measured several times within the

first 15–30 min after IV administration as well as during a

more prolonged period, more than one clearance is often

present. This can be observed as a marked change in slope

of a semilogarithmic graph of concentration versus time

(Fig. 25.1). The number and nature of the compartments

required to describe the clearance of a drug do not necessarily

represent specific body fluids or tissues. When two first-order

exponential equations are required to describe the clearance

of drug from the circulation, the pharmacokinetics are

described as first-order, two-compartment (e.g. central and

peripheral compartments) that fit the following equation:

C tð Þ ¼ Ae�αt þ Be�βt ð25:1Þ
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where concentration is C, t is time after the dose, A is the

concentration at time 0 for the distribution rate represented

by the broken line graph with the steepest slope, α is the rate

constant for distribution, B is the concentration at time 0 for

the terminal elimination rate, and β is the rate constant for

terminal elimination. Rate constants indicate the rate of

change in concentration and correspond to the slope of the

line divided by 2.303 (loge10) for logarithm concentration

versus time.

Such two-compartment or biphasic kinetics are fre-

quently observed after IV administration of drugs that rap-

idly distribute out of the central compartment (V1) to a

peripheral compartment (V2) [10, 11]. In such situations,

the initial rapid decrease in concentration is referred to as

the α distribution phase and represents distribution to the

peripheral (tissue) compartments in addition to drug elimi-

nation. The terminal (β) phase begins after the inflection

point in the line when elimination starts to account for

most of the change in drug concentration. To determine the

initial change in concentration due to distribution, the

change in concentration due to elimination must be

subtracted from the total change in concentration. The

slope of the line representing the difference between these

two rates is the rate constant for distribution.

These parameters (A, B, α, β) have little connection

with the underlying physiology, and an alternative

parameterisation is to use a central volume and three rate

constants (k10, k12, k21) that describe drug distribution

between compartments. Another common method is to use

two volumes (central, V1; peripheral, V2) and two clearances

(CL, Q). Q is the inter-compartment clearance, and the

volume of distribution at steady state (Vss) is the sum of V1

and V2 (Fig. 25.2). Computers have made nonlinear regres-

sion techniques to directly estimate parameters easier

through iterative techniques using least squares curve fitting.

Models with two or more compartments are now commonly

solved using differential equations rather than graphical

techniques, e.g. for a two-compartment mammillary model

comprising a central compartment with volume V1 and con-

centration C1 and a peripheral compartment (V2, C2) with

drug input (ratein)

dC1

dt
¼ rateinþ C2� Qð Þ � C1� Qþ CLð Þ

V1
ð25:2Þ

dC2

dt
¼ Q� C1� C2ð Þ

V2
: ð25:3Þ

A series of similar differential equations can be written and

solved for models with more than two compartments.

Paediatric PK Parameter Sets

Most TCI techniques use propofol and remifentanil as the

principle drugs for induction and maintenance of anaesthe-

sia. Popular paediatric programmes used for propofol infu-

sion targeting a plasma concentration are based on data from

Marsh et al. [12] and Gepts et al. [13] (Diprifusor) and

Kataria et al. [8] or Absalom et al. [14] (Paedfusor). Con-

centration can be predicted based on the reported

parameters. These parameter sets are commonly termed

‘models’ and named after the author who reported them

(e.g. ‘Kataria model’). Parameter estimates (e.g. CL, Q, V1

and V2) are different for each parameter set (Table 25.1).

Covariate influences that contribute variability such as

severity of illness are often unaccounted for; the volume in

the central compartment, for example, is increased in chil-

dren after cardiac surgery [15]. Even weight or age, the

commonest sources of variability [16], may be omitted

from parameter estimates. Both the administration method

Fig. 25.1 A time–concentration profile of a two-compartment model

(upper panel). This profile is shown in a semilogarithmic graph on the

lower panel. The initial rapid decrease in serum concentration reflects

distribution and elimination followed by a slower decrease due to

elimination. Subtraction of the initial decrease in concentration due to

elimination using the concentrations from the elimination line

extrapolated back to time 0 at B produces the lower line with a steep

slope ¼ α (distribution rate constant)/2.303. The terminal elimination

phase has a slope ¼ β (elimination rate constant)/2.303
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(intravenous bolus or infusion) [17] and the collection of

venous blood for assay rather than arterial blood will have

influence on PK parameter estimates in the early phase when

movement of drug into the effect compartment is occurring.

Time–concentration profiles (Fig. 25.3) and context-

sensitive half-lives will differ depending on which parameter

set is used [18].

Validation studies for these differing parameter sets are

few. The Paedfusor has been examined [14] and reported to

have a MDPE (median performance error, bias) of 4.1 %

and a MDAPE (median absolute performance error, preci-

sion) of 9.7 % over the age range investigated (1–15 years).

A later study suggested that all except Marsh performed

acceptably in children 3–26 months [18]. Others have

described a poor fit for Kataria, the most widely used

model [19]. However, clearance (L h�1 kg�1) decreases

with age, and MPE is minimised at low CL and exaggerated

at higher values. Evaluating models outside of the age range

that they were determined from will increase bias and

worsen precision.

Adult remifentanil PK parameters [20] continue to be used

in TCI devices for all ages, despite an increasing knowledge

about this drug in children [21]. There is an element of safety

with this approach because both volume of distribution [22]

and clearance (expressed as mL min�1 kg�1) [23] decrease

with age from adulthood and because the elimination half-

life is small with a constant context-sensitive half-life. The

larger volume of distribution results in lower peak

concentrations after bolus; the higher clearance in children

results in lower plasma concentration when infused at adult

rates expressed asmgmin�1 kg�1. However, remifentanil PK

can be described in all age groups by simple application of an

allometric size model (see below) [23]. This standardised

clearance of 2790 mL/min/70 kg�1 is similar to that reported

by others in children [22, 24] and adults [20, 25]. The smaller

the child, the greater the clearance when expressed as

mL/min/kg. Owing to these enhanced clearance rates,

smaller (younger) children will require higher remifentanil

infusion rates than larger (older) children and adults to

achieve equivalent blood concentrations.

Fig. 25.2 A two-compartment

model with an additional

compartment used to describe

concentration in the effect

compartment. The effect

compartment concentration is not

the same as the blood or serum

concentration and is not a real

measurable concentration. It has

negligible volume and contains

negligible blood. A single first-

order parameter (Keo) describes

the equilibration rate between the

central and effect compartments

(see text for explanation)

Table 25.1 Propofol parameter estimates for a 20 kg child

Parameter

Kataria

[8]

Marsh

[12, 13]

Paedfusor

[14]

Short

[284]

Schuttler

[55]

Rigby-Jones

[15]

Murat

[285]

Saint-Maurice

[286]

Coppens

[287]

V1 (L) 10.4 4.56 9.16 8.64 7.68 11.68 20.6 14.44 3.48

V2 (L) 20.2 9.28 18.98 10.8 20.74 26.68 19.4 35.6 4.68

V3 (L) 164 58.04 116.58 69.4 264.82 223.86 121.74 168 19.02

CL1 (L/min) 0.68 0.542 0.568 0.836 0.56 0.444 0.98 0.62 0.78

CL2 (L/min) 1.16 0.51 1.044 1.22 1.036 0.32 1.34 1.24 2.04

CL3 (L/min) 0.52 0.192 0.384 0.34 0.46 0.268 0.4 0.22 0.66

Performance of these models differed markedly during the different stages of propofol administration. Most models underestimated propofol

concentration 1 min after the bolus dose, suggesting an overestimation of the initial volume of distribution. Not all models tested were within the

accepted limits of performance (MDPE < 20 % and MDAPE < 30 %). The model derived by Short and colleagues performed best [18] in

children 3–26 months. From Anderson BJ. Pharmacology of paediatric TIVA Rev Colomb Anestesiol 2013;41:205–14, with kind permission from

the Colombian Society of Anesthesiology and Resuscitation. (Published with permission of the publisher. Original source: Anderson BJ. La

farmacologı́a de la anestesia total intravenosa en pediatrı́a. Rev Colomb Anestesiol. 2013;41(3):205–214. Copyright # 2013 Sociedad

Colombiana de Anestesiologı́a y Reanimación. Publicado por Elsevier España, S. L. Todos los derechos reservados [730])
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Half-Life

Half-life, the time for a drug concentration to decrease by

one half, is a familiar parameter used to describe the kinetics

of many drugs that demonstrate exponential decay. Half-life

(T1/2) helps describe this first-order kinetic process, because

the same proportion or fraction of the drug is removed

during equal periods of time.

T1
2
¼ LNð2Þ=k ð25:4Þ

However, half-life is a poor parameter for a drug

described using two compartments and may be poorly

estimated in drugs with slow absorption after enteral dosing.

Half-life does not predict dosing schedule, that is, predicted

by effect duration [26]. Half-life is confounded by both

clearance and volume; if the two are changing independently

with age, the half-life may be the same in neonates as in

adults even though clearance is immature in neonates.

A more useful concept for IV drugs used in anaesthesia is

that of the context-sensitive half-time (CSHT) where ‘con-
text’ refers to infusion duration. This is the time required for

the plasma drug concentration to decline by 50 % after

terminating infusion [27]. The CSHT is the same as the

elimination half-life for a one-compartment model and

does not change with infusion duration.

Context-sensitive half-time may be independent of infu-

sion duration (e.g. remifentanil 2.5 min), moderately affected

(propofol 12 min at 1 h, 38 min at 8 h in adults), or display

marked prolongation (e.g. fentanyl 1 h at 24 min, 8 h at

280 min). This is due to return of drug to central from periph-

eral compartments after ceasing infusion. Peripheral compart-

ment sizes and clearances differ in children from adults, and at

termination of infusion more or less drug may remain in the

body for any given plasma concentration than in adults. The

context-sensitive half-time for children given propofol, for

example, is longer (Fig. 25.4) [7]. The context-sensitive half-

time gives insight into the pharmacokinetics of a drug, but the

parameter may not be clinically relevant; the percentage

decrease in concentration required for recovery of drug effect

is not necessarily 50 % (Fig. 25.5).

Zero-Order Kinetics

The elimination of some drugs occurs with loss of a constant

amount per time, rather than a constant fraction per time.

Such rates are termed zero order and because e0 ¼ 1.

Zero-order (also known as Michaelis–Menten) kinetics may

be designated saturation kinetics, because such processes

Fig. 25.3 Simulated time–

concentration profiles for

propofol using differing

parameter sets. A 3 mg kg�1

bolus was administered and the

infusions were administered as

for an adult (10-8-6 regimen)

(Published with permission of the

publisher. Original source:

Anderson BJ. La farmacologı́a de

la anestesia total intravenosa en

pediatrı́a. Rev Colomb

Anestesiol. 2013;41(3):205–214.

Copyright # 2013 Sociedad

Colombiana de Anestesiologı́a y

Reanimación. Publicado por

Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los

derechos reservados [730])

Fig. 25.4 The context-sensitive half-time for children and adults.

From McFarlane CS, Anderson BJ, Short TG (Reproduced from: The

use of propofol infusions in paediatric anaesthesia: a practical guide.

Pediatr Anesth Paediatr Anaesth 1999; 9: 209–216 [7], with kind

permission from John Wiley and Sons)
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occur when excess amounts of drug saturate the capacity of

metabolic enzymes or transport systems. Ethyl alcohol is a

classic example. In this situation, only a constant amount

of drug is metabolised or transported per unit of time. If

kinetics are zero order, a graph of serum concentration versus

time is linear on linear–linear axes and is curved when

graphed on linear–logarithmic (i.e. semilogarithmic) axes.

Clearance is determined by the maximum rate of metabolism

(Vmax), the Michaelis–Menten constant (Km) and the concen-

tration (C):

CL ¼ Vmax
�
KmþC

ð25:5Þ

Clinically, first-order elimination may become zero order

after administration of excessive doses or prolonged

infusions. Certain drugs administered to neonates (with

immature clearance pathways) exhibit zero-order kinetics at

therapeutic doses and may accumulate to excessive

concentrations, including thiopentone, theophylline

(Fig. 25.6), caffeine, diazepam, furosemide and phenytoin.

Elimination may also be termed ‘mixed order’ (i.e. first

order at low concentrations and zero order after enzymes are

saturated at higher concentrations). For these drugs, a small

increment in dose may cause disproportionately large

increments in serum concentrations.
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Fig. 25.5 The effect observed when the concentration decreases by

50 % depends on the shape of the concentration–response curve and

where the initial concentration sits on that curve. In the example shown

decreasing concentration from 40 mg L�1 to 20 mg L�1 will result in no

effect change, while decreasing from 20 mg L�1 to 10 mg L�1 will have

a minimal change. Impact will certainly be relevant when the

concentration changes are around the EC50. This scenario is commonly

seen when a large dose of a neuromuscular blocking drug is

administered. Dose determines duration of action (Reproduced from

Anderson BJ, Holford NH. Tips and traps analyzing pediatric PK data.

Pediatr Anesth 2011; 21: 222–37, with kind permission from John

Wiley and Sons [26])
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Fig. 25.6 Theophylline elimination in an infant given theophylline

80 mg/kg. Michaelis–Menten kinetics are exemplified by the straight

line of the slope of elimination at concentrations above 35 mg/L

(Reproduced from Anderson BJ, Holford NH, Woollard

GA. Aspects of theophylline clearance in children. Anaesth and
Intensive Care 1997; 25: 497–501, with the kind permission of the

Australian Society of Anaesthetists [151])
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Repetitive Dosing and Drug Accumulation

When multiple doses are administered, the dose is usually

repeated before complete elimination of the previous one

(Fig. 25.7). In this situation, peak and trough concentrations

increase until a steady-state concentration (Css) is reached.

The average Css can be calculated as follows:

Average Css ¼ 1

CL
� f � D

τ

¼ 1

k � V
� f � D

τ

ð25:6Þ

¼ 1:44� T1=2

V
� f � D

τ
ð25:7Þ

In Eqs. (25.6) and (25.7), f is the fraction of the dose

that is absorbed, D is the dose, τ is the dosing interval in the

same units of time as the elimination half-life, k is the

elimination rate constant, and 1.44 equals 1/Ln(2). The

magnitude of the average Css is directly proportional to a

ratio of T1/2/τ and D.

Steady State

Steady state occurs when the amount of drug removed from

the body between doses equals the rate of administration.

This can be simplistically described as:

rate in ¼ rate out ð25:8Þ

amount=time ¼ clearance � targetconcentration ð25:9Þ

Five half-lives are usually required for drug elimination

and distribution among tissue and fluid compartments to

reach equilibrium. When all tissues are at equilibrium

(i.e. steady state), the peak and trough concentrations are

the same after each dose. However, before this time, con-

stant peak and trough concentrations after intermittent

doses, or constant concentrations during drug infusions,

do not prove that a steady state has been achieved because

the drug may still be entering and leaving deep tissue

compartments. During continuous infusion, the fraction

of steady-state concentration that has been reached can be

calculated in terms of multiples of the drug’s half-life.

After three half-lives, the concentration is 88 % of that at

steady state (Table 25.2).

Loading Dose

If the time to reach a constant concentration by continuous or

intermittent dosing is too long, a loading dose (LD) may be

used to reach a greater constant concentration more quickly

(Fig. 25.7). The calculation of the loading dose for a

one-compartment model is:

LD ¼ target concentration� V

This is the principle underlying anaesthesia induction

with propofol. Loading doses must be used cautiously,

because they increase the likelihood of drug toxicity

(e.g. hypotension with propofol).

Fig. 25.7 Time–concentration profile for acetaminophen in a child

given 250 mg 4 hourly (upper panel). The average Css of 10 mg/L is

reached after three doses. The use of a loading dose rapidly achieves the

target concentration (lower panel)

Table 25.2 Exponential decay and half-life

Half-lives

elapsed

Fraction

remaining

Percentage

remaining

Percentage

gone

0 1 100 0

1 1/2 50 50

2 1/4 25 75

3 1/8 12.5 87.5

4 1/16 6.25 93.75

5 1/32 3.125 96.875

6 1/64 1.156 98.844

n 1
�
2n

100
�
2n

100� 100
�
2n
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Dose calculations using a one-compartment model are

not applicable to those drugs that are characterised using

multi-compartment models. The use of V1 results in a

loading dose too high, while the use of Vss results in a

loading dose too low. Too high a dose may cause transient

toxicity, although slowing the rate of administration may

prevent excessive concentrations during the distributive

phase.

The time to peak effect (Tpeak) is dependent on clearance

and effect site equilibration half-time (T1/2 keo). At a sub-

maximal dose, Tpeak is independent of dose. At

supramaximal doses, maximal effect will occur earlier than

Tpeak and persist for longer duration because of the shape of

the sigmoid Emax response model. This is due to similar

considerations described in time course of immediate

effects. The Tpeak concept has been used to calculate optimal

initial bolus doses [28], because V1 and Vss poorly reflect the

required scaling factor. A new parameter, the volume of

distribution at the time of peak effect site concentration

(Vpe), is used and is calculated.

Vpe ¼ V1

Cpeak=C0

� � ð25:10Þ

C0 is the theoretical plasma concentration at t ¼ 0 after the

bolus dose, and Cpeak is the predicted effect site concentra-

tion at the time of peak effect site concentration. Loading

dose can then be calculated as

LD ¼ Cpeak � Vpe ð25:11Þ

Population Modelling

The parameter estimates from the mathematical models used

to analyse the data can be used to predict the time–concen-

tration profiles of other doses. Attempts to predict what will

happen in a further subject often become unstuck because a

factor accounting for variability between subjects is missing.

If the variability between patients is modelled, then it is

possible to predict the magnitude of the difference between

predictions and the observations in the next subject. There

are three common approaches to modelling data collected

from a group of subjects.

Naı̈ve Pooled Data Approach
Time–concentration data are pooled together as if all doses

and all observations pertain to a single subject. Samples are

taken at the same time in each individual. No information is

available on individual subject profiles or parameters. This

approach may be satisfactory if data are extensive for each

subject and there is only minor between-subject variability,

but may result in misrepresentation if data are few. Problems

also arise interpreting results when data are missing from

some subjects. No information can be gathered about the

magnitude of between-subject variability and its causes.

Standard Two-Stage Approach
Individual profiles are analysed, and the individual structural

parameters (e.g. V, CL) are then treated as variables and

combined to achieve summary measures. Sampling times

have greater flexibility but must be complete for each indi-

vidual. If the estimates are not based on a similar number of

measurements for each individual, or if the response in one

individual is much more variable than another, some form of

weighting is required. The between-subject variability can

be estimated from the standard deviation of the individual

estimates, but it is an overestimate of the true variability

because each estimate also has variability due to imprecision

of the estimate. It may be possible to identify covariates to

explain some of the variability, but this does depend on

having relatively good individual estimates of the

parameters.

‘True’ Population Modelling
Population modelling using mixed-effects models [29, 30]

has improved analysis and interpretation of PKPD data.

Paediatric anaesthesiologists have embraced the population

approach for investigating PK and PD. This approach

provides a means to study variability in drug responses

among individuals representative of those in whom the

drug will be used clinically. Traditional approaches to inter-

pretation of time–concentration profiles relied on ‘rich’ data
from a small group of subjects. In contrast, mixed-effects

models can be used to analyse ‘sparse’ (two to three

samples) data from a large number of subjects. Sampling

times are not crucial for population methods and can be fitted

around clinical procedures or outpatient appointments. Sam-

pling time bands rather than exact times are equally effective

[31] and allow flexibility in children. Interpretation of

truncated individual sets of data or missing data is also

possible with this type of analysis, rendering it useful for

paediatric studies. Population modelling also allows pooling

of data across studies to provide a single robust PK analysis

rather than comparing separate smaller studies that are com-

plicated by different methods and analyses.

Mixed-effects models are ‘mixed’ because they describe

the data using a mixture of fixed and random effects. Fixed

effects predict the average influence of a covariate such as

weight as an explanation of part of the between-subject

variability in a parameter like clearance. Random effects

describe the remaining variability between subjects that is

not predictable from the fixed effect average. Explanatory
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covariates (e.g. age, size, renal function, sex, temperature)

can be introduced that explain the predictable part of the

between-individual variability. Nonlinear regression is

performed by an iterative process to find the curve of best

fit [32, 33].

Why Adult PK Parameters Do Not Work
in Children

The use of adult parameter sets in TCI pumps for children

results in concentrations lower than those observed in adults.

A simple manual regimen for propofol infusion in adults

[34] is of a bolus of 1 mg kg–1 followed by an infusion of

10 mg kg�1 h�1 (0–10 min), 8 mg kg�1 h�1 (10–20 min)

and 6 mg kg�1 h�1 thereafter. Requirements for children,

however, are greater. A loading dose of 3 mg kg�1 followed

by an infusion rate of 15 mg kg�1 h�1 for the first 15 min,

mg kg�1 h�1 from 15 to 30 min, 11 mg kg�1 h�1 from 30 to

60 min, 10 mg kg�1 h�1 from 1 to 2 h and 9 mg kg�1 h�1

from 2 to 4 h resulted in a steady-state target concentration

of 3 mg L�1 in children 3–11 years [7]. Figure 25.3 shows

that the adult ‘Marsh model’ predicts concentrations greater
than all the paediatric model predictions, except that by

Rigby-Jones et al. [15], unsurprising since the latter were

derived from critically ill neonates! Increased requirements

in children can be attributed to size factors. Decreased

requirements in neonates are with consequent reduced clear-

ance due to immature enzyme clearance systems. Organ

dysfunction will also result in reduced requirements.

Major Paediatric PK Covariates

Growth and development are two major aspects of children

not readily apparent in adults. How these factors interact is

not necessarily easy to determine from observations because

they are quite highly correlated. Drug elimination clearance,

for example, may increase with weight, height, age, body

surface area and creatinine clearance. One approach is to

standardise for size before incorporating a factor for

maturation [35].

Size
Clearance in children 1–2 years of age, expressed as L/h/kg,

is commonly greater than that observed in older children and

adolescents. This is a size effect and is not due to bigger

livers or increased hepatic blood flow in that subpopulation.

This ‘artefact of size’ disappears when allometric scaling is

used to replot the same data. Allometry is a term used to

describe the nonlinear relationship between size and func-

tion. This nonlinear relationship is expressed as

y ¼ a� BodyMassPWR ð25:12Þ

where y is the variable of interest (e.g. basal metabolic rate),

a is the allometric coefficient and PWR is the allometric

exponent. The value of PWR has been the subject of much

debate. Basal metabolic rate (BMR) is the commonest vari-

able investigated, and camps advocating for a PWR value of

2/3 (i.e. body surface area) are at odds with those advocating

a value of 3/4.

Support for a value of 3/4 comes from investigations that

show the log of basal metabolic rate (BMR) plotted against

the log of body weight produces a straight line with a slope

of 3/4 in all species studied, including humans. Fractal

geometry is used to mathematically explain this phenome-

non. The 3/4 power law for metabolic rates was derived from

a general model that describes how essential materials are

transported through space-filled fractal networks of

branching tubes [36]. A great many physiological, structural,

and time-related variables scale predictably within and

between species with weight (W ) exponents (PWR) of 3/4,

1 and 1/4, respectively [37].

These exponents have applicability to pharmacokinetic

parameters such as clearance (CL exponent of 3/4), volume

(V exponent of 1), and half-time (T1/2 exponent of 1/4) [37].
The factor for size (Fsize) for total drug clearance may be

expressed as

Fsize ¼ ðW=70Þ3=4 ð25:13Þ

Clearance is a metabolic function, and while the process for

drug clearance may differ between animals, the clearance of

tramadol plotted against the log of body weight produces a

straight line with a slope of 3/4 in all species studied

(Fig. 25.8) [38].

Maintenance dose is determined by clearance. The

difference in drug clearance between an adult and a

child is predictable from weight using theory-based

allometry:

CLCHILD ¼ CLADULT � weightCHILD
weightADULT

� �3=
4 ð25:14Þ

Allometric theory predicts maintenance dose per kg is

higher in children. For example, remifentanil clearance is

increased in neonates, infants and children when expressed

as per kilogram [22]. However, remifentanil clearance

in children 1 month–9 years is similar to adult rates

when scaled using an allometric exponent of 3/4 [23].

Nonspecific blood esterases that metabolise remifentanil

are mature at birth [39], and that is when clearance (L/h/

kg) is highest.
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Maturation
Unlike remifentanil clearance, allometry alone is insufficient

to predict clearance in neonates and infants from adult

estimates for most drugs (Fig. 25.9) [40, 41]. The addition

of a model describing maturation is required. The sigmoid

hyperbolic or Hill model [42] has been found useful for

describing this maturation factor (MF).

MF ¼ PMAHill

TMHill
50 þ PMAHill

ð25:15Þ

The TM50 describes the maturation half-time, while the Hill

coefficient relates to the slope of this maturation profile.

Maturation of clearance begins before birth, suggesting

that postmenstrual age (PMA) would be a better predictor

Fig. 25.8 Weight-predicted

tramadol total clearance (CLP

total) compared to human

allometric prediction using a 3/4

power exponent (solid line)
(Reproduced From Holford S,

Allgaert K, Anderson BJ,

Kukanich B, Sousa AB,

Steinman A, Pypendop BH,

Mehvar M, Giorgi M, Holford

NH. Parent-metabolite

pharmacokinetic models for

tramadol—tests of assumptions

and predictions. J Pharmacol Clin

Toxicol 2014;2(1):1023 [38],

under a Creative Commons

Attribution Licence. https://www.

jscimedcentral.com/

Pharmacology/pharmacology-

spidpharmacokinetics-1023.pdf)
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Fig. 25.9 Body size metrics used to describe clearance changes with

weight for individuals of average height for weight. The clearance scale

factor shows how clearance would differ with weight. A nonlinear

relationship exists between weight and clearance using theory-based

allometry. The per kg method increasingly overestimates clearance in

adults and underestimates clearance in children. The BSA method

overestimates clearance in children compared to theory-based

allometry. Scaling with fat-free mass (FFM) lies between the per kg

method and theory-based allometry. An additional function is required

to describe maturation (Reproduced from Anderson BJ, Holford

NH. Understanding dosing: children are small adults, neonates are

immature children. Arch Dis Child 2013; 98: 737–44 [2] with kind

permission of the BMJ Publishing Group)
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of drug elimination than postnatal age (PNA) [37].

Figure 25.10 shows the maturation profile for

dexmedetomidine expressed as both the standard per kilo-

gram model and using allometry. Clearance is immature in

infancy. Clearance is greatest at 2 years of age, decreasing

subsequently with age. This ‘artefact of size’ disappears with
use of the allometric model.

Organ Function
Changes associated with normal growth and development can

be distinguished from pathological changes describing organ

function (OF) [35]. Morphine clearance is reduced in

neonates because of immature glucuronide conjugation, but

clearance was lower in critically ill neonates than healthier

cohorts [43–45], possibly attributable to reduced hepatic func-

tion. The impact of organ function alteration may be

concealed by another covariate. For example, positive pres-

sure ventilation may be associated with reduced clearance

rather than intensive care admission. This effect may be

attributable to a consequent reduced hepatic blood flow with

a drug that has perfusion-limited clearance (e.g. propofol,

morphine).

Pharmacokinetic parameters (P) can be described in an

individual as the product of size (Fsize), maturation (MF) and

organ function (OF) influences, where Pstd is the value in a

standard size adult without pathological changes in organ

function [35]:

P ¼ Pstd � Fsize �MF� OF: ð25:16Þ

This methodology is increasingly used to describe clearance

changes with age [46]. An understanding of these principles

can be used to predict dose in children using target concen-

tration methodology [2].

When maturation changes have not been described using

real data, then an alternative method known as

physiological-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models can

be used to predict changes with age. Organ maturation,

body composition and ontogeny of drug elimination

pathways have marked effects on pharmacokinetic

parameters in the first few years of life. PBPK models

require detailed physiological data. Data on ontogeny of

individual clearance pathways, derived from measurements

of enzyme expression and activity in postmortem livers and

from in vivo data from drugs that are cleared by similar

pathways, are useful. Continued input of information

concerning genetic, physiological, organ and tissue size

and composition, protein binding, demographic and clinical

data into the library and algorithms for PBPK modelling

programmes has progressively improved their prediction

ability. These models have been used to assist with first-time

dosing in children [40, 41, 47]. The introduction of popula-

tion variability in enzyme abundance and activity

contributes to between-individual variability estimates

[48]. This approach has been recently used to investigate

fentanyl maturation changes with age in neonates [49].

Dosing in Obese Children

Volume (determining loading dose) and clearance (deter-

mining maintenance dose) of some drugs are known to be

changed in obesity [50]. Although body fat has minimal

metabolic activity, fat mass contributes to overall body size

and may have an indirect influence on both metabolic

and renal clearance. On the other hand, the volume of

distribution of a drug depends on its physicochemical

properties [51]. There are drugs whose apparent volume of

distribution may be independent of fat mass (e.g. digoxin) or

be extensively determined by it (e.g. diazepam). A number

of size descriptors (Fig. 25.9) have been put forward for use

in the obese patient, e.g. total body weight (TBW), lean body

weight (LBW), ideal body weight (IBW), body mass index

(BMI), fat-free mass (FFM) and normal fat mass (NFM).

Fig. 25.10 The clearance

maturation profile of

dexmedetomidine expressed

using the per kilogram model and

the allometric 3/4 power model.

This maturation pattern is typical

of many drugs cleared by the liver

or kidneys (Data adapted from

Potts AL, Anderson BJ, Warman

GR, Lerman J, Diaz SM, Vilo

S. Dexmedetomidine

pharmacokinetics in pediatric

intensive care—a pooled

analysis. Pediatr Anesth

2009;19:1119–29 [624], with

kind permission from John Wiley

and Sons)
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These size descriptors invariably demonstrate nonlinear

relationships between weight and clearance. The best size

descriptor accounting for obesity remains unknown [52].

LBW is often advocated for use in obese, but that descriptor

may not apply for all drugs. An infusion of propofol is

commonly used for paediatric anaesthesia. Infusion rate is

dependent on clearance, and an incorrect estimate of clear-

ance may lead to inadequate anaesthesia and awareness.

Propofol clearance in obese children [53] and adults [54]

and nonobese adults and children [55, 56] is best predicted

using TBW as the size descriptor with theory-based

allometry.

However, TBW may be inappropriate for remifentanil

where lean body weight appears to be a better size descriptor

[57]. The use of normal fat mass (NFM) [58] with allometric

scaling as a size descriptor may prove versatile [59–62].

That size descriptor uses the idea of fat-free mass (similar

to LBW but excludes lipids in cell membranes, CNS and

bone marrow) plus a ‘bit more’. The ‘bit more’will differ for
each drug, and the maximum ‘bit more’ added to fat-free

mass would equal TBW.

FFM ¼ WHSmax � HT2 � TBW
�

WHS50�HT2þTBWð Þ
h i

ð25:17Þ

where WHSmax is the maximum FFM for any given height

(HT, m) and WHS50 is the TBW value when FFM is half of

WHSmax. For men, WHSmax is 42.92 kg m�2 and WHS50 is

30.93 kg m�2, and for women WHSmax is 37.99 kg m�2 and

WHS50 is 35.98 kg m�2 [63].

NFM ¼ FFMþ Ffat � ðTBW�FFMÞ ð25:18Þ

The parameter Ffat is estimated and accounts for different

contributions of fat mass. If Ffat is estimated to be zero, then

FFM alone predicts size, while if Ffat is 1, then size is

predicted by TBW. This parameter is drug specific and

also specific to the PK parameter such as clearance or vol-

ume of distribution. It has a value of 0.211 for GFR which

implies that 21 % of fat mass is a size driver for kidney

function in addition to FFM [59]. Size based on NFM

assumes that FFM is the primary determinant of size with

an extra Ffat factor (which may be positive or negative) that

determines how fat mass contributes to size. A negative

value for Ffat might suggest organ dysfunction, not an

uncommon scenario in the morbidly obese.

Pharmacodynamic Models

Pharmacokinetics is what the body does to the drug, while

pharmacodynamics is what the drug does to the body. The

precise boundary between these two processes is ill defined

and often requires a link describing movement of drug from

the plasma to the effect site and its target. Drugs may exert

effect at nonspecific membrane sites, by interference with

transport mechanisms, by enzyme inhibition or induction or

by activation or inhibition of receptors.

Minimal Effective Concentration

The minimal effective analgesic concentration can some-

times be determined by titration of an analgesic to achieve

satisfactory pain at rest or with stimulus. Blood assay for

analgesic drug concentration at these times can be used to

determine an effective concentration. Reassessment when

pain recurs or after further analgesic administration

improves accuracy of assessment. This technique has been

used with to determine the minimal effective analgesic con-

centration for oxycodone [64].

Sigmoid Emax Model

A better understanding of drug effect is achieved if response

over a broad concentration range is explored. The relation

between drug concentration and effect may be described by

the Hill equation (for sigmoid Emax model, see maturation

model above) [42].

Effect ¼ E0 þ Emax � CeNð Þ
ECN

50 þ CeN
� � ð25:19Þ

where E0 is the baseline response, Emax is the maximum

effect change, Ce is the concentration in the effect compart-

ment, EC50 is the concentration producing 50 % Emax and

N is the Hill coefficient defining the steepness of the

concentration–response curve (Fig. 25.11). Efficacy is the

maximum response on a dose or concentration–response

curve. EC50 can be considered a measure of potency relative

to another drug provided N and Emax for the two drugs are

the same. This model has been used to describe propofol

[53, 65] and remifentanil [66] effect in children.

Quantal Effect Model

The potency of anaesthetic vapours may be expressed by

minimal alveolar concentration (MAC), and this is the con-

centration at which 50 % of subjects move in response to a

standard surgical stimulus. MAC appears at first sight to be

similar to EC50 but is an expression of quantal response rather

thanmagnitude of effect. There are twomethods of estimating

MAC. Responses can be recorded over the clinical dose range

in a large number of subjects and logistic regression applied to

estimate the relationship between dose and quantal effect; the
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MAC can then be interpolated. Large numbers of subjects

may not be available, and so an alternative is often used. The

‘up and down’ method described by Dixon [67, 68] estimates

only theMAC rather than the entire sigmoid curve. It involves

a study of only one concentration in each subject, and, in a

sequence of subjects, each receives a concentration depending

upon the response of the previous subject; the concentration is

either increased if the previous subject did not respond or

decreased if they did (Fig. 25.12). The MAC is usually calcu-

lated either as the mean concentration of equal numbers of

responses and no responses or is the mean concentration of

pairs of ‘response–no response’.
This method has also been used for drugs other than

inhalation vapours. In order to determine the

dexmedetomidine dose that could be given as a rapid 5 s

bolus to healthy children during TIVA without causing sig-

nificant haemodynamic effects, children were given

dexmedetomidine, starting at 0.3 mcg/kg with 0.1 mcg/kg

intervals. The dose that had no haemodynamic response in

half the subjects was 0.5 mcg/kg [69].

Logistic Regression Model

When the pharmacological effect is difficult to grade, then it

may be useful to estimate the probability of achieving the

effect as a function of plasma concentration. Effect measures

such as movement/no movement or rousable/non-rousable

are dichotomous. Logistic regression is commonly used to

analyse such data, and the interpolated EC50 value refers to

the probability of response. For example, an EC50 of

0.52 mg/L for arousal after ketamine sedation in children

has been estimated using this technique [70].

Linking PK with PD

A simple situation in which drug effect is directly related to

concentration does not mean that drug effects parallel the

time course of concentration. This occurs only when the

concentration is low in relation to EC50. In this situation

the half-life of the drug may correlate closely with the half

Fig. 25.11 The sigmoid Emax

model is commonly used to

describe the relationship between

drug response and concentration.

Changing the Hill coefficient

dramatically alters the shape of

the curve

Fig. 25.12 Schematic of the ‘up
and down’ method to estimate

MAC. It involves a study of only

one concentration in each subject,

and, in a sequence of subjects,

each receives a concentration

depending upon the response of

the previous subject
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life of drug effect. Observed effects may not be directly

related to serum concentration. Many drugs have a short

half-life but a long duration of effect. This may be attribut-

able to induced physiological changes (e.g. aspirin and

platelet function) or may be due to the shape of the Emax

model. If the initial concentration is very high in relation to

the EC50, then drug concentrations 5 half-lives later, when

we might expect minimal concentration, may still exert

considerable effect (Fig. 25.5). There may be a delay due

to the transfer of the drug to effect site (NMBD), a lag time

(diuretics), a physiological response (antipyresis), an active

metabolite (propacetamol) or a synthesis of physiological

substances (warfarin).

A plasma concentration–effect plot can form a hysteresis

loop because of this delay in effect (Fig. 25.13). Hull et al.

[71] and Sheiner et al. [72] introduced the effect compart-

ment concept for muscle relaxants. A single first-order

parameter (T1/2keo) describes the equilibration half-time

(Fig. 25.2).

T1=2keo ¼ Ln 2ð Þ
.
keo

ð25:20Þ

This mathematical trick assumes concentration in the central

compartment is the same as that in the effect compartment at

equilibration but that a time delay exists before the drug

reaches the effect compartment. The concentration in the

effect compartment is used to describe the concentration–

effect relationship [73].

Adult T1/2keo values are well described, e.g. morphine

16 min, fentanyl 5 min, alfentanil 1 min and propofol

3 min. This T1/2keo parameter is commonly incorporated

into target-controlled infusion (TCI) pumps in order to

achieve a rapid effect site concentration.

A T1/2keo for propofol in children determined by simulta-

neous PK–PD modelling is uncommonly described. An esti-

mate of 1.2 min (95 %CI 0.85–2.1) has been reported in

obese children [53]. We might expect a shorter T1/2keo with

decreasing age based on size models [74] Faster half-times

in children can be accounted for by considering physiologic

time that scales to a power of 1/4 [75].

T1=2keoCHILD ¼ T1=2keoADULT

� WT
�
70

� �1=4

ð25:21Þ

A decreasing T1/2keo with age (linked to weight) has been

described for propofol in children [65]. Similar results have

been demonstrated for sevoflurane and BIS [76]. If

Fig. 25.13 The

counterclockwise hysteresis loop

observed after an orally

administered drug is shown in the

upper panel. Effect increases
between 2 and 3.5 h even though

serum concentration is

decreasing. The lower panel
shows that the time–

concentration profile for an effect

compartment is delayed

compared to that in the serum
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unrecognised, this will result in excessive dose in a young

child if the effect site is targeted and peak effect is

anticipated to be later than it actually is because it was

determined in a teenager or adult.

What Is a PK–PD Model?

When both PK and PD data are collected simultaneously and

parameters for both models are estimated together, then the

model is described as ‘integrated’. PK estimates should not

be used in conjunction with PD estimates taken from a

different data set without a few ‘fudge factors’. Tpeak meth-

odology (Eqs. (25.10) and (25.11)) is commonly used to

estimate T1/2keo that then links separate PK and PD data

sets. Model dependence of the T1/2keo was demonstrated by

an estimate of 1.7 min with the Kataria et al. [8] parameter

set and 0.8 min with the Paedfusor® (Graseby Medical Ltd.,

Hertfordshire, United Kingdom) parameter set [14]. These

estimates are similar to that estimated in obese children

using PK–PD modelling [53].

Paediatric Pharmacokinetic Considerations

Distribution

At its simplest, the volume of distribution determines the

initial dose of a drug. It is a scaling factor. Distribution is

influenced by body composition, protein binding,

haemodynamics (e.g. regional blood flow) and membrane

permeability.

Body Composition
Total body water and extracellular fluid (ECF) [77] are

increased in neonates, and reduction tends to follow

postnatal age (PNA). Polar drugs such as the non-

depolarising neuromuscular blocking drugs (NMBDs) and

aminoglycosides distribute rapidly into the ECF, but enter

cells more slowly. The initial dose of such drugs is conse-

quently higher in the neonate compared to the infant, older

child or adult.

The percentage of body weight contributed by fat is 3 %

in a 1.5 kg premature neonate and 12 % in a term neonate;

this proportion doubles by 4–5 months of age. ‘Baby fat’ is
lost when infants start walking and protein mass increases

(20 % in a term neonate, 50 % in an adult). These body

component changes affect volumes of distribution of drugs.

Volume of distribution influences initial dose estimates.

Fentanyl has an increased volume of distribution in

neonates. The volume of distribution at steady state is 5.9

(SD 1.5) L/kg in a neonate under 1 month of age compared

to 1.6 (SD 0.3) L/kg in an adult [78]. This may contribute to

the reduced degree of respiratory depression seen after sin-

gle doses as high as 10 mcg/kg in older term neonates. The

dramatic increase in muscle bulk in children from 3 years

until adolescence influences drug dose required for

neuromuscular blockade. The ED95 of vecuronium, for

example, is 47 SD 11 mcg/kg in neonates and infants,

81 SD 12 mcg/kg in children between 3 and 10 years of

age and 55 SD 12 mcg/kg in patients aged 13 years or older

[79]. Dose is greater than anticipated in neonates who have

immaturity of the neuromuscular junction because the ECV

is increased, but the duration of neuromuscular blockade is

greater in neonates because of immature clearance

pathways. The plasma concentration required in neonates

to achieve the same level of neuromuscular block as in

children or adults is 20–50 % less [80].

Reduction of propofol concentrations after induction is

attributable to redistribution rather than rapid clearance

because its pharmacokinetics is described using more than

one compartment. Neonates have low body fat and muscle

content, and so less propofol is apportioned to these tissues.

Delayed awakening occurs because CNS concentration

remains higher than that observed in older children as a

consequence of reduced redistribution.

Plasma Proteins
Albumen and alpha-1 acid glycoprotein (AAG)

concentrations (Fig. 25.14) are reduced in neonates but are

similar to those in adults by 6 months, although between-

patient variability is high (e.g. AAG 0.32–0.92 g/L)

[81, 82]. Bupivacaine is bound to AAG. The recommended

bolus epidural dose of bupivacaine in neonates is lower than

in children (1.5–2 mg/kg vs. 2.5 mg/kg) because a greater

proportion will be unbound drug and it is unbound drug that

exerts effect. AAG is an acute-phase reactant that increases

after surgical stress. This causes an increase in total plasma

concentrations for low to intermediate extraction drugs such

as bupivacaine [83]. The unbound concentration, however,

will not change because clearance of the unbound drug is

affected only by the intrinsic metabolising capacity of the

liver. Any increase in unbound concentrations observed

during long-term epidural is attributable to reduced clear-

ance rather than AAG concentration [84, 85].

Plasma albumin concentrations are lowest in premature

infants, and other foetal proteins such as alpha-fetoprotein

(synthesised by the embryonic yolk sac, foetal gastrointestinal

tract and liver that has 40 % homology with albumin) have

reduced affinity for drugs. In addition, increased

concentrations of free fatty acids and unconjugated bilirubin

compete with acidic drugs for albumin binding sites.

Neonates also have a tendency to manifest a metabolic acido-

sis that alters ionisation and binding properties of plasma

proteins. Serum albumin concentrations approximate adult

values by 5 months of age, and binding capacity approaches
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adult values by 1 year of age. The induction dose of

thiopentone is lower in neonates than older children. It is

possible that this is related to decreased binding of

thiopentone to plasma albumin; 13 % of the drug is unbound

in newborns compared to 7 % in adults [86].

Regional Blood Flows
The initial phase of distribution after intravenous adminis-

tration reflects regional blood flow. Consequently, the brain,

heart and liver are the tissues first exposed to the drug. Drug

is then redistributed to other relatively well-perfused tissues,

such as the skeletal muscle. There is a much slower tertiary

distribution to relatively underperfused tissues of the body

that is noted with long-term drug infusions. These changes

contribute to a shorter context-sensitive half-time in infants

with quicker ‘awakening’ after sedative drugs; these infants
have less fat and muscle bulk that the drug can redistribute to

and later leach out from. Clearance, however, is typically

reduced in neonates and contributes to the longer observed

context-sensitive half-time.

Apart from the neonatal circulatory changes that occur at

birth (e.g. secondary to functional closure of the ductus

venosus and ductus arteriosus), there are differences in relative

organ mass and regional blood flow change with growth and

development during the first few months of life. Blood flow,

relative to cardiac output, to the kidney and brain increases,

while that to the liver decreases through the neonatal period

[87]. Cerebral and hepatic mass as a proportion of bodyweight

are much higher in the infant than in the adult [88].

Mean cerebral blood flow is highest in early childhood

(70 mL/min/100 g) at about 3–8 years of age [89]. It is

reduced before this age in neonates and later in adults,

where flows are similar (50 mL/min/100 g) [90]. The highly

lipophilic induction agents diffuse rapidly across the blood–

brain barrier to achieve concentration equilibrium with brain

tissue. Reduced cardiac output in neonates and reduced

cerebral perfusion mean that the onset time after intravenous

induction is slower in neonates that in early childhood.

Offset time is also delayed because redistribution to the

well-perfused and deep, underperfused tissues is less.

Blood–Brain Barrier (BBB)
The BBB is an elaborate network of complex tight junctions

between specialised endothelial cells that restricts the

paracellular diffusion of hydrophilic molecules from the

blood to the brain substance. Confusion over the importance

of this barrier in the neonate exists, partly because of early

studies comparing respiratory depression caused by the

opioids, morphine and pethidine. Greater respiratory depres-

sion was evident in neonates after morphine given as an

adult equipotent dose of pethidine [91]. This finding is

consistent with pethidine, unlike morphine, being lipid solu-

ble and therefore crossing the immature or mature BBB

equally [91]. However, plasma opioid concentrations were

not measured in that study, and the increased neonatal respi-

ratory depression observed after morphine when given the

same dose (mg/kg) as adults could be due to reduced volume

of distribution of morphine in term neonates 1–4 days (1.3 L/

kg) compared to those at 8–60 days (1.8 L/kg), 61–180 days

(2.4 L/kg) and adults (2.8 L/kg) [43]. Consequently we

might expect initial concentrations of morphine to be higher

in neonates than in adults and consequent respiratory depres-

sion greater. Respiratory depression, as measured by carbon

dioxide response curves or by arterial oxygen tension, is

similar in children from 2 to 570 days of age at the same

morphine concentration [92].

The BBB may have impact in other ways. There are

specific transport systems selectively expressed in the barrier

endothelial cell membranes that mediate the transport of

nutrients into the CNS and of toxic metabolites out of the

CNS. Small molecules access foetal and neonatal brains

more readily than they do adult brains [93]. BBB function

improves gradually throughout foetal brain development,

possibly reaching maturity at term [93]. Kernicterus, for

Fig. 25.14 Alpha-1 acid

glycoprotein changes with age.

Adapted from Booker P. Br J

Anaesth 1996;76:365–8
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example, is more common in the premature neonate than the

term neonate. Pathological conditions within the CNS can

cause BBB breakdown, or alterations in transport systems

play an important role in the pathogenesis of many CNS

diseases. Proinflammatory substances and specific disease-

associated proteins often mediate BBB dysfunction [94].

Fentanyl is actively transported across the BBB by a

saturable ATP-dependent process, while ATP-binding cas-

sette proteins such as P-glycoprotein actively pump out

opioids such as fentanyl and morphine [95]. P-glycoprotein

modulation significantly influences opioid brain distribution

and onset time, magnitude and duration of analgesic

response [96]. Modulation may occur during disease pro-

cesses, increased temperature or other substances

(e.g. verapamil, magnesium) [95]. Genetic polymorphisms

affecting P-glycoprotein-related genes may explain some

individual differences in CNS-active drug sensitivity [97].

Absorption

Absorption characteristics will impact on amount of drug

available, maximum concentration, speed of onset of effect,

duration of effect and time to offset of effect.

Enteral
The rate at which most drugs are absorbed when given by the

oral route is slower in neonates than in older children

because gastric emptying is delayed and normal adult rates

may not be reached until 6–8 months [98–101]. Slow gastric

emptying and reduced clearance may dictate both reduced

doses and reduced frequency of administration (Fig. 25.15).

This has been demonstrated for both cisapride [102] and

acetaminophen [103].

Delayed gastric emptying and reduced clearance may

dictate reduced doses and frequency of repeated drug admin-

istration. For example, a mean steady-state target paraceta-

mol concentration greater than 10 mg/L at trough can be

achieved by an oral dose of 25 mg/kg/day in preterm

neonates at 30 weeks, 45 mg/kg/day at 34 weeks and

60 mg/kg/day at 40 weeks PMA [103]. Because gastric

emptying is slow in preterm neonates, dosing may only be

required twice a day [103].

Enteral administration through the rectum

(e.g. thiopentone, methohexitone) takes approximately

8 min in children but is speedier for neonates undergoing

cardiac catheter study or radiological sedation [104, 105].

Intramuscular
The intramuscular route is commonly frowned upon in chil-

dren. It retains high bioavailability, but absorption is delayed

compared to the intravenous route. Ketamine however

remains popular, and peak concentrations are reached within

10 min after 4 mg/kg [106]. Dexmedetomidine has a similar

absorption profile [107, 108].

Nasal
Exploration of alternative delivery routes in young children

has centred on the nasal passages [109]. Nasal diamorphine

0.1 mg/kg is used in the UK for forearm fracture pain in the

emergency room [110–113]. It is rapidly absorbed as a nasal

spray (0.1 mg/kg) in 0.2 mL sterile water, with peak morphine

plasma concentrations (Tpeak) occurring at 10min [113]. Nasal

S-ketamine 2 mg/kg results in peak plasma concentrations of

355 ng/mL within 18 min. Nasal fentanyl (150 mcg/mL)

1.5 mcg/kg given to children (3–17 years) for fracture pain

resulted in good analgesia. Peak concentrations were at 13min

[114, 115]. Similar results are reported for nebulised fentanyl

(4 mcg/kg) given through a standard nebuliser [116].

Flumazenil concentrations peak within a few minutes after

nasal administration [117], while midazolam takes approxi-

mately 12 min [118]. Dexmedetomidine is somewhat slower

and peak concentrations were not reached until 38 min

[119]. Clonidine administered as nasal aerosol (3–8 mcg/kg)

was not found to achieve adequate preoperative sedation

within 30 min of administration [120], attributable to slow

absorption (Tpeak 1.5–3 h) [121]. There remain concerns that

intranasal drugs may pass through the posterior nasopharynx

or irritate the vocal cords [122].

Advances in aerosol delivery devices have improved

dosing accuracy. Administration of ketorolac 15 mg (weight

<50 kg) or 30 mg (weight >50 kg) by the intranasal route

resulted in a rapid increase in plasma concentration (time to

peak concentration was 52 SD 6 min) and may be a useful

Fig. 25.15 Simulated mean predicted time–concentration profiles for

a term neonate, a 1-year-old infant and a 5-year-old child given para-

cetamol elixir. The time to peak concentration is delayed in neonates

due to slow gastric emptying and reduced clearance (Reproduced from

Anderson BJ, van Lingen RA, Hansen TG, Lin YC, Holford

NH. Acetaminophen developmental pharmacokinetics in premature

neonates and infants: a pooled population analysis. Anesthesiology

2002; 96: 1336–45 [103], with kind permission of Wolters Kluwer

Health)
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therapeutic alternative to IV injection. A target concentra-

tion of 0.37 mg/L in the effect compartment was achieved

within 30 min and remained above that target for 10 h

[123]. The nasal passages change with age, and so it would

be unsurprising if absorption by that route did not also

change with age.

Cutaneous
The larger relative skin surface area, increased cutaneous

perfusion and thinner stratum corneum in neonates [124]

increase absorption and exposure of topically applied drugs

(corticosteroids, local anaesthetic creams, antiseptics).

Neonates have a tendency to form methaemoglobin because

they have reduced levels of methaemoglobin reductase and

foetal haemoglobin is more readily oxidised compared to

adult haemoglobin. This, combined with increased absorp-

tion through the neonatal epidermis, resulted in reluctance to

use lidocaine–prilocaine cream for repeat use in this age

group [125, 126].

Alveolar
Anaesthetic delivery to the alveoli is determined largely by

alveolar ventilation and functional residual capacity (FRC).

Neonates have increased alveolar ventilation. They also

have a smaller FRC compared to adults because of increased

chest wall compliance; this causes an increase in the speed of

delivery. Pulmonary absorption is generally more rapid in

infants and children than in adults [127]. The greater cardiac

output and greater fraction of the cardiac output distributed

to the vessel-rich tissue group (i.e. a clearance factor) and the

lower tissue/blood solubility (i.e. a volume factor) also affect

the more rapid wash-in of inhalational anaesthetics in the

younger age group [128]. Solubility determines volume of

distribution. An inhalational agent with a greater volume of

distribution will take longer to reach a steady-state concen-

tration when delivered at a constant rate. The solubility in

blood of halothane, isoflurane, enflurane and methoxyflurane

is 18 % less in neonates than in adults [129], attributable to

altered serum albumin, globulin, cholesterol and triglyceride

concentrations. The solubility of these same agents in the

vessel-rich tissue group in neonates is approximately one

half of those in adults [129]. The latter may be due to the

greater water content and decreased protein and lipid con-

centration in neonatal tissues. Infants, with their decreased

solubility would be expected to have a shorter time to reach a

predetermined FE/FI ratio because of a smaller volume of

distribution. Age has little effect on the solubility of the less

soluble agents, nitrous oxide and sevoflurane [130].

Induction of anaesthesia may be slowed by right-to-left

shunting of blood in neonates suffering cyanotic congenital

cardiac disease or intrapulmonary conditions. This slowing

is greatest with the least soluble anaesthetics. Left-to-right

shunts usually have minimal impact on uptake because

cardiac output is increased so that systemic tissue perfusion

is maintained at normal levels. The flow of mixed venous

blood returning to the right heart ready for anaesthetic

uptake is normal. If cardiac output is not increased, and

peripheral perfusion is reduced, then there will be less

anaesthetic uptake in the lung. Although alveolar anaesthetic

partial pressure may be observed to rise rapidly, there is a

slower rise in tissue partial pressure and anaesthetic effect is

delayed.

Bioavailability

The oral bioavailability may be affected by interactions with

food when feeding is frequent in the neonate (e.g. phenytoin

[131]), by the use of adult formulations that are divided or

altered for paediatric use (nizatidine [132]) and by lower

cytochrome P450 enzyme activity in the intestine. The latter

may cause an increased bioavailability of midazolam

because CYP3A activity is reduced [133]. The use of adult

vials for paediatric use may result in dose inaccuracy, caus-

ing a relative increase or decrease in assumed

bioavailability [134].

Analgesic medications and delivery systems commonly

used in adults may not be possible or practicable in children

because they do not have behavioural maturity. Infants are

unable to use patient-controlled analgesia devices. Dose

accuracy is lost when buccal and sublingual administration

is attempted because those routes require prolonged expo-

sure to the mucosal surface. Infants find it difficult to hold

drug in their mouth for the requisite retention time (particu-

larly if taste is unfavourable), and this results in more

swallowed drug or drug spat out than in adults [135]. If the

drug has a high first-pass effect, then the lower relative

bioavailability results in lower plasma concentrations.

Although many analgesics are available in an oral liquid

formulation, taste is a strong determinant of compliance

and unpalatable preparations may be refused [136]. Taste

preferences change with age.

First-pass effect impacts on bioavailability and contribu-

tion of active metabolites to effect. The oral bioavailability

of clonidine is low (F ¼ 0.55) in children 3–10 years. Con-

sequently, higher oral doses of clonidine (per kg) are

required when this formulation is used to achieve

concentrations similar to those reported in adults

[137]. Oral absorption is slow (absorption half-time 0.45 h)

and peak concentrations not reached until 1 h. Similarly, oral

ketamine needs to be given in doses of up to 10 mg/kg to

achieve therapeutic effect in children 1–8 years suffering

burns [138]. Not only was bioavailability reduced

(F ¼ 0.45) but absorption was also slow; absorption half-

time was 59 min and had high between-subject variability in

this cohort [138]. Analgesic effect, however, may be
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contributed by the increased concentration of the active

metabolite norketamine.

The frequent passage of stools in the neonate may render

suppository use ineffective. Variable absorption and bio-

availability have resulted in respiratory arrest when repeat

opioids are administered by the rectal route to

children [139].

Metabolism and Excretion

Hepatic Metabolism
Hepatic metabolic reactions are categorised as phase I

(non-synthetic) or phase II (synthetic). Phase I reactions

include oxidation, reduction and hydrolysis, while phase II

processes involve conjugation with other molecules, notably

glucuronide, glycine and sulphate. These water-soluble

metabolites are excreted by the kidneys.

Hepatic drug metabolism activity appears as early as

9–22 weeks’ gestation when foetal liver enzyme activity

may vary from 2 to 36 % of adult activity [140–142].

These pathways then develop at different rates. Microsomal

enzyme activity can be classified into three groups:

(1) mature at birth but decreasing with age (e.g. CYP3A7

responsible for methadone clearance in neonates [143]),

(2) mature at birth and sustained through to adulthood

(e.g. plasma esterases that clear remifentanil [39]) and

(3) immature at birth [144].

Medications that are extensively metabolised by the liver

or other organs (e.g. the intestines or lungs) are referred to as

having high extraction ratios (perfusion-limited clearance,

e.g. propranolol, morphine and midazolam). This extensive

metabolism produces a first-pass effect in which a large

proportion of an enteral dose is inactivated as it passes

through the organ before reaching the systemic circulation.

Other drugs with low intrinsic clearance (e.g. aspirin, diaze-

pam) are known as having capacity-limited clearance.

Cytochromes P450: Phase I Reactions

Cytochromes P450 are heme-containing proteins that pro-

vide most of the phase I drug metabolism for lipophilic

compounds in the body. The generally accepted nomencla-

ture of the cytochrome P450 isozymes begins with CYP and

groups enzymes with more than 36 % DNA homology into

families designated with an Arabic number followed by

alphanumeric letters for the subfamily of closely related

proteins (>77 % homology) followed by a number for the

specific enzyme gene, such as CYP3A4 [145–147]. Isozymes

that are important in human drug metabolism are found in

the CYP1, CYP2 and CYP3 gene families. Table 25.3

outlines the P450 isozymes and their common substrates.

This table also outlines enzyme activity or enzyme concen-

tration in the liver and changes with age; these are not the

same as total clearance, which is determined by enzyme

activity, hepatic size and blood flow. Clearance changes

with age for many P450 enzyme processes remain

poorly described. There are also both genetic and ethnic

polymorphisms leading to clinically important differences

in the capacity to metabolise drugs, and these differences

can make individual drug responses in some cases

unpredictable.

Developmental Changes of Specific Cytochromes

Cytochrome P4501A2 (CYP1A2) accounts for much of the

metabolism of caffeine [148] and theophylline [149];

methylxanthines are frequently used to treat neonatal apnoea

and bradycardia. They are effective because they have

prolonged action in neonates. CYP1A2 activity is nearly

absent in the foetal liver and remains minimal in the neonate.

This limits N-3- and N-7-demethylation of caffeine in the

neonatal period that prolongs elimination in preterm and

term neonates. Elimination is through the immature renal

system, and consequent clearance is reduced. An adult clear-

ance rate is achieved within the first postnatal year

(Table 25.4) [150]. A similar pharmacokinetic pattern of

reduced metabolism at birth occurs with theophylline

(Table 25.5) in which CYP1A2 catalyses 3-demethylation

and 8-hydroxylation [151]. Both drugs illustrate Michaelis–

Menten metabolism after overdose in neonates, resulting in

prolonged toxic effects [150, 151].

Other P450 enzymes that are reduced or absent in the

foetus include CYP2D6 and CYP2C9 [144, 152, 153].

CYP2D6, which is involved in the metabolism of β blockers,
antiarrhythmics, antidepressants, antipsychotics, tramadol

and codeine, is absent in the foetal liver and is eventually

expressed postnatally [154–156]. In contrast to the slow

maturation of CYP1A2 and CYP2D6, CYP2C9, which is

responsible for the metabolism of non-steroidal anti-inflam-

matory drugs (NSAIDs), warfarin and phenytoin, has mini-

mal activity antenatally and then develops rapidly

postnatally [154, 157].

CYP3A is the most important cytochrome involved in

drug metabolism, because of the broad range of drugs that it

metabolises and because it comprises the majority of adult

human liver cytochrome P450 (see Table 25.3). CYP3A is

detectable during embryogenesis as early as 17 weeks, pri-

marily in the form of CYP3A7, and reaches 75 % of adult

activity by 30 weeks’ gestation [158]. In vivo, CYP3A

activity appears to be mature at birth; however, there is a

poorly understood postnatal transition from the foetal

CYP3A7 to the predominant adult isoform CYP3A4 [159].

This transition from CYP3A7 to 3A4 explains the similar

clearance of methadone between neonates and adults

(Fig. 25.16) [143]. Bupivacaine is metabolised by

CYP3A4. This immature clearance of bupivacaine resulted

in high plasma concentrations that caused seizures in
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Table 25.4 Maturation of caffeine clearance

Age Weight (kg) CL per kilogram (L h�1 kg�1) CL allometric (L h�1 70 kg�1)

Premature neonate 2 0.0041 0.118

Term neonate 3.5 0.004 0.132

3 months 6 0.091509 3.46

6 months 7.5 0.119719 4.8

1 year 10 0.126694 5.5

Adult 70 0.057–0.085 3.6–5.9

Reproduced from Anderson BJ, Gunn TR Holford NH, Johnson R Caffeine overdose in a premature infant: clinical course and pharmacokinetics

Anaesthesia and Intensive Care 1999;29: 307–11 [150], with the kind permission of the Australian Society of Anaesthetists

Table 25.3 Developmental patterns and activities for P450 enzymes in the neonate

Enzyme Substrates Inducers Inhibitors Developmental changes

CYP1A2 Acetaminophen, caffeine,

theophylline, warfarin

Cigarette smoke, charcoal-

broiled meat, omeprazole,

cruciferous vegetables

α-Naphthoflavone Not active to an appreciable extent in

human foetal liver, but adult

concentrations reached by 4 months

of age

CYP2A6 Coumarin, nicotine Barbiturates Tranylcypromine

CYP2C9 Diclofenac, phenytoin, torsemide,

S-warfarin tolbutamide, ibuprofen

Rifampin Sulfaphenazole,

sulfinpyrazone

Low activity in neonate

CYP2C19 Phenytoin, diazepam, omeprazole,

propranolol

Rifampin, phenobarbital Tranylcypromine,

cimetidine

Rapid maturation in the first week of

life, with adult activity reached by

6 months of age

CYP2D6 Amitriptyline, captopril, codeine,

dextromethorphan, fluoxetine,

hydrocodone, ondansetron,

propafenone, propranolol, timolol

None known Fluoxetine,

quinidine,

cimetidine

Low to absent in foetal liver but

uniformly present at 1 week of

postnatal age. Poor activity

(approximately 20 % of adult values)

at 1 month of postnatal age

CYP3A4 Acetaminophen, alfentanil,

amiodarone, budesonide,

carbamazepine, diazepam,

erythromycin, lidocaine, midazolam,

nifedipine, omeprazole, cisapride,

theophylline, verapamil, R-warfarin,

oxycodone

Carbamazepine,

dexamethasone,

phenobarbital, phenytoin,

rifampin

Azole antifungals,

ethinyl estradiol,

naringenin,

troleandomycin,

erythromycin

CYP3A4 has low activity in the first

month of life, with approach towards

adult levels by 6–12 months

postnatally

CYP3A7 Dehydroepiandrosterone, ethinyl

estradiol, various dihydropyrimidines

Carbamazepine, rifampin,

dexamethasone,

phenobarbital, phenytoin

Azole antifungals,

erythromycin and

cimetidine

CYP3A7 is functionally active in the

foetus; approximately 30 to 75 % of

adult levels of CYP3A4

Adapted from Leeder JS, Kearns GL: Pharmacogenetics in pediatrics: implications for practice. Pediatr Clin North Am 1997; 44:55–77 [731], with

kind permission from Elsevier

Table 25.5 Maturation of theophylline clearance

Age Weight (kg) CL per kilogram (L h�1 kg�1) CL allometric (L h�1 70 kg�1) V (L kg-1)

Neonate 3 20 0.38 0.86

Infant (4 months) 5 30–60 0.9–1.9

Toddler (1 year) 10 90 (SD 18) 3.9 (SD 0.8) 0.63

Child (2 years) 12 76 (20) 3.4 (0.9)

Child (7 years) 22 62 (20) 3.3 (1.0)

Adolescent (13 years) 40 55 (18) 3.3 (1.0)

Adult 70 40 (12) 2.8 (0.8) 0.5

Reproduced from Anderson BJ, Holford NH, Woollard GA. Aspects of theophylline clearance in children. Anaesthesia and Intensive Care 1997;
25: 497–501 [151], reproduced with the kind permission of the Australian Society of Anaesthetists
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neonates given epidural infusion at rates greater than that at

which it was metabolised [160].

Phase II Reactions

The other major route of hepatic drug metabolism,

designated phase II reactions, involves synthetic or conjuga-

tion reactions that increase the hydrophilicity of molecules

to facilitate renal elimination. The phase II enzymes

include glucuronosyltransferase, sulphotransferase, N-

acetyltransferase, glutathione S-transferase and methyl

transferase.

Most conjugation reactions have limited activity during

foetal development. One of the most familiar synthetic

reactions in young infants involves conjugation by uridine

diphosphoglucuronosyltransferases (UGT). This enzyme

system (also responsible for bilirubin) has numerous

isoforms that all mature at different rates. Failure to appre-

ciate UGT immaturity at birth resulted in high

concentrations of chloramphenicol and consequent fatal cir-

culatory collapse in neonates [161, 162].

Morphine, acetaminophen and dexmedetomidine all

undergo glucuronidation. Morphine clearance [163]

increases with weight and postmenstrual age. The matura-

tion of glucuronosyltransferase enzymes varies among

isoforms, but, in general, adult activity is reached by 6–-

12 months of age. Some of the confusion relating to matura-

tion rates is attributable to the use of the per kilogram size

model. The use of allometry with a maturation model has

assisted understanding. The time courses of maturation of

drug metabolism (morphine [45], acetaminophen [164],

dexmedetomidine [165] and GFR [59]) are strikingly similar

(Fig. 25.17) with 50 % of size-adjusted adult values being

reached between 8 and 12 weeks (TM50) after full-term

delivery. All three drugs are cleared predominantly by

UGT that converts the parent compound into a water-soluble

metabolite that is excreted by the kidneys. Glucuronidation

is the major metabolic pathway of propofol metabolism, and

this pathway is immature in neonates, although multiple

cytochrome P450 isoenzymes, including CYP2B6,

CYP2C9 or CYP2A6, also contribute to its metabolism and

Fig. 25.16 The upper panel
shows individual predicted

methadone clearances,

standardised to a 70 kg person,

plotted against postmenstrual age.

No relationship between age and

standardised clearance was found.

Individual predicted methadone

peripheral compartment volume

of distribution (V2), standardised

to a 70 kg person, is plotted

against postmenstrual age in the

lower panel. The solid line
represents the nonlinear relation

between V2 and age (Reproduced

from Ward RM, Drover DR,

Hammer GB, Stemland CJ,

Kern S, Tristani-Firouzi M, Lugo

RA, Satterfield K, Anderson

BJ. The pharmacokinetics of

methadone and its metabolites in

neonates, infants, and children.

Pediatr Anesth 2014;24: 591–601

[143], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)
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cause a faster maturation profile than expected from glucu-

ronide conjugation alone [166]. A phase I reaction

(CYP2D6) is the major enzyme system tramadol, and clear-

ance through this pathway is faster than those associated

with UGT maturation. Table 25.6 outlines some typical

phase II processes.

Alterations in Biotransformation

Transition from the intrauterine to the extrauterine environ-

ment is associated with major changes in blood flow. There

may also be an environmental trigger for the expression of

some metabolic enzyme activities resulting in a slight

increase in maturation rate above that predicted by PMA at

birth (Fig. 25.18) [26, 166]. Many biotransformation

reactions, especially those involving certain forms of cyto-

chrome P450, are inducible before birth through maternal

exposure to drugs, cigarette smoke or other inducing agents.

Postnatally, biotransformation reactions may be induced

through drug exposure and may be slowed by hypoxia/

asphyxia, organ damage and/or illness. Postnatal changes

in hepatic blood flow, protein binding and/or biliary function

may also alter drug elimination.

Genotypic Variations in Drug Metabolism; CYP2D6

Single nucleotide changes or polymorphisms (SNPs) in the

DNA sequence in CYP enzymes may decrease or increase

metabolic activity for a specific drug substrate [167].

Variability in the clinical response to codeine prompted

investigations into genetic variants or polymorphisms of

CYP2D6, the enzyme that converts codeine to its active

metabolite, morphine [168]. This enzyme is mapped to chro-

mosome 22 at 22q13.1. Over 55 polymorphisms of CYP2D6

Fig. 25.17 Clearance maturation, expressed as a percentage of mature

clearance, of drugs where glucuronide conjugation (paracetamol, mor-

phine, dexmedetomidine) plays a major role. These profiles are closely

aligned with glomerular filtration rate (GFR). In contrast, cytochrome

P450 isoenzymes also contribute to propofol and tramadol metabolism

and cause a faster maturation profile than expected from glucuronide

conjugation alone. Maturation parameter estimates were taken from

[45, 59, 156, 164, 165, 733]

Table 25.6 Developmental patterns for conjugation (phase II) reactions in the neonate

Enzymes Selected substrates Developmental patterns

Uridine

diphosphoglucuronyltransferase

(UGT)

Chloramphenicol, morphine, hydromorphone,

acetaminophen, valproic acid, lorazepam,

dexmedetomidine, naloxone

Ontogeny is isoform specific. In general, adult activity is

achieved by 6–18 months of age. Induced by cigarette

smoke and phenobarbital

Sulphotransferase Bile acids, acetaminophen, cholesterol,

polyethylene, glycols, chloramphenicol

Ontogeny seems to be more rapid than UGT; however, it

is substrate specific

N-acetyltransferase Hydralazine, procainamide, clonazepam,

caffeine, sulfamethoxazole

Some foetal activity present by 16 weeks. Adult activity

present by 1–3 years of age

Adapted from Leeder JS, Kearns GL: Pharmacogenetics in pediatrics: implications for practice. Pediatr Clin North Am 1997; 44:55–77 [731], with

kind permission from Elsevier
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have been described with a frequency that exceeds 1 % of the

population [169]. These include both functional and nonfunc-

tional polymorphisms as well as gene duplication. The

polymorphisms are numbered with *1 being the normal or

wild allele (the * denotes an allele). The mutant alleles, *3,

*4, *5, *6 and*9, for example, confer no CYP2D6 activity

[169–171]. The latter polymorphisms account for more than

90 % of the poor metabolisers. Variants *2, *10 and 17 have

modestly reduced activity and are referred as intermediate

metabolisers. To further complicate the genetic pattern, mul-

tiple copies of the same genes [171] may be present in some

individuals, resulting in bizarre phenotypes. The wide array of

CYP2D6 polymorphisms of codeine may be summarised into

three broad categories: poor metabolisers (negligible mor-

phine produced [PM]), extensive metabolisers (normals

[EM]) and ultra-extensive metabolisers (rapid and large

amounts of morphine [UM]). Up to 10 % of whites and

30 % of Hong Kong Chinese are PM, rendering codeine an

ineffective analgesic for these children. Alternately, 29 %

of the Ethiopian and 1 % of Swedish, German and

Chinese populations are UM. Children with the UM genotype

who also have upregulated opioid receptors as a result of

chronic intermittent nocturnal hypoxia may be particularly

vulnerable to a mishap after a usual or subclinical dose of

codeine [172].

Reduced metabolism through genetic polymorphisms

leads to exaggerated effects when administered in conven-

tional doses formany other drugs [167, 173]. Succinylcholine

clearance through pseudocholinesterase is a well-known

example [174]. Genotyping has become a routine part of

the evaluation before treatment with methotrexate for detec-

tion of reduced activity of thiopurine methyltransferase that

may be lethal with treatment with conventional dosages

[175]. The drug irinotecan, used to treat cancer, has an active

metabolite that is metabolised by a glucuronide (UGT1A1),

a pathway similar to that involved in morphine clearance

(UGT2B7). A variant allele UGT1A1*28 has been identified

that is associated with severe neutropenia and diarrhoea.

Genetic testing in patients to identify this allele (present in

10 % Caucasians) has been shown to be beneficial [176].

Specific SNPs of CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP3A

and uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferase 1A1

(UGT1A1) account for a sufficient number of adverse phar-

macologic outcomes to warrant future routine clinical

testing [177].

Genotype may have little impact in the neonate when

clearance is poor (Fig. 25.19) [178]. There is also evidence

that possession of the genotype does not necessarily equate

with phenotype. The clearance of tramadol by those with a

low CYP2D6 genotype score was not reduced in all children

studied (Fig. 25.20) [156].

Fig. 25.18 Change in

glomerular filtration rate

associated with maturation and

birth at 40 weeks PMA. The

maturation profile determined

using PMA is shown as a thin

line. The effect of adding PNA is

shown as a thick line. Maturation

is slower than anticipated before

birth when PNA is unaccounted

for, and there is a slight increase

of clearance maturation after birth

(Reproduced from Anderson BJ,

Holford NH. Tips and traps

analyzing pediatric PK data.

Pediatr Anesth 2011; 21: 222–37

[25] with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)

Fig. 25.19 Tramadol metabolite (M1) formation clearance (CYP2D6)

increases with postmenstrual age. Rate of increase varies with genotype

expression. Clearance is low in premature neonates, and genotype has

minimal impact in early neonatal life (Adapted from Allegaert K, van

den Anker JN, de Hoon JN, van Schaik RH, Debeer A, Tibboel D,

Naulaers G, Anderson BJ. Covariates of tramadol disposition in the first

months of life. Brit J Anaesth 2008;100:525–32 [178], with kind

permission of Oxford University Press)
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Renal Excretion
Renal function in neonates and infants is less efficient than in

adults due to the combination of incomplete glomerular

development, low perfusion pressure and inadequate

osmotic load to produce full countercurrent effects [179].

Preterm and term neonates have immature glomerular filtra-

tion and tubular function; both develop rapidly during the

6 months of life [59]. Glomerular filtration and tubular

function are nearly mature by 20 weeks of postnatal age

and fully mature by 2 years of age (Fig. 25.17) [59, 180].

Drugs eliminated primarily through the kidney, such as

aminoglycoside antibiotics and milrinone, have reduced

clearance in neonates and infants [181, 182].

In the presence of renal failure, one or two doses of drugs

that are excreted via the kidneys often achieve and maintain

prolonged therapeutic drug concentrations if there is no

alternate pathway of excretion (e.g. caffeine or curare in

the neonate). The PK and PD of the old muscle relaxant,

curare, exemplify the complex interaction of increased V,

smaller muscle mass and decreased rate of excretion due to

immaturity of glomerular filtration. The initial dose of curare

needed to achieve neuromuscular blockade is similar in

infants and adults [183]. In infants, however, this blockade

is achieved at reduced serum concentrations compared with

older children or adults, corresponding to differences in

muscle mass. A larger V (total body water) accounts for

the equivalent dose for each kilogram of body weight, and

the reduced glomerular function in infants compared with

older children or adults accounts in part for the longer

duration of action [183].

Pulmonary Elimination
The factors determining anaesthetic absorption (alveolar

ventilation, FRC, cardiac output, tissue/blood solubility)

also contribute to elimination. We might anticipate more

rapid washout in neonates than adults for any given duration

of anaesthesia because there is less distribution to fat and

muscle content. The greater decrease in cardiac output

induced by halothane in neonates might be expected to

speed elimination, but brain perfusion will also be reduced

and this slows recovery. Halothane in particular and to a far

lesser extent isoflurane and sevoflurane undergo hepatic

Fig. 25.20 Maturation of tramadol formation clearance (CLPM) to O-
desmethyltramadol (M1 metabolite) labelled according to the availabil-

ity of an individual CYP2D6 genotype activity score. There is a distinct
group of patients who are slow metabolisers identified by the phenotype

(dashed line). Not all subjects with a low genotype CYP2D6 activity

(n ¼ 20) are included in this slow metaboliser group. (From

Allegaert K, Holford NHG, Anderson BJ, Holford S, Stuber F,

Rochette A, Trocóniz IF, Beier H, de Hoon JN, Pedersen RS, Stamer

U. Tramadol disposition throughout human life: a pooled pharmacoki-

netic study. Clin Parmacokinet 2015;54(2):167–78 [734], with kind

permission from Springer)
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metabolism, but contribution is small compared to pulmo-

nary elimination [184].

Extrahepatic Routes of Metabolic Clearance
Many drugs undergo metabolic clearance at extrahepatic

sites. Remifentanil and atracurium are degraded by nonspe-

cific esterases in tissues and erythrocytes. Thus, plasma

clearances of atracurium and remifentanil are independent

of organ function and, when normalised for body weight, are

somewhat greater in neonates and infants than in older

children [23, 185]. This relationship is demonstrated for

remifentanil in Fig. 25.21. Clearance determines infusion

rate at steady state, and it can be seen that remifentanil

infusion rates required achieving a target respiratory rate

mirror clearance. Succinylcholine also exhibits a

monophasic decline in weight-normalised dose requirements

from birth that is predictable by the 3/4 power size model

[186–188].

Paediatric Pharmacodynamic Considerations

Children’s responses to drugs have much in common with

the responses in adults [189]. The perception that drug

effects differ in children arises because the drugs have not

been adequately studied in paediatric populations who have

size- and maturation-related effects as well as different

diseases. Neonates and infant, however, often have altered

pharmacodynamics.

PD Differences in Neonates and Infants

The minimal alveolar concentration (MAC) for almost all

anaesthetic vapours is less in neonates than in infancy, which

is in turn greater than that observed in children and adults

[128]. MAC of isoflurane in preterm neonates less than

32 weeks gestation was 1.28 %, and MAC in neonates

32–37 weeks gestation was 1.41 % [190]. This value rose

to 1.87 % by 6 months before decreasing again over child-

hood [190]. The cause of these differences is uncertain and

may relate to maturation changes in cerebral blood flow,

gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAA) receptor numbers or

developmental shifts in the regulation of chloride

transporters. Gamma-aminobutyric acid A receptor binding

in human neonates is strikingly different from that in older

children/adults [191].

Neonates have an increased sensitivity to the effects of

neuromuscular blocking drugs [183]. The reason for this is

unknown, but it is consistent with the observation that there

is a threefold reduction in the release of acetylcholine from

the infant rat phrenic nerve [192, 193]. The increased vol-

ume of distribution however means that a single NMBD

dose is the same as the older child; reduced clearance

prolongs duration.

The coagulation system [194, 195], including the fibrino-

lytic system at birth [196–199], is immature at birth. Conse-

quently the target plasma concentration of antifibrinolytic

drugs required to achieve similar effects as in adults is less in

neonates. The concentration of epsilon aminocaproic acid

Fig. 25.21 The effect of age on the dose of remifentanil tolerated

during spontaneous ventilation under anaesthesia in children

undergoing strabismus surgery. Superimposed on this plot is estimated

remifentanil clearance determined using an allometric model. There is

a mismatch between clearance and infusion rate for those individuals

still in infancy. The higher infusion rates recorded in those infants can

be attributed to greater suppression of respiratory drive in this age

group than the older children during the study; a respiratory rate of

ten breaths per minute in an infant is disproportionately slow compared

to the same rate in a 7-year-old child, suggesting excessive dose

(Reproduced from Anderson BJ. Paediatric models for adult target-

controlled infusion pumps. Pediatr Anesth 2010;20:223–32 [735], with

kind permission from John Wiley and Sons)
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(EACA) required to inhibit fibrinolysis in adult plasma

in vitro was originally described to be 130 mg/L in 1962

[200]. This has been confirmed as the effective concentra-

tion in adults by using thromboelastography [201]. However,

neonates require a lower concentration of EACA (50 mg/L)

to inhibit fibrinolysis [202]. Dose of EACA requires adjust-

ment in neonates because of both immaturity of

antifibrinolytic clearance pathways and coagulation cascade.

Cardiac calcium stores in the endoplasmic reticulum are

reduced in the neonatal heart because of immaturity. Exoge-

nous calcium has greater impact on contractility in this age

group than in older children or adults. Catecholamine release

and response to vasoactive drugs vary with age. These PD

differences are based in part upon developmental changes in

myocardial structure, cardiac innervation and adrenergic

receptor function. Conversely neonates may suffer cardiac

arrest if given the calcium antagonist, verapamil

[203]. There are some data to suggest greater sensitivity to

warfarin in children, but the mechanism is not determined

[204]. Amide local anaesthetic agents induce shorter block

duration and require a larger weight-scaled dose to achieve

similar dermatomal levels when given by subarachnoid

block to infants. This may be due, in part, to myelination,

spacing of nodes of Ranvier and length of nerve exposed as

well as size factors. There is an age-dependent expression of

intestinal motilin receptors and the modulation of gastric

antral contractions in neonates. Prokinetic agents may not

be useful in very preterm infants, partially useful in older

preterm infants and useful in full-term infants. Similarly,

bronchodilators in infants are ineffective because of the

paucity of bronchial smooth muscle that can cause

bronchospasm.

The sensitivity of human neonates to most of the

sedatives, hypnotics and narcotics is clinically well known

and may in part be related to increased brain permeability

(immature blood–brain barrier or damage to the blood–brain

barrier), particularly in the premature neonate, for some

medications [93, 205–208]. Regional blood flow and recep-

tor density differences within the brain also contribute.

Decreased protein binding, as in the neonate, results in a

greater proportion of unbound drug that is available for

passive diffusion. This may contribute to bupivacaine’s pro-
pensity for seizures in neonates.

Measurement of PD Endpoints

Outcome measures are more difficult to assess in neonates

and infants than in children or adults. Measurement

techniques, disease and pathology differences, inhomoge-

neous groups, recruitment issues, ethical considerations

and endpoint definition for establishing efficacy and safety

confuse data interpretation [209].

Common effects measured include anaesthesia depth,

pain and sedation and neuromuscular blockade. A common

effect measure used to assess depth of anaesthesia is the

electroencephalogram or a modification of detected EEG

signals (spectral edge frequency, bispectral index, entropy).

Physiological studies in adults and children indicate that

EEG-derived anaesthesia depth monitors can provide an

imprecise and drug-dependent measure of arousal. Although

the outputs from these monitors do not closely represent any

true physiological entity, they can be used as guides for

anaesthesia and in so doing have improved outcomes in

adults. In older children the physiology, anatomy and clini-

cal observations indicate the performance of the monitors

may be similar to that in adults. In infants their use cannot

yet be supported in theory or in practice [210, 211]. During

anaesthesia, the EEG in infants is fundamentally different

from the EEG in older children; there remains a need for

specific neonate-derived algorithms if EEG-derived anaes-

thesia depth monitors are to be used in neonates [212, 213].

The Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin Sedation Scale

[214] has been used to investigate ketamine in the emer-

gency department [70]. However, despite the use of such

scales in procedural pain or sedation studies, few

behavioural scales have been adequately validated in this

setting [215, 216]. Interobserver variability can be high

[217]. More objective measures for pain such as

pupillometry may improve scoring [218], but these measures

also contain thorns to their execution [219]. Most scores are

validated for the acute, procedural setting and perform less

for subacute or chronic pain or stress.

PKPD Parameter Variability

There is considerable variability in any measured plasma

concentration when identical doses are given to individuals.

Typical values for population PK parameter variability are

50 % for compliance with medication regimens, 30 % for

absorption, 10 % for tissue distribution, 50 % for metabolic

elimination and 20 % for renal elimination [220]. The con-

tribution of PD variability due to distribution from the blood

to the site of action will depend largely on changes in

perfusion of target tissue (5–60 %). Receptor sensitivity

variability (5–50 %) and efficacy variability (30 %) also

exist. The observed response may not be a direct conse-

quence of drug–receptor binding, but rather through inter-

mediate physiological mechanisms. A typical value for this

variability is 30 % [220].

Size and age are the two major contributors to variability

of PK parameters (Fig. 25.22) [16]. Genetic differences in

drug metabolism, receptor binding and intracellular cou-

pling to effector mechanisms contribute variability to PK

and PD. We know much less about morphine PD and
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response variability than we know about PK [2], but genetic

influences contribute to morphine PD variability [221].

Genetic, physiological and cultural differences exist

between men and women [222–224]. Hormones possibly

have influence on the higher levels of pain and decreased

pain threshold experienced by women because these

differences are less significant after the age of 40 years. PK

differences are not apparent before puberty [225], although

PD differences may exist from an early age. Pain differences

exist between people of different races and ethnicities. The

contribution to these differences due to culture, geography

[226, 227] and genetics remains to be teased apart. The

incidence of adverse effects after morphine is greater in

Latino than non-Latino children. Neither differences in mor-

phine or metabolite concentrations nor the genetic

polymorphisms examined explained these findings [228].

Caucasian children had a higher incidence of opioid-related

adverse effects but less pain than African American children

[229]. The latter had higher morphine clearance, and

although UGT2B7 genetic variations (2161C > T and

802C > T) were not associated with observed racial

differences in morphine’s clearance, the wild type of the

UGT2B7 isozyme was more prevalent in African

Americans [230].

The extremely anxious child may require a greater induc-

tion dose of propofol than less anxious children [231].

Increased circulating catecholamines may also contribute

to perceived pain. Single nucleotide polymorphisms for the

enzyme responsible for metabolising catecholamines (cate-

chol-O-methyltransferase, COMT) have been described and

distinct haplotypes categorised (low, average and high pain

sensitivity). Haplotypes have also been associated with cat-

echolamine synthesis (e.g. cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin

(BH4) synthesis and metabolism) that is associated with

chronic pain. BH4 blocking drugs may prove useful as a

novel analgesic. In addition haplotypes for the B2 adrenergic

receptor, based on eight single nucleotide polymorphisms,

have been identified.

It is not surprising that inflammatory cytokines

(interleukins, tumour necrosis factor) have impact on the

pain response. The inflammatory response mediated after

surgery has impact on pain [232]. Polymorphism in the

interleukin-1 receptor antagonist gene is associated with

serum interleukin-1 receptor antagonist concentrations and

postoperative opioid consumption [233].

Morphine works through the μ-opioid receptor, a protein

coded for by the OPRM1 gene on chromosome 6q24-q25.

Polymorphisms of this gene (e.g. A118G) may increase this

receptor’s affinity for morphine and its metabolite morphine

6-glucuronide [234] although clinical impact continues to be

debated [235, 236] A number of other genetic variations may

also influence the μ-opioid receptor. The melanocortin-1

receptor that serves a role in skin pigmentation may influ-

ence morphine 6-glucuronide effects as well as the k-opioid

receptor in females [237]. Signal transmission from opioid

receptors requires involvement of ion channels (K, Na, Ca),

and polymorphisms of these channels have also been noted

to have an influence on pain sensitivity. Mutations in

voltage-gated transient receptor potential channels have

been identified and may modulate the effects of analgesics

[238]. Efflux transporters like the P-glycoproteins are also

associated with polymorphisms and may affect transport into

or out of the brain [239].

Adverse Effects

Neonates and young children may suffer permanent effects

resulting from a stimulus applied at a sensitive point in

development. For example, congenital hypothyroidism, if

untreated, causes lifelong phenotypic changes. The inci-

dence of vaginal carcinoma is high in children of mothers

Fig. 25.22 Size and maturation

explain much of propofol

variability. Plots show median

and 90 % intervals (solid and
dashed lines). The 90 %

prediction intervals for

observations (lines with symbols)
and predictions (lines) with 95 %

confidence intervals for

prediction percentiles (grey-
shaded areas) are shown.
(Reproduced from Anderson BJ,

Holford NHG. Tips and traps

analyzing paediatric PK data.

Pediatr Anesth 2011;21:222–37

[26], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)
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treated with stilboestrol during pregnancy [240]. There are

concerns that neonatal exposure to some anaesthetic agents

(e.g. ketamine, midazolam) may cause widespread neuronal

apoptosis and long-term memory deficits [241, 242].

Anaesthesia, analgesia or sedation generally involves

examination of immediate adverse effects such as PONV,

hypotension or respiratory depression. A dose–response

curve for intravenous morphine and vomiting was

investigated in children having day-stay tonsillectomy.

Doses above 0.1 mg kg�1 were associated with a greater

than 50 % incidence of vomiting [243]. These data are

similar to those in children undergoing inguinal

herniorrhaphy [244], suggesting that lower doses of mor-

phine are associated with a decreased incidence of emesis

after day-stay surgery and encourage the use of alternative

analgesic drugs.

Therapeutic use of drugs balances beneficial effects

against adverse effects. Adverse effects, however, may be

simply consequent upon a poor understanding of pharmaco-

kinetics. Propofol infusion dose in neonates, if based on

adult dose (mg/kg/h), will overdose and cause hypotension;

propofol infusion dose in 1–2-year-olds (where clearance is

increased expressed as mg/kg/h) may underdose and result

in awareness. Morphine dose in the very young was tradi-

tionally limited by fears of respiratory compromise; postop-

erative arterial oxygen desaturation continues to be reported

with sedative drugs in neonates [245]. These are a result of

poor PK understanding. However there are also PD

differences. Premature neonates are more prone to apnoea.

Sympathetic–parasympathetic tone is immature in neonates,

and the use of propofol in neonates has recently been

associated with profound hypotension [246], questioning

our understanding of the dose–effect relationships of this

common drug [247]. Such information allows informed

dosing.

Drug Interactions

Drug interactions can increase or decrease response

mediated through either PK or PD routes. Physical drug

interactions may occur even before absorption or delivery,

reducing bioavailability (e.g. direct chemical combinations).

Drug interactions may involve either PK interactions, PD

interactions or even both. A commonly used combination in

which PK interactions exist is that of midazolam and

propofol. When given together, these drugs reduce the clear-

ance of one another, resulting in a 25 % increase in propofol

concentrations and a 27 % increase in midazolam

concentrations [248, 249]. They also both act on gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA) cerebral receptors contributing

to PD interactions as well. Clinically this results in a 25 %

reduction in required midazolam dose when given as bolus

for short-term sedation with propofol in adults [248].

Pharmacokinetic Interactions

Interactions between co-administered drugs can affect all

stages of PK processes (drug absorption, distribution, metab-

olism and elimination). A recent PK example is that of

phenylephrine when administered orally with acetamino-

phen, typical of many over-the-counter preparations for

upper respiratory tract infections [250]. This as yet unknown

PK interaction results in nearly four times the normal maxi-

mum plasma concentration of phenylephrine, with changes

to metabolism in the gut wall as one proposed

mechanism [251].

PK interactions are often dealt with by including the

effect of a second drug as a covariate on affected PK

parameters such as those describing clearance (CL), volume

of distribution (V) or bioavailability (F). The midazolam–

propofol PK interaction has been investigated by adjusting

midazolam CL and V using propofol plasma concentrations

included in an exponential covariate model, i.e.

CLIND ¼ CLPOP � exp coc CPROP-Median CPROPð Þð Þ ð25:22Þ

where CL is clearance from the central compartment, for the

population (CLPOP) and the individual (CLIND). Here, the

effect of plasma propofol concentration (CPROP) on the CL

parameter is estimated (the parameter ‘cov’) and scaled to

the population median CPROP (Median CPROP).

Phenobarbitone induces a number of other pathways

responsible for drug clearances, e.g. CYP1A2, CYP2C9,

CYP2C19, CYP3A4 and UDP-glucuronosyltransferase

(UGT) [252]. Ketamine in humans is metabolised mainly

by CYP3A4. The steep concentration–response curve

described for ketamine [70] means that small changes in

the plasma concentration attributed to increased clearance

can have dramatic impact on the degree of sedation

(Fig. 25.23) [253]. Another example relates to the adminis-

tration of drugs that interfere with the cytochrome isoforms

that metabolise midazolam (CYP3A4). Examples of such

drugs/foods are grapefruit juice, erythromycin, calcium

channel blockers and protease inhibitors. The net effect is

to prolong the duration of action of midazolam.

Pharmacodynamic Models

Pharmacodynamics (PD) describes the concentration–effect

relationship. PD models are often linked to PK models

by describing movement of drug from the plasma to the
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effect site and its target (e.g. use of the equilibration half-time

T1/2keo), and interactions may even occur at that level. An

increase in the T1/2keo of d-tubocurarine with increasing

inspired halothane concentrations has been demonstrated

[254]. Halothane is a negative inotrope [255] and reduces

skeletal muscle blood flow [256], so it seems reasonable to

interpret changes in T1/2keo as due to changes in blood flow.

Traditional methods of evaluating PD interactions include

using isoboles, shifts in dose (or concentration) response

curves (Fig. 25.24a) or interaction indices based on parameters

of potency derived from separate monotherapy and combina-

tion therapy analyses. For example, inhalation anaesthetic

agents can also prolong duration of neuromuscular block,

and this affect is agent specific. Sevoflurane potentiated

vecuroniummore than halothane; when compared to balanced

anaesthesia, the dose requirements of vecuronium were

reduced by approximately 60 % and 40 %, respectively

[257]. Such methods provide an estimation of the magnitude

of effect for dose or concentration combinations, but they do

not inform us on the time course of that effect or its associated

variability.

Drug effects can be described as a function of efficacy (e)

and receptor occupation (i.e. the fraction of drug D bound to

receptors R, [RD]), i.e.

E ¼ f RD½ � � eð Þ ð25:23Þ

PD interactions occur through various mechanisms that dis-

rupt or alter this relationship. For example, competitive

antagonists reduce receptor availability by competing for

occupancy at the same receptor site. Drugs that elicit an effect

are called agonists, while those that do not are called

antagonists, so the occupancy of some receptors by the

antagonists results in less effect. In general, competitive

antagonists shift the effect–concentration curve to the right

by altering the C50. The EMAX equation can then be expressed

as

Effect ¼ E0 þ EMAX � Ceγ

C50
γ � 1þ A

EA50

h i� �
þ Ceγ

� � ð25:24Þ

where A and EA50 represent ligand A concentration and

potency. Noncompetitive antagonists shift the observed

maximum effect (EMAX) rather than the C50.

Effect ¼ E0 þ
EMAX � 1� A

AþEA50

� �
� Ceγ

Ceγ þ C γ
50

ð25:25Þ

PD interactions are not restricted to same-site binding

interactions; some proteins have multiple binding sites,

and ligands binding at these sites can also alter the above

relationship (i.e. through changes in protein conformation

that lead to downstream changes or modulates agonist–recep-

tor affinity).

Response Surface Models

A better way to investigate PD interactions is to use

modelling and to take advantage of the benefits of popula-

tion analyses. Models for monotherapy, derived using a

population approach, can be combined and extended to

incorporate PD interactions between two or more drugs.

Fig. 25.23 Simulation of plasma

concentration and sedation score

in a 6-year-old, 20 kg child given

ketamine 2 mg kg�1 when

clearance is doubled. The

sedation score is graded from 0 to

5 where a score of 2 indicates the

child arouses slowly to

consciousness, with sustained

painful stimulus, and a score of

3 indicates the child arouses with

moderate tactile or loud verbal

stimulus (Reproduced from

Sumpter A, Anderson

BJ. Phenobarbital and some

anesthesia implications. Pediatr

Anesth 2011; 21: 995–7 [736],

with kind permission from John

Wiley and Sons)
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The ‘response surface’ models are an extension of empir-

ical, single drug models that can be used to describe, and

predict, the combined effects between two or more drugs.

The name refers to the surface of response that is visualised

by plotting effect versus two drug concentrations (on x and

y axes). Synergy (supra-additivity) is depicted by outward

bowing of the surface on the horizontal plane, while infra-

additivity is depicted by inward bowing of the surface

(Fig. 25.24c, d). Horizontal lines within the response surface

hold equivalent information to that given by isoboles

(Fig. 25.24b). Surface parameters are estimated using data

points pertaining to all areas of the concentration and effect

range for both drugs simultaneously (e.g. as opposed to

considering individual concentration pairs or effect levels

in isolation, as is done with isobolographic analyses). The

magnitude of the interaction is quantified by an interaction

parameter. This is initially fixed at a value denoting the

simplest scenario: no interaction or ‘additivity’. Resulting
models can be used to characterise the type of interaction

across the entire range of concentrations and effect levels

and make predictions about effects for any ratio of the

studied drugs.

Two equations are commonly used: those of Greco et al.

[258] and Minto and Vuyk [259]. Greco equations have been

used to describe additive effects for propofol, remifentanil

and fentanyl on bispectral index response in children aged

1–16 years undergoing general surgery [65]. These authors

reported C50 estimates of propofol 5.20 μg/mL, remifentanil

24.1 ng/mL and fentanyl 8.6 ng/mL and suggested a

propofol and remifentanil pair of 2.3 μg/mL and 4.3 ng/

mL, respectively, to maintain haemodynamic parameters

and sedation scores within ranges suitable for surgery. The

Greco model has also been used to describe loss of response

to various noxious stimuli under propofol–remifentanil

anaesthesia [260]. Synergistic surfaces for sedation and

response to laryngoscopy were reported.

Minto equations have been used to assess synergy for

hypnosis between three commonly combined drugs for

Fig. 25.24 Methods of investigating interactions. (a) Shift in response
curve analyses involves plotting the concentration (or dose)–effect

relationship for one drug alone and in the presence of steady-state

concentrations of a second drug. (b) Isoboles are constructed using

iso-effect lines with curves derived from observations assessed against

the expected (or ‘additive’) response line (B*). Supra-additivity is

depicted by curves bowing towards the plot origin (C*), while infra-

additivity is shown with outward curves (D). Information from both

methods is represented within response surfaces with isoboles

displayed as horizontal planes and individual concentration–response

curves as vertical slices (indicated by arrows on surfaces for A* single

concentration–response curve drug A, B* additive isobole and C*

supra-additive isobole). (c) Additive response surface for two drugs.

(d) Synergistic response surface for two drugs, with synergy depicted

through outward bowing of the surface (Reproduced from Hannam J,

Anderson BJ. Pharmacodynamic interaction models in pediatric anes-

thesia. Pediatr Anesth 2015; 25:970–980 [737], with kind permission

from John Wiley and Sons)
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anaesthesia: propofol, midazolam and alfentanil [261]. Com-

puter simulations based on interactions at the effect site

predicted that the maximally synergistic three-drug combi-

nation (midazolam, propofol and alfentanil) tripled the dura-

tion of effect compared with propofol alone. Response

surfaces can describe anaesthetic interactions, even those

between agonists, partial agonists, competitive antagonists

and inverse agonists [261].

Synergism between propofol and alfentanil has been

demonstrated using response surface methodology.

Remifentanil alone had no appreciable effect on response

to shaking and shouting or response to laryngoscopy, while

propofol could ablate both responses. Modest remifentanil

concentrations dramatically reduced the concentrations of

propofol required to ablate both responses [262]. When com-

paring the different combinations of midazolam, propofol

and alfentanil, the responses varied markedly at each end-

point assessed and could not be predicted from the responses

of the individual agents [263]. Similar response surface

methodology has been taken for investigation of the com-

bined administration of sevoflurane and alfentanil [264] and

remifentanil and propofol [265] on ventilation control.

These combinations have a strikingly synergistic effect on

respiration, resulting in severe respiratory depression in

adults. These synergistic associations can be extended to

paediatric sedation techniques. It is little wonder that the

use of three or more sedating medications compared with

1 or 2 medications was strongly associated with adverse

outcomes [266].

The ability of propofol to ablate response to noxious

stimuli has been studied in children aged between 3 and

10 years undergoing oesophagogastroduodenoscopy [267].

The C50 for 50 % probability of no response was found to

be reduced from a propofol concentration of 3.7 μg/mL to

2.8 μg/mL in the presence of 25 ng/kg/min remifentanil.

The dose of remifentanil above this level did not result

in large reductions in propofol requirements but did

increase the risk of remifentanil-related respiratory

depression.

‘Ketofol’ is a mixture of ketamine and propofol (1:1) that

is finding a niche for procedural sedation in the emergency

room [268]. Stable haemodynamics, analgesia and good

recovery are reported [269]. The additive interaction for

anaesthesia induction in adults has been reported [270].

These data have been used to simulate effect in children

[271]. An optimal ratio of racemic ketamine to propofol of

1:5 for 30 min anaesthesia and 1:6.7 for 90 min anaesthesia

was suggested (Fig. 25.25) [271]. The ‘ideal mix’ for seda-
tion will depend on the duration of sedation and the degree

of analgesia required. The context-sensitive half-time of

ketamine increases with infusion duration, resulting in

delayed recovery [272].

Intravenous Anaesthetic Agents

Intravenous anaesthetics are a heterogeneous group of

sedative–hypnotic drugs that produce unconsciousness

speedily when injected intravenously. Prompt awakening

after a single dose of these agents occurs predominantly by

redistribution.

Barbiturates

Propofol
Propofol is an isopropylphenol supplied as a 1, 2 or 10 %

aqueous solution containing soybean oil, glycerol and

purified egg phosphatide to improve solubility. Its use for

induction and maintenance of anaesthesia is associated with

rapid recovery. Although the package insert for propofol

cautions against its use in all patients with ‘egg allergy’,
the evidence for this is not convincing [273, 274]. Propofol

also suppresses laryngeal and pharyngeal reflexes, thereby

facilitating tracheal intubation and the insertion of a laryn-

geal mask airway [275–277]. Emergence delirium rarely

occurs after propofol anaesthesia in children. Propofol

reduces the incidence of nausea and vomiting when used as

an induction agent or when used for the maintenance of

anaesthesia [278]. In view of these advantages, propofol

has replaced thiopental as the induction agent of choice.

Pharmacokinetics

Propofol clearance matures rapidly in the 6 months of life

(Fig. 25.17) The shorter distribution half-time and more

rapid plasma clearance of propofol are responsible for the

faster and more clear-headed recovery following a single

dose of this agent compared with thiopental [279]. The

rapid elimination of propofol (plasma clearance up to ten

times faster than thiopental in some adult studies) reduces

the potential for accumulation, making the drug suitable for

maintenance of anaesthesia. Induction and maintenance

doses of propofol are higher in children than in adults

because the volume of the central compartment is 50 %

larger and the plasma clearance (per kilogram) 25 % faster

in children [280, 281]. Average induction doses

(1.3 � ED50) in infants and children and adults are 4, 3

and 2 mg/kg, respectively [282, 283]. Clearance is limited

by the hepatic blood flow and is consequently reduced in

children in low cardiac output states.

Clearance (per kilogram) is increased in children; conse-

quently a higher infusion (expressed as L/h/kg) dose is

required to achieve the same target concentration as adults

[7, 34]. These increased requirements in children can be

attributed to size factors. There are a number of paediatric

parameter sets that can be used for propofol infusion
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targeting a plasma concentration, e.g., Marsh et al. [12] and

Gepts et al. [13], Kataria et al. [8], Short et al. [284], Rigby-

Jones et al. [15], Schuttler and Ihmsen [55], Murat et al.

[285], Saint-Maurice et al. [286], Coppens et al. [287] or

Absalom et al. [14] (Table 25.1). Although parameter

estimates are different for each author, most predict similar

concentrations for the same infusion regimen (Fig. 25.3).

Covariate influences such as severity of illness are unac-

counted for; the volume in the central compartment, for

example, is increased in children after cardiac surgery [15].

Pharmacodynamics

A propofol concentration of 2–3 mg/L is commonly sought

for sedation, while 4–6 mg/L is used for anaesthesia. Both

the loss and return of consciousness occur at similar target

effect site propofol concentrations (2.0 SD 0.9 mg/L vs. 1.8

SD 0.7 mg/L) in adults [288], and a ‘wake-up’ concentration
of 1.8 mg/L is described in children [289]. The relation

between drug concentration and effect may be described

by the Hill equation (Eq. (25.19)) [42]. Jeleazcov et al.

[65] have described propofol pharmacodynamics in children

1–16 years using BIS where E0 was estimated as 93.2, Emax

�83.4, EC50 5.2 mg L�1 and y 1.4. This relationship is very

similar to that described in obese children [53]. The rate

constant (keo) describing for the effect compartment was

0.6 min�1 (T1/2keo 1.15 min). Children possibly have a

slightly lower sensitivity to propofol than adults

(Fig. 25.26) [19], although this difference may be due to

pharmacokinetic rather than pharmacodynamic factors

[290]. The Kataria parameter set is known to underpredict

concentration as age increases, consistent with allometric

scaling. When this parameter set is used to estimate PD

Fig. 25.25 The upper panel
shows the probability of response

during anaesthesia using a

propofol/ketamine ratio of 5:1.

The loading dose for induction of

anaesthesia was 2.5 mg kg�1

propofol and 0.5 mg kg�1 of

ketamine. Infusion rate was 67 %

that suggested by McFarlan et al.

[7]. The lower panel shows
simulation results for a 90 min

infusion. This panel also shows

the probability of response as age

increases from a 2-year-old (thin
black line) to a 5-year-old (bold
black line) and for a 10-year-old

(bold black hash line) child
(Reproduced from Coulter FL,

Hannam JA, Anderson

BJ. Ketofol dosing in anaesthesia.

Pediatr Anesth 2014;24:806–12

[271], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)
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parameters, it appears that the older children require lower

concentration to maintain anaesthesia [291]; this is a PK

effect and not a PD effect [292].

Decreased requirements in neonates are due to immature

enzyme clearance systems. Propofol infusion rates for infants

have been suggested [293]. Those regimens were determined

by adapting an adult dosage scheme to the requirements of the

younger population. Total number and time of administration

of boluses and time to awakening were registered and used as

criteria to adjust the dosage scheme. Predicted infusion rates

are high (e.g. 24 mg kg�1 h�1 for the first 10 min in neonates)

and should be used cautiously. Delayed awakening, hypoten-

sion and an increased incidence of bradycardia were reported

in neonates and infants [293]. Propofol can cause profound

hypotension in neonates, and pharmacokinetic–pharmacody-

namic relationships in this age group remain elusive [247].

Adverse Effects

Pain on injection of propofol is a major problem occurring in

up to 85 % of children [294]. It can be minimised by

injecting into a large vein, injecting the solution slowly and

administering at least 0.2 mg/kg of lidocaine immediately

before, or with, propofol [295]. The vasodilator effects of

propofol are greater than those of thiopental. Paediatric

studies have consistently demonstrated a reduction in sys-

tolic and mean arterial pressures ranging from 5 to 30 %

occurring in the first 5 min following injection of propofol

[296–298]. Heart rate changes are variable in older children,

but in one study, heart rate decreased significantly more in

toddlers after propofol than after thiopental [296].

The use of propofol for prolonged sedation in paediatric

intensive care units is associated with a rare syndrome com-

prising metabolic acidosis, heart failure, lipemia, rhabdomy-

olysis and death. The cause of this is unknown, but recent

attention has focused on impairment of fatty acid oxidation

by propofol as a possible cause [299, 300]. The fact that this

propofol infusion syndrome is more common in children

than adults may be a reflection of the higher dose require-

ment for propofol in children [301].

Thiopental
Thiopental is an analogue of pentobarbital, in which the

oxygen attached at C2 of the barbituric acid ring is replaced

by sulphur. This substitution confers high lipid solubility,

which in conjunction with a high cerebral blood flow results

in rapid penetration of the brain and hypnosis. Elimination

occurs by oxidation in the liver to an inactive metabolite

which is excreted by the kidney.

In the neonate, plasma protein binding of thiopental is

reduced, so that the fraction of unbound drug is almost twice

that found in older children and adults [302, 303]. In addi-

tion, clearance at 26 weeks PMA was 0.015 L/min/70 kg and

increased to 0.119 L/min/70 kg by 42 weeks PMA (approxi-

mately 40 % of adult clearance at term [304]); however, as

recovery depends mainly on redistribution, the effect of an

induction dose is not significantly prolonged (Fig. 25.27).

Children aged 13–68 months given rectal thiopental

(44 mg/kg) 45 min prior to surgery were either asleep or

adequately sedated with plasma concentrations above

2.8 mg/L [305]. The ED50 sleep dose of intravenous thio-

pental varies with age [306, 307]. Doses of about

1.3 � ED50 of thiopental are required to produce rapid,

reliable induction of anaesthesia in all age groups; thus,

healthy neonates require about 4–5 mg/kg, infants 7–8 mg/

kg and children 5–6 mg/kg of thiopental for induction. The

reduced requirement for thiopental in neonates compared

with infants age 1–6 months may be explained by decreased

plasma protein binding [302], greater penetration of the

neonatal brain [206] or increased responsiveness of neonatal

receptors [308]. The increased requirements for thiopental in

infants and children compared with adults (average adult

dose 4 mg/kg) remain unknown. A pharmacodynamic expla-

nation attributable to increased cerebral GABAA receptor

numbers or maturational differences in relative organ mass

and regional blood flow may contribute. Blood flow, relative

to cardiac output, to kidney and brain increases, while that to

the liver decreases in early life. Cerebral and hepatic masses

as a proportion of body weight are much higher in the young

child than in the adult.

A few seconds of apnoea followed by a period of respira-

tory depression is common after an induction dose of thio-

pental. The hypotensive response in neonates given

thiopental appears not as dramatic as that associated with

propofol, although it still may occur with reversion to foetal

circulation. Thiopental has little direct effect on vascular

smooth muscle tone, although myocardial depression may

occur with induction [296, 309] related to the dose given and

the rate of injection. Other reported adverse effects include

Fig. 25.26 Propofol concentration and its relationship with bispectral

index in children and adults (Data from Coppens et al. Anesthesiology

2011;115:83–93 and Chidambaran et al Pediatr Anesth

2015;25:911–23)
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hiccups, coughing and laryngospasm. Extravasation of thio-

pental or intra-arterial injection can cause tissue injury,

probably due to its extreme alkalinity.

Thiopental has also been used as a continuous infusion

(2–4 mg/kg/h) to control intracranial hypertension. The

elimination of thiopental after a continuous infusion may

be markedly prolonged compared with that after a single

bolus (11.7 vs. 6.1 h) [310]. These findings may in part be

attributed to the underlying illness, intercurrent drug treat-

ment and zero-order kinetics at higher concentrations

(Michaelis constant 28.3 mg/L) [304, 311].

Ketamine

Ketamine is a derivative of phencyclidine that similarly

antagonises the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. Its

action is related to central dissociation of the cerebral cortex,

and it also causes cerebral excitation. Processed EEG moni-

toring devices do not work with ketamine sedation/

anaesthesia [312].

Pharmacodynamics
Ketamine is available as a mixture of two enantiomers; the S

(þ)-enantiomer has four times the potency of the R(�)-

enantiomer. S(þ)-ketamine has approximately twice the

potency of the racemate [313]. The metabolite norketamine

has a potency that is one third that of its parent. Plasma

concentrations associated with anaesthesia are approxi-

mately 3 μmcg/mL [272], hypnosis and amnesia during

surgery are 0.8–4 cmg/mL and awakening usually occurs

at concentrations less than 0.5 mcg/mL. Pain thresholds are

increased at 0.1 mg/mL [314]. The concentration–response

curve for ketamine sedation is steep [70, 315]. This means

that small serum concentration changes will have dramatic

effect on the degree of sedation observed (Fig. 25.28)

[70]. Ketamine is very lipid soluble with rapid distribution,

and the onset of anaesthesia after IV ketamine is approxi-

mately 30 s. The T1/2keo was estimated ar 11 s [70].

Pharmacokinetics
Children require greater doses of ketamine (mg/kg) than

adults because of greater clearance (L/h/kg); however, there

is considerable patient-to-patient variability [316, 317]. Keta-

mine undergoes N-demethylation to norketamine;

metabolised mainly by CYP3A4, although CYP2C9,

CYP2B6 also has a role. Elimination of racemic ketamine is

complicated by the R(�)-ketamine enantiomer, which inhibits

the elimination of the S(þ)-ketamine enantiomer [318]. Clear-

ance in children is similar to adult rates (80 L/h/70 kg,

i.e. liver blood flow) within the first 6 months of life, when

corrected for size using allometric models [84]. Clearance in

the neonate is reduced (26 L/h/70 kg) [319–321], while Vss is

increased in neonates (3.46 L/kg at birth, 1.18 L/kg at 4 years,

0.75 L/kg at adulthood [319]). This larger Vss in neonates

contributes to the observation that neonates require a fourfold

greater dose than 6-year-old children to prevent gross motor

movement [322]. The α-elimination half-life was 11 min and

a β-elimination half-life was 2.5–3.0 h [323, 324]. S(þ) keta-

mine clearance was found to be 35.8 mL kg�1 min�1 with

5 and 95 % confidence limits of 11.5 and 111.1 mL/kg/min,

respectively, in adults [325]. Context-sensitive half-time

increases dramatically with use between 1 and 2 h infusion

causing delayed recovery (Fig. 25.29).

Ketamine has a high hepatic extraction ratio, and the

relative bioavailability of oral, nasal and rectal formulations

is 20–50 % [138, 326–328]. Children presenting for burns

surgery had slow absorption (absorption half-time was

59 min) with high between-subject variability [138].

Fig. 25.27 Simulated time–

concentration profiles after an

intravenous thiopentone bolus of

3 mg kg�1. Predictions for a

25-week PMA and a 42-week

PMA with neonate are shown

alongside that of an adult

(Reproduced from Larsson P,

Anderson BJ, Norman E,

Westrin P, Fellman

V. Thiopentone elimination in

newborn infants; exploring

Michaelis Menten kinetics. Acta

Anaesth Scand 2011; 55:444–51

[304], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)
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Adverse Effects
The most common adverse reaction to ketamine anaesthesia

is postoperative vomiting, which occurs in 33 % of children

after doses used for anaesthesia [329]. Intraoperative and

postoperative dreaming and hallucinations occur more com-

monly in older than in younger children [329]. The incidence

of these latter adverse effects may be reduced when keta-

mine is supplemented with a benzodiazepine.

Atropine or another antisialagogue is commonly used to

diminish the production of copious secretions that occur with

ketamine. If an antisialagogue is not administered, there is a

greater risk for laryngospasm [330], although guidelines for

emergency departments suggest that supplementation with

atropine or a benzodiazepine may not be necessary with

lower doses [331–333]. Even small doses have the potential

for apnoea or airway obstruction, particularly when combined

with other sedating medications [334–336].

Ketamine increases heart rate, cardiac index and systemic

blood pressure in adults [337]. In children, there is appar-

ently no effect on pulmonary artery pressure provided that

ventilation is controlled [338, 339]. Ketamine sedation has

been shown to maintain peripheral vascular resistance, thus

affecting intracardiac shunting less than propofol in children

sedated for cardiac catheterisation [340]. Ketamine has neg-

ative inotropic effects in those who depend on

vasopressors [341].

Ketamine may produce increases in intracranial pressure

(ICP) as a result of cerebral vasodilation and may be

contraindicated in children with intracranial hypertension.

This concern regarding ICP has been challenged [342, 343];

control of respiration and consequent CO2 ameliorate

changes in ICP [344, 345]. A 30 % increase in IOP has

also been noted; thus, ketamine may be potentially danger-

ous in the presence of a corneal laceration [346].

Fig. 25.29 Ketamine context-

sensitive half-time following

infusion at 3 mg/kg/h. The

context-sensitive half-time in

children was shorter than in adults

after 1.5 h (Reproduced from

Dallimore D, Anderson BJ,

Short T, Herd DW. Ketamine

anaesthesia in children—

exploring infusion regimens.

Pediatr Anesth 2008;18:708–14

[272], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)

Fig. 25.28 The relationship

between effect compartment

concentration and level of

sedation. The EC50 was 0.562 mg/

L. Categorical data are shown as

crosses. The dotted lines
demonstrate 90 % confidence

intervals (Reproduced from

Herd D, Anderson BJ, Keene NA,

Holford NHG. Investigating the

pharmacodynamics of ketamine

in children. Pediatr Anesth

2008;18:36–42 [70], with kind

permission from John Wiley and

Sons)
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Animal studies have correlated ketamine treatment with

increased neuronal apoptosis during rapid synaptogenesis

after birth [347–349]. It is unclear whether these data can

be extrapolated from animals to developing humans [350].

Similar observations in rodents have been made with

isoflurane, nitrous oxide, benzodiazepines and other

medications commonly used to provide sedation/analgesia

and anaesthesia to infants.

Etomidate

Etomidate is a steroid-based hypnotic induction agent. It is

metabolised principally by hepatic esterases. Concentrations

associated with anaesthesia are 300–500 mcg/L. As with

most induction agents, offset of effect is by redistribution;

clearance is approximately 1000 mL/min/70 kg in children

and adults.

Etomidate pharmacokinetics have been studied in children

with a median age of 4 years (range 0.53–13.21 years) and

weight 15.7 kg (7.5–52 kg). A three-compartment model

found the most significant covariate was age, with increasing

age having reduced size-adjustedCL,V1 andV3. The estimates

of PK parameter (standardised to 70 kg adult) for a typical

4-year-old childrenwere CL 1.50 L/min/70 kg,Q2 1.95L/min/

70 kg, Q3 1.23 L/min/70 kg, V1 9.51 L/70 kg, V2 11.0 L/70 kg

and V3 79.2 L/70 kg [351]. Similar to propofol, younger

children require a larger etomidate bolus dose than older

children to achieve equivalent plasma concentrations

[351, 352].

Etomidate clearance is reduced in neonates and infants

(postnatal age 0.3–11.7 months) with congenital heart dis-

ease. A two-compartment model with allometric scaling to a

70 kg adult revealed a CL 0.624 L/min/70 kg and Q 0.44 L/

min/70 kg; central (V1) and peripheral distribution volumes

(V2) were 9.47 L/70 kg and 22.8 L/70 kg, respectively.

Interindividual variability was high (between 94 and

142 % for all parameters) attributable to maturation over

the age span studied [353].

Etomidate is painful when administered intravenously.

However, concerns regarding the risks of anaphylactoid

reactions and suppression of adrenal function have resulted

in most anaesthesiologists avoiding this induction agent in

routine cases [354]. Novel etomidate derivatives without

this adverse effect are under investigation [355]. Etomidate

is very useful in children with head injury and those with an

unstable cardiovascular status such as children with a car-

diomyopathy because of the virtual absence of adverse

effects on the haemodynamics or cardiac function

[356, 357].

Opioids

Opioid agonists produce analgesia and respiratory depression

by combiningwith μ- and κ-opioid receptors. The introduction
of newer opioid drugs with short context-sensitive half-times

has rekindled interest in the use of opioids to avoid the major

cardiovascular effects of volatile agents.

Morphine

Brain uptake after intravenous dosing is slow due to poor

lipid solubility and consequent slow passage across the

blood–brain barrier. An equilibration half-time (T1/2keo) of

16–23 min is reported for analgesia in adults [358–

360]. Although a morphine concentration–response curve for

analgesia has not been described for children [221], morphine

may display similar pharmacodynamics for respiratory

depression and analgesia [361]. An T1/2keo estimate for the

morphine respiratory depressant effect was 16 min in a child

[362], similar to that reported for analgesia. The EC50 for

morphine’s respiratory depressant effect of 10–18 ng/mL

[360–363] is consistent with clinical observations for both

analgesic concentrations (10–20 ng/mL) [364–366] and respi-

ratory depression (hypercapnia in 46 % children with concen-

tration >15 ng/mL) [92].

Empiric studies have taught us that a concentration range

(10–20 mcg/L) has analgesic effect [364] without associated

adverse effects such as the respiratory depression observed

with higher concentrations [92] or postoperative nausea and

vomiting reported with higher doses [243]. Fears of adverse

effects, particularly respiratory depression, dictate that mor-

phine dose is titrated to gain satisfactory analgesia

[367, 368]. A regime such as a loading dose of 50 mcg/kg

followed by 25 mcg/kg at 5 min intervals to control pain is a

satisfactorymethod [369].A smaller dose of 20mcg/kg is used

in neonates. The drug remains remarkably safe when used as

an infusion in hospital practice. The overall incidence of

serious harm was only 1:10 000 with opioid infusion

techniques, and those predisposed to harm can be identified

(e.g. young infants, those with neurodevelopmental, respira-

tory or cardiac comorbidities) [370, 371].

Infusion regimens are based on clearance. Conjugation

with glucuronide (UGT2B7) produces both active (mor-

phine-6-glucuronide) and inactive (morphine-3-glucuronide)

metabolites, which are excreted by the kidneys [372].

Clearance increases from 3.2 L/h/70 kg at 24 weeks PMA to

19 L/h/70 kg at term, reaching adult values (80 L/h/70 kg) at

6–12 months (Fig. 25.17) [163, 372]. Oral bioavailability is

approximately 35 %.
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Infusion regimens that achieve a plasma concentration of

10 mcg/L can be predicted from clearance (Fig. 25.30). Mor-

phine exhibits perfusion-limited clearance, and positive pres-

sure ventilation, by reducing hepatic blood flow, also reduces

clearance [163]. While hepatic failure may be an obvious

cause for reduced clearance, it is little appreciated that renal

failuremay also reduce clearance by approximately 30 %.The

kidney is also a major contributor to morphine–glucuronide

conjugation [373–376]. Reduced morphine clearance has also

been described in children with cancer [377, 378], following

cardiac surgery [366], and in critically ill neonates requiring

extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) [44, 379],

although contributions from hepatic failure, renal compromise

or positive pressure ventilation towards these reduced

clearances were not acknowledged.

Around 60 % of morphine is converted to morphine-3-

glucuronide (M3G) and a further 6–10 % to morphine-6-

glucuronide (M6G). M6G also has both analgesic and respi-

ratory depressive effects. Animal data suggest that morphine

and M6G act via distinct μ-receptor pathways and that an

additive relationship exists between morphine and M6G for

analgesic effects [380, 381]. The M6G T1/2keo for respiratory
depression is within the 4–8 h range [362], similar to

reported for delayed M6G analgesic effect [360]. The

hypercapnoeic ventilator responses for both parent and

metabolite are similar (EC50 10–18 ng mL�1) [360–363].

The response curve steepness (represented by the Hill

parameter of 2.4) for morphine and M6G was also similar

in a case study [362]; this has also been noted by others

examining the hypercapnoeic ventilator [360] and pupillary

responses to morphine and M6G [382]. Respiratory depres-

sion in a child with renal failure who was given morphine

postoperatively was best described by additive morphine and

M6G respiratory effects (Fig. 25.31).

Fig. 25.30 Age-based infusion

dosing for morphine with a target

average steady-state

concentration of 10 mcg/L in

children not receiving positive

pressure ventilation. The dotted
line is the predictions based on

age and typical weight for age.

The solid line is the suggested
practical infusion rate dose in

mcg/kg/h at different postnatal

ages. PNA years ¼ (PMA weeks

40)/52. The upper panel shows
dose related to postnatal age. The

lower panel shows dose related to
PMA (Reproduced from

Anderson BJ, Holford NHG.

Understanding dosing: children

are small adults, neonates are

immature children. Arch Dis

Child 2013; 98: 737–44 [2], with

kind permission from the BMJ

Publishing Group)
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Fentanyl

Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid with lipid solubility about

600 times greater than that of morphine. High lipid solubility

confers increased potency, rapid onset (T1/2keo 6.6 min in

adults) and short duration of action. Fentanyl is a potent

μ-receptor agonist with potency 100 times greater than that

of morphine. A plasma concentration of 15–30 mcg/L is

required to provide total intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) in

adults, whereas the EC50, based on EEG evidence, is

10 mcg/L [383, 384]. After a dose of 1–2 μg/kg, the clinical
effects of fentanyl are terminated by redistribution, and its

duration of action is limited to 20–30 min. However, after

repeated doses or a continuous infusion, progressive satura-

tion of peripheral compartments will result in prolonged

duration of action.

Fentanyl is metabolised by oxidative N-dealkylation
(CYP3A4) into norfentanyl and hydroxylated fentanyl.

Clearance in preterm neonates is markedly reduced (T1/2 β
is 17.7 h) contributing to prolonged respiratory depression in

that population. The clearance of fentanyl is reduced to

70–80 % of adult values in term neonates and, when

standardised using allometry, reaches adult values (approx.

50 L/h/70 kg) within the first 2 weeks of life [84]. Clearance

of fentanyl in older infants (>3 months of age) and children

is greater than in adults when expressed as per kilogram

(30.6 mL/kg/min vs. 17.9 mL/kg/min, respectively)

resulting in a reduced elimination half-time (T1/2 β 68 min

vs. 121 min, respectively). These age-related changes

follow the expected pattern portrayed in Fig. 25.10.

Fentanyl clearance may be impaired with decreased hepatic

blood flow (e.g. from increased intra-abdominal pressure in

neonatal omphalocele repair); a maldistribution of blood

away from regions of concentrated cytochrome enzyme

activity in the liver may also play a role [385]. Fentanyl’s
volume of distribution at steady state (Vdss) is ~5.9 L/kg in

term neonates and decreases with age to 4.5 L/kg during

infancy, 3.1 L/kg during childhood and 1.6 L/kg in

adults [78].

Infants with cyanotic heart disease had reduced Vss and

greater plasma concentrations of fentanyl with infusion ther-

apy [386]. These greater plasma concentrations resulted

from a reduced clearance (34 L/h/70 kg) that was attributed

to haemodynamic disturbance and consequent reduced

Fig. 25.31 Observed and predicted respiratory rate for a 12-year-old

male child with end-stage renal failure given intravenous morphine via

patient-controlled analgesia pump for postoperative pain. Predicted

respiratory rates are for morphine only, M6G only and combined

morphine–M6G effect. Observed partial pressure of CO2 (κPa) is also
given. Dialysis began at 45 h postoperatively (indicated by arrow) and

continued for 3 h. (Reproduced from Hannam J, Anderson

BJ. Contribution of morphine and morphine 6-glucuronide to respira-

tory depression in a child. Anaesth and Intens Care 2012;40:867–70

[362], with the kind permission of the Australian Society of

Anaesthetists)
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hepatic blood flow [387]. Hypothermia has also been shown

to reduce fentanyl clearance [388].

The infusion rates of fentanyl that are required to achieve

a similar level of sedation/analgesia in critically ill children

may vary as much as tenfold [389]. This variability in PK

and PD strongly reinforces the need to titrate the dose to

effect and to be prepared to provide postoperative ventilation

support as needed. The context-sensitive half-time (CSHT)

after a 1 h infusion of fentanyl is ~20 min, which increases to

270 min after an 8 h infusion in adults [27]. While the CSHT

is reduced in children [390], there are no data in neonates.

Children who receive a chronic infusion of fentanyl are at

risk of rapidly developing tolerance to the opioid. On dis-

continuance of the infusion, these children may demonstrate

signs of withdrawal. All long-term infusions should be

tapered slowly over days rather than abruptly discontinuing

the infusion [391, 392].

Chest wall and glottic rigidity have been reported after IV

administration of all opioids, although most commonly after

fentanyl [393, 394] One other concern is the rare association

of increased vagal tone with bolus administration; bradycar-

dia may have profound effects on the cardiac output of

neonates. Additionally, fentanyl markedly depresses the

baroreceptor reflex control of heart rate in neonates [395].

It is for these reasons that the combination of pancuronium

and fentanyl became popular.

Remifentanil

Remifentanil is an ultrashort-acting synthetic opioid.

Because of its ester linkage, it is susceptible to hydrolysis

by nonspecific blood and tissue esterases. Its major metabo-

lite is a carbolic acid compound with less than 0.3 % of the

activity of the parent compound. Unlike other opioids, the

duration of effect of remifentanil does not increase with

increasing dose or duration of infusion, because its volume

of distribution is small and its clearance is fast.

The target concentration may vary depending on the

magnitude of desired effect. A remifentanil target of

2–3 mcg/L is adequate for laryngoscopy and 6–8 mcg/L

for laparotomy, and 10–12 mcg/L might be sought to ablate

the stress response associated with cardiac surgery [396].

Analgesic concentrations are 0.2–0.4 μg/L. Onset is rapid

with a T1/2keo is 1.16 min in adults [20]. Remifentanil clear-

ance can be described in all age groups by simple application

of an allometric model [23]. A standardised clearance of

2790 mL/min/70 kg is similar to that reported by others in

children and adults. The smaller the child, the greater the

clearance when expressed as mL/min/kg (Fig. 25.21). Clear-

ance decreases with increasing age, with rates of 90 mL/kg/

min in infants <2 years of age, 60 mL/kg/min in children

2–12 years of age and 40 mL/kg/min in adults. The steady-

state volume of distribution was greatest in infants

<2 months age (452 mL/kg) and decreased to 308 mL/kg

in children 2 months–2 years and to 240 mL/kg in children

>2 years of age [22].

Although covariate effects such as cardiac surgery appear

to have a muted effect on PK, cardiopulmonary bypass

(CPB) does have an impact. Remifentanil dosage

adjustments are required during and after CPB due to

marked changes in its volume of distribution [397]. Other

PK changes during CPB are consistent with adult data in

which a decreased metabolism occurred with a reduced

temperature [398] and with reports of greater clearance

after CPB (increased metabolism) compared with during

CPB [24].

Respiratory depression is concentration dependent

[399, 400]. Muscle rigidity remains a concern with bolus

doses above 3 mcg/kg used for intubation in neonates [401].

The initial loading dose of remifentanil may cause hypoten-

sion and bradycardia [402] prompting some to target the

plasma rather than effect site concentration when initiating

infusion. This hypotensive response has been quantified in

children undergoing cranioplasty surgery. A steady-state

remifentanil concentration of 14 mcg/L would typically

achieve a 30 % decrease in mean arterial blood pressure

(Fig. 25.32). This concentration is twice that required for

laparotomy, but is easily achieved with a bolus injection.

The T1/2keo of 0.86 min for this haemodynamic effect [66] is

less than remifentanil-induced spectral edge changes

described in adults (T1/2keo ¼ 1.34 min) [20, 403].

Adult remifentanil PK parameters [20] continue to be

used in TCI devices for all ages, despite an increasing

knowledge about this drug in children [21]. There is an

element of safety with this approach because both volume

of distribution [22] and clearance (expressed as mL min�1

kg�1) [23] decrease with age throughout childhood and

because the elimination half-time is small with a constant

context-sensitive half-time. The larger volume of distribu-

tion results in lower peak concentrations after bolus; the

higher clearance in children results in lower plasma

concentration when infused at adult rates expressed as

mg min�1 kg�1. Owing to these enhanced clearance rates,

smaller (younger) children will require higher remifentanil

infusion rates than larger (older) children and adults to

achieve equivalent blood concentrations.

The usual infusion dose of remifentanil is

0.1–0.5 μg/kg/min. The short elimination half-time fre-

quently makes a loading dose unnecessary and facilitates

control of the infusion. In a multicenter trial in full-term

infants aged less than 2 months, remifentanil provided stable

haemodynamic conditions with no new onset of postopera-

tive apnoea [404]. Analgesic alternatives should be available

for when the short-duration analgesic effect from

remifentanil has dissipated. Reports of a rapid development
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of μ-receptor tolerance with remifentanil use are conflicting.

Activity at δ-opioid receptors may contribute [405].

Respiratory depression is concentration dependent

[399, 400]. Muscle rigidity may occur when bolus doses

above 3 μg/kg are used for intubation in neonates [401].

Remifentanil may cause hypotension and bradycardia at

higher doses.

Alfentanil

Alfentanil (Alfenta) is a fentanyl analogue with reduced

lipid solubility and smaller V compared with fentanyl

[406, 407]. It has a rapid onset (T1/2keo 0.9 min in adults),

a brief duration of action and one fourth the potency of

fentanyl. A target plasma concentration of 400 ng/mL is

used in anaesthesia. Metabolism is through oxidative N-

dealkylation by CYP3A4 and O-dealkylation and then

conjugation to end products that are excreted via the

kidney [408].

Clearance in neonates (20–60 mL/min/70 kg) is one tenth

that in adults (250–500 mL/min/70 kg) [74] with rapid

maturation. In preterm neonates, the half-life is as long as

6–9 h [409, 410]. The V in children and adults is similar, but

increased in preterm neonates (1.0 SD 0.39 vs. 0.48 SD

0.19 L/kg). Clearance is greater in children expressed as

per kilogram (11.1 SD 3.9 mL/kg/min vs. 5.9 SD 1.6 mL/

kg/min). As a result, the elimination half-life in children is

less than adults (63 SD 24 vs. 95 SD 20 min) [411–414].

Clinical effects are prolonged in those with reduced hepatic

blood flow (e.g. increased intra-abdominal pressure, vaso-

pressor use, some forms of congenital heart disease)

[415, 416]. Because less alfentanil is bound to α1-acid gly-

coprotein in preterm infants (65 %) than in term infants

(79 %), an increased fraction of alfentanil is available for

biologic effect in the former [417].

The pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of

alfentanil have proven useful for the rapid control of analge-

sia and awakening from total intravenous anaesthesia

[418, 419]. Alfentanil should be used with caution without

neuromuscular blocking drugs in neonates because of the

frequency of rigidity [420, 421].

Sufentanil

Sufentanil is a potent synthetic opioid that is similar to

fentanyl and alfentanil. Sufentanil is five to ten times more

potent than fentanyl, with a T1/2keo of 6.2 min in adults [422].

A concentration of 5–10 ng/mL is required for TIVA and

0.2–0.4 ng/mL for analgesia. Pharmacodynamic differences

are suggested in neonates. The plasma concentration of

sufentanil at the time of additional anaesthetic supplementa-

tion to suppress haemodynamic responses to surgical stimu-

lation was 2.51 mcg/L in neonates, significantly greater than

the concentrations of 1.58, 1.53 and 1.56 mcg/L observed in

infants, children and adolescents, respectively [423].

The volume of distribution at steady state (Vss) was 4.15

SD 1.0 L/kg in neonates, greater than the values of 2.73 SD

0.5 and 2.75 SD 0.5 L/kg observed in children and

adolescents, respectively [423, 424]. Elimination of

sufentanil has been suggested by O-demethylation and N-

dealkylation in animal studies. Like fentanyl and alfentanil,

the P450 CYP3A4 enzyme is responsible for N-dealkylation

[425]. Clearance in neonates undergoing cardiovascular sur-

gery (6.7 SD 6.1 mL/kg/min) is reduced compared with

values of 18.1 SD 2.7, 16.9 SD 3.2 and 13.1 SD 3.6 mL/

kg/min in infants, children and adolescents, respectively

(Table 25.7) [423], consistent with rapid development of

hepatic metabolic pathways. Clearance maturation

standardised to a 70 kg person using allometry is similar to

that of other drugs that depend on CYP3A4 for metabolism

Fig. 25.32 The relationship

between remifentanil

concentration and mean arterial

blood pressure (MAP) for a

typical individual. A steady-state

remifentanil concentration of

14 mcg/L would typically achieve

a 30 % decrease in mean arterial

blood pressure (Reproduced from

Anderson BJ, Holford NHG.

Leaving No Stone Unturned, Or

Extracting Blood from Stone?

Pediatr Anesth 2010;20:1–6

[403], with kind permission from

John Wiley and Sons)
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(e.g. levobupivacaine, fentanyl, alfentanil) [426]. Similarly,

clearance in infants (27.5 SD 9.3 mL kg�1 min�1) was

greater, expressed as per kilogram, than those in children

(18.1 SD 10.7 mL kg�1 min�1) in another study of children

undergoing cardiovascular surgery [427]. Clearance in

healthy children (2–8 years) was greater (30.5 SD 8.8 mL kg
�1 min�1) than those undergoing cardiac surgery [424]. The

elimination of sufentanil is unaffected by renal failure but

markedly altered by factors that influence hepatic blood flow

(perfusion-limited clearance) [424]; cirrhosis has little effect

on its elimination [428].

Reported adverse effects are similar to those described

for other opioids, bradycardia, nausea and vomiting, chest

wall rigidity and respiratory depression.

Intranasal sufentanil may have a role for premedication,

procedural sedation and analgesia in children, although data

in neonates are lacking [328, 429–431]. The dose of

sufentanil that is most effective when administered intrana-

sally is 2–3 mcg/kg [430, 432], although reduced dose can be

used if combined with nasal ketamine [328]; this combina-

tion also reported fewer adverse effects.

Meperidine (Pethidine)

Meperidine is a weak opioid, primarily μ-receptor, agonist
that has a potency of 1/10 that of morphine. The analgesic

effects are detectable within 5 min of intravenous adminis-

tration, and peak effect is reached within 10 min in adults

[433, 434]. Meperidine is metabolised by N-demethylation

to meperidinic acid and normeperidine. Meperidine clear-

ance in infants and children is approximately 8–10 mL/min/

kg [421, 435] Elimination in neonates is greatly reduced, and

elimination half-time in neonates, who have received

pethidine by placental transfer, may be two to seven times

greater than that in adults [436]. The elimination half-life of

meperidine in children after IV administration is approxi-

mately 3 SD 0.5 h with a variable half-life in neonates

between 3.3 and 59.4 h. The Vss in infants, 7.2 (3.3–11)

L/kg [421], is greater than that in children 2–8 years of 2.8

SD 0.6 L/kg [435].

The principal current use of meperidine (pethidine,

Demerol) in children is to stop postoperative shivering.

Although its onset time is more rapid than morphine, there

is a risk of seizures after repeated dosing due to accumula-

tion of the metabolite normeperidine (norpethidine) [437].

Clinical use is decreasing as a consequence. The impression

that meperidine causes less histamine release than morphine

has been questioned [438]. Meperidine is no more effective

for treating biliary or renal tract spasm than comparative

μ-opioids [439]. The purported benefits of substituting

meperidine for morphine in children who are hypovolemic

or asthmatic are questionable.

Respiratory depression in infants after meperidine

appears to be less than after morphine [91], probably a

consequence of an increased Vss in that age group. Meperi-

dine was used for a number of years as a component of

various ‘lytic cocktails’ that provided sedation. It was

administered either rectally or orally. The safety of these

admixtures especially in neonates is dubious, and use is now

infrequent [266]. Meperidine’s local anaesthetic properties

have been found useful for epidural techniques [440].

Hydromorphone

Hydromorphone is a semisynthetic congener of morphine

with a potency of around 5–7.5 times that of morphine [441].

Hydromorphone is metabolised to hydromorphone-3-

glucuronide and also, to a lesser extent, to dihydroiso-

morphine and dihydromorphine [442]. Its bioavailability is

about 55 % after nasal and oral administration and

about 35 % after rectal administration (not recommended)

[443–445]; there is high first-pass metabolism [446].

A clearance of 51.7 (range, 28.6–98.2) mL/min/kg is

reported in children [447] with a half-life of 2.5 SD 0.9 h

[443–445, 447].

Hydromorphone (Dilaudid) is commonly used when

prolonged analgesia is required. Morphine is often changed

to hydromorphone to reduce adverse effects or because

of concern of accumulation of morphine metabolites,

particularly in the presence of renal failure. Hydromorphone

is commonly administered IV, orally, in the epidural

space and more recently through the nasal mucosa

[448, 449]. Hydromorphone is used for chronic cancer

pain, and plasma concentrations of around 4.7 ng/mL

(range 1.9–8.9 ng/mL) relieve mucositis in children given

PCA devices [441, 447].

Table 25.7 Sufentanil PK in children undergoing cardiovascular procedures

Age Weight (kg) CL (mL/min/kg) CL (mL/kg/70 kg) V (L/kg) V (L/70 kg)

1–30 days 3.24 6.7 218 4.15 290.5

2–23 months 8.7 18.1 752 3.09 216.3

3–11 years 21.0 16.9 876 2.73 191.1

48–70 years 58.4 13.1 876 2.75 192.5

Data from Greeley WJ. Anesth Analg 1987; 66: 1067–72
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Oxycodone

Oxycodone is an analgesic with a minimal effective concen-

tration of 25 mcg/L and a target concentration of 45–50 mcg/

L for postoperative pain relief [64, 450]. Oxycodone

(OxyContin) is another long-acting semisynthetic opioid

that is usually administered orally and is available in a

controlled-release formulation [451]. The relative bioavail-

ability of intranasal, oral and rectal formulations was

approximately 50 % that of intravenous in adults. The buc-

cal and sublingual absorption of oxycodone is similar in

young children [452]. The bioavailability after various

routes IM is 68 %; buccal, 55 %; and orogastric, 37 %

[453]. Oxycodone may also be administered rectally, with

a similar bioavailability, although absorption can be slow

[454]. The IV formulation of oxycodone significantly

depresses respiration. Transmucosal deliver offers another

route of administration [455]. Oxycodone (0.1 mg per kg) in

children after ophthalmic surgery caused greater ventilatory

depression than other opioids [456]. This respiratory depres-

sion was also evident in neonates breastfed by mothers

treated with oxycodone. Maternal exposure to oxycodone

during breastfeeding was associated with a 20.1 % rate of

neonate CNS depression compared with 0.5 % in those

given acetaminophen and 16.7 % in those given

codeine [457].

As with many medications, interindividual variability in

the elimination half-life of oxycodone in the neonates and

infants is large [458, 459]. In children, the elimination half-

life after IV, buccal, IM or orogastric administration is 2–3 h

[460]. Oxycodone is metabolised mainly by CYP3A4 with a

small contribution from CYP2D6 [461]. Mean values of

drug clearance and volume of distribution (Vss) were 15.2

(SD 4.2) mL/min/kg and 2.1 (SD 0.8) L/kg in children after

ophthalmic surgery [456].

This opioid is commonly used to transition from

patient-controlled analgesia and to treat chronic painful

conditions.

Methadone

Methadone is a synthetic opioid with an analgesic potency

similar to that of morphine but with a more rapid distribution

and a slower elimination. Methadone is used as a mainte-

nance drug in opioid-addicted adults to prevent withdrawal.

Methadone might have beneficial effects because it is a long-

acting synthetic opioid with a very high bioavailability

(80 %) by the enteral route. It also has NMDA receptor

antagonistic activity. Agonism of this receptor is associated

with opioid tolerance and hyperalgesia. Methadone is a

racemate and clinical effect is due to the R-methadone

isomer. Methadone is 2.5–20 times more analgesic than

morphine [462]. Methadone has high lipid solubility

(octanol–water partition coefficient LogP ¼ 3.93), similar

to fentanyl (LogP ¼ 4.05) and sufentanil (LogP ¼ 3.95)

[109], and such drugs rapidly distribute into fat tissues

(including that in CNS).

The primary indication for methadone in children is to

wean from long-term opioid infusions to prevent withdrawal

[392, 463, 464] and to provide analgesia when other opioids

have failed or have been associated with intolerable side

effects [465, 466]. Intravenous methadone has been shown

to be an effective analgesic for postoperative pain relief [467],

and oral administration has been recommended as the first-

line opioid for severe and persistent pain in children [468]. It

seems also to be a safe enteral alternative for intravenous

opioids in palliative paediatric oncological patients [469].

A minimum effective analgesic concentration of metha-

done in opioid-naı̈ve adults is 0.058 mg/L [470], while no

withdrawal symptoms were observed in neonates suffering

opioid withdrawal if plasma concentrations of methadone

were above 0.06 mg/L [471]. The racemate of methadone

which is commonly used in paediatric and anaesthetic care is

metabolised to EDDP (2-ethylidine-1,5-dimethyl-3,3-

diphenylpyrrolidine) and EMDP (2-ethyl-5-methyl-3,3-

diphenylpyrroline).

Methadone is cleared by the cytochrome P450-mixed

oxidase (CYP3A4, CYP2B6 and CYP2D6) enzyme systems,

all of which are immature at birth [144]. CYP3A7 may

contribute to clearance in the neonate [158]. Foetal liver

microsomes are reported to show extremely high CYP3A7

levels (311–158 pmol mg�1 protein), and there is significant

expression through to 6 months postnatal age; the decrease

in activity mirrors the rise of CYP3A4 activity [158]. Metha-

done has high lipid solubility [472] with a large volume of

distribution of 6–7 L/kg in children and adults [473–475].

Pharmacokinetic parameters, standardised to a 70 kg adult

using allometry, have been estimated using a three-

compartment linear disposition model. Population parameter

estimates (between-subject variability) were central volume

(V1) 21.5 (29 %) L 70 kg�1, peripheral volumes of distribu-

tion V2 75.1 (23 %) L 70 kg�1, V3 484 (8 %) L 70 kg�1,

clearance (CL) 9.45 (11 %) L h�1 70 kg�1 and inter-

compartment clearances Q2 325 (21 %) L h�1 70 kg�1 and

Q3 136 (14 %) L h�1 70 kg�1. EDDP formation clearance

was 9.1 (11 %) L h�1 70 kg�1, formation clearance of

EMDP from EDDP 7.4 (63 %) L h�1 70 kg�1, elimination

clearance of EDDP 40.9 (26 %) L h�1 70 kg�1 and the rate

constant for intermediate compartments 2.17 (43 %)/h

[143]. These parameter estimates in children and neonates

are consistent with those reported by others in neonates

[476], children [475], adolescents [477] and adults [478].

There was no clearance maturation with age (Fig. 25.16).

Neonatal enantiomer clearances were also similar to those

described in adults [143].
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A IV regimen of 0.2 mg kg�1 per 8 h in neonates achieves

a target concentration of 0.06 mg L�1 within 36 h. Infusion,

rather than intermittent dosing, should be considered if this

target is to be achieved in older children after cardiac sur-

gery. Analgesic response in adults on chronic methadone

programmes suggests a steep concentration–response rela-

tionship for pain relief (Hill ¼ 4.4 SD 3.8) with very rapid

equilibration between plasma methadone concentrations and

the sites mediating pain relief [479]. Consequently, the drug

rapidly loses effect as concentrations fall below the EC50. A

single dose of 0.2 mg kg�1 will contribute little analgesia

after a few hours. An infusion (Fig. 25.33) has been

suggested for analgesia in teenagers after spinal instrumen-

tation surgery [477], and consideration could be given to this

technique after cardiac surgery in children.

Drug-induced prolongation of the QT interval is a

recognised risk factor for ventricular arrhythmias. While

methadone is known to prolong the QT interval, the effect

of methadone on QTc is associated with chronic dosing in

adults rather than an isolated dose, and it is the daily metha-

done dose that correlates positively with the QTc interval

[480, 481].

Fig. 25.33 The upper panel shows a simulation for a 3.5 kg neonate

given a methadone loading dose of 0.6 mg kg�1 followed by a mainte-

nance dose of 0.15 mg kg�1 8 h. EDDP concentrations track parent drug

concentrations. The methadone target concentration of 0.06 mg L�1 is

achieved rapidly when compared to the neonate given 0.2 mg kg�1

8 hourly without a loading dose. A single dose of methadone 0.2 mg kg
�1 given for postoperative analgesia in a child is unlikely to achieve

long duration of analgesia because concentrations are below

0.03 mg kg�1 within 1.5 h (lower panel). Infusion may be a better

option. A regimen comprising methadone bolus 0.15 mg kg�1 followed

by 0.15 mg kg�1 h�1 for 1 h, 0.075 mg kg�1 h�1 for 2 h and

0.025 mg kg�1 h�1 for 6 h maintains a concentration of 0.06 mg L�1.

EDDP concentrations after this infusion regimen are also shown.

(Reproduced from Ward RM, Drover DR, Hammer GB, Stemland CJ,

Kern S, Tristani-Firouzi M, Lugo RA, Satterfield K, Anderson BJ. The

pharmacokinetics of methadone and its metabolites in neonates, Infants

and children. Pediatr Anesth 2014;24: 591–601 [143], with kind per-

mission from John Wiley and Sons)
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Codeine

Codeine, or methylmorphine, is a morphine-like opioid with

1/10 the potency of morphine. It is mainly metabolised by

glucuronidation, but minor pathways are N-demethylation to

norcodeine (10–20 %) and O-demethylation (CYP2D6) to

morphine (5–15 %) [170]. Although maturation of codeine

clearance with age has not been reported, it is expected to

follow that of morphine because glucuronidation is the

major pathway, where maturation is mostly complete by

1 year of age [45].

Approximately 10 % of codeine is metabolised to mor-

phine. As the affinity of codeine for opioid receptors is very

low, the analgesic effect of codeine is mainly due to its

metabolite, morphine [170]. Codeine is effectively a prodrug

analgesic. There is little evidence for the broad belief that

codeine causes fewer adverse effects, such as sedation and

respiratory depression, compared with other opioids [170].

The continued use of this minor opium alkaloid for

paediatric analgesia remains baffling and is subject to debate

because it is a prodrug [482].

The primary routes for delivery of codeine are oral and

IM. Intravenous codeine was used in the past, but serious

life-threatening adverse effects including transient but

severe cardiorespiratory depression [483–485] and seizures

[486] led to proscription of this route of delivery.

Blood concentrations after oral codeine peak by 1 h.

When given by the IM and rectal routes, peak blood

concentrations are achieved rapidly, within 0.5 h, with the

blood concentrations after the rectal route being less than

after the IM route. The duration of action after these two

routes of administration is 1–2 h.

The terminal elimination half-life is 3–3.5 h in adults. The

neonatal half-life is longer due to immature clearance

(e.g. 4.5 h), while that of an infant is shorter (e.g. 2.6 h)

[168] attributable to size factors [74]. The pharmacokinetics

of codeine are poorly described in children despite use

over decades. A volume of distribution (V) of 3.6 L/kg and a

clearance (CL) of 0.85 L/h have been described in adults, but

there are few data detailing the developmental changes in

children.

Recent reporting of mortality in children given codeine

after adenotonsillectomy has raised questions about the use

of this drug [482, 487, 488]. Deaths after codeine adminis-

tration for postoperative tonsillectomy pain have been linked

to ultrarapid metabolism of this drug [172, 489–491]. This

has contributed to questioning the use of this drug in children

after adenotonsillectomy [482, 487, 488] who have

increased opioid sensitivity due to sleep apnoea [492].

Recent deaths in children administered codeine after

adenotonsillectomy have led to further questioning whether

this drug has a role on paediatric anaesthesia.

Codeine may be effective for pain control, although its

limited conversion to morphine likely makes it suitable

for only mild and moderate forms of pain. The limited

conversion to morphine and fewer side effects of codeine

made it popular for infants and young children, particularly

when a single dose is involved. There is some evidence that

codeine is associated with less nausea and vomiting than

morphine [493]. Codeine is often used in combination

with acetaminophen or NSAIDs. The addition of codeine

to acetaminophen has been shown to improve postoperative

pain relief in infants [494]. The analgesic effect of

the combination of acetaminophen (10–15 mg/kg) and

codeine (1–1.5 mg/kg) was comparable to that of

ibuprofen (5–10 mg/kg) in children after tonsillectomy

[495].

Evidence from children who are poor metabolisers

suggested that codeine is a less reliable analgesic than

morphine and that the analgesia did not correlate with the

phenotype or morphine blood concentration [496]. In

poor metabolisers, codeine confers little or no analgesia,

although adverse effects persist [497]. In ultrarapid

metabolisers on the other hand, large incidences of

adverse effects might be expected including apnoea, because

of large plasma morphine concentrations. Administration

(especially of codeine preparations with an antihistamine

and a decongestant) in the neonate may cause

intoxication [498].

Naloxone

Naloxone, the N-alkyl derivative of oxymorphone, is

used to antagonise opioid-induced respiratory depression.

Unlike its predecessors nalorphine and levallorphan,

naloxone is a pure opioid antagonist. Both the respiratory

and analgesic effects mediated by μ-and κ-receptors are

reversed by naloxone. In adults, the plasma clearance

of naloxone is high, the volume of distribution low and

the elimination half-time short (T1/2 1–1.5 h). There have

been no pharmacokinetic studies in children, but

neonates have prolonged elimination (T1/2 3 h), presumably

due to their reduced clearance due to glucuronide

conjugation [499].

Naloxone has a relatively short duration of action

(30–45 min), and supplementary doses may be required to

maintain antagonism after an initial dose 5–10 mcg/kg

IV. The American Academy of Pediatrics simplified the

naloxone dosing for infants and children up to 5 years of

age, recommending 100 mcg/kg and for children older than

5 years (>20 kg), 2 mg naloxone for emergencies [500].

Severe opioid overdose may be treated by a continuous

infusion of naloxone [501].
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Nonopioid Analgesics

Acetaminophen (Tylenol, Paracetamol)

Acetaminophen is a mild analgesic, but lacks anti-

inflammatory effects. Prostaglandin H2 synthetase (PGHS)

is the enzyme responsible for metabolism of arachidonic

acid to the unstable prostaglandin H2. The two major forms

of this enzyme are the constitutive PGHS-1 (COX-1) and the

inducible PGHS-2 (COX-2). PGHS comprises of two sites: a

cyclooxygenase (COX) and a peroxidise (POX) site. The

conversion of arachidonic acid to PGG2, the precursor of

the prostaglandins (Fig. 25.34), depends on a tyrosine-385

radical at the COX site. Acetaminophen acts as a reducing

cosubstrate on the POX site. Alternatively, acetaminophen

effects may be mediated by an active metabolite ( p-

aminophenol). P-aminophenol is conjugated with

arachidonic acid by fatty acid amide hydrolase and exerts

its effect through cannabinoid receptors [502].

Time delays of approximately 1 h between peak concen-

tration and peak effect have been reported [503, 504]. An

estimate of a maximum effect was 5.17 (the greatest possible

pain relief (VAS 0–10) would equate to an Emax of 10)

and an EC50 of 9.98 mg/L [505]. The equilibration half-

time (T1/2keo) of the analgesic effect compartment has been

reported as 50–60 min [505, 506]. A target effect compart-

ment concentration of 10 mg/L was associated with a pain

reduction of 2.6/10 in both children and neonates [505, 507].

An intravenous formulation of acetaminophen is available

and rapidly gaining popularity in anaesthesia practice. There

are two intravenous paracetamol formulations available, and

care must be taken with choice of formulation [508].

While one is an acetaminophen formulation, the

other, propacetamol (N-acetylpara-aminophenoldiethyl

aminoacetic ester), is a water-soluble prodrug of acetamino-

phen that can be administered intravenously over 15 min. It is

rapidly hydroxylated into acetaminophen (1 g propacetamol

¼ 0.5 g acetaminophen) [509]. The relative bioavailability of

rectal to oral acetaminophen formulations (rectal/oral) is

approximately 0.5 in children, but the relative bioavailability

is greater in neonates and approaches unity [103].

The absorption half-time of acetaminophen from the duo-

denum is rapid in children (T1/2abs 4.5 min) who were given

acetaminophen as an elixir [510]. The absorption half-time

in infants under the age of 3 months was delayed (T1/2abs
16.6 min), consistent with delayed gastric emptying in

young infants [103, 510]. Rectal absorption is slow and

erratic with large variability. For example, absorption

parameters for the triglyceride base were an absorption

half-time (T1/2abs) of 1.34 h (CV 90 %) with a lag time

before absorption of 8 min (CV 31 %). The absorption

half-time for rectal formulations was prolonged in infants

less than 3 months (1.51 times greater) compared with those

in older children [511].

Sulphate metabolism is the dominant route of elimination

in neonates, while glucuronide conjugation (UGT1A6) is

dominant in adults. A total body clearance of 0.74 L/h/

70 kg at 28 weeks PMA and 4.9 (CV 38 %) L/h/70 kg in

full-term neonates after enteral acetaminophen has been

reported using an allometric 3/4 power model [511]. Clear-

ance increases over the first year of life (Fig. 25.17) and

reaches 80 % of that in older children (16 L/h/70 kg) by

6 months postnatal age [103, 164]. Similar clearance

estimates are reported in neonates after intravenous

formulations of acetaminophen [512–514]. The relative bio-

availability of the oral formulation is 0.9.

Fig. 25.34 Prostaglandin H2

synthetase (PGHS) is the enzyme

responsible for metabolism of

arachidonic acid to the unstable

prostaglandin H2. Formation of

tyrosine-385 radical (Tye385*) at

the COX site is dependent on the

reduction of a ferryl

protoporphyrin IX radical cation

(Fe4þ ¼ OPP*þ) at the POX site.

Acetaminophen is a reducing

cosubstrate that partially reduces

Fe4þ ¼ OPP*þ, decreasing the

amount available for regeneration

of Tyr385*. (Reproduced from

Anderson BJ. Paracetamol

(acetaminophen) mechanisms of

action. Pediatr Anesth

2008;18:915–21 [502], with kind

permission from John Wiley and

Sons)
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The volume of distribution for acetaminophen is

49–70 L/70 kg. The volume of distribution decreases expo-

nentially with a maturation half-life of 11.5 weeks from

109.7 L/70 kg at 28 weeks postconception to 72.9 L/70 kg

by 60 weeks [103], reflective of foetal body composition and

water distribution changes over the first few months of life.

The toxic metabolite of acetaminophen, N-acetyl-p-ben-

zoquinone imine (NAPQI), is formed predominantly by the

cytochrome P450 CYP2E1. This metabolite binds to intra-

cellular hepatic macromolecules to produce cell necrosis and

damage. Infants less than 90 days PNA have decreased

expression of CYP2E1 activity in vitro compared with

older infants, children and adults [515]. Neonates can pro-

duce hepatotoxic metabolites (e.g. NAPQI), but the reduced

activity of cytochrome P450 in neonates may explain the

rare occurrence of acetaminophen-induced hepatotoxicity in

neonates. Hepatotoxicity is reported after single dose

250 mg/kg in children younger than 5 years of age [516]

and after chronic dosing. The Rumack and Matthew [517]

acetaminophen toxicity nomogram is widely used to guide

management of acute acetaminophen overdose in adults and

older children. Hepatotoxicity is dependent on the balance

between the rate of NAPQI formation, the capacity of the

safe elimination pathways of sulphate and glucuronide pro-

duction and the initial content and maximal rate of synthesis

of hepatic glutathione that mops up NAPQI. Significant

hepatic and renal disease, malnutrition and dehydration

may increase the propensity for toxicity. Medications that

induce the NAPQI formation (e.g., phenobarbitone, phenyt-

oin and rifampicin) may also increase the risk of hepatotox-

icity. The influence of disease on acetaminophen toxicity is

unknown. Hepatotoxicity causing death or requiring liver

transplantation has been reported with doses above 75 mg/

kg/day in children and 90 mg/kg/day in infants. It is possible

that even these traditional regimens may cause hepatotoxic-

ity if used for longer than 2–3 days [518].

Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

The non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are a

heterogeneous group of compounds that share common anti-

pyretic, analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects. NSAIDs

act by reducing prostaglandin biosynthesis through inhibi-

tion of cyclooxygenase (COX) site of the PGHS enzyme

(Fig. 25.35).

The prostanoids produced by the COX-1 isoenzyme pro-

tect the gastric mucosa, regulate renal blood flow and induce

platelet aggregation. NSAID-induced gastrointestinal toxic-

ity, for example, is likely mediated through blockade of

COX-1 activity, whereas the anti-inflammatory effects of

NSAIDs are likely mediated primarily through inhibition

of the inducible isoform, COX-2.

The NSAIDs are commonly used in children for

antipyresis and analgesia. The anti-inflammatory properties

of the NSAIDs have, in addition, been used in such diverse

disorders as juvenile idiopathic arthritis, renal and biliary

colic, dysmenorrhoea, Kawasaki disease and cystic fibrosis.

The NSAIDs indomethacin and ibuprofen are also used to

treat delayed closure of patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) in

preterm infants.

Data from adults given ibuprofen after dental extraction

suggest a similar Emax to that described for acetaminophen

(1.54 of a scale 0–3) with an EC50 of 10.2 mg/L [519]. The

equilibration half-time (T1/2keo) of 28 min was less than the

53 min reported for acetaminophen [505]. In addition, the

Fig. 25.35 The conversion of

arachidonic acid to PGG2, the

precursor of the prostaglandins is

controlled by prostaglandin H2

synthetase (PGHS). PGHS

comprises of two sites: a

cyclooxygenase (COX) site and a

peroxidise (POX) site (From

Anderson BJ. Paracetamol

(acetaminophen) mechanisms of

action. Pediatr Anesth

2008;18:915–21 [502], with kind

permission from John Wiley and

Sons)
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slope of the concentration–response curve was steeper than

that for acetaminophen (Hill ¼ 2 for ibuprofen, Hill ¼ 1 for

acetaminophen) indicating a more rapid onset of analgesia.

Similar parameter estimates have been reported for

diclofenac analgesia after adenotonsillectomy. The Emax

was 4.9 (VAS 0–10) with an EC50 of 1.2 mg/L [520]. The

equilibration half-time (T1/2keo) of 14 min with a slope

parameter (Hill) of 1 is again an indication of a more rapid

onset of analgesia than paracetamol.

NSAIDs are rapidly absorbed in the gastrointestinal tract

after oral administration in children. The relative bioavail-

ability of oral preparations approaches unity. The rate and

extent of absorption after rectal administration of NSAIDs

such as ibuprofen, diclofenac, flurbiprofen, indomethacin

and nimesulide are less than after the oral routes.

The apparent volume of distribution is small in adults

(<0.2 L/kg) but larger in children. Preterm neonates

(22–31 weeks gestational age) given intravenous ibuprofen

had a volume of distribution of 0.62 (SD 0.04) L/kg [521].

There is a dramatic reduction in ibuprofen central volume

after closure of the PDA in preterm neonates (0.244

vs. 0.171 L/kg) [522]. The NSAIDs, as a group, are weakly

acidic, lipophilic and highly protein bound. The impact of

altered protein binding is probably minimal with routine

dosing because NSAIDs cleared by the liver have a low

hepatic extraction ratio [523].

NSAIDs undergo extensive phase I and phase II enzyme

biotransformation in the liver, with subsequent excretion

into urine or bile. Renal elimination is not an important

elimination pathway for the commonly used NSAIDs. Phar-

macokinetic parameter variability is large, in part attribut-

able to covariate effects of age, size and pharmacogenomics.

Ibuprofen, for example, is metabolised by the CYP2C9 and

CYP2C8 subfamily. Considerable variation exists in the

expression of CYP2C activities among individuals, and

functional polymorphism of the gene coding for CYP2C9

has been described [524]. CYP2C9 activity is low immedi-

ately after birth (21 % of adult), subsequently increasing

progressively to reach a peak activity within 3 months,

when expressed as mg/kg/h [525].

Clearance (L/h/kg) is generally greater in children than it

is in adults, as we might expect when the linear per kilogram

model is used. Ibuprofen clearance increases from 2.06 mL/

h/kg at 22–31 weeks PCA [521], 9.49 mL/h/kg at 28 weeks

PCA [522] to 140 mL/kg/min at 5 years [526]. Similar data

exist for indomethacin [527–529].

NSAIDs have the potential to cause gastrointestinal irri-

tation, blood clotting disorders, renal impairment, neutrophil

dysfunction and bronchoconstriction; effects attributed to

COX-1/COX-2 ratios, although this concept may be an

oversimplification. Ibuprofen reduces the GFR by 20 % in

preterm neonates, affecting aminoglycoside clearance, an

effect that appears to be independent of gestational age

[530]. No significant difference in the change in cerebral

blood volume, change in cerebral blood flow or tissue

oxygenation index was found between administration of

ibuprofen or placebo in neonates [531]. The risk of acute

GI bleeding in children given short-term ibuprofen was

estimated to be 7.2/100,000 (CI 2–18/100,000) [532, 533],

a prevalence not different from children given acetamino-

phen. The incidence of clinically significant gastropathy in

children with juvenile arthritis given NSAIDs is comparable

to that in adults given long-term NSAIDs [534, 535], but the

prevalence of gastroduodenal injury may be very much

greater depending on the assessment criteria

(e.g. abdominal pain, anaemia, endoscopy) applied. Aspirin

or NSAID-exacerbated respiratory disease (ERD) is more a

disorder of adults, but exacerbations in children and

teenagers have been reported, particularly in the presence

of chronic sinusitis [536]. These cases are countered by

reports of beneficial reduction of asthma symptoms where

ibuprofen was administered for antipyresis. Benefit is likely

seen in younger children with mild episodic asthma and that

aspirin ERD is a concern in one in three teenagers with

severe asthma and coexistent nasal disease [537]. COX-2

inhibitors are reported as safe in NSAID-ERD [537].

The commonly used NSAIDs have reversible antiplatelet

effects, which are attributable to the inhibition of thrombox-

ane synthesis. Bleeding time is usually slightly increased,

but remains within normal limits in children with normal

coagulation systems. A Cochrane review has established that

even after tonsillectomy, NSAIDs did not cause any increase

in bleeding that required a return to theatre in children. There

was significantly less nausea and vomiting with NSAIDs

compared to alternative analgesics, suggesting their benefits

outweigh their negative aspects [538]. Neonates given pro-

phylactic ibuprofen to induce PDA closure did not have an

increased frequency of intraventricular haemorrhage [539].

NSAIDs impair fracture healing in animal models.

COX-2 activity plays an important role in bone healing,

and the use of NSAIDs decreases osteogenic activity that

may increase the incidence of nonunion after spinal surgery.

The effect on osteogenic activity is dose-dependent and

reversible. These effects are cause for concern after major

orthopaedic surgery [540], but there was no risk of nonunion

with NSAID exposure when high-quality studies were

assessed [540].

Ketorolac
The analgesic properties of ketorolac are similar to those of

low-dose morphine for post-tonsillectomy analgesia

[541, 542]. Data from adult patients (n ¼ 522) given a single

oral or intramuscular administration of placebo or a single

intramuscular dose of 10, 30, 60 or 90 mg ketorolac for

postoperative pain relief after orthopaedic surgery revealed

anEmax of 8.5/10, EC50 0.37mgL�1 and T1/2keo 24min [543].
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Pharmacokinetics, standardised using allometry, are sim-

ilar in adults and children (Table 25.8). The terminal elimi-

nation half-life in children 4–8 years of age is approximately

6 h [544]. Intranasal formulations have a bioavailability

similar to IV, and PK parameter estimates are the same as

those reported by others [123].

Pharmacokinetics may also be influenced by chronobiol-

ogy [545], and many NSAIDs exhibit stereoselectivity

[546, 547]. Ketorolac is supplied and administered as

a racemic mixture that contains a 1:1 ratio of the R(þ) and

S(�) stereoisomers. Pharmacologic activity resides almost

exclusively with the S(�) stereoisomer [546, 548]. Clearance

of the S(�) enantiomer was four times that of the R(þ)

enantiomer (6.2 vs. 1.4 mL min�1 kg�1) in children

3–18 years [549]. Terminal half-life of S(�)-ketorolac was

40 % that of the R(þ) enantiomer (107 vs. 259 min), and the

apparent volume of distribution of the S(�) enantiomer was

greater than that of the R(þ) form (0.82 vs. 0.50 L kg�1).

Recovery of S(�)-ketorolac glucuronide was 2.3 times that

of the R(þ) enantiomer. Because of the greater clearance and

shorter half-life of S(�)-ketorolac, pharmacokinetic

predictions based on racemic assays may overestimate the

duration of pharmacological effect [549].

One of the major concerns with ketorolac is the potential

for postsurgical bleeding. The antiplatelet effect is reversible

but remains a concern in children undergoing adenoton-

sillectomy. Most reports involved administration of the

ketorolac during or at the beginning of the surgical proce-

dure before haemostasis was achieved. Strom [550] has

reported a dose–response relationship for this bleeding pro-

pensity; the risk associated with the drug was larger and

clinically important when ketorolac was used in higher

doses, in older subjects and for more than 5 days. Safety

assessment showed no changes in renal or hepatic function

tests, surgical drain output or continuous oximetry between

groups given placebo 0.5 or 1 mg/kg at 6–18 h after surgery

[546, 548]. Ketorolac can be used to treat pain after congen-

ital heart surgery without an increased risk of bleeding

complications [551]. Ketorolac has been safely used to pro-

vide analgesia for preterm and term neonates [552, 553].

Estimated PK parameters in infants (0.4–32 weeks PNA)

using a two-compartment model were CL 67 mL/min/

70 kg, Q 11.5 mL/min, V1 535 mL and V2 322 mL [554].

The clearance values in these neonates and younger group of

infants are surprisingly greater than that reported for older

children and adults because metabolism is through hydrox-

ylation and glucuronide conjugation [555], both of which are

immature in infants.

One other concern is the report of sudden and profound

bradycardia after rapid IV administration of ketorolac [556].

Although the mechanism of this response is unclear,

ketorolac should be administered slowly when given

intravenously.

Tramadol

Tramadol (Ultram) is a weak opioid with minimal effects on

respiration and causes monoaminergic spinal cord inhibition

of pain [557]. This formulation is structurally related to

morphine and codeine. Two enantiomers provide analgesia;

one is a mu-opioid receptor agonist, and the other inhibits

neuronal reuptake of serotonin and inhibits norepinephrine

uptake, thus producing ‘multimodal antinociception’. It is
primarily metabolised into O-desmethyltramadol (M1) by

CYP2D6, with extensive polymorphism (see codeine)

[178]. The active M1 metabolite has a mu-opioid affinity

approximately 200 times greater than tramadol. Tramadol

clearance increased from 25 weeks PMA (0.12 L/h/70 kg) to

reach 90 % of the mature value (12.4 L/h/70 kg) by

52 weeks PMA (Fig. 25.20) [156, 558]. A target concentra-

tion of 300 mcg/L is proposed for effective analgesia [558].

Clearance in children is similar to that in adults, standardised

using allometric models [156]. Tramadol has been shown to

be effective for moderate to severe pain in a variety of

paediatric populations and may offer some advantage for

the treatment of pain after tonsillectomy in children with

obstructive sleep apnoea [487, 559–561]. Tramadol

(1.5–2 mg/kg) has been administered rectally with peak

plasma concentrations occurring at approximately 2 h. The

low incidence of respiratory depression and constipation,

fewer controls on use and similar frequency of nausea and

vomiting (10–40 %) compared to opioids make tramadol an

attractive alternative [562].

Table 25.8 Ketorolac age-related pharmacokinetic changes

Age (years) Weight (kg) Vss (SD) (L/kg) CL (SD) (L/min/kg) CLstd (SD) (L/min/70 kg)

1–3 12 0.111 (0.025) 0.6 (0.2) 27.0 (9.0)

4–7 20 0.128 (0.047) 0.61 (0.22) 31.2 (11.3)

8–12 30 0.099 (0.014) 0.54 (0.15) 30.6 (8.5)

12–16 50 0.116 (0.040) 0.51 (0.12) 32.8 (7.7)

Adult [732] 70 0.11 0.3–0.55 21–38.5

Vss, volume of distribution at steady state; CLstd, total body clearance standardised to a 70 kg person using an allometric 3/4 power model; weight is

estimated. (Data are adapted from Dsida et al. Anesth Analg 2002;94:266–70)
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Sedatives

Benzodiazepines

These drugs produce anxiolysis, amnesia and hypnosis.

They are commonly used as adjuncts to both local and

general anaesthesia. Benzodiazepines bind to GABAA

receptors, resulting in increased cellular chloride entry.

This renders these receptors resistant to excitation because

they are hyperpolarised. Gamma-aminobutyric acid A recep-

tor binding in human neonates is strikingly different from

that in older children or adults and may contribute to

age-related PD differences [191].

Midazolam
Midazolam is a water-soluble benzodiazepine that offers

significant clinical advantages over diazepam. It is not pain-

ful when administered intravenously, and alternative routes

are also available (intramuscular, orally, nasally, buccal and

rectally). Midazolam offers a better pharmacokinetic profile

than diazepam for neonates because the active metabolite

has a half-life similar to the parent compound but with

minimal clinical activity.

PKPD relationships have been described for intravenous

midazolam in adults. When an EEG signal is used as an

effect measure, the EC50 is 35–77 ng/mL, with a T1/2keo of
0.9–1.6 min described [563–565]. The T1/2keo is increased in

the elderly and in low cardiac output states. PKPD

relationships are more difficult to describe after oral

midazolam because the active metabolite, 1-hydroxy metab-

olite (1-OHMDZ), has approximately half the activity of the

parent drug [566].

Sedation in children is more difficult to quantify. No

PKPD relationship was established in children 2 days–

17 years who were given a midazolam infusion in intensive

care. Midazolam dosing could, however, be effectively

titrated to the desired level of sedation, assessed by the

COMFORT scale [567]. Consistent with this finding, desir-

able sedation in children after cardiac surgery was achieved

at mean serum concentrations between 0.1 and 0.5 mg/L

[568–570]. Plasma concentrations of 0.3–0.4 mg/L are

associated with anaesthesia in adults [571, 572]. A target

concentration for sedation (rouses to command) in adults is

0.1 mg/L [573].

Midazolam is metabolised mainly by hepatic hydroxyl-

ation (CYP3A4) [153]. These hydroxy metabolites are

glucuronidated and excreted in the urine. CYP3A7 is the

dominant CYP3A enzyme in utero; it is expressed in the

foetal liver and appears to have activity from as early as

50–60 days after conception (see methadone). CYP3A4

expression increases dramatically after the first week of

life in term neonates, reaching 30–40 % of adult expression

by 1 month [426]. Midazolam has a hepatic extraction ratio

in the intermediate range 0.3–0.7. Metabolic clearance

depends on both liver perfusion and enzyme activity.

Clearance is reduced in neonates (0.8–2.2 mL/min/kg)

[574–579], but increases rapidly after 39 weeks PMA [577]

to reach 90 % mature clearance at 1 year of age. Mature CL

was 523 (CV 32 %, 95 %CI 469, 597) mL/min/70 kg. The

maturation half-time (TM50) was 73.6 weeks PMA and the

Hill coefficient 3 [580]. Central volume of distribution is

related to weight (V1 0.591 SD 0.065 L/kg), whereas periph-

eral volume of distribution remains constant (V2 0.42 SD

0.11 L) in 187 neonates 0.7–5.2 kg [577]. It has been

suggested that midazolam self-induces its own clearance

[568]. The latter observation from infants after cardiac sur-

gery likely results from the improved hepatic function after

the insult of cardiopulmonary bypass. Neonates who require

extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) have

an increase in Vss during ECMO therapy (0.8 L/kg to

4.1 L/kg) caused by sequestration of midazolam by the

circuitry, although clearance (1.4 SD 0.15 mL/min/kg) was

unchanged [581].

Clearance may be reduced in the presence of pathology.

A reduced clearance of midazolam has been reported after

circulatory arrest for cardiac surgery [582]. Covariates such

as renal failure, hepatic failure [570] and concomitant

administration of CYP3A inhibitors [583] are important

predictors of altered midazolam and metabolite pharmaco-

kinetics in paediatric intensive care patients [567].

The clearance of midazolam was reduced by 30 % in

neonates receiving sympathomimetic amines, probably as a

consequence of the underlying compromised

haemodynamics [577].

The desired clinical effects include anterograde amnesia

(approximately 50 %) [584, 585] as well as sedation and

anxiolysis before induction of anaesthesia or a medical

procedure. Prolonged administration does lead to tolerance,

dependency and benzodiazepine withdrawal [586].

Respiratory depression [587, 588], reduced pharyngeal

muscle tone [589] and hypotension [590] are also well

reported.

Diazepam
Diazepam is rapidly absorbed after oral administration, with

peak plasma concentrations at 30–90 min; the absorption

rate has been found to be more rapid in children than in

adults [591, 592]. The greater fat solubility of diazepam

compared to midazolam results in faster onset of effect

(1.5 vs. 4.8 min) due to a more rapid transit into the CNS

[565, 593–595]. It has been used extensively as a

premedication, as an adjunct to balanced anaesthesia and

for sedation, amnesia and control of seizures. Intramuscular

administration is painful and results in irregular absorption
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[596–598]. Rectal diazepam (0.2–0.5 mg/kg) is used for

prehospital paediatric status epilepticus. The recommended

IV dose is 0.1–0.2 mg/kg.

Diazepam undergoes oxidative metabolism by demethyl-

ation (CYP 2C19). Its active metabolite, desmethyl-

diazepam, has similar potency to the parent compound and

with a half-life that is as long or longer than the parent

compound [591, 599, 600]. Diazepam is highly plasma

bound, with a serum half-life varying from 20 to 80 h in

adults. Its half-life is reduced in younger adults and children

(approximately 18 h) [601]. Studies in neonates who

received diazepam transplacentally just before delivery

demonstrate prolonged drug effects and serum half-lives

(40–100 h), a result of immature hepatic excretory

mechanisms [591, 602, 603].

Diazepam has capacity-limited clearance with low first-

pass effect; hepatic disease may decrease the elimination of

diazepam [604]. There was no relationship between diaze-

pam plasma concentration and recall at induction in children

[601], reflecting active metabolite effects. Diazepam has

respiratory depressant effects that are quite variable, espe-

cially when combined with opioids. A major disadvantage

when given intravenously is pain.

Flumazenil
Flumazenil (Romazicon) is a specific GABAA receptor com-

petitive antagonist that reverses the effects of

benzodiazepines. After a single IV dose, flumazenil shows

limited protein binding (40 %) with an elimination half-life

of approximately 1 h in adults owing primarily to rapid and

extensive metabolism by hepatic carboxylesterases

[605, 606]. In adults with severe liver disease, elimination

of flumazenil is reduced [607]. In children (5–9 years), the

elimination half-life after a single intravenous dose of

10 mcg/kg flumazenil followed by an infusion of 5 mcg/

kg/min is 35 min [608]. Total plasma clearance was 20.6 SD

6.9 mL/min/kg and apparent volume of distribution at steady

state 1.0 SD 0.2 L/kg. Nasal delivery has high bioavailability

[117]. Oral flumazenil is also available, but its bioavailabil-

ity is only 16 % owing to the first-pass effect in the

liver [609].

In adults, a dose of 17 mcg/kg of flumazenil has

antagonised benzodiazepine-induced sedation; studies in

children have found doses of 24 mcg/kg to be clinically

effective without evidence of re-sedation [608].

Alpha-2 Agonists

Dexmedetomidine
Dexmedetomidine is a pharmacologically selective α2 ago-
nist with sedative, anxiolytic and analgesic properties.

Dexmedetomidine is a member of the same class of

sedative/anxiolytic/analgesics as clonidine but differs from

clonidine in that its affinity for α2 compared with α1
receptors is eightfold greater. In anaesthesia and intensive

care, this agent is currently used as an IV sedative agent for

procedural sedation and as an anaesthetic adjunct during

surgery. It may also be administered by nasal, buccal, rectal

and oral routes.

Sympathetic adrenoceptors are categorised as either α1 or
α2 receptors, based on receptor selectivity. The latter are

further subdivided into three subtypes: α2A, α2B and α2C
adrenoceptors according to ligand binding. The α2 agonists
such as dexmedetomidine bind all three receptor subtypes,

although the common path for the effector response to

dexmedetomidine is sympatholysis or suppression of the

sympathetic nervous system. Depending on the specific

receptor that is activated, α2 agonists may cause hypoten-

sion, bradycardia, sedation, analgesia, attenuation of shiver-

ing and a number of other physiologic responses.

Dexmedetomidine use in neonates and children has

expanded to include prevention of emergence delirium, post-

operative pain management, invasive and non-invasive pro-

cedural sedation and management of opioid withdrawal

[610–618].

The α2 adrenoceptors are located ubiquitously throughout
the body. CNS manifestations of α2 agonists include seda-

tion and anxiolysis, both of which are mediated through the

locus coeruleus. Sedation may also be mediated by α2-ago-
nist inhibition of the ascending norepinephrine pathways.

Analgesia is mediated primarily via the spinal cord, although

there is evidence that supraspinal and peripheral nerves may

contribute to this effect as well. Cardiovascular

manifestations of α2 adrenoceptors include actions on the

heart and on peripheral vasculature. The primary action of

α2 adrenoceptors on the heart is a chronotropic effect in

which heart rate slows by blocking the cardioaccelerator

nerves as well as by augmenting vagal activity. The α2-
agonist action on the autonomic ganglia includes decreasing

sympathetic outflow, which leads to hypotension and brady-

cardia. Actions on the peripheral vasculature depend on the

concentration of dexmedetomidine: vasodilatation is the

result of sympatholysis, which occurs at low concentrations,

and vasoconstriction is the result of direct action on smooth

muscle vasculature at high concentrations (Fig. 25.36)

[619, 620]. Other manifestations of α2 adrenoceptors include
inhibition of shivering as well as promoting diuresis,

although the mechanisms by which these are affected remain

elusive [621, 622].

A plasma concentration in excess of 0.6 mcg L�1 is

estimated to produce satisfactory sedation in adult ICU

patients [623], and similar target concentrations are

estimated in children [624]. There was a 5 % incidence of

hypertension in children presenting for sedation during

radiological procedures; the incidence was greatest in those
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under 1 year of age and those who required an additional

bolus dose to maintain sedation [625]. These cardiovascular

effects of dexmedetomidine generate some concern.

Dexmedetomidine decreases heart rate in a dose-dependent

manner in children [626]. This effect is attributed to a cen-

trally mediated sympathetic withdrawal, which results in

unregulated cholinergic activity. Decreasing the dose of

dexmedetomidine restores the heart rate to normal values.

Administration of anticholinergics or other medications to

increase the heart rate during dexmedetomidine-induced

bradycardia have not usually been required. Less favourable

results have been noted in the electrophysiology laboratory.

Heart rate decreased, while arterial blood pressure increased

significantly after 1 mcg/kg IV over 10 min followed by a

10 min continuous infusion of 0.7 mcg/kg/h. Sinus node

function was significantly affected, and atrioventricular

nodal function was also depressed. The use of

dexmedetomidine may not be desirable during electrophysi-

ology study and may be associated with adverse effects in

patients at risk for bradycardia or atrioventricular nodal

block [627, 628]. It may have a role for the acute termination

of reentrant supraventricular tachycardia [629, 630]. Keta-

mine, added to dexmedetomidine, mitigates sinus and atrio-

ventricular nodal dysfunction [631].

Dexmedetomidine is metabolised in the liver by

UGT1A4 and UGT2B10, aliphatic hydroxylation (CYP

2A6) and N-methylation. Population parameter estimates

for a two-compartment model were clearance (CL) 42.1

(CV 30.9 %) L h�1 70 kg�1, central volume of distribution

(V1) 56.3 (61.3 %) L 70 kg�1, inter-compartment clearance

(Q) 78.3 (37.0 %) L h�1 70 kg�1 and peripheral volume of

distribution (V2) 69.0 (47.0 %) L 70 kg�1. Clearance

increases from 18.2 L h�1 70 kg�1 at birth in a full-term

neonate to reach 84.5 % of the mature value by 1 year

Fig. 25.36 Composite Emax

model, showing hyper- and

hypotensive effect of

dexmedetomidine on mean

arterial blood pressure in children

after cardiac surgery (a). The
vasoconstrictor effect occurred

with minimal time delay, while an

equilibration half-time (T1/2keo)
of 9.66 min was estimated for the

sympatholytic response.

Combined hyper- and

hypotensive effects of

dexmedetomidine on mean

arterial blood pressure are shown

in (b). The solid arrow indicates

the concentration at which the

hypertensive effect begins; the

dashed arrow indicates the

concentration producing a 20 %

increase in MAP from baseline

(Reproduced from Potts AL,

Anderson BJ, Holford NHG, Vu

TC, Warman

G. Dexmedetomidine

haemodynamics in children after

cardiac surgery. Pediatr Anesth

2010;20:425–33 [619], with kind

permission from John Wiley and

Sons)
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postnatal age (Figs. 25.11 and 25.18). Children given a

dexmedetomidine infusion after cardiac surgery had reduced

clearance (83.0 %) compared with a population given a

bolus dose [624]. Similar parameter estimates with reduced

clearance in children receiving dexmedetomidine infusion

after cardiac surgery have been described by others [632].

Premature neonates (28–36 weeks) have further reduced

clearance (5–11 L h�1 70 kg�1) and increased Vss (189 L/

70 kg) [633]. Parenteral delivery yielded similar kinetics to

IV, buccal yielded an 82 % bioavailability and orogastric

yielded only a 16 % bioavailability.

One of the major advantages of dexmedetomidine over

other sedatives is its respiratory effects, which are minimal

in adults and children [626]. Upper airway changes

associated with increasing doses of dexmedetomidine

(1–3 mcg/kg) in children with no OSA are small in magni-

tude and do not appear to be associated with clinical signs of

airway obstruction [634]. Although similar upper airway

changes were noted in children with known obstructive

sleep apnoea given dexmedetomidine, airway support

requirements were the same as in those given propofol

100 or 200 mcg/kg/min [635].

Dexmedetomidine provides a modest degree of analgesia,

reducing the need for but not totally supplanting opioids and

other analgesics [636]. Dexmedetomidine depresses

sensory-evoked potentials, but, for the most part, the

potentials are adequate for evaluations. Similarly, motor-

evoked potentials are reduced in a dose-dependent manner

during dexmedetomidine infusion but are measurable none-

theless. There are contrasting reports about the degree of

evoked potential suppression, but most report successful

spinal cord monitoring during scoliosis surgery [637–640].

Medications that attenuate the incidence of delirium after

anaesthesia include dexmedetomidine and clonidine [641].

Clonidine
Clonidine is also commonly used in paediatric anaesthesia

practice as a premedicant, as an adjunct to anaesthesia and

analgesic agents, to reduce emergence delirium, as an

antiemetic, for control of postoperative shivering, as supple-

ment to regional blockade and for reduction of the stress

response secondary to tracheal intubation and surgery [642].

Clonidine can be administered by the intravenous (IV),

nasal, intramuscular, transdermal, oral, rectal and epidural

routes [137, 643, 644].

The clonidine target concentration depends on the effect

sought. A plasma clonidine concentration (range of

0.3–0.8 mcg/L) has been estimated as satisfactory for preoper-

ative sedation in children 1–11 years [645]. Fifty percent of

children achieve a modified Ramsay sedation score of

3 (appears asleep, purposeful responses to verbal commands

at conversation level) at a concentration of 0.79 μg/L, and
90 % of children achieve this by 0.95 μg/L. The concentration
required for 50 % of children to achieve a sedation scale of

4 (appears asleep, purposeful responses to verbal commands

but at louder than usual conversation level or requiring light

glabellar tap) or greater is slightly higher at 0.85 μg/L, and
90 %of children achieve this by 1.15 μg/L [646].ABIS of less

than 60 is associated with anaesthesia, and this is achieved

with a concentration of 4 μg/L [647]. The target concentration

for analgesia in adults is greater than that for sedation. Reduc-

tion of morphine use of up to 30 % is reported when clonidine

is added to analgesic regimens [647, 648] with a plasma

clonidine concentration of 1.5–2 mcg/L [649, 650]. The

biphasic hypotensive/hypertensive blood pressure response,

reported with dexmedetomidine [619], has also been

demonstrated with clonidine. Falls in blood pressure were

related to plasma concentration to 1.5–2 mcg/L, but at higher

concentrations, the hypotensive effect was attenuated [651].

Approximately 50 % of clonidine is eliminated, unchanged

by the kidney [651–653]. The exact amount of clonidine that

undergoes hepatic biotransformation is uncertain, but has been

reported to be between 40 and 60 % following IV administra-

tion [651–654]. The major metabolite of clonidine is

p-hydroxyclonidine, formed by hydroxylation of the phenol

ring which is present at <10 % of the concentration in the

urine [652]. Cytochrome P450 2D6 is involved in this process.

Clearance estimates in children out of infancy are similar

to those described in adults when standardised for size using

allometric scaling (CL 12.8–16.7 L/h/70 kg). Population

parameter estimates (between-subject variability) for a

two-compartment model were clearance (CL) 14.6

(CV 35.1 %) L/h/70 kg, central volume of distribution (V1)

62.5 (71.1 %) L/70 kg, inter-compartment clearance (Q)
157 (77.3 %) L/h/70 kg and peripheral volume of distribu-

tion (V2) 119 (22.9 %) L/70 kg. Clearance at birth was 3.8 L/

h/70 kg and matured with a half-time of 25.7 weeks to reach

82 % adult rate by 1 year of age (Fig. 25.37). Clearance in

neonates is approximately one third that described in adults,

Fig. 25.37 Individual predicted clonidine clearances, standardised to

a 70 kg person, from the NONMEM post hoc step, are plotted against

postnatal age. The solid line represents the nonlinear relation between

clearance and age (Reproduced from Potts AL, Larsson P, Eksborg S,

Warman G, L€onnqvist P-A, Anderson BJ. Clonidine disposition in

children: a population analysis. Pediatr Anesth 2007;17:924–33 [644],

with kind permission from John Wiley and Sons)
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consistent with immature elimination pathways [644]. The

volumes of distribution, but not clearance, were increased

after cardiac surgery (V1 123 %, V2 126 %). Context-

sensitive half-times are shown in Table 25.9. There was a

lag time of 2.3 (CV 73.2 %) min before absorption began in

the rectum. The absorption half-life from the epidural space

was slower than that from the rectum (0.98 CV 24.5 % h

vs. 0.26 CV 32.3 % h). The relative bioavailability of epidu-

ral, nasal and rectal clonidine was unity (F ¼ 1) [643, 644].

Oral bioavailability is reduced in children (F ¼ 0.55)

(Fig. 25.38) [137].

Neuromuscular Blocking Drugs

Neuromuscular Junction

Adult postjunctional acetylcholine receptors possess five

subunits—two α, one β, δ and ε subunits. Preterm neonates

(<31 weeks PMA) have a γ-subunit instead of an ε-subunit
in their neuromuscular receptor [655]. Foetal receptors have

a greater opening time than adult receptors, allowing more

sodium to enter the cell with a consequent larger

depolarising potential. Despite this larger depolarising

potential, there are reduced acetylcholine stores in the

terminal nerve endings [656]. Neonates have an increased

sensitivity to NMBDs.

Neuromuscular transmission is immature in neonates and

infants until the age of 2 months [657, 658]. Neonates

deplete acetylcholine vesicle reserves more quickly than do

infants >2 months old and in children [657] in response to

tetanic nerve stimulation. Data from phrenic nerve–

hemidiaphragm preparations from rats aged 11–28 days

suggests this is due to a low quantal content of acetylcholine

in neonatal endplate potentials [193]. Neonates display an

increased sensitivity to NMBDs. An alternative proposal to

explain this increased sensitivity is based on NMBD syner-

gism observations [659, 660]. Neonates display poor syner-

gism, and this has been explained on the basis that NMBDs

occupy only one of the two α-subunit receptor sites in

neonates as opposed to two in children and adults [660]. If

this is true, then neonates may use NMBDs more efficiently

than children.

Preterm infants tolerate respiratory loads poorly. The

diaphragm in the preterm neonate contains only 10 % of

the slowly contracting type I fibres. This proportion

increases to 25 % at term and to 55 % by 2 years of age

[661]. A similar maturation pattern has been observed for the

intercostal muscles [661]. Type I fibres tend to be more

sensitive to NMBDs than type II fibres, and consequently

the diaphragmatic function in neonates may be better

preserved and recover earlier than peripheral muscles

[662–665].

NMBD volumes of distribution mirror changes in extra-

cellular fluid (ECF) [77]. These are greatest in preterm

neonates and decrease throughout gestation and postnatal

life. Muscle contributes only 10 % of body weight in

neonates and 33 % by the end of childhood. Increasing the

muscle bulk contributes new acetylcholine receptors. This

greater number of receptors requires a greater amount of

drug to block activation of receptor ion channels.

Fig. 25.38 Concentration–time

profiles for clonidine

administered intravenously,

orally and intranasally. The

absorption characteristics for the

different formulations dictate

onset time and dose required to

achieve target concentration

(Reproduced from Blackburn L,

Almenrader N, Larsson P,

Anderson BJ. Intranasal clonidine

pharmacokinetics. Pediatr Anesth

2014;24:340–2 [643], with kind

permission from John Wiley and

Sons)

Table 25.9 Steady-state concentration of tubocurarine for 50 %

depression of twitch (Cpss50), steady-state volume of distribution (Vss)

and dose for 50 % depression of twitch (D50) calculated from the other

two parameters

Cpss50 (mcg/mL) Vss (L/kg) ED50 (mcg/kg)

Neonates 0.18 0.74 155

Infants 0.27 0.52 158

Children 0.42 0.41 163

Adults 0.53 0.30 152

Data from Fisher et al. Anesthesiology 1982;57:203–8
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Pharmacodynamics

There is age-related variability in the dose required to

achieve a predetermined level of neuromuscular blockade

during balanced thiopental–N2O–fentanyl anaesthesia. The

ED95 of vecuronium is linked to muscle bulk: 47 SD 11 mcg/

kg in neonates and infants, 81 SD 12 mcg/kg in children

between 3 and 10 years of age and 55 SD 12 mcg/kg in

patients aged 13 years or older (Fig. 25.39) [79]. Similar

profiles have been reported for other NMBDs [664, 666–

669]. The ED50 for rocuronium in infants 1–10 months was

0.63 mcg/mL compared to 1.2 mcg/mL in children and

0.95 mcg/mL in adults [670]. In addition, duration of neuro-

muscular blockade is greater in neonates than it is in children

[671]. The reduced dose requirement in neonates is attribut-

able to immaturity of the neuromuscular junction. The

increased volume of distribution from an expanded ECF in

neonates means a similar initial dose is given to neonates and

teenagers. Investigation of concentration–response

relationships is more revealing. The plasma concentration

required in neonates to achieve the same level of neuromus-

cular block as in children or adults is 20–50 % less

(Table 25.9) [80, 183, 672–674], consistent with immaturity

of the neuromuscular junction. Plasma concentration

requirements are reduced by volatile anaesthetic agents

[675–677]. The use of halothane, isoflurane and sevoflurane

in children 3–11 years resulted in lower rocuronium infusion

requirements than the fentanyl–nitrous oxide. Rocuronium

requirement at 1 h from the commencement of anaesthesia

was 16.7, 13.6, 13.1 and 8.4 mcg/kg/min for children receiv-

ing fentanyl–nitrous oxide, halothane, isoflurane and

sevoflurane anaesthesia [678]. The EC50 of rocuronium

was reduced from 2.32 mcg/mL with fentanyl–nitrous

oxide anaesthesia to 1.41 mcg/mL with sevoflurane in chil-

dren 3–11 years [679].

The onset time for NMBDs in neonates is faster than it is

in older children than adults. Onset time (time to maximal

effect) after vecuronium 70 mcg/kg was most rapid for

infants (1.5 SD 0.6 min compared with that for children

(2.4 SD 1.4 min) and adults (2.9 SD 0.2 min) [671]). These

observations are similar to those reported for other interme-

diate- and long-acting NMBDs [662]. The more rapid onset

of these drugs in neonates has been attributed to a greater

cardiac output seen with the per kilogram model [662] and is

consistent with allometric theory. Onset time, corrected

using an exponent of 1/4 for time-related functions [75], is

similar in all age groups (Table 25.10) [84].

The depolarising muscle relaxant, succinylcholine, is the

only depolarising muscle relaxant in clinical use. Its struc-

ture resembles two molecules of acetylcholine joined back-

to-back by an ester linkage. A unique combination of rapid

onset and short duration of action make it especially useful

for rapid sequence and emergency tracheal intubation.

Succinylcholine remains the NMBD with the more rapid

onset. The onset time of a paralysing dose (1.0 mg/kg) of

succinylcholine 1 mg/kg is 35–55 s in children and

Fig. 25.39 Dose changes with

age for vecuronium during

balanced anaesthesia. ED50 is the

dose that achieves 50 % of the

maximum response, while ED95is

the dose that achieves 95 % of the

maximum response (Data from

Meretoja O. Anesth Analg

1988;67:21–6)

Table 25.10 Onset time of atracurium 0.3 mg/kg

Age group Weight (kg) Onset time (min) Onset time std (min/70 kg)

Neonate <1 month 3.5 1.4 2.96

Infant <1 year 7 1.7 3.02

Child 3–10 years 25 2.3 2.97

Adult 70 2.8 2.8

Reproduced from Anderson BJ, McKee AD, Holford NH. Size, myths and the clinical pharmacokinetics of analgesia in paediatric patients. Clin

Pharmacokinet 1997; 33: 313–327 [84], with kind permission from Springer
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adolescents. The onset time after 3 mg/kg in neonates is

faster (30–40 s) [680]. Onset time is dependent on both age

and dose; the younger the child and the greater the dose, the

shorter the onset time. The onset times of equipotent doses

of succinylcholine (0.9 min) and mivacurium (1.4 min) in

infants (2–12 months) and children (1–12 years) are very

similar [681]. Consequently an argument can be made for

the use of larger dose of an intermediate-duration NMBD

rather than succinylcholine for rapid sequence intubation.

However, the use of increased dose of such drugs in the

neonate will also prolong neuromuscular blockade. There

is also potential for increased adverse effects (e.g. pain on

injection, tachycardia). Phase II blockade may also develop

with high or repeat succinylcholine dosing [682].

Succinylcholine may be given as an intramuscular injec-

tion for intubation in children [683]. There are few data

available from neonates, but infant studies suggest that a

dose of up to 5 mg/kg may be required to achieve satisfac-

tory intubating conditions [684]. Onset to maximum block-

ade is slow (4 SD 6 min), and mean full recovery of T1

occurred in 15.6 SD 0.9 min after injection [684]. The slow

onset time limits the usefulness of this technique.

Intralingual or submental routes have also been used in

children, but there are no neonatal data.

Pharmacokinetics

The clearance of d-tubocurarine, standardised to an allome-

tric or surface area model, is reduced in neonates and infants

compared with older children and adults (Table 25.11)

[183]. These age-related clearance changes, standardised to

a 70 kg person using allometry, follow age-related matura-

tion of glomerular filtration in the kidney [59], which is the

elimination route of d-tubocurarine. Total plasma clearances

of other non-depolarising muscle relaxants cleared by renal

(alcuronium) and/or hepatic pathways (pancuronium,

pipecuronium, rocuronium and vecuronium) are all reduced

in neonates [672, 673, 685–687]. Table 25.12 shows PK

changes with age for rocuronium. In contrast, the clearances

Table 25.11 Age-related changes in the pharmacokinetics of tubocurarine

Weight kg CL mL/min/kg CL surface area mL/min/m2 CL allometric 3/4 mL/min/70 kg

(A) Total body clearance

Neonate (1 day–2 months) 3.5 3.7 (2.1) 56 (32) 122 (70)

Infant (2 months–1 year) 7 3.3 (0.4) 59 (7) 130 (15)

Child (1–12 years) 22 4 (1.1) 110 (30) 210 (58)

Adult (12–30 years) 60 3 (0.8) 115 (31) 202 (54)

Weight kg Vss L/kg Vss surface area L/m
2 Vss allometric

(power 1) L/70 kg

Vss allometric (power 3/4) L/70 kg

(B) Volume of distribution at steady state

Neonate 3.5 0.74 (0.33) 11 (5) 52 (23) 25 (11)

Infant 7 0.52 (0.22) 9 (4) 36 (15) 21 (9)

Child 22 0.41 (0.12) 11 (3) 29 (8) 22 (6)

Adult 60 0.3 (0.1) 12 (4) 21 (7) 20 (7)

Chronological time (min) Physiological time (min)

T1/2α T1/2β T1/2keo T1/2α T1/2β T1/2keo
(C) Half-times

Neonate 4.1 (2.2) 174 (60) 6.3 (3.5) 8.7 (4.7) 368 (127) 13.3 (7.4)

Infant 7.0 (4) 130 (54) 7.5 (3.5) 12.9 (7.4) 240 (100) 13.9 (6.5)

Child 6.7 (2.4) 90 (23) 7.9 (2.7) 8.9 (3.2) 120 (31) 10.6 (3.6)

Adult 7.9 (4.1) 89 (18) 6.8 (1.9) 8.2 (4.3) 93 (19) 7.1 (2.0)

Clearance (CLstd) and half-time (T1/2βstd, T1/2α) and volumes have been standardised to a 70 kg person using allometry

Data from Fisher et al. Anesthesiology 1982;57:203–8. Reproduced from Anderson BJ, Meakin GH. Scaling for size: some implications for

paediatric anaesthesia dosing. Pediatr Anesth 2002;12;205–19 [74], with kind permission from John Wiley and Sons

Table 25.12 Pharmacokinetics of rocuronium in infants and children trials under sevoflurane (induction) and isoflurane/nitrous oxide (mainte-

nance) anaesthesia

CL (mL/kg/min) CLstd (mL/min/70 kg) Vss (L/kg) T1/2β (h) T1/2βstd (h/70 kg)

Neonates 0.31 10.26 0.42 1.1 2.33

28 days–3 months 0.30 10.86 0.31 0.9 1.74

3 months–2 years 0.33 14.20 0.23 0.8 1.30

2–11 years 0.35 18.94 0.18 0.7 0.91

11–17 years 0.29 19.53 0.18 0.8 0.83

Clearance has been standardised (CLstd) to a 70 kg person using allometry (Data from http://www.drugs.com/pro/rocuronium-bromide-injection.html)
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of atracurium and cisatracurium are neither renal nor

hepatic-dependent bur rather depend on Hofmann elimina-

tion, ester hydrolysis and other unspecified pathways

[688]. Clearance of these drugs is increased in neonates

when expressed as per kilogram [185, 689, 690]. When

clearance is standardised using allometric 3/4 power scaling,

the clearances for atracurium and cisatracurium are similar

throughout all age groups. The clearance of succinylcholine,

expressed as per kilogram, also decreases as age increases

[187, 188]. Succinylcholine is hydrolysed by butyrylcholi-

nesterase. These observations are consistent with that

observed for the clearance of remifentanil [23], which is

also cleared by plasma esterases. These clearance pathways

are mature at birth [39]. A deficiency of butyrylcholi-

nesterase enzyme may result in prolonged block.

Conversion of d-tubocurarine half-times from chronolog-

ical time to physiologic time is revealing (Tables 25.10 and

25.11). T1/2α increases with age in chronological time, but in

physiologic time it is the same at all ages, as we would

expect from a distribution phase standardised by allometry.

T1/2β decreases with age in physiologic time, consistent with

reduced clearance related to volume in the very young. The

T1/2keo is large in neonates and infants, reduced in children

and further reduced in adults, possibly due to increased

muscle bulk and concomitant increased muscle perfusion

in older children and adults. The impact of halothane on

prolonging T1/2keo of tubocurarine attributable to reduced

muscle perfusion is reported in adults [254]. Similar results

have been reported for rocuronium with sevoflurane anaes-

thesia in children. The T1/2keo increased from 2.9 min during

fentanyl–nitrous oxide anaesthesia to 6.9 min when

sevoflurane was administered [679].

Antagonism of Neuromuscular Blockade

Anticholinergics
Although edrophoniummay establish a faster onset of effect,

final recovery is invariably greater with neostigmine, which

is why the latter is recommended for routine paediatric

practice [691, 692]. The distribution volumes of neostigmine

are similar in infants (2–10 months), children (1–6 years)

and adults (Vss 0.5 L/kg), whereas the elimination half-life is

less in the paediatric patients [693]. Clearance decreases as

age increases (13.6, 11.1, 9.6 mL/min/kg in infants, children

and adults 29–48 years) [693] as we might expect from

allometric scaling. The dose of neostigmine required to

reverse d-tubocurarine blockade was 30–40 % less for

infants and children than for adults (expressed as per kilo-

gram) with duration of effect of neostigmine similar in both

paediatric and adult patients. Other studies have confirmed

that a train-of-four (TOF) ratio recovers to 0.7 in less than

10 min when a 90 % neuromuscular blockade from

pancuronium is antagonised with neostigmine 30–40 mcg/

kg in infants, children or adults [692, 694–696].

Neonates have the more rapid times to full recovery after

neostigmine antagonism [692, 697]. For example, reversal

of an atracurium-induced 90 % neuromuscular block in

infants and children by neostigmine 50 mcg/kg was fastest

in the youngest age group [691]. The time to a TOF ratio of

0.7 was 4 min in neonates and infants, 6 min in 2–10 years

old children and 8 min in adolescents. These observations

are consistent with allometric models for size [84].

Atropine

Atropine is commonly administered to manage the musca-

rinic effects of neostigmine. Atropine is metabolised in the

liver by N-demethylation followed by conjugation with

glucuronic acid [698]; both processes are immature in the

neonate. Half the drug is also eliminated by the kidneys. An

old technique to diagnose atropine poisoning was to put a

drop of the victim’s urine into the eye of a cat and observe for
mydriasis! Clearance will be reduced in the neonatal age

range because of an immaturity of renal and hepatic function.

Allometric scaling of clearance in children less than 2 years of

age was less than those older than 2 years of age (6.8 mL/min/

kg, 270 mL/min/70 kg vs. 6.5 mL/min/kg, 330 mL/min/70 kg)

[699]. The elimination half-life in healthy adults is 3 SD 0.9 h,

while that in term neonates is four times this [699, 700].

Pharmacodynamic characterisation is similarly lacking in

neonates. Atropine 0.1 mg is widely reported to be the

minimum intravenous dose in neonates and young infants.

The provenance of this recommendation is a single study in

which two infants and three children suffered neither brady-

cardia nor sequelae after small serial doses of atropine

[701]. The risk from adhering to this minimum dose is a

relative overdose of atropine in very low birth weight and

extremely premature infants. A dose of 5 mcg/kg intrave-

nous atropine caused neither bradycardia nor asystole in

young infants 4–6 months of age [702]. Systolic blood

pressure did not change for any dose of atropine

(5–40 mcg/kg) in a neonatal cohort [703].

Glycopyrrolate
Glycopyrrolate is a synthetic quaternary ammonium com-

pound with potent anticholinergic properties. It offers some

advantage over atropine and scopolamine because it mini-

mally penetrates the blood–brain barrier and thus causes few

CNS effects. Several studies have demonstrated that

glycopyrrolate is superior to atropine because its anticholin-

ergic effects are more prolonged, lasting several hours

[704, 705]. Heart rate changes minimally after IV adminis-

tration, causing fewer arrhythmias [706, 707]. In some chil-

dren, gastric fluid volume and acidity are reduced after

glycopyrrolate administration [708]. The drug remains pop-

ular for antagonising the parasympathomimetic effects of
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neostigmine and is as effective as atropine for preventing the

oculocardiac reflex [709].

There is poor absorption from the GI tract (10–25 %)

[710]. Clearance in children aged less than 1 year (n ¼ 8)

was 1.01 (range 0.32–1.85) L/kg/h and Vss 1.83 (range

0.70–3.87) L/kg, but there are no neonatal data. The renal

system accounts for 85 % of elimination [704], and clear-

ance is anticipated to be reduced in neonates because renal

function is immature [59].

Sugammadex
Sugammadex is a new drug that reverses the NMB effects of

rocuronium and, to a lesser extent, vecuronium. It has a

cylinder-like cyclodextrin structure that irreversibly

encapsulates rocuronium into its cavity. An early

sugammadex study in children suggests that sugammadex

2 mg/kg reverses a rocuronium-induced moderate neuro-

muscular blockade in infants, children and adolescents

[711]. The average time to recover a TOF ratio of 0.9 at

the time of appearance of the second twitch response was

1.2, 1.1 and 1.2 min in children, adolescents and adults,

respectively. Sugammadex is cleared through the renal sys-

tem, and the elimination kinetics of rocuronium are known

to be prolonged in renal failure [712]. Although GFR is

immature in neonates, this is unlikely to be of consequence

here. Sugammadex has been used in patients with end-stage

renal failure [713, 714] with similar reversal characteristics

as those with normal renal function.

Adverse Effects

Succinylcholine is the most pilloried NMBD despite its

importance for rapid sequence intubation [715–717]. Its

molecular structure resembles that of two acetylcholine

molecules joined by an ester linkage. Consequently, stimula-

tion of cholinergic autonomic receptors can be associated

with cardiac arrhythmias, increased salivation and bronchial

secretions. Muscle fasciculation is also associated with mild

hyperkalaemia (0.2 nmol/L), increased intragastric and intra-

ocular pressure, masseter spasm and skeletal muscle pains.

Severe hyperkalaemia may occur in patients with burns, para-

plegia, trauma or disuse atrophy. This may be associated with

rhabdomyolysis and myoglobinaemia in those patients

suffering neuromuscular disorders. These disorders are not

always diagnosable in neonates. Congenital myotonic dystro-

phy, for example, may present with mild respiratory dysfunc-

tion or feeding difficulty in the neonate. The response to

succinylcholine in these neonates, however, remains dramatic

with sustained muscle contraction [718]. Succinylcholine is a

trigger agent for malignant hyperthermia. Succinylcholine has

a prolonged effect in children with butyrylcholinesterase defi-

ciency. This is an inherited disease due to the presence of one

or more abnormal genes (atypical, fluoride-resistant and silent

genes) [719]. On the other hand, one genetic variant, the

Cynthiana or Neitlich variant [720], represents an ultrarapid

degradation of succinylcholine [721].

The non-depolarising NMBDs all have different

adverse effects that are often used to therapeutic advantage. d-
Tubocurarine may produce hypotension and bronchospasm

after large doses and a rapid administration. Pancuronium

confers sympathomimetic effects as a result of blocking the

reuptake of noradrenaline; the resultant tachycardia may aug-

ment cardiac output during induction for cardiac surgery in

neonates. Doses in excess of the ED95 of rocuronium have

also proven popular for cardiac surgery to capitalise on its

vagolytic activity that increases heart rate. Unfortunately,

rocuronium also causes local pain when injected rapidly and

may trigger anaphylaxis. Atracurium can liberate histamine

precipitating bronchospasm and hypotension. These effects

are attenuated with the isomer cisatracurium.

Antiemetics

Metoclopramide

Metoclopramide has been used in children for its antiemetic

and gastric emptying properties [722]. The antiemetic

properties result from its direct effects on the chemoreceptor

trigger zone. Gastric emptying is a result of the antagonism of

the neurotransmitter dopamine, which stimulates gastric

smooth muscle activity [723]. Metoclopramide is less effec-

tive than 5-HT3 inhibitors but does offer an alternative rescue

medication [724]. As with many other medications cleared by

sulphate and glucuronide conjugation (e.g. acetaminophen),

the elimination half-life in neonates is prolonged

compared with older children [725, 726]. Clearance in infants

(0.9–5.6 months) was 0.67 SD 0.13 L/h/kg with Vss 4.4 Sd

0.6 L/kg.

5-Hydroxytryptamine Type 3 Receptor (5-HT3)
Antagonists

This class of drugs includes ondansetron, granisetron,

dolasetron and tropisetron. These agents have proven to be

an effective preventive and therapeutic measure for

postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV). There is debate

regarding which is the most effective, which has the better

adverse effect profile, which lasts the longest, which is best

combined with other agents and which costs too much

(e.g. [727]). Ondansetron was the first in this class of

serotonergic receptor antagonists that effectively

reduced the incidence of nausea and vomiting in

children [728].
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Ondansetron clearance is by hydroxylation followed by

glucuronide or sulphate conjugation in the liver. A mature

clearance of 541 mL/min/70 kg is reported, but ondansetron

CL was reduced by 31, 53 and 76 % for the typical 6-month-

, 3-month-, and 1-month-old infant, respectively; clearance

increased with a TM50 of 4 months. Simulations showed that

an ondansetron dose of 0.1 mg/kg in children younger than

6 months produced exposure similar to a 0.15 mg/kg dose in

older children [729].
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Introduction

There are many situations in medicine where it is neces-

sary to undertake procedures in children for therapeutic

or diagnostic reasons. Often the former will involve some

form of surgery or painful instrumentation, and will usu-

ally be undertaken with the aid of general anesthesia. If

the procedure is diagnostic, minor, and relatively

non-stimulating, then it may be possible to avoid general

anesthesia and use sedation instead. There are also

situations where anesthesia may be undesirable, unneces-

sary, or unavailable and the clinician has no option but to

provide an alternative.

Sedation involves producing a state of depressed con-

sciousness, improved co-operation, relative immobility,

anxiolysis and amnesia, whilst minimizing side effects,

such as depressed respiration, airway obstruction, hypo-

tension, and reduced airway protective reflexes. The pri-

mary goal of sedation is always to provide the lightest

level of hypnosis and analgesia by the safest means pos-

sible, thus minimizing adverse effects. With that in mind,

any sedative regime should have a failure rate associated

with it, because it is impossible to safely sedate all chil-

dren in all situations, without straying into the realms of

general anesthesia.

Over the years, a number of drugs have been used to

provide sedation in children and various methods of

delivery have been used. The focus of this chapter will

be on drugs that can be administered by the intravenous

route.

Definition

Several different definitions have been used to describe the

level of sedation in patients. Traditionally it was described as

either conscious sedation or deep sedation, but those

definitions are no longer used, as the concept of conscious

sedation does not exist in preschool children. The following

are based on the guidelines for sedation in children produced

by the American Academy of Pediatrics in the USA and

National Institute of Clinical Excellence in the UK [1, 2].

Minimal Sedation

A drug-induced state during which patients are awake and

calm, and respond normally to verbal commands. Although

cognitive function and co-ordination may be impaired, ven-

tilatory and cardiovascular functions are unaffected.

Moderate Sedation

Drug-induced depression of consciousness during which

patients are sleepy but respond purposefully to verbal

commands (known as conscious sedation in dentistry) or

light tactile stimulation. No interventions are required to

maintain a patent airway. Spontaneous ventilation is ade-

quate. Cardiovascular function is usually maintained.

Deep Sedation

Drug-induced depression of consciousness during which

patients are asleep and cannot easily be roused but do

respond purposefully to repeated or painful stimulation

(reflex withdrawal from a painful stimulus is not a purpose-

ful response). The ability to maintain ventilatory function

independently may be impaired. Patients may require
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assistance to maintain a patent airway. Spontaneous ventila-

tion may be inadequate. Cardiovascular function is usually

maintained

It is important to understand that sedation is a continuum

from minimal sedation to general anesthesia, and that a

patient may move from one level to another at any point

during the sedation episode. Clearly, moving from a deep to

light plane of sedation may have a negative impact on the

success of the procedure, whereas excessive deepening of

sedation may lead to significant, possibly serious,

complications.

Indications

The indications for sedation are determined by the level of

co-operation of the child (often related to age), the proce-

dure, and a desire to avoid general anesthesia. The following

are the indications for sedation in place of anesthesia:

• Diagnostic imaging

• Endoscopy

• Dental treatment

• Procedures such as suturing, fracture manipulation, lum-

bar puncture, and bone marrow

Cautions and Contraindications

Intravenous sedation is rarely completely contraindicated in

a patient. However, there are a number of situations where

extreme caution must be used. These are mainly situations in

which the effects of sedation are likely to be exaggerated, or

where the side effects may have more serious consequences.

The following factors or conditions increase the risks

associated with sedation:

• Age less than 1 year—particularly neonates or

ex-premature infants less than 60 weeks post-menstrual

age

• ASA status of 3 or above, congenital heart disease, criti-

cal illness or PICU admission, significant cardiac or

respiratory compromise

• Significant neurological impairment or raised intracranial

pressure

• Full stomach or risk thereof

• Risk of complete airway obstruction, including stridor,

obstructive sleep apnea, and severe obesity

In all of these situations it is crucial that someone with the

relevant seniority and experience assesses the patients and

determines the safest course of action. That may involve

general anesthesia in a theater environment, rather than

sedation in some other environment, such as the Ward or

Emergency Department.

Sedation Endpoints

For any patient receiving sedation the aim is to achieve the

following endpoints:

• Calm

• Asleep but arousable

• Not anxious

• Co-operative

• Not moving

• Pain-free

• Maintaining airway and ventilation

• Hemodynamically stable

In reality it may be impossible to achieve all of these

endpoints every time you sedate a child or indeed throughout

any single episode of sedation. However, the last two must

be the clinician’s priority to ensure the safety of the child,

even if it is at the expense of succeeding with the procedure.

One of the advantages of sedation over anesthesia is that

the key endpoints are easier to determine, therefore identifi-

cation of any significant interindividual variability in terms

of drug requirements is also easier to identify. This is impor-

tant, as a major limitation of total intravenous anesthesia

(TIVA) is the pharmacokinetic as well as the pharmacody-

namic variability. In anesthesia, this may lead to patients

being inadequately or excessively anesthetized, despite

being administered what should be an appropriate amount

of drug. The consequences are less significant for sedation,

as generally the worst that will happen is that the patient will

move or wake up. Indeed, for a technique to be regarded as

safe, sedation must be carefully titrated to effect, to avoid

inadvertent overdose.

Patient Preparation

Prior to administration of sedation to a child there need to be

a number of considerations. These include:

• Relevant clinical history, including any underlying medi-

cal conditions, presence of intercurrent illness, and previ-

ous sedation episodes

• Clinical assessment of any physical risks of sedation to

the child, such as ASA status, airway compromise, hemo-

dynamic instability, or neurological impairment

• Starvation status

• Consent from the child and/or their carers
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Pre-operative Fasting

The administration of minimal sedation, whereby patients

remain responsive to verbal and tactile stimuli and maintain

full protective airway reflexes, does not necessarily require

the need for fasting, although the clinician needs to be aware

that the patient may inadvertently enter a deeper stage of

sedation during the procedure. Deeper levels of sedation

may be associated with loss of airway protective reflexes

and have the capacity to progress to a state of anesthesia. For

these reasons it is prudent to fast all patients according to

local guidelines for general anesthesia. However, a recent

review suggests that the incidence of aspiration during

episodes of sedation is low, irrespective of whether or not

the patient is fasted [3].

Setup

As well as ensuring the patient is adequately starved for their

procedure, it is important that other aspects of their prepara-

tion and setup are addressed prior to the administration of

sedative drugs. These can be remembered by using the

acronym SOAPME, which stands for the following:

Suction—working suction apparatus with an appropriate

sized Yankeur connection

Oxygen—suitable quantity of oxygen for the procedure and

more; delivery system, including flow meter, oxygen

mask and/or nasal speculum for administering oxygen

to the patient

Airway—a selection of airway devices, including Guedel

airways, laryngeal mask airways and endotracheal

tubes; age-appropriate facemasks, bag valve devices and

functioning laryngoscopes

Pharmacy—other drugs that may be needed to support car-

diopulmonary resuscitation or other emergencies such as

anaphylaxis, as well as antidotes to an inadvertent seda-

tion overdose

Monitoring—capability to measure oxygen saturation, heart

rate, ECG, blood pressure, end-tidal carbon dioxide,

respiratory rate

Equipment—special equipment such as a defibrillator,

patient trolley, syringes, cannulae, needles and IV fluids,

with appropriate giving set

As a general rule, it is better to be in a situation where you

have the equipment available and the patient not need it, than

not have the equipment available and the patient need it.

Monitoring

Full cardiorespiratory monitoring must be used in all cases

where intravenous sedation is administered, as the effects of

drugs may be unpredictable and over sedation may lead to a

state of light anesthesia, with loss of airway patency. Clini-

cal assessment would include continuous pulse oximetry,

capnography, respiratory rate, ECG, and intermittent blood

pressure measurement.

Administration

A number of different routes have been described for

administering sedation in children. These are listed in

Table 26.1, along with their advantages and

disadvantages.

By far the commonest method used is by mouth, as this

is often the most acceptable to the child and parents.

However, intravenous administration offers the

advantages of very rapid onset, titratability and repeat-

ability, the option of continuous infusion and the possi-

bility of fewer peaks and troughs in sedation. The main

disadvantage is the need for vascular access, which may

be challenging, particularly in the younger child. For the

purposes of this chapter, the focus will be on intravenous

sedation.

Table 26.1 Methods of sedative drug administration and their advantages and disadvantages

Route Advantages Disadvantages

Intravenous Can be titrated and delivered continuously Requires IV access, may have more side effects, may progress to

anesthesia more easily

Oral Simple, often most acceptable method to child, wide

choice of drugs

Needs co-operation of child to take medication, slow onset, not

titratable

Intranasal Rapid onset, can be repeated Unpleasant for the child, only effective for certain drugs

Intramuscular Relatively rapid onset, better for uncooperative

children

Painful, not titratable, absorption may be delayed in shock

Inhalational Rapid onset and offset, readily titratable Needs specialized drugs and equipment, may be unacceptable to

younger children

Rectal Very effective for certain drugs (barbiturates, chloral

hydrate)

Slow onset, may not be acceptable to the child or parents
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Measuring Level of Sedation

There are a number of different ways of assessing the level

of sedation in patients. The simplest way is to make a

clinical assessment based on the degree of hypnosis the

patient exhibits and their response to verbal and tactile

stimuli.

Alternative methods include more complex sedation scor-

ing systems, which are mainly for situations of prolonged

sedation such as on PICU, or when a less subjective method

of assessment is necessary, such as during drug trials.

The primary purpose of a sedation scale is to provide a

repeatable, objective assessment of the level of sedation.

This allows the operator to recognize when the patient is

becoming over-sedated and to avoid this from happening,

thereby pre-empting serious complications.

Sedation Scoring Systems

A number of different scoring systems have been developed

for both adults and children to assess the depth of sedation.

In reality, the majority of patients do not need to have the

depth of sedation scored, as a simple clinical assessment is

sufficient. However, for documentation purposes, or to guide

interventions, it may be useful to use a more defined assess-

ment. The main disadvantage of any scoring system is that

deeper levels of sedation inevitably require a degree of

stimulation of the patient for assessment purposes, which

may be counterproductive, negating the benefits of sedating

the patient in the first place. Any scale or system that is used

should be simple, consistent, and reproducible, both between

observers and from episode to episode.

Scoring systems or scales can be divided into general

scales/scores that can be used in both adults and children

and specific pediatric scales/scores.

General Scoring Systems/Scales

Perhaps the two most commonly used sedation-scoring

systems are the Ramsey scale and the Aldrete score.

Ramsay Scale
The Ramsay Sedation scale was the first scoring system to be

used for sedated patients. It was developed in 1974 as an

objective assessment of sedation in adult intensive care

patients receiving an alphaxalone-alphadalone (Althesin)

infusion [4]. It is intuitive, easy to remember, and can be

used in any situation where patients are sedated, including

PICU, procedural sedation, and imaging. Scores 1–3 apply

to patients who are awake, whilst 4–6 apply to those who are

asleep (Table 26.2).

Aldrete Score
The Aldrete score was introduced into practice in 1970, as a

postsurgical equivalent of the Apgar score [5]. Like the

Apgar score, it contains 5 parameters to assess, and the total

score can range from 0 to 10. Although it can be used as an

assessment of the level of sedation, it was actually created for

use in patients recovering from anesthesia. Patients are sel-

dom significantly hypotensive, apneic, unresponsive and

cyanotic, after sedation, and therefore this score has limited

usefulness in this group, other than as an assessment of the

level of recovery following treatment (Table 26.3).

The Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation
The OAAS scale was originally developed in the 1990s to

assess the level of sedation with midazolam in adults [6]. It

used assessments of responsiveness, speech, facial expres-

sion, and eyes to produce a score between 1 and 5. Unlike the

Table 26.2 Ramsay scale for sedation

Sedation

score Clinical response

1 Fully awake

2 Drowsy but awakens spontaneously

3 Asleep but arouses and responds appropriately to simple

verbal commands

4 Asleep, unresponsive to commands, but arouses to

glabellar tap or loud verbal stimulus

5 Asleep and only responds to light glabellar tap and loud

verbal stimulus

6 Asleep and unresponsive to light glabellar tap and loud

verbal stimulus

Table 26.3 Aldrete sedation scale

Activity

Voluntary movement of all limbs to command 2 points

Voluntary movement of 2 extremities to command 1 point

Unable to move 0 points

Respiration

Breathe deeply and cough 2 points

Dyspnea, hypoventilation 1 point

Apneic 0 points

Circulation

BP � 20 mmHg of preanesthesia level 2 points

BP � 20–50 mmHg of preanesthesia level 1 point

BP � 50 mmHg of preanesthesia level 0 points

Consciousness

Fully awake 2 points

Arousable 1 point

Unresponsive 0 points

Color

Pink 2 points

Pale, blotchy 1 point

Cyanotic 0 points

Total score must be >8 at conclusion of monitoring
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Ramsey scale, the OAAS score reduces as the level of

sedation increases (Table 26.4).

The scale has subsequently been modified to make it

simpler to use. In the modified version only the

“responsiveness” category has been retained (Table 26.5).

As with other adult sedation scales, it has never been

validated in the pediatric population.

Pediatric Scoring Systems

A number of sedation scales specific to pediatric patients

have been developed over the years, for both research and

clinical use.

University of Michigan Sedation Scale
This is a very simple scoring system, which has been shown

to be reliable and valid for assessing depth of sedation in

children [7]. It is similar to the Ramsay score, but based on a

5-point, rather than a 6-point scale (Table 26.6).

COMFORT Scale
The COMFORT scale was designed primarily for use in

PICU to assess the depth of sedation in non-paralyzed

patients undergoing mechanical ventilation [8]. It relies on

assessment of a number of behavioral and physiological

parameters. One of the limitations is that physiological

parameters can be adversely influenced by critical illness

or the use of sedative drugs, making the score less accurate

when this is the case. Interestingly, validation studies have

suggested that these are the source of greatest interindividual

variability during assessment, rather than the behavioral

parameters. Removal of the physiological variables from a

subsequent version of the scale (COMFORT-behavior or B)

has improved the accuracy [9, 10]. It requires assessment of

seven different variables, level of consciousness, calmness/

agitation, respiratory response, crying, physical movement,

muscular tone and facial tension, on a scale of 1 to 5. The

main limitation is that the respiratory assessment is designed

for patients undergoing mechanical ventilation. Another

limitation is that it may also be less useful in distinguishing

distress due to pain from distress due to other factors, such as

delirium or drug withdrawal.

Faces Legs Activity Cry Consolability Scale (FLACC)
There is potentially a significant overlap between assessment

of sedation and pain depending on the procedure. There are

several scales that specifically relate to the assessment of

pain. One of these is FLACC, which stands for Facial

expression, Leg movement, Activity, Cry and Consolability.

It was developed for use in younger children, due to the

inability to report in preverbal infants and the lack of reli-

ability of self-reporting in preschool children [11]. The five

categories score between 0 (no pain) and 2 (severe pain) in

each, giving a maximum score of 10 (Table 26.7).

Clearly, it would be inappropriate to use a pure pain scale

to assess level of sedation in the majority of patients, as

untreated pain in any child is likely to produce both

increased conscious level and movement; two situations we

are trying to avoid by sedating the child in the first place.

However, there may be some value in using FLACC during

procedures where there is a significant painful stimulus, so

that the analgesic component of the sedation is optimized.

Another commonly used pain scale is the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia pain scale (CHEOPS), which was

developed in 1985 [12].

Table 26.4 Original Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation scale

Responsiveness Speech Facial Expression Eyes Score

Responds readily to name spoken in normal tone Normal Normal Clear, no ptosis 5

Lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone Mild slowing Mild relaxation Glazed or mild ptosis

(<half the eye)

4

Responds only after name is called out loudly

and/or repeatedly

Slurring or prominent slowing Marked relaxation Glazed and marked ptosis 3

Responds only after mild prodding or shaking Few recognizable words Marked relaxation Glazed and marked ptosis 2

Does not response to mild prodding or shaking Few recognizable words Marked relaxation Glazed and marked ptosis 1

Table 26.5 Modified Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation

scale

Responds readily to name spoken in normal tone 5

Lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone 4

Responds only after name is called loudly and/or repeatedly 3

Responds only after mild prodding or shaking 2

Does not respond to mild prodding or shaking 1

Table 26.6 University of Michigan Sedation scale

0 Awake and alert

1 Minimally sedated: Tired, sleepy, appropriate response to verbal

conversation and/or sound

2 Moderately sedated: somnolent,/sleeping, easily aroused with light

tactile stimulation or a simple verbal command

3 Deeply sedated: deep sleep, arousable with only significant

physical stimulation

4 Unarousable
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As previously mentioned, a big disadvantage of many

sedation scales is that require some degree of stimulation of

the patient in order to make the assessment. This is counter-

intuitive, as one of the ways to ensure success with sedation is

to minimize the degree of patient stimulation, be it move-

ment, noise, pain or something as simple as a blood pressure

cuff inflating and deflating. By regularly disturbing the

patient in order to make an assessment of depth of sedation,

the observer is likely to guarantee failure of the technique.

Physiological data is useful, but safe parameters for different

ages of patient and levels of sedation have never been deter-

mined, so interventions can only be driven largely by proto-

col or experience. Clearly, parameters such as oxygen

saturation, heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and

end-tidal carbon dioxide may all give an indication of when

sedation has become excessive and complications are immi-

nent, but in an ideal world it should be possible to pre-empt

that by responding to changes in physiology as it happens.

Other considerations when using sedation scales are that

there is no consensus amongst users as to which is the best,

measured parameters may vary significantly between scales,

validation may be limited to a small number of studies, and

performance reliability may differ significantly between

individuals.

Depth of Sedation Monitoring

An alternative to using a sedation scale or score is to use one

of a number of the commercially available depth of anesthe-

sia (DOA) monitors. These have been used in children to

assess the level of sedation in several different environments,

including the Operating Theater, PICU, and the ED. By far

the most commonly studied monitor is the Bispectral Index

(BIS). Several studies have used BIS monitoring to guide the

administration of sedation [13–17]. However, studies

in PICU patients comparing BIS with sedation scores such

as Ramsay and COMFORT demonstrate moderate

correlation only, with significant variation between patients

[18–21].

Perhaps the best use of BIS is in distinguishing lighter

levels of sedation from deeper levels in non-paralyzed

patients, and for avoiding the patient lapsing into a state of

general anesthesia, which has been described. In a study

where propofol alone was administered for intrathecal che-

motherapy and bone marrow aspirate, by a clinician blinded

to the BIS value, the mean lowest BIS score was 29, with

several patients achieving values of less than 20 [22]. Perhaps

this was more a reflection of the inadequacy of the technique

than of those who were using it, as there was no

co-administration of an analgesic agent for what were

stimulating interventions. A subsequent study demonstrated

that a targeted BIS value of 45 was needed to provide ade-

quate depth of sedation with propofol alone in children

undergoing a range of painful procedures on PICU

[15]. The mean dose of propofol administered to achieve

this was more than 0.5 mg/kg/min (30 mg/kg/h). Given that

the BIS range for general anesthesia is between 40 and

60, clearly most of these children were receiving anesthesia

rather than deep sedation. A recent blinded study in the

Emergency Department confirmed that nearly 80 % of

patients were receiving general anesthesia rather than seda-

tion, with a mean lowest BIS score of 43 [23]. Over 90 % of

the sedating physicians underestimated the level of sedation.

As with assessments of depth of sedation, application of a

monitor such as BIS may be quite stimulating for the patient.

Ideally, the electrode should be attached before the start of

sedative administration, so that the effect of stimulating the

patient is minimized. However, some children will find this

distressing, so that a balance needs to be found and will

depend on the age of the child, the sedation being

administered and the procedure being undertaken.

An alternative to the BIS monitor is the Narcotrend. The

Narcotrend Index has been shown to correlate well with the

depth of sedation in children undergoing upper GI endos-

copy [24]. It also has the advantage that the sensor applica-

tion is relatively non-stimulating and well tolerated by most

children. Other systems that appear to correlate well with

objective assessment of sedation are the Cerebral State Index

and the A-line ARX [25].

Table 26.7 Faces, Legs, Activity, Cry Consolability (FLACC) scale

Categories

Scoring

0 1 2

Face No particular expression or smile;

disinterested

Occasional grimace or frown, withdrawn Frequent to constant frown, quivering

chin, clenched jaw

Legs Normal position or relaxed Uneasy, restless, tense Kicking or legs drawn up

Activity Lying quietly, normal position,

moves easily

Squirming, shifting back and forth, tense Arched, rigid or jerking

Cry No cry (awake or asleep) Moans or whimpers; occasional complaint Crying steadily, screams or sobs,

frequent complaints

Consolability Content, relaxed Reassured by occasional touching, hugging

or being talked to; distractible

Difficult to console or comfort
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The only hypnotic agent that does not show a good corre-

lation between agent concentration and the output of the DOA

monitors is ketamine, due to its excitatory effects on the EEG

[17, 26]. There is also good evidence that in younger patients

the BIS may be less accurate than in older children, due to

differences in the underlying EEG pattern and it is certainly

not indicated in patients less than 1 year of age [27].

Sedative Agents

A number of different drugs are currently used for sedation in

children, either as a single agent or in combination with other

drugs. The advantages of a single agent are that its effects are

more predictable and controllable, and side effects are lim-

ited to those of one agent. Drug combinations can have the

advantage of synergism, so that much lower doses of each

agent can be used for a given effect. They may also combine

effects, such as hypnosis, analgesia, and anxiolysis that no

single agent can produce. The main disadvantages of

combinations are the unpredictable response, increased risk

of side effects, and potential for drug interactions. Table 26.8

lists the most commonly used agents for intravenous seda-

tion, alongwith their advantages, disadvantages and the other

drugs they are often used in combination with.

Single Agents

Propofol
Propofol or 2,6 di-isopropylphenol was first introduced into

clinical practice in the late 1980s. It was marketed as having

a faster recovery than thiopentone and less histamine release

and chance of an allergic reaction. Propofol is formulated in

soya and egg lecithin, but it can be safely used in soya and

egg allergy patients, as they are allergic to the protein com-

ponent of soya and egg, rather than the fat component.

Patients in whom propofol should be avoided include those

with mitochondrial disease, hereditary channelopathies, and

acyl co-enzyme A dehydrogenase deficiency (MCADD and

LCADD). The main side effects following administration

are a dose-dependent reduction in respiratory rate,

progressing to apnea, reduction in heart rate, vascular resis-

tance and blood pressure, and extrapyramidal movements.

Both onset and recovery are rapid; the latter due to redistri-

bution. The half-life is about 30–60 min, making it an ideal

agent for short-term sedation.

Mode of Administration

There are three main options when it comes to administering

intravenous sedation to children. These are bolus dose, contin-

uous intravenous infusion, or target-controlled infusion (TCI).

Bolus

The simplest method of administering propofol is by bolus

injection. This has the advantage of not requiring any specific

equipment. It is easy to titrate and repeated doses can be

administered as required. The main disadvantage of bolus

administration is that it leads to peaks and troughs in plasma

concentration. This can exaggerate the side effects of propofol,

such as respiratory depression and hypotension, although these

Table 26.8 Uses, advantages, and disadvantages of some of the most commonly used drugs in children

Drug Class Uses Advs Disadvs Combination

Propofol Phenol

derivative

Induction

anesthesia

Procedural

sedation

Short half-life

Can be administered as

mass rate infusion or

TCI

Painful to inject

No analgesic properties

Can easily cause anesthesia effects

Opioids

Ketamine

Midazolam

Alpha

2 agonists

Midazolam Benzodiazepine Procedural

sedation

Anxiolysis

Amnesia

Can be antagonized

Some respiratory and CVS depression Propofol

Ketamine

Ketamine Phencyclidine

derivative

Procedural

sedation

Immobilization

Analgesia

CVS stability

‘Dissociative’ state making sedation end points

difficult to assess Hypersalivation Emergence

phenomena Tachycardia & hypertension

Propofol

Midazolam

Dexmedetomidine Alpha 2 agonist Procedural

sedation

Airway and ventilation

maintained

Immobilization

Reduced analgesia

requirements

Hypotension

Bradycardia

Relatively long half-life

Propofol

Fentanyl Synthetic

opioid

Analgesia Rapid onset

Short duration

Easily titratable

CVS stability

Respiratory depression Any

hypnotic
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will be short-lived. Also, the duration of sedation will be

relatively short, requiring additional boluses. It is best for

quick procedures, where variations in the depth of sedation

are less important.An initial bolus of 0.5–1mg/kgwill produce

an effect within 30 s and can be repeated as necessary. Larger

doses (2–3 mg/kg) are likely to induce general anesthesia and

almost invariably produce a period of apnea.

Clinical Example
A 6 m-old, 7.6 kg child, post-cardiac surgery, is sched-

uled for removal of a mediastinal chest drain. He is self-

ventilating in wafting oxygen and analgesia is being

provided by NCA morphine. A 20 mcg/kg bolus of mor-

phine is administered from the NCA. After about 5 min, a

propofol bolus of 5 mg (0.66 mg/kg) is given. The patient

becomes only slightly sedated, so the bolus is repeated at

the same dose. His conscious level reduces sufficiently

for the drain to be removed successfully and the patient

recovers quickly from the procedure.

The TivaTrainer# simulation in Fig. 26.1 demonstrates

what happens to the plasma (red line) and effect-site (green

line) concentration of propofol following the administration

of the two boluses. The initial bolus leads to an effect-site

concentration of just under 1 mcg/ml, which clearly isn’t
enough to produce significant sedation. The second bolus

has a cumulative effect, resulting in a rapid rise in the effect-

site concentration to about 1.5 mcg/ml. In combination with

the morphine, this is sufficient for the patient to become

lightly sedated, with minimal effect on HR, BP, RR, or

oxygen saturations. As the procedure is likely to be painful,

administration of propofol alone would not have been

appropriate and co-administration of an opioid is necessary.

Care must be taken to ensure that the synergistic effect

between propofol and opioids is considered when the drugs

are given together. Patient movement would not have

influenced the success of the procedure; so lighter levels of

sedation can be tolerated and are advisable anyway in this

case, given the underlying cardiac condition.

Continuous Infusion

For longer procedures, where repeated bolus doses might

be required, it makes more sense to administer propofol

as a continuous infusion, preferably a mass rate infusion,

either mcg/kg/min or mg/kg/h. This helps smooth out

some of the peaks and troughs in the level of sedation,

as long as an initial bolus of propofol is given and an

appropriate rate of infusion is administered. The pharma-

cokinetics of propofol is such that the infusion rate will

need to be reduced over time, to maintain a stable plasma

concentration, as redistribution to compartments V2 and

V3 slows.

The main disadvantages of a manual infusion regime are

as follows:

• Bolus administration is not incorporated, either at the

beginning or when rapid changes in depth of sedation

are required

• There may be no clear indication of the propofol

dose being delivered if administered as a rate infusion

(mls/h)

Fig. 26.1 TivaTrainer# simulation demonstrating the changes in plasma and effect-site concentration of propofol with the administration two

bolus doses
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• The estimated plasma propofol concentration being

delivered is difficult to estimate, even for experts

• Frequent changes in the drug infusion rate are required to

maintain a stable plasma propofol concentration

• It doesn’t guarantee a stable plasma and therefore effect-

site propofol concentration

• An increase in infusion rate without a bolus dose leads to

a slow rise in plasma concentration

• Published regimens are often not based on valid pharma-

cokinetic data

Clinical Example
A nearly 3-year-old boy, estimated weight 12-kg, has been

brought into ED. The history is that he fell out of first floor

window onto concrete. He cried immediately and an ambu-

lancewas called. HisGCS is 15 and he needs aCT of his head,

c-spine, thorax, and abdomen, but is too awake and for unco-

operative for scanning without either sedation or general

anesthesia. ABC are stable and do not require intervention

and there are no other indications for endotracheal intubation.

The decision is made to sedate with propofol for the scan. He

has an IV in situ and is given midazolam 2 mg and a further

1mg to settle him. A propofol bolus is titrated up to 20mg total

(1.67mg/kg) and an infusion commenced a 5mg/kg/h (83mcg/

kg/min). This is increased to 7.5 mg/kg/h (125 mcg/kg/min)

after about 5 min and he sedates nicely. He is transferred to

scan in a lightly sedated state and the scan is successfully

completed after about 45 min.

The TivaTrainer# simulation (Fig. 26.2) demonstrates

how the relatively small bolus of propofol leads to a rapid

rise in the effect-site concentration to just under 2 mcg/ml

concentration. The infusion leads to a very gradual rise in

the plasma and effect-site concentrations, so that by the

end of the scan they are both about 2 mcg/ml. As with

opioids, there is a significant synergistic effect between

propofol and midazolam, which allows a lower dose of

propofol to be administered. It is also unnecessary to pro-

duce anything other than a moderate state of sedation for a

quick CT scan, particularly as the patient needs to be

awake rapidly at the end, to facilitate neurological status

assessment.

In situations where a mass rate infusion is being used,

rather than TCI, it is useful to be able to estimate the target

propofol concentration being delivered to the patient.

Table 26.9 shows the target propofol concentration likely

to be achieved following bolus administration and at differ-

ent infusion rates.

Target-Controlled Infusion

The most pharmacokinetically complex, but also valid

method of administering propofol is by target-controlled

infusion (TCI). The propofol bolus and infusion rates are

determined by PK information stored within the model,

which has been previously derived from a population of

patients by clinical studies. The pump constantly varies the

rate of infusion of propofol to maintain an estimated plasma

or effect-site concentration. Increases in the propofol con-

centration are achieved by the pump administering a bolus

and increasing the infusion rate, whilst decreases lead to the

Fig. 26.2 TivaTrainer# simulation demonstrating the effect of a bolus dose of propofol followed by a continuous infusion on the plasma and

effect-site concentration
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pump switching off the infusion for a period of time before

restarting at a lower rate.

The first commercially available TCI systems

incorporated the Diprifusor microprocessor which was

programmed with the Marsh pharmacokinetic model for

adults [28]. The age and weight limits for these pumps

were set at 16 years and 30-kg, respectively, making it

unsuitable for the majority of pediatric patients. Indeed,

subsequent research has shown that use of the Marsh dataset

leads to a significant overestimate of the plasma propofol

concentration in children, due to children having a larger

than predicted central compartment volume. More recently

two pediatric models for propofol TCI administration have

been developed: the Kataria [29] for children aged 3–16

years and the Paedfusor [30] for children aged 1–16 years.

The Kataria model has two versions: a purely weight-based,

and a weight-based, age-adjusted algorithm. The Paedfusor

uses both age and weight. Both have been validated in

children and have demonstrated that they reasonably accu-

rately predict the plasma propofol concentration in steady-

state conditions [31, 32].

The bigger central compartment volume in children

means that a larger initial (induction) bolus is required, and

higher propofol infusion rates are needed to maintain a given

plasma concentration. Propofol has been shown to have a

greater context-sensitive half-time (CSHT) [33] in the youn-

ger age group, resulting in a slower return of consciousness

in young children [34]. To an extent this can be obviated by

using adjuncts which allow a lower target concentration of

propofol to be maintained and by switching the infusion off

before the end of the procedure.

Modern adult TCI systems allow the user to target either

the blood or the effect-site concentration. With effect-site

targeting, the system aims to achieve the effect-site con-

centration as rapidly as possible. This is achieved by

generating an overshoot in the blood concentration above

the target effect-site concentration, when the initial target is

set. The degree of overshoot required depends on the rate of

blood-effect-site equilibration (keo). Clearly, it makes

greater pharmacological sense to target the effect-site.

However, unlike plasma concentration; effect-site

concentrations cannot be directly measured, and so effect-

site targeting algorithms rely on estimates of the time

course of the changes in effect-site concentration based

on measurements of the clinical effect (usually an EEG

measure). This means that effect-site targeting, although

clinically acceptable, relies on several assumptions and

estimates. The other problem of effect-site targeting is

that it leads to much higher initial plasma concentrations

of drugs, as the primary determinant of how fast the effect-

site concentration is reached is the plasma concentration. In

order to generate a rapid increase in effect-site concentra-

tion, the pumps deliver a large bolus of drug, which may

not always be well tolerated by the patient or lead to an

excessive depth of sedation. However, the estimated effect-

site concentration may be a better predictor of when the

patient will lose and regain consciousness, so may be more

relevant when planning sedation. At present effect-site

targeting has not been implemented in pediatric TCI

systems, because the available models incorporate adult

estimates of the keo. Recent studies in children suggest

that the keo value increases as age decreases, therefore

reducing the difference between plasma and effect-site

concentrations during induction and emergence (hystere-

sis) [35, 36].

Clinical Example
A 5-year-old boy with severe combined immune deficiency

had been admitted to the PICU post bone marrow transplant,

with sepsis. His condition has improved and he had been

extubated the previous day. Prior to discharge to the ward he

develops sudden onset of weakness in his arms and legs.

An urgent Neurology consult is requested and an immediate

MRI scan of the spine recommended. The decision is taken

to sedate the patient for the scan rather than anesthetize him,

thus avoiding the need for reintubation. Propofol TCI is

commenced on PICU using the Paedfusor model at a target

concentration of 1 mcg/ml. This is gradually increased to

2 mcg/ml, then 3 mcg/ml. Oxygen is administered via nasal

cannula at 2 l/min. The patient sedates nicely, but maintains

his airway and oxygen saturations, and remains arousable.

The patient is transferred to scan and the procedure is

completed after 30 min, without patient movement. The

scan is normal, so no further intervention is required.

The patient wakes soon after the propofol is stopped and is

discharged to the ward later that day.

The TivaTrainer# simulation in Fig. 26.3 demonstrates

how the TCI model administers a small bolus of propofol

(0.4 mg/kg) at the start of sedation, followed by a continuous

infusion at 6 mg/kg/h (100 mcg/kg/min). This gradually

reduces to 5.25 mg/kg/h (87.5 mcg/kg/min) by 5 min.

After 5 min, the target is increased to 2 mcg/ml. The pump

delivers another bolus of propofol (0.5 mg/kg) and the infu-

sion rate is increased to 11 mg/kg/h (183 mcg/kg/min) to

Table 26.9 TivaTrainer simulation in a 25 kg, 8-year-old boy, using

the Paedfusor model with a fast ke0 value (0.8). The propofol bolus

used was 3 mg/kg

Estimated propofol target concentration (μg/ml)

Propofol infusion

rate (mg/kg/h)

Time (min)

Bolus 5 10 15 20 30 45 60

2 4.3 3.2 1.8 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9

4 4.3 3.4 2.1 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

6 4.4 3.6 2.4 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.2

8 4.5 3.8 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.8

10 4.6 4.0 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.4
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maintain the higher target. Once more, this gradually

reduces to about 10 mg/kg/h (167 mcg/kg/min) over 5 min.

When the target is increased to 3 mcg/ml, a similar bolus of

propofol is administered and the infusion rate increased up

to 16 mg/kg/h (267 mcg/kg/min). Again, this gradually

reduces for the duration of the procedure, until at the time

of stopping the infusion; the rate is just under 11 mg/kg/

h (183 mcg/kg/min). This produced a deep level of sedation,

which is appropriate for MRI scanning, as it reduces the

chances of the patient moving and sequences having to be

repeated. However, given that the patient had demonstrated

abnormal neurological symptoms, it was appropriate to

gradually increase the level of sedation, to ensure no adverse

consequences occurred as a result of altered sensitivity.

Safety

The Pediatric Sedation Research Consortium looked specifi-

cally at the incidence of adverse events with the administra-

tion of propofol for pediatric sedation outside the OR [37]. In

their series of nearly 50,000 cases they demonstrated an

overall incidence of 592 per 10,000 sedations, of which

nearly 40 % were pulmonary in nature. No patient died,

but two patients did require cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Unplanned airway interventions, including bag-mask venti-

lation, laryngeal mask insertion and intubation, were needed

in 9.3 % of all patients. Other sedative agents were

administered in 20 % of cases, most commonly opioids

and midazolam.

Ketamine

Ketamine is a phencyclidine derivative, which has become a

popular agent in pediatric anesthesia and sedation practice

due to its hypnotic and analgesic properties, and the cardio-

respiratory stability it confers. Unlike most other sedative

agents, it acts mainly via antagonism of the excitatory

NMDA receptor, although it is now thought to have effects

on various other systems, including the HCN1, cholinergic,

aminergic, and opioid systems.

Some TIVA practitioners use ketamine as an adjunct,

although it is difficult to assess the added value over tradi-

tional analgesic agents and there is nothing in the literature

to support this practice. Several studies have looked at the

effect of low dose ketamine on postoperative analgesic

requirements and a recent Cochrane review suggests that it

is effective and may confer some advantage in terms of

reducing hyperalgesia following remifentanil infusion [38].

The recommended intravenous dose for sedation ranges

from 0.5 to 1 mg/kg. Unlike other sedative agents, ketamine

produces a state of dissociation and immobilization,

whereby the patient may appear to be conscious and

awake, but in reality, does not respond purposefully to

their environment or the people within it. This can make it

difficult to titrate the drug and assess when the necessary

dose has been delivered. Doses of 2 mg/kg or above will

induce general anesthesia, so should be avoided if just seda-

tion is required. Ketamine has the advantage of being just as

effective when administered by the IM route, although larger

Fig. 26.3 TivaTrainer# simulation demonstrating how a propofol

target-controlled infusion (TCI) administers changing infusion rates

(shown by black line and right-hand y axis) and leads to a rapid change

in both plasma (red line) and effect-site (green line) propofol

concentrations to achieve the desired target concentration
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doses (4–5 mg/kg) are needed and speed of onset is signifi-

cantly slower (over 5 min). It also has a longer duration of

action, which translates to a slower recovery. For longer

procedures, a ketamine bolus can be followed by a continu-

ous infusion at a rate of 0.5–2 mg/kg/h.

Side effects of ketamine include increased salivation,

nausea and vomiting, nightmares and hallucinations, tachy-

cardia, and muscle rigidity. Historically, ketamine was

thought to produce an increase in intracranial pressure, but

recent studies in head injured patients now refute this

[39, 40]. The same is probably true of intraocular pressure,

with lower doses (3 mg/kg) producing no effect and only

large doses (6 mg/kg) leading to a modest increase [41].

Emergence phenomena are less common in children than

adults, but may still occur in up to 10 % of children [42, 43].

They are more likely in the older child. Ketamine is not the

ideal agent if sedation is necessary in order for the child to be

immobile, such as during imaging studies, as occasional

semi-purposeful movements are common, even when rela-

tively large doses are administered. Hypersalivation may be

attenuated by the co-administration of an anticholinergic

agent, such as atropine or glycopyrrolate. They can be

given either IV or IM, although the latter is more effective.

Another disadvantage of ketamine is that, unlike opioids or

benzodiazepines, there is no drug that will antagonize its

effects if an accidental overdose occurs. Fortunately, it has a

high therapeutic index, meaning that any accidental over-

dose is likely to be relatively well tolerated.

Ketamine can also be used in combination with other

sedative drugs such as propofol or midazolam. The combi-

nation of propofol and ketamine (“ketofol”) in a 1:1 ratio is

being used in the Emergency Department with great success

[44], although recent dosing simulation studies suggest a

ratio of 1:3 for sedation and 1:5 for anesthesia may provide

a better balance between analgesia and recovery [45, 46].

Ketofol is usually administered from a starting dose of

0.5 mg/kg of each drug and titrated to effect.

Although there has been much debate in the literature

about the safety of non-anesthesiologists administering this

combination to patients, there have now been several thou-

sand reports of its use and the significant complication rate

remains low, at less than 10 %. As with any technique, it

depends on the inherent safety profile of the drugs being

used, the experience of the operator administering them and

the technique that has been devised to minimize risks to the

patient.

Benzodiazepines

The benzodiazepines act at gamma-aminobutyric acid

(GABA) receptors, potentiating GABA inhibitory effects.

Apart from their sedative effects, they also induce

anxiolysis, amnesia, and relaxation of skeletal muscle.

Their primary site of action is the α1 subunit of the

GABA-A receptor, which produces the hypnosis. They

also act on the less widespread α2 subunit, primarily in the

hippocampus and amygdala, producing anxiolysis.

Midazolam

Midazolam has an excellent pedigree as a sedative agent

and remains a popular choice among sedation providers.

It has relatively rapid onset of action, but has a slower

time to peak effect compared with drugs such as propofol

and ketamine. It also has a relatively high therapeutic

index, providing the dose is carefully titrated and the

recovery time is faster than for many other sedative

agents. The clinical effect is more predictable in older

children than in the younger age group. The latter often

fight the effects of the drug or have a paradoxical excit-

atory reaction, and may require relatively higher doses to

reach a satisfactory level of sedation. The dose needed for

younger children may be up to 0.5 mg/kg, administered in

aliquots of 0.05–0.1 mg/kg. Older children may need as

little as 0.05–0.1 mg/kg in total to produce the same level

of sedation. Due to the delay in reaching peak effect,

further doses should only be administered every

5–10 min, to avoid over sedating the patient.

The main adverse effects associated with midazolam

administration include paradoxical reactions, respiratory

depression, and loss of airway reflexes. Some cardiovascular

depression also occurs, primarily as a direct consequence of

its effect on the CNS.

Midazolam remains a popular drug for premedication

and co-administration at induction of anesthesia. The

latter practice has been shown to reduce propofol

requirements for induction, and the amnesic effect it

confers may be desirable if lighter levels of sedation are

used [47].

It can be administered by continuous infusion at a dose of

1–5 mcg/kg/min, if a longer duration of sedation is required.

In reality, this is reserved for sedation on the PICU, as the

risks of accumulation and relative overdose increase with

increasing duration of infusion, due to an increase in the

CSHT of the drug.

Diazepam

Diazepam has been largely superseded by midazolam for

procedural sedation, due to its lack of water solubility,

slower onset of action, longer duration of effect, longer

half-life, and presence of active metabolites. However, in

situations where midazolam is not available, it can be a
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useful alternative. The recommended IV dose is 0.25 mg/kg,

repeated every 3 min, by careful titration, up to a maximum

dose of 10 mg.

Lorazepam

Lorazepam has only a limited role in procedural sedation

and is reserved mainly for the emergency treatment of

seizures. It is used for sedation on PICU in the USA, either

as repeated bolus doses or as a continuous infusion [48]. It

has a long duration of action, making it less titratable and

unsuitable for short duration or outpatient procedures. If

used, a bolus dose of 0.05–0.1 mg/kg can be administered.

Flumazenil

Antagonism of benzodiazepines can be achieved through the

administration of flumazenil. It is administered in a dose of

0.01–0.02 mg/kg and can be repeated as required. Care must

be exercised if the patient has an underlying seizure disorder,

is on long-term benzodiazepine treatment, or has ingested

tricyclic antidepressants, as administration of flumazenil

may precipitate seizures.

Barbiturates

Barbiturates act on GABA receptors and hyperpolarize the

nerve cell membrane via chloride channels, eliciting first

sedation and then anesthesia, in a dose-related manner.

They have no analgesic properties and may even increase

pain responses to noxious stimuli. They are neuroprotective

by virtue of increasing metabolic rate and thus increasing

ischemic tolerance time, by reducing intracranial pressure

and by preventing or terminating seizures. Barbiturates have

a relatively narrow therapeutic window and readily cause

hypotension, hypoventilation, and apnea.

Historically, available agents have included pentobarbi-

tal, thiopental, and methohexital. Currently, only thiopental

remains in routine clinical practice.

Thiopental

Thiopental was the favored agent for induction of anesthesia

prior to the introduction of propofol into clinical practice. It

can also be used as a sedative agent, with a rapid onset of

action and initial short duration of action. It is particularly

useful for the treatment of raised intracranial pressure or

seizures, with an initial dose of 1–2 mg/kg, followed by a

continuous infusion of 1–5 mg/kg/h. Prolonged

administration by infusion leads to accumulation with a

rapid increase in the CSHT from an initial value of 3–8 h,

after an infusion of a few hours, up to 36 h after 4–8 days of

infusion at 4 mg/kg/h [49].

a2 receptor Agonists

The α2 receptor agonists were originally developed as anti-

hypertensive agents, due to their centrally acting sympatho-

lytic properties. However, it became clear that they also had

widespread effects in the CNS, causing hypnosis, immobili-

zation, muscle relaxation and analgesia, making them suit-

able agents for sedation in a variety of situations. All

α2 receptor agonists have some degree of activity at the α1
receptor as well, although this varies from drug to drug.

Dexmedetomidine

Dexmedetomidine has replaced clonidine as the α2 receptor
agonist of choice for procedural sedation in children, as it is

approximately eight times more specific to the receptor, with

an α2:α1 ratio of 1600:1. When administered IV more than

90 % is protein bound. It has a relatively rapid redistribution

half-life of 6–7 min, whilst the elimination half-life is

approximately 2 h. At lower doses the metabolism follows,

exponential or first order kinetics, whereas at higher doses it

follows linear or zero order kinetics, meaning that a fixed

amount of drug is eliminated per unit of time, irrespective of

the blood concentration.

Sedation, anxiolysis, and analgesia occur in clinical

doses, whilst there is minimal effect on respiratory func-

tion. The main side effects are bradycardia and hypoten-

sion, although transient hypertension may precede this,

probably as a result of peripheral vasoconstriction

mediated by a direct effect on vascular α2C receptors.

Treatment of bradycardia with anticholinergic drugs

may cause severe hypertension. Dexmedetomidine may

also cause depression of sinus and atrioventricular nodal

function and is probably best avoided in patients with

significant pre-existing bradycardia and those at risk of

AV nodal block, or taking medications that depress AV

nodal conduction [50].

Several indications for dexmedetomidine administration

in relation to general anesthesia have been proposed. These

include premedication, prevention of emergence delirium,

treatment of shivering and reduction in postoperative opioid

requirements [51, 52]. However, by far the biggest indica-

tion for dexmedetomidine use is as the main sedative agent

for radiological imaging [53]. Comparison with existing

commonly used agents such as midazolam or propofol is

favorable [54, 55].
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Various doses have been used, most commonly a loading

dose of 1 mcg/kg with or without an infusion at 0.5 mcg/kg/

h. Larger loading doses (2 mcg/kg) and higher infusion rates

(2–3 mcg/kg/h) increase the success rates of procedural

sedation above 90 %, but at the expense of increased hypo-

tension and delayed recovery. Co-administration with other

drugs such as propofol, midazolam, fentanyl, and ketamine

may be beneficial for more invasive procedures and also

increase the success rate in imaging [56].

Clonidine

Clonidine is a mixed α1 and α2 receptor agonist that has

predominantly α2 effects, in a ratio of 200:1. It was origi-

nally introduced as an antihypertensive agent, but has

become established in pediatric practice for its sedative

and analgesic properties. It can be administered orally, intra-

venously, or rectally. It has high bioavailability and metabo-

lism occurs in the liver, with excretion of inactive

metabolites by the kidneys. The half-life is prolonged at

12–33 h [57]. In infants, metabolism is further reduced and

elimination can take up to three times as long as in

adults [58].

The main indications for clonidine have been for

premedication prior to anesthesia and as a sedative on the

PICU. It may also have a role as a hypnotic-sparing agent

when used in combination with other sedative agents, such

as propofol. The intravenous dose of clonidine for sedation

in PICU is 0.25–2 mcg/kg/h by continuous infusion, with or

without an initial bolus dose of 0.5–1 mcg/kg. Some hemo-

dynamically unstable children may not tolerate the bolus

dose, in which case it can be omitted. There is very limited

experience of clonidine for procedural sedation outside the

PICU, other than as an adjunct in combination with other

agents. During anesthesia, doses of 3–4 mcg/kg have been

shown to reduce propofol requirements by 20–40% [59].

Opioids

Opioids are frequently used in combination with hypnotic

agents for TIVA due to their analgesic and synergistic

properties. Co-administration of potent synthetic opioids

such as fentanyl, alfentanil, and remifentanil allows a signif-

icant reduction in propofol requirements for both sedation

and anesthesia [60]. The opioids also have the advantage of

blocking or attenuating any noxious stimuli.

Ideally the pharmacokinetic properties of the opioid

should be reasonably similar to that of the hypnotic agent

they are administered with, so that a balanced combination

can be administered, which optimally reduce the required

dosages and minimize any side effects. Thus, the shorter

acting synthetic opioids are better combined with propofol,

whilst morphine is better combined with a drug such as

midazolam.

Morphine

Morphine has a long and successful history as a sedative

agent, particularly for short, painful procedures or longer-

term sedation, such as on the PICU. It is often administered

in combination with a hypnotic agent, although it does have

some sedative properties of its own. Onset is relatively slow

compared with some of the newer synthetic opioids, making

it less titratable. It also has a relatively long duration of

action, which may be a disadvantage if rapid recovery is

desirable. However, in situations where a residual analgesic

effect is needed, this is a significant advantage.

Side effects of morphine include those associated with

any opioid, such as respiratory depression, apnea, reduced

sensitivity to hypercapnea and hypoxia, and nausea and

vomiting. Patients with renal failure and obstructive sleep

apnea are particularly prone to respiratory depression

[61]. Morphine can also cause histamine release, leading to

flushing, vasodilatation, and hypotension. It also causes

venodilatation, contributing to the decline in blood pressure

often seen with administration. With that in mind, caution

needs to be exercised if it is used in patients with untreated

hypovolemia, as profound hypotension can result.

Fentanyl

Fentanyl is a lipophilic, synthetic opioid with potency

approximately 100 times greater than morphine. Unlike

morphine it has very little in the way of sedative properties,

unless given in very high doses, so in most cases it is

administered purely for its analgesic effect. It is also rela-

tively cardiostable compared with morphine, producing little

in the way of hypotension, even in large doses. Bradycardia

can occur at higher doses, but is rarely troublesome enough

to require intervention. The half-life of fentanyl is similar to

morphine, at 3 h. The shorter clinical effect comes from

rapid redistribution from the central compartment. However,

the CSHT increases rapidly if fentanyl is administered by

continuous infusion, due to accumulation in peripheral

tissues.

The dose of fentanyl for analgesia in conscious patients

ranges from 0.5 to 1 mcg/kg. Occasionally higher doses of

up to 2–3 mcg/kg may be needed, if pain is a major compo-

nent of the procedure. However, careful titration is necessary

in these situations, to ensure an overdose is avoided.

The major side effect of fentanyl is respiratory depres-

sion, which can be rapid and profound, unless the dose is
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carefully titrated. There is also an increased risk of chest

wall rigidity, with higher doses, but usually only with rapid

administration and doses above 5 mcg/kg. This phenomenon

has been described in neonates at standard doses of

1–2 mcg/kg, so extreme caution should be exercised in this

age group [62]. Chest wall rigidity can often be overcome by

the judicious use of CPAP. However, if that is not effective,

then it can be antagonized by naloxone or reversed by the

administration of a neuromuscular blocking agent [63, 64].

Alfentanil

Alfentanil remains an effective analgesic component of

TIVA. It has a relatively fast onset, can be administered by

bolus or infusion, and is readily titratable. It is less potent

and lipophilic than fentanyl, and has a shorter half-life at less

than 2 h. It is less likely to accumulate, due to the lower lipid

solubility.

Alfentanil is often mixed in the propofol syringe for

general anesthesia in a ratio of 1–1.5 mg of alfentanil to

500 mg propofol. The agents have similar pharmacokinetic

characteristics, the combination is licensed and has been

shown to be stable for up to 5 h [65].

Alfentanil has a longer CSHT than remifentanil. The half-

time increases significantly from 10 to 45 min after a 2 h

infusion, although this is still shorter than for morphine or

fentanyl [66]. Propofol-alfentanil is a useful combination to

use if spontaneous respiration needs to be maintained,

although the propofol target may need to be set higher than

if remifentanil is used. It may also lead to a more prolonged

recovery and it is not recommend for procedures longer than

1 h in duration.

Alfentanil has been used for sedation on the PICU for a

number of years. The shorter CSHT than morphine or fenta-

nyl makes it more suitable for administration by continuous

infusion in situations where rapid patient awakening is

required, such as following head injury. Bolus doses of

0.07–0.15 mg/kg can be used, with or without a continuous

infusion of 20–60 mcg/kg/min.

As with other opioids, alfentanil is probably most effec-

tive when used in combination with hypnotic agents, for

stimulating procedures that have a significant pain

component.

Remifentanil

Remifentanil has superseded alfentanil as the favored anal-

gesic adjunct in TIVA. The high potency, fast onset and

short (and context-insensitive) half-time of 2–3 min, mean

that it can be safely and effectively used by infusion for

prolonged periods of time. The synergism demonstrated

between remifentanil and propofol also allows a significant

reduction in the target concentration of propofol. Young

children tend to be less sensitive to the effects of

remifentanil, which means that larger doses can be

administered to spontaneously breathing patients and

that more is required to produce a given analgesic

effect [67, 68].

As a rule of thumb, children less than 8 years or 25 kg in

weight will require up to twice the dose of remifentanil to

produce the same clinical effect as older children and adults.

The reason for this is that clearance tends to be higher in the

younger age group. Other PK parameters such as V1 and the

volume of distribution in steady state are very similar to

adult values [69, 70]. The rapid offset of remifentanil

means that adequate post procedure analgesia needs to be

established prior to the infusion wearing off. With morphine,

administration should be at least 40 min before the end of

any painful procedure to allow time for it to bind to opioid

receptors occupied by remifentanil [71].

Extreme care must be exercised if remifentanil is used for

sedation in children, as it is less forgiving than other opioids

and can cause profound respiratory depression and apnea.

Ironically, infants outside the neonatal period and younger

children are more resistant to this effect, due to their toler-

ance of higher doses, related to more rapid clearance of the

drug [72].

Most studies that have looked at using remifentanil in

combination with propofol for procedures are describing

light general anesthesia, rather than deep sedation. There is

also a high incidence of apnea associated with its use. For

that reason, its use cannot be recommended outside the

theater or intensive care environment, unless used by

anesthesiologists [73].

Naloxone

Treatment of opioid overdose or antagonism of some side

effects can be achieved by the administration of naloxone.

The standard dose for reversal of respiratory depression is

10 mcg/kg, as a rapid bolus. Smaller bolus doses of 0.5 mcg/

kg may be useful to treat other side effects such as itching,

whilst being insufficient to significantly antagonize the anal-

gesic effect. Very high doses (20–40 mcg/kg) have been

used to rapidly reverse the chest rigidity associated with

opioids [63].

Drug Combinations

Single-agent sedation has the advantage of predictable clini-

cal effects, whilst side effects can be minimized. However, it

may also limit the versatility of the technique, when
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differing properties are required. The ideal sedation agent

should have the following properties:

• Fast acting

• Easy to titrate

• Predictable clinical effect

• Analgesic properties

• Amnesic properties

• Minimal effect on respiration

• Stable heart rate and blood pressure

• Wears off quickly

• No hangover effect

• No nausea and vomiting

No single intravenous sedative agent is able to provide

these properties, but some drug combinations can come

close. They have the advantage of being able to provide

more of the positive effects of sedation, whilst minimizing

some of the negative effects of the individual agents, as they

are usually administered in lower doses. There is also the

potential for synergism, whereby relatively smaller doses of

each drug can be administered, but still produce the desired

clinical effect.

When administering more than one drug, a number of

factors need to be taken into consideration in order to deter-

mine the ideal combination. Table 26.10 indicates the dif-

ferent objectives of the drug combination and the types of

drugs that might be used to achieve this.

Currently the most popular drug combinations are:

• Propofol and remifentanil

• Propofol and ketamine

• Propofol and midazolam

All have their pros and cons, and as with any drug admin-

istration, clinicians need to be aware of the appropriate doses

and potential complications, which may vary significantly

depending on the combination being used [74].

The main disadvantage of a propofol-remifentanil com-

bination in the same syringe is that the drugs have different

PK profiles. If a TCI system is being used, then only the

propofol can be targeted directly, and a large bolus of

remifentanil may be administered at the start, depending on

the concentration in the mixture and the initial propofol

target concentration set. Table 26.11 shows the varying

amounts of remifentanil administered, with different

mixtures and propofol target concentrations. Another con-

sideration is the stability of the mixture. It has been shown

that lower concentrations of remifentanil degrade over time,

probably due to a pH effect on ester hydrolysis [75]. If the

clinician is to use such a combination, then they have to be

aware of these limitations.

Other combinations such as ketamine and midazolam, or

propofol and dexmedetomidine, are used occasionally, but

not commonly enough to warrant further discussion [76–79].

Conclusion

Sedation is increasingly being used in a number of situations

in children, particularly where resources are limited or gen-

eral anesthesia is not necessarily the best option. Irrespective

of where the procedure is being undertaken, who is

Table 26.10 Sedative objectives and the ideal drug combination

Objective Drug combination

Sedation + analgesia Hypnotic + opioid or ketamine

Sedation + amnesia Hypnotic + benzodiazepine

Sedation + immobilization Hypnotic + alpha 2 receptor agonist

Table 26.11 The effect of differing remifentanil concentrations and propofol target concentrations on the dose and rate of remifentanil delivery

Propofol target

concentration (μg/ml)

Remifentanil concentration

in propofol (μg/ml)

Remifentanil

bolus (μg/kg)

Time from start of sedation/anesthesia (min)

5 10 15 30 45 60

Remifentanil infusion rate (μg/kg/min)

1 5 0.22 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02

10 0.45 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05

20 0.9 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.1 0.09

2 5 0.47 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05

10 0.95 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.1 0.09

20 1.9 0.35 0.31 0.28 0.22 0.2 0.18

3 5 0.72 0.13 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.07

10 1.45 0.26 0.23 0.2 0.17 0.15 0.14

20 2.9 0.52 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.3 0.28

4 5 0.95 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.1 0.09

10 1.9 0.35 0.31 0.28 0.22 0.2 0.18

20 3.8 0.7 0.62 0.55 0.45 0.4 0.37

These figures are derived from a TivaTrainer simulation in a 20-kg, 6-year-old boy, using the Paedfusor model
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undertaking it and the techniques that are being used, the

priority must always be the safety of the child, and it is

essential that systems are in place to provide the necessary

education, training, equipment, and personnel for this to be

the case. No child should ever be sedated for the sake of

expediency and no child should ever be sedated without an

adequate safety net being in place. The key to success is to

ensure that in all cases, due consideration is given to the

patient, the procedure, and the sedative agents required.

Through national guidelines, ongoing pharmacological stud-

ies and reporting of adverse events, it should be possible to

provide a sedation service for children that is both safe and

effective, allowing a variety of procedures to be successfully

undertaken with minimal risk to the child.
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Introduction

Providing effective sedation and analgesia in infants and

children admitted on a Pediatric Intensive Care Unit

(PICU) is a cornerstone of daily patient care and probably

one of the most challenging tasks that PICU professionals

may face. The wide range in age, weight and body com-

position, underlying medical and neurological diseases,

the usually high sensory stimulatory environment, the

repetitive physical stimuli related to medical therapy

(e.g., physical examination, invasive procedures, and

interventions) and—most importantly—the scarcity of

high quality evidence applicable for daily practice may

all contribute to this difficulty.

An adequate sedation and analgesia policy should not

only aim to achieve optimal patient-ventilator compli-

ance but also need to include the prevention and treat-

ment of pain, anxiety, delirium, sleep disorders, or other

forms of discomfort. Undersedation is likely to result in

patient anxiety, discomfort as well as patient-ventilator

asynchrony and potentially dangerous adverse events

such as unplanned extubation, displacement of catheters,

or injury. Oversedation, on the other hand, may have

substantial cardiorespiratory effects and may increase

both duration of mechanical ventilation and ICU length

of stay [1]. In addition it may be associated with a higher

risk of drug withdrawal, particularly in children treated

with prolonged and/or high dosages of analgo-sedatives

[2]. It has been suggested that sedation in pediatric inten-

sive care patients is often suboptimal, in which

oversedation occurs more common than undersedation

[3]. Assessing the individual need for analgesia and seda-

tion and careful tailoring analgo-sedative drugs are there-

fore of the utmost importance.

In this chapter we will present an overview of the most

important drugs currently used for analgesia, sedation, or

agitation in children (1 month–18 years old) admitted to the

PICU. However, since a comprehensive comfort-directed

policy goes far beyond pharmacological interventions only,

we will discuss non-pharmacological strategies first. Indeed,

in this chapter we strongly plead for a holistic comfort-

directed policy, including both pharmacological

interventions as well as non-pharmacological strategies

such as sleep promotion, family-centered care, and environ-

mental control. Next, several instruments, available for

assessing comfort and/or pain, will be presented such as

the COMFORT scale, COMFORT behavior scale, State

Behavioral Scale, University of Michigan Sedation Scale

(UMSS), and Ramsay score [4–6]. In three separate sections

we specifically focus on particularly challenging clinical

problems related to ICU sedation, i.e. the management of,

respectively, refractory agitation, drug withdrawal, and

delirium. This is followed by general considerations on

possible strategies for daily analgo-sedative management

of critically ill children admitted to the PICU including a

proposed treatment algorithm. We conclude this chapter

with procedural sedation and palliative or terminal sedation

on the PICU.

A major limitation of this chapter is the absence of high

quality randomized controlled trials and standardized, up to

date and evidence-based guidelines on this topic [7]. In this
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narrative review we therefore aim to present the current state

of the art regarding analgesia and sedation on a pediatric

intensive care unit. A critical, semi-systematic study of the

recent literature up to March 2016 was performed. Literature

on neonates was largely excluded. In addition, recent

insights and guidelines from adult intensive care literature

were used wherever needed to answer clinical dilemmas for

which insufficient pediatric evidence was found. All findings

were discussed in inter-professional meetings and agreement

on best practices was sought. Unreferenced statements

should be considered as the personal professional opinion

of the authors.

Non-pharmacological Comfort-Directed
Strategies on a PICU

Critical illness and critical care are associated with pain,

anxiety, and a multitude of distresses. Furthermore,

prolonged immobility and optimal compliance with therapy

(e.g., ventilation) are often crucial for both healing and

patient safety (e.g., prevention of unplanned extubation;

accidental removal of indwelling catheters or accidental

falls). Consequently, controlling pain, anxiety and coopera-

tion among critically ill children is a key priority in daily

PICU care. This goal is usually achieved by the administra-

tion of sedative and analgesic drugs. Although sedation

regimens have been used extensively across intensive care

units, the data are lacking as to the best drugs, dosing,

regimens, and short- and long-term safety profiles for use

in the pediatric population [7, 8]. Substantially less evidence

is available on the effect of non-pharmacological strategies

(NPS) for comfort management on a pediatric ICU. Never-

theless, human, psychological as well as scientific

considerations warrant the use of NPS as a cornerstone of a

comprehensive comfort-directed policy. Within this per-

spective Maslow’s construct [9] on fundamental human

needs is relevant to consider. Maslow proposes 5 levels of

needs that must be satisfied to promote healthy well-being

(Fig. 27.1). In order to achieve optimal procedural care we

should not only focus on assuring physical and physiological

integrity (i.e., maintaining patient safety) but pay equal

attention to the 4 higher order needs as well: Patients (and

their parents) should feel safe (i.e., being free from fear;

level 2), feel surrounded by and belonging to loving, caring

people, including empathic professionals (level 3), feel

respectfully treated as individuals and feel self-confident

that they can achieve the goal (level 4) and finally, feel

that they can control and decide autonomously (level 5).

Real (i.e., non-pretending!) child- or family-centered (pro-

cedural) care could be defined as care that includes all levels

of needs. Using the prism of Maslow’s hierarchy for

reconsidering traditional medical care processes is

increasingly considered as a new standard of care, particu-

larly for ICU patients [10, 11].

Furthermore, both the growing concern on potential long-

term neurological adverse effects of prolonged sedation as

well as the modern trend to minimize (or interrupt regularly)

sedation, to avoid longstanding immobilization and to use

new sedatives with a clearly lighter sedation profile (e.g.,

dexmedetomidine) result in a growing interest in NPS.

Finally, some preliminary evidence suggests that the reduc-

tion of environmental stimuli and stress by use of NPS may

improve healing and decrease the need for sedation [12, 13].

A recent qualitative survey among family members and

nurses on an adult ICU showed that the top four

non-pharmacological interventions found to be useful, rele-

vant, and feasible were music therapy and distraction

(cognitive-behavioral category), simple massage (physical

category), and family presence facilitation (emotional sup-

port category) [14]. The potential advantages of healing

environmental interventions have been described in an

adult ICU [15]. Currently, no similar research on PICUs is

available. Despite this limited evidence we believe that at

least four relevant strategies can be identified as essential for

a policy directed towards optimal comfort experience. Defi-

nitely more research is needed to explore the effects of these

strategies on patient comfort.

Careful Identification and Treatment
of Underlying Causes of Anxiety, Agitation,
and Insomnia

Distress in pediatric patients is rarely a spontaneous behavior

but rather the result of an underlying problem. At first,

Fig. 27.1 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1943)
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potentially (life) threatening causes need to be excluded, such

as hypoxemia, imminent respiratory or circulatory failure,

and hypoglycemia. Also delirium and (sub-optimally man-

aged) pain need to be excluded systematically. “Fighting-the-

ventilator” can often be reduced by carefully tailoring a sup-

port ventilatory mode (including optimal trigger-function,

inspiratory times, and airway pressures) according to the

individual child’s respiratory needs. Finally hunger, cold,

bladder retention, constipation, malpositioning (e.g., infants

may prefer a prone position), fear for medical procedures and

lack of age-appropriate comfort may all contribute to distress.

Child Centered Care

Verbal and non-verbal communication should be adapted to

the child’s (developmental) age. Whereas young infants may

benefit from gentle and tactile interaction while reducing

exposure to ambient stimuli (e.g., by swaddling) within a

warm “shelter,” older children may prefer more control and

sufficient sight on toys, television, or tablets. Guided imag-

ery, storytelling, age-adapted music, presence of parents and

siblings at any time and even animal-assisted therapy are all

reasonable interventions to optimize feelings of comfort and

normalize the ICU experience [16].

Family-Centered Care

Family-centered care (FCC) is increasingly considered to be a

key component of high quality health care for children and

their parents/caretakers. FCC can be characterized by health

care practices that are respectful of and responsive to individ-

ual patient and family preferences, needs, and values. In FCC

amajor role of health care providers is to enable and empower

patients and their family members to play an active role in

healthcare decision-making and treatment. When done well

and consistently, FCC can lead to safer, more personalized

and effective care, improved health care experiences and

patient outcomes, and more responsive organizations

[17]. Although no research has been published on the effects

of FCC on children’s experiences during their stay on a PICU,
it is very likely that an FCC approach will result in patient

comfort management that better meets with individual needs.

Furthermore, involving parents and siblings in daily care may

result in more confidence and collaboration.

Environmental Control

Traditionally, ICUs are process-focused departments

designed and constructed to proceed efficiently within a

setting of high workload and complex technical support.

Lightning conditions are usually bright and uninterrupted in

order to optimize patient observation and interventions. Fur-

thermore, sensitive alarm settings of all kind of technical

devices result in many auditory stimuli, not to mention the

inter-professional communication as a substantial source of

noise. Excellent evidence exists on the negative effects of this

type of busy environment on feelings of comfort, incidence of

delirium and agitation, and need for sedation [15, 18].

In a well-intended attempt to camouflage the medical

atmosphere, child friendly gadgets, bright colors, cartoons,

comic characters or art may be added to the interior design of

patient rooms. Although no systematic research whatsoever

exists within this specific field, there are several reasons to

question the effectiveness of this common practice. The

most important criticism to this design lies in its usually

static character that limits individualized modifications

according to the (developmental) age and individual

characteristics or needs of a child. Comic characters that

are popular in one age group or gender may be meaningless

or even frightening or childish in another. It has been shown

that children’s emotional associations with colors are deter-

mined by age and gender [19]. Furthermore, a recent study

on the stress-reducing effects of art in pediatric health care

indicated that children may be less in tune with art and

possibly more affected by social support, e.g. parental care

[20]. In a recent qualitative study, parents of children with

autism spectrum disorder indicated that “autism-friendly”
modifications to the built environment (being: quiet and/or

sensory rooms, warm colors, no fluorescent lights) would

result in less stressful visits [21].

In the last decade there is a growing interest in the effects

of the physical, built environment on patient safety, caring

processes and staff efficiency but also on the general well-

being and healing in patients [22, 23]. This has resulted in

fascinating new design objectives for patient facilities [24],

including the creation of highly innovative healing

environments for children’s hospitals and pediatric units

[25, 26]. Design considerations for children’s health and

emergency services have been published and include

family-centered approach, separation from adult patients,

privacy and acoustic control, a child and family friendly

environment and provision of play and entertainment [27].

A quieter environment, one that includes familiar persons,

dotted with windows and natural light, creates a space that

makes people feel balanced and reassured.

Clinical Pharmacology of Intravenous
Analgesics and Sedatives

In this section the most important drugs currently used for

analgesia and sedation in children (1 month–18 years old)

admitted to the PICU will be discussed. Despite their
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widespread use evidence-based dosages of most drugs are

scarce. Furthermore these dosages are usually not supported

by pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamics models. Apply-

ing such models could enhance tailoring of dosages to the

individual patient and prevent for instance both under- and

over-dosing [28]. Table 27.1 summarizes the most com-

monly used analgo-sedative drugs with their doses used in

a PICU.

Opioids

Pain is one of the key factors of discomfort and agitation in

critically ill children. Opioids are therefore one of the most

prescribed drugs in the pediatric ICU. There are several

opioids currently in use. All opioids have mainly analgesic

effects, relieving visceral, somatic, and neuropathic pain. In

higher dosages they also offer sedation and anxiolysis. The

analgesic effect is mainly the result of binding to μ-receptors
and k-receptors, and (for some synthetic opioids) to

δ-receptors. It is thought that the main side effects are caused

through binding to other receptors [29].

Several natural and synthetic opioids are available for

clinical use in pediatric patients. Morphine is the only natu-

ral opioid currently used and fentanyl and remifentanil are

the most used synthetic opioids in this population. Sufentanil

is mainly used outside the ICU in operating rooms.

Other opioids such as codeine, oxycodone, methadone, and

meperidine are usually used for analgesia outside the ICU

and therefore not included in this overview. Morphine and

fentanyl are currently the most used opioid analgesics in

critically ill children [30, 31]. Morphine may offer

advantages over fentanyl because it induces less tolerance

in general and causes less withdrawal symptoms in neonates

[32, 33]. As far as we know no studies are available compar-

ing morphine with fentanyl for analgesia in critically ill

children.

The main advantage of opioids is the strong analgesic

effects and the relatively large therapeutic window. Given

their relatively limited sedative effects, opioids are rarely

indicated when pain can reasonably be excluded.

Opioids can be administered either by intermittent

boluses or by continuous infusion. In children with severe

vaso-occlusive disease, continuous infusion of morphine

provided better analgesia than intermittent opioid therapy

[34]. A randomized double-blind clinical trial comparing the

efficacy of 10 mcg/kg/h morphine (continuous intravenous

infusion) with that of 30 mcg/kg morphine every 3 h (bolus

intravenous injection) in 181 young children aged 0–3 years,

admitted on a PICU following major abdominal or thoracic

surgery showed no differences in reducing postoperative

pain. However, in children >1 year old continuous infusion

turned out to be favorable [35]. Adding paracetamol and/or

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) to the pain

treatment reduces opioid requirements and may also reduce

adverse effects [36]. Therefore the use of opioids should

always be accompanied by either paracetamol or an NSAID.

Side Effects

The most important side effect of all opioids is respiratory

depression, caused by direct inhibitory effects on the

brainstem respiratory centers. This effect is dose-dependent

and may occur before consciousness is impaired. The

decrease in minute volume is primarily due to a decreased

respiratory rate, while tidal volume remains usually intact.

Opioids also cause a diminished sense and reaction to CO2

levels. As a consequence, fatal accidents related to morphine

toxicity use are nearly always due to respiratory arrest.

Newborn infants, patients with pre-existing respiratory

problems (e.g., chronic respiratory failure) and recurrent

hypoxic events (e.g., obstructive sleep apnea syndrome)

have a higher risk of opioid associated respiratory depres-

sion[37]. In critically ill children on mechanical ventilation,

however, the respiratory depressive effects may in fact be

advantageous, as they may enhance patient-ventilator syn-

chrony. Morphine can also cause hypotension, which is

especially important in hemodynamically instable or cardiac

patients.

Opioids are also particularly known for their gastro-

intestinal side effects such as the prolongation of gastric

Table 27.1 Loading and maintenance dosages for the most import iv drugs currently used for analgesia and sedation in critically ill children

Loading dose Maintenance dose T½ Dependency and withdrawal

Morphine 50–100 μg/kg 5–40 (�100) μg/kg/h 2–3 h þþ þþ
Fentanyl 0.5–2 μg/kg 0.5–5 μg/kg/h 3–4 h þþ þþ
Remifentanil 0.5–1 μg/kg 0.1–2 μg/kg/min 3–10 min þþ þþ
Midazolam 50–100 μg/kg 50–400 (�1000) μg/kg/h 3–11 h þþ þþ
Lorazepam 20–40 μg/kg 20–100 μg/kg/h 8–15 h þþ þþ
Dexmedetomidine 0.05–1 μg/kg (10–20 min) 0.05–0.7 (�2) μg/kg/h 2–2 ½ h þ/� þ
Clonidine 1–3 μg/kg 0.25–3 μg/kg/h 5–25 h þ/� þ/�
Propofol 1–3 mg/kg 1–4 mg/kg/h (max 48 h) 30–60 min � �
Ketamine 1–2 mg/kg 5–60 μg/kg/min 2–4 h � �
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emptying time and the reduction of pro-pulsatile activity in

the small and large intestines. These mechanisms explain the

most important gastro-intestinal adverse effects. Nausea and

vomiting may be associated with the use of any opioid,

although it is mostly seen in ambulatory patients while it

seems to be only a minor problem in ventilated (not-moving)

patients. A far more important problem for the PICU patient

is constipation, which occurs in 40–95 % of patients treated

with opioids. The best way to treat this is by starting

laxatives early in the course of opioid administration.

Enemas may be an effective alternative.

Pruritus is another common problem with opioids, espe-

cially with morphine, causing potential additional discom-

fort. Since this effect is at least partially caused by histamine

release anti-histamines may be a reasonable choice [29].

Also opioid-induced disinhibition of itch-specific neurons

in the spinal dorsal horn may play a role [38]. Lowering

the dose is usually an effective strategy. Sometimes the

pruritus leads to agitation in such extent that switching to a

synthetic opioid seems to be the best choice [39].

Another common problem with especially continuous

administration of opioids is the occurrence of a retention

bladder caused by an inhibitory effect on voiding reflexes

and increasing the external sphincter tone with resultant

increase in bladder volume [29]. Especially in young

children this can be a problem because they cannot prop-

erly convey where they feel pain, which can cause a delay

in treating a retention bladder. When thought of, it is

easily resolved by inserting a urinary catheter.

Tolerance and withdrawal are also very common with

opioids. Dependency can even occur after only a few days

of opioid use [29, 39]. A large prospective study has shown

that prolonged opioid exposure leads to a significant increase

in dose. An opioid exposure of 7 or 14 days, for instance,

requires doubling of the daily opioid dose in 16 and 20 % of

patients, respectively. This doubling occurred in 43 % of

those receiving opioids for 14 days or more. Doubling of

the opioid dose was furthermore more likely to occur in the

case of co-therapy with benzodiazepines and less likely to

occur if morphine was used as the primary opioid [32].

Besides a lower tendency to deliver tolerance morphine

also has a significantly lower prevalence of developing

withdrawal symptoms in neonates compared to

fentanyl [33].

Withdrawal symptoms after cessation can consist of a

hyper alert state, hyperalgesia, hyperthermia, and diar-

rhea [29]. Withdrawal symptoms can be prevented by

gradually tapering the intravenous dose or by switching

to a long-acting oral opioid (e.g., methadone) [39]. This

will be further discussed in the section withdrawal in this

chapter.

Finally, neuro-apoptosis has come under growing atten-

tion as a possible relevant adverse effect of opioids. Recent

animal studies have shown that, especially in the developing

brain, neuro-apoptosis occurs with long-term opioid infusion

[40–42]. Evidence from research in humans remains limited,

however. A follow-up study of critically ill neonates treated

with continuously administered morphine infusion of 10 μg/
kg/h demonstrated, however, that it didn’t harm general

functioning and may even have a positive influence on

executive functions at the age of 8–9 years [43]. In children

with meningococcal septic shock the use of opioids during

admission was associated with long-term adverse neuropsy-

chological outcome independent of severity of illness scores.

These results are limited, however, by the fact that it

concerns a retrospective cohort study [44].

Morphine

Morphine is a water-soluble molecule whose low-lipid-sol-

ubility accounts for its slow penetrance into the brain caus-

ing its delayed onset of clinical effect [29]. Peak effect

occurs 20 min after administration. The duration of action

is about 2 h following a single iv loading dose of 100 μg/kg.
Maintenance dosages up to 60 μg/kg/h are safe to use but

usually a dose within the range of 10–30 μg/kg/h is sufficient
in most postoperative patients with pain [45].

Morphine undergoes extensive hepatic and extra-hepatic

glucuronidation. Metabolites are excreted primarily in the

urine. Only one of the metabolites of morphine is active,

namely morphine-6-glucuronide. Accumulation of this

active metabolite in renal disease may cause prolonged

opioid effects. Neonates have a slower metabolization and

excretion and it is thought that they form more morphine-3-

glucuronide. This metabolite is thought to cause anti-

analgesic effects. Towards the age of one month

metabolization is similar compared to adults [45]. It is well

known that glomerular filtration rate and tubular secretion

are reduced in neonates and therefore dose reduction might

be necessary to prevent excessive accumulation. This of

course is also true for patients with renal impairment in

general.

Fentanyl

Fentanyl is one of the most currently used synthetic opioids.

It is the second most used analgesic after morphine and is

about 100 times more potent compared to morphine. It has a

relatively short half-life of about 3–4 h. Especially in

neonates it is the drug of first choice when IV analgesia is

needed. This is mainly due to the difference in

metabolization compared to morphine. Fentanyl undergoes

hepatic metabolization and is then renally excreted, and it

has no known active metabolites. A disadvantage of fentanyl
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is the fact that it is stored in peripheral tissue, which can lead

to accumulation with repeated doses and continuous infu-

sion. This can lead to a prolonged half-life up to 21 h.

Because of the relatively short half-life time a bolus is not

necessary in every increase in maintenance dose. But

boluses are often used before handling the patient or before

painful interventions. Bolus dosages of 1–2 μg/kg/h are usu-
ally sufficient. Fentanyl is usually dosed at 0.5–5 μg/kg/h,
but dosages up to 10 μg/kg/h are proven to be safe [45]. One
of the main complications, both in non-ventilated and in

ventilated patients is chest wall rigidity, especially after

fast infusion of a bolus and in younger children especially

neonates [39]. Therefore it is recommended to give boluses

by slow infusion up to 10 min. Fentanyl associated acute

chest wall rigidity can be successfully treated with instant

antagonizing drugs (naloxone (10–40 μg/kg IV) or with

direct administration of a neuromuscular blocking agent.

Remifentanil

Remifentanil is a synthetic opioid that is relatively new, but

upcoming in pediatric ICUs. It is a strong opioid agonist, and

it is comparable to fentanyl in potency but ultra-short acting

with an onset time of 1–3 min. It has a half-life time of

3–10 min, which makes it ideal for weaning a patient from

mechanical ventilation. Remifentanil is usually dosed at

0.1–2 μg/kg/min. Most experience is with short-term, proce-

dure-related analgesia, which is usually achieved by

repeated administration of small bolus dosages (up to 1 μg/
kg) up to a desired analgesic effect is reached [46]. There is

very limited evidence on the use of remifentanil as a contin-

uous IV infusion for analgesia in critically ill children [47].

Remifentanil is metabolized by plasma esterases into

minimally active metabolites resulting in a very short dura-

tion of action (even after repeated or prolonged administra-

tion) and an elimination that is independent of hepatic

metabolism or renal excretion.

Conclusions

Opioids are drugs with strong analgesic effects making them

very useful for analgesia in critically ill children but should

be accompanied by either paracetamol or an NSAID to

reduce the dose of the opioid. The side effects are mostly

preventable or easily treatable. Therefore it is a good choice

as the primary drug in critically ill children to provide

analgesia when (severe) pain is involved. Morphine should

be used with some care in neonates because of different

metabolization and fentanyl seems to be the better choice

in these patients. With all opioids there is a high risk of

dependency and withdrawal after cessation, and therefore

slow tapering or converting to oral administration of metha-

done is necessary. There is some evidence that opioids cause

neuro-apoptosis in long-term sedation, especially in the

developing brain. At this moment evidence is still

conflicting and therefore there is no reason to change current

practice.

Benzodiazepines

Benzodiazepines are the most used sedatives in critically ill

children. Midazolam and secondly lorazepam are the pre-

ferred benzodiazepines for sedation in mechanically

ventilated children accounting for, respectively, 82–97 %

and 1–16 % of used benzodiazepines. Diazepam is very

rarely used for sedation in this patient category [48]. No

studies in the pediatric population directly compared loraze-

pam and midazolam for sedation in the intensive care unit.

Benzodiazepines mainly bind with χ-aminobutyric acid A

receptor (GABA-A receptors). GABA is the most important

inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS. Binding to the

GABA-receptors causes a hyperpolarization of neurons,

leading to a decreased sensitivity to excitatory

neurotransmitters and, consequently, to CNS depression.

The clinical effects of benzodiazepines on the central ner-

vous system are dose-dependent, resulting in a progressive

increase of sedative effects: anxiolysis, moderate sedation,

deep sedation, full loss of consciousness (coma), and even-

tually death [29, 49]. Next to sedative effects,

benzodiazepines have also amnesic and anti-epileptic

properties.

One of the advantages of benzodiazepines compared to

many other sedatives such as propofol or dexmedetomidine

is that it provides a pronounced stability because of long

plasma half-life time. In long-term sedation it can provide

stability making the child less at risk for accidental

extubation and catheter removal [50, 51]. On the other

hand, the long plasma half-life time may impede short-

term awakening that may be desirable in particular patient

categories (e.g., patients with traumatic brain injury and

need for repeated neurological assessment; postoperative

patients with expected early extubation) [52].

Midazolam is metabolized by cytochrome P450 (CYP)

enzymes and by glucuronide conjugation whereas loraze-

pam directly undergoes glucuronide conjugation.

Midazolam and lorazepam thus have different routes of

metabolization [53]. This difference may be relevant when

CYP450 activity could be altered due to pharmaco-genetic

variability, disease conditions or interactive co-medication.

Since the metabolites of midazolam are also active sedative

agents, impaired excretion may lead to oversedation, espe-

cially in long-term sedation and renal failure [54]. Other

drugs which can inhibit CYP enzymes (e.g., macrolide
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antibiotics, certain antiviral drugs, antifungal drugs

(itraconazole, ketoconazole) and grapefruit juice) can cause

significant interactions leading to stronger effects of

midazolam due to its reduced clearance. It has also been

shown that increased disease severity reduces midazolam

clearance in critically ill children by inflammation mediated

CYP3A downregulation and by organ failure in itself [55].

Side Effects

The most important side effects of benzodiazepines in chil-

dren are respiratory depression and apnea, which will be

aggravated when combined with opioid analgesics. Further-

more benzodiazepines may cause vasodilatation leading to

hypotension, especially in neonates and after fast infusion of

midazolam [29, 31]. These effects may be more pronounced

in hemodynamically instable patients or hypovolemic

patients. Both midazolam and lorazepam are also associated

with mild gastro-intestinal side effects such as nausea and

vomiting [29]. Some children are known to react paradoxi-

cally to midazolam with agitation and restlessness needing

conversion to other sedatives [56, 57].

Although benzodiazepines are efficient in providing seda-

tion, anxiolysis and amnesia they carry several important

disadvantages. In adults the use of benzodiazepines has been

associated with an increased risk of development of delirium

[58, 59]. Benzodiazepines also impose a high risk for the

development of withdrawal symptoms especially after

prolonged administration and/or use of high dosages

[60, 61]. Some researchers claim that withdrawal symptoms

can occur even after only 3 days of use [61]. Abrupt cessation

is therefore not recommended. In case of necessity of abrupt

cessation it is possible to switch to oral lorazepam, to prevent

withdrawal from both lorazepam and midazolam [62]. With-

drawal will be further discussed in another section of this

chapter.

In adults it has been shown that the use of benzodiazepines

for ICU sedation is associated with a prolonged length of

hospital stay and longer duration of mechanical ventilation

compared to non-benzodiazepine sedation regimens [63].

Finally, benzodiazepines have been associated with

neuro-apoptosis in the developing brain, especially when

they are used for an extended period of time [41, 42, 64].

The clinical consequences, however, still have to be

established.

Midazolam

Midazolam is more lipid soluble compared to lorazepam,

resulting in a quicker onset of sedation and a larger distribu-

tion volume [54]. It has a slightly shorter half-life time

compared to lorazepam. Elimination half-life time is

3–11 h, depending on individual clearance characteristics

and duration of administration [54].

In most children dosages of 50–300 μg/kg/h are sufficient
to reach adequate sedation. There is some evidence that it

might not even be beneficial to administer higher doses than

300 μg/kg/h for the purpose of sedation [65, 66]. In patients

with status epilepticus dosages up to 1600 μg/kg/h are used

for a limited duration of time [67]. Because of long plasma

half-life time a bolus of 50–100 μg/kg should be given

whenever maintenance doses are increased.

Lorazepam

Lorazepam is twice as potent compared to midazolam [68].

As mentioned before it has a slightly longer plasma half-life

time. Elimination half-life time is 8–15 h [54]. In most

children dosages of 20–100 μg/kg/h are sufficient. Because

of the long plasma half-life time a bolus of 20–40 μg/kg is

recommended in order to reach a steady state [39].

Conclusions

Benzodiazepines are suitable drugs for sedation with strong

sedative effects. As they have no analgesic effects whatso-

ever they should always be combined with adequate analge-

sia whenever pain is involved. Because the plasma half-life

time may substantially increase following continuous

administration benzodiazepines may not be the best choice

in patients who are expected to only need sedation for a short

period of time. Benzodiazepine use is an independent pre-

dictor of prolonged mechanical ventilation and length of

hospital stay.

NMDA-Receptor Antagonist: Ketamine

Ketamine is a phencyclidine derivative and its main action is

antagonizing NMDA-receptors in the brain. It has sedative,

dissociative, and analgesic effects. Ketamine is a racemic

mixture of an active (S) and a (practically) inactive (R)

enantiomer. The R-enantiomer, however, interferes with

the clearance of the S-enantiomer. The S-isomer alone

(available for clinical use in some European countries as S-

Ketamine or Esketamine) has less side effects, a faster

recovery and more or less twice the potency compared to

the racemic compound. Dosages of S-ketamine are therefore

about 50 % of those published for racemic Ketamine.

Because of the high hydrophobic chemical characteristics

ketamine preferentially moves into highly perfused and

lipophilic tissues such as the brain and spinal cord and
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therefore has a large volume of distribution. This causes the

rapid onset of action, even after a single loading dose.

Subsequently, blood levels fall rapidly, resulting in drug

redistribution out of the CNS back into the blood and other

tissues. This accounts for the short time of action, and this

occurs a lot faster than metabolization [29].

Metabolization occurs in the liver by forming norketamine,

which has reduced CNS activity. Norketamine is then further

metabolized and excreted in urine and bile. Ketamine is rap-

idly cleared making it suitable for continuous infusion.

Clinical Uses

There is hardly any evidence supporting the use of ketamine

for prolonged sedation in pediatric ICU patients. However, it

has been used in doses ranging from 5 to 60 μg/kg/min for

the sedation of children who respond poorly to the opioid-

benzodiazepine combination [69, 70].

Because of its secondary sympathomimetic,

bronchodilating effects, Ketamine has been recommended

for use in children presenting with severe asthma [71]. A

limited number of case reports have reported beneficial effects

on bronchoconstriction following ketamine administration,

including non-intubated children [72]. A recent Cochrane

review, however, showed the limited evidence for routine

use in severe asthma and the absent evidence for a beneficial

effect in intubated asthma patients [73].

More recently, low-dose peri-operative ketamine admin-

istration has been shown in a meta-analysis to decrease

postoperative pain intensity and non-opioid analgesic

requirement. However, ketamine failed to exhibit a postop-

erative opioid-sparing effect [74].

One of the main advantages of ketamine over many other

sedatives is its little effect on the respiratory drive. Induction

doses of ketamine might have a minor effect on respiratory

minute volume, but the risk of respiratory depression or apnea

is much less compared to many other sedatives. Furthermore

retention of protective pharyngeal and laryngeal reflexes

makes it a popular drug for procedural analgosedation.

Unlike many other sedatives, ketamine typically

increases hearth rate, mean arterial pressure and cardiac

output. These effects are most likely mediated by inhibition

of catecholamine reuptake. Therefore it seems to be a good

choice in patients at risk for hypotension [70]. However, in

patients with pronounced circulatory failure and thus rela-

tively depleted of catecholamines (e.g., septic shock) keta-

mine may cause deep hypotension and cardiac arrest [75].

Side Effects

One of the main reasons why ketamine is not much used for

sedation in critically ill patients is the risk of hallucinations

and delirium. These side effects seem to occur less frequently

in children (about 10 % of cases), although no systematic

research has been done within this perspective. There is

some limited evidence, but no proof, that these effects are

counteracted by simultaneous use of a benzodiazepine

[39, 76].

Furthermore ketamine increases salivation and mucus

production, which can be a very unwanted effect in mechan-

ically ventilated patients.

It is often mentioned that ketamine causes increased

intracranial pressure thereby making it unusable in traumatic

brain injury. A recent systematic review, however, suggests

that ketamine does not adversely affect intracranial or cere-

bral perfusion pressures compared with other intravenous

agents. This study, however, only studied ketamine as an

inductive agent and is further limited by the lack of large,

randomized trials addressing this topic [77].

Ketamine also seems to cause neuro-apoptosis in long-

term use [64]. As with many other sedatives there is no clear

evidence of the neurodevelopmental consequences.

Conclusions

Ketamine is a strong sedative and analgesic drug that can be

used for continuous sedation in critically ill children. It is a

very attractive drug in short-term sedation and procedural

sedation because it does not cause respiratory depression and

has a very short half-life time. It also seems to be a safe

choice in patients with cardiovascular instability but should

not be used in patients with pronounced circulatory failure.

The main side effects of delirium and hallucinations seem to

be of less importance in children compared to adults, but it

does occur in children as well which can be a reason to

discontinue ketamine or add a benzodiazepine to the seda-

tion regiment.

Alpha-2-Receptor Agonists

Alpha-2-receptor agonists are among the newer used sedatives

in pediatric ICUs. They have a range of effects including

sedation, analgesia, and anxiolysis. Clonidine has been used

for hypertension for many years and was discovered to also be

effective for withdrawal symptoms. Later on its sedative

properties became more apparent. Dexmedetomidine is more

recently discovered as a highly selective alpha-2-receptor

agonist with even less side effects compared to clonidine.

The selectivity ratio of alpha-2 compared to alpha-1 stimula-

tion is 1620:1 for dexmedetomidine compared to 220:1 for

clonidine [78]. The main sedative actions of both agents are

achieved by stimulation of alpha-2-receptors in the central

nervous system, especially in the locus ceruleus and the dorsal

horn of the spinal cord [79]. Currently, dexmedetomidine is
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not yet approved for prolonged use in pediatric patients. Nev-

ertheless, there is growing evidence that long-term use for

sedation in pediatric ICU patients is safe and effective [79, 80].

One of the typical characteristics of alpha-2-receptor

agonists is that they generate sedation without limiting

patient interaction. Particularly for dexmedetomidine this

typical effect has been described as “generating natural

sleep” [81, 82]. This means that all non-pharmacological

means of providing comfort are even more important to

reach effective sedation with dexmedetomidine alone. Com-

pared to Propofol and midazolam, the use of

dexmedetomidine has been shown to maintain patient inter-

activity, resulting in a better opportunity for patients to

communicate their needs. Alpha-2-receptor agonists may

be less suitable when a painful or otherwise unpleasant

stimulus is present [80].

A particular advantage of alpha-2 receptor agonists is the

absence of respiratory depressant effects [83]. The combina-

tion of these advantages over many other sedatives are

thought to be the explanation for the reduction in days of

mechanical ventilation and length of hospital stay, proven in

adults when alpha-2-agonists are compared to

benzodiazepines or propofol [83–85]. Also in children the

use of dexmedetomidine is associated with a shorter duration

of mechanical ventilation when compared with the use of

fentanyl in postoperative pediatric cardiac surgical patients

[86]. Besides all of these advantages, alpha-2 receptor

agonists seem to give a decreased risk of both delirium and

oversedation, compared to traditional sedatives [83].

Elimination is through both hepatic metabolism to inac-

tive metabolites and direct renal excretion [29, 87].

Alpha-2-agonists provide analgesia and sedation and are

therefore a good alternative to other sedatives but can

also be used as an adjuvant especially in addition or

replacement of benzodiazepines [79, 88]. Studies directly

comparing dexmedetomidine to midazolam are rare. The

prospective study by Tobias et al. shows that at a dose of

0.25μgr/kg/h dexmedetomidinewas approximately equivalent

to midazolam at 0.22 mg/kg/h. At higher infusion rates of

0.5 μgr/kg/h it provides more effective sedation as

demonstrated by a need for fewer doses of morphine as well

as better sedation scores [89]. A retrospective study byWhalen

et al. didn’t notice a significant difference in the dosing of

opiates or benzodiazepines after starting dexmedetomidine.

This study is, however, biased by the retrospective nature of

it [79]. For clonidine it has been shown that it can be used as an

alternative for midazolam as a primary sedative agent

[87, 90]. In ventilated newborns clonidine reduced fentanyl

and midazolam demand with deeper levels of analgesia and

sedation without substantial side effects. This effect was not

seen in older children [91]. More and larger randomized con-

trolled trials investigating the additive effect of

dexmedetomidine and clonidine and/or the direct comparison

with benzodiazepines are therefore urgently needed. Also stud-

ies comparing clonidine with dexmedetomidine are lacking.

Therefore, the exact place of these drugs for sedation of

critically ill children, including their optimal and maximum

dosages, still has to be determined.

Side Effects

Alpha-2-agonists are, like other sedatives, associated with

tolerance and, consequently, withdrawal following discon-

tinuation [79, 92]. The main side effects of alpha-2-agonists

are, in accordance with stimulating Θ-receptors, of cardio-
vascular origin. The major side effects therefore are brady-

cardia and hypotension. Because of the higher alpha-2-

selectivity, dexmedetomidine has less cardiovascular effects

than clonidine.

Hypertension is described as well, which is thought to be

due to alpha-1 agonistic and peripheral alpha-2B agonistic

effects, leading to peripheral vasoconstriction [93]. This

hypertension is described after intravenous start of cloni-

dine, which then subdues shortly after [29]. It is also

described when higher doses of dexmedetomidine are used.

Lowering the dose may be indicated to reverse this effect.

Dexmedetomidine administration has been shown to be safe

in children with (congenital) heart disease. In this category

of patients its use has been associated with decrease of

opioid and benzodiazepine requirement and also a decreased

need for inotropic support [94]. Similar findings have been

observed in children with heart failure [95]. However, we

believe that alpha-2-agonists need to be used cautiously in

patients at risk for bradycardia, hypotension, and hyperten-

sion and that bolus dosages should be avoided especially in

the latter patient categories.

Clonidine

Intravenous dosages for clonidine range from 0.25 up to

3 mcg/kg/h [83, 87]. Some studies describe a loading dose

of 1–3 μg/kg [83, 87]. Others state that a loading dose is not

indicated as continuous infusion will achieve sedation goals

quickly and loading dose may provoke hypotension and/or

bradycardia.

Oral clonidine is used for withdrawal symptoms after

long-term use of opioids, benzodiazepines as well as alpha-

2-receptor agonists. In addition, clonidine has independent

local effects on tubular function which promote both diuresis

and natriuresis (http://www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/hta/

volume-18/back-section-2.html-ref1-bib37). In adults the

peripheral α1 effects can cause hypertension and vasocon-

striction in overdose, but this appears to be far less common

in children [87].
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Dexmedetomidine

Dexmedetomidine is a new generation alpha-2-receptor ago-

nist with a high Θ2-selectivity. It has potent sedative and

modest analgesic properties.

Usually dexmedetomidine is administered intrave-

nously at a dose ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 μg/kg/h. Several
studies have demonstrated that dosages up to 2 μg/kg/
h are safe and sometimes necessary to achieve sufficient

sedation scores [96]. Higher dosages may lead to hyper-

tension as one case report suggests [97]. Some studies

propose a slow-loading dose of 0.05–1 μg/kg in

10–20 min to achieve sedation earlier [79, 96]. As with

clonidine giving a loading dose may provoke hypotension

and/or bradycardia.

In contrast to most other sedatives, which have been

associated with neuro-apoptosis, dexmedetomidine might

have a neuro-protective effect [98–100]. The clinical signif-

icance of this suggestion, however, still needs to be

elucidated.

Conclusions

Alpha-2-agonists are a relatively novel group of sedatives,

but with great potency. They provide sedation combined

with moderate analgesia. They can be used as a sole

sedative or as an adjuvant, which may lead to lower dosages

of the primary used sedative. The most relevant side effects

are bradycardia and hypotension, and therefore they

should be used with care in hemodynamically unstable

patients.

Propofol

Propofol is a short-acting, lipophilic intravenous anes-

thetic. Propofol causes global CNS depression, presum-

ably through agonism of GABAA receptors and perhaps

reduced glutamatergic activity through NMDA-receptor

blockade. Propofol has no analgesic effects. Propofol is

metabolized in the liver by conjugation to sulfate and

glucuronide and further metabolized to less active

metabolites that are renally excreted. Since hepatic clear-

ance exceeds hepatic blood flow, biological availability

following oral ingestion is zero. Clearance is decreased in

neonates with a high risk of accumulation and therefore

lower doses are advised.

One advantage of propofol over many other sedatives is

the low risk of dependency and tolerance. Therefore

propofol does not need to be weaned off slowly.

Side Effects

Although propofol is one of the most administered sedatives

in adult ICUs, its clinical use in children is limited. This is

because of the risk of propofol infusion syndrome (PRIS),

which is more common in children compared to adults. PRIS

is a potentially life threatening complication, seen with

prolonged and/or high dose propofol infusion. It’s
characterized by metabolic acidosis, hyperlipidemia, rhab-

domyolysis, and eventually bradyarrhythmias and asystole.

Many case reports describe the fatal ends in children with

PRIS, and only a few reports on survivors are found

[101]. Especially young children, children with head injury

and children with an underlying mitochondrial dysfunction

seem to have a high risk for PRIS. Especially the character-

istically irreversible fatal course once PRIS has become

symptomatic makes that pediatric ICUs are rather reluctant

using propofol for long-term sedation. If used, dosages of

1–4 mg/kg/h seem to be sufficient for sedation in critically ill

children. For anesthesia dosages up to 18 mg/kg/h are

proven to be safe. Usually a loading dose of 1–3 mg/kg is

used to reach adequate sedation within minutes.

Most guidelines recommend infusion for a maximum of

48 h and a maximum of 4 mg/kg/h to avoid PRIS

[102]. Appropriate monitoring by frequently measuring lac-

tate and creatine kinase levels is still warranted under these

circumstances [103].

One of the major common side effects of propofol is

hypotension, which is dose-dependent and caused by vaso-

dilation and possibly mild depression of myocardial contrac-

tility. Therefore propofol should be used with caution in

hemodynamically instable patients. Furthermore propofol

has a risk of respiratory depression, a side effect which is

also dose-dependent.

There is some evidence that propofol also causes neuro-

apoptosis when used in a critical period of brain develop-

ment [64]. As with many other sedatives there is currently no

certainty regarding the neurodevelopmental consequences.

Conclusions

Propofol is a widely used sedative in adult ICUs, but its use

is limited in pediatric patients mainly because of the risk of

developing the potentially fatal complication PRIS. There-

fore it should not be used for long-term sedation in critically

ill children. On the other hand, propofol seems to be a good

choice for short-term or postoperative sedation, when the

child is likely to be weaned off mechanical ventilation

within 24 h. It also is an excellent choice for procedural

sedation in children undergoing deep-sedation for medical

procedures, including non-intubated patients.
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Monitoring Depth of Sedation and Analgesia

Undersedation as well as oversedation can be harmful to the

patient and need to be avoided. In order to tailor sedative

drugs according to the individual optimal sedation level, the

careful assessment of the sedation level in each individual

patient at any time of ICU management is extremely impor-

tant. Different tools are available for assessing the quality

and depth of sedation in pediatric ICU patients. In this

chapter we will discuss the most commonly applied tools:

the COMFORT scale, the COMFORT behavior scale, the

State behavioral scale, and the Ramsay scale [48].

The COMFORT scale was developed as a nonintrusive

measure for assessing distress in children admitted to pedi-

atric intensive care units. Eight dimensions of behavioral

and/or physiologic distress were selected based upon a liter-

ature review and survey of PICU nurses [5]. After the intro-

duction of this scale Marx et al. found that adequacy of

sedation is measured more consistently by observers using

the COMFORT scale than by intensivist global

assessment [104].

An important drawback of this scoring system is the fact

that it incorporates the physiologic parameters hearth rate

and blood pressure which can be influenced by many more

factors than distress alone. This has been confirmed by the

study of Ista et al. who showed that physiologic variables do

not correlate well with the behavioral items of the COM-

FORT scale. For this reason an abbreviated COMFORT

scale restricted to behavior items was developed named the

COMFORT behavior scale. It has proven a reliable alterna-

tive to the original COMFORT scale [105]. A recent study

has shown that the COMFORT behavior scale detects

treatment-related changes in pain or distress intensity. This

implies that it can effectively guide both analgesic and

sedation treatment in critically ill children [4]. The advan-

tage of both the COMFORT and the COMFORT behavior

scales is that it is suitable for the assessment of both pain and

non-pain related distress in critically ill children. Further-

more they are age independent.

The state behavioral scale was developed to assess seda-

tion and agitation in young (6 weeks to 6 years) pediatric

patients on mechanical ventilation [106]. Its main drawback

therefore is that it is only suitable for this age group.

The Ramsey scale was originally developed to determine

the level of sedation in adult patients admitted to the ICU

[107]. It classifies the consciousness into six categories.

Although it’s widely used in adults, it has not been validated
in children. The same holds true for the Richmond agitation

sedation scale (RASS) [108].

In conclusion the COMFORT and COMFORT behavior

scale seem to be the most suitable tools for assessing sedation

because they have been extensively investigated and assess

both pain and non-pain related distress. When using other

scoring systems for sedation it is therefore of the utmost

importance to assess pain in addition because the scoring

systems only assess sedation. In paralyzed children assessing

sedation levels is very difficult. In this patient category the

PICU modified comfort sedation scale for muscle relaxed

patients can be used [109]. For an extensive evaluation of

instruments for scoring pain, non-pain related distress and

adequacy of analgesia and sedation in ventilated children we

refer to the recent review of Dorfman et al. [110].

When assessing comfort of children admitted to an inten-

sive care unit it is very important to consider that pediatric

delirium is a frequent occurring phenomenon. Therefore

besides assessing the level of sedation and pain it is impor-

tant to incorporate delirium screening into daily practice.

This item is discussed separately in this chapter.

Titrating the depth of sedation thus will ideally prevent

both under and oversedation. The question is, however,

whether it also will lead to a reduction in duration of

mechanical ventilation and/or length of stay. Reports on

this subject are contradictory. A recent large trial among

children undergoing mechanical ventilation for acute respi-

ratory failure in which the use of a sedation protocol was

compared with usual care did not reduce the duration of

mechanical ventilation [111]. Another study showed that

implementing a sedation protocol for mechanically

ventilated children reduced the duration of sedation but

only tended to reduce the duration of mechanically ventila-

tion [30]. Reduction of the cumulative dose of

benzodiazepines is also shown by another study in which a

nurse-driven pediatric analgesia and sedation protocol was

studied. In this study also a reduction in the occurrence of

withdrawal symptoms was observed [112].

Delirium in the Critically Ill Child

In the last few years there has been a growing awareness of

the clinical importance of pediatric delirium (PD) in criti-

cally ill children [7, 48, 113]. The prevalence in this patient

category (i.e., critically ill children) ranges from 11 to 21 %

[114–116].

Delirium is a neuro-cognitive disorder due to a somatic

illness or its treatment and is characterized by loss of atten-

tion, interests, appetite, emotional irritability, tiredness, and

increased need of sleep. According to DSM-5 (American

Psychiatric Association, 2013) the four essential features of

delirium are:

• A disturbance of attention or awareness

• This disturbance is accompanied by changes in cognition

that cannot be better accounted for by another

pre-existing neuro-cognitive disorder (e.g., mental

retardation)
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• The condition develops in a short period of time, hours or

days, and often fluctuates during the day, typically wors-

ening in the evening

• There are indications from the patients’ history, examina-

tion or laboratory results that the disturbance is probably

the result of a medical condition or its treatment [117].

This definition officially has a fifth criterion, which has

been criticized because of the requirement to exclude cases

of reduced level of arousal (“coma”) without specifying how
this has to be done [118]. ICD-10 defines delirium as an

etiologically nonspecific organic cerebral syndrome

characterized by concurrent disturbances of consciousness

and attention, perception, thinking, memory, psychomotor

behavior, emotion, and the sleep–wake schedule. The dura-

tion is variable and the degree of severity ranges from mild

to very severe [119].

Delirium has three subtypes: hyperactive (acute agitation,

anxiety, hallucinations, delusions), hypoactive (apathy,

empty gaze, and formal thought and speech disturbances),

and mixed [120].

There are many important reasons for the systematical

assessment of PD in the pediatric intensive care unit:

• Delirium is “acute brain failure,” and as the brain also is

the director of the autonomic- and endocrine systems the

consequences may be severe leading to increased mor-

bidity and mortality.

• A hyperactive delirium is accompanied by various risks,

such as pulling out IV lines and catheters, auto-

extubation, stepping or falling out of bed, etc.

• It is stressful for the patient who may experience

terrifying hallucinations or delusions (sometimes without

amnesia) that may lead to a post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) and

• It can also be very stressful for the child’s family and

clinical staff. Up to 25 % of parents of children who have

been in a pediatric ICU may develop PTSD [121].

In general, critically ill children with delirium have a

higher resilience (and better prognosis) than adults. The

negative neuro-cognitive effects of delirium in adults and

the elderly are well known, but we do not know yet whether

this is also true for children.

The acute occurrence of a disturbance of cognition,

emotions, consciousness, or behavioral disturbances in a

critically ill child should raise the suspicion of PD. Nurses

and physicians may find it difficult to assess symptoms of

delirium, including cognitive changes, especially in

pre-verbal, critically ill, and mechanically ventilated chil-

dren. In these children, other aspects, such as behavioral

characteristics and non-verbal interactions between parent

and child, should be considered.

Answering the following questions based on one of the

delirium screening tools (CAPD) can be helpful in raising

the possibility of delirium [122]:

• Does the child make eye contact?

• Are the child’s actions purposeful?
• Is the child aware of its surroundings?

• Does the child communicate needs and wants?

• Is the child restless?

• Is the child inconsolable?

• Is the child underactive (moves very little while awake)?

• Does the child take a long time to respond to interactions?

The diagnosis of delirium in children older than 5 years

with normal development is based on DSM-5 or ICD-10

criteria. Accurately diagnosing pediatric delirium requires

using a reliable, valid, and clinically suitable bedside tool

that may also serve for screening and to guide treatment such

as the Pediatric Anesthesia Emergence Delirium Scale

(PAED), the pediatric Confusion Assessment Method for

ICU (PCAM-ICU), the Cornell Assessment Pediatric Delir-

ium tool (CAPD), and the Sophia Observation Withdrawal

Symptoms-Pediatric Delirium scale (SOS-PD) [115, 122–

129].

It must be emphasized that the right diagnosis and treat-

ment of PD cannot be made merely on the basis of observa-

tional screening tools. It is mandatory to evaluate all other

differential diagnostic explanations. The underlying somatic

differential diagnosis of conditions potentially leading to

delirium is described in the section refractory agitation in

this chapter—see below.

The differential diagnosis of particularly hypoactive

delirium, given its high prevalence and frequently disap-

pointing response to treatment deserves particular attention:

• Withdrawal of medication

• Underlying intoxication with psychotropics and/or a

neuroleptic-induced “deficit” syndrome due to sensitivity

to antipsychotics

• Non-convulsive status epilepticus, major depressive dis-

order, and/or catatonic inhibition.

Many risk factors for delirium have been identified.

These can be classified as relating to the patient, iatrogenic,

and environmental (e.g., hospital ward, pediatric ICU). Med-

ical conditions (especially Infections) often predispose for

PD. Iatrogenic factors include mechanical ventilation, med-

ication such as corticosteroids and vaso-active medication,

withdrawal of medication, restraints, sleep disturbance,

painful procedures, catheters and IV lines, and psychosocial

deprivation from the primary caretakers and family.

Minimizing these factors is a logical and important

approach [130].
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Non-pharmacological Treatment

Parents can have a major role in the prevention, detection,

and treatment of delirium. With implementing family-

centered care as described earlier in this chapter one seeks

to create a soothing environment for the child in order to

prevent or mitigate the onset of delirium and to optimize the

child’s chances of recovery.
Symptoms associated with delirium, such as acute onset

of delusions or hallucinations may come as a complete

surprise, something the family has never encountered before,

and can be very frightening for both child and parents. This

may lead to parents not recognizing their child’s behavior,
becoming afraid that neurological damage has occurred or

that their child is going to die [131]. Not knowing how to

cope with these behaviors makes parents insecure and anx-

ious; this in turn can influence the child, causing a vicious

circle and the delirium to worsen. A soothing stimulation of

all the five senses of the child with PD is advocated. The

constant presence of one parent during the hospitalization,

hearing parents’ voices, readily visible photographs of

parents or other well-known family members, and favorite

toys decrease the severity of delirium [131–133].

Pharmacological Treatment

Medication may be considered to treat the acute hyperactive

PD symptoms. Pharmacokinetics in children is different

from adults. The same antipsychotics (typical antipsychotics

such as haloperidol, and atypical antipsychotics, such as

risperidone) are used in children as in adults. Studies on

the pharmacological treatment of PD are scarce and have

serious methodological flaws [134]. There are indications

that haloperidol and risperidone, quetiapine, and olanzapine

are effective for hyperactive PD [115, 131].

Haloperidol is mostly given intravenously; risperidone is

only available for oral administration. The recommended

average dosages, acquired especially in the first 24 h of

trial and error treatment of the PD are summarized in

Tables 27.2 and 27.3.

Adverse effects are extrapyramidal symptoms, such as

dystonia (torticollis, trismus), oculogyric crisis, akathisia,

and hyperpyrexia. Extrapyramidal symptoms are seen fre-

quently, particularly if antipsychotics are increased rapidly.

Therefore “Start low and go slow” and trying first to find a

therapeutic effect in the first 24 h are important principles.

However, it can take 24–48 h before an adequate response

is achieved. To cover this time-window of ongoing agitation

the short-term addition of levomepromazine (also known as

methotrimeprazine) has been successfully described as in the

case of refractory agitation.

Recognizing and treating these possible adverse events is

important. Treatment consists in reducing the dose of

antipsychotics and in case of acute dystonia administration

of an anticholinergic drug such as biperiden (2.5–5 mg iv in

15 min) [135].

In adult patients lengthening of the QTc interval is known

[136]. A meta-analysis in children showed that none of the

investigated antipsychotics showed a significant increase in

QTc time. Therefore the risk of QTc prolongation seems low

in children. However both medication and other patient

factors have to be taken into account when choosing treat-

ment and an ECG should be made if indicated [137].

Hypoactive delirium in all its characteristics (apathy-

lethargy-drowsiness and formal thought and speech

disorders) is generally non-responsive to any neuro-

psychiatric drug.

Table 27.2 Recommended dosages of intravenous haloperidol for hyperactive PD

Age

(years)

Weight

(kg)

Maximum loading

dose IV Average maintenance dose IV Maximum dose IV

0–1 3.5–10 • 0.05 mg in 30 min • 0.01–0.05 mg/kg/day, divided into

2–3 doses

• Unknown

1–3 10–15 • 0.15 mg in 30 min • 0.025 mg/kg/day divided into 2–3

doses

• Unknown

3–18 >15 kg • 0.25–0.5 mg in

30 min

• 0.05 mg/kg/day divided into 2–3

doses

• Unknown in children younger than 16 years of age

• In children 16 years of age or older, 5 mg/day; divided

into 2–4 doses

Table 27.3 Recommended doses of haloperidol or risperidone orally (po) for hyperactive pediatric delirium

Weight (kg) Loading dose (mg) (po) Average maintenance dose (po) Maximum dose (po)

<45 • 0.02 mg/kg • 0.01–0.08 mg/kg/day divided into 2 doses • 4 mg/day

>45 • 0.5–1 mg • 0.01–0.08 mg/kg/day divided into 2 doses • 6 mg/day

• Dosages >6 mg are not studied

Oral doses of haloperidol and risperidone are equal
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In conclusion PD in critical illness is a common, but until

recently neglected, clinical issue of great importance.

Non-pharmacological interventions and the role and position

of the parents are of utmost relevance. Haloperidol (p.o. or i.

v.) and risperidone (only available po) can both be used for

treatment of hyperactive PD. Hypoactive PD is generally not

responsive to drug therapy.

Refractory Agitation in Critically Ill Children

Refractory agitation (RA) can be defined as a neuro-psychi-

atric disorder characterized by (extreme) anxiety, which is

non-responsive to conventional sedative treatment. The

level of agitation/anxiety can be monitored by using,

e.g. the COMFORT behavior scale which has been previ-

ously described. RA most frequently occurs in the context of

hyperactive delirium. RA is just as delirium assumed to

always be due to, or occurring in the context of, an underly-

ing somatic disorder, its treatments and/or its terminations.

Nevertheless in 10 % of cases of PD no identifiable cause

can be found.

The differential diagnosis (DD) of an acute emotional-

behavioral disturbance in a critical ill patient is clearly

presented in two short algorithmic papers [138, 139]. The

specific underlying somatic DD for RA is given by the

famous and apt acronym I WATCH DEATH, in which

each of the capitals represents an important cause (e.g.,

Infection, Withdrawal, etc.) [140]. Only if agitation

persists after adequate treatment of the underlying dis-

ease, possible other causes of discomfort, ongoing anxi-

ety, and treating an existing delirium one finally can

speak of RA.

In the case of RA there are three treatment options:

(1) patience; (2) rescue sedation; (3) electro convulsive

therapy (ECT).

1. Treatment efficacy of hyperactive delirium can take some

time before the administration of an antipsychotic drug

has resulted in a therapeutic effect. This time delay is

depending on the route of administration (orally

vs. intravenously), the resorption, distribution, and recep-

tor binding, possible interactions with other drugs, and

the cytochrome P450 status of the patient. Sometimes this

delay is undesirable and even dangerous. After all, the

agitated and “non- responding” patient can pull out lines,

auto extubate, fight the ventilator, and suffer terribly from

hallucinations and delusions, leading also to a post-

traumatic stress disorder, including horrible flash backs.

The most important but very difficult question to answer

is how long to be patient?

2. In case of RA rescue sedative medication is usually

indicated, especially when there exists an urgent need to

bridge—safely but effectively—the time gap between the

start of the antipsychotic medication and its antipsychotic

effect. We prefer to use levomepromazine (aka nozinan/

methotrimeprazine) [141]. This is an aliphatic phenothia-

zine that is very well known in acute psychiatry and

especially in severe mental illness. It has weak antipsy-

chotic, strong analgesic, and very strong sedative effects.

It also has potential anticholinergic side effects which

usually are not significant. In critically ill children it is

used depending on weight and agitation level—with an

initial IV loading dose of 1 to 3 mg (administering slowly

in 30 min). Following doses are in function of responses

and side effects up to 1 mg/kg/24 h intravenously.

Another sedative that can be used as rescue medication

is pentobarbital. It is a very effective sedative, which may

represent an adjunctive sedative but can also serve as a

substitute for the other sedatives. Its use, however, is

associated with potentially serious side effects mainly

cardiovascular depression. Used dosages range from

1 to 5 mg/kg/h [142, 143].

3. Refractory cases of major psychiatric disorders fre-

quently also respond well to ECT treatment: e.g., refrac-

tory: (lethal) catatonia, mood disorder; melancholia

(psychotic depression); pernicious psychosis. There are

also data emerging of successful ECT for refractory

delirium/ RA as well [144]. The procedure is well

known, is easy to perform also in a PICU surrounding,

and takes no more than approximately 15 min. The most

important side effects are temporarily short-term memory

problems. Confirmation studies for this specific indica-

tion and context are urgently needed, but this seems a

very promising alternative.

In conclusion RA is a common, clinically important and

often complicated issue, which can be very hard to manage.

Sedation and Analgesia of the Critically Ill
Child: General Considerations and Proposed
Treatment Algorithm

A recently performed survey among member societies of the

world federation of pediatric intensive and critical care

societies has shown that the most commonly used sedation

regimen used in critically ill children is the combination of

opioids with benzodiazepines [48]. This is in line with

published guidelines on sedation and analgesia management

in critically ill children [45, 145].

Despite the widespread use of the abovementioned

sedatives and analgesics updated evidence-based guidelines

addressing this topic in children are lacking in contrast to the

literature of adult patients in the intensive care unit [7, 54,

146]. For the pediatric cardiac intensive care patients a
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consensus statement has been published as well. It doesn’t,
however, give a uniform treatment algorithm but states that

post cardiac surgery patients require an individualized both

sedative and analgesic strategy [147].

In general, with the currently available data in mind the

combination of benzodiazepines with opiates seems to be a

good choice to start with in all ventilated critically ill

children.

We strongly plead, however, for a policy combining these

pharmacological interventions with continuous careful iden-

tification and treatment of underlying causes of anxiety,

agitation, and insomnia in a family-centered way with spe-

cial attention for environmental control (Fig. 27.1). These

measures have been discussed previously in this chapter.

With respect to the pharmacological treatment the

combinations midazolam/fentanyl or midazolam/morphine

seem the best choices based on the available literature. For

analgesia fentanyl is the preferred opioid among many pedi-

atric intensivists followed by morphine [48].

Morphine, however, may be a better choice compared to

fentanyl because of a slower development of tolerance and

less withdrawal symptoms. In the case of insufficient seda-

tion and/or analgesia dexmedetomidine seems to be the best

candidate to add to midazolam if this doesn’t provide ade-

quate sedation in a dose of 300 μg/kg/h. It might even be the

most appropriate sedative to start with to possibly reduce the

abovementioned negative effects of benzodiazepines and

thereby reducing both length of stay and mechanical venti-

lation duration. As mentioned before randomized trials

addressing this question are, however, lacking in children.

Morphine, fentanyl, and midazolam are usually

administered as a continuous maintenance infusion. An

alternative to reduce the negative effects of sedatives and

analgesics such as prolongation of the period of mechanical

ventilation and development of withdrawal by reducing the

bioaccumulation of these products is daily sedation interrup-

tion. This encompasses the suspension of sedatives and

sometimes analgesics, usually in the morning, during

which time the patient is closely observed for signs of

discomfort or agitation. If the patient stays comfortable

based on frequently assessing of both sedation and pain

restarting sedative drugs are not recommended. If discom-

fort appears the sedative(s) are usually restarted at 50% of

the previous dose. A meta-analysis including nine trials

performed in adult ICU patients did not find strong evidence

that daily interruption of sedation alters the duration of

mechanical ventilation, mortality, length of ICU or hospital

stay, adverse event rates, drug consumption, or quality of life

compared to sedation strategies that do not include daily

interruption of sedation [148]. Daily sedation interruption

or a light target level of sedation is, however, still

recommended in mechanically ventilated adult ICU

patients [54].

In children however, some trials showed that daily

interruption led to earlier extubation and shorter length of

stay [149, 150]. Another multicenter randomized controlled

trial, however, showed that daily sedation interruption in

addition to protocolized sedation didn’t lead to earlier

extubation but was associated with increased mortality. No

causal relationship with the intervention could be found,

however [151].

Bioaccumulation of both sedatives and analgesics can

also be limited by regular switching between different

sedatives and analgesics. Trials on this topic are, however,

lacking.

During the last few years the topic of neuro-apoptosis

became a subject of much speculation and research. Several

animal studies have since then reported apoptosis after expo-

sure to different anesthetic and sedative drugs. The theory is

that synaptogenesis is disrupted and causes apoptotic death

of cells that would otherwise develop into functioning

neurons. The period of peak vulnerability coincides with

the developmental period of rapid synaptogenesis which is

known as the brain growth spurt [41]. In humans this period

extends from about mid-gestation to several years after birth.

There is evidence that heavy sedation, prolonged use of

sedatives, and combining different sedatives have a negative

impact on neuronal cell development [41, 42]. So far

research has focused mainly on animal models, which can-

not be easily translated to human effects. There is very little

known about equivalent doses of sedation medication or the

comparable period of brain development when animal

models are used to investigate these effects on neuronal

cells [152]. The research and evidence in neonates and

pediatric patients is very limited. Therefore we cannot give

any advice for the current practice regarding this topic. But

since it is a very important issue, we will present the avail-

able evidence.

Anesthetic drugs as well as drugs that interact with

GABA-receptors or NMDA-receptors, such as

benzodiazepines, esketamine, and propofol, might lead to

neuro-apoptosis in neonatal animal models [41, 42, 64].

Recent literature also shows that neuro-apoptosis might

occur with long-term opioid infusion as well [40–42]. But

there is hardly any evidence that the neuro-apoptotic effects

may effect neurodevelopmental outcome, which might be

due to the fact that the medication effects are irrelevant

compared to other negative factors such as deprived stimu-

lation and environment [152]. In contrast, animal studies

have shown that dexmedetomidine is not associated with

neuro-apoptotic effects, and there might even be a neuro-

protective effect [98–100].

Furthermore it is known that stressful and painful

experiences may lead to neurodevelopmental problems

and hyperalgesia later in life [153, 154]. It has also been

shown that administering morphine to neonates might even
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have a protective effect on executive functions [43]. All in

all, there is still conflicting evidence, and results so far are

not a suitable basis for definitive conclusions or decision

making with respect to which sedative is preferred in criti-

cally ill children regarding this aspect. However, this does

support our statement that one should always seek the

optimum level of sedation and analgesia to prevent over

and undersedation and try to minimize polypharmacy

whenever possible.

In the case of inadequate sedation or perhaps even refrac-

tory agitation despite the use of benzodiazepines in combi-

nation with dexmedetomidine and opioids in adequate

dosages there are several options to provide adequate com-

fort for the patient. First, as mentioned before other causes of

discomfort and pain such as urine retention, constipation,

itching, hunger or thirst, lying on a IV line, delirium, etc.

have to be ruled out. Secondly one has to question whether

tolerance, especially for opioids could play a role and if so

the dosage of the opioids should be raised in combination

with giving a bolus.

If the abovementioned causes and tolerance have been

ruled out adjustments to the sedation regime come into

place. A first option is to replace a sedative by another, for

example, switching midazolam or dexmedetomidine to keta-

mine. If possible adding sedatives instead of replacing them

should in our opinion be avoided to further prevent

polypharmacy. Another option is to add rescue medication

temporarily to the treatment. In our experience

levomepromazine is a good choice for this purpose. Another

option is adding pentobarbital to the sedative treatment

either as a substitute or to replace the other sedatives

(Fig. 27.2).

Fig. 27.2 Sedation and

analgesia of the critically ill

child—proposed treatment

algorithm
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Withdrawal

Withdrawal symptoms can develop after administering sed-

ative and/or analgesic drugs in the pediatric intensive care

unit. The signs and symptoms of sedative/analgesic agent

withdrawal include central nervous system activation such

as irritability, increased wakefulness, yawning, hyper tonic-

ity, delirium, and gastro-intestinal tract disturbances such as

vomiting and diarrhea. Hypertension and tachycardia can

also be presenting symptoms [155]. Withdrawal is mainly

described in association with the use of benzodiazepines and

opioids because these are the most commonly used sedatives

and analgesics and occurs in 35–50 % of critically ill chil-

dren [60, 61, 156, 157]. Withdrawal syndrome is, however,

also described in children sedated with dexmedetomidine in

up to 30 % of children [79, 92]. Longer duration of use and

high dosing are risk factors for the development of with-

drawal symptoms in children but they can develop already

after only 3 days of administration [2, 61].

Therefore withdrawal syndrome should be considered in

every patient after three or more days of sedation with

opioids, benzodiazepines, and/or alpha-2-receptor agonists

in which this medication is tapered.

Various screening tools for withdrawal syndrome in crit-

ically ill children are available. Most commonly used are the

Sophia Observation withdrawal symptoms scale (SOS) and

the withdrawal assessment tool-1 (WAT-1) [158–160].

From the above it can be concluded that withdrawal can

be prevented or treated by slow tapering of dosages of the

sedative and/or analgesic agents. Another option is

converting the IV agent to an oral equivalent which can be

subsequently tapered. Midazolam can be substituted by oral

administration of lorazepam and IV opioids can be

substituted by oral administration of methadone. For

converting intravenous midazolam to oral lorazepam the

total daily dose of midazolam is divided by 12 and this

daily dose of lorazepam is divided into 4 doses. After the

second oral dose of lorazepam the intravenous midazolam

infusion is decreased by 50% and after the third dose is

further reduced by another 50 %. After the fourth dose, the

intravenous midazolam infusion is discontinued [155]. In the

case of fentanyl the total daily dose of methadone is equal to

three times the total daily dose of fentanyl divided into

2 doses. After the second oral dose of methadone, the intra-

venous fentanyl infusion is decreased by 50 % and after the

third dose further decreased by 50%. After the fourth oral

dose, the intravenous fentanyl infusion is discontinued

[161]. The conversion of intravenous morphine to metha-

done is straightforward. The daily dose of methadone should

equal the total daily dose of morphine. The further tapering

of morphine is similar to the tapering of fentanyl. For

dexmedetomidine after prolonged infusions it has been

proposed that slow tapering via the intravenous route

(0.1 μg/kg/h. every 12–24 h) or switching to an orally equiv-
alent dose of clonidine would prevent withdrawal

syndrome [92].

Procedural Sedation and Analgesia on the PICU

During their stay on the ICU children often need to undergo

medical procedures that require controlled immobility (e.g.,

imaging) and/or are (very) painful. For these short proce-

dural episodes the maintenance continuous sedation and

analgesia will often be insufficient to guarantee procedural

success and comfort. Therefore additional procedural seda-

tion and/or analgesia (PSA) will be indicated. PSA has been

defined as the specific use of sedative, analgesic, or disso-

ciative drugs to relieve anxiety and pain associated with

diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, while maintaining

spontaneous ventilation and minimally disturbing basic

vital conditions [162]. For a comprehensive overview of

the topic, in general, we refer to many recently published

guidelines and reviews[163]. In this chapter we will, how-

ever, formulate some general recommendations for effective

and safe PSA in a PICU population.

PSA, in general, covers a large spectrum of sedatives and

involves a wide range of sedation levels, efficacy and

associated risks. PSA provided in a context of limited train-

ing, competence or safety precautions is associated with a

greater likelihood of potentially fatal complications

[164, 165]. PSA by the untrained also bares the risk of

ineffective sedation, possibly leading to unsuccessful

and/or uncomfortable procedures. For a PICU population,

however, it can be expected that competent professionals are

always involved in patient management, including

procedure-related care. In addition, in recent years, there

has been a shift in the philosophy regarding PSA given,

firstly, the increasing recognition of the negative aspects

and consequences of procedural discomfort and pain [166]

and, secondly, the fact that appropriately trained (so-called)

non-anesthesiology professionals can be entrusted to deliver

high quality PSA, including the use of titratable intravenous

anesthetics (e.g., Propofol) in non-intubated patients [167–

170]. In fact, pediatric intensivists have been prominent in

organizing hospital-wide sedation services outside the

boundaries of the PICU as well [171]. The use of carefully

titrated doses of Propofol by well-trained professionals and

the implementation of advanced safety-settings (including

easily accessible capnography devices [172, 173]) have

enhanced the quality of PSA to a highly safe and effective

practice [174].

From a practical point of view, in defining effective PSA

a distinction must be made between procedural analgesia
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and procedural sedation. Whenever pain is involved, addi-

tional analgesic therapy must be considered. For blood sam-

pling and peripheral intravascular access, topical anesthesia

(e.g., EMLA cream or a similar product) should always be

used and applied sufficient time preceding the intended

procedure. For EMLA the optimal application time precedes

the actual procedure with 1–2 h [175]. For deeper vascular

access (e.g., central venous catheterization) and limited sur-

gical procedures (e.g., chest tube placement) local infiltra-

tion of anesthetics (e.g., lidocaine) should be standard of

care. As the infiltration of the acid (lido)caines will cause a

burning pain sensation, the drug needs to be buffered with

bicarbonate. An effective but pain-free dilution is a 10 ml

syringe containing 9 ml lidocaine (1 % or 2 %) and 1 ml

NaHCO3 8,4 % [176]. For procedures where local/topical

anesthesia is unlikely to be sufficient more powerful analge-

sia is required. Short-acting synthetic opioids (e.g., fentanyl,

remifentanil) are the drugs of choice because of their quick

onset of effect and short half-life time. As such they will

provide sufficient analgesia for the usually short but inten-

sive pain sensation related to most procedures. For extended

procedures (e.g., extensive wound care; burn wound dress-

ing) repeated doses may be needed. In the absence of an IV

access intranasal administration may be an effective alterna-

tive for acute pain and (combined with procedural sedation)

for pronounced procedural pain [177, 178]. Ketamine has

also been used for PSA. Especially the broad range of

therapeutic effects (including sedation, analgesia, and amne-

sia) and the limited effects on respiratory drive and airway

control make it an interesting choice for PSA in

non-intubated patients. The secondary sympathico-mimetic

effects of Ketamine make it an attractive option for PSA in

hemodynamically unstable patients who need to undergo an

invasive procedure (e.g., central venous line placement in a

patient with circulatory failure). However, catastrophic cir-

culatory collapse following a single dose of IV ketamine has

been reported in patients with septic shock [75]. Emergence

delirium and/or agitation has been frequently reported fol-

lowing ketamine-based PSA. Occurrence seems to be unre-

lated with patient age and not to be influenced by the

co-administration of anticholinergics or benzodiazepines

[179]. Although the emergence reactions following a single

ketamine-PSA experience seem to be rather benign [180],

it is our own clinical impression that in repeated procedures

(e.g., extensive wound care requiring multiple procedures

over an extended period of time) patients may experience

the emergence phenomena as highly distressing and

frightening.

For procedural sedation only, Propofol, either as

(repeated) single IV boluses or a short-time continuous infu-

sion (5–15 mg/kg/h) is an excellent choice for an individu-

ally titrated sedation.

Using IV opioids and/or powerful sedatives may result in

hemodynamic instability in patients with (imminent) circu-

latory failure and respiratory compromise in non-intubated

patients. Therefore all precautions to monitor and manage

these potential adverse events must be taken prior to the start

of the procedure.

Palliative Sedation in Pediatrics

In children with acute or chronic conditions, which are

incurable medical treatment might be withhold or withdrawn

in the absence of any quality of life. These children and their

families are entitled to custom palliative care. Sometimes

analgesics and/or sedatives are needed to prevent or reduce

suffering and to control refractory symptoms such as pain,

anxiety, distress, nausea, and dyspnea. This is where pallia-

tive sedation comes into palliative care. The definition of

palliative sedation, also called terminal sedation, according

to the British Encyclopedia is “the palliative practice of

relieving distress in a terminally ill person in the last hours

or days of a dying patient’s life, usually by means of a

continuous intravenous or subcutaneous infusion of a seda-

tive drug.” In this section we will further discuss the options

for palliative sedation without discussing the ethical

dilemmas of palliative sedation [181–183].

The practical implementation and management of pallia-

tive sedation in general, and particularly in children, varies

across cultural differences, and therefore by countries and

even within countries. It is also depending on the legal issues

[183–188]. Therefore it is impossible to reach a worldwide

protocol for palliative sedation, and even to come to a

national protocol is almost impossible.

Regarding the choice of palliative sedation several items

are important such as the place where the sedation takes

place (home, hospital, or at the ICU), sedatives and pain

medication already prescribed, access to medication and

most importantly the nature and severity of the refractory

symptoms. In children receiving palliative sedation at

home the preferable route of drug administration is

subcutaneous. Drugs that might be given subcutaneously

are midazolam, morphine, levomepromazine and

dexmedetomidine. In children having an intravenous

access the preferable route of administration is intravenous.

In the hospital and especially in the pediatric intensive care

unit the route of drug administration in most children will

be intravenous, but also in this setting subcutaneous infu-

sion may have a place to prevent the insertion of a new

intravenous catheter.

It is important to make a distinction between refractory

symptoms and pain or delirium. Before increasing sedation

pain relief has to be started or increased in case there are
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symptoms of pain. In case of symptoms of delirium, as

described earlier in this chapter, haloperidol might be given.

Midazolam is the most used drug in palliative sedation in

both adults and children [185, 189]. Midazolam can be given

intravenously and subcutaneously with a bolus of 0.05 up to

0.1 mg/kg. The initial maintenance dose is 0.01 up to

0.05 mg/kg/h, which can be increased stepwise every 2–4 h

with 50 % of the actual dose. At a dose of 0.5 mg/kg/h adding

levomepromazine might be considered or a switch to another

sedative drug, for instance propofol. The disadvantage of a

switch to propofol is the need for an intravenous access,

especially when the child is getting palliative sedation at

home. In children the combination of midazolam and mor-

phine is also widely used [189].

Levomepromazine is a phenothiazine derivative with

antipsychotic, analgesic, and sedative action. Therefore it

is a useful drug for palliative sedation, especially because

it can be given subcutaneously [185, 189]. The initial dose is

0.025 mg/kg/h with a maximum dose of 0.2 mg/kg/h.

Propofol is mentioned in studies as a sedative drug of last

resort in case that the effect of other drugs to relieve refrac-

tory symptoms is insufficient. Propofol can only be given

intravenously. The effect is fast and titration by initial

boluses of 1–2 mg/kg until a good palliative result is reached

can be done in a short period of time. In the literature initial

doses range from 0.6 to 2.0 mg/kg/h, and maintenance doses

from 0.6 to 6 mg/kg/h [190–192]. With these doses in most

patients the results of the treatment were rated as “good” or
“very good.” The before mentioned doses are used in adults.

In children higher doses are mentioned up to 7.8 mg/kg/

h [193]. In children the chance on propofol infusion syn-

drome is higher than in adults and a maximum dose of 4 mg/

kg/h is recommended for sedation in the intensive care unit.

However, in cases of palliative sedation higher doses are

sometimes needed for a satisfactory palliative result.

Dexmedetomidine can be given both subcutaneously and

intravenously. The use of dexmedetomidine in the sedation

on the pediatric intensive care and the prevention of drug

withdrawal following prolonged sedation has been the sub-

ject in several publications, however there are limited

publications on dexmedetomidine in palliative sedation

[194–196]. Since dexmedetomidine can be given subcutane-

ously it might be of use in palliative sedation at home. The

initial intravenous dose is 0.7 μg/kg/h, which might also be

the subcutaneous dose. Loading doses should be avoided

because of the risk of developing hypotension. The dose

can be titrated up to 1.4 μg/kg/h. Studies have, however,

documented no significant side effects in doses up to 2.5 μg/
kg/h. After each step of titration at least 1 h is needed to

reach a new stabile level of sedation.

Morphine is not stated in literature for sedative purpose

but the continuation of opioids for the relieve of pain is

widely recommended. Opioids are less effective in

palliative sedation since their sedative effect is weak and

especially in adults delirium is a frequently reported side

effect. In children morphine is more frequently used in

palliative sedation. First of all this might be because in

young children the symptoms of discomfort and pain are

more difficult to differentiate. Also delirium is less fre-

quently seen in children as a side effect of opioids. Mor-

phine can also be given both intravenously and

subcutaneously in palliative sedation. The initial bolus of

morphine is 0.04 mg/kg, followed by a continuous infusion

of 0.025 mg/kg/h up to 0.25 mg/kg/h.

In children receiving palliative sedation at home and are

not already treated with sedatives before the start of pallia-

tive sedation, we suggest to start with continuous subcutane-

ous infusion with midazolam and morphine. When the

refractory symptoms are not adequately relieved

levomepromazine can be added, also subcutaneously. As

an alternative, dexmedetomidine can be chosen. In the case

of refractory symptoms, propofol can be started intrave-

nously. After the start of propofol, midazolam can be

stopped.
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The main goals of neurosurgical anesthesia are to provide

the patient with an adequate anesthetic that provides a stable

hemodynamics, reduces cerebral metabolism, avoids intra-

cranial hypertension, avoids interference with intraoperative

neuromonitoring, and allows rapid emergence from anesthe-

sia for neurological examination [1]. Volatile anesthetics

combined with synthetic opioids have been used in the past

years for neurosurgical procedures because these

combinations allow for rapid recovery and prompt neurolog-

ical assessment [2, 3]. However, volatile anesthetics have

been shown to affect cerebral autoregulation [4] and intra-

cranial pressure (ICP) [2, 5], which can make the surgery

more difficult and dangerous, increasing the risk of ischemic

cerebral insults.

The modern use of total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA)

began in the late 1970s with the introduction of propofol

which was then combined with synthetic opioids [6–8] to

provide general anesthesia (GA) during cranial procedures

and spine surgery. Propofol, barbiturates (thiopental), and

etomidate have minimal effect on or even decrease ICP

[9]. A clear advantage of this new anesthetic technique was

the fast recovery and a reduction in postoperative side

effects as nausea and vomiting when compared to inhala-

tional anesthetics [10].

It is important to understand how the normal brain and

nervous system are affected during general anesthesia to

avoid overdosing anesthetic drugs causing an intraoperative

impairment of cerebral autoregulation and postoperative

adverse events such as delirium and delayed awakening.

In specific conditions such as in patients with acute brain

injuries (traumatic brain injury, subarachnoid hemorrhage,

intraparenchymal hemorrhage) and acute spine trauma, one

of the major goals is to avoid secondary neuronal injuries

caused by administration of anesthetics (and their

consequences such as hypotension) if our patients should

have to undergo emergent neurosurgical procedures. For

these reasons, it is essential to have continuous monitoring

of the depth of anesthesia and where appropriate of the

spinal pathways during the intraoperative period [11, 12].

More recently, target-controlled infusion (TCI) of intra-

venous anesthetics has been introduced during neurosurgical

procedures. The use of these new anesthetic techniques

associated with an accurate depth of anesthesia monitoring

represents an open field of research in terms of recovery and

outcome.

Neurophysiology of the Brain During
Anesthesia

Assessment of Consciousness During General
Anesthesia

Loss of consciousness is an essential element of general

anesthesia (GA) [13], but anesthesiologists have no reliable

ways to be certain that a patient is unconscious. In practice,

responsiveness to verbal commands is the standard method

to assess the level of consciousness [14]. However, the level

of consciousness cannot be reliably assessed in patients who

are paralyzed by neuromuscular blocking agents [15]. The

standards for assessing if patients are adequately

anesthetized include indirect measures of brain state—such

as changes in heart rate and blood pressure, which reflect

sympathetic activity, and muscle tone—along with

estimated blood and brain concentrations of intravenous

anesthetics, presumed pharmacodynamic effects thereof,

and, for inhaled anesthetics, the exhaled anesthetic agent

concentrations.
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The electroencephalogram (EEG), which measures

scalp electrical potentials generated by cortical postsyn-

aptic currents [16], has long been considered the most

feasible approach for tracking brain states under

GA. Despite attempts to characterize EEG morphology

under GA [17, 18], reading the EEG has not become part

of routine anesthesiology practice. A variety of EEG

patterns are known to arise during GA maintained by

both GABA-A receptor-specific and ether-derived

anesthetics. These EEG patterns include increases in

frontal EEG power [19, 20], a shift in EEG power toward

lower frequencies (alpha from 8 to 12 Hz and delta

0–4 Hz) [21], changes in coherence [22, 23], and burst

suppression and isoelectricity [24].

The relationship between these or other EEG patterns

and the loss and recovery of consciousness remain poorly

understood. In particular, it has been difficult to identify

specific EEG signatures that are associated with the point

of loss of consciousness (LOC), because most anesthesia-

related EEG data come from clinical settings in which GA

induction is performed rapidly, causing the crucial tran-

sition from consciousness to unconsciousness within

30–60 s [25]. Compounding this rapid LOC is the prob-

lem of measuring level of consciousness. The most com-

mon approach is to ask patients to respond to a verbal or

physical stimulus and rate the quality of responses on a

0–5 numerical scale [26]. This highly subjective assess-

ment usually is repeated on a time scale of minutes [27]

and resolves poorly the time point at which consciousness

is lost or regained. EEG signatures that predict return of

consciousness have been difficult to establish for similar

reasons. Purdon and colleagues studied the relationship

between EEG activity and the LOC and recovery of con-

sciousness (ROC) [28] recording high-density EEGs

while administering increasing and decreasing doses of

propofol to healthy volunteers who were executing an

auditory-response task used to assess conscious behavior.

They used a propofol TCI from 0 to 5 μg/ml and then

decreased the target-effect site concentration to 0 μg/ml.

They found that LOC was marked simultaneously by an

increase in low-frequency EEG power (<1 Hz), the loss

of spatially coherent occipital alpha oscillations

(8–12 Hz), and the appearance of spatially coherent fron-

tal alpha oscillations. These dynamics reversed with

recovery of consciousness. The low-frequency phase

modulated alpha amplitude in two distinct patterns. Dur-

ing profound unconsciousness, alpha amplitudes were

maximal at low-frequency peaks, whereas during the

transition into and out of unconsciousness, alpha

amplitudes were maximal at low-frequency nadirs. This

latter phase–amplitude relationship predicted recovery of

consciousness. Their findings can be used to track

transitions into and out of unconsciousness.

Commercially available monitors for bispectral analysis

are unable to detect these modulation patterns most likely

because the broad range of frequencies that are pooled

together (0.5–47 Hz) cancels out phase information.

In some neurosurgical patients, these neurophysiological

monitoring techniques are not always possible or are only

partially possible (e.g., when a full EEG montage cannot be

used) when the underlying brain tissue can be altered

because of an inflammatory process or a tumor. Nonetheless,

it is surprising how much reliable information concerning

the depth of anesthesia is still found in the EEG.

The situation appears to be more promising with regard to

sensory-evoked potentials, in particular auditory-evoked

potentials (AEPs). AEPs are obtained by giving a series of

very brief tones via headphones to a normal subject and then

recording and averaging the resulting electrical potential

over the scalp. The middle latency response (MLR) lasts

from 10 ms to about 100 ms following stimulus onset, arises

from the auditory cortex, and resembles three to five cycles

of a 40 Hz wave [29]. Later responses such as the P300 wave

peaking at 300 ms can be greatly enhanced with selective

attention [30]. Madler and colleagues studied the effect of

various anesthetics on the 40 Hz oscillations in the MLR

[31]. For patients anesthetized with Pentothal or propofol,

the 30–40 Hz oscillations shifted to lower frequencies (10Hz

or less) or even disappeared. Nonspecific gas anesthetics

such as isoflurane or enflurane are associated with a

concentration-dependent reduction in the oscillatory fre-

quency of the AEPs. However, these 30–40 Hz oscillations

were not abolished by receptor-specific agents, such as fen-

tanyl, ketamine, or various benzodiazepines. The same

authors conclude that as long as 30–40 Hz oscillations are

present, the patient is still to some extent conscious. The

above results become more significant when seen in the light

of other reports [31] of stimulus-induced 40–60 Hz

oscillations in the neuronal discharge of neurons in the

visual cortex of the anesthetized and the awake cat.

Anesthetic Drugs and Models Used
for Intravenous Anesthesia in Neurosurgery

Anesthetic Drugs

The use of intravenous agents for induction and maintenance

of general anesthesia during neurosurgical procedures is

becoming more popular than in the past when the use of

TIVA was not supported by sufficient evidence and accurate

pharmacokinetic models (and the necessary computer

power) were not available to guide or even control the

administration of intravenous drugs [3].

Propofol shares with volatile anesthetics the important

attribute of depressing cerebral metabolic rate [32], but, in
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common with other intravenous agents, it causes cerebral

vasoconstriction in proportion to the suppression of meta-

bolic rate [33]. Propofol has clear advantages as it is able to

maintain stable the cerebral blood volume hence preserving

autoregulation and vascular reactivity [34]. In a randomized

prospective study of neurosurgical patients undergoing cra-

niotomy for cerebral tumors with propofol, the patients

presented lower ICP, less cerebral swelling at the opening

of the dura, and higher CPP than those anesthetized with

volatile anesthetics [35]. There are still some conflicting

results on the effect of propofol on CBF as in healthy

subjects it has been demonstrated to significantly reduce

both CBF and jugular venous oxygen saturation when com-

pared to sevoflurane, especially when associated with

hypocapnia [36] although recent data show that increases

in propofol concentrations do not affect jugular venous bulb

oxygen saturations within the dose range used

clinically [37].

Remifentanil can be considered a valuable component of

neuroanesthetic pharmacology. When it was compared with

fentanyl in a randomized, multiinstitutional, double-blinded,

prospective trial [38], it was found to be a reasonable alter-

native to fentanyl during elective supratentorial craniotomy

for space-occupying lesions. The frequency of adverse

events, hemodynamic profiles, and median recovery times

were generally similar between groups. However, 7 of

32 patients in the fentanyl group required naloxone to

recover from anesthesia compared with no patients in the

remifentanil group. More recently, another randomized con-

trolled trial [39] compared remifentanil and fentanyl when

used in patients undergoing surgical procedures to remove

intracranial space-occupying lesions. Remifentanil was

given according to manufacturer recommendations. Fenta-

nyl was given according to the usual practice of the anesthe-

siologist. The study demonstrated no differences between

opioid groups for the frequency of responses to intubation,

pinhead holder placement, skin incision, or closure of the

surgical wound. Adverse event frequencies were similar

between groups. Times to follow verbal commands and

tracheal extubation were more rapid for remifentanil. The

percentage of patients with a normal recovery score at

10 min after surgery was higher when remifentanil was

used. The study demonstrated a lesser need for opioid use

when remifentanil was associated with isoflurane leading to

a faster recovery from anesthesia. The association of

propofol–remifentanil has shown a reduced risk of coughing

during emergence [40], and this is desirable after neurosur-

gical and neurointerventional procedures, where coughing

can precipitously increase the ICP.

The use of sufentanil–propofol TIVA was compared to

remifentanil–propofol [41], and both regimens had similar

results in terms of postoperative nausea and vomiting, shiv-

ering, and respiratory depression. The sufentanil–propofol

regimen had a better outcome in terms of reduced supple-

mental postoperative analgesic requirements and better post-

operative cognitive recovery than in the remifentanil–

propofol group.

Dexmedetomidine (DEX) has been introduced to clinical

anesthesia for its sympatholytic, sedative, anesthetic sparing

and hemodynamic stabilizing properties without significant

respiratory depression. Its role during general anesthesia for

neurosurgical procedures has been validated as an adjunct to

other agents to decrease the intraoperative opioid dose

requirements [42]. Animal and human studies [43, 44]

have shown that DEX causes a reduction in CBF and cere-

bral metabolism rate of oxygen (CMRO2) and suggest a

careful control during its administration to avoid hazardous

hypotension and a reduction in the cerebral autoregulation.

Its role as an intravenous anesthetic agent has been studied

as an adjunct to local anesthesia during awake anesthesia

[45] or as an adjunct to TIVA techniques including

remifentanil [43] during which it decreased allowed analge-

sic requirements and improved hemodynamic stability. A

possible disadvantage could be related to its prolonged sed-

ative effect when used as an adjunct to propofol although

this has not been demonstrated in clinical studies.

Anesthesiologists must remain alert to the main

complications occurring after neurosurgical procedures,

which can also occur after TIVA administration, and include

postoperative hypertension, shivering, and postoperative

nausea and vomiting (PONV) [46]. Careful intraoperative

management and choice of drugs and techniques may help

reduce the incidence of these complications.

Anesthetic Techniques

Induction of anesthesia with anesthetic agents and opioids

administered by manual injection can cause significant

depression of the mean arterial pressure, apneic episodes,

and chest wall rigidity. The introduction of TCI according to

pharmacokinetic models facilitates smoother induction, with

smaller doses, and slower infusion rates, than with manually

administered and controlled infusions, and this may attenu-

ate the reduction of mean blood pressure on induction.

The two main pharmacokinetic models used for TCI of

propofol in neurosurgery are the Marsh model and the

Schnider model [47]. The Schnider model requires the user

to input age, height, gender, and total body weight during

start-up of the TCI pump. The pump calculates the lean body

mass for that patient and calculates doses and infusion rates

accordingly. It is be more suitable in the elderly who have a

lower lean body mass and provides smaller doses of propofol

for induction and maintenance of a constant plasma concen-

tration than in younger patients. The induction dose is small

compared with that for manual administration (often
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<50 %). Actual plasma levels are difficult to predict as

neurosurgical patients are often taking enzyme-inducing

anticonvulsants that can influence drug metabolism and

thus the achieved plasma concentration. Final levels chosen

on the TCI pump therefore may vary widely.

Induction of anesthesia with propofol can be achieved

by titrating the dosage by 0.5–1 μg ml�1 up to reach loss

of consciousness then maintaining the dosage between

3 and 4 μg ml�1 or starting at 4.5 μg ml�1 and increasing

up to 7 μg ml�1 if required. Monitoring of depth of

anesthesia is essential when using TCI, to facilitate titra-

tion of the target concentration according to a combina-

tion of depth of anesthesia and the hemodynamic

response, to avoid excessively deep levels of anesthesia

such as that associated with prolonged periods of burst

suppression. A new model has been recently suggested in

obese patients to improve the performance of the Marsh

and Schnider models [48]

The most commonly used pharmacokinetic model for

remifentanil in neuroanesthesia is the Minto model, which

is a three-compartment pharmacokinetic model specific for

remifentanil. This model was produced from a study of

pharmacokinetics of remifentanil in a heterogeneous popu-

lation of healthy adults [49]. As with propofol infusions, if

blood targeting is used and rapid onset of anesthesia is

required, then the blood concentration should be set to a

level higher than the desired and likely therapeutic effect

site concentration. After induction, target concentration has

to be adjusted accordingly to blunt responses to placement of

the Mayfield head holder and subsequent surgical stimuli.

Typical target concentrations for remifentanil during induc-

tion and intubation are initially set at around 4–7 ng ml�1.

This could be soon reduced after intubation depending on

the patients’ clinical response. In the absence of muscle

relaxants, target concentrations below 3 ng/ml are not advis-

able, as coughing and movement are more likely, even with

reasonable propofol doses. Target remifentanil

concentrations up to 10–15 ng/ml may be required during

neurosurgical procedures involving cranial nerve stimula-

tion or extensive craniotomies, but anesthesiologists should

bear in mind that these high concentrations may be

associated with acute tolerance or hyperalgesia. In any

case, a careful neuromonitoring assessment with pEEG

monitors should be performed to avoid excessive sedation

and prolonged periods of burst suppression rate.

Propofol and remifentanil show synergistic interactions.

Partly this is caused by pharmacokinetic interactions

(remifentanil causes a 41 % decrease in apparent volume

of distribution of propofol), but the drugs also have strongly

synergistic pharmacodynamic interactions.

The pharmacokinetic model used for TCI administration

of sufentanil infusion is the Gepts model with a target

concentration at effect site of 0.5 ng ml�1. When used in

combination with propofol, it provides similar intraoperative

hemodynamics, awakening and extubation times to

propofol–remifentanil but with delayed cognitive

recovery [50].

Older pharmacokinetic models for DEX (Dyck and

Talke) tended to underpredict the plasma concentration at

higher concentrations. Hannivoort has recently published a

new combined PK model for DEX [51]

Monitoring the Brain and Spinal Cord During
Intravenous Anesthesia

Electrophysiological monitoring is applied during cranial

and spine surgery for monitoring and for mapping. Monitor-

ing is used to detect early changes in the transmission of the

applied or recorded signal that can predict damage to the

nervous tissue, whereas mapping is used to guide surgical

excision treatment during epilepsy surgery and excision of

tumors in important speech or motor function areas.

Electrocorticography (ECoG) is frequently used for brain

mapping during epileptic foci resection. When this is

performed under general anesthesia, propofol dosage should

be carefully titrated (to 1.8–2.0 μg ml�1) to minimize the

effect on the EEG, and an association with remifentanil

(up to 10–15 ng ml�1) is useful to avoid hypertension during

dura opening and foci removal.

Another field of application of TCI is during deep-brain

stimulation (DBS) a procedure increasingly used in treat-

ment of Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, and certain psychiat-

ric disorders such a depression and obsessive–compulsive

disorders. An awake technique is often preferred in many

institutions although in some patients there is the need for

general anesthesia or monitored anesthesia care to avoid

severe movements caused by the “off-drug state” in these

patients. Propofol and remifentanil are commonly used for

electrode insertion for conscious sedation [52]. An alterna-

tive is a low-dose infusion (0.3–0.6 μg/kg/h) of

dexmedetomidine, which has the advantages that its non-

GABA-mediated mechanism of action has minimal effects

on microelectrode recordings, and is associated with hemo-

dynamic stability and analgesic properties.

EEG is usually monitored during craniotomy for cerebral

aneurysm clipping, during carotid endarterectomy, cardio-

pulmonary bypass, extracranial–intracranial bypass

procedures, and pharmacological depression of the brain

for “cerebral protection.” The EEG reflects the metabolic

activity of the brain, and any factors adversely affecting the

cerebral brain activity including anesthetics can impair the

EEG activity. The use of TCI allows a constant level of

anesthetic effect which can help to avoid misinterpretation

of EEG depression caused by boluses or rapid changes in

anesthetic level from true physiologic/pathologic insults to
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the cortex. A closed-loop communication between anesthe-

siologist, neurophysiologist, and neurosurgeon can guide the

level of anesthesia during the critical phases of a complex

surgery.

During spine surgery, somatosensory-evoked potentials

(SSEP) have been introduced for neurological investigation

and monitoring of the integrity of the neural pathways dur-

ing surgical procedures. This technique allows an online

surveillance and early diagnosis of spinal cord dysfunction

and aims to provide warning signals before any irreversible

damage has occurred. Owing to the sensitivity and specific-

ity of SSEP monitoring, the incidence of postoperative para-

plegia can be significantly reduced [53, 54]. TCI allows the

determination of the amount of administered propofol and

the estimation of the plasma propofol concentration. This

allows long-duration, stable anesthesia and the possibility of

comparable anesthesia. The intraoperative within-case

variability of SSEP is of relevance in performing

neuromonitoring during surgery. It is of importance to deter-

mine the range of SSEP variability, which can be expected

due to specific protocols of anesthesia [55].

Motor-evoked potentials (MEP) are usually monitored to

assess the motor pathways and avoid the need for a wake‐up
test. A report of paraplegia, despite normal MEP obtained by

direct stimulation of the spinal cord, suggests that MEP

should be measured using transcranial stimulation of the

motor cortex (tcMEP). However, tcMEP recordings are

markedly affected by anesthetics and a TCI infusion of

propofol–remifentanil allowed recording and interpretation

of tcMEP signals [56].

Auditory and visual-evoked potentials (VEP) are not

commonly used during intraoperative neuromonitoring.

The use of propofol strongly affects the amplitude of VEP

and makes the use of these parameters during anesthesia for

neurosurgical procedures unreliable [57].

Intravenous Anesthesia in Neurosurgery

Intravenous Anesthesia in Cranial Surgery

The ideal anesthetic agent for neurosurgery must allow for

an uneventful induction, cardiovascular stability, little or no

interference with cerebral autoregulation, and little effect on

brain function to allow for electrophysiological monitoring,

decreased ICP, brain relaxation, neuroprotection, reactivity

to carbon dioxide, and rapid emergence to permit neurologi-

cal evaluation.

The inhalational versus intravenous method of anes-

thesia debate to determine which method satisfies most of

the required characteristics is still ongoing [58–60]. Total

intravenous anesthesia has gained widespread popularity

among anesthetists providing anesthesia for patients

undergoing neurosurgery for intracranial tumors.

Intravenous agents have beneficial effects on cerebral

blood flow (CBF) and autoregulation by decreasing the

CBF by causing cerebral vasoconstriction as well as by

reducing the cerebral metabolic rate. This effect is seen

most with propofol and barbiturates and least with etomidate

[61, 62]. Opioids have minimal effects on CBF. About 15 %

of the cerebral blood volume (CBV) is in the arterial cerebral

circulation, while about 15 % is within the venous sinuses.

Intravenous agents like propofol decrease the CBV

[63, 64]. This decrease in CBV, though small, can result in

a decrease in ICP.

The combined use of inhalational as well as intravenous

agents can have beneficial effects on ICP and may better

preserve CPP [35].The prolonged use of intravenous agents

will result in cerebral vasoconstriction and may result in

cerebral hypoperfusion and ischemia. Opioids have minimal

effects on ICP [38]. The cerebral metabolic oxygen rate

(CMRO2) is reduced by intravenous agents and can lead to

decreased CBF, CBV, and ICP making it useful in patients

with raised ICP. Propofol-maintained anesthesia when com-

pared to volatile-maintained anesthesia was associated with

lower mean ICP values and higher CPP values [65].

In the last decade, many studies have addressed the intra-

venous versus the volatile anesthesia method, and no signif-

icant differences were found between the study groups in

terms of emergence times and early complications such as

pain, postoperative nausea and vomiting, shivering, and

seizures [59, 66, 67]. It is reasonable to speculate that deliv-

ering individualized anesthesia using target-controlled infu-

sion of intravenous anesthetic drugs with depth of anesthesia

monitoring might have resulted in improved recovery

profiles for this group of patients [68–72].

A total intravenous anesthesia technique is the technique

choice among many neuroanesthetists on the basis of an

appraisal of the differences between propofol and potent

inhalational agents on the cerebral vessels, CBF, and metab-

olism (CMRO2) [73]. The CBF-CMRO2 coupling is better

maintained with propofol, whereas with volatile agents, their

direct vasodilatory effects result in a loss of this coupling a

doses >1 MAC, causing unnecessary increases in CBF,

coupled with increases in ICP.

Intravenous Anesthesia in Functional
Neurosurgery

Functional neurosurgery is concerned with the surgical man-

agement of conditions where the central nervous system

(brain and spinal cord) physiology is altered without a

gross anatomical or structural anomaly [74, 75]. The results
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are produced by interrupting or modifying malfunctional

pathways and thus altering their physiology. The goal is to

provide symptomatic relief to patients with movement

disorders, chronic pain, and psychiatric disorders [76, 77].

The most common and well recognized of the movement

disorders is Parkinson’s disease (PD). The advent of

computer-guided stereotactic surgery and deep-brain stimu-

lation (DBS) fostered a renewed interest in the surgical

management of PD. Deep-brain stimulators are implantable

devices that consist of electrodes placed at the target brain

structures connected by wires to a remotely placed module.

The anesthetic goals are to keep the patient responsive

and cooperative for very long period of time, maintain stable

hemodynamics, and minimize respiratory depression. DBS

is a three-part procedure; the patient need only be responsive

and cooperative during the second part. This has led to the

use of the asleep–awake–asleep technique in which general

anesthesia is provided for the first and third part [78–80].

The use of propofol with or without remifentanil offers

rapid kinetics and easy titration. Oversedation, respiratory

depression, and loss of patient cooperation can be overcome

to a great extent with the use of brain function monitors

[81, 82].

Dexmedetomidine has also been advocated for sedation

during awake craniotomy. It produces a unique form of

sedation due to its subcortical mode of action and allows

the patient to transition easily between quiet sleep and coop-

erative wakefulness [83].

Intravenous Anesthesia in Vascular
Neurosurgery

The agents used for induction and maintenance of general

anesthesia should reflect the goals of anesthesia for any

patient with an intracranial lesion. This includes the possi-

bility of impaired autoregulation in and around

hypervascular tumors, hemodynamic instability, and possi-

ble increase in ICP. There is no definite consensus between

balanced anesthesia with inhalational agents and total IV

anesthesia [84].

Intravenous Anesthesia in Pediatric
Neurosurgery

The use of TCI in children is not very popular. Children have

a larger central volume of distribution and a rapid clearance

in comparison with adults. In the 1990s, the accuracy of TCI

propofol using Marsh model in 20 children was studied and

found to be associated with a significant overestimation in

blood concentrations. Consistent findings from several

groups found pharmacokinetics of propofol differs between

adults and children. Later models like the Paedfusor model

performed better than the Marsh model [85]. Currently there

are no large randomized trials to establish their efficiency.

There have been several reports of metabolic acidosis,

lipemia, and fatty liver infiltration with the use of prolonged

propofol infusion in intensive care.

Future of Intravenous Anesthesia
in Neurosurgical Procedures and Postoperative
Neurocritical Care

The pharmacokinetic models estimated concentrations in the

plasma or at effect site, but there is wide variation within and

between patients. A large degree of interindividual

variability is likely due to the pharmacogenomics of the

patient, age, and the pharmacodynamic influence of neuro-

logical conditions. The new pharmacokinetic models for

delivering general anesthesia during neurosurgical

procedures should be driven by a closed-loop communica-

tion between the infusion pumps and depth of anesthesia in

terms of suppression rate and spectrogram. In this way, it

will be possible to optimally titrate sedative and hypnotic

administration to avoid oversedation but also awareness.

A further improvement would be to extend the use of TCI

not only to the perioperative period but to the ICU staying

especially in patients with prolonged need for sedation or in

the acute phase of primary brain insult.

There is a need for further confirmatory studies that will

clearly demonstrate the safety and efficacy of TCI compared

to inhalational anesthesia although the current literature

provides some evidence of a better hemodynamic stability

and enhanced recovery.

Conclusions

Total intravenous anesthesia delivered by TCI has been

widely applied during neurosurgical procedures as it allows

a better titration of the drugs and an improved interpretation

of the neuromonitoring data. Depth of anesthesia monitoring

is a fundamental tool for guidance of accurate titration of the

dosage of drugs during TIVA and TCI for neurosurgical

procedures.
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TCI in Special Patients Groups: The Elderly
and Obese 29
Frederique S. Servin

Introduction

A generally recognized benefit of target-controlled infusion

(TCI) systems is that they provide the anesthetist with a

convenient and precise way to titrate intravenous drugs

(currently propofol, remifentanil, and sufentanil in commer-

cially available devices) according to the patient’s needs.

This is of course particularly important in special patients

groups when the usual dosing schemes may not apply. How-

ever, the use of a TCI system does not modify the drug’s
intrinsic pharmacology, and the accuracy of the system

depends widely on how well the pharmacokinetic

(PK) model implemented in the device matches the

characteristics of the patient receiving the infusion. This

chapter will describe the way that TCI may be used in

specific, special populations such as the elderly or obese

patients: populations frequently presenting for surgery and

in whom precautions should be taken when applying phar-

macokinetic models since their characteristics may be out-

side of the ranges of the covariates of the population in

whom the model(s) were developed.

The Elderly Patient

One of the main characteristics associated with aging is the

loss of functional tissues which are progressively replaced

by fibrosis [1]. As a consequence, the ability to respond to a

surgical challenge is reduced, even if basal functions may be

preserved for a long time. Among the features particularly

important to the anesthetist are cardiovascular changes such

as hypovolemia, functional beta-blockade, reduction in local

blood flow, and stiffening of arteries leading to wide changes

in blood pressure (peaks and valleys anesthesia) [2]. Silent

regurgitation in the postanesthesia care unit (PACU) leading

to aspiration of gastric fluid is best avoided by a rapid

painless clear-headed recovery.

In this context, TCI is an interesting option, since it has

the potential to confer good intraoperative control and to

allow efficient administration of propofol and opioids,

enabling the patient to benefit from the quality of recovery

associated with propofol anesthesia.

However, the changes associated with aging modify both

the pharmacokinetics and the pharmacodynamics of anes-

thetic drugs, and it is important to understand how this may

impact TCI and how, if need be, the anesthetist may circum-

vent those difficulties to ensure a smooth anesthetic course.

Main Pharmacokinetic Changes

Distribution

In the elderly, a reduction in lean body mass and total body

water and an increase in fat modify drug distribution [3].

These changes are more significant in males than in females.

The volume of distribution at steady state of highly lipid-

soluble drugs is markedly increased in aged individuals,

which lowers their plasma concentration (resulting from a

given dose) and delays their elimination [4]. On the contrary,

less lipid-soluble drugs have a smaller volume of distribu-

tion in the elderly and may have a higher rate of elimination

in this population.

The so-called greater sensitivity of aged patients to the

action of many drugs can in some cases be related to a

reduction in the initial volume of distribution or in the initial

distribution clearance [5]. In elderly patients compared with

younger ones, the same dose will generate a markedly higher

plasma concentration and thus a greater pharmacological

effect. This is typically the case with propofol [6].
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Plasma albumin concentration tends to decrease with age,

and even if the albumin plasma concentration remains nor-

mal, structural protein changes may lead to a reduced effi-

ciency of albumin binding sites [7]. At the same time, many

chronically administered drugs that are seemingly not dan-

gerous may compete with the anesthetic agents on those sites

and thus increase their unbound fraction (i.e., nonsteroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs—NSAIDs). On the contrary, the

concentration of alpha1-acid glycoprotein (which binds

basic drugs such as the opioids) is increased in many

situations, such as inflammation or cancer, which are fre-

quently present in the elderly. The increase in the free

fraction of propofol (bound up to 98 % to albumin) will

not alter its clearance, which is nonrestrictive, but may

increase its access to the receptor sites and consequently

the pharmacodynamic effect of the administered dose.

Elimination

Hepatic Metabolism
Up to about 50 years of age, the liver represents a fairly

constant fraction of total body weight (around 2.5 %). After

50 years of age, this proportion is progressively reduced to

reach only 1.6 % at 90 years. Liver blood flow also

decreases with age, by about 0.3–1.5 % per year. Thus, at

65 years, the liver blood flow has decreased by an average of

40 % of its value at 25 years [8]. The elimination clearance

of drugs with high extraction ratios (such as etomidate,

ketamine, flumazenil, morphine, fentanyl, sufentanil, nalox-

one, lidocaine, etc.) is thereby reduced in the aged

population.

Hepatic drug metabolism is achieved through two major

processes: phase I (oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis) and

phase II (acetylation, conjugation) reactions. Phase I

reactions are mainly carried out by microsomal

monooxygenases which include the P450 cytochromes

(CYP450). Most studies agree that the liver metabolizing

capacities are not modified by aging when phase II reactions

are activated. For example, the intrinsic clearance of conju-

gated agents is not modified, but their elimination clearance

will usually be reduced because it depends on hepatic

blood flow.

Changes over time in phase I reactions are more contro-

versial. Age does not appear as an independent covariate for

the mean clearance value, but increases the interindividual

variability of this parameter [9].

Propofol and remifentanil are currently the two drugs

most often administered by TCI. Propofol clearance depends

on hepatic metabolism. It undergoes phase II reactions and

the clearance is close to the hepatic blood flow and nonre-

strictive. Propofol also has extrahepatic sites of metabolism

[10]. As a consequence, propofol clearance is more or less

independent of age, and age is not a significant covariate of

elimination clearance in Schnider’s PK model [11]. This

model confirms that propofol administration by TCI is inde-

pendent of age during maintenance of anesthesia, when the

dose to maintain a given concentration directly depends on

clearance and clearance only.

Conversely, remifentanil clearance is independent of

hepatic metabolism since this drug is eliminated by tissues

esterases. However, as during aging functional tissues are

progressively replaced by fibrosis, remifentanil clearance is

reduced in the elderly [12].

Renal Excretion
Aging and associated diseases impair glomerular filtration

rate [13]. A reduced creatinine synthesis may lead to low

plasma creatinine levels even in the presence of renal dys-

function. Thus, glomerular filtration rate should always be

estimated in this population (the Modification of Diet in

Renal Disease, or MDRD formula, is better than the

Cockcroft–Gault formula [14]). Most anesthetic agents are

lipid soluble, thus they are filtered by the glomeruli and

immediately undergo a complete tubular reabsorption

which precludes their renal elimination. The kidney will

excrete only their more hydrosoluble metabolites. Some

metabolites (such as morphine-6-glucuronide) are

pharmacologically active, and their retention may prolong

the pharmacological effect of the native compound due to

decreased renal function.

Neither propofol nor remifentanil has active metabolites,

and so their metabolism is unaffected by impaired renal

function.

Transfer to the Effect Site

The site of action of the opioids and hypnotics is not in the

blood, but at sites in the central nervous system, loosely

termed the “effect site.” By observation of differences

between the time course of effect of various drugs and the

evolution of their plasma concentrations over time,

modeling techniques can be used to estimate an “effect-site

concentration.” This is closely related to the time course of

effect and can be calculated from the plasma concentration

via a transfer rate constant and can, for example, be used to

predict the time to peak effect following bolus administra-

tion of a drug. Frequently, in the elderly, the transfer rate of

anesthetic drugs from the plasma to the biophase (where the

drugs exert their molecular effects) is slower than that found

in younger adults. This may explain a delayed onset and a

delayed recovery even for drugs for which the pharmacoki-

netics are not modified by aging.
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Main Pharmacodynamic Changes in the Elderly

The central nervous system is the target of nearly all anes-

thetic agents, and consequently all changes over time in this

system will directly influence the handling of anesthetic

drugs in the elderly population.

From a pharmacological point of view, the sensitivity of

the elderly brain to the action of propofol is indeed

increased, but not as much as might appear if the same

dose is given to an aged individual and a younger one

(vide supra, initial distribution) [15]. Conversely, the elderly

are very sensitive to the action of opioids, and so it is more

important to titrate remifentanil to age than to total body

weight [12]. Thus, during TCI in the elderly, provided the

PK model implemented in the device is adequate, the

propofol target should be slightly reduced, whereas a larger

modification of the target concentration of remifentanil

(or sufentanil or alfentanil) should be made.

Propofol TCI

Propofol is currently the most popular hypnotic agent for

induction as well as for maintenance of anesthesia. Never-

theless, in the aged population, its use has been limited by its

hemodynamic effects. As early as 1986, it was observed that

in the elderly the dose necessary to obtain loss of conscious-

ness was lower and the incidence of apnea and hypotension

increased [16].

Age-related changes in propofol pharmacokinetics

include alterations in initial distribution (decreased initial

volume and/or impaired rapid intercompartment clearance)

leading to higher plasma concentration and an increased

effect from the same induction dose and a nonsignificant

reduction in elimination clearance mainly due to a decrease

in hepatic blood flow buffered by extrahepatic metabolism

[17]. On the contrary, propofol elimination is not delayed in

the elderly (vide supra). When administering propofol as a

target-controlled infusion for induction and maintenance of

anesthesia, which improves its safety profile in this popula-

tion [18], it is important to ascertain that the model

implemented in the TCI device includes age as a covariate.

Two pharmacokinetic models are currently recommended

for propofol TCI in the adult patient. One of them, the

so-called Marsh model, includes only total body weight as

a covariate [19]. Consequently, for the same target concen-

tration, it will administer the same dose whatever the

patient’s age. This is the reason why, in the regulatory

recommendations to users, Diprifusor™ (a device which

incorporates the Marsh PK model) use was limited to

patient’s under 55 years old. Conversely, the Schnider

model was developed from a study involving a group of

subjects that included elderly patients, and in this model,

age is a covariate for both the rapid redistribution compart-

ment (sometimes also called the shallow peripheral volume)

and the corresponding distribution clearance [17]. As a con-

sequence for the same set target concentration, the use of the

Schnider model will result in a smaller dose in elderly

patients. Therefore, the Schnider model is recommended in

the elderly, whereas the Marsh model is not. It should be

mentioned that the influence of age is most significant during

the induction of anesthesia or after any significant increase

in target concentration, since these actions result in delivery

of a bolus (or rapid infusion) of propofol. After a bolus or

rapid infusion, plasma propofol concentrations will decline

more slowly in the elderly because of the reduced rate of

rapid redistribution clearance. Thus, when compelled to use

the Marsh model in elderly patients (i.e., when using a

Diprifusor™ device), induction should start at a very low

target concentration to reduce the dose, and the target con-

centration should thereafter be titrated upward with great

caution.

Pharmacodynamic studies have shown that the

concentration–effect relationship was only moderately

modified in the elderly, whereas the transfer time to the

effect site remains unchanged [15]. Thus, provided an ade-

quate PK model has been selected, the propofol target need

only be slightly reduced in the elderly.

Propofol is a potent vasodilator and numerous

publications have outlined the risk of hypotension when

using this drug in elderly patients [20], in whom the hemo-

dynamic effect is also delayed [15]. Thus, for the same

hypnotic effect, the hemodynamic effect will be increased

and delayed in the elderly when compared with young

subjects. It is therefore particularly important to titrate

propofol to effect in order to give only the required dose

and no more. TCI may help to improve the accuracy of

titration [18]. As far as drug interactions are concerned, the

addition of opioids to propofol for induction of anesthesia

does not allow any significant reduction in the propofol dose,

but does potentate the drop in systolic blood pressure (SBP)

and may lead to major hypotension in the absence of adren-

ergic stimuli [21].

Remifentanil TCI

When remifentanil was first administered to elderly patients

with manually controlled infusions, major hemodynamic

effects were observed, so much so that its use was not

recommended in this population. This was due to a poor knowl-

edge of both the pharmacokinetics and the pharmacodynamics

of this drug in the aged patient. Then, the influence of aging on

remifentanil behavior was described in detail by Minto et al.

[12] who published a PK/PD model based on a population

which included individuals aged more than 80 years.
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Remifentanil pharmacokinetics in elderly individuals is

characterized by a decreased initial volume of distribution

(reduced by about 25 % from age 20 to age 80), resulting in

higher initial plasma concentrations following the same

bolus dose. Concurrently, remifentanil clearance, which is

independent of hepatic function and renal blood flow but

depends on the number and efficiency of tissue esterases, is

decreased by about 30 % from age 20 to 80 years.

The transfer rate from the effect site, ke0, is reduced with

increasing age, hinting at a delayed onset of action. More-

over, the central nervous system is more sensitive to the

effect of remifentanil: the concentration required to induce

50 % of EEG depression (CE50) is halved in 80-year-old

patients when compared with that in young adults.

Whatever his or her lean body mass, an 80-year-old

patient will require approximately half the dose of a

20-year-old to reach the same EEG peak effect. This end

point will be delayed in the elderly (approximately 1 min at

20 years and 2 min at 80 years). This adjustment in the initial

bolus dose is due to pharmacodynamic changes (decreased

CE50). The adjustment in bolus dose for age is far more

important than the adjustment in bolus dose for body weight.

The infusion rate required to maintain a constant EEG

effect in an 80-year-old person is approximately one-third of

that required in a 20-year-old. Again, the adjustment for age

is far more important than the adjustment for body weight.

This reduction in infusion rate is based on both pharmacoki-

netic (decreased clearance with age) and pharmacodynamic

considerations (decreased CE50 with age).

Thus, owing to its titratability and absence of prolonged

effects, remifentanil appears to be a very useful drug in

elderly patients, provided its dosage is carefully titrated to

effect. This can optimally be achieved through a target-

controlled remifentanil infusion [22]. A recently

recommended use of remifentanil TCI in the elderly is for

conscious sedation, where easy titration may help prevent

excessive respiratory depression and, if it does occur, may

assist with rapid management of it [23].

The time required for remifentanil concentrations to

decrease by 50 % (the so-called context-sensitive half

time) or even the time taken for the concentrations to

decrease by 80 % following prolonged infusions is rapid

and little affected by age or duration of infusion. However,

although the decrement time is rapid in all age groups, the

interindividual variability is increased in the elderly [12].

Sufentanil TCI

The influence of age on sufentanil pharmacokinetics has

mainly been described in two studies, both of which

concluded that sufentanil pharmacokinetic parameters were

not affected by aging, with the exception of a reduced initial

volume of distribution leading to a higher plasma peak

concentration in elderly patients [24, 25]. Thus, the Gepts

pharmacokinetic model currently implemented in TCI

devices can be used in elderly patients. Even if we lack

data on the pharmacodynamics of sufentanil in the elderly,

it seems reasonable to extrapolate those from fentanyl,

alfentanil, and morphine and conclude that sufentanil target

should be reduced by 50 % in this population.

The Obese Patient

Patients are said to be overweight or obese if they have

abnormal or excessive fat accumulation. In many countries,

including developing ones, obesity is growing into an epi-

demic and a major health problem, so much so that as early

as 2001 the US Department of Health and Human Services

issued a plan of action against this condition, “The Surgeon

General’s Call to Action to Prevent and Decrease Over-

weight and Obesity.”
A crude measure of obesity is body mass index (BMI), a

person’s weight (in kilograms) divided by the square of his

or her height (in meters). A person with a BMI of 30 or more

is generally considered obese. A person with a BMI equal to

or more than 25 is considered overweight. The average

patient currently presenting for bariatric surgery has a BMI

around 50, and patients with BMIs over 70 are not

uncommon.

Thus, any anesthesiologist will have to treat obese

patients either for bariatric surgery, or for any other surgical

condition, including emergencies. In this context, in order to

facilitate rational and appropriate care of those patients, all

anesthesiologists should have an appropriate understanding

of the pathophysiological changes associated with obesity

and of the specific problems and challenges associated with

the anesthetic care of such patients.

Main Pharmacokinetic Changes in the Obese

Distribution

Obesity is associated with an inflammatory state [26]. Acid

α1-glycoprotein (AAG) concentration may double in obese

patients when compared to normal-weight controls [27]. As

a consequence, the active free fraction of weakly basic drugs

such as fentanyl and congeners may be markedly lowered,

thus reducing their efficiency.

Increase in fat tissue mass is obviously a major factor

increasing the volume of distribution in obese patients. But

obesity is also associated with increases in blood volume and

in the size of many organs (e.g., liver or kidneys) [28]. Conse-

quently, the volume of the central compartment is usually
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increased, as is the volume of distribution at steady state, even

in drugs that do not readily penetrate fat. Lean body mass

(LBM), which also includes muscle mass, is also greater in

obese patients, particularly in those who are still mobile

[29]. Thus, to reach the same concentration and therefore

the same clinical effect, the doses of most drugs need to be

increased. Of course, the drugs that are readily distributed into

fat need more dosage adjustments than those that remain in

the extracellular spaces, since fat body mass (FBM) is much

more increased than LBM [30]. One must nevertheless keep

in mind that adjusting hydrophilic drug dosage according to

ideal body weight in morbidly obese patients may lead to

underdosing.

Elimination

Hepatic Metabolism
Obesity is associated with increased cardiac output, blood

volume, and organ blood flow, but functional hepatic blood

flow remains mostly unchanged despite the increase in liver

size, possibly due to fatty infiltration of the liver which may

impair liver function even if commonly performed liver

function test results remain normal[31]. The clearance of

phase I metabolized drugs is usually unchanged, as well as

that of acetylated drugs, despite an increased activity of

some P450 cytochromes. Conversely, the elimination clear-

ance of many conjugated drugs increases in parallel with

total body weight, possibly through extrahepatic conjugation

pathways [32].

Renal Elimination
Obese patients have larger kidneys than normal-weight

controls [33]. The glomerular filtration rate is increased as

is tubular excretion, which may be proportionally even

greater [34]. As a consequence, the elimination of drugs

excreted through the kidney is enhanced.

Main Pharmacodynamic Changes in the Obese

There is very little information in the literature on pharma-

codynamic changes in obese patients. This condition does

not seem to influence the concentration–effect relationship

for hypnotic drugs [35, 36] or muscle relaxants. Some stud-

ies on human pain thresholds have yielded contradictory

results, some claiming increased, and others reduced pain

sensitivity in the obese [37–39]. Pain threshold appears

increased in obese rats [38]. It seems that even nondiabetic

obese patients display a subclinical involvement of different

diameter sensory fibers, mimicking a subclinical peripheral

neuropathy related to metabolic alterations such as

hyperinsulinemia [40].

TCI in the Obese Patient: Estimation of the Lean
Body Mass

At the end of the 1990s, when both the Schnider model for

propofol [11] and the Minto model for remifentanil [12]

were developed, the current obesity epidemic had not

reached its full magnitude. As a result, even though PK

models, developed from two-stage modeling processes,

existed for propofol [36] and remifentanil [41] use in the

obese, the clinical use of TCI was at its early stages. No

morbidly obese patients were included in the study

populations from which the Schnider and Minto models

were developed, and for both these PK models, lean body

mass (LBM) was a significant covariate. Thus, during the

use of these models, LBM had to be estimated for every

patient, and so an LBM calculation formula was associated

with the models. At that time several formulas were avail-

able to calculate LBM [42, 43], and their performance in

normal-weight patients was more or less similar (see

Fig. 29.1). The most recently published at that time, albeit

in a rather confidential medium, was chosen [43]. This

so-called James formula included in its calculation both

total body weight (TBW) in kilograms and height (H) in

cm and was different for men and women:

Men: LBM ¼ 1.1 � TBW � 128 � (TBW/H)2

Women: LBM ¼ 1.07 � TBW � 148 � (TBW/H)2

Unfortunately, in this formula, if the weight increases

without a change in the height, the calculated LBM reaches

a maximum and then decreases and may even reach negative

values (see Fig. 29.1). As a consequence, this formula was

totally inadequate to describe LBM in obese patients (whose

Fig. 29.1 Evolution as a function of total body weight of the LBM

calculated with, respectively, Hume, James, and Janmahasatian

formulas
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LBM in reality does increase with TBW). Solutions had to

be proposed for TCI use in this population. The first safety

measure has been to limit the use of TCI to patients whose

weight was in the increasing part of the James LBM curve

(namely, less than BMI 35) when using models that included

LBM as a covariate. Thus, devices implementing the

Schnider and Minto models will not allow TCI propofol or

remifentanil administration to patients with higher weight

values. A few years ago, a new formula to calculate LBM in

all patients including the morbidly obese was published [29].

A solution to the problem might be to replace the James

LBM formula with another, such as the Janmahasatian for-

mula. However, this would require prospective revalidation

of the models, which has not been done so far. In the current

situation, the required approach is different depending on

the drug.

Propofol TCI in the Obese Patient

Currently, two models are routinely implemented in TCI

devices (vide supra).The Marsh model, having only TBW

as a covariate, is unaffected by the problem of the James

formula. The Schnider model, on the contrary, uses this

formula to calculate LBM, which is a significant covariate

for elimination clearance, in such a way that when the

calculated LBM is less than 59 kg with a TBW over 77 kg,

the calculated clearance actually increases exponentially and

out of proportion with reality. As a consequence, when this

model and formula are applied as published by a TCI sys-

tem, the amount of drug administered to compensate for this

supposed increased clearance is also increased, and in mor-

bidly obese patients, the Schnider model administers exces-

sive propofol doses. It is therefore not recommended in this

population.

What of the Marsh model? Most obese patients

presenting for surgery, specifically bariatric surgery, are

younger than 60 years of age. Consequently, there is no

age issue with the Marsh model in this population. The

amount of propofol required to reach and maintain a given

target in morbidly obese patients with the Marsh model may

appear excessive. Consequently, despite scientific data

suggesting otherwise [36], some people have advocated

“tricking” the TCI device by inputting a modified reduced

weight on starting up the device. La Colla et al. have clearly

demonstrated that this attitude was not justified [44]. Thus,

propofol TCI may be used in morbidly obese patients

provided the Marsh PK model is chosen and the real TBW

is used to calculate the doses. However, one problem

remains. There have been some discussions about the appro-

priate dose for propofol induction of anesthesia in morbidly

obese patients [45]. While the use of ideal body weight

obviously leads to insufficient induction doses, some believe

that the use of TBW may convey a risk of excessive doses

with hemodynamic consequences. For example, few would

consider administering a 2 mg/kg induction dose considered

a standard dose in normal patients to a patient weighing

175 kg. TCI may help in that the initial bolus dose is always

smaller than the recommended bolus doses in manual con-

trol. Thus, if using the Marsh model in a morbidly obese

patient, with the TBW entered as the weight, then it may be

important to keep this discussion in mind and perhaps use a

lower target concentration during induction and thereafter

titrate the target upward according to the clinical response of

the patient.

Remifentanil TCI

Remifentanil has a very small volume of distribution that is

nearly independent of body mass index. This drug will

thereby not accumulate in obese patients. Its dosage should

therefore not be based upon total body weight and hence the

importance of the estimation of the LBM in remifentanil PK

models. In the Minto model, LBM is a significant covariate

for both the volumes of distribution and the elimination

clearance. With regard to elimination clearance, an impor-

tant difference with regard to the Schnider model is that

when the calculated LBM decreases below 55 kg, the calcu-

lated elimination clearance also decreases. As a conse-

quence, the Minto model actually underdoses the morbidly

obese patient, which is not ideal but nevertheless safer than

overdosing in that it allows upward titration without hemo-

dynamic consequences.

What is the magnitude of this underdosing? For a given

target concentration, it is possible to recalculate from the

infusion rates given by the TCI pump the predicted concen-

tration in a given morbidly obese patient using a LBM is

estimated by the Janmahasatian formula [29] (Fig. 29.2). As

expected, the underdosage increases with increasing BMI.

However, if the LBM is not allowed to decrease by fixing it

to its maximum as estimated by the James formula, it

appears that in patients with a BMI up to 50, the bias is

less than 20 % (Fig. 29.2) which is clinically safe and

acceptable. For manually controlled infusions, the

remifentanil infusion rate must not be calculated according

to total body weight. However, it is unlikely that the clini-

cian will be willing and able to calculate the LBM of the

patient (which in the obese is quite different from the ideal

body weight) in the OR. Thus, to use remifentanil in mor-

bidly obese patients up to a BMI of 50, it is probably best to

use TCI and program the device with the highest weight it

will accept (which depends on height) and increase the target

concentration as needed.
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Sufentanil TCI

The most recently published PK model for sufentanil does

not include body weight as a significant covariate

[46]. Interestingly, it performed well when used for

sufentanil TCI in morbidly obese patients despite a slight

overestimation of plasma sufentanil concentrations specifi-

cally for patients with body mass indices greater than

40 [47]. The authors concluded that this pharmacokinetic

parameter set, derived from a normal-weight population,

accurately predicted plasma sufentanil concentrations in

morbidly obese patients.

So, to summarize, in morbidly obese patients, propofol

TCI may be used with the Marsh model, sufentanil TCI may

be used with the Gepts model, and the use of the Minto

model for remifentanil is safe provided the device is

programmed with the maximum accepted weight by the

device, and the clinician is aware of the fact that this tech-

nique will yield blood concentrations significantly lower

than the set target concentration.

Other Pharmacokinetic Approaches: The
Allometric Model

Allometry, dating back to the end of the nineteenth century,

is the study of the relationship of body size to a number of

physiological parameters such as heart rate, life span, or

skeleton structure, usually in different species (i.e., in

mammals from mice to elephants). The relationship between

the two studied parameters follows a power law, y ¼ Cxα,

where α is the scaling exponent of the law.

Allometry was first proposed in anesthetic pharmacology

to derive pharmacokinetic pediatric models [48]. Obese

patients were also a good model to try to use allometric

scaling to accurately estimate pharmacokinetics as a func-

tion of body size. Cortinez et al. recently demonstrated the

value of allometry to describe the evolution of propofol

clearance in morbidly obese patients [35]. They used a

model developed by Eleveld et al. [49], which uses allome-

tric scaling and was not restricted to obese patients but also

included children and elderly patients. This model needs to

be prospectively validated, but may be a future approach to

adequately address the problem of propofol TCI in some

special patients groups.

Conclusion

The examples of the use of TCI in special patient groups both

demonstrate its value in titrating drug effect when the usual

dosing schemes do not apply and the importance of an ade-

quate knowledge of the pharmacokinetic models implemented

in the device and of their covariates. The best way to benefit

from ease of titration facilitated by TCI, and adapt the dosing

scheme to the patient’s needs as much as possible, is to titrate

the target concentration according to the output of cortical

EEG-based monitors of the anesthetic state and estimation of

the reactivity to adrenergic stimuli. In this way titration will be

according to individually measured parameters of clinical

effect, as opposed to predicted concentrations.
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Introduction

Over the last few decades, cardiac surgery, like most surgi-

cal specialties, has developed into a modern, multifaceted

specialty that covers many areas of cardiovascular disease

and keeps evolving by adapting new techniques that are

driven by advances in biotechnology, engineering, and

imaging. Contemporary cardiac surgery is characterized by

a patient population that is aging and present with more and

more complex medical problems. On the other hand, there is

a drive to enhance the perioperative process, improve recov-

ery, and reduce hospital length of stay. Finally, the clear

distinction of care domains between cardiac surgery and

interventional cardiology is narrowing and beginning to

overlap. Modern cardiac surgery has widened its remit and

now includes, beyond traditional open-heart surgery,

mechanical assist devices, semi-invasive valve interventions

(TAVR, MitraClips), and resynchronization procedures.

As in many other specialties, anesthesia had to follow this

development and adapt its services and continue to provide

excellence in this enriched perioperative cardiac portfolio.

As a result, cardiac anesthesia is now perceived as an equally

broader specialty compared to 20 years ago, where the main

focus was on cardiopulmonary bypass. The choice of anes-

thetic agents and techniques in cardiac surgery has always

been the ultimate test of how widely the anesthetic commu-

nity would adopt this technique on a broader scale. Safe and

efficient anesthesia was always going to be a reassurance for

use in other specialties. However, safety and efficacy,

let alone effects on long-term outcome, were never

described clearly enough and only beginning to emerge in

recent years, although overall mortality after cardiac surgery

has decreased over the last few decades. This process has

been partially offset by changes in the patient population

toward more complex disease and significant comorbidity as

mentioned earlier [1]. Perioperative morbidity has therefore

remained roughly the same and remains a relevant burden to

health-care providers. Attempts to identify independent risk

factors for cardiac surgery are complex and include patient

factors as expressed in the EuroSCORE or Parsonnet score,

surgical technique, and the presence or absence of system-

atic goal-directed protocols [2]. The contribution of anesthe-

sia, however, is largely unknown.

With the availability of newer and shorter-acting intrave-

nous and volatile anesthetic agents, cardiac anesthesia has

fundamentally shifted from a high-dose opioid/narcotic

technique in recent years to a more balanced, synergistic

approach. This shifted paradigm has also led to an emphasis

on early tracheal extubation, with application of multimodal

analgesia including local anesthetic techniques, resulting in

the establishment of safe and effective fast-track protocols

[3, 4]. Hence, modern anesthesia techniques for cardiac

surgery need to offer qualities that go beyond safety alone.

Early Foundations of Intravenous Anesthesia
in Cardiac Surgery

The development of modern anesthesiology has occurred

concurrently with significant developments in anesthetic

pharmacology, mainly in Europe and North America. The

introduction of neuroleptanalgesia, the combination of a

potent phenoperidine-type opioid with a neuroleptic and

later with a long-acting benzodiazepine, provided the initial

basis for the concept of stress-free anesthesia and surgery

[5], becoming the preferred option for cardiac surgery. Fur-

ther refinement in the pharmacology of two opioids, the

fentanyl congeners alfentanil and sufentanil, by Dr. Paul

Janssen in the 1970s and 1980s, improved the spectrum of

applications of IV techniques beyond cardiac anesthesia.
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After the rather disappointing appearance (and

subsequent disappearance) of the steroid-based agents

althesin, pregnanolone, and etomidate, the development of

propofol [6] and the establishment of comprehensive phar-

macokinetic (PK) knowledge as the basis of drug delivery

[7] eventually led many European clinicians to adopt the

technique of total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) [8, 9]. This

was enhanced by the availability of smart infusion pumps

allowing target-controlled infusion (TCI) of most IV anes-

thetic agents suitable for TIVA based on their PK models

[10–12]. With the advent of propofol TCI, most countries

established formal training courses on IV pharmacology

assisted by academic institutions and leading researchers.

In 1996, remifentanil, an even faster and better titratable

opioid, was introduced into clinical practice. Supplementa-

tion with remifentanil allowed more rapid intraoperative

adaptation to surgery and enhancement of recovery in car-

diac patients [13]. Although this drug was initially not well

understood in terms of dose requirements, leading to exces-

sive dosing at times, the knowledge gained from PK

simulations and applications of TCI has since improved

drug delivery and made remifentanil a popular component

for TIVA [12].

It became apparent that using TCI allowed more precise

titration of TIVA to clinical effect, leading to a reduction of

the side effects seen with the at times cumbersome manual

infusion regimes [14, 15]. Together with propofol’s favor-
able effects in reducing postoperative nausea and vomiting

and possibly postoperative pain [16, 17], a patient’s well-

being is enhanced after TIVA compared with volatile-based

techniques [18, 19].

Pharmacology of Cardiopulmonary Bypass

Hemodynamic Effects of Propofol

Most physiological studies on the effects of IV anesthetic

agents during cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) originate from

the 1980s and early 1990s, and only a few new pharmacoki-

netic studies have been added since that time [20]. Tradition-

ally, the hemodynamic effects of an intravenous bolus

induction dose of either thiopentone, etomidate, Althesin,

or propofol were compared by the immediate or delayed

effects on blood pressure, heart rate, and cardiac output

[21–24]. In those days, the method of ascertaining

equipotency of induction doses was not standardized, and

the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics of each drug

were of little consideration as concepts of concentration-

related effect and distribution were only emerging. It was,

however, noticed that propofol may have a more pronounced

cardio-depressant effect compared to its forerunners.

This was soon put into perspective by further research on

the exact mechanism of action of propofol on the cardiovas-

cular system. It became apparent that propofol has little to no

direct inotropic effect on the heart but seems to act as a

vasodilator via Ca++-antagonist-like effects on the arterial

and more so on the venous vasculature reducing pre- and

afterload [25, 26]. Assessment of cardiovascular effects by

transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) showed that

propofol, in comparison to thiopentone, had little effect on

inotropy as measured by fractional shortening and

performed similarly to etomidate [27]. Also with TEE, the

difference between propofol and desflurane on splanchnic

circulation and hepatic blood flow was studied. In a clinical

experiment, it could be demonstrated that due to its

vasodilatory effects, TIVA with propofol could maintain a

significantly higher hepatic blood flow and oxygen delivery

compared to desflurane anesthesia [28]. A more recent

investigation studying EEG-controlled intravenous induc-

tion providing equipotency of the surrogate measure of

effect demonstrated that propofol use, as compared with

etomidate, resulted in less hypertension and tachycardia at

and after intubation, but in more hypotension [29]

(Fig. 30.1). Probably the most interesting feature of the

hemodynamic effects induced by propofol is the fact that

the maximal degree of hemodynamic depression for a given

dose seems to happen well after its hypnotic or anesthetic

effect has peaked, assuming a contribution by the sympa-

thetic nervous system. This led to the publication of a hemo-

dynamic effect-site constant [30]. Putting all these

physiological observations together, it would appear prudent

to offset the hemodynamic effects of propofol by judiciously

titrating fluid to increase pre-load in order to offset vasodi-

latation and thus retain cardiac output. This is exactly what

was reported clinically by Bell at al. [31]. Even when sys-

temic hemodynamic variables are unchanged in the presence

of a high propofol concentration, a lack of fluid equilibrium

may result in impaired microcirculation as studied with

sublingual polarization spectral imaging [32].

Cardiopulmonary Bypass and TIVA

In the context of cardiac anesthesia and surgery, propofol

has been found to be a mild vasodilator [33] and to reduce

oxygen consumption during hypothermic CPB [34]. Unlike

the volatile agents, propofol retains myocardial contractility

at clinically relevant concentrations [35] and does not alter

the arrhythmogenic myocardial threshold, stabilizing Ca++

homeostasis [36]. As a potent scavenger of oxygen free

radicals [37], propofol also attenuates ischemia-reperfusion

injury, which helps to reduce oxidative stress during the

intra- and postoperative phase [38].
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Changes in PK behavior during CPB have been

demonstrated for almost all anesthetic agents, with the

choice and volume of priming fluids and temperature man-

agement essential determinants of the distribution, metabo-

lism, and free fractions of these drugs [39]. The PK of

propofol during CPB is not fully understood, as results

from studies are conflicting. Early studies have shown that

the total concentration of propofol is likely to decrease when

commencing CPB due to hemodilution and an increase in

the free fraction [40] or remain unchanged [41]. Pre-bypass

steady-state values are reestablished during rewarming. Bai-

ley and colleagues undertook a PK analysis and were able to

quantify this step change of initiation of CPB with an

increase of the size of the central compartment from 6 to

15 l and an increase in elimination clearance [42]. There is

an offsetting effect of reduced hepatic extraction with graded

levels of hypothermia, as hepatic blood flow decreases by

almost 20 % after CPB is instituted [43, 44]. Hypothermic

CPB (32–34 �C) also seems to alter the pharmacodynamics

of propofol, with a higher central nervous system sensitivity

during and immediately after bypass than with

normothermic off-pump procedures. In a more recent study

by Barbosa and colleagues, fairly similar blood

concentrations were obtained the majority of time using

TCI, despite a higher metabolic clearance during CPB.

They found evidence of enhanced sensitivity to propofol

using a bispectral index-guided Emax model of maximal

drug effect [45]. However, they also demonstrated that PK

model-based TCI systems for propofol can safely and effec-

tively be used both during and after CPB. In comparison,

volatile anesthetic agents show even larger variations in

uptake and elimination when used on CPB [46] and depend

heavily on the choice and use of oxygenators [47].

Sufentanil and remifentanil are popular opioid

components recently used for TIVA in cardiac patients.

Apart from providing analgesia and hemodynamic stability,

these modern, potent fentanyl congeners contribute other

beneficial physiological effects during cardiac surgery.

For example, activation of the delta-opioid receptor can

elicit pre- and post-conditioning, contributing direct

cardioprotective effects. The role of this mechanism is cur-

rently an area of active research.

Since the PK of sufentanil and remifentanil have been

well characterized in PK models in the past [12, 48],

application of both drugs using TCI has become the obvious

choice for most anesthesiologists in countries where the drug

label has been extended accordingly. As with propofol,

adjustments in dosing with TCI during CPB have to be

considered. As a highly lipophilic drug with a rather shallow

dose-response curve, sufentanil may require adjustments

during CPB based less on changes of clearance and calcu-

lated compartments than on higher unbound concentrations

[49]. Although there is a 17 % reduction in sufentanil

concentration during initiation of CPB when using a con-

stant infusion, this effect is short-lived, and the performance

of TCI based on a PK model is little affected during the later

stages [50].

Remifentanil, in contrast, shows slightly different PK

characteristics when used during CPB. This potent opioid,

with a high metabolic clearance and tissue distribution,

exhibits a significantly increased volume of distribution

with institution of CPB. This increased volume of distribu-

tion remains increased even after the end of CPB, as noted

by Michelsen and colleagues [51]. The PK of remifentanil

during CPB is best described with a two-compartment model

instead of the usual three-compartment model description.

Again, elimination clearance seems to be reduced propor-

tionally to the level of hypothermia. As metabolic clearance

for remifentanil is constant and nearly infinite, the benefit of

TCI models lies in the calculated loading and maintenance

of the central compartment over time.

Current Controversies

The scientific foundation for some current and proposed is

controversial. Gathering evidence for these topics faced the

same challenges in translating basic research into meaning-

ful clinical effects that are faced by those working in neuro-

science and behavioral science. A particularly controversial

issue is that of the balance of evidence with regard to the

ability of intravenous or volatile anesthetic agents to

improve outcome.

Organ Protection

A major emphasis in the conduct of modern cardiac anesthe-

sia is maintenance of the integrity of end organ function in

general and cardiac and brain protection in particular.

Cardiac Protection and Preconditioning

The cardiothoracic anesthesia literature of the last decade

was dominated by publications advocating the

cardioprotective effects of volatile agents over TIVA with

propofol, supported by evidence that the volatile agents

precondition the myocardium or minimize ischemia-reper-

fusion injury (IRI) [52]. These results, which are either from

preclinical work or studies of secondary outcomes, have

recently been questioned in terms of their translational to

relevant clinical effects [53–56].

The concept of pharmacological interventions as a pro-

tective strategy during cardiopulmonary bypass is based on

established experimental findings. It has been shown that
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repeated episodes of brief myocardial ischemia protect the

heart against a subsequent more prolonged ischemic insult

[57]. The molecular mechanism of this endogenous protec-

tive response to ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) triggers

various signaling pathways involving reactive oxygen spe-

cies (ROS) and a process that stabilizes mitochondrial

membranes leading to decreased activity of mitochondrial

permeability transition pores (mPTP) [58]. From this rela-

tively universal concept, potential pharmacological protec-

tive interventions have been suggested and derived [59]. In

particular, it seemed to be feasible to demonstrate evidence

in the laboratory setting that volatile anesthetics provide

protection before (preconditioning) and after (post-

conditioning) myocardial ischemia [60, 61]. Based on

these, preliminary clinical studies found evidence of reduced

biomarkers of myocardial injury when volatile agents were

used before, during, and after cardiopulmonary bypass, as

compared with TIVA based on propofol [62, 63]. Claims of

improved patient outcome in terms of survival or clinical

myocardial events remained inconsistent. De Hert who

initially reported a significant reduced troponin T release

with sevoflurane compared to propofol could not demon-

strate this in a follow-up clinical trial [53, 64]. Although the

study was not powered for this secondary endpoint, the

authors of the latter study showed an apparent advantage in

one-year survival in the sevoflurane group against TIVA

propofol. Unfortunately, this statistically questionable result

was included in a highly quoted meta-analysis and was the

pivotal study in it shifting the odds ratio of influence on

mortality slightly in favor of halogenated agents [65].

Other authors of another meta-analysis were more cautious

in their interpretation of the literature [66]. Nevertheless, the

American College of Cardiology Foundation/American

Heart Association still recommend a “volatile-based anes-

thetic” for CABG surgery procedures in their current guide-

line dating from 2011 [67].

However, recently, larger clinical studies could not con-

vincingly demonstrate clinical benefits in either myocardial

damage or outcome with volatile agents compared to TIVA

both in cardiac and noncardiac patient populations of high

risk. Lurati Buse et al. studied 385 high-risk noncardiac

surgical patients and could not demonstrate a reduction in

either cardiac biomarkers or major adverse events at 1 year

[55]. This was confirmed in a Scandinavian study in vascular

surgery patients [54]. In a randomized multicenter study

from Italy in 200 high-risk CABG and valve patients,

Landoni et al. reported no impact of the choice of volatile

versus TIVA-based techniques on a composite endpoint of

death, ICU stay, and 30-day and 1-year mortality [68]. Flier

et al. concluded from their study in CABG patients that the

clinical relevance of volatile cardioprotection is question-

able since significant effects may only be detected in very

homogenous groups [69]. A recent proof-of-concept study

demonstrated only a reduction of inflammatory markers with

cardio-specific sevoflurane exposure, but there was a lack of

attenuation of release of markers of myocardial cell damage

[70]. Similarly, other strategies of cardioprotection, in par-

ticular remote ischemic preconditioning (RIPC), have

obtained negative clinical effects despite proof in principal

in animal experiments [71–74]. The claim that propofol

itself antagonizes or inhibits a potential organ-protective

effect by RIPC is not substantive. In fact, no single study

proves this hypothesis. One small study suggested that RIPC

in 14 patients, as compared to propofol anesthesia in

19 controls, mildly reduced the area under the receiver-

operator-characteristic curve at 72 h for the result of a

troponin I assay [75]. This phase I study is however too

small to allow a definite conclusion [76]. More importantly,

while a recent meta-analysis of 15 randomized trials con-

firmed that RIPC was cardioprotective, it also showed that

the use of volatile anesthetics with RIPC attenuated this

cardioprotective effect [77].

We need to bear in mind though that propofol itself, as

part of TIVA techniques, is a potent scavenger of ROS and

thus may influence the degree of myocardial injury and

inflammatory response in a different way [78]. Corcoran

et al. could demonstrate a beneficial effect of propofol infu-

sion on neutrophil function, lipid peroxidation, and inflam-

matory response immediately after cross-clamp release and

reperfusion in patients with impaired ventricular function.

The data show no difference of reduced biomarkers of

myocardial injury in TIVA patients compared to those in

the isoflurane group [37]. This may cause clinical interfer-

ence in confirming isolated volatile effects but more likely

provide synergistic protection in its own right [79].

Maybe more importantly, the opioids that are part of

modern TIVA techniques are also important factors

influencing cardioprotection. Opioids have been shown to

confer acute and delayed cardioprotection via opioid

receptors, effects similar to ischemic pre- and post-

conditioning [80, 81]. Remifentanil, in particular, was stud-

ied extensively both experimentally and clinically in terms of

its cardioprotective effects. Using a rat model of ischemia-

reperfusion injury, Zhang et al. demonstrated that

remifentanil preconditioning reduces the size of myocardial

infarction after lethal ischemia to a similar extent as ischemic

preconditioning [82]. Further studies have accumulated evi-

dence on the complexity of opioid-induced cardioprotection

via various receptor subtypes that include effects on the

oxidative and nitrosative stress balance in the myocardium

[83] with remifentanil preconditioning also providing a sec-

ond window of protection in a delayed fashion [84]. Clinical

studies have in part confirmed these assumptions and also

suggest a dose-dependent protective effect of remifentanil on

markers of myocardial injury [85–87]. A meta-analysis

examining the use of remifentanil versus other opioids
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showed a reduction in troponin release, time of mechanical

ventilation, and length of hospital stay in patients undergoing

cardiac surgery [88].

Due to the complex molecular pathways of

cardioprotection and the likely influence of genotype and

other patient factors on these pathways [71], clinical studies

so far have overall provided less than convincing proof that a

particular anesthetic agent can consistently be associated

with a better outcome after cardiac surgery. As risk predic-

tion for cardiac surgery shifts toward biomarker screening

alongside scoring individual patients’ risk factors [89], the

likelihood that the presence or absence of one particular

intervention within the highly complex perioperative pro-

cess of cardiac surgery will consistently affect mortality still

remains highly speculative.

Neuroprotection and Postoperative Cognitive
Deficit (POCD)

A more tangible outcome after cardiac surgery is the possi-

ble effects of anesthesia on the integrity of brain function

and, in particular, its impact on neurocognitive outcome

after CPB [90]. Although stroke is still considered a rare

complication after CPB, various degrees of cognitive dys-

function and decline are rather common and may last longer

compared with noncardiac surgery [91]. Conflicting evi-

dence exists as to whether intravenous or volatile agents

are implicated in the development of POCD [92]. There is

evidence, however, that volatile agents impair peripheral

and cerebral microcirculation which may have an indirect

contribution to cognitive decline [93]. Based on experimen-

tal research, there is now a possible association between

exposure to volatile anesthetic agents and the formation of

neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques in patients with

Alzheimer disease [94, 95]. In contrast, propofol has been

shown to elicit direct neuroprotection by attenuating inflam-

matory responses during CPB [37], by scavenging hydroxyl

radicals formed by brain injury [96], and by reducing the

infarct size after experimental ischemia-reperfusion (neuro-

apoptosis challenge) in the brain [97].

Practical Aspects of TIVA in Cardiac Surgery

The practical aspects of TIVA for the cardiac surgical

patient include adequate but safe titration during induction,

consideration of anesthetic requirements and drug interac-

tion during CPB and rewarming, and the smooth transition

from intraoperative opioids to postoperative analgesia. As in

other specialties, there is no one recipe that fits all patients

but a few important points should be discussed here.

Firstly, the availability of TCI has allowed us to titrate

small incremental changes in drug concentration with a

much higher margin of safety compared to manual infusions

[98]. This applies particularly for the induction process.

As with any frail, old, or otherwise vulnerable patient, we

would allow the propofol infusion to be titrated in small

increments from around 2–2.5 μg/ml target concentration

when using the Marsh pharmacokinetic model. A slightly

higher initial target concentration of 3.0–4.0 is advised when

the Schnider model is used in effect-site control as explained

elsewhere in this book (see Chap. 11 on Propofol PK/PD).

Dependent on individual choice, the concomitant opioid

infusion should have achieved satisfactory levels when

endotracheal intubation is performed; for remifentanil TCI,

this is in the range of 3.0–4.0 ng/ml.

Secondly, brain function monitoring is essential during

cardiac surgery. Not only does a form of processed EEG

inform a judgment of the individual response to various

levels of anesthetic drugs, it also gives good feedback on

nonspecific factors influencing cortical cerebral depression

such as cooling and its reversal. The bispectral index (BIS),

for example, has the potential to indicate and identify vul-

nerable patients with a risk of a poorer outcome [99].

Combining EEG monitoring with surrogate measures of

cerebral perfusion and oxygen supply, such as near-infrared

spectroscopy, facilitates a comprehensive assessment of the

patient’s brain function and can be established to aid

prognostication of possible postoperative cognitive

impairment [100, 101].

Finally, attention should be drawn to the importance of

formulating good plans for a smooth and safe transition to

recovery, extubation, and step-down analgesia for the car-

diac patient. Although so-called fast-track protocols or

enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) programs have

been successfully reported independent of the opioid used

[3, 4], remifentanil is most predictably suited to establish

fast recovery, in particular when used as TCI [102]. A very

effective way to facilitate early weaning cardiac patients

postoperatively from opioids is by supplementing

intravenous or oral analgesia with effective local anesthetic

techniques, namely, sternal infiltration or high thoracic

epidural analgesia (HTEA). HTEA has been successfully

used in cardiac patients and has been shown to reduce

the incidence of atrial fibrillation and chest infections

[103] and to improve overall outcome and reduce

mortality [104]. Concerns about a higher risk of

epidural hematoma have materialized in larger cohort

studies [105].

Table 30.1 provides a graphical flowchart on how TIVA

is typically used in our institution and gives a practical

example on how TIVA in cardiac surgery can be managed

within a protocol of multimodal analgesia for ERAS.
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Conclusion

TIVA has a variety of characteristics that make it a sensible

alternative to the use of volatile agents [106]. The availabil-

ity of TCI in most parts of the world has made TIVA an

economically viable technique that allows precise titration to

clinical effect in high-risk patients. The benefits of TIVA

include organ protection, patient well-being, and enhanced

recovery after cardiac surgery, especially when propofol is

combined with remifentanil, which also contributes to

cardioprotection. There is great potential to improve

neurocognitive outcomes in cardiac surgical patients as

well. It remains to be seen though if early claims of

improved brain protection, that currently merely hinge on

experimental research, improve outcomes with TIVA versus

inhaled anesthetics and can be demonstrated in prospective

and well-powered clinical studies. Until then, intravenous

anesthetic techniques with TCI propofol and short-acting

opioids like remifentanil are safe and effective and remain

the preferred choice for many cardiac anesthetists.
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Introduction

Once they have graduated, veterinarians are permitted to

provide anesthesia to any patient of almost if not all species

(except humans). In general practice, due to the lack of

health insurance and the resulting higher health cost,

anesthesia is induced, maintained and monitored by nurses,

trained or not, under the supervision of a veterinarian who

might concurrently be performing a surgical procedure.

Consequently, the veterinary practitioner is looking for the

cheapest and easiest way to provide anesthesia to their

patients and, in most general practices, this will be through

the use of inhalants (i.e. isoflurane, sevoflurane). Therefore,

Total Intravenous Anesthesia (TIVA) or any other form of

drug infusion will be last on their list of anesthetic choices

due to the apparent difficulty of use, time and cost

constraints. In teaching institutions or in specialised centres

(emergency clinic, referral centres), dedicated and/or

specialised veterinary anesthetists and anesthesia nurses

will be in charge of providing anesthesia. Consequently,

the use of a drug infusion to provide muscle relaxation

and/or analgesia will be part of the routine, with or without

intravenous based hypnotic anesthesia (as opposed to

inhalant).

Specialisation in anesthesia is possible in veterinary medi-

cine. It can be achieved by undertaking a rotating internship

(or equivalent experience) followed by a 3 year residency

program in an approved clinic at the end of which, if his/her

credentials are accepted, the resident will be eligible to sit the

board exam of either the American (ACVAA—American

College of Veterinary Anesthesia and Analgesia), European

(ECVAA—European College of Veterinary Anesthesia and

Analgesia) or Australian (ANZCVS—Australian and

New Zealand College of Veterinary Scientists) colleges. The

specialist in veterinary anesthesia will most likely work in

academia, a referee centre and sometimes in the industrial

sectors. Some may become a consultant for general

practitioners and drug companies, but very few will work in

general practice.

In veterinary medicine, TIVA, which involves providing

anesthesia using intravenous agents only, is a well-known

form of anesthesia. In most of the developed countries,

veterinarians will provide anesthesia using inhalants and

TIVA will only be used for those specific cases where the

technique might bring some advantage to the patient

(i.e. raised intracranial pressure, bronchoscopy, preservation

of the hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction reflex). On the

other hand, a TIVA technique will be preferentially chosen

in remote areas where inhalation is not practical or available

(i.e. equine field anesthesia). In shelter medicine and during

humanitarian work in countries in need or following

disasters, TIVA will be the technique of choice for providing

general anesthesia. The different reasons for this include:

short surgical procedures not needing prolonged anesthesia;

the number of surgeries to be done and the hectic nature of

the environment; the higher risk and technical difficulties

associated with anesthesia machines and accessories such as

O2 cylinders and vaporisers; finally, shelter medicine has a

mobile aspect attached to it which makes it very difficult to

move around bulky equipment [1].

Balanced anesthesia is a technique where a hypnotic

agent (inhalant or intravenous) is administered concurrently

with other drugs (sometimes referred to as adjuvants) to

deliver more analgesia, muscle relaxation and cardiovascu-

lar stability in order to decrease the amount of hypnotic used

and associated side effects [2]. This technique of co-infusion

of agents during intravenous or inhalation anesthesia has

been used for quite some time in small animal medicine

(dogs and cats). While in equine medicine, the advantages

of co-infusion have only recently been emphasized and the

technique is now becoming more commonly used [3].
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In veterinary medicine, when the hypnotic is an inhalant, the

technique of using co-infusion to achieve balanced anesthe-

sia is also referred to as Partial Intravenous Anesthesia or

PIVA as opposed to TIVA where the hypnotic as well as the

other agents are all provided intravenously [3].

The distribution of intravenously infused drugs in the

body of an animal is governed by the general principles of

pharmacokinetics (PK). Unfortunately for veterinary

anesthetists, for any given drug those PK parameters will

vary between species and sometimes even between breeds in

the same species. An example is the slower propofol clear-

ance observed in greyhound dogs by comparison with other

breeds of dogs and beagle dogs in particular [4]. The PK for

most of the intravenous agents used in TIVA (or PIVA),

have been developed in the targeted species, facilitating the

adaptation of infusion protocols per species (Tables 31.1,

31.2 and 31.3). In some cases, those infusion protocols have

not been developed through actual scientific research, but

were instead either simply extrapolated from similar species

(i.e. from the horse for the donkey) or were developed from

clinical experience [53].

Ideal drugs for intravenous anesthesia and analgesia

should have a rapid onset of action, quick metabolism, and

elimination time. Amongst the important PK parameters that

veterinarians need to be familiar with, is the context sensi-

tive half-time of elimination (CSHT). This parameter

highlights the fact that the elimination half time of a drug

during an infusion may be dynamic and may vary with the

duration of the infusion, the context. Very little information

exists in veterinary medicine about the CSHT of the drugs

used for infusion. In addition, like any other PK parameters

in veterinary medicine it will also vary between species. For

example CSHT for fentanyl in humans increases substan-

tially after 2–3 h of infusion, while this has not been

observed in dogs and cats where a steady state is reached

after 2–4 and 6 h of infusion, respectively [54–58].

In addition to PK knowledge of the drugs, the (specialist)

veterinary anesthetist must be aware of the pharmacody-

namic (PD) differences that can exist between species for

any given agent. In some cases, drugs which are considered

safe for infusion in some species may have dramatic and

even lethal effects in others. For example, lidocaine infusion

may induce cardiovascular depression in the isoflurane

anesthetized cat [59]. Still in the cat, propofol is suspected

to be responsible of Heinz Body formation anaemia when

infused daily for 2–3 consecutive days [60].

The total intravenous techniques used to maintain anes-

thesia in animals are not different in principle from those

described for human (see Chaps. 6 and 25). Repeated bolus

dose administration (intermittent administration) is the sim-

plest technique and the most commonly used for short

procedures such as skin biopsies, ultrasound or X-ray in

small animals (dogs and cats), and field castration in the

horse. When providing continuous infusion, the easiest

method involves a fluid bag containing the hypnotic mix-

ture and a giving set attached to an intravenous catheter.

With this system, the flow rate can be adjusted varying the

diameter of the infusion set using a regulating clamp

(Fig. 31.1). The infusion rate can be calculated from knowl-

edge of the volume of each drop of fluid. This methodology

is commonly used for “field” anesthesia in the horse

(Figs. 31.2 and 31.3). The veterinarian must remember

that as the fluid disappears from the infusion bag, the

infusion rate will reduce and will therefore need frequent

re-adjusting. Although this method provides a more consis-

tent level of anesthesia by comparison with intermittent

administration, it has a high potential for miscalculation

and overdose, mainly in smaller patient (i.e. cats) and

burettes or micro drips are advised for use in those cases.

The use of infusion pumps and syringe drivers brings more

safety and precision to the continuous infusion. These

devices have seen their technology and safety as well as

their affordability increase over the last few decades and

their use has therefore become more and more common in

the veterinary world.

While most of the veterinarians doing TIVA use recipes

or published infusion rates (Table 31.2), veterinary anesthe-

sia is seeing the development of pharmacokinetic-dependent

infusion techniques to allow specific drug plasma

concentrations to be reached. Although most of those PK

dependent techniques are mainly used in teaching and ref-

eree centres for research purposes, their use has been

described in a few clinical cases. Research groups have

developed stepped infusion systems for different agents

such as for medetomidine or dexmedetomidine in the dog

[35] or ketamine in the horse [22]. Stepped infusion systems

consist of a group of well-defined different infusion rates

which are started at specific times and have been developed

so that a desired plasma concentration is reached rapidly and

with little accumulation or hangover. This system unfortu-

nately is very rigid and does not allow for target plasma

concentration changes. Therefore, the Target Controlled

Infusion (TCI) system has been introduced where a com-

puter programmed with the PK of a specific drug for a

determined species drives the infusion. The TCI system

will maintain a stable desired drug plasma target concentra-

tion while adapting the infusion rate to compensate for

accumulation. Some TCI systems have been developed in

veterinary medicine, but, they have not yet found their way

into clinical anesthesia. This is mostly due to the limited

availability of hardware and software and due to the paucity

of evaluation of population pharmacokinetics. Different

drugs have been studied and their PK parameters identified

for use in TCI system for different species: propofol in the

dog, and ketamine and detomidine (an α2-adrenoceptor ago-
nist licenced in the horse) in the equine patient [61–63].
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The ketamine TCI system for the horse is still in develop-

ment and a team from Switzerland has recently determined

and validated a set of PK parameters in ponies [63]. A few

years earlier, in 2006, Knobloch et al., developed a physio-

logically based pharmacokinetic (PKPB) model for keta-

mine in ponies targeting low dose of ketamine (S-ketamine

1 μg/mL) to provide analgesia [64]. The models provided

reliable prediction of plasma level of R- and S-ketamine. In

the dog, a TCI system for propofol (Figs. 31.4 and 31.5) was

developed and validated by Beths et al. in 2001 and has since

been used in different clinical settings such as neurosurgery

[61, 65]; cardiac surgery in a patient with ductus arteriosus

[66]; and neutering procedures [67, 68]. In addition,

combinations with other agents have been studied:

remifentanil, medetomidine and dexmedetomidine [35, 67,

69]. Furthermore, Beths in 2008 and Beier et al., in 2009,

looked at the influence of medetomidine and

dexmedetomidine, and remifentanil infusion, respectively,

on the minimum propofol target concentration needed to

stop reaction to supramaximal stimulation in dogs

(Table 31.4) [35, 67, 69].

To decrease the dose of drugs used and therefore reduce

their potential side effects, anesthetists balance their anes-

thesia by combining different agents. Doing so, they manage

to not only decrease the amount of drug used, but also give a

more stable anesthesia with muscle relaxation, analgesia,

hypnosis and cardiorespiratory function that are improved.

The most commonly used agents in addition to the hypnotics

to balance anesthesia are the α2-adrenoceptor agonists, keta-
mine, the opioids and lidocaine, to name a few (Table 31.2).

The α2-adrenoceptor agonists provide in most species

a reliable dose-dependent analgesia, muscle relaxation

and sedation. They are therefore ideal agents for balanced

anesthesia and are the most widely used sedatives in

veterinary anesthesia. Unfortunately their cardiovascular

effects, characterised by an increase in blood pressure

and systemic vascular resistance with reduced heart rate

and cardiac output, are limitations to their use. While

xylazine, romifidine and detomidine are most commonly

used in the equine patient, medetomidine and its active

enantiomer dexmedetomidine are used in dogs and cats.

The sparing effect of the α2-adrenoceptor agonists has

been shown on inhalant as well as IV agents such as

propofol [35, 77].

Xylazine was synthesize in Germany in 1962 for use in

human as an antihypertensive. It was the first α2-adrenoceptor
used in veterinary medicine. Although its use is also licenced

in dogs and in cats, it is mostly used in cattle and horses.

Romifidine is licenced in horses and has a higher potency than

xylazine. Detomidine and medetomidine are more potent than

Romifidine. While detomidine is licenced for use in horses,

medetomidine is licenced for use in dogs and cats.

Table 31.2 Examples of infusion protocols for analgesic adjuncts in different species

Drugs Species Loading dose IV Infusion rate IV Comments Reference

α2 adrenoceptor agonists

Xylazine Horse 0.035–0.07 mg/kg/min With ketamine 0.09–0.15 mg/kg/min [26]

Horse 1.1 mg/kg 1–1.5 mL/kg/h GKX triple drip with 0.5 mg/mL of xylazine,

1 mg/mL ketamine and 50 mg/mL guaifenesin

[27]

Medetomidine Horse 0.007 mg/kg 0.0035 mg/kg/h With propofol 0.01–0.11 mg/kg/min [28]

Dog/cat 0.001–0.002 mg/kg/h [19]

Dexmedetomidine Dog/cat 0.0005–0.001 mg/kg/h [29]

Horse 0.0035 mg/kg 0.0001–0.000175 μg/kg/h [30]

Ketamine Dog/cat 0.2–0.5 mg/kg 5–20 μg/kg/min The author usually uses 5–10 μg/kg/min to

limit possible side effect resulting from

ketamine infusion

[29]

Horse 40–50 μg/kg/min With propofol 0.12–0.16 mg/kg min [31, 32]

Opioids

Morphine Dog 0.1–0.2 mg/kg/h [29]

Horse 0.05–0.15 mg/kg 0.03–0.1 mg/kg/h With or without anaesthesia [30, 33,

34]

Fentanyl Dog 0.005 mg/kg 0.2–0.5 μg/kg/min With propofol 0.1–0.3 mg/kg/min [29]

Feline 0.001 mg/kg 0.1 μg/kg/min With propofol 0.1–0.3 mg/kg/min

Remifentanil Dog/cat 0.2–0.6 μg/kg/min With propofol 0.3–0.5 mg/kg/min

Feline 0.2–0.3 μg/kg/min With propofol 0.3 mg/kg/min

Miscellaneous

Lignocaine Dog 2–4 mg/kg 25–80 mic/kg/min [29]

Horse 1.5–5 mg/kg 0.025–0.1 μg/kg/min [2]

For more information, the author refers the reader to more specific veterinary anaesthesia textbook

GKX Guaifenesin Ketamine and Xylazine mixture (triple drip)
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Medetomidine is a racemic mixture composed of

dexmedetomidine, the active enantiomer and levomede-

tomidine the inactive one. While dexmedetomidine has been

available in human medicine for a long time, it is only in the

last decade that it became available to veterinarians. One of

the advantages of this class of drugs is that their effect can be

reversed with the use of α2-antagonists such as yohimbine and

atipamezole. The former was developed to reverse the effects

of xylazine in particular (dogs, cats, ruminants and exotic

species), and the latter is used primarily to reverse the effects

of medetomidine or dexmedetomidine in dogs, cats and sev-

eral exotic species. The reversal agents are usually used to

speed up the recovery and/or in an emergency situation.

While their use is frequent in exotic species and with wild

Table 31.3 Examples of infusion protocols for the most common intravenous hypnotics used for TIVA in veterinary medicine

Drugs Species Premedication Induction IV Infusion rate, IV Comments References

Propofol Dogs As required Propofol

2–6 mg/kg

Propofol 0.1–0.5 mg/kg/

min

Dose rate will vary depending on

analgesia and procedure

[29]

Dogs Acepromazine

0.03 mg/kg, IM

Methadone

0.2 mg/kg, IM

Target of

3 μg/mL

Target 2.7–3.4 μg/mL

Dexmedetomidine plasma

target of 0.85 ng/mL

TCI propofol

Stepped infusion

[35]

Cats As required Propofol

4–8 mg/kg

Propofol 0.12–0.5 mg/kg/

min

Dose rate will vary depending on

analgesia and procedure

[29]

Horses Detomidine Propofol

2 mg/kg

Propofol 0.18 mg/kg/min VRI [36]

Horses Xylazine 1 mg/kg,

IV

Midazolam

0.05 mg/kg, IV

Propofol

3 mg/kg

Poor quality

Propofol 0.16 mg/kg/min

Ketamine 3 mg/kg/h

VRI

CRI

[32]

Horses Medetomidine

0.007 mg/kg, IV

Ketamine

2 mg/kg

Propofol 0.1 mg/kg/min

Medetomidine 3.5 μg/kg/h
VRI

CRI

[28]

Horses Medetomidine

0.005 mg/kg, IV

Ketamine

2.5 mg/kg

Midazolam

0.04 mg/kg

Propofol 0.14 mg/kg/min

Ketamine 1 mg/kg/h

Medetomidine 1.25 μg/kg/
h

VRI

CRI

CRI

[37]

Calves Propofol

5 mg/kg

Propofol 0.6–0.6 mg/kg/

min

VRI [38]

Goats Propofol

2.5–6 mg/kg

Propofol 0.2–0.6 mg/kg/

min

VRI [25, 39,

40]

Alfaxalone Dogs As required Alfaxalone

2–3 mg/kg

Alfaxalone 0.07–0.15 mg/

kg/min

VRI [41, 42]

Cats As required Alfaxalone

1.7–5 mg/kg

Alfaxalone 0.11–0.18 mg/

kg/min

VRI Datasheet

[43–45]

Horses Acepromazine

0.03 mg/kg, IV

Medetomidine

0.007 mg/kg, IV

Guaiphenesin

35 mg/kg

Alfaxalone

1 mg/kg

Alfaxalone 2 mg/kg/h

Medetomidine 5 μg/kg/h
Colt castration [46]

Sheep Alfaxalone

2 mg/kg

10 mg/kg/h [47]

Swine Alfaxalone

4 mg/kg, IM

Medetomidine

0.04 mg/kg, IM

Butorphanol

0.4 mg/kg, IM

Alfaxalone

1.2 mg/kg

0.08 mg/kg/min VRI

Placement of epidural catheter

[48]

Green

Vervet

monkeys

Ketamine 5 mg/

kg, IM

Alfaxalone

0.4–1.2 mg/kg

0.15 mg/kg/min VRI

Imaging study

[49, 50]

Ketamine Dogs 2–20 μg/kg/min CRI to provide analgesia in order

to reduce anaesthetic requirements

[29]

Cats 0.15–0.46 μg/kg/min CRI to provide analgesia in order

to reduce anaesthetic requirements

[29, 51,

52]

Horses α2 agonist Ketamine

Diazepam

Triple drip with GGE and α2-
adrenoceptor agonist

See main

text
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animals where prolonged recumbency may be associated with

higher morbidity and mortality, in equine and small animal

practices, veterinarians tend not to reverse it allowing the

patient to recover slowly and calmly from the anesthesia. In

fact, in horses, following inhalation anesthesia, it is

recommended to give the horse a sedative, usually an α2-
adrenoceptor agonist, while it is still anesthetised in the

recovery box, to smoothen the recovery and to avoid any

excitation which could result in self-induced wound or

worse, limb fracture. Figure 31.6 shows some important

phases of anesthesia in a horse, including recovery. When

using a reversal agent, the analgesic effect of the α2-
adrenoceptor agonists will be reversed and veterinarians

must therefore ensure that analgesia is well under control

using other agents such as opioids or local anesthetics.

Ketamine is a dissociative agent which is used clinically

to provide immobilization or anesthesia (wild animals,

horses). In addition to its hypnotic effect, it also provides

analgesia and is mostly used at low rate infusion for this

effect in different species including dogs, cats and horses.

NMDA antagonism is believed to be the most likely molec-

ular mechanism responsible for most of ketamine’s clinical
properties [78]. Through its NMDA antagonistic properties,

ketamine is known as an antihyperalgesic agent that

decreases wind-up and may provide pain relief in patients

suffering from chronic pain. Infusion schemes have been

developed in small animals as well as horses and its sparing

Fig. 31.1 Regulating clamp used to modify fluid rate through a giving

set

Fig. 31.2 Equine field anaesthesia—induction of anesthesia
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effects have been well documented with inhalant as well as

IV agents in different species (Table 31.2) [29, 31, 32, 34].

The opioids are known for their analgesic effects.

Although agents characterised by short onset and short dura-

tion time such as fentanyl or remifentanil are more appropri-

ate for constant rate infusion (CRI), longer acting agent such

as morphine or methadone have also been used in veterinary

medicine (Table 31.1) [2, 29, 30, 33, 34]. Etorphine, a potent

mu-opioid agonist (about 3000 times the potency of mor-

phine), is mostly used for the restraint and the capture of

wild animals. Its use as an infusion to maintain a patient

under general anesthesia has been described in the elephant

(Fig. 31.7) [79].

Lidocaine is a sodium channel blocker local anesthetic

that has been used intravenously to provide analgesia sys-

temically. Its analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects are

mediated, among others, by blockade of Na channels, inhi-

bition of glycine receptors, inhibition of NMDA and

neurokinin (NK) receptors, promotion of and the release of

endogenous opioids. Although it is not recommended for

infusion in the cat where severe cardiovascular depression

has been observed when used as an infusion [59], it has been

successfully used peri-and postoperatively in different spe-

cies, including dogs and horses [2, 29].

Hypnotic Agents

Propofol

The properties of propofol differentiate it from other intra-

venous agents. A rapid onset of action, short duration due to

high biotransformation, rapid redistribution and an apparent

lack of accumulation made it the ideal agent for induction

and maintenance of anesthesia in human as well as veteri-

nary medicine.

It is a substituted isopropyl phenol which is insoluble in

water and was first formulated with Cremophor EL (1977).

Pain associated with injection as well as complement

mediated adverse reactions to the Cremophor resulted in

radical changes in its formulation [80]. Since 1986, it is

formulated in an oil in water emulsion containing 1 %

propofol, 10 % soybean oil, 2.25 % glycerol, and 1.2 %

purified egg lecithin.

Although this formulation (macro emulsion) is the most

popular in human and veterinary medicine, pain on injection

has still been reported in humans [81–83] as well as in dogs

and cats [84, 85]. In addition, its lack of preservative allows

for fungal and bacterial growths leading to a very short shelf

life of about 12 h after which time any used vials and tubings

Fig. 31.3 Equine field

anesthesia—maintenance of

anaesthesia using a triple drip

based protocol

Fig. 31.4 TCI for propofol in the dog—first version
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Fig. 31.5 TCI for propofol in the

dog—second version

Table 31.4 Examples of minimum infusion rates (MIR) for propofol in different species

Species Premedication Induction IV MIR IV Comments References

Dogs Acepromazine, IM

Methadone, IM

Propofol TCI

Target 3 μg/mL

Propofol TCI, mCp

3.3 (�1.04) μg/mL

Co-infusion

Dexmedetomidine, Measured Plasma

concentration of 0.83 ng/mL

[35]a

Propofol TCI, mCP

6.2 (�1.35) μg/mL

No co-infusion

None Propofol 6 mg/kg 0.51 (�0.08) mg/kg/min No co-infusion [70]a

0.42 (�0.08) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Lidocaine 0.25 mg/kg min CRI

(LD 1.5 mg/kg)

0.31 (�0.074) mg/kg/

min

Co-infusion

Lidocaine 0.25 mg/kg/min, CRI

(LD 1.5 mg/kg)

Ketamine 0.1 mg/kg/min, CRI (1 mg/kg)

None Propofol 6 mg/kg 0.76 (�0.1) mg/kg/min No co-infusion [71]a

Propofol 5 mg/kg

Ketamine 2 mg/kg

0.6 (�0.1) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Ketamine 0.0.025 mg/kg/min

Propofol 4 mg/kg

Ketamine 3 mg/kg

0.41 (�0.1) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Ketamine 0.05 mg/kg/min

Cats None Propofol

0.05–0.1 mg/kg/

min

0.21 (�0.02) mg/kg/min No co-infusion [51]b

0.14 (�0.01) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Ketamine 0.023 mg/kg/min

0.14 (�0.01) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Ketamine 0.046 mg/kg/min

Horses Medetomidine

0.007 mg/kg, IV

Propofol 2 mg/kg 0.06–0.1 mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Medetomidine 0.0035 mg/kg/h

[72, 73]a

Xylazine 1 mg/kg, IV Propofol 3 mg/kg 0.1 (�0.02) or mCp

5.3 (�1.4) μg/mL

None [74]a

None Propofol 7 mg/kg 0.2 (�0.03) or mCp

17.5 (�4.0) μg/mL

None [75]a

Rabbit None Propofol 1 mg/kg/

min

0.64–1.19 mg/kg/min None [76]c

LD loading dose, mCp measured plasma concentration
aElectric stimulation
bToe pinching
cTail clamping
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(infusion) should be discarded (Label Diprivan® 451094 F/

Issued: February 2014). To increase the shelf life of propofol

and possibly decrease pain on administration, other

formulations have been developed and tested such as a

nano droplet formulation and a propofol containing 2 %

benzyl alcohol preservative [10, 86]. Amongst the

formulations developed to decrease the pain, the most suc-

cessful one is fospropofol which is a prodrug of propofol.

Unfortunately, PK studies in the dog and the rabbit have

shown longer onset and duration of action when compared

with the macro emulsion [76, 87].

Pharmacokinetics
In terms of pharmacokinetics, propofol’s rapid distribution
and clearance are mostly responsible for its clinical success

and make it the drug of choice for maintenance of anesthe-

sia. In most species (but not cats) propofol does not seem to

clinically accumulate after multiple injections or

prolonged infusion resulting in rapid recoveries of rela-

tively good quality. Following a single bolus IV adminis-

tration, propofol rapidly reaches the brain and induces

anesthesia. Then it will redistribute to other tissues, leaving

the brain and terminating the anesthesia. In most species

Fig. 31.6 (continued)
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(but not cats) propofol is extensively and rapidly metabolised

by the liver, resulting in the production of water soluble

sulphide and glucuronide metabolites which will be excreted

by the kidneys [88–90]. Propofol’s clearance from the plasma

far exceeds the hepatic blood flow, which marks the impor-

tance of the peripheral tissue uptake as well as the possibility

of extra hepatic metabolism (lung, kidney). The latter was

confirmed when metabolites of propofol were still detected

during the anhepatic phase of orthotopic liver transplantation

in man [90]. Although lungs and kidneys have been suggested

as possible sites for the extra hepatic metabolism, it is still

debated and recent studies have confirmed the importance of

the role of the kidneys over the lungs in the extra hepatic

propofol clearance [91–95].

Pharmacodynamics
Regarding the central nervous system (CNS), cerebral blood

flow (CBF) regulation is not impaired by propofol adminis-

tration while cerebral metabolic rate (CMR) is decreased

which may protect neuronal function in compromised

patients [96–98]. The decrease in CMR will also result in

vasoconstriction, decreasing ICP (intracranial pressure).

Therefore the use of propofol has been advised in humans

as well as in dogs with intracranial diseases [99–103].

The cardiovascular (CV) effects of propofol are a dose

dependant decrease in myocardial contractility and a

decrease in systemic vascular resistance (SVR). The

resulting decrease in blood pressure from baseline

(no hypotension per se) does not usually trigger a

Fig. 31.6 Illustration of some important phases of equine

anesthesiaEquine anaesthesiaphases of. (a) Sedation horse placed

between a wall and a mobile panel to minimize lateral movement

during induction; (b) induction of anaesthesia; (c) blind endotracheal

intubation; (d) lifting of a horse under anaesthesia from the induction

box to the surgery table; (e) placement of the horse on the surgery table;

(f) horse recovering from anesthesia in a padded (wall and floor)

recovery box; (g) same horse as previous, recovering from an anesthe-

sia, still intubated and breathing 100 % O2 through a demand valve;

(h) unassisted recovery; (i) assisted recovery
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compensatory increase in heart rate as observed with other

agents such as thiopental. It has been speculated that in fact

propofol resets the baroreceptor reflex set point [104].

Respiratory depression is an important side-effect of

propofol and it will dose dependently decrease tidal vol-

ume and/or respiratory rate leading to apnea [84, 105]. The

incidence of the latter is not only dose dependant, but also

administration rate dependant [105]. The ventilatory

response to hypoxemia and hypercarbia are decreased with

propofol administration and this may be exacerbated with

co-administration of opioids [18, 106, 107]. To avoid or

limit the respiratory depression, it is advised to administer

propofol slowly to effect [84, 108, 109].

It is a greatmuscle relaxant althoughmyoclonicmovements

and muscle twitching as well as opisthotonos have been

reported during anesthesia in the dog [84, 110–112]. The

incidence of these reactions is greatly decreased with the use

of preanesthetic tranquillisers, sedatives or opioids.

Propofol lacks analgesic properties, and therefore needs

to be co-administered with analgesic agents such as opioids.

Propofol is licenced in dogs and cats but its use has also

been reported in other species, either as an induction agent or

for TIVA [5, 13, 113–117].

Propofol TIVA in Different Species (Table 31.3)

Canine

Although propofol may depress the CV system through

myocardial depression and arteriolar and venous vasodila-

tion, in healthy patient, hemodynamic stability is usually

well maintained with a lower blood pressure than baseline

and decrease in cardiac output but with minimal changes in

heart rate [118, 119]. To avoid higher infusion rates to

compensate for propofol’s lack of analgesia, analgesic

agents (opioids, ketamine) are usually administered in the

premedication (bolus) and/or the maintenance (bolus or

Fig. 31.7 Elephant undergoing

tooth surgery and maintained

anesthetized with etorphine

infusion. The patient was

intubated (Murphy style

endotracheal tube ID ¼ 30). The

patient was breathing 100 % O2

and was ventilated (Intermittent

Positive Pressure Ventilation)

using a demand valve
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more commonly as co-infusion period) phase of anesthesia.

Although the aim is to decrease the propofol requirements

and therefore the associated cardiovascular depression, in

the healthy dog, the addition of potent opioids such as

remifentanil during the maintenance period shows, in addi-

tion to the propofol sparing effect, a decrease in the heart

rate (HR), stroke volume (SV) and cardiac output

(CO) while still maintaining good arterial blood pressure

[118, 120]. To limit those CV effects observed with opioid

infusion, ketamine infusion has also been used during

propofol based anesthesia: a combination sometimes

referred to as Ketofol [119, 121]. Ketamine holds a particu-

lar place amongst anesthetic agents as it maintains or

increases CO in the healthy patient as a result of increased

sympathetic tone [122]. In a recent study in healthy beagle

dogs, the combination resulted in a decrease of the amount

of propofol used with an increase in HR and arterial blood

pressure [119].

In the healthy dog, the main side-effect resulting from

propofol administration is respiratory depression which

tends to be exacerbated with the addition of opioids as well

as ketamine and consequently the anesthetists must be ready

to provide assisted ventilation [118, 119].

A recent retrospective study looking at myoclonus in

dogs anesthetised with propofol TIVA reported a 1.2 %

incidence [123]. This is much lower than the previously

described incidences: 21 % [124], 7.5 % [111] or 46.1 %

[125]. The difference may result from the fact that in the

most recent study, myoclonus was precisely defined as

involuntary muscle contractions which did not cease follow-

ing bolus administration of propofol, and due to their inten-

sity made continuation of anesthesia difficult without further

treatment [123]. Any uncoordinated movements, tremor,

paddling (running like movement) that could be explained

by a lack of hypnosis or analgesia or were present during the

awakening phase were not counted. For example, in the Hall

and Chambers study [124] the dogs did not receive any

analgesia in the premedication or during the procedure and

therefore the observed movements could have been

attributed to insufficient anesthesia and/or analgesia [124].

Pain on injection has been described in the dog and the

incidence varies between 1 and 7.5 % [84, 85]. In a recent

study (2012), Michou et al. reported a 3 % incidence with

the macro emulsion compared with a 20 % incidence with a

new lipid free formulation (propoClear®, Pfizer Animal

Health, UK) [126]. Similar results with the lipid free emul-

sion were reported by Minghella in 2010 [127].

In a recent study, the induction and maintenance doses in

unpremedicated animals were respectively 5.3 � 1.1 and

0.6 � 0.1 mg/kg [119]. In this study dogs were not

undergoing any surgery and anesthesia was maintained for

60 min while the infusion rate was altered up or down

following clinical assessment including ocular reflexes, jaw

tone, swallowing reflexes and presence or absence of limb

withdrawal following toe pinching. The authors did not

observe any effect on the HR or the SpO2 and PaO2 by

comparison to baseline while mean arterial blood pressure

(MAP) was lower than baseline, but hypotensive events

(MAP < 60mmHg)were not reported by the authors (lowest

MAP observed at was 78 � 7 mmHg at time 40min). Five of

the ten dogs of the study had short (15 min) apneic events.

The time to extubation was 9.4 min and the recovery quality

was scored as smooth or with some paddling of short dura-

tion. Other infusion protocols are provided in Table 31.3.

The minimum infusion rate (MIR) and the minimum

target concentration (TCI) for propofol necessary to block

a response to a supramaximal stimulation (tetanic twitch) in

50 % of dogs has been determined with different

co-infusions including dexmedetomidine, lidocaine and

ketamine [35, 70, 61] (Table 31.4).

Feline

The CV and respiratory effects are very similar to those

observed in the dog. The addition of analgesic agents such

as potent opioids (fentanyl, alfentanil or sufentanil) in

healthy un-premedicated cats undergoing ovariohys-

terectomy and maintained under anesthesia with propofol

TIVA had similar effects as in dogs with a decrease in HR

and arterial blood pressure as well as a respiratory depres-

sion (decrease respiratory rate, increase in EtCO2)

[128]. On the other hand, Padilla and colleagues show

that, in acepromazine premedicated cats also undergoing

neutering procedures and receiving either remifentanil or

alfentanil infusion in addition to propofol TIVA, HR and

arterial blood pressure were equal or increased by compari-

son with baseline while ventilatory parameters were well

maintained [129]. In earlier studies, it has been reported

that HR and systolic arterial blood pressure (SAP) could

increase in cats secondary to sympathetic activation in

consequence to the administration of high doses of ultra-

short acting opioids [130, 131]. While we cannot comment

on the infusion rate for remifentanil, the alfentanil infusion

rate was higher in the Padilla’s study at 0.5 versus 0.08 μg/
kg/min and could have been responsible for the different

CV parameters in that study. An additional explanation

could be that as the cats underwent ovariohysterectomy in

both studies, it is still possible that the surgical stimulation

was different enough to have caused the observed

difference.

In injured cats, cardiorespiratory variables were com-

pared between propofol/fentanyl and isoflurane/fentanyl

anesthesia. A higher requirement for respiratory system sup-

port through IPPV was found in the propofol group than in

the isoflurane group (9/11 vs 1/11), but CV parameters such

as arterial blood pressures in particular were better

maintained in the propofol group [132].
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In 2015, Campagna et al. reported that, in medetomidine

premedicated cats undergoing ovariohysterectomy under

propofol TIVA, 80 % of their patients required controlled

ventilation [44]. In an earlier study in cats premedicated

withmorphine andmedetomidine, undergoing neutering pro-

cedure, Beths et al. did not report post induction apnea or

patients requiring controlled ventilation [49]. In the latter

study, propofol based anesthesia was induced with less

propofol (0.25 vs. 11.7 mg/kg). Although the propofol main-

tenance infusion rate was higher in the Beths et al. study

(0.339 vs. 0.178 mg/kg/min), the recovery times were shorter

(33.4 vs. 57 min). This was certainly the result of a shorter

durationof anesthesia in theBeths et al. study (26.1vs. 74min)

and the fact that it has been shown, in cats, that recovery

time increases with longer propofol infusion time [133].

This is not really a surprise since we know that the PK of

propofol in that species has a longer elimination half time

which could result from slowermetabolism. In humans, about

60 % of propofol metabolism is via glucuronidation through

the glucuronyl transferase enzyme [134]. In the cat, the gene

responsible for that enzyme has been classified as a

pseudogene and is very likely non-functional [135]. Also in

humans, a proportion of propofol undergoes phase one

metabolism involving cytochrome P450 (CYP) microsomal

enzyme followed by glucuronidation. While the specific

enzyme has been identified in humans (CYP2B6) and in

dogs (CYP2B11), this has not yet been done in the cat [136–

138].Moreover, Beths in 2008 did not observemuch propofol

related CYP activity in feline hepatic microsomal

preparations by comparison to dogs and rats (Fig. 31.8)

(unpublished data).

In addition to this slower metabolism, the use of propofol

for TIVA in the cat is still controversial. In a study in 1989,

Andress et al. reported, following repeated daily administra-

tion of propofol, oxidative injuries to feline red blood cells

(Heinz Body formation) as well as facial oedema,

generalized malaise, anorexia and diarrhoea [60]. Recovery

times were also increased following the second consecutive

day of administration. A study performed 12 years later, in

cats repeatedly anesthetised with propofol and undergoing

radiotherapy, did not report any relevant hematologic

changes [142]. While recovery times were not recorded, it

was believed that they were not increased. The authors

reported similar quality of recovery in all cases without

any of the side-effects reported in the Andress study

(anorexia and malaises).

The MIR for propofol necessary to block a response to a

supramaximal stimulation (tetanic twitch) in 50 % of cats

has been determined with two different ketamine

co-infusions (Table 31.4) [51].

Equine

Due to the lack of analgesic effect of propofol, the doses

required to produce surgical anesthesia are such that while

the CV function is more or less well maintained, respiratory

depression is of concern and oxygen support is

recommended as well as positive pressure ventilation

[5, 31, 36, 143, 144].

Fig. 31.8 Degradation of propofol concentrations (2.5 μg/mL) over

time in rat, dog and cat hepatic microsomes. At each time, the mean

value of two propofol determinations (HPLC) was calculated. Each

point is the mean (� SD) propofol concentration from microsomes of

six rats, dogs or cats. The incubation times in rats and dog were 0, 5,

10, 15 30 and 45 min while in cats the incubation times were 0, 1,2 3, 4

and 6 h. Isolation of the microsomes followed the methods described by

Rutten et al. [139] and Correia [140]. Propofol was extracted from the

microsomes and was analysed by HPLC with fluorescence following

the method described by Plummer [141]
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As far as the author is aware, propofol is the only IV

anesthetic which, thanks to its pharmacokinetic quality, is

sufficiently non-cumulative to be used in the equine patient

for procedures lasting longer than 2 h [73, 145]. Although

the induction of anesthesia with propofol may be of poor

quality, recoveries are usually good and smooth

[116, 146]. In unpremedicated horses, a 4 mg/kg IV dose

of propofol is necessary to induce anesthesia [116]. As

propofol exists as a 1 % solution, that brings the volume of

propofol for induction of anesthesia for a 500 kg horse to

about 2000 mg or about 200 mL, which is a big and expen-

sive volume. This and the unreliable quality of induction

necessitate combinations of different drugs with propofol

such as xylazine or detomidine but with little improvement

in the quality of induction [26, 36, 116]. The best results so

far seems to have been obtained with the addition of

guaiphenesin (GGE), an IV centrally acting muscle relaxant

(74–100 mg/kg), or ketamine in the induction protocol or

medetomidine in the premedication [37, 73, 147, 148]. Other

authors have even recommended anaesthetising horses using

a ketamine based protocol followed once anesthesia is

induced, by a bolus of propofol and propofol TIVA [28, 31].

In two different studies, following premedication with

medetomidine (7 μg/kg IV) and induction of anesthesia

with propofol IV 2 mg/kg, anesthesia was maintained up to

4 h at an infusion rate between 0.07–0.11 mg/kg/min and

3.5 μg/kg/h for propofol and medetomidine, respectively

[72, 73]. In both cases, although all the horses were breath-

ing spontaneously, the rhythm was irregular in the majority

of the horses, no apnea was noticed and PaCO2 did not

change significantly, while hypoxemia was recorded in

some ponies with PaO2 values as low as 35 mmHg [72]. In

terms of CV parameters, those were relatively well

maintained with a few cases of mild hypotension recorded

in some ponies with the lowest value recorded for SAP of

78 mmHg [73]. Recoveries were smooth and of good quality

with fewer attempts at standing and better overall recovery

score when atipamezole (specific (dex)medetomidine rever-

sal agent) was not used. The recovery time varied between

20 and 38 min between the two studies and was not signifi-

cantly affected by the addition of atipamezole.

In a similar study to the previous one the replacement of

propofol with ketamine to induce anesthesia allowed for

better induction quality with more difficult intubation and

very similar cardiopulmonary parameters. Following 4 h of

anesthesia, the mean recovery time was of 31.1 min with a

quality scored of good to excellent [149].

The addition of diazepam (0.02 mg/kg, IV) to the previ-

ous protocol in 50 client owned horses undergoing different

surgeries, provided excellent induction and endotracheal

intubation conditions [28]. With a similar medetomidine

CRI, but a propofol variable rate infusion (VRI)

(0.098–0.108 mg/kg/min) CV parameters were well

maintained (no vasopressor agents required) but still

23 horses needed IPPV. While the anesthesia time varied

between 46 and 225 min, the recoveries were reported as

been uneventful with a mean recovery time of 42.2 min.

When adding GGE (100 mg/kg) to a similar protocol

(medetomidine 5 μg/kg and propofol 3 mg/kg, IV) to induce

anesthesia in seven horses, Oku et al. recorded better quality

of anesthesia and considered 3 μg/kg/min of medetomidine

and 1 mg/kg/min of propofol as the minimum infusion rate

(MIR) required to maintain anesthesia in horses undergoing

castration [148]. Spontaneous breathing was maintained but

one horse was apneic at 10 and 15 min and two others at

35 min after receiving a bolus of propofol. Cardiovascular

parameters were well maintained and recoveries were of fair

(five horses) good (one horse) and excellent (one horse)

quality. The number of attempts at standing varied from

one to five, with a mean recovery time of about 44 min.

Similarly to other species (dogs and cats), co-infusion of

ketamine (20–50 μg/kg/min) allows for a decrease of

propofol infusion rate while maintaining good cardiopulmo-

nary parameters [31, 32, 150].

In Flaherty’s study, the protocol consisted of detomidine

(20 μg/kg IV) premedication followed by induction with

ketamine 2.2 mg/kg IV and maintenance of anesthesia with

ketamine 40 μg/kg/min and propofol 0.12 mg/kg/min (pre-

ceded with a 0.5 mg/kg, IV) in four ponies [31]. Following a

propofol infusion lasting 65 min (ketamine 60 min) the

recovery was of good quality and lasted about 27.2 min.

Ohta’s et al., premedicated horses with 1 mg/kg of

xylazine, but used a propofol based IV induction (3 mg/kg)

with midazolam (0.05 mg/kg) which resulted in unacceptable

induction conditions with some horses paddling [32]. Thereaf-

ter, they maintained anesthesia with a ketamine and propofol

infusion rate of 50 μg/kg/min and 0.16 mg/kg min, respec-

tively. Ketamine was stopped 20min before the estimated end

of the surgery.While propofol was stopped 112–140 min after

the start of the infusion, recoveries were of good quality and

lasted about 70 (�23) minutes.

Ketamine (2 mg/kg) and diazepam (0.03 mg/kg) IV were

used to induce acepromazine (0.03 mg/kg, IV) and detomidine

(0.015 mg/kg, IV) premedicated horses [150]. Induction

of anesthesia was then followed by a propofol bolus of

0.3 mg/kg and anesthesia was maintained with infusions of

propofol (0.16 mg/kg/min) and ketamine (20–40 μg/kg/min).

The ketamine infusion was started at a rate of 40 μg/kg/min

and was decreased by 10 μg/kg/min every 20 min. It was

terminated 30 min before the estimated end of anesthesia.

After a mean anesthesia time of 59 � 17 min, recovery time

was 34 � 7 min and of good quality.

The addition of medetomidine infusion to ketamine/

propofol anesthesia was studied by Umar et al. [37, 144,
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151]. The basic protocol was the same between the three

studies: premedication with medetomidine 5 μg/kg, IV

followed by induction of anesthesia with midazolam

0.04 mg/kg and ketamine 2.5 mg/kg IV. To maintain anes-

thesia, ketamine at 1 mg/kg/h and medetomidine 1.25 μg/kg/
h was added to a propofol VRI of 0.14 mg/kg/min (2006 and

2007 studies) and 0.17–0.13 mg/kg/min (2015 study). In all

the studies the CV parameters were very well maintained. In

the first study (2006), apnea was observed in all horses (six)

after the propofol loading dose and therefore IPPV was

initiated in this study as well as the following two studies.

Once IPPV was started, no respiratory issues were observed

in any of the studies. Duration of anesthesia was

115 � 17 min, 4 h and 175 � 14 min in the 2006, 2007

and 2015 study, respectively. Recovery quality was good in

all the studies, with a time to standing of 62 � 10, 98 � 21

and 74 � 28 min, respectively.

The MIR for propofol necessary to block a response to a

supramaximal stimulation (tetanic twitch) in 50 % of horses

have been determined with different premedication (xylazine,

medetomidine and no drug) and co-infusion protocols

(no drug and medetomidine) (Table 31.4) [73, 74, 145].

Ruminants

Very little information is available on the use of propofol

based TIVA in cattle. In 2015, Deschk et al. reported the use

of propofol in unsedated calves (6–12 months old) for induc-

tion (5 mg/kg IV) and maintenance (0.6 and 0.8 mg/kg/min

for 60 min) of anesthesia [38]. The calves were allowed to

breathe room air. Recoveries were uneventful. No apnea was

noticed at any time while some muscle tremors were

observed in three out of eight calves at a propofol infusion

rate of 0.6 mg/kg/min but in only one out of eight at a

propofol infusion rate of 0.8 mg/kg/min. The arterial

pressures decreased in both groups but to a greater extent

in the 0.8 mg/kg/min group which also had a bigger decrease

in SVRI (systemic vascular resistance index). Cardiac index

(CI) increased in the 0.8 mg/kg/min group while staying

constant in the 0.6 mg/kg/min group.

Propofol anesthesia (2.5–6 mg/kg, IV) has been induced

in goats either alone or following a premedication [40].

Maintenance of anesthesia varied with the level of sedation

resulting from the premedication (0.2–0.6 mg/kg/min).

When compared to fentanyl premedication (0.02 mg/kg)

and co-infusion (0.02 mg/kg/h), midazolam premedication

(0.3 mg/kg) and co-infusion (0.3 mg/kg/h) resulted in a

smoother recovery following a 90 min propofol anesthesia

(12–18 mg/kg/h) [39]. In both cases, cardiopulmonary

parameters were well maintained. When ketamine is used

as a co-infusion (0.03 mg/kg/min) in propofol anesthetised

goats (0.3 mg/kg/min) following midazolam premedication

(0.4 mg/kg IV) and ketamine (3 mg/kg, IV)/propofol (1 mg/

kg, IV) induction, the authors reported stable

cardiopulmonary parameters and recoveries of good to

excellent quality [25].

Swine

In pigs propofol is often combined with a potent short

acting opioid such as fentanyl [152]. Schoffmann et al.

[153] reported the use of propofol for induction (1 mg/kg

IV) and maintenance of anesthesia (8 mg/kg/h) with

co-infusion of fentanyl (35 μg/kg/h) in midazolam

(0.5 mg/kg, IM), ketamine (10 mg/kg IM) and butorphanol

(0.5 mg/kg, IM) premedicated piglets [153]. They

reported very stable mean blood pressure and heart rates

for 300 min of anesthesia time. There is no information on

the recovery times or quality as it was a non-recovery

surgery.

Miscellaneous

Propofol-ketamine in the donkey [154]: Following xylazine

premedication (1 mg/kg, IV) and induction of anesthesia

with ketamine (1.5 mg/kg, IV) and propofol (0.5 mg/kg,

IV), anesthesia was maintained for 1 h in eight healthy

donkeys with a CRI of propofol (0.15 mg/kg/min) and keta-

mine (0.05 mg/kg/min). The donkeys were placed in lateral

recumbency following induction of anesthesia, their tracheas

were intubated and they were allowed to breathe room air.

While all the donkeys had PaO2 values between 47 and

93 mmHg, ventilation was well maintained (PaCO2 between

38 and 51 mmHg). Heart rate and mean blood pressure

stayed in acceptable ranges. Recovery was uneventful and

the donkeys were standing 29 � 9 min following cessation

of the CRI’s.
Propofol (3.7 mg/kg, IV) was used to induce anesthesia in

a medetomidine (25 μg/kg, IM) and diazepam (0.38 mg/kg,

IM) premedicated King penguin with a history of seizures

who was undergoing brain MRI (Figs. 31.9 and 31.10) [38].

Anesthesia was maintained for 138 min with propofol at a rate

of 0.1–0.3 mg/kg/min. IPPV was continued from the start of

anesthesia until the end with 100 % O2. Spontaneous breath-

ing was recorded 10 min after the end of the infusion and

extubation was achieved 15 min later when the penguin

started lifting his head and moving his wings. Recovery was

smooth without any excitation or adverse behaviour.

The MIR for propofol necessary to block a response to a

supramaximal stimulation (tail clamping) in 50 % of rabbits

has been determined (Table 31.4) [76].

Alfaxalone

Alfaxalone is a neuroactive steroid which has been used in

veterinary medicine since the early 1970s. At that time, the

poorly water soluble agent was combined with a weak

anesthetic alfadolone and formulated in Cremophor EL
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[155]. The latter was responsible for hyperaemia in cats, and

histamine release with anaphylactic reactions in dogs

[156]. The formulation was characterised by rapid onset

and offset of action, no irritating effects on the blood vessels,

and minimum CV and respiratory effects with a high thera-

peutic index [157–159]. Athesin (human formulation) or

Saffan (veterinary formulation) were removed from the mar-

ket in the middle of the 1980s [160]. Recently, Jurox, an

Australian drug company reintroduced alfaxalone, without

the alfadolone and this time, formulated in a non-cremophor

vehicle, 2-hydroxpropyl-β-cyclodextrin (Alfaxan CD®).

This drug has now been approved in dogs and cats in

Australia, Canada, and Europe and more recently in the

USA. This new formulation is not associated with histamine

release and has been evaluated in other species (sheep,

horses).

Meanwhile, in humans, alfaxalone in sulfobutyl-

ether-β-cyclodextrin has been developed by another

Australian company, Dawbridge Pharmaceuticals Pty Ltd

(Malver, Victoria, Australia) [160]. Following comparison

of the new formulation with propofol in rats, the authors

concluded that the new formulation had a similar onset and

offset timing as propofol, and a higher therapeutic index.

The new formulation recently went through phase 1c trials

and showed very promising result in humans with a fast

onset and short duration of anesthesia similar to propofol,

but with less reported CV depression and no pain on

injection [161].

From now on, all the following information regarding

alfaxalone will concern the new veterinary formulation,

Alfaxan CD®, unless specified otherwise. This formulation

does not contain a preservative and therefore supports

micro-organism growth, but not as readily as does propofol

and any solution remaining after withdrawal should be

discarded [162].

Its mechanism of action is similar to thiopental or

propofol and results from its interaction with the GABAA

receptors and yields a state of anesthesia and provides good

muscle relaxation.

Pharmacokinetics
Alfaxalone shares some PK advantages with propofol

such as fast onset and short duration of action attributable

to the fact that both are rapidly redistributed and metabolized

[15, 16, 163].

The pharmacokinetics of alfaxalone have been deter-

mined in different species such as dogs, cats and horses

(Table 31.1) and has been determined to be non-linear

(in the dog and the cat), meaning that with increasing

doses, plasma concentration and the area under the plasma

Fig. 31.10 King penguin undergoing MRI examination and

anesthetized with propofol TIVA (variable rate infusion). The patient

had an endotracheal tube and was connected to an anesthesia machine

with a universal F breathing system (FiO2 ¼ 1.0)

Fig. 31.9 Induction of anaesthesia of a King Penguin with propofol

prior the MRI examination under propofol TIVA
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concentration-time curve (AUC) increase out of proportion

to the change in doses [16, 17]. In the cat, Whittem et al. [17]

reported that despite the non-linear kinetic of alfaxalone, at

clinical dose rates, no accumulation of the agent or its effects

were observed [17]. Alfaxalone undergoes both phase I

(cytochrome P450 metabolism) and phase II (conjugation

dependent) hepatic metabolism. While both dogs and cats

seem to produce the same five metabolites following phase I

(allopregnatrione, 3β-alfaxalone, 20-hydroxy-3β-alfaxalone,
20-hydroxyalfaxalone and 2α-hydroxyalfaxalone), dogs pre-
dominantly produce alfaxalone glucuronide in phase

2 whereas cats also produce alfaxalone sulphate [164].

Unlike propofol, it seems that breed has little effect on

alfaxalone PK as the PK parameters observed in

un-premedicated greyhounds were very similar to those

observed in un-premedicated beagles [15, 16]. In contrast,

acepromazine/morphine premedicated greyhounds saw their

anesthesia time, following a bolus of alfaxalone, increased

by a factor of 5. A decrease in perfusion due to acepromazine

was thought to be the reason of the observed decrease in

clearance, but this could not be substantiated [16].

In a study looking at PK in male and female dogs, it

seems that although the agent is derived from the hormone

progesterone, there was no gender effect in the PK and

therefore it could be administered at the same dose to either

sex [15].

Pharmacodynamics
Although we do not know the effects of Alfaxan CD® itself

on cerebral hemodynamic and metabolism, it is very likely

that the effect will be similar to those observed with the

previous alfaxalone-alfadolone formulation: a dose-

dependent decrease in cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cere-

bral metabolic rate oxygen (CMRO2) [165–158]. When

maintaining anesthesia in cats via a CRI of the former CT

1341 formulation, Baldy-Moulinier and Besset-Lehmann

reported a dose dependent decrease in CBF and intracranial

pressure (ICP) as well as concurrent vasoconstriction [165].

Those attributes in relation to the cerebral hemodynamic and

metabolism supported the use of the new formulation with

remifentanil CRI in a dog undergoing craniotomy for tumour

resection [164].

At clinical doses in different species, the CV parameters

remain quite stable. When given at clinically relevant doses

in dogs (2 mg/kg, IV) and in cats (5 mg/kg, IV), the CV

parameters were reported to stay stable [169, 170]. With

increasing doses, the studied CV parameters deviated from

normal, but these changes differed between species. In the

cat, when doses of up to 10 times the clinical dose (50 mg/

kg) were administered IV, HR, CO and ABP decrease while

in the dog a tenfold clinical dose (20 mg/kg) administration

resulted in an increase of HR while ABP decreased

[169, 170].

Although possibly more pronounced in dogs than in cats,

a dose dependant respiratory depression is observed in both

species, with a decrease in respiratory rate leading to apnea,

decreased tidal volume, minute volume and PaO2

[169, 170]. In both species hypercarbia is also noticed. As

for the CV effect, at clinical doses the effects are mild and

manageable. And as for propofol, titration to effect at induc-

tion will reduce the risk of respiratory depression and post

induction apnea [43, 171].

To the author’s knowledge there are no known contra-

indications for the use of alfaxalone but, as it demonstrates

dose-dependant pharmacokinetics and undergoes hepatic

metabolism, the author would advise caution for its use as

an infusion in patients with liver damage. In both dogs and

cats dose-dependant mild CV depression has been observed

after induction of anesthesia with alfaxalone. Therefore the

authors advise caution when used in hemodynamically

compromised patient and propose dose-titration to effect as

a means of decreasing those CV side-effects.

Alfaxalone TIVA in Different Species (Table 31.2)

Canine

Following acepromazine (0.02 mg/kg, IV) and

hydromorphone (0.05 mg/kg, IV) premedication, anesthesia

was induced and maintained either with alfaxalone or

propofol [41]. The induction dose was 2 mg/kg for

alfaxalone and 4 mg/kg for propofol. Both doses were

administered over 60 s. Anesthesia was then maintained

for 120 min with alfaxalone 0.07 mg/kg/min for the

alfaxalone group and propofol 0.25 mg/kg/min in the

propofol group. Between the two groups, systemic and pul-

monary artery pressures, HR, CO and CI, stroke volume

(SV) and stroke volume index (SVI), and SVR did not vary

significantly and were well maintained compared to base-

line. Although no significant changes were observed

between groups for parameters such as respiratory rate,

arterial pH, PaO2, or PaCO2, in both groups, respiratory

depression was evident with low respiratory rate, increased

EtCO2, decreased pH (respiratory acidosis). Post induction

apnea was observed in one dog in each group and lasted

210 s in the alfaxalone vs. 82 s in the propofol group. Time

from end of CRI to standing was 52 � 10 and 62 � 18 min

for alfaxalone and propofol respectively. The quality of

recovery was good in both groups.

When comparing their use for surgeries such as

ovariohysterectomy, following acepromazine (0.01 mg/kg

IM) and morphine (0.4 mg/kg IM) premedication, induction

and maintenance of anesthesia with propofol (5.8 � 0.3 mg/

kg and 0.37 � 0.09 mg/kg/min, respectively) and alfaxalone

(1.9 � 0.07 mg/kg and 0.11 � 0.01 mg/kg/min, respec-

tively) showed similar results with no difference between

groups in the measured cardiopulmonary parameters [42].
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While HR and blood pressures were well maintained in both

groups, hypoventilation was observed while maintaining

good oxygenation (dogs breathed 100 % O2 through an

appropriate breathing system). Therefore, as a conclusion,

the authors suggested that ventilatory support should be

considered when those protocols were used in bitches

undergoing neutering procedure.

When replacing acepromazine (0.05 mg/kg) with the α2-
adrenoceptor agonist dexmedetomidine (10 μg/kg, IM) in a

buprenorphine (20 μg/kg, IM) based premedication in dogs

undergoing similar procedures, the alfaxalone infusion rate

was reduced from 0.11 with acepromazine to 0.08 mg/kg/

min in dexmedetomidine group [172]. The difference

resulted most probably from the analgesic properties of the

α2-adrenoceptor agonist [173, 174]. Similarly to the previ-

ous study, the authors reported very good CV parameters

while apnea and hypoventilation were commonly observed.

After 2 h of anesthesia, recoveries were of short duration

(about 10 min) in both groups, but of better quality in the

acepromazine group which could be due to the longer lasting

sedative properties of that agent.

Alfaxalone has been studied in both juvenile (12 weeks of

age) dogs and cats and shown to provide acceptable anesthe-

sia [175, 176]. Most recently, it has demonstrated favourable

characteristics including improved neonatal APGAR scores

when used for induction of anesthesia for canine caesarean

section by comparison with propofol [177]. Both agents

have similar puppy survival rates. When compared to

alfaxalone induction followed by isoflurane anesthesia,

alfaxalone TIVA in un-premedicated female dogs

undergoing caesarean section resulted in longer recovery of

poorer quality [178]. Unfortunately, in this study the

alfaxalone CRI was predefined not tailored to the patients’
requirements and therefore, boluses of alfaxalone were

required to be administered to maintain anesthesia. As

alfaxalone clearance is dose dependant (non-linear kinetics)

and as incremental bolus administration results in higher

peak plasma concentration, it is very likely that the lengthy

recovery was due to an “excessive” dose of alfaxalone.

Similarly the poorer recovery quality observed in the

alfaxalone group may have also resulted from the high

dose of alfaxalone as this agent has been reported to increase

noise sensitivity in dog, leading to poor recoveries

[179]. Although the alfaxalone TIVA resulted in a lower

APGAR score than isoflurane, puppies’ survival was the

same in both groups.

The MIR for alfaxalone necessary to maintain anesthesia

in female dogs undergoing ovariohysterectomy has been

determined with two different butorphanol based

premedication protocols (acepromazine vs. medetomidine)

(Table 31.5) [45].

Feline

In medetomidine (20 μg/kg, IM) and morphine (0.3 mg/kg,

IM) premedicated cats (10 male and 24 female) undergoing

neutering procedure, the reported alfaxalone induction and

maintenance doses were 1.7 (0.3–3) mg/kg and 0.18

(0.06–0.25) mg/kg/min [43]. None of the cats became apneic

and respiratory and heart rates were well maintained. Hypo-

tensive episodes of short duration and responding to fluid

therapy and decrease of alfaxalone infusion rate were

reported in 20 cats (59 %). The anesthesia time was longer

in female cats than in male cats (126.5 � 24.7 vs. 39.6

� 21.6 min) resulting in a higher maintenance dose been

Table 31.5 Examples of minimum infusion rates (MIR) for Alfaxalone in different species

Species Premedication Induction IV MIR IV Comments References

Cats Acepromazine 0.1 mg/kg,

IM

Butorphanol, 0.2, IM

Alfaxalone 2.57 (�0.4)

mg/kg

0.19 (�0.02) mg/kg/min Ovariohysterectomy [45]

Medetomidine 0.02, IM

Butorphanol, 0.2, IM

Alfaxalone 1.87 (�0.5)

mg/kg

0.18 (�0.02) mg/kg/min

Goats Alfaxalone 3 mg/kg 0.16 (0.14–0.18) mg/kg/min None [180]a

Fentanyl 0.005, IV Alfaxalone 2 mg/kg 0.11 (0.11–0.14) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Fentanyl 0.005 mg/kg/h

[181]a

Fentanyl 0.015, IV 0.05 (0.017–0.11) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Fentanyl 0.015 mg/kg/h

Fentanyl 0.03, IV 0.017 (0.017–0.08) mg/kg/

min

Co-infusion

Fentanyl 0.03 mg/kg/h

Midazolam 0.1, IV Alfaxalone 2.3 mg/kg 0.11 (0.11–0.14) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Midazolam 0.1 mg/kg/h

[181]a

Midazolam 0.3, IV Alfaxalone 2 mg/kg 0.11 (0.08–0.11) mg/kg/min Co-infusion

Midazolam 0.3 mg/kg/h

Midazolam 0.9, IV Alfaxalone 2 mg/kg 0.048 (0.016–0.08) mg/kg/

min

Co-infusion

Midazolam 0.9 mg/kg/h
aClamping proximal part of one digit of the hoof
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administered to the female cats (about 22 vs. 7 mg/kg). This

might have resulted in the longer recovery time (time to first

head tilt) also observed in the female cats (49 vs. 27 min).

Alfaxalone PK, as in the dog, is described as being

non-linear and dose-dependant recovery times have been

describes in other studies [170, 182]. The quality of the

recovery was good in 31 cats while noise induced excitation

of short duration (10–20 min) was reported in three cats.

This side-effect was previously reported in cats with the

former alfaxalone-alfadolone formulation [158, 183].

In a study in female cats undergoing neutering procedure,

Schwarz et al. [45] compared acepromazine and

medetomidine (both with butorphanol) premedication in

alfaxalone TIVA [45]. While the induction dose was lower

in the medetomidine group (1.87 � 0.5 vs. 2.57 � 0.41 mg/

kg), the infusion rates were very similar between the two

groups (around 0.18 mg/kg/min). Although those results are

very similar to the previous study, the authors reported

inadequate quality of anesthesia and the need for alfaxalone

boluses during the procedure. This difference was possibly

due to the use of butorphanol (a partial μ agonist opioid)

which has been shown to provide very little analgesia in the

cats recovering from neutering surgery by comparison to a

full agonist opioid such as methadone [184]. Cardiopulmo-

nary data were similar to the previous study. They reported

neither apneic events nor respiratory depression. Some

myoclonus, mostly of the hind limbs, was reported during

the recovery period which lasted about 60 min (time to first

head tilt).

When comparing alfaxalone and propofol TIVA in

dexmedetomidine (15 μg/kg, IM) and morphine (0.3 mg/

kg, IM) premedicated female cats undergoing neutering

procedures, no cardiopulmonary difference (HR and arterial

blood pressure), EtCO2, SpO2, RR)) were noted between the

two groups [49]. No cats required ventilatory support. Nei-

ther hypotensive nor apneic events were reported. Following

approximatively 26 min of anesthesia, recovery quality was

very good in both groups with a non-significant longer time

to reach sternal position with alfaxalone (35 vs 47 min).

In a later study, comparing the same two hypnotic agents

in medetomidine (10 μg/kg, IM) and meloxicam (0.3 mg/kg,

IM) premedicated female cats undergoing neutering proce-

dure, Campagna et al. also reported very good CV

parameters in both groups with no hypotension [44]. With

regards to respiration, the authors reported significantly bet-

ter maintained respiratory function in the alfaxalone group

where the EtCO2 over time was kept lower and where only

2/10 cats (vs. 8/10) needed ventilatory support. The possible

difference between those two last studies with regards to the

reported respiratory effects could come from the fact that in

Campagna et al.’s study, the induction doses were five

(propofol) to ten (alfaxalone) times higher than in Beths

et al.’s study.

Equine

The pharmacokinetic of alfaxalone in the adult horses and

neonatal foals have been previously determined following a

single IV bolus (Table 31.1) [18, 19].

So far, only three studies report the clinical use of

alfaxalone TIVA in the horse [46, 185, 186]. As TIVA is

mostly used in field anesthesia and as castration is the most

common surgery done in the field conditions, those three

studies are on horses undergoing field castration.

Following romifidine (an α2-adrenoceptor agonist at

100 μg/kg, IV) and butorphanol (50 μg/kg, IV)

premedication, anesthesia was induced with diazepam

(0.05 mg/kg, IV) and alfaxalone (1 mg/kg, IV) and

maintained with incremental IV dose(s) of alfaxalone

(0.2 mg/kg) as required [186]. Induction and maintenance

of anesthesia as well as recovery were scored good to excel-

lent. Horses were standing 34 � 9 min following induction.

Although HR did not change following induction of anes-

thesia, a slight increase in RR was recorded. Of the 17 ponies

undergoing castration surgery, one needed four increments

while nine needed one.

When compared to ketamine in a similar setting

(romifidine/butorphanol premedication and diazepam

co-induction), alfaxalone shows shorter induction time

(18 � 4 vs. 30 � 6 s) but needed to be topped up more

frequently than ketamine (4/21 vs. 7/20 ponies)

[185]. While both HR and RR increase following ketamine

induction, no changes were observed with alfaxalone. There

was no clinical difference in terms of recovery times and

quality.

Infusion of alfaxalone (2 mg/kg/h) and medetomidine

(5 μg/kg/h) has been describes in 11 colts undergoing castra-
tion surgery [46]. Anesthesia was maintained for about

45 min with this regimen following acepromazine

(0.03 mg/kg, IV) and medetomidine (7 μg/kg/min)

premedication and induction of anesthesia with

guaiphenesin (35 mg/kg, IV) and alfaxalone (1 mg/kg, IV).

Quality of induction and recovery were good to excellent,

with only one attempt to stand and a time from end of

infusion to standing of 37 � 13.5 min. Horses were sponta-

neously breathing O2 enriched air and cardiopulmonary data

were clinically acceptable with no apneic and/or hypoten-

sive events been recorded.

Ruminant

While no information exist on the use of alfaxalone in cattle,

a study in un-premedicated sheep induced with alfaxalone

2 mg/kg IV and maintained anesthetised with a CRI of

alfaxalone at 10 mg/kg/h, reported clinically acceptable

hemodynamic results (HR and ABP) with mild respiratory

depression (decreased RR, increased PaCO2, decreased pH)

[47]. Following 72.5 min of anesthesia, recovery was of

good quality and about 22 min long. In 2015, Ndwanna
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et al. determined the MIR of alfaxalone in sheep [180]. In the

same year, Dzikiti et al. determined the MIR of alfaxalone in

sheep with either a fentanyl or a midazolam co-infusion

(Table 31.5) [181, 187].

Swine

Although alfaxalone based TIVA has not yet been reported

in pigs, the author’s group has submitted for publication a

study on the use of alfaxalone TIVA in the pig [48].

In this study, 12 pigs were anesthetised for about 51.5 min

for epidural catheter placement as part of another study.

Premedication consisted of 4 mg/kg of alfaxalone,

medetomidine 40 μg/kg and butorphanol 0.4 mg/kg

IM. Twenty to forty minutes later anesthesia was induced

with alfaxalone (1.2 mg/kg, IV) and maintained with

alfaxalone at a rate of 0.08 mg/kg/min. Induction of anes-

thesia was smooth and endotracheal intubation was very

easy in all pigs. The cardiorespiratory variables (HR,

NIBP, RR, and SPO2) remained within normal limits for

all animals throughout anesthesia. No pigs developed hypo-

tension or apnea.

Miscellaneous

Induction and maintenance of anesthesia with alfaxalone

(0.8 � 0.4 mg/kg, IV and 0.15 � 0.02 mg/kg/min, IV,

respectively) in ten green vervet monkeys (3.1–6.4 kg) has

been describes [50]. The monkeys underwent X-ray and

ultrasound studies. Following 73 � 13 min of anesthesia,

recoveries were uneventful and time to standing from the

end of infusion was 32.7 � 12.1 min. HR values were

unchanged from pre-induction values while hypotensive

event were recorded in six monkeys and responded to fluid

therapy and lowering depth of anesthesia. Although RR was

decreased from pre-induction values, no apneic events were

observed.

More recently, a study describes the use of alfaxalone

TIVA (similar rate as in the previous study) in alfaxalone

(2 mg/kg, IM) and medetomidine (15 μg/kg, IM)

premedicated cynomolgus monkeys [188]. Those monkeys

underwent MRI examination and were anesthetised for

about 117 min. At the end of the anesthesia, atipamezole

(50 μg/kg, IM) was administered and the monkeys were able

to stand about 20 min after the end of the CRI. Mean arterial

blood pressure, HR and RR were at or below the lower limits

of the normal range.

Ketamine

Ketamine is a dissociative agent derived from phencycli-

dine, and results in a change of awareness by dissociation of

the thalamocortical and limbic systems where the thalamic

and limbic system seem to be stimulated while cortical

activity is depressed or disconnected from any incoming

signals [189, 190]. The depression of the thalamocortical

and limbic systems results from NMDA antagonism via the

phencyclidine binding site. This prevents the excitatory neu-

rotransmitter glycine from binding, causing a cataleptic state

where the patient does not respond to external stimuli but

does not look asleep either.

Dissociative anesthesia is characterised by: analgesia,

light sleep, amnesia, catatonia/catalepsy, poor muscle relax-

ation, hypersensitivity to noise; active cranial nerves reflexes

(palpebral, corneal, gag, nystagmus) [189].

Ketamine exists in most of the preparations as a racemic

mixture while a purified S-ketamine formulation is available

in some countries. The S isomer offers some advantage over

the racemic mixture such as quicker metabolism, more

intense analgesia, less delirium emergence [191].

The pH of the racemic mixture is usually low (3.5–5.5)

and pain at injection during IM administration has been

reported [189].

Ketamine is very lipophilic and rapidly crosses the blood

brain barrier. It has a relatively short onset (about 1 min) and

duration of action (15–20 min).

Pharmacokinetics
In most species (except cats) ketamine undergoes demethyl-

ation through hepatic microsomal enzymes into the active

metabolite, norketamine which has about 10–30 % of the

anesthetic potency of ketamine. After repeated doses or long

infusion of ketamine, accumulation of norketamine

contributes to a prolonged recovery and hangover. After

hydroxylation and conjugation, norketamine becomes

water soluble and is excreted by the kidneys [192]. In cats,

although almost all the parent compound is excreted through

the kidneys unchanged, some ketamine is bio-transformed

into norketamine that is directly excreted through the

kidneys [21]. Caution should therefore be taken when

using ketamine in animals with liver and/or renal dysfunc-

tion as prolonged activity and anesthetic time may result.

Recovery following one injection results mainly from

redistribution and metabolism. Unfortunately, with repeated

administrations or infusion, the agent tends to accumulate as

the redistribution sites become saturated and the recovery

becomes more dependant on metabolism and excretion. In

cats, as there is no metabolism, redistribution and excretion

are the main pathways for blood ketamine level to

decrease [29].

Pharmacodynamics
The delirium emergence, bronchodilation and sympathomi-

metic actions observed with ketamine is believed to be a

product of its antagonistic effect at the muscarinic receptors,

or to be a direct stimulating effect of the drug on the sympa-

thetic system [193].
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Ketamine increases cerebral blood flow which with the

observed increase in blood pressure will result in increase in

ICP. Caution is therefore advised when using ketamine in

patients with increased risk of abnormal ICP. This effect can

be attenuated by maintaining in normocapnia and/or

co-administering drugs such as the benzodiazepines. In addi-

tion, due to increased EEG activity observed with ketamine,

it is usually advised not to use ketamine in patients with a

history of seizures.

Abnormal behaviours have been reported in the recovery

period, ranging from ataxia, hyper-reflexivity, increased

motor activity to frank hyperexcitability where the animals

are hyperresponsive to noise, light and handling [29]. The

incidence or intensity of those reactions can be decreased by

the addition of benzodiazepines and/or α2 adrenoceptor

agonists [192].

Ketamine has a direct negative inotropic effect on the

myocardium partly through its Ca channel blocking effect.

These effects are usually overcome by the centrally

mediated ketamine stimulation of the sympathetic system.

Therefore, increases in ABP, CO, HR are more commonly

observed following its administration. Although the keta-

mine effect very likely originates from increased sympa-

thetic nervous system outflow, ketamine also inhibits

noradrenaline reuptake at the postganglionic sympathetic

nerve endings, increasing plasma catecholamine

[122, 194]. Consequently, the administration of ketamine

in a critically ill patient where the catecholamine stores

and the sympathetic compensatory mechanism are

exhausted may unveil ketamine’s negative inotropic effects.
With regards to the respiratory system the administration

of ketamine usually results in bronchodilation and a

maintained ventilatory response to hypoxia and hypercarbia.

Apneustic breathing has been reported where a pause

appears after the inspiratory time of the breathing cycle.

Minute ventilation and CO2 level are usually stable.

Please note that although pharyngeal and laryngeal

reflexes are maintained, they are usually uncoordinated and

endotracheal intubation to secure the airways is strongly

advised.

Ketamine is known for its analgesic effect, even at sub

anesthetic doses, which has resulted in many protocols hav-

ing been developed where the infusion rate of the agent is

below anesthetic levels (i.e. 2–20 μg/kg/min) [189].

Although some of its analgesic effect is possibly due to

activity on opioid receptors, it is believed that most of its

effect is through its activity as an NMDA receptor antagonist

at the level of the dorsal horn limiting central sensitization

and wind-up [29, 195].

Ketamine TIVA in Different Species (Table 31.2)

Canine

Ketamine is used at a low infusion rate (5–10 μg/kg/min) to

provide analgesia during inhalation and TIVA (propofol or

alfaxalone) anesthesia [189, 196–199].

Due to possible accumulation over time and associated

rough recoveries, ketamine is not commonly used as the

main hypnotic agent for TIVA in dogs. Still, different keta-

mine based TIVA protocols have been describes using dif-

ferent combinations aiming to alleviate the poor muscle

relaxation usually observed with ketamine anesthesia

[200]. These include: guaiphenesin (GGE) and xylazine

[201]; medetomidine premedication [202, 203]; propofol

co-administration [119, 204]; midazolam xylazine/

medetomidine co-administration [205].

In all those studies, the quality of anesthesia was of good

quality and the measured CV functions were well

maintained while some respiratory depression was observed.

The quality of recovery was only reported as good in two

studies [119, 205]. Fdo et al. used midazolam infusion as

previously describes in a human study with ketamine based

TIVA where recovery was also graded as good and better

than following halothane N2O anesthesia [206]. In addition

to midazolam, Fdo et al. used an α2-adrenoceptor agonist
xylazine or medetomidine for premedication and

co-administration. Those agents are known to provide good

muscle relaxation and are usually recommended while using

ketamine based anesthesia [189]. Although medetomidine

was also used in Hellebrekers (2 studies) and Selikar’s
studies, it was only used in the premedication. As the anes-

thesia in those three studies lasted longer than 60 min, this

may have led to having little to no medetomidine left in

those dogs at the time of the awakening, resulting in rougher

recoveries being reported.

Cats

In 1991, Brown et al. describes the use of ketamine as part of

a GGE/xylazine combination for a 6 h anesthesia in the cat

[207]. The recorded CV and respiratory parameters stayed

within the normal ranges and the cats were back in sternal

recumbency exhibiting voluntary movement in just over 2 h

following cessation of the infusion.

As in dogs, ketamine based TIVA is seldom used in cats

due to accumulation as well as the poor recovery quality. It is

therefore most commonly used at lower doses for its analge-

sic and sparing effects as well its possible sympathomimetic

effects [51]. Studies in humans have shown that the CV and

respiratory depressing effects of IV drugs such as propofol
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could be offset by the addition of ketamine [208, 209]. In a

study looking at the minimum infusion rate (MIR) of

propofol in cats when ketamine was added, Ilkiw et al. [51]

showed that the addition of ketamine (0.23 or 0.46 μg/kg/
min) allowed a decrease of the propofol infusion rate for a

number of end points such as response to toe pinch, tetanic

stimulation or tail clamp [51]. In addition, CV and respira-

tory functions were very well maintained. In a similar study,

Ilkiw and Pascoe showed (2003) that the addition of keta-

mine (0.23 μg/kg/min) and the resulting decrease in propofol

infusion rate did not change measurements such as MAP,

CVP, SI, CI, SVRI, O2 delivery index, O2 consumption,

PvO2, pH or arterial blood PaCO2, base deficit by compari-

son to propofol alone [210]. However, the application of

noxious stimulation for MIR determination resulted in an

increase of the HR and PaO2 in the propofol alone group.

Ravasio et al. [52] reported the use of “ketofol’, an extempo-

raneous combination of a low dose of ketamine and propofol

in the same syringe (1:1 ratio) [52]. Following an induction

dose of the mixture at 2 mg/kg of each drug, and a mainte-

nance infusion rate set at 10 mg/kg/h each, with or without

dexmedetomidine premedication (0.003 mg/kg, IM), cats

underwent neutering surgery. Following a 25 min infusion,

cats were extubated sooner (7 vs 29min) in the group without

dexmedetomidine and also had a lower sedation score for the

first hour post-surgery. With or without the premedication

with dexmedetomidine, all cardiopulmonary parameters

were well within normal ranges, with HR and SpO2 being

lower and MAP been higher in the dexmedetomidine group.

All the cats breathed spontaneously.

Equine

Ketamine is the most commonly used IV agent with the

equine patient not only to induce general anesthesia but

also to maintain general anesthesia when a TIVA based

technique is needed (i.e. field anesthesia) [211].

Due to the risk of accumulation, it is usually advised not

to keep the patients under ketamine TIVA for longer than

90 min as longer anesthesia has been associated with longer

and rougher recoveries [145].

TIVA techniques in equine anesthesia are principally

used for surgical procedures in the field where anesthesia

machine are impractical [212]. Greene and co-workers first

describes a combination of ketamine (1 mg/mL), xylazine

(0.5 mg/mL) and guaiphenesin (GGE) 5 % (1 L) [27]. This

became the so called “triple drip” or GKXwhich is given at a

rate of 1.5 mL/kg/h. Since then, modifications of the original

triple drip have been made by either changing the α2-
adrenoceptor agonist to detomidine (GKD) or to romifidine

(GKR) [213, 214]. To increase the time of infusion and as

the GGE is the main cumulative agent, people have

increased the dose of xylazine to 1 mg/mL and the ketamine

to 2 mg/mL.

Although the above combinations can be used to induce

anesthesia after a premedication with an α2-adrenoceptor
agonist, it is not advised. This is to avoid using too much

GGE before the start of the procedure and therefore limit-

ing the infusion time to maintain anesthesia. It is instead

more common to use an induction protocol such as keta-

mine and diazepam and then start the triple drip. The triple

drip is considered a safe way to anesthetise horses and is

characterised by smooth recoveries, with the horse going

into sternal recumbency, followed later on by standing.

While the CV function is well maintained, the respiratory

function although of good quality at the beginning of the

anesthesia tends to decrease with anesthesia of 45 min or

longer. It is therefore advised to allow the patient to be

breathing an oxygen-enriched gas mixture and to be

intubated [215]. The combination including an α2-
adrenoceptor agonist will result in copious amounts of

urine being produced which may be of concern when work-

ing in hot weather conditions [215].

Other ketamine based TIVA regimens have been

describes such as the MKX where the GGE is replaced by

another muscle relaxant agent, midazolam (0.05 mg/mL)

[216]. The main finding from that study was a prolonged

ataxia observed in the recovery period and therefore the

authors proposed a reduction of the midazolam concentra-

tion to minimize the observed side-effect.

Combinations of xylazine (2–4 mg/kg/h) and ketamine

(5–7 mg/kg/h) have been evaluated by Mama et al. in 2005.

Oxygen supplementation was advised with that protocol [217].

Yamashita et al. in 2007 reported the use of a mixture of

midazolam (01.8 mg/mL) ketamine (40 mg/mL) and

medetomidine (0.1 mg/mL) to maintain anesthesia in

medetomidine premedicated (5 μg/kg, IV) horses undergoing
castration [218]. Following induction of anesthesia with

midazolam (0.04 mg/kg, IV) and ketamine (2 mg/kg, IV),

general anesthesia was maintained with the mixture at a rate

of about 0.09 mL/kg/h. Following 38 (�8) minutes of infu-

sion, recoveries of satisfactory (3/9) to good (6/9) qualities

lasted about 33 (�13) minutes. In the same study, five horses

were anesthetised using the same protocol, but with an infu-

sion rate of 1 mL/kg/h, for 1 h without a surgical procedure

being performed so that the cardiopulmonary effects could be

assessed. It was concluded that although there was mild

cardiopulmonary depression, MKM-TIVA provided clini-

cally acceptable general anesthesia. Oxygen supplementa-

tion was advised as hypoxemia was observed during the

study with PaO2 values of around 50–60 mmHg.

Recently, the use of S-ketamine (2.5 mg/kg, IV) along

with diazepam (0.05 mg/kg, IV) was describes to induce

general anesthesia in horses premedicated with romifidine

(0.1 mg/kg, IV) and L-methadone (0.05 mg/kg, IV) and

undergoing field castration [219]. It was concluded that

although the inductions and recoveries were of good
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qualities, the duration of the surgical anesthesia following

one single injection tended to be insufficient to complete

surgical castration and that general anesthesia could there-

fore be maintained by an additional doses of S-Ketamine of

1 mg/kg, IV, at 10–15 min, without impairing the quality and

duration of the recoveries.

More information about the use of ketamine TIVA in

equine patients can be found in more specialized literature

[145, 211, 215].

Ruminant

Similarly to horses, the triple drip mixture has been used

successfully in cattle, sheep, and even lamas [220]. Although

the concentration of ketamine in the mixture will be similar

to that in horses (1–2 mg/mL), xylazine is often reduced to

0.1 and even to 0.05 mg/mL for prolonged anesthesia due to

the risk of accumulation and the increased sensitivity to this

agent observed in ruminants. In all cases, the GGE concen-

tration is 50 mg/mL. The reported infusions of mixtures of

0.1 mg/mL of xylazine, 1–2 mg/mL of ketamine in GGE

50 mg/mL are as follow: 1.5–2.5 mL/kg/h in calves, 2 mL/

kg/h in adult cattle, 2–2.6 mL/kg/h in sheep and 1.2–2.4 mL/

kg/h in lama [220].

Swine

A triple drip combination of ketamine (1–2 mg/mL),

xylazine (1 mg/mL) in GGE (50 mg/mL) has been used in

pigs at rates of about 2.2 mL/kg/h for anesthesia up to 2 h

[221, 222]. Recoveries although of good qualities are

prolonged (30–45 min) and yohimbine (a xylazine specific

reversal agent (0.06–1 mg/kg)) could be administered to

shorten the recovery, but with the potential consequence of

diminishing post-operative analgesia.

Miscellaneous

A triple drip protocol using 0.5 mg/mL of xylazine, 2 mg/mL

of ketamine and 50 mg/mL of GGE at a 2 mL/kg/h rate has

been used to maintain anesthesia for 1 h in the spontaneously

breathing donkey [154]. Although hypoxemia (oxygen sup-

plementation was not provided) was observed, no other

cardiorespiratory or metabolic changes were observed.

Recoveries took on average 32 min with some epiphora

and salivation with good quality score in all the donkeys

(7/8) but one who only scored acceptable. This protocol still

needs to be evaluated for surgical conditions.

Conclusion

Veterinary anesthetists are very familiar with drug infusions

either as a means to maintain a patient under general anes-

thesia (TIVA) and/or to provide extra analgesia, sedation or

muscle relaxation (co-infusion, balanced anesthesia, PIVA).

The actual use of TIVA or PIVA techniques to help maintain

a patient under general anesthesia will depend upon factors

such as the veterinarian’s qualification (general practitioner

vs. specialist in anesthesia), the veterinarian’s practice

(equine vs. dogs and cats vs. wildlife) and the veterinarian’s
location (general practice, referee centre, outdoor, third

world country, disaster zone).

In human anesthesia, the development of PK dependant

infusion systems such as the TCI for propofol revolutionised

TIVA by making propofol an IV agent as simple to admin-

ister and as rapid to titrate as an inhalational anesthesia.

Although TCI systems have been developed for propofol

in the dog or detomidine and ketamine in the horses, the use

of this technology stayed mostly at the research level. Beside

the lack of enough knowledge/availability of population

pharmacokinetics for individual target agents, the actual

cost associated with the infusion of drugs such as propofol

and even more alfaxalone to maintain anesthesia is very

likely to be the main reason if not the only factor responsible

for this lack of movement to the clinical world. It is impor-

tant to remember that in veterinary medicine, the health cost

are not supported by health insurance and therefore

veterinarians need to be very cautious with their charges,

keeping their clients happy while still making a living. Using

propofol or alfaxalone instead of isoflurane to maintain a

dog under general anesthesia would increase the cost to

the small animal (dogs and cats) veterinarian by a factor of

4 and 8, respectively while in horses, the factor would be of

about 12 and 24, respectively. Therefore, as most of the

veterinarians in practice will be using inhalation anesthesia

to maintain their patient anesthetised, it is very unlikely that

the TCI system or similar system will become popular soon.

Another very interesting evolution in human anesthesia

was the linking of the TCI system with monitors of depth of

anesthesia such as the BIS (Bispectral Index) resulting in a

“closed loop anesthesia” or CLAN [223–226]. As far as the

author is aware, such a system has not yet been tested in

animal even so BIS monitoring has been used in

dogs and other species with more or less some success

[75, 227–235].

Drug companies are still looking for the “ideal” IV agent.

While some are developing completely new agents, others

are revisiting old agents and making them more TIVA

friendly [236]. This revamping of old drugs involved

techniques such as: isolation of active enantiomers

(dexmedetomidine, s-ketamine, l bupivacaine); replacement

of less suitable excipient (Cremophor EL with cyclodextrin

for alfaxalone); transforming an agent into a prodrug to

make it more water soluble (fospropofol). More information

can be found elsewhere in the literature [236, 237].

Will TIVA supersede inhalational anesthesia in human

anesthesia? It is difficult to predict, but some seems to think

it will, or at least in some specific areas such as paediatric
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[238]. Although this seems very unlikely to happen in veter-

inary medicine in the near future, veterinarians will have no

choice but to follow their human colleagues if those decided

to go “full” TIVA as drug companies would not find the

veterinary market economically viable to keep producing the

inhalant agents.
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Introduction

With the introduction of sodium thiopental in 1934, intrave-

nous anesthesia was born. Although not widely used in the

mid-twentieth century, intravenous anesthesia gained more

popularity as newer intravenous agents with more favorable

pharmacokinetic properties were made available for clinical

use. The most significant improvement was the development

of “soft” drugs that were both fast and predictable with

minimal risk of toxicity. Fast in the sense that onset and

dissipation of effect were within minutes. One such soft

drug, propofol, was first introduced in 1973. Following clin-

ical trials with cremophor and lipid based formulations,

propofol became a component of total intravenous anesthe-

sia (TIVA) that began to gain traction as a viable anesthetic

in 1984. Since then, TIVA’s presence in the perioperative

and procedural environments has continued to expand. In

1996, target controlled infusions were introduced and have

since become commonplace worldwide as a more sophisti-

cated approach to administering TIVA. The aim of this

chapter is to review many of the clinical advantages and

disadvantages of TIVA and TCI in comparison with other

anesthetic techniques. A list of selected advantages and

disadvantages is presented in Table 32.1.

Advantages of TIVA/TCI

Postoperative Nausea and Vomiting

Perhaps the most notable advantage of TIVA/TCI is the

potential to decrease postoperative nausea and vomiting

(PONV). PONV can be one of the most common and vexing

problems facing patients in the post anesthesia care unit

(PACU). Up to 30 % of patients experience vomiting,

50 % of patients experience nausea, and 80 % of patients

at high risk will have PONV [1, 2]. For patients with a

history of severe PONV or for those who meet criteria for

a high risk of PONV [3], anesthesia care providers often

prescribe TIVA rather than other techniques as part of their

multimodal approach to minimizing PONV. Several studies

support this approach.

In 2007, Apfel et al. conducted a randomized controlled

trial of factorial design to explore six interactions among

various antiemetic interventions in over 5000 patients,

widely cited as the IMPACT study [4]. One of the

interactions was a comparison between propofol versus

inhalation agents. They found a reduced risk of PONV

with induction and maintenance of anesthesia with propofol.

To put this finding into clinical perspective, other single

interactions that were also of similar benefit were the use

of ondansetron, dexamethasone, or droperidol. These

observations are consistent with numerous clinical trials

comparing a propofol-based anesthetic with potent inhaled

agents [5, 6].

In a recent set of consensus guidelines for the manage-

ment of PONV prepared by the Society of Ambulatory

Anesthesia, a multimodal approach is recommended for the

prevention of PONV [7] based on an assessment of risk

using available risk assessment scores [1, 8]. Prophylaxis

in medium risk patients includes 5HT-3 antagonism

(ondansetron) in combination with steroid administration

(dexamethasone) or TIVA. Prophylaxis in high-risk patients

includes ondansetron and dexamethasone administration in

combination with TIVA. Of note, the consensus guidelines

also state that TIVA consists of propofol for induction and

maintenance in the absence of nitrous oxide.

Although propofol’s antiemetic properties are well

established, it is important to recognize that TIVA is rarely

just propofol. As type A γ-aminobutyric acid (GABAA)

receptor agonist, propofol is primarily a sedative.
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By comparison to potent inhaled agents, propofol provides

minimal analgesia. Thus TIVA often consists of a combina-

tion of propofol with an opioid or other analgesic such as

ketamine. This minimizes the risk of PONV, but does not

reduce the risk as if only propofol were used. Common

opioids include fentanyl or one of it congeners, most notably

remifentanil. One of the six interactions explored in the

IMPACT study was a comparison of the incidence of

PONV between remifentanil and fentanyl. The authors

reported no difference in the risk of PONV [4].

The mechanism of action behind the antiemetic

properties of propofol is not well defined. Potential

mechanisms based in animal model work include propofol’s
interaction with the serotonergic or dopaminergic systems

[9]. Specifically, propofol has been found to be a noncom-

petitive 5-hydroxytryptamine type 3 (5-HT3) receptor antag-

onist [10]. In addition, propofol may antagonize

dopaminergic (D2) receptors in the chemoreceptor trigger

zone and this may explain dystonic movements when

propofol is administered in large bolus doses [11].

Neuro-Monitoring

Anesthesiologists caring for patients that require spine sur-

gery are frequently asked to provide an anesthetic that

allows continuous monitoring of motor and somatosensory

evoked potentials (MEPs and SSEPs). TIVA without neuro-

muscular blockade is a frequent anesthetic choice in this

setting for several reasons. First, propofol has less of an

effect on SSEPs compared to volatile anesthetics. In fact,

SSEPs remain adequate even in the presence of propofol

dosed to achieve burst suppression [12]. Second, MEPs, but

not SSEPs, are blunted or blocked by neuromuscular block-

ade and their use is discouraged in procedures that require

MEP monitoring. Although they may be used at the start of a

procedure for patient positioning, they are dosed such that

their effect dissipates once surgery is underway. Neuromus-

cular blockade may be beneficial when monitoring only

SSEPs as they reduce artifact from muscle movement.

A high dose opioid technique is used to minimize use of

neuromuscular blockade to maintain patient akinesia. Fenta-

nyl or one of its congeners is frequently used to achieve this

effect. These are best administered as a continuous infusion

as opposed to intermittent boluses to attain a more consistent

analgesic profile and improved MEP monitoring conditions.

Fentanyl, sufentanil, and remifentanil all can be

administered as a continuous infusion to achieve and main-

tain profound analgesia, but have very different kinetic

profiles that are especially evident once infusions are

terminated at or near the end of surgery. With its rapid

decline in effect, remifentanil will require a transition opioid

for procedures associated with substantial postoperative

pain. Hydromorphone, morphine, or fentanyl can be used

to prolong opioid effect during emergence. By comparison,

fentanyl and sufentanil have a slower dissipation in effect;

fentanyl more so than sufentanil. A set of simulations

are presented below that provides a visual expression of

Table 32.1 Advantages and disadvantages and risks of TIVA/TCI

Advantages

• Reduced postoperative nausea and vomiting

• Useful in procedures that require evoked potential monitoring

• Quality of recovery from anesthesia

• Independent of an anesthesia machine

• Target controlled infusions administer intravenous drugs using target effect site concentrations, an approach this is similar to how

anesthesiologists administered potent inhaled agents with a vaporizer

Disadvantages and risks

• Small increased risk of awareness, especially with neuromuscular blockade

• Hemodynamic instability with propofol, especially in the setting of severe blood loss

• Risk of hyperalgesia increased with high dose opioid techniques often used with TIVA

• Requires more equipment to deliver anesthetic (syringe infusion pumps, drug administration lines with anti-reflux and anti-syphon valves)

• Infusion rates are not automatically recorded on an electronic medical record

• Syringe pumps require frequent re-loads during long surgical procedures

• No ability to monitor drug concentrations in real time

• Dependent on continuity of functioning intravenous line

• Pain on injection with propofol

• May require processed EEG monitoring, especially with neuromuscular blockade

• Pharmacokinetic models used to drive TCI infusion pumps may inaccurately predict target concentrations in selected patients (i.e., obese

patients)

• More difficult to titrate in patients with opioid or benzodiazepine tolerance

• Cost
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how the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic behavior of

these fentanyl congeners varies when used as part of a near

equipotent TIVA.

TIVA may also have an advantage in patients with

preexisting neurologic dysfunction [13]. Evoked potentials

can be difficult to detect in this patient group. Investigators

have used other sedatives in addition to or in place of GABA

receptor agonists that include dexmedetomidine (alpha

2 agonist) and ketamine (NMDA antagonist). Clinical expe-

rience has suggested that replacing high dose opioid in this

patient group may improve monitoring SSEP signals [14–

16] especially in cases associated with high or low blood

pressure.

Experience with dexmedetomidine in this setting has

been limited to case reports and small cohort studies. Some

authors suggest that in patients with persistent hypertension

despite adequate opioid administration, dexmedetomidine

may be useful. In a pediatric patient cohort with ages

12–17 years old, clinical researchers reported that in the

presence of a propofol (100 mcg/kg/min) and remifentanil

(0.2 mcg/kg/min), dexmedetomidine can suppress MEP

amplitudes at higher doses (0.5 mcg/kg/h), but has no effect

on SSEP amplitude or latency. They observed a substantial

decrease in the bispectral index scale (BIS) values with the

addition of dexmedetomidine (a drop in BIS from 58 to 31)

and a 25–50 % decrease in MEP amplitude. MEP

amplitudes were restored to baseline by titrating the propofol

infusion to the baseline BIS value (a mean decrease from

106 to 78 mcg/kg/min) while maintaining the

dexmedetomidine infusion [17]. Clinical investigators have

reported similar findings in using TIVA in combination with

dexmedetomidine in adults. In a study that delivered

dexmedetomidine via TCI, authors report clinically relevant

changes in MEPs with target plasma concentrations

0.6–0.8 ng/mL. Target concentrations of 0.4 or lower

ng/mL did not reduce MEP amplitudes.

By way of summary, dexmedetomidine does not appear

to adversely influence SSEPs using common dosing

regimens, but does decrease MEP amplitudes.

Dexmedetomidine administration should be adjusted in

close consultation with the neuro-monitoring specialists to

individualize dosing that allows for proper evoked potential

monitoring.

With regard to ketamine, dosing recommendations in this

setting vary. Some propose intermittent ketamine boluses

(10 mg every hour) or low dose ketamine infusions

(0.05–0.1 mg/kg/h) as an adjunct to minimize the dose of

other anesthetic drugs. This may be especially useful in the

setting of unwanted intraoperative hypotension with TIVA.

Other authors recommend replacing propofol with ketamine

at doses of 0.4–0.6 mg/kg/h [18]. The kinetic profile of

ketamine is somewhat unique in comparison with other

short acting sedatives. If administered by bolus, it has a

slow decline in effect. Thus changes in evoked potentials

(as a decrease in evoked potential amplitude) can be

misinterpreted as potential nerve injury when they are sim-

ply due to changes in ketamine effect site concentrations.

Quality of Recovery from Anesthesia

In a randomized clinical trial, patient’s perception of their

quality of recovery was compared following a propofol-

remifentanil TIVA to a desflurane anesthetic [5]. Female

patients undergoing thyroid surgery were randomly

allocated to one of the two anesthetic techniques and

completed a Quality of Recovery-40 questionnaire

(QoR-40) before and after surgery (postoperative days

1 and 2). The QoR-40 has five dimensions: emotional status,

physical comfort, psychological support, physical indepen-

dence, and pain. Investigators found that the total QoR-40

score on postoperative day 1 was significantly higher in the

TIVA than the desflurane group. Breaking that finding down

by the 5 dimensions, physical comfort, psychological sup-

port, and physical independence were significantly higher

with TIVA compared to desflurane. Scores on postoperative

day 2 were not significantly different. However, a break-

down by dimension revealed that physical comfort and

physical independence remained significantly different.

The authors concluded that quality of recovery for female

thyroid surgery patients was better with TIVA compared to a

desflurane-based anesthetic.

A second advantage of TIVA in the quality of recovery

using intravenous agents is in the realm of managing

agitated delirium in patients requiring prolonged intubation

in an intensive care unit setting. In a randomized control

trial, investigators explored outcomes related to mechanical

ventilation with the addition of dexmedetomidine to stan-

dard sedation techniques for intubated patients. Standard

sedation techniques in this study were sedation with primar-

ily propofol with the addition of opioid and antipsychotic

medications such as haloperidol. Their primary outcome was

the number of ventilator free hours over a seven-day period

[19]. They found that with an initial dose of 0.5 mcg/kg/

h and then titrated to predetermined sedation goals,

dexmedetomidine increased the number of ventilator free

hours (a median difference of 17 h). Secondary outcomes

of interest included time to extubation and time to resolution

of delirium. They found a decrease in the time to extubation

(median difference of 20 h) and a decrease in the time to

resolution of delirium (median difference of 16 h). The

authors concluded that their findings support the use of

dexmedetomidine in patients with agitated delirium on

mechanical ventilation in an intensive care unit.
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Disadvantages and Risks

Awareness Under General Anesthesia

In comparison with combined techniques with potent

inhaled agents, it is difficult to accurately measure the

amount of drug administered using TIVA/TCI. End tidal

concentrations of potent inhaled agents allow anesthetists

to confirm that their patient is receiving an anesthetic and

monitor changes in expired drug levels in response to

changes in dose (i.e., vaporizer settings). Without the end

tidal concentrations to confirm anesthetic delivery,

anesthetists are left to their clinical judgment to determine

the adequacy of anesthetic delivery. The major concern is

that a patient receiving TIVA/TCI may have undetected

awareness, especially in the presence of neuromuscular

blockade.

Several studies have explored this issue with varied

results. A prospective analysis published in 2008, recorded

the incidence of awareness in 4001 patients undergoing

general anesthesia for a variety of surgical procedures from

1995 through 2001 in a single hospital [20]. 1239 patients

received TIVA and of those, 14 experienced awareness

(1.1 %). The authors point out that induction and mainte-

nance technique were not standardized and may have

contributed to the incidence of awareness. To put this inci-

dence into perspective, the authors reported an overall inci-

dence of 0.6 % in patients presenting for elective surgery

regardless of anesthetic technique. The incidence increased

to 0.8 % in high-risk patients. High-risk patients were

defined as patients requiring emergency surgery, patients

with significant intraoperative hypotension, and patients

undergoing a C-section. Awareness was more common in

younger patients and anesthetics delivered at night and less

common in patients pre-medicated with benzodiazepines.

In 2014, the “5th National Audit Project (NAP5) on

accidental awareness during general anaesthesia” reported

an incidence of 1:19,000 or 147 patients in the United

Kingdom and Irish public hospitals over a one-year period

for 2.8 million general anesthetics [21–23]. This analysis

provided a breakout by anesthetics (Fig. 32.1). TIVA

consisted of 8 % of the maintenance anesthetics, yet

contributed 18 % of the patients that experienced awareness

under general anesthesia (28 patients). The authors point out,

that in comparison with other techniques, TIVA had a dis-

proportionately high number of patients with awareness

compared to patients anesthetized with other techniques.

Further breakdown of this group revealed that in 21 of

these patients, TIVA was used for induction and mainte-

nance and in seven of these patients, TIVA was combined

with potent inhaled agents [24]. It is interesting to note that

24 of these patients experiencing awareness with TIVA were

in the operating room. The main cause was felt to be “failure

to deliver the intended dose of propofol.” The remaining

four were outside the operating room. The cause was felt

primarily to be the use of neuromuscular blockade with

inadequate delivery of propofol. In these cases, a manual

infusion rate that was too low. All 28 of these cases of

awareness were felt to be avoidable.

There are several potential explanations for the high inci-

dence of awareness with TIVA. First, anesthesia care

providers may have had an inadequate understanding of man-

ual infusion rates or target concentrations for TCI necessary to

maintain unresponsiveness. Prior studies with healthy

volunteers have established that the propofol effect site con-

centration necessary for 50 % of volunteers to experience loss

of responsiveness is near 2.2 mcg/mL using the modified

observer’s assessment of alertness and sedation scale [25] of

less than 2 [26–28]. Propofol is known for its high degree of

variability and that it requires careful titration to achieve the

desired clinical effects while avoiding unwanted hemody-

namic compromise especially in debilitated and elderly

patients. As such, appropriate TCI dosing ranges may span

effect site concentrations from 1.5 to 6 mcg/mL [29].

Second, impaired propofol and or opioid delivery may

serve as a source of awareness. Vigilant monitoring of the

intravenous catheter is warranted to ensure continuous

administration of an anesthetic. Guiding principles for

TIVA/TCI include (1) easy observation of the intravenous

insertion site, (2) avoidance of pressurized or pump driven

carrier infusions as they may delay detection of an infiltrated

intravenous catheter, and (3) connection of drug infusion

tubing to the most proximal port of the carrier infusion line

to minimize infusion tubing dead space.

Third, use of neuromuscular blockade may serve as a

source of awareness. Two guiding principles in management

include: (1) proper monitoring of neuromuscular blockade

should be utilized and (2) processed electroencephalo-

graphic monitoring may be useful when administering inter-

mediate neuromuscular blockade.

The discrepancy in the incidence of awareness between

the two studies presented above may be a function of how

awareness is detected and reported. In an editorial

accompanying the NAP5 analysis, Absalom and Green sug-

gest that there are several important nuances to measuring

awareness under general anesthesia [30] to include the defi-

nition of “consciousness” and the methodology used to doc-

ument a case of awareness. With the single institution work

presented by Errando et al., investigators used a rigorous

survey system to identify and confirm awareness under

anesthesia events. All patients were interviewed in the

PACU. If patients reported an awareness event or details of

the interview suggested a possible awareness event, follow-

up interviews on postoperative day 7 and 30 were

performed. By contrast, investigators in the much larger

NAP5 work relied on patient self-reporting to identify
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awareness under anesthesia. This approach assumes that

patients that have awareness recall the event and report

it. Patients that recall awareness but did not report it are

not included in the analysis. Furthermore, patients may have

had awareness but are unable to recall it without prompting

and also not included in the analysis. In summary, the

methods and tools used to detect awareness are likely to

influence the reporting of awareness. As can be appreciated,

the more rigorous the monitoring technique, the more diffi-

cult it is to assess large groups of patients as was done in the

NAP5 study.

Hemodynamic Consequences of Propofol

Amajor concern is the potential adverse effect propofol may

have in patients with known or suspected myocardial dis-

ease. In patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting,

some evidence, although not conclusive suggests the use of

volatile anesthetics can provide myocardial preconditioning.

Meta-analyses of 32 randomized controlled trials suggest

that this type of preconditioning can reduce troponin release

and preserve myocardium [31] but were inconclusive

regarding mortality. Follow-up work comparing TIVA with

sevoflurane during coronary artery bypass graft procedures

reported similar findings for on-pump but not off pump

procedures [32]. A similar finding was observed in patients

presenting for noncardiac surgery [33] and high-risk cardiac

surgery [34].

In a randomized multicenter clinical trial, investigators

explored the hypothesis that sevoflurane has a lower inci-

dence of myocardial ischemia than a propofol-based anes-

thetic in 385 patients undergoing major noncardiac surgery

[35]. Primary endpoints were myocardial ischemia as

detected by electrocardiogram or elevated troponin levels

over 48 h. No differences were detected between groups.

Secondary endpoints were the incidence of delirium and

incidence of adverse cardiovascular events for 12 months

Fig. 32.1 Representation of some components of anesthesia practice

in certain/probable and possible accidental awareness during general

anesthesia reports (bars) compared with distribution of reports of

awareness under anesthesia (dots and lines), reported by the NAP5

study [22]. Propofol in first bar refers to its use as an induction agent,

as distinct from a later bar (TIVA) where its use is referred to for

maintenance. TIVA total i.v. anesthesia, TCI target controlled infusion,

N2O nitrous oxide, RSI rapid sequence induction, NMB neuromuscular

block, DOA specific depth of anesthesia monitor. (Reproduced from

Pandit JJ, Andrade J, Bogod DG, Hitchman JM, Jonker WR, Lucas N,

et al. 5th National Audit Project (NAP5) on accidental awareness

during general anaesthesia: summary of main findings and risk factors.

British Journal of Anaesthesia. 2014;113(4):54959 with permission

from Oxford University Press)
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following surgery. Again, no differences were detected in

these secondary endpoints. In an accompanying editorial, it

was pointed out that over 70 % of the patients enrolled in

this study were taking aspirin and beta-blockers. Sixty per-

cent were taking statins and angiotensin receptor blockers or

angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors. The editorialist

points out that the negative finding may represent better

preoperative myocardial conditioning than a lack of differ-

ence between inhalation agents and propofol-based TIVA

for this patient group.

Landoni et al. conducted a large meta-analysis of over

6000 patients undergoing noncardiac surgery comparing

volatile anesthetics with TIVA. There was no difference

between anesthetic techniques in rates of myocardial ische-

mia and infarction [36]. Based on these results, the Ameri-

can College of Cardiology/American Heart Association

2014 guidelines recommend that use of TIVA or potent

inhaled anesthetics is reasonable in stable patients at cardio-

vascular risk undergoing noncardiac surgery [37]. This rec-

ommendation was rated as Class IIa, in favor of procedure

(in this case, either anesthetic technique) being effective,

however there is some conflicting evidence from meta-

analysis or multiple randomized controlled trials.

It is widely known among anesthesiologists that propofol

has hemodynamic consequences beyond the myocardium

and should be used with caution when caring for patients

with compromised intravascular volume. It can be especially

dangerous in the setting of acute severe hemorrhagic shock.

Animal models exploring the pharmacokinetics and pharma-

codynamics of propofol in the presence of severe blood loss

(i.e., half the blood volume) suggest that reducing up to 25 %

of a normal propofol dose will lead to a near equivalent effect

[38]. Of note, remifentanil, by contrast is well tolerated under

similar conditions of hemorrhagic hypovolemia [39].

In summary, patients with known or suspected cardiovas-

cular disease or decreased intravascular volume may require

reduced doses of TIVA/TCI, the use of vasopressors, and

heightened vigilance when monitoring cardiovascular

function.

Opioid-Induced Hyperalgesia

TIVA/TCI techniques often use high dose opioids.

Remifentanil, with its rapid decline in effect once an infu-

sion is terminated is especially attractive for high dose

administration with minimal residual effect. Thus it can be

used to provide analgesia for very stimulating procedures

with little regard to time required to emerge from anesthesia

once an anesthetic is turned off. Although convenient for the

anesthesia practitioner, authors have called into question the

use of high dose opioids with concerns of acute opioid

tolerance, hyperalgesia, and potential long-term adverse

effects. Much of the work exploring acute opioid tolerance

and hyperalgesia has been conducted in animal models.

Confirming studies in humans are scarce and less convincing

compared to results from animal based studies. That being

said, this body of work merits discussion in the setting of

high dose opioid administration that may occur with TIVA.

Acute opioid tolerance is thought to be of concern within

hours of exposure to high dose opioids. Typical management

of this phenomenon may be to simply increase opioid dos-

ing, or the use of a small dose of ketamine to overcome the

acute tolerance. Animal work in this area has explored the

effects of acute morphine tolerance to a painful stimulus and

ventilatory depression [40]. The most interesting finding is

the appearance of differential tolerance. With a continuous

morphine infusion, the analgesic effect lasted 8 h before

dissipating but the ventilatory depression, by contrast, did

not change over 10 h. Thus, although the analgesia was lost,

ventilatory depression persisted.

Hyperalgesia is a condition that results from persistent

high opioid administration. By contrast to tolerance,

continued high dose opioid exposure may exacerbate the

hyperalgesic condition [41]. Although not well understood,

hyperalgesia may develop during the perioperative period

leading to difficult pain control following surgery. In a

clinical study, patients undergoing a thoracotomy were

randomized into two groups: one that received a low dose

remifentanil and use of an epidural throughout the procedure

and another that received high dose remifentanil with use of

the epidural only at the end of the procedure [42]. The

authors measured the wound area with hyperalgesia and

found that high dose opioid not only increased the

hyperalgesic area, but also increased the risk of chronic

pain at 3, 6, ad 9 months after surgery. Similar work on

patients undergoing colorectal surgery provides similar

results [43]. Patients were randomized to receive high or

low dose remifentanil infusions in combination with

sevoflurane. High dose remifentanil on average was

0.3 mcg/kg/min. They found that patients in the high dose

group consumed almost twice as much morphine in the first

24 h following surgery than patients in the low dose group.

Other studies have not been so convincing. In one study,

patients undergoing gynecologic surgery randomized into

two groups: sevoflurane only and sevoflurane in combina-

tion with remifentanil demonstrated no difference in 24-h

postoperative opioid requirements [44]. One caveat to this

work was that in both groups, patients received 50 % nitrous

oxide, a known N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-type gluta-

mate receptor antagonist. A meta-analysis exploring the

question of perioperative opioid administration and postop-

erative opioid requirements found that when combining all

studies using remifentanil, doses greater than 0.3 mcg/kg/

min required more postoperative opioids [45]. This was not

observed for sufentanil and fentanyl, although data sets were
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more limited for these two opioids. One theory describing

the development of hyperalgesia is the increase in

pronociceptive activity by release of peptides and activation

of the NMDA receptor [46]. To that end, work by Echevarrı́a

et al. found that nitrous oxide reduces postoperative opioid-

induced hyperalgesia after remifentanil-propofol anesthesia

in humans [47].

In summary, there is evidence to suggest that high dose

opioid may lead to hyperalgesia within the perioperative

period. It is probably more likely with remifentanil where

high concentrations are more easily maintained throughout

an anesthetic compared to other opioids. NMDA antagonists

such as ketamine, nitrous oxide, or methadone along with

other commonly used analgesic adjuncts may be useful to

reduce opioid exposure and minimize this adverse effect.

Neurotoxicity

Exposure to anestheticsmay result in an increase in expression

of substances that harmneural tissue to include neuroapoptosis

(cell death) and/or faulty synaptogenesis [48, 49] most likely

via epigenetic mechanisms that result in synaptic and cogni-

tive dysfunction [50]. Elderly and very young patients may be

especially susceptible to neurologic injury from these proteins.

Although they may appear to emerge from anesthesia neuro-

logically intact, there can be a persistent subtle decline in

cognitive abilities that reduce the quality of life.

An ideal anesthetic would be one that not only provides

anesthesia but offers some degree of neuroprotection as

well. In animal models of neuroapoptosis, isoflurane has

been found to be more destructive than sevoflurane and

desflurane [51–53]. These histologic findings have been

translated to behavioral deficits in models of elderly

rodents [54, 55]. One hope was that a propofol-based

TIVA that avoids potent inhaled agents would be less

neurotoxic or possibly provide some degree of

neuroprotection. Animal work in non-human neonatal

primates, however, suggests that propofol can have similar

neurotoxic consequences [56]. As with isoflurane, a 5-h

exposure to propofol can result in apoptotic degeneration

of oligodendrocytes, especially those who are in the early

phases of myelination.

Simulations

A set of simulations is presented below that illustrate two

key points discussed in this chapter: The probability of

responsiveness and the probability of delayed emergence

and persistent ventilatory depression for various TIVA

techniques. Simulations of drug effect site concentrations

and selected drug effects (analgesia, ventilatory depression,

and loss of responsiveness) are presented in Figs. 32.2, 32.3,

and 32.4. In these simulations, propofol is combined with

remifentanil, fentanyl, or sufentanil for a 4-h infusion to an

Fig. 32.2 Simulations of predicted effect site concentrations (Ce) for

three different TIVA propofol-opioid techniques for a 4-h TIVA.

Propofol effect site concentrations over time are presented on the left.
The three propofol-opioid techniques consisted of fentanyl, sufentanil,

and remifentanil. Opioid effect site concentrations are presented on the

right. Opioid infusions were dosed to achieve a near equivalent high

probability of analgesic effect, and the fentanyl and sufentanil were

terminated 45 min before the end of the procedure to minimize the

influence of excessive opioid on time to emergence from anesthesia.

Predictions of drug Ce levels and drug effects were based on published

pharmacokinetic and models [58–62]. Simulations assume 30-year-old

183 cm tall 100 kg male that is otherwise healthy and does not chroni-

cally consume opioids or benzodiazepines. Induction consisted of

propofol 2 mg/kg and fentanyl 150 mcg. Maintenance of anesthesia

consisted of propofol 100 mcg/kg/min and an opioid infusion

(remifentanil 0.2 mcg/kg/min, sufentanil 0.7 mcg/kg/h, or fentanyl

6 mcg/kg/h)
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otherwise healthy male. Induction consisted of propofol

2 mg/kg and fentanyl 150 mcg. Maintenance consisted of a

propofol infusion set at 100 mcg/kg/min and an opioid

infusion. The opioid infusion rates were selected based on

their ability to produce a near equivalent opioid effect,

namely a greater than 95 % probability of analgesia and

are listed in the figure legend.

Figure 32.2 presents the predicted effect site

concentrations that will result from these TIVA dosing

regimens. Using the predicted concentrations from

Fig. 32.2, pharmacodynamic interaction models were used

to create Fig. 32.3. This figure presents selected predicted

effects of propofol combined with fentanyl, remifentanil, or

sufentanil. The most important findings are that the

Fig. 32.3 Simulations of loss of responsiveness and analgesia over

time based on the predicted effect site concentrations presented in

Fig. 32.2. Loss of responsiveness was defined as a loss of response to

verbal and painful stimuli (Observer’s Assessment of Alertness and

Sedation scale less than 2, [25]). Analgesia was defined as a loss of

response to painful pressure on the anterior tibia [26]. The probability

of unresponsiveness is presented on the left. The probability of analge-

sia is present on the right. The vertical axis presents the probabilities

ranging from 94 to 100 %. The gray horizontal dot-dash line represents
the 95 % probability of loss of responsiveness

Fig. 32.4 Simulations of loss of responsiveness and ventilatory

depression following the termination of the propofol infusion based

on the predicted effect site concentrations presented in Fig. 32.2. The

probability of unresponsiveness is presented on the right. The proba-

bility of ventilatory depression is presented on the left. Ventilatory

depression was defined as a respiratory rate less than 4 breaths per

minute in an un-stimulated state [28]. The horizontal solid and dashed
lines represent the 50 and 5 % probability of loss of responsiveness.

The time required from the end of the propofol infusion to reaching the

50 and 5 % probabilities is presented in Table 32.2
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probabilities of unresponsiveness and analgesia remain high

throughout the 4 h anesthetic (well above 95 % for both

effects). This is primarily a function of the interactions

between propofol and high dose opioids. Specifically, the

opioid effect is substantially enhanced by propofol,

providing profound analgesia. By contrast, the sedation

effect from propofol is somewhat enhanced by the opioid.

These simulations corroborate the assumption that if

administered properly, TIVA or TCI will render a patient

unresponsive and analgesic. An important clinical nuance

with these simulations is that in patients with known or

suspected opioid or benzodiazepine tolerance from chronic

use may require higher propofol and opioid doses to achieve

the desired level of sedation and analgesia.

Figure 32.4 and Table 32.2 present the probability of

unresponsiveness and ventilatory depression over time

once the propofol infusion is terminated. Sufentanil and

fentanyl infusions were turned off 45 min before the

anticipated end of the anesthetic (i.e., when the propofol

was turned off). This was done to minimize the impact of

opioid effect on emergence from anesthesia. As dosed,

emergence from each of these TIVA techniques is similar

for each of the three opioids (8–12 min). By contrast, the

probability of ventilatory depression remains high for a

longer period after the propofol is turned off. The sufentanil

and fentanyl infusions, although terminated early,

contributed to a longer predicted period of ventilatory

depression compared to remifentanil (Table 32.2).

Summary

TIVA/TCI has a long track record of safe and effective use

[57]. The advantages of the technique make it the preferred

anesthetic technique for patients with a history of or a high

risk for postoperative nausea and vomiting, provide utility in

procedures that require evoked potential monitoring, and

improve quality of recovery. Although widely thought to be

worrisome in patients with known or suspected cardiovascu-

lar disease undergoing noncardiac surgery, 2015 ACC/AHA

guidelines point out that there is class IIa evidence that TIVA

is as suitable in this patient group as a potent inhaled agent.

Disadvantages and risks of this technique include the slightly

increased risk of awareness, unwanted hypotension

associated with propofol delivery, especially in patients

with depleted intravascular volumes and/or compromised

cardiac function, and a risk of hyperalgesia with TIVA

techniques that use high dose opioids. Overall, TIVA/TCI

has enjoyed widespread use and is becoming more common

among anesthesia practitioners because of its ease of titra-

tion, enhanced utility over other techniques in selected clini-

cal settings, and quality of recovery.
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Economics of TIVA 33
Jane Montgomery and Mary Stocker

Introduction

Whilst we all want to give the best quality clinical care to

each individual patient, in the modern healthcare environ-

ment we cannot ignore the cost implication of what we are

doing. In this chapter we will look at how the use of TIVA

may impact on the cost efficiency of a patient’s surgical

treatment, not just in terms of direct costs but also in terms

of the whole patient pathway which in turn has impacts on

healthcare institutions and society as a whole.

Drug budgets and the costs of individual drugs are easily

quantifiable and are an attractive area for managers to

attempt to make cost savings as these direct costs are easily

monitored and reported in both the short and long term.

Some anaesthetic departments have used guidelines to

restrict the use of more expensive drugs to try to contain

costs and many studies have looked at the relative costs of

anaesthetics drugs and disposables with varying out comes

as to the comparative costs between TIVA and volatile

anaesthesia. The costs of different drugs vary from country

to country and indeed vary between different institutions,

and with volatile anaesthesia will vary with the flow rates

used. Overall TIVA is probably the more expensive option

especially if the cost of disposables and wastage is taken into

account, however looking solely at direct cost does not give

the whole picture as it gives no measure of outcome and

further economic analysis is needed.

There are four main types of economic analysis that can

be applied to healthcare and anaesthesia, the first being

analysis of direct costs as mentioned above and could be

classed as a cost minimisation analysis. The second form of

analysis would be a cost effectiveness analysis looking at

numbers of patients treated and free from symptoms such as

post-operative nausea and vomiting, thirdly cost benefit

analysis could be applied looking money saved in the

wider economy such as benefits of shorter hospital stays

and earlier return to work, and finally cost-utility could be

used looking at how anaesthesia impacts on quality adjusted

life years.

Cost Minimisation Analysis

Looking further at cost minimisation although in most

reports the costs of TIVA is higher, when the use of TIVA

is seen as part of a package of care overall drug cost may not

be increased by increasing use of TIVA. This hypothesis has

been analysed within the day surgery community in our own

unit in Torbay [1] and also by Rowe in his day surgery unit in

Norwich [2]. In our own unit we recognised that we were

increasing the use of TIVA over time and wanted to ascer-

tain whether this was associated with an increase in

anaesthetic drug costs over the same period. The results are

shown in Table 33.1. Over the 4-year period studied, theatre

activity in terms of caseload increased by 23 % and the

number of cases where TIVA techniques were used

increased by 25 % over the same period. The duration of

the cases also increased due to more complex procedures

being introduced into the day surgery unit. Despite these

increases in case numbers and duration the drug cost

increase was only 18 %. When analysed in terms of drug

costs per hour of anaesthetic time we actually showed a

slight reduction rather than increase over the time period

studied despite increasing TIVA use. This led us to the

conclusion that increasing the use of TIVA does not nega-

tively impact on drug costs within our unit.

Rowe analysed the costs of providing anaesthesia using a

variety of different techniques in his own day surgery unit in

Norfolk and Norwich [2]. His first analysis looked simply at

the cost of maintaining anaesthesia in a 70 kg individual
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using either volatile anaesthesia or propofol infusions.

Whilst Rowe analysed a variety of volatile agents we have

limited the data reproduced here to those commonly in

practice today. He considered maintenance with both high

or low fresh gas flows for volatile anaesthesia and high and

low infusion rates for TIVA. Using high fresh gas flow or

high TIVA infusion rates as might be appropriate for induc-

tion of anaesthesia or for short procedures before steady state

is achieved, he demonstrated that the hourly cost of TIVA

infusions is slightly greater than that of isoflurane or

desflurane however 50 % cheaper than using sevoflurane.

When low flow rates of volatile agents were considered and

compared with a lower maintenance infusion rate for

propofol. P, propofol anaesthesia was found to be double

the cost of using isoflurane or desflurane but still cheaper

than with sevoflurane (Table 33.2). It is of note that when

considering day surgery anaesthesia sevoflurane is the vola-

tile agent most commonly used for comparison purposes due

to its improved side effect profile compared with the other

agents combined with smooth induction and emergence and

relatively quick recovery.

In a further audit Rowe analysed the cost of a common

procedure (laparoscopic sterilisation) undertaken by five

different anaesthetists using different anaesthetic techniques

(Table 33.3). Those anaesthetists using TIVA had shorter

total procedure times which may reflect a variety of factors

including speed of surgeon, theatre team or anaesthetic effi-

ciency. The mean anaesthetic cost did not vary greatly

between techniques and was shown to equate to approxi-

mately 4 % of the total procedure cost when staffing and

disposable costs were taken into account. Interestingly those

patients receiving the cheapest anaesthetic incurred the

highest total procedure costs! Whilst the costs of all the

drugs shown have changed since the time of analysis the

comparisons are still we believe noteworthy.

Of particular note is that the most significant change in

drugs cost since both the work of Rowe and that of ourselves

back in the 1990s is that propofol came off patent which

removed the requirement to use the very expensive

diprifusor chipped syringes if using the Target Controlled

model of delivery.

This is shown very clearly by the step change in propofol

costs within the Torbay Day Surgery Unit in July 2007

(Fig. 33.1). Switching to an alternative source of propofol

saved £4000/month, whilst new pumps were required their

cost of £25,000 was paid for in 6 months by the propofol

savings incurred. Rowe republished his data in 2006 [3]

considering the use of generic propofol as shown in

Table 33.4, he now demonstrates that propofol infusions

for maintenance of anaesthesia are more cost effective than

either sevoflurane or desflurane.

Choice of drug for induction and maintenance of anaes-

thesia will also have an impact on the disposables and other

equipment used during the conduct of anaesthesia and this

needs to be taken into account even in the most simple cost

minimisation study of different anaesthetic techniques. Use

of volatile anaesthesia requires certain expensive items of

equipment to be available. The most obvious of these is an

anaesthetic machine with the ability to deliver the

anaesthetic vapours to the patient, whilst it would be unusual

for most hospitals in the UK not to have anaesthetic

machines readily available, this may not be the case for

more financial restricted parts or the world. Even within

our own hospitals it is not possible to provide an anaesthetic

machine in every environment where anaesthesia may be

undertaken and the simple drug delivery system of a syringe

driver for TIVA administration may be preferable, desirable

or the only option available. Choice of volatile anaesthesia

also dictates the requirement for a more formal airway, the

majority of cases undertaken using volatile anaesthesia

employ either an endo-tracheal tube or laryngeal mask.

Whilst short cases may be undertaken using a face mask

this still requires a formal circuit and filter and commits the

anaesthetist to holding the facemask for the duration of

anaesthesia. With TIVA the interdependence of airway and

Table 33.1 Analysis of drug costs with increasing TIVA usage in Torbay Day Surgery Unit

1996/1997 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000

GA case numbers 4492 4933 4916 4843

Number of TIVA cases 2587 3063 3022 3232

TIVA (%) 58 62 61 67

Mean time/case (h) 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.52

Cost/h of GA £31.52 £34.57 £35.02 £33.50

Table 33.2 Comparative costs of different anaesthetic techniques in a

Day Surgery Unit in 1994

Fresh gas flow Cost/h

Isoflurane 6 £14.32

Desflurane 6 £13.40

Sevoflurane 6 £28.98

Isoflurane 2 £4.77

Desflurane 2 £4.47

Sevoflurane 2 £9.66

Infusion rate Cost/h

Propofol 10 mg/kg/h £13.58

6 mg/kg/h £8.15
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anaesthesia delivery is not present, hence the anaesthetist is

free to select whichever airway technique is appropriate for

that patient. In many cases this may simply be the use of a

variable performance (Hudson type) facemask with

spontaneous ventilation. This technique eliminates the cost

of anaesthetic circuit/filter/face mask/laryngeal mask/endo-

tracheal tube, etc. As this technique of airway management

is commonly used in our day surgery unit we have analysed

the costs of providing anaesthesia by a variety of techniques

and included the costs not only of the drugs but of the

associated delivery and airway management equipment

required for that technique [4].

For the purpose of the study a single common procedure

was selected, check cystoscopy (this of course may pro-

ceed to cystodiathermy or trans-urethral resection of blad-

der tumour). The costs analysed are shown in Tables 33.5

and 33.6. Table 33.5 shows the items considered to be

“core” to all anaesthetic techniques, Table 33.6 shows

those additional items allocated to each technique

employed. Results (Table 33.7) showed that for this short

procedure the most cost effective technique was TIVA

Table 33.3 Comparative drug costs for five different anaesthetic techniques for laparoscopic sterilisation

Anaesthetic technique Mean time/case Mean anaesthetic cost

Total procedure cost

(drugs and disposables)

Anaesthetic costs

as of total costs

Enflurane/ETT/IPPV 13 min £13.64 £327.11 4.17 %

Enflurane/ETT/IPPV 12 min £15.30 £323.21 4.73 %

Enflurane/SV/LMA 16.5 min £12.43 £333.44 3.73 %

Propofol TIVA/SV/LMA 10.29 min £13.88 £325.67 4.26 %

Propofol TIVA/SV/LMA 10.29 min £14.90 £313.40 4.75 %

Fig. 33.1 Monthly cost of anaesthetic drugs in Torbay Hospital Day Surgery Unit

Table 33.4 Comparative costs of different anaesthetic techniques in a

Day Surgery Unit in 2006

Fresh gas flow Cost/h

Isoflurane 6 £3.01

Desflurane 6 £17.60

Sevoflurane 6 £28.98

Isoflurane 1 £0.50

Desflurane 1 £2.53

Sevoflurane 1 £4.83

Infusion rate Cost/h

Propofol 14 mg/kg/h £4.91

6 mg/kg/h £2.11
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with a variable performance facemask, however this cost

advantage was reduced if a second syringe of propofol was

required at which point the costs equalled that of a

sevoflurane/laryngeal mask technique. The use of a laryn-

geal mask airway increased the likelihood of requiring a

second syringe of propofol due to the higher boluses

required at induction to enable rapid positioning of the

airway and transfer to the operating theatre. When com-

paring LMA techniques the overall cost of the TIVA tech-

nique is £1.94 or 9 pence/min more expensive than that of

Sevoflurane.

Cost Effectiveness Analysis

If we are only going to choose the drugs used on the basis of

cost and use this as our primary method of economic analy-

sis, then we have to assume that the outcomes from using

one drug or another are the same. This is not the case and is

why we need to consider more than a simple cost

minimisation approach. If we are to undertake a cost effec-

tive analysis we need to consider the various clinical out-

come measures which may vary between anaesthetic

techniques.

One of the consistently reported benefits of TIVA is a

reduction in post-operative nausea and vomiting (PONV)

[5, 6]. We know that PONV is the symptom that patients

dislike the most, with up to 72 % of patients stating that this

is the post-operative symptom they most fear [7] so the

benefit of avoidance of this could be seen as high. While it

is possible to control the PONV induced by volatile agents

this comes at a cost both in direct drug costs and an increase

in the risk to the patient of adverse drug reactions. Risk of

PONV can be estimated using the Apfel scoring system and

this is commonly utilised to target the administration of

perioperative antiemetics. However the Apfel scoring sys-

tem was originally reported in patients receiving volatile

anaesthesia, recent work has shown that for patients receiv-

ing TIVA this scoring system may be invalid and appears to

over estimate the number of patients requiring antiemetic

medication, further supporting the economic as well as clin-

ical argument for TIVA administration [8].

The occurrence of PONV is likely to slow patient recov-

ery and require increased nursing time to care for the patient;

in addition if the planned pathway of care is for day surgery,

then PONV may result in unplanned overnight stay. Quoted

rates for unplanned overnight stays range from 1.8 to 7 %

and PONV may account for up to 50 % of these. With an

unplanned overnight stay the additional cost of an overnight

bed, which is currently though to be over £250, will more

than over ride any cost saving accrued by the use of agents

more likely to cause PONV. Rafferty demonstrated a signif-

icant reduction in both nausea and vomiting rates and addi-

tionally unplanned admissions following assisted conception

therapy with TIVA compared with volatile anaesthesia (5 %

vs 21 %, p < 0.05) [9].

Another common post-operative symptom is pain. This

may lead to prolonged hospital stay, higher rates of unplanned

admission after day surgery and increased requirements for

nursing care. Published work shows that patients receiving

TIVA experienced reduced levels of post-operative pain than

those anaesthetised with either isoflurane or sevoflurane

[10, 11].

One further area where cost minimisation comparisons

will give false reassurance is in the incidence of more minor

Table 33.5 Equipment items common to all cases

Core disposable costs

ECG electrodes (3)

Skin cleaning wipe

Intravenous cannula

Cannula dressing

Hudson mask

Table 33.7 Total cost of anaesthesia delivery

Hudson

mask þ TIVA

LMA þ
TIVA

LMA þ
isoflurane

LMA þ
sevoflurane

n 65 26 46 0

Cost/min

(1 syringe)

£0.42 £0.60 £0.46 £0.55

Cost/min

(2 syringes)

£0.55 £0.71

Average

cost/min

£0.43 £0.64 £0.46 £0.55

Average

cost/case

£9.03 £13.44 £9.66 £11.50

Table 33.6 Equipment specific to each technique

Additional costs for

TIVA þ Hudson mask

Additional costs for

TIVA þ LMA

Additional costs for

volatile þ LMA

1 % propofol 50 ml 1 % propofol 50 ml 1 % Propofol, 20 ml

Alfentanil, 1 mg/2 ml Alfentanil, 1 mg/

2 ml

Fentanyl

100 mcg/2 ml

TIVA infusion set TIVA infusion set Isoflurane/min

50 ml syringe 50 ml syringe Syringes (20 ml

and 2 ml)

Drawing-up needle Drawing-up needle Drawing-up

needle �2

Oxygen, 6 l/min Oxygen, 6 l/min Oxygen, 6 l/m7in

Anaesthetic face

mask

Anaesthetic face

mask

LMA and airway

filter

LMA and airway

filter

Circuit costs Circuit costs
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morbidity following surgery, for example if a technique is

chosen that avoids the requirement for instrumentation of the

airway then patients are less likely to experience a sore

throat or risk dental damage than when a laryngeal mask or

endo-tracheal tube is required.

Moving away from the physical symptoms further cost

effectiveness analysis has been studied by Epple et al. [12]

who looked at patient satisfaction following either TIVA or

a volatile based anaesthetic and showed that satisfaction was

higher in the TIVA group than in the volatile group (93.2 %

vs 65.6 %) and the cost of each satisfied patient was lower in

the TIVA group by almost 100 euros.

Cost Benefit Analysis

The choice of anaesthetic agent may directly impact on

theatre efficiency as some studies have shown that turn

around times may be shorter for short spontaneously breath-

ing cases where TIVA is used as opposed to volatile agents.

However this will only result in economic benefit if the

accrued time allows for another case to be added to the list.

Just looking at cost minimisation and cost effectiveness of

anaesthetic agents loses sight of the fact that the anaesthetic

costs are tiny when compared with the costs of theatre time,

surgical equipment and disposables, the cost of immediate

post anaesthetic care where one to one nursing is required and

the hospital episode as a whole. The cost of maintaining and

staffing a theatre is over £15 per minute so any analysis of the

economics of anaesthetic agent must take into account theatre

efficiency and time in post anaesthetic care units.

It has been estimated that the cost of anaesthetic drugs

contribute less than 4 % of the total cost of a day surgery

procedure [2] and that this varies very little whether the tech-

nique chosen is TIVA or a volatile based anaesthetic technique

[13]. Furthermore when considering the cost of anaesthesia in

more major inpatient abdominal surgery, the cost reduces to a

mere 1 % of the total cost of the procedure [14]. Analysed a

different way even the techniques considered more expensive

in terms of drug costs equate to the equivalent of only 36 s of

theatre time when compared with the cost of staffing and

running our operating theatres (currently £12/min for day

surgery theatres and £15/min for inpatients). This is shown

using data from our own unit analysed over a 10-month period

from April 2008–January 2009 (Table 33.8). The dramatic

tumbling of the cost of propofol is reflected by the over 50 %

reduction in cost/case from £15.40 in 2000 to £7.20 in 2009.

This further reinforces the need to consider the bigger

picture when discussing financial implications of different

anaesthetic techniques and to recognise that if we can improve

theatre efficiency by a mere 30 s per case we could entirely

negate the anaesthetic drug costs. Many would argue that the

choice of TIVA enables faster turn around of cases and as

such could result in considerable costs savings by shaving

time off a theatre list. If by helping to improve theatre effi-

ciency, anaesthetic techniques using TIVA enable such sig-

nificant time savings as to enable an additional theatre case to

occur within an allocated theatre session then the additional

income accrued will make any anaesthetic drug costs insig-

nificant in the overall economical analysis of the session. In

our own unit we have demonstrated that by using more

efficient processes within our day surgery unit compared

with those in our inpatient theatres we can operate on an

additional patient when carrying out a list of hernia repairs

if these patients are operated upon in the day surgery unit [15].

Whilst this increased efficiency cannot be attributed to the use

of TIVA alone in the day surgery unit it demonstrates that if

attention is paid to all aspects of the theatre pathway to

improve efficiency huge benefits in terms of increased pro-

ductivity and hence income and reductions in cost per case

can be achieved, use of TIVA in expert hands can contribute

significantly to these efficiency improvements.

A further part of the patient pathway where choice of

anaesthetic may have an impact is recovery from anaesthesia

and therefore on the efficiency of the post anaesthetic care

unit. Delays in discharge from the post anaesthetic care unit

may result in delays between subsequent patients on a the-

atre list due to anaesthetic personnel being required to

remain in the unit with their patient. This will impact on

theatre efficiency, it therefore makes economic sense to use

anaesthetic agents where recovery is rapid and which have a

low incidence of side effects such as PONV. Shortening the

time required for one to one nursing may even enable larger

units to reduce overall staffing numbers and thus accrue

significant budgetary savings.

A further cost benefit to be considered is whether different

anaesthetic techniques influence longer term outcomes and

timing of return to work. There are small amounts of

conflicting evidence regarding this. Whilst Carvalho et al.

showed no difference in functional recovery the first week

after laparoscopic sterilisation between patients groups

receiving TIVA or volatile anaesthesia [16], Sung

demonstrated an earlier return to work following breast

Table 33.8 Average monthly drug costs and cost per case within a day

sugery unit

Average monthly cost (£)

Isoflurane 31.1

Sevoflurane 1212

Propofol 1245

Remifentanil 601

Other drugs 560

Total 3649

GA cases 504

Cost/case 7.2

(£15.4 in 2000!)
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biopsy in patients anaesthetised using TIVA compared with

those receiving a volatile technique [17].

Conclusion

In conclusion, whilst in some circles there is a perception that

TIVA techniques are more expensive than alternative

methods of anaesthesia, our cost minimisation analysis has

demonstrated that this is not always the case, particularly

when the entire patient episode is considered rather than

drug costs alone. TIVA certainly can be argued to provide a

more cost effective anaesthetic by minimising the morbidity

commonly associated with volatile techniques. Additionally

there may be wider cost benefits in using TIVA to society as a

whole by enabling faster recovery and return to work. We

would advocate that if a TIVA technique is considered the

most clinically appropriate for the patient and the hospital

environment involved then financial considerations should

not restrict its use.
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Teaching TCI with Human Patient Simulators 34
Wolfgang Heinrichs

Introduction

Target-controlled infusion (TCI) technology is available in

most countries worldwide for clinical use during sedation

and anesthesia. Pharmacokinetic models are used in this

infusion mode to calculate the infusion rates necessary to

reach and maintain the desired drug concentration. The

calculated infusion rates during TCI are consistent with the

manually controlled infusion rates. Nevertheless there may

be unique safety concerns when using this technology under

various clinical conditions.

A recent report of Schnider et al. [1] analyzed the avail-

able data on safety and complications occurring during TCI.

Although TCI is reported to be more complex than tradi-

tional modes of drug administration, there was no evidence

that the TCI mode of drug delivery introduces unique safety

issues aside from selecting the wrong pharmacokinetic

model. The authors state that this risk is analogous to that

of selecting the wrong drug with the current, “manual”
infusion pumps.

A review of the recent literature shows that selecting the

appropriate model and use of the correct patient data with

respect to height, weight, and LBM (lean body mass) is

critical to the safe use of TCI [2–4].

Finally, for every anesthesiologist, his/her first use of TCI

is a new adventure. Although he or she may be experienced

in administering TIVA (total intravenous anesthesia), there

are new approaches and multiple steps involved in the use of

these pumps. Once these are learned, TCI can indeed be a

safe and effective method.

How to learn TCI? Traditionally there are classes offered

which explain the theory of TCI and pharmacological

models using a traditional class room setting. This is how

it first started when TCI became available in Germany. The

first day was filled with theoretical lectures. On the second

day participants were taken to the OR (operating room) and

TCI was administered to patients and demonstrated by expe-

rienced anesthetists. Participants were allowed to work on

the TCI pumps under supervision of an experienced instruc-

tor. Shortly thereafter the simulation software TIVA

Trainer™ was added to the course settings. With this simu-

lation software, participants were able to conduct virtual

TCIs. The disadvantage of this method of learning was that

TIVA Trainer did not show any physiological data of the

patient. Overcoming this limitation, a simulation program

was developed in 2005. It was developed at the AQAI

simulation center in Mainz, Germany. Today this program

has been adopted by several organizations.

Initially, Medical Education Technologies (formerly

METI but now CAE Healthcare) simulators were used.

METI simulators have realistic physiological models and

are able to calculate pharmacokinetic parameters using

three-compartment models. To follow the physiologic effect

of the anesthesia, the BIS (Bispectral Index by Aspect Med-

ical, now part of Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) was applied.

Special interface software (HIDEP) was able to interface

with METI in order to communicate data to and from the

METI HPS (HPS ¼ human patient simulator) software.

Serial communication links of various TCI pumps read the

data out of the pumps and entered this data into the METI

pharmacological model. Aspect Medical Systems developed

a simulator to generate certain EEG (electroencephalogram)

traces in order to demonstrate that BIS could interface with

simulation and TCI.

The first demonstration of a full simulation of TIVA/TCI

took place at a TIVA conference in Venice, Italy in 2007.

Figure 34.1 shows the setup that was used in Venice. There

were two simulators running in parallel: one was equipped to

perform conventional TIVA and the second was used with

TCI (Base Primea™ by Fresenius). Two teams performed

anesthesia in parallel and the audience could compare the
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performance of both teams and follow the vital signs on two

big screens. The learning objectives of this session were

focused on the safe application of TCI compared to routine

TIVA. In the ensuing years, this system was used by differ-

ent simulation centers throughout the world.

Unfortunately METI eventually created a new software

platform called Muse™ and decided not to support the

HIDEP interface any longer. This decision terminated the

application of METI for TCI simulation.

From 2010 AQAI started a new collaboration with

Laerdal. Laerdal introduced a new family of full-scale

simulators called the SimMan3G™. A physiological and

pharmacological model for the use with the SimMan 3G

family was developed with software which was called SIS

(simulation interface software), still in use today with all

Laerdal simulators that run the LLEAP™ (Laerdal learning

application) platform. Thus SIS can be used with a variety of

simulators of patients ranging from the baby to the adult and

also the pregnant adult. For all these simulators the SIS

TIVA TCI model can be applied (although TCI is not

recommended in babies).

This chapter will describe the principle design of the

hardware and software setup, how to simulate TCI today

and reports about a curriculum that has been developed

during the past few years.

Methodological Setup of Training Environment

SIS—Simulation Interface Software is a flexible simulation

software program. For details please see Fig. 34.2. The SIS

software combines several modules which are used in the

simulations. The most important module is the core physio-

logical and pharmacological model which is designed like a

grid, where rows are inputs, column outputs, and the cells do

the calculations needed for combining inputs to calculate

outputs. The system is highly flexible and can serve an

almost unlimited number of situations and tasks. Attached

to this, several drivers are used to communicate inputs and

outputs to external devices. Input drivers include communi-

cation to iv-pumps, to maneuvers performed on the manne-

quin or interventions done by the participants. Output drivers

include the full control of the mannequin, the EEG which is

represented as BIS values and other displays such as the

output of special monitors. Special monitors may show the

estimated plasma- or effect-site concentration of the drugs,

interactions between Propofol and Opiates and more.

Communication between the various external devices is

performed by means of these devices. In most cases RS232

connections or TCP/IP network communication is used. In

the simulated operating room, the setup is “life like.” The

participating anesthesiologists can work on the mannequin

as a simulated patient, apply anesthetic drugs using TCI

pumps, observe the cardiovascular reactions on the patient

monitor, and follow depth of anesthesia on the BIS monitor.

Normal and abnormal operations can be simulated to

allow the participant in these programs to gain experience

in TIVA/TCI from the level of beginners to the level of

experts.

The pharmacokinetic models are open three-compart-

ment models. If certain models are used in the TCI pumps

(like Marsh for Propofol), the corresponding pharmacologi-

cal model will use the constants and distribution volumes as

originally published. By this the plasma or effect-site con-

centration can be calculated to be the same as those calcu-

lated by the commercial pumps. Input of height, weight, age,

and gender supports those models that calculate the model

parameters (volumes and/or rate constants) as functions of

one or more of these co-variates (like Schnider model for

Propofol). Many data for these drugs and models are to be

found in TIVA Trainer™—simulation software for intrave-

nous anesthesia edited by the European society for intrave-

nous anesthesia (Euro-SIVA).

During the simulations, the data flows from the TCI

pumps into the pharmacological model. This model

calculates the estimated plasma and effect-site concentration

Fig. 34.1 The first demonstration of TCI and BIS simulation in

Venice, Italy in 2007
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in parallel to the pumps. The effect-site concentrations are

then used to model the clinical effects of the drugs used. For

example, Propofol commonly has a heart rate and blood

pressure lowering effect. With some typical nonlinear

functions, the concentration of Propofol is used to modulate

heart rate and blood pressure.

A special model was necessary to show the effects of

Propofol on the depth of anesthesia. There is some data in

the literature [5–9] and some assumptions are applied to fit

data to the simulation sessions. Table 34.1 shows some

relations between Propofol target concentration and depth

of anesthesia.

The principles of EEG-based BIS monitoring have been

selected to represent depth of sedation and anesthesia. The

data flow in the model is as follows:

• IV-Pump sends drug amount administered every 10 s

• Pharmacological model calculates plasma- and effect-

target concentration

• Effects of drugs are modeled to cardiovascular

parameters directly

• Lookup function similar to the table given above derives

BIS value

• BIS value is used to represent depth of anesthesia

Fig. 34.2 Schematic drawing of the simulator and software setup used for TCI training. Details see text

Table 34.1 Relationship between clinical observations, propofol administration, and BIS values

Clinical situation Dose propofol (mg/kg) TCI effect concentration (μg/ml) BIS

Awake/normal memory 0 <0.5 100–85

Sedation 0.5–1.0 0.5–2.5 85–65

Adequate anesthesia 1.0–2.0 2.5–5.0 65–40

Deep anesthesia 2.5–3.5 5.0–8.0 40–20

Full EEG depression >4.0 >8.0 20–0

This table is used for procedural sedation cases using propofol alone
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– BIS below 80: Eyes of the simulator will be closed

– BIS below 60: Depression of respiration present

– BIS below 40: Deep anesthesia, apnea

• BIS value is also used to generate a typical EEG trace that

is used as input to any real BIS monitor which will then

analyze the trace and show the appropriate value

With this setup, it is possible for the participants to work

with Propofol in any TIVA mode (repeated boluses, conven-

tional iv-application, TCI) as in a real patient and see and

feel the results of the drugs on the mannequin and on the

physiological monitoring parameters.

What about the typical combination of Propofol together

with Opiates such as Remifentanil? Remifentanil on its own

does not show major effects on BIS (Fig. 34.3). In combina-

tion with Propofol it is a well-known clinical effect that

anesthesia is influenced by the combination of both. The

work of Milne and Vuyk [8, 10] illustrated a synergistic

relationship between the two with regard to the clinical

effect (i.e., loss of consciousness). The following diagram

shows the resulting model that is used. Propofol and

Remifentanil effect-site concentration are entered into a

2-dimensional matrix to find a corresponding BIS value. In

the example shown a Propofol effect concentration of 3 μg/
ml with a Remifentanil concentration of approximately

around 8 ng/ml will result in a BIS value of 40. The same

will be true for a combination of Propofol 4.4 μg/ml and

Remifentanil 4 ng/ml. Thus the lines in the model represent

lines of equal BIS values. Values between the lines are

derived by linear interpolation.

Similar models are used for other opioids (e.g., Alfentanil

[11]). If additional sedatives (e.g., Midazolam or inhala-

tional anesthetics) are used, the model will calculate additive

effects of sedation and analgesia separately and then use an

interaction model similar to the one given in the example.

This design has several advantages: it does not limit the

application to certain drugs or models. Even the combination

between TIVA and inhalational anesthetics can be

performed, thus creating the most realistic training environ-

ment possible.

Special interest may be directed to procedural sedation

with TCI systems. These can be applied very successfully

and they also provide information about the interactions

between Propofol and Remifentanil [12]. Borrat and

colleagues looked at the gag reflex in endoscopy and were

able to define levels of Remifentanil and Propofol needed to

avoid this reflex during gastroscopy [13].

Basic Curriculum

The basic curriculum runs over 1 day of 8 h. Participants of

the classes are mainly anesthesiologists or senior anesthesia

nurses and a maximum of eight to ten participants are

accepted. Pre-course material checks are performed to

ensure that all participants are using TIVA in their daily

practice. Most of them use TIVA pumps regularly with

Propofol and Remifentanil. Some still use pumps in ml/h

mode or apply repeated boluses of the drugs at least if they

take care of short term procedures.

The theoretical learning goals refer to the general under-

standing of pharmacokinetic models, mainly open three-

compartment models and how such models are applied to

iv-pumps facilitating TCI. These learning goals are achieved

by 2 h of lectures [14].

Basic theory lectures are followed by 6 h of practical

work with the simulator-setup in the OR. At first a TCI

controlled anesthesia using Propofol (Marsh model) and

Remifentanil (Minto model) with two TCI pumps is

demonstrated to the participants. The simulated patient is a

Interaction Model Propofol - Remifentanil to Derive BIS Value
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healthy ASA I (American society of Anesthesiologists

health status I) patient of 35 years undergoing some

laparoscopic surgery. Muscle relaxation is achieved with

Rocuronium by single bolus injection. During this demon-

stration there is a special focus on the handling of the TCI

pumps and the technique of bolus followed by stepwise

decreasing maintenance infusion rates that is unique to the

TCI mode. Adaption of the level of anesthesia and how this

is handled by the algorithms in the pumps supplements this

session. Finally recovery is performed and the

concentrations of the two drugs is observed when the

simulated patient wakes up. As has been described in the

previous section before, the pharmacology and the control of

the mannequin simulator is handled by the SIS software

automatically. The instructor works on the TCI pumps with

no interaction by a simulator technician.

During the next hours the participants are divided into

two groups of four to five each and they perform various TCI

anesthesias of 15–45 min in length. Video recording of the

scenarios is standard and debriefing sessions immediately

after each anesthesia follow. In all cases the simulated drug

concentrations as well as the resulting BIS values of the

model together with the vital parameters and a view of the

scene are recorded. These values can be used during the

debriefing session, to optimize the strategy taken or to eval-

uate the quality of the anesthesia. This intensifies the knowl-

edge and provides practical hints. Below are some examples

of a variety of simulation scenarios, didactic goals, and

debriefing objectives:

Case 1:Maria Engster; 32 years, 168 cm, 61 kg, ASA health

status II; known allergy to various substances not relevant

for anesthetic drugs or materials; scheduled for minor

gynecological surgery (planned duration of surgery

5–10 min).

Task 1: Perform TCI with Propofol using Marsh Plasma

TCI. Add 0.5 mg Alfentanil as single bolus. Use either

no muscle relaxant, or a short acting muscle relaxant.

Ventilate the lungs with LMA or face mask.

Learning goals 1: The participants should do everything on

their own: prepare syringes and iv lines, prepare and

pre-program the TCI pump. Decide with which Target

concentration they want to start. Note that during the first

anesthesia, just one pump is used to help participants

understand the usage and the controls. Use the recovery

time calculation to determine when the patient will

probably return to consciousness. During this first try,

no problems or complications are present.

Case 2: Alan Smith; 45 years, 175 cm, 73 kg, ASA health

status I; No concomitant diseases; scheduled for minimal

invasive (laparoscopic) cholecystectomy (planned dura-

tion of surgery 25–35 min).

Task 2: Perform TCI with Propofol using Marsh Plasma TCI

plus Remifentanil using Minto Plasma TCI. Use muscle

relaxants appropriately and intubate the trachea of the

patient.

Learning goals 2: The participants will now use two TCI

systems in parallel. This task is moderated by suggesting

a constant Remifentanil TCI target concentration of

6–8 ng/ml, thus optimizing analgesia support first.

Participants are then asked to titrate the Propofol target

to clinical needs as judged by observation and vital

parameters. Some changes in lung compliance due to

the CO2 peritoneum and the positioning (flat vs. anti-

Trendelenburg) at typical phases of the procedure can

be added. Clear statements 10 and 5 min before the end

of the procedure are given and it is desired that the patient

regains consciousness as soon as possible after that point.

Case 3: Clara Dryer; 31 years, 192 cm 81 kg, ASA health

status I. Very similar to case 1.

Task 2: Perform TCI with Propofol using Marsh effect TCI.

Learning goals 3: Observe the difference in dosing com-

pared to case 1 (the recorded data of case 1 will be

available during the debriefing).

Case 4: Paul Iben; 53 years, 184 cm 91 kg; ASA health

status II. Hypertension WHO grade I (World health orga-

nization); Very similar to case 2.

Task 4: Perform anesthesia using Marsh TCI in effect-site

mode for Propofol and Minto in effect-site mode TCI for

Remifentanil. In this case the Remifentanil target is no

longer influenced by the course instructor but left to the

discretion of the participants. Again data from case 2 can

be used during the debriefing and compared to the actual

course.

Learning goals 4: with case 4 participants are able to admin-

ister routine TCI safely for healthy patients. They can

describe differences between plasma and effect TCI.

Case 5: Sven Moro; 74 years, 172 cm, 81 kg; ASA health

status III. Hypertension WHO grade II. He had a

myocardial infarction 4 months ago. Today he is sched-

uled for total hip replacement surgery (planned duration

of surgery 45–60 min).

Task 5: Perform anesthesia using Marsh effect-site TCI for

Propofol and Minto effect-site TCI for Remifentanil.

Titrate the induction and determine precisely the LOC

(loss of consciousness) concentration. Use these values

for the recovery and determine the ROC (return of con-

sciousness) values.

Learning goals 5: Participants have already learned during

cases 3 and 4 that effect-site concentration TCI results in

initially higher plasma concentrations, thus more side
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effects visible from the drugs. By titrating the increase of

the target concentrations in steps of 1 (Propofol μg/ml;

Remifentanil ng/ml) this disadvantage will be minimized.

The LOC target can also be identified precisely using this

technique and used to predict the moment of, and drug

concentrations at, awakening (ROC target) more

precisely.

Case 6: Martin Smith; 62 years, 156 cm, 69 kg; ASA health

status II. Scheduled for colonoscopy. Propofol sedation

desired. Expected duration 25 min (Polypectomy).

Task 6: Perform sedation using Propofol TCI.

Learning goals 6: Sedation with Propofol is standard care

during endoscopy. In most cases sedation is performed by

repeated boluses of Propofol. A common method

comprises a preload with 0.5–1 mg/kg Propofol followed

by boluses of 0.25 mg/kg at 3 min intervals. The number

and the size of boluses may be varied by the sedation

nurse/physician. If the duration of the procedure

increases, there are several risks associated with this

kind of application: either the sedation level reached is

too low or the drug cumulates. TCI is well suited to

overcome these disadvantages and may be superior espe-

cially in longer lasting sedations. Participants learn how

to manage sedation using TCI and observe the time

course of the drug administration. A second group of

participants may be asked to perform the same task in

the classical way. The data of both groups can be com-

pared during the debriefing session.

Case 7: Frank Bauer; 72 years, 188 cm, 84 kg; ASA health

status III. Various cardiopulmonary concomitant

diseases. Scheduled for sigmoid colon resection due to

cancer. Expected duration 3 h. (Participants are put in the

middle of the surgery and should continue to supervise

the anesthesia).

Task 7: Analyze the status and depth of the anesthesia.

Continue while the surgeon starts a more painful opera-

tion period also associated with more blood loss.

Learning goals 7: During this last case, a typical error is

introduced which may occur during the course of anes-

thesia: the Propofol syringe is replaced, during which

time the pump is powered off. The participants have the

task to solve this clinical problem which normally cannot

be solved by re-starting the pump in TCI mode. One

solution is to change the pump mode into TIVA and to

continue optimally with the last infusion rate of the TCI

mode before it was switched off. Alternatively, the user

can use dose rates from his clinical experience. One

learning goal of this scenario is also to observe TCI

pumps not only according to the target set but also to

the drug usage that results from the individual target.

Advanced Curriculum

Participants to this class are regularly accepted, if they have

attended the basic curriculum. If not they have to prove that

they have sufficient knowledge about the basics of TCI and

that they are already using TCI in their daily practice. Again

this curriculum runs for 1 day of 8 h.

The lecture part of the day is very short and focuses

mainly on the theory of interactions between various drugs

used for TIVA. During the practical part participants have to

perform two identical anesthesias: one with moderate dose

Remifentanil (Target of 4 ng/ml) and titrate Propofol to

achieve a BIS value between 40 and 50. The second one

with high dose Remifentanil (Target 8 ng/ml) and again with

the goal of titrating Propofol to BIS 40–50. Participants look

at various stages of the anesthesia: side effects of induction,

side effects during maintenance, dosage (target) of Propofol

and recovery times.

A second lecture shows the most important facts about

the idea of having different models for the same drug. To

show the effects participants will conduct Propofol anesthe-

sia in the same patient twice: Marsh Model vs. Schnider

model. The task is to compare the drug usage of both models

during induction and maintenance. From the simulator they

learn that using Marsh may result in faster induction, but

also in more pronounced side effects compared to that

associated with the Schnider model. During maintenance

the models behave similarly, so differences are no longer

relevant.

More practical cases focus on high risk and elderly

patients, patients with extreme low or high body weight

and finally pediatric applications using appropriate models

for children.

Case 1: Roger Simon; 76 years, 181 cm, 94 kg; ASA health

status IV due to multiple cardiac diseases, hypertension,

and recent myocardial infarction. Scheduled for urgent

abdominal surgery.

Task 1: Perform induction in a way that cardiovascular

reactions are minimized. This case may be repeated sev-

eral times and different approaches may be used. What

kind of maintenance level will be optimal for this patient?

Learning goals 1: This is a typical case where the Marsh

model is no longer appropriate, if used in the conven-

tional way. It may well be used with lower initial target

concentrations of Propofol, thus titrating the induction

slowly. An alternative is the use of the Schnider model
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which gives better results during induction and has some

kind of “intrinsic” titration effect. As this case can be

repeated using different approaches the participants will

be able to derive the optimal strategy for this kind of

patients.

Case 2: Mary Moulder; 39 years, 168 cm, 189 kg; ASA

health status III. Scheduled for bariatric surgery.

Task 2: Perform manually controlled TIVA in this obese

patient and compare it to the use of TCI models. Use

Marsh or Schnider for Propofol. Observe maximum

weight settings in the models.

Learning goals 2: As TCI models currently do not support

extreme body weight or other extreme clinical conditions

[15–18], participants have to judge the body weight they

want to set for these patients. This task may be critical

from a legal point of view, because the TCI system is

used out of its defined boundaries. Participants have to

decide, if they want to go for this kind of “Off label use”
or not and use TIVA conventionally instead. Still the

problem remains: a certain body weight has to be used

in TIVA mode as well. In the simulation setting it can be

experienced with the other models without the danger of

harming a patient.

Case 3: Susan Dangler; 15 years, 172 cm, 48 kg; ASA health

status III. Scheduled for a minor gynecological

intervention.

Task 3: Select TCI model and perform anesthesia. The case

will be performed twice: without and with access to BIS

readings.

Learning goals 3: First time without having the possibility to

take a look at the resulting BIS readings. Participants

have to be aware that most models overestimate the effect

in these patients. Consequently the danger of awareness is

considerable. In the second run, participants shall be able

to compare their settings from the first run with those

obtained when the BIS model gives some ideas about the

minimal depth of anesthesia. The simulation model itself

is adapted to this special situation by a factor called

“patient sensitivity.”

Case 4: Maria Merrydom; 96 years, 164 cm, 59 kg; ASA

health status IV due to various age dependent cardiovas-

cular and respiratory diseases. Scheduled for repair of

fractured proximal femur.

Task 4: Perform TCI using the Schnider model. Observe any

cardiovascular side effects. Observe that even fairly low

TCI target concentrations may generate BIS values below

40 (that should of course be avoided).

Learning goals 4: Participants should be able to work with

extreme age and adapt the settings appropriately. The

Schnider model may be the better choice compared to

Marsh; even special considerations may be

applicable [19].

Case 5: Frederique Chapman; 8 years, 121 cm 34 kg; ASA

health status I. Scheduled for hernia repair.

Task 5: Use an appropriate pediatric model. Observe the

desired level of anesthesia mainly from clinical

parameters. BIS is not available.

Learning goals 5: this case finally presents a child of 8 years

which may be treated with TCI if an appropriate pediatric

model (e.g., Paedfusor™) is selected. The case will be

presented without BIS monitor, because EEG analysis in

children may be less defined than in adults [20]. Never-

theless participants learn how to apply TCI to children.

Results and Experience from Classes Given

These TCI seminars have been performed regular in

Germany and some other countries (such as Turkey,

Bulgaria, and Italy) during the past years. The cases have

been adapted according to the feedback of the participants.

In general, this author has found that the feedback from the

participants has been extremely positive. Participants espe-

cially like the combination of theoretical lectures explaining

the basics with the practical tasks on the simulator.

In a study with 55 participants from various classes a

questionnaire containing 10 multiple choice questions was

used. Participants formed teams consisting of senior

anesthesiologists, residents in training, and anesthesia nurses

(Fig. 34.4).

Senior anesthesiologist

Resident in training

Anesthesia Nurse

12

24

19

Your Personal Status?

Fig. 34.4 Personal status of 55 participants
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The overall assessment of the basic and advanced curric-

ulum is given in Fig. 34.5.

The results from 55 participants are shown in Fig. 34.6.

The ratings range from excellent to fair. Not all participants

are able to accept a mannequin being a real simulated

patient.

What Is Needed to Set up Such a Program?

What is necessary to set up training like this in a center that

wants to participate in this program and/or modify the cases

to special interests?

To make this training very realistic, the setup should

contain a full-scale mannequin placed in an OR-like envi-

ronment with the typical instruments and monitors found in

an OR, respectively, in the anesthetist’s working place. The

mannequin simulator can be an adult or a child, male or

female. There are several companies on the market which

provide different simulator models. At a first sight all these

simulators seem to be usable for this kind of classes. The

individual differences result from the software provided by

the manufacturer. This will be discussed below.

A minimum of two TIVA/TCI pumps are needed. These

pumps should support the open model approach—that

means the user should be able to select between the most

important models and different drugs on these devices.

Table 34.2 lists the most popular models that can be found

on commercial TIVA/TCI pumps. It is important to have

these models available in two different modes: plasma target

and effect target. The differences between the models may

be significant, especially during induction and it is the goal

of the advanced training that participants learn the special

features of these models. In principle all types of TCI pumps

currently available on the market can be used.

In addition to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic

models, software is needed to implement a user interface,

accept patient characteristics, use these to calculate model

parameters, and then to run an infusion algorithm that

calculates the required infusion rates (in TCI mode) or

calculates blood and effect-site concentrations (manual

TIVA mode) and the resulting clinical effects. Ideally the

software should work like the model in the iv-pump, which

makes it complicated. To this author’s best knowledge,

6

49

0
00

Overall Assessment

excellent

good

fair

poor

very bad

Fig. 34.5 Results of a questionnaire with 55 participants. Overall

assessment is rated excellent or good. There are no negative judgements

Fig. 34.6 Relevance of cases for

daily practice. These cases refer

to cases 1–4 of the advance

curriculum (detailed description

see above). The pediatric cases

were not presented to these

participants
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today there are no simulators on the market which support

these special needs.

Additional software is needed to control the devices

together. Actually the data flow starts in the TCI pumps

and continues to the mannequin resulting in certain reactions

of the mannequin (like closed eyes, respiratory depression,

cardiovascular reactions, etc.) provided on the mannequin

itself and on the patient monitor. Once set to deliver a

dedicated target, TCI pumps start by application of boluses

and continue with variable running speed. This means that

the amount of drugs administered to the (virtual) patient

varies continuously over time. In consequence it seems to

be impossible to follow these variable injection speeds man-

ually by keying the current speed into the software of the

simulator. This has to be automated and here the limitations

of all currently available simulators show a big problem:

even in the CAE models that support some kind of pharma-

cological model, it is not possible to connect TCI pumps

directly. Therefore the decision about the model of simulator

is exclusively determined by its ability to externally connect

and communicate to the software of the mannequin.

Putting these requirements together, this author believes

that Laerdal Company provides the best software interface to

the mannequin software. Laerdal has recently released a new

software family called LLEAP (Laerdal Learning Applica-

tion) which is unique to a whole family of different simulator

mannequins. It is based on the SimMan 3G software plat-

form. That means that this program can be established on the

more simple mannequins as well as on the high end types, on

adult and children mannequins. The disadvantage of Laerdal

is the fact that LLEAP does not provide detailed pharmaco-

logical reactions. This is why the SIS (Simulation Interface

Software) was developed. With this tool all connections can

be controlled by an external computer, the models run also in

the external computer and the mannequin is controlled from

there.

In conclusion, the simulation model can be used to simu-

late TIVA and TCI under realistic conditions. Thus for the

beginner in TCI as well the advanced user of TCI, a setup

has been created where personal experience can be gained

without harming any patient. This approach is not only

useful to increase the number of those who are confident in

applying TCI but also helps anesthetists to be more safe in

the application of TCI.
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Introduction

In 1950 the history of closed-loop intravenous anesthesia

began in America. Mayo et al. reported the first clinical

study of the use of a closed-loop controller on 50 patients

allowing the automated titration of thiopental or ether

guided by the electroencephalogram (EEG) activity

[1]. EEG activity was already reported as a surrogate mea-

sure of anesthetic drug effect, allowing the quantification of

depth of anesthesia on seven levels and EEG was used as

output for automated anesthetic titration [2]. Thereafter it

took several decades before new clinical studies with

automated controllers were performed. The major milestone

of closed-loop anesthesia occurred just around 2000, with

the introduction of brain monitoring in clinical setting such

as the Bispectral (BIS) index monitor (Covidien, Dublin,

Ireland) associated with new short acting intravenous drugs

with a short half-life (propofol or remifentanil) and new

simple and powerful computers. To date several thousand

patients worldwide have been anesthetized using different

automated controllers. Despite an increasing number of

clinical studies demonstrating the benefits of automated

controllers, the administration of anesthetic agents during

general anesthesia remains manual in routine care. However,

two devices are commercially available; one was marketed

for sedation during colonoscopy (Sedasys®, Jonhson and

Jonhson, NJ, USA) and has been developed for

non-anesthesiologists [3], the second device was developed

for anesthesiologists (Concert-CL®, Veryark Technology,

Guangxi, China) allowing the automated titration of

propofol and rocuronium [4]. But in 2016, the company of

the Sedasys® has stopped to selling the device.

Advantages of an Automated Anesthesia
Controller

The benefit of an automated controller is to obtain precise

control of the variables with continuous analysis and fre-

quent changes in anesthetic drug concentrations. Thus, the

drug infusion is titrated to the specific needs of each patient,

taking into account inter- or intra-individual dynamic

variability, specificity of the surgery thus avoiding drug

accumulation [5]. In particular, automated continuous titra-

tion of the hypnotic drug guided by EEG activity improves

anesthesia stability, and avoids over- or under-dosing

episodes. Recently a multicenter trial highlighted the high

variability in the performance of anesthesiologists manually

titrating propofol administration while the performance of

an automated controller was constant and predictable

[6]. For a practitioner the titration is very active initially,

thereafter the number of adjustments decreases over time,

being related to the decrease of anesthesiologists’ vigilance
and the duration of the procedure [7]. Automated controllers

are not subject to fatigue, thus maintaining the same effi-

ciency and vigilance throughout a surgical procedure [8] and

freeing the physician for the maintenance of cardiopulmo-

nary homeostasis. The incorporation of an automated con-

troller in a decision support system not only helps relieve the

practitioner of repetitive tasks, but also provides perfectly

reproducible action. Feedback control has the potential

to improve similar improvements in the quality and

safety of anesthesia as in the field of aeronautics by the

standardization of the procedure [9].

Definitions of a Closed-Loop System

A closed-loop controller is defined as a system wherein a

controller monitors one or more system variables and adjusts

one or more interventions to maintain a setpoint. Closed-

loop systems are ubiquitous in biology, for example
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homeostasis which is present in every living organism is

typically a feedback or closed-loop control. In anesthesia,

the anesthesiologist himself constitutes a closed-loop con-

troller (Fig. 35.1): the patient output is monitored in the form

of vital signs and these parameters are used to titrate

interventions by the practitioner [10] or an automated con-

troller. Finally, all our therapeutic actions are by definition a

closed-loop system wherein a human controller closes the

loop [9]. The consequences of a human controller are that

monitoring or actions are intermittent and irregular. Finally,

the translation of closed-loop in medical terminology is

titration and titration can be manual or automated.

The most ubiquitous controller is the Proportional-

Integral-Derivative (PID) controller [11]. This controller

calculates the difference between the measured output and

the setpoint to adjust input value. The algorithm takes into

account the present (proportional), past (integral), and future

(derivative) error to adjust the correction. The artificial neu-

ral network controller is an adaptive control algorithm with a

dynamic learning strategy [12]. The adaptive model-based

controller [13] approximates or simulates the target system

and predicts the observed response. The relationship

between the propofol effect site concentration and the BIS

value is determined during the induction phase and is used to

construct patient-specific pharmacokinetic (PK) and phar-

macodynamic (PD) models. This approach was abandoned

later in favor of a Bayesian approach that optimizes the

model [14]. The rule-based controller uses a set of

instructions to perform its actions. A fuzzy logic controller

is a system wherein the logical values true or false are not

necessarily accurate but may be affected to some degree of

truth. Fuzzy logic allows the imprecise information that

humans use in decision-making to be formalized. This sys-

tem requires testing because of the possible arbitrariness

within sets. All these algorithms can be combined with

each other (cascade structure) to create a specific controller

to modify drug infusion rates or drug concentrations using a

target-control-infusion (TCI) system.

The evaluation of the controller’s performances by simu-

lation or “in silico” studies is the first step before clinical

evaluation. But, the relationship between performance

obtained during simulation studies and anesthetized surgical

patients is weak. Simulation studies can only determine

whether the controller follows the instructions encoded in

the software program [15]. It cannot always prove that the

actions are logical or appropriate in anesthetized patients,

many actions and results are context and time-dependent.

For example in a surgical patient, a 20 mg bolus of propofol

alone has virtually no effect before induction of anesthesia.

After induction and during the maintenance phase, the same

bolus can a significant decline in the BIS value, whereas

during surgical noxious stimulation the same bolus may be

inadequate so the BIS value increase despite it. Finally, con-

troller performance can only be assessed by clinical studies

because the transfer function remains unknown. In Table 35.1

we list the definitions of the most important terms used in

control engineering.

Automated Intravenous Anesthesia
with a Single Controller in Adult Patients

This chapter will discuss different clinical studies of a single

automated controller. In particular, it will highlight

randomized controlled trials but also describe observational

studies.

Randomized Controlled Studies of BIS-Propofol
Controllers During General Anesthesia

Since the first clinical observational study of automated

titration of anesthesia using the EEG as output [1], various

signals such as the median frequency of the EEG power

spectrum [16] and auditory evoked potentials [17] have

been used to guided automated titration of methohexital

Fig. 35.1 Generic closed-loop

scheme
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[16], propofol [13, 17], or alfentanil [18]. The first

randomized study reported for the use of the BIS monitor

as output of automated anesthesia was performed in Hong-

Kong with the collaboration of a team from New Zealand

[19]. In this randomized control trial, 30 female ASA I-II

patients were enrolled. In the automated group, anesthesia

induction was performed manually using a mixture of

propofol and alfentanil followed by a bolus of vecuronium.

After tracheal intubation, the anesthesia was maintained by

automated infusion of a propofol/alfentanil mixture with a

setpoint of 50 for the BIS. The performance of this PID

controller was similar to the manual administration of the

mixture to maintain the BIS at the setpoint. No clinical

advantage was found and light anesthesia episodes were

more common in the closed-loop group probably related to

the fact that the propofol/alfentanil ratio was fixed. This was,

however, the first randomized study which demonstrated the

clinical feasibility of automated intravenous titration of

anesthesia guided by the BIS.

Different studies have reported the feasibility of

automated propofol administration guided by the BIS during

maintenance, but not induction of general anesthesia [19–

21]. The induction phase is considered as a busy period

during general anesthesia because the clinician needs to

simultaneously control the airway, monitor and maintain

hemodynamic and titrate anesthesia. A PID controller

which controlled the calculated effect site concentration

with the model of Schnider [22] was evaluated in a

randomized control study of 40 patients specifically during

the induction phase [23]. The control group received manual

titration of propofol using a TCI with the model of Marsh

[24]. In both groups the target BIS was 50 and a continuous

infusion of remifentanil was administered. Automated

induction titration of general anesthesia decreased the BIS

overshoot (i.e., propofol overdosing), and reduced the mean

duration of induction, whereas hemodynamic stability and

propofol consumptions were similar between the two

groups. This study, which also included patients ASA III

status and those taking cardiovascular medications, was the

first reported of automated induction guided by the BIS. The

same PID controller was used for the automated titration

during induction and maintenance of general anesthesia

[25]. This randomized controlled trial was performed in

three centers, 83 patients were included in the automated

group and remifentanil TCI was adjusted manually in both

groups. The goal of the automated controller was to reach a

BIS target of 50 and to maintain it in the range 40–60 which

was considered to represent adequate anesthesia. During

induction, the automated controller decreased propofol con-

sumption but induction duration was longer. The mean dura-

tion of automated propofol titration was 134 min, the

percentage of time of adequate anesthesia was higher with

the decrease of deep anesthesia (BIS value <40) or light

anesthesia (BIS > 60) during maintenance of general anes-

thesia. The incidences of unwanted somatic events or hemo-

dynamic instability were similar and the time from

discontinuation of propofol to tracheal extubation was

shorter in the automated group. In contrast to previous stud-

ies [19–21], automated titration of propofol was performed

during induction and maintenance of general anesthesia and

patients undergoing major surgery, those with ASA III or

worse and the elderly were not excluded. There are several

physicians and anesthesia nurses who have used the control-

ler in different centers, which demonstrates the applicability

and reproducibility of the method.

Another PID controller was developed and evaluated in a

study performed in India [26]. This randomized controlled

study included 20 patients ASA I-II patients per group; in

both groups, patients received an initial bolus of fentanyl

followed by a continuous infusion. The automated controller

administered less propofol and caused less overshoot of the

BIS during induction. During maintenance, the automated

Table 35.1 Definitions of engineering control terminology

Input The variable entered into a function that modifies the output. In medical closed-loop systems, the inputs are the

interventions of the controller (drug administration, for example)

Output The end result of the input. In medical closed-loop systems, the outputs are the monitored patient parameters (heart rate

and blood pressure, for example)

Open loop A system wherein the measured output has no impact on the inputs

Closed-loop A system wherein the measured output is used by a controller to determine a new input to the system. The controller

which closes the loop could be manual or automated

Setpoint Set point preset value that the control system is supposed to target

Error The difference between the setpoint and the measured output value

PID Proportional-integral-derivative controller. The three terms account for the present, past, and future error

Model-based A model that approximates or simulates the target system

Rule-based A set of defined rules organize and execute specific actions according to output changes

Artificial neural

networks

An adaptive control algorithm with a dynamic learning strategy

Fuzzy logic Systems wherein the logical values true or false are not exact and degrees of truth are permitted
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controller decreased propofol consumption, outperformed

manual titration for maintaining the BIS in the range

40–60, and facilitated earlier tracheal extubation was

shorter. The same system has been used successfully in

various clinical situations [26–31]. Indeed, all these studies

were evaluated in the same center with the same

investigators. To demonstrate the applicability and the

reproducibility of the system, the authors performed a new

controlled study involving multiple investigators in different

centers [6]. In this randomized controlled trial the authors

describe the comparison between automated and manual

propofol administration guided by the BIS. This trial was

performed on 242 patients undergoing elective surgery in six

centers. The single closed-loop controller allowed the

automated titration of propofol during induction and main-

tenance of GA. The automated controller outperformed a

manual control to maintain the BIS around the setpoint of

50 and to maintain the heart rate and mean arterial pressure

within 25 % of the baseline. The authors succeeded in deliv-

ering propofol automatically during induction and mainte-

nance in realistic conditions.

A rule-based adaptive controller has been developed to

steer propofol guided by the BIS [32]. In a controlled trial

20 ASA I-III patients, aged 54 � 20 years, undergoing

minor and major surgeries were included in the automated

group. In both groups fentanyl or rocuronium boluses and

propofol for induction were administered manually. The

setpoint for the controller was 45 for the BIS which was

deeper than in some previous studies [19, 23, 25,

26]. Propofol consumption was similar between manual

and automated administration of propofol. The automated

system was better able to maintain a target of BIS 45 than

manual administration. Tracheal extubation was possible

sooner in the automated group. Electromyogram activity

measured by the monitor was integrated into the algorithm

allowing the detection of artifacts.

The current trend is to evaluate automated systems in

multicenter trials is to perform multicenter trial including a

significant number of patients to improve the applicability

and reproducibility of the results and decrease the risk of

fragility of the results.

Observational Studies of BIS-Propofol
Controllers During General Anesthesia

Observational clinical studies are necessary initially to

assess the stability of the controller in realistic conditions

such as in the operating room and to determine the proof of

concept.

A study performed on female patients evaluated an adap-

tive model-based controller [20]. In this study a control

group was available but the propofol was administered by

a continuous infusion according to clinical criteria without

the use of a brain monitor and therefore the control group

was not considered as useful [33]. The initial patient-specific

pharmacodynamic parameters were calculated during induc-

tion with a heuristic controller which had previously been

used for automated sedation [34]. Propofol target concentra-

tion was increased by 0.5 μg/ml every 50 s. Once the BIS

target had achieved, the system was switched to automatic

feedback control, using the model parameter calculated dur-

ing induction. During feedback control, the controller

minimized the difference between the measured BIS and

desired effect site concentration. All subsequent adjustments

in propofol administration were based on the sigmoid “Hill”
curve estimation. A total of 10 ASA I-II patients per group

undergoing open hysterectomy were included, a continuous

remifentanil infusion was administered before intubation

(0.50 μg/kg/min) and during the maintenance (0.25 μg/kg/
min). A bolus of rocuronium was used to facilitate tracheal

intubation in both groups. During a mean duration of

113 min in the automated control group, the BIS values

were better controlled using the automated controller and

this method was reported to be clinically acceptable. How-

ever, the induction curve probably cannot always be

obtained and this controller cannot be used in already

anesthetized patients. The adaptive model-based-controller

was finally improved by Bayesian optimization which

overcomes the previous limitation [35]. Using a simulation

protocol, all parameters of model-based adaptive controller

were adjusted using specific weight calculated by the Bayes-

ian variances. These variances determine how the model-

based parameters can deviate from the population model.

This algorithm was tested clinically for the automated seda-

tion of propofol [14].

A PID controller previously tested for automated sedation

of patients also receiving lumbar epidural analgesia [36] was

evaluated in 20 patients undergoing body surface surgery

[21]. The initial controller has a cascade structure including

a PID controller which modifies target of plasma propofol

concentration. In this second study the controller was

modified to target the calculated effect site concentration to

reduce the problem of oscillation related to the delay in

equilibration between the plasma and effect site compart-

ment. Manual induction was performed using a TCI system

of propofol and remifentanil to target loss of consciousness

and to tolerate the insertion of the laryngeal mask airway.

The remifentanil concentration was fixed at 4 ng/ml during

the maintenance phase of anesthesia. The median duration of

automated administration of propofol was >27 min, the

median BIS setpoint for the controller was 50 and this

setpoint varied between 29 and 79. Anesthesia conditions

were satisfactory for all patients except one patient who

moved after the remifentanil was switched off by error.

This study highlighted that targeting the effect site concen-

tration by the controller was associated with fewer BIS

oscillations.
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In contrast to a PID controller, a neural network control-

ler takes into account the nonlinearity, time variance or

hysteresis, asymmetric control, delay of peak effect and

uncertainty of the biological systems [12]. A comparison

between a PID controller and a neural network controller

using as a reinforcement learning algorithm was performed

in silico [12]. In this simulated study reinforcement learning

had the potential to maintain the BIS more accurately than a

PID controller. Unfortunately, the relationship between con-

troller performances during an in silico study and perfor-

mance in an anesthetized patient is unknown. A neural

network adaptive controller for propofol guided by the BIS

has been developed and evaluated clinically [37]. This con-

troller was tested in seven patients and was able to effec-

tively administer propofol for induction and maintenance

anesthesia during non-cardiac surgery. However, the authors

reported BIS oscillation related to electromyographic noise

in the BIS signal.

An adaptive proportional integral BIS control algorithm

for propofol administration was developed and tested in

14 patients (30–60 years) [38]. The algorithm takes into

account the present error between the setpoint and the

desired BIS value and the past error. Anesthesia was induced

by manual administration of propofol, remifentanil, and

rocuronium. The authors reported that BIS oscillation during

subsequent automatic control was probably related to the

hysteresis between the infusion rate and the peak of the

clinical effect. The addition of dead time or dead-time com-

pensation after each propofol modification attenuated

the BIS.

A disadvantage of these different single BIS-propofol

controllers is that they only control the hypnotic component

of anesthesia and the analgesic component, whereas the

level of noxious stimulation varies continuously throughout

surgery. During an intense noxious stimulus a single feed-

back propofol controller would respond by increasing the

propofol to maintain the BIS at the setpoint, whereas the

more appropriate action is to increase the analgesic compo-

nent. Thus, tests of single propofol controller performance

are in reality strongly influenced by the quality and the

adequacy of analgesia policy.

Automated Intravenous Analgesia During
General Anesthesia

The automated titration of opioid administration is the main

challenge currently in the development of closed-loop loop

anesthesia systems. At present, there is no specific parameter

to directly measure analgesia in an anesthetized patient.

Opioids are known to suppress the hemodynamic responses

to noxious stimulation but even high opioid concentrations

cannot guarantee complete control of hemodynamic

responses to surgical stimulation. In clinical practice, opioid

administration is titrated to hemodynamic changes after nox-

ious stimulation which reveals the depth of antinociception.

Hemodynamic changes have been used for automated

administration of alfentanil [39]. In an observational study

including 11 patients, an alfentanil infusion was automati-

cally titrated with a setpoint of mean arterial blood pressure

of 70 mmHg obtained by an invasive measurement method.

The controller calculated the plasma alfentanil concentration

and made adjustments on the basis of a model-based predic-

tive control algorithm. Isoflurane was titrated manually dur-

ing the maintenance of anesthesia guided by the BIS. This

study demonstrated the feasibility of the controller in healthy

patients, during minor surgeries and with invasive mean

arterial blood pressure.

By using noninvasive mean arterial blood pressure and

heart rate, the Analgoscore, a score of nociception was

developed allowing the automated titration of remifentanil

[40]. The algorithm calculated a score related to the differ-

ence between the measured hemodynamic data and the

setpoints, according to which the infusion rate of

remifentanil was modified. Depending on the type of surgery

and the patient’s co-morbidities the clinician defined target

values for mean arterial pressure and heart rate. Automated

titration of remifentanil was performed in 16 patients and

compared to 11 patients for whom the infusion rate of

remifentanil was modified manually depending on the

score given by the controller. The automated controller

outperformed skilled manual titration to maintain the hemo-

dynamic score in the desired range. This observational study

reported the feasibility of this controller during minor

surgeries in a limited number of healthy patients.

There are certain limitations to the use of hemodynamic

changes as output for a control system. Heart rate, mean

arterial pressure, and heart variability changes are not spe-

cific to analgesia needs and so are not optimal for analgesia

titration. Hemodynamic status and responses can be

modified by chronic hypertension, various treatments,

blood loss, fluid administration, heart failure, arrhythmia,

manipulation of great vessels, and a variety of drugs

(inhalational and intravenous anesthetics, vasopressors, β
blockers, vasodilators, etc.). An alternative to hemodynamic

criteria for control of opioid administration is titration

according to changes in electrocortical activity after noxious

stimuli [41].

The median EEG frequency was used in 11 patients to

steer alfentanil administration [18] and more recently the

BIS has been used as output for a controller to steer a fixed

mixture of propofol and alfentanil [19]. This latter

randomized controlled trial reported no clinical advantage

between automated and manual control. Use of an isoboller

controller has also been described in which propofol and

fentanyl administration was based on the mild-latency
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auditory evoked potential and a fuzzy logic algorithm that

combined heart rate and mean arterial pressure, but it was

tested on only one dog [42]. Currently, one of the most

frequently published methods for the automated titration of

remifentanil is the use of the BIS as output combined with

the automated titration of propofol [43, 44]. The description

of these studies will be further developed in the next section.

Multiple Automated Intravenous Controllers
in Anesthesia

General anesthesia is a dynamic balance between hypnosis,

analgesia, and muscle relaxation. Currently, several

prototypes for the automated titration of propofol are avail-

able. The clinical relevance of automated administration of

neuromuscular blocking agents is limited since the introduc-

tion of Sugammadex a specific antidote of rocuronium

[45]. However, a study has reported the feasibility of com-

bining automated titration of propofol and mivacurium

[46]. In this observational study including 20 patients, the

propofol was titrated automatically using a fuzzy logic-PID

controller during the maintenance of general anesthesia. The

control variable was the BIS, with a setpoint of 40 which was

lower than in many previous studies [19–21, 25–28, 32, 35,

36]. The automated administration of mivacurium was

started after tracheal intubation and neuromuscular blockade

was guided by single twitch stimulation of the ulnar nerve.

The setpoint for the neuromuscular controller was a train-of-

four ratio of less than 10 %. Analgesia was maintained by a

continuous infusion of remifentanil (0.25 μg/kg/min). No

manual intervention was necessary during automated admin-

istration and operating conditions were satisfactory for all

patients. The same propofol controller was combined with

automated titration of a remifentanil TCI [47]. The fuzzy

logic controller has a cascade structure for the automated

titration of the target concentration of a remifentanil TCI.

Heart rate variability, heart rate, and noninvasive blood

pressure were used as output for the controller. Two fuzzy

systems were implemented: one system can decrease the

infusion rate during bradycardia or hypotensive episodes,

the second system adjusts remifentanil administration

according to tachycardia, mean arterial pressure, and heart

rate variation. This controller was tested in ten patients

during orthopedic surgery, was able to maintain satisfactory

intraoperative conditions, and remifentanil was administered

with adequate precision [47].

Recently, a randomized controlled trial reported the use

of a commercial device allowing the automated titration of

propofol and rocuronium during maintenance of general

anesthesia [4]. In the automated group, 89 ASA I-II patients

were included in three centers. The controller collected and

calculated a mean BIS value during 3 min. An algorithm

then used, the calculated BIS values to control the target

plasma propofol concentration using the PK model of Marsh

[24]. The plasma remifentanil concentration was calculated

using the PK model of Minto [41] and was titrated manually

in both groups. For feedback control of rocuronium, the

ulnar nerve at the wrist was stimulated every 20 s to obtain

the train-of-four ratio. This study demonstrated that this new

closed-loop infusion system could automatically regulate

propofol and rocuronium. The automated controller

achieved adequate anesthesia more accurately than manual

control but no clinical advantage was found.

A controller integrating the three components of general

anesthesia was evaluated and validated clinically [48]. The

controller included a rule-based adaptive algorithm for the

automated titration of propofol with a setpoint of 45 for the

BIS value [32]. A pain score or Analgoscore®was calculated

according to heart rate and mean arterial pressure and an

expert-based rules algorithm allowing the automated titra-

tion of remifentanil administration [40]. The train-of-four

ratio was measured every 15 min at the adductor pollicis

muscle and rocuronium boluses were administered by the

controller to maintain the train-of-four ratio of 0.25. A total

of 186 patients were randomized and 93 ASA I-III patients

were included in the automated group. This study

demonstrated the feasibility of simultaneous control of hyp-

nosis, analgesia, and muscle relaxation. The automated con-

troller was better able to maintain the BIS around the

setpoint and to maintain a target pain score and extubation

time was faster than in the manual control group.

Hemodynamic changes during surgery are not always

specific to analgesia and for the calculation of the pain

score, the investigators need to determine the correct

setpoint of heart rate and mean arterial pressure and modify

the setpoint during the procedure [40]. The lack of specific-

ity or setpoint for hemodynamic criteria during surgical

procedure has given rise to other criteria. Noxious stimulus

may cause cortical electrical activation with an increase of

BIS values [49, 50], which indirectly reflect the level of

antinociception [51]. In a randomized study including four

centers, the BIS was used as output for the automated

administration of propofol [25] but also for the second con-

troller which was implemented for the automated titration of

remifentanil [43]. The principle of this controller was based

on the assumption that rapid BIS increase during a surgical

procedure is likely to be secondary to noxious stimulation

and is related to inadequate antinociception. A total of

196 patients were included in this trial and in 83 patients a

PID controller with a setpoint of 50 was evaluated. The

controller automatically administered both propofol and

remifentanil during induction and maintenance of general

anesthesia. In the automatic group, adequate anesthesia (BIS

in the range 40–60) was present for a greater proportion of

time, the incidence and duration period of excessively deep
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anesthesia and burst suppression ratio was decreased and the

time to tracheal extubation was shorter than in the manual

control group. However, remifentanil consumption was

greater with the automated controller.

Several other clinical studies have confirmed that

analyses of EEG activity can be a reasonable surrogate

measure of depth of antinociception. One study involved

1494 ASA I-III patients in whom the dual controller was

used [44]. In this study the initial dual PID controller [43]

was also modified allowing a decrease of remifentanil

administration by 20 %. The decrease of remifentanil

administration by the automated controller was confirmed

by another prospective study including more than 600 ASA

I-III patients [52]. That these studies [43, 44, 52] were multi-

centers and with many investigators supported the applica-

bility of the controller in hands other than that of the

inventors.

Previously a dual PID controller [43] used the M-Entropy

analysis (GE Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland) of the EEG as

output for the automated co-administration of propofol and

remifentanil [7]. This randomized study reported that State

Entropy can steer the automated administration of propofol,

and that the difference between Response and State Entropy

was a surrogate measure of depth of antinociception that can

be used to steer the automated administration of

remifentanil. Thirty patients were assigned to the automated

group, for whom the automated controller was able to pro-

vide induction and maintenance of general anesthesia, with

adequate anesthesia for a greater percentage of time, where

adequate anesthesia is defined by a State Entropy value in

the range 40–60. Propofol and remifentanil consumption and

the incidence of hemodynamic or somatic events were simi-

lar between the two groups.

Controlled clinical studies for multiple controllers have

now been performed [4, 43, 48] and the automated

co-administration of propofol and remifentanil appears to

be the most clinically relevant approach [43, 48]. Further

evaluations are needed to determine whether hemodynamic

changes or cortical electrical activation can be the most

robust parameter for the automated titration of analgesia.

Automated Intravenous Sedation

Application for Surgery
The first study of automated sedation guided by the BIS was

reported in Belgium [19]. It was an observational study

including ten patients undergoing orthopedic surgery under

spinal anesthesia. Initially, propofol administration was

titrated manually to target an Observer Assessment of Alert-

ness and Sedation scale rating 1. After that the current BIS

value was used as setpoint for the automated controller.

During automated sedation no episode of apnea or

hypoxemia with SpO2 below 90 was observed. Some

patients exhibited movements but no case of awareness

was reported. Automated sedation was performed using a

model-based adaptive controller, for a mean duration of

29 min with a maintenance dose of propofol 5.2 � 2.7 mg/

kg/h.

A PID controller initially developed for use with an

auditory evoked potential monitor [17] was modified by

the use of the BIS monitor instead as output allowing the

feedback control of plasmatic propofol concentration

[36]. The controller was evaluated in ten patients undergoing

hip and knee surgery under combined epidural analgesia and

sedation during a mean duration of 72 min. A lumbar epidu-

ral catheter was initiate with bupivacaine before the start of

sedation. The plasma target propofol concentration was

manually titrated to allow the insertion of the laryngeal

mask airway and the patient breathed spontaneously.

This observational study reported that the performance of

the controller for different BIS setpoints (mean setpoint

value was 48) was adequate and that it was able to

provide clinically adequate sedation in nine patients. How-

ever, one patient moved 10 min before the end of the proce-

dure after a noxious stimulus and in three patients BIS

oscillations were observed. BIS oscillations were related to

the time taken for equilibration between the calculated

plasma concentration and the effect measured by the BIS.

To take into account of this hysteresis between plasmatic

and effect site concentration the controller was modified to

steer the effect site concentration instead of the plasma

concentration [21].

A model-based adaptive controller [20] was modified by

Bayesian optimization [35] allowing the automated titration

of propofol during induction and maintenance of sedation.

This Bayesian-based controller was evaluated in 20 female

patients undergoing ovarian puncture for infertility [14]. The

controller continuously modified the parameters of a specific

sigmoid model for the effect of propofol, and used the model

to select appropriate target concentration to minimize the

difference between measured BIS and the setpoint. Before

the start of automated intravenous propofol administration,

boluses of midazolam and alfentanil were administered. The

BIS setpoint was 50 and patients maintained spontaneous

ventilation during 17 min. Ability of the automated control-

ler to maintain the BIS in the range 40–60 and to maintain

cardiopulmonary stability was similar to manual control.

A new controller was developed for automated sedation

of patients under spinal anesthesia [53]. This randomized

controlled trial included 75 ASA I-III patients undergoing

elective orthopedic lower limb surgery. An initial bolus of

propofol was injected by the controller at a rate of 250 μg/kg
over a period of 2 min. Afterward, an infusion rate of 50 μg/
kg/min was given for 3 min and the automated maintenance

sedation was started. The BIS setpoint was 65 for the
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automated titration of propofol and the controller included a

Decision Support System which decreased automatically

propofol infusion by 50 % when low respiratory rate (<8

per min) or peripheral oxygen saturation (<92 %) was

detected for more than 2 min. In the automatic group,

“Excellent” (BIS value 65 � 10 %) or “Good” sedation

(BIS value 65 � 20 %) was present for a greater proportion

of time.

Application for Colonoscopy
The effectiveness of a PID controller developed for sedation

during surgery [36] was evaluated for sedation during colo-

noscopy. In an observational study automated titration of

propofol for sedation was performed during maintenance in

16 adult patients ASA I-III undergoing colonoscopy. The

propofol was titrated manually using a TCI system until an

Observer Assessment of Alertness/Sedation rating of 3 was

reached (Response only if name called loudly or repeatedly).

At this point automatic control was started with the current

BIS value as the setpoint for the controller [54]. The median

[range] duration of automated propofol administration was

19 [7–50] min, the median setpoint for the BIS value was

80 [75–85]. The controller maintained the BIS values within

10 % of setpoint during 80 % of the maintenance duration.

No episodes of apnea, hypoxemia, excessively deep seda-

tion, or airway obstruction requiring airway support were

observed. Four patients reported recall without dissatisfac-

tion and all the endoscopists were satisfied. This study

demonstrated that a PID controller combined with TCI sys-

tem and the BIS allowed the automated titration of propofol

during colonoscopy.

Another EEG monitor, the NeuroSense™ has been used

in pediatric and adolescent patients for the automated induc-

tion and the maintenance of propofol sedation [55].

Probably the most interesting system has been the devel-

opment and Food and Drug Administration approval of a

commercial device: the Sedasys® (Johnson & Johnson, Los

Angeles, California, USA). Sedasys® received premarket

approval in 2013. This device designed for

non-anesthesiologist use, to facilitate the intravenous admin-

istration of 1 % propofol [56] for intravenous sedation of

adult ASA physical status I or II patients undergoing colonos-

copy and esophagogastroduodenoscopy. The device continu-

ally monitors and records patient’s vital signs, including

oxygen saturation, respiratory rate, heart rate, noninvasive

blood pressure, end-tidal carbon dioxide and patient

responsiveness. The controller can automatically increase

oxygen delivery when oxygen desaturation is detected, and

can decrease or stop propofol administration when the con-

troller detects signs of oversedation (oxygen desaturation, low

respiratory rate/apnea or unresponsiveness to auditory

prompts). However, while the user (healthcare provider) can

set the system to provide additional propofol, the system itself

cannot initiate an increase in infusion rate or any additional

dosing of propofol at any time. An initial evaluation of this

device was performed in 48 patients in America and Belgium

and the study demonstrated the proof of the concept [57]. In a

randomized controlled multicenter study including 1000

patients the controller was compared to a control group

[3]. After a bolus of fentanyl, the propofol was administered

continuously until minimal to moderate sedation was

achieved, and then the controller was started. The Sedasys®

decreases the occurrence of desaturation as compared to man-

ually administered sedation with midazolam and meperidine

or fentanyl for moderate sedation for routine colonoscopy and

is associated with faster recovery from sedation [3]. The

Sedasys® enabled effective and safe propofol administration

by non-anesthesia professionals. Those using this device are

required to first undergo full training to manage the potential

adverse cardiopulmonary events related to propofol. Also, an

anesthesiologist must always be immediately available for

clinical assistance. However, Johnson & Johnson has stopped

selling the device in March 2016 related to unexpectedly slow

sales and company-wide-cost-cutting (there were no safety

concerns).

Application for Intensive Care Units

Sedation is an integral part of patient therapy in the intensive

care unit (ICU). Mechanically ventilated patients require

sedation to improve comfort, to prevent metabolic imbal-

ance, psychological stress or post-traumatic disorders, to

decrease pain in the postoperative period or during nursing

procedure [58, 59]. Inadequate sedation is related to specific

morbidities such as nosocomial pneumonia and withdrawal

syndrome, and it also prolongs mechanical ventilation and

ICU length of stay [60–62]. The amount of sedation required

by instable ICU patients is related to the underlying illness

and co-morbidities. It changes over time and there is a high

variability of PD response to the drugs. ICU physicians and

nurses have many specific responsibilities and the time

allocated to sedation titration is still limited and as opposed

to the operating room, there is not a dedicated anesthesiolo-

gist for administration of sedative agents. Thus, closed-loop

or automated sedation has the potential to improve patient

care by continuously adjusting the dosage of sedative agents

to the minimum required for efficacy, thereby potentially

avoiding side effects associated with overdosage. Moreover,

appropriate sedation also prevents drug accumulation which

facilitates neurological assessment.

In ICU patients EEG activity provides an evaluation of

sedation depth. The EEG analysis given by the BIS has also

been used to guide sedation in critical care patients

[63, 64]. The BIS has been empirically demonstrated to

correlate with behavioral measures of sedation
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[65]. However, there is some controversial literature about

BIS in ICU patients, related to a poor agreement between

BIS index and subjective sedation scales [66, 67]. In fact BIS

measures deep sedation levels (BIS < 60) more accurately

than the Ramsay scale which attributes a value of 5 or

6 [68]. A BIS target between 40 and 60 thus seems to be a

surrogate measurement of deep sedation in the ICU [69] and

is commonly targeted. This setpoint has the further advan-

tage of decreasing the impact of muscular activity on BIS

[70] and improves agreement between BIS values and seda-

tion scales [71–73].

The feasibility of automated ICU sedation guided by

EEG activity was reported in 1999 [74]. A quantitative

measure of EEG activity (median frequency of the EEG

power spectrum) was used for the automated titration of

propofol in 21 ICU ventilated patients. The use of a BIS

monitor as output of an automated controller for postopera-

tive sedation was reported in patients admitted to a surgical

ICU after cardiac surgery [31]. In this randomized controlled

study, the controller targeted a BIS value of 70 and

demonstrated the feasibility of a closed-loop propofol con-

troller guided by BIS for sedation maintenance following

cardiac surgery. The authors reported a high rate of

modifications per hour (above 30 per hour) required to

maintain the BIS in the range but no sparing effect of

propofol was found. The controller has also been validated

in a pediatric cardiac surgery patient [30].

The benefit of implementing a neural network controller

in an automated sedation system was suggested but never

reported in ICU patients [37]. In a randomized controlled

trial, our controller for the automated titration of propofol

and remifentanil [43] was compared with manual control of

deep sedation in ICU patients [75]. Propofol and

remifentanil were guided either manually or by a computer

to maintain the BIS value in the range 40–60 considered as

deep sedation in the ICU. Patients were severely ill in both

groups as described by the usual critical illness scores and

the controller significantly outperformed manual control.

The closed-loop system maintained BIS in the range 40–60

or adequate sedation for 77 % [59–82] of the total duration

in compared to 36 % [22–56] in the manual group. The

median duration of automated sedation was 18 h [8–24].

No adverse events were recorded during the study. Propofol

consumption was 0.8 mg/kg/h, this was reduced by twofold

in the automated group and automated sedation decreased

the sedation drug costs. The propofol consumption was

lower than that reported for sedation in cardiac surgery

[31] while the setpoint was higher for the controller (BIS

¼ 70) probably related to synergic effect with remifentanil

and lower than reported during maintenance of general anes-

thesia [26, 43].

Reduction in propofol administration may protect

patients from the risk of propofol infusion syndrome as

previously described in children and more specifically in

the ICU. Propofol infusion syndrome was reported in

patients receiving more than 5 mg/kg/h for a prolonged

period. We note a safe administration of propofol as the

total regimen ranged between 0.8 and 2.6 mg/kg/h [31, 75,

76]. The use of an automated controller may decrease the

duration of excessive sedation (BIS < 40) and this may

improve hemodynamic stability and other adverse affects

due to hypnotic overdosing. This study [75] has also

reported a significant decrease of vasopressor use in the

automated sedation group probably because of better hemo-

dynamic stability or because the decrease of the workload

gave the staff more time to optimize the volume status of the

patients. The decrease in workload was clearly demonstrated

in this study. The number of infusion rate change is notably

and significantly different between closed-loop and manual

control with 39 � 29 changes per hour versus 2 � 1,

respectively, for propofol and 40 � 9 changes for

remifentanil versus 1 � 1, respectively ( p < 0.001). These

results confirm that the continuous titration of sedation is a

very difficult goal for physicians and nurses. In contrast, an

automatic system reduces workload and can free time for

direct patient care [77]. This study also demonstrated that the

administration of anesthetic agents by ICU’s nurses with a

limited knowledge of propofol and remifentanil might be

associated with adverse effects, whereas continuous feed-

back of drug effects by the controller avoids drug side effects

and finally improves patient safety.

Automated sedation for ICU patients is a new concept.

Clinical studies have reported the feasibility and accuracy

for the automated titration of propofol and remifentanil

guided by EEG activity. At present, studies have

demonstrated that at least intermediate variables are

improved by automated sedation. The challenge is to con-

firm such benefit and assess its impact on patient outcome

with randomized multicenter studies.

Automated Intravenous Anesthesia in Specific
Circumstances

Application for Pediatric Patients

Studies of the use of automated control of anesthesia in the

pediatric population are still limited, although two

randomized controlled trials in this population have now

been published [30, 78]. Automated and continuous titration

of intravenous anesthesia is particularly suitable in pediatric

patients. Indeed the majority of published pediatric PK

models have a limited predictability [79] related to the

wide inter-patient variability observed in children [80]. The

first successful use of an automated controller in the pediat-

ric population was performed on a 9-year-old child (ASA
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IV) requiring an emergency lung reduction in 2007

[81]. Automated titration of propofol and remifentanil was

performed during induction and maintenance of general

anesthesia. The duration of maintenance was 115 min and

the BIS was in the range 40–60 during 77 % of the procedure

despite the use of the adult PK model of Schnider for the

propofol administration [22] and the adult model of Minto

for the remifentanil administration [41].

The first controlled study in children involved 20 pediatric

patients undergoing cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary

bypass [30]. This study compared a controller allowing the

automated titration of propofol during induction and main-

tenance of general anesthesia with manual titration of

propofol. The controller, developed initially for the adult

population [27], was modified to take into account the phar-

macokinetic differences of pediatric patients. In particular

the distribution volume and the clearance of propofol in the

model were increased as well as dosage and the maximum

allowed propofol infusion rate. The mean age was

11 � 5 years in the closed-loop group. Fentanyl was titrated

manually. The automated controller decreased propofol con-

sumption during induction and the off-cardiopulmonary

bypass period and avoided overshoot of BIS during induc-

tion. Moreover in the closed-loop group the hemodynamic

stability was improved with decreased phenylephrine use in

the pre-cardiopulmonary bypass period.

An observational study reported automated titration of

propofol guided by the NeuroSense® (NeuroWave System.,

Inc, Cleveland Heights, OH) in 108 pediatric patients with a

median age of 12 (6–17) years undergoing gastrointestinal

endoscopy [55]. A remifentanil bolus was administered

followed by a continuous infusion, whereas propofol admin-

istration was automatically administered during induction

and maintenance of sedation. The NeuroSense® index was

in the adequate range (within 10 units of the targets) during

89 % of the time. In 85 % of the patients, no manual

propofol adjustments were necessary and spontaneous

breathing was maintained without manual intervention.

However, as for adult patients, the control of analgesia is a

strong requisite for adequate controller performance in

anesthesia.

A dual controller was evaluated in pediatric and adoles-

cent patients for the automated titration of propofol and

remifentanil during induction and maintenance of general

anesthesia [78]. In 23 patients with a median age of

12 [10–14] years the dual controller outperformed the ability

of manual control to maintain the BIS in the range 40–60.

The controller also decreased the period of deep anesthesia.

Although remifentanil consumption was higher in the

closed-loop group, no increase in pain scores or morphine

requirements was observed in the postoperative period. In

this study the controller was similar to the controller

evaluated in the adult population [43], using the adult

pharmacokinetic models of Schnider [22] and Minto [41],

and only the upper limits of target were increased for both

drugs. Finally these different studies demonstrated the feasi-

bility and the accuracy of automated titration of propofol

[30, 55, 78] or remifentanil [78] in children older than

6 years guided by EEG activity. By a continuous titration

of drug administration according to the effect measured by

the EEG activity, the controller compensates for the errors

when using adult pharmacokinetic models in children.

Application for Cardiac Surgery

A PID controller previously validated during orthopedic,

urologic, or general surgery [26] was tested in adult patients

undergoing open heart surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass

[27]. In this randomized controlled trial, the single

automated controller BIS-propofol was tested in 19 adult

ASA I-III patients during induction and maintenance of

general anesthesia and fentanyl was administered manually

in both groups. The overshoot of BIS and the decline in

mean arterial pressure during induction were lower with

the automated controller. This was related to the decrease

of propofol dose to achieve induction. During maintenance

the automated controller decreased propofol consumption.

The automated controller outperformed manual titration to

maintain the BIS in the range of adequate anesthesia despite

the use of cardiopulmonary bypass which alters propofol

PK. More interestingly, this study reported a better hemody-

namic stability in the automated group associated with a

decrease in phenylephrine requirements. The automated

controller was described as a valuable tool which improved

hemodynamic stability. The same controller was also

evaluated in pediatric patients [30].

Application for Obese Patients

In morbidly obese patients, the titration of intravenous anes-

thesia is a challenge because of difference in PK/PD

parameters compared with lean patients [82]. Whether to

dose the drugs based on the total body weight or the ideal

body weight with or without “fictitious height” is hotly

debated [83]. Moreover, the use of the PK models validated

in lean patients can generate propofol overdosing during

maintenance of general anesthesia in obese patients

[84]. An alternative strategy is to titrate directly to a measure

of depth of anesthesia or by the use of BIS-guided automatic

drug administration. An automated controller is based on

individual patient responses, the amounts of propofol and

remifentanil given being based on individual requirement.

The titration does not rely on an accurate underlying PK

model or weight adjustment methods.
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A dual-loop controller developed for lean patients [43]

was evaluated in 30 obese patients in a prospective cohort

comparison to lean patients [5]. The same controller with the

PK models of Schnider [22] for propofol and Minto [41] for

the remifentanil (with use of the total body weight as model

input parameters in both groups) was used in both groups.

The controller performance was similarly able to maintain

the BIS in the range 40–60 in lean and obese patients. No

propofol overdosing was reported in the obese group despite

the use of the Schnider model. Using the actual true body

weight, remifentanil requirement determined by the

automated controller was halved. This difference disappears

when the requirements were calculated using the ideal body

weight.

The controller performances and anesthetic

consumptions in obese patients with the dual-loop controller

[5] were confirmed in another study including 117 morbidly

obese patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

[85]. This study reported that the incidence of postoperative

nausea and vomiting (PONV) in obese patients with

moderate-to-high risk of PONV was similar with or without

the prophylactic combination of dexamethasone and

ondansetron. Without prophylactic treatment of PONV and

volatile anesthesia including obese patients with low risk

factor of PONV, the incidence of PONV was 79 % [86]

while the overall incidence of PONV was 50 % after

automated intravenous anesthesia [85]. Automated intrave-

nous anesthesia is a strategy to reduce PONV in obese

patients.

These studies in obese patients [5, 85] demonstrated that

the continuous titration by an automated controller was

feasible, reliable, and safe despite the absence of a specific

model or weight adjustment methods.

Application for Pheochromocytoma

Continuous titration of propofol is particularly suitable dur-

ing resection of adrenal pheochromocytoma. Indeed during

tumor handling, the propofol clearance increases because of

the increase of liver blood flow following the sudden release

of catecholamines. Conversely, after the tumor removal the

propofol clearance decreases because of a decline in plas-

matic catecholamines. An observational study reported the

use of a BIS-propofol controller [26] in 13 patients

undergoing adrenalectomy for pheochromocytoma by

means of a laparoscopic procedure [28]. The automated

controller was used during induction and maintenance of

general anesthesia combined with thoracic epidural and

intravenous fentanyl analgesia. The BIS was maintained in

the range 40–60 during 87 % �9 of the time, and moreover

the investigators reported an excellent control of hemody-

namic variables. All patients except one were extubated in

the operating room. This study highlights the clinical interest

of automated titration in this major and complex procedure.

Application for Lung Transplantation

In an observational study, a single BIS-propofol controller

[25] was used in 20 patients undergoing single or bilateral

lung transplantation which is a major emergency procedure

[87]. The controller was used during induction and mainte-

nance of general anesthesia. In this group of ASA IV

patients, cardiopulmonary bypass was used in 5 patients;

14 patients received thoracic epidural analgesia. The per-

centage of time with adequate anesthesia (BIS in the range

40–60) was 84 % �16 despite the occurrence of

intraoperative events such as cardiac arrests in two patients

and major bleeding (>1.5 L) in four patients. Moreover, ten

patients were extubated at the end of procedure which

demonstrated the absence of propofol overdosing. This

study highlighted the clinical interest of automated hypnosis

during prolonged procedure with major cardiopulmonary

instability and in particular reported the behavior of the

controller during cardiac arrest.

Application for Rigid Bronchoscopy

Most previous studies reported the use of an automated

controller for a mean duration of more than 1 h [19–21, 26,

43, 44, 46, 48, 52, 88]. The use of a closed-loop controller

has been rarely reported for short durations of anesthetic

maintenance. Rigid bronchoscopic procedures usually

require anesthesia for 30–60 min. This procedure represents

a challenge for the clinician. It involves the management of

patients with central airway obstruction and often major

co-morbidities, the introduction and the mobilization of a

rigid bronchoscope and the use of jet ventilation. In a

randomized study a dual automated controller for the titra-

tion of propofol and remifentanil was evaluated in 33 ASA

I-IV patients [89]. The automated controller maintained BIS

in adequate range similarly to skilled manual titration and

decreased the amount of propofol for induction. This study

demonstrated the feasibility of automated titration for short

procedures.

Application for Gigantism

The first use of the dual PID controller was reported in a

patient suffering from gigantism undergoing elective

hypophysectomy [90]. Automated titration of propofol and

remifentanil guided by the BIS was performed during induc-

tion and maintenance of general anesthesia in a patient
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measuring 248 cm and weighting 125 kg. The patient was

obviously not comparable to the usual population and by the

use of direct measures of the effect on the cortical electrical

activity, propofol and remifentanil administrations were

continuously adjusted to avoid over or under-dosing.

Challenges at High Altitude

A controller allowing the automated titration of propofol

guided by the BIS [26] was evaluated at high altitude

[29]. In this observational study including 20 patients, fenta-

nyl was administered manually, vecuronium bromide was

given to facilitate tracheal intubation and the lungs were

ventilated using 66 % of nitrous oxide in oxygen. The con-

troller maintained the BIS value in the desired range simi-

larly to a previous study at low altitude [26]. The

performance of the controller in this observational study

was in agreement with a recent randomized study including

a manual group [6]. This controlled study reported the diffi-

culty to maintain the BIS in the desired range for the manual

group and the high variability of needs in patients at high

altitude.

Automated Controller as Unbiased
Methodology for Anesthetic Requirements

The use of an automated controller for propofol administra-

tion represents an unbiased assessment of how much

propofol is required to produce similar hypnosis when an

opioid or adjunct is combined with the propofol. A controller

allowing the automated titration of propofol guided by audi-

tory evoked potential was evaluated with different concen-

tration of remifentanil [91]. Sixty patients were allocated

into three groups receiving a calculated concentration of

2, 4, and 8 ng/ml of remifentanil. This robust methodology

demonstrated a dose-dependent decrease in propofol

requirement with increasing remifentanil concentration.

A controller allowing the automated titration of propofol

during induction [23, 25, 43] was used to compare different

propofol formulations [92]. In this multicenter double-blind

randomized trial 217 patients were allocated into six groups.

Three different formulations of 1 % propofol (Diprivan®,

Propoven®,or Lipuro®) were compared with either saline

solution or lidocaine 1 % added to the propofol solution.

This study demonstrated by this reproducible methodology

that the plain propofol formulations were not equipotent, as

Propoven® required 22 % more propofol than Diprivan® or

Lipuro®.

A dual PID controller guided by the BIS [43] was used to

determine the sparing effect of dexmedetomidine on

propofol and remifentanil consumptions. In this double-

blind randomized study including 28 patients per group,

one group received dexmedetomidine before induction and

throughout the procedure and the second group a saline

solution [93]. In both groups automated titration of propofol

and remifentanil was performed during induction and main-

tenance of GA. Dexmedetomidine administration decreased

both propofol and remifentanil requirements during induc-

tion, reduced propofol administration during maintenance of

general anesthesia without an increase of hemodynamic

adverse events and was associated with better postoperative

analgesia.

The same dual PID controller [43] was used to determine

the sparing effect of nitrous oxide on propofol and

remifentanil requirements during a surgical procedure

[52]. In this European (France, Belgium and Germany)

randomized multicenter (10 centers) double-blind trial,

300 patients per group were randomized to receive either

40 % of oxygen in air, or a 40 and 60 % nitrous mix.

Automated titration was performed in both groups during

maintenance of general anesthesia to provide a similar depth

of anesthesia measured by the BIS in the range 40–60.

Nitrous oxide slightly reduced propofol requirement in the

overall population. In fact nitrous oxide had no sparing

effect in men and decreased propofol and remifentanil

requirement in women was statistically significant but not

clinically relevant.

The use of the automated controller is a new approach for

anesthetic consumption. This methodology is robust and

reproducible since investigator bias for the titration is

eliminated.

Automated Titration and Outcomes

Currently, over 4100 surgical patients have been

anesthetized with different automated controllers for the

titration of propofol, mainly by a PID controller (82 % of

the cases) and our French team has published studies involv-

ing 70 % of these patients. Since 2006 some controllers have

been used to allow induction of anesthesia (Tables 35.2 and

35.3) [5, 7, 23, 25–30, 35, 37, 43, 44, 48, 52, 55, 78, 85, 89,

92, 93], others were used for patients with ASA III status and

IV [7, 25, 27, 28, 32, 43, 44, 54, 85, 87, 94, 95]. The trend to

assess automated controllers is to perform randomized con-

trolled trials (Table 35.2) and to combine automated hypno-

sis and analgesia which now represent two thirds of the

cases. However randomized controlled multicenter studies

with automated induction and maintenance including

patients with co-morbidities are still limited and only two

controllers have been tested with this methodology [25, 43].

Automated controllers have been used for a range of

different circumstances and patient population from pediat-

ric patients [55, 78, 81], to an adult suffering from gigantism
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[90], to pheochromocytoma surgery [28], application at high

altitude [6, 29], use during lung transplantation [87], for the

morbidly obese patients [5, 85] and for cardiac surgery with

cardiopulmonary bypass in adult [27] and pediatric patients

[30]. In adult patients automated titration results decreased

in propofol doses during induction [23, 25, 26] and mainte-

nance of general anesthesia [26]. Automated induction can

also be faster than manual induction [23] and automated

control of depth of anesthesia is associated with shorter

time to tracheal extubation [25, 26, 32]. In adult patients

scheduled for elective cardiac surgery the automated titra-

tion of propofol improves hemodynamic stability and

reduces propofol and vasopressor consumption [27]. In pedi-

atric patients scheduled for cardiac surgery, the automated

titration of propofol decreases the use of phenylephrine and

the amount of propofol for induction and during the

off-cardiopulmonary bypass period [30]. Moreover, during

major vascular or thoracic surgeries the use of an automated

controller decreases the workload in particular during the

induction period and improves hemodynamic stability dur-

ing maintenance [96]. The use of automated intravenous

sedation in ICU for severely ill patients improves the quality

of sedation, reduced propofol consumption by twofold, and

improved hemodynamic stability [75].

These studies highlight the clinical interest of automated

control of intravenous anesthesia or sedation in patients

presenting with co-morbidities or during major surgeries

and show that cortical electrical activity represents a surro-

gate measure of hypnosis and analgesia depth. Currently all

studies demonstrate that the use of automated control is

potentially beneficial for the patient and that intermediate

variables are improved by automated control.

Table 35.2 Randomized controlled trials of automated intravenous anesthesia or sedation with manual group

Study

Algorithm

Output Surgery ASA > III Ind Duration Analgesia Multi n

Morley et al. [19] PID

BIS

Gyn, Gen No M 87 [35–164] min Mixture

Propofol/alfentanil

No 30

Liu et al. [23] PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro, Orth,

Tho

Yes Auto NA Remifentanil TCI

Variable

No 20

Liu et al. [25] PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro, Orth,

Thor

Yes Auto 136 � 86 min Remifentanil TCI Yes 83

Puri et al. [26] PID

BIS

Uro, Gen, Orth No Auto 97 [41–298] min Fentanyl fixed No 20

De Smet et al. [14] Bayesian

BIS

Gyn

Sedation

No Auto 17 � 3 Alfentanil No 20

Agarwal et al. [27] PID Card Yes Auto 357 � 103 min Fentanyl No 19

Hemmerling et al.

[32]

Rule-based

BIS

Gen, Thor, Uro, Orth No M 143 � 57 min Fentanyl bolus No 20

Solanki et al. [31] PID

BIS

Sedation Card ICU Yes No 246 � 152 min Morphine No 20

Liu et al. [43] Dual-PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro, Orth,

Thor

Yes Auto 140 � 78 min Auto remifentanil Yes 83

Liu et al. [7] Dual-PID

M-Entropy

Gen, Gyn, Uro Yes Auto 208 [151–311]

min

Auto remifentanil No 30

Hemmerling et al.

[48]

Rule-based

BIS

Gen, Orth, Tho, Uro Yes Auto 191 [172–211]

min

Auto remifentanil

Auto rocuronium

No 93

Le Guen et al. [75] Dual-PID

BIS

Sedation in ICU Yes NA 18 [8–24] Hr Auto remifentanil No 15

Liu et al. [89] Dual-PID Rigid bronchoscopy Yes Auto 32 [24–51] min Auto remifentanil No 33

Dussaussoy et al.

[96]

Dual-PID Tho, Vasc Yes Auto 120 � 50 min Auto remifentanil No 18

Orliaguet et al. [78] Dual PID

BIS

Gen, Orth, ENT No Auto 152 [114–292]

min

Auto remifentanil No 23

Liu et al. [4] Fuzzy þ PID

BIS

ENT, Tho, Gen, Gyn,

Uro

No M 199 � 96 min Remifentanil TCI

Auto rocuronium

Yes 86

Puri et al. [6] PID

BIS

Gen, Orth, ENT No Auto 80 [56–106] min Fentanyl fixed

Nitrous oxide

Yes 121

Zaouter et al. [53] Rule-based

BIS

Sedation

Orth

Yes Auto 119 � 38 min Spinal analgesia No 75

PID proportional-integral-derivative, Fuzzy Fuzzy logic, Gen general, Gyn gynecologic, Uro urologic, Tho thoracic, Orth orthopedic, ENT ear

nose & throat, Card cardiac, Vac vascular, ICU intensive care unit, ASA > III ASA score > III, Ind induction of general anesthesia, Duration
duration of maintenance or sedation, Auto automated, M manual, Multi multicenter trial, n number of patients
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Conclusion

Published studies have reported the clinical relevance and

the technical performance of automated titration IV anes-

thetic agents. Automated administration of intravenous

agents outperforms skilled manual control of the repetitive

task of intravenous titration. This approach for anesthesia

titration is feasible, in patients with co-morbidities, without

fatigue, with high precision and can minimize errors. The

trend is to combine automated titration of hypnosis and

analgesia. Currently, one device is commercially available

which demonstrates that automated titration in anesthesia is

a reality. A truly collaborative effort between academic

researchers and manufacturers is necessary to transform,

develop, and evolve these research tools into commercial

products (a photograph of the system we have developed is

shown in Fig. 35.2). The possibility of having different

Table 35.3 Observational studies of intravenous anesthesia or sedation

Study

Algorithm

Output

Surgery

Specificity ASA > III Ind

Duration

Min Analgesia Multi n

Mortier et al. [34] Model-

based

BIS

Orth No M 28.8 � 13.3 Spinal No 10

Leslie et al. [54] PID

BIS

Sedation

Colonoscopy

Yes M 19 [7–50] None No 16

Struys et al. [20] Model-

based

BIS

Gyn No M 111 � 35 Remifentanil fixed No 10

Absalom et al.

[36]

PID

BIS

Orth No M 72 [40–80] Epidural No 10

Absalom et al.

[21]

PID

BIS

Plast No M 27.5

[12–86]

Remifentanil fixed No 20

Liu et al. [87] PID

BIS

Lung transplantation Yes Auto 343 � 108 Remifentanil � Epidural No 20

Haddad et al. [37] Neural

BIS

No cardiac surgery No Auto NA Sufentanil or fentanyl No 7

Pambianco et al.

[57]

Rules

Vital signs

Sedation

Colonoscopy

No M 12 [6–20] Fentanyl bolus Yes 48

Puri et al. [29] PID

BIS

Gen, orth

High altitude

No Auto 88 � 22 Fentanyl

Nitrous oxide

No 15

Hegde et al. [28] PID

BIS

Gen

Pheochrom

Yes Auto 75 [49–255] Fentanyl and epidural No 13

Mendez et al. [38] PID

BIS

NA No M NA Remifentanil No 15

Pambianco et al.

[3]

Rules

Vital signs

Sedation

Colonoscopy

No M 13 � 6 Fentanyl bolus Yes 489

Besch et al. [44] PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro, Orth, Tho,

Card, ENT

Yes Auto 140 � 78 Auto remifentanil Yes 1494

Janda et al. [46] Fuzzy PID

BIS

Gen, Orth No M 129 � 69 Remifentanil fixed

Auto rocuronium

No 20

Janda et al. [47] Fuzzy PID

BIS

Orth No M 114 � 27 Auto remifentanil No 10

West et al. [55] PID

NeuroSense

Pediatric sedation

Colonoscopy

No Auto 14 to 49 Remifentanil continuous No 108

Le Guen et al. [92] PID

BIS

Induction

Propofol formulations

Yes Auto NA Different propofol

No analgesia

Yes 217

Liu et al. [52] PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro, Orth, ENT Yes Auto 128

[83–187]

Auto remifentanil

Nitrous oxide

Yes 601

Le Guen et al. [93] PID

BIS

Gen, Gyn, Uro No Auto 170

[108–221]

Auto remifentanil

Dexmedetomidine

No 56

Liu et al. [5] PID

BIS

Gen

Obese/lean

Yes Auto 147

[98–211]

Auto remifentanil Yes 59

PID proportional-integral-derivative, Fuzzy Fuzzy logic, Neural neural network, Gen general, Gyn gynecologic, Uro urologic, Tho thoracic, Orth
orthopedic, ENT ear nose & throat, Card cardiac, Vac vascular, ICU intensive care unit, ASA > III ASA score > III, Ind induction of general

anesthesia, Duration duration of maintenance or sedation, Auto automated, M manual, Multi multicenter trial, n number of patients
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options for automated controllers provides the clinician with

the opportunity to decide what type of controller best suits

the environment, patients and type of surgery. The aim of of

automated controllers is not in any way to replace the anes-

thesia provider but instead is an anesthesia adjunct to

increase safety by reducing cardiopulmonary variability,

thereby removing multistep processes which could be dis-

tract the anesthesiologist from other equal or more critical

tasks.

The next challenge will be to determine whether the

introduction of automated controllers in a clinical setting

can decrease the cost, morbidity, or mortality associated

with anesthesia and sedation.
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Introduction

Modern healthcare clearly benefits the vast majority of

patients. In fact, the ever increasing complexity and sophis-

tication of healthcare technology means that more powerful

and effective treatments are continually becoming available

for a wider array of ailments [1]. Tempering these benefits is

the realization that for a variety of reasons treatment does

not always proceed as planned and too many patients are

injured and killed as a result of their care [2–6]. Much of this

treatment-related harm is exacerbated by emergency

conditions and numerous environmental factors that set up

a situation of an accident waiting to happen, and the human

and financial costs of such harm are large. The extent of

treatment-related harm has been famously estimated in the

USA at 44,000–98,000 preventable deaths per year [2]. How-

ever, other estimates based on more recent data have put the

death toll higher still, and the financial cost of such harm is

in the tens of billions of dollars a year when the cost of the

loss of quality of life is taken into account in cases of

non-fatal injury [7, 8]. Errors and failures in the administra-

tion of drugs to patients are known to be a leading cause of

treatment-related harm [2, 3, 9], and this is of particular

concern during anesthesia due to the potency of the agents

used, the multiple drug administrations made per anesthetic,

and the large number of anesthetics provided globally [2, 3,

10]. Drug administration during anesthesia makes substan-

tial use of intravenous injection and infusion systems, but

unlike in other hospital settings, this often occurs without

technological safety checks, such as electronic physician

order entry systems. The number of surgical procedures

being conducted around the world is also on the increase

due to a larger proportion of the world’s population now

suffering from the diseases of an industrialized society,

including ischemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease,

and cancer, thus exposing a greater number of patients to the

attendant risks of treatment [10, 11]. It has recently been

estimated that 234 million surgical operations are

undertaken each year around the world, with Americans

being disproportionately represented in this total at 50 mil-

lion surgical operations a year, or an average of seven

operations in each person’s lifetime [1, 10]. The wider use

of more sophisticated and powerful healthcare therapies also

creates new and more dangerous ways in which therapies

can fail when things go wrong, suggesting that safety

strategies in healthcare have not kept pace with many

advances in technology [1, 12]. The specialty of anesthesia

has a long established reputation for being a leader in patient

safety, and the introduction of new healthcare technologies

presents new opportunities to extend and consolidate such

safety initiatives [13, 14]. However, despite technological

advances in a number of areas, many aspects of intravenous

anesthesia have changed little in decades and remain unnec-

essarily error prone. In the following I consider the extent

and nature of drug administration error during intravenous

anesthesia, and a number of approaches to safety improve-

ment that have shown evidence of efficacy, including draw-

ing on a program of safety research pursued by our own

group.

Estimating the Extent of Drug Administration
Error During Anesthesia

Phenomena with a low incidence, such as those occurring at

a rate of less than 1 %, pose a number of methodological

problems in accurately estimating their rate. This is particu-

larly the case when such phenomena lead only infrequently

to harm, since harmful events are more likely to be reported
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than non-harmful ones. Such estimations cannot be done

causally, but are the important first step in safety improve-

ment, since they allow the detection of improvements in

rates over time due to a safety intervention. Clinical

impressions are a poor substitute for a formal estimate of

the rate of rare phenomena [15]. For example, a drug error

which harms a patient will not be seen often or at all by any

particular clinician. Thus a clinician who has never harmed a

patient in this way may therefore suffer from optimist bias

and underestimate the true rate of drug error—perhaps also

believing this is because their practice is safer than average

[16]. If the clinician has been unfortunate enough to have

had perhaps two or three bad experiences with drug errors,

they are likely to overestimate the rate of drug error. The true

rate of the phenomenon will lie somewhere between these

two extreme impressions, but to quantify its incidence accu-

rately large data sets must be collected. Statistical methods

exist to estimate how large a denominator, or sample size,

needs to be to gain a reasonable estimate of any particular

low incidence phenomenon, but even reasonable estimates

often require data collection from thousands of patients,

which can prohibit such studies [17, 18]. In addition,

difficulties in obtaining sufficient statistical power also

mean that, even when relatively large studies are undertaken,

it is often difficult to determine significant differences

between important subgroups of interest (see Box 36.1).

Box 36.1: Methodological Difficulties in Studying

Rare, Dangerous Phenomena

Perforation of the heart or blood vessels is a danger-

ous, rare, but persistent complication of the use of

central venous catheters (CVCs). Published estimates

of the rate of perforation vary widely from 1 in 100 to

1 in 10,000 patients [19–31]. In one prospective audit

of 1000 consecutive patients who received a CVC, two

perforations were seen, each caused by a different kind

of catheter at a different site—one of the right atrium

by a triple-lumen CVC and one of the pulmonary

artery by a pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) [32].

This allowed the estimation of the overall incidence

of perforation at 0.2 % (95 % confidence interval

[CI] 0.02–0.7 %). Owing to the relatively large sample

size and prospective data collection, this estimate of

the incidence of perforation is likely to be more accu-

rate, and has a narrower confidence interval, than

many previously published estimates. However, the

confidence interval is still relatively wide, and even

larger numbers of patients would need to be studied in

order to reduce it. Assuming the point estimate of

0.2 % is correct for the rate of perforation, 10,000

(continued)

Box 36.1 (continued)

patients would need to be studied to achieve a 95 % CI

of 0.1–0.3 %. At our hospital, data collection alone for

such a study would take many years.

Another consequence of this requirement for large

numbers is that a 1000-patient study was not able to

quantify the risk of perforation in different subgroups

of CVCs even though evidence suggests that

differences do exist. PACs are thought to perforate

by mechanisms different from those of other CVCs

and may carry a higher risk of perforation [33–36].

However, the rate of perforation by a PAC in this

1000-patient study (1 in 223 patients who received

one, or 0.4 %, 95 % CI 0.01–2.5 %) could not be

statistically distinguished from the rate of perforation

by other study CVCs (1 in 1000 patients, or 0.1 %,

95 % CI 0.003–0.6 %—Fisher’s exact test, p > 0.3)

[32]. Given that rare phenomena lead to small

numerators there is always a risk that no cases of the

event under study will be seen, even during a relatively

large study. In this case a useful rule-of-thumb to

estimate the upper 95 % CI for a zero numerator is

given by 3/n, where this approximation is most accu-

rate for total n > 30 [18]. For example, if no cases of

vascular perforation were seen in 1000 patients, the

upper 95 % confidence interval could be

approximated at 3/1000 or 0.3 %.

Many of the studies of drug administration error in anes-

thesia have been based on surveys, interviews, or incident

reporting, but which have not allowed the capture of the

denominator of the number of patient cases associated with

the errors identified [9, 37–45]. While these studies can be

useful in identifying problem areas for immediate safety

improvement, and do suggest that dose and substitution

error are prominent types of drug administration error, they

do not allow any estimate of the baseline rate of error.

Longitudinal methods of safety improvement do require an

accurate base rate and denominator. However, even when

denominator data are available and large-scale studies are

conducted, a number of methodological considerations are

important in establishing an accurate estimate. Retrospective

studies tend to underestimate the true rate of drug adminis-

tration error. For example, the two large-scale retrospective

incident monitoring studies of 113,074 and 64,285 cases of

anesthesia found rates of drug administration error of 0.01 %

and 0.08 % per case, respectively [46, 47]. These rates are a

magnitude lower than many other, prospective incident

monitoring studies that have estimated the rate of drug

error in anesthesia at between 0.11 % and 0.16 % of cases
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[48–51]. However, even these prospective rates are likely to

be underestimates because they are based on incident data

that were collected as part of a wider incident monitoring

scheme, rather than during a study dedicated to estimating

the rate of drug error in anesthesia. In 2001 our study group

published an estimate of drug administration error in anes-

thesia based on prospective incident data, which included a

denominator and was conducted solely for the purpose of

studying drug administration error [52]. We called our

method facilitated incident monitoring because we supplied

incident forms in all locations where anesthesia took place in

our hospital, allowing the anonymous return of a form for

every anesthetic conducted, the vast majority of which

indicated that no incident had occurred. Also, a dedicated

staff member would follow up on anesthetic records that

were filed without an accompanying incident form. These

strengths address many of the previous methodological

weaknesses of incident reporting [53]. In particular, anony-

mous reporting means that the identity of those making the

reports is not legally discoverable, and further protections

for reporters may be possible if the incident study is

registered as a quality assurance activity [54]. Thus, in a

study of 10,806 anesthetics, we estimated that a drug admin-

istration error occurred once for every 133 anesthetic cases

conducted (or 0.75 %), and this estimate remains the highest

of its kind in the world. The great majority of the reported

errors (83 %) were made by the intravenous (IV) route—

either by bolus injection (63 %) or by infusion administra-

tion (20 %)—underscoring the importance of the intrave-

nous route in terms of its contribution to patient harm

during anesthesia. Two patients received a drug by the

wrong route—both given IV instead of epidurally. Incorrect

dose error and substitution error (where another drug is

given instead of the one intended) were the two most com-

mon types of drug administration error, making up 59 % of

errors overall. However, perhaps the most concerning

findings were that within substitution errors, 11 of

16 (69 %) involving an intravenous bolus and 3 of

4 (75 %) involving an infusion, occurred between different

pharmacological classes of drug, with obvious potential for

patient harm.

Consequences of Errors

No death or permanent injury to a patient was attributed to a

drug error during this study. However, one patient suffered

awareness. Other published estimates suggest that about 1 %

of drug errors cause injury to patients [8, 55]. This is consis-

tent with the finding that one of the 81 errors in this study

caused important harm (awareness). In New Zealand, many

anesthesiologists administer approximately 1000 anesthetics

a year [56]. Given one drug administration error per

133 anesthetics, an individual anesthesiologist can be

expected to make approximately seven drug administration

errors a year. Over a 30-year career, this amounts to over

200 drug administration errors. If 1 % of these errors lead to

significant injury, every anesthesiologist might therefore

expect to injure an average of two patients in his or her

career.

A series of studies have subsequently been conducted

using similar facilitated incident reporting methods, and all

studies of this type that I know of are shown in Table 36.1

[52, 57–60]. Some of the similarities in these studies are

worth noting. Three of the five studies show a very similar

rate of drug administration error (0.61–0.75 %), despite

having been conducted in three different countries. Four

of the five studies indicate that incorrect dose and substi-

tution error are the two most common forms of error, and

the fifth study indicates that these are among the top three

most common. One study indicates that in the 29 cases

where a drug administration error resulted in an unin-

tended drug effect, 14 (48 %) of these events occurred

through error in administration by infusion pump [57].

Finally the top three contributing factors associated with

reported errors in all five studies also appear similar,

including distraction, inattention, production pressure,

and failure to check (Table 36.1). Only one study indicated

inadequate knowledge as its third most common

contributing factor, suggesting that drug errors do not

generally occur because of a lack of training or expertise

(hence “further training” for those who make such errors is

unlikely to be effective in preventing them). Although the

reported contributing factors in Table 36.1 could be

interpreted as indicating human failures in the genesis of

errors (and often in health care this is the typical interpre-

tation), I would suggest that in fact they indicate a work

environment that relies too heavily on sheer human effort

to maintain appropriate levels of safety. A better designed

working environment would take into account the

strengths and weaknesses of human nature and better sup-

port work activities, including the maintenance of safety,

such that workload and production pressure is better man-

aged, and patient safety does not solely rely on the clini-

cian being super human and never succumbing to

distraction or inattention. For example, one study in

Table 36.1 indicates that 37 % of drug administration

errors were due to the misidentification of the drug

ampoule [58]. Why is it that drug ampoules, among other

equipment in the clinical work environment, are so poorly

designed? This is a question we will return to later in the

chapter. These studies reinforce the fact that despite the

many technological advances of modern anesthesia, cer-

tain aspects of drug administration have changed little in

decades, and that drug administration error during anesthe-

sia remains a persistent and concerning problem.
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Lessons from Other Industries

Systematic approaches to the prevention of injury and

accidents have a long history in the industrial setting.

Some of the first studies of industrial accidents were

conducted in the USA in the 1920s by Herbert Heinrich,

who went on to become an industrial safety pioneer. In his

capacity as an inspector for the Travelers Insurance Com-

pany, Heinrich studied accidents across many industries, and

in 1931 published the first edition of his book entitled

“Industrial Accident Prevention – A Scientific Approach,”
which became a landmark text in the field [61]. In this book

Heinrich describes the relationship between near misses,

minor accidents, and major accidents with his 300-29-1

ratio—which states that for every major injury there will

be, on average, 29 minor injuries and 300 no-injury

accidents or near misses. Collecting information about near

misses allows problem areas to be identified and even

remedied before harm occurs. By the fourth edition of his

book, published in 1959, Heinrich was able to claim that

“industrial accident prevention has come of age” and that

“safety begins with safe tools, safe machines, safe processes

and safe environment” [61]. Both early and modern work in

safety and human factors suggest that a more fruitful and

abundant source of evidence for understanding the potential

for harm lies in the study of near misses, in addition to

accidents. Although the ratio of near misses to cases of

harm is likely to be different for different work

environments, the collection and analysis of near misses

goes a long way to solving the problem of the requirement

for very large numbers in studies considering only errors.

For example, it has been estimated that incidents occur 3300

times more often in healthcare than do actual errors such as

those in Table 36.1 [62].

Incident reporting is widely used in anesthesia as a safety

improvement approach, and specialized web-based tools are

now available for reporting incidents in various areas of

practice [63, 64]. However, even taking into account the

methodological pitfalls discussed above, incident reporting

has its detractors—reporting rates can be low, leading to less

useful or representative data, and contextual factors relevant

to understanding the reported events may be lacking [65–

67]. There are many ways to collect data on particular

healthcare systems, each with its own advantages and

disadvantages, and many inherited from other industries

and disciplines—some proactive and theory driven, others

reactive and using existing data sources [68–72]. The use of

continuous observation to identify incidents of interest

yields higher rates of events than the self-reporting of

incidents, but is an expensive method of data collection

that is typically not sustainable in the long term. A middle

road of data collection involves clinical surveillance, which

comprises the collection of data by appropriately trained

staff at regular intervals from activities at key points in

care delivery [73]. Clinical surveillance has the advantage

of collecting data on the dual aspects of both compliance

with the steps involved in delivering safe care, and in patient

outcome—although issues of statistical power needed to

detect improvements still apply. However, there is no single

perfect measure of safety, and so a combination of measures

often works best [74]. Other sources of data with which to

Table 36.1 Estimates of drug administration error in anesthesia using dedicated, prospective incident reportinga

Year

of

report

Country of

study

Response

rate

Number of

anesthetics

studied

Number of

drug errors

reported

Error rate per

anesthetic

(%)

Top three error types

(%)

Top three contributing

factors (if reported)

2001 New Zealand

[52]

72 % 10,806 81 1/133

(0.75 %)

1. Incorrect dose (32 %)

2. Substitution (27 %)

3. Omission (18 %)

1. Failure to check

2. Distraction

3. Inattention

2003 United States

[57]

90 % 6709 41 1/163

(0.61 %)

1. Incorrect dose (43 %)

2. Substitution (17 %)

3. Insertion (drug not

intended) (9 %)

–

2009 South Africa

[58]

53 % 30,412 66 1/450

(0.22 %)

1. Substitution (60 %)

2. Incorrect dose (23 %)

3. Repetition/incorrect

route (13 %)

–

2012 United States

[60]

83 % 10,574 35 1/302

(0.33 %)

1. Incorrect dose (37 %)

2. Substitution (25 %)

3. Omission (19 %)

1. Distraction

2. Production pressure

3. Misread label

2013 China [59] 68 % 24,380 179 1/137

(0.73 %)

1. Omission (27 %)

2. Incorrect dose (23 %)

3. Substitution (20 %)

1. Haste

2. Inattention

3. Inadequate

knowledge
aSome studies reported an overall rate combining errors and near-misses, however for the purpose of comparison all rates reported here have been

calculated in the same way as total errors per total number of anesthetics in the study period
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determine safety and quality include data from electronic

medical records, chart review, administrative data, and mor-

bidity and mortality data—and I will touch of some of these

later in the chapter [70].

The Double-Human Interface

Perhaps the most significant difference between the indus-

trial setting and anesthesia lies in what might be called the

double-human interface, and describes the nature of the

interaction of humans and technology. The study of human

factors and ergonomics typically focuses on the interface

between a human operator and the technology being

operated. In Fig. 36.1 this traditional human/technology

interface is shown by the double-ended arrow labeled x,

indicating the interaction between the anesthesiologist

(A) and the technology of drug administration and monitor-

ing. However, during an anesthetic there is importantly,

another human functionally connected to the traditional

human/technology system, that is the patient (y in

Fig. 36.1). The patient is on the receiving end of the technol-

ogy of anesthesia, forming a bio-technological system—this

fact has a number of important consequences in terms of the

behavior of the system and the anesthesiologist’s ability to

maintain the stability of the system (Fig. 36.1).

The first consequence of the nature of the bio-technologi-

cal system relates to complexity. A complex system may be

defined as one where the behavior of the system is difficult or

impossible to predict accurately from a knowledge of the

system’s constituent parts [75]. A human body contains

many physiological subsystems that are robustly

homeostatic under normal conditions. However, an

anesthetized patient has had the control of a number of

normally self-regulating subsystems suspended, altered or

taken over by the technology of the anesthetic. For example,

during general anesthesia, the ventilator ventilates the

patient’s lungs when the muscles around the lungs are

paralyzed by anesthetic drugs—loss of such homeostasis

creates a biological source of potentially unpredictable sys-

tem behavior.1 Furthermore, even our best machines tend to

be less reliable and require greater oversight than the physi-

ological subsystems of our bodies, thus creating a techno-

logical source of potentially unpredictable system behavior.

The bio-technological system of the anesthetized patient is

therefore a complex and potentially unpredictable system

capable of departing from the desired path of operation and

transitioning to an unanticipated state (System 2 in

Fig. 36.2). In addition, the patient will typically be

undergoing surgery or treatment for a pathology—both the

treatment and the pathology have the potential to destabilize

the patient’s condition. Even the task of determining which

state or step such a bio-technological system is in at any

given time can be difficult. This difficulty can be seen clearly

during clinical diagnosis of a patient during a crisis, when it

is known only that the patient is in trouble, but when the

cause of the problem remains unknown [12]. The nature and

behavior of the overall system comprising the double-human

interface is therefore substantially more complex and unpre-

dictable than that typically considered in human/technology

interfaces in an industrial setting [75, 76]. Despite this,

health care has a relatively under-developed culture of safety

compared with other safety-critical industries [77, 78].

The Culture of Denial and Effort

A large part of the difficulty in improving the safety of

healthcare is due to a culture that typically places the entire

burden of responsibility for patient care on the individual

clinician’s heroic shoulders. Traditionally efforts aimed at

reducing error in medicine have tended to involve exhorta-

tion to be more careful at worst, or the creation of new

safety procedures and protocols at best [79, 80]. Both

these approaches to safety focus on the individual rather

than the wider system or work environment in which the

individual is expected to operate, and so are consistent with

what has been called the person-centered approach to safety.

The person-centered approach holds that all error is due to

forgetfulness, inattention, poor motivation, carelessness,

negligence, and recklessness [81]—paying more attention

1Note that such alteration of self-regulating systems extends to the

level of pharmacology and physiological receptors.

Fig. 36.1 A conceptual diagram of the double-human interface of

anesthesia, showing the more complex construct of the anesthesiologist

(A) interacting with the technology of anesthesia which in turn interacts

with the second human in the system, the patient (P), forming a bio-

technological system. The extent of the traditional human/technology

system, as typically studied by the disciplines of ergonomics and

human factors, is indicated by the lower bracket
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or following lengthy safety protocols is therefore expected to

stop error. I have called such a culture in health care the

culture of denial and effort because, under such a culture, it

is often denied that safety devices are needed—because the

presence of the doctor is seen as the ultimate safety device—

and it is presumed that appropriate levels of safety can be

maintained simply through sheer effort on the part of the

clinician. The culture of denial and effort is therefore the

antithesis of the culture of safety in the aviation industry, has

stifled the development of safety systems in health care, and

persists despite the inherent complexity of health care [6, 82].

Poor Labeling

A long-standing safety concern in anesthesia involves the

labeling of drug ampoules and syringes. The influence of the

culture of denial and effort can be seen in this context in the

view that safety will actually be improved by work

environments that are deliberately made more error prone,

thus forcing clinicians to be at their most vigilant. An early

example of this view appeared in a published comment by a

then editor of the journal Anaesthesia in 1981, and stated,

“there are very sound arguments for recommending that all

ampoules should be identical in appearance. . . Such a prac-

tice would compel users to read the inscription” [83]. The

source of such “sound arguments” is not mentioned, but it

could certainly not have been the evidence available in the

fields of psychology, industrial accident prevention or

human factors, which, even in 1981, directly contradicted

such an idea [2, 3, 84–86]. In a 1996 editorial in Anaesthesia,
we see another example of this safety counter-culture: “if we

are giving an injection we must continually retrain ourselves

to read the words. We should ensure that we do not read what

we expect, but inspect what we read” [87]. More recently, in

the British Medical Journal in 2002, we are informed that

“Doctors must read drug labels, not whinge about them”
[88]. The message underlying these examples is that doctors

are a special breed, able to overcome normal human fallibil-

ity by sheer effort alone. However, despite the decades long

promulgation of this view, drug administration errors con-

tinue unabated [6, 89, 90]. Without question, the vast major-

ity of doctors are conscientious professionals doing their

absolute best. However, an insistence on being the only

backstop for patient safety, in combination with the reality

that human error is statistically inevitable, actually

guarantees that iatrogenic harm will continue—hence,

sheer effort is not enough.

Systematic Approaches to Improve Patient
Safety During Anesthesia

Conventional methods of drug administration in anesthesia

tend to be idiosyncratic, relatively error prone, and make

little use of technology to support manual checking

[75, 91]. One of the most promising approaches to the

improvement of safety in health care involves the adoption

of what has been called the systems approach [2, 3, 76, 82,

92]. This differs from the person-centered approach in that it

widens the focus of safety initiatives from the individual to

include the “system” in which individuals work, emphasizing

the elimination of unsafe aspects of equipment, procedures,

work environments, and organizations. In 1996 our research

group began developing a more integrated system for the

delivery of intravenous drugs in anesthesia with the express

aim of reducing error and facilitating safe practice [93]. The

new system’s design is based on lessons from empirical

incident reporting [52], the psychological mechanisms

underlying human error [84] and the principles of safe-

system design developed in other safety-critical industries

such as nuclear power generation and aviation [85, 94–97].

Fig. 36.2 Linear and complex systems. System 1 has linear interaction

between subsystems or operational states—operation of the system

moves through a set of fixed steps through to completion (a post-office-

like system). System 2 has complex, non-linear causal interaction

between subsystems—it is much less clear which path will be taken

to achieve completion, or even how many steps will be involved or

exactly how long the process might take (a system like an anesthetized

patient)
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Design Principles

The specific features of the new system are summarized in

Table 36.2, these comprise physical components and opera-

tional rules [91]. The new system was designed to be modu-

lar, in the sense that any module can be used in isolation or in

combination with others, many at little or no cost, without

leaving the anesthesiologist worse off than when using con-

ventional methods alone. Physical aspects of the new system

include customized drug trays designed to encourage a better

organized workspace and the maintenance of aseptic tech-

nique. These trays allow a zone for the storage of drugs that

are intended to be given later in the case (a prompt zone), a

zone for syringes currently in use, and a zone for ampoules

of drug that have already been given—thus creating a tray

that acts as a physical record of the anesthetic at-a-glance as

it progresses. The tray’s “in use” area is raised, hence

allowing storage of syringes while avoiding contact of their

tips with contaminated surfaces. The new system also

includes pre-filled syringes for the most commonly used

drugs, thus saving time and removing substantial opportu-

nity for error during their preparation. All drug labels incor-

porate color-coding by pharmacological class of drug,

consistent with the international and Joint Commission

color code standards for anesthetic labels—and identical

color-coding is used on computer screen displays and drug

trolley compartments [91, 98, 99]. A special label for the

administration of drugs by infusion pump was developed

which represents weight and dose as a nomogram, thereby

removing the need for the completion of error prone dose

calculations [100]. A barcode reader allows an auditory

cross-check of each drug prior to its administration, by

playing a voice recording of the drug name upon scanning

of the barcode on the syringe label. We chose such a voice

cue in order that it would stand out against other common

tone alarms in the operating room, and because an anesthe-

siologist could listen to the voice announcement in order to

complete the drug identity cross-check while engaged in

other tasks, without the need to glance at a computer screen

[91, 101]. Completing the cross-check also adds the drug

administration event to an automated computerized anes-

thetic record. The software of the new system also generates

a visual and auditory warning within 15 min of the beginning

of the anesthetic if an antibiotic has not been administered.

Evidence of Safety Gains

The new system was assessed for suitability for use in the

clinical setting by having anesthesiologists use it in a high-

fidelity human-patient simulator [103]. We then continued

collecting facilitated incident reports at two hospitals during

which time we introduced the new system at one. In 74,478

anesthetics we found a significant overall reduction in drug

administration errors with the new system compared with

conventional methods—specifically, 58 errors in an

estimated 183,852 drug administrations (or 0.032 %) with

the new system versus 268 errors in 550,105 drug

administrations with conventional methods (or 0.049 %)—

a relative reduction in drug error of 35 % ( p ¼ 0.002)

[104]. Omission errors and dose errors were significantly

reduced with the use of the new system. We also found

evidence in our results for the value of drug class-specific

color-coding. There were five substitution errors between

differently colored drug classes with the new system versus

47 with conventional methods (with the same denominators

as above, p ¼ 0.01). No major adverse outcomes from these

errors were reported with the new system while 11 were

Table 36.2 Features of a new multimodal system designed to improve safety during anesthesiaa

Physical aspects

1. Customized drug trays designed to promote a well-organized anesthetic workspace and aseptic technique

2. Pre-filled syringes for the most commonly used anesthetic drugs

3. Large legible drug labels, color-coded according to the international color standard for anesthetic labels

4. A barcode reader linked to a computer to provide automatic auditory and visual verification of the selected drug immediately before each

administration and to record its administration

5. An on-screen visual and auditory warning if an antibiotic has not been administered within 15 min of the start of anesthesia

6. Purpose designed drug trolley drawers including color-coding consistent with the international standard for anesthetic drug labels

7. Drug infusion labels which represent weight and dose as a nomogram obviating the need for dose calculations

8. Automatic compilation of an anesthetic record, on screen in real time and available as a paper print-out

Operational rules

1. Ampoules appropriately laid out at the start of the case

2. All empty ampoules and syringes retained for reconciliation

3. All syringes should be labeled

4. Computerized voice cross-check audible throughout each anesthetic

5. Drug label scanned before each drug administration
aAdapted from Merry et al. [102]
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reported with conventional methods ( p ¼ 0.055). These

11 adverse outcomes included two cases of awareness (one

when a neuromuscular blocking drug was given before

induction, and one when the propofol infusion was inadver-

tently switched off), four cases of prolonged patient stay in

the post-anesthetic care unit (three due to an overdose of

neuromuscular blocking drug, and one due to a substitution

error with neostigmine), and one case of anaphylactoid reac-

tion when the patient was given an antibiotic for which they

had a known allergy.

A further observational study conducted in 1075 cases

confirmed lower rates of error with the use of the new

system, but also found evidence of the value of the auditory

cross-check [102]. Rates of errors in drug administration and

recording were lower when anesthesiologists consistently

scanned the drug barcode before administering each drug

and kept the voice prompt active, than when they did not—a

mean of 6 errors per 100 drug administrations versus 9.7,

respectively ( p ¼ 0.004). These results provide substantial

evidence for the effectiveness of a systematic approach to

the reduction of drug administration error in anesthesia by

supporting the actions of anesthesiologists through appropri-

ate automation, better prompts and checking, than is possible

with manual methods alone.

Consistent Color-Coding

To my knowledge, the above result showing fewer interclass

drug substitution errors with the use of drug class-specific

color-coding represents the first evidence of the safety

benefits of the international and Joint Commission color

code standard for anesthetic drugs [98, 99, 104]. This is

particularly pleasing given the potentially dangerous

consequences of some of the interclass substitution errors

that have appeared in incident reports—e.g., giving neostig-

mine instead of rocuronium, nitroglycerine instead of ephed-

rine, and suxamethonium instead of fentanyl. Although color

coding to reduce errors in health care has been in use for a

number of decades, for example in blood bank services

[105], there has been considerable debate up until quite

recently about its appropriateness and how it should be

implemented in anesthesia [106–108]. Some commentators

were concerned that color coding would distract from the

important task of reading the label, while others were

concerned that there were simply not enough different colors

or combinations of color to meaningfully differentiate all

drugs used in anesthesia [109]. Although the international

color code standard has now been adopted in most Western

countries for user-applied labels in anesthesia, drug

manufacturers continue to make little use of color code

standards in their design of drug ampoule labels and packing

[106, 108]. Labels for drug containers are typically designed

to promote brand names and product lines, often with the

information critical to the clinician in the smallest print on

the label [110, 111].

Over 10 years ago I pointed out that ampoule labeling

standards are such that the labels on ampoules themselves

could carry color-coding consistent with the international

user-applied labeling standard [108]. This would have sig-

nificant ergonomic benefits for anyone drawing up a drug

from a color-coded ampoule into a syringe with an iden-

tically color-coded label, and there is no reason why such

consistency of color-coding cannot exist. Recommendations

have emerged in recent years that all drug administration

lines should also be labeled and color-coded, and standards

have been developed for this [112]. More robust barriers

than color-coding are also available to prevent the adminis-

tration of drugs by the wrong route. For example, different

connectors for intrathecal drug administration lines have

been proposed which physically prevent cross connection

with intravenous connectors, thus avoiding the devastating

drug error of the injection of the chemotherapeutic drug

vincristine into the spine—an error, which until recently

has occurred approximately once a year in Britain alone

[82, 113]. The value of physically different connectors is

not restricted to the administration of chemotherapeutic

agents, but could also prevent the administration of drugs

by cross connected intravenous and epidural lines, some-

thing we know happens more often in the operating room

than errors involving intrathecal administration [52].

The Codonics Label System

Recently a number of reports have appeared on another

labeling system for anesthesia that uses labels containing

barcodes and drug class-specific color-coding consistent

with the international and Joint Commission color standards

[99, 114, 115]. This system prints each syringe label when an

ampoule of drug is scanned and drawn up. The labeled

syringe can then be scanned when it is administered and

the system provides an auditory cross-check by playing a

voice recording of the drug name. Two of these reports offer

evaluative data concerned primarily with compliance with

the operating principles of the label system. The third is an

observation study of 277 procedures that allows an estima-

tion of the rate of adverse drug events and potential for

patient harm, but without reporting evidence of the effec-

tiveness of the new label system in preventing such events

[115]. The paper concludes that future work should address

the root causes of error in order to reduce the incidence of

adverse events. Although these reports do not offer data on

the ability of the Codonics label system to reduce drug

administration error, given the use of drug class-specific

color-coded labels and an auditory cross-check of drug
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identity, this system could be expected to show similar

safety benefits as reported above for these specific aspects.

The Triumph of Software

The more software a device contains, the more complex the

functions it is capable of performing, but also the more likely

it is that the user will find it difficult to operate. This is the

primary reason why it is more difficult to use a personal

computer than a microwave oven—the former contains

much more software than the latter. Some commentators

have suggested that a solution to the problem of overly

complex software is to have a specialized computer, or the

so-called information appliance, for each task or application,

with a simple and intuitive interface, rather than using a

single general-purpose computer to run many different

kinds of software (the current personal-computer approach)

[116, 117]. Computers are now inexpensive enough that

information appliances are viable, and perhaps the first com-

mercial examples of information appliances were early

mobile phones. However, as the functionality of mobile

phones rapidly increased to include many “smart” features

such as e-mail access, apps, games, pictures and video, they

quickly became more like general-purpose computers rather

than information appliances. “Up-grading” to software with

more features is so ingrained in our sense of staying up to

date and so integral to the commercial viability of so many

high technology industries that it would seem Luddite to

many even to question the need to do so. However, many

common software applications are now so bloated with

features that they run slower than previous versions even

on the fastest available computer processors [118]. This is

despite the fact that most users make use of only a small

fraction of the features of most software products.

In the electronics industry a rule of thumb known as

Moore’s Law states that the number of transistors on a new

computer chip will double every 18–24 months, and this

exponential regularity is now used as a benchmark with

which manufacturers judge their own competitiveness in

the market [119]. A number of high technology

manufacturers also use an analogue of Moore’s Law to

describe the increasing number of lines of software code in

their goods. For commercial aircraft manufacturers to

remain competitive, for example, new aircraft should be

lighter, have more features and be more expensive than

previous models. To achieve this there is no better-suited

addition to the design of a new aircraft than software—

which weighs nothing, but adds perceived value because of

the new features it brings and the fact that software is an

expensive commodity to produce [120, 121].

Software code generally costs between $25 and $100 per

line. However, with safety critical systems, such as aircraft,

nuclear power plants and weapons systems, the price per line

can be many times higher because of the exhaustive, formal

validation processes intended to rid the software of errors or

“bugs” [122]. Formal validation is a combinatorial prob-

lem—the effort and expense required increases very rapidly

with the increasing number of lines of software code

[123]. The software for NASA’s space shuttle flight control
system cost approximately $1000 per line because of formal

validation, and is some of the safest software in existence.

Yet, it is estimated that even this software contains about

50 bugs [120]. By comparison, most commercial software is

not considered to be safety-critical and contains millions of

lines of code—a number that is impossible to formally

validate (at least with current methods). For example,

Microsoft Office 2013 contains 45 million lines of code

[124]. Even if it were possible to formally validate this

amount of software it would still contain in the order of

20,000 bugs at the end of the process. In reality, it is certain

that Microsoft Office 2013 contains many times this number

of bugs because of the inability to formally validate a pro-

gram of this size.

The versatility of software is its greatest advantage—

software systems tend to have more features, are more easily

re-configured and upgraded, and are cheaper and faster to

produce than mechanical systems. However, it is also the

inherent lack of physical constraints on the ways in which

software can go wrong that make it so difficult to generate

completely safe and error-free software. This complexity of

software makes any system that contains it more function-

ally opaque—that is, users and experts alike have difficulty

in understanding what is going on inside the system if it

begins to perform in an unexpected way. Even software

experts will often simply reboot or re-install software when

the system begins to behave inexplicably, because no one

fully understands what has actually gone wrong or how to fix

it. A single error in software code can be enough to cause a

catastrophic software failure or a “crash,” and so software

can be the unavoidable weakest link that brings down an

entire system [120, 125]. For example, it was recently dis-

covered that the software for Boeing’s new $200 million

Dreamliner passenger aircraft contains a software bug which

could cause all onboard power generators to go into fail-safe

mode after 248 days of continual operation—potentially

leading to catastrophic loss of control of the aircraft if such

an event took place during flight [126, 127]. The solution

proposed by Boeing is to reboot the aircraft every 3 months.

Software in Hospitals

The promise of software makes its introduction into

hospitals and health care inevitable, but given the known

risks and difficulties such introduction needs to proceed with
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caution. The problems of software in health care are often

compounded by the fact that computerized solutions are

typically produced by committees of technology experts

with inadequate consultation with the intended users. This

approach may work if the product is completely new and so

doesn’t conflict with the way users already do things, or if

users are relatively unskilled and so can be trained on how to

use the new software. However, in the case of the introduc-

tion of software systems into hospitals, neither of these

points is true: the intended users are highly skilled clinicians

who have established and very specific ways of doing things,

usually for very good reason. Health care is a highly com-

plex work environment, both in terms of the skill levels of

practitioners and in the greatly varying needs of patients

[75]. Patients are not car bodies and clinicians are not

assembly line workers—yet it is from such an industrial

model that much of the technological skill that creates

many software systems typically comes. It is also an indus-

trial model that is often attractive to hospital management

who usually introduce computerized systems specifically

with the intention of increasing efficiency and decreasing

costs. However, computerized systems in health care often

fail because they are not able to accommodate the

complexities inherent in health care [128]. Issues of the

controllability and reliability of software in health care are

certain to become more important in the near future, not only

with the introduction of hospital-wide patient information

systems and electronic health records, but with an increase in

the number of software-controlled medical devices, includ-

ing high technology applications such as clinical diagnoses

by artificial neural networks and the use of virtual reality and

robotics in surgery [129–132].

Software in Anesthesia

The operating room is one of the most high technology

work environments in any hospital and so the encroachment

of software into anesthesia can only be expected to

increase. Recently, fully computerized, “state of the art”
anesthetic machines have been introduced into some

hospitals. These machines have had much of the mechani-

cal control layer replaced by sophisticated software, includ-

ing electronically represented rotameters. In some

hospitals, after a number of power cuts and “software

malfunctions” with these new computerized anesthetic

machines, it has become common practice to insure that

there is an Ambubag or similar manual ventilation equip-

ment within easy reach on the back of the machine

[133]. Unreliable software can significantly increase the

unpredictability of the bio-technological system under the

anesthesiologist’s control (Fig. 36.1).

Syringe pumps and Target Controlled Infusion (TCI)

systems in anesthesia are another essential piece of anes-

thetic technology that contains a substantial amount of

software. Modern infusion pumps contain around 100,000

lines of computer code, and this is likely to increase with

the introduction of more sophisticated closed-loop drug

infusion systems [134, 135]. While the dosing algorithms,

which these computerized pumps contain, deliver safe

anesthesia in a vast number of operating rooms every day

throughout the world, the use of such pumps is not without

adverse event [136–138]. Approximately 11,000 adverse

event reports are made to the United States Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) every year concerning infusion

pumps, including events that result in patient injury and

death (Table 36.3 contains a summary of reported problem

events) [139]. It is worth noting that relatively few reported

problems in Table 36.3 are related to physical or software

failure of the pump—that is, the pump was behaving as it

was designed to do. But rather the great majority of

reported problems are concerned with user confusion over

some aspect of the complexity of the device—e.g., “nui-

sance” or unintelligible alarms, confusing screen displays

and programming options, or incomplete understanding of

the pump’s default settings. Like with other forms of drug

administration error in anesthesia, trying harder is unlikely

to eliminate these problems. The events in Table 36.3 sug-

gest that modern pump interfaces are just too complex and

that substantially more effort needs to go into designing

displays and programming sequences that are more intui-

tive. This should involve some standardization of screen

displays and drug libraries across brands and models

[128, 140]. A further difficulty with infusion pumps was

identified in a systematic review of the user-interfaces of

these devices—a problem the authors called the “virtuality”
of the systems [139]. This is related to a general property of

software in that there are few constraints on the ways that

software can fail—many impossible or meaningless modes

can be entered into without the system preventing such an

occurrence. This is unlike a physical system that prevents a

great number of meaningless and dangerous states simply

because the system’s components can be arranged in only a

finite number of configurations (Fig. 36.3). For example,

confusion over the units of grams versus milligrams when

programming infusion pumps has resulted in 1000� over-

dose being delivered [141]. The solution to this problem

lies in appropriately designed forcing functions that sim-

plify and constrain sequences of user interaction to avoid

meaningless or dangerous configurations. This requires the

designers of the pumps to have a deeper understanding of

the way the pumps are in fact used, so that such forcing

functions are helpful and not a hindrance. Drug infusion

pumps are ideally suited to being information appliances.
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The Alarm Problem

Although much is often made of attempts to adopt the

aviation safety culture in health care, the “cockpit” of anes-
thesia is very different to the cockpit of an aircraft. The most

striking difference is in the lack of integration of the

technologies and devices used in the operating room. Typi-

cally medical devices are made by various different

manufacturers and few integrate or co-ordinate with each

other in any kind of meaningful way. One of the most

obvious failures of integration can be seen in the alarm

problem [128, 142]. Anesthetic machines, drug infusion

pumps, and other devices in the operating room deliver

tone alarms for any deviation from the pre-programmed

operating parameters, including many problems which are

apparently absent, unknown, or unimportant to the anesthe-

siologist (Table 36.3). In his book The Digital Doctor, Dr

Robert Wachter discusses the design of alarms in modern

aircraft cockpits with Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger,

famed pilot of the “Miracle on the Hudson” airline ditching
in 2009 [128]. Sully explains “false positives are one of the

worst things you can do to any warning system”—carefully

avoiding them is the only way to avoid alarm fatigue when

operators quickly begin ignoring alarms or switching them

off [143]. Avoiding false positives in aviation is achieved by

agreement between engineers and pilots about exactly what

needs to be alerted to the pilot from all aircraft systems and

what does not. In modern aircraft, agreed alarms are then

integrated into a strict hierarchy, with many being reported

only as “cautions” or “advisories” which appear in color-

coded text on a screen and without any auditory alert—these

are not time-critical events and can be dealt with when the

pilot is free to do so. The system then provides a checklist on

the screen for each event advising the pilot of standard or

preferred options for resolving the problem. Only conditions

posing a threat to the flight path reach the top alarm level—

for example, an impending stall leads to red lights, a red text

message, a voice warning, and the shaking of the steering

Table 36.3 Examples of problems with various types of infusion pump as reported to the FDAa

Software problems

• An error message states that the pump is inoperable in the absence of any identifiable problem

• The infusion pump interprets a single keystroke as multiple keystrokes (a problem called “key bounce”) leading to errors such as the

administration of 100 mL/h instead of 10 mL/h

Alarm errors

• The infusion pump fails to generate an audible alarm for a critical problem (e.g., clamped or occluded tubing, or air bubbles in line)

• The infusion pump generates an occlusion alarm in the absence of an occlusion

Inadequate user interface design

• The design of the screen display confuses the user, or the pump does not respond as it should (i.e., with a warning) when inappropriate data is

entered

• The screen display doesn’t clearly indicate which units of measurement are expected (e.g., lbs or kg)

• Pump labels or components become damaged under routine use or during “normal” cleaning making user labeling unreadable

• User instructions or cues for mechanical setup are not clear enough—for example, resulting in clamped tubing

• Inadequately designed alarm functions and settings causing users to miss problems or respond too late—for example, an alarm indicating a low

battery may not display in time for the user to prevent pump shut-off of a critical infusion during patient transport

• The infusion display and buttons are poorly positioned leading to user errors and delays in therapy—for example, the “start button” may be

located next to the “power” key, resulting in the user turning the pump off instead of starting the infusion, leading to all settings being lost, and

requiring programming to start again

• Warnings or “nuisance alarms” occur so often, or are sufficiently unintelligible that users ignore them

• Warning messages are ambiguous, or have double meanings, such that it is unclear what pressing “confirm” will actually initiate

• User manuals are confusing, inadequate, outdated, or unavailable

• Aspects of the pump’s default settings are not adequately communicated to the user

Broken components

• The infusion pump may have been dropped or damaged during use, resulting in over- or under-infusion being delivered when the pump

continues to be used without being repaired

• Water enters the plastic case of the infusion pump and cause malfunction

• Improperly aligned tubing causes stress on the pump case when closed, leading to cracks

Electrical faults

• A design fault causes batteries to overheat and fail prematurely

• The battery is not replaced during the recommended lifetime leading to failure

• The user receives an electrical shock when plugging or unplugging the pump from the power outlet

• Sparks, burning smell or flames are noticed during pump operation
aSummarized from incident reports on the website of the US Food and Drug Administration—http://www.fda.gov
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column—doing nothing in this condition would lead to the

aircraft falling out of the sky. Even an event as apparently

serious as an engine failure in a multi-engine aircraft will not

result in a top level alarm, but only a caution, due to the fact

that this does not require immediate pilot intervention

[128]. By contrast in the anesthetic “cockpit,” the lack of

integration of alarms means that alarms on multiple individ-

ual devices trigger without any prioritization, filtering or

co-ordination—often resulting in a cacophony of beeps and

tones, where trivial alarms can drown out important ones

because they all look and sound similar.

Environments That Audit Themselves

Many devices in modern operating rooms, including infu-

sion pumps, continuously collect information on the way

they are used, and this information can already be built

into a picture of clinical activities [128, 141, 144]. New

approaches have been suggested to extend and supplement

this automated data collection by placing Radiofrequency

Identification (RFID) sensors and transmitters in various

locations around the operating room in order to track the

movements and activities of staff [145]. RFID sensors can

also be attached to the patient, and in combination with

wirelessly networked devices could lead to what has been

called a pervasive computing system or “network of things”
in the operating room—essentially a high technology envi-

ronment capable of continually monitoring and auditing

itself (Fig. 36.4) [146, 147]. There is no shortage of possible

uses for such self-audit data. For example, if such a perva-

sive computing system was able to connect and regulate all

devices in the operating room, it could impose a hierarchical

control over alerts and alarms, in order to rationalize and

prioritize them in a similar way to an aircraft cockpit, thus

solving the current alarm problem. Real time analysis of the

data flowing from the network of devices in combination

with historical datasets could better identify subtle, and

sometimes not-so-subtle, signs of patient risk and these

could be prioritized and fed to a display in the

anesthesiologist’s work area (with or without an auditory

alert). For example, a 10� overdose of a drug running on an

infusion pump could be spotted by such a system if it were

capable of reading the dose being delivered and also knew

the patient’s weight or other physiological parameters. Sim-

ilar intelligent processing of patient information is also

envisaged by Wachter in other hospital areas such as the

hospital ward [128].

New Risks and Dangers

Wemust be cautious, however, in trying to solve technologi-

cal problems with yet more technology. This is not to say that

the increase in technology in health care should stop—this

seems both undesirable and impossible [148]. What we need

is more good technology and not more bad—and technology

that takes into account the complexities of the double-human

interface, and the subtle and variable needs of patients. We

must also carefully anticipate new risks and dangers, and

appreciate that almost all technology can be a double-edged

sword. For example, RFID technology is potentially very

useful in the operating room and other hospital locations,

but existing RFID tags can cause radiofrequency interference

capable of “crashing” existing drug infusion pumps—and

perhaps what is of more concern is that switching the pump

off and on again may not clear the problem [149, 150]. There

is also evidence that use of RFID technology can cause

clinically significant interference in the operation of implant-

able pacemakers [151]. Wireless connectivity for infusion

pumps is considered an essential safety feature by some

commentators because it allows the software in the pumps

to be automatically updated in real time by the manufacturer

through the hospital’s WiFi network [141]. However, this

feature may also place certain WiFi enabled pumps at risk of

computer hacker attacks, where it may be possible to

remotely send instructions to the pump to administer a lethal

dose of a drug to the patient [152].

Fig. 36.3 Schematic representation of mechanical control (A) versus
software control (B) in a healthcare device (e.g., an anesthetic machine

or drug infusion pump). Software subsumes all calculation and control

functions, removing the need for many electronic and mechanical parts,

while simultaneously offering more complex functions and program-

ming options accessed through nested menus in the user interface

(hence in (B) software replaces many electronic and mechanical parts

shown in (A) and a more extensive user interface is indicated).

Disadvantages of software control stem from the greater complexity

of such devices, including greater propensity for user confusion, and a

larger number of ways in which such devices can fail (see text)
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Conclusion

The specialty of anesthesia has a long established and well-

earned reputation for being a leader in patient safety. Yet

despite recent technological advances, many aspects of

intravenous anesthesia have changed little in decades and

remain unnecessarily error prone. The complexity of modern

anesthesia is such that the traditional person-centered

approach to safety is inadequate, and more sophisticated

approaches to safety need to be adopted more widely. The

application of human factors principles to the delivery of

anesthesia has demonstrated evidence of safety gains in

reduced rates of drug administration error through better

workspace organization, cueing, checking, and color-

coding. However, better integration of technology in the

operating room could bring substantial additional safety

benefits, and this appears to be an area where further lessons

from the aviation industry can be applied—for example, in

the management of patient alarms. Humans and machines

have very different capacities. Machines are good at doing

monotonous tasks such as making records, tracking events,

and checking information. Humans are bad at the monoto-

nous, but good at planning and dealing with the unpredict-

able. A safer way to achieve a division of the task of

delivering an anesthetic between the anesthesiologist and

theater systems should consider the capacities of each and

divide the task accordingly. Anesthesiologists should not be

expected to behave like machines or like super humans, and

the design of the technology of anesthesia should take this

into account and better support anesthesiologists in

their work.
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Properties of IV Analgesics and Sedatives

Analgesics

Intravenous opioid analgesics are the mainstay of pain ther-

apy for patients undergoing procedures or requiring hospi-

talization for acute illness. Opioids, however, have a number

of adverse effects. Respiratory depression is commonly seen

and often worsened by administration of additional sedative

agents. Opioid administration can lead to hypotension from

decreased sympathetic tone or vasodilation from histamine

release. Other common side effects include decreased gas-

trointestinal motility, pruritus, flushing, urinary retention,

and delirium. The most commonly used intravenous opioid

agents include morphine, hydromorphone, fentanyl,

sufentanil, and remifentanil. See Table 37.1 for important

characteristics of common opioids.

Morphine and hydromorphone are most often utilized as

intermittent injections. Morphine is often given in doses of

2–5 mg IV every 5–15 min until the pain is controlled,

followed by similar doses on a scheduled basis every

2–4 h. Morphine is characterized by hepatic metabolism

and renal excretion with intermediate volume of distribution.

Its effects can be prolonged in patients with renal or hepatic

impairment or obesity [1]. It has an active metabolite (mor-

phine-6-glucuronide) that can cause analgesia and sedation

and also has a second metabolite (morphine-3-glucoronide)

that may result in seizures, and both metabolites can accu-

mulate in patients with renal failure. Hydromorphone is a

more potent congener of morphine with similar pharmacoki-

netic and pharmacodynamic profiles [2]. Its lack of

histamine release and decreased incidence of central nervous

system side effects make it a useful alternative to morphine,

with typical dosing ranges of 0.2–1 mg IV every 10–15 min

until pain is controlled followed by similar doses every

2–4 h. Unlike morphine, hydromorphone does not have

clinically active metabolites; thus, it is has an improved

safety profile in patients with end-organ disease.

Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid with a rapid onset

(5–15 min) and a short duration of action (30–60 min). It is

frequently used as intermittent injections in the operating

rooms, for procedural sedation, and in the intensive care unit

due to its rapid onset and potency. It is also commonly used

as a continuous infusion secondary to its short half-life and

ease of titration. In general, intermittent doses of 25–100 μg
of fentanyl are given every 5–10 min until the pain is

controlled, followed by infusion rates of 25–250 μg/h if

required. It has a large volume of distribution secondary to

its lipophilicity, while its clearance correlates most closely

with pharmacokinetic mass (similar to lean body mass);

therefore, significant drug accumulation and a prolonged

context sensitive half-life can occur with prolonged

infusions [3]. However, because it causes less histamine

release than morphine and does not undergo renal elimina-

tion, it is the preferred opioid analgesic in hemodynamically

unstable patients or those with renal insufficiency.

Sufentanil is an extremely potent derivative of fentanyl

with a smaller volume of distribution and shorter context

sensitive half-life than fentanyl, despite its high lipophilicity

due to increased protein binding [4]. Furthermore, its phar-

macokinetics are linear with weight, and dosing does not

need to be adjusted for lean body mass [5]. These qualities

are beneficial for infusion (0.3–1.5 μg/kg/h) in the operating

room for analgesia or as part of a total intravenous anes-

thetic. Remifentanil, also a derivative of fentanyl, is unique

as an opioid secondary to its metabolism by non-specific

blood and tissue esterases. It is utilized primarily as an

infusion (0.05–2 μg/kg/min) and has an elimination half-

life of less than 10 min regardless of infusion duration.
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Dosing regimens for the infusion should be based on ideal

body weight or lean body mass [6], and hypotension and

bradycardia are the most common side effects seen with

remifentanil administration. Importantly and secondary to

its ultra-short half-life, supplemental analgesic medication is

required at the conclusion of a remifentanil infusion. Higher

cost and reports of withdrawal [7] and hyperalgesia [8] have

limited the widespread utilization of remifentanil for

analgesia.

Sedatives

Intravenous sedative medications most commonly

administered for patients undergoing procedures or requir-

ing sedation in the intensive care unit include propofol,

dexmedetomidine, and benzodiazepines. See Table 37.1 for

important characteristics of commonly used sedatives.

Propofol is a diisopropylphenol anesthetic and a

γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonist. Its rapid onset

(1–2 min) and short duration of action (2–8 min) are advan-

tageous, and it is typically given as a bolus injection of

40–100 mg IV followed by an infusion of 25–75 μg/kg/
min. Its volume of distribution is large with a short distribu-

tion half-life. Emergence from propofol sedation when used

as bolus or low dose infusion is related to redistribution from

the brain and blood to peripheral tissues and not metabolic

clearance, which can be advantageous in patients with renal

or hepatic dysfunction. Emergence from longer infusion

durations is related to metabolic clearance once saturation

of peripheral tissues occurs [9]. Side effects from propofol

administration include significant respiratory depression and

hypotension. Propofol does not directly act on the vascula-

ture [10] but inhibits sympathetic activity and decreases

heart rate responses to blood pressure changes [11]. It

increased pulse pressure variation in a dose-dependent

Table 37.1 Characteristics of commonly used IV analgesic and sedative medications

Agent Mechanism Metabolism

Duration

of action Advantages Disadvantages

Morphine μ-opioid receptor

agonist

Glucuronidation

Renal

elimination

2–4 h Familiarity

Low cost

Histamine release

Active metabolites

Seizure risk

Hydromorphone μ-opioid receptor

agonist

Glucuronidation

Renal

elimination

2–4 h No histamine release

Increased potency

Higher cost than morphine

Longer onset than fentanyl

Fentanyl μ-opioid receptor

agonist

CYP 3A4 30–60 min Rapid onset

No renal elimination

Hemodynamic stability

High potency

Large VD

Long context sensitive T1/2

Sufentanil μ-opioid receptor

agonist

CYP 3A4 30–60 min Rapid onset

Smaller VD and shorter context

sensitive T1/2 than fentanyl

Very high potency

Uncommon outside the OR

Remifentanil μ-opioid receptor

agonist

Nonspecific

esterases

<10 min Rapid onset

Very short context sensitive T1/2

High cost

Hyperalgesia

Withdrawal

Bradycardia

Propofol GABA agonist Glucuronidation

Renal

elimination

<10 min Rapid onset

Rapid redistribution

Fast offset

Respiratory depression

Oversedation

PRIS

No analgesia

Dexmedetomidine α2 receptor agonist CYP2A6

Glucuronidation

2–4 h No respiratory depression

Analgesia

No renal elimination

Fast offset

Slow onset

Infusion and not bolus

dosing

Bradycardia

Midazolam GABA agonist CYP3A4

Glucuronidation

Renal

elimination

30–80 min Minimal respiratory depression

Hemodynamic stability

Slow offset

Active metabolites

Deliriogenic

No analgesia

Ketamine N-methyl-D-

aspartate antagonist

CYP3A4 5–45 min No respiratory depression

Strong analgesia

Sympathetic activation

Deliriogenic

Salivation

Active metabolite

Abbreviations: CYP cytochrome P450, GABA γ-aminobutyric acid, OR operating room, PRIS propofol infusion syndrome, T1/2 half-life, VD

volume of distribution
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fashion and increased heart rate without affecting vascular

resistance or contractility in an animal model of septic shock

[12]. Propofol can increase pro-inflammatory cytokine pro-

duction [13], exacerbate reactive oxygen species production

and apoptosis [14], and impair bacterial clearance

[15]. Hypertriglyceridemia may also result from propofol

administration either due to the intralipid carrier or altered

hepatic lipid metabolism which can be seen with the

propofol infusion syndrome (PRIS) [1]. PRIS is associated

with high doses of propofol (>75 μg/kg/min or >5 mg/kg/

h), pediatric sedation, critical illness with concomitant ste-

roid and vasopressor administration, and prolonged

infusions (>48 h) and is characterized by impaired tissue

metabolism, severe lactic acidosis, and rhabdomyolysis

[1]. High mortality rates are associated with PRIS, and

supportive management and discontinuation of propofol

are the mainstays of therapy. When high dosage or

prolonged infusions are being used, it is recommended to

regularly monitor serum pH, lactate, creatinine kinase, tri-

glyceride levels, and the electrocardiogram (Brugada-type

changes) [16].

Dexmedetomidine is an alpha-2 receptor agonist that acts

on presynaptic neurons in the locus ceruleus and spinal cord.

It causes sedation and analgesia without significant respira-

tory depression. Infusion rates of 0.2–1.5 μg/kg/h are

required for sedation. Initiation of sedation frequently

requires dosage in the higher end of this range to achieve

therapeutic target and subsequent decrease in dosing as

tolerated. Alternatively, a bolus of 1 μg/kg over 10–20 min

may be utilized but with likely higher incidence of hemody-

namic effects. Studies have shown safety with doses up to

2 μg/kg/h, although with increased incidence of bradycardia

(most common side effect) and hypotension [17]. Hyperten-

sion can also result from stimulation of post-junctional

alpha-2 receptors located on arterial and venous smooth

muscle; this is more likely to be seen with bolus dosing

and has led numerous providers to routinely avoid bolus

dosing in the ICU. Dexmedetomidine may attenuate blood

pressure and heart rate responses to temporarily reduce

blood flow [18] but did not affect pulse pressure variation

in an animal model of septic shock [12]. It possesses anti-

inflammatory properties [19–21] and may improve bacterial

clearance [22]. Dexmedetomidine is metabolized by the

liver; thus, patients with severe liver disease require lower

dosing, but there is no need for dose adjustment in patients

with renal dysfunction [23].

Intravenous benzodiazepines used for sedation include

midazolam, lorazepam, and diazepam. They are agonists to

the GABA receptor and are metabolized in the liver to active

metabolites (lorazepam being the exception with no active

metabolite). These metabolites can lead to prolongation of

their sedative effects, especially in patients with renal fail-

ure. The use of lorazepam is limited by the fact it is dissolved

in propylene glycol which can accumulate to produce meta-

bolic acidosis and renal dysfunction [24]. They have a dose-

dependent respiratory depressant effect and cause a modest

reduction in arterial blood pressure and an increase in heart

rate from decreased systemic vascular resistance [25]. These

effects may be exaggerated by concomitant administration

of opioids. Benzodiazepines impair inflammatory signaling

and blunt bacterial clearance [26, 27]. Benzodiazepines may

increase mortality in bacterial infection [28, 29] or increase

susceptibility to secondary infections [30]. Benzodiazepines,

in particular midazolam, are frequently used for procedural

sedation outside of operating rooms due to their hemody-

namic stability and less respiratory depression than propofol.

Routine use in the intensive care unit for sedation, however,

is no longer indicated due to their association with worse

patient outcomes which will be detailed later in this

chapter [31].

Ketamine is an adjunct sedative agent used for analgesia

and procedural sedation. It is an N-methyl-D-aspartate antag-

onist that produces a dissociative state and has significant

analgesic properties. Ketamine does not cause the respira-

tory depression seen with other intravenous sedative

medications and is thus most commonly utilized for sedation

for painful procedures (e.g., burn debridement, fracture

realignment) or for opioid reduction in patients with acute

pain. It has direct myocardial depressant properties but

causes sympathetic system activation potentially leading to

tachycardia, hypertension, myocardial ischemia, and raised

intracranial pressure [32, 33].

IV Sedation in the Operating Room

Propofol and other intravenous agents (e.g., remifentanil or

sufentanil) are often used as continuous infusions in the

operating room to perform general anesthesia (total intrave-

nous anesthetic or TIVA) or to provide sedation after

regional or neuraxial blockade. One common indication of

TIVA is for spinal surgery that requires motor evoked poten-

tial monitoring, thus prohibiting standard administration of

inhaled anesthetics. Use of these intravenous agents for

sedation in the operating room has been studied with regard

to various patient outcomes. See Table 37.2.

Recovery After General Anesthesia

Several studies have examined the effects of TIVA versus

inhaled anesthetics with regard to recovery from general

anesthesia. One study compared TIVA vs. sevoflurane or

desflurane anesthesia using the Trieger Dot Test and the

Digit Symbol Substitution Test to assess cognitive function

[34]. Cognitive function with TIVA was higher at 60 min but
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no significant differences were found at 90 min, suggesting

patients receiving TIVA recovered their cognitive function

faster than those receiving inhaled anesthetics. A study of

patients undergoing office-based ambulatory surgery

randomized patients to propofol induction and TIVA,

propofol induction and sevoflurane/nitrous oxide mainte-

nance, or sevoflurane induction with sevoflurane/nitrous

oxide maintenance [35]. This study found no significant

differences to early recovery signs such as eye opening

amongst the three groups. The study did find, however,

that the propofol TIVA group had a significantly shorter

time to tolerating fluids, recovery room stay, and time to

discharge and that the sevoflurane only group had longer

time to “home ready” [35]. A large study of 1158 patients

randomized people to either propofol induction and mainte-

nance, propofol induction and isoflurane/N2O or

sevoflurane/N2O maintenance, or inhalational sevoflurane

induction and maintenance [36]. They found no difference

in rate of recovery. Another large study of over 2000 patients

randomized to TIVA or isoflurane/nitrous oxide found that

the cost of TIVA was three times that of an inhalational

technique, which was not recouped despite shorter post-

anesthesia care unit (PACU) stays in the TIVA group

[37]. In overweight patients undergoing minor peripheral

surgery, propofol TIVA was associated with impaired early

postoperative lung function and lower oxygen saturation

though the differences were not likely clinically significant

[38]. One study examined the effects of TIVA

vs. inhalational anesthesia on patient’s “well being” after

surgery [39]. Patients undergoing minor gynecologic or

orthopedic procedures were randomized to either a propofol

infusion or sevoflurane. Adjective Mood Scale (AMS) and

the State-Trait-Anxiety Inventory (STAI) were measured at

baseline, at 90 min after anesthesia, and 24 h after anesthe-

sia. This study found a significantly lower AMS and STAI at

90 min after TIVA, which indicated improved well‐being
and less anxiety as compared with inhalation anesthesia

[39]. TIVA has been compared to desflurane in cardiac

surgery patients [40]. This study found no difference in

delirium on postoperative day 1 between groups, a higher

incidence of cognitive dysfunction on postoperative days

3–7 in the propofol group, and no difference in cognitive

dysfunction at 3 months. Intravenous sedation has also been

used to provide a comfortable experience for patients

undergoing surgery with a regional or neuraxial anesthesia.

While IV sedation is not needed for anesthesia, it is used for

anxiolysis and occasionally amnesia, which improves

patient comfort [41]. Depth of this sedation, however, may

affect brain function after surgery. A study of elderly

patients undergoing hip fracture repair under spinal anesthe-

sia randomized the patients to either deep sedation

(Bispectral Index of 50) or light sedation (Bispectral Index

of 80). The light sedation group had 50 % less postoperative

delirium than the deep sedation group [42]. Monitoring

depth of anesthesia with processed electroencephalography

(and presumably avoiding oversedation) also reduced the

incidence and duration of postoperative delirium but found

no difference in long-term cognitive impairment [43]. Thus

while TIVA and lighter depth of sedation likely leads to

faster recovery from anesthesia and less postoperative delir-

ium, the effects of TIVA on cost and long-term cognitive

function are less clear.

Table 37.2 Key clinical outcomes associated with IV analgesic and sedative medications

Setting Associated outcomes

Operating room • TIVA with propofol and lighter depth of sedation may lead to faster recovery and less postoperative delirium

• Propofol TIVA reduces postoperative nausea and vomiting

• Propofol and opioid TIVA may reduce postoperative pain levels

Procedural

sedation

• Benzodiazepines and propofol are responsible for most oversedation, with highest incidence when multiple medications are

co-administered

• Benzodiazepines and dexmedetomidine are preferred agents for radiological testing due to less respiratory compromise than

propofol

• General anesthesia is preferred for cerebral aneurysm coiling, with inhaled anesthetics potentially leading to more rapid

recovery than TIVA

• Moderate sedation is associated with improved mortality and functional outcomes compared to general anesthesia in acute

ischemic stroke requiring intra-arterial endovascular intervention

• Propofol infusion with bolus for defibrillator placement may decrease procedural duration and complications

• Propofol administered by trained personnel or computer-assisted devices is associated with faster recovery times and higher

satisfaction in patients undergoing endoscopy

ICU sedation • Fentanyl and remifentanil have displayed equal efficacy for achieving sedation with no difference in extubation times

• Analgosedation regimens likely reduce time on mechanical ventilation

• Propofol and dexmedetomidine increase time at target sedation and reduce time on mechanical ventilation

• Dexmedetomidine use is associated with less delirium and improved arousability and communication

• Dexmedetomidine use after cardiac surgery has been associated with reduced complications and mortality

• Incidence of clinically significant bradycardia and hypotension are similar between propofol and dexmedetomidine

• Propofol and dexmedetomidine are associated with per patient cost reduction despite higher drug costs

TIVA total intravenous anesthetic
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Postoperative Nausea

Approximately one third of patients that undergo surgery

will have postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV)

[44]. In one study, vomiting was rated by patients as being

more undesirable than pain or gagging on the endotracheal

tube after surgery [45]. Several studies have looked at the

relationship between PONV and TIVA vs. inhalational anes-

thesia. TIVA vs. isoflurane/nitrous oxide anesthesia was

found to significantly decrease PONV early in their recovery

period [37]. In the previously mentioned study of patients

undergoing minor gynecologic or orthopedic procedures, the

occurrence of both nausea and vomiting was significantly

lower 90 min and 24 h after anesthesia in the TIVA group

compared to inhalation anesthesia [39]. In a study of over

4000 people undergoing general anesthesia, antiemetics

such as ondansetron, dexamethasone, and droperidol were

shown to reduce PONV by about 26 %, while TIVA with

propofol reduced PONV by 19 % [44]. In a meta-analysis of

over 6000 patients, the number needed to treat to reduce

PONV by using propofol TIVA vs. other anesthetics was

only 5 [46]. Additionally, when added to a PONV prophy-

laxis regimen, TIVA with propofol, ketamine, and

dexmedetomidine was able to further reduce PONV by

17.3 % compared to inhalational anesthesia with opioids

with the same PONV prophylaxis regimen [47]. PONV is a

common problem and one of the most undesirable

complications of anesthesia, and propofol as part of a

TIVA has been shown to reliably reduce PONV, even

when compared with inhalational anesthesia with an

antiemetic prophylaxis regimen.

Postoperative Pain

There have been few studies in humans looking at

differences in pain after TIVA or inhalational anesthesia.

Patients undergoing minor gynecologic or orthopedic

procedures had comparable postoperative pain intensity

with propofol or sevoflurane [39]. In a small study of

patients undergoing uterine surgery that were randomized

to propofol and fentanyl vs. isoflurane and fentanyl, patients

who were anesthetized with propofol had less postoperative

pain at 24 h and used less morphine within 24 h [48]. The

authors postulated that the effect was related to a possible

immediate hyperalgesia caused by volatile anesthetics upon

emergence or the synergistic activity of propofol and opioids

on nociceptive neuronal transmission. A trial of middle ear

surgery patients randomized to TIVA vs. volatile anesthetics

noted worse pain scores in patients who received inhala-

tional anesthesia [49]. A larger randomized controlled trial

compared TIVA with propofol and remifentanil to

sevoflurane (both groups had epidural analgesia with

ropivacaine and sufentanil) and their effects on chronic

post-thoracotomy pain syndrome [50]. At both 3 and

6 months, those patients who had undergone TIVA had

less post-thoracotomy pain than those who were

anesthetized with sevoflurane. Again, the authors suggest

the outcome might be related to depression of nociceptive

neuronal transmission by acting on GABA receptors. They

also suggest propofol could have some anti-oxidizing effects

or act upon the NMDA receptor, thus preventing

remifentanil-induced hyperalgesia. Overall, data supports

reduced pain levels after propofol and opioid TIVA

anesthetics, although the mechanism is not fully elucidated

and the clinical significance of these findings is unclear in a

wide range of patient populations.

IV Sedatives for Procedural Sedation

With advances in medical technology, limited operating

room space, and increasing numbers of outpatient

procedures, medically complex patients are increasingly

undergoing diagnostic and therapeutic procedures outside

the operating rooms [51]. The requirements of the procedure

and the health of the patient will determine which intrave-

nous analgesic and sedative medications are most appropri-

ate, but several underlying considerations are also present

for the clinician providing sedation for these nonoperating-

room cases. See Table 37.2. Importantly, procedural seda-

tion is not defined by specific medications or doses but rather

by levels of consciousness achieved. The rapid onset and

narrow therapeutic window of many agents mandate proper

provider education, availability of emergency equipment,

and close hemodynamic monitoring. Minimal sedation is

the first step on the continuum of depth of sedation, followed

by moderate sedation, deep sedation, and general anesthesia.

Procedural sedation can progress to general anesthesia at

any point, and clinicians administering procedural sedation

are required to possess the skills necessary to rescue unstable

patients according to the Joint Commission on Accreditation

of Hospital Organizations [52]. Upon review of the Ameri-

can Society for Anesthesiologists Closed Claims database,

the greatest number of claims (33 %) for nonoperating-room

cases was from inadequate oxygenation or ventilation sec-

ondary to the effects of administered drugs, and the propor-

tion of death was significantly increased in these cases (54 %

versus 24 %) when compared to operating room claims

[51]. This illustrates the need for clinicians to have education

and experience in airway management and cardiopulmonary

resuscitation in order to perform safe sedation.

Benzodiazepines and propofol utilized as single agents

were responsible for oversedation in 9 % of patients; how-

ever, the addition of another drug to propofol increased the

incidence of oversedation to 50 % [52]. Respiratory
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compromise from propofol was less than that from using the

combination of benzodiazepines and opioids. Increased age

(>70 years), American Society of Anesthesiologists physi-

cal status III or higher, and obesity were associated with

negative events, which correlates with their increased risk

from intravenous sedative agents [52].

Radiology

Sedation is often required for patients undergoing radio-

graphic imaging to prevent movement during examination

and to relieve anxiety and symptoms of claustrophobia. The

efficiency of the procedure depends on the interval of drug

administration to the patient being ready to scan and the time

required for emergence after the procedure. Propofol has the

advantage of a fast onset and short recovery profile, but

relatively high doses (approximately 100 mcg/kg/min) are

required to prevent involuntary movement, increasing the

incidence of respiratory depression [53]. The inaccessibility

of patients in the scanner can create problems with patient

visualization and airway management in patients receiving

propofol [54]. Benzodiazepines can produce moderate seda-

tion without significant respiratory depression but have been

found to have a high percentage of prolonged sedation,

unsteadiness, and hyperactivity, thus decreasing their effi-

cacy for radiological testing [53]. Due to its lack of respira-

tory depression, dexmedetomidine should be considered in

patients at high risk for airway obstruction and respiratory

failure, especially in locations with obstacles to airway

management.

For interventional radiology and neuroradiology

procedures, the primary sedation goals for these cases are

to alleviate patient anxiety and discomfort while providing

appropriate patient cooperation or immobility. These

procedures additionally require rapid awakening to obtain

neurological exams. General anesthesia is preferred for cere-

bral aneurysm coiling secondary to the requirement for an

immobile patient and control of respiratory and hemody-

namic profiles [55]. Sevoflurane inhaled anesthetic mainte-

nance led to a more rapid recovery when compared to

propofol infusion in one interventional neuroradiology

study of patients requiring general anesthesia for emboliza-

tion procedures [56]. When neurological testing is required

during the procedure, dexmedetomidine may be advanta-

geous as patients are often arousable and cooperative when

stimulated. In patients with acute ischemic stroke requiring

intra-arterial endovascular interventions, patients receiving

general anesthesia appear to have worse outcomes than

patients receiving moderate sedation, including over two

times higher odds of death, respiratory complications, and

poor functional outcome [57, 58]. Stroke severity at the

onset of treatment may confound the comparison between

general anesthesia and moderate sedation in these studies, as

patients with worse neurological deficits from their ischemic

strokes typically require intubation for airway protection.

Cardiac Procedures

For cardiac procedures, the severity of the underlying medi-

cal condition and the urgency of the procedure often deter-

mine the optimal plan for procedural sedation. In patients

undergoing cardiac catheterization or short electrophysiol-

ogy studies, midazolam and fentanyl are most commonly

utilized due to their lack of significant hemodynamic

alterations and the requirement for moderate levels of seda-

tion. Hemodynamic or respiratory instability may necessi-

tate intubation and general anesthesia. For insertion of

implantable defibrillators, most cases can be performed

under local anesthesia or moderate sedation with deepening

of sedation during the defibrillator check. This technique

likely decreases procedure duration and complications com-

pared to general anesthesia [59, 60]. Because of its rapid

onset and offset, low dose propofol infusions with boluses

during defibrillation work well for this procedure. Longer

duration electrophysiology studies often require general

anesthesia for patient comfort over the several-hour time

span as well as for cessation of ventilation. Transesophageal

echocardiography requires deep sedation for patient toler-

ance but is a brief procedure, making propofol the preferred

sedative agent.

Endoscopy

Benzodiazepines and opioids are used for the majority of

endoscopies but often produce deeper levels of sedation than

planned (68 % of patients inadvertently progressed to deep

sedation when sedated with midazolam and meperidine)

[61]. In addition to potential respiratory compromise during

the procedure, this leads to prolonged recovery times. Due to

its rapid onset and offset, propofol utilization is increasing

for endoscopy cases, but its narrow therapeutic index

requires it to be administered by trained personnel. The

quality of sedation was higher and recovery time shorter in

patients sedated with propofol versus midazolam and meper-

idine [62]. Two large studies reported the safety of nurse-

administered propofol infusions but did not elucidate

the total number of patients with hypoxemia, thus likely

grossly underestimating the number of respiratory events

[63, 64]. A review of procedural sedation with

benzodiazepines and opioids, however, found similar inci-

dence of respiratory events to that reported with propofol

[52]. In one study examining remifentanil versus propofol

infusion for colonoscopy, respiratory function and pain
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scores were superior in the remifentanil group, but patients

receiving propofol had increased amnesia and lower nausea

and vomiting [65]. Moderate/deep sedation with

remifentanil and propofol versus TIVA with midazolam,

fentanyl, and propofol was compared for colonoscopy

[66]. The sedation group experienced higher pain scores

but was discharged approximately 15 min faster than the

TIVA group. The sedation group also had less change in

hemodynamics and less respiratory depression. Deep seda-

tion with propofol for colonoscopy was more recently found

to increase the risk of aspiration pneumonia compared to

moderate sedation in a large population-based analysis of

patients undergoing colonoscopy without polypectomy

[67]. Newer techniques that include patient controlled seda-

tion and analgesia with propofol and fentanyl have been

shown to be effective and safe for upper GI endoscopy

[68, 69]. Furthermore, computer-assisted devices that inte-

grate propofol delivery with patient monitoring enable

personalized sedation and the safe administration of

propofol by endoscopist/nurse teams in patients requiring

minimal to moderate sedation for upper endoscopy and

colonoscopy. Compared to moderate sedation with

benzodiazepines and opioids, the SEDASYS system had

less oxygen desaturation, higher patient and clinician satis-

faction, and faster recovery times [70].

IV Sedation in the Intensive Care Unit

Pain and agitation can contribute to increased catecholamine

activity, increased oxygen demand and consumption, and

hypermetabolism. Furthermore, agitation may place patients

and clinicians at risk of injury. Intravenous analgesic and

sedative medications are therefore administered to provide

patient comfort and ensure patient safety. See Table 37.2.

Unpredictable pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in

critically ill patients with impaired organ function,

fluctuating volume status, hemodynamic instability, and

potential drug interactions complicate sedative administra-

tion in this setting. Administration of intravenous sedative

agents is associated with longer time on mechanical ventila-

tion and in the ICU, increased radiological evaluation for

altered mental status, and higher rates of delirium

[71, 72]. Clinicians can improve patients outcomes by

incorporating analgesia and sedation protocols, targeting

light sedation levels, performing daily interruption of seda-

tion and spontaneous breathing trials, assessing and

preventing delirium, and performing early mobilization

[73–79]. Furthermore, patient care strategies should focus

on providing adequate analgesia and incorporating propofol

or dexmedetomidine to reach light sedation targets, thus

reducing benzodiazepine exposure [30, 80, 81]. The Society

for Critical Care Medicine’s clinical practice guidelines

outline sedation methods to optimize patient care and safety

while minimizing negative outcomes associated with seda-

tive agents [31].

Analgesia

The selection of an opioid for systemic analgesia depends on

the pharmacology of the specific opioid, the likely required

duration, and the amount of discomfort. Few comparative

trials between opioid regimens have been performed in the

intensive care unit. Remifentanil provided better outcomes

than morphine with regard to time at sedation target, use of

supplemental sedation, and duration of mechanical ventila-

tion in one randomized double blind study [82]. Meanwhile,

remifentanil and fentanyl have displayed equal efficacy in

achieving time at target sedation with no difference in

extubation times [83]. Patients receiving fentanyl required

more frequent administration of additional sedatives but

experienced less pain after extubation compared to those

receiving remifentanil [83]. Data are inconsistent on the

role of opioids on delirium outcomes. Patients who received

higher morphine equivalents per day were less likely to

develop delirium than patients who received less analgesic

medications in a study of elderly hip fracture patients

[84]. Trauma and burn critically ill patients may benefit

from morphine and methadone with regard to delirium

[85, 86]. However, meperidine and morphine have been

associated with increasing the risk of delirium

[87, 88]. Thus, analgesia with opioids in patients with

acute pain may be protective of acute brain dysfunction

while excessive administration to achieve sedation may be

detrimental. This may be especially true in the perioperative

setting, where poor pain control has been associated with

increased rates of postoperative delirium [89, 90].

Analgosedation

The use of analgesic-based sedative regimens to perform

light sedation protocols is increasing. In a randomized con-

trolled study comparing analgesia only (remifentanil with

rescue propofol) versus analgesia and sedation (titrated

propofol or benzodiazepine infusion with as needed opioid),

the analgesia only group had decreased length of stay in the

intensive care unit, more days alive without mechanical

ventilation, and improved sedation scores [91]. Other multi-

center trials comparing analgesia-based regimens versus

sedative regimens have also demonstrated that

analgosedation regimens can shorten the duration of

mechanical ventilation [92, 93]. Recently, a single center

randomized controlled trial compared a morphine-based

analgesia protocol versus propofol sedation and similarly
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found shorter times on mechanical ventilation and in the

ICU in the morphine analgesia group (Fig. 37.1) [80].

Sedatives

When compared to benzodiazepines, propofol has been

shown to increase time at sedation target, decrease time

spent on mechanical ventilation, and decrease costs despite

higher drug costs [94–96]. Dexmedetomidine has been com-

pared to benzodiazepines in multiple randomized controlled

trials. Compared to lorazepam and midazolam, patients

sedated with dexmedetomidine had lower probability of

developing delirium [30, 81]. Dexmedetomidine patients

also had decreased duration of mechanical ventilation, less

tachycardia and hypertension, and less bacterial superinfec-

tion [30]. Subgroup analysis showed increased survival in

septic patients with dexmedetomidine use compared to

lorazepam [29].

A study comparing dexmedetomidine and propofol seda-

tion in post-surgical patients showed similar time at sedation

target, but patients sedated with dexmedetomidine required

less supplemental analgesia [97]. When compared to

propofol in post-cardiac surgical patients, patients sedated

with dexmedetomidine had decreased use of beta blockers

and epinephrine [98]. The Dexmedetomidine Compared to

Morphine (DEXCOM) study demonstrated a reduction in

hypotension and norepinephrine requirement in patients

sedated with dexmedetomidine compared to morphine after

cardiac surgery [99]. In a large retrospective cohort study of

patients who underwent cardiac surgery, dexmedetomidine

administration in the perioperative period was associated

with reduced in-hospital, 30-day, and 1-year mortality

along with reduced risk of overall complications

[100]. Major adverse cardiocerebral events (stroke, coma,

perioperative myocardial infarction, heart block, or cardiac

arrest) were not statistically different between groups

[100]. This study was limited by significant clinical and

procedural differences between groups (e.g., greater inci-

dence of previous myocardial infarct, congestive heart fail-

ure, and low ejection fraction in those receiving

dexmedetomidine). More recently, a randomized controlled

trial of dexmedetomidine vs. propofol for ICU sedation after

cardiac surgery demonstrated a 50 % decrease in the inci-

dence of delirium and a 1-day reduction in delirium duration

with dexmedetomidine sedation [101]. This leads to a reduc-

tion in ICU time and cost related to delirium.

Two large multicenter randomized controlled trials

recently compared dexmedetomidine to midazolam and

propofol for light to moderate sedation in patients requiring

mechanical ventilation for greater than 24 h [102]. Time

at sedation target was equivalent between dexmedetomidine

and the control groups though patients in the

dexmedetomidine group had overall lighter levels of seda-

tion. Patients in the dexmedetomidine group required rescue

drug more often than propofol group, and discontinuation

due to lack of efficacy was more common in patients sedated

with dexmedetomidine than those sedated with midazolam or

propofol. Arousability, communication, and patient cooper-

ation were all significantly improved with dexmedetomidine

sedation. Dexmedetomidine reduced duration of mechanical

ventilation compared to midazolam, and time to extubation

was faster with dexmedetomidine than either midazolam or

propofol. Overall, length of intensive care unit and hospital

stay and mortality were similar between groups.

Two recent studies have examined the role of

dexmedetomidine in treating hyperactive delirium. The

first randomized patients on mechanical ventilation who

Fig. 37.1 Days in the ICU with

analgosedation vs. traditional

(Reproduced from Strom T,

Martinussen T, Toft P. A protocol

of no sedation for critically ill

patients receiving mechanical

ventilation: a randomised trial.

Lancet. 2010;375(9713):475–480
[80] with permission from

Elsevier)
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could not be extubated due to hyperactive delirium to either

dexmedetomidine or placebo in addition to their ongoing

standard sedative regimen (most commonly propofol)

[103]. Patients randomized to dexmedetomidine had faster

resolution of delirium, required less antipsychotic

medications, were extubated earlier, and had an increase in

ventilator-free days (Fig. 37.2). The second study examined

non-intubated ICU patients with hyperactive delirium [104].

Patients were first administered intravenous boluses of halo-

peridol for symptom control. Those with improved agitation

after haloperidol received a haloperidol infusion, and those

whose agitation did not improve received dexmedetomidine

in addition to a haloperidol infusion. Patients receiving

dexmedetomidine were less likely to fail the regimen, had

more time with satisfactory sedation, had less oversedation

and noninvasive positive pressure ventilation requirement,

had on average a 3-day shorter ICU stay, and had signifi-

cantly lower total costs despite higher drug costs.

The most common clinical concerns with

dexmedetomidine are bradycardia and cost. Bradycardia was

a common side effect in several studies, but there were no

significant differences between the comparator groups with

regard to bradycardia necessitating treatment (atropine,

glycopyrrolate, or pacing) [30, 81, 102]. Furthermore, neither

the incidence of bradycardia nor that of hypotension was

significantly different between dexmedetomidine and

propofol [102]. With regard to cost, several studies have

showed a significant per patient cost reduction with

dexmedetomidine use despite higher drug costs [94, 101,

104, 105]. Future studies comparing outcomes, including

cost, between propofol and dexmedetomidine are necessary

to further delineate their potential advantages and

disadvantages in different ICU patient populations.

Conclusions

Intravenous medications for analgesia and sedation are com-

monly administered in clinical practice for general anesthe-

sia, procedural sedation, and in the care of the critically ill.

Their pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and side effect

profiles must be taken into consideration by clinicians to

balance the benefits and risks of these medications. Clinical

outcome data are available to guide clinicians in the

administration of these agents in different healthcare settings

in order to maximize patient care.
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Introduction

In recent years pharmacogenetics has received major atten-

tion in many areas of medicine, giving the potential basis of

precision medicine in the near future. Determination of

genetic factors of prognostic value for a target drug choice

and dosing regimen will improve the safe and effective use

of medicines in patients of all ages. Individual differences in

pharmacological responses might lead to serious clinical

problems such as difficulties in reaching optimal efficacy,

appearance of drug interactions, and adverse drug reactions

(ADRs). Based upon the current knowledge, it is clear that

an early adjustment of a therapy regimen using genetic

characteristics of a patient can help prevent some of these

side effects [1]. Thus, the application of pharmacogenetics

might have a great potential in helping providers to reduce

and prevent ADRs and to improve therapeutic drug

efficacy [2].

The therapeutic response of an individual patient to a

certain drug is influenced by numerous factors such as phar-

macokinetics, age, gender, ethnicity, as well as multiple drug

therapy [3]. Even when taking all of these factors into

account, it is still hard to assess the probability of appearance

of ADRs as well as the efficacy of a certain drug in different

individuals. The differences in response of a patient to phar-

macotherapy could, at least in part, be explained by geneti-

cally determined differences in drug metabolism and

distribution, or by variability in target proteins responsible

for the drug’s mechanism of action [4]. The impact of

genetically determined factors on the efficacy of drugs was

already established in 1956, when it was shown that the

hemolytic reaction to the antimalarial drug primaquine

could be attributed to the hereditary deficiency of glucose-

6-phosphate dehydrogenase [5]. Furthermore, it has been

well established that individual variations of drug serum

concentrations among patients may arise from genetically

determined variations in the cytochrome P450 (CYP450)

family.

The link between activity of drugs and genetic

polymorphisms of transporter proteins, drug metabolizing

enzymes, and drug target molecules has attracted a lot of

attention during the last decades. Genetically determined

variations of enzymes responsible for the metabolism of

drugs, as well as proteins participating in the transport of

drugs, could significantly change the pharmacokinetic

(PK) properties of drugs [6]. Alterations at the level of

target proteins can lead to reduced affinity of the specific

drug at the site of its action, therefore having an effect on

the pharmacodynamic (PD) properties of that drug

[7]. Moreover, a connection between genes that are respon-

sible for the severity of illness and efficacy of drugs has

also been established, despite the fact that these genes do

not have a direct influence upon the PK and PD properties

of a drug.
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Pharmacogenetics and Pharmacogenomics

Pharmacology is the study of how drugs work in the body and

genetics is the study of how characteristics that result from

the action of genes acting together are inherited and how they

function in human cells. Pharmacogenetics itself represents

the study of genetic variations that are responsible for vari-

able responses to drugs among patients [8]. According to the

FDA-approved definitions, pharmacogenetics is the study of

variations in DNA sequence as related to drug response. This

term is commonly used synonymously with pharmaco-

genomics. However, pharmacogenetics generally refers to

the variations of a single gene or few genes influencing the

response to drugs, whereas pharmacogenomics focuses on

genome-wide alterations in drug response, i.e. the whole

spectrum of genes that will determine drug efficacy and

safety by their mutual interaction [9]. Moreover, epigenetic

factors can also cause profound alterations of drug action.

The majority of current research that examines the link

between genes and patient responses to a drug therapy are

essentially pharmacogenetic studies. Considering the fact

that there are a large number of proteins needed for eliciting

a drug response, an increasing number of researchers start to

refer to a pharmacogenomics approach in order to clarify this

complex connection between genetic variations and patient

responses to a drug. Finally, the ultimate goal of pharmaco-

genetics/pharmacogenomics is the same—optimizing ther-

apy and reducing the incidence of ADRs and toxic effects.

The results of genetic research will eventually enable

clinicians to use genetic tests in order to anticipate patient’s
response to a therapy and to select appropriate drugs based on

the patient’s DNA profile, as well as to develop new

strategies for treating and preventing diseases by adjusting

the drug therapy to the patient’s genotype [10].

Types of Genetic Variability

The term pharmacogenomics is used to describe how

inherited variations in genes modulating drug actions are

related to inter-individual variability in drug response. Such

variability in drug action may be pharmacokinetic (PK) or

pharmacodynamic (PD). PK variability refers to variability in

a drug’s absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion

that mediates its efficacy and toxicity. The molecules

involved in these processes include drug metabolizing

enzymes and drug transport molecules that mediate drug

uptake into and efflux from intracellular sites. Pharmacody-

namic variability refers to variable drug effects despite equiv-

alent drug delivery to molecular sites of action. This may

reflect variability in the function of the molecular target of

the drug or in the pathophysiological context in which the

drug interacts with its target molecule [11] (Fig. 38.1).

Pharmacokinetic Variability due to Genetic
Polymorphisms

Polymorphisms of enzymes responsible for the metabolism

of drugs represent the first studied examples of genetic

variations that cause changes in the effect and/or toxicity

of drugs. The majority of enzymes belonging to phase I

metabolism are enzymes of the CYP superfamily, while

glutathione-S-transferase, N-acetyltransferase and

thiopurine-S-methyltransferase are examples of enzymes

involved in phase II metabolism of drugs, showing genetic

polymorphisms [12]. Although over 50 CYP isoforms have

been characterized, only five of them appear to be responsi-

ble for most of all P450 activity. CYP3A4/5 is the most

abundant (36 %), followed by CYP2D6 (19 %), CYP2C8/9

(16 %), CYP1A1/2 (11 %), and CYP2C19 (8 %). The

remaining CYP-mediated metabolism is carried out primar-

ily by CYP2A6, CYP2B6, and CYP2E1 [13] (Fig. 38.2).

The activities of CYP enzymes are genetically deter-

mined, and for some isoforms, the existence of a genetic

polymorphism has been demonstrated. Functional genetic

polymorphism has been established for CYP1A2,

CYP2A6, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP3A4/5

[14, 15]. A polymorphism represents the occurrence of two

or more alleles at one locus in the same population with

a frequency of more than 1 % [16]. In the presence of a

genetic polymorphism, individuals within a given

population are divided into at least two phenotypes, poor

metabolizers and extensive metabolizers, according to their

abilities to metabolize a specific probe drug. Poor or slow

metabolizers have deficient metabolizing ability and gener-

ally will have higher parent drug concentrations and are

more likely to exert side effects or toxicity when the

parent compound is metabolized exclusively by the

polymorphic enzyme. On the other hand, extensive

metabolizers may show subtherapeutic levels at usual

doses or need higher doses to obtain a therapeutic response.

Besides the P450 genes, other phase I enzymes are polymor-

phic, such as alcohol dehydrogenases, acetaldehyde

dehydrogenase and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase, rele-

vant for the clearance of ethanol and some anticancer

drugs [17].

There are several enzyme families that conjugate drugs or

their oxidative metabolites. N-acetyltransferase (NAT) was

the first drug metabolizing enzyme for which a genetic

polymorphism was discovered. Slow acetylators show a

greater therapeutic response than fast acetylators to several

drugs but may be more susceptible to side-effects [18]. Fur-

thermore, there are 15 human uridine diphosphate

glucuronosyltransferases (UGTs), broadly classified into

the UGT1 and UGT2 families [19, 20]. The clinical

implications of polymorphisms of these drug metabolizing

enzymes may be therapeutic failure and drug toxicity.
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However, the clinical relevance depends on the therapeutic

ratio of the drug [21].

Different transmembrane proteins facilitate transport of

drugs through the gastrointestinal tract, passage through the

blood–brain barrier, and excretion through bile and urine.

Genetic variations can affect drug distribution, as well its

concentration on its site of action. There are also genetic

variations in transporters genes, and current studies indicate

that membrane transporters influence drug absorption in

different body compartments as well as the speed of absorp-

tion [10]. The best studied protein showing polymorphism

due to genetic variations is P-glycoprotein also called

multi-drug resistant P-glycoprotein. It represents an

ATP-dependent efflux pump and can be found in many

cells, such as proximal tubular cells, intestinal enterocytes,

and endothelial cells of the blood–brain barrier [22–24]. At

the blood–brain barrier, P-glycoprotein may influence the

uptake of drugs into the brain: reduced P-glycoprotein activ-

ity could lead to abnormally increased accumulation in the

brain and undesired side effects of a drug, while high

P-glycoprotein levels may limit the uptake of sufficient

amounts of the desired drug into the brain [25].

CYP2C19

CYP1A/2 CYP2D6

CYP2C8/9

CYP2E1

CYP2B6

CYP2A6

CYP3A4/5

Fig. 38.2 Cytochrome P450 (CYPs) family

Fig. 38.1 Pharmacogenetics:

PK-PD interface
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Pharmacodynamic Variability due to Genetic
Polymorphisms

Target molecules for drugs, such as receptors, enzymes,

and intracellular messengers, are often subjects of genetic

polymorphisms. These genes interacting with the genes that

determine the pharmacokinetic parameters will influence

the final effect of a drug. Current research has shown that

polymorphism of genes for receptors, enzymes, and intra-

cellular messengers will influence the patient’s response to

a drug and will therefore have an effect on efficacy and

safety of the applied therapy. However, it should be noted

that the appearance of ADRs should also be attributed to

genetic polymorphisms of intracellular signal protein and

ion transporter coding genes [6]. The polymorphisms in

genes that encode receptors cause widespread variation in

drug sensitivity, such as beta-adrenergic receptors and their

sensitivity to beta-agonists in asthma, angiotensin

converting enzyme (ACE) and its sensitivity to ACE

inhibitors, or 5-HT receptors and the response to certain

psychotropic drugs [26, 27]. The major candidate for the

target of most drugs with general anesthetic activity,

including all of the intravenously administered agents

such as benzodiazepines, barbiturates, etomidate and

propofol is the GABAA receptor [28]. As receptor subunit

composition influences both the function and pharmacology

of GABAA receptors, variation (polymorphisms) in the

genes encoding different GABAA receptor subunits may

underlie pharmacodynamic variability of anesthetic drugs

(Fig. 38.3).

Pharmacogenetics and Intravenous Anesthesia

Pharmacogenetics, the study of genetic effects on drug

action, is strongly related to the field of anesthesia [29].

The first discoveries combining anesthesiology, pharmacol-

ogy, and genetics appeared in 1959, when a German

researcher, Friedrich V€ogel, defined the concept of

pharmacogenetics, as a science of genetically conditioned

responses to drugs. Shortly after, Simpson and Kalow [30] in

their studies on a muscle relaxing drug—succinylcholine,

discovered the polymorphism of hydrolysis associated with

plasma pseudocholinesterase which fails to guarantee appro-

priate metabolism of this agent. As a consequence, an appro-

priate dose of succinylcholine can lead to undesirable side

effects due to excessively decreased biotransformation in

patients suffering from cholinesterase enzymopathy

[31]. Further identification of metabolic pathways made it

possible to determine the specific genes that encode the

enzymes involved in drug metabolism. These discoveries

were accompanied by the development of nucleic acid anal-

ysis methods that resulted in the sequencing of the human

genome, and the characterization of over 3.1 million human

single nucleotide polymorphisms [32]. Mapping the genome

enabled a lot of research that accelerated the discovery of

genetic variations influencing pathogenesis and therapy of

certain diseases.

Besides pseudocholinesterase deficiency, another geneti-

cally linked disorder in the field of anesthesiology, seen as a

major contributor to the advancement of pharmacogenetics,

is malignant hyperthermia (MH) [33]. MH is a rare

Benzodiazepines
GABA

Propofol

Etomidate

Barbiturates

Cl-

a

b

g

g

a

(Thipental, Methohexital)

(Midazolam, Diazepam)

Fig. 38.3 The binding sites of

anesthetic drugs on GABAA

receptor
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autosomal dominant genetic disease of skeletal muscle cal-

cium metabolism that is triggered by application of

halogenated inhalation agents and/or succinylcholine in sus-

ceptible individuals. MH susceptibility was initially linked

to the ryanodine receptor gene locus on chromosome 19q,

but it is becoming increasingly clear that it results from a

complex interaction between multiple genes and environ-

mental factors. There are almost 50 mutations that have been

found to be associated with MH [34]. Because of polygenic

determinism and variable penetrance, direct DNA testing in

the general population for MH susceptibility is currently not

recommended. However, the caffeine halothane contracture

test may be useful for identification of people with MH

susceptibility. Although the test is very specific, only about

25 % of the people at risk for MH are detected because of the

multiple areas of MH mutations [35].

In total intravenous anesthesia, special attention is

focused on the individual metabolic variability that is

increasingly reported in the literature (Table 38.1). It has

been shown that the metabolism of the applied substances

depends on genetic polymorphisms of enzymes involved in

the biotransformation of the intravenous anesthetics, or

mediating its action such as receptor proteins [36–38]. Fur-

thermore, an understanding of the CYP system and its

substrates is also a key factor in the prevention of important

drug–drug interactions, either as a result of enzyme induc-

tion or inhibition. It is also important to take into consider-

ation to what extent aging and environmental factors

(smoking, alcohol, diet, or other drugs) interact with genetic

factors to modulate drug effects. Therefore, we summarize

here the current available information related to pharmaco-

genetics/pharmacogenomics (PG) and its application to

anesthetic agents commonly used in total intravenous

anesthesia.

Propofol

Propofol (2,6-diisopropylphenol) is one of the most com-

monly applied agents in intravenous general anesthesia [39].

It is usually available as a 1 or 2 % emulsion which contains

soya bean oil and purified egg phosphatide. It was

introduced into clinical practice in the 1970s, and an

important advantage is its rapid onset of deep anesthesia.

The recovery from propofol is rapid and the incidence of

nausea, vomiting is extremely low, particularly when it is

used as the sole anesthetic agent [40]. Pain on injection

occurs in a high proportion of patients when the drug is

injected into small hand veins; this can be minimized by

injection into larger veins or by prior administration of 1 %

lidocaine. Propofol causes a proportional reduction in cere-

bral metabolism, cerebral blood flow and intracranial pres-

sure, but the associated decrease in systemic blood pressure

may also decrease cerebral perfusion pressure. Cortical EEG

changes produced by propofol resemble those of barbiturates

and its neuroprotective effect may reflect antioxidant

properties. It produces dose-dependent depression of venti-

lation, and apnea occurs in 25–35 % of patients after induc-

tion of anesthesia. Propofol does not trigger MH and may be

considered the induction drug of choice in patients who are

susceptible to MH [11].

About 70 % of propofol serum concentration is

metabolized into propofol glucuronide, for which

UDP-glucuronosyltransferase, coded by the UDP

glucuronosyltransferase 1 family, polypeptide A9

(UGT1A9) gene is responsible [41]. An alternative pathway

of propofol biotransformation (approximately 29 %) is

dependent on enzymes coded by CYP2C9, CYP2B6,

NQO1, and SULT1A genes. So far experiments indicate a

relationship between patients’ response to propofol during

general anesthesia and polymorphisms of these genes [38].

After the action of CYP2B6 and CYP2C9 enzymes,

4-hydroxypropofol is formed and the end-products include:

2,6-diisopropyl-1,4-benzoquinone with the NQO1 participa-

tion, 1- and 4-hydroxypropofol 1-O-β-D-glucuronide with

the UGT participation and 4-hydroxypropofol sulfate as a

result of the action of the SULT1A enzyme [41, 42]. How-

ever, a recent pilot study by Loryan et al. [43] showed no

significant effects of CYP2B6 and UGT1A9 single nucleo-

tide polymorphisms or age on propofol biotransformation,

but there was a pronounced effect of sex as an important

factor for the systemic clearance of propofol, indicating

higher amounts of propofol glucuronide in women.

It is well known that the mechanism of propofol action is

based on its interaction with the GABAA (gamma-

aminobutyric acid type A) ionotropic receptor inhibiting

Table 38.1 Pharmacogenetically relevant CYP/UGT enzymes involved in the metabolism of intravenous anesthetics

CYP/UGT Enzymes Intravenous anesthetics References

CYP2A6 Ketamine, dexmedetomidine [110, 119, 121–123]

CYP3A4/5 Ketamine, midazolam, diazepam [65–71, 110]

CYP2B6 Propofol, ketamine [38, 43, 107, 108]

CYP2C9 Propofol, diazepam, etomidate [27, 38, 41, 88]

CYP2C19 Ketamine, diazepam, barbiturates [27, 72, 73, 110]

UGT1A9 Propofol [27, 43]

UGT2B4, 2B7, 2B15 Lorazepam [75–77]
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the transfer of nerve impulses between neurons in the central

nervous system [44]. In recent years, the complex structure

and function of GABAA receptor complex and its binding

sites have been elucidated [45]. GABAA receptor complex is

made up of pentameric transmembrane proteins that make

the associated ion channel selectively permeable to chloride

anion. These are mainly localized in synapses, especially on

the postsynaptic membrane [46]. Activation of GABAA

receptors leads to a change in the conformational state of

the associated ion channel, which results in an increased

permeability for chloride ions [47]. So far, 19 subunits of

GABAA receptor complex have been cloned, which are

classified into several structurally related subfamilies, that

comprise highly homologous isoforms (α 1–6, β 1–3, γ 1–3,
δ, ε, θ, π, ρ 1–3) [48]. The dominant receptor isoform in the

central nervous system consists of α1, β2, and γ2 subunits.

The activity of the receptor is regulated by the binding of

GABA, but it also contains domains recognizing anesthetics.

In the case of propofol, these include mainly β3 and

β2 subunits but also β1 [49]. Receptor activation results in

the hyperpolarization of the neuron membrane and, hence,

prevents the development of an action potential. It takes

place as the result of the intensification of the influence of

GABA on its receptor or by way of a direct induction caused

by the anesthetic agent [50]. It was proven that the activation

of the receptor as a result of propofol action (3 μg/ml) was

the strongest after 2 min and the hyperpolarization of the

neuron membrane lasted up to 10 s [38].

Genetic mutations of GABAA receptors have been

implicated in multiple disorders, as described in a recent

review [51]. Genes encoding GABAA receptor subunits are

situated in cluster forms on 5q34, Xq28, 4p12, and

15 chromosomes. Nineteen genes have been discovered so

far including GABRB2 coding subunit β2 as well as

GABRA1, GABRA3, GABRB3, GABRG1, and GABRG3

genes [52]. Data from the literature indicate that the course

of general anesthesia is also affected by GABRG2 gene

polymorphism. Furthermore, the four polymorphic

variations (20118C/T, 20326C/T, 20502 A/T, and 358G/T)

in the GABRE gene showed no statistically significant cor-

relation with the anesthesia induction time, but the impact of

this gene on propofol anesthesia cannot be excluded [53].

Barbiturates

Thiopental and methohexital are derivatives of barbituric

acid, formulated as alkaline racemic mixtures of their

water-soluble sodium salts. They are both potent hypnotics,

although methohexital is about 3 times more potent than

thiopental. Hence, a dose of 3–5 mg/kg of thiopental and

1–1.5 mg/kg of methohexital usually produces anesthesia

within 30 s after i.v. injection. Recovery after a single dose

is relatively rapid (5–10 min with thiopental and 2–3 min

with methohexital) due to redistribution, and there is a low

incidence of restlessness, nausea, and vomiting. Due to their

dose-dependent CNS depression ranging from sedation to

general anesthesia, barbiturates are clinically applied for

rapid intravenous induction of anesthesia. However, a con-

tinuous i.v. infusion of barbiturates to maintain anesthesia is

rarely used because of their long context-sensitive half-time

and prolonged recovery period.

In plasma, both thiopental and methohexital are predom-

inantly (65–85 %) bound to protein, mostly albumin. Metab-

olism of these barbiturates occurs mainly in the liver by

oxidation, but also by N-dealkylation, desulfuration, and

destruction of the barbituric acid ring structure. The

resulting metabolites are inactive and excreted mainly by

kidneys in the urine or, conjugated to glucuronic acid and

excreted in bile. In standard induction doses first order

kinetics are observed, whereas at higher doses metabolism

follows zero order kinetics, which means that a constant

amount of drug is being eliminated per hour, irrespective

of the plasma concentration [54]. Methohexital is cleared

more rapidly by the liver in comparison to thiopental, and

has a shorter elimination half-time [55]. Regarding the

metabolism of barbiturates, they produce time-dependent

effects on the hepatic microsomal enzyme system (cyto-

chrome P450 (CYP) enzymes). The impact of their genetic

polymorphisms on barbiturate metabolism still remains to be

further elucidated [56]. In addition, barbiturates interact with

various CYPs, and may inhibit the biotransformation of

other CYP substrates and vice versa. Chronic barbiturate

treatment produces induction of the microsomal enzymes

(CYPs 1A2, 2C9, 2C19, and 3A4) increasing the metabolism

of drugs metabolized by these enzymes. Consequently,

larger dosages of those medications are required in order to

achieve therapeutic effect, and barbiturate tolerance may

develop due to increased barbiturate metabolism. On the

other hand, barbiturate dose requirements could be reduced

by pharmacokinetic effects due to anemia, hypoproteinemia,

low cardiac output or shock [55].

Barbiturates are relatively non-selective compounds that

bind to an entire superfamily of ligand-gated ion channels,

and act by both enhancement of inhibitory neurotransmis-

sion and inhibition of excitatory transmission [57, 58].

Barbiturates mediate their anesthetic action by acting as

positive allosteric modulators, and at higher doses as

agonists at the inhibitory GABAA receptor, as well as by

blocking AMPA and kainate glutamate receptors. The bind-

ing of barbiturates to the distinct binding site on GABAA

receptor requires the β subunit [59]. In addition, a mutation

in the GABAA α subunit abolishes the action of barbiturates

[60]. Genetic variation in the genes encoding various

subunits of GABAA receptor may be important for the sen-

sitivity to barbiturates [27]. For instance, a human GABAA
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receptorε subunit, encoded by the GABRE gene on chromo-

some Xq28 [61], confers insensitivity to the potentiating

effects of i.v. anesthetic agents on GABAergic transmission.

Via stimulation of δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) synthe-

tase, the rate-limiting enzyme of heme synthesis in the liver,

barbiturates, especially thiopental, can increase the produc-

tion of porphyrins and should therefore not be administered

to patients susceptible to development of acute porphyria.

The porphyrias are a group of genetic disorders

characterized by overproduction and excretion of porphyrins

as a consequence of partial deficiencies in the heme biosyn-

thesis pathway [62]. Acute Intermittent Porphyria (AIP) is

caused by a deficiency in porphobilinogen PBG deaminase,

and has an incidence of 1:20,000 in Europe. It is an autoso-

mal dominant disease encoded by gene located on chromo-

some 11. On the other hand, in South Africa Variegate

Porphyria is the most common porphyria with an incidence

of around 1: 250 to 1:500 and it is due to a deficiency in

protoporphyrinogen oxidase. The gene for this enzyme is

found on chromosome 1. The genes, encoding for the defi-

cient enzymes in hereditary and plumboporphyria, are both

situated on chromosome 9. Barbiturates such as thiopental

are contraindicated in patients with porphyria as they may

precipitate an attack, manifested by severe abdominal pain,

nausea, vomiting, psychiatric disorders, and neurologic

abnormalities [63]. The effect of thiopental in other heredi-

tary diseases should also be considered. As such, thiopental

should be used with caution in patients with dystrophia

myotonica, myasthenia gravis, and familiar periodic

paralysis.

Benzodiazepines

The typical benzodiazepines (BDZs) of primary interest to

anesthesiologists are midazolam, diazepam, and lorazepam.

These drugs are primarily used as preoperative medication

and adjuvant therapy because of their anxiolytic, amnestic,

and sedative effects [11]. Midazolam is a water-soluble

agent that produces minimal irritation after intramuscular

or intravenous injection. Once exposed to physiologic pH

it becomes more lipid-soluble. Diazepam and lorazepam are

lipid-soluble and their formulations contain propylene gly-

col, a tissue irritant that causes venous irritation and pain on

injection site. BDZs generally undergo hepatic metabolism

via oxidation and glucuronide conjugation [40]. The hepatic

clearance rate of midazolam is ten times greater than that of

diazepam and five times greater than that of lorazepam. The

primary metabolite of midazolam is 1-hydroxy-

methylmidazolam and it has some CNS depressant activity,

and diazepam is metabolized to active metabolites, which

may prolong its effects. Lorazepam is directly conjugated to

glucuronide acid to form inactive metabolites. The half-life

for diazepam and lorazepam is prolonged compared to

midazolam, therefore only midazolam should be used for

continuous infusion [11].

BDZs decrease cerebral metabolism and cerebral blood

flow analogous to propofol and barbiturates, but they do not

show neuroprotective activity in humans. BDZs produce

dose-dependent depression of ventilation. In contrast to all

other sedative-hypnotic drugs like barbiturates, there is a

specific antagonist for BDZs—flumazenil [64]. It has a

high affinity for the benzodiazepine binding site of

GABAA receptors and possesses minimal intrinsic activity.

It acts as a competitive antagonist in the presence of benzo-

diazepine agonist compounds. Most BDZs are highly

lipophilic and undergo extensive metabolism by CYP

enzymes to increase elimination. There are wide inter-

individual variations in their biotransformation, resulting in

pronounced differences in plasma concentrations. They are

primarily metabolized by the polymorphically expressed

CYP2C19 and CYP3A4/5. Other CYPs, especially

CYP1A2 and CYP2C9, may also contribute to the metabo-

lism of some BDZs [65].

Midazolam is being extensively used in premedication

for operations and sedation for minor surgical procedures.

The metabolites of midazolam are 10-hydroxymidazolam

and 40-hydroxymidazolam. It has been shown that

CYP3A5 converted midazolam to 10-hydroxymidazolam

more than CYP3A4 did in an in vitro experiment [66].

Kuehl et al. [67] reported that the midazolam hydroxylation

activity was more than twofold higher in livers with

CYP3A5*1/*3 genotype than in those with CYP3A5*3/*3.

Similarly, Wong et al. [68] demonstrated that midazolam

clearance after an oral or intravenous dose was about 1.5

times higher in the CYP3A5*1/*3 genotype than in the

CYP3A5*3/*3 genotype in patients receiving chemother-

apy. However, some research groups have shown that the

pharmacokinetics of midazolam and 10-hydroxymidazolam

after an intravenous or oral dose of midazolam was indepen-

dent of the number of the CYP3A5*3 allele [65, 69, 70].

Therefore, the effect of the polymorphism of CYP3A5 on

the pharmacokinetics of midazolam is still inconclusive.

For diazepam, N-demethylation is catalyzed by CYP3A4

and CYP2C19, whereas the 3-hydroxylation is catalyzed

mainly by CYP3A4 in liver microsomes [71]. Poor

metabolizers of CYP2C19 showed significantly lower clear-

ance (12 vs. 26 mL/min) and longer elimination half-life

(88 vs. 41 h) of diazepam than extensive metabolizers after a

single oral dose [72]. Furthermore, poor metabolizers had

lower clearance and longer elimination half-life of

desmethyldiazepam. It was reported that the area under the

plasma concentration–time curve (AUC) and elimination

half-life of both diazepam and desmethyldiazepam increased

significantly according to the increase in mutated CYP2C19

alleles, suggesting significant effects of the gene-dose of
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CYP2C19 on their metabolism [73]. These studies suggest

that the CYP2C19 polymorphism affects the disposition of

both diazepam and desmethyldiazepam. Nevertheless, phar-

macodynamic effects were not evaluated in these studies,

thus the clinical significance of the pharmacokinetic changes

observed remains to be elucidated.

Lorazepam is a 3-hydroxy-1,4-benzodiazepine. Owing to

the presence of the 3-hydroxy group, lorazepam exists as

pairs of enantiomers: S,R-lorazepam. It is cleared predomi-

nantly by conjugation with glucuronic acid in humans [74];

however, the enantioselective glucuronidation of lorazepam

needs attention. It was demonstrated that both S- and

R-lorazepam were glucuronidated by UGT2B15, 2B7, and

2B4, whereas R-lorazepam was additionally metabolized by

extrahepatic enzymes UGT1A7 and 1A10 [75]. A significant

contribution of UGT2B15 to lorazepam glucuronidation is

supported by the observation that the lorazepam clearance

was 42 % lower in subjects homozygous for the

UGT2B15*2 allele compared with subjects who were homo-

zygous for wild-type UGT2B15*1 [76]. An investigation of

the influence of UGT2B7 polymorphism on lorazepam dis-

position demonstrated that its clearance was not significantly

different between subjects with the UGT2B7*1 and *2

genotypes [77]. The effect of polymorphisms of UGT2B4,

1A7, and 1A10 on the pharmacokinetics of lorazepam is still

inconclusive. Since altered lorazepam clearance may impact

efficacy and safety, further studies were performed to inves-

tigate potential drug–drug interactions arising from inhibi-

tion of lorazepam glucuronidation. Inhibition of lorazepam

glucuronidation was characterized by known substrates

and/or inhibitors of UGT2B enzymes, such as fluconazole,

ketoconazole, morphine, codeine, methadone, ketamine,

valproic acid, and zidovudine. However, it was suggested

that of these drugs only ketoconazole had the potential to

inhibit lorazepam clearance to a clinically significant

extent [75].

Genetic variations in the gene encoding for the subunits

of a GABA-receptor complex may be of importance for the

sensitivity to many intravenous anesthetic agents, such as

benzodiazepines, barbiturates, propofol, as well as suscepti-

bility to alcohol addiction [56, 78]. Most intravenous

anesthetics act selectively through a different binding site

on the GABAA receptor. As previously discussed with

propofol and barbiturates, GABAA receptor complex is

made up of pentameric transmembrane proteins that makes

the ion channel selectively permeable to chloride anion. So

far, 19 subunits of GABAA receptor complex have been

cloned, which are classified into several structurally related

subfamilies, that comprise highly homologous isoforms (α
1–6, β 1–3, γ 1–3, δ, ε, θ, π, ρ 1–3) [48]. BDZs and other

non-benzodiazepine analogs that bind to BDZ site, placed at

the interface between α and a γ subunits, allosterically

increase GABA-receptor affinity [79]. The result of this

modulatory influence is an increased opening frequency of

the ion channel in the presence of a given neurotransmitter

concentration, i.e. increased efficiency of GABAergic neu-

rotransmission. Several experimental models with genetic

mutations on certain GABAA receptor complex subunits

have been created. Knockout of the GABAA γ2 receptor

subunit gene resulted in mice that were completely insensi-

tive to the sedative-hypnotic actions of BDZs [80]. Although

GABAA receptor activity depends on γ2 subunit presence,

the selectivity by which BDZs bind to GABAA receptors

mainly depends on six different α subunits (α 1–6) [81].

Therefore, diazepam selectively binds to GABAA receptors

containing γ2, β, α1, α2, α3, or α5 subunit (BDZ-sensitive

receptors), but they do not bind to receptors containing α4 or
α6 subunits (BDZ-insensitive receptors). Consequently,

polymorphisms in genes encoding BDZ-sensitive receptors

may cause variation in the sensitivity to BDZs among

patients. In conclusion, further studies on the effects of

genetic polymorphisms on the pharmacokinetics and phar-

macodynamics of BDZs are warranted. Those studies will

generate data that may help in more tailored dosing of

appropriate BDZs to optimize the therapeutic effects and to

reduce their side-effects or toxicity.

Etomidate

Etomidate is a carboxylated imidazole derivative which has

two optical isomers. However, as (R)-etomidate is tenfold

more potent than the (S)-enantiomer, it is prepared as D(þ)

stereoisomer, which has hypnotic properties. Due to its sed-

ative and hypnotic properties and hemodynamic stability

etomidate is applied for the rapid intravenous induction of

general anesthesia and sedation. After application of an

i.v. induction dose (0.2–0.3 mg/kg), the onset of uncon-

sciousness occurs usually within 30 s. Awakening after a

single i.v. dose is rapid, with minor residual depressant

effects. Short duration of action (2–3 min) is due predomi-

nately to rapid distribution, although it is also eliminated

rapidly from the body [55].

Etomidate is a potent cerebral vasoconstrictor and

decreases the cerebral blood flow and intracranial pressure.

Although it suppresses the cerebral metabolic rate for

oxygen, the results of the studies investigating its

neuroprotective properties are contradictory [82]. Myo-

clonic movements occur in more than 50 % of patients

receiving etomidate. Etomidate has fewer cardiovascular

and respiratory depressant effects in comparison to thiopen-

tal. The depressant action of etomidate on ventilation is not

pronounced, although apnea may occasionally occur follow-

ing rapid i.v. drug administration. Due to its minimal effects

on heart rate, cardiac output, myocardial contractility, and

arterial blood pressure, it is used for anesthesia in patients
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with a compromised cardiovascular system. It is also suit-

able for outpatient anesthesia [83]. However, it does not

demonstrate analgesic properties and postoperative nausea

and vomiting may be more common [41]. Etomidate is

suitable for use as a continuous infusion, but mainly because

of its endocrine side effects it is not widely used anymore.

The activity of adrenal mitochondrial 11-β-hydroxylase, a
cytochrome P450 enzyme necessary for the conversion of

cholesterol to cortisol, is transiently inhibited by a single

dose of etomidate, with consecutive adrenal suppression

[84]. This effect is due to binding of a nitrogen atom in

etomidate’s imidazole ring to the Fe2þ within the heme

ring of the 11-b-hydroxylase enzyme resulting in the inhibi-

tion of steroid formation. Observed suppression may be

either desirable for stress-free anesthesia or undesirable if

it prevents useful protective responses against stresses that

accompany the perioperative period, such as synthesis of

cortisol and response to adrenocorticotrophic hormone

[85]. Some analogues of etomidate, such as methoxy-car-

bonyl-etomidate (MOC etomidate) and carboetomidate,

with minimal adrenocortical suppression have been devel-

oped as novel i.v. anesthetic agents; however, further inves-

tigation is still necessary [86, 87].

Etomidate is redistributed rapidly in the body. Approxi-

mately 76 % is bound to protein, primarily to albumin. It is

metabolized in the plasma and liver, mainly by esterase

hydrolysis and hepatic microsomal enzymes to inactive

metabolites which are excreted in the urine (78 %) and bile

(22 %). Less than 3 % is excreted as unchanged drug in

urine [55]. Clearance of etomidate is about five times greater

than that for thiopental and the terminal elimination half-life

is 2.4–5 h. The recent data from a case report showed that

CYP2C9 polymorphisms could potentially affect the phar-

macokinetics of etomidate [88]. CYP2C9 is one of the clini-

cally significant drug metabolizing enzymes that

demonstrates genetic variants with significant phenotype

and clinical outcomes [89]. However, no consistent data

are currently available about the relationship between

CYP2C9 polymorphism and the etomidate metabolism.

Etomidate primarily acts through enhancement of GABA-

activated chloride currents, decreasing neuronal activity by

producing hyperpolarization of the neuronal membrane

[60]. It has been shown to markedly prolong the decay of

GABAergic IPSPs in hippocampal slices [90]. The fact that

the ratio of anesthetic potencies of the two etomidate

enantiomers was mimicked by their potencies as GABA

modulators strongly supports the involvement of GABAA

receptor in etomidate action [91]. At low concentrations

etomidate is a modulator at GABAA receptors [41], while

at higher concentrations it can elicit currents in the absence

of GABA and behaves as an allosteric agonist. Its binding

site on GABAA receptor is located in the transmembrane

region between the alpha and beta subunits [92]. On the

other hand, cardiovascular stability of the etomidate is due

to its activation of α2B adrenergic receptors [93]. Moreover,

it has been demonstrated that in wild-type mice etomidate

raises blood pressure, in contrast to mice lacking α2B
adrenoreceptors.

The studies expressing various subunits of GABAA

receptors in cell culture revealed that receptors containing

β2 and β3 subunits were sensitive to etomidate, while those

containing β1 subunits were insensitive [94]. Using knock-in
mice, researchers identified several amino acids which deter-

mine receptor sensitivity to etomidate [95], by introducing

mutations in the β2 or β3 peptide sequences that changed the
asparagine at position 265 to methionine (M) or serine

(S) [96]. Transgenic β3 (N265M) mice were insensitive to

the immobilizing and respiratory depressant action and have

a reduced sensitivity to the hypnotic action of etomidate

[97]. These results indicated that β3-containing GABAA

receptors are involved in the anesthetic actions of etomidate,

while β2-containing receptors are involved in sedative

effects [98]. In addition, transgenic mice lacking GABAA

receptor α5 subunit are resistant to the amnestic, but not

hypnotic effects of etomidate [99]. Hence, pharmacody-

namic variability in the amnestic, hypnotic, sedative, or

other effects of etomidate might be due to genetic

polymorphisms located in the genes encoding various

GABAA receptor subunits.

Ketamine

Ketamine is a phencyclidine derivative and an antagonist of

the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. In anesthetic

doses it produces a trance-like state known as dissociative

anesthesia, in which patient may remain conscious, though

amnesic and insensitive to pain [100]. Anesthesia usually

persists for up to 15 min after a single intravenous injection,

characterized by profound analgesia. In contrast to most

other anesthetic drugs, ketamine may produce tachycardia

and increases blood pressure and cardiac output. The cardio-

vascular effects of ketamine are accompanied by an increase

in plasma noradrenaline concentration. Ketamine increases

intracranial and intraocular pressure, and produces no mus-

cular relaxation [40]. The main drawback of ketamine, in

spite of the safety associated with a lack of overall depres-

sant activity, is that hallucinations, and sometimes delirium

and irrational behavior are common during recovery. These

effects limit the usefulness of ketamine, but they might be

less marked in children. Therefore, ketamine, often in con-

junction with benzodiazepines, is frequently used for minor

procedures in pediatrics [100].

Sub-anesthetic doses of ketamine are currently used in

the treatment of patients with postoperative pain in opioid

tolerant patients and complex regional pain syndrome, in
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emergency room treatments, and recently it has been

suggested as an anti-depressant in patients with treatment-

resistant bipolar depression [101–104]. However, the clini-

cal response to sub-anesthetic doses is highly variable with

approximately 33 % of the patients failing treatment

[101, 105, 106]. A potential explanation for this high

variability in response is inter-individual differences in keta-

mine metabolism due to factors such as genetic

polymorphisms and metabolic drug interactions. Further-

more, genetic variations in the gene encoding for the

subunits of an NMDA receptor may be of importance for

the sensitivity to ketamine; however, no consistent data are

currently available on NMDA receptor polymorphism and

anesthetic response to ketamine.

For some clinically used drugs, including ketamine,

CYP2B6 single nucleotide polymorphisms have been

shown to be useful predictor of pharmacokinetics and drug

response [107]. Cytochrome isoenzyme CYP2B6 belongs to

the minor drug metabolizing P450s in liver. However, it is

one of the most polymorphic CYP genes in humans. Expres-

sion is highly variable between individuals, owing to genetic

polymorphisms, inducibility, and irreversible inhibition by

many compounds [108]. The pharmacogenetic mechanisms

are complex, and appear on several levels of gene expression

from initial mRNA transcript to altered proteins. The most

common functionally deficient allele is CYP2B6*6, which

occurs at frequencies of 15–60 % in different populations

[107]. It leads to lower expression in the liver due to errone-

ous splicing. However, the effect of the polymorphism of

CYP2B6 on the pharmacokinetics of ketamine is still incon-

clusive. CYP2B6 is strongly inducible by several drugs

including typical inducers such as rifampicin, phenytoin,

and phenobarbital involving a so-called phenobarbital-

responsive enhancer module at �1.7 kb of the CYP2B6

gene promoter [107]. Furthermore, ketamine itself has been

shown to induce CYPs [109]. Besides CYP2B6, other CYP

isoforms involved in the metabolism of ketamine are:

CYP3A4, CYP3A5, CYP2A6, and CYP2C19 [110]. The

impact of their genetic polymorphisms on ketamine metab-

olism remains to be elucidated.

Dexmedetomidine

Dexmedetomidine is a highly selective α2 adrenergic ago-

nist with anesthetic properties, introduced in 1999 [111–

113]. It is an active S-enantiomer of medetomidine, which

is used in veterinary medicine [114]. This drug produces

dose-dependent sedation, hypnosis, anxiolysis, amnesia,

and analgesia [115, 116], and therefore is used as a

premedication, as an anesthetic adjunct for general and

regional anesthesia, and as a postoperative sedative and

analgesic [113]. It provides a unique “conscious sedation”

state in which patients administered dexmedetomidine

become alert and can respond to commands following mod-

est stimulation such as shaking [113, 117]. Moreover,

dexmedetomidine has analgesic effects (best described as

opioid-sparing), without respiratory depression. In addition,

increasing evidence suggests that dexmedetomidine has

protective effects against ischemic and hypoxic injury,

including cardioprotection, neuroprotection, and

renoprotection [111].

Dexmedetomidine is water soluble and is commonly used

for i.v. anesthesia initiation with a 1 μg/kg loading dose,

administered over 10 min, followed by a maintenance infu-

sion of 0.2–1.0 μg/kg/h [55]. It decreases cerebral blood flow
without significant changes in intracranial pressure and cere-

bral metabolic rate of oxygen. After initial hypertension and

reflex bradycardia, dexmedetomidine infusion usually

produces moderate decreases in heart rate and systemic

vascular resistance and, consequently, decreases in systemic

blood pressure. Dexmedetomidine does not induce respira-

tory depression. The effects of dexmedetomidine on the

respiratory system are a small to moderate decrease in tidal

volume, and very little change in the respiratory rate. More-

over, dexmedetomidine suppresses shivering, possibly by its

activity at α2b receptors in the hypothalamic thermoregula-

tory center of the brain [111].

Following i.v. administration, dexmedetomidine is rap-

idly distributed with a half-life of 6 min and a terminal

elimination half-life of approximately 2 h [118]. Approxi-

mately 94 % of dexmedetomidine is protein bound, primar-

ily to serum albumin and α1-acid glycoprotein.

Dexmedetomidine shows linear or zero order kinetics,

which means that a constant amount of drug is being

eliminated per hour rather than first order kinetics, meaning

that a constant fraction of the drug is eliminated per hour

[111]. It undergoes rapid hepatic metabolism involving con-

jugation, N-methylation, and hydroxylation, followed by

conjugation. After almost complete biotransformation by

direct glucuronidation (the major pathway) as well as cyto-

chrome P450 mediated metabolism, metabolites are

excreted in urine (95 %) and feces (4 %) [55].

Dexmedetomidine is primarily metabolized by CYP2A6,

which is also responsible for the metabolism of valproic

acid, nicotine and coumarin, whereas CYP2A6 can be

induced by dexamethasone and phenobarbital. Furthermore,

several polymorphisms with significant inter-individual

variations that affect drug metabolism have been reported

[119]. A meta-analysis by Carter et al. [120] reported that the

polymorphism CYP2A6*2 and CYP2A6*4 were associated

with poor metabolism of CYP2A6 metabolized drugs. Two

studies have evaluated the role of CYP2A6 polymorphisms

in dexmedetomidine metabolism [121, 122]. Both studies

determined that there was no significant impact of

polymorphisms on dexmedetomidine metabolism, but these
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studies suffer from a small patient population size. There-

fore, the effect of the polymorphism of CYP2A6 on the

pharmacokinetics of dexmedetomidine is still inconclusive.

However, this may contribute to dexmedetomidine’s clinical
response variability [119, 123].

Dexmedetomidine produces its selective α2-agonist
effects through activation of CNS α2-receptors of the locus
ceruleus and spinal cord and therefore causes sedation and

analgesia, respectively [118, 124]. It is approximately eight

times more specific for α2 adrenoceptors than the chemically

related drug clonidine. The α2 selectivity of

dexmedetomidine is observed following slow intravenous

infusion of low and medium doses, while both α1 and

α2 activities are observed following high doses or rapid

i.v. administration of dexmedetomidine. The agonistic

action of dexmedetomidine on α2a receptor subtype

promotes sedation, hypnosis, analgesia, sympatholysis,

neuroprotection and inhibition of insulin secretion, while

agonism at the α2b receptor suppresses shivering, promotes

analgesia and induces vasoconstriction in peripheral arteries.

The α2c receptor subtype is associated with modulation of

cognition sensory processing, mood and stimulant-induced

locomotor activity, and regulation of epinephrine outflow

from the adrenal medulla. On the other hand, inhibition of

norepinephrine release is equally influenced by all three

α2 receptor subtypes [125]. Moreover, as dexmedetomidine

also incorporates an imidazoline structure, it also has an

agonist effect on imidazoline receptors. It also displays a

low affinity for beta-adrenergic, muscarinic, dopaminergic

and serotonergic receptors [111]. Co-administration of

anesthetics, sedatives, hypnotics or opioids and other

drugs, such as vasodilators or negative chronotropic agents,

with dexmedetomidine is likely to lead to additive pharma-

codynamic effects and enhancement of their actions. Hence,

a reduction in dosage with these agents is required.

The variable vasoconstrictor response to

dexmedetomidine has been observed in individuals with a

genetic variation in α2B-AR gene [126, 127]. A 301–303

deletion polymorphism has been identified in the coding

region of the α2B-AR gene (ADRA2B), encoding for α-2B
adrenergic receptor and has functional effects in vitro and

in vivo. Human α2B-AR deletion (D) allele has been

associated with loss of short-term agonist-promoted receptor

desensitization, which may lead to increased vasoconstric-

tion on α2 activation [128]. Moreover, a common 12 base-

pair deletion in the coding region of the α2C-AR gene

(ADRA2C) results in the deletion of four amino acids

(del322–325) and a receptor that has markedly decreased

agonist-mediated responses in vitro [129]. This common

ADRA2C del322–325 variant is associated with pain per-

ception both at baseline and after administration of

dexmedetomidine.

Some studies determined that two mice strains exhibit a

binary difference in their ability to stay awake following

administration of dexmedetomidine during an arousal-

promoting activity (maintaining their posture in a rotating

tube). The C57BL/6 strain resisted dexmedetomidine-

induced loss of righting reflex (LORR) only when given a

sufficiently strong arousal stimulus, whereas another strain,

129X1, could be kept awake with just minimal stimulation

[130]. There was a region identified on chromosome 4 that

correlates with the mice being more resistant to

dexmedetomidine-induced LORR which contains 26 genes

bearing SNPs and 11 genes with CNVs polymorphic

between the two strains [130].

Conclusion

For many years anesthesiologists have witnessed individual

differences in response to anesthetics and other pharmacologic

agents used during anesthesia. We know now that many of

these drug-related phenomena are due to individual patient’s
genetic predisposition affecting drug absorption, distribution,

metabolism, excretion, receptor binding, clinical effects, and

toxicity. Pharmacogenetics (or pharmacogenomics) aims to

understand the inherited basis for variability in drug response

in terms of safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics, and to

individualize therapy based on the patient’s specific genetic

profile, by matching the right drug to the right patient at the

right time. Anesthesiology has contributed significantly to the

development of this rapidly evolving science, recently

empowered by the development and accessibility ofmolecular

biotechnologies (DNA chips/microarrays, genetic manipula-

tion using transgenic animals), high-throughput screening

systems, and advanced bioinformatics.

The great promise of pharmacogenetics towards

personalized medicine resides in promoting an

individualized therapeutic approach, highly predictive for

more efficient and safer drugs for a precisely predicted,

homogenously genotyped, segment of patients who are

responders to the therapy, rather being focused on each

individual specifically. Although it plays a pivotal role in

drug development, elucidation of therapeutic efficacy and

constraining the risks of adverse drug reactions, the ultimate

clinical applicability and cost-effectiveness of

pharmacogenetic testing remains to be determined. An iden-

tification of genetic markers associated with drug response

does not always equate to useful predictors of clinical

outcomes. The main challenges to clinical implementation

of pharmacogenetics are illustrated in Fig. 38.4.

Clinical validity refers to a test’s ability to detect/predict

the clinical disorder or phenotype associated with the geno-

type, while utility is a widely used measure of its usefulness
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in clinical practice [131]. However, because most drug

response phenotypes are multifactorial, it is not always

easy to achieve the high clinical validity and utility for

pharmacogenetic testing. Furthermore, the current signifi-

cance of pharmacogenetics is not well accepted by some

clinicians who may not understand how to manage a patient

based on pharmacogenetics results. Finally, insurance cov-

erage for pharmacogenetic testing is currently sporadic. Fur-

ther pharmacoeconomic studies are therefore necessary to

adequately assess the cost-effectiveness and impact of

pharmacogenetic testing on the healthcare system. As large

number of patients has been introduced to anesthesia, often

once only, and frequently only for a short period of time, a

genetic screening is not likely to represent a cost-effective

method for reducing morbidity. However, once some genetic

conditions are documented, family screening becomes a

logical follow-up. Moreover, although it is not likely that

pharmacogenetics will have a major impact on the way

anesthesia is practiced today, it may help to elucidate

interpatient variability in drug response, optimize therapeu-

tic approach particularly in patients with repeated

procedures under anesthesia, and influence new drug devel-

opment and clinical trial designs.
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Lessons From Drug Interaction Displays 39
Ross Kennedy

Introduction

The Kinetics of Most Anaesthetic Drugs Are
Complex

Most anaesthesia practitioners have an understanding of the

general principles and theory of pharmacokinetics (PK) and

pharmacodynamics (PD) and how these relate to individual

drugs. They would recognize that the time course of many

drugs in the plasma can be described by a tri-exponential

equation with the form:

Ct ¼ Ae�αt þ Be�βt þ Ge�γt

Used on a data set [1] for propofol this becomes

Ct ¼ 4:7 e�0:324:t þ 0:80e�0:016:t þ 0:86e�0:0026:t

However for most practitioners this equation, which describes

only one of several drugs used during a typical anaesthetic,

has little practical meaning.

Furthermore, as clinicians we are not really interested in

plasma levels but with effects. The hysteresis (delay)

between plasma levels and effect adds further complexity

(and another exponential equation). A common way of deal-

ing with the complexity of the relationship between drug

dosing and effect is to develop standard recipes or sequences

of drug dosing. These are empirically derived (essentially

trial and error) but are frequently handed down to new

trainees as ideal solutions.

Demonstrating the Relationship Between Dose
and Effect

A range of tools have been developed to illustrate the rela-

tionship between drug doses and plasma and effect-site

concentrations in various settings. The role of these systems,

including StanPump, TIVAtrainer, Rugloop, and IVA-SIM,

has been summarized [2]. To these can be added a plethora

of home grown solutions. These tools have been used for

research and for teaching and demonstrating drug kinetics

both in real time and for “off-line” teaching. More recently

various “apps” have been developed which allow users to

carry kinetic simulations in their pocket making these

simulations available for everyday use by the enthusiast.

For individual drugs, commercial TCI systems are an

attempt to address this complexity in ways that can be used

and understood by all users. The displays of TCI devices

often illustrate the history and predictions of both plasma

and effect-site levels, giving the user an insight into the

underlying kinetics and potentially allow better matching

of drug delivery to changing requirements, at different

stages of a surgical procedure.

Anaesthesia Involves Multiple Drugs—and
Multiple Effects

Anaesthesia is not about single drugs. Most general

anaesthetics involve administration of at least two classes

of drugs, typically a hypnotic and an opioid. The interactions

between these groups of drugs have been well demonstrated

[3, 4] and shown to be synergistic [5].

To further complicate matters, anaesthesia “depth” is not
a single dimension [6]. Glass describes three endpoints [7]

1. lack of explicit recall, primarily mediated in the cortex

2. lack of response to noxious stimuli (both motor and sym-

pathetic response), primarily mediated in the spinal cord

3. providing optimal operating condition
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It is difficult enough to appreciate the time course of

effect of one or more bolus doses of an individual drug, it

is equally difficult to get a true perception of the potency of

synergy. As an example a single bolus of 1.5 mcg/kg of

fentanyl will reduce MAC (a measure of the amount of a

volatile agent required to block the motor response to a given

noxious stimulus) by around 50 % for 5 min.

Over recent years the technique of response surface

modeling [8, 9] has allowed interactions between drugs to

be quantified over a wide range of doses for each drug. Most

of this work has been performed by two groups, one based at

the University of Utah and the other based in Switzerland,

Belgium and the Netherlands. These groups have used

response-surface methodology to investigate a wide range

of opioid–hypnotic interactions [10–16].

In 2004 Schumacher and Bouillon described the concept

of an interaction display [17] while the drug kinetic display

described by Syroid et al. in 2002 [18] which incorporated a

graphic of individual drug effects was easily adapted to

incorporate response surface models.

These two prototypes, incorporating the results of ongo-

ing work, became the basis for the two commercial devices

released in the past 10 years.

These devices, Navigator Application Suite

(GE Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland) and SmartPilot View

(Dräger Medical GmbH, Lübeck, Germany) have made

PK/PD interaction available to the more casual user. In

both systems “lack of consciousness” is defined as no

response to “shake-and-shout”, or an Observer’s Assessment

of Alertness/Sedation (OAA/S) score [19] � 1.

Both devices collect information on volatile anaesthetic

delivery and measured concentrations from anaesthesia

machines and monitors. Many types of infusion pumps can

be directly connected to allow continuous input of infusion

data. This is especially useful with TCI pumps as the infu-

sion rates can change frequently. Bolus drug doses and

infusions not directly logged can be entered manually.

Although there is much that appeals about these devices,

to date there is little published work to help determine the

true place in routine clinical practice. Much of the rest of this

chapter are personal observations based on the use of both

systems, but predominantly Navigator, in a large number of

anaesthetics over the past six years by an enthusiast for this

technology [20] (Figs. 39.1 and 39.2) [21].

What These Devices Show Us

SmartPilot View and Navigator have much in common

although the systems display the information in quite differ-

ent ways. Although promoted as demonstrations of drug

interactions these devices show the user a wide range of

other information, some of which are discussed below.

Displaying Effect-Site Concentration: Making
the Effect Site Normal

The systems start by calculating and displaying past, present,

and future effect-site concentrations. Both systems have

chosen to display only effect-site concentrations which is

appropriate as, to some extent, the dosing and plasma levels

that produce the effect are of limited interest and value.

Seeing the Time Course of Individual Drugs

We often only see binary effects of drugs such as propofol

(the patient goes to sleep). It is difficult to appreciate the

actual time course of effect (Fig. 39.3) [22]. Interaction

displays present this information to the user every time a

bolus is given (see Figs. 39.1 and 39.2) and help users

develop an understanding of the relationship between dose

and effect.

An Advisory System for Manual Target Control

The trend display and predictions of individual drug

contraptions allow the user to make intelligent changes to

drug delivery. The consequences of change are immediately

obvious and the input (or dosing) can be altered until the

desired profile of effect-site concentration is achieved. We

developed a system to guide delivery of inhalational agents

incorporating model based forward prediction using vapor-

izer setting, fresh gas flow, and measured end-tidal concen-

tration [23]. Users made step changes with this system more

rapidly than without the display [24].

Manual targeting allows the user to control the rate of

change more easily than on many TCI systems which are set

up to achieve the target as soon as possible. This can be

useful when a gradual change in concentration is desirable

such as using a fixed rate infusion of propofol just until the

point a patient becomes unresponsive to avoid the

haemodynamic consequence of larger doses. This type of

display may also allow many of the advantages of TCI in

areas where TCI is not currently available or licensed, such

as the USA (see Fig. 39.4).

Target Control of Drugs Not Modeled
in TCI Systems

Many drugs used in anaesthesia and for which kinetic and

PK/PD models exist are not included in TCI systems. Fenta-

nyl and neuromuscular blockers are examples of these. Use

of real time modeling may allow better matching of drug

dosing to requirement, and as with TCI may reduce total
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consumption. Additionally once users become aware of the

large swings in drug concentration and the duration of

effect of a given bolus, we start to see smaller doses used

to control the duration of effect.

Several authors have quantified fentanyl levels at emer-

gence after various procedures [25, 26]. Suggesting a target

of 1–1.5 ng/ml of fentanyl at emergence is meaningless to

most practitioners. A continuous effect-site display allows

Fig. 39.1 The standard demonstration example of the Navigator

(GE) screen. In this example induction was with boluses of propofol,

remifentanil and rocuronium. Anaesthesia was maintained with a

remifentanil infusion and sevoflurane. Delivery of both drugs stopped

at around 11:22. The top pane shows drug dosing with totals on the

right. The second pane is labelled “sedation” and is based on response

to shake-and-shout (OAA/S � 1) and the third “analgesia” (response to
intubation with a positive response being gross movement or a rise in

pule rate or blood pressure >20 % above baseline). The bottom pane
relates to neuromuscular blockade. Coloured lines in the three drug

panels are the modeled effect-site levels of individual drugs based on

the drug doses, which can be entered manually or directly from up to

three syringe drivers, and the patient anthropomorphic data shown in

the top right of the screen. The division between the white background

and yellow background is the current time, with lines to the right

representing forward predictions. Current effect-site levels for the

individual drugs are shown on the right of each panel. From top to

bottom these are propofol, sevoflurane, remifentanil, and rocuronium.

In the second (sedation/consciousness) and third (analgesia/noxious

stimulus) panes the black lines represent the combined, or synergistic,

effect of the opioid and hypnotic on that effect. The shaded areas show
the band in which 50 % (lower) to 95 % (upper) of subjects will not
respond to the stimulus (shake-and-shout or intubation). The combined

effects (black lines) are plotted on the same effect scale as individual

drugs. In this example, the sevoflurane effect-site concentration is

above the EC95 from around 11:16 until 11:22. At the current time

(11:25) about 50 % of subjects would be unresponsive to this level of

sevoflurane but given the (reducing) remifentanil levels it will be a

further 1–2 min before the combined effect reaches this 50 % likeli-

hood of response level. Although opioid levels are plotted in the

“analgesia” pane, they seldom get far above the baseline as very large

doses of opioids alone are needed to block the response to intubation.

The check box labeled “PK only” allows display of individual opioid

concentrations, but without the interaction effect. The break in the

shaded areas and black lines is a zone where the algorithm is unable

to calculate a combined effect because of moderate levels of both

propofol and sevoflurane. Once either agent drops below a threshold

that agent is ignored. Image provided by and printed with permission of

GE Healthcare, Helsinki Finland
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practitioners to “target” specific levels. They also start to

understand the consequences of different dosing regimes

(see Fig. 39.5).

Bolus or Infusion

Both the display of the individual effect-site concentrations

and the interaction displays demonstrate wide swings in drug

concentrations seen with boluses (Figs. 39.6 and 39.7).

Smaller boluses (Fig. 39.5) reduce this variability but at a

cost of decreased duration.

Illustrating Compartmental Kinetics

For most drugs administered by fixed rate infusion,

as opposed to TCI delivery, the rate required to maintain

a given concentration decreases over time. In Fig. 39.7

the need to reduce the rocuronium infusion illustrates

this point. This is a useful illustration of the concept of

faster compartments filling first and of redistribution. It

also demonstrates to users the type of changes TCI

pumps need to make to achieve and maintain a set

concentration.

Fig. 39.2 A standard demonstration SmartPilot View Screen. The

interaction between hypnotic and opioid drugs is shown on the

two-dimensional plot on the left. The white line illustrates progression
of the patient through time. The orange dot is the current time; the

black dot and the arrowhead represent 10 and 15 min, respectively, in

the future. Various events in the past are marked by the white circles on
the 2-D surface and on the time line. The likelihood of tolerance to

stimulus (TOL ¼ tolerance of laryngoscopy, TOSS ¼ tolerance of

shake-and-shout) response (or the absence of response) is indicated

by the shaded bands. “TOSS” ¼ 50 % likelihood of response to shake

& shout, “TOL 90” and “TOL 50” the level at which 90 % and 50 % of

patients would tolerate laryngoscopy. The coloured bands on the axes

indicate the current hypnotic (expressed as propofol or sevoflurane

equivalents) and opioid (in remifentanil equivalents) effect-site levels.

The boxes in the top right of the 2-D display estimate the time to 50 %

response to shake-and-shout, if drug delivery stopped, in this case < 5

min. This display is equivalent to the decrement time (the time to fall

from the current value to a preset concentration) displayed by many

TCI systems, typically preset to a propofol concentration of

1 mcg/ml. Individual drug dosing and effect-site levels are plotted

over time. Dosing is shown with grey lines and the coloured areas the

effect-site levels. The shaded background represents future

“predictions” while the values shown are estimates of the current

levels. In addition to the monitored variables shown in the upper two

panels, “NSRI” or noxious stimulus response index [21] is plotted.

NSRI is a modification of the hypnotic–opioid interaction to allow for

intensity of stimulus. NSRI has been shown to be a better predictor of

response to noxious stimulus (the “analgesic” component of anaesthe-

sia) than EEG based measures. (Used with permission from Dräger.

Source: #Drägerwerk AG & Co KGaA, Lubeck. All rights reserved.

No portion hereof may be reproduced, saved, or stored in a data

processing system, electronically or mechanically copied or otherwise

recorded by any other means without our express prior written

permission.)
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Opioid Combinations

For the purposes of the interaction modeling, both systems

convert all opioids into remifentanil equivalents. The user

can observe the effect on the measure of total analgesia with

different opioid combinations and choose the mix that is

most appropriate at different stages of the procedure and

for the early postoperative period. This is illustrated in

Fig. 39.6.

Fig. 39.3 The effect-site

propofol concentration after a

single 150 mg (red) or 100 mg

(blue) bolus in a 80 kg, 170 cm

male aged 40 yr modeled using

the Schneider parameters [22]. As

a first approximation assume the

patient is unconscious

(no response to shake-and-shout)

when the propofol concentration

is >4 ng/ml. The casual user only

“knows” that the patient became

unrousable after about 25 s with

the 150 mg bolus and 10 s later

with 100mg (40 % longer!) and

has no way of knowing how long

the effect will last

Fig. 39.4 A SmartPilot View example of a series of fixed rate propofol

infusions guided by a combination of predicted effect-site levels and

patient response. The initial infusion rate was 100 ml/h, reduced to

60 ml/h at 6 min and 35 ml/h at 15 min. (Used with permission from

Dräger. Source: #Drägerwerk AG & Co KGaA, Lubeck. All rights

reserved. No portion hereof may be reproduced, saved, or stored in a

data processing system, electronically or mechanically copied or other-

wise recorded by any other means without our express prior written

permission.)
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Pump Setting Errors

In both systems the user needs to tell the device the contents

of a given syringe. Even if the syringe driver is performing

TCI, the interaction systems use only the rate information

from the pump and recalculate effect-site levels. A differ-

ence between pump and device programming shows up as an

unusual pattern and can alert the user to search for problems.

An occasional error of this type is to place a syringe of

propofol into a pump programmed for remifentanil before

inserting the syringes.

Interaction Display

Titration to Effect

New users of these systems frequently ask “what number

should I target?” As with much of anaesthesia drug delivery,

initial doses and concentrations are no more than places to

start with further dosing based on the response of the patient.

The interaction display is one more tool to help guide this

process. Thinking about responses in terms of probabilities

also helps the user understand patient variability. It rapidly

becomes clear to the user that the interaction is a useful end

point for titration of anaesthesia with an individual patient

Total Analgesia
Fentanyl Ce

Rocuronium Ce

EC50 Block (50% of l1)

1.64 ng/ml

1.07 mg/ml

13:0012:3012:0011:3011:0010:3010:009:30

4

2

Fig. 39.5 An example of repeated boluses of fentanyl and rocuronium

in the Navigator display. After an initial 40 mg rocuronium dose,

further doses of 10 mg were given at return of T2 of the train of

4. The final bolus was 5 mg. Fentanyl was given in response to clinical

end points and with the intention of achieving an effect-site concentra-

tion of 1–1.5 ng/ml at the completion of surgery followed by two

boluses of 50 mg. The “PK only” box was checked in the “Analgesia”
pane to produce this image
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Fig. 39.6 A segment of the 2-D display from Smart-Pilot View. The

oscillations illustrate the effect of repeated fentanyl boluses. (Used with

permission from Dräger. Source: #Drägerwerk AG & Co KGaA,

Lubeck. All rights reserved. No portion hereof may be reproduced,

saved, or stored in a data processing system, electronically or mechani-

cally copied or otherwise recorded by any other means without our

express prior written permission.)
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tending to stay in a given region. This is seen in Figs. 39.7

and 39.8.

Coppens et al. considered that

The major strength of effect-site controlled TCI lies not

in predicting the resulting hypnotic effect in the individual

patient but rather in its ability to maintain the pharmacological

condition once a predetermined clinical effect has been

reached [27].

Finding the optimal part of the response surface for a

specific patient and procedure is a multi-dimensional version

of this process.

Using Different Combinations of Hypnotic
and Opioid

In the surface in Fig. 39.9 four areas are labeled. These zones

have equivalent probabilities of response to laryngoscopy

but are achieved with different combinations of hypnotic and

opioid, falling approximately on the same isobol. There is a

four-fold difference in the propofol and remifentanil

concentrations between zone A and zone D. Although the

hypnotic axis of Fig. 39.9 is labeled propofol, an equivalent

pattern is seen with inhalational agents.

An empirical observation is that an individual practitioner

will tend to give most anaesthetics in a particular area of the

surface. Furthermore, practice in an individual institution

will tend towards a particular zone, which may be different

from that seen in another institution. Because isobols are

nonlinear, moving between individual points can be

challenging with users reluctant to make sufficient change

in the hypnotic component for the change they have made in

opioid. Thus if attempting to move from A - > C, the user

will tend to a point above C. Because the patient is now

receiving more anaesthetic, they may have a lower blood

pressure and a longer time to awake than expected. Con-

versely in moving from C - > A the practitioner may not

increase the hypnotic component of anaesthesia sufficiently.

Moving along isobols also occurs during a case. The

example in Fig. 39.2 (SmartPilot View demo) starts as pre-

dominantly propofol based and shifts down and to the right

as propofol decreases and remifentanil increases. This tran-

sition becomes a smooth “slide” very close to a single isobol.
Interaction displays allow the user to readily move

between zones in the interaction space. This makes selecting

the agents and appropriate zone for a given patient and

procedure much more straightforward. This is a further

example of the way in which “..these tools translate the

wealth of PK/PD research (into) usable tools for everyday

clinical practice” [28].

Combining Measures of Effect with Models
of Effect

Various aspects of interaction displays, such as response

probabilities, the SmartPilot NSRI and individual drug

levels represent various models of drug effect. These can

be combined with direct measures of effect to improve

titration of drug delivery to effect. A straightforward

Total Analgesia

Fentanyl Ce
Remifentanil Ce

Rocuronium Ce

EC50 Block (50% of l1)

2.47 ng/ml

1.60 ng/ml

0.81 mg/ml

16:3016:0015:3015:0014:3014:0013:30

4 10

52

Fig. 39.7 A Navigator screenshot where after number of boluses

infusions of rocuronium (lower panel) and fentanyl (upper panel)
were commenced. Following initial boluses of rocuronium of 40 mg,

10 mg, and 10 mg, the rocuronium infusion commenced at 25 mg/h at

1445. This was reduced to 20 mg/h at 1530 and turned off at 1555.

Three fentanyl boluses of 100 mg were followed by two of 50 mg. A

fentanyl infusion of 100 mcg/h ran from 1515 until 1605. A

remifentanil infusion was also used
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example is using the concentration of neuromuscular

blocking drugs in combination with quantitative measure-

ment of neuromuscular blockade to guide delivery of neuro-

muscular blocking drugs.

Similarly the response probability to shake-and-shout

(consciousness) frequently parallels EEG based measures

such as BIS and spectral entropy while sympathetic activity,

as measured by pulse rate and blood pressure, is the effect

approximated by the response to noxious stimulus.

Both the underlying drug models and the interaction

models themselves have limitations. Much work is being

done to overcome model deficiencies and to make them

applicable to wider populations. Although models will

improve it is unlikely they will be able to perfectly account

variability between patients. Automated control systems

combine models and direct measures of effect [29–31] and

we have advocated the use of this same approach by

clinicians [32]. Interaction models are a useful part of this

approach.

Interaction Displays as a Form of Monitoring

An extension of this concept is to consider interaction

displays as monitors. The delivery of anaesthesia remains a

clinical skill involving the integration of inputs from a range

of devices. We seldom base decisions on a single device. For

instance, blood pressure and pulse rate are often considered

together and the pulse rate may determine the treatment path

for a low blood pressure. Interaction display also makes the

variability in response of individual patients explicit by

presenting information in terms of population probabilities.

Consider a 70-year-old patient needing some degree of

pharmacological support for their blood pressure despite

receiving only 0.4MAC (age adjusted) of volatile and

small amounts of opioids. This information alone would

raise concern about possible awareness. The BIS is

45, which appears surprisingly low for the small amount of

anaesthesia being administered. An interaction display

would place this patient near the 75 % probability of not

Fig. 39.8 This is the same case as Fig. 39.7, including the dosing and

“sedation” panes and with the “analgesic” effect shown. Note that both
“effects” remain within the same broad bands for most of the case and

become less variable once the fentanyl infusion commenced at about

1520. The oscillation in “analgesic” effect at that time is exaggerated

by a change in the propofol target at the same time as the propofol

syringe was changed
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responding to “shake-and-shout,” adding support to the BIS

value and making the anaesthesia provider more comfort-

able with the amount of anaesthesia being delivered. Con-

versely, an example where the patient requires large

amounts of anaesthetic to control sympathetic responses

and keep EEG parameters within reasonable limits are seen

on occasions. Such patients may sit at the 95 % or even

99 % area on the population distribution.

Interaction Displays as Tools for Teaching,
Comprehension, and Practice Change

As discussed above interaction displays reveal many details

of everyday anaesthetic practice. They allow individual

reflection and optimization while providing many useful

talking and education points.

For example, “standard” trainee induction doses of

propofol and fentanyl make patients 99.9 % likely to be

unrousable but 50–60 % likely to not respond to airway

manipulation. When the patient moves in response to

attempt LMA insertion the standard response is more

propofol, which increases the non-response probability to

80 % or so while pushing rousability off the scale. The

interaction display provides a useful tool for discussing

drug dosing and Gordon’s assertion that an ultra-short acting
opioid should be used for every airway manipulation [33].

As examples of changes in practice, Cirillo et al. [34]

found users reduced end-tidal sevoflurane concentrations by

30 % when either SmartPilot View or Navigator were used

and Obara et al. [35] found that at the end of surgery patients

were at a lower probability of non-response with their own

interaction display. Furthermore patients had lower

isoflurane levels and higher propofol levels when the display

was present.

When practitioners with some anaesthesia experience

first meet these devices we suggest not making immediate

changes to individual practice. Instead they should observe

the predictions of response and relate these to drug dosing

and clinical observations. Once these relationships start to be

understood then incremental changes away from standard

recipes can start.

Limitations

As with any device it is useful to understand the limitations

of the system. Some of these are underlying issues while

others are choices made in the implementation of these

displays.

What Do Probabilities Mean?

The first issue is to understand what the interaction displays

mean and to appreciate that the probabilities shown are the

likelihood that an individual with the characteristics and

drug doses entered into the system would respond or not

to the given stimulus. Of 100 patients at the 75 %

probability for not responding to shake-and-shout, 1 in

4 will respond. These displays say nothing about the indi-

vidual patient, a patient at the 75 % probability is not 1/4

awake! The responses modeled are all or nothing events in

an individual.

Predicting Vapour Concentration

Although these systems are designed to work in tandem with

the anaesthesia delivery and monitoring systems from the

same provider, the forward prediction of inhaled agents

varies and is generally much less precise than for intrave-

nous drugs. Although forward modeling of vapour concen-

tration based on vaporizer and fresh gas flow setting is

feasible [24], only the Drager Zeus and Perseus

(if equipped with an appropriate vaporizer) do this type of

modeling. In other Drager machines and all GE machines,

the forward prediction of vapour concentration appears to be

based on forward prediction of the trend of measured

end-tidal concentrations.
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Fig. 39.9 A SmartPilot View 2-D surface with four zones with equiv-

alent probability of response
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The Transition Gap and Other Limitations
of the Models

As illustrated in the Navigator example above, the response

of patients when there are moderate concentrations of both

propofol and volatile is less well defined. Schumacher et al.

have studied the propofol–sevoflurane interaction [13]. Stud-

ies of combinations of propofol, volatile and opioids are

ongoing which, when completed, will be able to be

implemented in the commercial display systems.

This is part of the more general problem of extending the

use of models beyond the population from which they were

derived. All the studies underpinning interaction displays are

derived from finite numbers (usually < 100) of subjects who

will not be evenly spread across the range of covariates such

as age, height, and weight. Furthermore these studies are

performed in volunteers exposed to specific stimuli in a labo-

ratory setting and not with sustained noxious stimulus [36].

Drug Equivalence

These systems make the reasonable assumption that all the

opioids modeled (remifentanil, fentanyl, alfentanil and

sufentanil) have equivalent effects when mapped to

remifentanil equivalents based on mu receptor effects. This

assumption is alsomadewith inhalational agents by converting

to sevoflurane equivalents, based on relative MAC values.

Given that inhalational agents have significant effects on

both major anaesthetic end points (the cerebral effect on recall

and the spinal effect on response to stimulus), it is possible that

different agents will have a different mix of these effects.

Choice of Model

Unlike many TCI systems, the interaction displays do not

give the user a choice of drug model to use. Both systems use

the Schneider propofol model [37] as this model was used in

the studies which underpin the interaction displays.

Opioid Concentrations with Navigator

As noted in Fig. 39.1 opioid concentrations in Navigator are

plotted within the “analgesia” panel. The user needs to

toggle the “PK only” box to see both the “analgesic effect”
and opioid concentrations.

Not All Drugs Are Modeled

In particular morphine, pethidine, and alpha-2 agonists, all

of which may influence response to noxious stimulus and

arousal are not included in the models. Atracurium is not

included in the modeled neuromuscular blocking agents.

The Future

Much has been learned from widespread use of these

devices, which represent the first generation of commercial

interaction monitor. We hope that second generation devices

incorporate the feedback that has been provided to the

manufacturers. Ongoing work on modeling of individual

drugs and further expanding the range of drug combinations

investigated in response studies will improve the applicabil-

ity of these devices.

In the same way that the Open-TCI initiative has com-

bined the data from many studies of individual drugs, there

may be value in combining the different datasets behind the

two competing interaction displays.

And finally there is a need for further clinical studies

investigating the value of these systems.

Conclusion

An important objective of anaesthesia delivery should be to

match drug delivery to the individual patient needs at differ-

ent stages of their procedure. Giving too much may slow

recovery and potentially have other detrimental effects.

Too little risks awareness and unnecessary sympathetic

activity. Any tools which allow us to better optimize anaes-

thesia delivery are useful. These interaction displays help fill

this need.

These devices may help us learn the “art” (trial, error, and
experience) of anaesthesia more rapidly, and encourage us to

use a wider palette of drugs. (and). . .may produce a tangible

improvement in outcome [20].
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Delirium and Cognitive Dysfunction

Since decades, anesthesiologists have been concerned about

cognitive disturbances associated with anesthesia. The first

notable publication was from 1955, when Bedfort and Leeds

published a detailed analysis in the Lancet concerning

18 patients who suffered postoperative cognitive decline

[1]. In their renowned conclusion, they provided

recommendations for the prevention of surgery-related

long-term cognitive impairment (Table 40.1).

Remarkably, after 60 years and over 12,000 published

manuscripts relating to the topic, Bedfort and Leeds’
recommendations remain the major preventive foundations

of postoperative cognitive dysfunction.

Our knowledge about this condition has grown exponen-

tially in the last decades, and today it is well known that

perioperative stress—including anesthesia—can cause

adverse cerebral effects. Although major risk factors have

been identified, only recently has the staggering incidence of

postoperative cognitive dysfunctions been fully recognized

[2, 3]. The exact pathophysiology remains elusive, but land-

mark studies and theories within the last decade promise a

more comprehensive understanding of how surgery and

anesthesia impact cognitive function, both in the short and

long terms [4]. During Bedford’s time, volatile anesthetics

were the only option to conduct general anesthesia, whereas

today there is the additional possibility of using iv agents.

This chapter is going to explain the role of postoperative

delirium (POD) in the perioperative setting and focus on the

role of iv agents and total intravenous anesthesia.

Spectrum of Cognitive Disorders Following
Surgery
Cognitive complications that arise in the context of surgery

are usually classed as direct brain insults, which have a clear

causation (e.g., hypoxia, medication), or as aberrant stress

responses, which tend to be multifactorial and show no clear

etiology (e.g., peripheral infection) [5, 6]. These postopera-

tive brain injuries can be subdivided in short-term and long-

term cognitive disorders, whereas short term includes inade-

quate emergence (IE) and postoperative delirium (POD) and

long term can be summarized as postoperative cognitive

dysfunction (POCD) (Fig. 40.1). However, when consider-

ing the entire spectrum of these complications, the term

“cognitive complication” is misleading, as the spectrum is

by no means limited to cognition and may also have pro-

nounced effects in awareness and motor skills (e.g.,

delirium).

Inadequate emergence describes a state of altered mental

status immediately following anesthesia, which can be fur-

ther classified as either hyperactive or hypoactive emer-

gence. In literature, IE is often cited as emergence

delirium, though the criteria for delirium are not always

entirely fulfilled. IE is especially prevalent in the pediatric

population, and aside from acute injury, its implications

have not been thoroughly analyzed [7–9].

The most common type of short-term cerebral dysfunc-

tion following surgery is the postoperative delirium (POD)

and involves a manifestation of delirium within 5–7 days

following surgery. POD has a high prevalence and is the

typical clinical manifestation of “acute brain failure” after

anesthesia and surgery. The occurrence of delirium 8–9 days

after surgery is typically due to factors such as immobiliza-

tion or consecutive pneumonia and thus only indirectly

linked to the anesthesia and surgical intervention. It remains
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prudent to maintain preventive measures in place during this

late postoperative phase.

Cognitive impairment with effects lasting weeks to

months following surgery is usually referred to as postoper-
ative cognitive dysfunction (POCD). Whereas delirium is a

clearly defined syndrome, POCD has no formal definition

and requires cognitive testing before and after the operative

intervention in order to assess the extent of the cognitive

impact. If clinically manifest, POCD is usually classified as

either mild cognitive impairment or dementia [10, 11]. The

link between delirium, i.e., not only the rate but in particular

the duration of delirium, and POCD has been shown in the

postoperative and the critical care setting, even long-term

cognitive decline 1 year after treatment [12–14].

Although the mechanism is poorly understood and

teeming with confounders, the surgical trauma, inadequate

anesthesia (e.g., too deep, with painful stimuli), and

insufficient stress reduction have a profound, and sometimes

permanent, impact on the brain. The analysis of POCD is

critical to obtain insight into the role of acute stressors in the

cognitive trajectory, as well as to find new techniques to

limit or prevent long-term cognitive impairment.

Defining Delirium
Delirium is the most common clinical manifestation of brain

dysfunction following surgery. Delirium is not a disease, but

a syndrome, in the sense that it comprises a typical reaction

of the brain to disturbances. The concept of delirium as a

syndrome is necessary to understand its association to other

underlying medical conditions such as sepsis, intoxication,

withdrawal, and other systemic illnesses.

Both the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) [11], and the International

Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health

Fig. 40.1 Spectrum of cognitive

dysfunction after surgery.

Immediately post anesthesia, the

inadequate emergence affect in

particular preschool children.

Mostly postoperative delirium

occurs hours after surgical

procedures. Postoperative

delirium and its subsequent

outcomes like prolonged hospital

stay, higher mortality, and

posttraumatic stress disorder are a

risk factor for long-term

impairment. Postoperative

cognitive dysfunction is

characterized by cognitive

impairment compared to the

baseline performance. Recently

naturally brain aging process and

postoperative cognitive

dysfunction in the elderly cannot

be discriminated exactly

Table 40.1 Bedford and Leeds recommendations vs. recent considerations

Bedford and Leeds recommendations Recent considerations

• Careful risk-benefit analysis for surgery on elderly

patients

• Frailty assessment

• Consideration of the risk of postoperative cognitive dysfunction

• No routine pre- or postoperative medication • Patient tailored pre- or postoperative medication

• Avoidance of anticholinergic side effects

• Cautious choice of drugs to avoid suppression of

vital centers

• Neuromonitoring-guided anesthesia to generate adequate depth of anesthesia

• Goal-directed anesthesia and analgesia with TCI and neuromonitoring

• Usage of adjuvants such as alpha-2 agonists to reduce stress and to provide goal-directed

depth of anesthesia

• Usage of adjuvants such as alpha-2 agonists and ketamine to reduce POD

• Avoidance of anticholinergic side effects

• Tight fluid, electrolyte, and hemodynamic

management

• Tight fluid, electrolyte, and hemodynamic management

• Proper prevention and treatment of postoperative

confusion

• Proper prevention and timely pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment of

postoperative delirium
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Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10) [15], define delirium as a

psychiatric syndrome (Table 40.2). Recently, a comparison

of the ICD-10 and DSM-IV criteria for the diagnosis of

delirium revealed that the DSM-IV definition is more com-

prehensive than that from ICD-10 and thus better suited to

identify patients that will eventually suffer from an impaired

outcome [16–19]. At the moment, there is discussion as to

whether the DSM-5 criteria have a comparable diagnostic

validity to the previous version. The DSM-5 defines delirium

using five core criteria. The primary features are inattentive-

ness and reduced awareness, with an additional cognitive

disturbance (e.g., memory, orientation, perception). These

symptoms must not be attributable to a previously known

underlying illness (e.g., dementia), but rather present

acutely, and with fluctuating severity, in the context of a

developing medical condition. From the clinical point of

view, there is a hyperactive, a hypoactive, and a mixed

form of delirium, whereas hypoactive delirium is considered

to be particularly dangerous, as it is often overlooked in

clinical practice [20–23].

The level of consciousness is critical for the DSM-5

definition, as delirium cannot be diagnosed under a severely

reduced level of arousal, such as a state of coma (Table 40.3).

As this limitation has the potential to overlook purely

hypoactive forms of delirium, the DSM-5 criteria have

been often criticized by some authors as less inclusive

[24, 25]. The joint statement of the American Delirium

Society and the European Delirium Association (EDA)

summarizes that the “conceptualization of delirium must

extend beyond what can be assessed through cognitive test-

ing (attention) and accept that altered arousal is fundamen-

tal” [26]. This comprehensive requirement is an important

factor, not only as the diagnosis of delirium is often missed

but also because failure to timely diagnose delirium severely

Table 40.2 Gold standard of delirium definition

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, 5th Edition, 95

10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases

and Related Health Problems

Delirium, not induced by alcohol and other psychoactive drugs and not

superimposed on dementia

(Code 596) (F05.0)

A–E must be fulfilled An etiologically nonspecific organic cerebral syndrome characterized

by concurrent disturbances of consciousness and attention, perception,

thinking, memory, psychomotor behavior, emotion, and sleep-wake

schedule. The duration is variable, and the degree of severity ranges

from mild to very severe

A. Disturbance in attention (i.e., reduced ability to direct, focus,

sustain, and shift attention) and awareness (reduced orientation to the

environment)

A. Clouding of consciousness, i.e., reduced clarity of awareness of the

environment, with reduced ability to focus, sustain, or shift attention

B. The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours

to a few days), represents an acute change from baseline attention and

awareness, and tends to fluctuate in severity during the course of a day

B. Disturbance of cognition, manifest by both:

(1) Impairment of immediate recall and recent memory, with relatively

intact remote memory

(2) Disorientation in time, place, or person

C. An additional disturbance in cognition (e.g., memory deficit,

disorientation, language, visuospatial ability, or perception)

C. At least one of the following psychomotor disturbances:

(1) Rapid, unpredictable shifts from hypoactivity to hyperactivity

(2) Increased reaction time

(3) Increased or decreased flow of speech

(4) Enhanced startle reaction

D. The disturbances in criteria A and C are not better explained by a

preexisting, established, or evolving neurocognitive disorder and do not

occur in the context of a severely reduced level of arousal such as coma

D. Disturbance of sleep or the sleep-wake cycle manifests by at least

one of the following:

(1) Insomnia, which in severe cases may involve total sleep loss, with

or without daytime drowsiness or reversal of the sleep-wake cycle

(2) Nocturnal worsening of symptoms

(3) Disturbing dreams and nightmares which may continue as

hallucinations or illusions after awakening

E. There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or

laboratory findings that the disturbance is a direct physiological

consequence of another medical condition, substance intoxication or

withdrawal (i.e., due to a drug of abuse or to a medication) or exposure

to a toxin or is due to multiple etiologies

E. Rapid onset and fluctuations of the symptoms over the course of the

day

F. Objective evidence from history, physical and neurological

examination, or laboratory tests of an underlying cerebral or systemic

disease (other than psychoactive substance related) that can be

presumed to be responsible for the clinical manifestations in A–D

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, 5th Edition, 95 (DSM-5) and the 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and

Related Health Problems (ICD-10) delirium definitions
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increases the risk of mortality and impaired functional out-

come for the patient.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis of delirium in clinical routine was traditionally

made on the basis of clinical observations, though it is now

well recognized that these unstructured clinical observations

are inadequate to detect such a complex disorder with a

sufficient diagnostic validity [27]. Although the DSM-5

criteria are the reference standard for the diagnosis of delir-

ium, a psychiatrist or a well-trained expert is required for the

proper assessment of these criteria, and thus it is not easily

applicable in clinical routine. These limitations are due to the

fact that the clinical presentation of delirium is heterogeneous,

and especially patients presenting with the hypoactive sub-

type of delirium do not necessarily behave conspicuously

[23]. This form of delirium, also known as silent delirium, is

the most common subtype in ventilated patients [22]. Even

patients with a mixed form of delirium, which is the most

common subtype in non-ventilated patients, might be

overseen during hypoactive periods. Only the pure form of

hyperactive delirium is easily recognizable, where the patients

are agitated and arouse the attention of the staff. Hyperactive

delirium comprises less than 5 % of all delirious patients

[20, 22] (Fig. 40.2). In order to solve this predicament, several

delirium screening tools have been developed.

There are several guidelines that recommend screening

with a validated tool in critical care [28]. The “Clinical

Practice Guideline for the Management of Pain, Agitation,

and Delirium in Adult Patients in the Intensive Care Unit”
shows the results of a psychometric testing of the available

tools as well as their scope of application [29, 30]. The most

commonly applied scores for the diagnosis of delirium are

the Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care

Unit (CAM-ICU) [31, 32] (Fig. 40.3), the Intensive Care

Delirium Screening Checklist (ICDSC) [33], and the

Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC) [34]

(Table 40.4). Although these screening tools have been

originally validated in critically ill patients [35], there are

studies assessing their validity in the recovery room, allud-

ing that these tools may also be applicable in other settings

[36–38]. These scores do not restrict the screening process to

physicians but also allow for routine staff members, such as

nurses and physiotherapists, to adequately identify POD

with high diagnostic validity. This is an important aspect,

as another key challenge for the diagnosis is that patients are

regularly transferred to different units following surgery

(e.g., recovery room, ward, postanesthesia care unit). These

short periods of observation by constantly shifting staff

impair the ability of staff to detect trends or acute changes

in the state of the patient. Accounting for the time period in

which POD can arise, this highlights the importance of

simple and universal tools for the assessment of POD

throughout the entire perioperative period, allowing for

proper evaluation not only in the recovery room but also in

the peripheral wards.

Table 40.3 The Richmond Agitation and Sedation Scale (RASS)

+4 Combative Violent, immediate danger to staff

+3 Very agitated Pulls or removes tube (tubes) or catheter (catheters), aggressive

+2 Agitated Frequent non-purposeful movement, fights ventilator

+1 Restless Anxious, apprehensive but movements not aggressive or vigorous

0 Alert and calm

�1 Drowsy Not fully alert but has sustained awakening to voice (eye opening and contact for more than or exactly 10 s)

�2 Light sedation Briefly awakens to voice (eye opening and contact for less than 10 s)

�3 Moderate sedation Movement or eye opening to voice (but no eye contact)

�4 Deep sedation No response to voice but movement or eye opening to physical stimulation

�5 Unarousable No response to voice or physical stimulation

The RASS is used to assess sedation, respectively, level of consciousness. Sedation aims depend on the individual requirements. Usually in general

anesthesia unarousability (RASS -5) is favored, while ICU patients should be alert (RASS 0/�1) to participate in their recovery

Fig. 40.2 Subtypes of delirium. Depending on the health status, the

subtypes of delirium diversify. Frequently mechanically ventilated ICU

patients present the hypoactive form of delirium, which is characterized

by anhedonia and decreased activity. On peripheral ward the mixed

form of delirium with fluctuation over the course of the day between

hypo- and hyperactivity is predominant. Hyperactive delirium despite

being well known is quite rare
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Staff training and validation setting remain important

factors regarding the proper use of these diagnostic scores.

Each of these tools has different requirements in respect to

staff training, and studies have revealed that these scores

drastically lose diagnostic power if used inadequately [39].

It is also important to account for the setting inwhich the score

has been validated. As these current scores cannot be simply

extrapolated from the intensive care unit to the recovery

room, there has been a demand for evidence-based guidelines

in other settings. The “European Society of Anaesthesiology

(ESA)” has established a task force to formulate guidelines on

deliriummanagement for the postanesthesia period [40]. This

guideline will provide the first recommendations specifically

designed for the postoperative context.

CAM-ICU Worksheet

Feature 1: Acute Onset or Fluctuating Course Score
Check here
if Present

Feature 2: Inattention

Feature 3: Altered Level of Consciousness

Feature 4: Disorganized Thinking

Overall CAM-ICU

Errors are counted when the patient the incorrectly answer a question.

Command
Say to patient: “Hold up this many fingers” (Hold 2 fingers in front of patient)
“Now do the same thing with other hand” (Do not repeat number of fingers)
*if the patient is unable to move both arms, for 2nd part of command ask patient
to “Add one more finger”

Is the patient different than his/her baseline mental status?
OR

Has the patient had any fluctuation in mental status in the past 24 hours as
evidenced by fluctuation on a sedation/level of consciousness scale (i.e.,

Either
question
Yes >>

Letters Attention Test (See training manual for alternate Pictures)

Directions: Say to the patient, “I am going to read you a series of 10 letters.
Whenever you hear the letter ‘A’, indicate by squeezing my hand.” Read letters

from the following letter list in a normal tone 3 seconds apart.

Number of
Errors >2 >>

S A V E A H A A R T or C A S A B L A N C A or A B A D B A D A A Y

Errors are counted when patient fails to squeeze on the letter “A” and
when the patient sqeezes on any letter other than “A.”

Present if the Actual RASS score is anything other than alert and calm (zero)
RASS

anything other
than zero >>

Combined
number of

errors >1 >>

Yes/No Questions (See training manual for alternate set of questions)

1. Will a stone float on water?
2. Are there fish in the sea?
3. Does one pound weigh more than two pounds?
4. Can you use a hammer to pound a nail?

Criteria Met >>
CAM-ICU
Positive
(Delirium Present)

CAM-ICU
Negative
(No Delirium)

Criteria Not Met >>
Feature 1 plus 2 and either 3 or 4 present = CAM-ICU positive

An error is counted if patient is unable to complete the entire Command.

Fig. 40.3 Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care Unit (CAM-ICU). (Used with permission from Wesley Ely. Copyright# 2013,

E. Wesley Ely, MD, MPH, all rights reserved)
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Incidence
Identifying the incidence of delirium is an extremely chal-

lenging issue. The condition is chronically underdiagnosed,

and the available data is usually specific to certain patient

collectives or particular surgical procedures, so that

projections vary drastically.

To exemplify the dependency on patient population, one

meta-analysis study assessing the incidence of delirium

among elderly patients with hip fracture showed results

between 16.0 and 43.9 % [41]. Among patients undergoing

cardiac surgery, reported incidences are relatively constant,

lying between 45 and 50 % [42–44]. While about a quarter

of major abdominal surgery patients is affected [45], elderly

patients undergoing major abdominal and trauma surgery

show incidences of about 40 % [46]. The highest incidences

of delirium have been reported among medical critically ill

patients, where almost every patient suffered from delirium

during their ICU stay [47, 48].

These estimates underline the importance of an adequate

and consistent diagnostic assessment.

Short- and Long-Term Consequences
With few exceptions, delirium was for decades belittled as a

trivial side effect of surgery and anesthesia. During the 1990s,

there was a growing amount of evidence regarding the

ramifications of delirium. Although most of these early land-

mark studies were performed in the geriatric and critical care

context, and not in the perioperative setting, these studies

revealed nonetheless that delirium has severe implications

[49, 50] and is by no means an inconsequential issue.

Studies revealed that delirious patients have a signifi-

cantly higher risk of mortality [51] and that even the “dose

of delirium” has an impact on this mortality risk [52]. Pisani

and co-workers revealed that every additional day in delir-

ium leads to a significantly increased probability of death

(hazard ratio 1.1 for each day) [52]. In the critical care

context, delirious patients require increased periods of

mechanical ventilation, as well as an increased intensive

care unit and hospital stay [53]. In 2010, Witlox and

co-workers published a meta-analysis showing the associa-

tion between delirium and long-term outcomes [2]. They

focused on elderly patients (mean age �65 years), using

seven studies to estimate the relationship between mortality

and delirium, and found an increased long-term mortality

(mean follow-up time of the studies was 22.7 months) with a

hazard ratio of 1.95 for delirious patients. Additionally, they

found that patients suffering from delirium were more often

institutionalized (seven studies, OR 2.41) following dis-

charge and had a higher risk of developing dementia (two

studies, OR 12.52). Recently the rate of posttraumatic stress

disorder following POD was also shown to be significantly

increased [54].

Studies regarding the long-term consequences of delirium

in the postoperative setting also showed an impact on mor-

tality [2, 52, 55–57]. Furthermore, it was also found that

POD has a severe detrimental influence on the long-term

cognitive trajectory, although the measurements used to

assess cognitive performance were heterogeneous among

these studies [13, 55, 58]. This shows that postoperative

delirium can signal and/or trigger the development of long-

term postoperative cognitive dysfunction (s.f. 1.1) and ulti-

mately heralds all the severe individual and socioeconomic

consequences of this disorder.

Special attention must be given to the evidence gathered

by the “International Study of Postoperative Cognitive Dys-

function (ISPOCD)” group, which specifically sought to

assess long-term cognitive dysfunctions related to surgery

[3]. Among their study population of 1218 patients, the

authors found a higher rate of early (25.8 %) and late cogni-

tive dysfunction (9.9 %). Cognitive test batteries were

applied 1 week and 3 months after surgery, and in a

follow-up of the study (for a mean of more than 8 years),

they found an association for late POCD and higher mortal-

ity (OR 1.63). Interestingly, they also found an increased

probability of early departure from the labor market. The

odds ratio for leaving the market was higher for patients with

early POCD (OR: 2.26), which also accounted for social

transfer payments [3, 59]. Although the original ISPOCD

publication did not primarily account for delirium, the

results nevertheless highlight that factors impairing long-

term cognitive function, such as delirium, should be care-

fully monitored and prevented.

Table 40.4 Scores that have been evaluated in the recovery room and the peripheral ward

Recovery room Peripheral ward

Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC) Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC)

Confusion Assessment Method (CAM) Confusion Assessment Method (CAM)—short form

Delirium Rating Scale (DRS-98) Delirium Symptom Interview (DSI)

Memorial Delirium Assessment Scale (MDAS)

While most reliable and validated scoring tools were designed for the ICU context, several have been deemed appropriate for use in the recovery

room and peripheral wards. As long as all medical practitioners are trained in the standardized application of the scoring tool, the choice of test is

unimportant. Consistent application and stringent treatment consequences of scoring results are essential. Assessment should be performed on all

recovery room patients and should take place at least once per shift on peripheral wards
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In summary, there is robust evidence that delirium signif-

icantly increases cognitive and noncognitive morbidity, as

well as mortality, irrespective of the observed collective.

Pathophysiology of Delirium
Despite considerable research, the pathogenesis of delirium

remains elusive. As there are several conditions that can lead

to delirium, it is likely that no single cause, but rather

numerous distinctive mechanisms, conjoins in a final path-

way that induces cerebral dysfunction.

Inflammatory Pathway

There is mounting evidence that the common pathway lead-

ing to delirium is an activation of microglia cells—cerebral

immune cells with the capacity to launch local reactions—

with subsequent neuroinflammation [4, 60, 61].

Peripheral inflammation can have a profound influence on

the brain through the dissemination of cytokines—namely,

interleukin 1β, interleukin 6, and tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α) [61]. These proinflammatory cytokines are released

by trauma, surgery, or infection, initiating a systemic

response that also activates microglia in the central nervous

system (Fig. 40.4). It is important to note that this communi-

cation is not limited to humoral processes, but can also occur

directly via afferent neural pathways. Microglial cells are

extremely sensitive to a variety of coexisting factors, so that

a previous insult can prime these cells and a relatively mild

subsequent insult could trigger an exponential reaction [4].

Willard et al. showed that by administering a peripheral

injection of lipopolysaccharide in rats, an acute and chronic

neuroinflammation could be triggered [62]. The levels of

TNF-α, which has an established role in microglial activa-

tion, rose considerably in the periphery and in the brain,

whereas the levels in the brain remained elevated for months

thereafter [63]. The effects of a neuroinflammation through

cytotoxic agents are not only acute, but can also persist due

to structural damage to synapses and neuronal apoptosis.

The chronic inflammation in Willard’s experiment induced

a time-dependent, and not dose-dependent, neuronal loss of

both choline acetyltransferase (responsible for acetylcholine

synthesis) and p75-immunoreactive cells (responsible for

the inhibition of apoptosis).

The cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway, as presented

by Tracey et al., showed that cholinergic inhibition of this

inflammatory processes is key for limiting the extent of the

reaction, thus avoiding an exaggerated response with exces-

sive inflammation [61]. The role of this cholinergic inhibi-

tion has also been well established: it has been shown that

stimulation of the vagus nerve suppresses inflammatory

response, that a vagotomy exacerbates cytokine release

Fig. 40.4 Model of delirium genesis. While the full pathogenesis of

delirium is still not clear, some onset pathways are generated. The

microglial cells are inhibited by the neurotransmitter acetylcholine,

which keeps them in a resting state. In case of trauma, surgery and

infection proinflammatory cytokines named TNF-α, interleukin 6, and

interleukin 1β are disseminated. Via humoral pathway, these cytokines

overcome the blood-brain barrier and stimulate the microglial cells to

activation. Proinflammatory cytokines of a lower dosage can be sensed

by afferent nerves. Activated microglia cause local inflammatory

effects like changes on tight junctions of astrocytes and influences of

neuronal functions. This results in changes in awareness, attention, and

behavior and in the worst case delirium. Long-term damage can be

explained by an over-activation of pre-damaged microglial cells
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[64], and that microglia itself is deactivated in the presence

of the parasympathetic neurotransmitter acetylcholine [65].

This cholinergic inhibition can be hampered by a variety of

factors, such as through medication (e.g., anticholinergic

drugs, benzodiazepines), preexisting conditions (e.g.,

dementia, substance withdrawal), previous inflammation

(prior structural damage, priming of microglia), or simply

old age—predisposing the brain for delirium.

As postulated by van Gool, an additional insult to an

already predisposed brain allows microglia—now

unchecked by the cholinergic pathway—to become

abnormally active, releasing cytokines that activate further

microglia, thus entering a vicious cycle by triggering a

sustained local inflammation with subsequent

neurodegeneration, with further damage to cholinergic

pathways [4]. This uncontrolled neuroinflammation, with

neurochemical and synaptic disturbances, can explain the

behavioral effects, as well as short- and long-term

consequences of delirium and POCD. Additionally, this

provides a plausible explanation as to the roles of many

recognized risk factors, such as advanced age and the use

of anticholinergic drugs, in the genesis of delirium.

Metabolic Factors

Metabolic disorders also appear to play a significant role in

the pathophysiology of delirium. Aging, neurological

maladies, as well as diabetes and hyperglycemia seem to

predispose the development of cognitive dysfunction.

The involvement of diabetes is not surprising, as this

condition is known to induce vascular, sensory, and cogni-

tive complications. Hyperglycemia is also known to affect a

wide range of structures, such as the blood-brain barrier and

synaptic connections, as well as directly increase the release

of cytokines [66]. Coupled with neurotoxicity and impaired

circulation, the scope of proinflammatory properties of dia-

betes becomes evident. A perioperative tight glycemic con-

trol has also been shown to have protective effects against

POD/POCD.

Sedatives and Neurotoxicity

Indirect effects of anesthesia, such as sedation and neurotox-

icity, must also be considered in the genesis of delirium.

Much like the sedation-related delirium, which is known

in the ICU context as being rapidly reversible, every hyp-

notic agent, or agent with sedative side effects, interacts with

GABA and NMDA receptors. Interaction with those

receptors leads to an inhibition of neuronal activity, affect-

ing attention, qualitative and quantitative consciousness, as

well as cognition [67]. By intermittently setting perfusion

pump on and off, an acute onset and a fluctuating level of

attention and/or consciousness over the day are easily pro-

duced, finally fulfilling all DSM-5 criteria for delirium. This

form of delirium is a reaction to the termination of sedation

and thus also related to emergence delirium.

Preclinical experimental work raised growing concerns

regarding cognitive and behavioral impairments due to

anesthesia. Several experimental trials established a link

between time in anesthesia and dose-dependent calcium

dysregulation and neuroapoptosis in growing mice brains

[68, 69]. This effect has also been shown for surgery, surgi-

cal stress, and neuroapoptosis [70]. The significance of these

animal studies for humans is still unclear, and there are

ongoing prospective clinical trials aiming to clarify this

issue.

Depth of Anesthesia

The role of anesthesia must also be considered in the context

of delirium pathophysiology. Extended periods in deep anes-

thesia, as expressed in a burst suppression pattern and dura-

tion in EEG monitoring, are also associated with

postoperative delirium [71–74]. Burst suppression pattern

represents a massive reduction of central activity and neuro-

nal metabolic rate. Deep anesthesia may cause disturbance

of neuronal homeostasis with the detrimental complication

of POD. Studies published by Monk et al. show that cumu-

lative time in burst suppression in noncardiac surgery

patients significantly increased mortality within a 1-year

period [75]. These results advocate that the use of EEG for

the monitoring of anesthesia depth should be employed

routinely, but especially when dealing with more vulnerable

populations, such as the infant and elderly patients [76].

Avoiding Anesthesia-Related Risks
and Preventing Delirium

Assessing the Risk for the Delirium
in the Perioperative Setting
The individual risk of POD is determined by predisposing

and precipitating risk factors, as suggested in a risk model

that has been established in the late 1990s [50].

Predisposing factors are generally preexisting conditions

that place the patient at an increased risk for the develop-

ment of delirium. There are numerous predisposing risk

factors that have been identified in the surgical context,

including cognitive impairment, diabetes, anemia, history

of stroke, previous delirium, as well as advanced age

(Fig. 40.5).

Precipitating factors are triggers for delirium in a specific

treatment framework, developing in the context of the medi-

cal treatment. Though these may be modifiable under certain

circumstances, they are not always avoidable. Precipitating

factors include, for example, the use of drugs with anticho-

linergic activity, burst suppression rate and duration under
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anesthesia, a prolonged period of fluid fasting, as well as

poorly managed postoperative pain (Fig. 40.6).

A special consideration must be given to advanced age, as

it is—from the quantitative point—an important and fre-

quently reported risk factor [2, 3, 17, 37, 50, 77, 78]. How-

ever, current evidence suggests that chronological age

should not be viewed strictly as a risk factor, but rather as

a surrogate marker for comorbidity, multimorbidity, and a

loss of functional reserve [79, 80]. Undoubtedly, both

comorbidity and functional impairment are more often pres-

ent with advanced age, but these factors are surely not

limited to elderly patients. There is a high heterogeneity

among the older population, which requires the inclusion

of a detailed assessment in order to properly estimate the

overall risk [81]. The reduction of the “functional cognitive

reserve” is the one of the most important factors to be

considered in elderly patients. This means that fewer or

less severe precipitating factors might suffice to induce

delirium in those patients.

This increased vulnerability is not exclusively related to

comorbidities like dementia (which can indeed occur at any

age), but rather the loss of physiological functions. The

functional status includes several domains, such as cogni-

tion, sensory functions, mobility, and malnutrition [49].

“Frailty” indicates a severely impaired functional status

that is not limited to one organ system, but rather denotes a

systemic condition. It seems critical to understand that not

all elderly patients are frail, but only a fraction (normally

between 5 and 30 % in the general population) [82]. In the

in-hospital surgical setting, it is estimated that about half of

the elderly patients suffer from frailty (Fig. 40.7) [78, 80].

Finally, the role of age as a predisposition condition is

caused by the higher likelihood of an accumulation of

age-related risk factors, linked to comorbidity and functional

impairment. Therefore, a detailed functional assessment in

elderly patients is of utmost importance. This includes

functional tests focusing on mobility and coordination,

such as the “timed up and go” test; a cognitive screening

with validated tools, such as the Minimal Mental State

Examination (MMSE); and a detailed medical history

accounting for malnutrition, sensory and hearing loss, as

well as psychiatric disorders and comorbidities

(Table 40.5) [83].

In clinical routine, it would be desirable to use validated

tools that predict the actual risk for the development of POD

for each individual patient. There are several risk prediction

Fig. 40.5 Predispositioning risk factors for POD. Several predispo-

sitioning risk factors had been identified in association with POD.

Immobility, sensorial deficiency, diabetes mellitus and malnutrition,

frailty, atrial fibrillation, and poly-medication belong to these risk

factors as well as alcohol and/or benzodiazepine use disorders. Early

anticipation of individuals on POD risk contributes to forced special

care or treatment

Fig. 40.6 Precipitation factors for POD. These factors are those the

patient suffers during the medical treatment. If ever possible the pre-

cipitation factors should be minimized or avoided if conclusive. Reduc-

tion of precipitation factors contributes to effective POD prevention

Fig. 40.7 Predispositioning risk factor age surrogates for frailty. Con-

sidering the wide range of physiological status in the elderly, many

seniors are healthy and participate in all aspects of social life. On the

other side some elderly suffer from comorbidities and are on poly-

medication. The usual activities of daily living are impaired. Using a

mobile phone or driving is too challenging for them. They cannot care

for their nutrition or finances. Those elderly are frail and need more

medical support. Frailty is known to be a risk factor for POD and POCD
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models that have been developed in different contexts. A

recent systematic review and meta-analysis found 37 risk

prediction models for POD, although the authors found only

seven were either internally or externally validated [84].

While those models might indeed be more suitable for

risk evaluation than an individual clinical decision [85],

currently there is still no risk prediction model that ade-

quately covers all patients. While a comprehensive risk

model remains unavailable, the risk assessment should con-

tinue to be evaluated on an individual basis in the clinical

setting (Fig. 40.8).

Anesthesia and Delirium
Postoperative delirium was first attributed to anesthesia

rather than to the surgical procedure itself. In their article

from 1955, Bedfort and Leeds attributed the risk of a patient

developing delirium solely to the general anesthesia [1].

In the later phase of POD research, it became evident that

it is rather the inflammatory stress induced by a surgical

procedure that causes POD. Nevertheless, anesthesia and

anesthesia-related factors are important aspects that can

either place patients at risk or exert protective effects. The

most important factors in this context are the type of anes-

thesia, hemodynamic management, neuromonitoring, and

postoperative pain management [71, 86–88].

EEG Monitoring and Delirium

Monitoring the brain activity via electroencephalography

(EEG) during administration of phenobarbital was first

reported by Berger in 1931, where he described systematic

changes comparable to those associated with sleep stages

[89]. But even though it is clear that EEG recording is the

Table 40.5 Possible frailty assessment tools

Functional domain Test examples

Cognitive impairment, dementia • Minimal Mental State Examination (MMSE)

• Clock completion test (Watson)

Mobility and risk of drop • “Timed up and go” test

Handgrip strength as surrogate for general muscle strength • Dynamometer

Hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, and motor processing • Grooved pegboard

• Trail making test A & B

Activity of daily living • Barthel Index

• Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (Lawton and Brody)

Frailty comprises a geriatric symptom complex which includes several functional domains. Screening and assessment is necessary to identify

frailty in the elderly. A battery of easy and short-to-perform tests for functional domains are validated and proven in frailty assessment. For

example, to screen swiftly for impaired cognition, the Minimal Mental State Examination (MMSE) or the clock completion test can be used. To

diagnose dementia elaborated neuropsychiatric assessment is mandatory. Frailty is accompanied with impaired mobility, muscle strength, and

nutrition and increased need for help in activities of daily living

Fig. 40.8 POD prevention. To reduce harm and costs, POD preven-

tion should be on focus in all patients and specially in those identified to

be on risk of POD. In the surgical context, the actions can be

discriminated in pre-, intra-, and postoperative assessments. POD pre-

vention is multi-professional, from the nurse on ward giving care on

sensorial aids and fluids to the surgeon choosing the adequate proce-

dure to the anesthesiological management of blood pressure, analgesia,

and anesthesia agents; every link in the medical chain needs to be aware

of POD prevention
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most feasible approach for tracking brain states under gen-

eral anesthesia, currently it is still not part of routine

practices in anesthesiology. Instead of a thorough analysis,

a single number has been derived from frontal EEG

recordings, intended to represent the level of consciousness

[90–92]. When compared with the non-EEG-based standard

of monitoring—where depth of anesthesia is based on

changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and muscle tone—his

simplistic approach has been shown to be ineffective in

reducing the incidence of intraoperative awareness [93]. Fur-

ther, these indices are less reliable in pediatric populations,

since they have been developed exclusively from cohorts of

adult patients [94].

Nevertheless, the widely used EEG-based indices moni-

toring depth of anesthesia assume that the same index value

defines the same level of consciousness for all anesthetics as

well as patients of all ages. Since it is known that different

anesthetics interact with different molecular targets to

induce changes in neuronal circuits, it is important to

develop methods for the more detailed analysis of raw

EEG data. Slower EEG oscillations are generally assumed

to indicate a more profound state of general anesthesia.

Ketamine and nitrous oxide, however, commonly induce

faster EEG oscillations and, therefore, generally produce

increased EEG-derived indices [95, 96]. These elevated

EEG indices are misleading in regard to the level of con-

sciousness, frequently leading clinicians to doubt the EEG

index reading. In contrast, dexmedetomidine can produce

profound slowing of EEG oscillations, leading to low EEG

indices, though patients can still easily be aroused [97].

Nonetheless, it is important to note that such an index-

based EEG neuromonitoring has been shown to decrease the

risk of developing POD in several, large randomized studies

[71, 98, 99], where it was found that depth of anesthesia is

one of the main risk factors contributing to the incidence of

POD and POCD. In these three large randomized trials,

elderly patients receiving an elective surgery were included

and randomized either in a “BIS-guided” group or a “BIS-

blinded” group. In the “BIS-guided” group, the anesthetist

was allowed to use the BIS data to guide anesthesia, whereas

in the “BIS-blinded” group, the BIS monitor was covered,

and patients received routine care during anesthesia. All

studies mentioned a decrease in the incidence of POD, as

excessive depth of anesthesia could be avoided by processed

EEG guiding. Furthermore, the frequency and duration of

burst suppression during anesthesia correlated significantly

with the POD incidence [71, 100]. These data provide a clear

suggestion as to the potential of EEG as a monitoring tool in

anesthesia.

Furthermore, BIS monitoring used in combination with

TCI systems during anesthesia leads to a significant reduc-

tion of applied hypnotics and opioids [101]. These results

underline the potential capability of EEG monitoring as a

primary parameter to define unconscious states during anes-

thesia. In a similar study using TCI systems for propofol

anesthesia, additional monitoring using auditory evoked

potentials led to less patient movement and better sedation

[102]. This data provides a clear suggestion as to the poten-

tial of neuromonitoring in anesthesia.

Neuromonitoring is not inferior to a combination of TCI

with neuromonitoring. TCI systems may be particularly

useful for inexperienced personnel (e.g., non-anesthetist

sedation providers) or in settings where neuromonitoring is

not available or not implemented. TCI algorithms can

provide an automatization of dosage, thus reducing alpine

blood pressures caused by bolus-wise administration of

anesthetics.

The term burst suppression describes an electroencepha-

lographic (EEG) pattern consisting of a continuous alterna-

tion between high-voltage slow waves and depressed

electrographic activity. It is noticed in various conditions

as coma, cerebral anoxia, cerebral trauma, drug intoxication,

encephalopathy, hypothermia, and deep anesthesia. The

presence of an ongoing oscillation in subcortical structures

(hippocampal neurons) during cortical isoelectric line has

been noted [103]. Importantly, it has been shown that a

propofol-induced burst suppression state is associated with

a state of cortical hyperexcitability and that the bursts are

triggered by subliminal stimuli reaching the hyperexcitable

cortex [104]. Bursts triggered by propofol anesthesia can be

asynchronous across the cortex and may even occur in a

limited cortical region. This happens while other areas main-

tain ongoing continuous activity, indicating that different

cortical and subcortical circuits express different

sensitivities to high doses of anesthetics [105, 106].

During anesthesia, awareness is suppressed by hypnotics,

whereas arousal is mainly attenuated by analgesics. There is

currently no EEG-derived single parameter which can effec-

tively define the level of arousability. EEG activity is gener-

ally influenced by many factors during anesthesia, where the

primary contributing factors are age and the choice of

anesthetics and analgesics used. If EEG monitoring would

be further developed to account for influencing parameters,

such as age and anesthetics used, in the index calculation, it

could well become an ideal tool for monitoring the level of

consciousness.

Age-Related Changes
It is of interest to note that elderly patients are more likely

to experience burst suppression during anesthesia [107].

Age-related changes during anesthesia with propofol and

sevoflurane are related to EEG power and coherence. EEG

power is defined as a function of EEG wave amplitudes and

frequencies, whereas coherence can be seen as a frequency-

dependent correlation or as a measure of synchrony between

two signals at the same frequency (e.g., alpha-band) in
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different regions of the brain. Purdon and colleagues [107]

examined 155 patients, aged 18–90 years old, while receiv-

ing either propofol or sevoflurane anesthesia. For both

anesthetics, they found a marked reduction in EEG signal

power for all frequency bands (a ¼ 8–12 Hz, b ¼ 13–35 Hz,

q ¼ 4–7 Hz, d < 4 Hz, g > 35 Hz) with increasing age. The

effect was most pronounced in the alpha-frequency band,

where they found a loss of coherence, as well as a lower peak

coherent frequency in elderly patients, as compared to the

younger patients. They proposed that the age-related EEG

power reduction might be caused by a decline in synaptic

density, changes in dendritic dynamics, or a decline in neu-

rotransmitter synthesis within the cortex. The frontal alpha-

band changes are thought to be mediated through the frontal

GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) thalamocortical circuits

[108], so that these age-related changes might reflect a

functional alteration in the GABA-dependent fronto-

thalamocortical circuits. In the propofol group, these

occurrences were more pronounced, which can be related

to the different underlying molecular mechanisms of both

drugs: while propofol acts primarily as an activator on the

GABA receptor, sevoflurane and other inhalative anesthetics

show an additional inhibition on NMDA receptors [109].

Propofol-Related Changes
Propofol binds postsynaptically to GABA receptors,

hyperpolarizing postsynaptic neurons and thus leading to

inhibition [109]. EEG signatures of propofol-induced loss

of consciousness show an increase in low-frequency power,

a loss of coherent occipital coherent alpha-oscillation, and

the appearance of coherent frontal alpha-oscillation, which

is reversed during regain of consciousness [110]. Addition-

ally, there is a disruption of frontoparietal feedback connec-

tivity, which also recovers during regain of consciousness

(Fig. 40.9) [111].

Dexmedetomidine-Related Changes
Dexmedetomidine is an alpha-2-adrenoceptor agonist that

gives rise to similarly slow oscillations and spindle-like activ-

ity during sedation [112]. In contrast to propofol,

dexmedetomidine is clinically known to induce a sedation

state comparable to non-rapid eye movement sleep, in which

patients can easily be aroused with verbal or tactile stimuli.

Both anesthetics are associated with slow/delta oscillation

during induced unconsciousness, even though the

amplitude power of slow wave oscillation was much larger

in propofol anesthesia. Similar to sleep-induced spindles,

unconsciousness induced by dexmedetomidine triggers

spindles with a maximum power and coherence at 13 Hz, in

contrast to propofol, where the peak frequency is at 11 Hz

[97]. The authors propose that propofol enables a deeper state

of unconsciousness, as seen by large-amplitude slow wave

oscillation, whereas dexmedetomidine places patients into a

more plane brain state of sedation.

Ketamine-Related Changes
Ketamine acts primarily via the inhibition of NMDA

receptors, inducing a “dissociative anesthesia” [109]. This

difference in molecular interaction can be seen in EEG

analysis, where a reduction in alpha-power as well as an

Fig. 40.9 EEG neuromonitoring

during propofol anesthesia.

Intraoperative frontal EEG

recording with slow oscillations.

Upper screen: raw EEG show a

theta-delta activity during deep

sedation with propofol. Lower
screen right: spectrogram during

propofol-induced

unconsciousness with increase of

power in the low-frequency

alpha-band and mainly in the

theta and delta band. Lower
screen left: EEG-derived index

D1 or 51
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increase in gamma-power can be noted. But despite the

molecular and neurophysiological differences to the other

major classes of anesthetics, the frontoparietal feedback

connectivity was gradually diminished during induction

with ketamine anesthesia and was inhibited after loss of

consciousness [113].

Target-controlled infusion (TCI) systems have been

developed for intravenous drugs, where a set of pharmaco-

kinetic parameters has been selected for computer simula-

tion of an infusion scheme. The selected model is

incorporated into the infusion pump, where it is used to

predict the drug concentration in the plasma and at the

drug target site. This allows it to calculate the needed con-

centration of anesthetics to reach an unconscious state. Mon-

itoring the depth of anesthesia, or unconscious state during

anesthesia, may be defined as the probability of nonresponse

to stimulation [114] and, therefore, is dependent on the

intensity of the stimulus, as well as the nature of response.

Anesthesia may well induce unresponsiveness and amnesia,

but the extent to which it causes unconsciousness remains

uncertain [109].

Therefore, it may be more reliable in the future to

focus on parameters that are directly related to the level

of consciousness, such as the EEG, in order to monitor

depth of anesthesia/unconscious state. In order to ensure

more reliable results, it is important to use EEG

signatures that are specific to age and to the anesthetic

of choice.

To measure “arousability,” which is the balance between

noxious stimulation and nociceptive suppression by

analgesics, it is necessary to analyze responses evoked by a

strong painful stimulus. Since analgesics primarily act at a

subcortical level, it seems appropriate to assess electrophys-

iological reflexes at the subcortical/spinal level to achieve

this goal.

Target-Controlled Infusions and Delirium

Target-Controlled Infusions
In the last decades, the availability of short-acting drugs

with a high degree of performance prediction, such as

propofol [115], allowed for the development of novel

approaches to anesthesia. Aside from total intravenous anes-

thesia (TIVA), these advancements allowed for the develop-

ment of target-controlled infusion (TCI) systems, which

employ multi-compartment pharmacokinetic models to

predict anesthetic doses [116, 117], as described in

Chaps. 6 and 8.

Since the first computer-based infusions were developed

in the 1980s [118, 119], increasingly more accurate and

reliable models have expanded the prospects of TCI, and

today there are regimens available for the drug delivery of

several substances, such as sedatives, analgesics,

antiarrhythmics, antibiotics, and chemotherapeutics (see

Chap. 8).

Anesthesia is attained by a balanced mixture use of

hypnotics and analgesics, whereas the ideal dosage is gener-

ally estimated using vegetative signs as surrogate markers,

such as heart rate and blood pressure fluctuations. Monitor-

ing the depth of anesthesia in this fashion is challenging and

has several limitations, so that much skill is needed to

properly recognize and interpret stress signals in a broad

patient collective. While an insufficient depth of anesthesia

increases the risk of awareness and subsequent

complications [93, 120], excessive anesthesia, expressed as

burst suppression patterns in EEG analysis, is associated

with POD [72, 100]. Therefore, inadequate dosage of these

substances in either side of the target range can have severe

effects on patient outcome [40]. There are promising new

monitoring approaches, such as the noxious stimulation

response index (NSRI) [121] and surgical pleth index (SPI)

[122, 123], which may be helpful devices in future anes-

thetic assessments.

By properly defining target doses, TCI offers an elegant

solution to this predicament, with the potential to decrease

complication rates and improve patient outcome. One major

limitation of the most commonly used TCI algorithms is that

anesthesiologists utilize algorithms that were designed for

the use of one opioid (mostly remifentanil) and one hypnotic

(mostly propofol). Usually, the target plasma concentrations

do not allow an automatic correction for co-analgesics and

co-hypnotics, so that these have to be manually adjusted.

Especially for patients with a high risk for delirium, these

co-substances might play an important role by blocking

proinflammatory pathways, thus providing beneficial effects

for patients. This can explain the protective effect of iv

agents (e.g., ketamine, dexmedetomidine) and also their

sparing effect on hypnotics with a considerable risk for

burst suppression (e.g., propofol).

When using a TCI model in a patient with a significant

risk for POD, the additional use of an EEG-controlled moni-

toring is recommended in order to avoid excessive anesthe-

sia and to better titrate analgesia to avoid pain and

overdosing of opioids by reduction of anticholinergic side

effects, as well as to allow for manual adjustments of the

target concentrations, if necessary.

Background Information: Pediatrics

Children have a particular high risk of experiencing inade-

quate emergence after surgery [7, 9]. IE can be further

divided as pediatric emergence delirium (paedED) and

emergence agitation (EA). EA, which occurs more fre-

quently than paedED [40], is a behavioral disturbance seen

as excessive motor activity caused by discomfort, pain, or

anxiety [124].
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In the case of paedED, however, all the DSM-5 criteria

for delirium are entirely fulfilled. This complication usually

affects preschool children following anesthesia with

sevoflurane and is associated with consecutive maladaptive

behavioral changes [125]. Thus, prevention is essential.

The employment of TCI in pediatrics is promising, but

remains limited [126, 127]. Intravenous anesthesia has been

shown to have beneficial effects on children, including a

decrease in the rate of paedED, and postoperative nausea

and vomiting (PONV) [126]. Reduced rates of paedED have

also been shown under premedication with midazolam [128–

130] or alpha-2 agonists [131–134]. Intraoperative applica-

tion of propofol and ketamine and adequate perioperative

pain management also provide protection [135, 136]. The

development of proper TCI models for pediatric patients,

however, has been hindered due to essential differences in

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, as well as

limitations on anesthesia monitoring in this patient collec-

tive [126, 127, 137].

TCI Substances and Delirium

Propofol
Propofol is a highly lipid-soluble substrate that readily

permeates biomembranes such as the blood-brain barrier,

so that the onset of anesthetic effects is equivalent to the

blood circulation time. This property also allows for the

rapid redistribution to the periphery, so that patients can

readily recover from anesthetic states.

Propofol has been extensively studied in the context of

anesthesiology and critical care. It is seen as the gold

standard hypnotic for total intravenous anesthesia and is

also frequently used for short-term sedation in critical

care. The use is limited to short-term sedation, as

prolonged use carries the risk of a severe complication

known as propofol infusion syndrome (PRIS). The patho-

physiology of this condition is not understood compre-

hensively, but it is mitochondria related and

characterized by a massive lactate acidosis, lipidemia,

and severe myolysis, leading ultimately to multi-organ

dysfunction with a high mortality [138]. The risk of PRIS

is increased if propofol is given in high doses or for

prolonged periods of time. Therefore, the use is generally

limited for both dosage and application period (�4 mg/

kg/h for sedation in intensive care and limited for use

only up to 7 days) [139]. The risk of developing PRIS is

generally higher in children [140], and, therefore, strict

indications for prolonged sedation is critical.

Propofol has vasodilatative properties, which can lead to

a severe decrease in blood pressure and heart rate, as well as

a strong respiratory depression. When compared to

sevoflurane, propofol reduces cerebral blood flow

[105, 141], whereas the combination of propofol and

remifentanil induces a low-flow state preserving the

pressure-flow autoregulation. In contrast, sevoflurane

induces a certain degree of luxury perfusion. Further,

propofol reduces cerebral oxygenation compared to

sevoflurane [142]. Preexisting impairment of cerebral

oxygenation in elderly patients has been proven to be related

with a higher risk of POD and POCD [3, 143]. These

findings might have important implications to the develop-

ment of POD/POCD, and it may be useful to assess the

preexisting cerebral blood flow and oxygenation parameters,

so as to allow anesthesiologists to select an appropriate

medication in an individual basis. Although these experi-

mental pharmacodynamic findings suggest a link between

POD and propofol, there is nearly no evidence supporting

this thesis. Propofol is usually seen as a reference standard

substance in the ICU context, as it has the delirium risk

profile of a “non-benzodiazepine” sedative, so that it is

even recommended for ICU sedation.

Interestingly, although propofol binds the same receptors

as benzodiazepines, causes a reduced cerebral blood flow,

and lowers cerebral oxygenation, there is still no evidence

showing that propofol is a risk factor for delirium.

Propofol TCI and Delirium

Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic models for propofol

drug delivery in adults have been available for decades

[117, 144]. These propofol TCI models have been shown

to correlate significantly with BIS readings [145], where the

effects of age on target concentrations have been

highlighted. When compared to younger patients, the elderly

required less propofol to lose consciousness, in spite of

higher BIS indices [146, 147]. Concerns that propofol may

induce neuroapoptosis in infants are still being investigated

[137]. The currently available TCI regimens for children

vary considerably and lack proper validation, so that there

is still a need for improved monitoring techniques before

TCI may be implemented in pediatric anesthesia [126].

Although there are several studies regarding propofol

TCI sedation, none showed direct evidence that it reduces

the risk or incidence of postoperative delirium. In combina-

tion with remifentanil, however, it has been established that

propofol TCI regimens have the potential to reduce the risk

of burst suppression by reducing dosages [142, 148], which

would indirectly also affect the risk for POD. This remains

controversial, as there are also studies indicating that TCI

may in fact increase total propofol doses, so that additional

investigations are still required to determine whether TCI is

indeed superior to conventional anesthesia [149].

Alpha-2 Agonists
Alpha-2 agonists (A2As) are a group of substances that bind

to presynaptic alpha-2 receptors and exert its effect via the
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inhibition of presynaptic noradrenaline release. By under-

standing that A2As reduce the activity of the sympathetic

tone, it is not surprising that these substances have not been

introduced into the market as an iv sedative, but rather as an

antihypertensive. Their first release took place more than

50 years ago. However, in the modern management of seda-

tion, A2As are more important than ever.

Dexmedetomidine is currently available for iv use both in

the US and European markets. It is a lipophilic imidazole

derivative that has, compared to clonidine, a higher affinity

for the alpha-2 receptor [150].

The sedative effect of A2A is delivered independently

from the GABA receptor, but due to stimulation of presyn-

aptic noradrenaline receptors, essentially in the locus

coeruleus. The sedation properties of A2As are a result of

reduced firing in the neurons of the locus coeruleus, which is

part of the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS).

Incidentally, the drugs do not directly interfere with the

cortex, but rather increase the threshold for stimulation,

thus promoting a condition similar to natural non-rapid eye

movement (NREM) sleep. On the Richmond Agitation-

Sedation Scale, the minimum achievable RASS with the

exclusive use of an A2A is “�3” [150].
The side effects can be explained by the fact that alpha-

2 adrenoreceptors are not exclusively located in the locus

coeruleus, but can also be found throughout the body. There-

fore, a decrease in blood pressure, heart rate, and orthostatic

dysregulations are typical side effects, whereas these side

effects tend to be mild, and the tolerance of the substances is

excellent [151–153].

Clonidine, a prototype substance that is still used in

Europe, differs from dexmedetomidine not only in regard

to their affinity to alpha-2 receptors but also concerning their

pharmacokinetic properties. Clonidine has also been shown

to attenuate early proinflammatory response in cardiac

patients [154].

Dexmedetomidine is very lipophilic and, therefore,

quickly distributed throughout the body. Although the ter-

mination is dependent on its distribution effect in short-term

use, such as during anesthesia, the elimination of

dexmedetomidine is also rapid, shown to be completed

within about 2 h in healthy volunteers. In contrast, clonidine

has a half-life of up to 72 h.

A2As play a significant role in the concept of “early goal-

directed sedation” [30], which aims at an awake and atten-

tive patient from the very beginning of an intensive care

treatment [155]. Additionally, it is also approved for proce-

dural sedation, as it has a near complete lack of respiratory

depression. Dexmedetomidine has also been studied in the

context of fiber-optic intubations for anticipated difficult

airways, as the patients remain well cooperative and able

to tolerate tubes and stimuli [156–160]. From the intensive

care context, it has been shown that patients treated with

dexmedetomidine have lower mortality rates, although fur-

ther trials are necessary to confirm this finding, as thus far

this could only be shown in a subgroup analysis of a

randomized controlled trial [161]. The possible

neuroprotective effects of dexmedetomidine have been

hypothesize, as it might mitigate the inflammatory response

of the brain to peripheral stimuli. Experimental in vitro trials

showed dexmedetomidines’ potential to attenuate lipopoly-

saccharide (LPS)-induced inflammatory response in

activated microglia [162–164].

Finally, dexmedetomidine is also one of the selected

substances that showed effectiveness in the symptom-

orientated treatment of delirium. Dexmedetomidine and

other A2A class substances are seen as the most promising

drugs for neuroprotection and delirium prevention

[165]. The reduced levels of stress caused by A2A minimize

the proinflammatory response. A formal recommendation

regarding the use of A2A as potential neuroprotective

co-sedatives is still not available, as corroborating studies

are still ongoing.

Alpha-2 Agonists TCI and Delirium

The use of A2S has been relatively well established in the

TCI context, where it is usually employed in a three-

compartment model [166, 167]. Dexmedetomidine TCI has

been shown to have several beneficial effects, including

reduced anesthetic requirement, less postoperative pain,

and reduced ICU length of stay, mechanical ventilation,

and occurrence of delirium [168–172]. Even in children,

dexmedetomidine/propofol TCI was able to reduce the rate

of intra- and postoperative complications in comparison to

fentanyl [131].

The hemodynamic stability and lack of respiratory sup-

pression provided by dexmedetomidine have also been

noted, so that it can be safely used for sedation during

potentially stressful procedures, such as awake fiber-optic

intubations [129, 173–175]. The mild hemodynamic side

effects also favor the use of dexmedetomidine in the ICU,

where it can be used as an adjuvant in order to reduce dosage

of other substances, such as propofol and benzodiazepines

(for alcohol withdrawal) [153, 176]. Though this effect is

largely beneficial, the reduced need for other substances

carries the risk of accidental overdosage with consecutive

complications, such as burst suppression. Therefore, the use

of a dexmedetomidine TCI requires careful monitoring via

EEG [177].

In conclusion, the use of dexmedetomidine TCI has the

potential to reduce several risk factors for delirium. Espe-

cially its opioid- and hypnotic-sparing and stress-reducing

effect makes it interesting as an adjuvant for prevention and

risk reduction.
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Benzodiazepines
Anesthesiologists use benzodiazepines primarily for

anxiolysis and premedication. Traditionally, almost every

patient received an oral bolus of a benzodiazepine approxi-

mately half an hour before scheduled surgery. A well-known

side effect of benzodiazepines is the possibility of paradoxi-

cal reactions, generally occurring in children and elderly

patients [178–180]. This dose-dependent phenomenon of

paradox excitation is a subset of hyperactive-sedation-

related delirium [67]. Additionally, there is strong evidence

for an increased risk for ICU delirium if lorazepam or

midazolam is used in the context of critical care [181, 182].

Aside from these complications, benzodiazepines have

nevertheless a sedative, anxiolytic, anticonvulsant, and

relaxing pharmacological profile, also known for mediation

of analgesic effects on a spinal level [183–185]. The distinct

characteristics of substances from this class are due to their

individual affinity for particular GABA subtypes [183, 186,

187]. There are at least five distinctive GABA-A-alpha

receptors, each with different subtypes mediating different

therapeutic actions. For instance, benzodiazepines with a

high affinity toward the GABA-A-alpha 1 receptor possess

strong sedative properties, whereas GABA-A-alpha 2/3

agonists are more adequate for the induction of

anxiolysis [184].

Many anesthesiologists favor benzodiazepines due to

their broad therapeutic range. When compared to other sub-

stance classes, benzodiazepines have less prominent respira-

tory and cardio-depressive effects [188]. Especially due to

their beneficial effects on hemodynamics, benzodiazepines

are sometimes used for the induction of anesthesia in

patients with severe cardiovascular comorbidities. This can

be a feasible method, especially in cardiac anesthesia.

In addition to cardiac surgery, the advantageous hemody-

namic stability of benzodiazepines led to an extensive use of

lorazepam and midazolam for sedation in the intensive care

unit [189]. Long-term sedation is particularly relevant in this

context, as propofol has limitations regarding the duration of

treatment and dosage. However, studies have repeatedly

shown that long-term sedation with midazolam and loraze-

pam is independently correlated with an increased incidence

for ICU delirium [181]. It is important to note that only these

two substances, lorazepam and midazolam, have been exten-

sively studied in this context, thus acting as surrogates for

the entire substance class.

From the pharmacodynamic point, benzodiazepines and

propofol are both GABA agonists, so it is surprising to note a

significant difference in their type of action. This major

difference is due to their binding affinity and the pharmaco-

kinetics. Per example, both midazolam and the alpha-OH-

hydroxymidazolam (the first metabolite, which is still

active) are known to undergo the cytochrome P450-

dependent breakdown, a notoriously stagnant metabolic

pathway, which leads to accumulation and extensive

prolongation of their half-life. A 3-day midazolam infusion

can result in elevated plasma levels of these active

metabolites for more than a week [190].

Although the evidence is currently inconsistent,

benzodiazepines should be used reservedly. The bolus-wise

use of these substances can be indicated to provide a stress-

free environment, particularly for patients suffering from

anxiety or stress, though their routine administration cannot

be recommended.

Benzodiazepines TCI and Delirium

There is controversial data regarding the use of benzodiaze-

pine TCI systems. Though often used in the context of

premedication and sedation, benzodiazepines have a notori-

ous deliriogenic reputation. However, studies involving

midazolam TCI systems in the ICU have shown that these

systems are capable of avoiding deliriogenic dosages [191]

and the three-compartment models have been deemed feasi-

ble and safe for sedation in the ICU [192].

The question of whether or not benzodiazepines induce

delirium due to their long half-life (sedation-related delir-

ium) or through their potentially precipitating effect on

neuroinflammation is still the object of current

investigations, whereas there is evidence supporting both

mechanisms. Also noteworthy is that benzodiazepines have

dependence potential, which can subsequently trigger severe

withdrawal delirium [193]. In this context, it is interesting to

note the innovations in the field of benzodiazepines , where

anxiolytic and analgesic experimental benzodiazepines with

an increased affinity to certain sub-receptor types are

recently under development. These could be suitable for

preoperative anxiolysis, without the negative sedating side

effect.

Additionally, a new substance called “remimazolam” is

undergoing trials in Japan for procedural sedation as an

ultrashort-acting benzodiazepine [194]. Though further

trials are needed, this drug might play a significant role in

the future of “total intravenous anesthesia” in instable

patients.

The postoperative use of midazolam also demonstrated

a sparing effect on hypnotics and opioids, though this

effect was not as pronounced as that of alpha-2 agonists

[195, 196].

Taking these factors under account, further research is

needed to safely assess the benefits of midazolam TCI

systems without inducing delirium. Currently, however, the

independent association between benzodiazepines and

delirium leads to the recommendation that a continuous

application of benzodiazepines should be avoided in inten-

sive care [30, 197].
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Ketamine
Ketamine exists in two isomers, S(+) and the R(�), whereas

the S(+) isomer has a higher affinity to N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA) receptor and thus exhibits a higher potency than R

(�) ketamine. The effects of ketamine are unfolded by an

interaction of muscarinic, opioid, and voltage-gated

receptors. The “dissociative anesthesia” is caused by the

antagonism of NMDA receptors. Ketamine combines hyp-

notic and analgesic properties, as well as altered amnestic

and psychomimetic functions. These properties offer

ketamine-wide and interesting applications, especially in

the prehospital setting. In the perioperative context, keta-

mine is favored for its bronchodilation and lack of respira-

tory suppression.

The sympathetic nervous and cardiovascular systems are

slightly stimulated by ketamine, though recent findings

reveal no intraocular or intracranial pressure rise when it is

used carefully and in combination with other anesthetics

[198, 199].

In the field of psychiatry, there is an ongoing study

examining ketamine infusion in combination with clonidine

as an option for treatment-resistant depression [200]. Keta-

mine seems to be particularly effective in the treatment of

fatigue in individuals with treatment-resistant bipolar

depression [201].

Ketamine TCI and Delirium

Outside of the operating room, ketamine TCI systems are

used for procedural sedation in gastrointestinal endoscopy,

as well as for children undergoing MRI examinations and

interventional radiology [202, 203].

In the perioperative context, ketamine is used as a potent

adjuvant in general anesthesia, effective in reducing intra-

and postoperative opioid requirement, as well as lowering

postoperative pain scores [204]. When compared to propofol

or midazolam, EEG guidance during sedation induction with

ketamine can be challenging, as there is no change in the BIS

index after loss of consciousness. Therefore, other monitor-

ing methods, such as auditory evoked potentials, can be

necessary [205].

As for postoperative pain treatment, the addition of keta-

mine to morphine/hydromorphone PCA reduced the rate of

PONV, as well as reduced opioid requirements [206]. This

analgesic-sparing effect of ketamine helps to avoid

pro-deliriogenic opiate oversedation. A systematic review

recently revealed that perioperative application of ketamine,

dexmedetomidine, and antipsychotics may reduce the risk of

POD [207], whereas dexamethasone remains

controversial [208].

Compared to sevoflurane, children treated with ketamine

anesthesia had a reduced risk of experiencing emergence

delirium [136]. For the elderly patients undergoing cardiac

anesthesia, a high-risk collective, single bolus of ketamine

during induction of general anesthesia showed reductions in

the rate of POD [209, 210].

Opioids
A sufficient analgesic treatment is imperative, as pain has

severe effects on the development of complications such as

delirium [50]. However, the administration of substances

with sedative properties must be critically evaluated, as

they have also been shown to increase the risk of delirium

[211, 212].

In the perioperative and ICU settings, opioids are rou-

tinely favored for their unrivaled analgesic effect, their little

cardiovascular influence, as well as their lack of liver and

kidney toxicity [213]. They may also be used in combination

with regional anesthesia [214] and allow for a patient-con-

trolled administration, which can and should be

implemented on patients who are sufficiently awake [215].

Opioids were originally derived from opium, though cur-

rently several synthetic and semisynthetic alternatives are

available. The effects of opioids are unfolded through bind-

ing on opioid receptors in the brain stem, in the subcortex,

and on the spinal level, which are physiologically the bind-

ing sites of several ligands, such as endorphins and

enkephalins [213, 216]. Differences among opioids are due

primarily to their relative affinity to particular receptors, but

also due to their pharmacodynamic properties. While there

are several types of opioid receptors, the μ and kappa

receptors are the most relevant in anesthesia, as both can

elicit analgesia and sedation [217].

Remifentanil is the opioid with the shortest half-life

(3–4 min), and due to its degradation by plasma esterases,

it provides excellent controllability while eliminating the

danger of accumulation [218].

The associated side effects of opioids are related to

unspecific binding of receptors. For example, while the

binding of μ1 receptors induces the desired analgesia,

μ2 receptors are responsible for respiratory depression and

reduced gastrointestinal motility [219]. Other side effects

include postoperative nausea and vomiting, thorax rigidity,

and substance dependency.

Opioid TCI and Delirium

The continuous iv application of opioids is known in the

perioperative context, primarily as part of a total intravenous

anesthesia during surgery, as well as in the postoperative

management of pain via (patient-controlled) infusion pumps.

Remifentanil is the opioid of choice for use in total

intravenous anesthesia, and it has been shown to reduce the

incidence of POD [220]. It was shown to be secure and

feasible for rescue therapies [221] and also shows synergetic

effects with hypnotics, allowing for a significant dosage

reduction [148, 222]. This sparing effect was shown to be

more pronounced with remifentanil than with other opioids,
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such as fentanyl [223], though no clear benefit over

sufentanil could be seen [224]. Other substances, such as

hydromorphone, also showed satisfactory results as TCI in

the management of postoperative pain [225].

Aside from meperidine, which has been shown to be more

prone to trigger delirium than other opioids [226], there is no

evidence of a clear advantage among substances in this class

in regard to deliriogenic effect [227]. A clear superiority of

automated over manual systems could not be established

[228]. As compared to an oral intake, however, studies

have shown that the iv administration of opioids in the

postoperative setting is linked to a higher incidence of

POCD [87].

The inadequate pain management in anesthesiology and

ICU settings may result in more delirium, either due to

insufficient dosage with subsequent pain or due to excessive

dosage with subsequent anticholinergic effect.

Summary

TCI systems have the potential to reduce significant risk

factors for delirium, such as overdosage and alpine blood

pressure. The use of adjuvants, such as ketamine and

dexmedetomidine, is particularly promising in achieving

dosage reduction and neuroprotection, though most of the

drug delivery models currently available are restricted to

only two substances (generally a hypnotic and an opioid).

For now, this constraint still limits the potential of TCI to

reduce delirium rates.

Finally, it is advisable to combine the use of TCI systems

with neuromonitoring so as to harmonize dosage adaptation,

depth of anesthesia, hemodynamic stability, and

neuroprotection. If neuromonitoring is not available or not

implemented, TCI can be useful. However, TCI should

always be used in combination with neuromonitoring when

used in patients at risk for delirium.
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Introduction

Worldwide, noncardiac surgery has been reported to be

associated with an average overall complication rate of

about 11 % and a mortality rate of 1.5 % [1]. Despite

benefits associated with the introduction of safety

procedures and improved surgical techniques, major

perioperative complications continue to occur. Of these,

perioperative cardiac events account for one third

of perioperative deaths [2] and are associated with increased

hospital stay [3] and long-term mortality rates [4]. As a

consequence, there is a major interest in an efficient

preoperative risk stratification that uses available clinical

information to stratify the risk of perioperative cardiac

complications in order to tailor potential protective

strategies. Unfortunately, the currently available

preoperative risk prediction models have limitations and

do not allow for an accurate individual patient risk

stratification [5, 6].

Measurements of sensitive biomarkers have been

shown to be of additional help in identifying the patient

at risk for adverse postoperative outcome [7, 8], and pre-

liminary data suggest that intensification of therapy in

those patients improves outcome [9].

Taking into account the major implications of periop-

erative cardiac events and the fact that occurrence of

these events can be modulated, maximal efforts should

be directed toward the prevention and treatment of

perioperative myocardial ischemia.

Pathophysiology of Perioperative Myocardial
Ischemia

In nonoperative myocardial infarctions, 64–100 % of

patients present with coronary artery plaque fissuring, and

in 65–95 % an acute luminal thrombus is present [10, 11].

The pathophysiology underlying perioperative myocardial

infarction (PMI) seems to be more complex. Some studies

on the coronary pathology underlying fatal PMIs revealed

important coronary artery disease without obvious plaque

fissuring and presence of intraluminal thrombosis in only a

limited proportion of patients [12, 13]. These findings sug-

gest that fatal PMIs may primarily be the result of a

myocardial oxygen supply–demand imbalance in the setting

of fixed coronary artery stenoses. Angiographic data, on the

other hand, observed that the majority of nonfatal PMIs

occurred in the presence of coronary arteries without high-

grade stenoses [14], suggesting that plaque fissuring and

acute coronary artery thrombosis are involved as the causal

mechanism.

As a consequence, it seems that two distinct mechanisms

may lead to PMI: the acute coronary syndrome and the

prolonged myocardial oxygen supply–demand imbalance in

the presence of stable coronary artery disease [15–18]

(Fig. 41.1). These two types have been designated type

1 and type 2 myocardial infarction by the universal definition

of myocardial infarction [19].

Acute Coronary Syndrome (Type 1 Myocardial
Infarction)

This will occur when an unstable plaque undergoes

spontaneous rupture, fissuring, or erosion. The consequence

is an acute coronary thrombosis with myocardial ischemia

and finally infarction. Central in the process of plaque insta-

bility is the intraplaque inflammation, but external factors

occurring in the perioperative period may trigger the event.

These factors include tachycardia and hypertension, the
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release of stress hormones, and the increase in procoagulant

factors [20–23].

Myocardial Oxygen Supply–Demand Imbalance
(Type 2 Myocardial Infarction)

Tachycardia is the most common cause of an imbalance in

the myocardial oxygen supply–demand ratio [24, 25]. Periop-

erative hypotension (hypovolemia or systemic vasodilation)

or hypertension (elevated stress hormones, vasoconstriction),

anemia, hypoxemia, and hypercarbia may also trigger or

aggravate myocardial ischemia and aggravate pre-existing

diastolic and systolic dysfunction [17].

Timing of Perioperative Myocardial
Ischemic Events

Perioperative myocardial ischemia predominantly occurs in

the postoperative period [26]. Postoperative ischemia and

infarction often start shortly after the end of surgery, at a

moment when sympathetic discharge and procoagulant

activity increase [24, 27]. Le Manach et al. distinguished

two types of PMI according to time of appearance and rate of

increase in troponin I [28]. Early PMI occurs in the early

postoperative period (<24 h) and is not preceded by

subinfarction myocardial damage, whereas delayed PMI

occurs later (>24 h) and is preceded by a period of

myocardial damage in which biomarkers are increased.

Fig. 41.1 Schematic representation of the events leading to type 1 and

type 2 perioperative myocardial infarction. The acute coronary syn-

drome (type 1 myocardial infarction) will occur when an unstable

plaque undergoes spontaneous rupture or fissuring. The consequence

is an acute coronary thrombosis with myocardial ischemia and finally

infarction. Central in the process of plaque instability is the intraplaque

inflammation, but external factors occurring in the perioperative period

may trigger the event. These factors include tachycardia and hyperten-

sion, the release of stress hormones, and the increase in procoagulant

factors. Myocardial oxygen supply–demand imbalance (type

2 myocardial infarction) will occur whenever myocardial oxygen

demand exceeds oxygen supply. Tachycardia is the most common

cause of such an imbalance. Perioperative hypotension (hypovolemia

or systemic vasodilation) or hypertension (elevated stress hormones,

vasoconstriction), anemia, hypoxemia, and hypercarbia may also trig-

ger or aggravate myocardial ischemia and aggravate pre-existing dia-

stolic and systolic dysfunction
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They postulated that the mechanism underlying the early

PMI pattern is that of the vulnerable plaque, whereas the

biomarker release pattern of delayed PMI is more consistent

with a prolonged myocardial oxygen demand–supply imbal-

ance. In addition to these two patterns, some patients showed

a prolonged period of subinfarction troponin I release, indic-

ative for prolonged subclinical myocardial damage but with-

out the development of PMI [28, 29].

Combining all available data on perioperative ischemia

and infarction in patients undergoing noncardiac surgery, the

following time sequence has been proposed [15]. First,

ischemia starts in most patients (~67 %) immediately after

the end of surgery and during emergence from anesthesia.

Such ischemia is most often silent and can only be detected

by continuous electrocardiographic monitoring. In most

instances ischemia is preceded by an increase in heart rate.

Because the ischemic ST changes usually revert back to

baseline in almost all cases (even in patients who later

develop increased levels of biomarkers), this episode may

be easily missed in the absence of continuous monitoring.

Patients with a prolonged period of myocardial ischemia

may subsequently develop an increase in biomarkers,

signifying myocardial damage. An increased value for car-

diac troponin is defined as a measurement exceeding the

99th percentile of a normal reference population [19].

Only about 50 % of PMI patients will show symptoms of

myocardial infarction, while the other 50 % of PMIs are

silent and will remain unnoticed in the absence of electro-

cardiographic ST segment or biomarker analysis. The

increase in troponin starts mostly within 8–24 h after the

end of surgery [15]. When the increase in troponin occurs

shortly after the prolonged period of ST segment depression,

without sudden conversion to ST segment elevation, stress-

induced ischemia and not plaque rupture is the most likely

cause of PMI. The peak incidence of mortality in these

patients is in the first 1–3 postoperative days. In patients in

whom plaque rupture or coronary thrombosis is the cause of

fatal PMI (~50 %), the timing of death is evenly distributed

in the postoperative period, with no special correlation to the

end of surgery [15].

Pathophysiology of Ischemia–Reperfusion
Injury

Prolonged and unresolved interruption of blood supply to the

myocardium without reperfusion ultimately causes myocyte

cell death. Early restoration of blood flow to the ischemic

myocardium is therefore necessary to prevent myocardial

cell death to occur. However, reperfusion itself may lead to

additional tissue injury beyond that generated by the ische-

mic event (Fig. 41.2). This phenomenon is called reperfusion

injury, and it may manifest as arrhythmias, reversible

contractile dysfunction (myocardial stunning), endothelial

dysfunction, and ultimately irreversible reperfusion injury

with myocardial cell death. This lethal reperfusion injury

may result from two mechanisms which are necrosis and

apoptosis.

The pathogenesis of reperfusion injury still is not fully

elucidated, but several mechanisms have been shown to be

involved [30, 31]. The major consistent metabolic abnormal-

ity that has been observed in the stunned myocardium is a

reduction of the adenosine triphosphate concentration in the

cells [32]. Because this resolves with a time course that is

roughly parallel to that of the functional recovery [33],

emphasis was initially placed on a potential role of high

energy phosphates stores in the development of myocardial

stunning. However, several lines of evidence have made it

quite clear that adenosine triphosphate depletion has no

major pathogenetic role in the development of reperfusion

injury [34–36].

More recently the focus has turned to a potential role of

reactive oxygen species and the disruption of the normal

intracellular calcium homeostasis as major mechanisms

involved in the pathogenesis of reperfusion injury. The oxy-

gen paradox hypothesis is based on the observation that

oxygen—while it is essential for tissue survival—may also

be harmful during reperfusion of the ischemic myocardium

[30, 31]. Indeed, upon reperfusion, molecular oxygen

undergoes a sequential reduction with formation of reactive

oxygen species, which interact with cell membrane lipids and

essential proteins. This results in myocardial cell damage,

initially with depressed myocardial function but ultimately

leading to irreversible tissue damage. Although the role of

reactive oxygen species in the pathogenesis of myocardial

stunning has been established, the mechanisms by which

oxygen-derived free radicals produce contractile dysfunction

at the cellular level are still not fully understood. Since

calcium is the major ion involved in the force generation by

the myocardium, it seems likely that a change in extracellular

calcium influx, intracellular calcium release, or reuptake by

the sarcoplasmic reticulum or an alteration in myofilament

sensitivity to calcium is also involved in the pathogenesis of

depressed function with myocardial stunning [37].

In the last years, numerous reports provided solid evi-

dence on the key role of the mitochondrial permeability

transition pore (MPTP) in myocardial injury caused by

ischemia and reperfusion. Following an acute episode of

sustained myocardial ischemia, the opening of the MPTP

in the first few minutes of reperfusion has been shown to

mediate cell death. Opening of the MPTP renders the inner

mitochondrial membrane nonselectively permeable

resulting in a collapse of the mitochondrial membrane poten-

tial, thereby uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation, leading

to adenosine triphosphate depletion and cell death. Another

important effect of MPTP opening is mitochondrial matrix
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swelling and rupture of the outer mitochondrial membrane

resulting in the deposition of proapoptotic factors into the

cytosol, thereby initiating cell death [38–42] (Fig. 41.3).

Perioperative Cardioprotective Strategies

It is obvious that prevention of ischemic events is the pri-

mary prerequisite of a cardioprotective strategy. This is

basically obtained by keeping the myocardial oxygen

demand–supply ratio in balance. Whenever myocardial

ischemia occurs, treatment should not only be directed

toward a prompt restoration of blood flow to the ischemic

area but should also include measures to prevent or mini-

mize the extent of reperfusion injury.

Modulation of the Myocardial Oxygen
Demand–Supply Ratio

Modulation of the myocardial oxygen demand–supply

ratio will primarily aim at optimizing oxygen supply to

the myocardium while keeping myocardial oxygen demand

to a minimum. The latter will be obtained by avoiding

hemodynamic instability and prevent tachycardia and

hyper- or hypotension.

Most anesthetic techniques reduce sympathetic tone,

which leads to a vasodilation with the potential development

of a deceased blood pressure. Therefore, anesthesiological

management must ensure proper maintenance of organ flow

and perfusion pressure [43]. There is no universal target

blood pressure value to define intraoperative arterial hypo-

tension, but percentage decreases >20 % of mean arterial

pressure, or mean arterial pressure values <60 mmHg for

cumulative durations of >30 min are associated with an

increased risk of postoperative complications such as

myocardial infarction, stroke, and death [44–46].

Spinal or epidural anesthesia also induces sympathetic

blockade. The benefit of neuraxial anesthesia versus general

anesthesia is highly debated in the literature with proponents

of a beneficial effect of neuraxial techniques and opponents

who claim a lack of effect on criteria such as mortality or

severe morbidity such as myocardial and pulmonary

complications. Given the ongoing debate, the ESC/ESA

guidelines gave a grade IIb recommendation, meaning that

neuraxial anesthesia and analgesia may be considered for the

Fig. 41.2 Schematic representation of the different factors

contributing to myocardial dysfunction and/or damage with ischemia–

reperfusion injury. During ischemia, the hypoxic conditions result in a

decrease and depletion of the energy stores and an accumulation of

metabolites resulting in tissue acidosis. If no reperfusion occurs,

the myocardial cell will ultimately die resulting in permanent

myocardial dysfunction. Even if reperfusion is restored, there will be

a period of transient myocardial dysfunction as a consequence of

the ischemia–reperfusion injury. Upon reperfusion, the tissue reoxy-

genation triggers a burst of reactive oxygen species release and mito-

chondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) opening (see Fig. 41.3),

leading to disturbance of the electrochemical gradients over the mito-

chondrial membrane and swelling of the mitochondrial intermembrane

space
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management of patients with cardiovascular risk factors or

diseases, provided no contraindications are present for the

application of these techniques [43].

Several pharmacological strategies have been proposed to

help stabilizing the perioperative hemodynamic conditions,

in order to preserve the myocardial oxygen supply–demand

ratio (Table 41.1).

b-Blockers
Despite the lack of unequivocal evidence [47], international

guidelines [48, 49] have put an important emphasis on the

place of β-blockers in the prevention of perioperative cardiac
complications. The generally accepted protective effect of

perioperative β-blockade was seriously questioned by the

results of the POISE study [50]. Perioperative treatment

Fig. 41.3 Schematic representation of the presumed role of the mito-

chondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) in the pathogenesis of

ischemia–reperfusion injury. In normal conditions the MPTP is in a

closed state. Also during the period of ischemia, the MPTP remains

closed keeping mitochondrial integrity intact at this level. Upon reper-

fusion, the tissue reoxygenation triggers a burst of reactive oxygen

species release, and the MPTP opens, leading to disturbance of the

electrochemical gradients over the mitochondrial membrane and

swelling of the mitochondrial intermembrane space. As a consequence,

the supramolecular complex, containing the proton pump, ATP

synthase, adenine nucleotide transporter, and mitochondrial creatine

kinase, will disrupt, and normal mitochondrial function is lost. If the

MPTP opening is minimal, full functional recovery of the cell may

occur. When MPTP opening occurs in 10–50 % of the mitochondria,

either recovery or apoptosis may occur depending on the extent

of damage. However, if MPTP opening occurs in more than 50 %,

necrosis of cell will occur leading to irreversible damage of the

myocardium
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with metoprolol did indeed decrease the incidence of peri-

operative myocardial infarction compared to placebo, but

this was at the expense of an increased mortality mainly

related to a higher incidence of stroke in the metoprolol-

treated patients. This increased incidence of stroke seemed

to be related to the occurrence of intraoperative hypotension

and bradycardia. Moreover, the concerns raised regarding

the reliability of the Dutch Echocardiographic Cardiac

Risk Evaluation Applying Stress Echocardiography

(DECREASE) studies [51] further prompted skepticism

regarding the appropriateness of β-blocking therapy in the

perioperative period [52–55].

Clearly, the issue of perioperative β-blocking therapy is

more complex than initially assumed [56]. Reasons for the

heterogeneity of results among different studies on perioper-

ative β-blocking therapy include influences of bias, length of
the titration period, metabolism of the different β-blocking
compounds, ratio of β1 to β2 selectivity, and others

(Table 41.2). First, conclusions with regard to the beneficial

effects of perioperative β-blocking therapy seem to have

been skewed by a number of trials with a high risk of bias.

Indeed, the results of the low-bias-risk studies clearly show

that the beneficial effect on perioperative myocardial infarc-

tion rate is associated with an increased mortality and an

increased rate of perioperative stroke, an observation which

is blunted by the inclusion of high-bias-risk studies [47]. Sec-

ond, the risk of adverse events with perioperative β-blocking
therapy seems to be related to the length of the titration

period. In the POISE study, the β-blocking therapy was

initiated just before surgery at a fixed dose without

appropriate titrating of the dose in function of the hemody-

namic effects [50]. Timing of initiation of perioperative

β-blocking therapy seems to play a pivotal role in the risk

of stroke. In patients in whom β-blocking therapy is initiated
within hours before surgery, an increased risk of hypoten-

sion and bradycardia is to be expected because of insuffi-

cient careful titration of the drugs with an increased risk of

stroke as result. Conversely, in studies where β-blockers
were started at least a week before surgery, allowing for

more careful titration, the risk of developing perioperative

stroke was not increased [57–59]. Thirdly, metabolism of

β-blockers may be a factor to take into account when

analyzing results of studies on perioperative β-blocking
therapy. β-Blockers differ in their dependency on cyto-

chrome P450 for metabolism. Many β-blockers (metoprolol,

propranolol, carvedilol, labetalol, timolol) are metabolized

by the P450 CYP2D6 isoenzyme. Metoprolol is the most

dependent on this pathway with 70–80 % of its metabolism

by CYP2D6 [60]. The CYP2D6 gene is highly polymorphic,

and based on the number of copies of functional CYP2D6

alleles, patients can be classified in function of the degree of

metabolism from poor to extensive metabolizers. Poor

metabolizers have an up to fivefold higher risk for develop-

ment of adverse effects (bradycardia and hypotension) dur-

ing metoprolol treatment than normal metabolizers [61–63].

Fourth, even among β-blockers that are β1 cardioselective,

variations exist in the ratio of β1 to β2 receptor affinity.

Among the β-blockers used perioperatively, the β1 to β2 affin-
ity ratios range from 13.5 for bisoprolol to 4.7 for atenolol

and 2.3 for metoprolol [64]. Incidence of adverse events

seems to be lower with perioperative β-blockers with a

high β1 to β2 ratio [56, 65–67]. Finally, genetic

polymorphisms at the level of β-receptors may determine

cardiovascular outcome [68, 69] though they have not yet

been shown to differentially affect specific β-blockers [56].
More important is the interaction of perioperative β-blocking
therapy with the occurrence of intraoperative anemia. The

beneficial effect of perioperative β-blocking therapy may

revert to a deleterious effect on perioperative mortality in

the presence of acute anemia with intraoperative bleeding

[70, 71]. Finally, the protective effects of perioperative

β-blockade seem to depend on the risk profile of the patient

and the type of surgery involved. β-Blocking therapy was

associated with lower mortality only in nonvascular surgery,

and protection seemed more pronounced in the presence of a

higher revised cardiac risk index score [72]. Similarly,

among patients with ischemic heart disease undergoing non-

cardiac surgery, perioperative protective effects were only

observed in patients with heart failure or recent myocardial

infarction [73].

Currently, the guidelines give a class Ib recommenda-

tion to continue β-blocking therapy perioperatively in

those patients who already receive this medication.

Table 41.2 Causes of heterogeneity with regard to protective effects

of perioperative b-blocking therapy

✓ Low-bias versus high-bias-risk trials

✓ Length of the titration period

✓ Metabolism of β-blockers
✓ β1 to β2 receptor selectivity
✓ Perioperative anemia

✓ Patient risk factors and type of surgery

Table 41.1 Pharmacological cardioprotective agents

✓ Anesthetic agents

✓ Hemodynamically active agents

! β-Blockers
! Nitrates

! Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors

! Angiotensin receptor blockers

! Calcium channel blockers

! α2-Receptor agonists
✓ Others

! Statins

! Aspirin
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There is indeed evidence of an increased mortality when

preoperative β-blocking therapy is withdrawn [74–76]. In

patients without clinical risk factors or undergoing low

risk surgery, initiation of β-blocking therapy is not

recommended [43]. Things are less obvious for interme-

diate risk patients. If the decision is made to initiate

β-blocking therapy, the drug should be slowly uptitrated

starting at a low dose in order to achieve a resting heart

rate between 60 and 70 beats per minute. β1-Selective
blockers without intrinsic sympathomimetic activity are

favored, and evidence indicates that atenolol and

bisoprolol are superior to metoprolol [65, 66]. Because

of the need of slow uptitration to appropriate heart rate

and blood pressure targets, initiation of treatment should

be at least 1 week up to 30 days before surgery.

Other Vasoactive Drugs
Although nitrates are well known to reverse myocardial

ischemia, the effect of perioperative intravenous nitroglyc-

erine on perioperative ischemia is debated, and no effect has

been demonstrated on the incidence of myocardial infarction

or cardiac death. In addition, perioperative administration of

the drug may impair the hemodynamic stability of the

patient because of hypotension and tachycardia [43].

Perioperative use of angiotensin-converting enzyme

inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers carries a risk

of severe hypotension under anesthesia. Hypotension is less

common when the drugs are discontinued the day before

surgery, the reason why some consider withdrawal 24 h

before surgery [43].

The beneficial effects of calcium channel blockers on the

myocardial oxygen balance make them theoretically suitable

for perioperative risk reduction strategies. However, the

relevance of the available evidence is limited by the small

size of the trials, the lack of risk stratification, and the

absence of systematic reporting of adverse effects and

complications. A meta-analysis of 11 randomized trials

(1007 patients) showed a reduction in episodes of

myocardial ischemia and supraventricular tachycardia, but

decrease in mortality and myocardial infarction only reached

statistical significance when both endpoints were combined

[77]. Another study in elective aortic aneurysm surgery

showed that dihydropyridine use was independently

associated with an increased incidence of perioperative mor-

tality [78]. Therefore, it is recommended to avoid the use of

short-acting dihydropyridines, in particular, nifedipine [43].

α2-Receptor agonists reduce postganglionic noradrena-

line output and may therefore be helpful in preventing peri-

operative hemodynamic instability. Perioperative

administration of mivazerol did not reduce the incidence of

death or myocardial infarction in the entire study population

but seemed to have a protective effect in the subgroup of

vascular surgery patients [79]. In a small study in

190 patients, perioperative administration of clonidine was

shown to be associated with a reduction of perioperative

cardiac morbidity and postoperative death in patients at

risk for coronary artery disease undergoing noncardiac sur-

gery [80]. However, more recently, the results of the POISE-

2 trial clearly indicated that clonidine did not reduce the

incidence of perioperative myocardial infarction or death

but instead was associated with an increased incidence of

important hypotension and nonfatal cardiac arrest [81].

Although some early data suggest that dexmedetomidine

may be helpful in hemodynamic management of vascular

surgery patients [82], to date, no firm evidence has

demonstrated a perioperative cardioprotective action of the

drug. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 20 studies

including a total of 840 patients found no statistically signif-

icant evidence for improved cardiac outcomes but an

increased evidence for perioperative hypotension and brady-

cardia [83]. Therefore, it was suggested that at this moment

insufficient data are available to recommend the use of α2-
receptor agonists in perioperative cardioprotective

strategies [43].

Apart from pharmacological strategies aiming at a stabi-

lization of the patient’s perioperative hemodynamic status,

prevention of perioperative cardiac complications also

includes avoiding the occurrence of thromboembolic events.

Several drugs are available that—at least theoretically—may

be of help in stabilizing the coronary plaques and/or prevent

the occurrence of thromboembolic events.

3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase

inhibitors or statins are widely prescribed in patients with

or at risk for ischemic heart disease. They also induce coro-

nary plaque stabilization through pleiotropic effects, thereby

preventing perioperative plaque fissuring or rupture and

subsequent myocardial infarction. Several studies have

shown a beneficial effect of perioperative statin therapy on

mortality and cardiovascular complications [84–89]. Even

more, statin withdrawal more than 4 days is associated with

a threefold increased risk of postoperative myocardial ische-

mia [90]. According to the current guidelines, patients with

peripheral artery disease should receive statins. In patients

not previously treated, statins should be initiated preferably

at least 2 weeks before the procedure for maximal plaque-

stabilizing effects and continued for at least 1 month after

surgery. In patients undergoing nonvascular surgery, there is

no evidence to support preoperative statin treatment if there

is no other indication [43].

Aspirin is an antiplatelet drug prescribed to patients with

established cardiovascular disease (secondary prevention) or

with certain cardiovascular disease risk factors (primary

prevention) to reduce major adverse thrombotic events

such as myocardial infarction and stroke. Whereas the use

of aspirin for secondary prevention of thrombotic events is

based on high-quality evidence [91–95], the evidence
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supporting the use of aspirin for primary prevention is less

robust [96, 97]. Data to guide the use of aspirin during the

perioperative period are limited, and as a consequence, con-

troversy exists on this issue [98, 99]. A large meta-analysis,

including 41 studies in 49,590 patients, which compared

periprocedural withdrawal versus bleeding risks of aspirin,

observed that the risk of bleeding complications with aspirin

was increased by 1.5, but that this did not result in a higher

severity of bleeding complications. In subjects at risk of

proven ischemic heart disease, aspirin nonadherence/with-

drawal was associated with a threefold higher risk of major

adverse cardiac events [100]. The POISE-2 trial, including

10,010 patients, found no difference in the composite end-

point of death or nonfatal myocardial infarction between

placebo- and aspirin-treated patients. However, major bleed-

ing occurred more often in the aspirin group [101]. On the

basis of these results, it was concluded that the risk of

continuing perioperative aspirin may not outweigh the risk

of cessation [101]. These conclusions, however, have been

challenged [102, 103], and the current guidelines recom-

mend that the use of low-dose aspirin in patients undergoing

noncardiac surgery should be based on an individual deci-

sion that depends on the perioperative bleeding risk weighed

against the risk of thrombotic complications [43].

Modulation of Ischemia–Reperfusion Injury

During the past decades it has become increasingly obvious

that important cellular damage may occur upon reperfusion

after a period of myocardial ischemia. Interestingly, the

extent of ischemia–reperfusion injury can be modulated by

an intrinsic defense mechanism which is conditioning of the

organ (Fig. 41.4). In 1986, Murry et al. observed that in an

in vivo dog model, four 5 min occlusions of the circumflex

coronary artery, each separated by 5 min of reperfusion,

followed by a sustained 40 min occlusion were associated

with a 25 % lower infarct size of that seen in a control group

that received a single 40 min occlusion [104]. This phenom-

enon has been termed ischemic preconditioning. This study

initiated extensive research—both experimentally and clini-

cally—with regard to underlying mechanisms and potential

clinical relevance.

It was only in 2003 that Zhao et al. introduced the concept

of ischemic postconditioning. In an open chest dog model,

three cycles of 30 s reocclusion were applied at the start of

reperfusion after a 60 min occlusion of the left anterior

descending artery [105]. Compared to a control group with-

out reocclusion, a similar reduction in infarct size was

observed as with an ischemic preconditioning protocol.

This protective mechanism has since then been widely stud-

ied in order to determine both the pathways involved and its

potential clinical applications.

This concept of endogenous cardioprotection was further

refined by the intriguing observation that similar degrees of

cardioprotection could be achieved by applying brief episodes

of nonlethal ischemia and reperfusion to an organ or tissue

remote from the heart. Skeletal muscle has been investigated

as the most appropriate remote site for generation of such

cardioprotection. In experimental studies, the application of

an ischemic stimulus to skeletal muscle both before (remote

ischemic preconditioning) and immediately after (remote
ischemic postconditioning) myocardial ischemia has been

shown to induce cardioprotective effects [106, 107]. More

than direct ischemic conditioning, the concept of remote

ischemic conditioning may constitute an attractive protective

strategy to reduce the extent of ischemia–reperfusion injury

[108], though the conclusions of these studies might be

influenced by methodological issues [109].

The alternative of ischemic conditioning is to mimic its

effects by the use of pharmacological agents that modulate

one or more of the different steps involved in ischemic pre-

and postconditioning [110–114]. Over the years different

pharmacological compounds have been tested that may

either inhibit or activate different steps in the pathways

involved in ischemic conditioning, such as adenosine recep-

tor agonists, KATP channel openers, activators of protein

kinases including protein kinase C, p38 mitogen-activated

protein kinases and tyrosine kinases, free radical scavengers,

and others. However, none of these compounds has entered

clinical practice up to now, either because of the occurrence

of substantial side effects or because of the lack of measur-

able clinical benefit. Interestingly, there is now some recent

evidence suggesting that direct modulation of the mitochon-

drial permeability transition pore by inhibition of its opening

with cyclosporine A is capable of substantially reducing

myocardial infarction size [115–117].

In the laboratory setting, it has been extensively shown that

volatile anesthetics have both pre- and postconditioning

effects and are capable of substantially reducing the

deleterious effects of myocardial ischemia–reperfusion injury.

Numerous experimental papers have been published further

characterizing this phenomenon of anesthetic cardioprotection

and its underlying mechanisms. It became evident that ische-

mic and anesthetic pre- and postconditioning share many

common pathways [110, 111, 113, 114, 118, 119].

In the setting of coronary artery bypass surgery, it has

been shown that the use of a volatile anesthetic regimen is

associated with a lower extent of myocardial damage, a

lower incidence of myocardial infarction, and a lower

in-hospital and long-term mortality [120–131]. These

cardioprotective effects have—until now—not been con-

firmed in noncardiac surgery. One small study in vascular

surgery patients observed a lower incidence of major cardiac

events in patients anesthetized with a volatile anesthetic

agent compared with an intravenous anesthetic agent [132],
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but other studies in noncardiac surgery observed no differ-

ence in outcome [133–136]. However, the conclusions of

these studies have been challenged for several pertinent

methodological issues [136–139] among others because of

the fact that the overall incidence of perioperative events

was too low to address the relationship between choice of

anesthetic agent and patient outcome [140].

The evidence about direct (independent from modulation

of the myocardial O2 balance) cardioprotective effects of

intravenous anesthetic agents is less straightforward. Some

experimental studies have suggested such effects for

propofol [141–143] and dexmedetomidine [144, 145], but

evidence for a translation in clinically relevant

cardioprotection is limited, both for propofol [146–148]

and dexmedetomidine [149, 150].

Conclusion

During the last decades, perioperative cardioprotective

strategies have undergone substantial changes, thanks to

our better understanding of the pathophysiology of

Fig. 41.4 Schematic representation of the principle of organ protec-

tion by the “conditioning” mechanism. Both preconditioning (PC) and

postconditioning (PoC) are intrinsic defense mechanisms that help to

attenuate the extent of ischemia–reperfusion injury. At the level of the

heart, this will manifest as better preservation of contractile function, a

decreased myocardial infarction size, and less occurrence of

arrhythmias after the ischemic event. The phenomenon was first

described as ischemic preconditioning after the observation that a

number of short bursts of ischemia alternated with short periods of

reperfusion resulted in protection against the consequences of a

prolonged period of myocardial ischemia. Several protocols with vary-

ing time of repetitive ischemia and reperfusion have been proposed.

Essential for the preconditioning is the washout period, i.e., the period

between the last ischemic preconditioning trigger and the insult of

prolonged myocardial ischemia. Depending on the length of the time

interval between preconditioning and the actual ischemic insult, a

distinction is made between “early” (<120 min) and “late” (24–72 h)

preconditioning. Postconditioning involves the same principle, but now

the ischemic trigger is applied after the event of myocardial ischemia.

Since the concept of ischemic conditioning involves an additional

ischemic burden to an already jeopardized, intensive research has

been performed to possibilities of pharmacological modulation of the

mechanistic pathways involved in the phenomenon of preconditioning.

Several compounds have been tested such as adenosine receptor

agonists, KATP channel openers, protein kinase C agonists, etc. How-

ever, all the compounds tested showed important side effects

prohibiting their use for “pharmacological” preconditioning in clinical

practice. Only cyclosporine A (an inhibitor of MPTP opening) is

capable of providing pharmacological protection against the extent of

myocardial ischemia–reperfusion injury. Interestingly, volatile anes-

thetic agents have also been shown to confer direct (independent of

the modulation of the myocardial oxygen balance) cardioprotective

effects via a pre- and a postconditioning pathway. Especially in coro-

nary surgery patients, application of this strategy seems to protect the

heart with less myocardial damage and better functional recovery after

ischemia. A similar cardioprotective effect can be obtained by an

ischemic trigger in a tissue distant from the heart. This strategy is

termed “remote ischemic preconditioning.” Typically, this ischemic

trigger is applied on the skeletal muscle either of the upper or lower

limb
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perioperative myocardial ischemic events. Assessment of

perioperative cardiac risk and identification of

cardioprotective strategies should best be developed by a

perioperative team approach consisting of a close collabora-

tion and shared decision-making according to available

evidence-based guidelines. However, evidence for these

guidelines frequently lacks the basis and strength of multi-

ple randomized controlled trials. This problem was recently

underscored by the dramatic change in the role of

β-blocking therapy as perioperative cardioprotective strat-

egy. Also with other cardioprotective strategies, new evi-

dence is challenging the validity of recommendations that

have been made for many years. Therefore continuing

research is needed to further clarify the proper perioperative

care of surgical patients.
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Introduction

For decades opioids have been used to treat chronic pain

as well as perioperative pain. More recently the phenom-

enon of opioid-induced hyperalgesia (OIH) was

introduced in the literature: the demonstration of diffuse

hyperalgesia after chronic exposure to morphine (or other

opioids), OIH, was linked to evidence of central sensiti-

zation detected by changes in heat tolerance thresholds

and temporal summation tests [1–4]. To date, preexisting

OIH, in the perioperative period, has not been well

reported in the anesthesia literature. However, experi-

mental studies suggest that sensitivity to pain is greater

in those animals who have been exposed to opioids

perioperatively as compared to those who were unex-

posed animals [5–7].

Our challenge is to differentiate chronic OIH and toler-

ance induced by chronic opiate exposure from the acute OIH

induced by high doses of opioids used in the perioperative

setting.

In this chapter, we will differentiate the OIH originating

from chronic opiate exposure from the OIH of acute expo-

sure to high dose of opioids.

This chapter will focus only on OIH that occurs pre-

operatively in these “naive” patients who have not

received opioids prior to surgery but who were subse-

quently exposed to high doses of opioids intra- and post-

operatively. The aim will be to propose recommendations

on the use of perioperative opioids in order to prevent the

development of OIH and its consequences in opioid-naive

patients.

Definitions of Pain Sensitization, Allodynia,
and Hyperalgesia

Acute intraoperative and postoperative pain is known to

induce peripheral and central pain sensitization, similar to

that seen in chronic pain conditions. The clinical symptoms

encountered are called allodynia and hyperalgesia.

Allodynia is defined by the International Association for

the Study of Pain (IASP) as “pain due to a stimulus that does

not normally provoke pain.” For example, as a perioperative

consequence, it might be defined as a non-painful mechani-

cal stimulation that becomes painful after tissue injury.

Hyperalgesia is referred to as a slightly painful mechani-

cal stimulation which becomes much more painful or

“hyper”-painful after tissue injury. Indirect markers of pain

hypersensitivity include pain scores at rest and/or on move-

ment and overall opioid consumption (opioid titration,

patient controlled analgesia, or rescue analgesia).

It is important to differentiate peripheral from central

sensitization in the clinical setting. In the context of postop-

erative pain, peripheral sensitization is correlated with

hypersensitivity generated at the peripheral nerve level and

can be evaluated by exerting mechanical stimulations next to

the wound, 1–2 cm apart. This is called “primary

hyperalgesia.” Central sensitization occurs at the central

nervous system level (spinal and supraspinal level) and is

evaluated distal to the wound, beyond the immediate area of

inflammation. The area of hyperalgesia is then measured,

and an index can be calculated [8, 9]. More complex tools

have also been reported in order to evaluate this central

sensitization (RIII reflex, etc. [10–12]). Some authors devel-

oped experimental models in human volunteers in order to

evaluate the therapeutic impact of “anti-hyperalgesic”
drugs [12].
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For clinician anesthesiologists, it is important to have a

basic knowledge of pain sensitization processes, because the

development of postoperative hypersensitivity to pain has

been reported as a risk factor to develop persistent postsur-

gical pain (PPSP) [13, 14].

In the clinical perioperative setting, this chapter will

illustrate that most of the clinical trials reported on indirect

evaluation of hyperalgesia by assessing pain scores and

morphine equivalent consumption for 24 or 48 h after sur-

gery. There are only a few studies which evaluate the area of

postoperative hyperalgesia in humans, although there is

extensive [15] data from animal studies, which will be

reviewed in this chapter.

Opioid-Induced Hyperalgesia in Experimental
Studies

Surgery acts as an intense and repeated peripheral painful

stimulus that induces central sensitization by changing the

release of neurotransmitters in the spinal synaptic cleft and

modifying the activity of pre- and postsynaptic receptors

such as α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic

acid (AMPA) receptors and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)

receptors.

As a consequence of this sustained stimulation from the

periphery, changes in gene transcription in sensory neurons

(in the dorsal root ganglia, DRG, and spinal cord) augment

the release of excitatory neurotransmitters and decrease

inhibitory ones, enhancing neuronal excitability for days.

This neuronal plasticity continues over time and leads to

changes in neuronal function and structure, thereby creating

PPSP [4, 16–18].

More recently, numerous authors have reported that glial

cells (microglia and astrocytes), activated by inflammatory

responses to the surgical insult, play an important role in the

induction and the maintenance of the central sensitization

that leads to PPSP. This process is initiated by inflammation

which activates macrophages. These macrophages activate

microglial cells in DRGs and astrocytes in the central ner-

vous system (CNS). Activated microglial cells induce an

increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6
(IL for interleukins), TNFα (tumor necrosis factor), and

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). These cytokines

contribute to the development of the neuronal central hyper-

excitability that exists in neuropathic pain and PPSP [17, 19,

20].

Interestingly, anesthesia might also be responsible for

some part of the activation of NMDA receptors and/or glial

cells. More precisely, higher doses of opioid have been

reported to increase the level of central sensitization at the

spinal and supraspinal level. In animal and human volunteer

studies, this opioid-induced hyperalgesia (OIH) was shown

with all types of opioids (e.g., fentanyl, remifentanil, etc.)

[7, 21–24], regardless of the route of administration (subcu-

taneous, intravenous, intrathecal) [24–26]. Implication of

NMDA receptors in the development of OIH was reported

early [27], and more recently, the ability of intraoperative

opioids to activate glial cells was demonstrated [19]. OIH is

dose dependent and time exposure dependent [26].

Usually opioids act on specific receptors and activate

specific intracellular G-proteins. This leads to a hyperpolari-

zation of the neuron, an inhibition of excitatory neurotrans-

mitter release (glutamate, Substance P), and a reduction of

the sensatory neuron at the spinal and supraspinal level. OIH

might result from the conjunction of several mechanisms:

1. Desensitization and internalization of opioid receptors

after phosphorylation of these receptors by a protein

kinase C (PKC).

2. Activation of adenylcyclase: the Gs protein activated by

the opioid induces an overproduction of AMPc which

stimulates the release of the pronociceptive neurotrans-

mitter: glutamate.

3. Activation of NMDA receptors [24]: phosphorylation of

these receptors by PKC, activation of NO synthase

(increase of NO and decrease of μ-opioid receptors’
function).

4. Release of anti-opioid peptides: production of

pronociceptive peptides such as cholecystokinin (CCK),

FF neuropeptide (NPFF), orphanin, etc.

5. Increase activity of the descending pathways with pre-

dominant activity of ON-cells in the RVM (Fig. 42.1,

from [42]).

Shen and Crain were the first to report that ultralow doses

of morphine produced hyperalgesia via cellular changes at

the dorsal root ganglia level [28–30]. Strong evidences indi-

cate that opioid receptor can be interconverted rapidly

between inhibitory Gi/o coupled and excitatory

(Gs coupled) mode, following physiological alterations in

the concentration of cAMP/PKA-dependent glycolipid GM1

ganglioside in neuronal sensory cell membranes [28–30].

At the supraspinal level, different mechanisms in the

periaqueductal gray (PAG) have been reported to explain

the excitatory effects of morphine. NMDA receptors and

MOR have been shown to coexist in the PAG within single

neurons [31]. In brain slices, the excitatory action of NMDA

on PAG neurons is potentiated by a MOR (μ opioid receptor)

agonist at low nanomolar concentration [32]. A molecular

interaction has been shown to take place in the PAG, between

NMDA and opioid receptors to mediate morphine-induced

acute nociception [33]. Ultralow dose morphine has been

shown to increase pERK1 contents in the PAG [34]. This

data suggests that the NMDA receptors in the PAG play

a critical role in the mediation of excitatory effects of
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morphine, thereby supporting the beneficial effects of system-

atically administrated NMDA receptor antagonists such as

ketamine in blocking opioid-induced pain hypersensitivity

[7, 24, 35–38]. Recently, neuroinflammatory responses in

the PAG indicate that vlPAG glia regulate morphine tolerance

development via TLR4 signaling [39]. Since TLR4 activation

has been implicated in hyperalgesia, these findings may rep-

resent novel cellular mechanisms by which morphine may

produce pain hypersensitivity after injection in the PAG.

In conclusion, several animal studies have reported that

opioids activate pain facilitatory systems originating from

PAG and the RVM [40–43] to produce pain hypersensitivity

(Fig. 42.2, from [40]).

As proposed by Célèrier et al., the net effects of mor-

phine after systemic administration may be a result of the

balance between the activation of pain inhibitory systems

and the concomitant activation of pain excitatory

systems [35].

Systemic administration of opioids may produce cen-

trally mediated analgesia via the involvement of the

hypothalamus, subdivision of the PAG, for instance, but

would also activate the medium septum, some

subdivision of the PAG leading to decreased opioids

analgesia.

Research still remains to be done in an order to better

understand the effects (analgesic and hyperalgesic) of

Fig. 42.1 Possible molecular mechanisms for opioid-induced

hyperalgesia. Some mechanisms that have been studied include (1)
sensitization of primary afferent neurons, (2) enhanced production

and release of excitatory neurotransmitters and diminished reuptake

of neurotransmitters, (3) sensitization of second order neurons to

excitatory neurotransmitters, and (4) neuroplastic changes in the rostral
ventromedial medulla that may increase descending facilitation via

“on-cells” leading to upregulation of spinal dynorphin and enhanced

primary afferent neurotransmitter release and pain (Reproduced from

[42] with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.)

Fig. 42.2 Schematic view of

how analgesic opioids may

activate not only pain inhibitory

systems (analgesia) but also pain

facilitatory systems

(hyperalgesia/allodynia) via

activation of the NMDA

receptors. The analgesic effect of

a first opioid administration

would result from the activation

of these two opposing systems.

R-NMDA, NMDA receptor; Rμ,
mu-opioid receptor; PKC, protein

kinase C-γ (Reproduced from

[40] with permission from

Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.)
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opioids at the spinal and supraspinal level. Opioids still

remain the most potent and widely used drugs for the man-

agement of acute and chronic pain.

Nevertheless, it is becoming clearer now that opioids

should be used in combination with other drugs in order to

limit their excitatory effects and to enhance the efficacy of

the pain relief.

The Clinical Perioperative Reality of Opioid-
Induced Hyperalgesia

For the last 15 years, clinical trials have reported on postop-

erative hypersensitivity to surgical pain, called OIH and on

acute opioid tolerance (AOT). Most reported higher pain

scores, higher opioid consumption, and higher postoperative

acute hyperalgesia for 2 or 3 days postoperatively after

receiving higher intraoperative doses of opioids [15, 44–48].

A meta-analysis of 2014 identified 27 randomized con-

trolled trials (RCTs) from a variety of surgeries (cesarean

section, gynecology, CABGs, colorectal surgery, etc.) and

compared different regimens of intrathecal and intravenous

administered intraoperative opioids (fentanyl, remifentanil,

sufentanil) with groups that received a placebo or a lower

dose. Of 27 studies, at least 7 had poor methodology and

were eliminated from analysis. The aim of this meta-analysis

was to determine whether higher doses of an intraoperative

opioid might affect postoperative pain scores, acute opioid

tolerance and opioid/analgesics consumption, and

hyperalgesia [15]. This review and meta-analysis selected

18 studies that looked at OIH following intraoperative

remifentanil administration. Six RCTs evaluated OIH after

Fentanyl use, three of which received intrathecal fentanyl.

Three RCTs received IV sufentanil. Hyperalgesia after sur-

gery was not evaluated directly (area of hypersensitivity) in

a majority of the studies. Nevertheless, in those that did

assess this parameter, higher doses of intraoperative opioids

increased the risk of developing OIH. Higher intraoperative

doses were associated with slightly higher pain scores at rest,

despite equivalent morphine consumption at 24 h.

Conclusions on fentanyl and sufentanil were unable to be

drawn because the limited studies and varied techniques.

The review concluded that an association between high

doses of IV remifentanil and increased postoperative pain,

morphine consumption, and hyperalgesia might exist.

Remifentanil might not be the only narcotic to be implicated

in postoperative OIH, as it was well demonstrated with other

narcotics in preclinical experimental studies [7, 24,

49]. More clinical studies are needed to conclude whether

fentanyl and sufentanil can induce OIH.

In 2014, another systematic review evaluated OIH and

AOT after intraoperative use of remifentanil [50]. It cited

studies done in human volunteers [51, 52] that demonstrated

that remifentanil induced some OIH and AOT when the dose

was above 0.1 mcg/kg/min. Doses of remifentanil infusion at

0.3 and 0.4 mcg/kg/min were correlated with postoperative

OIH. Target-controlled infusion (TCI) of remifentanil, when

set above 3 ng/ml as target dose, was also shown to induce

more postoperative OIH [44, 53]. The authors calculated that

an infusion of 0.2 mcg/kg/min might be equivalent to a TCI

target of 4 ng/ml. The conclusion of their review is that

anesthesiologists should be cautioned not to exceed

0.1 mcg/kg/min of remifentanil. Although this may seem

highly precautious, based on the published RCTs on OIH,

a dose above the threshold of 0.2 mcg/kg/min [8] may likely

contribute postoperative OIH and AOT.

Finally, only two studies reported on the influence of high

intraoperative doses on the risk of developing PPSP

[45, 54]. More studies are required in order to determine

whether acute OIH might participate to the development

of PPSP.

Any Strategy to Prevent Perioperative Opioid-
Induced Hyperalgesia?

Kim et al. concluded in a systematic review [50] that

remifentanil induced AOT and OIH could be reduced with

“coadministered anesthetic drugs, such as propofol and

nitrous oxide, or by using TCI.” The pharmacologic basis

of OIH can be attributed to modulation via the NMDA

receptors.

The key receptors involved in the activation of central

pain sensitization processes are the glutamate receptors,

such as NMDA receptors. NMDA receptors are activated

when high intensity of painful stimulation occurs intra-

and postoperatively. High doses of opioids given during

and after surgery have also been shown to activate

NMDA receptors and, as a consequence, to induce higher

level of central pain sensitization and postoperative

hyperalgesia, thereby increasing the risk of developing

chronic pain.

NMDA receptors modulation and/or blockade might be

an interesting perioperative strategy to reduce central pain

sensitization and to improve pain management intra- and

postoperatively. Future studies examining this strategy are

needed.

NMDA Modulators as Adjuvants
of Postoperative Pain Management

Ketamine
Ketamine is a NMDA receptor antagonist. It blocks this

receptor channel by acting on a specific subunit of the

receptor. Plasma concentration of ketamine at 30 ng/ml
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seems to be sufficient to achieve a minimal analgesic effect

[55] and to obtain a decrease in pain and opioid consumption

after surgery [56, 57].

Administered during and after surgery, ketamine has been

shown to reduce hyperalgesia when tested around the surgi-

cal wound [8, 58, 59].

Several recent meta-analyses demonstrated that the bene-

ficial effect of ketamine on postoperative pain and opioid

consumption endured beyond the elimination half-life of the

drug [60–64]. These findings suggest that the pharmacologic

effect of ketamine is outlasting by its ability to block pain

sensitization after surgery. As a consequence, ketamine

demonstrate long-lasting effects on the development of

long-term pain sensitization. The most recent meta-analysis

indicates that a large majority of clinical trials favor the use

of perioperative ketamine for perioperative acute pain

management [64].

There is considerable variability of the ketamine

regimens published to obtain an anti-hyperalgesic effect

and to reduce acute postoperative pain and opiates. These

findings have been demonstrated in rat models [24]

(Fig. 42.3, from [24]).

Some tables published by various authors [65] present

regimens that appear to be practical and relevant [64]. Intra-

and postoperative low doses of IV ketamine can reduce the

development of chronic pain at 6 or 12 months after

laparotomies [9, 66]. Finally, the epidural administration of

ketamine reported to effectively block pain sensitization

[67, 68]. However, has been this is not a recommended

mode of usage, due to the possible neurotoxic effect of the

various solutions used in different countries. There are

reports on the use of S-ketamine. Regular ketamine is a

racemic mixture of S(+) ketamine and R(�) ketamine. S(+)
ketamine alone is now available in some countries. Its

NMDA receptor affinity is four times greater than that of R

(�) ketamine, and the analgesic effect is said to be 2–3 times

greater than the racemic presentation of the drug. More

clinical studies are needed to understand the role that S(+)

ketamine will play in perioperative pain management.

Ketamine has psychomimetic and hallucinogenic side

effects when used in anesthetic doses. However, some stud-

ies note these side effects when only small sub-anesthetic

doses were used [69, 70]. To minimize these side effects, it is

recommended not to exceed intra- and postoperatively the

recommended sub-anesthetic ketamine doses.

The combinations of ketamine with opioid in PCA appear

inferior to a continuous infusion of ketamine alone, deliv-

ered separately from opioid PCA. Therefore, the administra-

tion of ketamine and opioid in the same solution cannot be

recommended [71, 72].

The future challenge will be to choose the patient popu-

lation that will maximally benefit from perioperative keta-

mine utilization. Meta-analyses locate reports in favor of

ketamine as a means to improve postoperative pain manage-

ment [64]. Unfortunately, these meta-analyses do not iden-

tify preoperative risk factors, nor do they differentiate high

from low-risk patients with the respect to pain development

and persistence. It nevertheless seems likely that a patient

with a high preoperative risk for pain sensitization (e.g., a

patient with chronic pain condition and chronic opioid toler-

ance) would benefit more from ketamine administration than

would a low-risk patient. One recent study [73]

demonstrated ketamine’s beneficial effects on postoperative

pain management in high-risk patients with chronic pain and

chronic opioid exposure.

As a patient is only once in his life “naı̈ve” in terms of

pain sensitization, i.e., before he undergoes his first “major

surgery,” this author suggests that NMDA blockade or mod-

ulation should be given to everybody perioperatively. Future

studies are needed to determine, whether ketamine should

only be used for specific, high-risk populations or for all

patients.

Other NMDA Antagonists and Perioperative Pain
Management
Memantine (NMDA receptor antagonist), amantadine

(antiviral drug originally used to treat flu symptoms,

antiparkinsonian drug, weak NMDA receptor antagonist

effects), and methadone (μ-receptor opioid agonist and

NMDA receptor antagonist) also antagonize NMDA

receptors. Because of the limited literature addressing the

utilization of these drugs, no recommendation for clinical

practice can be made to date in the perioperative setting.

Dextromethorphan has also been proposed as an adjuvant for

postoperative pain management because of its anti-NMDA

properties [74]. This drug has been abandoned and removed

from the market in some European countries. Recommenda-

tion for clinical use cannot be made at this time because of

limited supporting literature.

Magnesium
Magnesium is the physiological blocker of the inactive

NMDA receptor. A recent study demonstrated that IV mag-

nesium does not cross the blood–brain barrier [75].

Most animal studies which administered magnesium to

block NMDA receptors report outstanding results [76–

79]. Evidence from RCTs is conflicting, with some

supporting the use of IV magnesium to improve postopera-

tive pain [80–82] and others failing to support its use [83–

85]. This lack of effect of IV magnesium might be attributed

to its failure to cross the blood–brain barrier. Nevertheless, a

recent meta-analysis reported that perioperative administra-

tion of IV magnesium could reduce both the overall 24 h

morphine consumption by 24.4 % and the postoperative

pain intensity (4.2 at rest, 9.2 on movement on a scale of

100) [86]. In most studies, magnesium is administered as an
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Fig. 42.3 Effects of ketamine on

the fentanyl enhancement of

mechanical hyperalgesia (a),
tactile allodynia (b), and
weightbearing changes (c)
induced by hind paw plantar

incision. A hind paw plantar

incision was realized on rats

during halothane anesthesia on

D0. One fentanyl (100 g/kg) or

saline injection was performed

four consecutive times every

15 min, resulting in a total dose of

400 g/kg subcutaneously

administered (n 12). Surgery was

performed just after the second

fentanyl injection. Three

ketamine (3 � 10 mg/kg; n 12) or
saline boluses (n 12) were

subcutaneously administered.

The first one was performed

30 min before surgery, and the

following injections were

performed every 5 h. The three

pain parameters were evaluated

before surgery on D2, D1, and D0;

2, 4, 6, and 10 h after the surgery

on D0; and subsequently once

daily for 8 days. At the end of the

experiment (D8), all rats were

injected with naloxone (1 mg/kg

subcutaneous), and the three pain

parameters were measured 5 min

later. (Inset) Algesic index
showing the variations of

mechanical hyperalgesia, tactile

allodynia, and weight bearing on

the days after the incision. Pain

parameters values and algesic

index are expressed as mean

SD. # Dunnett test, P < 0.05

compared with the D0 basal value.

*Dunnett test, P < 0.05 for

comparison between groups. $

Mann–Whitney test for

comparison algesic indexes,

P < 0.05. Filled circles saline–

fentanyl-treated rats; open

diamond ketamine–fentanyl-

treated rats (Reproduced from

[24] with permission from

Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.)
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IV bolus of 30–50 mg/kg at the time of anesthesia induction

and continued intra- and postoperatively with an average of

500 mg/h for 24 h [86].

When administered intrathecally or epidurally in humans,

magnesium might have beneficial effect in perioperative

pain management, but more studies are needed to support

this specific route of administration [87–91].

Nitrous Oxide
Nitrous oxide (N2O) has been used in anesthesia for more

than 150 years. It has sedative, analgesic, and anxiolytic

properties. It is an NMDA receptor antagonist [92, 93]. Ani-

mal studies reported promising anti-hyperalgesic effect and

an improvement of opioid tolerance in the animals that only

receive N2O intraoperatively (Fig. 42.4, from [23]).

In humans, there is still no study as of as yet that has been

designed to look at the impact of its intraoperative adminis-

tration on postoperative pain, hyperalgesia, and opioid con-

sumption. Future studies should address this question in

clinical practice.

Regional Anesthesia
One recent experimental study evaluated the effect of sciatic

nerve blocks on postoperative acute hyperalgesia and devel-

opment of persistent central pain sensitization (a surrogate

for chronic pain) following surgery (Fig. 42.5, from [94]).

In this study, animals underwent hind paw surgery under

sciatic nerve block using “single shot” or “multiple shots” of
bupivacaine. The latter was used to simulate a continuous

local anesthetic infusion. The sciatic nerve blocks were all

placed before surgery. Surgery was performed under

isoflurane anesthesia without opioids. The “continuous”
(multiple shots) sciatic nerve block reduced postoperative

hyperalgesia and decreased the risk of central pain sensitiza-

tion. This study also demonstrated that intraoperative fenta-

nyl, when administrated during general anesthesia,

eliminated the decrease in central sensitization, even in the

presence of the sciatic nerve block [94]. These findings

suggest that opioids enhance central pain sensitization,

reducing the preventative effect of nerve blocks on the

development of chronic pain. Thus, peripheral nerve blocks

Fig. 42.4 Effect of premixed 50/50 %N2O–O2 treatment on fentanyl–

incision-induced hyperalgesia and acute morphine tolerance at D1. The

fentanyl or saline injections were performed on D0 (total dose:

4 � 100 g/kg or same saline volume). The first injection was done

15 min before incision and then every 15 min. Nitrous oxide or air was

administered to rats from 15 min before the first fentanyl injection and

for 4 h. Morphine (3 mg/kg subcutaneously) was injected on D1.

Nociceptive threshold was assessed on D2, D1, and D0; every 30 min

after the first fentanyl injection and to 8 h on D0; every 30 min after

morphine injection on D1 for 1 h 30 min; and subsequently once daily

for 8 days. On D8, all rats were injected with naloxone (1 mg/kg

subcutaneously), and the nociceptive threshold was evaluated 5 min

later. Nociceptive threshold is expressed as mean and SD. *Dunnett

test, P < 0.05 compared with the D1 basal value. # Dunnett test,

P < 0.05 for comparison between groups. Open circles N2O–O2–

incision–fentanyl-treated rats (n ¼ 10); filled circles air–incision–fen-

tanyl-treated rats (n ¼ 10). Analgesic indexes: black square air–

incision–fentanyl-treated rats; white square N2O–O2–incision–fenta-

nyl-treated rats (Reproduced from [23] with permission from Wolters

Kluwer Health, Inc.)
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may reduce chronic pain following surgery: (1) by decreas-

ing pain sensitization induced by the surgery itself and (2) by

decreasing intraoperative use and opioid-induced

hyperalgesia.

Neuraxial analgesia (epidural) used pre- and postsurgery

led not only to better pain relief right after thoracic surgery

but also to a smaller incidence of chronic pain 6 months after

the surgical insult, as compared to a control group that

received high doses of opioids intraoperatively [45]. These

findings reinforce the theory that higher doses of

intraoperative opioids increase the likelihood of developing

OIH [8, 9, 54] and PPSP [54]. Neuraxial analgesia plays a

major role in protecting against PPSP development [9, 45,

95–97].

Conclusion

As reported by experimental data of the last 20 years and

confirmed by the two most recent meta-analyses or system-

atic reviews, OIH and AOT are real phenomena that

anesthesiologists should consider when making a

personalized plan for their patient’s anesthesia. Whether

remifentanil induces more OIH than fentanyl or sufentanil

is unclear as there is a bias from more publications on

remifentanil. Animal studies tend to show that all opioids,

when given at higher doses, will induce OIH and AOT.

The number one strategy for the anesthesiologist should

be to reduce opioids doses (for remifentanil, the author

Fig. 42.5 Effects of regional anesthesia on D0: (a) on the development

of acute hyperalgesia for hours and days after the incisional pain model

in rats and (b) on the variations of the nociceptive threshold (NT) after

stress exposure on D10. The NT of animals was measured on the incised

left-hind paw (or sham), and values are given in grams. Ropivacaine

(0.2 mL, 0.5 %) (or saline) was injected in the sciatic nerve catheter

5 min before surgery and then every 2 h. No animal received SC

fentanyl around the surgery on D0; they were all treated with SC saline

instead of fentanyl (four injections SC 15 min apart around surgery).

White diamonds: saline in sciatic nerve catheter, no plantar surgery,

and SC saline (control animals, group K1). Black diamonds: saline in

sciatic nerve catheter, plantar surgery, and SC saline (group I). Gray

diamonds: single-shot ropivacaine (SSR), plantar surgery, and SC

saline (group ISSR). White circles: multiple-shot ropivacaine (MSR,

one injection every 2 h, four injections total), plantar surgery, and SC

saline (group IMSR). “*” indicates Newman–Keuls test, P G 0.05 for

comparison between I and ISSR. “#” indicates Newman–Keuls test, P

G 0.05 for comparison between ISSR and IMSR. Mann–Whitney U test

was used for comparison of area above the curve for postoperative

hyperalgesia, from D1 to D10, and for comparison of area above the

curve for NT after stress on D10: “%,” “+,” and “U” represent P G 0.05

for I versus IMSR, I versus ISSR, and ISSR versus IMSR, respectively

(Reproduced from [94] with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health,

Inc.)
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suggests below 0.15 mcg/kg/min) by combining strategies to

block NMDA receptors (ketamine, N2O, magnesium, etc.)

and utilize regional anesthesia whenever possible.
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Memory, Awareness and Intravenous
Anesthetics 43
Michael Wang

Introduction

It is clear that there are increased risks of accidental aware-

ness under general anaesthesia when a total intravenous

anaesthetic or even target-controlled infusion technique is

being used [1, 2] especially in the presence of neuromuscular

blockade. Typically, the problems include compromise of

infusion patency due to tube kinking, infiltration at the

cannula site, underdosing or even frank human error such

as failure to turn on the pump, connect the pump or drug

administration lines or incorrect pump programming. In

contrast to volatile inhaled anaesthetic techniques, where

end-tidal agent concentration monitoring is available, for

TIVA, there are no indicators of adequate dose or alarms

which alert the anaesthetist to a problem. It is therefore

imperative that the anaesthetist regularly checks the infusion

line and ensures that it is visible. The cannula site should

also be checked frequently to ensure patency of infusion.

The pump itself also needs to be checked throughout that it is

actually delivering the infusion and the correct programme

parameters have been selected. In addition it is a National

Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE UK) recom-

mendation that some additional technique for monitoring

depth of anaesthesia is employed, especially when neuro-

muscular blockade is included [3]. In most cases this will be

a processed EEG monitor such as the bispectral index

(Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA). The Royal College of

Anaesthetists’ National Audit Project 5 (Accidental Aware-

ness during General Anaesthesia) expert panel also

recommends the use of the isolated forearm technique,

despite the general reluctance on the part of the profession

to use this [2]. However, the IFT remains the only direct and

reliable indication of mental state and consciousness during

a general anaesthetic when a muscle relaxant is

administered. It is relatively simple to implement, making

use of equipment that can be found in all operating theatres

and anaesthetic rooms, and is inexpensive. Nevertheless,

there are many myths about the IFT which give rise to a

lack of enthusiasm for the technique [4]. These include the

fallacies that it cannot be used for more than 20 min, it does

not correlate with post-operative patient interview, and it

cannot be used when both arms are needed for surgical or

anaesthetic purposes. Another important obstacle for many

is concern about losing face in front of surgical colleagues:

shouldn’t the competent anaesthetist know that their patient

is unconscious without having to interrogate the patient on

the table? A simple way to overcome this concern is to use a

recurrent pre-recorded message supplied through

headphones using a digital recorder, thus making verbal

commands inconspicuous. Nevertheless, it is always impor-

tant to observe the tourniqued limb throughout to identify

movement. NAP5 has also emphasised the importance of the

use of a nerve stimulator to monitor paralysis.

One of the key findings from the UK and Ireland National

Audit Project was the predominance of neuromuscular

blockade in cases of accidental awareness: 96 % of aware-

ness reports were associated with the use of a muscle relax-

ant, in contrast with the national activity survey [5] result of

only 48 % of all general anaesthetics in the UK. In the

sample of awareness patients who had received a total intra-

venous anaesthetic (TIVA), 87 % had been administered a

muscle relaxant. This finding reinforces the NICE

(UK) advice that if TIVA is used with neuromuscular block-

ade, some additional monitor such as processed EEG or the

isolated forearm technique should be employed. This finding

is also consistent with my own clinical practice in which the

experience of awake paralysis is commonly the most psy-

chologically traumatic aspect of anaesthetic awareness for

the patient: perhaps counterintuitively, it is not generally the

pain experienced during accidental awareness that causes so

much of the psychological problem. Even today, despite
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lurid and sensational media reporting concerning anaesthetic

awareness, most patients are unaware of the routine use of

muscle relaxants and their effects. When the patient acciden-

tally becomes conscious and notices she is unable to move,

she may have catastrophic ideas about what has happened:

she may believe the surgeon has accidently cut her spinal

cord or that there has been some unusual interaction between

the anaesthetic drugs, rendering her paralysed for the rest of

her life. Often patients think they are suffocating despite

being mechanically ventilated along with pulse oximeter

monitoring indicating adequate oxygenation. The

subsequent return of movement and voluntary breathing

does not ameliorate the intraoperative trauma—the psycho-

logical damage has been done, and typically the patient will

be left with flashbacks and nightmares which may continue

for months if not years. Emergence awareness may be

accompanied by the sensation of suffocation and impending

death. Another insight revealed by the British and Irish

National Audit Project data is that some patients actually

believe they have died on the operating table during their

awareness experience. Most patients, even undergoing a

relatively trivial procedure but under general anaesthesia,

will have the thought “I might die” at some point prior to

their operation [6]. They lose consciousness following

induction and, on awakening, find that they are in darkness

(eyelids taped shut), unable to move, but can hear the voices

of theatre staff. They conclude they have died on the

operating table, and the state they are now experiencing

will be permanent, for eternity. These experiences along

with catastrophic ideation produce severe psychological

trauma which can be very difficult to resolve.

There were a number of awareness reports in the National

Audit Project dataset from medical or healthcare

professionals who had undergone general anaesthesia:

invariably these patients suffered minimal post-operative

psychological difficulty, because they understood what was

happening to them, knew it was temporary and reversible

and were protected from erroneous speculation concerning

their intraoperative condition [7].

Detailed analysis of individual awareness cases from the

National Audit Project dataset involving TIVA demonstrates

increased risk when general anaesthesia is induced outwith

the operating room (e.g. in the radiology department) or

during transfer (e.g. between OR and ICU). Typically in

these cases patients were paralysed and an inappropriately

low dose of anaesthetic transfused, giving rise to awareness.

In 35 % of AAGA cases, an uncommon TIVA technique

was employed with unorthodox drugs or using repeat bolus

rather than continuous infusion, or partial TIVA mixed with

volatile anaesthesia. In 13 % of cases, a change in

anaesthetic technique occurred part way through the opera-

tion. In another 13 %, the TIVA dose was reduced due to

concern about hypotension. In 13 % of cases, there was

failure of the cannula or the line, usually undetected by the

anaesthetist until after awareness had occurred [2].

Incidence of Awareness During Total
Intravenous Anaesthesia or Target-Controlled
Infusion

Sandin and Nordstr€om [8] described five cases of awareness

identified from around 2500 successive TIVA anaesthetics.

In the majority of these (1727), patients were asked on two

occasions during the first 2 days post-operatively if they had

“slept well”. No formal Brice protocol was used. This gives

an incidence of 0.2 %, but this should be treated with caution

as it is likely to be an underestimate due to the methodology.

Sandin and Nordstrom describe each of their awareness

cases in some detail and conclude that two cases resulted

from inability to deliver the target dose of anaesthetics,

while the patient’s need for anaesthetics was greater than

anticipated in three. They felt that all five cases had been

avoidable and were a function of inexperience of the

anaesthetist.

Miller et al. [9] discontinued their study prematurely

when 6 out of 90 arthroscopy patients (6.7 %) receiving

propofol TIVA were found to have been conscious with

recall in their comparison of different doses of midazolam

and a placebo group. Four of these were in the placebo group

(n ¼ 21, incidence of 19.1 %).

Nordstrom et al. [10] exclusively studied anaesthetic

awareness in a sample of 1000 TIVA cases. They used a

Brice interview protocol at emergence and then again

1–2 days later. In 500 of their cases, a third interview took

place at seven to eight days post-anaesthetic. They found an

overall rate of 0.2 %; however, one of the two AAGA cases

did not describe explicit recall until the eighth day, raising

the possibility that one or more cases might have been found

in the 500 in whom the 1-week follow-up was omitted.

Errando et al. [11] found that propofol TIVA was a

significant risk factor for accidental awareness in their sam-

ple of 4001 general anaesthetics (incidence of 1.1 % com-

pared with 0.59 % for volatile anaesthesia). They had

interviewed their patients immediately after surgery, at

7 and 30 days post-operatively in an uncontrolled observa-

tional study.

The incidence of accidental awareness with TIVA in

China is reported as high as 1 %; a recent Chinese study

using the BIS found an incidence of 0.36 % [12]. A Japanese

questionnaire survey found 21/24 reported awareness cases

involved TIVA with only three inhalational awareness

cases [13].

These studies of TIVA awareness incidence (Table 43.1)

are small in number, and the results are variable. Study

design and methodology are of variable quality, making
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the drawing of reliable conclusions problematic. Neverthe-

less, overall, there are indications that TIVA is associated

with a moderately raised risk of accidental awareness.

Case Examples from the British and Irish
National Audit Project TIVA Reports

NAP5 provided a unique opportunity to evaluate many cases

of accidental awareness in some detail and specifically in the

context of TIVA. The following is a selection of cases which

provide important clues as to the psychological mechanisms

underlying the patient’s subsequent psychological

difficulties—or otherwise. An absence of sequelae is often

as instructive as in those where profound trauma is reported.

Case 1

The TIVA dose was reduced to manage intraoperative hypo-

tension in a critically ill patient. A depth of anaesthesia

monitor (not employed) may have helped in this complex

case with neuromuscular blockade. Fortunately, the patient

understood the nature of the paralysis and therefore suffered

no psychological sequelae.

The patient stated: “I woke up and had a lot of pain,

wanted to ask for pain killers, but couldn’t speak nor move;

I couldn’t move a hand. I heard voices talking about drugs,

saw bright light through my [closed] eyelids, I was vaguely

clear that it was during the operation, and that you are

supposed to be paralysed when you have an anaesthetic”.
So this patient was not very distressed and protected psycho-

logically because she understood the role, effect and revers-

ibility of muscle relaxants. On close questioning, she was not

aware at all of the tracheal tube, nor of being ventilated.

Case 2

The TIVA dose was reduced to manage hypotension. The

TIVA technique used was described as TCI but in fact was

not: the target was expressed in “ml/hr”. The patient was

obese, receiving numerous chronic pain drugs and therefore

at risk of accidental awareness; nevertheless, there was no

depth of anaesthesia monitoring.

The patient reported coming out of anaesthesia which

resulted in a major complication. The patient reported a

brief episode of severe pain and a sense of something

going on around her. She did not report any memory of

voices or specific intraoperative events.

The patient suffered flashbacks and post-traumatic stress

disorder as a result of her awareness experience.

Case 3

The patient underwent a wisdom teeth extraction procedure.

There appears to have been incomplete or ineffective rever-

sal towards the end of the anaesthetic, and the patient

continued to experience paralysis on emergence. No nerve

stimulator was used to monitor neuromuscular blockade.

There was poor preoperative communication with the

patient and failure to shape patient expectations. The con-

sultant anaesthetist left the operating theatre before the end

of the procedure, and the TIVA was discontinued too soon,

allowing the patient to experience awake paralysis.

The patient was left with the impression she had become

conscious during her operation and that she had been “held

down” by surgical staff. This was probably her attribution of
the paralysis.

No post-operative psychological sequelae were reported.

Case 4

In this case, the muscle relaxant was given late so reversal

and extubation were delayed.

The patient stated: “I felt very frightened, I couldn’t
breathe, I felt I was going to die”.

Immediately on waking up from the anaesthetic, the

patient spontaneously remarked “I knew I was in trouble

and I wanted to tell you, but I couldn’t move”.
The following day, the patient, on being questioned spe-

cifically by the anaesthetist, was unable to recall any details

of the event and apparently was dismissive of the event

saying “It must have been just me”.
No post-operative psychological sequelae were reported.

Case 5

Remifentanil and propofol TIVA was used but programmed

wrongly for each. Tiredness of the anaesthetist could have

been a factor in the error.

The patient remembered waking up and feeling unable to

move or communicate, but thought “I’ll come round soon”,
so she didn’t feel overly distressed.

No post-operative psychological sequelae were reported.

Table 43.1 Incidence of awareness during TIVA

Authors N Incidence (%)

Sandin and Nordstr€om [8] 1727 0.2

Miller et al. [9] 90 6.7

Nordstrom et al. [10] 1000 0.2

Errando et al. [11] 4001 1.1

Zhang et al. [12] 5228 0.36
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These cases illustrate a number of key points:

1. The importance of the experience of conscious paralysis

as the principal cause of post-operative psychological

trauma

2. The role of misattribution and misunderstanding of neu-

romuscular blockade during this experience of conscious

paralysis in mediating acute psychological trauma, which

can be obviated if the patient already has an accurate

understanding of the use and effects of muscle relaxants

3. The importance of human error giving rise to TIVA

underdosing or infusion failure which goes undetected

because of the presence of paralysis, preventing body

movement to indicate the patient’s predicament

Management of Accidental Awareness

The National Audit Project reporting prevalence (1:15,000;

[2]) is completely at odds with that indicated by prospective

Brice interview studies (1:600; [14]), which underscores the

fact that the vast majority of those who have intraoperative

memories are unmotivated or reluctant to complain or

inform anaesthetic or surgical staff of what they have expe-

rienced [15]. When a patient does report that they have

unexpected intraoperative memories, they may be

experiencing acute distress in the recovery area or on the

receiving ward. Typically it is the nursing staff who are first

made aware that there has been a problem. The anaesthetist

responsible for the awareness incident may well also be

traumatised themselves by the report from the nurses and

understandably will feel reluctant to see the patient (they too

require care and support). However, it is advisable for both

medicolegal and psychological welfare reasons for the

anaesthetist to meet with the patient as soon as possible. It

is also advisable that they take another member of staff as a

witness. The anaesthetist should take a compassionate and

empathic approach, making it clear that they wish to hear

and understand what the patient has experienced. They

should avoid being defensive, and seek to establish the

facts of what has happened and accept that the patient

experience is very real, irrespective of any misunder-

standings on the patient’s part. The anaesthetist should

avoid jumping to conclusions about what has happened at

this early stage. They should feel able to apologise without

admitting liability, given that this is the official stance of the

medical defence union in these circumstances. Sometimes

there has been some confusion on the patient’s part when, for
example, perioperative experiences have been mistaken as

intraoperative. Such misunderstanding must be handled

gently and with great care, seeking to explain what has

happened sensitively. If the patient’s account clearly

indicates an episode of AAGA has occurred, the anaesthetist

may wish to consult the anaesthetic record, the theatre

equipment and colleagues, in order to investigate what may

have gone wrong, before making any definitive comment to

the patient. However, it is important that at the earliest

opportunity, some explanation is provided to the patient.

Sometimes no explanation will be immediately apparent, in

which case it is necessary to communicate this. It is crucial

that the anaesthetist makes it clear to the patient at all times

that they believe the patient’s account, that they regret this

has happened and that they are as anxious as the patient to

understand what has gone wrong (see Fig. 43.1).

The patient should be followed up during the following

two weeks via outpatient appointment or telephone inter-

view. It is common for traumatised patients to experience

nightmares and flashbacks of intraoperative events during

this period; however, in many the frequency and intensity of

these phenomena will decline, and they may not need any

specific intervention. It is always helpful to provide contact

details of a psychologist or psychiatrist who is experienced

in the treatment of PTSD, whether or not this option is called

upon. If there is no improvement in PTSD symptoms over

the first two weeks, referral is recommended [7, 16].

Psychologists or psychiatrists receiving such a referral

should offer exposure-based cognitive behavioural therapy

(CBT) or eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing

(EMDR, as recommended by NICE [17]). The key common

feature of these techniques is the repeated and deliberate

evocation of the most traumatic aspect of the experience to

encourage habituation, emotional processing and resolution

of the conditioned fear response, along with the develop-

ment of more rational and adaptive cognitive understandings

and thoughts about the experience.

Death Fear

Some of the NAP5 awareness patients reported that during

their experience of conscious paralysis, they actually

believed they had died on the operating theatre table: that

what they were experiencing (immobility, darkness but still

being able to hear) was actually what death is like and that

they would be in this condition for the rest of eternity. This

relates to a very primitive and basic fear of death that

commonly arises in children aged 7–11 when they first

become aware of their own mortality [18, 19]. Typically

children at this age do not conceptualise the cessation of

consciousness but imagine permanent oblivion in which

consciousness is preserved in the absence of perception,

sensation or agency: a kind of eternal darkness of the soul,

of which they are understandably terrified. It is possible that

this primitive death fear lies within many of us, despite the

later development of more adult conceptualisations and

accommodation with our own mortality. Moreover,

anaesthetic drugs may tend to depress frontal brain
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structures first (including rational adult cognition) and in a

partially anaesthetised state, older, more primitive structures

of the midbrain particularly concerned with emotional

processing may be left intact. This partially anaesthetised

state may allow primitive childhood memory and emotional

processing to re-emerge. This state may therefore provide

fertile ground for the emergence of an underlying fearful

conception of death, reinforced by darkness, and an inability

to move, which gives rise to profound psychological trauma,

even though this state proves to be temporary and reversible.

This may account for the severity of psychological and emo-

tional impact of accidental awareness and its devastating

effects on post-operative quality of life in some patients.

National Audit Project TIVA Recommendations

NAP5 made four key recommendations which will be

reviewed here.

Recommendation 18.1

All anaesthetists should be trained in the maintenance of

anaesthesia with intravenous infusions.

TIVA and TCI are not presently compulsory components

of the anaesthetic curriculum in the UK: NAP5 advises that

this should change, since most anaesthetists at some point in

their practice will find themselves expected to use one or the

other. There are a number of common errors with TIVA

administration, and proper training should reduce these

risks.

Recommendation 18.2

When using total intravenous anaesthesia, wherever practi-

cal, anaesthetists should ensure that the cannula used for

drug delivery is visible and patent at all times.

The most common cause of TIVA accidental awareness is

human error, particularly in relation to incorrect connection,

line patency and programming errors. Visual checking of the

line and infusion flow should provide early warning of a

problem.

Recommendation 18.3

Depth of anaesthesia monitoring should be considered

in circumstances where patients undergoing TIVA may be

at higher risk of accidental awareness. These include use

of neuromuscular blockade, at conversion of volatile anaes-

thesia to TIVA and during use of TIVA for transfer of

patients.

Meeting

Support

Analysis

• Face to face meeting with patient

• Listen carefully to patient’s story to detail and understand their experience
• accept the patient’s story as their genuine experience
• express regret that the event has happened (this does not constitute an
  admission of liability)

• seek cause of awarness using NAP5 process

• to detect impact early, in first 24 hours check for 4 cardinal signs of impact: (1)
 flashbacks; (2) nightmares; (3) new anxiety state; (4) depression
• active follow up at 2 weeks
• if impact persists,formal referral to psychiatric/psychological services

• check details of patient’s story with monitoring details and with staff
• seek independent opinion of analysis

Fig. 43.1 NAP5 psychological

support pathway
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As mentioned above, there is no practical method for

monitoring blood anaesthetic concentration during TIVA.

Given the added risk of neuromuscular blockade which

prevents patient movement as an indicator of light anaesthe-

sia, a depth of anaesthesia monitor should be considered (see

below).

Recommendation 18.4

The relevant anaesthetic organisations should establish a set

of standards and recommendations for best practice in the

use of TIVA.

Depth of Anaesthesia Monitors

Given the key recommendation of depth of anaesthesia

monitoring when TIVA is used in conjunction with neuro-

muscular blockade, it is pertinent to review monitoring

options. Please note that given the evidence of the unreli-

ability of so-called clinical signs of wakefulness, these will

not be reviewed here as a serious monitoring method.

1. Processed EEG Monitors (BIS, Narcotrend, Entropy)

These monitors collect EEG signals from the forehead or

scalp and process them to produce a number between

0 and 100. Typically the processing involves

transforming raw EEG into a power spectrum, and then

a probability algorithm is used to determine the numerical

indicator of depth of anaesthesia. The manufacturers of

the BIS state that the target range for surgical anaesthesia

is 40–60. Most of the validation studies have been

conducted using the BIS, and it is assumed (e.g. by

NICE) that other processed EEG monitors share the

same validity characteristics. This assumption may be

risible.

There are some key points that should be borne in mind

when considering the characteristics of processed EEG

monitors and their output:

a. The studies compare, standardise and validate the

processed EEG against post-operative amnesia, not

intraoperative consciousness. This is an important

issue since the two are not the same—it is perfectly

possible (and even common) to have an

intraoperatively conscious patient who subsequently

has no explicit recall of such experience/events.

Thus, a BIS reading of 40 may mean the patient has

no memory, but may not guarantee intraoperative

unconsciousness.

b. The processed EEG output number represents a statis-

tical average probability of the likelihood of anaesthe-

sia, not a reliable indication of the actual anaesthetic

depth of the individual patient. Thus each numerical

score represents the statistical mean of a normal distri-

bution. It is perfectly possible that the individual

patient being monitored lies on the tail of the distribu-

tion and is therefore significantly more lightly or

deeply anaesthetised than the number suggests.

c. The frontalis electromyogram signal is included in the

beta component for determining the BIS index. This

means that neuromuscular blockade affects the BIS

output. Thus it is no surprise that there are reports of

a BIS index of 40 in conscious but paralysed volunteer

anaesthetists who have received muscle relaxant but

no anaesthetic [20, 21].

d. It remains controversial as to whether the routine use

of processed EEG monitoring makes any difference to

the overall accidental awareness incidence, with

Myles’ Australian group arguing strongly in favour

and Avidan’s American group arguing equally vocif-

erously against [22, 23].

2. The Isolated Forearm Technique (IFT) (Fig. 43.2)

This is a remarkably simple, inexpensive and obvious

way to identify consciousness in an otherwise paralysed

patient where neuromuscular blockade is being used dur-

ing intended general anaesthesia. It is so obvious, it is

difficult to understand why it has evoked so much hostil-

ity and controversy. Using an available limb (and it could

be a leg if necessary), a sphygmomanometer cuff is used

as a pneumatic tourniquet. It should be applied to the

forearm (or below the knee in the case of a leg) and

inflated to around 200 mmHg or at least 10 mmHg

above the patient’s systolic blood pressure. A protective

pad of cotton wool should also be placed between the

tourniquet and the skin. The tourniquet is applied and the

forelimb isolated just before muscle relaxant injection,

thus preserving the potential for movement in the

Fig. 43.2 The isolated forearm technique
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forelimb and hand/foot. It is also important to use a nerve

stimulator to allow for periodic monitoring of the pres-

ence of motor function of the isolated limb: stimulator

electrodes should be placed immediately distal to the

tourniquet on the ventral surface of the forelimb, with

the ground electrode located near to the antecubital fossa

[or knee]. A digital audio recorder and headphones are

then used to present the instruction “[patient’s first name],

if you can hear my voice, open and close the fingers of

your right/left hand [or move the big toe on your right/left

foot]”. Typically the message is presented once every

minute during the GA. The tourniquet should not be

applied for more than 20 min continuously, since after

this time typically a functional ischaemia and nerve block

occurs, rendering the limb effectively immobile. How-

ever, the tourniquet can be released after this period, the

blood supply to the limb refreshed for a few minutes, and

if further paralysis is required, the tourniquet can be

reinflated and more muscle relaxant administered.

Providing a non-depolarising modern muscle relaxant is

employed, the limb will continue to be potentially

mobile, despite the period of blood flow cessation. This

cycle can be repeated for surgeries lasting several hours.

I will not discuss the numerous myths and misunder-

standings regarding the IFT here, but the interested reader

is directed to the detailed article by Russell [4]. In sum-

mary, the IFT is a perfectly practical, inexpensive and

reliable method for monitoring depth of anaesthesia

which could be used for routine anaesthesia with neuro-

muscular blockade, particularly where risk of accidental

awareness is previously identified. For those with direct

experience of the technique, it remains the gold standard

for depth of anaesthesia monitoring against which all

other monitors, including processed EEG should be

validated. NAP5 recommends that it should be

included in the curriculum for all trainee anaesthetists as

an option to be considered for depth of anaesthesia

monitoring.

Summary

• TIVA with neuromuscular blockade represents a signifi-

cant risk for accidental awareness.

• The cause of TIVA accidental awareness is underdosing

as a result of impaired infusion patency or programming

error. This can be obviated by regular visual inspection of

the TIVA line and cannula and the use of a depth of

anaesthesia monitor such as the IFT or a processed EEG

monitor, although there is significant doubt concerning

the reliability of the latter.

• It is the experience of awake paralysis that is the main

cause of psychological trauma. It is vital that whenever

neuromuscular blockade is employed, a nerve stimulator

is used, particularly prior to emergence.

• If a case of awake paralysis occurs, the NAP5 care path-

way should be implemented.

• Awake paralysis may produce severe PTSD, in some

cases because the patient has thought they died, or were

dying, during their awareness experience.
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Awareness and Dreaming During TIVA 44
Kate Leslie

Introduction

Total intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) became popular after

the introduction of propofol in 1986. In this chapter we will

not distinguish between TIVA administered by simple man-

ual infusions and TIVA administered using target-controlled

infusion (TCI) technology. Soon after the introduction of

propofol, reports of awareness and dreaming during TIVA

began to appear [1–4]. Awareness is the postoperative recall

of events occurring during intended general anaesthesia and

is a subjective phenomenon that is defined by either sponta-

neous or elicited patient report [5]. The modified Brice

questionnaire is the most commonly used questionnaire to

measure the incidence of awareness [6]. The incidence of

awareness during modern general anaesthesia (0.1–0.2 %)

was established in three large cohort studies published in the

period 2000–2004 [7–9]. The reported incidence of aware-

ness during TIVA varies between 0 and 1.1 %—potentially

a higher incidence than during volatile anaesthesia. Patients

who have been aware recall touch, pain, thoughts and

emotions that occurred during the awareness event

[10]. The consequences of awareness include early and late

psychological symptoms and post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) [11]. Therefore measures should be taken to prevent

unintended awareness during general anaesthesia. Avoid-

ance of awareness during TIVA is dependent upon the

acquisition and maintenance of key knowledge, skills and

behaviours. This includes thorough preoperative assessment

of the patient, careful preparation and administration of

TIVA, vigilance for signs of inadequate anaesthesia and

prompt action to deepen anaesthesia if appropriate. Some

guideline writers have recommended the use of processed

electroencephalographic (EEG) monitoring to prevent

awareness in all patients having general anaesthesia with

TIVA [12].

Anaesthetic dreaming is defined as any experience, other

than awareness, that a patient is able to recall postopera-

tively, which he or she thinks was a dream and which

occurred between induction of anaesthesia and the first

moment of consciousness after anaesthesia [13, 14]. The

timing of the interview for dreaming is important because

anaesthesia-related dreams, like the dreams of sleep, are

quickly forgotten. Dreaming is reported by 25–60 % of

patients during emergence from general anaesthesia with

TIVA [15–22], but only 1.3–2.7 % of patients 1 day later

[23–25]. Dreaming is also reported by 19–40 % of patients

during emergence from sedation with TIVA [26–28]. TIVA

does not increase the incidence of dreaming [19]. Most

dreams reported during anaesthesia are short and the content

relates to everyday life: family, friends, work and leisure

activities [16, 18, 19, 21, 29–31]. They lack the hallucinatory

quality and emotional intensity of the dreams of rapid eye

movement sleep. As dreaming during anaesthesia is usually

pleasant but quickly forgotten, there is no need to prevent

dreaming. If the patient suffers adverse consequences from

dreaming, then appropriate counselling should be provided.

Awareness

Definition

Awareness is the postoperative recall of events occurring

during intended general anaesthesia. This phenomenon is

also called ‘awareness with recall’ [32], ‘awareness with

explicit recall’ [25], ‘explicit recall’ [33] and ‘accidental
awareness during general anaesthesia’ [34, 35]. Several

related phenomena are also described. One is intraoperative

wakefulness where patients may move in response to com-

mand, but not have any postoperative recall [5]. Another is

unconscious (or ‘implicit’) learning during anaesthesia
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where patients may retain information that affects

subsequent behaviour or performance on testing [5].

An important distinction exists between postoperative

recall of events occurring during intended general anaesthe-

sia and postoperative recall of events occurring during seda-

tion that is not intended to guarantee unconsciousness. The

latter is not defined as ‘awareness’ as general anaesthesia

was not intended. Nevertheless it is frequently confused with

awareness by patients and carers and is important in this

context because TIVA is commonly used to provide sedation

for diagnostic and interventional procedures.

Awareness may be subclassified in a variety of ways by

adjudicators other than the patient. For example, awareness

reports are frequently classified using terms like ‘definite’,
‘probable’, ‘possible’ or ‘unlikely’ and different

combinations of these types of awareness comprise the pri-

mary outcome variable for the study [25, 36, 37]. Alterna-

tively awareness may be classified in terms of its clinical

characteristics. For example, Mashour et al. [38] developed

a classification system for awareness that included the fol-

lowing categories, with ‘D’ added to indicate emotional

distress:

• Class 0: No awareness

• Class 1: Isolated auditory perceptions

• Class 2: Tactile perceptions (e.g. surgical manipulation or

endotracheal tube)

• Class 3: Pain

• Class 4: Paralysis (e.g. feeling one cannot move, speak or

breathe)

• Class 5: Paralysis and pain

The definition and classification of awareness does not

differ between patients who are maintained with TIVA or

with volatile anaesthetics.

Measurement

Awareness is a subjective phenomenon that is defined by

either spontaneous or elicited patient report. The measure-

ment instrument used affects the incidence of awareness

recorded [39], although there is no evidence that the perfor-

mance of any measurement tool differs between patients

maintained with TIVA or with volatile anaesthetics.

The Brice Questionnaire
The modified Brice questionnaire is the most commonly

used questionnaire to measure the incidence of awareness.

The original questionnaire was developed in patients

administered inhaled anaesthetics [6], but has since been

used extensively in patients receiving TIVA. The original

questionnaire included the following questions:

• What was the last thing you remembered happening

before you went to sleep?

• What is the first thing you remember happening on

awakening?

• Did you dream or have any other experiences whilst you

were asleep?

• What was the worst thing about your operation?

• What was the next worst thing?

Subsequently the questionnaire was modified to include a

direct question about awareness [40]. This form of the ques-

tionnaire has been used in recent studies that have

investigated the incidence of awareness during TIVA

[24, 30, 41]:

• What was the last thing you remember before you went to

sleep for your operation?

• What was the first thing you remember after your

operation?

• Can you remember anything in between these two

periods?

• Did you dream during your operation?

• What was the worst thing about your operation?

The Brice questionnaire is usually administered on a

number of occasions postoperatively (e.g. in the PACU, a

few hours or days after the surgery and after 30 days). A

report of awareness on any or all of these occasions is

usually classified as awareness [25, 36, 37]. Because the

Brice questionnaire provides contextual clues, especially if

the patient was prepared by a research informed consent

process, it may lead to false attribution of memories

[42]. This has not been proven although it is a frequently

expressed concern.

Other Questionnaires
Some research and quality assurance methods systematically

offer all patients the opportunity to mention awareness with-

out specifically asking about it. For example, Pollard et al.

[43] examined clinical quality improvement data for 87,361

patients treated in a regional medical system. As part of

routine care, patients were asked questions about dreaming

and difficulty with anaesthesia but were not asked a direct

question about awareness. Similarly Mashour et al. [44]

examined electronic medical records of 44,006 patients at

their academic medical centre for reports of awareness.

These patients were asked about their experience of anaes-

thesia but were not asked a direct question about awareness.

Mashour et al. [39] subsequently demonstrated an increased

incidence of awareness detected by the modified Brice ques-

tionnaire over the quality assurance approach in the same

patients. However few, if any, patients received TIVA in

these studies [39, 43, 44].
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Spontaneous Reports
Finally various measurement methods rely on spontaneous

reports by patients or ad hoc questioning by anaesthetists.

For example, the 5th National Audit Project (NAP5)

study counted awareness events that were voluntarily

reported to healthcare providers or were elicited by them

during routine patient care (Box 44.1). Many of these

patients were administered TIVA. The incidence of

awareness has also been measured via surveys of

anaesthetists [35, 45–48], where they are asked to recall

awareness cases in a certain time period or over their

whole career. Finally the American Society of

Anesthesiologists (ASA) has established an anaesthesia

awareness registry at which patients may self-report

awareness experiences.

Box 44.1: The 5th National Audit Project (NAP5):

Accidental Awareness During General Anaesthesia

NAP5 was a collaboration between the Royal College

of Anaesthetists and the Association of Anaesthetists

of Great Britain and Ireland which was conducted in

three steps.

STEP 1: Surveys of anaesthetists were conducted in

the United Kingdom and Ireland that retrospectively

recorded the numbers of awareness cases reported

during 2011. The numbers of patients receiving anaes-

thesia in the same time period were estimated from

NAP4 (UK) and an anaesthesia activity survey

(Ireland). Using this method, the incidences of aware-

ness in the United Kingdom and Ireland were 1:15,414

and 1:23,366 respectively.

STEP 2: Reports of awareness were collected prospec-

tively between June 2012 and May 2013. Events

occurring before this period that were reported for

the first time during this period were also admissible.

Reports were classified by likelihood, contributory

factors and preventability.

STEP 3: Anaesthesia activity surveys were conducted

in the United Kingdom and Ireland to determine the

numbers of general anaesthetics given at participating

centres during the study period. Based on these

data, the incidences of awareness in the United King-

dom and Ireland were 1:19,600 and 1: 31,200,

respectively.

The protocol and results of NAP5 were

co-published in the British Journal of Anaesthesia

and Anaesthesia with accompanying editorials.

Incidence

Intended General Anaesthesia
The benchmark incidence of awareness during modern gen-

eral anaesthesia was established in three large cohort studies

published in the period 2000–2004 [7–9]. The incidence of

awareness in these studies was 0.1–0.2 %. The majority of

the included patients received volatile anaesthetics and few

were monitored with a processed EEG monitor. A single

question about awareness was used in two studies [7, 8] and

the third used the modified Brice questionnaire [9]. More

recently three large randomised controlled trials of

bispectral index (BIS)-guided versus end-tidal anaesthetic

agent-guided anaesthesia reported similar incidences of

awareness (0.1–0.2 %) [36, 49, 50]. Some of these patients

were selected because they were at higher than usual risk of

awareness. All completed the modified Brice questionnaire.

Awareness was reported during TIVA shortly after the

introduction of propofol in 1986 [2–4]. The reported inci-

dence of awareness during TIVA varies between 0 and

1.1 %. Enlund and Hassan [51] studied 5216 patients

presenting for short-stay surgical procedures. All of the

patients received TIVA for maintenance of anaesthesia, but

only 7 % received muscle relaxants and none were moni-

tored with a processed EEG monitor. There were no

recorded awareness events. In contrast Errando et al. [32]

and Xu et al. [52] reported incidences of awareness of 1.1

and 1.0 %, respectively, in patients receiving TIVA. In these

studies most patients received muscle relaxants (97 and

100 %) and none were monitored with a processed EEG

monitor. The incidence of awareness was significantly

lower in the patients in these studies who received volatile

anaesthetics (0.59 and 0.2 %). These studies all used the

modified Brice questionnaire.

The influence of TIVA on the incidence of awareness was

also investigated in NAP5 [34]. The anaesthesia activity

study identified a low rate (8 %) of TIVA in the United

Kingdom and Ireland [53]. However the use of TIVA

appeared to be overrepresented among the patients with

reported awareness in the prospective study (18 %). The

NAP5 study has several major weaknesses with respect to

estimating the incidence of awareness overall and in TIVA

patients [54, 55]. Firstly, the numerator included reports

from previous years as well as reports from the data collec-

tion year. Secondly, the denominator (annual number of

anaesthetics) was estimated from an anaesthesia activity

survey over a 2-day period. And finally, the investigators

relied on spontaneous reports of awareness and reports

elicited by ad hoc questioning by anaesthetists, with the

potential for follow-up bias with respect to patients receiving
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volatile-based anaesthesia versus TIVA. These factors mean

that the estimates of awareness from NAP5 are unreliable.

These observational studies suffer from the risk of several

biases. In these studies, patients at a different risk of aware-

ness from the overall study population might be administered

TIVA rather than volatile anaesthetics. In addition, patients

at higher risk of awareness might be monitored with a

processed EEG monitor. A randomised controlled trial of

TIVA versus volatile-based general anaesthesia would be

required to overcome these issues, but such a study has not

been done. In order to be feasible, such a study would need to

recruit patients at higher than average risk of awareness

presenting for surgery under relaxant general anaesthesia

(in order to increase the event rate). Given the potential

impact of processed EEG monitoring on the incidence of

awareness, especially during TIVA [25], this monitoring

would most likely be mandated for all patients in the study,

unless the study was conducted in a region where this moni-

toring was not available or routinely used (Table 44.1).

Intended Sedation
TIVA is frequently used to provide sedation for diagnostic

and interventional procedures. The sedative effects of

propofol and other intravenous drugs occur on a continuum

from mild drowsiness to deep unconsciousness with the

threshold for amnesia occurring at a lighter depth of sedation

than loss of response to command [57]. Consequently, light

sedation can be associated with amnesia for perioperative

events [58], but very deep sedation is required if the risk of

recall is to be reduced to very low levels. This depth of

sedation is usually commensurate with general anaesthesia.

Self-reporting of procedural recall occurs at the same rate

following sedation and general anaesthesia. For example, in

a retrospective medical record review conducted at an

academic medical centre, the documented incidence of

awareness following general anaesthesia was 0.02 % and

following other forms of anaesthesia was 0.03 % (relative

risk 0.74 [95 % CI 0.28, 2.0]) [44]. These low incidences are

likely due to the self-reporting methodology.

When systemic direct questioning about recall is applied,

the reported incidence of recall is higher but still varies

widely. Studies involving light to moderate sedation

reported recall incidences of 14–50 % [59], whereas studies

investigating deep sedation reported recall incidences of

3–4 % [26, 28]. Adjuvant drugs varied between these studies

and none were randomised trials. Recently Allen et al. [60]

randomised adult patients presenting for elective outpatient

colonoscopy to light (BIS 70–80) or deep (BIS <60)

propofol and fentanyl-based sedation. The incidence of

recall was 12 % in the light group and 1 % in the deep

group (risk difference for recall 0.11 [90 % CI 0.06, 0.17]).

Data such as these support the notion that patients should be

advised about the risk of recall during the consent process

prior to sedation.

Risk Factors

Conceptually the risk of awareness increases when there

is an imbalance between anaesthetic requirement and

anaesthetic delivery. Patients with normal anaesthetic

requirement are at risk of awareness when anaesthetic deliv-

ery is insufficient. Patients with high anaesthetic require-

ment are at risk of awareness at anaesthetic doses or

concentrations that are sufficient for most people. Patients

with low anaesthetic requirement are at risk of awareness

when very low anaesthetic doses or concentrations are deliv-

ered (Table 44.2).

Table 44.1 Incidence of awareness during TIVA

Author (year) n Patients Relaxants (%) TIVA (%) Awareness (%)

Sandin and Nordstrom [41] 1727 Undifferentiated 100 100 0.3

Nordstrom et al. [24] 1000 Undifferentiated 100 100 0.2

Sandin et al. [8] 11,785 Undifferentiated 66 2.8 0 (V: 0.17)

Sebel et al. [9] 19,575 Undifferentiated Not reported Not reported 4 cases (V: 21 cases)

Ekman et al. [33] 4945 Undifferentiated 96 5.2 0 (V: 0.04)

Myles et al. [37] 2463 High risk of awareness 100 35a 0.36 (V: 0.64)

Enlund and Hassan [51] 5216 Short stay 7 100 0

Errando et al. [32] 4001 Undifferentiated 97 37 1.1 (V: 0.59)

Ye et al. [56] 1800 Undifferentiated ? 79 ?

Xu et al. [52] 11,101 Undifferentiated 100 22 1.0 (V: 0.2)

Zhang et al. [25] 5228 Undifferentiated 93 100 0.36

Pandit et al. [34] 2,452,700b Undifferentiated 49 0.7 0.01 (V: 0.004)

TIVA total intravenous anaesthesia, TCI target-controlled anaesthesia, GA general anaesthesia, BIS bispectral index
a35 % of B-Aware Trial patients were administered propofol TIVA without any inhaled anaesthetics. 2398 patients had at least one postoperative

interview. Three of the 13 confirmed awareness patients received propofol TIVA without any inhaled anaesthetics (unpublished data)
bThe denominator in the NAP5 study was derived from an anaesthesia activity survey. The awareness reports of the 1-year study period included

first reports of cases occurring before the study period
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Identifying risk factors for awareness is difficult in indi-

vidual cohort studies and randomised controlled trials

because awareness is such a rare event. To overcome this

impediment, Ghoneim et al. [61] undertook a review of

271 case reports of awareness published in the English-

language, peer-reviewed literature between 1950 and

2005. Aware patients were compared with two control

populations totalling 19,504 patients. Apart from a possible

association between younger age and female sex, and the

reporting of awareness, there were no patient characteristics

associated with awareness except for a past history of

awareness. Cardiac and obstetric surgeries were overrepre-

sented relative to the control population. More than 25 % of

the cases received no potent hypnotic agent during surgery,

but no comment was made about volatile anaesthesia

versus TIVA.

Incident monitoring studies and case reports highlight the

specific issues arising during TIVA that put patients at risk

of awareness. These include inadequate intravenous access,

failure of the intravenous delivery system, failure of the

infusion device, inappropriate programming of the infusion

device, errors in drug preparation and lack of real-time

anaesthetic concentration monitoring for propofol [62, 63].

Clinical Features

The Patient Experience
Patients who have been aware recall touch, pain, body posi-

tion and body movement (or inability to move), sound and

sometimes light during intended general anaesthesia.

Patients also recall thoughts and emotions that occurred

during the awareness event [10]. When recounting the

event, the patient may experience a range of emotions from

calm acceptance to extreme distress. There is no evidence

that the patient experience of awareness varies between

patients maintained with TIVA or volatile anaesthetic

agents. A case of awareness during TIVA that illustrates

all these features is summarised in Box 44.2.

Box 44.2: Awareness During Propofol TCI: A Case

Report

A medical practitioner reported her experience of

awareness during laparoscopic cholecystectomy

under relaxant general anaesthesia with propofol

TCI. Following placement of the intravenous cannula,

the patient felt the sting of propofol administration but

did not lose consciousness. As the muscle relaxant

took effect, she became apnoeic and unable to move.

She recalled endotracheal intubation, skin preparation

and surgery and believed that she was conscious for up

to 30 min. During this time, she felt panic, terror and

despair as well as experiencing excruciating pain. She

awoke extremely distressed and has significant and

on-going psychological sequelae.

The anaesthetist noted tachycardia, hypertension

and sweating after induction of anaesthesia and bigem-

iny after endotracheal intubation, and he checked the

patient’s pupillary signs several times during the

awareness episode. After some time, a fault with the

Graseby 3500 infusion pump was identified. The dis-

play on the pump indicated that the targeted dose had

been administered, but the syringe driver had not

moved after initial 5 mL bolus was delivered. Subse-

quently testing revealed a defect in the pump mecha-

nism and the local distributor of the device

recommended repair of all pumps at risk of this failure.

Clinical Observations During an Awareness Event
Anaesthetists and other personnel in the operating room may

notice sweating, lacrimation and pupillary dilation and

movement, including swallowing, coughing and straining,

if the patient is not paralysed. The routine monitored

variables that may change include the respiratory rate, tidal

volume, end-tidal partial pressure of carbon dioxide,

heart rate and arterial blood pressure. The anaesthetist may

notice a problem with anaesthetic delivery, such as a

non-functioning intravenous cannula, propofol leakage or

an infusion pump that is not infusing sufficient propofol for

some reason. However, none of these clinical features is a

reliable predictor of postoperative recall in patients having

TIVA [5].

The EEG and Awareness
The raw EEG can be displayed by most anaesthesia EEG

monitoring systems and may change in recognisable ways

before or during an episode of inadequate anaesthesia [64].

Slow, repetitive delta waves are the cardinal feature of deep

anaesthesia. Together with sleep spindles, which are bursts

Table 44.2 Causes of awareness during TIVA

Requirement Delivery Causes

Normal Low Equipment malfunction

Anaesthetist errors

• Knowledge (e.g. inappropriate target

concentrations)

• Skills (e.g. inadequate iv access)

• Behaviours (e.g. lack of vigilance)

High Normal In addition to equipment malfunction and
anaesthetist errors
Genetic predisposition

Acquired drug tolerance

Low Very

low

In addition to equipment malfunction and
anaesthetist errors
Caesarean section

Cardiovascular instability
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of 12–14 Hz oscillatory brain activity, they provide signifi-

cant reassurance that the patient is adequately anaesthetised.

The presence of a flat EEG, either intermittently (burst

suppression) or continuously (isoelectricity), provides addi-

tional confirmation of adequate or even excessively deep

anaesthesia. During an awareness episode, the anaesthetist

may notice an increase in the frequency and a decrease in the

amplitude of the raw EEG trace, along with loss of sleep

spindles. In the unparalysed patient, electromyographic

(EMG) interference and movement artefacts may appear.

From the perspective of a clinical anaesthetist using an

anaesthesia EEG monitor, changes in the raw EEG are indis-

tinguishable during TIVA and volatile anaesthesia [19].

Processed EEG index values are designed to increase with

decreasing anaesthetic effect-site concentration and increasing

noxious stimulation, thus alerting the anaesthetist to the possi-

bility of inadequate anaesthesia [57]. They are also designed to

be agent independent: this was tested during the development

phase on patients receiving TIVA and volatile anaesthetics

[57]. Index values typically range from 100 (awake) to 0 (iso-

electric) with values less than 60 considered to represent an

extremely low probability of consciousness.

Reports of index values above the recommended range

during episodes of awareness have been published. For

example, a B-Aware Trial patient, who was randomised to

BIS-guided anaesthesia and was anaesthetised with TIVA,

had BIS values of 79–82 during the awareness episode

(he recalled a piece of ‘cold metal’ being placed in his

mouth at the start of his rigid bronchoscopy) [37]. Similarly

Ekman et al. [33] reported two patients who recalled endo-

tracheal intubation under TIVA anaesthesia where BIS

values were >60, and Zhang et al. [25] reported four cases

of awareness during various phases of TIVA where BIS

values were >60 (one for up to 106 min).

Reports of index values within the recommended range

during episodes of awareness have also been published. For

example, a patient in the study of Zhang et al. [25], who was

randomised to the routine care group, recalled that she ‘felt
hurt as a needle puncturing her navel’ (sic). This patient

recorded BIS values below 60 throughout the operation

(although values were recorded in the 55–60 range at the

relevant time).

As TIVA is commonly implemented in combination with

muscle relaxants, the effect of these drugs on processed EEG

indices is important. The frequency spectrum of EMG sub-

stantially overlaps with the upper end of the EEG frequency

range. Artefact from EMG has the potential to obscure the

underlying raw EEG and make it difficult to interpret. EMG

can also be interpreted by processed EEG algorithms as

evidence of high-frequency EEG activity suggesting wake-

fulness [65]. The administration of a muscle relaxant has

been associated with a decrease in the BIS in patients under

TIVA [66] and in unanaesthetised volunteers [67, 68].

Consequences

Consequences for the Patient
The early studies establishing that some patients suffer

adverse sequelae after awareness recruited patients

anaesthetised before the TIVA era [69, 70]. However the

adverse consequences of awareness during TIVA were

reported soon after the introduction of propofol in 1986

[71]. These consequences range from short-term psycholog-

ical, emotional and sleep problems to long-term PTSD.

PTSD is a serious psychiatric condition that may follow

a variety of severe traumatic events and is characterised by

re-experiencing, avoidance and physiological hyperarousal.

The condition was first formally diagnosed in awareness

patients by Osterman et al. [69]. The reported incidence

of PTSD of awareness varies widely (0–78 %) [11, 30,

70–77], but the incidence of PTSD in patients receiving

TIVA and volatile anaesthetics has not been directly

investigated.

The B-Aware Trial included a large number of patients

who received TIVA (43 %) [37]. A long-term follow-up

study of the B-Aware Trial revealed that 5 of the 7 con-

firmed awareness patients (71 %) and 3 of the 25 controls

(12 %) fulfilled the criteria for PTSD at the time of the

interview (adjusted odds ratio 13.3 [95 % CI 1.4–650];

P < 0.02) [76]. One of the control patients and two of

the confirmed awareness patients received TIVA during

the index surgery. The median onset time of symptoms

was 14 days (range 7–243 days) after surgery and the

median duration of symptoms was 4.7 years (range

4.4–5.6 years).

Recall of events during sedation that is not intended to

guarantee unconsciousness may also result in adverse psy-

chological consequences. Kent et al. [78] analysed self-

reports of awareness to the ASA anaesthesia awareness

registry and found that patients often mistakenly reported

events that had occurred during sedation or regional anaes-

thesia. They reported that 78 % of sedation/regional

anaesthesia patients and 94 % of general anaesthesia

patients experienced distress and approximately 40 % of

patients in each group had persistent psychological

sequelae.

Consequences for the Anaesthetist
An awareness event can be very distressing for the anaesthe-

tist and other staff looking after the patient. In particular the

anaesthetist may be disappointed by his or her failure to

correctly implement TIVA or failure to recognise and treat

inadequate anaesthesia in a timely manner. Awareness

figures among the most common patient claim for compen-

sation [63, 79]. There is no evidence that claims for com-

pensation vary between patients maintained with TIVA or

volatile anaesthetics.
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Prevention and Treatment

Training and Continuing Education
Avoidance of awareness during TIVA is dependent upon the

acquisition and maintenance of key knowledge, skills and

behaviours. An understanding of the pharmacology of intra-

venous hypnotic and analgesic drugs and the basics of cere-

bral electrophysiology is required. Trainee must practice the

technical aspects of implementing TIVA and learn to avoid

and detect technical errors. They must learn to assess

patients preoperatively with a view to eliciting any past

history of awareness and to include discussions about aware-

ness in consent conversations. Finally trainees must learn

behaviours, such as vigilance, conscientiousness and deci-

siveness in complex uncertain situations, and develop good

communication skills.

Preoperative Preparation
Preoperatively it is important to identify patients at particu-

lar risk of awareness, such as patients with a past history of

awareness, patients with altered drug tolerance due to prior

exposure to hypnotic and/or analgesic drugs and patients in

whom cardiovascular instability during anaesthesia can be

anticipated. Aranake et al. [80] recently demonstrated that a

past history of awareness was associated with an increased

risk of awareness (relative risk 5.0 [95 % CI 1.2, 19.9]) in

patients administered volatile anaesthetics. This raises the

prospect that awareness may have a genetic aetiology in

some cases.

As part of the consent process, anaesthetists should con-

sider whether the risk of awareness is material to the patient

and therefore should be mentioned. An ASA practice advi-

sory published in 2006 revealed that ASA members and

consultants were equivocal about advising low-risk patients

about awareness but in favour of advising high-risk patients

[81]. However, given that patients receiving TIVA are

thought to be at higher than average risk [25], it may be

indicated to advise all these patients about awareness.

Finally as patients frequently seem to misunderstand the

risk of awareness during sedation and may be adversely

affected by recall of intra-procedure events, a detailed dis-

cussion of these issues with sedation patients is warranted.

Careful preparation of equipment for TIVA is essential in

the prevention of awareness. The anaesthetist must check

that the lines are primed and free of blockages from clamps,

three-way taps and the like. The TIVA device should be

carefully programmed with accurate information about the

patient. This is particularly true when TCI technology is

used, when it is prudent to recheck the device or ask a

colleague to check it in order to avoid using the wrong

infusion algorithm (e.g. a remifentanil model to infuse

propofol) and/or the wrong data. It is also prudent to have

a spare syringe of propofol prepared and to have ready

access to further drug supplies for longer cases. The NAP5

investigators proposed a checklist for awareness to be

undertaken by the team at the start of each case [82]. This

did not meet with universal agreement [55].

General Intraoperative Management
The key to intraoperative monitoring is to take into account

all the information about the patient when making decisions

about anaesthetic depth: clinical signs such as sweating,

lacrimation, pupillary dilation and movement, as well as

monitored variables such as respiratory rate, tidal volume,

heart rate and blood pressure and raw or processed EEG

information if available [81]. The experienced anaesthetist

also is vigilant to changes in surgical stimulation or surgical

complications as they arise. In this way the anaesthetist can

balance anaesthetic delivery with TIVA to individual

requirements of the patient and the surgery.

Muscle relaxants are an important adjunct to anaesthesia

but should only be used when necessary to improve patient

safety and facilitate surgery. In particular the anaesthetist

should check the depth of anaesthesia before administering

muscle relaxants either initially or during the case. This is

particularly important during induction or if the patient is

moving.

In many respects the use of TCI should help to reduce the

incidence of awareness because the infusion device takes

care of the transition between induction and maintenance,

particularly during prolonged intubation attempts. However

there has been no research to support this assertion. If inade-

quate anaesthesia is suspected, the anaesthetist should act

promptly as there is some evidence that memory traces take

seconds or minutes to be laid down.

Only one trial of a drug to prevent awareness has been

undertaken. Wang et al. [83] investigated the use of

penehyclidine hydrochloride, a centrally acting anticholin-

ergic drug, to prevent awareness in Chinese women having

breast cancer surgery under TIVA. The incidence of aware-

ness with penehyclidine hydrochloride (0/456 patients, 0 %)

was significantly lower than with placebo (5/452, 1.1 %),

P ¼ 0.030. However the incidence of awareness in the pla-

cebo group was high for this group of relatively low-risk

patients.

Intraoperative EEG Monitoring
As mentioned above, the raw EEG can be displayed by most

anaesthesia EEG monitoring systems and may change in

recognisable ways before or during an episode of inadequate

anaesthesia [64]. However the raw EEG has not been

investigated as a tool for preventing awareness in patients

anaesthetised with TIVA.

The BIS is the only processed EEG index that has been

investigated for the prevention of awareness during TIVA.

Punjasawadwong et al. [84] conducted a systematic review
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of clinical trials comparing BIS-guided anaesthesia with

standard practice. In the four studies using clinical signs as

standard practice, BIS significantly reduced the risk of

intraoperative awareness (7761 participants, odds ratio

0.24, 95 % CI 0.12, 0.48). This effect was not demonstrated

in the four studies using end-tidal anaesthetic gas monitoring

as standard practice (26,530 participants, odds ratio 1.13,

95 % CI 0.56, 2.26).

Two of the studies comparing BIS with clinical signs

included patients maintained with TIVA [25, 37]. In the

B-Aware Trial, 35 % of patients were administered propofol

TIVA without any inhaled anaesthetics. There were three

confirmed awareness cases. There were two reports of

awareness in the BIS-guided group and 11 reports in the

routine care group (P ¼ 0.022). BIS-guided anaesthesia

reduced the risk of awareness by 82 % (95 % CI

17–98 %). Three confirmed awareness patients received

propofol TIVA without any inhaled anaesthetic (0.36 %)

versus ten confirmed awareness patients who received

inhaled anaesthetics with or without TIVA (0.64 %). One

hundred percent of patients in the study of Zhang et al. were

administered TIVA. In 5228 patients there were four cases

of confirmed awareness (0.14 %) in the BIS-guided group

and 15 (0.65 %) in the control group (odds ratio 0.21, 95 %

CI 0.07, 0.63, P ¼ 0.002,).

Opinion is divided about the need for BIS monitoring to

prevent awareness during anaesthesia. In 2006 the practice

advisory issued by the ASA did not support the routine use

of EEG-based monitoring to monitor the depth of anaesthe-

sia or prevent awareness, instead recommended that the

decision to use EEG-based monitoring be made on a case-

by-case basis [81]. In contrast the Australian and

New Zealand College of Anaesthetists made the recommen-

dation that ‘When clinically indicated, equipment to monitor

the anaesthetic effect on the brain should be available for use

on patients at high risk of awareness during general anaes-

thesia’ [85]. These organisations did not distinguish between
patients maintained with TIVA or volatile anaesthetics. The

National Institute on Care and Excellence in the United

Kingdom recommended EEG-based monitors as an option

‘during any type of general anaesthesia in patients consid-

ered at higher risk of adverse outcome’ and ‘in all patients

receiving total intravenous anaesthesia’ [12]. The use of

EEG-based monitors during TIVA was recommended

because it was deemed to be cost-effective (by reducing

anaesthetic delivery) and because real-time monitoring of

anaesthetic concentration is not possible in TIVA patients.

Australian anaesthetists were surveyed in 2014 about

their use of depth of anaesthesia monitoring [86]. Twenty-

nine percent (95 % CI 24 %, 34 %) of respondents thought

that such monitoring was indicated in all cases under relax-

ant general anaesthesia, but 74 % (95 % CI 69 %, 79 %)

thought that it should be mandatory during TIVA TCI.

Postoperative Management
The postoperative management of awareness is the same

regardless of the agent used to maintain general anaesthesia.

Institutions should develop protocols for the management of

awareness patients and make sure that all clinicians caring for

the patient are aware of them. Patients may be reluctant to

report their experience of awareness to their anaesthetist [87]

and anaesthetists are reluctant to ask their patients direct

questions about awareness [48, 81]. However it is vital to

foster open and safe two-way communication between

patients and their anaesthetists on this subject. Systematic

feedback from patients about their experience with anaesthe-

sia is increasingly sought. This gives patients an opportunity

to report their awareness experience. Anaesthetists should

also consider specifically questioning patients about aware-

ness (using the modified Brice questionnaire) if the patient

was at high risk preoperatively or if any concerning signs

were evident during or after anaesthesia. In either case the

patient should be allowed to relate their experience in their

ownwords first of all and should be offered acknowledgement

of their distress, and an apology if this is appropriate. Patients

who have confirmed awareness, and any other patients who

are concerned about their experiences, should be followed up

by the anaesthetist and referred for counselling [10, 11, 78].

As part of risk management and continuous improve-

ment, cases of awareness should be reported through

departmental and institutional channels to the appropriate

groups. It is vital to ‘close the loop’ by informing the

reporting anaesthetist (and if appropriate the patient) about

the changes to policy and procedure that have ensued. This

particularly important in the case of TIVA where reporting

may lead to recall and repair of TIVA equipment [88].

Significance

Awareness during TIVA is a significant problem. In patients

at high risk of awareness or with high anxiety about the

potential for awareness, propofol TIVA should be

implemented with the utmost care. Because of the ability

to monitor end-tidal concentrations, it may be preferable to

maintain anaesthesia with volatile anaesthetics in these

patients if there is no contraindication.

Dreaming

Definition

Dreaming is defined as ‘any type of cognitive activity occur-
ring during sleep’ [89]. Anaesthetic-related dreaming is

defined as any experience, other than awareness, that a

patient is able to recall postoperatively, which he or she
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thinks was a dream and which occurred between induction of

anaesthesia and the first moment of consciousness after

anaesthesia [13, 14]. Observers report that the patient

appears to be unconscious or asleep during the period

when the dream is postulated to have been experienced.

Dreaming differs from hallucinations in that patients who

report hallucinations believe that they were awake and

believe that the experience actually happened. These

patients also appear awake to observers. The definition of

dreaming does not differ between patients in whom anaes-

thesia was maintained with TIVA or volatile anaesthetics.

Measurement

Like awareness dreaming is a subjective phenomenon, rely-

ing on the report of the patient. The incidence of dreaming is

commonly measured using the modified Brice questionnaire

[9, 37]. The narrative report of the dream is a recorded

verbatim without synthesis by the observer and is later

adjudicated by an independent panel.

The timing of measurement affects the incidence of dream-

ing although there is no evidence that the timing of measure-

ment differently affects the incidence of dreaming reported

after TIVA or volatile anaesthesia. The timing of questioning

is important because anaesthesia-related dreams, like the

dreams of sleep, are quickly forgotten. Patients should be

questioned as soon as they are conscious and orientated after

emergence from anaesthesia. Sometimes patients report differ-

ent dreams at a second interview: these dreams likely occurred

after the first dream and during the recovery period [29].

The characteristics of the dream can be measured by a

number of scales that have been appropriated from sleep and

dreaming science. These classify the dream according to

criteria such as emotional content, memorability, visual viv-

idness, amount of sound, emotional intensity, meaningful-

ness, amount of movement and strangeness [90].

Incidence

The reported incidence of dreaming during TIVA varies

very widely. Dreaming is reported by 25–60 % of patients

during emergence from general anaesthesia with TIVA [15–

22], but only 1.3–2.7 % of patients 1 day later [23–25].

Dreaming is also reported by 19–40 % of patients during

emergence from sedation with TIVA [26–28] (Table 44.3).

Risk Factors

Early case reports raised the possibility that dreaming is

more commonly experienced by patients having TIVA than

volatile anaesthesia [98]. Large studies in which the agent

used for maintenance of anaesthesia was not controlled also

suggested an increased incidence of dreaming with TIVA

[37]. For example, in a study of patients at high risk of

awareness, dreaming was reported by 4.2 % of patients

2–4 h postoperatively and TIVA was associated with higher

odds of awareness than volatile anaesthesia (odds ratio 2.40

[95 % CI 1.34, 4.30]; P ¼ 0.0003) [29]. Similarly in a study

of healthy patients presenting for elective noncardiac sur-

gery [18], TIVA patients had higher odds of dreaming than

patients receiving volatile anaesthesia (odds ratio 3.42

[95 % CI 1.40, 8.37]; P ¼ 0.007).

However observational studies may be misleading

because patients at high risk of dreaming may be preferen-

tially anaesthetised with TIVA. Randomised controlled trials

therefore are required. Small studies, which randomised

patients to TIVA or longer-acting volatile agents and

which did not standardise anaesthetic depth during surgery,

reported conflicting results [15–17, 20, 23]. Luginbühl et al.
[23] compared TIVA with desflurane (a volatile anaesthetic

with a more rapid offset of action) and standardised the

depth of anaesthesia using BIS monitoring, but reported no

difference in the incidence of awareness. However, these

patients were interviewed on the first postoperative day.

Subsequently a study was initiated where 300 healthy

patients were randomised to TIVA or desflurane, depth of

anaesthesia was standardised using BIS and interviews were

conducted on emergence from anaesthesia [19]. The inci-

dence of dreaming in this study was 27 % in the TIVA group

and 28 % in the desflurane group.

Dreaming is reported more commonly by younger

patients [9, 18, 29, 30], healthier patients [18, 29, 30],

women [29–31], those with high home dream recall

[18, 19] and those who emerge rapidly from anaesthesia

[18, 19]. Ketamine-based anaesthesia is also associated

with a high incidence of dreaming [99]. There is no evidence

for an interaction between these factors and TIVA.

Much has been written about the influence of anaesthetic

depth on the incidence of dreaming and whether dreaming

signifies near-miss awareness. This has been supported by

dreaming reports that include events or conversations occur-

ring anaesthesia. For example, Leslie et al. [18] reported that

‘a female patient remembered dreaming about “driving on a road.

The road just swallowed her up. The doctor said she was okay but

the car was wrecked. She couldn’t move—she was trying to tell

the driver to stop but he couldn’t hear her....” This patient moved

and developed tachycardia during abdominal closure, coinciding

with less than 1 min of BIS values near 60. At this time, the

anesthesiologist administered propofol and told the patient,

“Everything is okay.” Although the patient believed that she

had been dreaming, an awareness report was completed, and all

three adjudicators believed that awareness was “possible”’.

Several studies have evaluated the association between

anaesthetic depth and dreaming; however none have
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provided evidence of an interaction between anaesthetic

depth and the use of TIVA. In patients having caesarean

section, for example, provoked lower oesophageal contrac-

tility above 13 mmHg (a sign of light anaesthesia) predicted

dreaming [100]. In contrast other studies reported no associ-

ation between anaesthetic depth and dreaming. In the

B-Aware Trial, there was no difference in maintenance

BIS values in dreamers and non-dreamers who were

randomised to the intervention group [101]. This issue was

resolved by a 300-patient cohort study in which BIS values

were measured intraoperatively and patients were

interviewed immediately postoperatively for evidence of

awareness and dreaming [19]. Dreaming was reported by

22 % of patients, but there was no difference in median BIS

values between dreamers and non-dreamers (37 [18, 19, 22–

55, 57–60] vs. 38 [18, 19, 22–55, 57–60]; P ¼ 0.68) nor the

duration of BIS >60 (0 [0–7] vs. 0 [0–31] min; P ¼ 0.38).

Most dreams were similar to the dreams of sleep and none

were suggestive of awareness.

Clinical Features

Most dreams reported during anaesthesia are short and easily

forgotten. The content is about everyday life: family,

friends, work and leisure activities [16, 18, 19, 21, 29–31].

Anaesthetic dreams do not usually contain the hallucinatory,

delusional or highly emotional elements of the dreams of

sleep. Occasionally dreams contain information that could

only have been acquired during intraoperative wakefulness.

They are really awareness episodes that have been

interpreted as dreams [29, 102]. When scales are used to

measure the form of anaesthetic dreams, they are consis-

tently reported as having low strangeness and memorability,

Table 44.3 Incidence of dreaming during TIVA

Author (year) n Patients Interview TIVA Dreaming

De Grood et al. [1] 30 ENT Within 3 h 50 % TIVA: 6.7 %

Volatile: 0 %

Millar and Jewkes [91] 130 Day case 2 h 50 % TIVA: 6.2 %

Volatile: 6.2 %

Galletly and Short [92] 50 Upper GI Not stated 100 % All: 6 %

Ensink et al. [93] 150 All comers PACU 33 % All: 18 %

Marsch et al. [20] 60 ENT Emergence, PACU 50 % TIVA: 43 %, 10 %

Volatile: 10 %, 3 %

Oddby-Muhrbeck and Jakobsson [94] 60 Laparoscopy Not stated 50 % TIVA: 10 %

Volatile: 3.3 %

Oxorn et al. [95] 56 Uterine D&C 1, 24 h 50 % TIVA: 21 %, 17 %

Volatile: 15 %, 18 %

Kasmacher et al. [17] 230 Minor surgery PACU 50 % TIVA: 60 %

Volatile: 21 %

Oxorn et al. [21] 60 Uterine D&C Emergence, PACU, day 1 100 % 25 %, 12 %, 12 %

Brandner et al. [15] 112 Varicose veins Emergence 33 % TIVA: 56 %

Volatile: 26 %

Nordstrom et al. [24] 1000 All comers 24 h 100 % All: 2.7 %

Munte et al. [96] 60 Lumbar discectomy 6–8 h 100 % All: 3.3 %

Hellwagner et al. [16] 50 Breast Emergence 50 % TIVA: 40 %

Volatile: 24 %

Luginbühl and Schnider[23] 160 Gynaecology Day 1 50 % TIVA: 1.3 %

Volatile: 5 %

Leslie et al. [18] 300 Noncardiac Emergence 12 % TIVA: 36 %

Volatile: 20 %

Aceto [97] 58 Lap chole 24 h 100 % All: 10.3 %

Toscano et al. [22] 97 Gynaecology PACU, 6 h 100 % All: 23.7 %, 24.7 %

Stait et al. [28] 200 Sedation PACU 100 % All: 25.5 %

Leslie et al. [19] 300 Noncardiac Emergence 50 % TIVA: 27 %

Volatile: 28 %

Eer et al. [26] 200 Sedation PACU 100 % All: 19 %

Kim et al. [27] 215 Sedation Emergence, 30 min 50 % Propofol: 39.8 %

Midazolam: 12.1 %

Zhang et al. [25] 5228 All comers Day 1, 4 100 % All: 3.1 %

ENT ear nose and throat surgery, TIVA total intravenous anaesthesia, TCI target-controlled infusion, GI gastrointestinal, PACU post-anaesthesia

care unit, D&C dilatation and curettage
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although reports of emotional content, visual vividness and

movement vary [18, 27] (Table 44.4).

There are no routinely monitored variables that can detect

anaesthetic dreaming as it is happening. BIS values during

anaesthesia do not vary between patients who do and do not

report dreaming postoperatively [18]. This has been

interpreted as signifying that dreaming occurs during emer-

gence from anaesthesia [18]. Careful analysis of the raw

EEG has revealed some differences between dreaming and

non-dreaming patients. Leslie et al. extensively analysed the

raw EEG of patients reporting and not reporting dreaming

[19]. The most significant differences between dreamers and

non-dreamers were observed just before the postoperative

interview, when the EEG of dreamers revealed more high-

frequency (30 Hz) spectral power and fewer lower-

frequency (10.68 Hz) spindles than non-dreamers. These

are signs of cortical activation, which also occur during

rapid eye movement sleep. However there was no interac-

tion between the agent used to maintain anaesthesia

(propofol or desflurane) and the EEG correlates of dreaming.

Consequences

Dreaming during anaesthesia is usually without any

consequences, either positive or negative, as dreams are

usually forgotten. If the patient interprets the dream as

awareness, or is otherwise emotionally traumatised by

the dream, then he or she may develop postoperative

psychological or emotional sequelae or even PTSD

[10, 78]. In one study, dreaming was associated with

lower satisfaction with care; however these patients

were at high risk of awareness and also other

complications [29].

Prevention and Treatment

As anaesthetic dreams are usually pleasant and ephemeral,

little attention has been given to preventing them. BIS

monitoring was associated with a lower incidence of

dreaming in the B-Aware Trial, but these patients were at

high risk of awareness, so the generalisability of this

finding is not clear. Toscano et al. [22] randomised patients

having TIVA to scopolamine or atropine and interviewed

them on emergence about dreaming. None of the scopol-

amine patients and 47 % of the atropine patients reported

dreaming. This finding was consistent with studies in non-

surgical settings where centrally acting anticholinergic

agents were associated with suppression of dreaming

[22]. Patients who report dreaming only require treatment

if they are distressed by their experience, and this treatment

would be similar to the treatment provided for aware

patients.

Significance

Dreams are a fascinating but insignificant part of anaesthe-

sia as far as the patient is concerned. The only real interest

for anaesthetists is separating dreams from inaccurately

interpreted awareness and in elucidating the underlying

causes of unconsciousness, dreaming and anaesthetic

action.
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Apoptosis and Neurocognitive Effects
of IV Anesthetics 45
Sulpicio G. Soriano and Laszlo Vutskits

Introduction

Neuronal cell death and neurocognitive impairments

after exposure to sedatives have been unequivocally

demonstrated in laboratory animal models [1, 2]. Subse-

quently, the potential neurotoxic effects of these drugs

have captured the attention of pediatric care providers

[3, 4]. Personality changes have been historically

documented in children receiving anesthetic and sedative

drugs [5]. Despite this early observation, anesthetic and

sedative have been routinely used to facilitate painful and

distressing procedures on infants and children and is the

standard of care. Two extensive reviews of the neurotoxic

potential of sedation in neonatal and pediatric intensive care

settings have been published [6, 7] Given the public health

implications of this phenomenon, we will discuss relevance

of these issues in the context of the use of intravenous

sedatives in pediatric patients undergoing diagnostic and

painful procedures and prolonged mechanical ventilation

and circulatory support. These are disparate clinical

conditions at the extremes of duration of exposure to seda-

tive drugs, where the former can be minutes and the latter

weeks.

Sedative and anesthetic drugs are potent modulators of

the central nervous system and reversibly render patients

insensate to painful and stressful procedures [8]. Although

the exact molecular mechanisms that produce immobility,

analgesia, and amnesia are unknown, most are either

γ-aminobutyrate (GABA) receptor agonists, N-methyl-D-

aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor antagonists, or a com-

bination of the two. Most intravenous drugs are specific

agonists or antagonists of the GABA or NMDA receptors

respectively, while volatile anesthetics have multiple molec-

ular targets. Sedation is primarily produced by intravenous

drugs.

Characterization of Sedative-Induced
Developmental Neurotoxicity

Brain development is regulated by environmental cues,

which shape subsequent neurocognitive function. Neuronal

and glial cells are produced in excess, and the elimination of

as much as 50–70 % of these cells is critical for achieving

normal brain morphology and function [9]. This occurs by

elimination of precursor cells and postmitotic programmed

cell death of neurons and supporting glial cells [10]. Redun-

dant neural progenitor cells and neurons that do not migrate

properly or make synapses are physiologically pruned by

apoptosis, which is an essential component of neural

development [11].

The developing central nervous system is exquisitely

sensitive to its internal milieu, and critical periods of plastic-

ity during brain development are modulated by environmen-

tal cues and have been implicated in perceptual development

[12]. Likewise, the perioperative environment has the poten-

tial to influence brain development. Peak synaptogenesis

occurs between the third and seventh postnatal week in rats

[13]. This is equivalent to the period between 25 gestational

weeks and 1 year of age in humans. However, neurogenesis

and context-dependent modulation of neural plasticity con-

tinue throughout life from the perinatal period to adulthood.

The rate of neurogenesis peaks in different brain regions in

an age-dependent fashion, with a majority of this process

occurring primarily during the perinatal period and less
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during adulthood. Therefore, nonphysiologic exposure to

stressors (painful stimuli, maternal deprivation, hypoglyce-

mia, hypoxia, and ischemia) during this critical window may

impact neural development. These findings beg the question

of whether other confounding variables are involved in this

process [14]. The potential contribution of coexisting medi-

cal conditions and undiagnosed genetic syndromes to

neurodevelopmental has to be considered in light of the

potential neurotoxic effects of drugs used for sedation [15].

Sedative drugs are powerful modulators of neuronal

circuits and have an impact on the constant flux of CNS

development and remodeling in both health and disease

states [8]. It appears that newly born neurons are most

vulnerable to the neuroapoptotic effect of anesthetic and

sedative drugs [16, 17]. Since neurogenesis is ongoing

throughout life, from the fetus to the elderly, these neural

progenitor cells are vulnerable to the toxic effects of anes-

thetic and sedative drugs. For example, isoflurane has been

shown to induce neuronal cell death in brain regions where

neural progenitor cells reside [16]. Therefore, susceptibility

to anesthetic-induced developmental neurotoxicity (AIDN)

extends from the fetal period to late adulthood. Exposure to

anesthetic and sedative drugs during the perinatal period

leads to neuroapoptosis (cell death), aberrant morphogene-

sis, and subsequent neurocognitive deficits in laboratory

rodent and monkey models [18, 19].

Pathological apoptosis is the primary hallmark of AIDN

[20, 21]. Although it is an essential process in modulating

neural development, the apoptotic pathway is also activated

by cellular stress [22]. Stresses that can initiate this include

glucocorticoids, heat, radiation, starvation, infection, hyp-

oxia, pain, and sedative and anesthetic drugs. Exposure to

sedative drugs during brain development not only induces

neuronal cell death but can also impair neurogenesis and

synaptogenesis in an age-dependent manner. Perinatal expo-

sure to anesthetic and sedative drugs leads to neuroapoptosis

and learning deficits [23, 24]. Of note, the pro-apoptotic

effect depends on the developmental stage: being most pro-

nounced at postnatal day 7 and inexistent in 15-day-old

rodents. Postnatal rat pups had decreased neuronal progeni-

tor proliferation and persistent deficits of hippocampal func-

tion, while older rats increased progenitor proliferation and

neuronal differentiation, and this was correlated with

improved memory function [25]. The administration of

intravenous sedatives to juvenile rats leads to enhanced

dendritic formation and synaptic density; the clinical signif-

icance for this finding is unknown [26]. However, similar

dendritic morphology has been observed in psychiatric and

neurological disorders [27].

Sedative drugs are primarily N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA) antagonists (ketamine) and γ-aminobutyric acid

(GABA) agonists (midazolam, propofol, pentobarbital, and

chloral hydrate). Transient pharmacological blockade of the

NMDA receptor with the noncompetitive pharmacological

antagonist MK801, phenylcyclidine, or ketamine induced

developmental stage-dependent widespread apoptosis in

the developing brain [20]. Using a similar experimental

paradigm, the same laboratory group developed increased

neurodegeneration in rat pups treated with the GABA

agonists, diazepam, and pentobarbital [28]. Furthermore,

subanesthetic doses of midazolam or propofol induce

neuroapoptosis in neonatal mice [29, 30]. Propofol

diminishes the survival and maturation of adult-born hippo-

campal neurons in a developmental stage-dependent manner

by inducing a significant decrease in dendritic maturation

and survival of newly born neurons that were 17 days but not

at 11 days [17]. Likewise, 5 h exposure to propofol resulted

in apoptosis of neurons and oligodendrocytes in fetal and

neonatal nonhuman primates [31]. Chloral hydrate has been

shown to induce neuroapoptosis in neonatal rats [32].

The neurotoxic potential of other drug classes used to

provide sedation and analgesia has been reported. Opioids

are the most commonly administered sedative and analgesic

drug in the setting of mechanical ventilation and extracorpo-

real circulatory support. A single dose of morphine given to

postnatal day 7 rat pups did not increase neuroapoptosis

[33]. However, repeated morphine administration over

7 days is associated with increased apoptosis in the sensory

cortex and amygdala of neonatal rats [34]. Furthermore,

daily administration of morphine for 9 consecutive days

did not alter dendritic morphology. These areas of the

brain are not the areas of the brain that are affected by

volatile and intravenous anesthetics which preferentially

affect the learning and memory areas (hippocampus) of

developing brains. Dexmedetomidine is a selective α2-
adrenergic agonist with sympatholytic, sedative, amnestic,

and analgesic properties. When administered as an adjuvant

to volatile anesthetics, it reduces minimum alveolar concen-

tration [35] and has been shown to decrease isoflurane- and

ketamine-induced neurotoxicity in neonatal rats [36–39].

Dexmedetomidine has been the only drug that has

neuroprotective properties [36]. However, high doses of

dexmedetomidine can induce neuroapoptosis [40].

These experimental paradigms were conducted in the

absence of concurrent noxious stimulation, which does not

account for the interaction of sedation and stressful/painful

procedures. Recent reports of neonatal rats receiving keta-

mine during the application of noxious stimuli resulted in

less neuronal cell death [41, 42]. These experimental

paradigms do not reflect clinical conditions associated

with procedural sedation in pediatric patients [43]. Taken

together, these preclinical observations demonstrate causal-

ity between anesthetic exposure during a vulnerable devel-

opmental period with synaptic modeling and plasticity.

The behavioral impact of perinatal exposure to intrave-

nous anesthetics has been investigated in laboratory animals.
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Neonatal mice receiving ketamine, propofol, and thiopental

not only developed increased levels of apoptotic and degen-

eration cells in brain slices but reduced spontaneous activity

and impaired leaning as adults [44]. Juvenile rats with

repeated exposures to ketamine-xylazine developed

impaired motor learning and learning-dependent dendritic

spine plasticity later in life [45]. Propofol administered over

6 h to neonatal rats had increased apoptosis in thalamic

samples, but minor behavioral and learning activity at ado-

lescence [46]. When compared to naı̈ve rat pups,

dexmedetomidine did not have a different response to a

fear conditioning paradigm and actually mitigated deficits

in isoflurane-treated cohorts [36]. Ketamine induces neuro-

nal apoptosis in fetal and neonatal rhesus monkeys in a dose-

and duration-dependent fashion [31, 47, 48]. A 3-h-long

exposure to ketamine did not seem to affect cell death,

while a 5-h-long exposure has been shown to induce apopto-

sis both in the fetal and early postnatal brain. This experi-

mental paradigm resulted in persistent cognitive deficits

assessed by an operant test battery [19]. Monkeys receiving

a 24-h-long ketamine anesthesia at postnatal day 5 showed

impaired motivation and learning but no problems with

short-term memory when tested up to 3.5 years postexpo-

sure. These reports clearly demonstrate that intravenous

sedative has an impact on cognition and behavior at a

later age.

Mechanisms of Aberrant Neuronal
Development from Sedative Drugs

Although the mechanisms of NMDA antagonists and GABA

agonists are divergent, both clearly induce neurodegenera-

tive and neurocognitive changes in animal models [18].

These preclinical reports clearly demonstrate that drugs

that are routinely utilized to sedate pediatric patients have

neurotoxic properties.

Several lines of investigation have implicated other neu-

ronal cell death mechanisms such as excitotoxicity, mito-

chondrial dysfunction, aberrant cell cycle reentry, trophic

factor dysregulation, and disruption of cytoskeletal assembly

[49–55]. A combination of these and other parallel neurode-

generative pathways likely mediate the neurotoxic effect of

anesthetic drugs.

The notion that sedative drugs can be excitotoxic can be a

contradiction. However, GABA agonists stimulate immature

neurons due to a developmental variation of the chloride

channels [56]. While GABA is inhibitory in the mature

brain, it has been found in many preclinical studies to be

an excitatory agent during early stages of brain development

[57, 58]. The immature NA/K/2CL transporter protein

NKCC1 produces a chloride influx leading to neuron depo-

larization. As a consequence, GABA remains excitatory

until the GABA neurons switch to the normal inhibitory

mode when the mature chloride transporter, KCC2, actively

transports chloride out of the cell [50]. This switch begins

around 15th postnatal week in term human infants but is not

complete until about 1 year of age. Subsequent reports on the

mechanism of GABAergic-induced seizures in newborn rats

revealed that the NKCC1 chloride channel blocker,

bumetanide, attenuated the both neuroapoptosis and epilep-

tiform activity [50]. Diazepam increased epileptiform activ-

ity in an immature neocortical organotypic slice model [59].

Prolonged exposure to a NMDA antagonist such as ketamine

leads to an upregulation of the NMDA receptor, leading to

an increased accumulation of excitotoxic intracellular cal-

cium [49]. Excitotoxic insults are also linked to mitochon-

drial dysfunction in neurons, and prolonged exposure to

sedative drugs may incite a comparable response [51].

The neuroprotective properties of selective α2-adrenergic
stimulation with dexmedetomidine have been attributed to

an increased expression of the pro-survival kinases,

phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase

1 and 2 (pERK1/2), and protein kinase B (AKT)-glycogen

synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) [60–62].
Taken together, three factors appear to induce AIDN in

laboratory models: 1. developmental susceptibility during

synaptogenesis, 2. high dose of the anesthetic, and 3.

prolonged duration of exposure. Given the low doses

administered and brief exposure to the drugs, the relevance

of AIDN in the setting of procedural sedation may be super-

fluous. However, the use of sedative drugs for prolonged

ventilator and circulatory support can potentially increase

the susceptibility of critically ill neonates and infants to this

phenomenon.

Clinical Evidence for Sedative-Induced
Neurological Sequelae

The preclinical evidence indicates that prolonged and

repetitive exposure at a vulnerable age to sedatives causes

the most neuroapoptosis and later developmental delays

(Table 45.1). Most of clinical reports that examine the effect

of anesthetic exposure on neurocognitive are based on retro-

spective observations on pediatric patients undergoing

surgery and presumably general anesthesia. These reports

do not specifically identify the classes of anesthetic and

sedative drugs administered. Although most of the studies

have attempted to control for obvious confounders but the

retrospective nature of these investigations make it impossi-

ble to control for all the known and unknown confounders.

Several retrospective reports demonstrate an association

between surgery and anesthesia and subsequent learning and

behavioral disorders. In a series of retrospective reports, the

Mayo Clinic group examined a cohort born from 1976 to
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1982 for learning disabilities. The patients who were

exposed to surgery and anesthesia before the age of four

had increased incidence of learning disability at age 19 years

[63]. Risk factors included more than one anesthetic expo-

sure and general anesthesia lasting longer than 2 h. A similar

study was done using matched cohort revealed that children

under the age of two who had more than one anesthetic were

almost twice as likely to have speech and language

disabilities than those who had a single or no anesthetic

exposure [64]. In contrast, cohort study from a birth registry

reported that even a single exposure to general anesthesia

before age 3 years was related to decreased performance on

receptive and expressive language and cognitive testing

done at 10 years [65]. A similar retrospective report derived

from Iowa revealed a negative correlation between the dura-

tion of surgery/anesthesia and scores on academic achieve-

ment tests [66]. Data analysis from the Medicaid database

indicates that, even after adjustment for potential

confounding factors, children who underwent hernia repair

before the age of 3 years were twice as likely as children in

the comparison group to be subsequently diagnosed with a

developmental or behavioral disorder [67]. When this group

was controlled for gender and birth weight, there was still a

nearly twofold increase in these issues. A follow-up study

that matched patients with non-anesthetic-exposed siblings

found that the former had a 60 % greater association

between exposure to anesthesia and later neurologic and

developmental problems [68].

Meanwhile other investigators report no evidence of an

association between exposure to general anesthesia at a

young age and later school problems. An analysis of a

twin-twin registry from the Netherlands compared with the

educational achievements of identical twin pairs revealed

that twin pairs exposed to general anesthesia had lower

educational achievements than unexposed twin pairs [69].

However, when one twin was exposed and the other was not,

there were no differences in educational achievements.

These findings imply that exposure to general anesthesia

was not associated with impaired educational performance.

A Danish birth cohort compared average test scores at ninth

grade in infants who have inguinal hernia study and reported

no statistically significant differences from naı̈ve cohorts

after adjusting for known confounders [70]. A similar anal-

ysis of infants undergoing pyloromyotomies revealed no

difference in their educational performance to a surgery

naı̈ve cohort [71]. Since these retrospective reports are

based on patients undergoing surgery and presumably gen-

eral anesthesia, they may not be relevant in the setting of

procedural sedation.

Several reports have been published on the effect of

sedation on neurocognitive parameters in intensive care

patients. In a review of premature neonates receiving seda-

tion for mechanical ventilation, prolonged sedation was not

associated with a poor neurological outcome [72]. A similar

report examining the impact of perioperative administration

of sedatives in pediatric cardiac surgery found no association

between the dose and duration of these drugs and adverse

neurodevelopmental outcome at 18–24 months [73]. A

reevaluation of these children at kindergarten age

demonstrated that the number of days on chloral hydrate

was associated with lower performance intelligence quotient

and the cumulative dose of benzodiazepines was associated

with lower visual motor integration (VMI) scores [74]. The

Beery-Buktenica VMI scores reflect the ability to integrate

visual and motor abilities and screens for possible learning

and neuropsychological and behavioral problems [75].

These sedation studies in the intensive care unit may reveal

a mild association between GABA agonists and neurodeve-

lopmental deficits. However, the overwhelming impact of

severe illness and prolonged administration of the sedative

drugs cannot be discounted [76].

The limitations of retrospective studies are well known

and prompt the need for prospective investigations into the

impact of sedative and anesthetic drugs on neurocognitive

development in humans. There is at least one prospective

ongoing study (the GAS study), which is comparing the

neurodevelopmental outcomes of 2- and 5-year-old children

who were randomized to either regional or general anesthe-

sia for inguinal herniorrhaphies at age 6 months or less

[77]. The 2-year neurocognitive interim results reveal no

differences between infants exposed to either general anes-

thesia or regional anesthesia [78]. Other prospective studies

are underway [79, 80]. The EUROPAIN consortium

reported a prospective cohort study on sedation and analge-

sia in neonatal intensive care units [81]. They observed a

wide variation in practice among the participating centers,

which highlight the potential for confounding factors as the

cause for altered neurocognition.

The acute effects of sedation have been investigated. A

prospective comparison of preterm and term children

undergoing procedural sedation revealed that the former

had a twofold increased risk of an adverse event [82].

These include increased oxygen desaturations and apnea in

the preterm patients. The overall rate of oxygen desaturation

and apnea/upper airway obstruction were 154 and 575 per

Table 45.1

Drug

Neurotoxicity/

Altered plasticity Reference

Propofol Yes [26, 30, 31, 44, 86, 87]

Midazolam Yes [26, 29]

Pentobarbital Yes [44]

Chloral hydrate Yes [32, 74]

Ketamine Yes [19, 20, 26, 47, 48, 52]

Dexmedetomidine No [36]
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10,000 respective in a general cohort of pediatric patients

undergoing procedural sedation with propofol [83]. An intra-

venous bolus of propofol for procedural sedation in neonates

undergoing brief painful intervention resulted in a period of

hypotension up to 60 min with a transient decrease in cere-

bral tissue oxygenation index [84]. Morphine infusions and

boluses administered to mechanically ventilated preterm

neonates were associated with hypotension [85]. The impact

of these transient events on neurocognitive is unknown but

has the potential to affect neurocognition.

Conclusions from Preclinical and Clinical
Investigations

Extrapolation of these preclinical and clinical studies to

procedural sedation in pediatric patients is problematic.

Since millions of young children undergo sedation every

year worldwide, the public health impact of sedative-

induced neurotoxicity, if existing, could be a major issue.

The nature of the published clinical reports may have unac-

counted confounders that may lead to neurological deficits.

These studies cannot separate the effects of sedation from

coexisting condition, surgery, or stress of hospitalization.

Clearly, rigorous clinical research is needed to resolve this

issue. Since the use of sedative drugs is a standard practice

and unavoidable in pediatric patients, the clinician should be

aware of the evolving investigations on AIDN and be up to

date on the best clinical practices.
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Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), 222

Cyclohexylamine, 6
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molecular structure, 212

phase 1 clinical studies, 214

recovery time, 214
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venous plasma concentrations, 213
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CYP2C9, 701, 705

Cytochrome P450 (CYP450), 319, 602, 697, 699, 702, 705, 706
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Dead space in infusion systems, 334
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Deep sedation, 517–518

Deep-brain stimulation (DBS), 564, 566

Delirium, 547, 548, 725–738
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anesthesia and delirium, 734
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comprehensive risk model, 734
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functional cognitive reserve, 733
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precipitating factors, 732
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and cognitive dysfunction
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definition, 726–728
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inflammatory pathway, 731–732

long-term cognitive impairment, 725
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pathophysiology, 725

risk factors, 725

sedatives and neurotoxicity, 732

short- and long-term consequences, 730–731
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EEG monitoring

age-related changes, 735–736

anesthesiology, 735
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burst suppression, 735

dexmedetomidine, 735

dexmedetomidine-related changes, 736

hypnotics, 735

intraoperative awareness, 735
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ketamine-related changes, 736–737

level of arousability, 735

level of consciousness, 735

neuromonitoring, 735

neuronal circuits, 735
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propofol-induced burst suppression, 735

propofol-related changes, 736
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TCI systems, 735

hypoactive, 548, 549

model, 731

non-pharmacological treatment, 549

pharmacological treatment, 549

possible frailty assessment tools, 734

recovery room and the peripheral ward, 730

screening tools, 548

subtypes, 728

target-controlled infusions

anesthesia, 737

co-analgesics and co-hypnotics, 737

computer-based infusions, 737

EEG analysis, 737

pediatrics, 737–738

POD, 737

TCI algorithms, 737

TCI systems, 737

TIVA, 737

Dental procedures, 233

Depth monitoring, 341, 354, 547

Depth of anaesthesia (DoA), 342, 344–346, 413

and blood level, 345

monitoring, 522, 779–781

Desflurane, 688

Desmethyldiazepam, 703

Detomidine, 603

Dexmedetomidine (DEX), 81, 231–232, 363, 437, 438, 456, 460,

489–491, 529–530, 546, 553, 555, 563, 564, 594, 623, 687, 690,
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advantage, 231

airway procedures, 230

alpha-2 adrenergic agonists, 223

alpha-2 adrenoceptor agonists, 221

for ambulatory procedures, 234

anesthetic agents, 232

anxiolysis, 229

bradycardia, 224

cardioprotective effects, 232

CBF, 228

on central nervous system, 228

CI and SI, 224

dental procedures, 233

hemodynamic effects, 224

ICU, 221

on infants and children, 227

mechanisms and pathways, 223

metabolic products, 227

opioid-based technique, 228

periprocedural applications, 229–230

pharmacokinetic profile, 223

pharmacology and pharmacokinetics, 222–223

physiological effects, 221
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procedural sedation, 234–235

and propofol, 224

PVR, 227

on respiration, 223–224

sedative/anesthetic agent, 221

sympatholytic activity, 221

use, 221

vascular surgeries, 233

ventilation, 224

Dexmedetomidine Compared to Morphine (DEXCOM) study, 692

Dexmedetomidine-induced loss of righting reflex (LORR), 707

Dextromethorphan, 767

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition

(DSM-5), 726

Diazepam, 488, 528, 603, 703

Digit Symbol Substitution Test, 687

Diprifusor PK model, 194

Diprifusor systems, 13

Diprifusor TCI system, 10, 14

Diprifusor®, 12, 18, 330, 374, 376, 573

Diprivan, 11, 18, 191, 194, 300

Directive 93/42/EEC, 27

Dissociative anaesthesia, 609
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Double-Burst Stimulation (DBS), 287

Double-human interface, 671
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anaesthesia activity surveys, 785

and anaesthetic depth, 791
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hypertension and sweating, 787
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intraoperative wakefulness, 792

measurement, 791

NAP5, 785

positive/negative consequences, 793

prevention and treatment, 793

propofol TCI, 787

risk factors, 791–792

Droperidol, 363

Drug administration error, 667, 669, 672–678
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double-human interface, 671

during anesthesia, 667–670

consequences, 669

multimodal system, 673

systematic approaches to improve patient safety, 672–674

environments, 678

industries, lessons from, 670–671

linear and complex systems, 672

problems, 677

triumph of software, 675

alarm problem, 677, 678

in anesthesia, 676

control, 678
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Drug concentration and effect, 121

Drug dosage calculations, 572–576

Drug equivalence, 722

Drug interaction displays, 713–715, 718–722

Drug-induced depression, 517

Dual process theory, 42

Dysanesthesia, 52, 54

E
Ebbinghausen Paradigm, 37, 39

Economics, TIVA

clinical care, individual patient, 633

cost benefit analysis, 637–638

cost effectiveness analysis, 636–637

cost minimisation analysis, 633–636

individual drugs, 633

types of, 633

EEC directive 93/42, 11

Effect control software, 23–24

Effect site, 572

Effect target-controlled infusion (ETCI), 329

Effect-compartment model, 173

Effect-Site Model Application, 181–182

Elderly patient, TCI, 571

Elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy, 362

Electrocardiogram, 687

Electrocardiography (ECG), 370

Electroconvulsive therapy, 209

Electrocorticography (ECoG), 564

Electroencephalography (EEG), 82–84, 90, 341–345, 347–350,

352–354, 562, 564, 734

activity, 649

auditory evoked potential, 349

band power to concentration of anaesthetic, 347

cortical inhibition and loss of consciousness, 357–359

depth monitoring, 341

and dose, 347

effect, 574

neuromonitoring, 736

peak effect, 574

positive and negative prediction, 349

power spectrum, 348

ROC curve, 350

spontaneous cortical activity, 348–349

unprocessed in anaesthesia, 348

unprocessed in natural sleep, 347–348

Eleveld model, 192, 194, 437

Emergence agitation (EA), 737

Endoscopy, 690–691

Engineering control terminology, 651

Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) programs, 584

Episodic memory, 32, 35, 37, 39, 40, 45

Episodic/Conscious Memory, 45–49

Equine, 604

alfaxalone, 608

ketamine, 611–612

propofol, 602–604

Equine field anaesthesia, 589, 595, 596

Erythromycin, 317, 319

ETCO2, 391, 392, 394, 398, 399

Ethyl alcohol, 445

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 334

Etomidate, 5, 79, 211–214, 307, 308, 475, 704, 705

adrenocortical suppression, 210–211

adverse effects, 211

analogues, 214–216

CPMM, 213–214

MOC-Etomidate, 212–213

pyrrole etomidate (see Pyrrole etomidate analogues)
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Etomidate (cont.)
cardiovascular function, 209

cerebral perfusion pressure, 209

electroconvulsive therapy, 209

focal epileptogenic activity, 209

high therapeutic index, 209

hypnotic activity, 209

molecular mechanisms, 211

molecular structure, 210

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, 210
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(ECVAA), 589
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European Medical Device Directive 93/42, 15
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Extended Observer’s Assessment of Alertness and Sedation (EOAA/S)

score, 345

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), 476

Extrapyramidal symptoms, 549

Eyelash reflex, 409
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Faces Legs Activity Cry Consolability Scale (FLACC), 521

Facilitated incident monitoring, 669

Fat body mass (FBM), 575

Fat-free-mass (FFM) concepts, 197

Fatty acid oxidation, 472

Feline

alfaxalone, 607–608

ketamine, 610–611

propofol, 601–602

Fentanyl, 433, 454, 456, 477–478, 530–531, 541–542, 685, 690, 691

Fentanyl drug effect, 153

Field anaesthesia in horse, 590

“File-drawer” effect, 55
Fit Plots, 178–180

Flaherty’s study, 603
Fluconazole, 704

Flumazenil, 456, 489, 529, 703

Flunitrazepam (Rohypnol), 52

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 221

Fospropofol, 301–308

Friedman’s supersmoother curve, 178, 179

Fumarate compounds, 279

Functional residual capacity (FRC), 430, 457

G
GABA receptor, 191

GABAA (gamma-aminobutyric acid type A), 701

GABAA receptor, 81, 82, 84–86, 88–91, 546, 700,

702, 705

GABAergic neurotransmission, 704

GABAergic transmission, 703

GABA-receptors, 542, 551

Gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA), 222, 464, 467, 528

Gantacurium, 279

Gastrointestinal endoscopy, 370–371

Gaussian distribution curves, 42

General dental council, 370

Generic closed-loop scheme, 650

Genetic polymorphisms, 456

Genetic variability, 698–700

Gepts model, 577

Gepts pharmacokinetic model, 574

GHB (gamma hydroxybutyrate), 52

Glasgow University software, 12

GlaxoSmithKline, 17

Glomerular filtration rate (GFR), 431

Glucuronic acid, 702

Glucuronidation, 460

Glucuronide, 703

Glutamate receptors, 87

Glycopyrrolate, 225, 495

Greco equations, 469

Greco model, 122

Guaiphenesin (GGE), 603, 610–612

H
Haemodynamics, 408, 409

Haloperidol, 549, 550, 555

Health care, 676

complexity, 672

device, 678

modern, 667

technology, 667

Hedonal, 3

Heinz Body formation, 602

Hemodynamic effect, 573

Hemodynamic effects of propofol, 580

Hemodynamic instability, 5

Hepatic cirrhosis, 210

Hepatic drug metabolism, 572

Hepatotoxicity, 485

Hexobarbital, 4, 7

Hierarchical interaction model, 359

High thoracic epidural analgesia (HTEA), 584

Hill model, 449

Hippocampus, 34, 35, 39, 40, 42–45, 47–48, 57

Horse

apnoea, 604

field anaesthesia in, 590

ketamine TCI system for, 593

premedicated, 603

romifidine licensed in, 593

Human anaesthesia, 612

Human factors, 670–672, 679

HX0969w, 301, 308–309

Hydromorphone, 480, 685

Hydroxydione, 5

Hyperactive pediatric delirium, 549

Hyperalgesia, 626, 627, 763, 764

Hypercortisolemia, 211

Hyperglycemia, 732

Hypertension, 687

Hypertriglyceridemia, 687

Hypnotic agents, 598–612, 719

alfaxalone, 604–609

ketamine, 609–612

propofol, 596–604

Hypnotic drug, 111, 303, 573

Hypnotic opioid, 385–386

Hypnotic potency measure, 116

Hypnotic–hypnotic pharmacokinetic interactions,

315–316

Hypnotics and sedatives, 572, 702–705, 707

Hypotension, 224

Hypothermia, 361

Hypothermic CPB, 582

Hypovolemia, 361
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Ibuprofen, 485, 486

Infant

anesthetic and sedative, 797

EUROPAIN consortium, 800

inguinal hernia study, 800

pyloromyotomies, 800

Inflammatory cytokines, 466

Infusion device, 329

Infusion schemes, 595

Infusions, 3, 4

Infusions, intravenous/methods, 624

Intensive Care Delirium Screening Checklist (ICDSC), 728

Intensive Care Unit (ICU), 691–693

International Anesthesia Research Society (IARS), 259

International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP), 763

International label color code, 673, 674

International Study of Postoperative Cognitive Dysfunction
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Intracranial pressure (ICP), 474, 561, 563, 565, 566, 606

Intraoperative awareness/epidemiologymuscle relaxants, 789

Intraoperative awareness/epidemiologyTCI, 789

Intraoperative EEG monitoring, 789, 790

Intra-procedural Applications, 230

Intravenous (IV) analgesics, 685, 686

characteristics, 686

clinical outcomes, 688

Intravenous (IV) route, 669

Intravenous (IV) sedation, 687–689, 691–693
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clinical outcomes, 688
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analgesia, 691
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sedatives, 692, 693

operating room

postoperative nausea, 689

postoperative pain, 689

recovery after general anesthesia, 687, 688

outcomes, 687

for procedural sedation, 689–691

cardiac procedures, 690

endoscopy, 690–691

radiology, 690

Intravenous anaesthetic agents, 470–473, 590

adverse effects, 474–475

etomidate, 475

ketamine

pharmacodynamics, 473

pharmacokinetics, 473

propofol, 470

adverse effects, 472

pharmacodynamics, 471

pharmacokinetics, 470

thiopental, 472–473

Intravenous anesthesia, 702–707

anesthetic agents, 7

balanced anesthesia, 6

barbiturates, 3

benzodiazepines, 4

cardiac surgery, 579–580

cardiorespiratory depression, 4

cranial surgery, 565

development, 3

drug administration, 3

functional neurosurgery, 565–566

hedonal, 3

hexobarbital, 7

metabolism, 701

neurosurgical procedures and postoperative neurocritical care, 566

pediatric neurosurgery, 566

pharmacogenetics, 700–702

barbiturates, 702, 703

BDZs, 703, 704

dexmedetomidine, 706, 707

etomidate, 704, 705

ketamine, 705, 706

propanidid, 4–5

vascular neurosurgery, 566

Intravenous benzodiazepines, 687

Intravenous hypnotic agent, 299

Ischemia–reperfusion injury, 751–752

anesthetic cardioprotection, 756

coronary artery bypass surgery, 756

endogenous cardioprotection, 756

factors, 752

intravenous anesthetic agents, 757

ischemic pre/postconditioning, 756

KATP channel openers, 756

myocardial ischemia, 756

pertinent methodological issues, 757

pharmacological agents, 756

Ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), 582, 583

Ischemic pre/postconditioning, 756

Isoboles, 123, 124

Isoflurane, 653

Isoflurane- and ketamine-induced neurotoxicity, 798

Isolated forearm technique (IFT), 351, 352, 780

Isopropyl phenol, substituted, 596

J
James equation, 436

James formula, 575, 576

Janmahasatian formula, 576
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Joint Commission color code, 673, 674

K
Kataria and Paedfusor models, 25

Kataria model, 185, 337, 526

Kataria PK model, 195

Kernicterus, 455

Ketamine, 6, 66, 71, 245, 247–259, 315, 456, 473, 474, 527, 528, 543,

595, 601, 603, 604, 687, 704–706, 736

airway and respiratory adverse events, 248

associated adverse events, risk factors, 248

cardiovascular systems, 741

chronic pain, 767

clinical effects and applications

analgesic effects, 256, 257

cardiovascular effects, 248, 249

dissociative effects, 250–253

effects on intracranial and intraocular pressure, 249, 250

hypertonicity and random movements, 255

minor, 256

neurotoxicity, 258, 259

pharmacologic restraint in excited delirium, 257–258

protective airway reflexes and laryngospasm, 247–259

psychiatric effects, 258

psychotomimetic effects, 253–255

pulmonary effects, 249

vomiting, 255
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Ketamine (cont.)
clinical uses, 544

coadministered adjuncts, 252

continuous sedation, 544

delirium, 741

dissociative anesthesia, 741

dosing, 247

fentanyl enhancement, mechanical hyperalgesia, 768

history, 245–246

meta-analyses, 767

minimal analgesic effect, 767

neurotoxic effect, 767

NMDA blockade/modulation, 767

nonmedical use, 259, 260

PCA, 767

perioperative acute pain management, 767

pharmacologic effect, 767

pharmacology, 246–247

postoperative pain management, 767

psychomimetic and hallucinogenic side effects, 767

rat models, 767

side effects, 544

TCI, 741

treatment-resistant depression, 741

Ketamine Esters, 310

Ketamine, veterinary medicine, 609–612

pharmacodynamics, 609–610

pharmacokinetics, 609

TIVA in different species

canine, 610
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feline, 610–611

miscellaneous, 612
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Ketoconazole, 318, 319, 704

Ketofol, 470, 528

Ketorolac, 486–487

King penguin, anaesthesia of, 605

Knibbe PK model, 197
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Laryngeal mask airway (LMA), 409

Laryngoscopy, 125, 359, 397

Laryngospasm, 247–249, 251–253, 256

Lean body mass (LBM), 336, 575

calculation, 22–23

estimation in obese patient, 575–576

Learning and memory, 83

Levobupivacaine, 420

Levomepromazine, 549, 550, 552, 554, 555

Lidocaine, 590, 596

Ligand-gated ion channels, 87–89

Linear and complex systems, 672

Lipophilic drug, 582

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced inflammatory

response, 739

LLEAP™, 640

Loading dose (LD), 446

Local anaesthetic agent, 413

Logistic regression model, 452

Long term memory, 32–36, 39, 44, 45, 52–54

Lorazepam, 529, 543, 687, 703, 704

Loss of consciousness, 70–71

M
Macro emulsion, 596

Magnesium, 767–769

Malignant hyperthermia (MH), 700

Management of accidental awareness, 778

Manual target control, 714

Manual-controlled infusion (MCI), 403–406, 413, 425

Marsh and Diprifusor models scale, 202

Marsh and Schnider models, 21

Marsh model, 14, 18, 19, 106, 183, 185, 408, 436, 573, 576, 642

Marsh pharmacokinetic model, 526, 584

Maruishi Pharmaceutical Company, 303

Masseter muscle rigidity (MMR), 274

Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), 601

Medetomidine, 593, 610

Median absolute performance error (MDAPE), 21, 175–177, 180, 183

Median performance error (MDPE), 21

Memory, 31, 37, 39

anesthetic effects, 51–57

as behavior, 37, 39

black box, 49–51

conceptualization, 36–44

episodic/conscious, 32, 35, 37, 39, 40, 45–49

history of taxonomy, 32–36

information flow, 39

long term, 32, 33, 35, 36, 39, 45, 52–54

neurobiologic/neurocomputational instantiation, 44–51

recognition, 41, 42, 44

short term, 32, 33, 45

SPI Model, 39–40

Memory system conceptualization, 32

Meperidine, 480, 690

Methadone, 481–482, 704

Methionine, 705

Methohexital, 702

Methotrimeprazine, 549, 550

Methoxycarbonyl carboetomidate (MOC-carboetomidate), 216

Methoxycarbonyl etomidate (MOC-etomidate), 212–213

Methyl thio-ethyl group, 4

Metoclopramide, 363, 496

Metoprolol, 754

Microemulsion, 300

Midazolam, 4, 34, 41, 51, 53, 54, 81, 83, 90, 227, 302–304, 308, 314–

319, 370, 371, 488, 528, 542, 543, 553, 555, 690–692, 703

Middle latency response (MLR), 562

Minimal alveolar concentration (MAC), 451, 464

Minimal Mental State Examination (MMSE), 733

Minimal sedation, 517

Minimum infusion rate (MIR), 601, 603, 611

Minto equations, 469

Minto model, 17, 23, 123, 137, 575–577, 642

Mitochondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP), 583, 751, 753

Mivacurium, 279

Mixed-effects models, 447

MOC-Carboetomidate. See Methoxycarbonyl Carboetomidate

(MOC-Carboetomidate)

MOC-Etomidate. See Methoxycarbonyl Etomidate (MOC-Etomidate)

Modelling principles, 120–133

data analysis

goodness-of-fit, 126, 127

identifiability of model parameters, 127

mechanistic vs. empirical models, 128

model selection, 127–128

nonlinear regression analysis, 124–133

NONMEM, 129

optimal study design, 131
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population vs. individual approach, 128, 129

reporting PKPD studies, 132–133

simultaneous vs. sequential PKPD analysis, 130

pharmacodynamic models

additive interaction model, 122

continuous responses, 120–124

Greco model, 122

hierarchical model, 123

interaction modelling, 122

isoboles, 123, 124

Minto model, 123

quantal responses, 121–122

response surface modelling, 124

pharmacokinetic models, 117–120

PKPD link models, 120

Moderate sedation, 517

Modern anaesthesia, 341

Modern healthcare, 667

Molecular General Anesthetic Mechanisms, 80

Moore’s Law, 675
Morphine, 460, 466, 530, 541, 551, 555, 685, 704

Morphine-3-glucuronide (M3G), 476

Morphine-6-glucuronide (M6G), 476

Motor evoked potentials (MEPs), 565, 622, 623

Multi-drug resistant P-glycoprotein, 699

Murat models, 185

Muse™, 640

Myocardial ischemia/physiopathology

acute coronary syndrome, 749–750

acute luminal thrombus, 749

coronary artery disease, 749

myocardial oxygen supply–demand imbalance, 750

plaque fissuring and acute coronary artery thrombosis, 749

PMI, 749

timing, 750–751

Myoclonic activity, 5

N
N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone imine (NAPQI), 485

N-acetyltransferase (NAT), 698
Naloxone, 483, 531

NAP5 findings, 342

NAP5 psychological support pathway, 779

NAP5 recommendations, 353

Narcotrend Index, 522

5th National Audit Project (NAP5), 624

Natural non-rapid eye movement (NREM), 739

Network of things, 678

Neuraxial analgesia, 770

Neuroactive steroid, 604

Neuroanesthesia, 6

Neurobiology of Unconscious Memory, 50–51

Neuro-cognitive disorder, 547

Neuroleptanalgesia, 579

Neuromuscular blockade, 272, 281, 284, 287

Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs)

adverse effects, 496

age-related differences, 282

anticholinergics, 495

atropine, 495

clinical autonomic effects, 273

clinical use, 286–287

description, 267

duration of action, 271

geriatric patients, 283–284

glycopyrrolate, 495

hepatobiliary disease patients, 285

laryngeal adductor muscles, 280

metabolism and elimination, 272

muscle blood flow, 271

neostigmine, 283

neuromuscular junction, 492

neuromuscular junction/plasma partition coefficient, 270

obese patients, 285

paediatric patients, 282–283

peripheral paralysis, 280

pharmacodynamics, 493–494

pharmacokinetic parameters, 275

pharmacokinetics, 494–495

plasma concentrations, 271

renal disease, 284–285

respiratory depression, 280

rocuronium in adults, 283

sugammadex, 496

vecuronium-induced onset, 271

Neuromuscular junction/drug effects, 269

acetylcholine release, 268

additive/synergistic effects, 282

desflurane, 282

isoflurane, 282

motor unit, 267

muscle relaxants, 269

postjunctional events, 268

postsynaptic nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 269

prejunctional events, 268–269

Sevoflurane, 282

Neuronal plasticity/drug effects, 800

Neurophysiological monitoring techniques, 562

Neuro-psychiatric disorder, 550

Neurosurgery, 565–566

acute brain injuries, 561

adequate anesthetic, 561

anesthetic drugs, 562–563

anesthetic techniques, 563–564

brain and spinal cord, intravenous anesthesia, 564–565

consciousness, 561–562

intravenous anesthesia (see Intravenous anesthesia)
normal brain and nervous system, 561

TCI, 561

TIVA, 561

volatile anesthetics, 561

Neurotoxicity, 258–259

Nitrates, 755

Nitrous oxide (N2O), 769

NMDA antagonism, 595, 609

NMDA modulators

antagonists and perioperative pain management, 767

ketamine, 766–767

magnesium, 767–769

N2O, 769

regional anesthesia, 769–770

NMDA receptors, 86, 87

NMDA-receptor antagonist, Ketamine, 543–544

N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, 473, 705,

741, 764

Nociception, 357–364

antinociception balance, 359, 361, 362

assessment, 357, 358

cardiac parasympathetic responses, 361–363

peripheral sympathetic responses, 359, 360

pupillary response, 363, 364
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Nomogram, 673

Noncardiac surgery, 749

Nonconscious processes, 357

Non-depolarising muscle relaxants (NDMRs)

adductor pollicis, 270

blockade, 270

buffered diffusion, 270

ED95 and clinical effects, 275

nicotinic postjunctional receptor, 269

physicochemical properties, 270

Non-depolarising neuromuscular blocking drugs (NMBDs), 454

NONMEM, 129–130, 132, 135

Nonopioid analgesics, 486–487

acetaminophen, 484–485

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

ketorolac, 486–487

tramadol, 487

Noradrenaline, 64

Noxious stimulation response index (NSRI), 359, 737

NREM sleep, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72

Number of fluctuations of skin conductance per second (NFSC), 360

Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC), 728
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pain management, 766
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Pharmacokinetic (PK) (cont.)
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injection pain, 206
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Sedation (cont.)
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Steroid hydroxydione, 5
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